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HAVE YOU EVER THOUGHT
wluit you, ;is an alumna, would do—how you would get along—without your

highly efficient and well-organized Alumnae Association? Just suppose, for a

moment, that the Alumnae Association of Sweet Briar College quietly closed

shop and ceased to exist. What would happen? Would it have any effect on you?

It certainly would 1 the services to you of the S.B.A.A. are far too numerous to

list here, hut the mention of a few may illustrate just what an orphan you'd be:

no more reunions—no way of keeping up with migrating and name-changing

college friends—no more Manson Memorial scholarship for your daughters' pos-

sible future use—no information on present campus life, educational trends, etc.

—

no representatives on the Board of Overseers and hence no voice in the policies

of the College—no magazine—no place to meet—no one to greet you when you

arrive on campus and guide you through dormitories, classrooms, indoor ring or

boat house—no one to answer the literally thousands of questions you send to the

Alumnae Office each year—no Alumnae Fund which, by providing a channel for

small contributions, makes a much-needed annual gift to the College equal to the

income from a large sum of money.

A dismal picture, indeed! And as we go to press today on the October issue of

the Alumnae News we look to some 4,500 of you to respond to the appeals for

funds to keep the S.B.A.A. going. The College pays our bills. We want to con-

tinue the tradition of our annual gift to Sweet Briar.

We do not expect gifts of great magnitude but we do hope for a multitude of

gifts. $10,000 for capital endowment is our goal. We need proof of your need

of the Sweet Briar Alumnae Association.

PLEASE SEND YOUR
CONTRIBUTIONS TODAY

( Make chccki piixcl'lc to the Sweet Bruir AluiiDiae F uiiil )
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Ff'om z^iss Glass—
I
AM tdltl th;it I may have space in each issue of the

Alumnae News this year to talk to you about this and

that. I hope you will write back and talk to me about

this and that, the same this and that which I have dis-

cussed or entirely different ones. My personal contacts

with you last year meant so much to me that I am loath

to lose this touch. I mean, so far as you will respond,

to keep our thoughts running back and forth.

On the supposition that, as college opens in the fall,

M)ur thoughts turn to how the year begins—rather than

to the state of the boxwood!—and what are the emphases

of the year, I am sending you excerpts from my remarks

at the Opening Convocation, from the first sermon, from

the first chapel service.

From the Opening Convocation address:

One of the most interesting things about a college is

hciw it is each year the same—and not the same. The
real ideals of education change little but there is a con-

tinual search for the better process. The right balance

between the immediate and the long-time value is an im-

fniling concern of education and of daily life.

This year is a time when immediate calls, changed

emphases, high feeling are making education restless to

know whether it is holding that balance. The air is full

'if prodding, necessary to make us think, plan and work

for the true virtues of our national life and of our con-

tribution to the life of the world. How should youth be

trained in such a year? Undoubtedly the young should

be given the most truthful picture we can form of what

life will probably demand of them, and more immediately

of what their country will probably demand in the next

j'ear or two or three or more.

In an effort to guide colleges this )'ear, undei' the

auspices of the American Coimcil on Education, a sub-

committee on AVonien in College ajid Defense met in

\\'ashington in September and investigated what needs

of the country had been clearly enough discerned to

guide colleges in curriculum adjustments and student

guidance. Your president chaired the committee and

brings you such information as that group was able to

gather.

"The Committee sought information from the Civil

Service Commission, the Federal Security Agency, the

Office of Education, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the

National Roster of Scientific and Specialized Personnel,

the Bureau of Employment Security, the Women's
Bureau of the Department of Labor, and the OfSce of

Civilian Defense.

"From these sources came statements that women
would probably be needed in greater numbers as men
were called from work they arc now doing. So far it is

possible to indicate as of this date only a few phases of

special training that the colleges can give which promises

to be needed soon. Additional nurses are needed definitely.

More dietitians than are available are needed, and, espec-

ially in some regions, more nutritionists. Additional need

for bacteriologists and medical technicians seems probable.

It is likely that women will be called on more largely

as inspectors, especially for foods. Persons who command
Spanish and Portuguese, who can do good translation

from English into these languages and vice versa and

|x-rsons who can take Spanish and Portuguese dictation,

are needed now.

"In the social field there is developing a need for

persons with an understanding of the community as a

whole, with knowledge of cooperatives as well, rather

than more of the workers trained in the remedial aspects

of social service. Such training implies a longer period of

study, with some graduate work and some experience.

Experienced economists are needed, but as yet the agen-

cies needing them have not turned to women. It is

probable that they will. Again this will call for additional

work beyond the imdergraduate stage, but the informa-

tion may be useful in guidance of students now in college.

"It is reported that both federal agencies from their

headquarters, and representatives in the field, are calling

the attention of ofticia's to the wisdom of turning to

women for additional staff. Whether the increased need

will continue long enough to make such guidance useful

to college students in the lower classes, or even to juniors

and seniors, is something that no one can say. There

seems to be no shortage of college trained women in

other fields for the demands now being made upon them,

but a probability that women teachers of physics, indus-

trial arts and accounting may shortly be in demand.

"There has been repeated assertion by Army, Navy,

and non-military government spokesmen that education

is national defense; that it is of vital importance to main-

tain a .continuous supply of men and women trained in

mind and body ; that the college, through more effective
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instnictinn and guidance, can make a most important

and necfssan' contribution to national defense; and that

government agencies favored 'the continued operation

of educational institutions with as little disruption as pos-

sible and have not attempted in any way to advocate or

sponsor a reorienting of college courses.' Preparation for

living the lives women have always lived is as necessary

as ever. Preparation for this responsibility may not seem

to a young woman as dramatic as taking a course in

mechanical engineering, but it is no less important if we

are to preserve the integrity of the common life in our

democracy.

"The Committee deems it worth while to call atten-

tion to the intangibles which should be cultivated espec-

ially at a time when his countr}' needs each person at his

best. The lack of these essential characteristics was re-

peatedly stressed by those who seek to utilize the services

of college graduates.

"1. College graduates eminently need to be able to

follow instructions and to meet obligations without being

reminded of them.

"2. More facility in handling figures would make

them more valuable. They seem to have a psychological

hazard in the face of them.

"3. The initiative to find out what ought to be done

and how to do it in the normal routines of a job would

make them much more serviceable.

"4. They are accused of too much self-interest in

their activities.

"5. They seem to lack convictions based on knowl-

edge and even to be afraid of acquiring the knowledge

necessary for the formation of convictions.

"To serve the formation of stable morale in all citizens

much emphasis is given to the seeking of information and

to discussion in its various forms. The Federal Security

Agency makes a definite call on the colleges to promote

among students such discussions and to train students

in the techniques of successful discussion and forum pro-

cedure, that they may participate eflFectively in commu-
nity discussion groups and, in many cases, organize and

lead these groups.

"Tn connection with Civilian Defense there are sev-

eral courses entirely suitable for students in college to

take without waiting to return to their own commimities

to begin them. Tn the first place the college is a com-

munity and can be organized for civilian defense just as

other commimities are. This will involve a set-up to take

care of the college communit\' in time of attack. Short

time courses given to students as extra-curricular work

in health, in guidance of recreation, and in nutrition

will he valid both in college and in home commimities.

"Students in college, while pursuing their special edu-

cation willl still want to be geared into the general

scheme of defense work for all citizens. Colleges have

organized, and will want to continue to do so, oppor-

tunities for students to participate in contributions to

relief, to work at bandage making, sewing, knitting and

such useful leisure-time activities. Taking of extra-

curricular courses in first-aid, nutrition, home nursing

and such others as the office of Civilian Defense form-

ulates, will enable them both at college and later at

home to participate as effectively in the general defense

activities as do the women out of college.

"In many institutions the practice seems to be to have

a Faculty Defense Committee without student repre-

sentation, or a student committee without faculty repre-

sentation. The Committee on Women in College and

Defense would call to the attention of the college admin-

istration how especially far-reaching and effective is joint

planning b\' faculty and students in all the defense work.

Students arc called on to demonstrate that they know
what democratic procedure means and how worth while

it is. Defense planning in colleges is an cminenth' suit-

able field for its practice.

"The information contained in this report does not

entail reorganization of courses nor great dislocation of

programs already begun. There are specific areas of

service that undergraduate women can cultivate in col-

lege as well as the major service of continuing, at its

highest level, their previously planned education. The
Committee believes that colleges will be glad to he

assured that rather thorough investigation of sources of

information has yielded to date no new guidance, and

that they will be encouraged to more excellent perform-

ance by the consensus of opinion outside their own ranks

that they should carry forward their existing types of

education."

College students can still best serve their coiuitrv and

their time as they keep flowing the stream of educated

women for their many and indispensable roles in society,

in the professions, in enlightened citizenry, in persons

truly civilized in himnan relations, with a higher quality

than ever before to meet a higher need. And the effect-

iveness of this stream is dependent, as it always has been,

on character, self-discipline and self-sacrifice—upon

which likewise depend life's richest satisfactions. A hard,

handsome, and happy year is ours for the making!

From the first sermon: The first Sunday service of

the year was held on September 21st and the Reverend
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Dr. |ohn H. Powell, Jr., of Bronxville, New York,

preached. He had chosen to talk on what kind of a

woman is worthy of her place in the world, and he used

the description of a worthy woman from the thirtv-first

chapter of Proverbs as a framework for his analysis. He

stressed the necessit\' of work and wisdom and showed

how a woman could attain her full stature only by active

faith and religious living. It was a convincing sermon

to the students, according to their comments.

Prom the first chapel service conducted by Dean

Lvman: "Behold I make all things new." The book

of Revelation was a message to the early Christians in

Ephesus in a time of confusion, distress and danger. The
book is full of references to the problems that faced the

Christian community in the midst of a civilization that

was not only alien to the Christian way of thinking and

living, but even hostile to the point of danger to the lives

of Christian people. Even in the face of persecution, this

leader could write "Behold I make all things new,"

"the tabernacle of God is with men." His faith was such

that oiitv\ard circumstance could not dominate it. What-
ever came in the external world, this w:is an eternal

reality that could not be shaken.

We too live in a time of confusion, distress, and strain.

.As we begin this college year the abiding reality ot this

message comes across the \-ears, clear and strong.

"Behold I make all things new," "the tabernacle of

God is with men." We also believe that God can make
all things new by means of creative faith and love medi-

ated through his children. In this college community, at

the beginning of a new academic year, even in times of

such strain and an.xiety as we face today, this message

Comes to us with power: "Behold, I make all things new."

Women and Publishing
By Rosemary Frev Rogers, '34

WHAT .Ali Baba visions the word "publishing"

conjures in one's mind! It is as if it were an

open sesame to a new existence, a new business world

of superbly and richly appointed offices, thickly carpeted,

muffied sounds, rows of shelves lining the walls contain-

ing first editions, association copies, and deluxe bindings;

a constant whirl of social engagements with renowned

authors, clever wits, and the cream of the intelligentsia;

with every book a best seller and every play published a

Broadway hit. This is the Hollywoodian version of a

publisher's office and the publishing world. In actuality

it is quite different, but no less fascinating, absorbing, and

intriguing.

On several occasions following vocational talks at

women's colleges man\' students have eagerly asked

questions of what women can do in the publishing busi-

ness, how can they get into the field and what are the

opportunities for a professional future. One college sopho-

more expressing interest in the editorial aspect when told

she might find her means of entrance through a proof

reading or index checking job promptly and naiveh'

answered, "But, I don't want to start at the bottom."

A pubhshing house was definiteh no place for this Miiuit;

lady.

Although an ideal business for a woman, success in

publishing does not come for the asking. It means a Ions

period of training and apprenticeship, hard work, und\-

ing enthusiasm for the printed page, faith in mankind's

intellectual prowess, and sufficient imagination to view

horizons. This is not the result of a year's experience,

five year's experience, or ten for that matter; it comes

with a long range perspective, with knowing your field

of publishing, with constantly keeping up with new pub-

lications, and alert to changing trends of demand. On
the eve of graduation a professor gave me this sound anil

stimulating advice; "No matter what work you are

doing, no matter how crowded that particular work or

profession is, remember there is always room at the top

for someone who is an authority in that field."

Publishing covers many phases and includes man\'

types of material that have been printed and brought to

the attention of the public by general circulation. There

is the newspaper, the periodical, the book; the latter is

further sub-divided into the two large inclusive divisions

of text and trade. In a textbook house there are three

divisions of texts: the elementary, the high school, and

the college. For each, there are further technical sub-

divisions. M\ experience has been entirely with college

texts since I am in charge of the work of the College

Division of the Cincinnati Division of the .American

Book Companw The following discussion or description

is concerned mainh' with the Ti-.xt hook, its source, its

ilistribution, and women's part in the industry.

In a publishing house there are all types of work,
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women having entered all the fields wih but one or two

exceptions. For example, they are readers, are on the

editorial staffs, work in the binderies, are on the sales

force, and, of course, predominate in the office.

Women are entering Editorial Departments more than

ever before. Their main work has been research, check-

ing, proofing, and reading manuscripts but now they are

becoming editors, especially of children's books, an edi-

torial field in which they seem to have the right of way.

The last statistics show that in New York City there are

twenty-one women editors of Juvenile books. While the

number who become editors is quite small that large

group who through painstaking care get the manuscript

into form, attend to all the details of checking, do re-

search, and proof-read must not be overlooked.

There is a field of specialists, shall we say a "profes-

sional" field, within the agency aspect of sales. These

are the women book agents who contact by calls educa-

tionalists who may be interested in new books as possible

basic material for their courses or for their schools, in the

case of superintendents and administrators. These women

are constantly traveling, from city to city, from county

to county, and state lines are to them imaginary marks

on their much used, worn road maps; their home is their

luggage, their office is their leather file case. To be an

agent necessitates a certain personality and disposition,

one that never tires of seeing new places, new faces, one

that is not content to remain stationary for long at a time

but always eager to be up and gone. Once an agent

commented: "What is on the other side of the next hill

always intrigues me." This is the spirit of the agent; it

must be the spirit for road work.

But, what of the "professionals" in agency work?

Who are they.' They are that group, and mostly women,

too, please note, who through special training, special

aptitudes, and specialized experience deal entirely with

one type of publication or with one subject. They are

the Music agents, the Spelling agents who contact

teachers in these specialized fields; they are the Writing

experts, the Reading demonstrators who show teachers

how the material ma\ best and most advantageously be

used in their classrooms by actually teaching the class

using the book or materia! in question. These specialists

may one hour be teaching third grade reading while the

following hour they will be standing before a sixth grade

literature class. The women doing this type of work are

well-trained, clever, and adaptable; they must be in their

changing type of work.

A book when viewed in entirety appears to be very

easily made from paper, ink, and cloth. The capital

goods needed to produce it, the execution of detail, the

scholarliness, the agency force necessary to distribute it,

the knowledge of the subject required to write it are not

visible on the surface but are the underlying qualities

of any book, text or trade. From the embyronic idea in

the mind of the autlior to the finished product on the

book dealer's shelves the new book demands careful

attention and handling by at least a hundred pairs of

hands and a hundred minds.

From the moment it enters the publisher's office in

manuscript form it undergoes constant scrutiny. It is not

a matter of the editor or assistant editor reading the pro-

posed publication to make a decision as to the worthiness

of the manuscript. First, it must be determined whether

there is a potential market and if so then the manuscript

is submitted to "readers" for a critical study. In the text

field the "readers" are teachers, professors, administra-

tors, experts, who have achieved prominence in their field

and are recognized as authorities in the subject with

which the manuscript deals so they are able to criticize

constructively the presentation, the material included, and

the theories exemplified. These "readers" analyze manu-
scripts only in one particular subject, as Psychology,

Economics, Sociology, or in one aspect of a subject as

Ancient History or American History rather than the

extensive field of History.

After the forthcoming book leaves the editorial depart-

ment it enters the mystic maze of the print shop and

bindery. The printing is, of course, a man's job but in

bindery work approximately forty percent of the em-

ployees are women who are "folders," "gatherers,"

"sewers," "inspectors," etc.

Each year throughout the United States are held an

innumerable number of educational conventions—city,

state, national—at which may be found representatives

of the text houses, each exhibiting his latest wares. The
large exhibit halls, with their many booths of books, and

the multiplicity of colors, have the appearance of a veri-

table Fair. Exhibit work is another aspect of agency

work in which women play a prominent part.

Circulars, brochures, announcements—the written

word—are equally important means of conveying knowl-

edge of new texts to the educational world. Advertising,

then, is another large field for women in publishing, and

an especially adaptable one. Copy-work, analysis, illus-

trating are all components of the sum total

—

(itlvert'nmg.

Advertising presents the best opportunity and the most

diversified range for a woman for it gives the means for

the expression of individuality and creative ability. There

is a psychological satisfaction in seeing in attractive and
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adaptable type on paper, be it white or colored, the

product of your research, analysis, and writing.

"\\''hat training should one have as a background for

|Hiblishing?" is a question oftentimes asked and never

i|uitc satisfactorily answered for there are no set and fast

rules of preparation or training, no formula as it were,

for either men or women. For secretarial, stenographic,

r)r other office work there is definite need, of course, for

business school training. For those working with college

texts a year or two of college work prior to business school

is most helpful as this academic training gives a knowl-

edge, not to be acquired elsewhere, of subjects, courses,

academic terms, and pedagogical terminology.

A liberal arts education provides the best general ami

cultural background for any one anticipating a publishing

career in the text field. Whether it is coincidental or does

provide a better background or whether because minds

that major in these subjects wish to continue more or

less in the academic field (for text publishing may be

considered as one aspect of the academic life) many

agents have majored in English and Literature or in the

Social Sciences. Many agents have been experienced

teachers before joining agency forces, their teaching

ranging from first grade to graduate school. It would

seem to indicate from the number of similar cases that the

best means of entry for agency work in the elementary

field is through elementary teaching. The specialists in

music, reading, spelling, writing, have specialized training

in that subject and these women have entered agency

work through teaching. Thus, their technical training is

combined with a professional knowledge of the problems

and the needs of the teacher in the field.

Ju^t this one word of admonition to those who cast

coveteous eyes on publishing. If one does not like books

or the feel of them in one's hands; if one does not derive

a pleasure from viewing for the first time a volume as it

comes from the bindery; publishing is not the work for

this person. Do not be misletl by the Hollywood visions

(if publishing, a picture entirely of glamour. Publishing

is a business, a merchandising business of cut and dried

calculations. There arc two reasons why the work ap-

peals to me. In the first place, I am always working with

hooks. This innate liking for books first attracted me to

])ublishing. Of course, I might have chosen the library

aspect "of books" but I preferred the business side. The
second reason is that no two days are ever alike for there

are always new problems to be worked out, new tasks to

complete, and new books being released. This one work

"new" plays such a large part in all aspects of my work.

.And, thus, one is kept fmm the rut of boredom of

routine.

Publishing now offers greater opportunities for women
than ever before. There are available more possibilities

than in the early twenties while the trend indicates that

in the decade to come more of the higher positions and

executive offices will be open to well-trained, efficient

Women. Publishing is an old industry, dating from the

Monasteries of the middle ages, from the Gutenberg

press to the five color presses seen in the large print shops

today. Publishing is a stable industry; it is among the

necessities of life and not subject to fads and fancies;

and, it is a contributing industry to culture and modern

life. Through wars, economic crises, depressions, and

disasters the written word goes on.

• 3n iUrmnrij of Mxb. (^mxn,t Malkrr

To know that Mrs. W^nlker has gone will bring a personal sorrow to a great man\' of our alumnae,

not only to the hundreds who sent the Christmas cards which decorated the whole lower floor at \Vest-

holme and were looked at man\- times with loving talk of the sender; but to those who onl\- knew her

as a charming figure always interested in the things that interested them—a lovely person in a quaint lace

cap who never cea.sed to enjoy seeing Sweet Briar dance and play hockey and ride—whose interests were

always young. In her going Sweet Briar loses, not only a lady much beloved, but one whose gentleness

and serene courage among all the circumstances of her life gave something that will he hard for us to Hiul

asjain.
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A Wife's Eye View of

''For the Duration"
By Alice Benei Hopkins, '36

PLEASANT or unpleasant, the experience of being a

service wife is a dose every civilian wife should take at

some time or other; it is a great lesson, and beyond that,

a tremendous eye-opener. The hardest lesson to learn is

this: it's the men who count, and homes are incidental.

You must adapt yourself accordingly, and it's a good

deal of a shake-up. '^'ou will find yourself thinking

"They can't do this to me," and then you'll find they

not only do that particular thing, but a great many more

that are worse. For instance, your next door neighbor's

husband is ordered to Guam, two years to do, and the

order reads onl}' too plainly that wives and children can't

go along. What does your neighbor dor She scurries

around and packs up, goes somewhere to wait for th:.- two

years to be up, but mostly she never lets her guard down,

and the smile sticks like scotch tape to her face. Thev

can't do that to me, you say firmly to yourself. Next

week, next month, next year, your husband's orders will

come, and you, like your neighbor, will chin-up and go

through with it, devoting \ourself to the task of making

your children remember that Daddy doesn't consist solely

of head and shoulders, as the picture shows: Daddy has

legs too

!

Don't lug all your worldly possessions with you. It

will save a great deal of wear and tear on both the fur-

niture and your peace of mind. But if you feel that you

must—as we did—be sure to carry every known variety

of insurance on them. Little did I think we'd ever need

it, but a slight clause in a policy of ours paid us $175.00

last August for hurricane damage. These things you

should take: your silver, enough china, linen, and kitchen

equipment to live on, and the small things that will perk

up and make your own out of the furnished places in

which you'll live. Quartermaster furniture comes with

quarters if you are fortunate enough to be assigned to

them, and that, while basic, is adequate for the life you'll

lead. Lamps you should carry, and possibh' a coffee table

and end tables, etc. But mattresses will be your prime

need since they aren't furnished on any post—these notes

are based on my experience with the Marine Corps: what

the Army furnishes, I can't say. We are among the

lucky ones who have been assigned to quarters and

frankly, the difference in the way I feci about the ser-

vice since I've lived on the post is remarkable.

A year ago last fall, I wouldn't have given 1,'ou two

cents for the whole Marine Corps and the Navy, much
less the Army. That was during and following a seven

weeks' course my husband hatl to take nt Quantico,

Virginia. The seven weeks were taken up with m)- iius-

band's living at the post in barracks and stud)ing all the

time, and my boarding 1 7 miles awa}-, rushing madly to

the post from time to time on the chance that I might

see him for fifteen minutes if I was lucky. We met no

one, by orders—no reserve officer attending the school

now in session shall be required or expected to pay the

usual calls. To add to the pleasantness of these first weeks

in the service, we caught the brunt of the "humph, noth-

ing but reserve officers" attitude from the younger regu-

lar officers. Now I am glad to say, you would never find

a sign of difference between the regulars and the reserves

on duty unless you saw the L^SMCR after their names

on the payroll instead of the regulars' USMC.
The business of calling sounds complicated, is impor-

tant, and therefore a little terrifying to newcomers, but

it boils down to this. A call is twenty minutes in length

and is to be paid promptly to the officers directly superior

to your husband, and to anyone else who is on the list

of expected calls given your husband when he reports to

the commanding officer of his post. It is up to the other

officers already on the post to pay calls on you—but don't

feel badly if they don't. Last week over two hundred

new officers reported to this post when the First Marine

Division came back from Cuba, and we are not expected

to pay the two hundred calls—it would be impossible to

get around to them. They have handled the problem

very neatly here, with a call-and-return cocktail part\-

at the Officers' Mess, where your appearance automati-

cally implied a call on everyone present, and their return

call on you

!

We are provided here on the post with a commissary

sales room, which is really a very good grocery and meat

market. There is also a Post Farm, where vegetables in

season and dairy products are for sale—the Farm deliv-

ered milk on schedule the morning after the hurricane

swept the island and wrecked pretty much of everything!

The Post Exchange is my downfall—merchandise of all

kinds at around 30'^f off the usual price. Everything is

such a bargain that one wants to buy a great deal more

than one should. Just to give you an idea of the variet\'

of things they offer you, since we have been on the post

we have bought throuo;h the Post Exchange a movie

camera and projector, a pair of shoes, an orange juice

squeezer, two blankets, the baby's bathinette and Kiddie

Koop, Ivory Soap, a suitcase and ice cream. Terrible
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place to get loose in! The Maintenance Office is a joy

—all you have to do is call there and say the sink won't

drain properly, or the front door screen is torn, and all

but presto, there's a man to fix it—for nothing!

Not two blocks from our house, there are free movies

three times a da\'. A block behind us is the golf course

—

membership $2.00 a month—and there are several tennis

courts on the island. A swimming pool is now open, with

hours for swimming set aside for each of the organiza-

tions on the post, and there's fishing and crabbin": galore

on all sides of the island.

Christie Bcnet Hopkins, born December 11, is the

greatest and most successful bargain we have found on

this post.! Total cost, for all that bouncing cheerfulness,

$9.50. No doctor's bills, only a small part of the hospital

fees, the rest being taken care of in the Medical Aid, a

sort of cooperative, costing a scaled amount according to

rank, every month, and covering all necessary medical

attention here at the Naval Hospital.

There are both Protestant and Catholic chaplains on

duty here, and services are held in the Post Chapel for

everyone on the post. The school goes from kindergarten

through the seventh grade, the older children going to

high school in Beaufort by special bus.

I have heard recently that few on duty on the west

coast can afford help. Here nearly ever)'one has a maid,

who lives in quarters directly behind her house of work,

and who is on duty for three meals a day, with a week-

end a month off. Then, of course, they have to get off

for funerals—that being a two-day proposition because of

the wake—and my maid is kin to every colored citizen in

this end of the state, so the weakly ones give her far more

than the one weekend a month!

Your friends are necessarily picked for you, by virtue

of the fact that they're at hand and others aren't. Make

the best of your situation—there'll be silk purses, and

some of the things you can't make silk purses out of

—

and you'll find \()u get along very well. Don't join the

gossip crew of aou can help it. And keep out of your

husband's affairs. Business is business in this life, and

the women have no part in it.

^'ou can help your husband out h\ being cheerful and

willing, and by doing all that's asked of you—this amounts

to your being known as "that nice Mrs. Smith" instead

of "oh, Mrs. Smith." Bootlicking is bad. You might get

a temporary advantage h\ doing it, but your contempo-

raries will be so prejudiced by it that you'll be washed up

as far as they're concerned. But that doesn't mean back-

ing off when some higher officer's wife is pleasant to you.

(Continue,! nn pijgf 19)

Novembei

College Calendar
OCTOBER 1.5—FEBRUARY 22

October 13-26 Pierre de Lanux, assistant head of the

North American division. Ministry of

Information in Paris. Visiting lecturer

to French, History and Government

classes.

30-31 Fall meeting of Alumnae Council at

Sweet Briar.

31 Founders' Day, Dr. George Boas,

Johns Hopkins Universit\-, "Can We
Still Be Free.=

"

\ 3 1 Paint and Patches presents "Arms

) 1 and the Man."

2 Chapel—Dr. Alexander C. Zabrislcie,

Virginia Theological Seminar}-.

3 Semi-annual meeting Board of Over-

seers at Sweet Briar.

7 Chekhov Theater Players
—"Twelfth

Night."

14 Concert b\ Elizabeth Crawford, '35,

soprano.

16 Chapel— Dr. Archibald Black, Mont-

clair, New Jersey.

20 Thanksgiving service, faculty "at

homes" and dinner dance in the

Refectorw

28 Lecture, Louis Fischer, "The Soviet-

Nazi AVar and Its Meaning for

America."

29 Faculty Show.

December 6 Senior Show.

7 Chapel—Dr. Robert O. Kevin, Vir-

ginia Theological Seminary.

14 Christmas Carol Service.

Dec. 19-Jan. 5 Christmas Vacation.

Januar\- 9 Vincent Sheehan, "The Role of the

Orient in the World Crisis."

Januar\' 23-29 Examinations.

25 Chapel—Mr. W. N. Thomas, Chap-

lain, United States Naval Academy.

Februar\ 22 National Symphony Orchestra.
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Institute of Public Affairs, University of Virginia

]{v Mar(;aret Kent Preston, '42

t;

Margaret Kknt Prf->ton

*0 the Institute of

Public Affairs held

everv vear near the end

(if June nt the University

of Virginia, Eugenia Bur-

nett and I were given the

two scholarships offered

annually by the Institute

to Sweet Briar. Of course,

wc were delighted.

The Institute, born fif-

teen years ago usually

lasts for about twelve days

every summer. Anyone

and everyone is asked to attend absolutely free of charge.

']"his, I think is the most wonderful thing about the

i]istitute foi" even the poorest man in the street can have

the opportunity of hearing the hundred odd speakers

who manage to have their say at some time during those

twelve days. People from all over the country come to

contribute their bit to the many interesting sessions.

This vear the main topic was "the United States,

the War and the Future." It was an all-inclusive

subject. Under it came such varied topics as the use

of international broadcasting in world affairs; the na-

tional fiscal policy; Caribbean problems; the strategy of

terror; etc. The addresses listed on the program were

as diverse as Sao Paulo, Ottawa, Chungking, not to

mention the many states which were represented.

When we arrived in Charlottesville we foimd there

were thirty-three student delegates representing Bryn

Mawr, the Fletcher School of Diplomacy, the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, New York University, Columbia

University, Dartmouth, Yale, West Point, the Univer-

sity of North Carolina, and many others. Among the

most interesting were two Chinese students, one of

whose names began and ended in the same fashion

—

Lu! Lui.

We soon became accustomed to the "order of the

day." ^Ve got up about nine, dashed down town for

some breakfast and tried to arrive on time for the morn-

ing session which began at ten. There were usually two

or three speakers in the morning followed by a short

intermission. The panel members were then given a

chance to comment on what they had heard and the

speakers often retorted in liveK manner. In this wa}',

man)' interesting arguments were started. \Vhen every-

one on the platform had finished, the discussion leader

then asked for questions from the floor. 'I his was b\' far

the most stimulating part of the meeting.

The afternoon session began at three o'clock and fol-

lowed the same procedure as the morning session. Din-

ner at the Commons followed and the evening session

began at eight. The most interesting sessions were usu-

ally at night and were held in the Mclntyre Amphi-

theater, a ver\' large outdoor structure equipped with

loud speakers and spotlights.

The Institute started on Monday night, June twenty-

second and was opened by Dr. Hardy C. Dillard,

Director of the Institute. President John Lloyd New-

comb of the University and His Excellency, Governor

Price of Virginia also spoke for a few minutes. The

main address of the evening was delivered by Major

George Fielding Elliot, on "America's Interest in Sea

Power."

By far the most enjoyable side of our social life was

the open invitation to the Farmington Country Club.

The weather was quite warm while we were in Char-

lottesville and the cool water of the pool was very, very

delishtful. There were tennis courts and the golf course

at our disposal.

Everyone in Charlottesville was wonderful to us. We
went to a dinner part)' at a country house several miles

out of Charlottesville where we played charades and ate

by candle light. Toppin Wheat asked us to dinner at

her beautiful house set snugly in a stately group of trees.

Then there were the law students who were going to

summer school and their parties on the Lawn. . . . Upon

several occasions we went over to the Beta House to

chat and arsjue with the other student delegates and

several of the speakers. Louis Fisher impressed upon us

the fact that youth must organize while archduke Felix

of Austria charmed us with his fluent English and beau-

tiful manners.

^\niat really made the Institute were the people we

met and heard. I have already mentioned the student

delegates. There were also many teachers who attended

from all over the country. Mrs. Raymond and Dr.

Cameron were there practically all the time. Miss
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Stochhciliii, Miss lic-Mid aiul Miss Glass came for several

meetings.

I was paiticularh interested to notice that a large

numliei' of the people who attended were from Char-

lottesville. The^' came regidarly and showed a Gjreat

deal of enthusiasm. Among the people who participated

most activeh- was Judge Cochrane of the Juvenile Court

of Norfolk. There were also several ministers and a

very inquisitive lady from the soviet.

Among the speakers who were particularly interesting

was Freida Utlv, a former communist from England

with a high voice and a Turkish cigarette hanging con-

tinually out of her mouth. She spoke on "The Far

East in W'oi-jd Politics." James "^'oung, formerly Far

Eastern Director of the International News Service in

Tokyo, told us "Why Japan Will Fall." He ridiculed

Japanese in ever\' way possible telling about their man\'

blitzkriegs on China which always necessitate another

one, and their "thought police" which supposedlv dis-

cover one's inmost secrets. WcW known William L.

Shirer requires no comments. His topic was appropriateh

"Germany Toda}." Max Eastman's talk on "Po!ic\' of

Vicarious Belligerence" was very popular.

One of the most different sessions was on "The Ps\-

chological Aspects of the Defense Program." Both Dr.

Harry Slack Sullivan, consultant on Psychiatry to the

Director of the Selective Service System, and Dr. Karl

Menningcr, Chief of Staff of the Menninger Clinic,

revealed several important facts.

On the last dav Coimt Coudenhove Kalergi, Presi-

dent of the Pan Europa Union presented his plan ver\'

brillianth . Both he and the Countess were very popular

among the delegates. Duncan Hall discussed a possible

"Anglo-.-Xmerican Nucleus of ^Vorld Oi'dcr." Then,

the Archduke Felix of Austria rounded out the discuss'on

by presenting the Danubian solution.

In the afternoon the student delegates had their chance

to say a few words on "The United States and Post War
Problems." It proved to be one of the most controversial

topics of discussion and ran way over time. The elders

seemed to be ver\' interested in discovering what youna

people were thinking.

Attending the Institute was an experience which I

will long remembei' and hojie that I can repeat. The

amount of information presented, and the number of

ideas developed during those twelve short da\s was

amazing when one realizes that anyone with the willing-

ness to attend can have all this free of charge, it seems

almost unbelievable.

MARY MARKS DIRECTS

The Alumnae Fund

' I 'HIS \ear brings an innova-

-* tion of importance to the

.\lumnae Fund. Mary Marks,

'35, for four years secretary in

the alumnae office has returned

as assistant in the alumnae

office. Last year, Mar\' was ap-

pointed by the alumnae council

to serve as the national chair-

man of the Alumnae Fund for

1941-43. She had expected to

live in New \'()k this year—in fact, had been there for

two months when she was urged to come ii;ick to Sweet

Briar.

When the council decided that the alumnae association

would place the emphasis this year on a continuation of

the campaign through the alumnae Fund, it was evident

that greater time and energ\- should be expended than

had before been possible. Mary consented to come back

to Sweet Briar in order to direct Fund efforts. An in-

valuable member of the staff, she brings experience and

a wide knowledge of alumnae affairs to this important

undertaking.

She has already spent much time in securing class

agents and workinir out the plans for a reorganized alum-

nae Fund. To make this program a success, however,

she will need the support of each alumn.ie. Already

agents and sub-agents are at work, clubs and groups are

planning benefit projects and some individuals arc desig-

nating their gifts for Sweet Briar's capital endowment

fund.

Many of \au gave generously last year to the special

appeal for building and endowment, many gave to both

the alumnae Fund and the campaign, many were unable

to give to either. This year, each alumna is given an

opportunity to contribute as generously as she is able to

the Fund, ^^'e ask you—a growing number of annual

contributors—to invest \our faith in the future of Sweet

Briar. Your prompt and whole-hearted response to this

appeal is of vital importance to the college.
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PLAIN TALK
By Marv V. Marks, '35

SOMEONE once said it was in poor taste to snap

questions and facts at unsuspecting readers. The
]ioint thev neglected, however, was how to clear up false

ideas or just no ideas at all and how to present thought-

provoking questions without the use of an occasional

exclamation point or question mark. AVith this in mind

and an English 1-2 outline before me, the "jumping-in"

plan of attack shouts for use—so here goes with the story

behind the Alumnae Fund.

There are no dues for membership in the Sweet Briar

Alumnae Association. In 1933 the dues system of sup-

port for the college was abolished. In its place came the

Alumnae Fund, the only continuing fund through which

alumnane may make yearly gifts of any size to their col-

lege. Every girl who has enjoyed the stimulating and

understanding methods of the classroom, the unique at-

mosphei'e of friendly, informal community life, and that

spiritual balance which comes in a happy and healthy

campus environment, has in her a desire to see others

share and grow at Sweet Briar. The Alumnae Fund

is the channel for fulfillment of this desire. It is the

s\mbol of ahnnnae determination to see the finest tradi-

tions of the college perpetuated.

A contribution to the Alumnae Fund carries with it an

active membership in the Alumnae Association. All active

members receive four issues of the Alumnae News.

(The first issue is sent as a complimentary copy to in-

active members also.) This quarterly, pubh'shed in Octo-

ber, February, April and June, is edited by the Alumnae

Secretary, and its policies are guided by an alumnae edi-

torial board. It reviews campus developments and activi-

ties, reports association plans and club programs, and

about one-half of its content is devoted to personal news

of alumnae, photographs and special notes.

The privilege of voting and sharing in the work of the

a.ssociation is extended to active members. General elec-

tions are held every even year and ballots are cast by mail

in May. New officers are inducted during Commence-
ment weekend.

The Alumnae Association maintains the Manson Me-
morial Scholarship which is awarded each June to an

upperclass student on the basis of leadership, community

spirit and academic superiority. The scholarship is in the

amount of $400, and the student receiving it is chosen

by the Faculty Committee on Scholarships. Every gift

to the Alumnae Fund has a part in this scholarship.

A vohmtcer chairman, assisted by one agent from each

class, directs the Alumnae Fund. Fund agents are in turn

helped by one sub-agent for even' ten alumnae in the

assigned groups. This means over foin^ hundred Sweet

Briar alumnae organize their classes, write personal

letters or make personal calls during the Fall of each

}ear. The major part of the alumnae gift is made

through individual contributions. However, the club

projects with the sale of china, glass, lithographs, maga-

zine subscriptions, advertising in the Alumnae News
and the redemption of soap coupons make up about two-

fifths of the annual income. The fund closes its books

by presenting to the college all funds received from July

1 to June 30.

In recognition of the importance of the Alumnae

Association, the college includes in its budget over $5,000

for the maintenance of the Alumnae Office and its activ-

ities. It pays the salaries of the Alumnae Secretary and

her secretary. It allocates funds to the publication of

the Alumnae News, the promotion of the Alumnae

Fund, Sweet Briar Day and Commencement literature,

travel and miscellaneous contingencies. Alumnae con-

tributions do not go toward the running expenses of the

.•\liimnae Office. All gifts made to the Alumnae Fimd

go directly to the college, and therefore, are deductible

items in computing income taxes.

Since the college supports the alumnae to the extent

of over $5,000, the alumnae are morally obligated to

meet the expenses of the office if they are in reality to

make a gift to the college. This has not been accom-

plished during the past few years. Last 3'ear's low figure

of $4,504.89 may be explained on the grounds that the

college was conducting a campaign for endowment and

a new building; but this year we hope for even greater

individual and club eflFort.

The college campaign as such, cannot continue, but

the opportunity to contribute to the campaign still exists.

The Alumnae Fund will have as its goal, $10,000 for

capital endowment; and the more than 75% of Sweet

Briar's alumnae who did not make a gift in the drive

may do so this year through the fund. It is true that

uncertainties still exist, taxes are higher and more de-

mands are being made daih'. Yet privately endowed

colleges, like churches and community endeavors, must

not be neglected until the world turns to them once

more for hope and encouragement in building the future.

They need support today even more than in the past.

Their task grows greater ever\' hour. They will be held

responsible for healthy, alert minds, leaders in local and

state affairs and the discipline of a free society. They are
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permanent nssets of a democratic country, hut their exist- ing 1941-42. $10,(11111 pledged or on hand by Decem-

ence is dependent upon the gifts of friends. her first will permit the administration to expend other

This year the Alumnae Fund is asking each alumna funds and make new plans during the year. It is a

and each club to contribute or pledge their gifts during healthy institution v\liich can grow each muntli and not

November, and to make these gifts as large as possible. look to eventualities for action.

Sweet Briar's needs are many. The most pressing is Sweet Hriar is part of the business of all her alumnae,

capital endowment without which no college may pro- The complete support, interest and understanding of her

gress or maintain its standards. The Alumnae Fund, former students at this time will assure her abilit\' to

appreciating the necessity for capital endowment before continue her development of knowledge freely and will

physical equipment, will restrict its gift to this need dur- keep burning bright "the beacon light of truth" forever.

HAVE YOU A CANDIDATE?
This Is Election Year!

It is hoped that aUniinae everywliere will assist the nominating committee this year by using the democratic

privilege of suggesting names for nomination. Send all names with recommendation to Miss Gertrude Prior, Sweet

Briar, Virginia, before December 1, 1941.

The nominating committee will be announced later.

Article VI of the revised constitution, adopted by the alumnae in June, 1941, is quoted.

"Section 1. The members-at-large of the Council and the officers of the association, with

the exception of the second vice-president, the secretary-treasurer, and the AkuTinae Fund chairman

shall be elected b\ ballot of the members of the association.

"Section 2. The nominating committee shall present a slate of not more than thirty (30)

and not less than twentv-four (24) nominees of whom at least four-fifths shall be graduates. Addi-

tional nominations ma\' be sent to the alumnae secretary within four (4) weeks after publication of

the Ali'mnae News, if accompanied h\- fifteen signatm-es of members together with the written

consent of the nominee.

"Section 3. Each member shall vote for eighteen (18) of the nominees to serve on the

Council. Each member shall indicate on the ballot her preference for president anil first vice-

president from among the graduates on this list of eighteen (18). The nominee for each office

receiving the largest number of votes shall be elected."

Requirements: Ability to attend and preside at Alumnae Council and the annual association meeting; a desire

to imderstand and interpret the college:

E.Kpenses of officers and council members for meetings held at Sweet Briar are paid h\ the college.

NOMINATIONS
Office Name Class Recommendation

Sign Hei'e: Name Class

Return slip before December 1, 1941, to Miss Gertrude Prior, Sweet Briar, Virginia.



EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT
of the Alumnae Fund, 1940-1941

iq4n-19+l* 1939-19+0

Number (if contributors (including life nu-mbcrs) 802 99/

Number of contributions '''*-
°'^

Number of graduate contributions 50i o'O

Number of graduate contributors ^

(including life members) '^''S 70>

Number of ni>n-graduate contributions " ' --"

Number of non-graduate contributors

(including life members) --'+ -'-

Total percent of contributors _^ ^
(including life members) 1' 'f -'-^

Total percent of contributions 1+'^'' 1^''"

Total percent of graduate contributors

(including life members) +1 vc 5_ /f

Total percent of graduate contributions ^6% 50yc

Amount contributed $2579.38 $3325.75

*The figures presented in this report for 1940-41 do not include the

many contributions made to the campaign for endowment and a new

building.

Special congratulations and thanks go to the classes of 1910, 1913,

1914, 1915, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1935, 1938, 1939, and 1940 graduate

contributors.

The class with the highest percent of total contributors is 1910.

THE FOLLOWING FIGURES ARE BASED ON LIVING

MEMBERS OF THE ALUMNAE .ASSOCIATION

!- ir = =
o ^ z -

h-

.C ^ o g"

Academy 24 788 38 5%' 44.40

Special 4 138 S 6% 17.00

1910 4 5 11 4 6 8% 55% 24.00

1911 3 6 12
>

4 33% 33% 5.00

1912 2 3 11 1 5 33% 45% 7.00

1913 J 14 37 7 11 50% 30% 38.50

1914 S 8 28 4 8 50% 29% 31.00

1915 11 6 41 5 15 83% 37% 13.00

1916 2 10 36 4 7 40% 19% 13.00

1917 4 10 48 7 12 70% 25% 36.00

1918 9 18 53 10 13 56% 25% 54.00

1919 9 IS 54 9 12 50% 22% 37.00

1920 i 18 60 5 6 28% 11% 1.50

1921 6 32 88 11 15 31% 16% 36.00

1922 4 29 132 11 21 38% 16% 47.00

1923 7 40 157 11 22 29% 14% 58.92

1924 11 46 129 15 20 33% 16% 25.50

1925 1 37 127 16 19 43% 15% 66.00

1926 12 67 157 24 30 35% 19% 118.50

1927 5 72 163 16 24 22% 15% 88.50

1928 57 149 21 25 36% 17% 54.00

1939 78 181 27 29 31% 15% 82.50

1930 3 S5 198 25 34 30% 18% 89.50

1931 68 169 27 34 40% 20% 123.56

1932 60 155 18 23 30% 15% 87.50

1933 68 196 23 29 33% 15% 157.50

1934 68 210 30 32 44% 157f 97.00

1935 1 90 214 53 60 59% 28% 243.00

1936 57 178 28 41 49% 23%- 184.00

1937 57 136 28 34 49% 25% 138.00

1938 79 181 42 46 53% 25% 164.00

1939 78 181 39 57 50% 31% 20r.75

1940 90 174 45 52 50% 18% 178.00

1941 93 5 5% 11.25

1942 76 3 4% 4.00

1943 41 2 5% 2.00

CONTRIBUTORS BY CLASSES
See campaign Progress Report of July 3, 1941 and Page 20, October Alum-

nae News for contributors to campaign for endowment and a new building.

Lucille Schoolfield

Alice Su/ain Zell*

Henrietta Washburn**

ACADEMY
Mary Armstrong McClary*
Anna Beveridge Leak*.'*

Julia Beville Yerkes ^9^5
(i.-nrude Bilhuber*

.

Helen Brockett Owen-Sniitli* Sarah Louise Arnold*

Bessie Brown Lindsey

Clytie CarroU Allen*

Eniina Clyde Hodge*
Margery Cox While*

Elizabeth Craven Wesleotl*

Helen Dittenhaver*

Je-ssie Dale Dixon Sayler

Margaret Duval Handy*

Dorothy Brothers Kelly

Catherine Burns Boolhby

Leila Dew Preston

Clare Erck Fletcher*

Harriet Evans Wyckutf*

.\iine Foster Rayne

Margaret Grant*

Kathleen Hodge Curtis*

Carina Eaglesfield MlUigan Emily
^j^'^^fy*Elsie Lloyd Tandy*

Helen Pennock Jewitl

Frances Pennypacker*'

Anne Schutte Wolt*

Henrianne Early

Maria Garth Inge*

Claudine Griffin Holcomb
Jean O. Harris

Ayleite Henry Peery*

Alberta Hensel Pew*
Margaret Kaufman Spain*

Virginia Lazenby O'Hara
Kethleen M. Logan Love*

Marie Lorlon Sims*

Lou Emma McWhorter Carroll

Hazel Marshall Sterrett**

E. Bonner Means Baker*

Katherine Nicolson Sydnor

Margaret Potts Willianis

Ruth Schabacker*
Marguerite Sha/er Odom
Virginia Shoop Phillips

Eleanor Smith Hall*

Martha Valentine Cronly*

Dorothy Wallace Ravenel*

Eula Weakley Cross

Helena Jf'ebster Seott*

Margaret Wilson Ballentyne* Dorothy Gram
Jane Henderson

SPECIAL Mary Kile Jenkins*

„ . »,-„-i Rachel Lloyd Hollon*
Margaret Davis M.lhken

^^^^^ Mclllravy Logan*
Caroline Freiburg Marcus*

^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^.^.^^^

Ophelia Short Seward
Frances Simpson Upson*
Gertrude Thams*
Ethel Wilson Hornsry

Florence Woelfel*

1922

.\gent: Gertrude Dally Massie

Helen Anderson Henkels

Alice Babcock Simons
Selma Brandt Mussler

Catherine Cook
Gertrude Dally Massie

Burd Dickson Stevenson

Ruth Fiske Steegar

Elizabeth Fohl Kerr

Eleanor Guthrie Neff

Clara Hogans Keepers

Agnes Hood White
Mary Klumph Watson

E^my Tko^as Tno„,ass„„. —'„^
^;; Co^b

1916

Agent : Margaret Banisler

Margaret Banister

Louise Bennett Lord

Margaret Eckart

Rachel Forbush Woo.!*

Felicia Palton*

Mary Pennypacker Davi-*

Lucy Taliaferro

1917

Agent: Henrietta Crump

Mary Bi-ssell Ridlrr

Editli Christie Finlay

Henrietta Crump
Martha Darden Ziesing

Esther Dittenhaver C<»ony

Croyiier

Dorothy Harrison

Mary Herd Moore*
Grace L. Martin*

Frances Sloan Brody

Mary Stewart Carter

Hannah Workum Schwab*

1910

Eugenia Griffin Burnett**

Louise Hooper Ewell*

Frances Murrell Rickards**

Annie Pouell Hodges**
Adelaide Schockey Mallory

Helen Schulle Tenney

1911

Alma Booth Taylor

Margaret Dressier NohoweT
Ruth Lloyd*
Mary Virginia Parker*

1912

Agent: Loulie M. Wilson

Miss Virginia R. McLaws.
Honorary Member

Virginia Etheridge Hitch

Hazel Gardner Lane
Frances Matson Hardie*

Margaret Thomas Patten*

1913

Bessie Whittei Towsen

1918

\ ivienne Barkalow Hornbeck
Cornelia Carroll Gardner*

Louise Case McGuire
.\my Elliot Jose*

Elizabeth Lawman Hall*

Margaret McVey**
Catherine Marshall Shuler*

Frances Myers*
Mary Reed*
Charlotte heater Kelsey

Bessie M. Sims
Eleanor Smith*
Ida Walker Castner**

1919

Agent : Florence Freeman
Fowler

Henrietta Anderson*
Katherine Block
Nell Eikelman Hanf*
Florence Freeman Fowler*

Rosanne Gilmore*
Louise Hammond Skinner

Margaret Marston Tillar*

Margaret Menk West
Elizabeth Murray Widau**
Beulah Norris*

Virginia Ranson
Torrance Redd Rinehart

Grizzelle Thomson
Marion Walker Neidlinger

Hathaway Wright Rinehart

1923

Agent: Lorna Weber DowMng
Miss Sparrow. Hon. Member
Helen Burke Jenney
Margaret Burwell Graves

Isabelle Deming Ellis

Helen O. Gaus
Gertrude Geer Bassett**

May Jennings
Marie Klooz**
Frances Lauterbach

LaVern McGee Olney
Richie McGuire Boyd
Helen McMahon
Louisa Newkirk Steeble*

Dorothy Piickelson Williamson

Margaret Nixon Farrar*

Martha Robertson Harless

Elizabeth Taylor Valentine**

Helen G. Taylor

Elizabeth Thigpen Hill

Katherine Weiser Ekelund
Margaret Wise O'Neal
Helen Zielsdorf Beuscher*

1924

Frederica Bernhard*
Willetta Dolle Murrin*

Ruth Durrell Ryan*
Susan Fitchett

Caroline Flynn Eley

Jean Grant Taylor*
Helen Grill*

Elizabeth Guy Tranter
Eleanor Horned Arp*
Emily Jeffrey Williams
Kathryn Klumph McGuire*
Muriel MacLeod Searby
Dorothy Meyers Rixey*
Phillis Millinger Camp*

Elizabeth Hodge Markgral* Frances Nash Orand
Isabel Lt

Grace A'l

ke Wilt**

codemus Spechl*

A In

Agent: Elizabeth Franke Balls Mary Jones Nixon iNelsi

Eugenia Buffington Walcott* Carrie Taliajerro Scott

Margaret Dallon Kirk*

Elizabeth Franke Balls

Elizabeth Grammer Torrey

Eleanor Koon Campbell
Helen Lam from Neiman*
Lucille Mxirshall Boelhelt

Trevett*

1920

Agent: Isabel Webb Luff

Nancy Hanna*
„ D . J D . u • Margaret High
Frances Richardson Pitcher* „ ,

" .. r«i<.
,, _. , .- Edna Sloan Cole
Mary rinkerton iverr

Nornu-nt*

Barbara Shand*
Sue Slaughter**

19U
Agent : Alice Swain Zell

Erna Driver Anderson*
Addie Ervin DesPortes
Marjorie French Nevens
Ruth Maurice Correll*

Rebecca Patton*

Dorothy Wallace*

Isabel Webb Luff*

Marie Wiener Manz*

1921

Denotes Life Member

**Denoles Life Member
Making Contributions

Elizabeth Cole*

Catherine Cordis Kline

Edith Durrell Marshall**

Mildred Ellis Scales

Fanny Ellsworth Seannell

Ruth Geer Boicc*

Mattie Hammond Smith
Mary McLemore Matthews
Katherine Pennewtll Lynch Ruth Taylor Franklin
Elizabeth Shoop Dixon Helen Tremann Spahr

Margaret Nelson Lloyd*
Helen Rhodes Gulick*
Ada Tyler Moss
Josephine Don Mour Cramp ton

Florence Westgale Krafferi

1925

Agent: Mary Nadineyopc
Phillips

Jane Becker Clipplnger

Mary Craighill Kinyoun
Clara Belle Frank Bradley

Louise Gibbon Carmichael

Eugenia Goodall Ivey

Barrie Greason Cooper
Dora Hancock Williams
Dorothy Herbison Hawkins
Cordelia Kirkendall Bueknian
Martha Lee Williamsmi
Gertrude McGiffert

MaeLennan*
Martha McHenry Haller
Eleanor Miller Patterson

Mary Nadine Pope Phillips

Mary Sailer Gardiner



Mary E. JfeUh Hempdill
Virginia Whitlock Cc.l.b

Agent: Harrirt Dunlfavy
Mitchell

Dorothy Bailey Hugh.-s*

Kitty Blount AiukTscn
Mary Bristol Gra'iaiii*

Martha Close Page*
CtTlrude Collins Caliian

June Cunningham
Kstelle Droege Kocs.h
Helen Dunleavy Milch.-tl

Mildred Crihhle Sr-iler

Dorothy Hamilton Davis

Jcanelle Hoppinger Sclianz

Wanda Jen^rh Harris*

Dorothy K,'ll,T Iliff

Margaret Kriilvr Ivcy*
Margaret Laidley Smith
Dorothy McKee Abney
Joyce MacCrcgor
Virginia Mack Senler
Margaret Wa/oneMcClenients*
Elizabeth Moore Rusk*
Ellen Neuell Brvan
Priscijla \on Keys
Katharyn Norris KeMi-v**
Dorothea Heinburg FiiMer*
Catherine Shulenbcrger*
Virginia Lee Taylor Tinker
Barbara ff'are Clarke Smith
Margaret Jf'hite Knobloch
K.ith if ill Beckh

1927

Agent: Elizabeth Millfr Allan
Maud Adams Smitli
Jeanelte Boone
Madeline Brown Wood
Theodora Cheeseman
Margaret Cramer Crane
Margaret Eaton Murpliy*
Elizabeth Forsyth
Elselta Gilchrist**
Emilie Halsell Marston
Cwin Harris Scott
Kuth Loivrance Street*
Elizabeth Miller Allan
Elise Motley Fink**
Crctchen Orr Swift
Vivian Plumb Pahncr
Julia Reynolds Dreisbarh
Jane Riddle Thornton
Mary Robbins Ailing
Florence Shortau Poland
Yenti Slater Shelby*
Nar Warren Tayior
M. Eugenia Tnomason
Mary Elizabeth Turner Baker
Virginia WiUon Rubhins

1928

Agent; Louise Harried Koss
Eleanor Branch Cornell
Dorothy Bunting
Evelyn Claybrook Bowie
Louise Conklin Knowles
Harriet Dunlap Towill
Sarah Everett Lee
Constance Furman Wcstbrook
Louise Harned Ross
Elizabeth Hurloik Mills
Elizabeth Joy Porter
Kathcrine/,e'flrf/>eurer Bloomer
Barbara LeiiU Maxwell
Bess Lowrance Hill

Sara Mi Henry Crouse
Mary Nelms Locke
Elizabeth Prescott Balch
Anne Beth Price Clark
Elizabeth Robins Foster
Anne H, Shepherd Lewis
Crace Sunderland Kam-
Murion Taber Maybank
\ irginia Van Winkle

Morlidgc
Joit-jyn Watson Rigen
Lillian Lie Wood

AcENT : Belle Broi kenhrnugh
Hutchins

Nora Lee Antrim
Evelyn Ballard
Mary Archer Bean Eppcs
Ellen Whiting Blake
BellefiforA(?n/)roug/jHutchin!

Mildred Bronaugh Taylor
Janet Bruce Bailey

Sara Callison Jamison

Katliryu Close

Kale Tappan Coe
Eleanor Humes Duvall Spruill

Meredith Ferguson Sniythe

Emilie Giese Martin

Hallei Cubelman
Lisa Guigon Shinbcrger
Elizabeth Hilton

Virginia Hodgson SutlitT

Eugenia Howard Jon<'s

Martha Dabney Jones
Elizabeth Unkford Mih-^.

Sully MtKee Slangir

Cerlriide Prior

Adelaide Riuhardsun
Mury Shflton Clark
Josephine Talman Musou
Anna Torien Owens
Estlier Tyler Campbell
Margaret ff' eisiger Proctor

Jane If'ilkinson Bunyard
Amelia Woodward Davicr

1930

Agent: iNorvclI Royer Orgain

Serena Ailes Henry
Teresa W. Atkinson
Alice C. Barber Davidson
Helen Beard Huntington
Marion S. Bromfield V'erner

Deinia Chambers Glazier

Merry Curtis Loving
Sophia Dunlop Huiiier

Evaline Edmonds Tiioma
iMargaret Edmondson*
Elizabeth Foster Askew*
Ruth Hassan Smith
Mary Huntington Harrison
Alice Tucker Jones Taylor
Martha Lee Posten
Mary D. Lyon Althouse
Susan McAllister*
Mary M\icdonald Reynolds
Myta Marshall Brush
Carolyn Mariindale Blouin
Caroline F. Maury
Lucy Harrison Miller Baber
Mary Moss Powell
Gwendolyn Olcott Vt'riter

Elizabeth Reed Orr
Wilhelmina Rankin
Sally Reahard
Jean Saunders
Helen Smith Miller
Emilie W. Turner
Evelyn Ware
Gladys If'ester Horlon
Elizabeth H illiams Gilmore
Georgie U ilson Mockridge

1931

Agent: Natalie Roberts Foster

Madame Cecile Johnson
Honorary Member

Violet Anderson Grull
Dorothy Ayres Holt
Martha von Briesen
Mary Lynn Carlson King
Elizabeth Clark
Nancy Hancock Coe
Jean Cole Anderson
Virginia Cooke Rea
Jean Countryman Presba
Naomi Doty Stead
Sara Foster Smith
Josepiiine Gibbs Du Bois
Laura Howe Smith
Matilda Jones Shillington

Frances Kelly Larkin
Mary Stewart Kelso Clegg
Helen Lawrence Vandcr Horsl
Gertrude Lewis Maguvern
Martha McBroom Snipnian
Elizabeth Maner \use
Martha MvCowen Burnet
Jane Muhlberg Halvrrsladi
Fanny ()'Brian Hel trick

Jean Ploehn Kaufmann
N'irgiiiia (Juinlard Bond
Natalie Roberts Foster
Mary Leigh Seaton Marston

Helen Stm Mellen

Mary Swift Calhoun
Martha Tillery Thomas
Marjorie ff'ebb Marynuv
Peronne U'hitlaker Scott

iSianey ^\'o^thinglun

1932

Agents Sarah Harrison Merrill

Dr. Harley. Hon. Member
Virginia Bellamy Rutfin

Marjorie Blaikie Colthnp

Alice Dabney Parker
Jessie Fisher Gordon
Eleanor Franke Crawford
Mildred Gibbons
June Hays Dowler
Elizabeth Hun McAllen
Ruth Ken-
Charlotte Bird Magoffin

Leiha Morris Wood
Barbara Munler
Helen Nightingale Gleasoii

Martha Anne O'Brien
Marcia L. Patterson

Helen Pratt GralT

Ruth Remon Wenzel
Thedu Sherman Newlin
Elizabeth Vber Eby
Hildegard<- VoeUker Hardy
Alice Weymouth McCord

1933

Agent: Hetty Wells Finn

Virginia Aljord Johnston

Enna Frances Brown
Mary Buick
Marjorie Burford Crensliaw

Elizabeth Ncvil Crule

Blanche Davies Barloon

Elizabeth Stuart Gray
Margery Cubelman Hasterl

Emma Hills Melville

Sara Houston Baker
Katherine Howze Matlcllan

Margaret Imbrie
Mary Imbrie

Ella Jesse Latham
Ruth E. Kimmey Carnell

Gerry Mallory

Helen Martin

Jane Martin
Mary Kate Ration Bromhi-hl

Frances Powell Zoppa
Marjorie Ris Hand
Mary Bess Roberts
Josephine Rucker Powell
Jeanette Shambaugh Stein

Mary Rose Taylor Anderson

Jean van Home Baber
Virginia Vesey
Margaret Wayland Taylor

Hetty Wells Finn

1934

Agent: Mary Skinner Moore

Eleanor Alcott Bromley
Dorothy Andrews
Eleanor Cooke Esterly

Anne Corbitt Little

Frances Darden Musick
Amy E. Davies

Louise Dreyer Bradley

Emily Emory Washburn
Rosemary Frey Rogers

Deborah Gale Bryer

Lydia Goodwin Ferrell

Helen Hanson Bum ford

Zune Irwin

Marjorie Lasar Kurd
Martha Lou Lemmon
Mary W. MrCandUsh

Livingston

Emily Joyner Marsh
Anne Marvin
Mary Skinner Moore
Elizabeth Ogilby
Cordelia Penn Cannon
Mary Pringle

Anne Russell Carter

Mary Lee Ryan Strother

Elizabeth E. Svheuer Maxwell
Julia B. Shirley Patterson

Julia Sadler de Coligny

Jean Spraguc
Marguerite Stephens Sheridan

Mary E. Suitle Briscoe

Bonnie Wood Stookey
Mary E. Young

19.t.S

A«iENT; Martha 7o/iej Betts

Anne Baker
Dorothy Barnam Venter
Barbara Benzinger Lind-l.-v

Ruth H. Billman

Laura Virginia Bohbtll

Catherine Brandt Bryant

Jane W. Bryant Hurlb.rt

Allyn (^apron Allee

Peggy Carry Durland
Florence Roberta Cope
F^lizabelh Cotter Gilmore
Elizabeth Courtney Case
Geneva Croisman Steven*

Virginia Cunningham Brookes

Margharita Curtze Vicary

Claudia DeWolf
Mary Dunglinson Day
Eleanor Elliott Scott

Elizabeth Fox Moon
Ruth G,ll Wickens
Margaret Glover Paddock
Virginia Golt Gilbert

Juliet HalUBurton Burnett

Beverley Hill Fnrniss

Lucy F. Hoblilzell

Mary James Howe
R.bekah Huber
Elizabeth Johnston Chile

Manila Bulord Jones Betts

Janet Kimball Miller

Elizabeth W. Kliued.nst

Hester Kraemer Avery
Alice Laubach
Jane Lawder
Alice McCloskey Schlendorl

Mary Marks
Rebecca Marriner
Frances Mceka
Sarah Miller Adelman
Jane Mitchell Robeson
Claudia Montague Sweeny
Elizabeth Myers Harding
Charlotte Olmstead (iill

Julia Peterkin
Evelyn Poole Brown
Ellen Pratt McGowin
Sarah Ann Rick Putnam
Anne Spiers
Susanne Strassburger

Anderson
Jacqueline Strickland Dwelle
iSatalae Strickland

Ann Temple Benton
Mary Tenipleton
BernJce E. Thompson Reif

Li da Voigt Young
Marion If'alker Alcaro
Mary If hippie Clark
Margaret Williams Brooks*
Helen Woleott
Rebecca Young Frazer

1936

Agent: Katherine iViVes Parker

Alice Benet Hopkins
Elise B. Bowen
Eni-ly T. Bowen
Gloriana Burrill

Dorothy Busch Bagg
Lillian Cabell Gay
Mary Virginia Camp Smith
Margaret Campbell Usher
Elizabeth Cox Schmidt
Patricia Edmands
Mary Corinne Fentress Gray
Jane Fox Dodson
Caroline Furniss Wolfe
Kuth Gilliam Viar
Frances Gregory
Margaret Gregory Cukor
Martha Anne Harvey Gwinn
H. Orissa Holden
Margaret Huxley Range
Eleanor Krekeler Chrisiiian

Abigail Lesnick
Eliza Lewis Parham
Margaret H. Lloyd Busli

Dorothea MeClure
C. Mitchell Raven scro ft

Elizabeth Morton Forsylh
Katherine Mies Parkir
Esther O'Brian Towle
Nancy Parsons Jones
Elizabeth Pinkerton Scot I

Mary Lre Poindexter
Willingham

Marquart Powell Doty
Mary S. Rich
Ruth Robinson Madison
Jane Shelton Williams
Mari<in Stearns .S'lm Reiil
Aline Slump
Mary Elizabeth Troy
Martha Williams Tim
Carrie Yvung Gilrhri>»t

Mary Agnes Young

I*)37

Xc.Ksr: MeUn Williamson
Duinont

Frances Jane Bogle
Margaret Bradley Forsyth
Nina Cau thorn Jar\'is

Mary J. Corhran Nicholson
Margaret Corn well

Agnes Crawford
Margery Cruikshank Truxton
Kathleen Eshleman

Mary Helen Frucauff
Mary G ruber Stoddart
Ethel Virginia Hardin
Frances Johnson
Frances Kemp Pettyjohn

Lillian Lambert Pennington
Elizabeth Lee
Anne Lemmon
Margaret MaisRae Alh-n

Barbara Munn Green
Helen Neve
Eddiiia Newby Adams
Kitty O'Brien
Dorothy Price Zeugner
Dorothy Prout Gor^ueli

Helen Rae Wainwriglil

Anna Redfern Ferguson
Virginia Rush Lang
Vera M. Searcy
Ellen Lee Snod grass

Dorothy M. Stewart
Marie A. ^\'alker

May Weston
Helen Williamson Dumont
Eleanor Wright Beanc

1938

Agent : Franees Conies

Hoflfman

Mary Alice Berekmans Caiiby

Ethlyn D. Bicdenharn

Marion Brown Zaiser

Ruth Chartener
iVlary Jenuson Cob
Frances Cordes Hoffman
Betty Dail Wilson

Barbara Derr Chenoweth
Virginia Nunn Eady
Dorothy Evans Haveron

Frances Jane Faulkner

Barbara Ferguson Lincoln

Barbara Fish

Bessie Lee Garbee Siegrist

Katherine Gardner Stevenson

Dorothy Gipe Clement

Llewellyn Griffith Lougstaff

Claire Handerson Chapin

Hope Haslorf

Helen Hays Crowley

Shirley Haywood Alexander

Virginia Heizer Hickenlooper

Helen Hesson Binns
Alice Hooper
Katherine Hoyt
Rebecca Kunkle
Adele Marie Letcher

M. Howell Lykes Colton

Nancy McCandlish
Janet Macfarlan Bergmann
Genevieve Marsh
Marguerite Meyers
Sigur Moore Whitakcr
Ruth Pfingsten Polster

Edwine Schmid Mill

Lucile H. Sergeant
Betty Smartt Johnson
Kate Sulzberger

Molly Talcott Dodson
Lucy B. Taliaferro

Ida Gray Todman
Sarah Tomlinson
Maud Tucker Drane
Margaret Weimer Shepherd
Janice Wiley Adams
Lucy Robb Winston
Pauline Womack S\>an

1939

Agent: Janet Thorpe

Clarice Bailey

Mary E. Barge Schroder
Surah Walkup Belk
Betlina Lee Bell

Anne Benedict

Leila Bond Preston
Katharine B. Bonsai I

Suzette Bouiell Hopkins
Eleanor Claflin Williams
D.aiitha Clements
Hytah Coley Kitchelt

Louise Corrigan Jordan
EWie S. Day
Anne Dearstyne
Narcissa DiJlard *>wrsir.-.i

Eudoxu .\nn Dingniun
Betsy Durham Goodhue
Barbara Earl Rein he inter

Audrey K. Ferguson
Anne Dudley Flannery
Lucy Latane Gordan
\'alcria Gott Murphcy
Ruth Harman
Anne Harrison Brown
Elhel Haubrr Crowe

Martha Hodill Smith
June B. Holden
Murtliu Houghton Caldwell
Sliirley Ann Jones \\'oodard

Mary Jane Judd
Katherine Lawder Stephenson
Yvonne Leggett Dyer
June Lewis Kingsbury
Lottie Lewis
Eleanor Little M or fit

Elizabeth Howell Love
Helen McCreery
Nancy McKee
Jean McKeniiey
Mary Mackintosh
i'atty Moncure
Marguerite Myers
J ean Oliver Sartor
Jane Parker
Katherine Richards
Julia Ridgvly I'eacock
Gertrude Robertson Mid ten

Margaret L. Roper
Augusta Saul Edwards
Jean Scott MacNair
Mary Louise Simpson
Florence Swift Dunance
Janet Thorpe
Mary Lane Tread way
Eleanor C. Wallace
Bennett Wilcox Barllelt
Cherrie Willson Arrington

19W
Agent: Emory Gill

Anne Adamson
Jane Clarkson Baker
Mary Frances Barnhardt

Calder
Ruth M. Beach
Adelaide Boze
Blair Bunting
Jane Gould Bush
Ann M. Cauthorn
Constance Clear>

Ruth Collins

Anne Conaiit

Connie Currie
Marion Daudt
Olivia Davis
Laura Dirkie Neil
Margaret H. Dowell
Lois A. Fernley
Anna Mae Feuchtenberger
Jane Furniss Simpson
Barbara Godfrey
Ruth B. Goodwin
Jane Nelson Goolrick
Jeanne Harris
Nancy Haskins
Georgia Herbert
Jane Knox Hopkins
Mary Petty Johnston
Coralte Kahn
Margaret A'or(eryoAnMc(;ollom
Clara MacRae Causey
F'lorcnce Merrill
Mildred M<oon Montague
Marjorie Peggs
Horlense Powell
Martha Rector
Margaret Royalt
Clara Saascer
Ann M. Sims
Barbara Smith Whilloek
Reba Smith
Eleanor Snow
Kuniuna Spurlock
Hazel M. Slcrrell

Helen W. Taylor
Beth Thomas
Nida Tomlin
Margaret Vallance
Elizabeth P. Vanderbilt
Anne Waring Lane
Olive May \^ hlttinglon
Evelyn Williams
Margaret Woods

1911

Jean Carroll Bigg<-rst«Jl

Betty Vivian Cro»anian
Juliet Fisher Furman
Martha Mclntyre
Marjiirie Soons Siiii|is(iii

1942

Jeanne Buzby
Mary Elizabeth Lew."*.

Mary Ellen Thompson

1943

Mary Jane Stciger
Gloria Zick



On Campus By Catherine O. Coleman, '42

Cartoons b\ Courtesy of Atiattisia SaJozcskx '44

ACCORDING to the calendar, it's autumn at Sweet

I- Briar, but there's something in the air that denies

the fact. Everyone is telHng everyone else the dire news

—if it does not rain in ten days, college will be closed.

Needless to sav, the attempts to get corroboration from

those who should know reveal that another rumor is run-

ning its coiu'se. We are baking in the heat, and classes

are filled with sleepy heads. However, the heat has not

dimmed our enthusiasm over the rejuvenated portions of

campus. Upper classmen are enthralled by the summer

changes, for the freshman side of campus scarcely looks

the same. Yes, Grammer has at last been redecorated.

The rooms are cheerier, and it is no longer necessary to

trek to Reid if you adore washing your hair under the

shower. Commons alone is unchanged, for the parlors

now sport murals depicting life and beloved scenes at

Sweet Briar. It's even possible to identify some of the

people in the faculty procession—if your imagination hap-

pens to work that way. The change is certainly exciting

and new.

Reid, too, boasts a redecorated parlor—not in soft

murals—but with Chinese red draperies and wall-panels

to match the new screen in front of the main door. All

in all, that side of campus bears little resemblance to its

state of former years.

The English department is enriched by the courses

under Dr. Ra\'mond Short, formerly of Yale. English

majors tell us that he is an inspiring teacher. It is grand

to find everyone so pleased over the first occupant of the

Carter Glass Chair of Government, Dr. Egbert S. ^Ven-

gert, who with Dr. Turner Cameron assisting him is

placing emphasis on subjects vital to an understanding of

present affairs. Dr. Cameron is also teaching the Ec.

department's "Business Organization and Banking." This

course has been broadened to include a study of the gov-

ernment's relation to the American economy. Although

the class is small, the interest is great.

Another newcomer to campus is Dr. Collerohe Kras-

sovsky, Russian born American citizen. Those who are

taking "Soc" from her have already learned something

of her exciting life. Her classes are both interesting and

stimulating.

Among the new courses, "Studies iji the Present

Crisis," which was started last year, is still being con-

tinued. So far, there has been an organization meeting

preparatory to the discussion of Carl Becker's Modeni
Democracy. The selection of other books is being made

as time goes on, in order that they may be those of cur-

rent interest. Those of us who were in the class last year

feel that the course was well worth the time spent al-

though it stimulated interest to the extent that it required

much additional work.

Defense work is playing an important role at Sweet

Briar. The Health and Physical Education Committee

reported that approximately fifty signed the health pledge

last 3ear—others insisting that they were already observ-

ing the required schedule. Two of the committee's goals

have been realized by the addition to the curriculum this
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\ car of a class in nutrition, and last year, the class in first

aid with eighteen completing the course. As is done in

Classical Civilization and the Crisis, Nutrition will be

taught by the members of the faculty and staff in whose

province lies the topic under consideration. All eight

members of the class have had pre-requisite work in either

chemistry or biology.

Elsie Digges, chairman of the Funds Committee, re-

ports that relief work is under way for the year. Knitting

this year will be done for the Red Cross, and, as usual,

the fall drive will be conducted. Bundles for Britain will

be aided by clothes collections and numerous drives for

money. There are also two new war relief projects—the

World Student Service Fund through which students at

Sweet Briar will contribute towards the food, clothing,

and housing of their fellows all over the world. Emphasis

will, of course, be placed upon education and post-war

reconstruction. Buying clothing for children stricken by

the war is one of the major aims of the other plan

—

^'oimg America Wants to Help, the local Lynchburg

organization is luider the direction of Mrs. Powell Glass.

Included in the British war relief plans, we will collect

tin foil in bags provided for that purpose. We will also

.save tooth paste tubes again this year.

Speaking of histrionic ability Paint and Patches took

time off from rehearsals of "Arms and the Man" in

order to meet .^ints and Asses in a wild-and-woolly

lacrosse game for the benefit of the auditorium fund.

The tempo of the game was greatly increased by the fact

that on both teams there were several people who had

never even seen a lacrosse game. In the final outcome.

Paint and Patches was victorious, score 1-0, and there

was $7.00 for the fund.

With Founders' Day coming on the 31st of this

month, we are expecting many of you back. Among the

general festivities will be the P and P party after the

play. As usual there will be room for the old members

who are loitering around hoping to discover what Dug-

gins and Rufus learned at Chapel Hill this summer.

Their ecstasy was, in the main, aroused by the stage

facilities there and elsewhere. Meanwhile, Sweet Briar

is struggling on with Fletcher. Scenery is still warping

in the damp pit beneath the music building before it is

rebuilt in the corridors (or outside if it happens to be

a sinin\- da\- or there is a rehearsal inside). In other

Words, we still desperately need and want an auditorium.

As always, at the end of the summer there are reports

of summer projects. Carrying on their work in the In-

ternational Affairs' major, Margaret Preston and Eu-

genia Burnett, both of '42, represented Sweet Briar at

the Institute of Public Aft'airs in Charlottesville. Both

Pres and Eugie reported the meetings at Convocation.

As usual Nancy Bean, '43, managed to have some amaz-

ing experiences, this time in Lord and Taylor's college

shop, where she and Debbie Wood, '42, spent theii' time

out-fittin<r the freshmen.

Speaking of the freshmen, they have been wearing

their aprons and beads and are now preparing with fear

and trepidation for Freshman-Sophomore day on Satur-

day. All initiation is now concentrated on one day.

Sophomore plans are being whispered furtively, and the

freshmen are cowering at this early date. Then, too,

they have to plan for the circus.

A happy note on campus is the report that the Patch

Box cleared one thousand dollars last year to further

increase the students' contribution to the auditorium fund.

.As Sweet Briar gets glamourous, the auditorium grows a

bricks' worth.

It seems as if school has been in progress for months

and the session of 1941-1942 is well underway now.

The freshmen are getting settled and the seniors are

starting out to make "the one year more" the best

ever. Campus is, as ever, a bee-hive of activity. The

cabin was officially opened a few Sundays ago; the

Southern mail trains are still late; the Inn with its new

log benches is still crowded; and we arc all in a per-

petually tired state mosth because of the heat. However,

drop in whenever you can, and we'll wake up long

enough to show you the Sweet Briar of today.
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The Faculty Up to Date
By Eva Matthews Sanford

IT is pleasant to learn that \ou want information about

the facLilt)', but rather difficult to decide what to tell

you. Some of you know all of us who are here except

the few who came this fall; others look on all but a few

of the Old Guard as strangers who have come in since

}our da)", though we may have spent more }ears of our

lives here than }ou did. Some of you will always think

of the faculty only in terms of the individuals you knew

best, who left their marks upon you for good or ill, while

the rest of us are merely part ofthe background of Sweet

Briar, less picturesque than its natural surroundings, but

probably useful in one way or another. So it may be

appropriate to paint you a composite picture of the faculty

to begin with, and leave consideration of specific topics

for later numbers of the News. I shall follow Sweet

Briar's good custom and consider members of the staff

"whose names appear in the college catalogue" as part

of the faculty.

Wt are not all elderly absent-minded college profes-

sors; for we gained this fall several very recent graduates

of Sweet Briar itself, who live up to the standards of the

college by adjusting themselves to their new dignities

most gracefully. We range in height from a hopeful

"about five feet" to Mr. Worthington's towering stature,

and our breadth and girth are also varied. \Ve hope,

however, that we may all be considered equally broad-

minded and clearsighted, whatever our physical deficien-

cies may be. We have some delightful wives (individu-

ally), and a smaller number of husbands, who are a great

boon in a group predominantly feminine. We cooperate

with the popular Sociology course in the Family by pro-

viding a number of faculty children ; the oldest have

finished college and are turning some of us into grand-

parents, but the youngest is barely a month old at the

time of writing, and the characteristic type this year is

blond, curl) haired, about three years old, and as charm-

ing as anyone on the Alumnae Bulletin Board.

We were "bred and born" in many states, from Maine

to California, from Michigan to Alabama, with a fairl)-

impartial representation from the Old South, New Eng-

land, the Middle West, and Texas. We can also claim

Canada, England, France, Switzerland, Denmark, Sicily,

Croatia, and Turkey among our birthplaces. The first

languages we learned were American in man\' local vari-

ations (a faculty symposium on "Arthur the Rat" would

interest any student of phonetics), English, Danish, Ger-

man, French, Itahan, Serbian and Russian. We are not,

however, limited to these languages when we wish to

express our thoughts, for we also speak Spanish, Swedish,

Norwegian, modern Greek, Ukrainian, Turkish, and

Urdu (Hindustani to }ou), and Dr. Scott is now in

Brazil improving oiu" Portuguese. We naturally read

more languages than we have common occasion to speak;

our academic training has involved us in ancient Greek,

Latin, Anglo-Saxon, Hebrew, Provencal, Catalan, Old

High German, Old French, and so forth, and individual

vagaries have given us some smattering of Chinese, Cop-

tic, and Arabic. ^Vhen we run short of words, we can

express ourselves through the medium of art of music,

and this habit is not limited to the departments chiefly

concerned. The Studio Club numbers the head of the

English Department among its talented members; the

Little Theater in Lynchburg profits by the talents of a

few actors among us; recorders are popular this year,

man)' of us sing in the bathtub and a few are even

encouraged to sing in public, in Mr. Finch's choral

group in Lynchburg.

Our academic degrees are chiefly the usual A.B., B.S.,

M.A., and Ph.D., but we also have more than one B.D.,

an M.D., and a B.S.A.E. By grace of the President and

Dean, we also have more elevated degrees to grace our

catalogue, ^'ou might quote the list of colleges and uni-

versities from which these degrees were obtained when

someone unwisely suggests that Sweet Briar is a provin-

cial sort of local institution. Li addition to Sweet Briar,

we have studied at Barnard, Bryn Mawr, Carleton,

Colby, Columbia, Goucher, Greenville, Guilford, Lynch-

burg, Mount Holyoke, Oberlin, Radcliffe, Randolph-

Macon, Russell Sage, Skidmore, Smith, Swarthmore,

Vassar, and Wellesley Colleges, and at Union Theo-

logical Seminary. Among universities we chose Alabama,

Brown, Buffalo, California, Chicago, Clark, Columbia,

Cornell, Delaware, George Washington, Harvard, Illi-

nois, Johns Hopkins, Kansas, Louisiana, Massachusetts

State, Michigan, Missouri, Nebraska, Northwestern,

North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Princeton, South Caro-

lina, Leland Stanford, Texas, Toronto, Vermont, Vir-

ginia, V. P. L, \\'ivconsin, and Yale, as well as Birming-

ham, Cambridge, Oxford, London, the Sorbonne, Copen-

hagen, Belgrad and Odessa. We have also worked at

the American Academy in Rome and the School of Clas-

sical Studies at Athens, and have studied music, art and

languages, or carried on individual research at many

other places in Europe and the East. So we should know

something of the world outside Sweet Briar, and should

be able to profit by the interests and standards of other
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institutions in planning the college curriculum and help-

ing to shape its policies. Though our present range is

restricted by comparison with our past wanderings, Miss

Morenus is now in California on sabbatical leave, and

Mrs. Lill and Mr. Scott are in South America. You

ma)' have met us this summer in Canada or Porto Rico;

"Scnor" gratified New Englanders on the faculty by

falling in love with Cambridge on his first day there,

and Miss Hubcr has come to rank California next to

Switzerland.

The dormitories no longer have room to house many
of us, but the college has recentl)' made over some of the

single rooms in the faculty houses down the hill into very

pleasant apartments, and has glorified the stucco boxes

across the road with fresh white paint. Several of the

faculty have built their own houses on the campus, from

the pioneer Red Top to Miss Mull's handsome new
home; there is a growing settlement, as yet unnamed,

near the Walkers, and the absence of "Ma Jordan" is

partially compensated by the residence of a new member
of the English Department, with his wife and small

daughter, in her house. Several others live in Amherst

or near the Edwards' house on the way to Amherst.

Though some of us are still pedestrians, and a couple

have bic3cles, there are more faculty cars each year and

a new red roadster is an object of great interest. Mr.

Connor still has the only trailer.

In spite of the preponderance of old maids among our

number, we seem in general to prefer dogs to cats as

pets, though Miss Morenus' redoubtable Leo and Miss

Boone's prolific Coquette must not be forgotten. Most

of our dogs, in their purer moments, are glossy black

or gleaming white, but Virginia clay is apt to reduce them

to a poor imitation of Robin's tawny hue in daily life.

We do not need canaries in this Bird Sanctuarv, and

instead of gold-fish we reluctantly provide homes for

silverfish and other persistent specimens of the local fauna.

Our psychology and zoology departments foster a scien-

tific passion for frogs and bats, not generally shared bv

the rest. We contribute a couple of horses for the Sweet

Briar and Amherst horse shows.

We are seldom willing to admit that classes, papers,

study, research, committees, advisees, and community

activities here, in -Amherst and in Lvnchburg, leave us

any leisure time, hut we use our leisure in a fairlv wide

variety of ways. We pl.iv hockey (who could forget the

Campus Characters: ), tennis, golf, bridge, chess, and

Chinese checkers; several of us are devotees of double-

crostics. Weather permitting, we frequently jump in the

lake, though some of us find the ladder a more conveni-

ent mode of entrance, and a few even prefer the pen.

We have begun to knit again, some of us sew, or uphol-

ster our furniture, and a few even cook. We usually

fill the seats allotted to the faculty by the Committee on

Lectures and Concerts, even though some of us slip into

the back rows at the last moment instead. The American

Association of University W^omen provides interest for

a considerable group, and has long contributed to com-

munit)' life b) sponsoring Amherst County Day. The
Faculty Club, for which all of us are eligible, divides its

activities between companionable entertainment and more

serious, but equally interesting programs. And we always

enjoy having students, past or present, drop in for tea,

coffee, or just for conversation.

A Wife's Eye View

( Continufti from pagf ^)

)

Just be natural—all women over twenty are the same age.

Personally, I shall be glad when we stand detached

and head for home to begin over. I like the civilian sense

of community responsibility and the feeling of permanence

and deep home ties that you can't have when )'ou move

all over the world every two years. I like for the Church

to be a part of my daily life, and here it can't be. I'd also

like to be able to plant perennials in m\' )ard and know
that I'd see them bloom next year, instead of annuals and

hoping that I'll be here to transplant them from the

seed bed

!

But when I do find myself at home with a Mister

instead of a Lieutenant, I shall have with me a great deal

that I've learned from these people and this life. Courage

and selflessness, calm in confusion, a sort of timelessness,

and above all the age old philosophy "Sufficient unto

the day is the evil thereof." There's time enough to face

things when they come—and no one knows that better

than the gentle ladies of the service. They truly serve in

waiting, and it's a soul-buildling experience to live among
them.

^ X



Campaign Progress Report as of October 7, 1941
The campaign for building and endowment will be

continued this fall through the Alumnae Fimd. By vote

of the Alumnae Council, the Alumnae Fund this year will

be used for capital endowment and it is hoped that the

work will go forward vigorously during the fall and winter.

Since the fall issue of the Alitmnae News is sent

to all alumnae, this issue brings the report of the cam-

paign up to ilate and no separate report will be published.

We are listing the names of alumnae who have con-

tributed since the last report was issued in July and the

names of those who were omitted in the July report.

Further details about the campaign will be furnished by

the .Alumnae Office upon request.

97 Faculty and staff members
62 Employees

265 Students in college 1940-41

175 Parents and friends of students

1(110 Alumnae
.549 Friends of the colleire

Less 27 persons who are both alumnae

and parents of students or alumnae

and staff members

Campaign total for October 7, 1941

$ 8,4.34.75

173.25

23,156.53

10,989.50

38,666.08

37,390.00

$118,810.11

2,308.75

$116,501.36

ADDITIONAL ALUMNAE CONTRIBUTORS
Academy

Gertrude Bilhuber

Lou McWhorter Carroll

Julia Cleland

Mary Parrish Ferguson

Ethel Shoop Godwin
Virginia Robertson Harrison

Claudine Griijin Holcomb

Bessie Brown Lindsey

Ruth Hancock Murrell

Anita Cozcan Lippitt

Marion Peele

Evelyn Haih Peyton

Mary Saunders Ruffin

Louise Holmes Stcinhoff

Edna Steves Vaughan

Helen Baker Waller

Flora Davisson Ward

Class of 1911

Virginia Shoop Phillips

Alma Booth Taylor

Class of 1914

Helen Dittenhaver

Elizabeth Green Shepherd

Class of 191 5

Mathilde Booth Weems

Class of 1917

Anna Bevertdge Leake

Bessie Whittet Towsen

Class of 1918

Cornelia Carroll Gardner

Martha Davenport Kennedy
Margaret McCluer
Eleanor R. Smith

Class of 1919

Henrietta Anderson

Isabel Wood Holt

Mary Hatton Mason

Class of 1920

Elmyra Pennypacker Coxe
Isabel le Hanna Cioldsborougli

Class of 1921

Madeline Bigger

Class of 1922

Virginia Box Crolley

Katherine Hartt

Katherine Minor Montague
Beulah Norris

Class of 1923

Mary Venable Barclay

Georgia T/ireadcrafi Flournoy

Phyllis Sherman Nelson

Mary Tignor

Lydia Purcell Wilmer
Elizabeth Franklin ^'oung

Class of 1924

Mary Marshall Hobson

Frances Nash Orand

Class of 1925

Clara Frank Bradley

Ashley C. Carter

Ruth Taylor Franklin

Laura Graham Hunter

Mary Craighill Kinyoun

Lucy Marion Reaves

Woodis Finch Roberts

Class of 1926

M a rga ret Krider I \ ey

Frances McCamish McNeel
Elizabeth Moore Rusk

Class of 1927

Beatrice Carson Arndt

Margaret Orde Bradstrect

Julia Reynolds Dreisbach

Alice Eskesen Ganzel

Mildred Wilson Garnett

Camilla Alsop Hyde
Virginia Kaake Setter

Gwin Harris Scott

M. Eugenia Thomason
Jane Riddle Thornton

Anna Patton Thrasher

Class of 1928

Elizabeth Crane Hall

Evelyn Hartt

Margaret Lockhart Oast

Page Bird Woods

Class of 1929

Esther Tyler Campbell

Frances Guthrie

Elizabeth Lewis Reed
Charlotte Marks Schade

Martha Maupin Stewart

Cla:>s of 1930

Amelia Wilson Corley

Sophia Dunlap Hunter'

Helen Mathezvs Palmer

Sally Reahard

Mary MacdonaUi Reynolds

Margaret Diack Watson

Class of 1931

Ruth Graham Bartholdi

Mary Cannaday Gore
Mary Frances Westcott Hale

Martha Baker Johnson

Phoebe Roue Peters

Virginia Cooke Rea
Martha McBroom Shipman
Elizabeth Maner Vose

Class of 1932

Marj orie Ward Cross

Susie Ella Burnett Davis

Emma Knoztlton Humphreys

Class of 1933

Elizabeth Taylor Burleson

Jessie Coburn

Marj orie Burfnrd Crenshaw

Katherine LeBlond Farquhar

Hetty Wells Finn

Marj orie Jones Gar lick

Elizabeth Gray
Ella Jesse Latham
Doris Crane Loveland

Mary Bess Roberts

Charlotte Tamblyn Tufts

Betty Workma7i Wright
Frances Pozvell Zoppa

Class of 1934

Thelma Hanijen Fried

Bonny MacDonald Hatch

Dorothy Hutchinson Howe
Marie LePine

Mary Evelyn Wood LittrcU

Louise Peck Mason
Joanna Fink Meeks
Sue Johnson Simpson

Cecilia Btrdsey Wade
Class of 1935

Laura Virginia Bobbitt

Jacquelyn Strickland Dwelle

Kathleen Casey Highsmith

Anne Irving

Jane Lawder
Eleanor Elliott Scott

Margaret Rose Turnbull

Margharita Curtze Vicary

Class of 1936

Carrie Marshall Young Gilchrist

Frances Gregory

Margaret Men eke

Anna Scudder Shoch

Martha Williams Tim
Margaret Upton White

Mary Lee Poindexter Willinghan

Marjorie B. Wing

Class of 1937

Margaret Cornwell

Katherine Shaffer Hardy

Frances Johnson
Virginia Rush Lang
Nancy Nalle Lea

Mary Agnezc Merrill

Vera Searcy

Dorothy Stewart

Elizabeth Williams

Class of 1938

Louise Bailey

Jane Bemis

Ruth Chartener

Frances Jane Faulkner

Betty Mead Smartt Johnson

Elizabeth Burks Ridenhour

Margaret Weimer Shepherd

Betty Moore Stowers

Pauline Wo mack Swan

Ida Todman
Elizabeth Willcox

Class of 1939

Clothilde Palmer Baker

Sarah Belk

Anne Harrison Brown

Elizabeth Campbell Gawthrop

Katherine S. Kleburg

Jean Gray Scott MacNair

Martha Matthews

Ann Parks

Barbara Earl Reinheimer

Class of 1940

Ann Adamson
Virginia Allison

Adelaide Boze

Mary Jane Burnett

Dorothy Campbell

Betty Frantz

Anne Waring Lane

Cecilia Mackinnon

Florence Merrill

Nan Dickie Neil

Alverta Hill Thompson

Frances Moses Turner

Class of 1941

Ruth Carter Finnell

Emily Peyton

Barbara Searles

Class of 1942

Jeanne Buzby

Pattie Rose Early
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Class Personals

I9I0

Class Secretary, Francfs Murreli. Rickards

(Mrs. Everingh.ini) North Shore Point, Nor-

folk, Virginiii.

Dear "Old C.irls":

I iicplccti-d y<ni Inst year, but I am sun-

you will "forgive and forget" vvlien I tell

you the fault was because of the serious illness

of my husband. Since he has been partially

restored to health now, and things at home are

near normal, I can take up my duties again.

My daughter, Murreli, has just begun her

second year at Sweet Briar. A letter from her

today says they gave the freshmen a barn dance

Saturday night and that there were fifty more

men than girls. Can you imagine it? The

Washington and Lee and University of Vir-

ginia hoys seem to swarm over the campus

every weekend. It wasn't like this "in the

olden days."

I have no special news concerning the first

graduates. We arc still carrying on taking

care of husbands, children, or both. None of

us is a grandmother yet. Anne Miller's daugh-

ter, Anne, was married this summer. She was

1910's first child to marry. Eugenia Bur-

nett's daughter is a senior at Sweet Briar thi?

year, and president of Student Governnicn*.

Louise Ewell's son graduated from high school

this past June at the age of sixteen and is

having a year at an academy.

I stopped In to see Nan Powell Hodges

this week. Her husband. Dr. W. T. Hodges,

lias just been appointed executive officer of

the Hampton Roads Regional Defense Council.

He was granted leave of absence from William

and Mary College for the duration of the

defense program.

The generation ahead of us is rapidly pass-

ing away, and soon w^e will be the old peopl-?.

Anne Miller's mother, Mrs. Cumnock, died

last winter at Altavista, Virginia and Eugenia

Burnett's mother, Mrs. Griffin, died in the

spring at her home in Salem, Virginia. A card

this week from Eugenia brings the sad news

of the death of Mrs. Walker. The Walker

family came to live at St. Angelo in 1909,

and Mrs. Walker has attended, I am sure,

every commencement at Sweet Briar, and almost

every alumnae banquet. We shall miss her.

Welcome home to Richmond, Anne Keith

Royal, our first May Queen, and let me have

some news about yourself!

Now, since the October issue goes to all of

you, I hope those who belong to "my time"

will read this, and send me some news about

themselves for the December issue. Remember

you must send a contribution to the Alumnae

Fund ill order to get the next three bulletins.

1913

Class Secretary, Mary Pinkerton Kfrk

(Mrs. James),' Box 1232, University Station,

Charlottesville, Virginia.

Dear 1913:

I am glad this number goes to everyone, as

I would like to remind you of the "round

robin". Please "keep it rolling." In the fol-

lowing list of 1913, the names marked with

an asterisk are those who have requested thi

"round robin", so please send it to them first,

if they have not received it already. Please

notify us of any mistakes or omissions as Aell

as addresses of those listed as lost.

3Jn HJpmoriam
Dorothy Bcnn, cx-'Z?, Mrs. Walter L.

Morgan, Deceased July 6, 1941.

Ern.T Elniendorf, Special, Mrs. Milton

McAllister, Deceased June 26, 1941.

Lucy Gayle, Academy, Mrs. Patrick

Calhoun, Deceased, 1940.

Ellen L. Hayes, ex-'29, Mrs. Lyle

Leighton Brush, Deceased May 4,

1941.

Christine Ruth McCordic, Special, De-

ceased.

Mary Belle McNally, '21, Mrs. Joseph

Woods Walker, Deceased February,

1933.

Mary E. Pierce, ex-'23, Deceased.

Gwendolyn Watson, '24, Mrs. George

G. Graham, Deceased July 14, 1941.

.Alexander, Jeanne (ex) (Mrs. H. Barton

Cook) c/o Thomas Holbart, Greeley, la.

Bailey, Almeria (ex), 1224 Chesapeake Ave.,

Hampton, Va.

*Baldwin, Beatrix (ex) Mrs. Leicester C.

Lev\is, 7737 St. Martin's Lane, Chestnut

Hill, Philadelphia, Penna.

Bancroft Dorothy (ex); 915 E. High St.,

Springfield, Ohio.

Bigelow, Alice (ex); Mrs. O. J. Ricliard,

Box 483, Georgetown, S. C.

Boice, Jennie May (ex), 2340 Monument
Ave., Richmond, Va.

Bowman, Lillian (ex), Mrs. T. E. Morrell,

84 Charles St., New York, N. Y.

Bradfield, Emma (ex), Mrs. Charles .A.

Bratton, 119 Cherry St., Barncsville,

Ohio.

Brown, Bessie, (ex), Mrs. Edgar E. Lindsey,

208 E. Fourth St., Rome, Ga.

Bryan, Meta, (ex), Mrs. Richard Graves,

3551 Hedrick St., Jacksonville, Fla.

Brown, Gladys, (ex), Mrs. W. Clayton

Lowry, Portage la Prairie, Manitoba,

Canada.

Buffington, Eugenia, Mrs. Russell Walcott,

Tryon, North Carolina.

Carney, Lucy, (ex), Mrs. T. D. Warner,

Virginia Beach, Va.

Carroll, Cletie, (ex), Mrs. Dugal A. Allen,

2120 Calder Ave., Beaumont, Texas.

•Clark, Mary, (ex), Mrs. Clarence Rogers,

The Italian Villa, 200 Montgomery Ter-

race Drive, .Atlanta, Ga.

Clyde, Emma, (ex), Mrs. Edwin Hodge, Jr.,

1700 Beechwood Blvd., Pittsburgh, Penn.i.

Coffin, Florence, (ex), Mrs. Jennings F.

Gillem, 3620 Montevallo Rd., Birming-

ham, .'Ma.

•Cornwall, Isabel, (ex), Mrs. Douglas J.

Miller, 304 Glen Avenue, Port Chester,

N. Y.

Cooper, Sarah, (ex), 803 S. Campbell St.

Hopkinsville, Ky.
Cranford, Clyde, (ex), Mrs. William G.

Brantlev, Jr., 2843 29th St., Washington,

D. C.

'Craven, Elizabeth, (ex), Mrs. Allen West-
cott, 1 Thompson St., Annapolis, Md.

Dale, Virginia, (ex), Mrs. Howard C.

Yergcr, 1405 Ellis Ave., Fair Lawn, N. J.

*DaIton, Margaret, (ex), Mrs. Theodore
Hamilton Kirk, 742 E. High St., Lexing-

ton, Ky.

Davidson, Nellie, (ex), c/o .Archie Rohrer,

R.F.D. #3, Bethesda, Md.
Denham, Sara, (ex), Mrs. Lingan A. Warren,

1904 Forest View Rd., Hillsborough, Cal.

Dowd, Ruth, (ex), Mrs. Albert Goss, 2832
Lenox Rd., N. E., Atlanta, Ga.

•Early, Henrianne, (ex), 3041 Sedgwick St.,

N. W., Washington, D. C.

Kranke, Elizabeth, Mrs. A. Kent Balls, 3406

Lowell St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

•Glass. Louise, (ex), Mrs. Peterson Marzoni,

Wyman Hall, University, Ala.

'"Grammer, Elizabeth, Mrs. Donald F. Torrey,

316 Penn Rd., Wynnewood, Penna.

Graves, Juliette, (ex), Mrs. J. W. Cone,

2909 El Prado, Tampa, Fla.

•Hancock, Ruth, (ex), Mrs. R. W. Murreli,

2816 Monument Ave., Richmond, Va.

•Hardie, Sue, (ex), Mrs. William T. Bell,

40 Sherman Ave., Glen Ridge, N. J.

^Harris, Mildred, (ex), 5 Springdale Court,

Greensboro, N. C.

Hibberd, Helen, (ex), Mrs. Carroll W. Reed,

Pleasant Valley, Wheeling, W. Va.

"Horner, Eva, Mrs. George F. Butterworth,

Jr., Hilltop Place, Rye, N. Y.

•Houser, Ruth, 7641 South Shore Drive,

Chicago, Illinois.

HufF, Julia, (ex), Mrs. Henry Bedford,

LOST.
Koon, Eleanor, (ex), Mrs. Carlos Campbell,

1607 .Arlington Ridge Rd., .Arlington, Va.

Lamfrom, Helen, Mrs. Morris Nelman, P. O.

Box 230, Fostoria, Ohio.

'"'Marshall, Lucille, (ex), Mrs. Arnim Boethelt,

2925 Corydon Rd., Cleveland, Ohio.

Maury, Isabel, (ex), Mrs. T. Wister White,

5416 Maple St., St. Louis, Mo.
Mf)ssman, Vivian, (ex), Mrs. Frank B.

Groves, 529 W. 11th .Ave., Huntington,

W. Va.

Pinkerton, Mary, Mrs. James Kerr, Box

1232, University Station, Charlottesville,

Va.

Kibble, Margaretta, 21 W. 58th St., New
York City.

Richardson, Bernicc. Mrs. Percy C. Campbell,

330 School St., Watcrtown, Mass.

Richardson, Frances, Mrs. Albert Pitcher,

S57 Westminster Ave., Elizabeth, N. J-

•Shafer, Marguerite, (ex), Mrs. J. R. Odom,

Whaleyvillc, Va.

Slaughter, Sue, 8 Pelham Place, Norfolk, Va.
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St.iplfs, Jean, (ex), Cangora Farms, R. F. D.

#1, Brockport, N. Y.

Summers, Frances, (ex), Mrs. N. R. Bardwell,

4-04- Greenwood Ave., Clarksville, Tenn.

*Swan, Dorothy, (ex), Mrs. R. F. Lent, 152

Pennln^rton Ave., Passaic, N. J.

*Tabb, Mary C, (ex), Mrs. Woodruff George,

2423 Prytania St., New Orleans, La.

Tandy, Mary, (ex), Mrs. Milton G. Moore,

311 E. r6th St., Hnpkinsvllle, Ky.

Thach, Mayo, Mrs. Donald Tarplcr, Darien,

Conn.

Thomas, Margaret, (ex), Mrs. George Pat-

ton, Riverview, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Tyler, Mary, Mrs. Edward H. Cole, Mont-

ross, Va.

Watson, Mertie, (ex), LOST.
Wheeler, Mary Anna, (ex), 9 E. PeJrcgosa

St., Santa Barbara, Cal.

Whelcss, Adelaide, (ex), Mrs. George Roll-

man, LOST.
White, Rebecca, Mrs. Ernest Facsch, 3602

.Albemarle St., Washington, D. C.

Wright, Linda, (ex), 866 Prospect St., La

Jolla, Cal.

1915

Class Secretary, Frances W. PENNvr.^cKFR,

517 Main Street, Phocnixville, Pennsylvania.

Dear Classmates:

My hope for more news from you people

who did not answer my cards last spring has

been blasted. So, I have very little to report

except a letter from Agnes Hood Gronemeyer

which arrived just after my last letter to you

had been mailed. She writes, "Upon May third

I attended the May Day ceremony at Sweet

Briar. Dorothy Brothers, 1915, recognized me

after twenty-five years of "wear and tear". I

was delighted! My daughter (aged ninete.-n)

is a Freshman in Randolph-Macon Woman's

College, Lynchburg, Virginia. Another daughter

(aged twenty-three) is married, Mrs. Joseph P.

Ast, in, of Staunton, Virginia, and is a graduate

of Mary Baldwin College. A son (aged four-

teen) is a freshman in High School. My
husband is Plant Manager of West Virginia

du Pont de Nemours Company. We often gn

to Wilmington. I received an A.B. from

Goucher College in 1916."

This summer I spent a couple we^iks in

July in Connecticut and Cape Cod and in

August drove to Maine for another two weeks.

No\\ I have moved back to Phoenixviile,

Pennsylvania—517 Main Street, and will

probably be here until I find a job. I was

so afraid something would turn up before 1

had had my trip to Maine that I nndc no

effort during the summer to find a position.

Now I am looking in real earnest.

My sister, Mary P. Davis, has two sons at

St. Andrew's school in Delaware this yeai,

and Elmyra P. Coxe has just returned from

a trip to California and the Canadian Rockies

and saw Maynette Roselle Stevenson in Kan-

sas City on her way west.

Don't you want to see your names in print?

Just write to me and PU see that you are

featured in the next issue of the Ah'Mnak
News. How about some snapshots! I think

they would add a great touch to our '.oUnnn.

Hopefully,

Frances W. Pennvi-acker

1917

Class Secretary, Polly Bissell Ridler (Mrs.

Earl S.) 608 Lindsay Road, Wilmington, Del-

aware.

25 YEAR REUNION
Dear Seventeeners

;

I thought that I had successfully tMrn:fd

this job over to Bertha. However she seems

to be having her sabbatical leave this year,

but I hope she will take over next time an)--

way. The only news I have to report is that

Rachel Iloyd Holton's daughter and mine are

both in the Freshman Class this year, and it

\\as a thrill to realize that they have the same
colors, motto and mascot as we did. They
have just finished painting their colors on the

fire plug. I don't believe we had a fire plug

in our day. And this all leads up to the fact

that our twenty-fifth reunion comes in June,

and I think it would be grand to have a reg-

ular reunion, with the whole class back—exes

also. So do plan for it.

Until then,

PoLLV Rini.iiR

1918

Class Secretary, Elizabeth Lowman Hall
(Mrs. Asaph B.) 866 Euclid .Avenue, Elmlra,

New York.

Dear Class of '18:

The news for this issue must be "my" news for

nothing new has been added since last spring.

This summer we did our usual running

about the Finger Lakes swimming with our

relatives and friends at their cottages. A short

but pleasant trip of a week in New England

soon after the Fourth finished the business my
husband ordinarily spends two weeks doing.

In August we had the delightful experience

of two weeks vacation on Cape Cod. We loved

it especially the trip to Nantucket. We arc

wishing we could stay there next year.

My one S.B. contact during the summer

was at Sodus Bay on Ontario. Asaph Hale and

I went up to spend two days with a friend and

found, besides our recently acquired friend,

Gladys Schummers Vonhold, Ruth Hulburd

and her sister, Bernice. It was a happy sur-

prise to have a visit with them. Bernice's

youngest son and mine enjoyed each other, too.

When the bad weather comes and I no

longer feel the urge to pull weeds or rake

leaves (still a country girl) or take my tables

out in the sun to drink in the oil and turpen-

tine, I shall no doubt begin to write letters or

cards to you all. I shall enjoy doing it so

much more if I find an answer occasionally.

Even if you are very modest or don't want

your doings in the Magazine do write me.

I won't send in anything you say not to. And

I do like to know if you have had my note! !

!

Sincerely,
Bf.ttv Hall

mac; AZINES !

We are grateful to the many alumnae |

\^ho sent their magazine subscription

(both new orders and renewals) to the |

Alumnae
"

office. We take all subscrip-

tions ! M \y we hnve your order?

I92n

Class Secretary, Caroline Freiburg Marcus
(Mrs. Herbert T.) Hopewell Road, Mont-
gomery, Ohio.

Dear 1920:

I've waited until the last possible minute to

write this poor news hungry column for you

all. Sorry to say that I only approached half

the class for news, as I thought it would be

well to take up all in shifts, and so all who
didn't get a postal card this time, may either

expect one for the January issue, or be Saints,

and write me of you. You resent me sending

a begging letter. Why not sit down right now,

and write so you can't say later you are too

busy what with the children's colds, committee

meetings, lectures, Christmas shopping, and

after Christmas, exhaustion from above men-

tioned plus vacations of the minors. All of

you give me a Christmas surprise of a nice

long letter with news of yourselves.

Out of twenty-five cards mailed, I received

five answers, and I'm not complaining. Beeson

(Mrs. Francis Comer), Ruthie Hulburd (Mrs.

John A. S. Brown, Jr.), Dorothy Wallace,

Ida Massie (Mrs. Braxton Valentine) and

Mary Virginia Crahbs (Mrs. Noble Shaw)

were the faithful this time.

From Dorothy Wallace I received nf>t only

news of herself, summer trip with her mother

and father including a stopover at Sweet Briar,

with visits to the Misses Pattison, Mrs. Dew,

(I was so sorry to hear of Mr. Dew's pro-

longed illness, and wish him a speedy re-

covery) and the Walkers. If these names don't

make you nostalgic for the old days, and make

for writing, nothing will. She goes on to say

that she spent time at Essex Lodge, Tomahawk,

Wisconsin, and some time at Dune .Acres, a

wonderful spot in Indiana. Her mother was

operated for cataract on the left eye, and

from there she went to meetings at the Uni-

versities of Wisconsin and Chicago, and on

the twenty-first of September got back to

work in Baltimore. Last year she worked at

the presidency of the Baltimore Sweet Briar

Club. The nicest bit of news she wrote was

about Dr. Harley. Mutual friends reported to

Dorothy that they met her vacationing at

Cragsmoor. She is still studying anthropol-

ogy at the Museum of Natural History and

living at Hotel Lucerne, 201 West Seventy-

ninth Street, New York City. Her energy and

ambition is astounding. Thanks, Dorothy, for

your grand letter.

Mary Virginia writes that all the Shaws

are well and "as happy as possible considering

present world conditions." The Shaws spent

the summer enjoying the quiet of their twenty

acres. From Ruthie, I received a letter which

made me feel our lives are similar. The house,

she writes, was busy all the summer long

with the coming and going of her children.

.And they do keep a place happy and hum-

ming. Her oldest child has a wonderful job

as Decorator's assistant at Halle's in Cleve-

land. She just graduated from Wheaton, the

next, Mary Ellen is a junior at Hathaway

Brown. She has taken to golf since last June

in a big way and loves it.

Beeson writes of the heat, which thank

goodness is now over. She comes to Cincin-

I
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nati oil shopping tnuis—and doesn't call mr
—more shame to her. The number Is Syca-

more 7644, please use It next time!

Ida Massie writes of their lovely vacation

on Lake Squam In New Hampshire. Her two

eldest boys are at Woodberry Forest School at

Orange, Virginia. Only her youngest, MassJe

Valentine, is at home.

From other sources, though, I hear more

news of you all, but I won't write a smidge

nf it 'til I hear from you again. Of myself,

the same things, too. All four children at

liome this winter, the eldest girl at the Uni-

versity of Cincinnati, and down the line every

two or three grades, 'til the ten-year old in

the sixth grade.

This letter is purely academic, but if I don't

get news ahead of time, I can't write It up

In a literary, glamorous (oh, how I hate that

word) style. In this case, no news is not good

news.

Caroline Freiburg Marcus

I92I

20th reunion
elms Sfcre/ary, Elizabeth Shoop Dixon'

(Mrs. Rrownrigg) 1029 Maryland Avenue,

Suffolk, Virginia.

Uear Helen *

Your card reminding me of the October

issue was misplaced, and I just happened to

run across it. Maybe it Is too late. However,

I do want the class of '21 to know about the

short but delightful visit of Russe Blanks Butts

to Suffolk early in June. She came through

en route home from Culver Military Summer
School where she had left her older son. She

was accompanied by her husband, Lucius, whom
everyone remembers from Sweet Briar days

and her younger son, Honsonl. Russe looks

even better than when we were young and

full of hope. Brownie said as soon as he saw

her, "I know you were in the court!" Hon-
sonl Is a typical young American, very much
alive and on his toes. We thoroughly enjoyed

their brief, little visit.

My sister, Ethel Shoop Godwin, (A), and

her daughter, Ann, returned from camp via

Sweet Briar in August. They saw Mrs. Dew
and had a grand time.

Being a proud Mother, I would like to tell

you what happened in Betty's civics class the

other day. "The only child" was under dis-

cussion and all eyes focused on Betty. When
she was telling me about it, I said, "Betty,

what in the world did you do with so many
children looking at you?" To which she re-

plied, **I just gave them that only child grin."

Pardon haste but I am an air raid warden

and am expecting a warning.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth S. Dixon

1923

Chss Secretary, Jane Guignard Thompson
(Mrs. Broadus) Box 480, Columbia South

Carolina.

Dear Classmates:

In a very modest capacity I am now en-

gaged in making a hundred thousand brick

per day. And without straw, too. But I cannot

make a news bulletin without news. When

reminder cards are sent out, almost none of

you ever respond, so perhaps you don't want

a news letter. Do you? At any rate I am
unwilling to fill precious space in the mag-

azine with repeated pleas and reproaches. I

shall instead write about Sweet Briar.

If any of you do not realize what Sweet

Briar means to you . . . and Vm afraid some
of you don't . . . you should go back and

spend several years there and then go away

again. Of course everybody cannot do just

that, so you will have to take the word of

one who has done It. Here In South Carolina

again, I look at Sweet Briar not from the

remote and misty perspective of remembered

adolescence, or in confused pictures of occa-

sional commencement reunions, but as a re-

cent resident and Inside worker. I am with-

out sentimental Illusions about it and frankly

aware of its limitations and its needs. And I

can tell you that wherever I am I can never

be without a certain pride in it and a certain

homesickness for it. And I can tell you why

this is. It Is because of Its essential values.

There is the beauty of landscape . . . how
the pulse quickens and the heart leaps on crisp

fall mornings when the color in the woods
makes the near hills rich purple, when the

yellow corn shocks stand In the red fields,

rolling magnificently to meet the blue haze

on the horizon. At every season there is gran-

deur and gentleness in the setting, stimulus

and serenity. There Is the beauty of atmos-

phere; the lingering traditions nf colonial Vir-

ginia, the long-established customs of the local-

ity; the presence of the people indelibly asso-

ciated with the history of the college, the

Dews and the Walkers and Miss Sparrow.

There Is the beauty of Integrity. The aca-

demic and administrative standards have been

consistently high. There Is the beauty of

achievement because the college has attained

a recognized superiority In the educational

world In a short period and on Inadequate

endowment. There is the beauty of aspiration

evidenced In seriousness of purpose and sin-

cerity of endeavor.

You who spent some good years of your

lives at Sweet Briar have been influenced by

tliese things ; you got from It not merely a

veneer of education and memories of irre-

sponsible pleasures, an agreeable and expected

phase of growing up. It has enriched your

experience, molded your attitudes, strengthened

your abilities. Think about It honestly and

sec if this I's not true.

And write to your enthusiastic reporter,

Jane Guignard Thompson
P. O. Box 480

Columbia, S. C.

1925

Class Sccrt'fary, Laura Graham Hintkr
(Mrs. Harold F.) 706 River Avenue, Rome,

Georgia.

Dear Classmates:

A late S.O-S. from Helen Mac asking me
to again take over the alumnae letter sent me
scurrying to my desk for pen and cards to

beg news from you. Your response has been

phenomenal! Many, many, thanks to the girls

who have furnished the following news.

Lib Manning (Mrs. Sidney Wade) has been

living In Bronxville, New York for seven

years. Two years ago she and her husband

built a new home there at 11 Library Lane,

which sounds very wonderful. Betsey, their

older daughter. Is twelve and in the first

year of Junior High. Ellen is eight and in

the third grade. Lib writes, "I have ended

up a typical stuffy suburbanite, doing all the

usual things, Parent-Teachers Association,

Community Welfare Fund, Women's Exchange

Volunteer and such like. I ride horseback

some, play a little golf, and get a fair

amount of bridge in the winter." With her

husband's instruction, she has turned into a

sailor, and this summer they sailed to Maine
and came into Rockland Harbor just ahead

of the president, on his return from the

meeting with Churchill. Even If all this is

stuffy. Lib, I believe I'd stick with It!

Martha Woodward Van Patten has moved
from Atlanta with her husband and two

daughters and Is living at 2510 Monument
Avenue, Richmond, Virginia.

Louise Wade Kelly has a daughter born

last fall.

Marion Greene Buckelmueller has two quite

young daughters. Have you seen Marion's

interesting articles In American Home?
Virginia Whitlock Cobb Is in the throes

of building a new home. Her two sons are

in Junior High and her daughter will be

there next year. She writes she has a sister

]l\ing in Atlanta now, so I'm hoping to see

her soon.

Cordelia Kirkendal Buck man's husband has

had to move away from their lovely country

home in Yakima, Washington because of an

allergy to the climate. He is in Oakland,

California now with their oldest son. He has

the agency for Colotyle and "Deedie" is very

pleased over his business prospects. After

spending the summer in Oakland she is back

in Yakima with their two younger sons, but

is expecting to move to Oakland as soon as

their home is disposed of. Her address in

O.ikland is 608 Sixteenth Street. At the Junior

League Convention in Seattle over a year ago

she was so happy to get a glimpse of Harrell

James Carrington '24, Evelyn Pretlow Rut-

ledge '25, and Grace Merrick Twohy '24. She

writes that time had certainly dealt kindly

with them. A year ago In June Dcedie and

her two youngest flew East and after taking

in the Fair and a visit to her mother she

visited Susan Hager Rohrer In Lancaster.

She says, "She has a delightful family of 3

sons and a perfect little girl."

Kitty New by McGce lives in Spartanburg.

She has two daughters. Marguerite, ten is

quite a musician and Elizabeth, eleven, is very

interested in dramatics and radio work. Mother

and daughters like horseback riding and re-

cently Marguerite won a ribbon at a Spartan-

burg horse show. Kitty and her husband have

recently built a lovely summer home In the

mountains on Lake Summit near Hcnderson-

villc, North Carolina. They spent the four

hot months there and go for weekends In the

fall. Maylen '24, Kitty's sister, and her three

sons, who live in Coral Gables, Florida, spent

the summer with her there and just last week-
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end Mildred Balrd White '24 and her husband

were there. Last winter while visiting Maylen

in Coral Gables, she and her husband flew

over to Cuba for a visit. On their return she

phoned Adelaide Harris Holmes in Jackson-

ville. She told Kitty that lone McKenzIe

Walker, Eugenia Coodall Ivey and Harrel

James Carrington had just taken the same trip

and called her on their way back in Jackson-

ville. Last winter at a dance In Charlotte she

saw Virginia Whitlock Cobb whom she writes

was just as young looking and attractive as

ever." Kitty and her husband are planning

to come to Athens and Atlanta for some games

this fall. I am looking forward to seeing her

again.

I wish all of you might read a letter I had

last spring from Boza Adamova (Mrs. Auguste

Menguy). She was a special from 1923-24

from Czecho-Slovakla. She went back home and

married, later moving to New York, where

she lived until several years ago. Her husband

was offered such a splendid position in French

Indo-Chlna, that they felt they could not re-

fuse. Her husband being French, was inducted

Into the army. She has two sons whose future

naturally she is worried over. She asked to he

remembered to all the Sweet Briar girls who

were so kind to her.

My two sons and I spent the summer with

my mother and father at their summer cabin

in Antonio. Harold came up for our last two

weeks. I was glad to see old friends again and

the boys and I loved swimming, canoeing and

sailing. I

Write me, all of you. Let's really "keep up"

or "catch up" on our whole class.

Very devotedly,

"Pop" Graham Hunter

1926

Class Secretary, Virginia Lee Tinker (Mrs.

George F.) 304 North Mountain Avenue

Upper Montclair, New Jersey.

Dear '26;

Our fifteenth reunion news comes from
Betty Moore Rusk who wrote me a long letter

concerning same. I had planned to drive down
with Betty and Peg Krider but a tonsil oper-

ation on my daughter Joan prevented my
joining the ranks of the "Old Faithfuls".

Wanda, Dot Ham, Dot Keller, Jeannette,

Estelle, Mary Bristol and Kay Norrls (who,

incidentally, flew down on a Sunday) made up

a team of nine which wasn't too good a show-

ing for '26, but if we say " 'Taln't the quantity,

it's the quality", we have naught and none

\\ Ith whicli and with whom to find fault.

Somewhat involved, but you get my meaning.

Well, to go on, there was the usual Saturday

night banquet, Sunday song practice, Step Sing-

ing, Vespers, Class Picnic and Lantern Night.

Monday morning saw our gang having break-

fast with Miss Glass at Sweet Briar House.

Later, luncheon in the Gardens where the gals

literally partook of juicy morsels as a thunder-

storm completely laid the dust and all and

sundry were soaked and besmudged. A bee-line

for Fletcher and the Alumnae Meeting fol-

lowed and that night there was a wonderful

concert by LucIIe Barrow Turner, a most

gifted alumna, tJic proceeds of wlilch went to

the Urivc. 1 forgot to mention that Kitty

Blount was elected Class Fund Chairman and I

was elected to the Class Secretary job. Kitty,

by the way, Is now Mrs. Fred Andersen and
Is living In Bay port, Minnesota. Kay Norrls

and husband StlUman flew down for Kitty's

wedding and Wanda and Gert Prior joined

them to give her the good old S. B. send-off.

Lois Peterson had dinner with the Tinkers

a couple of weeks ago, you may have heard

she was married in Boston, Massachusetts,

September 27th to Mr. Howard W. Wilson.

We all send deepest sympathy to Peggy
Denman Wilson, whose father passed away
this summer.

Bear in mind that the next issue of the

Alumn'ae News comes out in February so pick

up your pens and send in your news.

Affectionately,

"JiN'xv Lee"

1927

Class Secretary, Elsetta Gilchrist, 4500
Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

At the back of your calendars Is a page

marked Memoranda. Lest you forget our date

at Sweet Briar next June sixth thru Com-
mencement on the ninth so make a large nota-

tion so that nothing will Interfere with a glor-

ious Fifteenth Reunion at S. B. C. Of course

eleven of us are already making plans after

our solemn promise in June, 1937 as our

Tenth Reunion came to a close. You can

expect to find Kitty Wilson Garnett, Lilly

Lovett, Lib Wood McMullen, Connie Van
Ness, Ruth Aunspaugh Daniels, Nar Warren,
Shortie Poland, E. Morley Fink, Dan Boone,

M. Brown Wood and me, amongst the box-

wood trees. And to protect your reputations

the rest of you should put in an early appear-

ance. It Is so grand to see each other again

and catch up on back news. We do have a new
daughter to report in this issue, Margaret Ann
Fink, born on the first of July. This Is E's

fourth child and she is even now preparing

the family for her absence next June. Connie

Van Ness is still In New York enjoying work

in an architects office, and the thrills of a new
apartment. She was at Martha's Vineyard for

her vacation.

Lilly Lovett is spending her free time and

vacations flying. We will have to prepare the

fields here abouts In case she needs them for

a forced landing next June. Don't forget we
are counting on each and everyone of you to

start drifting in around noon of Saturday June
sixth, nineteen hundred and forty-two.

Bebe
1928

Class Secretary, VIRGINIA Van Winkle Mor-
lidge, Jr. (Mrs. John B.) 107 RIdgewood

Drive, West Lafayette, Indiana.

Dear '28:

The other day I received a letter from Rip

which read, "This Is an S.O.S. I wonder if

you'd 'Guest star' for me for the October

issue of the Sweet Briar Alumnae News."
Now Isn't she the diplomat! Calling pinch

hitting, guest starring!

I'll do my best, Rip, but I do wish the

S.O.S. had been just one year ago. At that

time I w;is just full nf news as I had recently

returned from a trip which Included visits

both to Page Bird Woods in Richmond, Vir-

ginia where she is now living, and Sarah

Everett Lee. It was grand seeing them again

and a real treat to get a first hand peep at

their five boys.

Last March El Branch Cornell and I had

a long talking session, in New York. El is as

much fun as ever. However, that famous

giggle is only a small part of her present busy

life which includes two darling children, tak-

ing an active part in scenery designing for

the Montclair Junior League's theatrical pro-

ductions—to mention a few of her activities.

Rip, poor gal, is just coming out of a siege

of whooping cough which inconveniently ap-

peared in the family during the Morlidges'

summer trip to Ocean City, Maryland.

This summer Harold, Billy, our four-year-

old, and I spent a couple of months in Con-

necticut. I was surprised to find myself in-

fected with the hands-in-the-dirt fever. Billy

caught it too and had the fun of planting and

harvesting his first crop, radishes of course.

to the limited agricultural experience of a

City Apartment reared child this was an event

of major importance, I can assure you.

Billy and I also enjoyed our other flight

from the skyscrapers which took the form of a

month in Florida this spring.

And by now I'm sure you all have heard

enough from the "guest star". Wish I had

more news of more of you.

Anne Beth Price Clark

1929

Class Secretary, Sara Callison Jamison (Mrs.
John R.) 616 RIdgewood Drive, West Lafay-
ette, Indiana.

Dear '29:

Sally Callison always could make anybody
do anything. When I received a letter from
her asking me to write this letter, she didn't

give me time to write her that I could not do
it.

There are ways and ways!

Mrs. Jamison wTote the following news in

her letter and I pass it on to you. "Jo Tatman
Mason has a son born in June, Edwin Tat-
man Mason, in Des Moines, Iowa. As usual

Jo spent the summer In Eastern Connecticut
with her husband's family. She stopped off to

see me In the dead of the night with the new
baby, and I had a great thrill seeing them.

Meredith Smythe and family spent the sum-
mer at Lake Michigan as did Polly Serodino
and family.

This summer I visited Belle B. Hutchlns In

Winnetka. While on the beach one day we
saw Betty McCrady Bard well, who Is now
living near Belle. We went to call on her and
and saw her three darling children. Betty

doesn't look a day older. Several evenings

later we had dinner with "Squeak" Ross and
Lib Joy Porter. "Squeak" has a most attractive

new home In Highland Park.

Adelaide Richardson has decided to join

the army. Her engagement has been an-

nounced to Lt. Fredrick Whitenton Hanger,

of Dallas, Texas."
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Sarah Dodgen MacGuire spent Labor Day
weekend with me and we spent the time talk-

ing over all that has happened since I last saw
her. Sarah is back in Spartanburg with her two
precious children, Billy and Sally, since the

death of her husband, Father and Mother.
Our deepest sympathy to yuu, Sarah, In your
loss.

"Liz" Ferguson Trent with her husband ate

stationed at West Point where he is an in-

structor in the officers' school.

Sims Massie Rand and her army officer hus-

band are in Hawaii. I know she is enjoying

their length of service there.

June Tillman McKenzIe has moved to

Charleston, South Carolina \\ here her address

Is 71 Le Gare Street.

While I was at the beach this summer with

all my gentlemen, Mary Shelton Clarke and

her boy came through Augusta on their way
to the beach, and I am so sorry not to have

been here to see them both. Hope I have better

luck next time.

I have heard of no engagements or mar-
riages or new arrivals, so if you have, let Sally

know before time for the next letter.

With Thomas, age seven, North, age 3 V^,

and Roy, age 1, we'll have to look to Sweet

Briar to get me a daughter. Who has some
girls who will qualify?

Yours in '29,

ISAHELLE North Goodwin

1930

Class Secre/ary, Mary MacDoxald Reynolds
(Mrs. Jasper A.) 1503 Duncan Ave., Chatta-

nooga, Tenn.

If I hadn't made a thrilling excursion to

New York in August there are several bits of

information you all might have missed. But

you would be surprised at the things that go
on In New York in August. For instance,

Lindsay and I renewed our Beautiful Friend-

ship, after ten years, on the maternity floor

of Harkness Pavilion. Robert Woodroofe,
HI, had come to New York to live just a few
days before I arrived, so Bob and two little

Woodroofes and I (the third little Woodroofe
slept thru my visit) went to view the fourth

little Woodroofe. We found him well worth

the trip, weighing some preposterous amount
and very handsome. Then we went to see

Lindsay. La Belle Prentis, Toast of the Twen-
ties, was her usual glamorous self, surrounded

by flowers and the bedside telephone ringing

constantly. We had a delightful talk, but

as Lindsay's conversation hasn't changed anj'

and mine hasn't either, we w ill not go any

further Into that. I noticed that Bob took his

daughters for a walk up and down the hall

while we talked, so that may give you some
idea of the tenor of the conversation. I would
like to say right here that Lindsay's children

are as cute as any I've ever seen, and we all

became great friends. I had other contacts

with the Woodroofes while I was there, but

to save Lindsay's face, I shall draw the veil

over them.

Also seen in New York was Julia Wilson
Killebrew '29 who has the most Impressive

job of anybody I know. I'm not sure just what

it is but she has a private office and has to cull

Was that news item you sent In for

this Issue omitted? Be patient. It will

be In the next one. Sweet Briar alum-
nae are an active group and contribu-

tions to class notes are sometimes over-

whelming. But be assured tliat items

cut from one issue are held over for

the fnllowing one. This is the last

Issue which can carry address changes.

We average 1200 changes a year—this

year will see many more due to the

army and navy. Just write to the

alumnae office if you wish to know the

whereabouts of your alumnae friends.

Above all keep the alumnae office in-

formed of your own address.

all the newspapers and magazines. What she

does with her culling I have never found out,

but knowing Julia I should s.iy she does

plenty.

The rest of this Is called the Strange Case

of Mrs. Raymond. She and I had breakfast

together one morning in the Junior League

dining room at the Waldorf, and after a long

and arduous gossip session, we bade each other

goodbye. I tried tc get her to go to Forest

Hills with me to see the tennis, but she said

no, she was going to see Ethel Barrymore and

then leave New York. With me, brawn tri-

umphed over brain and I went to Forest Hills,

which turned out to be the only place that I

didn't see Mrs. Raymond after our emphatic

parting. When she turned up on the train

going home, I knew the Gestapo %\as after me.

As a shadow Mrs. Raymond is unsurpassed,

and don't you believe her when she tells you

goodbye, she's leaving now. It was grand see-

ing her and hearing about her grandchild and

telling her about my child and, if I hadn't

thought I was the Indispensable Woman at

the Bundles for Britain, I would have gotten

off the train with her at Sweet Briar.

Let Gladys Wester regret to the end of

her days that she wasn't at home when I

called. Or maybe she had some Idea as to

who was on the other end of the telephone,

and just let It ring.

Martha Lee Poston has written and better

still, had published a book, called Ching-LI,

this fall. The greatest compliment I can pay

her is to say that It Is killing me to \\ rite

this, and as far as I am concerned, she is now
my most envied friend. Truly, we should point

with pride to Martha.

Lucy Fishburne Davis has a son born May
11, 19+1. When we get his name we'll let

you know.

If anybody has the July 24, 1939 issue of

Life and doesn't know what to do with it,

send it to me, please. I need It to complete my
war library. Mac

1931

Class, Se'cre/ary, Martha von Brif.skn, 4436
Nnrth Stowell Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Dear '31:

OtT to another Fi\e-^'ear Plan, unless I get

booted out or just give up the ghost in the

meantime. I don't think 1 told you the Awful

Truth in June, that the '31 reuners gently

dropped this job onto my Remington again.

That's what you get for not coming back

yourselves

!

Whitford Scofield Bond, Oulnnle's second
son, arrived on July 16 and six days later his

proud mama was able to write me at length
and In glowing terms about his perfection.

Nat sent me news ... at long last . . .

about Llebe McRae Goddard, who is (or was
in June) In New York with her small son,
staying with her husband's parents. David,
born last September, and his mother were
strongly urged to leave Shanghai in November
and they returned to the States on the Was/i-
ingion. Liebe's husband remained In Shanghai
as head of the English department of the
Middle School of the University of Shanghai.
From January to June of the year before both
of them studied Mandarin (the official language
of China) at the language school in Peking,
which they found very Interesting.

Did you all know that Marge Webb Gilbert
was married again, last December 26 to Dr.
Lawrence Maryanov, who lived In her home
town. Right after the first of the year thev
moved to Old Point Comfort, because he was
In service at Fortress Monroe. Marge, living

In a hotel, had no domestic duties, so she spent

much time doing Red Cross work. Too bad
you didn't get to Reunion, Marge.

From the wind-swept plains of Texas came
news of Gill Hilton Stroberg. Her husband
went into business In Abilene in April, and
they are enjoying small town life after the

confusion and hustle of Chicago and already

(ull has met many people she likes.

Peg Fry Williams and her family have
moved once more, after thinking for a year

that Milwaukee was to be their permanent
abode. I'm ashamed to say that I don't even

know where they moved to, but I have an idea

it Is Detroit. Peg, if you chance to read this,

do let me know where you are; I'm truly

sorry I didn't get to see you before you left.

Once more, Marthy Mac came to the rescue,

w ith a newsy letter and some wonderful pic-

tures of Westcott in her bridal array. ( I.

)

Mary Frances and husband cutting the cake

In traditional fashion, and (2.) a gay nineties

pose of the newlyweds, arcompanied by an

account of what each of the beautiful feminine

guests wore for the garden ceremony, w hich

took place at Westcott's brother's home In

Dalton, Georgia.

Martha and Stuartle visited Martha Tillery

Thomas for two days In Raleigh after they

left Sweet Briar and a grand time was had by

all. They say that Martha Is as full of fun

as ever, has two sweet children and a grand

husband. The Shipmans had a cottage on a

lake In Indiana for three weeks during the

summer. On one of her trips into Cincinnati,

Martha had lunch with Polly Woodward Hill,

busy with her two daughters and full of plans

for them. Martha also caught glimpses of Jane

.ind Marg.

.Aggie Cleveland Sandlfer was planning to

spend some time at the seashore and was also

going to visit Martha Thomas . . . after a

lapse of 10 years, the gals all seem to be

getting together again.
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And that is all I know, and all ye need tn

know now . . . except that I must tell you

how bitterly disappointed I am in the numbi-i

of you who, at the time of the July report, had

not contributed to the building and endowment

campaign. You can't ignore the serious con-

sequences which the results of that drive may

have on Sweet Briar! Surely there can't be

many among you who can't afford to make

some contribution; you can't really afford not

to! I'm hoping against hope that lots of you

will see the light before it's too late.

Good night until next time.

Martha
1933

Class Secretary, Frances H. Atkinson, 177

State Street, Boston, Massachusetts.

Mary Spalding Osterman writes from Rich-

mond: " My 'doings', both recent and less-

recent have mostly been raising a family.

Harold and I have a little boy three years old

and a daughter of four months. We're just

back from our summer cottage on the York

River near West Point, Virginia, where they

absorbed lots of fresh air and sunshine. At

the opening of the West Point Country Club

Labor Day week-end, I saw *Inkie' (Inga-

Maja) Olsson. Kitty Waters Welty, who also

went to Sweet Briar for the first year, lives

in Richmond now. I see her quite often. She

has a precious little girl who is almost two

years old.

"Frances Phillips La Motte lives in Hagers-

town, Maryland, now. I saw her last winter.

Louise Woodward Hurtt and husband have a

son, Charlie, Jr., who is about sixteen months

old. They have built a house in Laurel, Mary-

land th*s past spring.

"Harold and I had a delightful week-end

in Orangeburg, South Carolina the spring of

'40. and visited Carol Slater SIfly, who has

a daughter Suzanne, a year and a half old.

While in Orangeburg, we went over near

Columbia and spent Sunday with Henrietta

Melton Durham. She and Ross have a sun>

mer cottage on a lake near Columbia." Thanks

so much for your "newsy" letter, Mary.

From Norfolk, Vesey writes: "Think I'll

wait until my little brother, who is a first

lieutenant stationed at Fort Meade, gets back

from maneuvers in Louisiana before I take

the other week of my vacation. I am real

anxious to see the new National Gallery there,

among other things. Hear Mary B. Lankford

is working up there now, but don't know for

which branch of the government. Here In

Norfolk, we are in the midst of lots of defense

activity too, and it Is awfully interesting,

especially to see the battleships and destroyers,

both American and British, go in and out of

the Navy Yard, which can be seen from our

office.

"Wondered If you'd heard about Betty

Apperson Taylor's marriage to Joseph Lin-

wood Antrim which took place on October

11, at 4 o'clock at the Centenary Methodist

Church with a small reception following at

the Country Club. Betty Selden Stainbrook a

bridesmaid. Further Information of Betty Sel-

den S. is that she is executive secretary of the

Durham County Tuberculosis and Health As-

sociation. Nice going, Betty.

MAGAZINES !

We are grateful to the many alumnae

who sent their magazine subscription

(both new orders and renewals) to the

Alumnae office. We take all subscrip-

tions ! May we have your order?

Our "Early Bird" Lib Gray writes that she

has been laid up with the grippe and that her

sister, Ellen Douglas, the youngest. Is off to

the Briar Patch for her first year. Lib antici-

pates pleasant frequent visits to Sweet Briar,

to look for her if you are down that way.

Kitty Gochnauer Slater writes that her ad-

dress is West View, Upperville, Virginia.

"We spent our vacation this summer at Vir-

ginia Beach \\ here I ran into Nor veil Royer

Orgain '30, and we had quite a gumming
session."

Fran Powell Zoppa writes from Richmond
that she and her husband moved Into a new
house this summer and that her time is full

with home-making, as one might Imagine It

vi ould be, church, club, and Red Cross work.

Fran did a lot of Alumnae work last year and

she expects again this fall to carry on.

Was really quite pleased to hear from Clara

West Stark. "My husband is with the Farm
Security Administration and travels over the

district surrounding Amelia. We found a place

to live right In Amelia, Vlrglna last May.

Amherst also comes in his territory—one of

these days I'm going to bum a ride and visit

Sweet Briar. We have two children in school

this year. Tom, III, entered the 4th grade

and Nancy the 1st grade. Betty West Is only

three and a half, but it broke her heart that

she couldn't go to school, too. My sister, Bett

West Morton, '32, has moved to Chevy Chase,

Maryland. They have three girls, Barbara,

Bruce and Ann Carter. Barbara started to

school this fall.

"I saw Virginia Vesey in Norfolk last

June. She is as slim as a rail!" Vesey, Vesey,

why don't you tell us these things?

No news whatsoever from the Chattanooga

contingent. Except that by the time this news
is published, Sally Houston Baker, from Look-

out Mountain, may have some very exciting

news to tell. Wonder If any of you can supple-

ment the meagre information which I have?

From Charlottesville, Peggy Wayland Tay-

lor writes at great length, and the high spots

of her most informative epistle are as follows:

"We enjoy our little house which is near the

University Gym 'off Lewis Mountain Road.'

We have lived here a little more than three

years now, and the location Is fine for the

children—a large yard, lots of fresh air and

playmates. My good Intentions to write you
are always put off by the busy antics of Bobby,

Jr., or the baby routine of George Wayland.
Both boys keep me on the run. News seems

purely domestic (altho' I could write pages

on children.) It would be fun to have a "Cen-
sus of 1933" and publish In parts, the number
of children, names, etc., or perhaps a Who's
Who." Good Idea, Peggy. Wonder what you

other Briarltes think of the idea? Yesterday,

after the first home football game, we went

to Ora Davis Flshburn's, ex-'35, for a little

get-together in their new home at Meadow
Brook Hills. Dot Smith Berkley, '32 was
there, too. Blanche Davles Barloon, and her

attractive professor husband stopped by here

In August. We had a delightful time with

them! They drove from here to Sweet Briar,

where Miss Glass gave them a hearty

\velcome."

Charlotte Tamblyn Tufts, writes from Pel-

ham Manor, New York: "Have two boys, one
four in November, and the other two. A hus-

band producing Vox Pop radio program on
Monday night, leaving me a week-end widow.
Get in a little traveling now and then—have
been knitting a lot. Am now copying that

knitted coat in Harper's Bazaar. Have played

some bad tennis, and hope to get my bowling
average up this winter. Doing some stuff in

the local woman's club. Otherwise am my
usual indolent self."

Connie Murray Weller from her Princeton

home says: "Life Is busy these days, although

I am afraid that the doings can be of little

Interest to anyone from Princeton as things

seem to settle mainly in our own little office.

John and I are carrying on a business which

consists of selling Insurance and real estate,

In addition to his various occupations of

coaching football at Princeton and making
anti-tank guns In Elizabeth, New Jersey, for

England. We see Betsy Hun McAllen, ex-'34

pretty frequently, and we had two surprise

visitors several weeks ago in the persons of

Jane Martin and Mason Daniels Bartlett, ex-

'34. There Is a chance, apparently, that Jane

might be located in Princeton, and it would

be good to have her so close. Mason and her

liusband are living In New York, and we may
be able to persuade them to move here too.

Outside of these small Items, I can think of

nothing more to tell you except that we have

gone back on Doctor Harley's predictions for

the prolific Sweet Briar graduates.

"One more little item Is that strangely

enough. Mason bumped Into a number of

friends in New York, the last two being

Susalee Belser Reld, and Hortense Hostetter."

Helen Martin dropped me one of those

"Having-a-fine-time-wish-you-were-here" post

cards from Ocean City, New Jersey, where

she Is spending some of her well-earned vaca-

tion. Helen says that Jane was down for a

while, too. Their brother, Al, received his

Ph.D. from Iowa State this past June, and a

goodly percentage of the Martin family was

there. Jane stayed for the summer session

there at Ames, Iowa, and from reports, she has

a teaching position over on the "Main Line"

outside of Philadelphia. Remember Kitty

Foyle's Main Line the same section where

Graeme and Sara Lorimer, and other equally

famous folk live.

While we're In the vicinity of Philly, Jean

Van Home Baber reports : "When it comes

to news about me, there just isn't any. Phila-

delphia summers are like many others—heat,

tliundershowers, soft pavements, sunburn, air-

condition and no air-condition, preserving,

eating peaches and corn-on-the-cob. We've just

returned from a week at Colorado Springs,

where the temperature was in the thirties for

the first few days."
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I am as pleased as Punch to hear from

Dottye Hedges Gushing who writes: "After

five years of living in New York City, we
moved just a week ago to New Jersey. Now
living at 94 Old Short Hills Road, Millburn,

New Jersey. We love it here and have been

busy getting resettled. Our little daughter,

Cheryl, Is now two years and four months old,

and considers herself quite the young lady. 1

used to see a lot of Janet McGregor Curtin

and her very young son, Timmy, in New York.

I hear from Dottie Eaton, Johnson, whose

son, Tony and our Cheryl are almost the same

age."

Emily Denton Tunis from Springfield,

Massachusetts tells us: "Eddie and I spent our

vacation in Milwaukee visiting Tess Lamfrom

Beck, ex-'34. She and her husband have just

built a lovely new house and have two darling

children. We had one elegant time, and I

especially loved it as Tess was my roommate

my Junior year. We stopped, going and com-

ing, at Mary Kate (Patton) and Bing's in

Albany. Our daughter, Leila, is a darling,

but certainly full of it. She's nearly two and

a half and never stops talking."

"I still get a yen now and then to get back

to Cambridge. We generally do go back

though, for the Harvard-Army game, and I

hope we'll make It again this year- You've

probably heard that Warwick Rust Brown has

a second baby, a boy, born this summer."

Annabel Essary Ansell from Washington,

D. C., and her fine husband have just been

to the Briar Patch to "deposit" her sister,

Elene. "She Is starting her freshman year

there, and I was so happy to see the school

again that I wished I were back. Everything

looked so spruce and attractive. Of course,

all the girls treated me with the respect due

an older woman, but it didn't spoil my feel-

ing of renewed youth. I have a bambino aged a

year and a half, and full of mischief. At the

moment, she has three young friends visiting

her, and they are playing a running and stomp-

ing game all through the house, which makes
me long for my spinster days. Summers, I

spend at the seashore, and winters, knitting,

putting on and taking off leggins and a bit of

Junior League Social Service work. 1 have a

very charming husband, a nice house and I

really couldn't ask for more."

Ted Clary Wheeler writes: "I'm still work-
ing as secretary to the Chief of Service Proj-

ects of the National Youth Administration,

and love it. I plan on working another four

weeks and rather dread the idea of stopping.

However, we have our own home—been in it

a year and a half, and still think it the "cutest

place in seven states".

Margaret Ellen Bell's new name is Mrs. J.

Stanley Hare, and has been thus since last

November 21. "We built our own house right

on Long Island Sound, 658 Shore Acres Drive,

Mamaroneck, New York, and needless to say,

we think It is perfect. We step right into the

water from our back yard. If you are driving

down to New York just turn left off Post

Road at Mamaroneck, and you're bound to

find us. I am wild about living up here and

have seen so many people I used to know. Ma
Jordan came to see us one night. Used to see

"Flappy" Pancake '32 a lot until she went
back to Staunton." Flappy had been in the

Personnel Office of B. Altman In New York
for some time and had an apartment near
East River.

News from Mary Buick will have to suffice

for Babs, Gerry, Hetty, Enna, Marge and a

jillion others. "I managed to drive down to

Cleveland last June for Babs' wedding and
was so glad I had, as it was a lovely wedding,
and Babs made a very pretty bride. Gerry,
Hetty, and Enna were in the wedding party

and we all stayed at Sue and Anne Brooke's

home. Among the S.B. gals besides the Brookes
were Eleanor KUby Weber, and her husband,

and Helen Nightingale Gleason and her hus-

band. Hetty and Gerry drove home with me
after the wedding for an all-too-brlef visit.

(Mary's home Is In Birmingham, Michigan,

near Detroit.)

Mary spent her vacation up in the Muskoka
district. In Canada, and had a swell time.

From Marge Burford Crenshaw, she learned

that her husband has been made an Associate

Professor at W. & L."

Gotten Skinner is in New York City at The
Barbizon, where she Is living and working
with Nancy Sasser of Washington, D. C, who
thought of a brand new idea In advertising

—

a syndicated column for national advertisers,

"which made its debut In 32 newspapers all

over the country on September 7. Maybe you

read about It in the Press sections of Time
and Newszveek (September 8th Issues.)" This

is called Buy-Lines, and It comes through the

Newspaper Features Group. "The column
crashed the New York Times, which is quite

startling, really! It appears every Sunday. We
hope it will grow bigger soon, and I think it

will." Gotten has been In New York for only

six months, she says.

Langhorne Watts Austen is only a "good

whoop and a holler" from Boston, in the

lovely residential section of Chestnut Hill, but

of her activities I can tell you little.

Madeline Hawes spent her vacation on a

genuine Dude Ranch in Wolf, Wyoming, and
had a gay time taking it easy. She declares

that five pounds avoir-du-pols are the conse-

quence, but you would never know It.

As luck would have it, Ruth Davies Young
was In Upper Montclair, visiting her Mother
after "two hot months in Evanston, Illinois"

\\ here she and her husband have moved. "We
love the middle west and have had a grand

summer there. I hate to see the winter fast

approaching, for Bob is traveling a good part

of the time, and from now on, I'll be more
or less hibernating until spring. He's off on a

long trip now, so I came east a week ago,

with two weeks more ahead, for a visit. I

shall await, impatiently, the Fall Issue and

shall be glad to read all '33's doings.

Announcement; "Mr. and Mrs. John McKay
announce the marriage of their daughter, Mig-
non McKay Guymon to Mr. Marlin Clifford

Ludwig ijn Monday, the eighth of September,

New Orleans, Louisiana." Mignon lived in

Reld our Freshman year, you will remember,

and I think, roomed with Margie Morse Em-
ling of Scarsdale, New York.

Kathleen Conover Snow—another SCOOP
—had a son, Herbert Conover, on August 15.

Congratulations. "Since I've last given an
account of myself, my time has been mainly
occupied with the care of our little girl, Carol
Anne, who was four in May, and with the

building and furnishing of our Georgian
Colonial home."

Ella Jesse Latham has a daughter, Martha
Pendleton Latham, born May 11. Wonder If

little Martha Pendleton has her mother's

glorious auburn hair.

That's about all this time. There are many,
many others of you from whom I've heard
nothing, but I am hoping for a lot of news
for our next report, shortly after Christmas.

A pleasant Fall to you all.

Pat Atkinson;

1935

Class Secretary y Helen B. Wolcott, 19 West
Kirke Street, Chevy Chase, Maryland.

Dear Gals:

Greetings ! And blessings on you for all

the choice news Items you sent In. Wedding
bells continue to ring, more prospective Brlar-

ites appear on the scene, new addresses roll

in and everyone had a pleasant summer.
GInny Gott became Mrs. Paul Gilbert on

August 23 and is living at 2604 Twentieth

Street, Lubbock, Texas. Mary Marks attended

the wedding and said that GInny was a pic-

ture of happiness and loveliness.

Lavalette Dillon Is now Mrs. Frederick
Ernst Wintzer, 504 Fairview Terrace, Edge-
\\ood, Charleston, West Virginia.

Anita Cherry, ex-'35. Is Mrs. Albert G.
Fath, Jr., 218 East Main Street, Xenla, Ohio.

Roberta Cope was married to Mr. Clinton

A. Gerlach on September 6. After a marvel-
lous trip to Quebec and the Gaspe Peninsula,

returning through New Brunswick and along
the Maine coast, they are settled at 60 Chest-

nut Street, Apartment 9, West Newton, Mass-
achusetts. Sue Strassburger Anderson has a

daughter, Veronica, born August 8. Reports

are—and not from the parents—that she Is a

very lovely baby. A grand letter from Dot
Barry Ketcham brings up-to-date on her doings.

The Ketchams have moved into their new
home, which they built this Spring, at 530
Seminole Street, Oradell, New Jersey. Dot has

a daughter, Janet, who will be one year old

the 22nd of November. Janet Is now walking
with the result that mama never has a dull

moment and no time to think of the days when
she was a career woman.
Mary James Howe when last heard from,

was in the throes of getting ready to move her

family to Washington "for the duration". Her
husband has received an appointment in the

O. p. M., and they are planning to live in

Fairfax, Virginia. One of the many nice things

about living in Washington—everyone seems

to come here sooner or later. Hope I see

you, Jessie. This summer she took her two
children, Tom and Mary Francis, to Wrights-

ville Beach, North Carolina for a month.

Janet Miller Kimball had an operation the

early part of the summer and spent the rest

of the time recuperating. That's no way to

do, Johnny. Hope you are feeling fit as a

fiddle again.
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Dot Barnum Venter always crashes through

with a good bit of news. She had a week-end

visit at the shore this summer from Emily

\Iarsh, '3+, who is doing medical social ser-

vice work with children In Boston. Betty Myers

Fiarding and husband also spent a few days

with the Venters. Betty has a house in the

suburbs of Boston and has turned quite domes-

tic, making curtains, preserving and canning,

gardening, etc. Dot was in her sister*s wedding

as was Mary Lou, Dot's two and one half

year old daughter.

Marguerite Duval McGinnls has moved to

2418 Shenandoah Drive, Durham, North Car-

olina. Young Frank, III, two and one half,

shows their new home to one and all with a

proprietary air.

Jerry Johnston Clute spent the summer at

home with her four and a half month daugh-

ter to care for as her main attraction. She is

planning a trip to New York this fall.

LIda Volgt Young tripped to Washington

and Richmond and en route reported seeing

Miss Long Dr. Connor, Cordelia Penn Can-

non, '3+, Virginia Hall Lindley, '32, Margaret

Williams Brooks, ex-'35, Banks McPherson

Harper, Jackie Strickland Dwelle, Judy Halll-

Burton Burnett and Agnes Williams Ellis. She

said everyone was looking line.

Judy is nicely settled in her new house at

1907 Madison Avenue, Greensboro, North

Carolina. She writes that Loraine McLaughlin,

ex-*35, Is Mrs. H. McC. Snyder, Jr., and is

living at Fort Meade, Maryland where her

husband is stationed.

Claudia DeWolf is one of 35 graduate

students in this country whose names have

been submitted to seven American Republics

as exchange students. Her name was received

by the University of Caracas in Venezuela.

Did you know that Claudia received her Ph.D.

In Spanish at Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland

and has been teaching Latin and French at

St. Andrew's School, Barrington r

Mary Marks moved to New York took an

apartment with a friend and prepared to settle

down to a career in the cityj but latest word

has It she's back at Sweet Briar planning

"come-ons" so the Fund will burst w^ith suc-

cess this year. We only need one hint, Mary

!

Betty Myers Harding Is spending a week

at Mohonk Lake, New York, after visiting

her twin sister on the cape. Betty says that she

has seen quite a bit of Helen Rae Wainwright,

'36, who has been visiting in Boston, and re-

ported a lovely visit with Dot Barnum Venter.

Betty has hit upon a novel plan for raising

her pledge for Sweet Briar—making and sell-

ing dirndl aprons. And she is having lu

scamper to keep production ahead of the de-

mand.

Gen Grossman Stevens and daughter, Leslie,

flew to New York for a four weeks' vacation.

Her husband joined her there and they did

themselves proud sight-seeing in the home

town.

The following news items came from Gen:

She saw Cynthia Harbison Heye and her

daughter, Leslie, who Gen says is a darling.

Cynthia has moved to 19 River Park, White

Plains, New York. She had a picture of Dot

Barnum Venter's beautiful little Mary Lou.

Cynthia had seen Jean Besselleve Boley and

her husband, who journeyed up to New York
from South America to have Jean's book—

a

novel with a South American background

—

published. Gen also saw Grace Langeler Irvine,

ex-'35, who has moved into a nine room
house at 445 Wolf's Lane, Pelham Manor,

New York. Grace has a daughter, Gail Marie,

born last September. Dot Loebmann Gen-
garelly spent July and August with her parents

on their new farm In Pine Plains, New York.

Marge Curtze Vicary, ex-'3 5, divided her sum-

mer between \acationing In Erie and supervis-

ing the remodelling of her house. Ruth Gill

Wickens is \\ orking In New York, and has

seen Isabel Scrlba, who is also one of the

working gals. Alison Dunne Harrison Is tem-

porarily at 3407 Dellwood Road, Cleveland

Heights, but expects to move to Detroit soon.

Returning from a trip to Detroit, where her

husband is w orking, Alison stopped off In

Toledo and saw Betty Fox Moon and her two

children. Toledo, says Alison, Is a gay and

busy town.

Here are some more new addresses to go

in your little green book:

Hester Kramer Avery, 16th Field Artillery,

Fort Riley, Kansas; Eleanor Elliott Scott,

2139 Goodrich Avenue, St. Paul Minnesota;

Anne Temple Benton, 1850 Sul Ross, Houston,

Texas; Marian Walker Alcaro, 16 West Black-

well Street, Dover, New Jersey; Alice Mc-

Closkey Schlendorf, 434 Shady Avenue, Pitts-

burgh, Pennsylvania; Helen Jackson Hagan,

127 Park Avenue, Mount Vernon, New Yorkj

Jane Mitchell Robeson, R. F. D. #1, Sylvanla

Road, Rochester, New York; Elizabeth Court-

ney Case, ex-'35, 11 New England Avenue,

Summit, New Jersey; Mary Lee Wynn Wynne,

ex-'35, 4700 Preston Road, Fort Worth, Texas.

Helen Schneider is fine and dandy and has

an addition to her household—an adorable

kitten which she acquired w hlle on a visit to

Sarah Turpin on the Eastern Shore. Hel°n

spent a month at Rehobeth Beach this summer

and was expecting a visit from Sarah upon her

return to Washington—but alas and alack,

Sarah, bemoaning the approach of old age,

had to postpone her intended visit and signed

her regrets "Lumbago Lou". Understand?

I have had a very pleasant summer with an

occasional week-end jaunt. The feature attrac-

tion was a change In jobs—I am now a most

lowly worm on the staff of the Board of Gov-

ernors of the Federal Reserve System and am
enjoying it extremely.

That's about all for now. But keep me in

mind when the news items pop up.

Woolly

1936

Class Secretary, Mrs. James R. Gay, 103

Sixth Avenue, S. W., Rochester, Minnesota.

Changes In addresses seems to be the main

news this month! A good long list of these

awaited my arrival here the first of October,

and I pass them on to you, knowing how
difficult it is to let your friends know where

you are during the ordeal of getting settled

In a new location. Because this issue is being

sent to all alumnae, I shall also summarize

briefly the news of the year. Very few other

items of news have reached me since I have

been en route from Baltimore since August.

Esther O'Brlar Towle moved last spring to

605 Claymont Gardens, Claymont, Delaware.

John Thurston Towle was born July 25, and
in September she was still enthusiastic In spite

of having to give up her vacation In New
Hampshire to cure a bad case of colic! She re-

ports that Midge is liking her work In Mari.i

Ouspenskaya's school in Hollywood.

Alice Benet Hopkins, whose address is Box
371, Paris Island, South Carolina, also has a

young son who was born just two days before

Pinkie's Frederick, Jr., who put in an ap-

pearance Friday the thirteenth of December,

earning the nickname of "Our man Friday."

He has accompanied the Scotts on a skiing

expedition to Afton mountain and a trip to

New York, and will spend this winter grow-
ing strong and healthy at 909 West Franklin

Street. Pinkie is making a wonderful hostess

in their lovely home and is also busy with

many community activities.

Jane Shelton Williams, whose namesake,

known as Patsy, was born in May, spent the

summer vacation just across the road from

Mary Poindexter Willingham and gives her

address as Summertown, Signal Mountain,

Tennessee. Carrie Marshall Gilchrist, whose

son is now two, Is busy this fall as secretary

for the Junior League and chairman of her

church circle in Charlotte.

Katie Niles Parker was located during the

summer months in a cottage In South Port-

land, Maine, and she is now settled at 46
Glen Road, Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts.

Gloriana Burrill, who has been doing tem-

porary work with the Junior League in New
York, Is living at 28 East 38th Street. Rissa

Holden has been taking Child Guidance

courses at Columbia. Chic Gregory, who has

been holding a position at Emily Abbey House,

Connecticut College for Women for the past

two years, will re-enter class rooms and sem-

inars this fall. Since leaving S. B., Frances

has been following the path of food chemistry,

in that field she received her M.A. at Teachers'

College in New Jersey. Now she is planning

to work at Radcliffe College toward a Doc-

torate In American History.

In July while vacationing in White Plains

I met Willietta Thompson at the summer thea-

ter with the society editor picking up the com-

munity activities. Her engagement to Mr.
Clement F. P. Scofield, son of Mr. and Mrs.

John P. Scofield of White Plains has just been

announced. Mr. Scofield w as graduated from

the Packard Business School, New York, and

attended Columbia Uni\ersity.

Mark Powell Doty has recently moved to

71 Manchester Road, Interlaken Gardens,

Eastchester, Tuckahoe, New York, while Mary
Jane Markworth has left Buffalo to live at 176

Hamilton Drive Snyder, New York. Sara High

Gregg now gives her address as Lexington

Avenue, North Aronlmink, Pennsylvania, and

Peg Lloyd Bush, as 17 Inwood Road, Essex

Falls, New Jersey. Sunny Reld's moving cara-

van has taken her to 826 Fairacres Avenue,

West field. New Jersey.

Fran Baker Owen, who has been working

as secretary for a prominent Baltimore physi-

cian, is able to stay at the same address while

her husband Is serving the army at Fort Meade

just outside the growing city.
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Mary Virginia, who w.is married to Charles

Lee Smith, Jr., now lives In Raleigh, North

Carolina, H 9 Raleigh Apartments, where she

has been busy with household duties, enter-

taining relatives, and participating In defense

activities. Marjorle Wing who was a brides-

maid In Virginia's wedding, Is head of the

Alumnae chapter of Tidewater section and Is

assisted by Margaret Upton White and Kin

Carr Baldwin.

Veg Campbell Usher has been visiting rela-

tives and friends, doing most of the traveling

by plane. Pat Edmands, having secured her

flying license, spent three evenings a week

this winter at the Brooklyn Polytechnic Insti-

tute studying ground work.

Stumpy's plans at reunion were to return to

Louisville, Kentucky to resume teaching the

fifth grade In the Collegiate School, and she

is most enthusiastic over her work. Alma has

given up her position in the nursery school

and spent the summer In New York after a

busy spring with the Sweet Briar campaign.

Cabbie Ravenscroft has had a busy time with

her energetic youngster, Kent, Jr., teaching a

class In First Aid, traveling about for the

S. B- campaign, and being active In the Junior

League. Virginia Rutty Anstice has moved to

Rochester, New York and gives her address

as HI Brookside Drive. Betty Muggleton

Patterson Is now at 26 East Scott Street, Chi-

cago, Illinois. Anne Farr Foot is a refugee

with her two children from England and can

be located at her family's home, care of Dr.

C. B. Farr, Old Haverford Road, Bryn Mawr.
Pennsylvania.

Class reunion In June was small but loads

of fun. Pinkie presided as toastmlstress at the

banquet Saturday night and Jackie did the

honors at the class picnic Sunday. They trekked

off with Stumple and Logan to Rnyal Orchards

before I arrived from a friend's wedding, and

they were joined later by G- A. and Muggy
who stayed at Sweet Briar until Monday. La

McCormack, Sniltty, Betty Win free, Marti

Gwlnn, and Ruth Viar all produced pictures

of their children and compared notes with one

another. Elsie Fleet was proudly displayed in

Lynchburg by Lib Forsyth who was just home
from the hospital. We all wished that more of

you could have enjoyed the refreshing visit to

Sweet Briar.

After several anxious months of not know-

ing where we should be located this fall, my
husband was given a year's deferment from

active duty in the army, and we are at last

settled in the shadow of The Mayo Clinic, a

lone skyscraper In a unique Minnesota town.

Medicine Is the main Industry here and draws

thousands of patients dally from all parts of

the United States and from many foreign

countries as well. We spent the two weeks

preceding the beginning of Jimmy's October

appointment In neurosurgery camping with an-

other Mayo Fellow and his w Ife out In ^'cl-

lowstone National Park and in the Grand
Tetons. We had planned to go to Glacier

Park, but two snowstorms caused us to turn

southward, where the weather was more con-

ducive to sleeping in tents, fishing, and hiking.

Now that you have my address I hope that

all of yovi will write frequently, as everyone

will want to hear from you. During these days

M A G A Z I N E S !

We are grateful to the many alumnae

who sent their magazine subscription

(both new orders and renewals) to the

Alumnae office. We take all subscrip-

tions ! May we have your order?

(if rapid cliangc and uncertainty, nntlilng is

more welcome than news from friends. Because

it Is Impossible to w rite a hundred or more
cards for each issue, the class is divided into

four groups, with each of you receiving only

tine or two cards during the year. Therefore I

hope that you will make special efforts to an-

swer the inquiry for news promptly or w rite

spontaneously so the entire responsibility will

not fall on the same ten or twelve people

each time. Everyday news that may not seem

at all glamorous to you makes most Interesting

reading for other people. Let's fill the winter

issue with news by writing now!

Lii.LiAN" C. Gay
1937

Class Secretary, An'ne Lemmon, 224 Church

Street, Sumter, South Carolina.

Dear '37:

This will probably be a most disjointed

letter, for I shall have to take your cards just

as they come In order to get a letter off to

you by the deadline.

Brad has been pushed around by the Nav\'

some more and Is now located at Grey stone

Apartments, 3521, 149th Street, Flushing,

Long Island, New York. George Is waiting

for his ship to be commissioned after which

he will he attached to It. Brad has seen some-

thing of Izzy Olmstead, May Weston, and Dot

Prout Gorsuch. Incidentally my card to Dottle

was returned address unknown.

DInnie Hardin also sends a new address.

She has moved to an apartment at 373 Hazel

A\ enuc, Glencoe, Illinois. She is playing

hockey and working In the Junior League

Children's Theater this fall. She sends word
that Lucy Gore Is wurki ng In the Massachu-

setts General Hospital in Boston and likes It

very much.

Helen Williamson Dumont has a new son,

Wayne Hunt, to write about, and Is the pro-

verbial busy bee with all her motherly duties.

Norma Rogers Cook has a daughter born last

March, and Jurie Dearmont married Hickman
Young Fisher on September 7th.

I had a nice letter from Lib Lee who had

just been a bridesmaid for Becky Wright,

along with Henri Minor, Rilma Wilson, Grace

Robinson McGuIre and Connie Burwell. Lib

and Connie took a trip to New Orleans, Cuba

and Panama in July and August and had a

most wonderful time. Lib Is still working

and reports that Ellle went out to California

this summer.

Lee Hall Cramer has been busy all summer
taking week-end trips and entertaining Fred's

friends as they dropped by. On a quick hop

to Virginia Beach she saw Nina Cauthorn

Jarvis and Nancy Worth ington. Nina is In-

terested only in their new house at this mo-
ment—Cape Cod style w ith the most wonder-

ful view In the county.

Nancy Nalle Lea had her daughter Ann
christened with Beda Carlson Calhoun as god-
mother. Nancy hopes to take figure skating

lessons this winter and to keep up with the

Yankee pace.

Marie Walker Is at Woodberry Forest again
this year. She has seen Mary Frances Willis,

Dot Thomas Upton, Margaret Coleman, Shir-

ley Jones, Elizabeth Copeland Nnrfleel, and
Aggie Crawford while running around be-

tween Virginia Beach and New York this sum-
mer.

Lolly Redfern Ferguson has had a busy
summer with lots of company. Janet and
George Trimble were among the guests. Be-
sides Williamsburg Janet has been at Bay
Head and Ocean City this summer.

Biddy Sicard Locke has been living at 182
Hastings Place, Syracuse, New York for some
time. It appears. Sorry, I guess I slept through
that change. She took time out from being a

housewife and mother to visit CIssIe this sum-
mer and saw Lottie Lewis while there.

Bobby Jarvis and May Weston flew to

Charlottesville to see Kitty O'Brien marry
Upshur Tucker Joyner on September 1 3.

"Uppy" Is working at Langley field where
Kitty has been the last couple of years.

May and Terry Shaw had lunch together

recently and each reports the other looked

swell. Terry has joined the New York Junior
League and is busy with the Red Cross Motor
Corps. She came down to visit Polly Lambeth
Blackwcll In Wlnston-Salem this summer.

In June I betook myself to Roaring
Gap, North Carolina where I spent the

summer as a counselor in a girls camp,

clamoring over the mountain tops with

my seven little twelve year olds. While
there I got the latest news of Sweet Briar

from Anita Loving, '41, a fellow counselor.

Polly's family has a home there, and I saw her

and Peggy HIte a couple of times. I came
home all husky and muscle-bound only to be

summoned out to the new Army Air Base near

here and offered a job. Another girl

and I are secretaries to the commanding
officer and the executive officer—the lucky men.

It's wonderful being at headquarters and very

exciting—even worth getting up at 6:30 a.m.

I am taking flying lessons too, and shall have

soloed by the time you read this. Red Cross

Motor Corps and Junior Welfare League wnrk
complete my activities.

And now for today's cards. Nat Lucas Chase

writes a letter enclosing a darling picture of

daughter Bettis, my latest goddaughter. Nat

says she laughs all the time, has two teeth.

and is fat as a pig. They spent most of the

summer at the beach.

All the mail seems to be about babies. Lil

Lambert Pennington sends a precious snapshot

f)f Neiland. He had a tooth at two and one

half months, and is a perfect cherub.

And another baby—^this time It's Dina's new

son, Eugene Hale Adams, Jr., born on June
16th. Nookle had a second son about the same

time. Benadlne visited Dlna during the sum-

mer and will be back for the winter. Cabby

Mitchell Ravenscroft and young Spanky were

also among the summer visitors. Dina says

Marion Leggett married Donald Morse Currie
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on September 20th. (Message from DIna to

Lil: Will write soon).

Kemple writes of her seven months old,

twenty pound boy who occupies all her time

not taken in raising cocker spaniel pups. She

has four to sell in case youVe interested.

Kempie also vacationed at Virginia Beach.

I hope I'll have more news to add before

I mail this in, but right now I'd like to thank

you all for your nice response. You know this

is my last year of this, so this time next year

you may be begging me for some news, so just

keep that in mind.

There seems to be just one more item tills

time. That is the arrival of Kate Shaeffer

Hardy's daughter Piitricin Hannah on August

11th.

Anne

193S

Class Secretary^ Claire Handerson Chapin,

Mrs. Carroll Horton), 22701 Fairmount Blvd.,

Shaker Heights, Ohio.

Dear Ladies:

I can't be quite as talkatl\c this time, as I

neglected to send out those pesky little penny

post-cards prior to this issue, and as a result

many of you overlooked your usual "duty"

letter. Many thanks to you who did write, and

in a few months ynu may all expect to hear

from me.

Once again I'll attempt to keep you posted

in regard to recent weddings and engagements.

Things are happening so fast and furiously

these days that I may not have been Informed

about some of you. If so — please don't feel

slighted, but drop me a card and tell me all

about it.

Alex was married to Mr. Charles Marshall

Young on June the twenty-eighth, and is now

living at 827 Bedford Road, Schenectady,

New York. Ida Todman (ex-'38) was Alex's

bridesmaid.

Maud Tucker was married to Walter Flard-

ing Drane, Ensign, U. S. Naval Reserve, on

August thirtieth. And thereby hangs a thrilling

tale! It seems that the day before the wedding

was to take place, everything was postponed

because "Hardy" believed he would be unable

to arrive In Cleveland in time. (He was on

the West Coast.) However, at the zero hour

the bridegroom arrived and the wedding took

place just a few hours after the original sched-

uled time. I was unable to attend, but fntm

all reports, Maudie was a beautiful bride and

everything was a gay whirl wind of excite-

ment. She and Hardy left for the West Coast

Immediately and now are snugly established In

a little grass shack In Hawaii. The exact ad-

dress is, U.S.S. Nevada, Fleet Base, Pearl

Harbor, Hawaii. (I might add that Maudie

was married by her father and her sisters

served as bridesmaids.)

Sigur Moore was married to Mr. Quincy

Myers Whitaker on the fourteenth of June, in

Fort Worth and Babbie Derr became Mrs.

Arthur T. Chenoweth on the second of July.

She's now living at 1303 York Avenue, in

New York City,

Elinor Wilson's marriage to Lt. Edgar

Graham Gammon, Jr., took place on the ninth

of .August. I heard from "Wilson" just the

other dav, and it seems that she and Graham

are very happily settled at 155 Shenandoah
.Avenue, Hampton, Virginia. (He's in the

U. S. .Army Air Corps Reserve.)

.Another army wife is Fritz Cordes, who
was married to Lt. Franklin David Hoffman
on the twenty-seventh of September. Jane
Townsend (ex-'38) Is now Mrs. Charles David
Herlihy, and her husband holds the rank of

second lieutenant in the V. S. .Army Reserve

Corps.

Did you know that Judy is now a married

lady? The gentleman In question is a certain

Mr. Allan C. Wills from Newport News, who
Is now located in Port Sulpher, Louisiana.

In regard to future weddings, Peg Greene

has announced her engagement to Lt- John
Field Michel, U. S. Engineers Corps, who Is

stationed at Puerto Rico with the 107th.

Barbara Fish was married on October

seventh to Dr. H Max Schiebel, at Hanover.

.After a trip to the mountains, they will ll\e

In Durham, North Carolina, where he Is In

prhate practice. (That exact address Is Uni-

versity Apartments In Durham.)

Lucy T. crashed through with another one

of her super-epistles, and I learn that she is

now enjoying the placid and restful "recovery

period" following an appendectomy. Congrat-

ulations ! (Or what ever one says after such

an event!) Prior to this event Lucy and Judy
headed south to Louisiana for a spree—Lucy

to see her sister, and Judy her "true-love."

On their return north, they stopped off in

.Atlanta to see Macky, who is now living at

278 Twelfth Street, N. E. in that fair city.

From all reports I gather that she is her usual

cheerful self and a very competent mama.
After Atlanta, Lucy stopped In Charlotte

to get a peek at Rilma, who is hard at work
at the hospital there, acting as secretary to one

of the doctors.

With the Army and Navy changing their

respective minds so often as to where they

want your husbands to settle, I'm finding it

mighty difficult to keep track of all you people.

Please do drop me a card, if you find yourself

en route to a new home.

The following are only a few of the changes

I have noted.—Dail Is now living at 4516
Stanford Street, Chevy Chase, Maryland.

Fergle and husband have moved Into then-

new home, located at 95 Pleasant Street,

Farmlngham Center, Massachusetts.

Dor GIpe Clement is still living In Flint,

Michigan, but she writes that they may move
down to Shreveport, Louisiana, sometime In

the very near future.

Mabbie Is now located at 1722 Enoree

Avenue, Columbia, South Carolina, and any

mail will reach Eady at R. R. #6, Box 318,

Louisville, Kentucky.

Our deepest sympathy goes to Kay Hoyt
whose sister Coral died, and tn Hope Hartarf

who lost her father.

As for myself—I am now the proud mama
of a baby girl, Connie by name, who arrived

on the fifteenth of August. (That's why you
received no postcards ! ) — Who knows— she

may appear at S.B.C. as a member of the

class of '63. (Rli>'me In that sentence purely

unintentional.)

Love,

Cl.-mre

1939

Class Secretary, Anne Benedict, Highland

Avenue, Short Hills, New Jersey.

Dear Gals:

I've seen Jean McKenney, Jane Parker, and

Janet Thorpe off and on during the summer
also Jeannie Moore, who Is still with a prom-

inent advertising firm. McKen is having con-

iptions trying to set a date for her wedding

for it has to be one that will suit John's South

American and New York bosses. But mean-

while Jeannie Is very busy getting her trous-

seau together, holding down her job, and has

been appointed air raid warden for her block

—is responsible for the lives of thousands

of people!

Doxle DIngman has finished her secretarial

course after various setbacks. Scarlet Fever and

one other contagious disease (chicken pox or

the like) and now has a very swell job doing

research work at the Can Manufacturing. Com-
pany in the City.

Betty Shuford, ex-' 3 9, was married on

October 1 6th in Jackson Heights, New York

to Mr. Howard IHsley Pagenkopf of San An-

tonio, Texas. Evidently they are to live In

San Antonio, as Mr. Pagenkopf is associated

w ith Remington Rand, Inc., in that city.

Mardic Hodill was married to Mr. Charles

Vey Smith of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, on

Saturday, July 12th, 19+1, and Love Porter's

engagement has been announced to a gentle-

man who is in the United States Naval Re-

serve—sorry I can't supply the name.

The Alumnae Office received a note from

Augusta Saul Edwards who writes "my hus-

band, young son, and I have moved to 609

Maiden Lane.—I wish you would call us when
you're next in Roanoke, for I'd love to see

you, and have you see Tommy—he's all of

3 months old."

I've been going to the Jersey Shore every

week-end this summer (after a hard week's

work), and have seen Ann Hutchinson Fort,

ex-'39, and Ruth Macfarlane Debevoise.

Hutchie, as you know, was married last year,

and she and her husband are living in Ger-

mantown, Pennsylvania. Ruthie was married

in June to Mr- Thomas Debevoise of Engle-

wood, New Jersey. As Tom is with the Natural

Gas Company, they are living in Salem, West

Virginia, and the last time I saw Ruthie

(Labor Day week-end) they were about to

move into a darling cottage In that town.

Much love to you all,

Annie B.

P.S.: The gathering at Stouffer's was a great

success, and we all wished that everyone lived

within a reasonable distance of New York.

Tready came all the way down from Bristol

and was planning to spend a few days with

Yvonne Leggett Dyer in Scarsdale, Yvonne

and Danny are to leave next week for a two

weeks' vacation in Canada. Tready has just

returned from a backwoods fishing and scout-

ing trip. She's taking some kind of a Red

Cross course, and is teaching Sunday School.

Mary Mackintosh has spent the Summer In

Sakonet, R. I., and Is now back at her Secre-

tarial job In Scarsdale, using her spare time

working with the Motor Corps. She had

some wild tale about being ii.Tndy (In iier hot
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winter uniform) at a County Fair, where they

had to administer First Aid to six people who

were overcome hy the heat and excitement.

Ruth Harman just happened into Stouffer's

and saw us there—she's staying at the Allerton

Hotel, 39th Street, this winter, and is taking

secretarial work at the Ballard School. Bucket

Dt-arstync also on hand—is spending this

winter in New York, studying at the New
^'nrk School of Social Work.

Janet Thorpe, Jane Parker, Jean McKcn-

nt-y, Jeannie Moore and Tilde Palmer Baker

(Mrs. Edward) ex-'39, were the other mem-
bers of our class. Tilde is living in Larch-

mont, and told us that Betty Bell, ex-'39, is

working for Lije magazine up in Boston.

Jiinct reported that Kitty Lawder Stephenson

is going back to Texas for a while, as Steve

has to be in Washington with the FBI for a

short time.

Nat Harris Wheatley, ex-'39, h;is a daugh-

ter, Sandra, born on August 29th.

Blair Bunting, Bettie Ivins, EUie Sn<iw,

Mary Petty Johnston, Connie CurrJe, Alice

Gass and Marian Webb, ex-*+0, were there

representing the Class of 1940, and we had a

w.mderful time hearing the latest news from

the Patch from the most recent graduates,

Class r)f 1941—Mary James, Bebo Chichester

and Allan Bagby. Mary reports that Happy

James Wathcn and her husband Dick are busy

remodelling an old farmhouse out in Bloom-

ington, Indiana, but are going to take time

off to come to New York soon.

Mardic Lane is taking a secretarial course

in Philadelphia, and letters from Betty Frazier

show that Fraz is anxious for winter to come

so she can go whipping off on ski week-ends.

That's all for now, except to ask you to

please write me some news of yourselves.

P.S.S.: Yvonne heard from Betsy Durham
("toodhuc that Albie is being transferred from

the Boston Area to Puerto Rico— (Naval

R.O.T.C. )—and they are going to spend three

weeks In Richmond with Betsy's family on

their way South. AB

19+0

Class Secre/tjry, Nida Tomijn, 262^ Handa-

syde Court, Cincinnati, Ohio.

WInchell himself would be a total wreck If

he- tried to give more than a "flash" about the

recent weddings and engagements In our class.

Therefore, I will give just a brief account, In

spite of wanting to make a complete play hy

play description of everyone's "great day".

Nan Dickie became Mrs. William B. Neil

rtn July third. "Our Bill" finished law school

this year, passed his Bar right off, and is

w f)rki ng at the American Surety Company.

Nan isn't letting her ability or training go to

waste and Is working at the International Stu-

dent Service. Mrs. Neil (it's fun to call her

that) Is connected with the Publications De-

partment which Is putting out a new college

magazine called "Threshold". The Neils are

living at 336 Ft. Washington Avenue, New
York. July tenth was that Important day for

Georgia Herbert. It's Mrs. George Childs

Hart of 1821 Green Street, Columbia, South

Carolina, from that day forward. George is

a captain In the army and is stationed at

Camp Jackson. Jane Hopkins was married on

August 6th to Mr. Pleasant Huber Hanes of

Win Ston -Salem. They spent their honeymoon

In Honolulu \\here they saw Ruth Collins and

Jean Tyree Williams. Ruth's fiancee Is such

a good cook that she hasn't learned yet, but

continues to teach two year olds in the pre-

school division of a private school. Barbara

Ralnsford and Patty Rnsc Early ex-'42, have

been In Hawaii, too.

Way back in March, Sarah Mayo was mar-

ried to Louis Sohn, a Polish law student, who
is working at Cambridge. They are living at

24 Prescott Street. Marjorle Carr is now Mrs.

James Chester Fausch and is living In Pitts-

burgh. From this line on "living at" will be

simply ila and and married will be a big M.
You'll be just as tired reading It as I am
writing It. Betty Lee was married to Mr. Sam-

uel Kopper in Charlottesville on September

first. Emory, Anna Mae, Phin and Gaff were

bridesmaids. Sam was graduated from Prince-

ten and the University of Virginia law school.

He is with the Division of Export control of

the State Department. Betty and Sam ala 800

Washington Street, Alexandria, Virginia. On
Saturday, September the sixth Helen Cornwell

married Homer D. Jones, Jr., a graduate of

W. & L. In 1939. Mickey Mitchell was married

to Mr. James Watson Gilles, Jr., on Septem-

ber the 10th and ila 401 Elmwood Avenue,

Buffalo. Polly Boze, Nancy Haskins, Eleanor

Bosworth, Sandra and Rector were brides-

maids. Mr. Gilles is a graduate of Hoosac

School, Hoosac, New Y()rk, and the American

Institute of Banking In New York. He Is

Executive Vice-President and Treasurer of the

Trans-studio Corporation and representative of

Music by Muzak in Buffalo.

Arline M. Chester M. Wallace MacArtliur

on .August ninth at Pelham Manor, New Ynrk.

Stuart Hensley is In the army now ! Her hus-

band, Gilbert Woodward Is a Lieutenant and

a West Point graduate. Stuart was a June

bride and will live In colorful El Paso. Stuart's

final romance began at Fort Bliss, ain't that

a coincident? Jane and Mariana were at Jackie

Sexton Daley's wedding on September the

sixth. Jackie's only attendant was her sister

Barbara. Jackie and her husband. Jack are

living In Sew a nee, Tennessee where Jack is

In the Seminary of the University. After de-

scribing Georgia and Jackie's weddings, Mari-

ana said that .Augusta is gay what with the

army, but claims that her days are absorbed

by Business School, while Jane Is busy keeping

up her French and Spanish. Phin, when not

traveling or "falling in and out", Is occupied

with Girls and Boys Clubs.

Back t<i the Brides with Lois Fernley and

Cynthia Noland who were both married on

October the fourth. Parge, El and Blair were

bridesmaids when Lois became Mrs. Henry

MacNeil. Cynthia M. Karl Young, Jr., who
graduated from Yale in '36 and has been with

the Shell Oil Company for three years. They

will reside in Alton, Illinois.

Kitty Estes married Gilbert Egliff John-

ston on October the eleventh. Eve Williams'

engagement to Knox Turnbull of the Uni-

versity of Virginia and Sweet Briar fame has

been announced. Knox graduated this year from

the University of Virginia Law School, and

MAGAZINES !

We are grateful to the many alumnae
who sent their magazine subscription

(both new orders and renewals) to the

Alumnae office. We take all subscrip-

tions! Mav we have vour order'

has been working since tljcn in Washington.
After their marriage in November Eve and
Knox will live in Alexandria, down the street

from Canny and Merrill Pasco.

The climax to "all this—and dishes too",

is the fact that Clara Call Frazier has the first

Class baby I

Among those having success in other lines

(at least they haven't admitted anything else)

is Poll Boze who Is an instructor in French
at Fairfax Hall Junior College. Polly loves

teaching and now holds a diploma from Insti-

tute de Touraine de L'UniversItie dc Pollers,

La Sorborne and has her M.A. degree In

French from Columbia. NIckle finished at

Gibbs and has secured a position with Thorne-
dike Diland and Associates of New York.

Blair and Alice have an apartment at 124
East 6nth Street, New York, and are casting

about for lucrative jobs. Connie Is secretary to

the editor of Chemical a>ui Mrfallurg'cal Evgi-
neeriug, McGraw Hill Book Company. Beth,

the beautiful, Is teaching in the Nursery School

of the Child Study Department at Vassar, while

Maggie Is teaching at the Lincoln School in

New ^'ork. Rector has been working since

August In a bank where she Is located behind

bars labelled, "Defence Stamps and Christ-

mas Savings". Polly Wyckoff Is in New Ynrk
taking a Medical Secretarial course. Kay
Hodge, Jane Goolrick and Tedle MacKinnon
are at the Windle Secretarial school In New
York. Olivia entered Gibbs after she returned

from Louisville. C. P. has recently been ap-

pointed to the faculty of Evansvllle (Ind.)

College where she is an assistant In Biology.

She is also the leader of a Girl Scout Troop
and a member of the League of Women Voters.

Mary Jane Burnett has been working at the

Grant Advertising Company in Chicago since

May. She has been Secretary to the person

who writes Dr. I. Q. radio shows for the past

few months, and is afraid of turning into a

"Quiz Kid" herself! M. J. saw Ann Burr

while she was en route to Hollywood and a

prospective movie career. Marjorle Peggs, an-

other up and coming actress was a member of

the Cambridge Summer Theatre this year. .Ann

Adamson spent most of the summer at Glou-

cester. She will continue her social work and

civic duties this winter in Richmond. Emory
is slavng away in business school with her

mind in the East. Phoopy has been strangely

silent, but is still working at the Virginia

Electric and Power Company. Godfrey is teach-

ing first aid classes for the Red Cross, is a uni-

formed Lieutenant of the Red Cross Motor
Corps.

Columbus is carrying on her Community
House and Children's Hospital work and being

in weddings all over the country. Benadine

isn't going back to Yale, so will be in Denver
most of the time. Midge has been busy going
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to Texas and New Orleans and having guests

of her own. She has charge of the Red Cross

knitting and is considering going to business

school. Coralie and Dottie Campbell were both

in California this summer and neither of them

have any definite plans for the winter. Flo

Merrill and her mother are on their way to

the West Coast for a two month visit. Marion

Daudt has been West too and at present has a

job teaching riding at Lindenwood College.

Ivy hastened to purify her soiled name by

answering my stinging post card. She has

been , doing Junior League work and having

fun. Parge is In great shape and is also having

a superb time. Ann Sims is already looking

forward to the Christmas rush in her book-

shop. Rudy Beach went to summer school, then

took a hiking trip through New England with

Lisa Pugh. This fall, Rudy is at Barnard.

Ginny Leggett Is very thrilled at having fin-

ished her nurse's training course. Jane Furniss

and her husband, Delk, have moved to Rich-

mond (1180 West Franklin) as he is working

on the Tiines-Dispalch.

Mose and Ag, the radiant June brides, are

still in that condition. Lawson is stationed at

Camp Lee, but gets to Lynchburg to see Mose

every week-end. I visited Mrs. Burke this

summer when she wasn't doing her own cook-

ing, but she did look lovely arising at six

every morning. Ag also has complete charge nf

a stupid little canary named "Delilah". As fur

me, I'd like to be Delilah myself, instead of

working for an Advertising Research Com-

pany. My day's pay is usually all spent on

lunch, so I'll probably give up and go to bus-

iness school. Everyone was wonderful about

writing this time. I love to hear from each

of you and then too, you are the stuff fmni

which this lowly column comes.

Thanks again,

NiDA

1941

Class SecrelarSy Joav DeVork, 313^ Victoria

Boulevard, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Dearest Chicks:

Since we couldn't report to each other our-

selves on the summer activities, I'll rifle

through the little tidbits and see what I can

do. First in importance, of course, come the

weddings—Kirk's and Barby's on June 28.

Kirk's was wonderful beyond words, both for

her and for those who attended. Piney, Erk,

Lump, and Janle Bell swooped on Cincy and

we went down on Wednesday before the

wedding, meeting Mary, Pick, Eunie, and

Franny from points south. Mimsy arrived the

next day — Legs, Chee-Chee, Pat Sorenson,

Dewey, and Janle Clark descended Friday

night and Pat Potter and Gaff on Saturday.

Peg, as maid of honor, did a marvelous job

of arranging escorts for the '41 contingent as

well as performing her regular duties.

Barby Nevens was doing the same thing

Kirk was, up In Detroit—with Beany, Douce,

and Helen Jean Winter as bridesmaids. All

was perfect there except that Barb lost track

of her beautiful going away hat and ne\er did

find it.

Marian and Lup were married In early July

but Marian was ill and was forced to remain

in bed, we're all hoping she has recovered.

Elly, out in Ottaw a became Mrs. J. Malcolm
Firth i PI, Henny, and Betty Fawcett were

bridesmaids. Elly Is now living in Farmvllle.

H. A. and Jack were married June 23rd

and arc living at 618 South Main Street,

Lexington, Virginia. Betty Blount vias another

summer bride—she's now Mrs. B. A. Kemp-
son, Jr., living at the Pensacola Naval Air

Station in Florida. Libby Harrison was mar-

ried to Wm. B. Monroe, Jr., of New Orleans

on September v Shirts reported that she'd

attended Margie Gilchrist's marriage to Lt.

Lorton Livingston in Saxannah this summer.

Ham married Joseph W. Lewis on October 4.

Janic Clark has announced her engagement to

Tom Hartrlch.

So much for tht- weddings-—-for a while at

least.

After a \isit with Janie C. in St. Louis the

Goose, Chee-Chee and I went through Chicago,

spent the night with Bobby Clark who was

looking very healthy, and over a coke in

Fields with Prissy White we learned that she

was continuing with her art.

A short visit with Shirl In Erie revealed her

busy with Bundles for Britain and varied social

activities.

The summer spot seems to have been Janic

Bell's in (Greenwich . All the people near and

far ended up there at one time or another

—

Charlie, Butch, Douse, Erk, Lump, and Dottle,

and Cyn planned to stop over for a day and

stayed a week which proves It was fun.

Mary held open house in LinviUe with

Allen, Eunie, and Pick dropping in. Anita

mothered small campers this summer—that

Sociology background no doubt

!

Judy Davidson came a little further north

to see me. She'd been to Barb's wedding and

was taking a business course which is being

extended. Gertrude MarrlU worked in a camp
outside New York and is studying at the Unl-

\ ersity of Virginia this winter; Betty B. w as

Richmond representative to the Cotton Festi-

val in Chattanooga. Bets)- spent the summer
in California.

As for fall doings, that great Instilutlun of

business school seems to have claimed a huge

section. Dottle White, Do Albray and Anne
Borough are at Katie Gibbs In New York

;

Betty Joe is at same in Boston, and in the

home towns are Shirts, Erk, Pi, Judy, MI mi,

Lump, Dottie B., Eunie, Chee-Chee, Helen

Watson and I, as far as I know. Too bad we
couldn't all get together in one place.

Allen and James have an apartment in

New York City, 35 East 63rd Street, Mary is

going to dramatic school—.Allen Is taking

secretarial training in French and English and

Bebo's at the same house still trying to get a

little English in her head.

Joan Myers and Wattle are at ^'ale this

w inter, Joan to study sculpture and Wattle

dramatics.

Libby has a very beautiful ring \ hear, has

been doing her share to continue the '41 cheer

around campus and by this time has found

herself a job.

Gayle has a fine job at the Naval Yard In

Portsmouth and Craigie is helping Uncle Sam
in Washington. She and Emory were down
B'ham way to see Tish earlier in the summer.

Tlsh is making hrr debut this year as Is Pick.

Martha Jean continues to live for the week-

ends when Tommy can get free. Teense Is

teaching first grade at a private school in

Norfolk. Scully and Decca are continuing to

get educated at the University. Dewey Is mod-

elling at Neiman-Marcus in Dallas.

Douce Is in Phllly this winter studying Oc-

cupational Therapy and Henny is Junior

Leaguing in Louisville.

Do Huner and Jimmy McBee are at school

w orking in the libe. Pat S. is working in a

laboratory in Dayton, six days a week, too.

Her new address is 901 Oakwood Avenue,

Dayton Ohio. Legs Is taking over the farm in

Downingtow n this winter.

If anyone comes this way Peg and I make
good firsts and seconds for bridge, so we'll

entertain you in great style. Please drop me
an informal and much wanted line, or more

If necessary, about your various activities.

Don't be bashful now—

.

Luff and kisses,

DeDore
P.S.: For those interested in feline activities

—particularly Sapph Ira's the illustrious one is

again mother to five kittens oddly bearing

the names of some of those famed Brooklyn

Dodgers this time.

BROWN-MORRISON COMPANY
(INCORPORATED)

Printers Stationers

£verythi?ig for Your Office^^

718 MAIN STREET LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA



Sweet Briar Alumnae Clubs and Groups

In tlic following an arrangement by states and cities iias been adopted.

The name standing after that of a Club refers to the president unless

ctherwise stated.

;\i..ABAMA—Himn'ngham ; M.iry Jemlsoii Ci>hb, { R< pn-scuttUi-vc ) , 3728

ClifT Road.

Montg.)niery: Mrs. W.iUer (). l'..nli-, (Eliuihil/i Duiigl.i,,), (Rcji-

r,:uii/,i/ii-c), 1 .1 I ft .Soutli I'eny Street.

.\kkan.-.v—Little Rock: Mrs. Willis W. Johns.. n, Jr., (Kug.niu l\,k),

722 West Twenty-eiglitli .Street.

Caim-okma—Los .Angeles; Mrs. H. Krank CroUey, Jr., (t'iigiitui Hi>\),

( Rtprcsi-nitUivc), 629 Soutli Serrano.

San Franciscor Mrs. E. W. 0\ erslreet, (.\<inissii DilLirJ), 19

Graystone Terrace.

Colorado—Denver; Mrs. Kugene .Adams, ( Dhiti A'ctchy), IS Clierry

Street.

(.'oNStcTlciT—Hartlord; Mrs. L. Marsden Hubbard, (CUidys K'.;.../-

ziarJ), ( Represcnlative), 210 Terry Road.

Siiuthcrn; Mrs. Ward R. Hickok, (Aluc Kimcdier), {Ri-pri:ii>i/,i-

livf). Box 707, Darien.

I)KLAV\ARt—Wilmington; Mrs. Welton WInans Harris, (Wntiiia Jcn-

sc/i), Owl Nest Road, Wilmington, Delaware.

District ok Columbi..\—Washington: Mrs. N. E. Allen, ( Ailtltii,lc

Wliilfiird), 13 lilackstone R..ad, Westmoreland Hills, Mary-

land.

Im oKioA—Jacksonville: Mro. Cliarles B. -Snelton, Jr., ( Eliztibct/i

Colh-y), (Rcprescnlative), 2916 St. Johns Avenue.

Miami lieacli: Frances Jane Faulkner, ( Rt-prc^cnlatii'c) , 3^1 West

46th Street.

Tampa: Mildred Gibbons, 823 South Delaware Avenue.

Gkorgia—Atlanta: Mrs. William B. -Armstr.mg (Henrella CuUicr),

(Rfpresentalivc), 2795 Peachtree Road.

Augusta; Marion Coles I'hinizy, (Representative), 223+ McDowell

Street.

Savannah: Dorothy .\nn Tis..n, ( Represetitatk'e ) , 36 East Filty-

lirst Street,

li riNois—Chicago: Mary Ellen Tliompson, (I'iie-l'resiilen/J, 929 Edge-

mere Court, Evanston.

Im)Ian.a—Indianapolis; S.illy Re.ih.ird, ( R,pre,,iit,iriveJ, 5^25 North

Meridian Street.

ls.b:.NTUCKV—Lexington: Mrs. Edward S. Dabney, (Eilil/i Railcy )

,

(Represenlalk-e), 430 West Third Street.

Louisville: Elizabeth Co\, ( Rrpre.u-ii/a/ivf), 2038 Eastern Park-

way.

Loi islANA—New Orle;ni5: Katiileen Eslilenian, ( Represctttittive } , 722

Lowerline Street.

Shrevcport: Ramona Spurluck, ( Repreieiilalive), 521 Wilkinson.

Marvlanb—.Annapolis: Mary Emory Hill, 252 King George Street.

Baltimore: Dorothy Wallace, Cahert Court .Apartments, Calvert

and 31st Streets.

Massachl SETTS—Boston: Mrs. Kennetli B. Harding, (Belly Myers),

230 Merriam Street, South Lincoln.

MicHlcAx—Detroit; Mrs. Clark Lodge B;issett, (CrlruJe Geer),

(Repreienlalive), 17166 Wildemere.

Mrs. C. I'orter Strotlier, ( .M,iry l.eey Ry.in), ( Represeiilativc ),

16650 -South Birwood.

Grand Rapids; Mrs. John H. Bryant, (Catherine Braiijl), (Rep-

resentative), 1006 Cherry, S. E.

.Minnesota—Twin-City: Mrs. Herbert Bartholdi, (Ruth Graliam),

1430 Como Boulevard, St. Paul.

Missouri—Kansas City: Mrs. John Wilkin, (M,ny ll''/.,./r< '-/•//;>, 218(1

West 68th Street, Country Club Stati.m.

St. Louis: Hetty Lewis Frazier, 6601 W.iterman Avenue.

Nkw Jkrsk^ *Fhe Nortliern Section: Mrs. Miles l*enillet..n, ( Luiille

Bond), 38 Afterglow Avenue, Monlclair.

Mrs. William Wo.idson, (Fully Cary Deu), ( Represcnlalivc),

306 Grand\iew Circle, Ridgewood.

Lucy 'Faliaferro, (Representative), 305 North Union .Avenue,

Cranford.

Mrs. William W. Bush, (Margaret LloyJ), (Representative),

75 North Mountain Avenue, Montclair.

Nkw York—.Albany: Mrs. Donald J. Y\avn,(Durolfiy McGinnis), (Rep-

resentative), 380 New Scotland Avenue.
Buffalo; Mary R. Templeton, (Representative), 399 Porter .Avenue.

Long Island: Isabel Scriba, 72 Second Street, Garden City.

New York City; Mrs. Donald B. Stookey, (Bonnie Wood), 171

West 12th Street.

Rochester: Mrs. Frederick Reinheinier, (Barbiirj Karl), Varnuoriiis

Guest H.iuse, 714 R.ick Beach.

lliia: Mrs. RiJiard liaKh, (lielty I'leseiitl), (Representative),

1202 Parkway East.

Westchester: Mrs. Fred B. Danner, (Elizaheth .\eill), 29! l>ros-

pect Avenue, Mt. Vernon.

NoKTU Caroli.n.a—Cliarl.itte: Rilma Wilson, 1420 Queens Road.

Dmham; Mrs. Kelsey Regeil, (Jacelyn Watson), (Representative),

1017 D--merius Street.

Greensboro: Mrs. Huger S. King, (Mary Lynn (larhon), (Repre-

sentative), 701 Sunset Drive.

R;ileigh; Mrs. Arthur W. Brown, (Evelyn I'oule), (Representa-

tive), 1805 St. Mary's Street.

Wilmington: Margaret Hall, (Representative), 109 North 1 5tli

Street.

Ohio—.Akron: Mrs. Robert C. Brouse, (Martha Ake), (Representa-

tive), 575 Palisades Drive.

Cincinnati: Mrs. John Walsh, (Margaret McWilliams), 245 Ft.

Mitchell Avenue, Route No. 1 5, Covington, Kentucky.

Cleveland: Mrs. Herbert .A. Cole, (Edna Sloan), 2985 G.engarry

Road, Sliaker Heiglits.

Columbus: J;inet Runkle, (Representative), 98 North Drexel

Avenue, Bexley-C.dunibus.
'

Toledo: Mrs. Theodore Reeves, (Doris Thompson), 1720 West

Bancroft Street.

Pennsylvania—Lancaster: Mrs. Jackson L. Straub, II, (Anna Mary

Charles), (Representative), 127 East Walnut Street.

Philadelphia: Mrs. Malcolm Baber, (Jean van Home), 250 South

17th Street.

Pittsburgh: Mrs. John S. Smith, (Rulii liaison), 5432 Kipling

Road.

Scranton-Wilkes-Barre; .Mrs. W. B. Crane, Jr., (Margaret

Cramer), 87 Park Place, Kingston.

South Carolina—Charleston: Mrs. B. B. Kinlocli, (Betty Austin),

(Representative), 66 Churcli Street.

Columbia: Mrs. John Henry Averill, (Mary Henderson), (Repre-

sentative), 1530 Windham Road, Heath Wood.

Greenville; Mrs. James A. Simpson, (Susan Johnson), (Repre-

sentative), 245 McDaniel .Avenue.

Sp;irtanburg; .Mrs. Rachel F. Wells, ( Raehel Ferguson), (Repie-

sentative), 138 Alabama.

Tennessee—Chattanooga: Mrs. H. Clay E\ans Jolinson, (Betty Mead
Smartt), (Representative), East Brow Road, Lookout .Moun-

tain.

Knoxville: Martha Fowler, (Representative), 3424 Kingston Pike.

.Memphis; Mrs. Leslie FI. Bucnman, (Annie Wallace), (Repre-

sentative), F^ast Cherry Circle, Route No. 5.

Nashville; .Anne Huudleston, (Representative), Clarendon Avenue.

Texas—Dallas; Mrs. R..bert .A. HoUoway, (Pollyanna Shotaell), 5930

Marquitii.

Houston; Nevil Crute, (Representative), 243 Portland Avenue.

San Antonio: Mrs. Henry Swift (Oretehen Orr), (Representative),

364 Terrell Road.

ViRGiNi.^—.Amherst: Mrs. Thomas Whitehead, III, Gertrude Kinsley.

Charlottesville; Mrs. James Kerr, (Mary Pinkcrton), Box 1232,

University Station.

Lynchburg: Mrs. J.»hn R. Th. .mass. in, (Margaret Smith), 1514

.Arrow.

N..rt..lk; Marjorie Wing, 1566 Blandlord Circle.

Richinoiul; Mrs. 'Fh.nn.is Kriinch Scotl, Jr., (Carrie Taliaferro),

9 'Papuan Ro;id.

Roanoke: Martha Rect.jr, (Representative), 406 Allison Avenue.

West Virginia— Bluelield: Mrs. Franklin K. Day, Jr., (Mary Uon-

glinson), (Representative ) , F'erndell .Apartments.

Charleston; Mrs. Walton S. Shepherd, Jr., (Margaret Weiiner),

Wood Road, Edgevvood.

Huntington: Mrs. Philip Gibson, (Morrell Jones), (Representa-

tive), 1517 Sixth Avenue.

WisuoNsiN—Mllw;uikee: M;irth;i v..ii Briesen, 4436 N.»rth Slowell

•Avenue.



U\[g "^sing H^rices ^\}fere

"Don't Sp^T^d (fM,ore for 'Wedding Qifts and "'^han^-you" T^resents

Sweet Briar China

Hurry, hurry. Not every piece in every color is available. Order now and get your

bread and butter plates in blue; after dinner coffees, tea pot, creamer, sugar in blue

or green; bouillon cups in blue or mulberry. Dinner plates and tea plates in blue,

green or mulberry are ready for delivery the moment your order is received as well as

single pieces or quantities less than a dozen in every item- Prices are the same f.o.b.

Boston—take advantage of them TODAY.

DINNER SERVICE PLATES
$16.00 per dozen

$12.00 for eight

$9.00 per half dozen

BREAD AND BUTTER PLATES
$8.50 per dozen

$5.75 for eight

$4.50 per half dozen

TEA PLATES
$11.00 per dozen

$7.50 for eight

;6.00 per half dozen

TEA SET
$4.00 Tea Pot

;2.25 Cream Pitcher

$3.25 Sugar Bowl

AFTER DINNER COFFEE CUPS
AND SAUCERS
$11.50 per dozen

$8.00 for eight

$6.00 per half dozen

BOUILLON CUPS AND SAUCERS
$16.00 per dozen

$12.00 for eight

$9.00 per half dozen

Sweet Briar Glassware

Made in Pennsylvania the iced tea glasses, vase, cigarette box, ashtrays and finger

bowls are finely etched with the Sweet Briar seal. Here you can find a gift to fit

your budget and a gift in perfect taste. They're popular everywhere.

ICED TEA GLASSES* CIGARETTE BOX*
per doz. $5.00 each $1.25

each .50

*Plus Packing

VASE* FINGER BOWL* DINNER ASH TRAY*
each $2.50 per doz. $10.00 each .50

each $1.00

Sweet Briar Lithographs

Two familiar scenes to choose from. Pay $3.00 for one or $5.00 for the pair and

you'll have Sweet Briar right in your own home.

Sw^eet Briar Baby Spoons

These spoons won't harm baby's mouth or form bad habits. $2.50 buys the extra

heavy short handle spoon; $2.2 5 the long handle spoon. There's room for initials too.
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SWEET BRIAR DAY 1941
Cek-bratud in tlfty-slx cities with a lutnl vi "''S students, alumnae and nK-mbcrs of the faculty attending.

City

Birmingham, Ala.

Little Rock, Ark.

Los Angeles, Calif.

San Francisco, Calif.

Denver, Colo.

Hartford, Conn.

Darien, Cunn.

Wilmington, Del.

Washington, D. C.

Cli.AIRM.'\N

Rutli Hemphill

Anne Cockrill Wait

Frances Wild Bose

Helen Dittenhaver

Pi.ACK Held Student
Representative

Birmingham Country Club—Luncheon Florence Ciillem

Mrs. Wait's Iiome—Morning Coffee

Lighted Tree Tea Room—Luncheon
Berkley Women's City Club—Luncheon Peggy Harrison

Eddina Newby Adams Denver Country Club—Luncheon
Alberta MacQueen Town and Country Club—Luncheon Betsy Chamberlain

de Ronge
Frances Watkins

Virginia Wellford

Florence Merrill

No. Special

Att'd'g Features

24 Boxwood on place cards

7 College letter

6 College letter

1+ Mother oi alumnae—guests

H Election of officers, plans for spring project

College news

Miss Watkins' home—Tea
The University Club—Luncheon
Army and Navy Town Club—Tea

Jacksonville, Fla. Julia Beville Verkes Florida Yacht Club—Luncheon

Deborah Wood
Jean Ridler

Frances Scott-

Simmons
Minge Clarke

9 Visiting speaker and club organization

II Pictures of group taken

4l) College news

Atlanta, Ga.

Augusta, Ga.

Savannah, Ga.

Evanston, 111.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Ashland, K.y., and

Huntington, W. Va.

New Orleans, La.

Shrcveport, La.

Annapolis, Md.
Baltimore, Md.

Boston, Mass.

Detroit, Mich.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Twin Cities, Minn.

Kansas City, Mo.

St. Louis, Mo.
Buffalo, N. Y.

New York, N. Y.

Rochester, N. Y.

Ashevllle, N. C.

Charlotte, N. C.

Durham, N. C.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Cleveland, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio

Toledo, Ohio
Lancaster, Pa.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Columbia, S. C
Chattanooga, Tenn.

Memphis, Tenn.

San Antonio, Texas

Charlottesville, Va.

Norfolk, Va.

Richmond, Va.

Roanoke, Va.

Seattle, Wash.
Bluefield, W. Va.

Charleston, W. Va.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Mary Stewart Carter

Marlon Phinlzy and

Kitty Hagler Phinlzy

Eunice Foss

Piedmont Driving Club—Luncheon
Miss Phinizy's home—Tea

Georgian Tea Room—Luncheon

21 Pink camellias and azaleas—Group contri-

bution to Auditorium Fund

Margaret Troutman 19 College news

10 Plans made for showing Sweet Briar

movies to prospective students

Mary Ellen Thompson The Georgian Hotel—Luncheon

Sally Reahard Woodstock Country Club—Luncheon
Hallie Everett Russell Henry Clay Hotel—Luncheon

Kathleen Eshelman
Phoebe Judd Tooke

Barbara Godfrey

Bern ice Thompson
VValnw right

Betty Myers Harding The College Club—Tea
Mary Lee Ryan Strother Detroit Boat Club—Luncheon
Virginia Burke Miller Women's City Club—Luncheon

Green Shutter Tea Room—Luncheon

Zephyr Room, Washington Yource

Hotel—Luncheon
Blue Lantern Inn—Luncheon

Johns Hopkins Club—Luncheon

Barbara Ripley

Margaret Becker

Mary Whitten

Christian and

Kathryn Agee

Gloria Sanderson

Betty Farinholt

Page Ruth

Nancy PIngree

Joyce Livermore

Nancy Gilbert

H Election of officers, colored slides of campus

—plans for benctit in spring

n Miss Long and Miss Ramage, visitors

28 College movies, prospective students and

mothers, guests

Defense stamps on place cards

Sweet Briar roses In centerpiece

6 Children's dance for benefit of Fund

27 College mo\ ies—all alumnae given a

directory of Baltimore alumnae

20 Election of nev\ officers

Minneapolis Woman's Club—Luncheon Alice Sweney

Indian Hills Countrv Club—Tea

M i ss F ra 2 ler's home—^Tea

Hotel Westbrook

American Woman's Assoclatio

Century Club

Katherlne Shenehon

Child

Mary Woudworth
Wilkin

Betty Frazier

Dorothy Pryor Darby

Bonnie Wood Stookey

Helen Watson
Sophie Stephens Martin S. and W.

Martha Matthews Hotel Barringer

Jocelyn Watson Regen Carolina Inn, Chapel Hill

Kathryn Ferson Barrett Cincinnati Countr\' Club

Elsetta Gilchrist In Tow n Club

Janet Runkle The Maramor
Rachel Lloyd Holton Toledo Woman's Club

Margaret Posey Brubaker Hamilton Mews—Luncheon

Jean van Home Baber The Barclay—Tea
Dorothy Bortz Davis University Club—Luncheon

Georgia Herbert Hart E\ elyn Cantey's home

20

8

8

14

College news

Plans for evening at Hug Hardy's for

alumnae and husbands to see movies

College news letter

Mildred Moon
Montague
Blanche Fleming

Joy Carter

Mary Pinkerton Kerr

Grizzelle Thomson,
Lucretia Martin

Harriet Williams Rand Hotel Jefferson

Read House

Peabody Hotel

The Bright Shawl Junior League
Tea Room
"My Hill" Home of Mrs. Beauchamp
Ames and Brown lev's

Margaret Eggers

Nancy Jameson
.Annabelle Forsch

Sydney Holmes
Ernestine White
Sterling Nettles

Eleanor Ringer

Peggy Booth

Betsy Durham

Jean Portmann
Lile Tucker

Frances Meek
Patricia Stickney

Ellzabetii Hartman
Karen Kniskern

Betty Lou Girts

Helen Cantey

Florence Bngley

30 Pictures of campus

6 Kathleen Ward of Sweet Briar faculty attended

^6 Six faculty guests and Miss Lewis, former

registrar present

9 College news
5

n
1 ^ Mothers of present students invited.

Discussed alumnae club possibilities

2

1

College movies
2"* Juliet Tchou, Chinese student, guest. Pictures

S Plans made for spring meeting
1

""

College news

^ College news
24 Guest, Com. W. J. Robb, British Royal Navy
20 Dorothy Keller Illff, visiting guest. Election

of officers

4
22 Splendid picture of group taken for papers

Frances Gregg 8

Sarah Louise Adams 1 5 Patriotic motiv e in decorations—blue cloth,

red goblets and flowers. White china V's

Penelope Lewis

Douglas Woods
Martha Lee Hoffman
Sally Jackson

Lucv Call

Merrlngen Tea Room
Women's University Club

Bluefield Countrv Club

30 Roll call of members—response w Ith class

— 1910 to 1945 represented

Report of civilian defense in Richmond by E.

Taylor Valentine—Talks by Mary Marks
and Jackie Moore

Betty Frantz

Barbara Munter
Ethel Bowen
McClaugherty

Laura Virginia Bobbitt Edgw ood Country Club

Margaret Glover

Paddock

Virginia Moomaw
Sally Skinner

Anne Bowen, Betty

Feuchtenberger

Anne Mcjunkin
Katherine Mensing

14

4

9

First meeting

College news

College news and pictures

College news, publication and pictures

If no student representative Is listed, there are none in College this year from that city.
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Sweet Briar Honors Mr. Reid

STUDENTS, faculty and friends assembled in the

Chapel on January nineteenth to pa\' tribute in a

meniiirial service to Mr. Fergus Reid, beloved friend and

benefactor of the college. Mr. Reid had been president

of the Board of Directors since 1933 and a member for

more than thirty }'ears.

In her remarks for the college Miss Glass said: "It

gives me real delight to talk about Mr. Reid and Sweet

Hriar College because every association with him has

been marked by something pleasant and something good.

He believed in the education of women, saw it as some-

thing for him to cherish, recognized the difficulties. The
world has long considered—and many persons still do

consider—the education of men more important than

that of women, despite the truth of the proverb, 'The

grace of a wife will delight her husband and her knowl-

edge will fatten his bones.'

"And the money of the world is made by men and

given b\' men and when given by women it is largely

given on men's advice. In the face of these facts, Fergus

Reid chose the neglected opportunity. He cared for Sweet

Briar as one cares who has loved anad watched the growth

and promoted the welfare of some yoimg person. He
came on the Board when plans were enmeshed in diffi-

culties and the college not yet opened.

"Dr. Carl Grammer, a Director from the first, and

President of the Board until on his retirement Mr. Reid

succeeded him, wrote me just after Mr. Reid's death the

following letter:

" 'It would be difficult to express what it meant to

Sweet Briar to have Fergus Reid come tipon its board

and give us the benefit of his great business ability, his

clear head, firm will and generous gifts and example.

The burden on Mr. Manson's shoulders as head of the

Executive Committee in those days before the election

of a president was greatly lightened by his confidence,

which all of us shared, in Fergus Reid's sound judgment.

He was prudent, but he knew when to take risks. He
appreciated the wisdom of courage.

" 'Many an impasse was done awa\' b\ his generous

proposal to bear a large share of the expense which seemed

an insurmountable obstacle. It is unnccessar\- to mention

his large contribution that made possible the building of

tile dormitory which bears bis name or his munificent gift

of the library in honor of his mother. Never in my lone

experience have I known a large giver so free from any

desire to dominate, or lay down conditions. He had no

craving for publicity; but he was also entirely free from

the self-consciousness which makes some givers refuse to

permit a publicity that would enhance the value of the

gift. When I was his rector and afterwards, I often

appealed to him for help for various causes, and was

never refused. I once asked him to contribute $5,000 to

a cause, saying that if he would consent I believed I could

get another $5,000 from another source. He consented

at once, and then after a pause advised me not to name

the amount in making such requests. His conception of

giving was larger than mine. A long experience with

him might have taught me that.

" 'But his generosity must not obscure the greatness

of his contribution to Sweet Briar, in his personal service,

in his lo\alty to the Board and the different presidents,

in the courage which he created in the Board h\ their

reliance on his sound iudgment. He was one of the

chief pillars of the college's success, once so doubtful and

now so brilliant.

" 'I write this tiihute out of a heart full of gratitude

for his friendship. I have always been proud of having

brought him on Sweet Briar's Board.'

"In my own time Mr. Reid's work for the college was

characterized by the same qualities, and in addition I was

always conscious, as I think we all have been, of a gra-
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cious atmosphere that pervaded every meeting he at-

tended, of the contagious gladness of his service.

"Board Members often have little opportunity to know

well the members of the staff and faculty or the students

in a college. Mr. Reid had few such chances on his visits

to Sweet Briar, short because of the many calls else-

where. And vet every casual touch with him, lunch with

students in the refectorv, a bridge game to pass the hours

before a late train, left a sense of friendship in addition to

the sense of dependence which we all felt on him. His

goodness and his gaiety walked so easily hand in hand.

His memory is a blend of admiration, gratitude and joy."

Representing the Board, Mr. Lancaster said:

"As Executive Secretary of the Board of Overseers of

Sweet Briar College it was my privilege to work closely

with Mr. Reid during the last four years of his long

service of more than thirtv-five years as member, and

later as President of that Board. I am sure that I voice

the sentiments of each member of the Board in paying

tribute to him.

"I might speak of Fergus Reid as an able business man

who as cotton broker, head of a great cotton business,

member of a firm of investment bankers, director of cor-

porations, civic leader, and vestryman of his church, gave

<if himself freely to the upbuilding of the City of Norfolk

and the Commonwealth of Virginia and whose influence

was felt far beyond the boundaries <if his State.

"I might speak of him as a man who gave without

stint of his time, his ability and his means to coimtless

worthy causes—always so quietly and so unassumingly

that only those directh' concerned were fully aware of

what he meant to those interests that he supported and to

those individuals who were associated with him or who

benefited by his counsel and his spiritual and material aid.

"I prefer to dwell upon certain characteristics of his

spirit and certain deep-seated qualities of his heart that

flowered in his devotion to those principles upon which

Sweet Briar College was founded and to the ideals that

he cherished for the institution.

"Of all the opportunities for service that came to him,

I believe that he valued most highly his membership on

the Board of the College and the position that he occupied

as its president.

"Fergus Reid cherished throughout his life his asso-

ciation with his mother and he revered her memory above

all else. I have heard him refer to her qualities in terms

of reverence and devotion. He was convinced that Sweet

Briar was developing in young women those qualities

that she possessed, qualities that were his own in large

measure and that others appreciated in him all the more

because he seemed so completely unaware that he pos-

sessed them. He was simple, unassuming, gentle and

considerate of others (those qualities that so plainly mark
the gentleman). He was always ready to defer to the

opinions of others before offering his own suggestions.

Full of wisdom, yet devoid of pride and arrogance, ever

ready to serve, he never put himself forward. He was

generous to a fault both with his means, and in his desire

to recognize and to reward merit in others.

"Above all, humorous, friendly, lovable, he was one

of the most human personalities that ever lived.

"As the years went by his love for this college, its

faculty and its students increased. I am sure that I

speak for each and every one of his associates on the

Board of Overseers when I say that all of us who love

Sweet Briar as he did, will ponder his qualities in our

hearts and attempt to emulate his example."

Representing the alumnae, Gertrude Prior read ex-

cerpts from a letter received from Sue Slaughter, '13:

"I knew him as the fairy god father of my own child-

hood or as the 'angel' of relief societies in the years since

I have done social work in Norfolk. Often he met special

needs beyond the capacity of a social agency, such as

paying off a mortgage or providing capital for a small

business, and there were many situations in which he

jinm'ded regular and substantial assistance to people

whose pride would have been too much damaged by

knowing that an organization was helping.

"His generous financial gifts were made with rare

graciousness for he always added his thanks at having the

unusual need brought to his attention. To any expression

of gratitude he would reply, 'I have more than I need

and So-and-So has less than he needs. I am only sharing

with him and don't deserve any thanks.' The fact that

by his own hard work he had made the fortune he could

bestow never colored his feeling that he was 'only

sharing.'

It seems to me that we Sweet Briar women might

well adopt this same point of view. We have an obli-

gation to meet needs wherever we find them and to

share the gifts we have received, but to give warmly
and to deem ourselves privileged to share, makes of life

a gracious and beautiful thing."

On the platform during the service were representa-

tives of the various college organizations. In addition to

Miss Glass and Mr. Lancaster there were Mr. Allen

Cucullu of Lynchburg and Mr. Rowland Lea of

Agricola, Virginia, for the Board of Overseers; Professor

Caroline Sparrow and Professor Hugh S. Worthington

for the faculty; Miss Gertrude Prior, Sweet Briar, vice-

president of the Alumnae Association, for that organiza-

tion; and Miss Eugenia Burnett of Richmond, president

of the Student Government Association, for the student

body.
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Tlie service opened witli the h\niii, "Figlu tlic Good

Fight," and Ecclesiasticus 47 was read: "In every work

of his he gave thanks to the Holy One Most High with

words of glorv; with his whole heart he sang praise, and

loved Him that made him. Also he set singers before the

altar, and to make sweet melody by their music. He gave

comeliness to the feasts, and set in order the seasons."

From Marcus Aurelius Antonius: "From Maximus I

learned self-government, and not to be led aside bv any-

thing; and cheerfulness in all circumstances, as well as

in illness; and a just admixture in the moral character

of sweetness and dignity, and to do what was set before

me without complaining. I observed that everybody

believed that he thought as he spoke, and that in all that

he did he never had any bad intention; and he never

showed amazement and surprise, and was never in a

hurry, and never put off doing a thing, nor was per-

plexed nor dejected, nor did he ever laugh to disguise

his vexation, nor, on the other hand, was he ever pas-

sionate or suspicious. He was accustomed to do acts of

beneficence, and was ready to forgive, and was free from

all falsehood ; and presented the appearancee of a man
who could not be diverted from right rather than of a

man who had been improved. I observed, too, that no

man could ever think that he was despised by Maximus,

or ever venture to think himself a better man. He had

also the art of being humorous in an agreeable way."

R. Vaughn Williams' "For All the Saints" was sung

by the college chorus and Miss Mary Coleman White

of Norfolk played as an organ solo the I.argo from

Dvorak's "New World Symphon)-." The concluding

prayer was offered by Dr. Wallace E. Rollins, formerly

dean of the Virginia Theological Seminary and chaplain

of Sweet Briar College for a number of years.

Alumnae in Defense
A last minute survey brought news of alumnae taking a prominent part in civic defense activities

Details and pictures in addition to new names wi

Marthn VnlenUne, Academy (Mrs. John H. Cronly),

Richmond, Virginia. Director of Volunteer Service Bu-

reau of Richmond, Community Council and Office of

Civilian Defense.

Hannah Workuin '18 (Mrs. Herbert C. Schwab),

Cincinnati, Ohio. In charge of teaching to senior girl the University League (defense program).

ppear in the April issue of the .Alumnae News.

center, East Grand Rapids; director and teacher for

Junior Red Cross.

Mary Kerr '26 (Mrs. Edwin Burton), Charlottes-

ville, Virginia. Chairman of Nurses aide in Charlottes-

ville; vice chairman of volunteer services; President of

scouts nutrition and canteen work. Chairman Red

Cross canteen headquarters. Chairman of all knitting b\'

Jewish women in Cincinnati.

Edhh Durrrll '21 (Mrs. Edward C. Marshall), Cin-

cinnati, Ohio. Coordinating first aid courses for girl

scouts in Cincinnati.

Virginia Stanl>rr\ '23 (Mrs. T. E. Schneider),

Atlanta, Georgia. Chairman of Red Cross Nurses .Aid

Classes, Atlanta.

Elizabeth Taylor '23 (Mrs. Fred S. Valentine),

Richmond, Virginia. Chairman of V^olunteer Service

Bureau of the Richmond Community Council and the

Civilian Defense office of Volunteers.

Kathryn Klnriiph '24 (Mrs. PVederick T. McGuire,

Jr.), Cleveland, Ohio. Chairman of R.-ulio publicit\' for

Blood Donor service in Cleveland.

Virginia Burke '25 (Mrs. James K. Miller, Jr.),

Laura Roynton '27 (Mrs. J. Mott Rawlings), El

Paso, Texas. Chairman of the El Paso Volunteer Ser-

vice Bureau, the Civilian Defense V^ilunteer office and
a member of the Defense Recreation council.

Elsrtta Gilchrist '27, Cleveland, Ohio. C. D. V. O.
chairman for three villages, Parma, Parma Heights and

North Royalton—adjacent to main airport and larsre

reservoirs.

Martha von Briesm '31, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Chairman of training course committee for C. D. V. O.
Edith Railry '32 (Mrs. Edward S. Dabney), Lex-

ington, Kentucky. Chairman of shipping and packing

Bundles for Britain. Placement Committee C. D. V. O.

Barbara Godfrey '40, Annapolis, Maryland. Chair-

man of First -Aid for W^omen's Volunteer services and

Defense .Activities. Red Cross First .Aid Instructor

(teaching four courses). Vice chaiinian Red Cross

Grand Rapids, Michigan. Chairman of Speakers Bureau Motor Corps.

for Red Cross in Grand Rapids and Kent County. Mary Petty Johnston '40, New York, New York.

Martha Close '26 (Mrs. Lowell B. Page), Grand Teaching classes and training workers in .Aircraft Warn-
Rapids, Michigan. Organizer and chairman of sewing ins: service.
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Faith in the Present College Generation
By Dean Marv Ely Lyman

NUMEROUS articles have appeared in magazines

and newspapers in recent months expressing criti-

cal judgments upon the youth of today because they do

not seem to their elders to be facing their responsibilities

in the present crisis with sufficient determination and grit.

Many college teachers are alarmed lest they fail to stir

their students quickly enough to realize the dangers ahead.

Public officials are expressing themselves as concerned

about the leadership of the country after the war because

of the apathy today of those who will have to carry that

leadership. I write to affirm faith in the present college

generation. This faith has come out of association with

students in an office which naturally involves many con-

ferences with them on the relation between the college

course and hfe-plans.

Let us grant at the outset that there is bewilderment

in the minds of students today. Faith in their purpose

to serve their generation with unselfish devotion would

be falsely based if it assumed the absence of such confusion.

If there is any one impression that comes to one who
listens daily to the youth of today as they share their

questionings, their doubts, their fears, and their hopes, it

is this: that they, with their elders, are floundering in deep

waters; that the confusion and chaos of the world is

reflected in their mental processes; and they, like their

parents and teachers, need to push beyond the irration-

ality of the present into sanity and reason and planfulness

and order.

No one denies that this confusion characterizes our

age, but we do not often stop to think of the fact that if

the older generation came into it gradually, the present

student generation was born and nurtured in it, and has

never, in all its life had a chance at a stable and ordered

environment. The present

college Junior was born, if

her age corresponds with

the average for her class, in

1922, in an era of false

prosperity when the slogan

of her country was not ser-

vice to humanity, but "back

to normalcy." And nor-

malcy meant economic pros-

perity for the few, the build-

ing up of big business again,

and the chance for private

fortunes to mount to fabu-

lous figures while the great social problems of our coiuitry

remained unsolved. When our Junior was a tiny child,

her country was absorbed in material comfort and eco-

nomic success. Lawlessness took on glamour because

respectable people made it a joke to evade the prohibition

laws. She heard little talk of denying herself for her

countr\'s good, and her elders were not thinking as

they are today of how necessary sacrifice is for the wel-

fare of all.

^Vhen our Junior was six or seven years old there

came the colossal breakdown of the whole economic

fabric of her life. The material pre-occupations of the

previous years had given neither her nor her parents

much spiritual preparation for the complete reorganiza-

tion of life that many families had to make. But wider

than her family's phght was the plight of the nations,

for the collapse of 1929 was followed by years of world-

wide economic chaos, and forces of disorder that had

been smouldering during the years of specious order now

burst into flame. During her most impressionable years,

those years when she was attending grammar and sec-

ondary school, our Junior was in an atmosphere of un-

rest and the imminence of war. During all this time, the

natural reaction of her elders against war had led them

to teach her that war must never come again. Peace

societies flourished because the war to end all wars was

over, and such a debacle must never be repeated.

Now our student comes to college and in her Fresh-

man year the European conflict so long threatened be-

comes a reality. In December of her Junior year, her

own country is attacked and takes its place among the

embattled nations. Is it strange that she does not know

exactly how to view this changing panorama of events?

Should we think of her as

recreant if she cannot at

once reconcile the contra-

dictions in the teaching she

has received and with elas-

tic swiftness find herself in

tlie new conceptions of dut\'

that the new situation thrusts

upon her?

Last summer my daugh-

ter received a letter from a

high-school friend of hers,

which ran something like

this: "Aren't you all mixed
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up: Don't \iin rcnumlu-r Ikiw tlK\ tolil us in IhltIi

schc">l that tluTi- must never he a war again. Now they

are telh'ng us that we must get in and help the war as

hard as we can. I don't see how the ethics can change

over night. Either the\- were wrong before or they arc

wrong no\\-. What do )(>u think r" This ina\' not repre-

sent maturit\ of thought, hut at least it represents a sin-

cere attempt to find oneself m I'elation to conflicting

ethical claims, and those of us who attempt to help stu-

dents now must, if we are to be effective at all, have a

basic understanding of how confusing the whole picture

has been for them from the beginning of their li\ts

until now.

To imderstand this background of life that is the

common possession of college students today is to sym-

pathize with their need to adjust their thought before

the\- can manifest a complete and whole-hearted response

to the new demands, ^^''hat the office of teachers and

parents is today may not seem quite so stereotyped and

simple as if these considerations were not present. To go

beneath the surface is never as easy as to stir the top

layer of emotion. But sympathy with the underlying

motives and needs of the present student generation is a

pre-requisite for any effective helpfulness with them in

their difficult problems as to how to order their lives in

the face of needs of our day.

If confusion has to be recognized as the common

denominator of student thinking, upon what do I base

my faith in the present student generation? I base it

upon the idealism that is unmistakable in the will and

purpose of the majority. The social philosophy is often

not worked out to completion ; the religious creed has

not found its full formation, but the fundamental pur-

pose to work them out and find one's way is revealed

over and over again. The desire to help, to find some

way to usefulness, some technique by which one cm
start taking hold is shared over my desk day after da\'.

"How can I help?" is the commonest question asked.

One student comes to the office to ask if she may carry

dining-room service as a waitress for a semester and

allow the stipend to go to her friend whose financial

situation has been made precarious b\ the war. Another

comes to say she must leave college because her family

needs her, and I ask her, "Do you want to go?" and

the tears come to her eyes. "No, I want nothing so

much as to sta)." Perhaps a little brother is coming on

and needs the money for his education. Perh.aps the

mother is depending on her daughter for coin'age to

:.*;ind the separat'on from a soldier husband. Perhaps it

is just th.it the u'ar has hit the family budget so hard

that the resources are no longer available. But whatever

it is, she rises to meet her end of the responsibility, and

does it without complaint. No doubt some students

whose instant feeling that the giving up of college is the

right thing to do should be persuaded to stay; should be

shown that their best contribution lies in a soimd educa-

tional foundation for future leadership. But the will and

the purpose to sacrifice individual goods for the sake of

others is revealed again and again in such conversations

and is the basic foundation for my hope .ind confidence

in the future leadership of these girls.

That gmdance is needed for them now, no one can

deny. To help them to make these decisions with intel-

ligent and far-.sighted wisdom is the role of teachers and

counsellors. No doubt there are gaps to be filled in. A
minority probably do need to be aroused to the unselfish

purposes that the majority alread\' possess. I knt)W that

the majorit\' are still groping and need much help in

the finding of the best and most intelligent wa\' to be of

help. Probably few of them realize how great the

sacrifices are that may be needed. But nothing can shake

m\ faith that if the present student generation can be

helped to discover hoiv to help, they will be ready to

• take that way. That faith has been built not merely on

theories ;ibout human beings in general, but on the more

concrete foundation of a good many talks with individual

students about how in their own personal and individu.il

situations they can find a wa\- to be most useful. .As far

as their light goes, they arc ready to follow. Let us who

are older help them, with s\mpathy and understanding

for their pi-oblems, to increase that light. If we do so,

I for one am read\- to prophesy that they will not shrink

fi^om the suffering they will have to undergo in becoming

the liirht <if the future world.

Mr. Lancaster Accepts New Position

Sweet Bri.ir alumnae will learn with regret that the ment of tile Carter Glass Chaii' of Government and in

resignation of Mr. I)abiie\ S. Lancaster, executive score- last year's campaign for Capital endowment anil a new

tary to the Board of Overseers, has been received by the building. .Alumnae who had the privilege of know-

college. Governor Darden has appointed Mr. Lancaster ing .Mr. Lancaster and his famih' will long re-

Superintendent of Public Instruction of the State of member the cordial atmosphere of their home on

V^irginia. Mr. Lancaster served as executive secretary the campus which was always open to students and

from February 1937 to January 1942 and during that faculty, alumnae and friends of the college, ^\'e

time he contributed in many ways to the welfare of the extend good washes to him in his arduous anil im-

college. He aided materially in the pl.ins and establish- portant work for the state.
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From 'JhCiss Glass—
\'o\\x erev-haired president was eventually this young

woman. She learned to talk that wa}' from a native of

a countryside that had recently developed an artists' com-

munity. The venerable lady used to say, with a sweep of

her hand, "These studios was eventually barns." This

statement seems in some illogical way to set up a con-

tinuity and an interrelation that would be entirely lost

without the time clash of that verb and that adverb. In

the present year I am very conscious of that continuity

when I was eventually

—

I am sure that what you most want to know about

Sweet Briar this month is how national, international,

and, especially, educational trends are affecting her. I

give vou a scoop on a page that will appear in the 1 942-

43 catalogue.

Special Adjuptments for War Time Needs

"In 1940-41 an Emergency Service Committee com-

posed of students, faculty, and community members was

organized to guide activities undertaken because of the

state of the world. It had a sub-committee guiding the

amount and character of relief work done in addition to

the general local and distant relief projects that Sweet

Briar normalh' supports—Red Cross sewing and knitting,

First Aid course. World Student Service Fund, British,

Chinese and other relief funds. Another sub-committee

sponsored a student discussion group meeting every two

weeks. Another guided a student-faculty group studying

forms of the peace organization. All three were geared

to utilize the discussion hour arranged for outside lectures

after their public addresses, and also to arrange programs

through which the activities of the sub-committees were

share d with the whole community by meetings and by

newspaper articles. A sub-committee on Health and

Physical Fitness sought to promote activity in this sphere

in addition to the program of physical education already

established.

This Emergency Service Committee continued active

in 1941-42, and has added Civilian Defense Activities to

the former programs. It will continue in 1942-43.

In 1940 one new course was introduced into the cur-

riculum, Studies in The Present Crisis, for juniors and

seniors, cutting across departments and given by a group

of faculty members. This course was given again in 1941-

42 and is announced for 1942-43. In 1941-42 a new

course in Nutrition was given and this is announced for

1942-43. Also for the second semester of 1941-42 a

new course, designed especially for sophomores and fresh-

man. Evaluation of The Neivs, is being given by Profes-

sor Sparrow. For 1942-43 two new courses will be

19KS

oft'ered in mathematics. Mathematical Survey and a sec-

ond semester of Statistics.

The choice of topics and projects in seminars and lab-

oratories has been influenced by present conditions and

many courses have revealed their pertinence to the pres-

ent scene without having to he changed.

Specific extra-curricular training, without academic

credit, arranged for the second semester of 1941-42, in-

cludes instruction at Sweet Briar in stenography and type-

writing, and in mechanical drawing, a First Aid course,

and a course in Home Nursing. A course in elementary

Technique, given bv the Biology Department, will be

added in September, 1942, as ma\' other courses that may

seem by that time both desirable and feasible.

To facilitate acceleration of education where that need

exists—especially for \'oung women planning to undergo

long-time professiinal training to meet the need for in-

creased personnel in many professions—Sweet Briar will

accept credit from other recognized institutions, especially

from the extended sumnur sessions being arranged in

many universities and colleges to carry on work of the

same standard as during the academic year. This has

seemed a wiser procedure than for Sweet Briar, in its

location and for its widch' drawn students, to establisli
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summer work on the campus. It will be possible for a

student to accelerate by as much as nine months.

The college keeps in mind that undergraduate students

in the present situation are serving their country in con-

tinuing at the highest level their foundational education,

as long as they can be spared to stay in college, and also

that they are, during this time, citizens with the same

obligations that other citizens have in addition to their

regular work. Hence ther academic work is safe-guarded,

and also they take part in all the volunteer work, both in

seeking new skills and in participating in community

activity, that they can accomplish on the basis of sound

work in the main job, sound work in the volunteer job,

and the maintenance of good health and good morale."

War work has taken some of our staff from the farm,

frim the carpenters' shop, from the kitchen, from the

administration—the Superintendent of Buildings and

Grounds—and from the faculty—Dr. Finley. We are

carrying on while we seek others to take up this work.

I am still the chairman of the Committee on Women
in College and Defense of the National Committee on

Education and Defense and I am endeavoring to have

gathered information pertinent to present college pro-

grams and to get it published and distributed. I too knit

and I am beginning to home-nurse. My days, like yours,

are not long enough. Find time to write us here any

devices by which you stretch them and keep yourself

intact.

The Home Front

WHERE the concussion of high explosives shakes the

earth and sea, where men impose death and die

—

there is our military front. But in this conflict the civilian

front is in ever}' commimity and in every home. Men,

women and children have work to do and sacrifices to

make in order to hold this line. As varied and as important

as the armed services is the work that is the responsibility

of every woman. Every thinking woman is taking stock of

her time and talents and is offering her services with her

head and her heart.

Graduates of a liberal arts college are peculiarly well

prepared to help in the present program. They have been

disciplined by mental and moral training. They have been

taught to inform and orient themselves, and to take a

straight course in the direction of their convictions.

Beginning with the premise that we cannot "suspend

iiur way of living in order to defend it" women must first

of all endeavor to make the home a self-sustaining unit.

Health and fitness must be emphasized. We can enroll

in nutrition classes and become more proficient in deter-

mining food values, in meal planning and in producing

energy. AVe can then learn Home Hygiene in order to

take care of our own sick if necessary. Many alumnae are

already serving on civic and welfare boards. If possible,

this work should not be abandoned for it is necessary for

our home defense. However, should time permit, we
should seek training, or give training in those fields that

have developed due directly to the war.

Camps are mushrooming sections of our country with

all their network of problems. The Office of Civilian De-

fense in numerous places through the work of women has

established a Civilian Defense Office for Volunteers. This

bureau acts as a clearing house for all volunteer service

—

civic, welfare, and soldier's service since all are inter-

related. In some instances where Community Chest

Councils had already set up a Volunteer Service Bureau

for work in social welfare agencies, the Defense Councils

have borrowed the bureau and made it a part of the

Office of Civilian Defense. Such an office is sponsored by

the established organizations in the city, and directed by

a board of representative men and women. Here, volun-

teers experienced in personnl work, and familiar with the

needs of the community, interview and place other vol-

unteers in jobs for which they arc best suited. Through
existing organizations, such as the Red Cross, the Home
Economics Association, the Department of Public Safety

and others, training courses are offered.

We can register with the Civilian Defense Office for

Volunteers. There we indicate the time we can give, list

our capabilities and take our training. If our community

has no such office, perhaps we can approach the local

authorities and help them in organizing one. A manual

guide for this work, based on the experience of others

can be secured, free of charge, from the Office of Civilian

Defense, Washington, D. C.

"Sweet Briar lu'ges every alumna wherever she lives,

whatever her training to volunteer where she can be of

most service, to further equip herself with a mastery of

subjects needed now and to use that equipment to teach-

ing and training others."

Eliz.abeth Taylor Valentine

Elizabeth Taylor Valentine is chairman of the Volunteer Service
Office of Volunteers.—Editor.

Bureau of the Richmond Community Council and the Civilian Defense
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Report of the Nominating Committee

The Nominating Commttce of the Sweet Briar Ahimnae Association presents tlu- following slate for

your approval. ^Ve have attempted to select a group of representative ahminae, well diversified geographi-

cally and by classes.

Additional nominations may he sent to the Ahminae Secretary within four (4) weeks after the publi-

cation of the February Alumnae News if accompanied by fifteen (15) signatures of members together with

the written consent of the nominee, according to the revised constitution adopted in June, 1941.

Section 3. Each member shall vote for eighteen (18) of the nominees to serve on the council. Each

member shall indicate her preference for president and vice-president. The nominee for each office receiving

the largest number of votes shall be elected. (Other candidates will serve as members of the coimcil.)

Candidates tor the Alumnae Council

//
Mar\ Clark, Academy, (Mrs. (Jhr-

ence Bloss Rogers) ^ 200 Mont-

gomery Ferry Drive, Atlanta,

Georgia.

Though at Sweet Briar only one year, Mary
lias continued to be vitally concerned about

the college, serving as an officer of the Pitts-

burgh alumnae club from 1924 to 1929 and

as Atlanta chairman of tlie college campaign

in 1941. Writing, collecting antiques and

mapsi, a study of politics and government
liave been combined with active participation

in many civic projects in Kentucky, Pennsyl-

vania and Georgia. Mary has found time for

Liberty Loan Drives, Red Cross, Community
Chest, the Florence Crittenden Home, the

Curtis Home for Girls, The Faith Home and

Pennsylvania Home for Children as well as

the Kindergarten Committee of the Sheltering

Arms Day Nursery, the Italian Mission and

the Lawrenceville day nursery.

\/^Alma Booth, Ml {Mrs. Harry B.

Tn\lor)y University, Virginia.

Alma Booth, one of the six graduates of

Sweet Briar's second class, was the first grad-

uate whose daughter also received her degree

(Helen, a graduate In 1940, now a student in

the medical school at the University of Vir-

ginia). Alma's college days were filled to the

brim. In her Freshman year she was vice-

president of her classi, and president during the

Junior year. She served as a member of the

Y. W. C. A. cabinet, vice-president and presi-

dent of the .Athletic Association, a member of

the executive committee of Student Govern-
ment and literary editor of the Briar Patch.

Since her marriage, Alma and her family have

divided time between China, North Carolina,

New York and Virginia. Her husband, a doc-

tor at St. James HospItaU .\nking, China, is

there now (no families allowed) and Alma
with the children call the University of Vir-

ginia their temporary home. Her busy life Is

taken up with church and community affairs

and she finds time always for Sweet Briar

where she has many old friends and until

recently a student daughter.

J"

/M

uth Maurice, '14 (Mrs. E. S. Gor-

rell)y Lake Forest, Illinois.

While a student at Sweet Briar, Ruth was

vice-president of Paint and Patches, active In

various phases of athletics, editor of the Briar

Patch and May Queen. She has maintained

her Interest in the college as class secretary

for many years, as a class fund agent, as a

worker in the 1928 campaign and as president

of the Indianapolis alumnae club for several

years. A clinical pathologist, she had her own
laboratory from 1916 to 1921 and later she

owned a book shop for several years. Ruth

was active in the Junior League of New York],

Boston and Indianapolis from 1914 to 1932.

Her family—Edgar S. Gorrell, Jr., age

eleven.

ary Bissell, '17 (Mrs, Earl Rid-

lrr)y Wilmington, Delaware.

Polly's active career begun at Sweet Briar

has continued throughout the years. A wide

range claimed her interest In college, German
Club, House President, Y. W. C. A. Cabinet,

Business Manager of the Briar Patch, Presi-

dent of her class and Treasurer of Student

Government. Following graduation from

Sweet Briar, Polly became a chemist for the

city of Cleveland In the analytical laboratory.

After two years there she became a chemist for

the Grasselll Chemical Company. Since her

marriage in 1922 she h.-ks been active in the

Parent-Teachers' Association, Girl Scouts, the

Window Box Garden Club of Cleveland and

Treasurer of the Wilmington Branch of the

A. A. U. W. She organized the alumnae club

of Wilmington, after moving there with her

husband and four children in 1936. Polly's

family consists of Jean, seventeen, a freshman

at Sweet Briar Bill and Tumi, twins who are

fcturteen and Ann, age thirteen. She has been

a valuable member of the alumnae council for

the past two years.

Cornelia Carroll, '18 (Mrs. K. N.

Gardner), Norfolk, Virginia.

while in college Cornelia was president of

her class, the Athletic Association and the Col-

lege Club. After graduation she taught En-

glish, History and Latin at the New London

Academy; Chatham Hall; and at the Trade
School, Manila, P. I. Being a wife of a naval

officer has meant keeping on the move for

many years but she writes "ashore now to

stay!" In addition to her daughter, Frances,

age sixteen, Cornelia counts people her avoca-

tion, those she can help (welfare), those she

can enjoy (through study groups) and those

with whom she plays (golf, bridge, etc.). She
finds time too for the Mothers' Group of a

Scout troopi, a study club, civic music associa-

tion. Navy Relief and the Red Cross. She is

a life member of the Alumnae Association and
has been fund agent for her class.

Ruth Fiske, '22 (Mrs. Charles Stee-

gar), Mount Vernon, New
York.

In college Ruth divided her interests be-

tween the Y. W. C. A. of which she was vice-

president and later president, and dramatics as

a member of the Merry Jesters. Her business

life since college has been occupied with li-

brary work—her job, Chief of the Circulation

Department of the Mount Vernon, New York
Public Library. She has continued her major
field interest by volunteer work in welfare

oganizattons, the Community Chest and the

Women's Welfare Division of the American
Legion.

-Louisa Newkirk, '23 (Mrs. JVil-

Ham Hill Strrhle), Philadelpiiia,

Pen}is\lvan'ia.

L^ndergraduate activities:

Secretary Freshman Class.

Y. W. C. A. Committee for planning recre-

ation for waitresses 1 919-1921.

Y. W. C. A. Cabinet 1920-1922.

Merry jesters dramatic club, 1919-1923.

Internntlonal Relations Club 1920-1922.

College Council 1921-1922.

\'^ice-presldentl, Paint and Patches, 1921-

1922.

Treasurer Student Government, 1922-1923.

Daughter: Louisa Maris, age six.

OrgatiizatioTis and cluhs :

Member of Board of Southern Home for

Destitute Children.

*WiUing to serve as President.

**Willing to serve as Vice-President.
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Member of Board of Home for Incurables.

Member of Board of University Settlement

House.

Membt-r uf Bonrd of Children's Dental

Clinic.

Member of Board of Maternity Ward of

University Hospital.

Member, League of Women Voters.

Vice-President Sweet Briar Alumnae Asso-

ciation 1926-192S.

Tresldent, Philadelphia Alumnae Club.

^Kathcrinc Zcucli, 'li (Mrs, Burton

K. Forstcr) y Knoxvilk', Ten-

nessee.

'K.. Z." left Sweet Briar to attend the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin in her Junior year. We
hoped she couldn't stay away and we're glad

to say that she did return to graduate \vith

her class. Since college Kay has been a sub-

agent for the alumnae fund, Sweet Briar day

chairman in 1932 and is at present represent-

ative for Sweet Briar in Knoxvllle. In addi-

tion to her chief interests, her daughters

—

Anne, eleven and Judith, five—Kay finds time

for Red Cross, welfare work, and Is on the

board of St. John's Orphanage.

Grace Merrick, '24 {Mn. John

Twohy, II), Norfolk, Virginia.

The Briar Patch described Grace as "ener-

getic with a snap to the things she does."

This characteristic has carried through from

very full college days complete with riding,

hockey, dramatics, glee club and work on the

Briar Patch. Her interests since college have

been wide and constructive. They include

Parent-Teachers' Association, secretary and

chairmanship of the Day Nursery intermit-

tently from 1928-1942; Red Cross Board,

Children's Entertainment Bureau, the Board

of the Norfolk Museum, the Turney Home for

Boys, The Children's Theatre and Voung Peo-

ple's Symphony, the Women's Board of the

Leigh Memorial Hospital and Council of

Social Agencies. In addition she lias served

as secretary and president of the Norfolk

Junior League and from 1939-1941 was re-

gional director of Region HI which includes

Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania and Vir-

ginia. Grace has maintained her interest in

Sweet Briar as president of the Tidewater

alumnae club for several years and by frequent

visits on campus with her husband and chil-

dren^ John, sixteen, Patricia, eleven, and Ed-

ward, seven.

Wanda Jcnsch, '26 (Mrs. Weltou
^ W, Harris), Wilmington, Del-

Taking on another job for Sweet Briar is

an old story to Wanda, who was secretary and

treasurer and later president of the New York

alumnae club. Since moving to Wilmington,

she has been president of that club and assisted

Polly RIdlcr on the campaign for building and

endowment In 1 94 1 . Before her marriage,

Wanda did child placement work for the Wis-

consin State Board of Control and for Chil-

dren's Aid in St. Louis. Since then, she has

continued welfare work as a volunteer and

has served for the past three years on the

board of the nursery school sponsored by the

Trinity Episcopal Church of Wilmington.

Music, her small soni, Welton, Jr., age five

and Sweet Briar arc Wanda's extra-curricular

interests.

Elsitta Gilchrist, '27, CIcvl-I.tikI,

Ohio.

Though Bebe Insists that she did "practi-

cally nothing" in college, perusal of the Briar

Patch re\'eals iier name in ''practically" every

known activity. Through her job as consultant

landscape architect for the college, class sec-

retaryship for five years and membership on

alumnae committees, she has made frequent

visits to the campus. An active member of the

Cleveland alumnae club for many years, she

has also been' president and Sweet Briar day

chairman. Since acquiring her Master's degree

In Landscape Architecture at Smith, Bebe has

been a member of the firm of Champlin, Gil-

christ and Kissack In Cleveland. Her profes-

sional interests have led quite naturally to

active p.irticipation in the C'>arden Centre of

Cleveland, the Junior League Garden Club

and to w riting horticultural articles for pro-

fessional magazines. After her brother left

with the army last March, Bebe assumed active

management of the two-hundred-acre farm.

When asked what her "particular Interests"

were, the wrote, "the farm, Sweet Briar, the

family, a professional oflice and civilian de-

fense leave little time since Pearl Harbor for

skiing, riding, photography and sketching

which in the past were favorites for leisure

time."

I^occlyn Watson, '28 (Mrs. Kelsey

Regen), Durham, North Caro-

lina.

Jocelyn's college record shows a distin-

guished career which culminated in the presi-

dency of student go\ernment. She was presi-

dent of her class her Freshman and Junior

years, Sophomore house president and Treas-

urer of student government In her Junior

year. As the wife of a minister Jocelyn leads

a busy life taken up with her family, Jon and

Margot, and church and community. She finds

time too for Red Cross), the garden club,

woman's club, community chest drives and the

Junior League. For so long the Regens lived

in a community where there were no other

Sweet Briar alumnae, but In Durham there is

a fine group and the alumnae office soon urged

Jocelyn to act as chairman of Sweet Brinr day

this year for Durham and Chapel Hill.

Ruth Hasson, '30 (Mrs. Jo/in S.

Smith), Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-

vania.

Her home, small daughter, Mary Kirkpal-

rlck, music, books and a "little dirt garden-

ing" are listed as Ruth's chief interests at

present. She also contributes generously of her

time and energy to the \. W. C. .A., Com-
munity Chest drives. Red Cross, the Pittsburgh

Symphony and her Church. She worked for

two years at the West Pennsylvania Hospital

and has been a member of the Junior Board

of the Children's Hopsital for twelve years.

In addition. Ruth has found time to serve as

secretary and later as president of the Pitts-

burgh alumnae club.

Mary Huntington, '3u (Mrs. Ed-
mund W . Harrison), Cincin-

nati, Ohio.

While at Sweet Briar Mary took an active

part In the Athletic Association, dramatics,
History and German cluba, the Sweet Briar
Netci and the New Voters League. After
college she worked one year as Psychnmetrist
in a New York institution, for two years as
a substitute teacher and later organized the
tiles for the Associated Charities in Rome,
New York. She has been most interested and
active in the theatre group of the Junior
League, serving as chairman of the Players
and as a member of the Board of the Cin-
cinnati League. In 1937-1938 Mary was a

member of the woman's symphony committee,
the summer opera and for the past four years
a member of the Civic Neighborhood Council.
.As past president of the Cincinnati Alumnae
Club, fund agent for her class and member of
the Alumnae council, Mary continues to find

time for Sweet Briar. She has three children,

Ruth, seven and a half, Henry Huntington,
five, and Edith, seven months.

1/Emma C. Riely, 'M), Richmond,

Virginia.

In college Emma's extra curricular activities

Included participation In Paint and Patches
productions, French cluh, International Rela-
tions Club, the New Voters League and the
Y. W. C. A. Her secretarial career has In-

cluded such Interesting assignments as that of

secretary to Ambassador Bullitt in Paris In

1 938-1 939, secretary to the publicity director

of "Taft for President club" in Washington
1939-1940, and since then she has been In the
Board of Education offices in Richmond. Since
her return to Richmond, Emma has worked
on Community Fund and Red Cross drives,

has been a member of the Richmond Chapter
of Federal Unions the Junior Board of Vir-

ginia Home for Incurables and the Junior
League all of which provide opportunity for

cooperation in working f.ut community prob-

lems.

*Martha von Briesen, '.31, Milwau-

kee, Wisconsin.

Untiergraduate activitifs :

Reporter Stvcct Briar News 1928-1929.

French Club 1929-1930.

German Club 1929-1930.

Editor, S'.ceet Briar News 1929-1930, 1930-

1931.

Business Manager, Briar Patch.

Post graduate activities:

Class secretary for Alumnae News 1937-

1942.

Publlcltv chairman for .Alumnae Fund 1934-

1938.

Member .Alumnae Fund comlttce 1939-1940.

President Milwaukee club.

Member of .Alumnae Council 1940-1942.

Division chairman for college campaign,

1941.

Graduate Work:
M. .A. Radcliffe, 1933 (French Literature).

Cluhs and Organizations:

Girl Scout troop leader.

Community Fund solicitor I935-I938.
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Community Fund district commander 1939.

Member Executive Board, Junior League of

Milwaukee.

News slieet editor for Junior League of

Milwaukee.

Chairman of Training Course Committee

for C. D. V. O.

ArticU-s published in the Szicel Briar Alum-

nae News;
Plans for the Alumnae Fqnd, 193+.

Introducing Gert Prior, 1935.

European Motoring Made Easy, 1935.

Glimpses of Commencement, 1936.

The Fund Enters Its Fourth Year, 1936.

The Library and How It Grew, 1937.

."Muninae Returning for Commencement.

The Junior League Magazine—They Shall

Have Music.

Iiii£resis:

Writing, photography, gardening, music,

travel.

/ Mary Moore Pancake, '32, Staun-

ton, Virginia.

"Flappy" led a very busy life in college, was

president of her class, House president, on the

Briar Patch staff and president of Tau Phi,

Head of Athletic Association and chairman of

May Day. For three years after graduation

she was the executive alumnae secretary at

Mary Baldwin College. Then followed a year

at New York University where she obtained

her M.S. degree in retail merchandising be-

fore becoming an assistant in the personnel

office of B. .'\ltman where she remained for

four years. Flappy is now a reporter and social

editor for the Staunton papers. She also finds

time for A. A. U. W., is group production

chairman for the Red Cross and treasurer of

the Staunton chapter. Music, reading and golf

fill leisure moments and few of these at

present.

Jean Van Home, '33 (Mrs, Mal-

colm Baher) y Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.

Jean has been the energetic president of

the Philadelphia alumnae club for the past

four years. She has qualified as an Alumnae
Representative on Admissions, representing

Sweet Briar at college days in and near Phila-

delphia. She has also been active \n the Phila-

delphia branch of the American Association of

University Women as librarian, editor of the

bulletin and corresponding secretary. Jean's

particular interests are people, interior decor-

ating, history, travel and horses.

%/ Elizabeth Bond, '34 (Mrs. Ernest

M. Wood, Jr.) , Lynchburg,

Virginia.

Jackie, a class secretary for two years, vice-

president and Sweet Briar day chairman for

the Lynchburg club has kept in close touch

with the college by frequent visits to the cam-

pus. In college her special interests included

the English club, the Social committee and

various activities of the athletic association,

particularly swimming. Few Lynchburg civic

projects have failed to list Jackie as an ener-

getic and efficient worker. She sponsored a

Brownie scout troup for two years, worked on

the Communitv Chest and Red Cross for iive

years and has been active In A. A. U. W. and

the Service League. Her son, gardening, dog

raising, the Point of Honor Day Nursery in

Lynchburg, Spanish and bridge are her chief

interests now.

^onnie J. Burwell, '34, Charlotte,

North Carolina.

In college Connie was a member of L'AUi-
ance Francaise and the German Club, House
president and a member of the executive com-
mittee of Student Government. After college,

she continued her academic career, won the

Graham Kenan Fellowship In Philosophy at

the University of North Carolina in 1934-

1935 where she received her Master's degree.

She spent the following year at North Caro-

lina, after which she spent a year at Heidel-

berg and Berlin, completing her work and

her return to America Connie taught for one

semester at North Carolina and has been on

the faculty of Queens College In Charlotte for

the past three years.

C. D. V. O., Red Cross, lecturing on cur-

rent events. Junior League and the Mint
Museum of Art In Charlotte absorb Connie's

time outside of college duties.

Nancy Biitzner, '34 (Mrs. Byrd S.

Leavell)y University, Virginia.

Nancy's wide spread interests found her

allied w ith many organizations in college.

She was secretary and later vice-president of

the Y. W. C. A., vice-president of the German
Club and a member of Paint and Patches tak-

ing part in many plays. From I93+-1936 she

taught at the Boonsboro School in Boonsboro,

Virginia, and the follow ing year she taught

science and directed student publications in the

high school at Alexandria, Virginia. Her
career was given up in favor of marriage

which brought her to the University where
her husband is a physician in the University

Hospital.

Gary Burwell, '35 (Mn. Fnmch E.

Carter, Jr.), Baltimore, Mary-

land.

Cary played a prominent p;irt In student

activities at Sweet Briar having been secretary-

treasurer of the church committee, assistant

business manager of the Brambler, librarian

for the Glee Club, a member of the Briar

Patch staff and Y. W. C. A. cabinet, and

president of the Athletic Association. Con-
tinued interest since college has found Cary

as a basketball and hockey official for Balti-

more private schools, a counselor at Camp
Alleghany for Girls, a First Aid and Life

Saving Instructor, and assistant supervisor of

Recreation in Anne Arundel County, Mary-
land. She has also been the treasurer of the

Baltimore alumnae club for two years, the

Annapolis district chairman for the Endow-
ment campaign In 194-1 and was a most able

toastmistress for her class' fifth reunion in

1 940. Community Fund and volunteer work
in the Children's Convalescent Home and
Nursery School were preceded by three years

of teaching History and English in the Halla-

day School In Annapolis. Eight months old

Anne Burwell Carter is her mother's chief

interest at the moment.

Nancy Braswell, '36 (Mrs. H. Dail

HoldernesSy Jr.)^ Tarboro,

North Carolina.

Nancy was an able chairman of the Orien-

tation committee, a member of the advisory

council, the Y. W. C. A. cabinet, advertising

manager of the Brambler and chairman of the

senior play. Since graduation she has devoted

time to various civic organizations, participat-

ing annually in Community Chest and Red
Cross drives. She hsa been chairman of the

Welfare committee of the Red Cross for the

Cross drives. She has been chairman of the

production sewing room, as well as taking an

active part in church and Girl Scout work.

Nancy has two sons, H. Dail, Jr., and James
Braswell. Her children, community problems

and golf are her principal interests.

Catherine Niles, '36 (Mrs. Franklin

P. Parker), Wellesley Hill,

Massachusetts.

In college Katie In three years made an

enviable place for herself at Sweet Briar. Her
Junior year was spent at St. Andrews in Scot-

land. She was a member of Tau Phi, the Glee

Club and president of the Athletic Association.

Since college, she has served faithfully and
well as her class fund agent for five years,

and as secretary and treasurer of the Boston

club for three years. Community interests have

Included the surgical dressing and workshop

committees of the Junior Service League of

Wellesley, and assistance in the Nursery school

this year. David Niles, aged four, and Anne
Peabody, fifteen months, are her chief Interests

at this time In addition to keeping the home
fires burning while her husband, a first lieu-

tenant in the Coast Artillery Reserves is on

active duty. Katie confesses to having recently

spent fascinating evenings with Burpee's seed

catalog which fired her with ambition to "live

off the land."

**Virginia Eady, '38, Louisville,

Kentucky.

Undergraduate activities:

Paint and Patches 1935-1938.

Orientation Committee 1935-1938.

Choir 1935-1938.

Q. V.

L'AlIiance Francaise 1936-1938.

German Club 1936-1937.

Executive Committee, Athletic Association

1936-1937.

Secretary of Student Government 1937-193S.

Tau Phi.

Y. W. C. A. Cabinet 1935, 1936i vice-

president 1937, 1938.

Clubs and Organizations:

Hospital clinic volunteer 1938-1942.

League of Women Voters.

Chairman of Finances, Louisville Civic Arts

Association 1939.

District secretary of Louis\ilIe Community
Chest 1940-1941.

Placement chairman, Louisville Junior League
1941-1942.

Second vice-president of Sweet Briar Alum-
nae Association 1938-1940.

Louisville representative for the college

1938-1940.
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Division cliairniiiii, college campaign 1 941

.

Spt'cial interesis :

Breeding and showing; horses and welfare

work.

Molly Talcott, '38 (Mrs. E. Grif-

fith Dodsou, Jr.), Box 565,

Roanoke, Virginia.

Molly's college record Is an inipressi\e one.

She was president of the Freshman class,,

House president her Sophomore and Junior

years, vice-president of Student Ciovernment

and president of Tau Phi In her Senior year.

After college, Molly taught tiie third grade for*

two years at St. Catherine's in Richmond. She

served as secretary of the Richmond alumnae

club for one year and has since become active

In the Roanoke club. Her liome is her chief

interest but she manages to find time for work
In the garden club, as solicitor for tlie Com-
munity Fund and U. S. O. campaign In addi-

tion to being staff assistant of the Red Cross

and a member of the .\rt$ committee of the

Junior League.

>y Mary Mackintosh, '39, Bronxvilje,

New York.

Mary's college record shows a distinguished

list of activities climaxed by her presidency of

Student Government. She was class Treasurer,

1935-1937, Treasurer of the Athletic Associa-

tion, and House President In 1937-1938, Tau
Phi, 1937-1939, and a member of the Szveet

Briar Netvs Board of Control. Since college

Mary attended secretarial school and has been

part-time secretary to a camp director since

the completion of her course. The other lialf

of her time has been consumed with working

on Red Cross roll call, as a member of the

Red Cross Motor Corps, the Bronxville League

for Service and the New York Junior League.

Mary also served ably as Westchester district

chairman in the college campaign In 19+1.

Marian Coles Phinizy, '40, Augusta,

Georgia.

.A member of Q. V. In her Sophomore year,

Marlon continued to play an active part in

college affairs. She was a member of the

classical and Spanish clubs and the Camera
club, Tau Phi and the Sullivan award com-

mittee. She served too as business manager of

the Sweet Briar Nezis and the Briar Patch.

Since graduation Marion has been chairman

of a Civic Music .Association group—Women's
.Aux-Illary, Girls' Friendly Society leader, chair-

man of the Sunday School for Girls' Centre,

on the Board of Directors for Boys Club, and

a member of the Augusta Junior League.

Mary Patterson James, '41, Nev\'

York and Charlotte, North Car-

olina.

As song leader far her class throughout her

college career, Mary was the originator of

many an Innovation at step-singing. She was

House president of Grammer, vice-president

of Student Government and of Paint and

Patches, a member of Q. V., Tau Phi, Inter-

national Relations Club and the Briar Patch

staff. For four years she was a member of the

clioir and a great favorite In Paint and

Patches productions. She is studying this year

at the Neighborhood Play House School of

the Theatre making use of what her class-

mates call "a real dramatic gift and apt wit."

Respectfully submitted,

LvDIA PuRCELl. WiLMER, '2^, chaimtau

Margaret McVev, '18

Elizabeth Taylor Valentine, '23

Jane Riddle Thornton, '27

Norvell Rover Orgain, '3i)

Elizabeth Pinkfrton Scott, *36

Emory Gill, '40.

Note: Ballots will be mailed to all members of the Association one month preceding the elections.

Please keep this magazine for reference. Biographical sketches will not be printed on the ballots.

Tellers appointed: Jean Sprague and Jeanette Boone.

Bishop Tucker, President of Board

The Rt. Rev. Beverley D. Tucker of Cleveland,

Ohio, bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of Ohio, was

elected president of the Board of Directors of Sweet

Briar College on January twenty-ninth, replacing the

late Fergus Reid of Norfolk.

Mr. Archibald G. Robertson, a Richmond attorney,

was elected a member of the board at the same session.

Bishop Tucker, Mr. Gerhard Suhling and Mr. Allen

Cucullu of Lynchburg, and Mrs. Charles R. Burnett of

Richmond, were present at the meeting of directors.

Bishop Tucker was born in Warsaw, Virginia, in

1882, son of the Rt. Rev. Beverley Dandridge Tucker

and Anna Maria Tucker and in 1915 he was married

to Miss Eleanor Carson Lile of the University, who is

widely related and well-known in Lynchburg.

He was ordained priest in 1909 and served parishes in

Mecklenburg County, Charlottesville and Richmond, as

well as being on the facult\' of Virginia Theological Semi-

nary. He served as a chaplain during the first \W)rld War.

In addition to being a member of the Board of Sweet

Briar College, Bishop Tucker is a member of the Boards

of Trustees of Chatham Hall, Kenyon College and Lake

Erie College and a member of the Board of Visitors of

the University of Virginia.

College Calendar

FEBRUARY 19—APRIL 15, 1942

Feb'y 19—Freshman Honor Convocation.

20—French Plays.

22—National Symphony Orchestra.

27—Coolidge String Quartet with Frank Sheri-

dan, pianist.

28—Play Day with Randolph-.Macon and Hollins.

March 1—Chapel, Dr. Alexander C. Zabriskie, Dean,

Virginia Theological Seminar\-.

6—Stanley Chappie, Music Lecture—Dramatic

Aspect of Musical Form.

7—Student Dance Recital.

8—Dr. Archibald Black, First Congregational

Church, Montclair, New Jersey.

13-14—Paint and Patches, Dr. Faustus.

1
5—Chapel, Dr. Eugene Lyman, Sweet Briar.

20-30—Spring Vacation.

.April 1— Joint Concert—Harvard Symphony Orches-

tra, Duke University Glee Club and Sweet

Briar Glee Club.

12—Chapel, Dr. Bernard Iddings Bell, Provi-

dence, Rhode Island.

15-17—Y.^V.C.A. Sponsored conferences, \Ir. Leslie

Glenn, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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Current Admission Procedure

APPLICANTS and schools have been beseiging us

" with inquiries about the effect on our admission

requirements of the withdrawal of the traditional June

College Board examinations. The decision of the College

Board not to oft'er the usual essay-type examinations this

June was the result of the acceleration of the programs

of Harvard, Yale and Princeton: admission to summer

sessions must be determined before the results of the June

examinations could be reported. Following this action

nine women's colleges decided not to use the June exami-

nations, and the College Board withdrew the tests en-

tirely for this year. Announcements of these changes

have received considerable publicity, and friends of Sweet

Briar have wondered how the College would be affected.

The answer is less than we might expect. We shall have

the April College Board tests (an achievement examina-

tion and the Scholastic Aptitude Test), and Sweet Briar

is already quite familiar with these tests through using

them for scholarship award since 1937. In that year the

April tests were first offered and were frankly experi-

mental in character. They served Sweet Briar as schol-

arship measurements because they were offered in more

centers in the south and were better adapted to students in

high schools and progressive schools than were the June

examinations. At this time our experience with these April

examinations, which are of the short-answer type, gives us

confidence in using them as an admission measurement.

We have been interested to see to what extent Sweet

Briar has been using College Board examinations for

entrance. Once the trend was definitely upward ; of late

years it has been decreasing. More and more applicants

offered Board examinations through the ten years pre-

ceding 1936 to 1938, when the number remained rather

constant and represented about one-third of the entering

freshmen. In the last three years there has been a steep

drop. Our experience is in line with a general trend

away from the use of June subject-matter examinations.*

Perhaps, some say, the June College Board examinations

were doomed anyway, and the war has only hastened

their finish. There is considerable to be said in defense

of essay-type examinations, however, particularly in

English. This may be a period of transition which will

lead to the offering of a combination of essay and short-

answer examinations which will more fully serve public

school applicants in far-flung parts of our country.

Before any thought of withdrawal of the June exami-

nations had arisen, the principals of many private schools

had been asking for modifications in the use of these tests.

Under Plan B four examinations in addition to the Scho-

lastic Aptitude test were taken in June of the senior year

in secondary school. Under Plan C the four examinations

could be spread into two periods, at the end of the junior

and senior years. The schools asked that only three exam-

inations be required. A number of prominent women's

colleges agreed to this change and made announcement

of this action in catalogues which were published in the

past few months. Sweet Briar also has agreed to the plan

for three subject-matter examinations provided June tests

of this type are again offered by the College Board. We
are making no mention of this in the catalogue which

will appear in March because of the withdrawal of the

June examinations for this year.

This year Sweet Briar will move with a large number

of other colleges in coimting English as four units, chang-

ing the total required units from 15 to 16. This is a

change which many have long desired, yet the entrenched

custom of counting English as three units clung tenaci-

ously to colleges whose standards were respected widely.

This change in terminology will please many secondary

schools, which last year formally asked the women's col-

leges for a more logical method of counting English

entrance units.

More than a year ago we decided no longer to require

a definite pattern of entrance units, realizing that many
students of proved ability and achievement could not

obtain in their schools some of the subjects we should

like them to offer for admission, e.g., five units of foreign

language. After checking carefully our practice of recent

)ears in making exceptions for such students who pre-

sented credentials of superior quality, we decided to

recommend rather than to prescribe the content of 1

1

or 12 of the total 1 5 units. We continue to require a

higher standard of achievement and ability of applicants

who do not offer a third )'ear of mathematics or foreign

language. In this way we hope to maintain a wide selec-

tion of applicants without jeopardizing the quality of our

entrance standards. Admission requirements change

slowly in adaptation to changing procedure in secondary

schools. Our present arrangement, while not meeting

in full the requests from many schools, does provide a

flexible instrument which is being used with such wisdom

as comes with the years to the devoted and sometimes

harassed members of our Committee on Admission.

Bernice Drake Lill, Registrar.

*ColIege Entrance Examination Board. Forty-firsl Anvna] Report of the Executive Secretary, 1941, page 1.
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Given: Facts and Figures

By Martha von Briesen, '31

GIVE]
fort

IVEN: Eight hundred and

rty returned questidiinaires,

more or less completeh' filled <Hit.

To prove : To the satisfaction of

tlie eight hundred and forty senders,

and heaven knows how many other

alumnae, what their fellow Sweet

Briar alumnae are doing. Since only

tile graduates received the question-

naires, the term "alumnae" is here-

inafter restricted to them in this

article.

Any resemblance to a well-or-

dered geometry theorem, alive or

dead, ends sharply at that point.

Instead, there is a flurry of figures,

vagaries, blank spaces instead of

answers and facts galore. Eventu-

ally, the facts and figures taken from those questionnaires

resolve themselves into a kaleidoscopic view ... a photo-

montage newsreel ... of the interests and achievements

of 56 per cent of the 1,477 graduates of Sweet Briar.

Of all that group, one living graduate;, Mrs. \Viniam

T. Hodges (Annie Powell, '10) is listed in Who's Who,
and Mrs. H. E. Wood (Florence Dowden, '21) has

won the recognition of a listing in American Men of

Science. But these two distinguished women are by no

means the only Sweet Briar graduates who are doing

outstanding work in a particular field.

Since it is quite impossible to analyze the results ob-

tained from the questionnaires by individual classes for

this article, the alumnae have been divided into decades

for a brief comparison of their interests and achievements.

Only 116 young women were granted bachelor's

degrees in the classes of 1910 through 1920 and of that

group, 56 responded to the request for information.

Forty-four are married, and their children number 94.

.After "Present Position," S listed themselves as house-

wives, a similar number are actively engaged in business,

5 are teaching and the list includes a scientist, M.D.,

soci.il worker, librarian, secretary, and one recentlv

returned from China, where she served as a missionary

for a quarter of a ccnturv. Their husbanils are chiefly

engaged in business, but there are five engineers, 4 hold-

ing government jobs, 3 farmers, 3

lawyers, a naval officer, and a doc-

tor who is a medical missionary.

The classes from 1921 through

1930 numbered 547 graduates, 275

of whom answered questionnaires.

Two hundred and thirty-three are

married and they have 399 chil-

dren. By far the majority among
these graduates listed themselves as

housewives, although there are 1

7

teachers, 9 social workers, 2 law-

yers, 12 business-women, 9 secre-

taries, 5 librarians, one scientist, an

artist, a landscape architect and one

is a graduate student. By far the

greatest number of their husbands

are business-men ; 1 7 engineers, an

equal number of doctors and 16 lawyers; 14 engaged

in insurance, 11 teaciiers, 13 in some branch of the ser-

vice (as of October) and the remainder are farmers,

chemists, newspaper men or writers, clergymen, archi-

tects, government employees, etc.

In the third group, the classes from 1931 through

1941, there are 792 graduates, 509 of whom made some

response to the questions asked. Of this number, 302 are

married and they have 226 children. Most of them, too,

put down "housewife" for their present occupation, but

the numbers and percentages of those who arc teachers,

secretaries and business-women are considerably higher

than in the preceding group. The reason for that is

obvious, since the proportion of those who have sacrificed

their careers for marriage is less. Of the remainder, 10

are social workers, 2 are lawyers, 3 are newspaper re-

reporters, one is a practicing M.D., and several are

librarians, laboratory technicians or occupational thera-

pists, and 2 are directors of art galleries. At least 25

graduates of the last two classes are engaged in some

sort of study, ranging from secretarial to medical courses.

The husbands of graduates in this last group are chiefly

business-men, as in the other two groups, but the per-

centage of law\ers and doctors is considerably greater.

Likewise greater, quite naturally, is the number who are

in the service. Insurance men, teachers, farmers, engi-

Thc questionn.iire referred to in tiiis study \\;is mailed to all graduate alumnae in October, 1 941. Of 1,477 graduates only 840 returned

the requested information. This article does not include other information in the alumnae office, but refers to the results of this q\iestionnaire

alone.—Editor.
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iieers, scientists, newspapermen, clergymen, architects

and graduate students complete the roster of husbands'

occupations.

A great many who took the time to tell what they

wanted in their alumnae magazine (about half of whom
utterly disregarded what it already brings them!) said

they wanted to know more about the achievements of

outstanding alumnae, in academic and cultural fields.

So here are some names to add interest to the figures.

By far the largest number of outstanding alumnae

have gained distinction in the field of education. Mrs.

Hodges, for four years dean of women and professor of

English at William and Mary, has more recently been

head-mistress of Collegiate School in Richmond. Mrs.

Wood, who won her Ph.D. at Yale in 1925, taught

biology for two years at New York University and since

then she has collaborated with her husband, likewise a

professor of biology, by illustrating many of his publica-

tions. Mrs. Wood has taken part in nine summer ex-

peditions into the western states and parts of Canada in

search of fossil mammals and she has made studies in

Europe. Although she has a young son and calls herself

a housewife, Mrs. Wood admits that she does next to no

housekeeping, her days being spent largely on some

aspect of science. At present it is the cataloguing of some

800 Kodachromes made during last summer by her

husband.

Best known to most alumnae is Mrs. Ben Wailes,

(Bertha Pfister, '17), who has been on Sweet Briar's

faculty for many years. At present she is an assistant

professor of sociology, on sabbatical leave to complete

work for her Ph.D. Mrs. Wailes is a leader in the field

of rural welfare problems in Virginia. Others who
pursue their chosen fields of study as college teachers

include Mrs. Conrad Van Hyni'ng (Mary Whitehead,

'17), instructor in psychology at Sarah Lawrence;

Elizabeth Eggleston, '19, who taught English in several

different colleges and who has had poetry published in

several magazines; Dorothy Wallace, '20, assistant pro-

fessor of chemistry and physiology at Goucher; Catherine

Cook, '22, whose studies in psychology have led to her

position as head of the department of tests and measure-

ments, Maryland State Teachers College, since 1930;

Evelyn Lee Way, '25, assistant professor of Latin at the

University of Mississippi; Hilda Harpster, '27, assistant

professor of zoology, Michigan State Normal; Connie

Burwell, '34, assistant professor in philosophy at Queen's

College, Charlotte, N. C, and her classmate, Martha

Lou Lemmon, instructor in psychology and resident head

of a women's dormitory at Colorado College. Almost

as numerous as their fields of study are the universities

from which they received their masters and doctorate

degrees: Columbia, Virginia, New York School of Social

Work, Syracuse, Oxford, Illinois, Johns Hopkins, North

Carolina, Michigan, and Cornell.

Teaching in secondary schools occupies another con-

siderable group of alumnae. Mrs. E. K. Brown (Esther

Keller, '11) is head of the Latin department in the

Muncie High School, Muncie, Indiana; Louise Weisiger,

'15, has been assistant principal of Thomas JclTerson

High School, Richmond, since 1930; Jane Henderson,

'17, is the head-mistress of the lower school, St. Chris-

topher's School for Bo\s in Richmond; Marcia Patterson,

'32, who has been able to put Ph.D. after her name since

1941, teaches Latin and Spanish at the Barrington

School at Great Barrington, Mass., and Claudia De-

Wolf, '35, who took her Ph.D. in Spanish literature

three years later at Trinity College, Dublin, is head of

the Latin department at Foxcroft School. She is one of

35 in this country whose names have been submitted to

seven republics south of the border as exchange students.

Mrs. Earl R. Stott (F. Lorraine McCrillis, '24) for-

sook secondary school teaching in 1938 to be married.

She had taught history in high schools in New Jersey and

New York. Marriage and a family also served to part

Mrs. Harold C. Meeks (Almena Perkins, '25) from

an instructorship in English literature at Louisiana State

University. Jane Cunningham, '26, is teaching English

in a junior high school in Lynchburg and at the same

time is completing her research for a Ph.D. at Johns

Hopkins. Nar Warren Taylor, '27, who holds an M.A.
in education from Columbia, has been associate head-

mistress of Miss Hutchinson's school, Memphis, since

1938, while Athlein Benton, '29, is working towards

her doctorate in business education after two years as

head of the Business Department, University of North

Carolina. Teacher of English, St. Mary's School in

Raleigh, is Martha Jones' ('29) title, and Marjorie

Sturges, '30, is a teacher of Latin and French, hockey

and tennis coach, at Rye, N. Y. Equipped with a

master's degree in English, Mrs. Clinton A. Gerlach,

(Florence Roberta Cope, '35), is teaching at the Fessen-

den school. West Newton, Mass., and her classmate,

Anne Spiers, who holds a graduate degree from Colum-

bia, teaches French at Dwight School. Eleanor McLean
Rust, '35, who spent five years studying art at the Cor-

coran School, is teaching art at St. Mary's School, Peeks-

kill, N. Y. Adelaide Boze, '40, is head of the French

Department at Fairfax Hall Junior College, Waynes-

boro.

Frederica Bernhard, '24, has been a teacher in the

physical education department for women at the Uni-

versity of California at Berkeley since 1930 and she has

published three treatises on phases of her favorite hobby.
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fencing. Elizabeth Ogilby, '34, who has studied nrt at

the Corcoran school, teaches arts and crafts in a private

school in Chevy Chase.

Marietta Darsie, '26, visual education secretary for

the Cleveland Heights schools, has been collaborating

in making a color film on insects to be used in teaching

junior high school science, and Mrs. Foster Backus

(Pauline Payne, '27) is adjustment adviser and teacher

of Spanish in a Toledo high school. High school teachers,

too, arc Ellen Blake, '29, whose subject is English in

Granby High, Norfolk, and Lucile Cox, '36, teacher of

Latin and English, Amherst, Va.

Business and teaching have been combined by Mrs.

George Adelman (Sarah Miller, '35) who runs a kin-

dergarten and nursery school, and by Mary Pringle, '34,

who owns and runs the Pringle Nursery School in Pitts-

burgh, now in its sixth year, and the only school of its

kind in that city.

Decent in the Junior Education Department of the

Buffalo Museum of Science is the way Mary Reese

Tcmpleton, '35, describes her job as Science Guide,

which she has held since 1937.

Two alumnae have been teaching blind children.

Jane Martin, '33, taught at the New York School for

the Blind, and Joyce Hobart, '35, at the New York

Institute for the Education of the Blind. The latter,

in collaboration with two others, has written a series of

books to be used as a blind child's first reader. And,

although she long ago forswore her scientific career in

favor of matrimony, Mrs. A. K. Balls (Elizabeth Franke,

'13) must not be left out of this account. Mrs. Balls,

armed with her doctor's degree in biology and chemistry,

was an instructor in chemistry at Cornell University

Medical College, organized the laboratory of Boston

Psychopathic Hospital and published a half-dozen of her

findings in as many different scientific journals. As one

of the first two alumnae representatives on the Board of

Overseers, Mrs. Balls served Sweet Briar well from 1934

to 1940.

Quite logically, Mrs. Margaret Grant, '15, comes into

the picture at this point. She is now, and will be until

May, 1943, a representative on the Board of Overseers.

Mrs. Grant has combined her interest in music with her

studies in sociology; she has held numerous researcli

positions before and after acquiring her Ph.D. and since

1939 she has been executive secretary of the Berkshire

Music Center, Lenox, Massachusetts.

In the world of business many alumnae have also made

a place for themselves. Jean Stockdale, '16, has been

actuary for the retirement plan of the Union Oil Com-
pany of California since 1925. Insurance and real estate

occupy several others, including Marv Virginia Parker,

'II, an insurance agent and owner of a general agency

in Franklin, Va.; Rosannc Gilmorc, '19, who has been

an insurance underwriter in Cleveland since 1928; Anne
Benedict, '39, who is a fire underwriter with an insur-

ance company in Newark; Cornelia Murray Weller, '33,

who is president of G. R. Murray, Inc., an insurance and

real estate business in Princeton, which her husband

serves as treasurer, Loulie M. Wilson, '12, has had her

own business, furnished real estate, since 1924, and Mrs.

Henry Runyon (Margaret Green, '27) is a real estate

broker in Summit, N. J.

Mother of four and for the past ten years owner of a

dress shop are the occupations of Mrs. Henry Shepherd

(Elizabeth Green, '14), and for six years Mrs. M.
Osborne Jones (Helen Johnston, '20) has been manager

and part owner of a women's apparel shop in Richmond.

Mrs. M. H. Neiman (Helen Lamfrom, '13) has been

with her father in the men's clothing business in Fostoria,

Ohio, since her husband's death in the first World War.
Business also beckoned to Helen Osborn Gaus, '23,

who is loan teller in the State Industrial Bank, Columbus,

Ohio; to Mrs. Broadus Thompson (Jane Guignard,

'23), assistant to the treasurer, Guignard Brick Works,

Columbia, S. C; and to Maynette Rozelle Stephenson,

'21, consultant anad assistant manager of the Sonotone

Company in Kansas City, makers of hearing aids. Dog
kennel owner is Dorothy Andrews, '34, who raises and

exhibits pedigreed dogs professionally.

Outstanding among those alumnae who are connected

with publishing is Mrs. Robert W. Rogers (Rosemar\'

Frey, '34) who is director of the College Division, Cin-

cinnati Division of the American Book Company. By the

way, if 3'ou haven't read her absorbing article about

women in the publishing business in the October issue of

the Alumnae News, you've missed something good!

Mrs. John M. Lane, Jr. (Jane Bikic, '31) has for six-

years been editor of nursing, medical and elementary

social science texts with the F. A. Davis Company in

Philadelphia, Jean McKenney (now married and living

in Colombia, S. A.) and Jane Parker, classmates in '39,

are serving respectively as editorial assistant with Street

and Smith Publications and receptionist doing advertising

promotion work with the American Home Magazine

Corporation.

In the field of fine arts, Caroline Compton, '27, is the

only one who lists herself as a professional painter, with

portraits as her chief interest. In addition to her private

pursuit of her talent, she has been state director of the

W.P.A. Art Project in Mississippi, and her paintings have

been hung in numerous exhibitions throughout the coun-

try. Margaret Hall, '32, also continued her art studies

after she left Sweet Briar, in Washington and San Fran-
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cisco. Since 1940 sIil- has been director of the Wihning-

ton, N. C, Museum of Arts. At present the museum is

very actively engaged in recreational work at Camp Davis.

Special exhibits, lectures and classes are held for the sol-

diers and their wives. Somewhat similarly engaged is

Elizabeth Clark, '31, director of the Lynchburg Art

Gallery since the fall of 1940. Her graduate work in

art was carried on at Columbia. Kate Tappen Coe, '29,

studied for three years at the Roerich Art School and

textile designing at Columbia for a year, in addition to

other studies. Some of her drawings, watercolors and

designs have been printed in the Junior League Magazine

and in Public Health Nursing magazines. Eleanor

Duvall Spruill, '29, also studied for several years in

Boston and in Philadelphia and she sold several sets of

drawings and illustrations for children's stories before her

marriage.

A musical career is being purused by Elizabeth Craw-

ford, '35, who has appeared as soloist with several sym-

phony orchestras throughout the countrw She made a

concert tour in Mexico in the summer of 1940 and one

in this country in 1940-'41, sponsored by an assistant

conductor of the Metropolitan Opera, and will soon go

on tour with the Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra, Jose

Iturbi directing. Nancy Coe, '3
1 , has studied piano and

vocal music for some years, and since 1938 she has been

organist and choir leader at the Community Church of

Englewood, N. J. Katherine Emery, '28, has made a

name for herself on the stage. When she toured the

country as one of the leads in "The Children's Hour"

several years ago, her off-stage hours were largely spent

in chatting with other Briarites, judging by the numbers

who reported having gone backstage to see her.

Now in her third year of study at the Yale Drama
School is Mary Jeffery Welles, '39, whose special interest

is children's theater but who is also continmng her study

of singing and for two years she has been alto soloist in

the Bach Cantata Club of New Haven. In addition, she

has had some professional engagements.

Writing for money, and not just for fun, is the business

of quite a few of the alumnae these days. Kathryn Close,

'30, studied journalism at Columbia and is now assistant

editor of Survry Graphic, a recent issue of which carried

her article on refugees in an unnamed city of this country.

Her classmate, Mrs. Filmorc Norfleet (Elizabeth Cope-

land), was amusement editor of the Richmond News-

Lrnrler for eight years, during which time she also kept

up her interest in music and sang in several concerts.

Marie Klooz, '23, who is also working for her Ph.D. at

Columbia, is assistant editor of the Inter-Allied Rtvieiv.

She has been a feature writer for several papers and she

has done publicity work for various organizations iii the

field of international relations. Margaret Banister, '16,

has been director of Public Relations for Sweet Briar

since 1932. Lucy Marion Reaves, '25, is society editor

of the Arkansas Gazette, and Mrs. Taylor Palmer

(Helen Mathews, '30) has held the same position for six

years on the Charleston (W. Va.) Daily Mail. Mrs.

Carl Thoma (Evaline Edmands, '30) was in the news-

paper field for eleven years, first in the advertising depart-

ment and later as woman's editor and society editor on

the Saginaw Trihtine. More recent recruits to the

ranks of the fourth estate include Mary Moore Pancake,

'32, society editor of the Staunton, (Va.), News Leader;

Mary Thompson, '38, society editor of the Alabama

]ournal.

Lone landscape architect in the graduate ranks is

Elsetta Gilchrist, '27, graduate of the Smith College

School in Cambridge, who has been a member of the

firm of Champlin, Gilchrist and Kissack since 1933.

Together they have written a number of articles at the

request of two garden publications. Landscapist Gilchrist

has also used her training for Sweet Briar's benefit, for

she has planned and supervised all the landscape planting

at the college for the past few years. In her second year

of study at the Smith School is Elizabeth Barnes, '39,

who is also studying landscape architecture.

That "the Law is the true embodiment of everything

that's excellent" seems to be the opinion of six alumnae

who are full-fledged lawyers. Sadie Morris, '22, grad-

uate of New York University where she edited the Law
Review and served as judge of the Good Will Court;

Elizabeth Rountree, '26, (married since report was made

to George H. Kellerman and living in Honolulu), who
was on the editorial board of the Columbia Law Review

while she was studying there, has been on the legal staff

of a government office since 1935; Annie Perry Neal,

'29, whose Ll.B. was awarded by Wake Forest Law
School, has been an attorney with the Federal Communi-
cations Division in Washington since 1934; Mrs. Robert

E. ^Villis (Elizabeth Boone, '30) took her law degree

last year at George Washington University although she

has been, since 1936, a claims reviewer in the \Var

Department; the wife of a lawyer, Mrs. Fred Zengel,

(Marjorie Smith, '34) is a law graduate of Tulane

University where she became a member of the Order

of the Coif, a national honorary legal society, and since

1936 she has been a research assistant with the Louisiana

State Law Institute; Mrs. Thomas Corwin (Jane Col-

lins, '37) took her Ll.B. from George Washington Uni-

versity in June, 1940, was married the same month, and

has since been in the employ of the government.

Alumnae who have pursued careers as librarians come

next in this survey. Marianne Martin, '18, has long been
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interested in bringing cliildren and libraries together. Her
most recent piece of work has been as organizer of the

Rockingham County Library, N. C, which she now
serves as h'brarian. Elizabeth Cole, '21, took her master's

degree in chemistry, but since 1930 she has been the

h'brarian at Calco Chemical Division, American Cya-

namid Company and she is active in the science-tech-

nology group of the Special Libraries Association. Cath-

erine Shulenherger, '26, who holds an M.A. in English,

also has a degree in library science, and since 1934 she

has been reference librarian at Williamsport, Pa. Evelyn

Mullen, '31, has held library positions at the University

of North Carolina and at Wells College and for two

years before her temporary withdrawal from the field she

was librarian and assistant professor at Coker College.

Librarian for the Insurance Library Association of

Atlanta is Teresa Atkinson, '30, and Mary Carolina

Stokes, '36, is an assistant in the Public Library, Rock

Island, 111. Mary Del .McCaw, '23, is librarian at the

Lanier High School for Boys, Macon, Ga., and Mrs.

\\'infield Nichols (Ellen Brown, '23) is librarian and

instructor of English at the Caroline High School, Den-

ton, Md.
If you're looking for M.D.'s among the alumnae,

jou'll find only two in this report, who are in practice.

Margaretta Ribble, '13, is a medical graduate of Cornell

and for eight years she did psychiatric research work in

medical college in Paris. At present she specializes in

psychoanalysis in New York. Mrs. Lewis Littlepage,

whom her classmates of '32 recall as Eleanor Mattingly,

has hung out her shingle in Norfolk, where she is on the

staffs of several hospitals and a member of several clinics.

Her field is obstetrics. Incidentally, her husband is a

physician, too. Working to swell the number of women
doctors are two recent graduates, Lucy Jane Gregory,

'38, in her third )ear as a medical student at Duke, and

Helen Taylor, '40, a second-\ear medical stuilent at

Virginia.

While some of us are engaged in pleasant and pros-

l^erous rushings about (as one alumna aptly phrased it),

which make for light reading in the class news columns,

a considerable number of ahminac arc engaged in wrest-

ling with ]iroblcms of social welfare. Mrs. .Arnold Ewell

(Louise Hooper, '10) resumed her academic course and

took her master's degree in social work at \\'illiam .-uiil

.Mary a few \cars ago and she is now assistant supervisor,

Norfolk Social Service Bureau, Department of Piiblic

^^'elfare. Active in social work since her graduation,

Mrs. Stanley Hornbcck (Vivienne Barkalow, '18) com-

bines her duties as wife of the political advisor to the

State Department with her work in the Neighborhood

House in Washington. She is a member of the National

League of American Penwomen, liaving compiled a

research catalogue of the Welfare Agencies in Towns
in Missouri, Illinois and Arkansas, written several articles

for the Junior League Magazine, and acted as co-author

of The Mississippi Flood Disaster of 1927. For this

latter work she was especially honored by Mr. Hoover.

Vram 1929-1938 she served as Alumnae Secretary at

Sweet Briar and was president of the .American

Alumni Council in 1936-1937. Medical social work is

the special field of Mrs. Robert Clendening, (Alice

Earley, '22) and it has taken her to positions in different

parts of the country. Since 1939 she has been assistant

to the chief social worker. Institute for the Control of

Syphilis, Universit\ of Penns\lvania Hi)spital, Philadel-

phia. Another alumna who has a long and impressive

list of positions held is Mrs. Mary Chantler Hubbard,

'23. Records, statistics, research and data are quite

familiar to her. Currenth', she is a member of the staff

of the Research Bureau, Welfare Council of New York
City. The problems of maladjusted children have occu-

pied Helen Haseltine, '26, in Chicago for the most part.

She is a consultant on institutional care of delinquent

children. United States Children's Bureau. Psychiatric

social work at Queen's Hospital, Honolulu, was keeping

Martha Wood, '28, busy at the last report from her,

which was sometime before the war started. She is a

graduate of the Smith School for Social Work. Holder

of a teacher's and supervisor's certificate from the same

school is Mrs. Robert O. Davidson, (Alice Barber, '30)

who is a district superintendent with the Family Service

Bureau in Chicago. Katherine Perry, '31, gave up her

position as superintendent of county relief. Potter Count\',

Pa., in 1938, to become Mrs. H. A. Dorfeld. A medical

social worker with Children's Hospital, Boston, where she

has been since 1939, is the title and position held by

Emily Marsh, '34, who holds a certificate from the New
York School of Social Work. Ruth Gill Wickcns, '35,

whose husband is a psychiatric social worker, is a home-

finder with the Brooklyn Children's .Aid, and Mrs.

George Wenzel (Ruth Remon, '32), likewise holder

of an advanced degree in this field, is assistant executive

secretary, Washington Heart Association. Mrs. ^^^'lh'anl

Burleigh, Jr. (Anita Peters, '29) is a psycliiatric social

worker at Walter Reed Hospital, and her classmate,

Helen ^^'cit'/mann, is a placement interviewer at New
^ ork University where she is also working towards a

master's degree in psychology. Assistant Supervisor,

Pennsylvania Department of Public Assistance is Mar-

jorie Shepherd's ('26) title, and Anne Gochnauer, '29,

is N.^'.A. personnel officer for northern Virginia.

Considerably smaller is the group of alumnae who
have made progress in technology. Mrs. Frederick C.
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Aiulirseii (Kathcrinc Blount, '26) was a junior bacteri-

ologist with the New "^'orlc Department of Health for

three years preceding her marriage last summer. Shs was

engaged in special research in connection with pneumonia

virus. Nevil Crute, '33, studied medical technology at

Virginia and now heads the technical laboratory of two

physicians in Houston. Delia Tajlor, '34, whose M.A.

from Smith was in physics, has been in Washington since

1937, engaged in textile research work. Also interested

in textiles is Ruth Chartener, '38, who took a position as

textile chemist in New York after completing a two

year course in chemistry and dyeing at the Philadelphia

Textile School. Anne McRae, '32, who has an M.S.

from Johns Hopkins, spent five years as a laboratory

technician in a Shanghai hospital, served as a zoology in-

structor at Sweet Briar for one year, and is at present a

technician at Presbyterian Hospital, New York. Research

assistant in the Cancer Research Laboratory of Wisconsin

is the position which Anne Baker, '35, has held since

1939, when she completed her studies for her M.S. at

Wayne University, and Frances W. Pennypacker, '15,

is a technician at the Reichel Laboratory, after having

served 19 years as chief technician at the Memorial Hos-

pital, Wilmington, Delaware.

Occupational therapy also has its followers among the

alumnae. Jane Bender, '34, after gaining a certificate

from the Boston School of O. T., is now Occupational

Aide in charge of Pediatric Service, Bellevue Hospital,

New York, and Lucy Gore, '37, graduate of the Phila-

delphia School of O. T., is assistant occupational therapist

at Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston.

That should give you a rough idea of the variety of

work Sweet Briar alumnae are doing, but there are more

to mention! For example, there's Jeannette Boone, '27,

who is assistant to the Registrar at college and who has

twice been Acting Registrar in Mrs. Lill's absence. And

there's Wilhelmina Rankin, '30, who procured her M.A.

in education at New York University and since 1935 has

been secretary to a widely-known professional novelist

and short story writer in Florida. And Emma Riely, '30,

who has had a varied and interesting career since she left

Sweet Briar, including a year of secretarial work in the

American Embassy in Paris, two periods of study in

Grenoble and Paris, a year of secretarial work in Boston,

a year as hostess and manager of the alumnae club at

Foxcroft School, two years in Washington where she

worked for Paul V. McNutt in the Federal Security

Agency. She resigned to move back to Richmond, where

she is secretary to the State Board of Education.

An important part of a new venture is Harriet Gotten

Skinner, '33, who is in New York as executive secretary

of "Buy-Lines by Nancy Sasser," a weekly syndicated

column for national advertisers appearing in some 34

newspapers throughout the country. Even more closely

connected with selling is Ruth Kerr, '32, who has a

graduate degree from Simmons College in personnel and

merchandising work in stores, and who has been Co-

ordinator of Retail Selling for the City of Holyoke,

Massachusetts, since 1939. Jean Blount, '40, also has

a graduate degree from Simmons, and she is now assis-

tant buyer at Blount-Harvc\' Company, Greenville, N. C.

As of last October, Irene Vongclir Vincent, '40, was

secretary for the International Red Cross at Kweiyang,

China, and her classmate, Ruth Collins, was a nursery

school teacher in Honolulu. Isabel Olmstead, '37, is

radio program publicity supervisor, Compton Advertising,

Inc., in New York, while Mrs. Conrad Kinyoun (Mary

Craighill, '25) has been secretary to the Bishop of

Georgia since 1926 and treasurer of the Diocese of

Georgia since the following year.

Sweet Briar found its way into the National Archives

in the person of Mrs. Schuyler Livingston (Mary Walton

McCandlish, '34) who served as assistant archivist for

four years, and into the exhibition buildings of the Wil-

liamsburg restoration with Mrs. Finley Ferguson, Jr.

(Anna L. Redfern, '37) who is a hostess there.

Of particular interest is the work of two alumnae liv-

ing in England who took time to answer the question-

naire. Mrs. T. A. A. Hunter (Amy Williams, '25),

whose husband is a pediatrician now serving with the

British Army in the East, was forced by illness to give

up temporarily her work as director of the British Red

Cross Society at Plymouth. This is a volunteer job which

Mrs. Hunter has held since 1933. After gaining the

highest grade certificate in Air Raid Precautions at the

government school in 1939, she became a lecturer in

that ver\- important part of civilian defense. Mrs. Nor-

man V. Robinson, (Dorothy Job, '21) is head of the

biology department at Pembroke Dock County School,

Pembrokeshire, Wales, for the duration. She has also

been active in the Women's Voluntary Service, doing

canteen work and assisting refugees.

We now turn the spotlight to the mothers.

The largest family is that of Mrs. York Wilson (Min-

nie de Foix Long, '22) which numbers eight children,

ranging in age from 1 8 to 6 years of age. There are

several mothers-of-six, one of whom said she had nothing

to do but raise her six children but added that her interests

included "old-fashioned novels, or a quiet corpse in the

library with Scotland ^'ard at hand." That spirited

lady, if you are curious, is Mrs. Harry Howard Hem-
mings (Esther Cornwall Turk, '18), whose half-dozen

range from 16 down to less than a year. Quite a number

of alumnae listed four children, two or three have five.
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and there are quite a number of twins in the group but

it seems that the average family is two children. Several

alumnae mentioned with pride the fact that they have

become grandmothers.

What are the particular interests or hobbies of the

whole group? Everything imaginable . . . amateur

radio, building ship models, obstetrics, ranch life, refin-

ishing furniture, fishing, numismatics, mountain-climbing,

driving trotting horses, Chinese porcelains . . . anything

\ou might name, in fact. In larger and larger numbers

the alumnae indicate interest and activity along the lines

of community work, stimulated in many cases by Junior

League service, and the percentage of those who listed

sports or outdoor activities remains fairly constant

throughout all the classes between 1920 to 1941. Con-

stant, too, is the proportion of those interested in reading

or in collecting certain types of books, and of those who
are interested in some form of music, the theater, or

dancing. The greatest proportion of those who are fond

of gardening is in the earlier classes, diminishing notice-

ably after 1932. Church work, home and family were

the first interests mentioned by a great number of the

entire group, and a very considerable number is devoted

to the antique game, with interior decorating or collec-

tions of specialists as an accompanying side issue. Judging

by the members who indicated writing as a hobby, the

.Alumnae News should never again want for contribu-

tors, and if all the alumnae whose hobby is photography

made up a show of their prints, it could be an interesting

feature of alumnae activities at Commencement.

Education, children's activities, animals, travel (in the

past!), flowers, people, conversation, poetr\-, sketching,

wood-carving, politics, international affairs, social prob-

lems, cooking, sewing, designing clothes, handcrafts of

various kinds, Braille, farming and country life, . . .

all these and knitting, too, . . . came in for their share

of votes. One alumna whose list seemed to run the

gamut apparently has energy to devote to: "photography,

drama, electricity, mechanics and people." Never a dull

moment, certainly! If the interests mentioned arc pur-

sued with some intelligence, and apparently most of them

are, no one can sa\ that Sweet Briar did not open to her

graduates a world of interests to explore in their adult

lives. It is impossible to single out followers of unusual

interests in so large a group, but it would be too bad not

to mention Margaret Lovett, '27, Mary Jane Jones, '38,

and the two 1940 graduates, Hortcnse Powell and

Ramona Spurlock, who have learned to fiy.

This brings us d<iwn to the final question, "What do

you want most in \our .Alumnae Magazine?" To which

a good 50% replied in such fashion that "the impossible"

best sums it up, 25% offered some ideas but in general

approved of the job being done and apparently appre-

ciated the difficulties that lie behind it, and the other 25%
had no suggestions to make. If onl\' space permitted the

repetition of some of the criticisms and suggestions, good

and bad ! To those who are waiting to see in print this

very survey, I bow humbh', knowing that they probably

had hopes and expectations far different from the actual

result. As for those who say they want more news about

their own dear classmates, let them beware, lest they find

themselves in the shoes of the luckless class secretary,

whose pleas for news go unanswered except by a faithful

few! There are still, I blush to say it, alumnae who do

not realize : 1 . that there has been an Alumnae Fund

since 1933 and that there are no more "dues" as such;

2. that they receive only one issue of the Alumnae
News each year because they do not contribute to the

Alumnae Fund.

More gratifying, but not easy to satisfy, is the growing

number of requests for news of an academic nature,

specifically the intellectual achievements of outstanding

alumnae and stories about them. Even more difficult,

the requests for biographies of "not necessarily those who
have accomplished something 'important' which will

reflect glory to the college, but those whose lives are

interesting in any way at all." Doubtless the editor would

be glad to oblige, given the names of some who should

be included in such a group.

And another thing, photographs! It will be impossible

to run a picture section devoted to the glamor girls of '04

in their present surroundings (or, for that ni.itter, of any

class) until the Alumnae News is weighed down with

a fat endowment fund, proceeds of which are to be used

to pay for cuts. Call up an engraver and ask for his rate

scale for half-tones before you make Aour next contri-

bution to the .Alumnae Fund if it's pictures you're dying

to have.

.Add a note to the class secretaries: from far and wide,

and most insistent, came demands that class letters con-

tain less of the coyh' juvenile note, more emphasis on

facts of interest, and above all, that "Frisky" and

"Limipy" be abandoned in favor of Christian names and

surnames which are known to others outside of the

\sriter's own clique or class! Read your own last letter,

with those criticisms in mind, my colleagues . . . you

will doubtless squirm a bit.

This lesson endeth with the hope that more alimmae

ever mindful of Sweet Briar's needs, will adopt the spirit

which prompted one to write: "secretary to a wealthy

widow, who is alas! a \\issar graduate!"
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"The Quiet Life"

A COLLEGE professor, rusticating after a strenu-

ous academic \ear, was asked by her farmer-host

how many hours she taught. When she answered,

"F'ifteen," conscious of a heavy task faithfully discharged,

he said, "And we always thought teachei's had it easy.

WHiy, no farmer could work fifteen hours a day." If

one subtracts twelve or fifteen hours from the week's

total, the normal college program seems a small contri-

bution to the world's work. The classic view of a gentle

scholar emerging from the ivory tower of Academe to

impart carefully digested wisdom to receptive students is

an idyllic picture, remote from the life that is real and

earnest, but remote also from the lives led by some of the

Sweet Briar faculty. Alumnae of course know that every

class hour means other hours spent in preparation, con-

ferences, reading of papers, etc., but they are less likely

to realize how often even these academic tasks are inter-

spersed with activities away from the campus, which

spring directly from our work here, or from the interests

and training that made college teaching our chosen pro-

fession. Space is too short for a complete account of the

extra-curricular work of the current Sweet Briar faculty,

but a few illustrations culled from the annual question-

naire of the Committee on Faculty Research, and from

personal interviews with some of our more energetic

members, may serve to modify somewhat the idea of the

quiet life on a beautiful but isolated campus, which

arouses the envy of visiting lecturers.

Last year members of the faculty gave over fifty

speeches in Virginia, to men's clubs, women's clubs, youth

clubs. Rotary and Lions, D. A. R., A. A. U. W., P.-

T. A., Y . W. C. A., and other alphabetical associations.

Junior League, Christian Endeavor, Home Demonstra-

tion Clubs, and various academic and professional groups.

About half the faculty engaged in this speechmaking

activity. The subjects ranged from educational techniques

and scholarly discussions of our individual fields of re-

search, to current events, labor problems, plans for the

new world order, and practical advice about home and

local needs, to say nothing of sermons in churches and

in college chapels.

Among the professional organizations in the state,

members of the Sweet Briar stafT are active in such groups

as the Virginia Classical Association, the Lynchburg

branch of the Archaeological Institute of America, the

Virginia Dietetics Association, the Chemical Association,

the Student Health Association, the Virginia Social

Science Association, and others. Recently the college was

chosen as the meeting-place for the newly organized

Southeast Regional Section of College Teachers of Art,

and all the members of the Art Department participated

in the inaugural program.

Active interest in the non-academic problems of the

district has a long and notable histni-\- nt Sweet Briar.

The finest single example is well known to all Sweet

Briar alumnae through Miss Sparrow's annual convoca-

tions on the Amherst County Health Association, and has

been made possible not only by her devoted efforts, but

by cooperation and money contributions from students

and staff". It was begun in 1919 with a nucleus of un-

expended war relief funds, when the complete lack of

county public health service made epidemics a menace
both to permanent residents of the county and to the

college. The difficult task of educating the people to

accept professional medical and nursing care and hospital-

ization, of providing training for midwives, and making

possible the baby clinics which are such a valuable and

popular feature of Amherst County Day, were accom-

plished with rare tact and insight by the Association.

Now that the county nurse is no longer dependent on

the Association funds for her salary, she finds them a

valuable aid in providing for extra services that the public

grants do not cover. In 1920 Amherst County was listed

among the most backward counties in the state from the

point of view of public health; the work begun at Sweet

Briar did yeoman service in improving its status, and

prepared the way for the moie extensive services now
afforded by the state.

Members of the De|iartment of Sociology and Eco-

nomics are especially fitted In- their training as well as

by their interests to cooperate in the work of local and

state associations for social welfare, and in the actual

framing of state legislation in this field. Miss Beard, the

chairman of the department, is also chairman of the Merit

System Council of the State Department of Public Wel-

fare, which establishes the policies for personnel proce-

dure, gives examinations for the state civil service, and

acts as a board of appeals on examinations and appoint-

ments. The Personnel Committee at Sweet Briar thus

benefits by her practical experience, and the unusually

large number of students who are to take national civil

service examinations this spring will owe much to her

guidance. In the Committee on Child Welfare of the

Governor's Advisor\- Legislative Council in 1941, Miss

Beard worked on revision of the statutes for child wel-

fare, drawing up sixteen bills, which are now being passed

upon by the state legislature. Six have already been

enacted.
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Miss Beard and Miss Boone are both active in the

Virginia Commission on Interracial Cooperation, for

which Miss Boone made a study of Household Employ-

ment in Lynchburg, published by the Y. W. C. A. in

1937. Mrs. Wailes is a member of the Committee for

Popularization of Administrative Research, under the

Bureau of Public Administration. Both Miss Boone and

Mrs. ^Vailes belong to the Consulting Panel for Popu-

lation Study under the State Planning Board, sponsored

by the General Education Board. Miss Boone's studies

in the field of labor legislation and those of Mrs. Wailes

on the distribution of the Negro in Virginia show how

closely related participation in local projects may be to

scholarly research. Both are members of the Board of

the Virginia Consumer's League, and Miss Boone's study

of Lnhor Laivs of Tivelvfi Southern States, prepared in

connection with the League's legislative program, was

published bv the National Consumer's League in 1934.

In 1940 the Bureau of Public Administration of the

Univcrsit\' of Virginia published her Labor Lmvs of

V'lrgiina. It was fitting, therefore, that she was appointed

in Ma^, 1941, to the Women's Garment Industry Com-
mittee of the Wages and Hoiu's Division of the U. S.

Department of Labor.

Mrs. Wailes' keen interest in the welfare of her home

county led her into a wide range of activities that to most

of us would seem a fulltime job in themselves. She is

past president of the Federation of Home Demonstration

Club, and chairman of public relations for the federation,

which has a membership of about 22,000. She has given

many talks at Home Demonstration Club meetings, and

has conducted seminars for the leaders of local clubs, so

that they in tiu'n may teach their individual groups the

essential substance of the popular Sweet Briar seminar on

tlie Family. Mrs. Wailes was the first woman appointed

to the Virginia Federation Defense Coimcil. As chairman

of the committee on Education for Service, she enlisted

the aid of other members of the faculty for the important

project of local study of democracy in relation to the

current crisis. Miss Crawford gave nian\ talks last fall

to adult and \()uth clubs on dcmocrac\' and defense, and

with Miss Boone, Mr. Wengert, Mr. Cameron, and Mr.

Edwards, prepared stvidy kits on Democracy at Work in

Our CdtNDiiontx, which contain pamphlets, stud\" out-

lines and bibliographies for use by the local clubs.

Mrs. Brown, whose chief occupation is the nutrition

of the student body, was invited to the National Con-

ference on Nutrition in \Vashington, in May, 1941, at

which plans were made for the work of Home Demon-
stration agents and nutrition specialists throughout the

country. Since then she has served with the Virginia

Dietetics Association, which carries out these plans in the

state. She has also had a large part in the course on

nutrition given this year for the first time, in which Dr.

Rice, Miss Rogers, Miss Williams, Miss Hague, and Mrs.

Krassovsky all collaborated.

Latin American relations, so poorly understood by most

North Americans, have attracted the interest of several

of our number besides those who are teaching Spanish.

Miss Beard has given several talks on the topic, and made
it the basis for this year's program of the Virginia Council

of Administrative Women in Education, of which she is

president. At Sweet Briar itself a course in Latin .Amer-

ican history is to he introduced next year. Mr. Mnngia-

fico has organized a group of about twenty students as

the "Misiones pedagogicas panamericanas," including sev-

eral whose homes are in Latin America, who will present

programs in the high schools. (At present he is having

some difliculty with a few of the ^oung missionaries, who
\earn to present the rimiba as evidence of South Amei'-

ican folkways.)

A casual discussion in the summer of 1940 in which

Mr. Bennett, Mr. Edwards and others took part, led to

the formation at Amherst of the local chapter of the

Committee to Defend America by Aiding the Allies.

The chapter has grown greatly in numbei's, and has been

instrumental in founding parallel chapters in neighboring

districts. After various changes of name due to the chang-

ing course of the war, it is now a branch of "Citizens for

Victory." Miss Crawford, Mrs. Lill, Miss Rogers, and

Di'. Rollins have cooperated throughout with its cliair-

man. Judge Mecks, and the other loyal citizens who have

made it a useful focus of public opinion and individual

.iction, while man\' of us have a better acquaintance with

our neighbors through its monthU' meetings.

This is by no means a complete siu'vey of the cxtra-

cun-icular activities of the facult\'; those of the President

and the Dean would need an article apiece, and numerous

others have been left unmentioned. Yet such work is

alwa\s subordinate to the major task of education at

Sweet Briar. An up-to-date version of the ivor^ tower

should be constructed of plastics, T think, ]iowcrcd b\- a

il\namo, and mounted on wheels.

—Eva Matthews Sanjor/I.

G ive Your FORTUNES to Sweet Briar
The Librar\ needs all issues of Fortune magazine publis bed in 1941 except the .August number.

Please send \-our e xtra copi JS to the Mary Helen Cochran Libr.ir\, Sweet Briar, Virginia.



"There are No Islands any more"

There once was a time when people could

withdraw after college to a life of pure re-

search, to a snug little home built as a wed-

ding present, or even to a tropical island.

There are no islands any more. Priori-

ties get into laboratories—taxes and short-

ages have their way with housekeeping—

submarines and bombers use tropical

islands for bases—and selective service finds

all the good men no matter where they go.

Like it or not. die news is happening

to all of us today — in college and after

college. And it is only common sense to

understand what is happening and what is

oil the way to happen—so we can adjust our

lives and all the ways of our living to the

strange new world the news is making.

And that is why Time can be so contin-

uously useful to you in the months ahead.

For Time's only purpose is to keep intelli-

gent people well informed about the racing

torrent of today's news—which is a bigger

and more important job now than it has

ever been before.

TIME the Weekly Newsmagazine

$5 ior one year • 15< a copy • $8 for two years

330 EAST 22 STREET • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Class Notes

1911

class Secretary: Josephine Murray Joslin

(Mrs. J. Whitman, Jr.) 200 West Madison

Avenue, Johnstown, New York.

Fund Agent: Ruth Liovo, 40" Wiiithrop

Street, Toledo, Ohio.

1 have concluded that the 1011 "gals" are

all too busy with war work to find time to

send me any news for the magazine. I spe-

cially asked, on my cards, f<ir their defense

activities but received no replies whatever.

A short note from Esther Keller Brown at

Christmas time told me of her daughter's mar-

riage in South America and her concern about

hearing from her on account of the very strict

censorship. Anne Marie went to South Amer-

ica a few years ago on a college exchange

scholarship and had chosen to live there per-

manently.

My daughter, Mary Miller, has a secretarial

p()sition with the General Electric Company at

Schenectady, New ^'ork, their most important

plant for defense work in the country. My
comfortable feeling that she is a girl instead

of a boy has been somew hat upset when I

think of the .Anti--A,ircraft guns on the tops ot

the buildings and the hundreds of soldiers and

guards around the place.

I know the nineteen eleveners are all doing

their part in the great work which confronts

us today. The best of luck and good wishes to

you all.

1912

Class Secretary: Lolm.ie M. Wilson, 114 West
114th Street, New York, New York.

FiiTid Agent: Elsie Zaegel Thomas (Mrs. I.

C.) 200 Euclid Avenue, Sheboygan, Wisconsin.

Ruth Gibson Venning writes from Greens-

boro, North Carolina, "My son. Dr. W. L.

\'enning, was married in June to Dr. Laura

Ross and my daughter, Virginia, was married

November first to Mr. F. Abbott Whitney of

Greensboro, and they are now living in Chat-

ham, New Jersey. My son and his wife are

living in Durham. She is the doctor on the

girls' campus (Duke) and Bill is tinisliing his

third \ea?' of iiiterii'^hip at Duke."

1915

Class Secretary: Frances W. Pennvpackkr,
>I7 Main Street, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania.

Fund Agent:

This winter I ha\ e been too busy to send

out any cards, so 1 will iiave to fall back on

Christmas cards for the news in this letter

—

Mot tliat there was much news on my cards, but

at least I know that tliese few old Hriarltes are

in the land ol the living.

Anne Schutte Nolt was very busy trying to

combine collecting for the Red Cross with

w rapping Christmas presents.

Ruth Core Netf sent me a picture of herself,

husband and children grouped about their fire-

place. Jean, Ruth Ellen and Arthur, Jr., are

three most attr.ictive looking youngsters, and

Ruth does not seem to have aged any since

she was at Sweet Briar.

Margaret Lew Is Thon^psmi writes from
Idaho that she enjoyed the \^>x Pop program
from Sweet Briar. So did I, .ind I was par-

ticularly pleased that two of the girls inter-

viewed were daughters of "old girls" of our

era. Betty Weems is the daughter of Mathllde

Booth, and Dale Bogert is the daughter ot

Delia Lindsay.

Margaret Grant's daughter, Leslie, was mar-

ried last June to Leslie Cole Bigelow. Mar-

garet writes that her son-in-law will probably

he In the army soon.

Margaret Brooke is expecting to get her

A.B. degree by February and then hopes to

iind a job In or near Washlngtcui and li\c in

Sandy Spring, M.iryland.

From Claire Erck Fletcher and Harriet

Evans Wyckuff came greetings but no news.

Fay Abraham Pethick writes that her son,

Dick, has a job with the Pratt Whitney Exper-

imental Laboratory and is taking some aero-

nautical engineering work at Connecticut State

College. Sylvia Pethick Maltby, ex '41, >s liv-

ing In Wallingford, Connecticut and her sister,

Bunny, ex '39, who was married last May to

Roger Wolcott Robinson, is staying with her

mother In Durham while Roger is In Quantlco.

Faye's husband Is on the Duke Hospital bus-

iness staff.

Christmas greetings from Dr. Mary K. Ben-

edict came from a new address—548 Orange

Street, New Haven, Connecticut.

Miss Ruth Howland says that she and Miss

Hull are busy knitting and mending old clothes

for Bundles for Britain.

Since my last letter 1 have taken a job as

Bacteriologist at the Reichel Laboratories, Klm-

berton, Pennsylvania. Our work Is the pro-

cessing of plasma from the blood which the

Red Cross is collecting. We freeze and dry

the plasma to be used for the Army and Navy.

As the laboratory is only four miles from

Phoenixville, I live at home and drive back

and forth in a 1934 Chevrolet convertible

coupe. We are working hard but it is In a

good cause.

I would love to hear from many of you

before the April issue of the Alumnae News.

If you write now while the inspiration Is upon

you, I will carefully file your news for the

next Issue.

1916

Chns Secretary: Felicia Patton, Catlcttsburg,

Kentucky.

Fund Agent: Mrs. R. E. Christl^n (Ellen

I l<iw Ison ) Deerfield, Virginia.

'I'o those from whom I ijuote below for

news of M6, I am Indeed most grateful. The
role of class secretary I find increasingly ar-

duous since one cannot hnvind a victim face

to face, and a letter or post card Is often fruit-

less, but thanks to EUlen, L(niise, Mary and

Estelle we can rate a bit of space this Issue.

Ellen HowisoM Clirisllan writes from her

farm in Deerfield, Virginia that in the country

now things are very quiet except for the excite-

ment of sending an "Army Flash" whenever

a plane goes over. She Is still deeply interested

in dog training and reports the best year yet

as their dogs placed twenty-six times at field

trials during the fall In Maryland, Pennsyl-

vania, Delaware and New York. She Is already

planning a heavy farm program and much
canning. Sounds like the same energetic Ellen

of Sweet Briar davs.

We hear from Louise Bennett Lord that

she, like all of us, is deep in war work and is

taking a First Aid Instructor's course and

expects to start teaching. She is also an Air

Raid Warden. Her oldest son, Bennett, has

enlisted In the Navy but is permitted to finish

at Princeton a year from February.

Mary Pennypacker Davis' two sons are at

St. Andrews this year, and she is busy helping

her husband work out plans for their summer

camp for boys In Cimnecticut and taking care

of the secretarial work. Her recent letter told

of hearing fr.mi Dorys McConnell Faile, who

is living on a beautiful farm outside of West-

port, Connecticut. Both Dorys and her husband

have been very 111 In a hospital for several

months.

I was delighted to have news from Estella

McFarland Fox, who finished at Smith after

leaving Sweet Briar. She is living in Rome,

New York and before her marriage had a

private school there. Now, she has golf, a

garden and early American glass as her hobbies.

Here's hoping someone else will feel the urge

to write In for the next issue.

From the alumnae office we hear that Ban

(Margaret Banister) is on leave from her

duties at Sweet Briar and wintering on a

ranch, El Porvenir Lodge, El Porvenir, New
Mexico. Pictures of Ban in blue jeans, plaid

shirt and Mexican hat were much admired

when she returned to Washington for the

holidays.

1923

Class Secretary: Mrs. Broadus Thompson

(Jane Gulgnard) P.O. Box 480, Columbia,

South Carolina.

Fund Agents: Mrs. Clark L. Bassett (Ger-

trude Geer) 17166 Wildemere, Detroit, Michi-

gan. Mrs. Robert J. Dow ling (Lorna Weber)

1949 Staunton Road, Cleveland, Ohio.

Have you heard that we have a new class

baby: John Peyton McGuIre Boyd greeted the

New Year like one of those fat cherubs which

adorn magazine covers at that season. This is

Richie's third son, you know, and a baby Is

really big news in 1923 circles these days.

Kit Land has a very lovely new house In a

Richmond suburb and even without having

seen It I can safely report that its furnishings

and decorative scheme are flawless. I have

heard Indirectly that Lydia and Fred Wllmcr

are also building . . . perhaps have now fin-

ished building, but I have no details to give

you. The Broadus Thompsons consider them-

selves most fortunate in having completed

their new house before priorities struck heavily.

We are also very lucky to have a charming

woodland setting and surrounding old gardens

which will make the place worth seeing when

spring comes. And already it is just around

the corner here, with the early jasmine in

bloom and bulbs well up everywhere and a

great deal of lively bird-song in the morning.

Come to see us, any of you wh<t come this

w.iy.

A brief visit from Helen McMahon and

Dan Boone who were in Columbia for the

.\lumnae Secretaries Association meeting was

a highlight of early December. It was grand

to see the girls and to talk about Sweet Briar

which I continue to miss deeply.
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ChristiiKis bruuglit nie a note from LaVern

who is still Jiving in Arlington while Al is

still on duty in Washington. Rut of course

they cannot tell when he may be uidered else-

where and the war inevitably comes closest to

those in the regular service. I also had a nice

letter from Margaret Burwell Graves at this

time in which she told me of a good deal of

sickness in her family including a serious oper-

ation for herself which laid her up for several

months, but this is fortunately in the past now.

Lorna Dowling is deservedly proud of her

Robby, who has won a scholarship to the Uni-

versity School for Roys in Cleveland, the only

such award given for the middle school grades

and a much coveted honor. Gertrude Geer

Bassett who acted as Class Agent this fall tells

me a little of her very active life in which she

has added to the raising of four boys some

sculptering, painting, gardening, campaigning

and now, no doubt, war work, too.

All over the country you girls are no doubt

attending First Aid and Home Nursing classes,

motor corp-ing, knitting and sewing and talk-

ing about air raids. Well, maybe in Illinois

and Iowa and Nebraska you aren't contem-

plating air raids as those of us in the coastal

defense areas are being urged to. It seems

like another world from the one we enjoyed

in those years at Sweet Briar, so carefree and

secure and unlimited in opportunity ... we

thought. This Is a time now to hold to old

friendships and happy associations, so write to

me sometime, more of you.

1924

Class Secretary: Kathryn Klump McGuirk

(Mrs. Frederick T., Jr.) 3707 Daleford Road,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Eleanor Harnkd Arp (Mrs.

Louis Croft) 1525 Twenty-ninth Street.

Mollne, Illinois.

I haven't heard from many of you but I'm

sure most of you must be doing new and Im-

portant jobs due to the war.

First of all a number of people have written

inijuiring about Gwendolyn's death. It does

seem Impossible for anyone as vital and alive

as she to be gone. Frances Barry Wood, ex

'26, and Doris Rallard Roberts wrote me about

it. It seems Gwen had been suffering with

asthma for several years. I know all of us wish

to extend our deepest sympathy to Jocelyn,

Mr. and Mrs. Watson and Gwen's husband.

Doris writes that Elizabeth Sutton Camp's

son is sixteen and nearly six feet tall while

lier own daughter is fifteen and taller than

Doris. She also says Alice Wells Hanley has

two boys, thirteen and fifteen. Alice had a

major operation early In the summer, but I

trust is fully recovered now and full of healtli.

Bern Hulburd Wain, who I think is the

"movingest" member of the class, moved five

days before Christmas to a house out in the

cnuntry. She Is busy taking a First Aid Course

and doing Motor Corps duty. I saw Bern here

one night last summer on her way east with

lier three boys. They are a handsome lot, I

can assure you. She saw Lorraine McCrlllls

Stott when she was In New York state.

Josephine Von Maur Crampton writes that

her family took a trip to Yellowstone last

summer.

Elsie Wood Von Maur Is the symphony
orchestra manager in Da\ enport. That must

be a terrific job, but I bet she Is doing a grand

job of it. El Harned Arp's eldest son Is having

liis first year aw ay from home at Shattuck

Military School. Phyllis Millinger Camp writes

that she spent the summer recuperating from

a major operatictn which was a bit complicated

by two lively children.

Had a grand newsy letter from Jean Grant

Taylor last summer. After slie came back from

Woods Hole where she was science chairman

of the Childrens School of Science, she had to

head the League of St. Andrews, an organiza-

tion of Church women. She also managed a

British War Relief Unit—not to mention

helping in a Cooperative Nursery School. Did

you know that Jean's sister Is secretary to tlie

new Dean?
Grace Merrick Twohy was up here last

summer as Jack came up for an operation.

He had quite a siege but is fine now. Grace

reported that she had been In Wilkes-Barre

and had stayed w^Ith Romayne Schooley Feren-

bach, ex '25. She also saw Dorene Rrow n

Humphrey and said she was on the top of the

world and prettier than ever. Grace also

stopped off in Bethlehem and had dinner with

Elizabeth Pape Mercur. Grace reports that

Paple Is a very ardent club woman.

I also had a note from Pape at Christmas

time. She is very busy taking First Aid Courses,

etc.—was sorry to hear her mother had been

quite ill last summer.

Don't know if I told you but Marlon Swan-

nell Wright's young son, Danny, and my off-

spring are kindergarten pals. Marion reports

that Dorothy Meyers Rixey is very busy with

church activities and Peggy Nelson Lloyd with

civic duties.

Thelma Jones Baum is now living in Bach-

elor's Hall, Virginia. I certainly am Intrigued

with that name. Sounds like a most interesting

place in which to live. I would like a report

from Thelma on it.

As for me, I manage to keep busy. I helped

direct a play for the Eldred Players this fall.

Being chairman of the monthly program com-

mittee necessitates whipping up a play, reading

some one-act plays or skits periodically—also

have to produce a monthly play-reading for

the Play House.

Had a nice weekend at the Greenbrier at

White Sulphur this Fall seeing how the other

half lives—purely business I can assure you

gals. I was sorely tempted to drive over to

show Sweet Briar to my husband.

I've been doing quite a bit of radio w ork

—a six week series for the Chamber of Com-

merce last summer, various kinds all Fall in-

cluding my first Commercials (meaning a pay

check). At the moment I am working on

Radio Publicity for the Blood Donor Service of

the Red Cross and working in the office one

day a week. In an effort to keep my health

good for Defense, I get a little relaxation from

the many various war activities. I keep at my
badminton four or five times a week. This

fall, Sarah Merrick Houriet and I with our

husbands went down to Akron for a tourna-

ment. Still am an assistant teacher of a music

appreciation class which is also a restful change

from other duties.

1925

Class Secretary: Laura Graham Hunter
(Mrs. Harold F.) 706 River Avenue, Rome,
Georgia.

Fund Agent: Mary Nadink Pope Phillip?

(Mrs. Carrington B.) 292+ Berkley Road,

Ardmore, Pennsylvania.

Am sorry to have no news of '25 for tlie

February issue. Just at the time I was pre-

paring to send out notices, I had to have an

emergency operation. Am fine now. Sorry

about the news. Will try to have "extra

special" letter next time.

1927

Class Sicre/iiry: Elsktta Gilchrist, 6515

York Road, Parma Heights, Cleveland, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Florence Shortau Poland
(Mrs. Addison B.) 34 Plymouth Road, Sum-

mit, New Jersey.

News comes of one of our long lost mem-
bers. Kay Voris is the wife of Major Rupert

D. Graves and has two daughters, Helen who
Is eight, and Lei Ian I, sixteen months old.

Marian Chaffee has changed positions. After

college she studied library work and for sev-

eral years was In the Swarthmore College

Library. For the past eight months she has

worked In the Philadelphia oflice of the British

War Relief and now has a position with the

Group Hospital Service of Wilmington. Let's

w Ish her luck in the new venture. Many of

you may not liave heard of the sudden death

last September of Marg Cramer's father and

wish to send her your sympathy. Marg now
has two children, Rllly three and a half and

Catherine just half that age. It was Marg's

letter that really inspired me to write for first

hand information on the real news item of

this column. As one spinster to you married

gals a marriage In our ranks when nigh fifteen

years out of college, Is an event. It gives me
great pleasure to announce the marriage of

Pauline Payne to Foster Bachus. Not knowing
how soon she may lose her husband to the

army Pauline Is keeping on with her job.

After years of v\ ork she has been advanced

to the post of Adjustment Advisor of Excep-

tional Children and hates to think of ever

having to give it up. Her husband Is one of

the field representatives for Owens Illinois

Glass which requires considerable traveling.

Pauline has spent several weeks with Madeline
and says that during the summer Mac, then a

Lieutenant Commander, In charge of Navy
recruiting In North and South Carolina, had

made a record, his section leading the natimi

In recruits. Kenneth Durham and Jo (Snow-

den) are building a delightful new home on

Lookout Mountain In Chattanooga. You re-

member the twins arri\ed just a year ago Nev\

Year's Day and the total is now four. Pauline

also saw Opie and Ruthie Aunspaugh in Ra-

leigh and reports all these pals to have de-

lightful husbands and offspring, and that the

years have di>ne wonders for all of them!

They are even more attractive than when at

S. B. ! What an interesting and inspiring re-

union this fifteenth of ours should be next

June, 1942. Seriously I hope many are plan-

ning now for ways and means of returning to

college for a few days. Remember If you have

the will there Is usually a way of getting there,

and the new day-coach Is a great help, ^'ou

will be astonished to find how comfortably

you can travel at half the cost. My Initiation

was on a Chicago trip this week to hear of

my professions activities in Camouflage. 1

saved enougii to buy four little pigs whicli

should make an extra half ton of pork to feed

some hungry mouths by next Fourth of July.

These are busy hectic days for all of us, our

families at home, and fathers, husbands, and
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brothers, in the armcii forces. I am putting my
house in order for next June, tiie usual office

\\ ork shdulJ be finished, spring crops planted

or planned on the farm, and my fingers will

be crossed against unforeseen demands on our

Civilian Defense Office. I will be back at Sweet

Briar for Commencement. I need those days at

a college which nestles In the hills of Vir-

ginia. I need to be re-assured of its existence,

ui its values and of its beauty. It represents

one of the ideals I'm fighting to defend and I

know that I shall return home refreshed and

better able to cope with the problems of living

in a world at war. May many of you find it

possible to go back to tins, our Fifteenth Re-

union. Just think we were Seniors when an

aeroplane first spanned the Atlantic Ocean.

Shortle will remember as she made a bet with

my uncle up in Student Government suite as to

whether it could be done. An unknown flyer

had come in from the west while Byrd and

others awaited favorable weather for the cross-

ing. The Spirit of St. Louis took off and my
uncle left for home. He wired us the news of

the landing in Paris as it was relayed to him

by an excited Ohio River bridge tender. Many
momentous events have taken place since and

should pro\ e interesting topics for conversa-

tion at a fifteenth reunion. Here's hoping to

see you.

1928

Class Secretary. Virginia Van Winkle Mor-
ijDGE (Mrs. John B., Jr.) 107 W. Orchard

Road, Fort Mitchell, Covington, Ky.

Fund Ageul: Elizabeth Jov Porter (Mrs.

David) 94H Central Park Avenue, Evanston,

Illinois.

This time I have news from as far oflf as

Chile! The letter was passed on to me from

the Alumnae Office. Grace Sunderland Kam-

writes from Santiago:

"My husband Is here as Assistant Military

Attache. Santiago is an interesting place to

live. It seems a million miles from all the

things we know, encircled as it Is by snow-

capped mountains.

"I have run into Margaret Green, ex '29

here. She has been living here studying Span-

ish, skiing, and doing a good job of being a

'Good Neighbor.' I find I could be a much

better 'Good Neighbor' if I could only speak

Spanish, however, I hope lliat will come witli

lime.

"Before leaving the States I saw Sarah

Dance Krook who now has a son as well as a

daughter. She and her family were just about

ti) move to Houston, Texas. I also saw Amelia

Woodward '29. She Is now living in Dairen,

Connecticut." Thank you, Grace, for yoiu" in-

teresting letter.

I hear that Katherine liriglubill Blitz has

adopted a fine little girl. M.iry Lim, who Is

seven years old.

Marguerite Hodnett Nk Daniel and her

family moved to Pensacola last summer. Dr.

McDaniel Is in special service with the Naval

Reserve Corps for the duration.

I had an awfully nice letter from Libby

Robins Foster before Christmas. Lihbv lives on
a farm at The Plains, Virginia, and works in

a bank under her husband. She says: "It's a

country bank and we do everything but tend

the furnace, and we do that when the winds
blow. I've just had the job, the only one I've

ever had, for a year and a half, so I have an

awful lot of enthusiasm about it. I've had to

give up most of my outside daytime activities,

hut I don't seem to mind very nnich."

I hear from Mary Huntington Harrison '.^U,

that Marlon Sumner Beadle has been reported

safe in Honolulu since the .ittack of December
7th.

We had a grand reunion with Bettle Harms
Slaughter and her husband in November. I

wish to report that Bettie is even more beauti-

ful than in Sweet Briar days.

Anne Beth Price Clark wrote at Christmas
time that she and Harold had planned to spend
his second sabbatical leave in South America.
Now since the war has started, their plans for

the late winter and spring are uncert-iin. And
whose aren't?

Mary Lee Glazier's daughter, Debbie, gave
her family an awful scare a few weeks ago.
The young lady swallowed a hobby pin ! How-
ever, all is well now.
And that's the news from here!

1929

Class Secrelary: Sara Callison Jamison (Mrs.
John R.) 616 Ridgewood Drive, West Lafay-
ette, Indiana.

Futiii Agenf. Meredith Ferguson Smvthe
(Mrs. Frederick J.) 1701 Cowling Avenue.
Louisville, Kentucky.

In this issue I shall honor you with the

efforts of my pen instead of casting about
for help. You almost heard from Jo Tatman
Mason but when I last saw her, I hadn't the

nerve to ask her. She and Mace were in the

throes of traveling with their three children

from Connersville to Des Moines.
They arrived in Lafayette at noon in time

to feed the baby. I was leaping about doing
my household chores—a vision of loveliness.

Determined not to relax on the reputation of

Lafayette hospitality, I conjured up several

sandwiches for the children. For Jo and Mace,
I ordered barbecues and hamburgers from

—

of all places—The Purdude Ranche! If any
of you plan to stop with Jamie and me, don't

say you weren't forewarned! At any rate, the

conversation left nothing to be desired. We
had a wonderful time trying to get a year's

events into an hour's time. Jo and Mace look

marvelous and their children are adorable.

.A Christmas card came from Virginia Lee
Clinch, who is now composing popular songs

.md lyrics. She says she has recel\ ed encour-

agement in recent auditions. We'll be listen-

ing! Late in November Whiz Proctor paid us

a visit. It was the first time she had been here

In seven years and you can well Imagine tiie

tongue-wagging. When we parted after five

days together, we were literally gasping for

breath .ind hadn't even gotten a good start.

My children fell in love with her and have

talked of lier ever since. Instead of partying

during Whiz's visit, we sat every evening
comparing crow's feet around the eyes and

^ray hair. Does that strike a note in any of

Vfpur reunions?

Shortly after the new s went in for the

October issue, I recei\ ed a card from Nan
Torian Owens. In her «>wn words, "I must

lell you how smart I am in my old age ' I

have a daughter, Sarali Owens, born September

fifteenth."

Eleanor Duval! Sprulll, who li\es In Athens

near Nan, also has a daughter, born May
twenty-seventh, named Eleanor, and Lisa

Guigon Shinberger has a daughter, Adelaide,

born last spring in Richmond.

From .Anita Peters Burleigh came the news
that she was sailing for Honolulu In Novem-
ber. She was to meet her husband who was

flying from the middle East. They were to

visit In Hawaii for a while and then; return

to San Francisco. Has anyone heard from

.Anita since December?

We have word from Jean Buchanan Bing-

ham who writes, "Those school days seem long

ago tu me—having been a working girl for

fourteen years—married for eight years, and

the fond mother of a son six years old and a

daughter, three years old. Years—Years!"

.Apparently Jean is on the staff of Cue mag-

azine as is indicated by her stationery.

Belle wrote that .Anne Brent Wynn was in

Chicago recently. They had a nice visit and

Belle says that Anne is as attractive as ever.

We want to thank all of you who sent in

news. I wish there was something we could

do to encourage more of you to write. Now
about that penny postal you'\e been thinking

you'd write?

1930

Class Secretary: Mary Macdonald Reynold?

(Mrs. Jasper A.) 1503 Duncan Avenue, Chat-

tanooga, Tennessee.

Fund Agent: Gwendolyn Olcott Writer

(Mrs. George, Jr.) 21 Fifth Avenue, Nyack,

New York.

Lead-ofT girl this time is Carolyn Martin-

dale Blouin who has a daughter born Novem-

ber 2Sth. That makes two children and a dog

named Corky for the former Miss Martindale.

Well done, Martindale, as Miss Rogers would

say. Not one to dwell on her own doings over-

much, Carolyn is the source of a lot of news

about a lot of other people. Lucy Shirley Otis,

for instance. Lucy lives In Merlon, Pennsyl-

vania. While taking a first aid course Lucy

ran smack into Patsy Jones Muldaur, engaged

in the same work. Palsy, as beautiful in her

old age as in her youth, has a son seven and

a daughter three. Mary Huntington Harrison

has another daughter and Agnes Sproul a son,

born in July. The Blouins, to get back to

them, have bought a house from which you

can see the Empire Slate on a clear day.

I had the most flattering letter from Gladys.

She sounded so heartbroken over missing me
in New York, that I felt as if I ought to rush

right back just to make her feel better. Of

course, she may have been trying to be polite

but I always try to think the best of myself

and swallowed her letter whole. Gladys's chil-

dren arc eight and three now. She said that

Florence had moved to Cincinnati to live.

(Uadys sees Kairyne now and then and re-

ports that Katryne took a trailer trip last sum-

mer, complete with Inisband and children and

on her travels saw Merry Curtis.

A long discourse came from the May Queen,

a discourse which I treasured inordinately as ii

was the first one from her in a lt>ng lime.

.Apparently I didn't treasure it enough for I*ve

lost it and can't remember what she said. It

seems she went somewhere and saw somebody,

I think it was Jo and Stephen Stubbs. Maybe
I slu>uldn*« have mentioned it if I can*t get it

straight, but I thought I'd make up to her by

gi\ing her some notoriety.

La Belle Prentis has some fancy new air

mall stationer)*. She had the effrontery to write

to me on it and it looked so urgent that I

thought she was getting ready to refugee in

the Tennessee mountains and wanted me to
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put hfi- up. However she \\;is only showing

off her paper. She reported a contact with the

Stubbs family in New York and gave glow-

ing reports of our Jo. Evidently Time has

dealt kindly with Jo, too. And the Stubbses

have a son, named Townsend. Lindsay also

has been traveling. She went to Detroit and

saw Serena who has two children, both well-

behaved. That is more than can be said for

their mother in her college days.

Norvell reports a busy life with her two

children, a life full of broken bones, which

says, Mrs. Orgain, gives her "never a dull

moment".
In case anybody wants to hear about Jasper,

he goes to kindergarten now. From his ac-

counts of school life he does nothing but eat

and sleep, and learn poetry of the purple cow

variety. I think he is undoubtedly the brightest

child in his class, though that is just what I

think. I'm beginning to sound like Edna Lee

talking about her twins so I'd better stop.

1931

Class Secreiary: Martha von Briesen, 4436

North Stowell Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Fund Age7it: Martha McBroom Shipman

(Mrs. Frank L.) 320 West Franklin Street,

Troy. Ohio.

Mindful of the criticisms concerning the

tone of the class letters, which were made by

the graduates who returned last October's

questionnaires, I am constrained to watch my

step closely in order to refrain from the trivial,

the banal, the juvenile note! It won't be very

hard this month because I have hardly any-

thing to say.

William Gurney is the name which Mr.

and Mrs. H. .\. Dorfeld (Sally Perry, to you)

gave their son, who arrived on November 10,

last. Fauber also has a new son, her second,

according to reports, but I don't know his

name or his birth date.

Nancy Worthington writes that Ruth Schott

McGuire, who was in our class for 2 years,

came all the way from Leavenworth, Kansas,

recently to spend a few days resting and

getting re-acquainted with Sweet Briar, while

her husband stayed on the job to take care of

their two children.

Jo Gibbs DuBois' Christmas card had a

photograph of her enchanting looking son,

Jack, two years old and ready to have his

first tricycle. Jo is still doing social work. She

says Perry Whittaker Scott's son is over a

year old.

When I heard from Nat Roberts Foster at

Christmas, she and her husband were ready

to go into the service the minute the call

came, with pictures down and dishes packed

away. I suppose a good many more of you

have been living in expectation for some time,

and doubtless others of you have already made
important changes in your lives because your

husbands have entered the service. Don't for-

get to let me know where you are, please!

Jean Ploehn Kaufmann and her husband

bought an old house last summer and had lots

of fun remodeling it before they and their

son and daughter moved in. It seems they are

more or less in the country, at least they have

more than an acre of land, and they are look-

ing forward to a busy summer of gardening
and canning.

The Reas (Ginny Cooke) have also moved
into the 'Suburban regions of Marion, Ohio,

and Ginny says she gets plenty of exercise

doing all of her own work and keeping up

with her very active daughter and a very

active springer spaniel puppy. She is also

working with a canteen unit which feeds

troops going through Marion.

What arc the rest of you doing, and I don't

mean knitting, to serve your country and your

community? Do let me know so that I can

have something to bolster up this sagging

column next time.

1933

Class Secretary: Frances H. Atkinson, 1 77

State Street, Boston, Massachusetts.

Fund Agent: Gerry Mallorv, 169 East

Clinton Avenue, Tenafly, New Jersey.

A great deal of credit is due Gerry Mallory

for her great expenditure of time, energies,

and certainly the more tangible factor of cost

of her series of eye-catching, conscience-smit-

ing postal cards which she sent each of us in

the Class of '33 last November in an appeal

for contributions to the Sweet Briar Alumnae

Fund. I am sure that the final contributions

are from a larger percentage of our class than

is shown in the October issue of the Alumnae
News.

News from Gerry, received near the middle

of October, goes like this: "My summer was

one of the best ever—mostly spent on the

tennis courts of many different clubs in the

circuit—mixed in with a bit of dancing, party-

ing, etc. Hetty Wells Finn leaves for Phoenix,

Arizona on the fifteenth of October—at least

that was the latest report when I phoned last

week. I am awfully pleased to report that Fred

is doing nicely. Enna Frances Brown was in

town about three weeks ago. Had a long

luncheon hour with her."

From Hetty Wells Finn: "We are settled

now in this nice cactus country (of Phoenix,

Arizona) in a new little house and fully

equipped with sun glasses. Necessary things,

for the sunshine is terrific—very constant, very

strong, and truly magnificent. We shall be here

for the winter anyway, returning to Shore-

ham in the springtime. I think Gerry has

written you that my husband found he had

pulmonary tuberculosis. He has been in bed

since March now, but is doing very well and

is allowed up two hours a day. However, no

great loss but some small gain—he has been

able to make the acquaintance of his children,

which his internship had nut allowed, and he

has discovered quite an amazing talent for

sculpture! He models things in plasticene first

—portrait heads and small figures, then has

them cast in plaster, and I am so proud of

him I could burst! It has been a life saver in

his enforced inactivity, for one cannot read

all of the time, and besides, it will furnish him
with a very satisfying hobby in the future, if

he ever again has time for it. He will not be

able to go back to the hospital for another

year, but lime goes by very quickly.

"The children are progressing delightfully.

Jim is not quite four yet; Virginia a year and

a half, and both most satisfactory. Jim has

taken horseback riding lessons and can almost

post by himself. Virginia is a merry child with

very beguiling ways."

I am covered with confusion to report that

Mag Austin Johnson replied in fine fashion to

my request for news for the June Issue, and

that only recently did I come across her letter.

And to punish me thoroughly, the January

letter which I sent her was returned to me:

Not at address given in New York City. As

of June—"Life has been too hectic for me
lately—so my desk work has suffered badly.

I haven't gone into ambulance ser\'Ice in Eng-

land nor risen to buyer for Bergdorf Good-

man, nor startled the art world with a super

masterpiece. Just been hunting up prospective

Endowment Fund contributors in the highways

and by-ways of New York, trailing through all

the shops with indefatigable house guests, and

enjoying my very satisfactory family. One
husband and one little girl, aged eleven

months. Peg is a most engaging extrovert with

real curls. After October first, I don't know-

where I'll be. Perhaps Chattanooga, where Joe

will practise medicine. (Ed. 119 East Eighty-

Fourth Street, New York City).

From Atlanta, Georgia comes news of Mil-

dred Redmond. "November 1940 I went up

to New Jersey to see Margaret Ross Ellice

and welcome In the new addition. Miss Parry

Ellice, and pardon If I brag about the room-

mate's baby, but she really is adorable. In the

search primarily of a career, I stopped off In

Atlanta and was given a job right away in the

Davison-Paxan Company, an affiliate of R. H.

Macy. I am now assistant buyer for the cur-

tain, drapery, and interior decorating depart-

ments. I really love It, and It keeps me busy

seeing that sales are launched successfully and

all decorating jobs, upholstery and draperies

turn out perfectly."

Lois Foster Moore writes: "My news is nil,

except for a little work at the Union Jack

Club (for British Seamen) in New York. Ruth
Davies Young now lives in Evanston, Illinois,

and is very busy with the Nurses' Aide Course.

Mabel Hickman FlaJtz has just moved from
Shreveport to Houston and bought a new house

w htch sounds lovely."

Charlotte Tamblyn Tufts writes: I'm a Pri-

vate in the .A.merican Red Cross Motor Corps.

Have taken regular First Aid, now taking

Advanced. Also Motor Mechanics. Will be

taking map reading, communications, etc

Drive our ambulance occasionally. Work with

the Pelham Council and National Red Cross.

Have given 152^ hours since November
seventeenth, plus my car and gas."

Blanche Davies Barloon tells me that Lang-

horne looks just exactly the way she did In

Sweet Briar, only prettier.

Sara Houston and Hugh Baker have a baby

boy, Hugh Stephen Baker, II, born October

twelfth, with blue eyes and brown hair.

Dot Brett Prentiss writes from Brendon-

wood, Indianapolis: "Our son and heir's name

is Peter Brett Prentiss; and his coming into

my life is quite the most wonderful thing that

has ever happened to me.

From Mary Patton Bromfield: "With two

small girls to look after I feel my first job is

at home. (A husband comes In there, too, of

course!) I get down to Red Cross headquarters

one afternoon a week where I do staff assistant

w ork. We type and file, man information

desks, and assist any administration head. On
another afternoon I attend a class in Home
Nursing.

I had a grand letter from Julia Eagles

Perkins this October and a note on a Christ-

mas card. She was going out to visit her

brother Bill who is stationed in Oklahoma and

just missed the fracas at Pearl Harbor. He was

ordered to Manila on November twentieth,

but the orders were revoked at the last minute.
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Ralph is an air raid warden and we have both

been attending the courses."

Kia Ragsdale Easton in Norristown, Penn-

sylvania, writes: "1 finished a course in First

Aid and am now taking Motor Mechanics so

that next month I expect to be a Red Cross

Motor Corps Member. In between courses, I

have been doing Staff Assistance work for the

Norristown branch. I am must interested to

learn about our classmates who are in foreign

countries at this time and eagerly await the

coming issue of the Alimnae News." Kia, I

hate to let you down, but there just isn't any

news, to our utter dismay. Good to hear from

you, however. Won't you write again f

Jean van Home Baber from Philadelphia

gives me a quick resume of her activities: She

will save paper, says she (in apparent great

haste), is taking advanced first aid, and is

learning that defense can be politic.

Mary Bess Roberts writes: I maintain mem-

bership in the A. A. U. W. as an expression

of what college women can do. I am interested

in real estate as a business and so am con-

cerned about the tax increase although I realize

that it is a necessary war measure." Mary Bess

certainly has her hands full if only to help

run their large home at Nestle Brooke Farms.

Kitty Gochnauer Slater from Upperville.

\'irginia has a baby boy, just about three

months old now, George Nicholas Slater

(Nicky). Besides being his busy and doting

mother, I'm doing a bit of defense work in

di.ing Air Raid duty—"high on a windy and

cold hill" and am starting a First Aid course

tomorrow. Somebody might be interested in the

fact that Margaret Green, ex '29, is in San-

tiago, Chile. Went there for the skiing last

June and still stays even though it's now sum-

mertime, and according to her last letter, the

peaches, corn, figs, plums, summer clothes and

drought are there. Had a letter from Kitty

Howze Made! Ian not long ago. They have,

from all accounts, built a mansion on Lookout

Mountain, overlooking Chattanooga. Her sis-

ter, Ann Gochnauer, '29, is now Director of

the National Youth Administration for North-

ern Virginia including seventeen counties."

From West Point, Virginia, Lib Stuart Grsy

writes, "My defense wrirk is somewhat limited,

with my job and housekeeping to do, but we
arc taking First Aid classes every night, going

to the Service Club dances at Fort Eustis, and

standing watch at the air-raid warning filter

station in tow n. We've done that several

times. Of course, we are saving every piece

of scrap paper and metal for the Boy Scouts,

and buying our Defense Bonds and Stamps.

"My sister and I decided to give up smok-

ing and buy Defense Stamps w ith our cig-

arette money. Pve already gotten one $2^
Bond! That sounds like I used to smoke a

li>t, but it's not quite true. Our Christmas hol-

idays were shaded with the war in the back-

ground, and being so near the Norfolk area

we arc probably more alert than some of our

inland pals. We had two soldiers with us for

Christmas Day, who couldn't get to their

homes in Illinois.

Hannah Wright Rainier is living in Kort

Worth, Texas and is crazy about it. Hannah
in Grammer, I believe. Kenneth and I have
found all the color, adventure, and satisfac-

tion we hoped for in this wonderful state. I

haven't found anv classmates here but Sweet

Briar is well represented although there is no
active alumnae club. We have been very active

in the Little Theatre Group. They have pro-

duced four very successful plays since last

June. I enjoyed the part of Renny in "You
Can't Take It With You." I am taking First

Aid, then will go into the Motor Corps, also

knitting and putting all we can into Bonds.

Wish we could do more." My, my, but it was

a delightful surprise to hear from Rusty

—

eleven years, now.

Just about six small blocks from where I

live in Cambridge is where Blanche Davies

Barloon has been living since October. "I re-

ceived your fall letter the day we left New
Orleans for Cambridge. This drastic and sud-

den move (it was all arranged in two weeks)

was due to the defense program and now of

course the war, as Marvin Is teaching Indus-

trial Management at the Harvard Business

School to those who will go into defense in-

dustries and to the army quartermaster? unit

and the navy supply corps. We like Boston and

Cambridge and are enjoying living here, al-

though right now with near-zero weather, we

recall too vividly the New Orleans winter

climate."

And that, to the minute, is the news such

as I have received it.

1934

Class Secretary: Marjorie Lasar Hl-rp (Mrs.

E. R., Jr.) 716 North Church Street, Rock-

ford, Illinois.

Ftifid Agent: Mary Skinner Moore, St. Tim-

othy's School, Catonsville, Maryland.

I got a little confused on deadlines and my
news dates from Noxember: please excuse that

and the lapse from March, 1941, until this

issue; it's a long, tiresome story abounding

with house-moving, sickness ad nauseaum.

It seems to me we are teeming with children

—forty of various sizes and ages and lots of

them new ones.

Judy D. has a young daughter, Janet, born

in September; they moved into their new home
February first in Indiana, Pennsylvania. Will

you send me your new address, Judy'
Frances Musick said that her second child

was running a race with Santa Claus; who
won and w hat did you get, please' Nancy B.

boasts another red-head in the family; .Anne

Brow ning was born in September and keeps

her Ma plenty busy; however, Butzner finds

time to take Spanish and a trip trt Ne\\ York
in February.

Marcia had a son, Franklin Scott, on Octo-

ber 13; Beanie and her husband bought an

old farm which they have remodelled and
between painting and hammering, Beanie had
.•\nthony Sargent on September >.

Cordelia and her husband took a trip to

Florida after young .Archibald III was born

in July. Margaret Ross Ellice, like Beanie, is

doing over a farm-house in New Jersey and
hopes to be in it by spring; meantime, she

finds year-old Anne Parry taking up a good
deal of her time.

Elizabeth Carroll's second child, born May
18, was a little boy, Richard, Junior. Nan
Carter speaks nonchalantly of her three boys

but since the latest addition is news to me,
can't tell you his name or his age. Will you
bring me up to date, Nan?

Mary McCallum Neill's son, Torrey Mc-
Callum, was born August 20 at the New York

Hospital where her husband is .Assistant resi-

dent; she wrote that Bernadine Johnson Foote

had a son, Stewart, there at the same time;

also that Betty Philips Hasting's had a daugh-

ter, Marion, November 21

.

Eleanor Cooke Eslerly has a daughter,

Eleanor, born on October 26. Mary Walton's

little girl is named Mary Livingston and her

mother writes that she has been busy with

Community Chest work and politics.

Eleanor Alcott Bromley and her husband
made the Grand Tour on their vacation—

-

Washington, Williamsburg, Florida, New Or-

leans, West Virginia and Maumee and Han-
son. Her husband is now practising medicine

and Ellle is back at the Children's Bureau for

a while.

Dearing is teaching in Amherst and Sprague
is running Miss Banister's office with Nancy
Worthington while the said Miss B. is awa>
this year.

Farriss isn't doing newspaper work any
longer. .Alice visited her this summer; they

went to New York, then Nantucket. Alice
visited Ella Jesse in Alexandria on her way
home. Farriss' brother George is now stationed

at Fort Eustis, Virginia with the Coa?t Ar-
tillery.

Martha Lou had a grand trip to Banfi and
Lake Louise this summer and is at Colorado
Springs this winter. Mary Moore is at St.

Timothy's and tells me that Jill is in Balti-

more. Doing w hat r .And w here

:

Lib Scheuer Maxwell writes that she spent
sometime with Cecil and Sue Fender this sum-
riier; also reports that Mason Daniel lives In

her apartment in New York.
Bonney belongs to the "Watch and Ward"

Girls Club while her husband Is at Fort Knox.
LydIa writes that she Is taking another course
in Public Speaking and adding another wing
to their house. Charlotte Lee Lauck has a third

baby, Claude Lee.

Rosemary and her husband drove through
New England on their vacation; then to New
York on business. Mary Pringle and Amy
Davies visited her one weekend and now, just

to keep busy, Rosemary goes to the Cnlverslty
of Cincinnati one night a week.

Julie and her two boys spent part of the

summer in Sheboyan, Wisconsin, where she
saw Gail and La Donahue, and part In Vir-
ginia; she wrote me from New Orleans where
she was week-ending.

Bonnie Wood Stookey and Don also saw-

Cecil this summer on their way home from
Sea Island—an exchange visit, apparently, as

Jack and Cecil had been In New York in

March. Bonnie had her appendix out and a

trip to San Francisco practically In one breath
with a stop-over in Chicago for good measure.

The office writes that Virginia Hall Lederer,
has a daughter, Louise, born May 17, 1941.

Margaret Elizabeth was born June twenty-
first to Elizabeth Collier Wardle.

Marjorie Van Evera Lovelace has a son
born in October.

Alice Estill was married recently to Lt.

Jullen Palmer Roscmond, First Lieutenant In

the field artillery.

Sorry if I have missed any good Items but
I'll send more cards for the last two Issues

in .April and June and tr>- to be a little more
faithful from now on. Will also answer all

the long letters as soon as possible.

Where's Sis Franklin Means?
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1935

Class SfiTi/ary: Helen Wolcott, 19 West

Kirke Street, Chevy Chase, Maryland.

Fund Agent: Martha Jones Betts (Mrs.

Reeve H.) 71 V:nk Street, Rrookline, Massa-

chvisetts.

It's .1 buy for the James Averys—John

Dolph, light red hair, blue eyes, 5 pounds,

born January 3.

Beverly Hill Furnlss lias a son, John Neil-

son, born December IS- Bev is planning a visit

to her parents in Annapolis come spring.

Gary Burwell Carter is the mother of a 7-

months old daughter, Anne Burwell. What do

you mean by liolding out on us, Cary

r

A grand letter from Elizabeth Broun Trout

informs us that she, too, has joined the rank

of mothers with a son, Hugh Henry III, born

Nuvember 15. She is now busily engaged In

the study of child psychology and bemoans tlie

fact that she passed it up at S.B.C. Her doctor

husband has joined a hospital unit and w;i5

expecting orders any day.

Gen Howell Gist brings us up to date witli

the news that she has two young ones—red-

headed Danny, 23 months, and Carolyn, ID

months.

Marge Curtze Vicary has ;i son, Thomas
Cornish, born In October. The latest addition

liilses her brood to three.

Dot Loebmann Geng.nelly lias a son, Wil-

liiim Anthony, burn December 30.

Banks McPherson Harper has a son, born

this month.

The Cochrans (Ray .-\dler) left Washington

in August, tripped to Michigan, Chicago and

hence to Little Rock, wlierc they bought them-

selves a new house and both Ray and Foster

are extremely happy to be back in their home

town.

News at last from Sallie Flint von K.a nn

:

"After 2 years in the Islands the \ on Ranns
got orders for Ft. Sill, Oklalionia. Sorry tu

leave a heavenly place but glad to get home
and see families. 6 weeks before we sailed we
took a beach cottage with 2 other Army
couples and *went native'—good fun." After

reaching the C. S. last March the von Kann-;

\ islted in Boston, where they encountered the

first cold weather in two years. New York and

Florida. Sallie spent two months with her

mother at Daytona Beach while her husband
was on maneuvers. They were unable to obtain

quarters on the post so got a house In Lawton,
"unpacked our duds, bought an ice-box, sto\e

and breakfast set and here we are at home-
no money, no children, but Von is a Captain
now, and we have a ten weeks old cocker

spaniel." In addition to keeping house in a

five-room little number, Sallie Is taking Span-
ish and performing her duties as president of

Army Daughters. She reports having seen

Hester Kramer Avery.

Johnnie Kimball Miller has again changed
her address. Her husband volunteered his ser-

vices to Uncle Sam and is stationed in \'ir-

ginla.

Mary Marks is busier than the proverbial
bee with her work for the Alumnae Fund, and
struggling with her care-free hair-do, which,
says Mary, is not as care-free as the ads would
have you believe. She writes that Ginny Gott
Gilbert was caught in a blizzard at Christmas
time en route to Texas after a visit at home;
and that Pood Morrison Ruddcll manages to

combine her work as education chairman on

the Board of the Junior League, and as a Board

member of the Children's Bureau of Indianap-

olis with keeping track of Nancy, age 14

months, who showed definite signs of being a

Briarite when listening to Sweet Briar on the

Air!

Mary also sent me the sad news tliat Helen

Jackson Hagan had lost her husband in an

automobile accident January 2+th. Helen has

been in Florida w Ith her family but is now-

back in Mount Vernon at 1
'> Sheridan Boule-

vard.

Betty Cotter Gilmore has joined the Ithaca,

New York contingent for the nonce while her

husband Is getting his doctor's degree. The
Gil mores had a w onderful vacation on the

west coast In the not too distant past. They
spent part of their time on a camping trip at

Yosemlte and part getting acquainted w ith

New Mexico. Betty's husband was scheduled

to go to Uganda, British East Africa in No-
vember for a three-year assignment in yellow

fever research work for the Rockefeller Foun-

dation- But the Government refused to grant

Betty a passport.

Roberta Cope Gerlach is combining teach-

ing, housekeeping and Red Cross work. She

writes that Mary Templeton has established

herself In a growing business of ceramics

—

complete wtlh studio. Kitty Taylor Manning
and husband have bought a lovely old farm

near Great Barrington, Massachusetts, where

they plan to raise Black Angus cattle. Appro-

priately enough, they ha\ e named their place

Angus Acres.

Lida Votgt Young and Jackie Strickland

Dwelle had a brief reunion when Lida went

to Miami to the Orange Bowl game. Lida has

just recovered from her two childrea's ton-

sillectomies.

-Alice Laubach is most enthusiastic about her

work with the Buckeye Cotton Oil Company
and Is looking forw ard to the convention of

the American Chemical Society in April. She

hopes that she will have a chance tu sec other

Sweet Brla rites who might come to Memphis
either as chemists or wives of chemists.

Sue Strassburger Anderson spent Christmas

with her family in Montclair and writes of the

joys of driving from Wayne in tlic station

wagon loaded to the gills w ith daughter,

W-ronica, her bathlnette, baby carriage, etc.,

and cocker spaniel and German Shepherd pup.

Husband Fred is now a co-pilot for Eastern

.Airlines on the New ark-Washington run.

How does Gen Grossman Stevens glean so

much news without benefit of the well-known
penny postals: She and daughter Leslie Gale
went to Red Bank, New Jersey, to visit her

parents for a month before Christmas. She
drove down to Wayne f(n' luncheon with Sue

one day and to White Plains for a get-to-

gether with Cynthia Harbison Hcye another
day. Gen and Cynthia spent the afteniuon

watching their Leslies get acquainted. Jean
Bessellevre Boley Is living in New York with
Rusty and working on her thesis. Rusty teaches

Mat St. Mary's two days and works in her

I studio the rest of the week.
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jC/rf5J Secretary: Lillian Cabell Gay (Mrs.
Ijames R.) 3412 Hawth()rne -Avenue, Rich-

Imond, Virginia.

IF/(«./ Agent: Mary Virginla Gamp Smith
(Mrs. Charles, Jr.) Raleigh Apartments,

iRaleigh, North Carolina.

How strange it is to have nowhere for a

home and anywhere for a destination! Jim's
orders to report for active duty reached us in

Rochester Minnesota, shortly after Christmas
and we wore our tires slick driving east over
the icy roads in temperature twenty-eight de-

grees below zero.

Our first stop in the east was with the Gays
In Swarthmore. I called Esther Towle, who
lived nearby, in another attempt to see her,

but she was busy moving out of the industrial

section to a house on Miss Amy Du Font's

farm to raise her young son and start a veg-

etable garden. She said Midge had recently

visited her and was back in Hollywood, work-

ing hard and devoting her defense efforts to

the -Ambulance Corps.

Baltimore was the next stop, and I called

Fran Owen to learn from her mother that

John had departed and that Fran Is planning

to give up her job in Baltimore and stay in

Charlottesville for the duration. After leaving

Jim at Fort Meade, I went to Richmond for

a visit, where Kitty Hyde cheered me by gath-

ering friends at her home for a cup of tea.

Logan was unable to come as she was away.

She was to return to Augusta with her very

young daughter to stay while Bill is In the

service. Jackie and Kitty were discussing their

work with Scouting and Red Cross and at-

tended a drill of the Motor Corps, in which

they have the rank of Corporals. As part of

the training, Maria Gray had just offered her

car engine to be taken apart; and as it hasn't

run since, she is a little skeptical. Her daugh-

ter, Calvin, is just on the verge of walking

and keeps Maria Gray quite busy. Pinkie, also

among the group for tea has completed several

First Aid courses and will become an Instruc-

tor soon. This winter she has been skiing, and

has become an expert huntress— seventeen

shots, ten ducks. I had a peek at son Friday,

who was much too busy walking and investi-

gating the world around him to be excited

over plans for their trip to Florida this month.

Katie Nlles Parker, who is temporarily at

46 Glen Road, Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts,

with her growing family, may live in Virginia

soon.

Marjorie Wing, who became a Junior

Leaguer this year, was married to Dr. James

Wallace Todd, of Belton, South Carolina on

the afternoon of February 14. Marjorie will

make her home on Staten Island, New York,

where Jimmy Is connected with the Marine

Hospital.

Virginia has been working hard on the

Sweet Briar Alumnae Fund and also at the

Air Raid Warning Filter Center in Raleigh

three hours a morning, twice a week.

Kin Carr Baldwin is all out for defense

work In Norfolk, which she says is a beehive

of activity, while her husband is again In

Richmond for the Legislature as a delegate from

Norfolk. She said that Mary Kate Sinclair

now has two children and that her husband Is

in the .Army at Camp Walters in Weatherford,

Texas.

Gallic Furnlss Wolfe has a second child, too

—Martha Neilson, who was born September

23. Johnnie Is now two years and four months.

Paul is busy with defense orders at Revere

Copper, and Callie Is doing Red Cross work.

News of other additions has come to me
through the Alumnae Office. Nancy Parsons

Jones has a daughter, Suzanne Van Dyke.

Chloe Frierson Fort has twins—a boy and a
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^Mrl. Willletta Tliunipson is now Mrs. Clement

Floyd Scofield.

three hours a morning, twice a week.

Lucile Cox is teaching Latin and English at

Amherst High School, and often sees Mary
Hesson Pettyjohn, whr) is continuing teaching

.It Madison Heights.

Another recruit to our news colunni is .-Vbhy,

who says she has left her father's store and is

working for a resident buyer's office in New
York, and is one of the few lucky people who
still work on a five day week. On the subway
trips to and from work she is busy knitting

for the Red Cross.

Another surprise was a card Imin Dodie

Hurrill, who is wtnking on Ciovernor's Island

for the .Army and liking it ever so nnich. She

still has an apartment with .-Vniie MacRae in

Xew York and they just had news from Mag-
gie two weeks ago. The letter was postmarked

in October from Shanghai, where Maggie is

interned with her English husband.

Peg Usher writes that she and Don are

>till in New York as his having to wear

glasses barred him from active duty with the

Naval Reserve. They are busy struggling

against priorities for wiring to complete their

"barn" in Massachusetts.

Peg Lloyd Bush and her husband t7io\ed

last month into their most attractive new home
in Essex Falls, New Jersey. She entertained

Peg Usher, Happy .Aycock, and Jean Gilbert

Moister this summer.

Peg said that Jean and Robert h.ive ino\ed

to Charlotte, North Carolina.

Lib Forsythe's husband is already at sea. She

iias taken her two little girls and is staying

w itli her mother in Lynchburg, visiting Harry

whenever he touches the U. S. Coast.

Jane Marquardt Murphy's husband lias left

for parts unknown with the medical corps.

Phoebe Pierson Dunn's little girl, Susie, had

her second birthday a few weeks ago, and

.Alma says she's adorable.

.And now for Alma's big scoop! Ricky ar-

rived on December 10, 1 94 1.

Get your pens out, gals. There's another

issue in April and wherever and whatever,

let's keep up the good work. My temporary

address is The Elms, Jessup, Maryland, which

is an attractive guest house, recommended by

Duncan Hines, on U. S. Route No. 1. I'd love

to see you if driving between Baltimore and

Washington. All mail will be promptly for-

warded to me from Richmond. Good luck

!
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Class St-cretitry: .Anne Lemmon, 224 Church

Street, Sumter, South Carolina.

Finitl Agetii: Virginia Hardin, 373 Hazel

.Avenue, Glencoe, Illinois.

What we lack in quantity we make up in

quality this time. Nice exciting news fnuii

several sources.

For instance, tliere's Grisy Deringer's nice

hmg letter from Windsor, Ontario. It came a

little late for the last issue but is most wel-

come now. Grisy, you know, was married In

the fall to Count Konstanty Plater (nickname
Kot). Because of difficulty in his getting a visa

to the United States they were married in

Windsor at a military service which the Gen-
eral attended. Kot joined the Polish forces in

Canada in September and they were married

as soon as the army gave him permission. They
are staying at the Prince Edward Hotel until

they find an apartment, in case any of you
ever get up that way.

And then there is Sue Matthews who mar-
ried Mr. Waldo Stanislaus Powell on Decem-
ber 20tli. Kay Eshlemao furnished the details.

The groom is originally from Florida and
went to school in New Orleans, and has been
working there as an engineer for several years.

Sue wore pale pink satin, and tulle veil, and
carried pink camellias, and must have looked
lovely. Eshey was her only attendant in pale

blue and carried rhubrum lilies. Gurley Carter

Davis couldn't get there at the last moment.
They were married in a chapel midst pink
dowers and candlelight, and drove to Cali-

fornia on their honeymoon. They will prob-

ably live in Biliixi, Mississippi, but as plans
are indefinite Sue better be addressed at home
in New Orleans.

Other news from Eshey is that Gurley is in

.Annapolis with her three children. Her hus-
band is on sea duty. Dina Newby Adams and
Gene visited in New Orleans on their way to

vacation in Florida, and displayed darling
pictures of their children. Kay is still working
for the branch of the Arthur Murray School
of Dancing, doing some teaching in addition
to acting as receptionist, interviewer, and
bookkeeper.

And then there is Nat Hopkins who became
Mrs. John Edgar Griggs, Jr., on January 9th.

They had planned to be married in the spring
but as he was recalled to the .Army they rushed
it up a little. By the time you read this Nat
will have been a bridesmaid in Issy Olmstead's
wedding. Issy married Starrs Haynes in

January.

Mary Helen Frueauff married Lt. Charles
Thackery Klein on November 13th.

May Weston says that Sev and Peter Dyer
Sorensen's new home is just as charming as

it appears on their Christmas card; and that

their young son, whose arrival on December
15th Sev proudly announced on said Christmas
card, is adorable.

Terry Shaw seems to be really up to her

ears in defense work. She took time just

before Christmas to work in a Doubleday
Doran book shop, and saw May, Issy, Bobby
Jarvis, Dot Prout Gorsuch, and Lee Hall

Cramer at the Sweet Briar luncheon.

Nat Lucas Chase is still the happy house-

wife, reporting how cute Mait was at Christ-

mas, and how Bettis has taken her first step.

Smart child, just like her godmother. My jcjb

continues to be grand, and with war time con-

ditions it keeps me completely occupied. See
you in the spring.

A last minute letter. May Weston was
married on February 14th at a small church
wedding.
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Class isciri-tary: Anne Benedict, Highlami
.Avenue, Short Hills, New Jersey.

Fund Agcuf. Janet Thori'e, 511 Heywood
Road, Pelham Manor, New York.

I made some wonderful new year's resolu-

tions about writing to more of you so's to

ferret out the latest news but the resolutions

turned out to be very similar to study schedules

and such that we used to make—the time
whipped by and here 'tis time for another

letter.

Robert E. Lee's Birthday (January nine-

teenth, remember') was a wonderful occasion

for It Inspired Henri Minor to write to me.

She reports that Happy James Wathen and
husband spent part of Christmas with the

James family in Charlotte, and that Lillian

Neely will be married in .April. Henri is work-
ing hard at Motor Corps—learning drill, map
reading and chemical warfare at the Air base,

not to mention entertaining the army who
bivouac around Cliarlotte constantly. (Correct

me If I'm wrong—my army talk isn't what it

should be.)

Betsy Durham Goodhue is in Boston seeing

.1 lot of Eleanor Clatiin Williams. Albie Good-
hue is in the Naval Reserve, which fact leaves

Betsy lots of time.

Jean McKenney is now Mrs. John C. Stod-
dard. Jcanie wrote around Christmas, "Despite
reports to the contrary, we were married in

Colon, Panama (on December twelfth). The
church there just couldn't be sweeter. The
ship docked at ten in the morning, and we
were married at 2:30 that afternoon—and
then got back on the boat—me in my wedding
dress. Call is a dream spot. You'd adore It.

More charm and beauty than you can Imagine,
and you should sec our little house with gar-
denias growing all over the place. Our maid
is four feet tall, never wears shoes and wears
a long braid all the way down her back. She
does all the laundry, the cooking, the house
work and the marketing for $12 a month!
The weather is hot at noon and cool at night.
My Spanish is slightly on the difficult side,

but a smile goes a long way further than in

New York, thank goodness! See Jean's picture
in February MademoisclU.

EUie George Frampton is still in New Or-
leans. I had a letter from her the day before
she was to go to the Sweet Briar luncheon
there. I missed the luncheon in New York this

year, as New York is rather a long haul from
Newark during lunch hour. However, I'm
being transferred to our New York office

effective February second so maybe next year
I can make the grade. The address Is Insurance
Company of North America, 99 John Street, so
please, if you are in town, call me and we'll

get together somehow ! .And if anyone who
reads this is working down town please call

ine and let's meet for lunch.

I understand that Robin Swartz Holland
has a son and that Skip (lordon Rlxey has a

new baby daughter born Christmas day (her
first daughter, Barbara, was born on Easter.)
Ibby, Skip's husband. Is stationed at Lakehurst
with the Navy in the Blimp division.

Kathcrine Kleberg is now Mrs. William
Blake ^'arborough. Marily Barnes was married
lo Richard Lewis, who at the time was st.i-

tloncd at Waterlown, New ^'ork, and has
since been transferred to the Pacific coast. It's

going to be awfully hard to keep tab on you
service wives. Bucket Dearstyne Is working
very hard on her Social Workers course in

New York and loves it.

Yvonne Leggett Dyer had a temporary job
before Christmas with the Rcadfrs Digest.

Please, all of you, give me a call on the

phone or barring that possibility, drop me a

line. Much love to all of you, .Annie.

Engaged

;

K.iy Bonssall to Mr. John Van Renssalaer
Strong.

Jean Moore to Hugh Black Gasparini.

Lillian Neely to Peter Willis.

Margaret Roper lo George Alan Willis.
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Class Secretary: Nida Tomlin, 362 ^ Handa-

syde Court, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Fund Agent: CoNSTANct Currie, 698 West

End Avenue, New York, New York.

Unpredictable Phoopy has done it agaiti

!

Her marriage to Mr- Henry Hopkins Living-

ston, Jr., of New York was highly exciting

and dramatic. Henry got his orders to report

at Maxwell Field for training in the Air

Corps. Within twenty-four hours the amazing

Burroughs family had arranged a church wed-

ding and a reception, gotten bridesmaid dresses

and contacted the guests. At two o'clock,

Queen Maria was walking serenely up the

aisle looking lovely in a soft cherry suit with

a gardenia corsage. After the reception,

Phoopy bravely put her brand new husband

on the train for Maxwell Field, accompanied

by three soldiers. Phoopy \\ill continue work-

ing in Richmond at least until Henry has

finished his course.

Beth, like Phoopy, invited her wedding

guests by telephone. She was married quietly

in Bluefield on January tenth to Dr. Tate

Mason of Seattle, Washington. I don't know

any more details, hut do know that Tate at-

tended the University of Virginia Medical

School and is a grand person.

Marion Daudt married Thomas W. McBride

on December the twenty-sixth.

News of the "young married set" is that

Jane Hopkins Haynes has an attractive house

just outside of Winston-Salem. Lois Fernley

MacNeil is established In an adorable farm

house at Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania.

Kitty Estes Johnston is living in New Orleans,

because Gilbert is In the army now. Sarah

Mayo Sohn Is happier than ever and working

away for her book-writing professor. Jane

Furniss Simpson loves living in Richmond,

but expects to have a short visit in Selma this

month. Mose Is living in Alexandria and

Canny Pasco is still there too, in spite of

reports that she had moved to Georgia. Helen

Cornwell Jones is living In Cincinnati. She is

busy cooking delectable dishes for Homes.

Ann Sims is working like fury in her book

shop, what \\ ith clearance sales and inven-

tories, the shop seems to be a huge success as

it has been enlarged and has added another

girl to its staff. Ruth Beach has just finished

exams at Columbia and Is doing well as usual.

Mary Miller is working toward an M.A. in

Medical Social Work. Mary Is doing thesis

and field work at the Massachusetts General
Hospital. Ellen McClIntock is with the Ora-
torio Society of New York. Ollle Mae has

turned school "marm". She is teaching typing

and shorthand at the Goldey Business College
In Wilmington. Mary Petty is being extremely

industrious since she has a job with an Italian

magazine during the day she has been prac-

tically drafted by the army to work In the

Information Center plotting the courses of

planes on maps.

Olivia, Midge, Coralie, Jane Goolrick,
Peggy Caperton, and Kay Hodge are still

slaving away at their Business courses. As a

flash one of the little birds told me that

Alice Gass was asked to cut her hair off

and have her picture taken for "Life"

—

decision still in the offing. Ann Adamson
has continued to carry on her social service

activities and sandwich in some gay affairs

at the same time. Florence Merrill is doing

volunteer work for the Travelers* Aid and

has just finished her Junior League Provi-

sional training. Jane Baker writes most In-

terestingly of her position In the Department

of State, In the division which deals with Nazi

and Pro-Nazi activities in this hemisphere.

To quote Jane, "little did I think when I sat

around the table In Mrs. Raymond's History

324, that I would be seeing such grim history

being made right under my very nose less than

two years later." Jane's evenings are filled by

the Red Cross and a Naval Officer. Jane

brings the good news that Ruth Collins and

Jean Tyree Wilman are safe and well In

Honolulu. Rosemary Bjorge returned to the

United States on the last boat from Hawaii

which left the Islands on December the fifth.

Hortense has had a thrilling time learning tu

fly. She has a private pilot's license and flew

to Charlotte on her cross country. In October,

at the Chattanooga Cotton Ball, Hortense saw

Mildred Moon (and husband) and participated

In the Ball with Pickard and Nancy Hasklns.

Engagements

:

Sandra Booth to Ralph Anderson.

C. p. Neel to George Mahoney.

Estelle Sinclalrc to Frederic B- Farrar.

Nida Tomlin to Robert Crenshaw Watts, Jr.

Parge Woods to John Gillette.
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Class Secretary: Joan de VoRt, 3135 Victoria

Boulevard, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Patricia Dow ling, 95 Genesee

Street, New Hartford, New York.

'Way back In the fall around Founders' Day

there was quite a contingent of '41 to trip in

the Academic Procession—hoods n'all. Shirley

Devlne, Peg, and I arrived before anyone else

and received the first of the royal welcomes

that everyone gave us. The next day, Thuisday,

a great group arrived: Doucett, Butch, Shirts,

Edge Cardamone, and Louise (Kirk) Headley.

Ellie Damgard Firth and Helen Anne Haus-

lein un domesticated themselves for a spell.

Dotty Bennett and Lil Rreedlove tore them-

selves away from Richmond and Alpine de-

serted her teaching for the day. MImi accom-

plished the art of driving this fall, so she

and Chee-Chee rolled onto campus In tine

shape. Decca and Scully came over from

C'ville from their studies for the P & P play.

We dared the Inner sanctums of the llbe to

get a look at Jimmy McBee and Do Huner

at work. So we all had a gay time together.

We talked or yelled ourselves hoarse.

Again we have many bells ringing—both

engagement and wedding. Janie Clark became

Mrs. Thomas Harlrlch on December 1 3th and

Mag Johnston is now Mrs. James P. Rowan.

Lillian Breedlove married Logan White on

January second. Log, as you know, Is Mary
White's brother, so Erk's erstwhile room-mate
now becomes sister-In-Iaw. Erk was mald-of-

honor—she wrote that the ceremony was lovely

and that old Lump shook like a leaf. Janie

Lo\'eland zipped down for the wedding after

having recently returned from Fort Benning
herself.

February 14th seems about as popular for

weddings as was August 28. LIbby Lancaster

will marry William Washburn on that date

and Ruth Hemphill will marry John De Buys.

Virginia Ligon is Mrs. James W. Spencer

II, living also at Fort Benning. Adelc Diaz

has announced her engagement to G. V^ernon

Eads.

Christmas brought some nice notes from the

gals—Teaff wrote of a siege of appendicitis

this fall; Nancy Gatewood Warnock Is work-

ing hard at Red Cross and Junior League.

Lucy Parton had been to school for the Senior

Show and then gone on for a visit with Anita

Loving.

Gertrude MarrlU sent me a good letter say-

ing she was at Charlottesville "not only for

the fun of It but also doing a little research in

psychology." She adds that if anyone wants to

stay In C'vIlIe come any time at 1 005 Wert-

land Street, C'ville.

Every one seems to be very busy in one way

or another. Evie Cantey, beside going to Bus-

iness School, is doing Junior League work.

Betsy Tower Is also Junior Leaguing. Libba

Hudson is one of the busiest: besides getting

off the required courses In education for a

teacher's certificate, along with a course in

Latin she Is studying organ and taking two

music courses, and at the same time is playing

a church organ every Sunday. Ethel James has

a job as clinic aide In the New York Hospital.

Martha Ingles has found Panama very excit-

ing—particularly the part in uniform, she says.

Chee-Chee has a good job with the Red Cross-

clerical-secretarial work. Katherlne Spatz has

moved out to Alexandria and Is with the War
Department. Cheech wrote that Lucy Lloyd

stopped by that to see her on her way to a

conference at Sweet Briar. Margaret Stuart

Wilson is teaching school in Texarkana.

TIsh ( Queen ) Seibels writes of the gay

whirl she, Franny Baldwin and the other

Birmingham debs had—with 150 some odd

parties all given in two months. Tish says

"now we're going to make up for playing so

hard by working with all our might doing war

w ork."

Butch wrote that Franklin goes to Camp in

the near future and during the Interim she is

taking a post-graduate course which keeps her

"pulenty" busy. Allen Bagby is still at the.

Interboro Institute. Watty Is taking a Business

Course at the Merrill Business School In

Stamford, Connecticut. Barbara Holman is

doing the same in Wellesley. Emmie Lou is

up to her ears in war work and in addition

she has a job working for the Red Cross Field

Director at Langley Field.

Lou Lembeck kept busy all fall playing

hockey (Ed: Lou was married on February

seventh to Mr. Charles Vincent Reydel). Shvrts

has given up Business School and is at present

doing some basketball coaching In Swarth-

more. The last I heard B. J. McNarney was
working hard at Katy Gibbs in Boston.

Peg visited Kirk before Christmas and re-

ported her well established In Rockford, Illi-

nois, where Bull Is in the Medical Replace-

ment Corps at Camp Grant.

Listen you all—please drop me a card about

what you're doing. You've been swell so far,

so keep it up.

As we go to press, a card from Gertrude
Marlll tells us that she has resigned her fel-

lowship at ihe University oi Virginia to go
to Louisiana State University with a graduate

assistantshlp. Cynthia Harrison's engagement
announced to Albion Drinkwater.



When these 4 men say a book is worth reading.

you know that

it is!

Clifton FADIMAN
The fainiius inteikn-ntnr of "Tnfnr-
ination, I'Iimno," ami als(i Literary
Editor of The Xcw Xuikci:

Sinclair LEWIS
Winner iif tlie Viibel Prize, antlior nf
fuili ^-reat 1 ks :i<Miiiii Utrvi:!, liab-
btttf and Ari-utrsiiiit/t.

A NEW plan by which these X
four men offer entertaining, y
beautiful bool(s to you,„delivered

right to your home,,. for only

% w^^^^k

>^
Carl VAN DOREN

Editor and autlior, \vinner of tlie
I'ulitzer Trizo fnr bid best-selling
Bcnjtnnhi FrcDiKini.

Alexander WOOLLCOTT
Tlie man \vlio pave radio its first lit-

erate broadcast ; wit, laconteur. and
critic of good books.

CLIFTON FADIMAN, Sinclair
Lewis, Carl Van Doren and Alex-

ander Woolleott are amoni; the

ennntry's ir.ust famous "literary experts;"

tliey reeognize a good book when they

read one. So—when all four of them rec-

ommend a book to you, )ou can be dead
sure tliat book is eminently worth reading

lUid worth owning.

Now, tliese men often come across a
book which tlicy intensely enjoy and ad-

mire — )et which has not come to the

attention of tlie general public.

Tliis fact bothers them. Tlicy want to

do something about it. They want to share

their pleasures and disco\eries witli you.

And that is the reason why tlie\' li.ne or-

ganized The Readers Club. Thh club en-

ables tlicm 1o find you; to tell you about

good, enjoyable, easy-to-read books tchich

it is not likely you have ever read before.

And they are going to offer you these

hooks for only $1.

What hind of books?

WELL, it is a fact that some of the best

books sometimes fail to come to your
attention when they are first publislied.

Lost Horizon for one example was quietly

dozing upon its publisher's shelves until

Alexander WooUcott spoke about it o\er

the radio. Of Human Bondage was little

known for years until Carl Van Doren
helped to tell you about it.

if is therefore a fact that The Readers
Club trill issue some of the best books ever
published in this countn/.

These books are not "precious" books

or books with a limited or special appeal
— tliey are, first and foremost, entertaining.

They ha\e been read and re-read by their

admirers, they ha\e stood the test of time.

Ornaments for your home

THEY ARE full-sized book:;, not pocket
editions. They are designed by W. A.

Dwiggins, one of America's most famous
designers of books. Each book is set up in

new t)pc, printed from new plates on good
paper, and staunchly bound in fine cloth.

Because so large a quantity of books arc

printed it is logical tli.it each new edition,

at $1, will pro\e a better-made book than
the original edition at ^Z.LQ or $3. Yvt
these books cost you onlv $1 — delivered
right to your doorstep. For tliis price in-

cludes tlie postage and wrapping charges.

Buy only tlie hoolis you wanti

You WILL get a description of each
book before it is distributed. If it does

not seem the kind of book wliich w ill in-

terest )ou, )ou may reject tlie book in

ad\ ance. Tims you exercise your own free

choice. But, e\cn after you get tlie book,

jou may return it if it does not please you.

Hoic to become a meinber

SEND IN the application below. You
w .11 then recei\ e witliout charge a copy

of tlie new magazine called The Re.vder

(edited by Mr. \'an Doren) in which you
will find many interesting articles and a

description of the current book. Be one of

the first readers of "li-f iiiii(/(i::iin to be in

on this wonderful iicu; plan!

i:yiixsi%^%»i%:%%x\x%sx%y,:K^;.%%^

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
Tut: Ui.Am.Ks Ch;d, U east 57 strekt, sew york :

rioase enroll mc a<: a member. It is understood tbat you ^vill publish for tbc members
one biJdk each inonlh. seleeled for publication by the Committee consistln^j of Ctiftoii

I'adiman, Sinclair Lewis, AlexamK-r Woi nc<itt, and Carl Van Uoren. Vou will send each
book to me fur one dollar, which price i^ to include thv costs of icrapijinff and jtostaf/cYou
will alsd send me a coiyy of Tiik Ukadkk each month, in whieh I will lind a description of
tlie forthcoming numth's publication; I may then send you wortl to refrain from sendinsr
the book to ive. <;r m;iv even return the book to you within live days after reeeivinj; it. It

is also understiipd t!iat my name is to Ije dropped from the membership lists if I do not
accept and pay f-)r >:\ books within one year.







COMMENCEMENT—JUNE 6-9, 1942

DOROTHY PROUT GORSUCH, '3:

President ot the Reunion

Hostess Class-Toastmistress

of the Alumnae Banquet

Commencement Program

JUNE 6-9, 1942

Saturday, Ji'ne 6

1:30-4:00 P.M.—Alumnae Registration, Fergus Reid Hall

5:00 P.M.—The President's Garden Party, Boxwood Circle

7:30 P.M.—Alumnae Banquet, The Refectory

Sunday, June 7

1 1 :00 A.M.—Baccalaureate Sermon—Reverend Arthur L. K
Trinity Church, Princeton, New Jersey

insolving, D.D.

2:30 P.M.—Meeting of Club Presidents and Representatives

Fletcher Auditorium

5:00 P.M.—Step Singing, The Quadrangle

6:00 P.M.—Vespers—President Glass, in the West Dell

Reunion class picnics, time and place to be announced

10:00 P.M.—Lantern Night, The Quadrangle

Monday, June 8

10:30 A.M.—Meeting of combined Alumnae Councils

1 :00 P.M.—College Luncheon, Sweet Briar Gardens

2:30 P.M.—Alumnae Association Meeting, Fletcher Auditorium

8:00 P.M.—Dean Lyman, presented by the Ahnnnae

"The Liberal Arts College in the National Emergency"

Fletcher Auditorium

Tuesday, June 9

9:45 A.M.—Forming Academic Procession

10:00 A.M.—Commencement Exercises

Address by Dean Helen C. White, Professor of English

University of Wisconsin

Caroline Compton, '27, has accepted an invitation to exhibit her

paintings and water colors during Commencement'

They will be shown in Grammer Common Room June 1-9.
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Alumnae Office

Icul tea glasses, $6.00

per dozen, $.60 each

( plus postage )

.

Vai $2.5(1 each.

Cigarette boxes, $1.25

each.

Ash tra\s $.6(1 each.
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dozen, $1.0(1 each.

Get Yours Soiu!

Sweet Briar China plates available in all shades.

Small supply of other pieces. Write the alumnae office.



Dean Lyman will be the alumnae guest speaker on Monday,

June eighth, in Fletcher Auditorium. Her subject will be

"The Liberal Arts College in the National Emergency."
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Institute of National Needs and Resources
SWEET BRIAR APRIL lU, 11, 12, 1942

Tau Phi Assisting

All Sessions in the Chapel

Friday, April IOih

2:30 P.M. Presiding—Prcsklent Glass

National Nca-ds and Resources—Judge Dorotlu' Keinon, New '^'ork Cit\-

4:30-5:30 P.M. Discussion Groups

S:00 P. .M. Presiding—Miss Eugenia Burnett

(President of Student Government)

Mobilizing Material Resources—Colonel Paul Logan, Quartermaster General's (Office

Mobilizing Human Resources—Dr. A. Ford Hinrichs, Acting Commissioner of Labor Statistics

Question Piiiirl: Col. Logan, Dr. Hinrichs, Mr. Hugh R. Pomenn , Director V^irginia State

Planning Hoard; Dr. Boone, Miss Williams

Saturday, April IIth

K:30-9:3() A. M. Discussion Groups

1(1:30 A.M. Presiding—Dr. Gladys Boone

Industry and \\'^ar Work—Miss Beulah Amidon, Industri.al Editoi-, Snri'ry Grtipinc

The Cost of tile War—Dr. J. Theodore Morgan, Adjunct Professor of Economics and Sociology,

Randolph-Macon Woman's College

Question Panel: Dr. Boone, Miss Amidon, Di'. Morgan; Mi'. Ames B. Hettiick, Virginia

Chemical Company; Dr. Raymond, Dr. Cameron, Dr. Robert D. .Meade, Randolph-.Macon

\\'oman's College

4:30-5:30 P.M. Discussion Groups

S:(l(l P. .M. Presiding—Dr. Belle Boone Beard

Health and Nutrition—Dr. Helen Mitchell, Nutritionist, Federal Secin-it\' .Agencv

Changing Social Institutions—Dr. Goeffrey May, .Assistant Directoi', Health, W^elfarc and

Defense, P'ederal Security Agcnc}'

Question Piinel: Dr. Be.ird, Dr. .Mitclull, Dr. .\]a\ ; .Mi'. Elwood Street, Director Richmond

Communit\ Fund; .Mr. Paul N. Guthrie, Rnndolph-.M.icon Wnman's Collei:e; Dr. Rice,

Dr. Krassovsky.

Sunday, April 12rH

111:1111 .\.M. Presiding—Dr. Marion J. Benedict

The Churcli in Crisis— The Reverend Hern.ird hidings Ijell, Providence, Rhode Island

Responsibiht\' of Religion in the peace and Reconstruction— The Reverend Russell C. Stroup,

First Presb\tcrian Church, Lynchburg, Virginia

The Relation of Personal Religion to the Strength of tin Church—Dean Mar\ E]\- L^man

Question Ptmrl: Dr. Benedict, Dr. Bell, .Mr. Stroup, I)e;in L\m.in, Dr. L\iiian, Dr. Crawford

5:1S P.M. Musical Vespers—I'residcnt Glass and the Sweet Briar College Choir
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LEFT TO RIGHT: COLONEL LOGAN, EUGENLA BURNETT,
JVDGE DOROTHY" KEN^'ON. AND DR. A. F. HINRICHS

The Institute on National Needs and Resources was

held at Sweet Briar from Friday, April tenth to Sunday,

April twelfth to inform the community, point up the

the needs of the country and show the part the community

plays in a war economy.

The three-dav Institute is over, but quoting the Sweet

Bruir Ncius, "far into the night and all through the day,

groups are still discussing, still debating the many issues"

forcefully pointed up and clarified by the speakers, each a

leader in his or her field. The students, prepared to

center all attention on the conference, had voted this a

"closed" week-end with no one leaving the campus and

no visitors allowed. It was an eager, alert audience that

filled the chapel to straining capacity on Friday afternoon

and at each session of the Institute.

Judge Dorothy Kenyon, national director of the

American Civil Liberties Union and director of the Con-

sumers League of New York surveyed the many fields

open to women in this world at war. The capacities of

women in relation to the needs of the country were

pointed out. judge Kenyon predicted that fifteen mil-

lion women will be called upon to manufacture weapons,

to enter the medical, dental and nursing services and to

become clerical and professional specialists and that they

may expect to join the non-comba-

tant services in the proposed Aux-
iliary Women's Army.

On Friday evening. Colonel Paul

Logan of the Quartermaster Gen-
eral's Office and Dr. A. Ford Hin-

richs, acting commissioner of Labor

Statistics gave a detailed review on

the mobilization of material and

human resources. Colonel Lo2:an as-

serted that the effective mobilizins; of

the resources of the United States

constituted the difference between

victory and defeat, freedom and

slaver^'. "America will win this war,"

he predicted, "but the time of the

winning and the degree of destruc-

tion of manpower depends upon the

spirit with which we can mobilize our

moral, intellectual and military force."

Dr. Hinrichs stressed the need "for

a nation at war to devote its entire

resources to the war effort. W^hat

we need now is not a list of foiu" or

five million women who are ready to

do war work. The real need is for

an army of several hundred thousand

volunteers to hunt for jobs that need

doing, da}' after day, week after week, people who are

ready to hunt for a chance to be useful, who do not

expect to see jobs wrapped up in a becoming uniform

handed to them on a silver platter."

The Saturday morning session was opened b\' Miss

Beulah Amidon, industrial editor of the Survey Graphic.

Miss Amidon stressed the point that our first attempts at

war production are insufficient that in too many cases

defense production has been on a "business as usual"

basis. She explained the factors involved in factory con-

version to war-time production and pointed out the cru-

cial need for skilled tool makers and for centralization of

labor supply agencies.

Dr. Helen Mitchell, formerly from Massachusetts

State College where she was a research professor of home

economics, is now special nutritional consultant of Mr.

Paul V. McNutt's staff. She heads the organizing unit

in one of the most extensive and ambitious nation-wide

health training programs ever attempted in this country.

She described "human nature as the worst bottle neck to

proper nutrition." A primary role of those interested in

nutrition is to stimulate a desire in people for proper foods

as well as to educate them toward conscious improvement.

Changing social institutions was the subject of Dr.
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GcofFrc) May, assistant cooriiinator of health, wclfan- I hi- direct ciiallciigc tn help make the ehuixh more

and related defense activities of the Federal Securit\' effectualK hear witness to the spirit and teaching of

agenc\-. "All of the efforts of the military and industrial Christ uas reinforced h\ reminders of Christians in

fronts would go foi' nothing if the essential services which man) Lnuls who are lo\all\ pa)ing the price of such wit-

make life durahle at home should ever hreak down," said ncss in the present day.

I)i'. Maw WMieji defense prohlcms take on an undramatic Student discussion groups with a faculty- leader and

form in the readjustment of community and famil\ life, student leailei' for each group met in facult\' homes, fol-

a challenge presents itself—one "which we can ill afford lov/ing each session of the institute. The groups num-

to neglect." lured approximatel) twent\ and the only complaint heard

I'he Sunda\ morning session of the Institute was con- since was that there was not iiearK enough time. Quot-

cerned with the responsibility of the chuich in the crisis, ing "Bett\ the IJriarite": "Dainty and delicate the ]5riar-

in the peace and reconstruction and the relation of per- ites ma\ be, hut dull and iminterested they are not—as

sonal religion to the strength of the church. These suh- was proved .-ig:iin last week-end when the mere mention

jects were abl\ presented h\ the Re\erend Bernard of f.arms, labor, war debt, or mothers leaving their ten-

Iddings Bell of Providence, Rhode Island, Reverend \ear old children was enough to start a new debate

—

Russell C. Stroup of Lynchburg, and Dean I-yman. with no holds barred!"

From the Sivrrf Rrhir Nrzvs, April 15, 1942:

WHAT no VOU THINK =

{By The ISQVIRIXG RFl'ORTER)

C/nirr Eiigcr— I think that the Institute was a muc!i Bell and Dr. Stroup on Simdn\ . I was interested in their

bigger success than people thought it would be. As Dr. treatment of religion in the world after the war, and their

May said, it's hard to bring the war to Sweet Briai, but challenge to us to "go forward." \\'^omen especially arc

this helped a lot, and has maile people more interested necessar)' to encourage the religious thinking of young

in Working this summer. people and men. The men are more ready for religion

Fnincfs Freemnn— I thought it was simply marvelous, than we think, and, if women will make it their jobs to

and I must admit that, once it got started, I was much live an active Christian life from da\- to day, it will prove

more interested than I'd expected to be. And, as all things effective to boys and men both near and far. Such an

;it Sweet Briar, it was done very well and proved both example and inspiration will be unconsciously felt and will

enlightening and inspiring. help men to realize that there is so much in life beyond

Annr Bh>i/I\—The Institute was not only exciting and above the business of war.

and a lot of fun, but it stimulated more beneficial thought Lou'nr Smith—I was most impressed with the fact that

than an\ of us had anticipated. the Institute encouraged confidence in the possible good

Lytin Emetick— I think it filled its pui'pose completeh
,

effects that ma\- result from tliis war. The speeches also

in that it awakened the student to a realization of the helped to show that people in government positions are

needs of the United States in the present crisis, and gave well-fitted for their jobs, and are looking forwai'd to and

him something definite from u hich to determine his best planning for the post-war \\(U'1d.

part in working for this countr\-. Dr. Kriissuvsk\ 1 thought that the students mani-

.VfiinoH Sluinlr\ 1 thought the variety of o|)inions fested great intellectual curiosity and formed ver\' good

and ideas expressed b\ the speeches helpeti to give us a questions. Tile discussion groups might have lasted a little

truer picture of the situation at hand. The discussion longer because there were so manv things the girls were

groups were an important part of a very well organized interested in talking about. The Institute gave the stu-

Institute. dents an o|)piu'tunit\ to look at things from a view free of

Miss Ruh\ 1 especi.ilh enjined the speeches of Dr. a classroom envii'onment.
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LIBRARY EXHIBIT
SUGGESTED READING

IN CONNECTION WITH THE INSTITUTE

Alumnae are familiar with the many, excellent ex-

hibits which are periodically arranged in the corridor off

the reading room of the Library. The collection of books,

pamphlets, periodicals and maps covering the subjects

considered in the Institue of National Needs and Re-

sources presented a stimulating source of study and read-

ing for the college commimity.

The general strategy of the war and civilian defense is

the subject of the first group entitled Defense, Civil and

Military with a poster prominentlv displayed, "Informed

Opinion Counts."

The War Theatre, subject of the second collection,

included among others several books, gifts to the Inter-

national Relations club from the Carnegie Endowment

for the promotion of International peace.

Economic resources and finance, with books, pamph-

lets and charts, provide the next exhibit.

Some of the more challenging books in the exhibit were:

The Art of Modern Warfare—Herman Foertsch,

colonel of the German General Staff; with introduc-

tion by Major George Fielding Eliot.

An "exposition of the art of modern warfare from

the German viewpoint. Soldiers will be grateful for

the clear insight into the heart of German military

doctrine, and civilians will find it an invaluable guide

to the understanding of current events."

Grand Strategy—H.A.Sargenunt and Geojjrey West.

"Because individual morale is the added factor in

the new strategy of the present war, social realities are

helping to shape military and political strategies."

The Nature of Modern Warfare—Cyril Falls,

military correspondent of the Times, London, with

an introduction by Major George Fielding Eliot.

Civil Air Defense by M. Prentiss, General Staff

Corps, Lt. Colonel United States Army.
"Its purpose is to critically examine and analyze the

powers and limitations of modern air power and to

discuss defensive measures that should be taken to cope

with this danger."

The Army of the Future by General Charles

de Gaulle. "The famous little book by a French

officer on the principles of which the French did not

act—while the Germans did." Originally published

in 1934, "the army of the future" as de Gaulle de-

scribed it was within six years to be an army in terrible

fact—an army created by Nazi Germany instead of

by the French, and laimched upon France to her

destruction.

The Great Pacific War—Hector C. Bywater. The
forecast first published in 1925 prophesying Japan's

defeat by the L^nited States in a great Pacific War.

The Valor of Ignorance—Homer Lea. Introduc-

tion by Clare Booth. In 1909 Homer Lea, who had

served as a Lieutenant General in the Chinese Repub-

lican .Army, issued an extraordinary warning to the

people of the United States. He proclaimed japan's

war-like intentions, showed clearly by word and map
the course her aggression would take. Now, thirty-

three years later, his prophecies are coming true. Japan

today is using these plans.

The Armed Forces of the Pacific—Captain W. D.

Piileston, U. S. \. A comparison of the military and

naval power of the United States and Japan.

Defense Will Not Win the War—W. F. Keman,
Lt. Col., U. S. Army.

New Ways of Wak—Tom Wintringham. "The
handbook for local defense volunteers in England who
are credited with being Hitler's most powerful deter-

rent to invasion."

The Philippines, a Study in National Development

—

Joseph Ralston Hayden.

Wak and Diplomacy in Eastern Asia—Claude A.

Buss, professor of International Relations, Universit)-

of Southern California—formerly Executive Assistant

to the High Commissioner of the Philippines. Dr. Buss

also served with our diplomatic corps in the Far East.

Volcanic Isle, Japan—Wilfrid Fleisher. This book

is called a brilliant, intimate and superbh', informative

picture of Japan.

The LTnited States and Japan's New Order—
Willia?>i C. Johnstotie.

Battle for the World—Max Werner. The strategy

and diplomacy of the second World War.

The Caribbean Danger Zone—/. Fred Rippy.

The Panama Canal in Peace and \Var—Norman
J. Padelford.

"A book which deals comprehensively with the canal

today, the rights and powers of the United States over

the Canal and Canal Zone, its place in American life.
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witli p;irticluar reference t(i the waterway's economic

and strategic significance."

RioDLE OF THE Reich—Wythr WtUinms in collabora-

tion with Albert Parry, radio news commentator, for

twenty-six years served as foreign correspondent.

From authoritative and dependable undercover men,

he has had dispatches in code from Germany, France,

Britain, Switzerland and Italy.

I'RANCE AND MuNICH BEFORE AND AfIER IHE Sl'R-

RENDER

—

AlfMimlrr Wrrfli, author of \['hu-h \V<i\

Frivicr?

J'amphlets in this section included three interesting studies:

Mexico and the War in the Pacific; Holland and the

War; Vanguard of Victory—a short review of the

South African victories in East Africa, 1940-1941,

issued by the Bureau of Information.

The Economics of War—Hoist Mrudcrshausen. A
general theoretical survey of the war economy coupled

with short accounts of the practical experience which

major wars have provided up to our own day.

FiN.ANCiNG rHE \Var, a record of the symposium con-

ducted b)- the Tax Institute in Philadelphia, Decem-

ber 1-2,' 1941.

The Political Economy of Wak—A. C. Pigon.

Dependent Areas in the Post-War World—
Arthur N. Holcombe.

Labor and Democracy—William Green.

The Defeat of Chaos—Sir George Paish.

Pamphlets provided a large part of this exhibit, a few of

which arc listed

:

Government and Economic Life; Indefensible

Spending; Financing the Defense Program; Produc-

tivity, Wages and Nation Income; Gun, Planes and

'^^our Pocketbook; National Labor Policy and De-

fense; Our Highways and the Nation's Defense;

America's Economic Strength in Time of ^^^^r; How
Britain Is Avoiding Inflation; How to Check Infla-

ti<in; Defense and Living Costs; ^^'omcn in Defense;

Economic Mobilization ; Labor, Defense and Democ-

racy; Unemplinmcnt and Defense.

"Social Aspects of the War" included food, nutri-

tion, and health rationing, physical education and con-

sumer knowledge. This exhibit was composed of bul-

letins and magazine articles. One of the most inter-

esting was the book. Working Class Wives, Their
Health and Conditions b\ Margery Spring Rice.

It is a survey of the conditions of 1,250 married work-

ing women, based on information collected by the

^Vomen's Health Enquiry Committee of England.

Christianity and Crisis is the subject for another por-

tion of the exhibit which included:

The World We Want to Live In, reporting the

discussions of the Williamstown Institute of Human
Relations, spons<ired by the National Conference of

Christians and Jews, on the shape of the post-war

world.—A. A. Berle, Jr., Thomas Dewey, Henry

Noble MacCracken, Carleton J. H. Hayes, Nelson

A. Rockefeller, Roger W^. Shaus, James P. Baxter,

III, Howard Coonley and Arthur H. Compton are

quoted. A Faith to Fight Yov by Jotui- Strachey. For

the Healing of Nations, Impression of Christianity

.Around the \\'orld by Henry P. Van Dusen.

Under the heading of Democracy's Battle were:

Modern Democracy—Carl L. Becher; Ac;ainst

This Torrent—Edivard Mead Earle; Democracy
Marches—Julian Huxley; Democracy's Battle;

^VAR By Revolution—Francis ]Villianis; Liberty

Today—C. E. M. Jond; Versailles Twenty
Years After—Paul Birdsail; Education for

Death, The Makinc; of the Nazi—Gregor

Ziemer, in which one finds the answer to "what are

the techniques by which the Nazis indoctrinate the

German youth in order that boys may become zealous

soldiers and the girls equally zealous breeders for

Hitler.?"

In addition to the material arranged for general use,

the display cases have been used for fiction and poetry

written during the last three years and as a result of

the conflict. A few of the titles are listed :

Mr. Churchill—Philip Guednlla; England's

Hour— Vera Brittan; The Nine Days Wonder—
John Masefield; I Saw England—Ben Robertson;

War Letters from Britain—a collection; Why
England Slept—John F. Kennedy; Ordeal in

England—Philip Gibbs ; Report on England—
Ralph Ingersoll; Women of Britain—Letters, with

introduction by Jan Struther; OuT OF THE People—
J. B. Priestley; SuiciDE OF A Democracy—Heinz

Pol; They Speak for a Nation—Letters from

France edited by Eve Currie, Philippe Barres and

Raoul de Roussy de Sales; J'Accuse the Men Who
Betrayed France—Andre Sinione; Norway—
Neutral and Invaded by Halvdan Kaht; Mission

to the North—Florence J. Harriman; HlTLER

Cannot Conqi'er Russia—Maurice Hindus.

^Vorld Peace Foundation series included:

Arcjentina and the Untied States—Clarence H.

Haring; Can.ada and the United States—F. R.

Scott; Australia and the United States—Fred

Alexandar; ^VE Were AND We Shall Be, The
Czechoslovak Spirit Through the Centuries, with pre-

face by Edward Bcncs.
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Sarah Louise Adam:?, Anne McJun kin, Nancy Bean, K.aren K-nisklrn

Student elections were held the first week In March: Anne Mcjunkin of Charleston, West Virginia, will be Student Government president

in 1942-43; Nancy Bean, New Castle, Delaware; vice-president, Sarah Louise Adams, San Antonio, Texas, will be president of the Y. W.
and Karen Kniskern, Swarthmorc, Pennsyh ania, president of the Athletic Association.

C. A.

ON CAMPUS
We Quote the Sweet Briar News

Church Committee Report: The Reese Boys. For years Sweet Briar

has sent four hundred dollars each year to the Covington Boys Home
for the tuition of the four boys who lived at one time on campus. An
article printed In the Boys Appeal^ a news sheet published at the home
Is quoted: "An excellent example of the way in which Boys' Home has

been able to help, not only our individual boys, but thereby also the

nation, is found in the history of the four Reese boys sent to us from

Amherst County with the help of the Sweet Briar girls for their support.

There, in Amherst County, a \\ idow was left with nine children all

under fourteen years of age. Their poor mother, struggling hard to do

her duty was never able to give them a fair chance; and the line young
social butterflies of Sweet Briar College—as many thoughtless folk

would falsely classify them—decided to help that over-burdened mother
and to give her boys a real chance. So they asked us to take the four ol<!er

boys at Boys' Home; and those fine girls undertook many real self-

denials to provide one hundred dollars annually lor the care of each of

these appealing little fellows. Although that left us with the need to meet

an additional cost for the charge, of the four boys, of a total of more than

twelve hundred dollars annually, we undertook to carry out that plan;

and it was done, and so successfully that at the time of this writing

the oldest boy has been in the United States Army for more than a

year, after going partly through high school. The three younger boys

have all graduated from public high school, and all three were holding

excellent jobs and saving their wages when the call of the selective

draft came. Two are now in the army, making three enlisted; and the

fourth, still under the minimum age of the draft, is working, has built

his savings up to nearly four hundred dollars, and he, too, is ready for

the call of the nation. If he be needed.

When one considers the wonderful relief thus provided for an anxious

mother and the preparation of four of her boys for truly good citizen-

ship, one must realize that the fine students of Sweet Briar College

cooperated with Boys' Home for a real service to humanity."
,

Sums are set aside each year by the Sweet Briar Church committee

fur county charitable work in addition to contributions to the Women's
Medical College In India, The Farm School in Greece, the Leonard

Wood Foundation and the China Relief Fund. County projects include

hospitalization and ambulance service for special cases, the scliool luncli

project, clothes, food and medicine.
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l-UCENIA ni'RNETT nnd PHYLLIS TENNEY attend INTER-

NATIONAL STL-DENT SERVICE CONFERENCE IN WASHING-

TON fur student government presidents and college editors. The sub-

ject "the Future of Covcrnnient "i'outh Programs." Some of the specific

problems considered at these meetings were: the interrelationship be-

tween the office of education and the institutions of higher learning;

the development and present function of the National Student Aid

Program; a discussion of ways in which yovith can perform non-military

services for the common defense; standards set for apprenticeship and

methods set for selecting students for training in defense industry; the

coordination of training programs and the role of the War Production

Planning Board in such work; what are the current legislative proposals

concerning youth and what is being done about them. It was brought

out that today colleges can and should strive to be laboratories of

democracy, and there is need for faith in democracy and its victory in

this war. It is of great importance that the college student in choosing

courses of action, appraise the total values, both immediate and distant

without overemphasizing the former. It is generally felt that the student

is wisest who completes his education if possible and some advice to

remember is: Continue to do what you are doing, but do it even better

than before Pearl Harbor.

Some of the points brought out during the conference are particularly

interesting to us. The problem of the small liberal arts college was con-

sidered, and it was said that survival in some cases will be difficult.

However, there are ways of modifying the present curriculum to gear

in with natiimal defense programs such as special emphasis on scientific

training in order to turn out laboratory and medical technicians. Women

are going to t:ike many jobs in the future, jobs which have been unusual

for them, but women are our first greatest reserve of labor supply (the

second greatest being present college students) and this supply will be

drawn upon heavily as the labor shortage becomes more acute. There

is a growing need for women in mathematics and statistics.

Very Important to the college students is the Roster of Scientific and

Professional Personnel set up by the National Resources Planning Board

:ind the Civil Service Commission.

DO \0\: KNOW YOUR COLLEGE:

This column edited in the alumnae oflice gives to the students the

history, traditions and alumnae events of the past and present.

SWEET BRIAR— 1917

Student organizations have been leaders In shaping campus opinions

and in building some of the finest traditions of the College since 1906

when the first freshmen arrived at Sweet Briar. In a booklet published

by the .Associatiim of Alumnae and Former Students of Sweet Briar

College In 1917, the following record of achievement has been set down.

"In a patriotic way. Sweet Briar has certainly been doing its bit."

The Athletic Association has bought a $500 Liberty Bond, which, when

paid will go to the Gymnasium Fund. It has also given $200 to the

Students Friendship War Fund.

"The Student Government .Association has bought a $100 Liberty

Bond, which will be turned over to the Endowment Fund when paid.

"'Ihe Colleges and .Academy, through the \. W. C. .A., raised $6,000

for the Students Friendship War Fund. Think of It—an average of

over $20 ;i person !

".A Red Cross .Auxiliary has been (.rganized, with Ida Walker as

chairman, and a teacher from Washington engaged to come down and

give lessons In bandage making, surgical dressings, etc. Every Sunday

each class makes an offering in church to the Red Cross. And of course

everyone knits.

"The Founders' Day dance was held as usual, but on account of the

war there were no favors, no refreshments and no cards. The money

that was left over frimi the expenses of the dance was given to the Red

Cross, and on Founders' Day afternoim a leap-year dance was given In

the Gym, for which the girls were charged 25 cents, proceeds to go to

the Red Cross."

PAN AMERICANISM FURTHERED RY
SWEET BRIAR STUDKNTS

PROGRAM CENTERED ON S. A. CULTURE PRESENTED .\T

AMHERST HIGH SCHOOL

students Interested In giving a true picture of South America. The

purpose of the original "MIslones" in Spain was to show the peoples

in the small towns and h;milets the literature of Spain. Groups of

students voluntarily went out from the universities, traveling by bus to

the remotest regions and giving plays In the market places. The move-

ment ended with the victory of Franco, but It Is still active and popular

In Mexico. The plan at Sweet Briar is to go to the nearby high schools

and give skits, folksongs, and dances typifying South America. The idea

was suggested by Senor Magniafico as a chance to further Pan-.Amcri-

canism, and It was organized by his students, Kitty Doar, Head; Peggy

Steinhart, Dancing and Songs; Primrose Johnston, Publicity; Costumes

:md Exhibits, Jeanne Jones and Lillian Francis; Drama, Jerry Cornell.

Tuesday, March seventeenth, the first program was given at .Amherst

Higli School. It consisted of slides of Cozco shown by Mrs. Llll, songs

of Paraguay, Mexico, and Puerto Rico sung by fifteen students, and a

Mexican dance with Peggy Steinhart, Frances Brantley, Harriet I'orcher,

Van Meter de Butts, Pat Whitaker, and Dot Ruetell dancing. An

exhibit of South American curios collected from members of the faculty

and students were shown by Jeanne Jones and Lillian Francis.

DEBORAH DOUGLAS ATTENDS INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

CLUR CONFERENCE IN ATLANTA, MARCH H, 14

About 250 students fnmi 65 colleges throughout tbe Southeastern

States attended the convention. Present, also, in the capacity of direc-

tor, was Miss Amy Hemingway Jones of the Carnegie Endowment for

Internati(in;il Peace. This organization is very active in founding I. R.

C. clubs in colleges all over the country and in furnishing them with

books and periodicals free of charge. The yearly regional cimferencc

gives representatives from different clubs an opportunity to get in touch

with one another, discuss alms, exchange Ideas and suggestions, and

hear talks by experts on International affairs.

Dr. Wilson Leon Godshall, of Lehigh University, spoke on "Basic

Elements in the Far Eastern Situation." He dealt with the following

points: (1) China as an ally; (2) India as an active ally; (3) bushido

—the military spirit of Japan; (4) the actual military successes of

Japan; (5) holdings by western powers In the East; (6) the Russian

zeal to convert the world, which is suspended but not abandoned; and

(7) the inherent pacifism of the Chinese.

Mrs. Vera Mlcheles Dean, research director of the Foreign Policy

.Association and author of many Headline books, g.ave an excellent

address on "Building a New World." She said that the war today is

shaping the future peace and it Is necessary for us to be thinking of

tentative plans. Helpful, however, as blueprints may be, they mean

nothing without the proper spirit behind them. The greatest need today

is for a different philosophy of international relations—and in formu-

lating this, we must remember that International relations are relations

between human beings. .After the war we must offer a program of re-

construction which will destroy the danger of both Nazism and Com-

munism by giving better solutions to problems than they do. Mrs. Dean

showed how real the task of leadership Is for college youth.

The round-table discussions were on 4 topics: (1) the Totalitarian

Challenge to Democracy; (2) After the War—What'; (3) .American

Solidarity; and (4) Cooperation In the F'ar East. This was perhaps the

most valuable feature of the conference program for It gave students

with different backgrounds of education a chance to exchange Ideas on

specific problems i>f intern.itlonal relations.

'DR. FAUSTUS" PRESENTED BY PAINT AND P.ATCHES

MIslones Pan-.Americonas de Sweet Briar was started by a group of

To Eleanor Ringer, who was Dr. Faustus, go orchids for a beautiful

performance. Her sympathetic Interpretation of the part brought to it

its full meaning and significance. In her portrayal of this extremely

difficult character, she ably conveyed the Inner struggle in the man's soul

as the hour for his eternal damnation grew near.

In an atmosphere, created by the expert coordination of the technical

and acting ends of the production, it was indeed a success. Mention

must be made here of the way in which well selected music set the

m<iod for the production.
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LETTKR FROM ENGLAND TO STUDENT KINDS COMMITTEE SWEET BRIAR AND BEDFORD HUNT CLUB DRAG HUNT

6 New Dell Rd.,

Oulton Broud

Lowestoft,

Suffolk, England.

Dear Miss Diggs:

On hehalf of my wife and three children, I wish to thank you most

sincerely for your splendid gift of clothing, which by the aid of the

Salvation Army came into our possession. They came at a most accept-

able time, as for the second time, my family and myself, became the

victims of enemy bombing, and my wife, just recovering from her con-

finement with a baby boy five weeks old, the baby clothing which you

so kindly sent to England was a Godsend. Fortunately, on the first

occasion, we were victims of enemy bombing, my wife and two boys

(.•Man had not arrived then) were evacuated to a safer zone, and I

myself had a miraculous escape from death. Force of circumstances

compelled my wife and two kiddies to return to the new house, which

I had been able to obtain, and we were getting along quite happily

(in the circumstances) and a new little brother had arrived, when fur-

ther misfortune befell us, and we again became victims of enemy action,

but again we had the good fortune to escape injury, although the house

was damaged. So you will know that the clothing you sent so kindly,

came to a family when it was greatly needed and appreciated. Knowing

that we have such good friends in the U. S. A. gives us great encourage-

ment to see this awful war through to a successful conslusion. This

little town of ours has suffered terribly, but the spirit of the people is

unbreakable, and acts of kindness such as yours, only helps us to even

greater efforts, when we realize that the great American Nation is fight-

ing with us to crush this evil thing that is trying to overrun the whole

world. I will not trouble you any more with details, but we in Lowe-

stoft, are keeping our chins up. Trusting that this letter will reach you

safely and that it will find you in the best of health and spirits, and

thanking you again for your very great kindness, which will always be

appreciated although miles of ocean separate us. God bless you always.

I am yours sincerely,

R. G. HiTCH.AM.

LENTEN EXHIBIT IN LIBRARY

Supplementing the Lenten Chapel Services is an interesting Lenten

exhibit arranged bv the library. In the hall there are some beautiful

woodcuts bv Albrecht Durer from the Passion and a number of illumi-

nated manuscripts and ancient copies of the Bible. Especially interesting

is the little book called The Life Everlasting, by Ashley Walker, dedi-

cated to Mrs. Lyman by the author, who was a student at the Union

Theological Seminary. The book is a collection of religious sonnets and

was written as part of the requirement of a course in Masterpieces in

Bible Literature. His letter of dedication offers his gratitude to Mrs.

Lyman for making the Bible live for him. There is but one copy, hand-

set in type and beautifully illustrated in watercolor.

GLEE CLUB, HARVARD ORCHESTRA, DUKE
GLEE CLUB IN JOINT CONCERT

On Wednesday evening, April first, the Sweet Briar Glee Club gave

its annual concert together with the Duke Men's Glee Club and the

Harvard Symphony Orchestra. The program was of excellent quality

and was rendered with extraordinary enthusiasm and enjoyment.

The last section of the program was the Lenten portion of the

Messiah in which the two Glee Clubs and Orchestra were combined

under Mr. Finch. It was appropriate, not only because it was Holy

Week but also because it is the two hundredth anniversary of its pre-

sentation in Dublin on April thirteenth, 1742. From the very opening,

the three sections blended as though they had been trained together.

The technique of the groups combined with the intelligent and sympa-

thetic interpretation of Mr. Finch produced a beautiful performance.

Alice Hepburn sang the solo. He Was Despised. Her contralto voice

was clear and true above the accompaniment and her diction was very

good. John Alexander sang the tenor recitative. Thy Rebuke halh

Broken His Heart, and the air. Behold and See if There he Any Sorrow.

He had a beautiful, well-controlled tenor and sang with much feeling.

This portion of the Messiah was concluded by the Hallelujah Chorus.

This performance has reached the highest peak of excellence of any of

our choral concerts. Owing to present conditions we may not again

have the opportunity of outside talent, but we hope that future Sweet

Briar Glee Clubs will remember the work done this year.

The last drag hunt of the season was held on Saturday afternoon,

March fourteenth. It seemed that the riders and horses were anxious to

finish it off in as short a time as possible because it was one of tile

fastest rides ever known around this campus. No accidents occurred

but many hot and weary riders and horses met rather breathlessly at

the kill near Mr. Dinwiddie's house. It was a very large field, having

thirteen participants from Lynchburg and its vicinity and nine from

Sweet Briar. The Sweet Briar riders included Miss Rogers, Virginia

Beasley, Sally Skinner, Ouija Adams, Ginny Hall, Betty Schmeisser,

.Audrey Betts and Peggy Jones. After the very strenuous ride, tea was
served in the A. A. Room. Thus the hunting season for Sweet Briar,

in collaboration with the Bedford Hunt Club, closed after a very suc-

cessful season.

LATIN AMERICAN DISCUSSION GROUP
CONFERENCE AT UNIVERSITY

D. STAUBER WINS SECOND PRIZE TRIP TO REGIONAL
CONFERENCE IN ATLANTA

.\ rainy March twenty-eighth marked the first of a series of dis-

cussions that will culminate this summer with a two and a half month
trip to South America. The contest is sponsored by Nelson D. Rocke-
feller, Coordinator of Latin American Affairs, as part of a program
to heighten the interest of the American public in Latin American
relations. All colleges in the country were urged to hold individual

discussion groups to choose delegates to send to the district conferences,

serving as stepping stones to the succeeding regional conferences, which

are climaxed by the national conference in Washington to be held the

early part of May.
Sweet Briar's delegates, Sally Walke and Dorothy Stauber, arrived

in Charlottesville, the scene of this district's conference, and met with

the rest of the delegates in one of the seminar rooms on the West
Range. Mary Baldwin, Madison College, Farmville State Teacher's

College, University of Virginia and Sweet Briar sent I 3 delegates who
were divided into two groups for the afternoon program.

Because the judges, Mrs. R. H. Hadley—Randolph-Macon Woman's
College, and Prof. Charles Dawson—Roanoke College, desired to be

present at both discussicms, thev were held separately, the first lasting

from 3 o'clock to 4:30, and the second from 4:30 to 6. Shortly after-

wards, the judges having reaching their decision, the six speakers for

the evening were announced, and they drew for their topics. These had

already been mailed to the delegates before the conference met. After

an hour of preparation, the speakers took thir places on the platform

while the chairman introduced them to the assembled audience. The
program consisted of seven minute speeches followed by a short period

of cross-panel questioning, ending in a three minute summary. While
the judges adjourned, the speakers were open to questions from the

audience which were addressed to the particular person concerned. The
judges reentered and the winners were announced—Timothy Smith,

Uni\'ersity of Virginia in first place, and Dorothy Stauber of Sweet

Briar in second place. These delegates will attend the regional con-

ference at Emory University in .'\tlanta, Georgia, on ttie thirteenth and

f(uirteenth of April.

The principal topic of the afternoon discussions was "How Can We
Best Implement the Good Neighbor Policy?" All the contestants ana-

lyzed the basis of this policy and passed on to suggestions for solutions

of the problem of surpluses, promoting cultural understanding, races,

communciations, and social conditions, etc. From the trend of tlie dis-

cussions, it was obvious that the majority of the delegates agreed that

the Good Neighbor policy could best be implemented by a program in-

volving economic, cultural, social and political cooperation.

The topics for the evening discussions were more specific and each of

the speakers discussed a different phase of the afternoon's problem. The

fact that the Latin American nations have a totally different historical

background from ours and therefore developed differently, was brought

out by the first speaker. Succeeding speakers stressed the improvement

In communications between the individual republics themselves, and

between the two ."Americas, as well as the development of resources

that would be mutually beneficial. It was strongly suggested that the

menace of the Fifth Column in Latin America could be greatly dimin-

ished by better understanding the heterogeneous population of our sou-

thern neighbors and realizing the basic differences that have to be

reconciled.
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Mr. Smith's topic, "Latin America Can Supply It," wa8 well devel-

oped and presented. He pointed out the fact that Latin America pro-

duces or can produce all of the strategic materials needed by the U. S.

In the present war, and by offering to our markets products that we have

formerly bought outside the Hemisphere, a basis for future economic

relations is provided.

Dorothy Stauber presented a program for long-range security In the

Americas, based on a clarification of our policies In the economic, cul-

tural and political fields. As last speaker, she concluded by saying that

the Clood Neighbor policy was. In the words of Mr. Nelson D. Rocke-

feller "more than an emergency undertaking. This job is not a 'for

the duration' job. This task is not only for our generation, but for

generations to come."

STUDENT GOVERNMENT CONFERENCE
AT RANDOLPH-MACON

LCCV CALL, NANCY BEAN, EUGENIA BURNETT,
SWEET BRIAR DELEGATES

The twenty-seventh annual conference of the Southern Intercollegiate

Association of Student Government was held this year at Randolph-

Macon In Lynchburg. Representing Sweet Briar were Eugenia Burnett,

president of the Association, Lucy Call, and Nancy Bean.

Student Government was shown as a stabilizing force In coordina-

tion and balance. The very apt slogan, "business as usual," was adopted

as an Indication of the manner In which college life should be conducted

now.

The second discussion, led by Martha Hall of Brenau College, was

nil "The Value of Social Balance." This value can be readily recog-

nized for such a balance results in the maximum value from college.

.\ discussion led by Elizabeth Martin of Wesleyan College on "The
Measurement of Extra-Currlcular Activities" proved to be most inter-

esting. This side of college needs at this time drastic reorganization

and stimulation. It was pointed out that the greatest benetit could be

gotten, nut by cutting out extra-curricular activities, which would ob-

\ lously break down "business as usual," but rather by channeling and

directing their activities to the needs of the day.

On Friday afternoon, Jane Seaver, of the Office of Civilian Defense,

and a person who has seen solved the problems which we are trying to

solve now, gave great Impetus to the movement already well started by

the constructive planning shown In the previous discussions. Her stim-

ulating suggestions seemed to say "Let's get on the ball."

The discussion followed this speech on "The Added Weight of

Defense" was led by Lucy Call, with characteristic grace and dignity.

The Ideas exchanged In this discussion were very helpful In trying to

form some picture of just what can and should be expected of a college

in this line. Sweet Briar can give Itself a large pat on the back here,

for we have progressed further, at least In thought, than the majority

of colleges represented. Of course we still await the vital thing—co-

ordinated action.

.\t the banquet on Friday evening. Dean Harriet Elliott of the

Una erslty of North Carolina painted a vivid picture of the contrast

between the meaning of Student Government in her day and in ours.

Today Student Government is of an Infinitely broader scope, and must

be guided, not by an Honor System, but rather by an honorable way
..f life.

BUY DEFENSE STAMPS AND BONDS

Defense stamps and bonds—what do these terms mean to you? Do
you realize that every time you "throw away" a dime on some useless

expenditures, you are wasting fi\e cartridges which might help save the

life of an American soldier? Carter Glass recently wrote "Give until

It hurts" Is a good slogan, but not good enough. Until it not only hurts

but completely destroys the enemy Is a better one. If the Marines on

campaign group leader in 1 941 , Tau Phi.

Wake Island had stopped giving the Japs what they had when It began
to hurt, that amazing saga of American heroism would never have been

written. After the "hurt" starts, the best "salve" Is to buy another

defense bond.

If each person on this campus bought nine quarter stamps every week,

by graduation she would own an $18.^0 Defense Bond which ten years

from now will be worth $2>.00. Think of the cartridges and the am-
munition this would buy for our army and navy. Dr. Morgan offered

another Incentive for buying Defense Bonds and Stamps in his speech

Saturday morning. Buy them and prevent inflation, he urged.

This week the junior class Is having Its banquet on campus rather

than at a club in Lynchburg as has been the custom in previous years.

The money saved will be used to buy Defense Bonds. The English Club
recently voted to buy a Defense Bond with money saved from not

having refreshments. The sophomore class has voted money to the

head of Defense, Nancy Bickelhaupt, to be used as she sees the need.

From all sides come challenges to classes, clubs, and Individuals. Put
your money in Defense Bonds and Stamps regularly, and whole-
heartedly. Start today and keep on . . .

MR. G. GORDON MAHY, CHINESE MISSIONARY,
VISITOR ON CAMPUS

Through the Student Volunteer movement, Mr. Maliy visited Sweet
Briar April sixteenth and seventeenth. He met with many student

groups and spoke at the Friday chapel. Mr. Mahy's group carries on
the work of Protestant Christianity in Welhsien. Proving its interest

In the physical as well as the spiritual welfare of the people this group
has seen to vaccination, care of the eyes and h;is taught hygiene along
w Ith the Gospel.

.\THLETIC ASSOCIATION AND LAKE COUNCIL REQUEST
COOPERATION IN CARE OF BOAT HOUSE

COMMITTEE PLANS TO FURNISH KITCHEN .AND LOUNGE

As spring comes to Sweet Briar our thoughts always turn to outdoor
activities. This year we have an even greater opportunity for enjoyment
In this direction—the new boathouse is certainly an addition to Sweet
Briar's community life, but every person must realize that the upkeep
of the boathouse is placed in the hands of every student, and that it is

her Individual responsibility to abide by the rules set by the Athletic

Association and the Lake Council. Remember that smoking permission

for parties must be obtained from Sandy Anderson when you get the

key. The big recreation room in the boathouse and the road are the

only places where smoking Is allowed. There Is no janitor service at

the boathouse, so put all trash from picnics into the provided ashcans
and sweep the floor of the recreation room before leaving. The rules

are posted on the bulletin board In Gray. Please read them!
The scheduled swimming hours have been changed to eleven to

twelve and three to five Monday through Friday. If you want to swim
at any other time, ask a lake counsellor and patroler to go with you,

and let Miss Rlggs know that you are going to the lake.

We realize that you are anxious to know about the furnishings of

the boathouse. A committee of four girls from the A. A. executive

board has been working with Miss Rlggs; and we have ordered two
couches, two large tables, and three small chairs. This Is a mere start

towards furnishing the big room, and we hope that pieces of furniture

will gradually be added to complete the decoration. There Is a list of

inexpensive articles, kitchen utensils and the like, posted on the bulletin

board in Gray. Why not contribute these small Items, either individually

or by chipping In together In groups, and help equip the boathouse?

The A. A. needs your cooperation to make your boathouse more
enjoyable for you.

WE POINT WITH PRIDE TO ALUMNAE DAUGHTERS
Eugenia Btrnett, '42, daughter of Eugenia Griffin, '10, winner of

competitive scholarship for Virginia girls her Freshman year, on

the dean's list each year. Junior House President, May Court and

this year president of Student Government.
Margaret Becker, '42, daughter of Lulma Pfelffer, Academy, Fresh-

man honors, tied for highest ranking member of Freshman class,

on the dean's list each year, winner of scholarship for leading

her class In her sophomore and junior years.

Bktsv Chamberlain, '42, daughter of Constance Russell, '16, winner
of competItI\e scholarship Freshman year, dean's list each semester,

book editor and later assistant editor of Sweet Briar Netcs, Q. V.,

Bkttv Wee MS. '4.^, daughter of Mathllde Booth, *M, secretary of

Freshman class. Orientation committee sophomore and junior years,

Q. v.. May Court, on editorial staff of the Bramblcr, Lacrosse

team each year and President of the Junior class.

Mary Stewart Carter, '43, daughter of Marv Stewart, Academy,
reporter for the Sweet Briar AVrtM freshman, sophomore and junior

years, editor of the AVro 1942-'43, dean's list.

Jkan Ridlfr, '4?, daughter of Polly BIssell, M7, freshman honors,

first place in class in first semester.
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College Women Needed at Once

ARTHUR S. FLEMMING, U. S. Civil Service

- Commissioner, estimated that in the next fonr

months there are 500,000 positions to be filled. All

appointments are now made for the duration and six

months following the armistice. These are the fields in

which vacancies lie: ScienUfic: (n) chemistr\-—research

and analytical—work on explosives, plastics, textiles, and

rubber; (b) physics, radio, sound and electricity; (c)

mineralogy—the need for instructors far exceeds the

supply. Requirements: mathematics through differential

calculus and si.x hours of physics. Social Sciences: (a)

economics, commodities, industr\-, foreign trade, business

practices, accounting, and statistics; (b) personnel—assis-

tants need fifteen hours of public administration, person-

nel work, or psychology. Inspectors are needed in all

plants with war contracts.

Psychiatric social work is essentially a woman's field.

It requires two years post-graduate work, the tuition rang-

ing from $700-$ 1,000. Part of the time is spent doing

field work. From the Red Cross and from Great Britain

demands come for such workers. Undersrraduate work

here is important in so far as it provides essential knowl-

edge of past civilizations and of people.

Those interested in the nursing field should write t<i

the Nursing Information Bureau, 1790 Broadway, New
"^'ork, New York. The National Institute of Health lists

many openings for research work—problems of group

feeding, aviation medicine, occupational diseases. Those

interested in Nutrition will find sociology, economics and

psychology helpful backgrounds. Research and food con-

trol laboratories require some work beyond the A.B. in

food chemistry micro-biolog\' and nutrition.

In the field of occupational therapy, a college degree

plus twenty-one months of training, of which nine are

theoretical and technical, and twelve clinical, is requisite.

Write the American Medical Association for details of

requirements and for the accredited schools for training.

There are many openings in radio in both government
and the private field. Women have replaced men almost

IiKI per cent in the BBC even in the central control

room. In television one can do managerial, engineering

and program work, and can become operating and re-

search assistants. There are many opportunities in the

writing field. A jum'or writing and journalism examina-

tion is open to English majors. The Foreign Broadcast

Monitor Service offers interesting jobs for transcribers,

translators, editorial personnel, propaganda analysts and

communications researchers, ^^''rite the Civil Service

Commission, Washington, I). C.

In the field of transportation and communications,

women are needed as lawyers, engineers, accountants,

office administrators, librarians, bookkeepers, draftsmen,

telegraphers, and terminal managers.

Training courses which will fit college educated

women to fill positions in defense industries, as well as

"refresher courses" which will bring them up to date on

latest developments in their fields if the\ have not been

recentl)' employed, will be offered during the summer
by New Jersey College for \Vomen.

Women will be equipped to take Government censor-

ship jobs through three courses in French, Spanish and

German composition and translation, which will be

offered during the summer, while both general and scien-

tific secretarial work will be taught to provide secretaries

for the war industries. Courses will be given in account-

ing principles and practice and in commercial Spanish,

to translate and handle correspondence both for the Gov-

ernment and for exporting and importing houses.

Excerpts from tirticle h\ E/liih Brmnerd '42 who ivns

delegate to the ]Vo>/ien's Professional Relations Confer-

ence on "ll'ar Demands For Trained Persotniel," held

recently in Washington, D. (J.—Editor,

IMPORTANT

B.dlots for alumnae association a lid council elections will be mailed May first. Voti even f you

do not know th nominees personalU ; consult the is classmates or make \<)ur choice byj udging from

the listed quahfications in the February Alumnae News Return the marke 1 ball, t to the alumnae

am ce as soon as possible. Polls close June second.
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cAcross the 'President's IDesk-

THERE is a mixture of stimulus and frustration in

thf flow of disparate things over m\' desk that nevei'

grows So expected as to seem routine. This fact prompts

me so to report them to \(ni, to see if they will not give

you an accented line drawing of happenings here. They

ought to lack any trace of frustration for \du hecause you

have no decisions to make ahout them.

The annual report of the Carnegie Foundation for the

Advancement of Teaching has arrived. One just is not

ignorant of what it contains. It contains this year a

iiovelt)' for an educational report, a sort of Socratic dia-

logue on examinations, so often discussed that it is an

achievement for a discussion about them to seem fresh.

A group of Southern institutions are engaged, beginning

last summer at Sewanee, continuing in various colleges

and imiversities during this academic year, with another

session to come at Sewanee this summer, a study of

southern education in many phases. Examinations—their

goals, their efficienc\', their forms, and how to report

their results have been a favorite part of the study in

small groups of the facult\ here at Sweet Briar. What

can I make the Carnegie report contribute to these group

discussions:

While I am considering this, the telephone rings to

sav that it is the time for the weekly staff conference of

Buildings and Grounds, in which I am active for the

months between the departure of the previous Superin-

tendent, to ioin in Defense building, and the coming of

the new officer. Have we had any answer ahout the

chances of being able to purchase a new general utilit\'

truck, the one that hauls coal, chlorine, cement, gravel,

ilirt, ammonia, garbage, and what-not for this com-

munit\' of some six hundred? Not \et. Where was the

break in the sewer line from Grammer finally located

and did the force liave to work all night to find it and

get it repaired? How satisfactor\' is the new method of

making fast the large windows in the gymnasium: Is

the window blown in by the wind storm two v\eeks ago

satisfactorih' replaced? How much maple flooring for

repairs is available in the attics? Could the neighboring

saw-mill supph' any seasoned walnut for some benches?

Is the schedule so Set as to release campus workers to

Elsetta Gilchrist on her generous and invaluable spring

visit to tackle grounds planning? "Yes, I shall be back

in m\ office in a few minutes. Please keep Mr. and Mrs.

and Marjorie. I want very much to meet them. I

remember his uncle very well indeed. I also remember

that I am having chapel today."

Then refreshed by lunch—catalogued here to arouse

pity and env\!—turnip salad with salt pork, poached egg.

Corn bread and butter milk, on a rare and luckv day—

I

turn to the pending discussion in the Committee on In-

struction as to how to advise students on their education

at this time. The\- must weigh the long-time responsi-

bilities that their generation is to carry, the)' ought to

realize how they can pursue their wide, informintr, and

liberating course and at the same time put their concen-

tration in an area that current problems make of in-

sistent importance at this time. How many students

should be urged to acquire an interest and a competence

in science who at another time might prefer philosophy;

or to fit themselves to know and to be able to lead dis-

cussion in the historical, economic and social fields who
equally well could give their interest to music? How
man}- persons must not forsake their special interests and

capabilities, which will also be productive in society?

How many subsidiar)- skills can he successfully arranged

here to be gained along with a liberal education? How
much should schedules he modified to accommodate

themr Would they be more effectivel)' gained in other

schools in the summer time? What has been the result

of individual conferences of advisers and their own stu-

dent advisees? What facts are available? Can we state

with clearness and confidence any general agreement on

advice to students for 1942-43? What is the best way
to organize such a discussion at the next faculty meeting?

That over-worked line to Lynchburg rings. "We
have discovered for you a bell that can be lent to the

college for the duration of the war. It is at the City

Filtration Plant and can be called for." This is the third

bell that will have been tried to see if an air raid alarm

related to Sweet Briar's switchboard can be announced

quickly so that the whole communit\ will hear and know
at once of an alarm for fire or air raid. The whistle on

the Power Plant confers its greatest attention on the

occupants of .Manson and the back of Fergus Reid may
sleep through or take it for a train.

Fhe Facult\ meeting procedure bcins; set aside for

germination, the .Alumnae Office wishes to discuss how
urgent ought we to make the call to reunion this year.

It has just been deciiled that due to the condition of cars

and tires in the count)', .Amherst Count)' Day will regret-

full)' be omitted this year. Also word has come that the

members of the Home Demonstration groups of Amherst

and Nelson counties, which have for some years held

short courses at Sweet Briar in June will, for reasons

of agriculture and transportation, omit them this year.

Will the Alumnae find it difficult to get back in June
1942? Can the college bear to do without them and to

forego that annual cementing of bonds which is the very
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framework of the continuing college? How can this

reunion be made most profitable to the alumnae that

comer Should it have a special program? Has the presi-

dent any light to offer on these problems? "By the way,

do not forget the dead-line for yo"!" column in the

Alumnae News."

The committee on tile Institute of National Needs and

Resources must be called because the Institute is now an

assured fact and final arrangements must be made.

Telegrams ought to be received from the remaining

speakers invited before the date of the committee meet-

ing. Probably all will be in by Monday.

"Is Miss Glass at leisure?" Mrs. Brown needs to

discuss the Refectory budget and the food problem.

Should charge for board be increased or should we eat

more stews and croquettes? How ingenious can the

staff be in keeping menus always balanced, with ample

nutritive value and, at the same time, with eye appeal

and variety and within the budget? Should services be

reduced, and if so, how much? What price flowers and

candles?

The next time it is a telegram. Unfortunately the

minister to whom we have looked foiward with such

eagerness is ill and finds on Thursday that he cannot

come for Easter Sunday. That means that I must leave

you and seek the Seminary at Alexandria, our never-

failing friend. Does it all sound so very natural? Do
you find tempting avenues of further thought?

If you come by, wait for me. I want to see you.

A Letter from St. Thomas

Claudia Montague Sweeney, '35

to be had underground, every drop

that falls from above is truly heaven-

sent and is carefully hoarded in as

large a cistern as the household can

afford. From a distance these red

painted roofs look like tile. Gleam-

ing in the bright simlight of a perfect

tropical morning, Charlotte Amalie

seemed a charming toy village spread

out for our delight.

IT would seem, even to me, that

I might find time in more than

two months to write you something

about St. Thomas and our life here.

St. Thomas, a tiny black dot on the

map, is an island thirteen miles long

and two miles wide. It is one of a

series of submerged mountains. The
ancient peaks form our island and

there's scarcely an acre of level land

to be found. Consequently, there is BQ^ f J^P^^k Ashore I was enchanted by the

very little agriculture. A few ener- color everywhere. Bougainvillaea in

getic Frenchmen grow bananas on the steep and rocky various shades of red and purple climbs against every wall,

slopes and a few tomatoes, yams, chucus and other native festoons every porch and doorway. Huge clumps of gor-

vegetables, but the island depends mainly upon the outside geous poinsettias took my breath. And even the poorest

world for sustenance. There are three or four small wooden shack looks gay with a hibiscus hedge or a row

of bright crotons in the ever-present five-gallon kerosene

tins.

For two weeks we lived at Hotel 1829. Here we had

all of our meals on a charming open gallery, overlooking

the main street, which still goes by its Danish name of

Dronningensgade (Queen Street), King's Wharf, and

the harbor beyond.

At the end of that time we moved into a house of

our own. It is situated high on Bluebeard Hill, just

below the g(wernment-owned Bluebeard Castle Hotel.

herds of cattle, but the marketing methods are so primi-

tive and unsanitary that the Continentals (people like us

who come from the States) use powdered and evaporated

milk almost exclusively.

St. Thomas lies between the Atlantic and the Carib-

bean. The only town, Charlotte Amalie, is on the Carib-

bean side, starting at the water's edge around the harbor

and climbing up the hills behind, little houses perched

wherever they could find foothold. I shall never forget

my first view as we steamed into the truly beautiful

liarbor on Christmas Eve a year ago. Most of the houses We have a splendid view of the harbor and the town,

are painted white or delicate pastel colors. All have red \'et are far enough away not to be bothered by the sights,

roofs of corrugated iron. These are really individual soiuids or smells of the native quarters,

catchment areas. On an island where there is no water I wish I had a better picture of the house to send you.
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The front is one story high, but the

slope of the hill in back gives room

for a large storage basement and a

delightful flagstone terrace, grand for

outdoor parties. Above our 25,000

gallon cistern is an unscreened porch,

running along two sides of the living

room, which is reached through three

sets of double doors. These doors are

made of screening; we need no heavier ones the vear

round, though all windows and doors are provided with

solid wooden storm shutters in case of hurricane. The

house is of cement construction, also a hurricane precau-

tion. This proved a distinct disadvantage when we tried

to hang our pictures. For everv nail driven into the wall,

a hole must first be made with a diamond drill and a

wooden plug inserted. \\ e've packed most of the pic-

tures awav in the basement and hope the termites will

leave them in peace.

Termites are another reason for our concrete walls

and for the casement windows and maple furniture.

\\'e brought all our own things with us as there are

no furniture stores on the island and it's very costly to

order things from the States, even through Sears, Roe-

buck and Company, which does a tremendous business

here. We chose maple because apparently it and ma-

hogany and pitch pine are the only woods the termites

don't attack.

Life is very gay. For want of outside diversion, we

entertain more in our own homes. There are luncheons,

afternoon bridge parties, cocktail parties, innumerable

dinners, pinochle or poker parties. We have no decent

movies, no bowling alleys or night clubs, but there are

several beautiful beaches. We swim a lot, have frequent

beach parties, even an occasional pig roast. During the

past year a wealthy young man from Pittsburgh has

opened a very beautiful club on the site of one of the old

sugar estates. Membership, on the owner's invitation

only, is drawn largely from the service crowd and the

Continentals on the island.

The war has, of course, made other changes. All the

service wives are being sent home and expect to leave

within the month. When a group of girls get together

in the afternoon now they are much more likely to knit

for the Red Cross than play bridge. Plan an extra festive

dinner party, and it's likely to be utterly spoiled by a

blackout in the midst of the salad—as one of mine was

recently. My husband warns that before it's all over 1

^ha!l probably have to do without butter entirely, render

my own lard, and live on native dishes like fish and

fungee (a cornmeal mush very popular among the local

people).

^^'^e'll still have our friends come

for dinner, even if we have only rice

and bananas to serve. Entertaining

is fun when you don't have to clean

up afterwards. Most girls who would

do all their own work at home, have

one, two, or even three servants here.

M\- lately departed jewel, Adina, did

all the cleaning and cooking and

most of the marketing for $14.00 a month. I cer-

tainly miss her now, especially at dish-washing time or

when I go to market. She used to buy all my meat.

There is no big refrigeration plant on the island, so meat

is sold as soon as slaughtered. One needs a strong stomach

to enter the gory shops where whole quarters of beef,

lamb and goat liang dripping against the walls. It's a

waste of time to ask for porterhouse, sirloin or a rolled

rib. These butchers sell steak, roast and stew meat. All

are the same price per pound. The stock is sold and the

store closed by ten or eleven in the morning.

If you are too squeamish to "take" the local meat,

imported cuts may be found in the grocery stores, which

also sell liquor and cigarettes (both considerably cheaper

here than in the States), standard brands of canned goods

and other vegetables from a couple of fruit and vegetable

stands run by Puerto Ricans or from the natives in the

market square.

In the old da\s St. Thomas was an important seaport.

Heavy walled warehouses, extending from the water-

front to the main street a block away, still stand and are

used today as shops. Only one or two have been altered

by the addition of plate glass display windows. The
others otTer their wares on the sidewalk during the day,

carry them in at night before sealing the storm doors.

I haven't told \ou about the natives because they are

so difficult to describe. There are about 12,000 people

on St. Thomas. I imagine little more than 1,000 of

these are whites: a few Danes, the rest Navy men and

their families, government officials and business men.

Ninety per cent of the natives are of Negro or mixed

white and Negro blood. The rest are Frenchmen, known

locally as Cha Chas. They live in the French village,

"Cha Cha Town," which is really a part of Charlotte

Amalie. They preserve their French blood, ways and

language, and until recently refused to mingle with the

Negroes. The peculiar high-crowned straw hats they

wear easily identify them. A few have scattered through

the island and become farmers, bringing their produce in

to market on donkeys. Before the war those in town

earned their living by fishing. The women do beautiful

straw weaving and embroidery and their wares are sold

through the Cooperative.
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As f(ir the Negroes, man)- are intelligent and well

educated. These are the merchants, editors, teachers,

and local and federal government officials. Also intelli-

gent and capahle are the higher class house servants and

skilled workmen. Most of the rest are simple people who

retain to some extent their primitive hahits and ancient

superstitions. Even servants of a superior type who have

worked all their lives for Continentals, still believe in

"jumhies," (spirits of the dead), and refuse to go out at

night without a hat—even to carry trash from the

kitchen to the back porch. To an American, their speech,

though not unpleasant, is completely unintelligible.

Neither English nor Danish, it is wholly ^^'est Indian,

"at once clipped and liquid," as one writer has aptly

described it. The universal mode of address, irrespective

of sex, is "mon." After a year on the island, this is one

of the few words I can distinguish in an overheard street

conversation. Certain favorite expressions are repeated

again and again—such as "what you say, boyr"; "not

me, my son"; "Tis so"; "please God."' "Bush" refers

to the countr\'. "Plenty nil right" is a seal of approval.

Our maid delighted us one busy tourist day by remarking

that the town was "quite commercial." She continually

amazed me, too, by her rapid changes of speech. To me

she spoke excellent English, frequently with more precise

choice of words than I habitually use myself; but let one

of her cronies hail her from the road and the flood of

West Indian that followed left me completely baffled.

On the w hole, I should call them a fairly happy people.

There is not the general good humor characteristic in

Puerto Rico, where conditions are much worse than here,

but the erect wiunen sti'iding up the hills uith tra\s of

laiHKlr\' balanced on their heads, laugh and talk with one

another on their waw There are man\' holida\s unheard

of in the States. .And the Virgin Islander loves a holiday,

an opportunit\' to dress up and go to church, or to parade

in the streets, banging on a home-made drum.

In conclusion, I'd like to put in a protest against the

popular belief that the Virgin Islands are a good place to

live on practically nothing a year. At least we haven't

found it so. True, cigarettes are cheap (65 cents a

carton), but I don't smoke. Food costs are very high

and many items completely unobtainable. Clothing,

radios, records, pots and pans, etc., are all imported from

the States and consequently dear. Servants, I concede,

are cheap, but in many cases worth no more than they

are paid. I was fortunate in inheriting an unusuall\' fine

girl from the former tenants of om^ house. If Adina

doesn't return to me, I may search in vain for her equal.

I'm not complaining. The advantages of our situation

far outweigh its disadvantages. I merely want to dispel

any misconception that Ross and I are stretched out in

the shade of a giant mahogany tree with a long cold

drink, waited upon by a flock of eager servants. Actually

we both work very hard. But we like our island as it is.

Alumnae in the News
Emmy Thomas Thomasson, Academy, is president

of Bundles for America and Bundles for Britain, chair-

man of the Nutrition committee of the Red Cross in

Chattanooga.

Mary Archer Bean Eppes '29 is a member of the

engineering department at Lehigh and is teaching naval

officers.

Mary MacDonald Reynolds '30 is e.xecutive sec-

retary of Bundles for Britain and Bundles for Bluejackets

office in Chattanooga.

Mary Van AVinkle McClure '32 is chairman of

C.D.V.O. in Louisville, Kentucky.

Elizabeth Cr.awford '35 recenth broadcast over

the Blue Network with the Rochester Philharmonic

Orchestra, Jose Iturbi conducting.

Lucile H. Sergeant '38 is one of the first women
appointed to a position in the experimental engineering

department of the \V right Aeronautical Corporation.

She is checking computations on the log sheets, and mak-

ing graphs of results. This is highly confidential work,

for blue prints are made directly from the graphs.

College Calendar
April 24—Six South .American Countries in Koda-

chrome Pictures, Mrs. Bernice Lill.

26—The Reverend C. E. Deems, The Living-

ston Avenue Baptist Chin-ch, New Bruns-

wick, New Jersey.

29—Inauguration of president of ^'. W. C. A.,

Sarah Louise Adams.

Ma^• 2—May Day.

3—The Reverend Beverley Bo\d, Grace and

HoI\' Trinity Church, Richmond.

8—Students' Recital.

10—Dr. Henry P. Van Dusen, LTnion Theologi-

cal Seminary, New York City.

1 5—Lake Day. Students' Recital.

16—Gala Night, the Lake.

17—Musical Vespers, Sweet Briar Choir.

22—Piano Recital: Gloria Sanderson, '42.

24—Dr. Vincent C. Franks, St. Paul's Church,

Richmond, Virginia.

31—Dr. Oliver J. Hart, Trinity Church, Boston,

Massachusetts.
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The Faculty Club

I
N 19.35, some i.-nti.Tiinsinjj: spirits tlccidid that tlu-

tinu- was ripi- for a club which shciuld include all

nu-nibcrs of the facult\' and staff whose gregarious in-

stincts were sufficiently developed to make them inter-

ested in it, with associate membership for adults in theii'

famihes. The club has tloin'ished ever since, with a

goodly proportion of those dig bic among its members.

Its stated pui'pose is "to foster social and intellectual con-

tacts among members of the P"acult\', the Staff, and their

families." It has no constitution but it has ileveloped a

number of good traditions. .A clubrocun was earl\' acquiretl

in the basement of the g\mnasium; at first rather bleak

.uid second-hand in its ec|uipment, the room has profited

h\ the generous student patronage of the faculty show m
the fall of 19J8 (tile profits from this year's show went

to The Auditorium), and by the diligence of the House

Committee and h.is b'ossomed forth with new furnitvu'e,

fresh paint, and the ever-welcome rental pictures, into

a reall}' attractive meeting-place. Evening meetings with

outside speakers often require more room for expansion,

however, and we are grateful to the .Athletic .Association

for the occasional use of the A. A. Room. Just now
the club room is "doing its bit"; after serving for a year

and a half for weekly sewing meetings of the Red Cross,

it has been stripped of its furnishing to make room for

the eniergenc\' course for students in typewriting and

stenography.

The intellectual side of our programs is varied accord-

i]ig to the genius of successive committees and to the

resources available. We have called freely on visiting

experts, in the current year, Pierre de Lanux and Prince

Hubertus zu Lowenstein, who have generously added

talks and discussions with the club to their programs of

college and classroom lectures. .Again, we have had

round-table discussions of various scholarly or contem-

porar\' problems either by members of our own group,

or b\' friends from Lynchburo; and the University of

V^irginia and from other neighboring centers. Miss

Umbreit alwa)'s gives us an interesting talk on the pro-

gram of the National S\niphony, before its annual con-

cert in tile gymnasium. Recenth' we have had occasional

talks on different countries and their part in the world

crisis, b\' members of the faculty who were especially

well acquainted with them; so Mr. de Rocco gave us

some insight into the psychology of his fellow Wigo-
Slavs, Dr. Stochholm discussed the occupation of Den-

mark, and Mrs. Lill, on her return from South .America

this winter, spoke of her experiences, with special refer-

ence to schools and adult education in the various coun-

tries which she visited. \\'e have enjoyed better acquaint-

ance with some of the interesting citizens of Lynchburg;

last fall Mr. Powell Glass shou'ed beautiful colored films

of his rhododendrons at a meeting to which the Camera

Club, the Tetralog)' Club, and the Amherst Garden

Club were invited, and we look forward to visitinii the

famous rhodotiendrons in person later this spring.

For the social side, in addition to the well-known

Sweet Kriar institution of coffee before evening meetings,

tliei'e are three major events each \ear, and a variety of

others of a less predictable nature. Pearly in the fall the

club has a tea for new membeis of the faculty and staff,

which helps us to identif\' the younger initiates v\'hom we

confused with Freshmen at the opening reception at

Sweet Briar House, and we hope gives them a more

favorable impression of us than tlie\' get in the halls of

Fletcher and Academic, or even in the first faculty meet-

ing. Between the first and second semesters we have

1 he Part\ ; in the past, tilis has been a buffet supper at

the Lancasters' house, with cakes baked by our more

dcmiestic members, and games, charades, music, contests,

or such other entertainment as a resourceful committee

can devise to outdo their predecessors. This year the

party was held at Sweet Briar House, as a farewell to

the Lancasters, who were then in process of moving,

and whom the club will greatly miss. Late in the spring

comes the annual picnic, which has been held in the past

two years at Timberlake, through the generous hospi-

talit)' of Miss Rebecca Carroll, with swimming in re-

markably clear water, boating, and a most commodious

cottage at our disposal. In presidential election years, the

club provides a party in Big Commons, ostensibly for the

election returns, but no one has yet been discovered who

could hear the radio over the barking of hot dogs and

cigarette vendors and the frenzied partisans of Roosevelt

and ^Villkie in November, 1940. In 1938 the faculty

club assumed responsibilit\- for the F"acult\' Show, which

students have come to expect once in a college genera-

tion. We hope that many of you will remember inn'

effOrts in Noiv It Shall Rf Told, with the crowning

glor)' of Miss Glass and Miss Dutton .is two saints in

one act. This year the show took the form of a radio

broadcast, with complete television, in a remarkable scries

of dramatic eff'oits called hitflligrutniiii. Candor compels

me to admit that .some of the faculty think the curtain

should fall much sooner than it docs, or, better yet, should

never rise at all. The directors, authors, and actors,

however, do appreciate the applause that so seldom greets

our serious curricular eff'orts, and the opportunity to

rescue some of our less scbolarh' abilities from atrophy.

.And many who for various reasons do not belong to the

club cooperate most brilliantly in the show.

Eva Matthews Sankoru
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May Day, i 942

Ruth Hensley Lucy Call

Miss Ruth Hunsley of Ashcvillc, North Caroh'na, will

reign as May Queen this year on May second. The honor

attendants elected by the student body are Lucy Call of

Richmond, Virginia, crown bearer, Cynthia Abbott,

Schenectady, New ^'ork, scepter bearer, and Margaret

Preston, Havana, Cuba, garland bearer. Ladies of the

court include: Deborah Wood, Anne Mcjunkin, Betty

\Veems, Grace Bugg, Eugenia Burnett, Charlotte Gar-

ber, Peggy Roudin, Charles Lindsay, Dorothy Tobin,

Emily Ann W^ilkins, Eloise English, Mary Christian,

Sally Schall, Betsy Gilmer, Kay Coggins, Ruth Pierson,

j'hyllis Sherman, Gloria Sanderson, Frances Boynton,

Anne Barrett, D()roth\- Malone, Virginia Beasley,

Muriel Grymes, Dorothy Stauber, Caroline Miller,

Mary Jane Lampton, Louise Moore, Mildred Brenizer,

Leslie Herrick, Marion Saunders, and Annie Mitchell.

Freshman pages are Dean Brugger and Thirza Trant.

Plans are made for a simplified May Day this year.

The Horse Show is scheduled for 2:30, Friday after-

noon. There will be no dance that night. On Saturday,

May Day, a picnic luncheon for the college community

and guests will be served on the lawn at 12:30. Alum-

nae may secure tickets from Helen McMahon at the

ticket booth. In the afternoon the crowmng of the Queen

will be followed by a pantomime adaptation of "The Man

Who Married a Dumb Wife," presented by Paint and

Patches. In spite of the drastic reduction in the cost of

the May Day celebration this year, the program promises

to be entertaining and beautiful. The pantomime and

court ceremony take place at two o'clock. There will

be no dinner dance in the Refectory, but the annua! May

Da\- dance will begin at nine in the Gymnasium.
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Class Notes

Jn mpmnnam
Inez Tress, Aca(lcm\ • (Mrs. Silowden ) Deceased Nov em her, 194!

Elise Lloyd , c\-'15 ( Mrs. George Tandy) Deceased M;ircli 24, 1942

1912

Thiitictli RL-uniun, June 6-9. 1942

Class Secretary: Loui.ie M. Wilson, ^14 Wfst

114th Street, New York, New "^'ork.

Fuu.i Agent: Elsie Zakgel Thomas (Mrs.

I. C.) 200 Euclid Avenue, Sheboygan, Wis-

c<»nsln.

I9I4

Class Secretary: Elizabeth Grken SnErHERn
(Mrs. Henry) 3306 Reservoir Ro;id, Wash-

ington, D. C.

FuTifi Agent: Alice Swain Zell, 16390 S(uith

Park Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio.

Dear Class of 1914:

Thank you for the rt plies which you sent

me last fall about yourselves. There really were

quite a lot and I had hoped to have written a

letter for the February Alumnae News but

just didn't g-et it off. So, here is the news you

sent me last fall. In these changing times there

may he much that is new which has happened

to you since you wrote me. If so, send the

news during the summer and I shall put it in

the October issue of the Alumnae News.
Lizzie

Elizabeth Green Shepherd has forwarded the

many answers she received to her request for

news to the alumnae office for the many prob-

lems connected with running a business at this

time leave her without a minute to get them
into a letter for 1914.

Cora Bryan McRae: After leaving Sweet

Briar attended Rice Institute and the Univer-

sity of Texas. Spent a year abroad writing

articles for Texas newspapers. Married in

1928. husband died 1939. Has two children.

Is now music and art critic of T//e Houstnn
Chronicle.

Catherine Bosson Taylor: Married a neur-

ologist and psychiatrist, now retired to a farm
in North Carolina. Three children; Catherine

at Uni\ ersily of North Carolina
i James Lan-

don, freshman at University of North Caro-

lina; Julia a senior at Chatham Hall. Is

engaged in contacting all college girls in

North Carolina for garments for college girls

in Britain. Saw Mattie Welch Logan after

theatre party in fall.

Margaret Cobb Howard : Loves her new
home In Oyster Bay, New York. Has four

step children.

Sarah Cansler Carroll: One daughter Jean,

who attended Sweet Briar in class of 1941,

studied art in New^ York and Is now married.

Jean left her "mark" at Sweet Briar by doing

some murals for Grammtr Common Room.
Elizabeth Darnall Snyder: One son, Charles,

Jr.. who is with the Fourth Mechanical Divi-

sion and a daughter, \Lary Anne married to

a first lieutenant.

Pauline Darnall Riddle: Has two daughters.

oru- Is in,M ried, lives in New ^'ork studying art

and modeling.

Faye Elliott Puguc: Four children, one

daughter married, one son a reserve lieuten-

ant. Son at Princeton and another at Kent
School. Is an organist for her church. Has two

grandchildren.

Rosalie Harrison Mahime: "Still selling

stamps," which is only thing she knows of on

w hlch there has been no price rise ! Postmis-

tress for Amherst, Virginia.

Margaret Haddock Watson: Son In army
air corps (was studying law at Leland Stan-

ford). Daughter preparing for college and she

Is talking Sweet Briar.

Louise Malsby Marlott : Has a son born on

Christmas day In 1 92 1

.

Martha Tillman Nor\ ell : Had Eugenia

Buffington and husband for a weekend \ isit.

Wants to know what about Margaret Cobb.

Hopes to get back to Sweet Briar.

Elizabeth Sutherland Chenoweth : One daugh-

ter Is Wellesley graduate and another is fresh-

man there this year. Son at Harvard. Active

with Red Cross and Bundles for Britain.

Martha "Pat" Steele McNaghten: Has cel-

ebrated 26 years of married life. Two children

both married.

Nancy Suppes Burrough : Husband w (irking

in contract distribution division In Washing-
ton. Has tiny apartment there. Spends week-

ends at home. Oldest son a Princeton grad-

uate and second lieutenant. Oldest daughter

to be married in fall. Daughter at Miss Por-

ters and another son will go to Taft.

Eula Weakley Cross: Daughter, Louise, is

freshman at Sweet Briar. Ellen, who grad-

uated from Birmingham-Southern has job.

Helen Monash HIrsch : Two children and
both married. Son James in engineering corps.

Was stationed In Hawaii.

Rebecca Patton: "I shall surely try to do

scmicthing for a headline for next issue!"

Ruth Stevens Brothers: Family consists of

cocker spaniel and Persian cat. Reports that

Kathryne Mattingly Is Mrs. Richard Curtis

Webster and has two sons; that Ethel Gregory
Is Mrs. Albert Taylor of Ocean View, Virginia.

Katharine Qulnby Castle: Has three grand

children and two grandchildren. Daughter
Molly has a daughter; daughter Katharine

has a son. Son Wilmot (called Jerry) is at

Yale.

Dorothy Peckwell Crcmer: Li\es In Cleve-

land Heights, Ohio where husband Is executive

Director of Greater Cle\ eland .-Vnierlcan Red
Cross. Sees Alice Swain Zell, Lucille Marshall

Boethelt and Hazel Trimble Winshlp often.

Has two daughters, one son and two grand-

children.

Marion Phillips: Is Senior Hostess at Fort

Custer enjoys it very much.

Marjorie Moss Taliaferro: Keeps busy as

secretary to a doctor.

Alice Swain Zell- Son Lucien at Bakersrield,

California; daughter, Alice, a freshman at

Wellesley; daughter Nancy at Laurel School
and interested in athletics only. Saw^ Jim
Hayes last June and she and Nancy monop-
olized the conversation !

Abbie Munroe May: Spent last summer at

Johns Hopkins and feels her arthritis has im-
proved. Oldest son Is sub-engineer on a big
airp<.rt project and still hopes to finish his
course in Chemical Engineering. Daughter is

senior at high school and youngest boy Is in

eighth grade.

1917

Twenty-fifth Reunion

Reuuion Chairmen: Polly Bjssell Ridler
(Mrs. Earl S.) 608 Lindsay Road, Wilming-
ton, Delaware.

Rachel Llovd Holton (Mrs. Hoyt S.) 231S
Densmore Drive, Toledo, Ohio.

Our twenty-fifth reunion Is almost upon us
and I hope we can have a really good turn-
I'ut for this important event. Do start plan-
ning now to reach Sweet Briar on June sixth,

and to stay until the ninth. Helen McMahon
is reserving a group of rooms for us so that
we can all be together again. Plans are un-
derway for a big time with special class e\ents.
Don't miss it.

PoLLV
1918

Class Secretary: Elizabeth Low man Hall
(Mrs. Asaph) 866 Euclid Avenue, Elmira,
New York.

Funii Agent: Vivienne Barkalow Hornbeck
(Mrs. Stanley K.) 2139 Wyoming Avenue,
N.W., Washington, D. C.

In spite of a large number of cards sent at

Christmas, the news from our class Is still

non-cxistenl. I received greetings from several
but nu details of their doings.

One item which should have gone in the
February issue was the announcement of Elea-
nor Smith's marriage to Mr. Herbert Schenck
Walters im January seventh. They will be
living at Eleanor's home In Ocean Grove.
Mr. Walters is connected with the Everfast
Fabrics Company In New York City.

The folic.wing article about Imogene Burch
Wolcott taken from the Boston Traveler,

will be of interest to everyone who knew her.

"As presiding genius of two radio programs,
a magazine and the homemakcr's service de-

partment of a large New England grocery

chain, attractive Imogene Wolcott sometimes
feels she's the center of a three ring circus.

A whiz in the kitchen when the mood seizes

her, she is also editor of the new and stream-

lined "American Cookery" magazine, and as

such is convinced that the kitchen front will

play as large a part in winning this war as

will the military one. Mother of one son who
is stationed at Hawaii with the United States
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Army Tank Corps, she was born In Minne-

apolis, spent a year abroad In a Swiss school,

returned for two years at Sweet Briar College

In Virginia ;ind transferred to the University

of Wisconsin, of which she is a graduate.

After college she made a bee-line for Man-
hattan to become associate editor of a national

maga7lne. Soon married and came to Boston,

which she heartily despised at first but finally

came to understand, and now wouldn't live

anywhere else. Has brain waves In the middle

of the night and scribbles down notes for the

stores, and magazine. Doles on her functional

summer home overlooking the Cape Cod Canal

at East Sandwich. Surrounded by clover fields,

the house Is decorated with their dark greens

and purply-red as a color scheme throughout,

with pigs a gay motif In the kitchen linoleum

and a large Staffordshire one sprinkled with

clover as the plece-de- resistance of the dwell-

ing. Smitten periodically with wanderlust, she

has been to Europe three limes; studied func-

tional design In Paris In 1929; but thinks

Guatemala the most fascinating and loveliest

place she has ever visited. Had a period of

bee raising and was once treasurer of the

Massachusetts Bee Keepers Association, the

majority of whose members are retired sea

captains! Her only suppressed desire is to live

In a pent house atop the New England Mu-
tual's baby skyscraper. Author of "The Yan-

kee Cookbook," she abominates the little de-

tails of work— and always has a messy desk-

top at her office, but stoutly maintains her

bureau drawers at home are above reproach."

1919

Class Secretary: Elizabeth Eggleston, Green

Level, Hampden-Sydney, Virginia.

Futui Ageti/: Florence Freeman Fowler
(Mrs. Gerard S.) 233 Summit Avenue, Mt.

Vernon, New York.

Dear Helen:

I am sorry to turn up a blank for you. I

wrote to each member of the class and received

only one answer. As this was more a cour-

teous acknowledgment, than a news letter, it

seems best to hold it back to be woven Into

later news—If any.

I do want to tell you that I'm glad you

gave me this job, because It has made me see

that the alumnae office is not to blame for the

continued lack of news about 1919. I have

been troubled and disappointed to open num-
ber after number of the magazine and see

1919 omitted. And I see that I've been quite

unjust In blaming the office for the omission.

1921

C/rt.T.( Secrc/ary: Elizabeth Snoor Dixon
(Mrs. Brownrigg) 1029 Maryland Avenue.

Suffolk, Virginia.

Fnnti Agent: Josephine Ahara MacMh.lan
(Mrs. Louis) 736 East Franklin Street,

Chapel Hill. North Carolina.

Had the shock of my tender years when I

was renotlfied that I am still "Madame Sec-

retary" which explains why '21 was sadly

missing In the February Issue. "Pardon me,

R. W." Of course, we are all just as busy

as we can be or we ought to be, but please

let's not forget each other and Sweet Briar.

We were freshmen during World War I,

which ought to knit us more closely now than
ever. I am knee deep In Red Cross with two
examinations upon me at one time; first aid

and home nursing. I have discovered that

babies and learning are intended for the young.

There is no news from any of you as you well

know. If none of you will accept this job,

please be considerate enough to tell me s(mie-

thing about yourselves. You were good sports

several decades ago; surely you have not

changed. Everybody here is bicycle crazy. Hope
the heart strain will not prove too great. I'd

like to give aw ay about t\\enty years. .An\-

candidates f

1922

20th Reuni<)n, June 6-9

Class Secretary: Gertrude Dally Massie

(Mrs. Adrian M.) Purchase Street, Rye, New-

York.

Fuvil Agent: Marion Walker Neiolingkr

(Mrs. Lloyd K.) Three Elm Street, Hanover,

New Hampshire.

Believe it or Tiot, here we are in print

again, and while I am feeling a trifle deflated

because of the few responses to my cards, I

have some news for you this time, and am
hoping to have lots more before the next

issue goes to press.

I am deeply grateful to Alice Ear ley Cleri-

denlng for a very prompt reply to my plea for

news. Alice Is still in Philadelphia teaching

in tlie Institute for the Control of Syphilis. She

is giving a paper this month at the Pennsyl-

vanit State Conference of Social Work In Har-

risburg. She and her giown daughter, Jean,

\ isited Sweet Briar last fall and found It*;

charm enhanced w ith the passing of years.

Our sympathy Is extended to Alice Babcock

Simons, whose mother has been very III this

\\ inter.

I know you will be sorry to hear that Kitty

Cook has been 111 since last August and Is con-

\ alesclng at the Shepherd Pratt Institute in

T()w son, Maryland.

Several weeks ago we had the pleasure of

"dining" Ruth Flske and her new^ husband,

Charlie Steegar, who met with great approval.

Ruthie is busy working for the Westchester

County Children's Association.

I heard from Beulah N orris at Christmas

time. She offered to meet me at some central

point and drl\e me to our Reunion in June.

Hope she has not weakened on the Idea since

the tire and gasoline rationing. Incidentally,

please try to come back for this twentieth

!

Gcrt Whitmore is our representative In

Equestrian circles. She rode In the National

Horse Show at Madison Square Garden last

November.

Mary Munson is senior assistant In the

psychological department at Elgin State Hos-

pital. This department conducts a vocational

guidance and adolescent clinic at the Medical

Center In Elgin, and gives voluntary service

to draft boards. Mary Is active In farming

—

my new son could volunteer for hog-calling,

Mary. He really Is good ! By the way did

you know that I have a new son ? Now we
ha\'e so many Adrians In tJie house, no one

answers me.

Margaret Menk West w-as very prompt to

answer my recent card. We are sorry to hear

that her mother has been ill in Shadyside Hos-

pital for over a year.

How many of you read Harperh Bazaar?

Be sure to see the April Issue and glean very

Important In fformat Ion on how to keep your-

selves fit, attractive and glamorous these hectic

davs as outlined by Eleanor Guthrie Nefl^.

Llllas Shepiierd Williamson Is chairman of

a group which Is organizing fifteen hundred

In Silver Spring, Maryland, for home defense.

Not having heard directly from Burd Dick-

son all winter, I shall have to report second

or third hand that she was last seen attending

.1 motor mechanics course In Sewlckley, attired

In slacks and mink coat. See how dangerous
it is not to answer my pleas for printable

news of yourselves?

Heard from Trot Walker Neldllnger last

fall. She and her daughter, Mary Ann, both

had pneumonia hut made successful recoveries.

Besides babies, bottles, formulae, spinach,

etc., I am practically exhausted from the Old
Dutch Cleanser contest, but firnilv expect to

win $1,000!

If this makes no sense at all, attribute it

to a blackout over an hour long, and a child

terrified by the sirens. And now cheerio till

June.

Gert
1921

Class Secretary: Lavra Graham Hunter
(Mrs. Handd F.) 706 River Avenue, Rome,
Georgia.

Ft/nii Agent: Mary Nadine Pope Phillips
(Mrs. Carrlngton B.) 2924 Berkley Road,
.Ardmore, Pennsylvania.

The alumnae office received a letter from
Martha McHenry Halter's mother saying, "It

might Interest you to know that Martha called

me (from Thurgau, Switzerland) on Christ-

mas day and we talked for about ten minutes.

The reception was very good. It was a great

surprise to me and a very happy experience

for us both." The office has just received from
Martha the ijuestionnalre sent to graduate

alumnae last October. Her address Is Gruneck,
Thurgau, Sw itzerland.

Announcement has been received of the mar-
riage of Lucy M. Reaves to Major William
G. Utterback. Major Utterback has been

stationed at Camp Robinson but is being trans-

ferred to Jefferson Barracks, Missouri.

Dorothy W. Green Is Mrs. Burr Powell
Harrison. Senator Harrison Is state senator

from Virginia.

1926

Class Secretary: Virginia Lee Tinker (Mrs.
George F.) 30+ North Mountain Avenue,
Upper Montclalr, New Jersey.

Fun,/ Agent: Kitty Blount Andersen (Mrs.
Frederick) Bayport, Minnesota.

Dear 26:

First of all, let me say how pleased I was
at the response to my request for news for the

Class Letter.

Dorothy Keller Iliff wrote me a long letter

reporting on the doings of many ot our class-

mates. She has moved to Alexandria, Vir-

ginia, and her husband Is an officer in the

Field Division of Selective Service.

When last heard from Elinor Green Conrad
was busy with a First Aid Course and was on
a committee which reviews movies for children.

Helen Finch Halford manages her farm In

Hampshire, England, and entertains officers

and their families as well as refugees from

London.

I received a telegram from the Stlllman

Kelley's (Kay Norrls) announcing the birth

of a son (Stlllman Randolph) on March 10.

Joyce Macgregor reports she has been twelve

years w ith the Board of Education In Pitts-
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biirirh and is also attending Evening School

three nights a week.

Edna Lee Cox*s husband has been made a

Lieutenant Colonel. Their twins, Joan and

Judith, are accompanying their mother to Flor-

ida for a two weeks visit with Mr. and Mrs.

Lee.

Dorothy Hamilton Davis is taking classes

In First Aid, Red Cross Nursing and Sewing.

Her husband Is an Air Raid Warden.

Margaret M.ilone McClenients and her hus-

band have built a lovely country home near

Pittsburgh and spent many winter week ends

there.

We send our deepest sympathy to Anne

Maybank Cain whose mother and father passed

away this winter and to Dorothy Bailey

Hughes whose mother died In January.

Martha Close Page and husband are having

a second honeymoon at Miami Beach, Florida,

without the "small fry," so it Is, In their

nplnion the first real vacation In ten years.

Elizabeth Moore Rusk Is working with the

Civilian Defense establishing Hospital Units

and First Aid Stations (one of which she has

In her own home). She Is also working in the

Community Service at Fort Dix where she and

six other girls serve cofTee and cake to the

soldiers, answer questions and send out wires

and packages for them.

Lois Peterson Wilson has nii>\ ed to John-

ston, seven miles from Providence, Rhode

Island. She has been taking Red Cross Courses

and expects to take a Canteen Course In the

near future.

Margaret White Knobloch has a new home
In Eric on the Lake Shore and along with the

many others In our class is working at Red

Cross Headquarters.

This seems to be all the news to date, but

dnn't forget to send In items of interest for

the June Issue of the Magazine. Please re-

member the Alumnae Fund. It Is never too

late to send In a contribution.

Sincerely,

Virginia Lfe Tin'kfr.

1927

Fifteenth Reunion

Class Secretary: Elsetta Gilchrist, 6^16

York Road, Parma Heights, Cleveland, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Florknce Shortau Poland

(Mrs. Addison B.) 34 Plymouth Road, Sum-

mit, New* Jersey.

Bebe has been swamped with farm problems,

a big civilian defense job plus spring planting

at Sweet Briar and elsewhere. Her message

to you, "Dan and I have been holding down

reunions long enough now. We want support

In June and lots of you!" You will hear from

ymir reunion chairman soon. Please answer all

questions and be on hand June sixth.

1931

r/.?.f-( ^fcrcfary. Martha von Brifsfn, 4436

North Stowell Avenue. Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Fund Agent: Martha McBroom Shipman

(Mrs. Frank L.) 32n West Franklin Street,

Troy, Ohio.

Pollv Swift Calhoun holds the title, against

all comers, I am sure, of Busiest Girl In the

Class. .At present she goes twice a week, four

hours at a time, to an observation post as a

plane spotter. She helps her husband as air

warden in Cornwall village. She has finished

3 first aid course and Is ready to take the in-

structor's course, as soon as one is available

In her vicinity. She does all of her own work
(she has three small children!) but this sum-
mer she plans to have part-time help so that

she can join the Land Army and work half-

days on the farm. The rest of the time she

expects to spend in gardening and canning.

Her daughter Sue, not quite 5, does the dishes

alone and Ted, going on 6, makes beds and
carries wood and feeds the chickens. Her
nephew, who Is a British refugee, has been

with her for several weeks, although he ordi-

narily stays with Polly's parents. In spite of

the fact that Polly was serlusly ill before

Christmas, she has managed to make two
snowsults a week for the Red Cross since

January 1st.

Are you breathless as I am after reading all

that? My hat Is off to you, Polly, and thanks
so much for your good letter, which I appre-
ciated very much.

1932

Tenth Reunion

Reunion Chairman: Dorothv Smith Bfrkf-
LEV (Mrs. Edmund) 332 Fifteenth Street,

Charlottesville, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Ruth Remon Wenzel (Mrs.
George) 3102 Thirty-third Place, N.W.,
Washington, D. C.

Virginia Austin is Mrs. Theodore Wells
Shaw. She is living at 186 South Batavia
Avenue, Batavia, Illinois. Virginia has one
son, John, aged four.

M. Eugenia Ware is Mrs. Henry S. Myers.
The office does not have her recent address.

1933

Class Secretary: Frances H. Atkinson, 177
State Street, Boston, Massachusetts.

Fund Agent: Gerry Mallory, 169 East Clin-
ton Avenue, Tenafly, New Jersey.

Langhorne Watts Austen was hostess in her
attractive Brookllne home to the annual Sweet
Briar Bridge-Tea late in March, with about
twenty-four Brlarites from the class of '17 to

present underclassmen attending. Margaret
Robertson Densmore, ex '36, was actively en-
gaged in obtaining subscriptions for the $2^
Defense Bond which had been rafHed, and
"quite a tidy sum" was made out in a check
for the College as a result of her and Lang-
horne's efforts. Betty Myers Harding '3^

contributed colorful aprons of her own design
for the prizes. Of our class. Blanche Davles
Barloon, Langhorne, and I were the nnly
representatives.

Langhorne has three fine children: Sally—6,

Julia—2, and George III— 11 months, and
her surgeon-husband, George, teaches at the
Harvard Medical School.

Margie Morse Emllng has been attending
the courses for air raid wardens In Scars-

dale, New York, along with her husband,
Ralph. Since the four children have married,
Mr. and Mrs. Morse have sold their rambling
home on Heathcote Road, but still live in

Scarsdale.

Elizabeth (Ted) Clary Treadwell has her

first bab" Katherine-Louise, born November
26, and Is the image of her daddy, Ben.

Frances Powell Zoppa drove up from Rich-

mond around the middle of February to visit

with Ted, Ben, and daughter in Chevy Chase,

Maryland. Frances Is the new president of the

Richmond alumnae club.

Nevil Crute has forsaken her "nice white

laboratory" In Houston, Texas, for the "red

and white kitchen," under the name of Mrs.
WInfield .Addison Holmes, on February 21,

address 1853 Sul Ross, Houston. She fairly

purrs with contentment.

Mary Elizabeth demons Porzelius from
Chattanoog.i "gives" with news of activities

with Red Cross classes, first aid and nutrition,

motor corps, etc. Last October she and her

husband, Albert, en route to New York,
stopped by Roanoke and saw Rose Beverley

Bear Burke and her two attractive daughters.

Mary Elizabeth attended the Junior League
Conference in Little Rock last November, ran
into Rip Van Winkle McClure, ex '32, of

Louisville, while there, and Is planning to

attend the .April League Conference in Kansas
City. She was recently elected president of

the Chattanooga Junior League.

Helen Seaton has an apartment In Rich-

mond and Is working for the State Board of

Education in the division of Audio Visual

Education.

Frances failed to Include an Interesting note

about herself. "Just before Christmas I carved

a sundial which I had cast in bronze, and the

resultant dial shines like a new penny in the

sun. It's lots of fun. Try it some time. Lead
works very nicely, too, and doesn't have to

be cast."—Editor.

Change of address:

Langhorne Watts, '33 (Mrs. George Austen,

Jr.) 21 Hawthorne Road, Brookllne, Massa-
chusetts.

Marjorie Morse, '33 (Mrs. Ralph A. Em-
ling) Apt. 2C—North, Scarsdale Manor, Scars-

dale, New York.

1935

Class Secretary: Helen Wolcott, 19 West
Kirke Street, Chevy Chase, Maryland.

Fund Agent: Martha Jones Betts (Mrs. Reeve
H.) 71 Park Street, Brookllne, Massachusetts.

Spring fever must have set In early—only
five responses to my lovely what-have-you-been-

dolng cards. Fie, fie. But now that the lecture

Is over:

Barbara Benzlnger Lindsley Is the proud

mama of identical twin boys, David Piper and
Philip Roberts, born March 13. Luckily, the

Lindsley family had just moved into a larger

home where there will be enough room for

three boys. She and her husband spent August
and September In California, and in November
Barbara went to Philadelphia to be matron of

honor In her sister's wedding.

Sarah Miller Adelman has a daughter, Mar-
garet Morehead, born February 8. Not content

with two children of her own, Sarah Is still

running a kindergarten and nursery school.

Peter Brush Cromwell has a son, Richard,

HI, born February 3.

Maud Winborne Leigh, ex '35, has a daugh-

ter, Emily Southgate, born November 26.

Her other two daughters, Winnie, 4V2, and
Sarah, 3, are attending kindergarten and nur-

sery school, respectively.

Maud furnishes much news: Frances Meeks,
ex '3>, is now Mrs. Loren Dubois Ford and
Is living in Honolulu where she has a govern-

ment job connected with the defense of "this

lovely Island." Kay Lynch Bloker, ex '35,

received her A.B. from Westminster College,

and had a position with the Mother's Assist-

ance Fund from 1935 to 1938, when she was

married. She has a daughter, Lynne, born May
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30, 1940. Dorothy "Rusty" Mackenzie Col-

lins, ex '35, has a son and a daughter and is

living in Los Angeles. Janet Kimball Miller

visited Maud in February en route to Fort

Eustis, where her husband is stationed. Ann
Irving, ex '35, was married to Lawrence M.

Cox in March.

Martha Jones Retts reports a trip last fall

to Pendleton, Oregon, to visit her husband's

family, arriving there at the time of the big

Round-up when the place was literally rwarm-

ing with Indians and cowboys. Martha's broth-

er, Gene, who is in the Air Corps, was sta-

tir»ned In Pendleton so the trip turned out to

be ijulte a family reunion. Since her return to

the East, Martha has been busy getting settled

in her new home in Newton Centre, Massa-

chusetts.

Hester Kramer Avery writes that husband

JImmIe has been named an Instructor In the

Field Artillery School at Fort Sill and that

the Averys were lucky enough to get quarters

on the Post—"a lovely apartment with three

bedrooms and sun parlor among Its attrac-

tions." Son John keeps Hester on the run, and

she wonders how anyone can sleep so well In

the daytime and be so wakeful between mid-

night and dawn.

Sallle Flint von Kann has deserted Okla-

homa for Bowie, Texas. Letltla Rider, ex-'35.

was married on January 3 to Captain Elmer

Kennedy.

Mary Marks is holding down the alumnae

Fund fort at Sweet Briar, has just finished a

course in first aid, and spends an occasional

weekend on the family farm at Petersburg.

Had a chat with Sue Strassburger Anderson

the early part of March as she was waiting

for the plane back to New Jersey. She and

husband Fred had been to a wedding In

Orange, Virginia, where the wedding guests

took over the town. Mary Willis was another

of the out of town guests.

That's all.

New addresses:

Barbara Benzlnger Lindsley, 230 North Ter-

race Drive, Wichita, Kansas.

Anne Irving Cox, 930 Spotswood Avenue,

Norfolk, Virginia.

Hester Kramer Avery, FAS. Frnt Sill, Okla-

homa.

Martha Jones Betts, 51 Devon Rnnd, New-
ton Centre, Massachusetts.

1936

Class Secretary: Lillian Cabell Gay (Mrs.

James R.) 1010 Edmondson Avenue, Catons-

vllle, Maryland.

Fund Agent: Mary Virginia Camp Smith
(Mrs. Charles, Jr.) Raleigh Apartments,

Raleigh, North Carolina.

Sorry that I've had no time to get a real

letter for the April News. The first part of

the month I nursed my mother who Is now
recuperating from an operation at the Mayo
Clinic In Rochester, Minnesota. I was glad

to get her safely In the hospital and liave a

visit or two with the friends I made there

this winter before coming back to Baltimore

for a minor operation myself. I left the hos-

pital yesterday. I had the cards all ready to

go and only know these few Items:

Lucille Scott Knoke: Her third son, Paul,

was born January third. Scottle Is now six

and a half and David Is four. Elliot, her hus-

band. Is a master in a boy's school! Alice

Benet TTopklns Is at her family's home as

Captain Porcher Is now away. She is busy

with her son, Christie, but does quite a bit of

sewing and other Red Cross work In Columbia.

Alma Martin Rotnem's son, Richard, was born

on December seventh. Marlon Cox Luck's

young daughter who has suffered from heart

trouble recently died. Marlon and Beattle have

the sympathy of their friends In the classes of

'35 and '36. Katherlne Lorraine Hyde's hus-

band has left home with a newly acquired

commission in the Navy.

Engaged: Jacqueline Moore to William
Harlae Hoofnagle.

Married: Mary Jane Clay to Laytnn Martin

Schoch, Jr.

Martha Talley to Dr. Willl.Tni P. Deve-

reaux.

1937

Fifth Reunion—Hostess Class

Dorothy Prout Gorsuch

Reunion Chairman and Toastmistress

Class Secretary: Anne Lemmon, 224 Church

Street, Sumter, South Carolina.

Fund Agent: Virginia Hardin, 373 Hazel

Avenue, Glencoe, Illinois.

Well, this time I really reached a new low.

Of the twenty odd cards I sent out I received

only one answer. So I will have to fall back

on those busybodies, the brides, for news.

The one answer I think, deserves precedence.

It's a nice long letter from Lee Hall Cramer
who is running the family flooring business

since her father Is retiring and Fred has been

called Into the Army. Fred Is a second lieu-

tenant stationed on Long Island and had to

rush to duty just as they were planning a

vacation south. Lee has been going to shows

and operas during her spare moments, and

hopes tn get down to reunion If only for a day.

As I mentioned last time Ellle Snodgrass

married Houston Saffold Park, Jr., on Feb-

ruary 7th. They went to New York on their

wedding trip and are now living at Elite's

home until the draft situation Is more definite.

May Weston, as you know, was married on

February 14th to Barton F. Thompson. Kitty

O'Brien Joiner and her husband, Peter Dyer

Siirensen, Bobby Jarvls, and Dotty Prout Gor-

such were all on hand to see It well done.

May and Bart went to the Poconos and then

returned to East Orange where they have an

apartment at 129 North Walnut Street.

Polly Lambeth Blackwell writes that she and

Winfield took a vacation from their lovely

baby daughter and paid a visit to Houston,

Edgcwater Gulf, and New Orleans where they

attended the Sugar Bowl game.

The following wedding announcements will

about complete my bit of news. Please do

better next time. I would like to know who

Is going to the reunion, and If anyone would

like to write It up for me just let me know.

As for the announcements: Mary Helen

Freauff married Lieut. Charles Thackery Klein

on November 13th and Is now at Fort Lewis.

Anne Page Walker married Dr. Edmund
Moseley LaPrade on February 28 th and is

living at 1002 West Franklin Street, Rich-

mond, Virginia. Anne Carter Lauman writes,

"I have been working since last year at the

American Association of Museums as secretary

to the director, and I am enjoying It tremen-

dously. The work is most interesting with

plenty of variety and I am putting into prac-

tice everything I picked up at Katie GIbbs from

taking dictation, doing all the bookkeeping and
odd jobs to typing manuscripts."

I'll be writing you just once more, in June,
and would like to account for each one of you
then, so help me out if you can. Look for

class statistics of interest too. Five years out

and time to check up !

Engaged: Kathleen Eshelman to Donald
Maginnis, wedding sometime this summer.

Married:

Margaret Cornwell to W. Clark Schmidt.

Isabel Olmstead to Starrs Haynes.
Eleanor Mindling to Harold Sussman.

1939

Class Secretary: Anne Benedict, Highland
Avenue, Short Hills, New Jersey.

Fund Agent: Janet Thorpe, 50 Heywood
Road, Pelham Manor, New York.

I wish that more of you would give me a

pleasant surprise like I had last week when
Henri Minor spent a week In New York pre-

\'ious to the announcement of her engagement
on March twenty-second to Ensign Harris E.

Hart, U.S.N.R., of New York City. Henri and
I met for luncheon a couple of times, and it

was all I could do to drag myself back to

work. The wedding plans are tentatively set

for April or May. I was so excited about

Henri that I can't remember any specific news
about the rest of the Charlotte gals—but they

are all well and happy and busy with Red
Cross work.

Yvonne Leggett Dyer is living near Wash-
ington at the Kaywood Gardens Apartments,

4207 Eastern Avenue, Mt. Rainier, Maryland.
Her husband, Danny, Is In the Sugar Division

of the O.P.M. Mary Mackintosh is burning
up the roads for Motor Corps. Jean Moore is

still hard at work In the advertising firm of

J. Walter Thompson and Boot Vanderbilt Is

also In that business, at Young and Rubicam,

I believe. Had supper last night with Jane
Parker and saw the offices of the *'The Amer-
ican Home Magazine"—very attractive, but

I fail to see how Jane gets any work done, as

her desk Is In a very tastefully furnished living

room—cushioned sofas, etc. Jane didn't have
any recent news of Jean McKenney Stoddard

except that she has two puppies and that most
of the letters and mall recently sent to her In

Call have been lost or sunk en route.

Katherlne Bonsall was married on April

nineteenth to Mr. John Strong of New Bruns-

wick, Nova Scotia, at a church wedding with

a reception at her home in Morrlstown. Bucket

Dearstyne Is working hard at her School of

Social Service (where they have no exams
!

)

.April fifteenth was Lillian Neely's wed-

ding day. She married Mr. Ralph Burrows

Willis at nine o'clock in St. Paul's church in

Augusta, Georgia. A reception at the Bon Air

followed.

Mary Lane Treadway was married on Feb-

ruary twelfth to Ensign Henry Washburn, U.S.

N.R., of Connecticut. Tready writes that after

a honeymoon in Palm Springs, they have set-

tled down in a San Francisco apartment.

Elizabeth Barnes Is engaged to William

Bird. She is at present studying landscape

architecture at the Smith School, Cambridge,

Massachusetts. Kay Richards is teaching third

grade in the Little School In Englewood, New
Jersey.

Betsey Durham Goodhue Is In Richmond on

a visit as w.is Shirley Jones Woodard recently.
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and they had a fine reunion with Jean Gray

Scott MacNair. Betsy's stay tn Richmond Is

rather uncertain as to length as her husband

is in the service.

Lil Smith is working at Vdung and Rubicani

:ind latest news of Janet Thorpe Is that in

between job hunts she has become a bicycle

(lend, as has Julie Saundert.

Dusty Rhodes was married on March twen-

tieth tc William Salmon of Bloomfield, New
Jersey. Kliznbeth Barnes is engaged to William

Pdtter Bird. Martha Matthews will be married

)»n April twenty-eighth to Thomas T. Evans.

I hope you have all sent your alumnae Fund

contribution to Janet Thorpe—remember that

If you send them now you'll receive all the

back Issues of the Alumnae Nkws as veil'

1940 AND 1941

Class Secretary. Nida Tomlin, 262'> Handa-

syde Court, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Constance Ci'RRIk, 698 West

Knd Avenue, New York, New York.

Class Secretary: Joan Df.Vore, 313^ Victoria

Boulevard, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Fuuii Agt-tjf: Patricia Dowi.ing, 95 Genesee

Street, New Hartford, New York.

What would Gilbert hrive been without Sul-

ll\'an? What Is a mouse without cheese? What
Is Tomlln without DeVore and vice-versa f The
answer at this stage of the game, Is that we
are both in the soup. We are still slaves to

the typewriter and have both been travelling.

Therefore, April caught us woolgathering In-

stead of news-gathering. So the follow Ing Is

the result of a quickly scrambled collaboration.

.Age before beauty, so here goes '40.

Dedore saw Mary Petty Johnston looking

sleek and prosperous. She has a new job which

because of Its defense connection has to remain

a mysterious secret, but her title Is "Air Plane

Interceptor." Connie Currle is enjoying her

position at McGraw Hill Company. Jane Gool-

rlck and Peggy Caperton have just finished

business school and are very serious about their

future careers. Peggy Is contemplating a rest

period here In Cincinnati. DottJe Campbell has

already been relaxing In Florida and has now
returned to Oklahoma City. Coralle will take

a \acatIon from her job as secretary to a Com-
munity Chest official, to be in C. P.'s wedding.

On my brief "sponging trip" about the country,

I saw Agnes Spencer Burke's attractive apart-

ment and partook of her excellent home-cook-
ing. Phoopy is still working and flying to

Maxwell Field for weekends. Apparently,

Midge Fleming has an Air Corps affiliation

too, as she attended the graduation at Kellv

Field.

Parge Woods has divided time recently be-

tween Petersburg, Lynchburg and Dr. Stickley,

Sweet Briar, Richmond and Charlottesville.

Her wedding will take place sometime in

May and somewhere in Texas.

r thought the Sweet Briar hockey field had

been converted Into an air field too, \\hen I

saw about eighty men get off the good old

"Southern R. R." at S. B. on a quiet Sunday

morning. But it was nothing less than tlie

National Symphony Orchestra. Blair Bunting's

wfdding to Richard J. Both of Newton Centre,

Massachusetts, will take place in Wilmington

on May ninth. Ivy, Ellle Snow, Lois Fernley

McNeil and Connie Currie are to be In the

wedding.

Nicky (lock ley's engagement to Robert S.

\IcLeHan of Frceport, New York, has been

announced.

Marianna Bush will be married May 2 to

Robert Rutledge King, Jr.

From the sublime to the ridiculous, jn other

words, youth must be served, so take over,

Dedore.

1941

A brief vacation in New York visiting Mary
James and Butch Gurney In Garden City leaves

me at a loss for sought after news—so what

follows is by way of mouth mostly. Mary was

busy with rehearsals for "Dear Brutus" to be

given by the dramatic school on April first.

Allen Bagby has almost completed her secre-

tarial course in French at the Interboro School.

Bebo Chichester Is In charge of an Interna-

tional Business Machine at a bank In New-

York. 01i\ ia Rhodes Is living w Ith Mary,

Allen and Bebo and is working with a textile

firm there In the big city. Ruth Beach Is study-

ing to be a medical technician at St. John's

Hospital, Brooklyn, New York.

Janle Loveland came out to Butch's full of

new s. She had been to Anne Borough's wed-

ding with Betty Dourett and Joan Myers. Joan

and Dotty White are both at Katy GIbbs.

Libby Lancaster's wedding In Richmond
proved to be a regular Sweet Briar gathering:

Doucett, Pat Potter, Janle Loveland, Dotty

Bennett, Emory Hill, and Margaret Craighill

were all there for the ceremony beside many
of the faculty members. LIbby Is now living

In Elizabeth, New Jersey.

Frances Wilson Is getting her Masters De-

gree in Philosophy at the University of Rich-

mond.

Peg Tomlln is a full-fledged member of

the Motor Corps and passed the First Aid

Course w ith flying colors— 1 00. Judy Hoeber

is a working girl after completing a business

coiMse. Shirl Devlne is working on first aid

as well as In the Emergency Room at the

Hospital In Erie. Butch has also completed

her first aid course besides working for her

M.A. degree at Adelphl. Butch is earnestly

striving to become a teacher of American his-

tory.

Red Cross Motor Corps and working at Fort

Story are keeping Piney Martin very busy.

Mini! Worth ington Is taking a concentrated

business course to be completed In June—MIml

is also sporting a new feather bob and very

becoming so I hear.

PIckard and Franny Baldw In joined forces

In the great city of Charleston, South Carolina,

for a holiday—Pick was recuperating from
weeks of Motor Corps and First Aid courses.

I have finally traced Marcia Wiley down. She's

living at 12 Lowell Street, Port Washington,
New York. However, Nlda and I are getting

too old and too tired to trace down some two
hundred souls to put In our news writeups.

There Is no priority on post cards and they

cost only a penny apiece, and the Ink Is negli-

gible. Them's hard words—we don't Intend to

end on a sour note though, for there is lots of

good news.

Engaged:
Emory C.ill to Mr. Carrlngton Williams. Jr.

of Richmond. Mr. Williams is a graduate of

the University of Virginia. He will interne

next year at the Boston City Hospital. The
wedding will probably take place scmietime In

June.

Elsie Meeds to Lt. John E. Flaherty of the

U. S. Marine Corps.

Cynthia Harrison to Lt. Murray Drinkwater
of the U. S. Navy.

Margaret Dowell to John P. Cochran.
Helen Watson to George D. Hill.

Barbara Holman to William W. Whitcomb.
Barbara is at present studying at the Pierce

Secretarial School and the Berlitz School of

Languages in Boston.

Married

:

Barbara Godfrey to Lt. Dudk-y Hale .-\dams

on February twenty-ninth. Barbara had a iiiIH-

t.iry wedding In the Naval Academy Chapel
with Connie Chalkley and Olive May Whit-
tin gton as bridesmaids.

Estelle Sinclair to Frederick Farrar on

March fourteenth.

Joy Carter to Lt. Phillip Sydney Carrlngton

on March fourteenth.

C P. Ncel to George Mahoney on .April

eighteenth.

Anne Burr to Walter Coy.

Anne Borough to John D. O'Connor. He Is

training at the Great Lakes Naval Training
Station, Illinois.

NLiry-Esnuuid Grant to Rudolf Moehs of

Liberty, New York.

Nancy Boyle to Lt. Lyle Richardson.

Joan M eacham to Godwin Gay on .April

eleventh. Mary Henri Norman will be malu

of honor and Betty-Jo McNarney will be one

of the bridesmaids.

.Adele Dia7 to G. Vernon Eads. They are

living at One Beaufort Place, New Rochelle,

New York.

Ellie Damgard Firth (Mrs. J. M., Jr.) is

living in Lynchburg at the Cavalier .Apart-

ments.

Word has been received that Irene Vongehr

Vincent Is now living in Kwclyang, China.

Fortunes Still Needed

Lois Foster Moon- '33 has gcncrousl\' coiitributi-il iiiniu needed

1941 file still lacks the March, June and August copies.

issues to the Library. The
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Facts and Figures Continued
This chart conipiied by Martha von Briescn in connection with the article Fact^ and Figures in

the February magazine had to be omitted tor lack uf space.

Number Number p ,

Number of Question- who did no Married Children who did

graduates nalres graduate graduate ,
' . ,

Place- * J . J .J and married
v^ ia»

.

returned study study

1910 5 4 2 2 6 2 2

1911 6 3 1
- - 2 2

1912 3 1
- - -

1

1913 14 5 3 3 4 2 2

1914 8 4 3 2 7 1 1

1915 6 5 2 2 3 3 1

1916 10 4 4 3 7

1917 10 5 3 2 7 2 2

1918 18 9 6 6 11 3 2

1919 18 8 6 4 11 2 1

1920 18 8 6 6 11 2 1

Summary:

1910-1920 116 53 36 30 67 20 14

Class:

1921 33 17 10 9 16 7 6

1922 31 9 5 5 19 4 3

1923 40 23 14 13 22 9 6

1924 46 22 14 13 24 8 7

1925 37 25 16 15 23 9 8

1926 68 35 25 23 46 10 6

1927 68 31 17 15 31 14 9

1928 54 27 23 23 39 4 2

1929 87 47 28 23 48 19 13

1930 83 39 27 27 34 12 7

Summary:

1921-1930 547 275 179 166 302 96 67

Class:

1931 67 42 30 28 34 12 8

1932 62 37 23 21 30 14 7

1933 68 40 25 22 24 15 11

1934 68 44 23 18 19 21 14

1935 90 67 42 37 38 26 16

1936 57 36 24 20 13 12 5

1937 57 33 25 15 9 8 3

1938 79 48 37 21 5 11 5

1939 78 54 44 25 4 10 4

1940 77 54 40 12 1 14 1

Summary:

1931-1940 703 455 313 219 177 143 74

Class

:

1941 89 53 46 - - 7

Graduate study: at least one semester of study in academic subjects, music or art.

Business and secretarial courses were not counted.

Graduate degrees: degrees awarded after one or more years of graduate study, and

diplomas given by schools of music, art, etc.

Children
(Jraduate

degrees

1 2

5 1

- 1

3 2

1
-

3 2

5 1

8 2

1 1

2 1

26

96

13

11 2

9 1

12 2

/ 3

16 2

6 4

12 5

2 1

12 8

9 5

33

10 5

4 10

9 5

11 8

7 15

6 4

1 2

1 2

- 5

49 56



PRACTICE BLACKOUT

Wednesday, April 22, 1942
SWEET BRIAR COLLEGE

Community Meeting

O.C.D. Film on Incendiary Bombs - - Demonstration by Lynchburg Fire Department.

CAMPUS ORGANIZATION

Coordinator
Superintendent of

Buildings and Grounds

First Aid
Dr. Rice

Miss Rogers Miss Riggs

2 Alternates

Mr. Barker Mrs. Kerr

Miss Marks
Miss Benedict

Miss Arnold
Miss Stochholm

Student to

Each Hall

Alternate

to Each Hall

Chief Warden
Miss Matthews

Miss Pearl Miss Buckham Anne Bundy Mr. Dinwiddle Miss Malz
Elijah Road East Faculty Row Dormitories Stables & Dairy Faculty on Hill

DORMITORY ORGANIZATION
Warden

Miss Matthews

Assistant Warden

-

Anne Bundy
5 Messengers

Information Office

GRAY
Sally Jackson

CARSON
Alice Sweney

RANDOLPH
Virginia Griffith

MANSON
Anne Woods

GRAMMER
Nancy Bean

Proctors

1 to Each Hall

Alternates

1 to Each Hall

Messengers
Two

Inspectors

Two Outside
Fire Watchers

One

REID
Nancy Pingree

Incendiary
Bomb Squad 4

NOTES

Program for air-raid defense is planned by sub-committee of Com-
mittee on Emergency Service. The Superintendent and Mr. Din-

widdle are members of the Amherst Defense Council. Sweet Briar

receives instructions and warnings from Amherst. Amherst
receives instructions and warnings from Lynchburg, the center.
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Youth on the Campus
(Rcpriiifeil from tin- Chicago Siiuday Tribune,

June 14, 1942)

By Eleanor Nangle

It's dangerously easy to do Sweet Briar College the real Sweet Briar plantation is famous for its gardens, especially

disservice of over-emphasizing the staggering beauty of its for its English box, including the boxwood circle in front

setting and the attractiveness of its 45 students. It's easy of Sweet Briar house. It was on this flawless green carpet

to give the utterly false impression that it is more movie framed in symmetrical round boxwood trees that the May

set than seat of learning. As a matter of fact, the theat- day festival was once held-

rical hand at Sweet Briar is nature's and nature's alone.

Sweet Briar's grounds are breath-takingly lovely. And
its students are so uniformly well groomed, well mannered,

and unaffected that the visitor invariably raves of their

charm. But life at Sweet Briar consists of more than May
day and magnolia blossoms. The students are not languid

southern belles with traditionally light minds. They must

and do work and are actually happily average girls earnestly

pursuing their degrees, different from other college girls

day and magnolia blossoms. The students are not languid

collegiate pose of slovenly dress and the bored air.

It is not a custom at Sweet Briar to wear slacks or blue

jeans on campus. Briarites don't slosh around in dungarees

for five days a week and hastily go into their "girl" role

when the weekends bring the beaux around. They have

the habit of good grooming. The boys could come calling

from V. M. I. or the University of Virginia any day in the

week and find Sweet Briar girls at their best—which is

good indeed.

Though in its age, its aims, and its academic standards

Sweet Briar is a twentieth century product, its roots reach

far back into the last century and its story is linked with

its romantic setting. It was founded in 1900 as "a per-

petual memorial" to Daisy Williams, only daughter of

Indiana Fletcher Williams, owner of the larger and mag-

nificent Sweet Briar plantation in the Piedmont section of Charlottesville

Virginia. Daisy Williams was born at Sweet Briar and

buried there at the age of sixteen. "Daisy's garden," to

the rear and one side of the plantation house, and Daisy's

grave on Monument hill on the campus are hallowed

ground for Sweet Briarites.

"Daisv's garden," of smaller boxwood trees, was her

cherished plavground of the whole extensive plantation.

And it is a sweet spot, though Daisy had many others

from which to choose. Sweet Briar's 3,000 acres are a

beautiful panorama of woodlands, mountains. Sweet Briar

lake, and miles of picturesque paths. Every section of the

college grounds gives a view of the Blue Ridge mountains,

and on one of their foothills, overlooking the campus, are

the Fletcher and Williams graves, Daisy's marked by a tall

shaft. One of the original slave cabins still stands, con-

verted now into a dim, cool little oratory.

Sweet Briar plantation house is very old; Sweet Briar

college buildings are relatively new. All were built since

1900 and all conform to a pattern harmonious with the

plantation background and a plan established for the

whole in the school's beginnings. Gleaming white pillars

and ivy-covered arcades are their most typical features.

The dead seriousness of academic life at Sweet Briar is

tempered bv a gracious social life and the lure of the

countryside. Riding is an all-year sport. Hiking and

picnicking on or near the grounds are almost daily after-

class diversion. Sweet Briar lake provides a beautiful set-

ting for boating. Highlights of the social picture in addi-

tion to Sweet Briar's own two sets of formal dances are

the proms at Washington and Lee and V. M. I., both in

Lexington, and those at the University of Virginia at

Sweet Briar plantation house, a long yellow brick build-

in its enrollment, which is limited for the present by

its dormitory space and which will always be held to JOG

or less. Sweet Briar lists a good sprinkling of midwesterners,

among them Peggy Mueller of Davenport, Iowa; Kath-

erine Mensing of Milwaukee, Suzanne Landis, Mary Ruth

Pierson, and Virginia Noyes of Evanston, Mindy Jeffrey

ing with arched porticos and three-story towers at each of Glencoe, Louise Konsberg and Dale Bogert of Winnetka,

end, is now the home of the college president. Miss Glass. Frances Pettit of Ottawa, and Barbara Ripley of Chicago.
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Dr. Helen C. White

Dr. White, professor of English at the University of Wisconsin and president

of the American Association of University Women, addressed the 1942 graduates

at Commencement on June ninth. In her speech, "The Educated Woman in

a World at War," Dr. White stressed the social obligations of education not

only for immediate service but for the long-time maintenance of civilization.
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Miss Sparrow, Mr. Dew, Miss Lomer, Retire

To these three, so well kiiouii to many Sticet Briar uoiueii, the aliiiiiinte cv/jms jirhle

hi their association uith Sweet Briar Colle^^e, deep appreeiatioit of their long service,

iiiul affectionate ^^ooil uishes for their future.

CAROLINE SPARROW

There are now over five thousand

former students of Sweet Briar, and
all of them remember, either vaguely

or vividly, the dell and the boxwood
and the Chapel and the Refectory.

Most of them also remember Miss

Sparrow, and many of the hundreds

who knew her think of her whenever
they think of Sweet Briar, as an in-

separable part of what it means to

them. For college years set their life-

time mark upon us not by class songs

and May Days nor by Odes of Hor-
ace and prose of Pater but by asso-

ciation with certain individuals. You
will discover this by asking any

alumna of any college, or by listen-

ing to several of them talking over "the good old days."

In the earliest years of our college when the first red

brick buildings were newly risen from the red earth, with

faith and optimism for their real foundations, the )'oung

history teacher probably did not plan to be there indefi-

nitely. But there is great force in continuity, in the things

which go on from year to year for a long time. Sweet

Briar needed traditions and Caroline Sparrow was one of

those best fitted to make them. With an outlook as broad

as her chosen field of study, she was first and last, indelibly

and unmistakably, a Virginian. And that was what Sweet

Briar must be—free of provincialism and narrow concepts

yet indigenous to its own soil; rooted in the old Virginia

and leading the progress of the new. Also there was hard

work to be done and Caroline Sparrow was ready to help

do it. She believed ardently in the growth of the college

and of the undergraduate mind, and with zest and staunch

persistence she has battled for both ever since.

When we hear somebody sa)' "a professor I once had

taught me something I'll never forget," that person is

speaking of one of those rare teachers with the natural

gift of opening closed doors within the individual student.

Miss Sparrow was such a teacher as that. She did not

cudgel the unawakencd or reluctant

brain but beckoned to it down entic-

ing b\-paths of learning, making one

feel a blood kinship with all the hu-

man race through the troublous ages,

making Charlemagne or Attila the

Hun real as a small-town neighbor.

With her the pursuit of facts could

be an exciting sport very like follow-

ing a mountain goat in its nimble

leaps from crag to crag. It was fun

to watch her, poised over an idea like

a hummingbird over a flower, ex-

tracting the substance from it deli-

cately but thoroughly.

It has been well said that the wise

person has a serious attitude towards

life but a light approach. Nothing

is more characteristic of Miss Sparrow than her agile wit,

the whimsical humor with chuckles in the corners of it.

But beneath that, one is aware of well-charted spiritual

depths. With the soul of a mystic, she has been a

tireless laborer in the vineyards of the practical. Percep-

tive imagination was back of her pioneer public health

campaign for Amherst County, but only zealous effort

produced its constructive results.

The past tense has been used here in reference to Miss

Sparrow's thirty-five years in Sweet Briar classrooms. But

even though the community must lose one of its most

familiar landmarks upon her retirement from professorship,

the qualities which made her different from everyone else

remain. Like a bright thread running through the whole

pattern of Sweet Briar's history, she herself has become

one of its most honored traditions. And to chose who love

her she continues to shine in the heart, as always, like a

candle in the dark.

"She spies the summer thro' the winter bud.

She tastes the fruit before the blossom falls.

She hears the lark within the songless egg.

She finds the fountain where they wail'd 'Mirage'!"

Jane Guignard Thompson, Class of 1923.
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W ILLIAM BLAND DEW

Those of us who have had our

thirtieth reunion, and with it the

experience of seeing our daughters

or the daughters of our class mates

roam the campus which once was
ours, are prone to let our memories

run back over the years. In retro-

spect now I see myself arriving at

Sweet Briar, one of that little band
of thirty-six, on a rainy afternoon

in September, 1906. The lights had

been turned on in the dormitories for \j

the first time the night before; the -, ,'«

debris from new construction had ^fe^' [^ \

not been entirely removed; the red

clay of Amherst County, completely

implanted, lay damp and soggy close up to the very doors.

Newness pervaded everything and the prospect was not too

cheering to those of us who had dreamed dreams of college

life.

But almost as scon as we alighted from the horse-drawn

bus which had brought us from the station (or rather from
the place where the station was to be) we were met by a

tall thin man, with a pleasant face, sandy hair and kind
blue eyes with a definite suspicion of a twinkle in them.
I think from the first moment we saw him each of us felt

that Mr. Dew was her friend, some one to turn to in all

sorts of difficulties and problems.

He probably had his discouragements during those early

years. The Amherst clay no doubt seemed as soggy and
ubiquitous to him as it did to us and the difficulties of
getting to Lynchburg probably palled on his spirits even
more than they did on ours; for at that time masculine
society was limited at Sweet Briar and he must have
wearied of so much femininity. But if he were discouraged

no one ever knew it. His keen humor, his i-eady joke, his

perpetual friendliness never failed.

As I look back now I feel sure that Mr. Dew and Miss

Benedict had the courage and the spirit that the Lord gives

to real pioneers—the one managing not only the business

side of the college, but doing all the varied things that

arose, from reading the Sunday morning service when no
minister was available to getting each girl's ticket for the

holiday trips or seeing that the last man was off the

campus after our refectory dances; the other building up,

from the very first day, the standards and ideals of a real

college, but, busy as she was, finding time to be a friend

to each girl and through the girls start the organizations

and customs which she knew (and we did not) should be

from the very beginning the heritage of every college.

Truly we were privileged in those early years, on account
of the smallness of the college community, to know well

such personalities as these two. I believe that the two
were a great help to each other. Many times in later years

I have heard Miss Benedict say that she could not have
accomplished what she did for the college without Mr.
Dew's never failing understanding and assistance.

There were other personalities,

still connected with Sweet Briar, who
meant much to the students in those

years— Miss Sparrow, Miss Mattie

and Miss Gay, Mr. Rollins — but

Mr. Dew is the only one who has

been with the College continuously

from 1906 to 1942^ We probably

saw more of him than the students

who came as the College grew larger,

but on my return visits at Com-
mencements, as I have watched
groups of Alumnae of all ages wend
their way down the hill to "The
Dews," I have realized, with real sat-

isfaction, that through all the years

students were having the benefit of

the inspiration of his influence. When
they returned to Sweet Briar, the first place they wanted

to go was to the hospitable house at the end of Faculty

Row
His has been an unusual sort of influence, completely

unconscious on his part and for that reason all the more

felt, all the more lasting. Keenly appreciative of the best

in literature, a lover of history, alert to all current prob-

lems, and above all interested in humanity, Mr. Dew, in

his quiet, stimulating conversations, has given Sweet Briar

students of nine college generations something they will

not forget.

Nothing gave me more pleasure than to have my niece

who graduated in '40 write me of having Sunday breakfast

with Mr. and Mrs. Dew, a walk with Mrs. Dew, a visit on
the porch, looking towards that tranquil view of the set-

ting sun, the rolling hillside with the grazing cows and

Mrs. Dew's garden in the foreground. If she enjoyed these

things, I knew that she had not missed the side of Sweet

Briar that had meant so much to me, the side that is asso-

ciated with personalities and which, as we look back on it,

the years cannot change.

Although he is retiring from active work at the College,

retirement for Mr. Dew will never be possible for the

scores of girls who have known him and loved him. To
them thoughts of Sweet Briar will always be synonymous
with thoughts of him and of Mrs. Dew and the gracious

hospitality of their home. They are the links which have

bound the chain of the years together through three presi-

dential administrations.

When I return to Sweet Briar for visits to them, as I

do at every opportunity, and relax in the quiet charm and

friendliness of their home, I feel that the two genuinely

embody that intangible thing that all of us from 1906 to

1942 have cherished—Sweet Briar Spirit! Of late years my
visits to them have brought vividly to me Browning's

lines which seem so applicable:

"Grow old along with me.

The best is yet to be.

The last of life for which the first was made."

Nan Powell Hodges, Class of 1910.
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Miss LoMER

DORIS A. LOMER

Thirteen years—that's hardly more

than a.tenth of a century; in a man's

span it would bring him only to the

brink of adolescence; in the long and

wavering line of history it's a mere

pin-point in time. But in the life of

Sweet Briar we look back to the day

when Miss Lomer came to this Vir-

ginia college from her native Mon-

treal to assume the direction of its

library.

As a consequence the past thirteen

years have been breathtakingly full

and productive ones in the life and growth of the college

library. They saw the Httle white frame building, that had

become more and more inadequate for the needs of a vigor-

ous and alert college student body, give way to the hand-

some Mary Helen Cochran Library, the gift of Mr. Fergus

Reid. They saw the constant and carefully directed expan-

sion of the library's collection of books, the continual

awareness that the library was an integral part of the col-

lege community, and the continual striving to equip the

library to answer the needs of every student and often to

anticipate her need before there was more than a look of

faint bewilderment in her eyes.

These years have seen the careful selection and direction

of a staff by Miss Lomer to the point where, in response

to a freshman's bland query for "Ant Gone, you know,

that book on the Freshman Reading List," any one of the

assistant librarians will without hesitation give her a copy

of Sophocles "Antigone." On the other hand they are

ready, willing and able to unearth obscure reference ma-

terial for the senior's long paper, for an interdepartmental

major or for information needed in the wide field to be

covered by a comprehensive examination.

Too many to enumerate in detail have been Miss Lomer's

practical, concrete contributions to the library. Some of

them only a trained librarian could fully appreciate, such

as the giant task of recataloging, with little extra help,

19,000 books in addition to increasing the collection from

that 19,000 which she found when she came, to 5 8,000

volumes today. Her careful selection of these volumes has

strengthened the weak spots in the collection and made
the Sweet Briar library one which is comparable to an)-

college library of similar size. As new courses have been

added to the curriculum, she has seen that the library has

not only books pertaining directly to the courses but also

reference material that is of constant value. She has built

up as well the general reference collection so that its aid

is invaluable both to students and to facultv members who
are pursuing research.

Quadrupling the number of volumes has necessitated the

addition of a new floor in the stacks. This change, in turn,

entailed moving all the books twice

and rearranging then to put them in

the most accessible locations possible

for the use of the students and

faculty.

Instruction in the use of the

library is something which is borne

by new students, but how many
times do they unconsciously thank

Miss Lomer for that preliminary

groundwork as they use the library

to its fullest advantage day after day

and year after year. Probably the

excellent exhibits are taken more or

less as a matter of course, but these

too are a tribute to Miss Lomer's ingenuity, in dealing with

extremely limited material, a tiny amount of space and

funds that already have too many calls upon them. Yet the

exhibits have ranged from a beautiful Bible display, to a

series on printing and the history of the book to modern

photography and the early days at Sweet Briar.

Keenly aware that the library might share its resources

outside the limited Sweet Briar community. Miss Lomer

started the Traveling Library which goes to the country

schools of the county. Were these gaily colored picture

books and children's classics appreciated? Take a look at

the dog-eared volumes in the collection! She has also

supervised the collection and distribution of magazines to

rural homes and schools.

These are just a few examples chosen at random and arc

intended to show how thoroughly in sympathy Miss Lomer
is with the sentiment of Newman that a college is just a

collection of books.

But there are many intangible qualities of the excep-

tional librarian which Misss Lomer possesses to a marked

degree. Many is the instructor, an expert in his own field,

who has remarked feelingly that Miss Lomer's amazingly

wide acquaintance with the varied aspects of a just as

amazingly wide range of fields is of untold assistance to

everyone who seeks her aid. Perhaps it is this unique

capacity that is the basis for the growth of the library

and the true evaluation of her contribution to it.

And now Miss Lomer is returning to Canada, propelled

by a wish to be among her own during these trying times.

She is leaving a gap at Sweet Briar that we can only

see in vague outline now, yet at the same time she is

leaving behind her an indelible mark on the life of Sweet

Briar.

The dimensions of that mark we can only hint at though

we know we shall see them more and more clearly as time

goes on. But now we can and do with all our hearts wish

her God speed and a full life in her new-old environment.

By Virginia Gott Gilbert, 193 5,

Jean Sprague, 1934.
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cAcross the President's IDesJi-

June 13, 1942

THE thirty-third session of Sweet Briar is finished. The
\'ear was as stimulating and creative at Sweet Briar as

it has been on most college campuses. Rather far-reaching

reorganization of courses in history, economics, sociology

and government has been under study for two years, and

new offerings and new correlations have been made, the

four subjects being for the future organized into a Divi-

sion. Of course special work adjusted to war-time train-

ing has been offered, both within and without the curricu-

lum, and pertinent groupings of courses already offered

have been called to the attention of students. Much study

and discussion has gone on concerning the forms and prob-

lems of the peace and the extent to which the conduct of

the war predetermines some phases of the peace.

The Committee on Admission has considered many
applications and established a waiting list of eligible stu-

dents who wish to come to Sweet Briar. There may be

changes during the summer—there always are—but per-

haps even more of them will come this year. Two of the

girls who graduated this June were married during the

spring, and perhaps some of next year's seniors will be

married this summer or next Christmas. Their continuance

in college is additional evidence that Sweet Briar students

see this as a time for concentration on preparation. It is

expected that the college will be enrolled to capacity for

1942-43.

Government service has called one member of Sweet

Briar's staff and threatens to call two more, and the armed
services may call one, two, or three. Those who continue

here see dislocations as challenges. We will carry on to

our utmost ability.

The campaign gifts of 1940-41 and 1941-42 have as-

sisted in some long desired promotions and salary increases.

The Auditorium Fund too grows bit by bit. While the

money to build accumulates and the war moves on to vic-

tory and a time when building can be dene again, we are

refreshing and repairing the present chapel with prospects

of a few more seats than previouslv and much better

arrangements. New altar hangings, candlesticks, vases,

and a whole new communion service have been given us

by unnamed friends through the efforts of the Altar Com-
mittee.

The excellent work done by the alumnae in organizing

Sweet Briar alumnae representatives and the far-reaching

proposals to form Permanent Resources Committees locally

constitute fine support of the college and are highly appre-

ciated. The Alumnae Fund has reached the highest sum
yet given when no special large gift was included, and such

support at this time especially gives conhdence to the

Board and to the President of Sweet Briar.

The students and faculty have given to Sweet Briar's

endowment this year $3,110, and to the Auditorium Fund
$600, in addition to any pledges previously made. They
have also given to the World Student Service Fund SS62,

to Britain S661, to the Free French $162, to the Red Cross

$900, and have bought Defense Stamps and Bonds. The
usual gifts to projects in Amherst County have not been

allowed to lapse; services to our less fortunate neighbors

$255; school clinics, lunches and hospitalization $195; the

Boys' Home at Covington $100; and $50 each to the

Leonard Wood Memorial Foundation for research in lep-

rosy, to the Women's Medical College in Vellore, India, to

United China Relief, and to the American Farm School at

Thessalonica, Greece.

The calls are even more on college students than on

citizens generally, if that is passible. All agencies seeking

to raise money realize that from five hundred to a thousand

persons can be affected by one letter to a college and they

do not neglect this opportunity.

Sweet Briar may have to face difficulties and hardships

incident to the war and the state of the world. She looks

at the great institutions older than she is and sees how they

have borne their share in all crises, as they should, and

grown stronger from bear,ing it. She is proud to struggle

with ditficulties to continue to give to national and inter-

national needs as she can, to continue to train women who
know the value of training and who know their obligations

to society—women who must conserve the precious things

of our culture and in addition help to change and establish

for the new day. Sweet Briar will survive if she serves and

if her daughters recosnize her service.

Honor Awards at Commencement, |une 9, 1942
GENERAL HONORS
Sutinim Cum Lalulc

Margaret Anne Becker {Indianapolis, Indi.ina)

Magna Cum Lanth-

Eugenia Griffin Burnett (Richmond, Virginia)

Elizabeth Russell Chamberlain
(New Britain, Connecticut)

Catherine Offley Coleman
(Fort Madison, Iowa)

Genevieve Mundy Lyttle (Monroe, Virginia)

Mary Morsell Peyton (Annapolis, Maryland)
Margaret Kent Preston (Havana, Cuba)
Barbara Ann Ripley (Chicago, Illinois)

Cufii Lanilf

Sudie Graham Clark

(Greensboro, North Carolina)

Kathcrine Ruth Coggins

(San Francisco, California)

Eloise Walker English (Washington. D. C.)

Julia Groves (Savannah, Georgia)

Jean Alice Hedley (Yonkers, New York)

Dorothea Hutchings (Louisville, Kentucky)

Honors Plait of Study
Margaret Anne Becker

With Highest Honors in History

Eloise Walker English

With High Honors in English

Florence Elder Bagley

(Chattanooga, Tennessee)

^'ith Honors in English

Edith Brainerd (Washington. D. C.)

With Honors in French

Elizabeth Russell Chamberlain

With Honors in French

Honor Scholarships

The winners of the scholarships awarded

annually to the highest ranking members of

the Junior, Sophomore and Freshman classes

are:

For the Junior Class—Anne Schilling Mc-
Junkin (Charleston, West Virginia)

For the Sophomore Class—Margaret Eleanor

Gordon (Savannah, Georgia)

For the Freshman Class—Sadie Gwin Allen

(Bellaire, Texas)
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The Liberal Arts College and the Crisis
By Dean Mary Ely Lyman

THE war invites self-scrutiny in all institutions of a

democratic society, but perhaps no institution is more
radically challenged by the militarization of society than

the liberal arts college. The very purpose for which the

liberal arts colleges have been founded is called in question

by the organization of a country for war. These colleges

were founded with the express purpose of providing for

the development of individual personalities; and war in

the modern sense calls for the subordination of the indi-

vidual for the common struggle. In proportion as the

military aim of a country becomes more central, in just

that proportion is nation or race exalted, and the indi-

vidual set at naught. At first look it may seem that the

women's colleges stand apart from this process because as

vet women have not been conscripted, but actually it is

not so. Because the liberal arts college by its very nature

cannot undertake to train women in any particular pro-

fession, cannot defend itself on the ground that it is mak-
ing its students more immediately useful to the country,

cannot, if it is true to its liberal purpose, subordinate the

good of the individual completely to any class, racial, or

national group, the women's college must, together with

the men's, search its heart to see if its existence can be

justified in such a time as this.

The first consideration that rises to our thought as we
reflect upon this question is that democracy and the liberal

tradition need special safeguarding at such a time, and
that the liberal arts colleges, because of this purpose just

stated to develop individual personalities, are peculiarly

fitted for this task. These colleges may serve in this time

of crisis as a kind of blood bank for democracy. Here in

these institutions of liberal learning the plasma may be

stored for the arteries of the democratic organism against

the time when its blood stream has been depleted and its

very life threatened by the drawing off of its vital ener-

gies. By their nature, then, the liberal arts colleges are ipso

facto a safeguard to democracy and an insurance against

its future extinction.

And further there are some special functions that the

women's, colleges may perform in this time of crisis. First

because these colleges are and always have been inherently

related to democracy, being themselves the fruit of demo-
cratic principles, they are peculiarly fitted to be the guard-

ians of the democratic tradition. There is in American
education the most nearly complete equality between men
and women of any place in the world. Europeans have

always found it hard to understand how a woman's college

could exist apart from a university, could give its own
degrees and have its own independent charter, and its own
staff of women teachers and administrators. Even if the

equality is not complete, (and I suppose we must accept

the fact that it is not and cannot be, until women are

given opportunity to teach in men's colleges as freely as

men are given it to teach in women's,) still it is true that

in America women have been given a freer hand to carry

out their own educational ideal, than in any other country

in the world.

The liberal arts colleges have been, moreover, a labora-

tory for the working out of democratic principles and
ideals; except the New England town-meeting there is

hardly anywhere a more complete working out of demo-
cratic community government than the faculty meeting

of the liberal arts college. Major decisions on policies vital

to the Institution's welfare are thus made and periodic

scrutiny given to the effectiveness of such policies In their

daily out-working. If faculty members sometimes groan

over the length and frequency of the faculty meetings,

still they do not want to forsake that democratic way of

governing the colleges for the swifter processes of autoc-

racy. Faculty committees take valuable time from teach-

ers' schedules and from research and often seem a heavy

burden, but they are worth what they cost in time and

energy because they provide the means for a true process

of self-government and make democracy a living experi-

ence in the college. In men's and women's colleges alike

this democratic process is at home; but during the war
emergency the heavier responsibility for its welfare lies

upon women, because their ways of life are freer from
interruption and change.

Again the women's colleges act as a laboratory for

democratic ways of life through the reality of their student

government. Here In a women's group we can say it:

we really have advanced farther than the men In the giving

of real responsibility over to the students. There is in the

women's colleges a splendid cooperation between students

and faculty in mutual concern for the welfare of all. It is

something for women to take special pride in, that they

have made a signal success of the democratic administra-

tion of community life.

And in this joint responsibility of older and younger

together in community living we have a kind of working

laboratory for the study and experimentation necessary if

democracy is to be real In the broader communities of state,

nation and world-community. How important this experi-

mentation is is brought out in the report of the Commis-
sion of the National Education Association which was

appointed to study the relationship between American

democracy and the American School. After making a

number of separate studies, the Commission has recently

gathered the findings of them all Into a synthesis which

they have called the Ediicatioti of Free Men in American

Democracy. Let me quote from their report:

"The discipline of free men cannot be achieved by sub-

jecting students for a period of years to the regimen of the

slave. Neither can it be achieved by allowing the young to

follow their own impulses and take over the process of

education. It can only be achieved by living for years

according to the ways of democracy It requires a

school environment and a school life deliberately organized

to provide for the influence of teachers who in their activi-

ties in both school and community practice the discipline

of free men."

Such a laboratory for the processes of democracy is set

up and operating in the liberal arts colleges, and the

women's colleges not only have achieved outstanding

success in its administration, but have a chance to keep
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that l.iboratorv in action without serious interruption

while the war goes on.

The liberal arts colleges, then, have an important func-

tion in this time of crisis as the guardians of the demo-

cratic tradition and as working laboratories for the pro-

cesses of democracy. But let us go further. There are

some special needs of the world at this critical time which

educated women have a special opportunity to serve, either

because of their detachment from the actual business of

combat or because of their own peculiar adaptation for

them. The first of these services is the building of morale.

Rhoda McCuUoch has a fine article in The Woman's Press

for January 1942, under the title "Morale is a Woman's
Business"—a striking title it is. She took the caption from

a cheap use of it in an advertisement for nail enamel and

gave it a large meaning. She shows how women, because

of their concern for the next generation and their practice

in caring for a family, are better able than men to see the

meaning of this tragic conflict in terms of the whole

human family. Morale in this sense is something far bigger

and deeper than "taking it on the chin." It includes, to

be sure, the qualities of steadiness in danger, cheerfulness

in deprivation, a sense of humor maintained when one's

world goes rocking. But these qualities which characterize

the Wookey and his family, good as they are, are not

enough. Morale in the wider sense calls for the far-sighted

vision which sees the present and the immediate in all its

meaning for the future and the universal. Women, who
carry human needs on their hearts because of their concern

for their own children, have the potential for active sym-
pathy with the whole human family. They should realize

that no family is safe, no home protected until every

family and home is secure. If hunger, disease, and destruc-

tion stalk the earth anywhere, it must be woman's deep

concern. She should live in the future as well as in the

present not only preserving calm and good cheer in the

conflict but laying the foundations in thought and plan-

ning for a better world. The resettling of exiled families

in homes, the feeding of hungry millions, the reconstruc-

tion of devastated regions, the opening of trade outlets,

the transportation of raw materials, the securing and main-

taining of employment, the reconstruction of schools and

other educational facilities, the raising of the standards of

living the world over, calling forth out of failure the in-

struments of a just and co-operative government of the

whole human family—these are some of the problems that

will have to be solved. It is not too soon to be studying

them and working for their solution. Courage for the

hour is highly important and we need to educate women
for their role as builders of morale in this sense; but beyond
and above the immediate hour lies the imperative need of

maintaining spiritual ideals to overarch the dark hour,

and to furnish the basis for brotherhood and community
after the war.

Another area of life in which women's leadership is

peculiarly suitable and to which women's colleges may
well give special attention is the field of healing and health.

Healing is peculiarly a woman's business. There is a great

tradition for us to follow here. From Florence Nightingale

to the eight American women doctors who have recently

been made members of the Royal Medical Corps in Great

Britain after a year of volunteer service with the British

arm)', the story of women's imagination and heroism in

finding a way to serve through healing is a stirring one.

Many of us have been reading Margaret Leech's "Reveille

in Washington," a chronicle of life in Washington from
1860-65, and have been struck by the picture she draws
of the misery among sick and wounded in an era when
scientific hospital care as we know it today had not been
thought of. While organizations with authority to care

for the sick confined themselves to working in the hos-

pitals in the towns to which the wounded were brought
on freight cars, or on shelves in jarring ambulances, it

occurred to a solitary little maiden lady. Miss Clara Barton,

to minister to the wounded at the very front of battle and
single-handed she forced her way through official red-tape

and military restrictions to do it. Morbidly sensitive and
shy by nature, she overcame all such inhibitions and con-
fidently stepped forward to fulfill her mission of healing.

In the hospitals, on the wharves to which the hospital ships

drew up in Washington, out on the very battle front it-

self, she went on her mission of help. She advertised in her

home New England newspapers her need of supplies, and
she collected food from neighbors and friends, and she

went out in her jolting army wagon to nurse and feed

personally armies of wounded soldiers. Amid the thunder-

ing of artillery she continued unafraid for hardship and
danger had been overcome by her ideal of service to needy

men.

Today it is a far less spectacular service to which we
women are called. It is in the area of prevention of ill-

ness and that of the building up of good health conditions

among the people that our help is needed. The country

has been aroused to this need because it was shocked by
the low physical record of many of the drafted men. The
United States Commissioner of Education, Dr. John W.
Studebaker, addressing the national conference of the

Progressive Education Association on February 12th, sum-
moned the schools to a new sense of responsibility for

building strong healthy bodies for their students. He pled

with the teachers to arouse their communities to a sense

of this need. Students should be examined frequently, he

said, and a follow-up system should be instituted to remedy
the physical defects found in the students. The colleges

have set the pace in this resoect for the rest of the school

system, but now we realize that it is not enough to perfect

the system. Somehow our students must be aroused to a

new sense of personal responsibility for their own physical

condition. This is of course true for men and women alike,

but the point at which the women's colleges have a pecu-

liar responsibility and challenge at th's time is in training

the future home-makers to understand that the health of

our future citizens is far more a matter of intelligent con-

trol than ever before. Scientific research on diet has

brought its findings to every door, and now it is a matter

of appropriating those results and using them intelligently

for the family group.

The women's colleges are already alive to the challenge

of the times so far as the providing of courses in first aid,

home nursing, and nutrition. These efforts are excellent;

and more and more women students should learn these

skills so as to take their share in responsibility for family

and public health. But there is another side to the respon-

sibility of the women's colleges, not so easy to accomplish.
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I mean this awakening of women to a new morality about

their own health. It is popular in collegiate circles to dis-

regard the laws of health, to eat erratically and at exami-

nation time particularly to dramatize one's extremity by

studying late into the night, and by giving up exercise

for the duration. Somehow that point of view must yield

to a realization that a tired body means less efficient think-

ing, that indigestion is a poor basis for morale, and that

overwrought nerves can and often do actually undermine

personality. College women today should move away from

any such immature attitude toward the regulation of their

ph\sical life, and should assume a new responsibility for

themselves, as the potential leaders of homes, as the ser-

vants of democracy.

Many years ago William James wrote an essay on "The
Energies of Men" which might well become a text for the

college programs of health education. In this essay he set

forth the thesis that as a rule people habitually use only a

small part of the powers which they actually possess.

"Most of us feel," he says, "that most of the time a sort

of cloud weighs upon us, keeping us below our highest

notch of clearness in discernment, sureness in reasoning or

firmness in deciding. Compared with what we ought to

be we are only half awake. Our fires are damped. Our
drafts are checked." Then he studies what it is that ener-

gises, what stimuli induce us to make the extra effort of

will to push the barrier away and live on the higher levels

of power. It is some unusual idea of necessity that brings

the effort of will. "Excitement, ideas, efforts," he says,

"are what carry us over the dam." The duties of a new
office of trust are constantly producing this effect upon
human beings who are appointed to them.

We women have come by the great emergency of our

time into such a new office of trust and it is for the col-

leges that are training the leaders of the immediate future

to bring the realizing sense of the meaning of that trust,

the exciting ideas that will furnish the momentum for the

fresh energizing of life. Probably there is no area of train-

ing that seems more prosaic, less exciting than that which
creates these health conditions that are the foundation for

such energy. To eat one's vitamins, to forego the sweets,

to go to bed early, and get our eight hours per night, to

exercise sufficiently and be out of doors—it all seems so

prosaic, so undramatlc and so unrelated to heroism. I know
no way to give it its significance except to relate it to the

great cause of democracy. And that is where the challenge

of the time has its energising effect. It is burdensome in

the vouthful mind to obe)' these laws, if thev are left on
the level of mere self-development. But when they are

seen as the sine qua non of leadership in a great cause, then
they have a new meaning. It is all in the way you look

at it. I heard not long ago a story of a little girl carrying

her babv brother along the road. She seemed too small for

such a heavy load, and a passer-by remarked to her, "My
dear, what a heavy burden you have!" She replied quickly

and indignantly, "It isn't a burden; it's my brother."

Only with such a view of the meaning of our relationship

to need, can we women come to a fulfilment of this our
responsibility in the field of health.

A third challenge to the women's colleges that is pre-

sented by the present crisis lies in the field of training for

the reconstruction period that will follow the close of the

conflict. Whether there is light or darkness then, whether
there is enduring peace or endless conflict is dependent on
whether or not there are leaders with far-seeing vision,

with enlightened statesmanship, with deep spiritual pur-

pose. Beyond the Immediate need of skills lies this greater

need of leadership In thought and planning for an ordered

rational world. To be sure we must think of every citizen

of this and the other democracies as needed in this great

task—men and women together, shoulder to shoulder in

the great tasks of rebuilding the world after the time of

slaughter and destruction. But there must be leadership

and vision to guide this effort and there Is a special incen-

tive to women to prepare for this momentous task, because

during the war they are more shielded from the dangers

and strains of conflict itself and are thus provided with
the conditions of living in which planfulness, purpose and
vision have a chance to act. Does it seem preposterous that

girls in college today, studying Latin, mathematics, lan-

guages, science and literature are being prepared for such

a task as this?

It would be preposterous of course to assume that a

college education would ipso facto produce leadership of

such calibre as this great task will demand. But it is not

preposterous to say that some of the essentials for such

leadership are nourished by a liberal education, and that

we are most likely to find our future leaders from those

who have been so trained.

One reason for this assumption is that the colleges are

training people to discover the facts and to use them
intelligently. Reverence for fact is a hard thing to learn

at any time. But it is hardest in war-time because emer-

gency tends to highlight emotion and discount fact. Our
future leaders must know how to find the facts and how
to use them with intelligence and discriminating judg-

ment. Listen to the scientific genius, Thomas Huxley,
who at a time of great spiritual stress, when all his con-

victions were shaken by the death of his little son, wrote
to Charles Kingsley: "Sit down before fact as a little

child; be prepared to give up every preconceived notion,

follow humbly wherever and to whatever abysses nature

leads or you shall learn nothing. I have only begun to

learn content and peace of mind since I have resolved at

all risks to do this." We must train the future leaders to

a like attitude toward the facts.

Second the colleges are training their students In the

disciplines toward which the facts lead. To lay hold on

the truth is to go beyond the facts, and to accept the

disciplines that the truth lays upon us is a further step

still, a step needed if the ordered society is to emerge out

of the present chaos. Obedience must be learned to the

laws of the physical world, to the laws of the intellectual

world and to the laws of the moral and spiritual world.

The long look at life that history gives is needed to pro-

duce such obedience. The long story of how human beings

have lived and worked together, as revealed in the study of

the social sciences, steadies us and gives patience for the

tasks ahead. The human struggles for justice and freedom

that the past has seen are incentive to us to struggle for

like values in our world. To possess with understanding

and appreciation the inherited culture of the race, to be at

home in our goodly human heritage of artistic and literary

achievement is to give us a sense that there is something
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worthy to preserve, something which stands above and

bevond the chaos of our time, ultimate in value, rooted in

our past, but belonging to our future, belonging so abso-

lutely that we must build a future worthy to contain it.

College gives an opportunity for our students to enter

with increasing penetration into those values of the spirit

so that purposes are formed and deepened to protect our

heritage and make it potent in the rebuilding of the world.

It is an overwhelming task that awaits the present student

generation in its mature life. To fashion the world into a

brotherhood after such denial of brotherhood and humanity

as we are seeing today is a colossal task. Beyond all tech-

nical skills it will need mature purpose, kindled imagina-

tions and dedicated spirits. College must train students

not only in those technical skills but in the imponderables

of purpose and spirit that will fit them for a destiny more

difficult and more meaningful than that which has ever

faced any previous generation of men.

Sometime ago Robert Nathan spoke to a group of stu-

dents, telling them how he came to write his novel, "Road
of Ages." If life is cruel to any group in our modern
world it is cruel and unreasoning to the members of his

race. It is so irrational for them that he said he was com-
pelled to write for himself a creed for a young Jew. "My
ancestors," he says, "died for their faith, and I must state

my faith in the dignity and destiny of humanity if I am
to face the position of the Jew in contemporary life.

Neither death nor exile are, or ever have been, defeat.

I must state my faith that right will eventually come
into its own." And so he wrote "Road of Exile" as an

expression of this creed. He wanted to help Jews to under-

stand themselves and their exile and persecution. He
wanted to show others how Jews were not strange or

different from other human beings, but made of the same
human stuff. And he wanted to help all his readers to have

faith in the future and in the possibility of brotherhood

among all races and peoples.

It is for the formation of such spiritual purposes as this

that the college years have their justification. Things to

live for and things to die for are not discovered in a

moment. They grow out of the contemplation of the long

struggle of the human race for the values that our democ-

racy safeguards today. Since a sense of values is likely to

be one of the first casualties of any war, we need such

reservoirs of spiritual values as the colleges may be and

such opportunities for their understanding and apprecia-

tion as the college years may be. Here is the ultimate

justification for the liberal arts college and for its aim to

develop individual personalities.

In conclusion may I share a statement from a present

day college student of her own awareness of this need.

And to my mind she sums up in this brief word the deepest

meaning of the liberal education at such a time as this.

She writes as follows:

"At first I wanted to leave college for Washington and

offer myself immediately to the Government for any help

that I could give. Fortunately I have passed out of that

stage. I now see the importance of our job and our respon-

sibilities as students to keep alive the eternities of knowl-

edge and to prepare ourselves to make a bigger contribu-

tion than we could make if we left college now."

Then she goes on to tell of a moment of illumination in

which that conviction came to her. After a time of brood-

ing and of discouragement at what seemed the hopelessness

of the times, after feeling an overwhelming sense of im-

potence because of the grimness of the surrounding trag-

edy, she experienced a feeling that the only hope was to

plunge in now at once, anywhere, just to be at work.

Then hearing a concert of Christmas music, something

deeper and more permanent came, and she writes:

"Strangely the many hopes that had died within me in

the war-clouded days began to stir and come to life again.

I began to believe that good could come out of evil, that

all the grim chaos into which we had been plunged would

be resolved if all of us work together to bring the good to

pass. The music had lifted me to a point where I knew I

was strong enough to wait until I was ready and prepared

to work. I knew that in spite of blood, sweat, and tears,

in spite of cruelty and inhumanity and steel force, God is

in his heaven, and if we all work intelligently with Him,
all may be well with the world."

American Red Cross Workers—Women
Women are needed in increasing numbers by the American Red Cross to serve as recreation workers in

Military and Naval Hospitals in this country and outside the continental limits of the United States.

Requirements for appointments include: Age: from 2 5 to 5 0. Education: Graduation from a college or

university with major in sociology, psychology, physical education, music, dramatics or crafts; or two years

of academic training and three years of work in recreation or allied fields. Experience: At least one year of

work in leisure-time activities in a public or private agency, half of which has been spent in the actual con-

duct of activities; some experience in community organization and supervision of other workers; skill in at

least two of the following: dramatics, music, card and table games, social recreation, arts and crafts, club

leadership.

For fuller information write to The American National Red Cross, Washington, D. C.
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The Manson Memorial Scholar

M-ARY PAGE RUTH of the class of 1943 \v.is awarded the Manson
Memorial Scholarship at the Commencement Exercises on June

nmth. Pai;e has been an outstanding member of her class and the college

community since her freshman year when she entered as a winner of one

of the competitive scholarships. Throughout her three years she has been

an active member of Paint and Patches, serving as treasurer of the

organization this year. As a member of the Orientation committee,

which assists new students in becoming adjusted to and acquainted with
the college. Page has won a place in the hearts of underclassmen, too.

She has been active in sports and a member of several class teams. This

spring she was elected to serve next year as one of the two senior house

presidents and was one of four juniors chosen for membership in Tau Phi.

The Manson Memorial Scholarship is awarded each year by the Alum-
nae Association to an upperclass student on the basis of scholarship and

"all-round qualities representative of the best traditions of the college."

Alumnae will recall with interest the names of Manson Memorial

scholars since the award was first made in 192S. To this company we
are pleased to add the name of Page Ruth.

Mary E. Lotighcry Arthur, '25-'26; Josephine Suoiidcn Durham, '26-

'27; Ann Beth Price Clark, '27-'28; Esther Tyler Campbell, '28-'29;

Martha Lee Poston, first semester, '29-'3 0; Mildred Stone Green, second

semester, '29-'30; Dorothy Boyle Charles, '30-'31; Hazel Stamps Collins,

'31-'32; Abigail Shepherd Be^n, '32-'33; Bonnie Wood Stookey, '33-'34;

Eleanor Alcott Bromley, '33-'34; Jacquelyn Strickland Dwelle, '34-'35; Betty Cocke ^"infree, '35-'36; Ellen Lee

Siwdgrass Park, '36-'37; Frances Faulkner, '37-'38; Ann Nivison Parks, '38-'39; Betty Lee Kopper, '39-'40; Helen Anne
Littleton Hauslein, '40-'41; Elizabeth Hanger, '41-'42; Mary Page Ruth, '42-'43.

The Algernon Sydney Sulliyan Award

BETSY CHAMBERLAIN of New Britain, Connecticut, was the

recepient of the Sullivan award given at Sweet Briar's Commence-
ment on June ninth. Her contemporaries say, "Betsy likes—wants

—

is—a great deal. She likes puppies, a sincere responsive person, to relax

in salty old dungarees and—wants to go to South America, a farm on an

island near the sea—is pert, calm, self-contained, subtle, slow, but how
sure." A recent alumnae column in the Svseet Bri.^r Nevis points out

that Betsy has followed closely the pattern of college life laid down by

her mother, Constance Russell, '16, who was called "the pride and joy

of the English department" and when she was graduated, it was "Sweet

Briar's greatest regret that Connie's brains cannot be willed to someone

on her departure from this pleasant abode." The fears of that Briar

Patch staff of twenty-six years ago were unjustified. Betsy has been

the pride and joy of the French department. A winner of one of the

competitive scholarships offered to Freshmen, she has contmued that

record by holding a place on the Dean's list throughout her four years.

Her journalistic talents have found expression on the News of which

she was Book Editor for two years and in the Alumnae News as student

editor of "On Campus." She has been an active member of the Inter-

national Relations Club, Glee Club, Alliance Francaise, Q. V., Tau Phi

and a group leader in the college campaign last year.

Active in sports, she won her Sweet Briar seal in her Junior year, was

a member of class LaCrosse teams and an ardent cabin leader for week-

ends at the outing cabin on Paul's Mountain.

President Glass presented the Sullivan award to Betsy with the fol-

lowing citation:

"Elizabeth Russell Chamberlain—Because the people among
whom you live recognize in you a sensitive perception of spiritual values which flower unconsciously in what you do

and what you say so as to prompt like perception in others, we confer upon you the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award
to mark this quality for the stimulation of us all."
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New Officers and Alumnae Council, 1 942-1 944

Mitrtbii ton Bncu'ii

Announcement was made at the June meeting of the

Alumnae Association of the election of new officers and

members of the Council who will serve for the next two
years.

President, Martha von Briesen, '31, Milwaukee, Wis-

consin.

First Vice-President, Virginia Eady, '3 8, Louisville,

Kentucky.

Second Vice-President, Laura Graves, '42, Lynchburg,

Virginia.

Members of the Alumnae Council
Mrs. Harry B. Taylor (Alma Booth, '11), University,

Virginia.

Mrs. Clarence B. Rogers (Mary Clark, ex '13), Atlanta,

Georgia.

Mrs. Earl Ridler (Mary Bissell, '17), Wilmington,
Delaware.

Mrs. K. N. Gardner (Cornelia Carroll, '18), Norfolk,

Virginia.

Mrs. William Hill Steeble (Louisa Newkirk, '23),

Bryn Llonydd, Penllyn, Pennsylvania.

Mrs. John Twohy, II (Grace Merrick, '24), Norfolk,
Virginia.

Elsetta Gilchrist, '27, Cleveland, Ohio.

Mrs. Kelsey Regen (Jocelyn Watson, '28), Durham,
North Carolina.

Mrs. Edmund W. Harrison (Mary Huntington, '30),

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mary Moore Pancake, '32, Staunton, Virginia.

Mrs. Ernest M. Wood, Jr. (Elizabeth Bond, '34), Lynch-
burg, Virginia.

Connie J. Burwell, '34, Charlotte, North Carolina.

Mrs. Francis E. Carter, Jr. (Cary Burwell, '35), Balti-

more, Maryland.

Mrs. Franklin P. Parker (Katherine Niles, '36), Wel-
lesley Hills, Massachusetts.

Mrs. E. Griffith Dodson, Jr. (Molly Talcott, '38),

Roanoke, Virginia.

Mary Mackintosh, '39, Bronxville, New York.

Tellers:

Jeanette Boone, '27,

Jean M. Sprague, '34.

Silence

Silence—not a leaf trembled,

Not a cloud floated by;

The lake was clear and still.

And the wood a magic cave.

A rustle and a step,

A swift movement in the wood.

And to the lake's edge

Stepped a hunter—gun poised.

Above, a streak of white,

A yellow bill and shining eyes,

A thing of beauty and of life

—

Poised for a moment in the air.

A deafening crash, a gun lowered;

The sound of splashing water;

And then once more—silence.

Prayer

Fog hung over the mountains

In dull, misty patches

And through it beat the wind.

Swift and sharp and free.

A spray of rain pricked my face,

And the cold air pressed against me.

The world moved by while I stood still

In the grayness of the torn universe.

And felt my heart pound with new desire

—

To strive for that which was beyond my reach

And be as pure and free and true

As the clean strength of that day.

These poetiis by Franca Baldwin, '41, appear in the

Badge of Honor Collection published by the Poetry House

in June and in the Annual Anthology of Verse, published

by the Poetry Digest.
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Annual Business Meeting, Sweet Briar Alumnae Association

THE annual meeting of the Sweet Briar Alumnae
Association was held in Fletcher auditorium on Mon-

day, June eighth. The meeting was called to order by the

alumnae secretary, Helen McMahon, in the absence of the

vice-president, Gertrude Prior, who was serving on the

committee for the Red Cross Conference to take place at

Sweet Briar immediately after Commencement.

The minutes of the 1941 meeting, as printed in the

Alumnae Ne>x's, were read and accepted.

Miss McMahon read a letter from Mr. Robert H. Scan-

nell, husband of Fanny Ellsworth Scannell, who was un-

able to complete her term of office as president of the

Alumnae Association due to illness. Mr. Scannell wrote,

"As the time for Commencement approaches and the time

for the selection of a new President of the Alumnae Asso-

ciation is at hand it is unfortunate that Fanny cannot be

present personally to pass on the torch which she carried

for the first year of her two-year term of office. Perhaps

I can presume to express some of the things she would

wish to say.

"To Miss Glass her appreciation for what she has done

for Sweet Briar and her admiration for her tireless work
in the launching of an Endowment Fund Drive . . . To
you and the members of the Alumnae Council her warm
thanks for the splendid cooperation she received from you

and for the fine way in which you carried on the work
of the Alumnae Association—including her own work

—

without her. To the new President of the Alumnae Asso-

ciation the assurance that her support can be taken for

granted as soon as her health permits. To all her Sweet

Briar friends her regret that she was able to contribute so

little during her term as President and her warm thanks

for their many good wishes. These will speed her recovery

during her period of convalescence. And a message, per-

haps, chiefly for the graduating class. The impact of war
will be felt more and more by the women of America.

Sweet Briar training has helped them to appreciate the

fine things in life worth fighting for. Sweet Briar will

expect her graduates to take their part unflinchingly in

helping to win the war and will count on them to point

the way in the making of a better world."

The results of the election for officers of the Association

and sixteen members of the Alumnae Council were an-

nounced.

As the executive secretary's report is printed in the June
issue of the Alumn.\e Ne\x's, the reading was omitted at

this time on motion by Elizabeth Doughtie Bethea.

The treasurer's report as of June eighth was read and

accepted.

The Alumnae Fund report for 1941-1942 was rend by
Mary Marks, chairman. At this time, the defense stamp
plan to be used next year was explained. A full explana-

tion will be given in the October Alumnae Nevcs. The
Alumnae Fund report was accepted.

The Magazine Fund report was read and accepted. This

project was handled by Virginia Noyes, a student who
recommended that subscription announcements be sent

much earlier next year. A resolution expressing apprecia-

tion to Miss Noyes was proposed by Mrs. Charles R.

Burnett.

Elsetta Gilchrist was asked to report on the progress

of a plan to sell a Sweet Briar rose. Miss Gilchrist had

no recent report but agreed to send information to the

Alumnae Secretary at an early date. She reported that a

sample shown recently to the Cleveland alumnae club met
with much enthusiasm and approval.

The meeting was turned over at this time to Martha

von Briesen, the new president of the Alumnae Association.

In accepting the gavel of office, Martha said that she would
endeavor to follow the splendid example set by Fanny
Ellsworth Scannell during her term of office. "Our first

objective of course is to expedite the war effort, but we
must not forget Sweet Briar. We must continue to con-

tribute as generously as possible to the Alumnae Fund, and

we must continue to interest desirable students in Sweet

Briar. It is my hope too that many of you will become

qualified Alumnae Representatives on Admission. I am
sure that I have a very fine Alumnae Council who will

work with me, but we will need the help of all of you

here today and of all Sweet Briar Alumnae."

The meeting was adjourned at 3:30 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Jean M. Sprague, Acting Secretary.

Gifts to Sweet Briar, 1 941-1942

^Broodhr^ Earth—a painting by Charles Burchfield,

given by friends of Miss Virginia McLaws in her honor.

Light House—a painting by Herbert Gute, given by
a friend of Judge Francis H. Dunne, in his honor.

New linen and altar hangings, candlesticks, vases, and

a new communion service, given by friends of Sweet Briar

through the interest and efforts of the Altar Committee.

$600 from the Patch Box to the Auditorium Fund.

$25 from the English Club for Endowment.

SI 00 from a friend for the Dora Fagan Fund.

$300 from Mr. Jesse H. Jones for the Carter Glass Fund.

$1,200 not expended upon May Day from the student

body for Endowment.
$1,200 raised by the Funds Committee of the student

body for Endowment.
$584.83 from the Class of 1942 for Endowment.

$6,095.15 from Sweet Briar alumnae for Endowment.
$31,696.05—Payment of pledges for the Auditorium

and Endowment Funds, made in last year's campaign.
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What About Art— Novv^

Is
there any part art might take in the general effort

that America is now making and has art any impor-

tance now that we are actively involved in this great

world war?

These questions arc normal ones for those in our country

who associate art only with the pleasure it gives and who
feel that this is no time for non-essentials. However, art

is more than superficial pleasure. Art has endured for ages

and it is an enlightening influence in the advancement of

civilization. It has a spiritual essence, in its highest form,

and it is needed more keenly now than ever in order to

provide true relaxation and thus keep the balance in these

tense times.

Until fairly recently, most people have thought of art

merely as a refined pastime for a few, and it never occurred

to them that it could touch their lives at all. Fortunately

this is no longer generally true. Here in America during

the past ten years, there has been a steady swing toward
bringing art to the people—where it really belongs. This

movement has been fostered principally by the government
which became in 193 5 patron of the arts through its work
relief program. Through the Federal Art Project, talents

and skills were preserved, developed, and presented as

widespread opportunities for thousands of Americans to

enjoy visually or through participation. A special effort

was made to integrate the fine arts with the practical, and

the arts in genera! with the daily life of the communities.

Further evidence of the government's consciousness of the

true relation of art to living and the part played by art

in shaping the culture of a people, is shown in the com-
petitions that have been held by the Section of Fine Arts

of the United States Treasury—competitions for murals

and sculpture for government buildings, post offices, court-

houses—and in the President's sponsorship of the National

Art Weeks of 1940 and 1941.

Mention should also be made here of the interest that

has been stimulated b)- the International Business Machines
Corporation through that company's excellent project of

acquiring and exhibiting collections of paintings, prints

and sculpture by living artists, and in the work that has

been done toward bringing business men and artists into

closer relationship.

As a result of the widespread stimulation through the

persistent exposure to and contact with art during these

last few years, the attitude of the public has gradualh'

changed. For this very reason, art is now in a position to

be of real service to America ... by being able to appeal

to and help many persons whose lives are now, or will be,

in a state of tautness, and who desperately need the relaxa-

tion that art and the arts can bring to them.
There are other more concrete services that art and

artists can perform for our country in the present emer-
gency. Camouflage immediately comes to mind. Some
of the more obvious jobs where the special abilities and
training of artists can be useful at this time are: those

dealing with public information and morale, such as the

painting of posters, visual records, art for camps and
quarters, exhibitions; the use of art in therapeutic

care of the wounded. As in the last war, there has

been feverish training of thousands of men and women to

fill the jobs created by the vast war production program.
Art training would be of great value in many of these

jobs—drafting, lettering, mechanical drawing, map mak-
ing, signs, the preparation of visual aids for military in-

struction, the designing of uniforms, machines and equip-

ment.

Whether the artist can contribute his time or whether
he must have a livelihood, there are many duties and jobs

essential to the war effort open and ready for him. Sacri-

fices may have to be made, but we realize this and feel

privileged as Americans to make them when and where

needed. Caroline Compton, '27.

Joe

FlELDHAND
AT Rest

Two of the paintings which formed a part of the commencement exhibit generously loaned b\ Caroline Compton to the college for display

early in June. Seventeen oils and water colors many of them interpreting Caroline's native deep south which she has made her field of par-

ticular interest, formed the exhibit sent to Sweet Briar.
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Annual Report of the Alumnae Secretary, 1941-1942
The alumnae office this year has had several important >;oaIs, one

of the most important being the effort to assemble for permanent use

the records ot the alumnae office, the Alumnae Association and alumnae
clubs. Plans arc under way for a vocational file and a record of alumnae
gifts to the college.

Wc have made a strenuous effort to improve alumnae-student rela-

tions. This year in addition to contacts mentioned elsewhere in this

report the alumnae secretary had a conference with each of the sixty-

four students who carried college news to Sweet Briar Day celebrations,

giving them a suggested list of topics and events to talk about.

Alumnae were urged to make the students welcome, to make tlieni feel

an important part of Sweet Briar Day.

Innovations of particular interest this year include having the chair-

man of the Alumnae Fund at Sweet Briar, a changed Alumnae Niivts

with an article in each issue by Miss Glass, an alumnae club handbook.
election of an enlarged alumnae council, beginning of regular news
letters to alumnae clubs scheduled to go at times when no other pub-
lication is sent from the college, carefully planned re-organization of

the Alumnae Fund, the cleaning and adequate storage of caps and
gowns and the re-cataloguing and improved storage for the copper cuts.

Alumnae Council—In order to give a picture of alumnae council

activities, a few of the more important considerations are mentioned.

The alumnae council this year had a two-day meeting at Sweet Briar

during Founders' Day week. In the absence of Mrs. Scannell, the

president, the vice-president, Gertrude Prior, presided. Eugenia Griffin

Burnett, Edna Lee Cox, Eugenia Goodall Ivcy, Mary Huntington
Harrison, Polly Bissell Ridler, Mary Petty Johnston, Mary Marks,
Alumnae Fund chairman, and Helen McMahon were present for all

sessions. Martha von Briesen, Betty Prescott Balch and Isabel Webb
Luff were unable to attend. The usual reports of office, Fund and club

activities and plans were given by the alumnae secretary and the

Alumnae Fund chairman.

Nancy Worthington was asked to give a detailed report of the

campaign results. The council was considerably disturbed that only

21 per cent of the alumnae had contributed. This report was followed

by a discussion of the campaign, reasons for its lack of complete suc-

cess and what further efforts should be made. Why had the campaign
resulted in so poor an alumnae showing?

The mid-winter meeting of the council was not held this year. This

is not to be a permanent omission but was due to the international

situation.

The circularization of the Council has taken care of a number of

questions in the meantime. The majority voted against a suggested

plan to urge seniors to become contributing members of the Alumnae
Association before their graduation. Suggestions were made for the

alumnae lecture at Commencement. At the request of Paint and Patches

representatives, the council was asked to express an opinion on the

question of the Final Play. A majority agreed that it would be wise

to omit the play this year, but at the same time, expressed a hope
that this will not be a permanent policy. Reunion class procedure and
suggestions were approved. Monthly reports and news have been sent

the members of the council by the Alumnae Secretary. The Alumnae
Council has been serious, well informed and eager to be as useful as

possible. The members have been aware of the needs of the College

and the value of their contribution. They have been particularly

grateful for the amount of time Miss Glass has given them in clarifying

the needs of the college, explaining "how it runs" and how they as

Alumnae Council members can help.

The retiring Alumnae Council was urged to return for a meeting

on June fifth in order to cimiplcie recommendations for t!ie incoming

council. The vice-president. Miss Gertrude Prior, presided and those

attending were Miss Martha von Briesen, '3
1

, Mrs. Karl S. Ridler

(Polly Bissell '17). Mrs. E. "VX'ebster Harrison (Mary Huntington '30),

Mrs. Charles R. Burnett {Eugenia Griffin '10). Miss Helen McMahon
and Miss Mary Marks. Morning and afternoon sessions were held in

the Browsing Room of the Library. On Monday morning, June eighth,

the combined Alumnae Councils met. Added to the group of those

who attended the first meeting, and who were elected to succeed them-
selves for the next two years, were Mrs. Clarence Rogers (Mary Clark,

Academy) Elsetca Gilchrist '27, Mary Moore Pancake '32, Mrs. Ernest

M. Wood, (Jackie Bond, '34) Mrs. Franklin Parker (Kathcrine Niles,

"3(>), and Laura Graves '42. The new Council considered recom-
mendations presented to them and outlined a tentative program for
1942-1943. Mrs. Lill. the registrar, was invited to meet with the
Council to explain fully the purpose and value of the Alumnae Repre-
sentatives on Admission. The Council voted to study the material and
to take the examination at the time of the October meeting.

Revision of the Alumnae Association Constitution—As a

matter of record, the changes involved in the revision of the constitu-
tion which are in effect this year, are tabulated. The constitution
revision committee was composed of Vivienne Barkalow Hornbeck,
chairman, Margaret Banister, Florence Freeman Fowler, Elsetta Gil-
christ, Bonnie Wood Stookey and Rose Hyde Falcs.

Olil Constitution

Officers: President, vice-presi-

dent, secretary-treasurer, alum-
nae fund chairman, director of

alumnae clubs.

Alumnae Council.

Officers and five members at

large and three honorary mem-
bers. Officers and three mem-
bers must be graduates. Eight

voting members.

Alumnae members of Board
of Overseers shall be honorary
members of the alumnae coun-

cil,

Second vice-president elected

by out-going senior class in year

of association election.

The duty of the first vice-

president shall be to perform
the duties of the president in

her absence.

Rciisi-il ConsfUntiou
Officers: Same with one ex-

ception. Omitting director of

alumnae clubs.
,

Alumnae Council:

Officers and sixteen other

members and three ex-officio

members. Officers and twelve
members must be graduates.

Nineteen voting members.

Changed to ,

bers of council.

\-officio mem-

Second vice-president elected

by out-going senior class from
slate of candidates from senior

class and preceding class.

Add: She shall also serve as

director of alumnae clubs with
the following duties: to coor-

dinate the clubs more closely,

plan Sweet Briar days, assist in

the organization of new clubs

when possible, and to act as a

liaison officer between clubs and
tiic alumnae council.

The larger Alumnae Council seems to be another important step

toward a better informed Alumnae Association.

Alumnae Clubs—The alumnae club handbook in tentative form
was sent to forty-one club presidents and to Sweet Briar Day chair-

men if there was a group of alumnae large enough to form an active

club. This handbook, adaptable for small or large clubs, sets forth the

definitions and objectives of an alumnae club; organization, officers,

standing committees, suggestions for meetings and money-making
projects, and a model constitution. Standing committees, include a

"permanent resources" committee, one for Alumnae Representatives

on Admission, a Publicity Committee (to work with the Public Re-
lations Office at the college) and a Ways and Means Committee. One
of the most valuable features of the handbook is a calendar or schedule

for clubs to follow. This will aid in better timing of club affairs and
a better coordinated program than is possible now.

The club gifts to the Alumnae Fund this year reached $1,536.56

in spite of the recent campaign and the growing feeling that war
relief projects and civilian defense activities must supersede everything

else. All letters and literature from the alumnae office have stressed

the value of continuing to serve the college as alumnae and at the

same time making their places as citizens of their communities in civic

and defense efforts.

Every effort has been made by the alumnae office to convince

alumnae clubs that support of the college means more than just

a gift of money; that alumnae clubs should first maintain an active

committee who inform themselves and become Alumnae Repre-
sentatives on Admission; that they should keep in touch with
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the college through present students; that they should have a repre-

sentative each year who comes back to Sweet Briar for inspiration and

renewed enthusiasm to carry back to her club; and finally, that they

should sponsor a club project which gives an opportunity for tlic

entire group to work together expending their efforts in a cause they

know, believe in and understand.

Alumnae Nf/vxs—The Alumnal Nlws entered upon a new phase

this year (the fourth change in its history) with a new cover, size

and format. The October and February issues have had thirty-two

pages each and the April issue twenty-four pages, with regular features

which are proving popular. Miss Glass' message, alumnae articles, the

faculty and campus notes have all been commended. We have made a

strenuous effort to get articles by alumnae in professions and business.

The response has been slow, but we continue to follow every suggestion.

Much work has been done this year in an effort to improve the

quality of the class notes. Questionnaires were sent to all class secre-

taries and the majority of them voted that class letters for the most

part should be limited to five hundred words, that changes of address

should not be listed in the body of the letter—in fact, not at all

unless there is no other news; that they prefer the informal letter; that

nicknames should not be used unless full name is given.

Student-Alumnae Relations—Meetings were held with each of

the three underclass groups. They were keenly interested, par-

ticularly in the early history of the college and the aims and

purposes of the Alumnae Association. The need for under-

standing admission requirements, the work of the admission committee

and the importance of getting accurate information from the proper

authority was stressed. The alumnae secretary is made increasingly

aware of the student need for a better understanding of the college.

A dinner was given in May to which presidents of the Student Govern-

ment Association, the Y.W.C.A. and the Athletic Association and

the officers of the senior class were invited to have dinner with Mrs.

Lyman, Mrs. LiU, Miss Mull, Miss Belcher and Miss Ramage, to hear

about and discuss the common problems of other alumnae associations.

The faculty guests represented Mt. Holyoke, Wellesley, Vassar. Colby,

and Barnard. This meeting was most successful.

The Sicret Briar News has had an alumnae column each week called

"Do You Know Your College," written this year by Mary Marks.

In this column an effort has been made to tell the story of Sweet

Briar, her history, founders and traditions. The subjects cover a wide

range of interest.

November 1
9—Elijah Fletcher, Planter and Statesman.

December 3—Indiana Fletcher Williams, Her Will.

December 10 to December 21—The First Board of Directors, the

Charter, and decision as to the type of institution Sweet Briar should

be. Ralph Adams Cram, architecture and the first buildings.

January 18—First thirty-six students, beginning of student govern-

ment, athletic association, Y.W.C.A., dramatic club, choir, glee club

and May Day.

February 2 ^—Selection of a college seal.

March 4—Freshman Rules set up by the Varsity Council in 1919.

March A—Sweet Briar alumnae in Defense Activities,

March 1
1—Sweet Briar students did "their bit" in World War I

—

Liberty bonds. Students Friendship War Fund, Red Cross Auxiliary,

etc.

April I 1—Sweet Briar House.

The next five issues carried the story of an alumna's return to Sweet

Briar, and in the final issue for next year's freshman a special greet-

ing was given the class of 1946.

The bulletin board in the alumnae office has been another valuable

link with students. From seventy-five to two hundred students come
in each week to read the clippings and notices posted there.

The alumnae secretary enjoys an increasing number of contacts

with students. This year she has assisted at athletic association events,

at campus social events, has had numerous conferences with individual

students and the number of personnel rating sheets given her has

increased each year.

The Alumnae News has been distributed to members of the faculty

and staff, to seniors and other interested students.

Virginia Noyes, class of 1944, volunteered to take care of the alum-
nae magazine business this year and she has done a good job with both
alumnae and students.

Alumnae Represent Sweet Briar

November 27—Mary Mackintosh '.^9, Mamaroncck High School,

Mamaroneck, New York. Ruth Davies Young '33, New Trier Town-
sliip High School, Winnetka, Illinois.

December 12—Bonnie Wood Stookey *34, South Side High School,

Rnckvillc Center, New York.

December H—Natalie Roberts Foster '31, Fiftieth Anniversary,

Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, Stillwater, Oklahoma.

January 20—Elmyra Pennypacker Coxe '20, Stevens School. Phil-

adelphia, Pennsylvania.

January 23—Georgia Herbert Hart '4U, Dreher High School, Co-
lumbia, South Carolina.

February 18—Adele Letcher '3 8, and Polly Gary Dew Woodson '26,

Ridgewood High School, Ridgewood, New Jersey.

March 17—Katherine Blount Andersen '26, College Women's Club
tea for prospective students, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

March 17—Martha Maupin Stewart '29, College Day Program spon-

sored by A.A.U.W., Portsmouth. Virginia.

March 21—Virginia Eady '3 8, A.A.U.W. Tea for senior high school

girls, Louisville, Kentucky.

March 21—Janet Martin Knall ex '40, University High School Tea
for mothers and daughters, Chicago, Illinois.

April 16—Bessie Clyde Mitchell '24, College Day, Marion High
School, Marion, Virginia.

May 2—Polly Bisscll Ridlcr '17, Delaware A.A.U.W., Wilmington,
Delaware.

May 4—Helen Williamson Dumont '3 7, Two-hundredth anniversary

of the Moravian Seminary and College, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.

May 6—Winifred West Madden '2 8, Inauguration of Herman Lee

Donovan at the University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky.

May 3 —Charlotte Dunn Blair '3 9, Inauguration of President

Thomson at Western College, Oxford, Ohio.

College Movies—The colored movies have been shown by the

Baltimore alumnae club, the Cincinnati club, in Huntington, ^X'est

Virginia and Ashland, Kentucky; Augusta, Georgia and in Philadelphia.

In each case, prospective students and their mothers were present. The
college movies have not been used as often as had been expected.

Alumnae are urged to take advantage of this means of adding interest

to their club meetings as well as to show them to prospective students.

The Alumnae Fund—The alumnae fund report for 1940-1941

was included in the October magazine which went to all alumnae.

Issues sent to our exchange list did not include this report.

The experience of other colleges shows that it is unwise to attempt

organized fund raising in the year following a capital campaign. How-
ever, we feel that the Fund has held up remarkably well in 1 94-1-42

in spite of the war, the number of alumnae who are still paying

pledges made last year, and the many appealing demands. The Alumnae
Fund gift designated this year for the Endowment Fund of the college

announced at Commencement totaled $6,09S.H. Gifts continue to

come in and the complete report for 1941-1942 will be made in the

fall.

China, Glassware, Lithographs, Etchings, Magazines:—The
sale of the listed articles in the alumnae office this year has surpassed

all expectations. The Boston distributor of our china has been assured

that the Cauldon pottery in England continues to operate and that

shipments are coming through slowly. Our present supply is almost

exhausted.

The sale of glassware with the etched Sweet Briar seal has been

excellent. The iced- tea glasses, cigarette boxes and ash trays have

been most popular. The wholesale price was increased IT per cent and

tiie retail price was increased accordingly, but this has not affected tlie

sale. The lithograph sales have been very poor this year. Recently Don
Swann, the etcher, wrote that he had available a small number of the

etchings of Sweet Briar House made several years ago. Several were

sold during Commencement. The magazine sales show less profit than

last year, but this is a source of income that can be considerably

increased with greater promotion.

Respectfully submitted,

Helen H. McMahon,

Alumnae Secretary
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Class Notes

iln mrmnriam

Catherine Norris Cook, '22, Deceased June 7, 1942

Julia Whf.rrv Wilson (Mrs. W. Carrigan) Academy, Deceased May 29, 1942

C'.liisi Sccrcfary: Francks Murrell Rickards

(Mrs. Evcringhani) North Shore Point, Nor-

folk, Virginia.

Frances Murrell Rickards has asked me to

substitute for her as a writer of the 1910

class notes for the June issue of the Alumnae
News. Frances has had a troubled and diffi-

cult spring. Her husband died early in April

after a long illness. She will continue to live

in Norfolk. Murrell, her daughter, is a sopho-

more at Swcec Briar. Her son, like so many

other sons, is now in the service.

As many of you know, Eugenia Griffin

Burnett's daughter is in the 1942 graduating

class of Sweet Briar. She has been an out-

standing student during all four years and

this year was president of student govern-

ment. Eugenia's second daughter, Judith

Gary, will graduate from St. Catherine's in

Richmond next year and enter Sweet Briar

in 19-1.3.

Louise Hooper Ewell brought her tall,

good looking son to see me not long before

I left Norfolk. He will enter college in the

fall. Louise, with her usual versatility, is not

only running a home but also holds an im-

portant position wtih the Norfolk Social Wel-

fare Bureau.

My husband and I have moved to my old

home in Wytheville, at least temporarily. He
has been retired by the College of William

and Mary on account of ill health. Since

Christmas he has been having heart attacks;

and Norfolk, with all the congestion and

turmoil incident to the war, is not a good

place for recuperation. Now, he is leading a

simple life—resting, reading and making a

garden—and I am hoping for his complete

recovery.

As class agent of 1910, may I take this

opportunity to urge each one of the group

(regulars, ex's or those from the Academy)
to give to the Fund in the fall. Even if your

gift is very small—and I know these days

bring many demands—please send it so that

1910 may be 100 per cent in giving. As the

first class, wc should set a good example.

NaX Po* 1--1.L HODGFS

CUss Secretary: Loui.ie M. Wilson, 5 14 West

1 14th Street, New York, New York.

Dear "Old Girls";

I have quite a batch of news for you this

time. And before I begin to report, I want
to promise you that you will have still more
in the October issue if you will be good about

writing me during the summer. Even though

you may not think the news is interesting

enough to send, the rest of us will be glad

to hear something about you, I assure you.

As fur myself, I always turn first to the Class

Notes when I receive the Alumnae News,
to see what my Sweet Briar contemporaries

are doing these days.

Frances Matson Hardie writes, "Since I

wrote you last my oldest son, Edward, mar-

ried, and I have acquired not only a lovely

daughter-in-law, but a blonde granddaughter

—a 1 940 model named Frances Hardie. And
I have been wondering ever since she came
if any one of the graduates—not just ex's of

1910, *11, '12 or '13 can share with me the

distinction of being a grandmother. If I am
first—and the date is August 10, 1940—Please

send my magna cum laude immediately.

"My youngest son, Matson, now twenty

years old, enlisted in the army recently, but

I am still waiting to hear the result of his

physical examination. He has been working

for a year in the Engineering Department of

Consolidated Aircraft in San Diego.

"Last year I had a trip to my native state,

Tennessee, and almost managed a visit to Sweet

Briar."

Irene Williams Oliver, "During the past

year, I haven't been in one place very long and

have been to many different spots. My eyes

were glued to the train window the several

times the Southern took me past Sweet Briar.

The trees prevent the good view formerly

obtained of the college from the railroad.

On my various trips to Quantico, I kept

hoping one would permit my stopping off at

Sweet Briar, but that was merely a wish. My
husband is in defense work here in Chatta-

nooga. My twenty-two year old son has been

an officer in the Marine Corps exactly one

year. I expect to visit him this summer if

he has not gone overseas and if travel is

allowed. I spend most of my days working at

the Red Cross. I have to keep busy to do my
bit towards ending this war."

Mary Johnson Jerman is planning to send

a daughter to Sweet Briar next fall. Another

daughter, Mary Leavell Jerman, is graduating

from Smith College this June. We are sorry

to hear of the death of Mary's husband last

October.

F'diih HysU)p Waller writes, "\C'c are just

leaving for the graduation of our daughter,

Edith, from Arlington Hall in Washington.

D. C I regret that it is not from Sweet Briar.

In February I went up to Richmond to visit

Mary Ervin Townscnd and attend the wed-

ding of her oldest daughter, Jane Massey, to

Mr. Harley Duane, Jr., of Richmond. It was

a lovely affair and it was grand to be with

Mary again although we always manage to

see each other several times a year. I was

having lunch the other day at Ames and

Brownley's here (Norfolk) and at the next

table sat Ethel Slioop Godwin nf Suffolk and

licr two children so you c,\n miaginc our
conversation."

Elizabeth Preston Cocke: "I don't know
any interesting news for you. I am deep in

war work, as I suppose most of the alumnae
are. They are going to open a Filter Center
in Richmond as a part of the Norfolk air

raid warning district, and are training six

hundred volunteers to run it. I am in the

training course at present, and hope to be

good enough to work there when it opens
some time in June. I am also chairman of

the Interviewers Committee of our Volun-
teer Bureau. The Bureau was started by the

Junior League and Community Council and
is to furnish volunteers to existing organiza-

tions and for war work. Ellen Ball and I had
such a nice trip to Williamsburg to hear one

of the eighteenth century concerts given on
the harpischord and wind instruments, in

the ballroom of the Palace. We drove down
and back (before gas rationing) and spent

the night in one of the old Taverns."

1913

Class Sccrcfary: Mary Pinkerton Kerr
(Mrs. James) Box 123 2, University Station,

Charlottesville, Virginia.

Mary Pinkerton Kerr writes, "I am sorry

not to send a class letter. Since January I

have been teaching in the consolidated high

school in Spotsylvania Court House and have

had so little time for outside interests.

My letter would have been chiefly an ap-

peal for the speeding up of the "round robin"

which we started year before last. We began

it to prepare for our thirtieth reunion next

year.

Florence Coffin Gillem was the only one

of us to attend Commencement at Sweet Briar

this year. Her daughter, Florence, was in the

graduating class.

191S

Class Sccre/ary: Frances W. Pennypacker,
5 17 Main Street, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania.

It has been wonderful to hear from so

many of you since I sent out cards. The
biggest thrill was a letter from Hester An-
derson Parsly. I wish I had room to quote all

of it. She feels she must acknowledge a debt

to Sweet Briar and this is the story. Last

winter her oldest boy, Lewis, was stationed

at Portsmouth, Virginia with a Coast Ar-

tillery Battery. He knew no one and was

oretty hard up for things to do. Bessie

Grammer Torrey got in touch with Leiia

Dew Preston and in short order met "the

most attractive girl that I've seen in many
years"—to quote Lew. About the Prcstons

he wrote, "They are three of the nicest

people you could ever want to meet. I went

there Sunday afternoon before having dinner

with Alice. I met Mr. and Mrs. Preston and
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their daughter, Betty. Altogether, afternoon

and evening, was a prize day." Lewis also met

and enjoyed Susie Slaughter. Hester adds,

"Altogether Sweet Briar 'made' Norfolk for

Lew." Now Lew and his brother Andy are

both at Fort Monmouth, in the Ofiicers Can-

didate School. Hester's other children are

Johnny, aged fourteen and the twins, Cor-

nelia snd Jimmy, who are nine. Hester's

hobby is writing songs for children, and she

hopes soon to publish a book of songs in col-

laboration with one of her friends.

Harriet Evans "Wyckoff is getting over the

effects of an operation which kept her in

the hospital for some weeks this winter. Her

son, Barney, has enlisted in the Naval Re-

serve at the University of Virginia. She at-

tended the wedding of Bessie Scott Von Gem-
mingen's daughter in Alexandria, June first.

Margaret Grant writes that the Berkshire

Music Center expects to continue this sum-

mer. Her daughter's husband is at Fort Bel-

voir and Leslie has a job nearby. Margaret

was at Sweet Briar for the Board meeting

in May.
Dorothy Brothers Kelley is working for the

army in charge of blue prints in the Tech-

nical Division of the Ordnance and her hus-

band is doing government work with the

McKee Engineering Company.
Anna Wills Reed is busy with her work,

too; she is a lieutenant in the Red Cross

Motor Corps and a member of the Volunteer

Defense Advisory Committee. Her two sons,

Bill and J. F. Jr., are cadets at V.M.L and

her daughters, Jane and Ann, are at the

Katherine Sweeney Day School. Both are

scouts and Jane and her father are doing de-

fense work. Jane hopes to go to Sweet Briar

in 1945.

Eunice Pritchett Squire, whose husband is

a Major at Fort Story, is housekeeping, doing

Red Cross work, reading and painting. She

has completed two religious pictures for the

Fort Story church chapel and has a number

of portraits in prospect this summer.

Anne Schutte Nolt is another busy worker

in the war effort. She has taken the nutrition

and canteen courses of the Red Cross and is

a member of the Canteen Unit. She is par-

ticularly interested in the Red Cross Home
Service work, especially in claims service for

veterans of both world wars. She is corre-

sponding secretary for the Visiting Nurse

Association and runs both her own and her

mother's house. Last fait she took a course

in pottery but the present situation has made

her drop it temporarily.

Louise Weisiger says it's a pity to waste

postage on her when hunting for news be-

cause she has nothing to report. She is still

working hard as assistant principal at Thomas

Jefferson High School where over two thous-

and students keep her very busy.

It was good to hear from Eflie Gross Irby.

She has a daughter, Mary Evelyn, who at-

tended Mary Baldwin last year and is now a

junior at the University of Oklahoma, and a

son of seventeen, Neil, Jr., who enters Kemper
Military Academy at Booneville, Missouri in

the fall. Eleanor Eberle Steuve lives near her.

Jessie Darden Christian says, "May Day
was so beautiful this year that I wish all of

the old girls could have seen it. I am working

in the Air Raid Warning Center and am
hoping that the red light never comes on.

My son, Lynch, Jr., has been accepted in

aviation but will finish at Washington and

Lee next year. Mary ^'hitlcy is a junior and

hopes to go to Sweet Briar in 1 944.

Our blood plasma business grows by leaps

and bounds and keeps us all busy. I hope it

is going to save a lot of lives in our army
and navy. I have little to report about myself.

I've just attended a Directors meeting of the

American Society of Medical Technologists

and hope to get to at least one session of their

meetings in Philadelphia this week.

If I receive any more cards, I shall hold

them for the October letter, so don't feel

that it is too late to send me news.

New addresses:

Emmy Thomas Thomasson (Mrs. Eugene)

Riverview, Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Eleanor Eberle Stueve (Mrs. Charles) 1924

\\'^est Eighteenth Street, Oklahoma City.

Oklahoma.

1917

Class Secretary: Polly Bissell Ridler (Mrs.

Earl S.) 608 Lindsay Road, Wilmington,

Delaware.

Dear 1917:

There are only four of us here at Sweet

Briar celebrating our 2 5 th reunion, Rachel

Lloyd Holton, Genie Steele Hardy, Bertha

Pfistcr Wailes, and I. Tonight we will have

a picnic and will take along your letters,

snapshots and questionnaires. We will think

of you and the days when we were all here

together.

This morning we received a lovely letter

from Miss Stevenson, our Honorary Member.

She is still teaching Chemistry at Mt. Holy-

oke, but expects to retire in three years. As

a sid' line she is being a mother to her

brother's three boys. She reminded us of the

glorious rainbow in the skies the day we all

arrived on the campus as Freshmen.

Henrietta Crump is private secretary to

Dr. Douglas Freeman in Richmond. We think

she should be here today.

Martha Darden Zeislng is living in Bryn

Mawr. Her husband is in the advertising

business and she has two children, Richard

1 5 and Martha 13.

Jane Henderson is headmistress of St.

Christopher's Lower School for Boys in

Richmond and had hoped to be with us. She

wouldn't send us a snapshot but says she

looks about the same except that she is "fat-

tish".

Ruth Mcllravy Logan wrote from Pied-

mont California that she is busy with Politics,

Defense work and the U.S.O. She was here

five years ago, and we are sorry that she

didn't get here this year.

Bertha Pfister Wailes, Associate Professor

of Sociology at Sweet Briar is working for

her Ph.D. She has invited us to dinner to-

morrow night.

Inez Skillern Reller of Boise, Idaho, has

a cute daughter 1 1 years old. Skilly sent us

her picture, and we have put it on the

Alumnae Bulletin Board.

Genie Steele Hardy is here on her way to

Annapolis for June Week. Her oldest son,

John, Jr., is graduating, and her other son,

Sanford is a midshipman. Her oldest daugh-

ter, Margaret is married, and the younger one.

Genie is in high school.

Mary Whitehead Van Hyning and her

husband are both interested in child Welfare,

and are trying out their theories on their

three children, two girls, about 10 and 8 and
a boy 6.

Faye Abraham Pet hick has three children.

two girls who are married, and a son Richard,

who is in the Naval Air Corps.

Katherine Browne Camlin, who was at

Sweet Briar with us for only one year, grad-

uated from Wisconsin. She lives in Newark,
Ohio, and has three daughters. Katherine is

married, Jane is at Dennison, and Elizabeth

himes to be a freshman at Sweet Briar in the

faU.

Edith Christie Finlay lives in Great Bar-

rington, Massachusetts. She also has three

children. Edith is married, George is at

^'illiams, and Peter, 17 is at home.
Helen Fry Dietsch has no children, but is

interested in the Santa Claus Mail Association.

Each year they distribute new toys to chil-

dren here and abroad.

Margaret Gibson Bowman lives in Bronx-

ville, N. Y. in the summer and at The Bar-

clay in the winter. Her husband is a jeweler.

Margaret sent us a snapshot of her only child.

Bob, who has enlisted in the army.

Dorothy Grammer Croyder has two boys,

Carl 15 and David 13, and one girl, Mary
Page, 10. She returned for our 20th reunion,

and we are so sorry that the gas rationing

kept her away this year.

Daisy Guggenheimer Waterman has a

daughter, Cecile, here at Sweet Briar. She

also has another one, Regina, who is II years

old. They are living in Tampa, Florida.

Gertrude Piper married Inez SkiUern's

brother and lives in Eugene, Oregon. She has

five children: Mary Jane, 23, John, 21,

Fletcher, 19, Clarence, 17 and Greta, 13. She

would love to send her girls to Sweet Briar,

but feels it is too far away.

Louise Sebring married a minister and lives

in Providence, Rhode Island. Church work
and her three children keep her busy. They
are: Mary Louise, 19, Winifred, 16, and

David, 12.

Elizabeth Spahr Lytle, who was also here

for our 20th reunion, sent us snapshots of her

house at Craftsbury Common, Vermont, and

her four children: Scott, who teaches at Cor-

nell. Jean, who is at Smith, Betsy who is

graduating from high school and Ridgely,

who is 10.

Elizabeth Ward Jensen of Hot Springs,

South Dakota has three girls, Leslie, Natalie,

and Karen. They should be candidates for

Sweet Briar. Elizabeth's husband is a Colonel

with the American Forces in Australia.

Bessie Whittet Towsen sent us a picture of

her home in Glen Ridge, New Jersey. Her
daughter Carolyn is married, her son James

is 19 and attends Dartmouth, Mary Frances is

14. We had hoped to see Bessie ai reunion.

Jessie Williams Troxell writes that she is

interested in antiques, especially glass and

china. She has two children, Nancy, 19, and

James, 15. Her husband is in the Military

Intelligence Service, a Major, and they are

living in Alexandria, Virginia temporarily.

Rachel and I sent questionnaires to 41 of the

48 who started as freshmen with us in 1913.

We received 22 replies. All but 8 of the orig-

inal 48 are married. And we have three

grandmothers: Bessie Whittet Towsen, Faye

Abraham Pethick, and Edith Christie Finlay!

Good luck and best wishes to you all who
didn't get here, from those of us who did.

Rachel, Genie, Bertha, and Polly
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New addresses:

(Kitherine Browne) Mrs. Wm. H. Camlin,

Route S, Newark, Ohio.

Mrs. George Finlay (Edith Christie) Great

Barring ton, Massachusetts.

(Gertrude Piper) Mrs. F. H. Skillern, 97S

1 0th Avenue, Eugene, Oregon.

Mrs. Ridgely Lytle (Elizabeth Spahr)

Craftsbury Common, Vermont.

Mrs. A. R. Troxcll (Jessie Williams) tem-

porarily at 1607 Quinn Street, Apartment

301 Arlington, Virginia.

1920

Cliiss Sccrc/iiry: Caroline Hrhiburg Marcus
(Mrs. Herbert T.) Hopewell Road, Mont-
gomery, Ohio.

Dear 1920:

I take my pen in hand on this hot, sultry

day, not because you've written me news,

except for two faithfuls, but because I can't

once more behold the horrified looks of my
husband and children on finding that "mom-
mie" has no literary effort in the News. I

can't convince my ever-loving family that

this is a thankless, unglorified job. The two
faithfuls this time, and I thank you both

here and now, are Eleanor Judge Peterson,

who reports her address still the same, "The
Pines," Mansfield, Pennsylvania, and that her

daughter Mary, twenty, is a junior in Secre-

tarial Science at Syracuse University, and a

member of Pi Beta Phi Sorority. Her son,

Gerhard, nineteen, is a junior at Colgate and

a member of Phi society and Delta Upsilon

fraternity.

Geraldine Jones Lewis of Gainsville, Texas

wrote a lovely long letter, which I shall con-

dense and hand on to you. She is trying des-

perately to convince her nine-year old daugh-

ter that Sweet Briar is as wonderful as we
know it to be, particularly since her nineteen-

year old, Rebecca, figured it was too far from
home and family and decided on Baylor,

where she graduates next year. This summer
Rebecca will go to Colorado University sum-
mer school. Geraldine's son, Robert, is going

to Texas A. and M. after going to the Webb
school in Tennessee. She and her husband

carry on by tending the farm, and crops and

manage a little Red Cross on the side.

If I don't hear from some of you soon, I'll

figure we are getting too old to write. Don't

blame it on being busy, because I find the

more we have to do, the more extras get done.

^'e here are up to our necks in work. My
luisband runs a dairy farm and cows are

particular about being milked on time. Our
lives arc made up of prayers for rain, ploughs,

plants, prayers for rain, harvest and more of

the same with some fun thrown in, and air

raid warden. Red Cross serving units, etc. My
oldest daughter, Martha, has joined the nurses'

aid course, and what with hospital hours and

just finishing her freshman year at the Uni-
versity of Cincinnati, she is kept fairly busy.

The rest o{ my children are all in grade or

high school.

In grave times like these, cverycmc has

extra jobs, extra work, and extra worries. If

we win, it will have seemed like there were

no extras and win we will. All I ask for is

extra letters. Best wishes for a grand summer
from your harassed, disappointed, but ever

hoping secretary.

Class Secretary: Elizabeth Shoop Dixon
(Mrs. Brownrigg) 1029 Maryland Avenue,

Suffolk, Virginia.

Your response to my appeal was delightful

as well as enlightening. It was so nice to hear

from you and my regret is that I could not

write to everybody.

Our "Kitten," meaning of course, Cather-

ine Cordes Kline, is in the Army now. Arthur
K. has enlisted in the Air Corps. He flew in

>X'orld War No. 1 and is now a Captain in

the "Air Administration." Kate reports, "He
really looked very snappy in his uniform and

we were awfully proud of our pop when we
sent him off. Vi'e were nearly dead from fare-

well parties. I couldn't move for two days.

I don't know what the future holds for us

as Bud may be transferred anytime to any

place. I imagine Jiggs will probably board

at Shady Side next year and I will follow

the Army." Can't you picture Kate trying to

keep up with the Air Corps. Any way, good

luck and our salute to Captain Kline. Kate's

address for the present is: 661 3 Woodwell
Street, Pittsburgh. She has rented her home
and is staying with Betty Hay Burnett, whose

address is the above.

Mildred Ellis Reed wrote that Mildy is

entering the "Briar" next fall. She went to

Ashley Hall to see her daughter graduate

with honor and distinction. Can't you see

Mil now being the proud mama? Son Chuck
has just had measles and mumps and is trying

to recuperate in time to take exams. Poor

child, Betty and I send sympathy.

Rhoda Allen Worden writes, "I'm having

such pleasant experiences up here, meeting

girls I once knew at "The Briar". I had the

thrill of my life to see Fitzalien Kendall

Fearing at lunch the other day. She has not

changed a bit,—doesn't weigh a pound more
or less, nor has time made any inroads on her

pretty, pleasant self. I also had a short chat

with Delphine Norton Prescott. She is, as

always, most attractive and very efficient too.

She is Chairman of Arts and Interests for the

New York Junior League, and has filled the

bill exceedingly well. As for my family, we
are all alive and kicking. I hardly see big John
these days, as he is working long and late.

My ten year old son is preparing for camp.

Ann comes home from Smith and goes imed-

iately to business school for the summer.
Frances Simpson Upson writes that she has

taken the usual courses in nutrition, canteen

and first aid and expects soon to have an

opportunity to make use of them by helping

at the "Blood Bank". Her daughter Carol

goes to the Madeira School but has not chosen

a college yet. I do hope it will be Sweet Briar.

Fran continues
—

"I have lots of nephews in

uniform and brother-in-laws but no children.

My only son Tommy is about to reach the

advanced age of fourteen. If we get the

threatened gas rationing we expect to be pain-

fully exclusive, as our home is over a mile

up a steep hill from any public means of

transportation. I will have a chance to de-

velop my muscles in my legs and no doubt

involuntarily have a practical experience in

domestic science, a part of my education

which has been sadly neglected. I see Edith

Durrell, Ruth UHand and Marion Taylor

occasionally." If Fran had my Austin she

would not need to worry about gasoline.

I am not sure of what Shafer's letter said

yet. I am endeavoring to quote. "I am so busy

I don't have time to even gossip. Never see

any of my friends any more. I'm Co-Chair-

man for the County for the sale of War bonds

and stamps, taking the nursing and first aid

classes, throwing in Girl Scouts. Tonight I

dress up in my uniform to tell the mamas and

daughters how we've always tried to "Be

Prepared," so don't give up your interest in

Girl Scouts 'cause we've got to offer these

children a cheerful, hopeful outlook. Chuck
is with the State Guard and drills three nights

a week. Janic is in a girls school in Rochester.

Pat made the Dean's list and Charlie is as

cute as ever." Tell Charlie I am looking out

for him.

Well now, for the home front. Lette McLe-
more's baby brother James is in India. He
was married January 1st and left soon after.

Lette is Co-Chairman of the sugar rationing

board in Norfolk. She told me to tell you she

is a "sugar mama" at last.

I am still continuing all my war activities.

Betty leaves for Camp Yonahlossce in June
for two months. Wish all our girls could be

together, in order to know each other. There

are quite a few around the same age.

Just translated some more in Shafer's letter.

Bobby Winne, Miriam Thompson's son, is salu-

tatorian of his high school class. We should

be proud of our offspring. They are a fine

"crop". I have seen quite a few and know
whereof I speak. Shafer postscripts,

—
"I just

finished jury duty on Supreme Court—loved

it. The judge made me think of Lette's

'papa',"

Brownie is taking his first aid exam, to-

night. Betty coached him. He is working

mighty hard these days 'cause the Govern-
ment needs peanut pickers for defense. We
must feed and oil the world.

I'm exhausted and I know you are, too.

Love to each and all.

Elizabeth
1922

Class Secretary: Gertrude Dally Massie

(Mrs. Adrian M.) Purchase Street, Rye, New
York.

First of all let me condole with all of you

who had hoped to celebrate our twentieth

reunion right on the campus, and not just in

spirit back home. I do hope that some of you

were able to get there and represent the rest

of us. By the time we reach our twenty-fit th

we'll have to turn out in great hordes to

make up for this year.

The cards, this time, have really been quite

gratifying. A few responses came immediately

and you don't know how good it makes one

feel to find a penny post card in the mail

basket with just a word or two about you

—

wait until it is your turn to send out S.O.S.'s

for news items and you'll understand what I

mean. Naturally, it is easily understood that

you're all as busy as is possible with all sorts

of war work, and every minute counts these

days. From Trot Walker Neidlinger up in

Hanover comes a quick reply that she is busy

as a bevy of bird dogs doing work for the

R.C., B.W.R., hospital, keeping up with three

lively children, plus a dean-husband, who
recently spoke over the Yankee Network on

Naval Aviation.

Grizelle Thompson writes that she is leach-

ing algebra in Norfolk and is going to be

hostess this summer at Courtney Terrace,

Virginia Beach, where she has spent many
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summers in recent years—sounds like a grand

idea for a very pleasant summer, Grizelle.

Margerette Carper McLcod wrote me a most

interesting letter telling me all about her five

children, starting with Louise, fifteen, Jimmie,

Charles and John, twins, and Margerette, four

—all healthy and full of fun. However, Mar-

gerette and her husband find time to do gar-

dening on a large scale, flowers, vegetables,

arrangements and whatnot. Our congratula-

tions, Margerette. Margerette mentioned see-

ing Lillias Shepherd Vi'illiamson last winter in

Lynchburg, looking very young and happy.

She is living in Douglaston, New York, and is

interested in defense work.

Beulah Nor r is decided to answer my card

because she feared what I might say about

her if she didn't. She, too, is going into

gardening in a big way. Wish I could see you,

Beul. I know all of you join me in extending

our sympathy to Beulah in the recent loss of

her mother.

Talked to Ruth Fiske Steegar (our bride)

the other day. She had just finished taking

her air raid warden's exam. From her I

gleaned a little news of Julia Benner Moss.

Julia's daughter is being graduated from high

school this month. Does that make you feel

ancient? Julia is very active in Red Cross

work in Chester, Pennsylvania.

Burd Dickson Stevenson is a member of

the auxiliary motor corps in Sewickley. I had

a very nice conversation with Mary Klumph
Watson a few weeks ago—only regretted that

I was in Cleveland but a few hours and wasn't

able to see her.

I can't even talk about what I'm doing,

as it hasn't changed materially since I last

wrote—same old problem with "domestics"

so Mama keeps close to home and babes, dash

to the village once a day by bicycle for di-

version and exercise—am getting pretty good

on the hills now.
And now a fond farewell for the summer,

with an ardent "please write me soon".

New address:

Lillias Shepherd Williamson (Mrs. T.

Roney) 3 8-30 Douglaston Parkway, Douglas-

ton, New York.

192 3

Class Scrrcfciry: Janl Guignard Thompson
{Mrs. Broadus) Box 480, Columbia, South

Carolina.

Friends and classmates, looky, looky ! ! ! I

am jumping up and down and cracking my
heels together. In approved cheer-leader fash-

ion I am hoarse with shouting. And the rah-

rahs are for those noble peers of womanhood,
these valiant loyalists who so generously re-

sponded to my appeal for news items. It is

wonderful to have something interesting to

write to you, and let this point a moral to the

98% of you who are slackers. We all really

want to hear about the others.

I shall be briefly statistical with my news

and not describe the nice letters which
brought it to me. Of course most of us,

wherever we live, are busy with some form
of defense work and to many households the

war has already brought drastic changes.

Lydia Wilmer's husband. Fred is a Captain
in Field Artillery at Fort Bragg. "Siddie"

Franklin Young's husband is a Lieutenant in

the Navy, stationed in Washington. Virginia

Stanberry Schneider is head of the Nurses
Aid training in Atlanta; Lydia Wilmer is

captain in a Richmond Red Cross canteen;

Kit Hancock Land is a lieutenant in the

OCD motor corps. Kay Zcuch Forster is

Vice-chairman of the Volunteer services of

the Knoxville Red Cross and her husband,

Burt, is chairman of the whole Chapter. Burt

is with the Morris Plan Bank in Knoxville,

having been previously with other branches

in New York, Davenport and Minneapolis.

They have two children, Anne eleven and

Judy six. Anne is going to camp this sum-
mer and Kay hopes to take a business course.

Ellen Brown Nichols is stiU librarian and

English instructor in Caroline High School,

Denton, Maryland. This past winter she also

taught "refresher" courses to young men
training to enter the Army Air Corps. She is

an officer of the Maryland School Librarians

Association and has been serving on a tri-

county committee to revise the Maryland
course of study in connection with the war
effort. Ellen's husband is chief air raid warden
for their county and she is doing routine Red
Cross work.

At a charming luncheon given by Vivienne

Barkalow Hornbeck for Helen McMahon and

others. LaVern was happily seated with Han-
nah Keith Howze and Ethelwyn Clarkson

Shade and they all had a grand time talking

about Sweet Briar in 1919. LaVern reports

that Rebecca Janney Trayer has built a lovely

new home in Alexandria and has two fine

boys. Edna Lee Cox, '26, also lives in Alex-

andria now as her husband is stationed at the

War Department. LaVern is a Grey Lady
attached to the Washington Naval Hospital,

working regularly at the blood donor clinic

since last July. The number of donors aver-

aged not more than ten a day prior to Pearl

Harbor but now, in a new building with an

enlarged force of nurses and nurses' aides,

they handle between 150 and 200 people a

day and have a current total of 1 5,000

donors. Many return regularly every two
months to contribute blood.

The letter from LaVern tells us also of

Peg Turner Brown's ('20) tragic loss of both

her mother and her husband within two
weeks. Peg was in Cleveland all winter help-

ing to run the family business there but is

returning to her California home this sum-
mer. The Browns and the Olneys were inti-

mate friends when LaVern and Al lived in

Coronado.

A pleasant incident was the receipt of a

post card from Martha McHenry Halter

which took five months to reach me from
Thurgau, Switzerland. I wish she could have

described her pretty village which the picture

showed, and life there in war-time.

In Roanoke, Virginia as in most places,

many doctors have been called into the service

and Margaret Burwell Graves says her Ken-
neth is rushed night and day in consequence.

Margaret has cut her hair for the first time

in her life; whether this is a war measure or

not I don't know but would like to see the

effect.

Please all of you have a fine summer season

and write the class secretary, whoever she

may be, what you have done.

Jane Guignard Thompson
This last minute card from Louisa Newkirk

Steeble, who by the way is a new member of

the Alumnae Council
—"My war work is

Red Cross Motor Corps—truck and ambu-
lance driving—how long that will last I

don't know as the new truck driving tests

are something! I feel strongly about our

home charities not being neglected so I con-

tinue to serve as an active member on several

Boards. We now live in the country (near

a train!) and love it."

New address;

Louisa Newkirk Steeble (Mrs. William H.)
Bryn Llonydd, Pcnllyn, Pennsylvania.

1924

Class Sccrrfiiry: Kathryn Klumph McGuire
(Mrs. Frederick T., Jr.) 3 707 Daleford Road,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Word has been received of the birth of a

son, Robert Emmett Robertson, 3rd to Mary
Rich Robertson. The Robertson family is

now living at 157 West Lanvale Street, Balti-

more, Maryland. Congratulations, Mary!
Wc are proud to note too that Grace

Merrick Twohy is a new member of the

Alumnae Council.

1926

Class Secretary: Virginia Lee Tinker (Mrs.

George F. ) 3 84 North Mountain Avenue,
Upper Montclair, New Jersey.

A letter received from Peggy Douglass

Whitley says, "I guess I have been derelict

and I've missed my Sweet Briar News but

I've got what I think is a darn good reason

—a brand new daughter! She was born Feb-

ruary eighteenth and since then I've done
nothing but play with her. She's so cute! Her
name is Peggy Rhea."

1927

Cliiss Secretary: Elsetta Gilchrist, 45 00

Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

I am writing this at Sweet Briar at the

close of our Fifteenth Reunion. We had two
stalwarts and one nice little girl, boasted

quality if not quantity, at this Reunion. 'E'

Morley Fink, Dan Boone and I met, reviewed

the news, rejoiced at our good fortune of

being able to attend the Fifth, Tenth, and

Fifteenth Reunions and solemnly directed our

determinations to make the Twentieth. To the

rest of you do prepare your lives, and may
the world solve its problems so we can all

be here in 1947. It was interesting to have

had the Baccalaureate Sermon delivered by

Arthur Lee Kinsolving of Princeton who also

addressed our class at Commencement, 1927.

Then too we had the privilege of seeing an

exhibit of water colors and oils of Caroline

Compton's which was sponsored by the Alum-
nae Association. Compie certainly had a flare

for delineation in college and it Is fascinating

to see how study under different masters has

developed her color technique. News came
to us of Camilla Alsop Hyde, whose husband

came over from Richmond for the state Red
Cross conference which opened here the after-

noon of Commencement. The rest of the news

we had to glean from the circulars sent out

for Reunions and incidentally please return

the rest of the 74. Only 17 questionnaires

returned and I want to bind them together

with any photographs of self, husband or chil-

dren you can send so wc will have the collec-

tion to enjoy at our twentieth. We loved al!

your regrets but they still did not make up
for your absence. Connie Van Ness could

neither leave her architectural job nor volun-

teer work with the Army Auxiliary Aircraft

Warning Service. Marg Cramer Crane was

unable to leave at the last minute due
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to illness and this Fifteenth finds Lib

Forsyth on crutches so she could not

be here. Rebecca Manning Cutler has com-
pleted her law work at Columbia and

hopes to enter a firm in New York this fall

if her husband continues to be in that vicin-

ity. He is a Lieutenant, U.S.N. R. Lib Cox is

doing secretarial work and for the past year

has been President of the Louisville Junior

League. \('e should congratulate Laura Boyn-

ton Rawlings who has just been elected

Regional Director in the League for the area

including Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas. Arizona.

CoU)rado and Mexico City. She thought there

would be enough traveling this year without

coming to Virginia for Reunion. Laura has

just completed a year as Chairman of the

Volunteer Civilian Defense Office of E! Paso.

We enjoyed the pictures she sent of her three

delightful children and also the remark

'lusty, noisy, and very special to us'. To
Daphne Bunting Blair our best wishes and

hope it is a daughter who may some day do

you honor at S.B.C. Vi'e'rc sorry you could

not make it but your absence is certainly

justified. Emily Jones Hodge has two chil-

dren and is living in Wilmington, Delaware,

where she has been active in Civilian Defense,

Red Cross and the Church Guild. Ruth Auns-

paugh Daniels, Virginia Wilson Robbins and

Claire Manner Arnold had a threesome

reunion in New York, and that may be the

reason many of your cars burned not so long

ago. Claire sends an adorable picture of her

year old daughter. Of course Jo Snowden
Durham forwarded a grand account of her

life witli four children, the twins now being

sixteen months old and very active. 'M' Brown
\£'ood we hear has bought a farm near Hop-
kinsville where she will live with the children

while her husband is at sea. Many of you are

moving around in these war years. I wish

you would write so we could keep in touch

with all of you and pass news along of old

acquaintances until we can all meet again

here at Sweet Briar.

Dan and 'E' join me I know in wishing

all of you good luck and good living.

Bfbi;

1928

Class Sci'rc/tjry: Virginia Van Winklk Mor-
LlDCF (Mrs. John B.) 107 West Orchard

Road, Fort Mitchell, Covington, Kentucky.

It was so nice to hear from Kitty Lead-

beater Bloomer again. She wrote me such a

grand long letter. Wish some of the rest of

you would do the same! Kitty is very active

in Garden Club work and handled the pub-

licity for the narcissus show held in Alex-

andria this April. She ran into Anne Harrison

Shepherd Lewis there. They hadn't seen each

other since 1928. Anne Harrison is secretary

of the Williamsburg Garden Club. Kitty re-

ported that she looked perfectly wonderful

and so youthful. Anne Harrison has two sons

—John Latane Lewis, III and Shepherd Fitz-

hugh Lewis. Her husband is a professor of

law at William and Mary. Kitty also had a

card from Barbara Lewis Maxwell, who was

visiting nearby and hoped to see her. Thank
you. Kitty,—write again.

I heard from the otfice that Diana Koch
is now Mrs. Thomas J. Lea. Also that Con-
stance Furman West brook's husband is con-

nected with the Georgia Marble Company.
They are living a few miles away in Canton,

Georgia, where they are very happily situated.

Bettie Harms Slaughter has been very busy

helping to start the new U.S.O. lounge in

the Louisville station. She is on the Board of

the Travelers Aid.

Happy summer to you all. Try to take

time off from your first aid and nutrition

classes to write to me.

New addresses:

Diana Koch Lea (Mrs. Thomas J.) 5 5 Park

Avenue, New York, New York.

1929

Class Sccrc/ary: Sara Callison Jamison
{Mrs. John R.) 616 Ridgewood Drive, West
Lafayette, Indiana.

There has been practically no news from
you since I last sent in the class notes.

Meredith Ferguson Smythe stopped to see

us on her way home from a trip to Chicago

(as a delegate to the League of Women Voters

National Convention) . She was full o( en-

thusiasm for the things accomplished there

and tiie interesting people she met.

Belle and John Hutch ins have recently

bought a lovely new home in Winnetka, Illi-

nois and are moving in July first. Belle is an

assistant supervisor in Red Cross in Chicago

and spends several full days a week at the

Red Cross offices.

Jo Tatman Mason and family have moved
from Des Moines, Iowa to Aurora, Illinois.

I am sure that a lot of you are doing in-

teresting things these days. Why not write

to me and tell me something about your-

selves.

You will be sorry to know that Polly Mc-
Diarmid Serodino's father passed away in

May. Polly's mother is with her now and

they will all go to Michigan this summer.

Polly, we extend to you and your family

our sincere sympathy.

Since there will be little travel from now
on, this news letter may mean more to us

than ever, so please let me hear from you.

1930

Class Sccrcfary: Marv MacDonai.d Ri v-

Noi.ns (Mrs. Jasper A.) M03 Duncan Avenue,

Chattanooga, Tennessee.

In accordance with the new order, which

frowns on flippancy, this column will here-

after be conducted with the greatest decorum
and seriousness of purpose. Roughly speaking,

from now on we shall be strictly dead pan.

(That would be a great pity and we don't

approve—Editor)

.

Mary Walker Northam spent several hours

with Mrs. Jasper Reynolds, nee Mary Mac-
Donald, one hot Saturday in May. Mrs.

Nortiiam was en route from somewhere to

somewhere. She was entertained as only that

noted Southern hostess, Mrs. Reynolds, knows
how to entertain. After listening to Mrs.

Reynold's graphic accounts of her life and

times, Mrs. Northam was whirled about the

doctors' offices of Chattanooga, in an effort

to find out what was wrong with Mrs.

Reynolds' son, Jasper. Toward the end of the

afternoon, a diagnosis of measles was ren-

dered and Mrs. Northam caught the next

train for Washington. Mrs. Northam was in

the pink, the years having dealt kindly with

her. and told of her new house and her not-

so-new husband.

Mrs. Jasper Reynolds is now launched upon
a career. She has been, for two months, asso-

ciated with [he Provident Life and Accident

Insurance Company of Chattanooga. She does

not however sell insurance.

This fascinating account of the activities

oi Mrs. Reynolds should prove an inspiration

to all who read this column to send in some
news about some other people or better still

to get a new class secretary.

1931

Class Sfirc/iiry: Martha von Briesen, 44-36

North Stowcll Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Dear '}l,

Althougii I was told that I could iiavc more
than the usual limit of SOO words for this let-

ter, unfortunately I have not very much to say.

Nat Roberts Foster, whose husband's army
service has taken them to Tampa, writes that

she has been cordially welcomed by Martha
Baker Johnson and Milly Gibbons, '32.

"Tubbv" Baker, you remember, was only in

our class for one year, but she still has a spot

in her heart for Sweet Briar.

Another of my favorite correspondents,

Martha MacBroom Shipman, came through

again, with news. Aggie Cleveland Sandifer

has a second daughter, Jennifer, born late in

March. Her older daughter is named Prudence.

Martha Tillery Thomas and Stew art ie Kelso

Clegg had a gay reunion in New York in

December, while Martha herself was busy

nursing a very sick husband. In no time at

all she and her little girl were also laid low,

and by the time they had recovered it was

time to move into a temporary home while

the work of remodeling their new home was

in progress. The Cleggs and Shipmans got

together in Dayton during the spring and

Martha reports that Stewartic has served

many hours as a nurses' aide.

Everyone will be sorry, as I was, to hear

that Martha feels she can't continue her

work as class agent for the Fund, which she

carried on splendidly this year in spite of

many difficulties.

From the Alumnae office comes word that

Libba Stribling Bell has two children, Bunky,

who is 4, and another son who is about 5

months old.

I am writing this at Sweet Briar, where I

wish all of you might be this June. Peggy

Ferguson Bennett, Nancy Worthington and I

send greetings to all of you with the assur-

ance that we'll do our best to represent you

at all the various gatherings.

This is my swan song you may be glad to

know . . . they've found another job for me
to do. and I am going to miss hearing from

all of my correspondents, regular and other-

wise. Do please try to make my successor's

life a joy by writing to her once in a year

or so! Martha
New Address:

Nancy Worthington, 926 West Grace

Street, Richmond. \'irginia.

1932

Dear Class of *3 2

:

Those of you who were unable to return

really missed a fine old time. Six of us came

back, five of whom arc graduates. Wc are

writing this letter together, and hope that

your noses for news will be made keener by

the following information.

Ted Clary Treadwell and Ruth Remon
\i'enzel came t rom ^X'ashington on the milk

train (unwittingly). Ted is very much the

proud new niommer, her first, a girl, being

six months old. She is still doing secretarial
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work with the N.Y.A., and wc look at her

with awe.

Ruth has two children (assorted), ages

three years and fifteen months. Their snap-

shot is adorable.

Elizabeth Doughtie Bethea and Virginia

Finch Waller came all the way from Mem-
phis on the day coach. Elizabeth has two

darling daughters—aged three years and

four months. She has had all kinds of messages

from home much to our envy, the most ex-

citing being that the baby cut her first tooth.

Elizabeth moved to Memphis from New
York two years ago.

Virginia flashed snapshots of her two sons,

aged eight years and five years, at everyone

who would look.

Flappy Pancake bussed in Monday for the

day. She is enjoying her position as society

editrix of the Staunton News-Leader. She

looks wonderful, so skinny and sporting a

Victory bob.

We received a wire from Sally Shallenberger

Brown, regretting her absence.

Marcia Patterson sent the nicest letter of

greeting. She is preparing to teach at Mil-

waukee—Downer College next year, so is

busy publishing her thesis and taking a course

in Spanish.

We are all terribly disappointed that Dot

Smith Berkeley could not make it. She did

a grand job of collecting letters, pictures,

and questionnaires from the class members

and deserves an extra amount of credit for

in addition to her many activities, she is

raising three children—a boy, five and two

girls, three and one years. She sent the note-

book she had compiled and Lib Doughtie

Bethea very graciously took her place at the

banquet, giving class statistics, and a fine

resume of our activities during the past ten

years. Here are high spots from Dot's note

book:

Out of sixty-one graduates, sixty are living,

forty-nine are married. There are forty-eight

children, eighteen boys and thirty girls, with

at least seven more within the near future.

There are two doctors, Eleanor Mattingly,

who has offices with her husband, also a

doctor. Betty Allen Magruder finishes her

medical courses at the University of Virginia

this summer and will start her interneship

at Charity Hospital in New Orleans, the first

of July. We also boast two laboratory tech-

nicians, Anne MacRac and Irene Kellogg; one

supervisor of distributive education, Ruth

Kerr, who is at the Holyoke Trade School,

Holyoke, Massachusetts. Mildred Larimer is

secretary to Dwight F. Davis, Director Gen-

eral, Army Specialist Corps. Emma Green

Moore is Interior Decorator of Richs in At-

lanta, Barbara Munter is secretary to the

principal of a high school in Seattle, Wash-

ington; Betsy Higgins Plummcr wrote that

her husband is a captain in charge of a

Combat Unit and they are now stationed at

Center Moriches, Long Island. Elizabeth Job

Jopp spends a great deal of time visiting

frontier mountain schools in Kentucky;

Marion Malm Fowler expected to be with us

at this reunion but at the last minute was

unable to make it. She has two daughters,

five and a half and three years. Her husband

is a Lieutenant in the U. S. Navy Dental

Corps. They have just bought a home in Nor-

folk. Sue Burnett Davis has one boy, four

years, and is living in Atlanta, Her husband

is a banker. Alice Dabney Parker has two
daughters, one four and a half and one, six

and a half months. Her husband is a lawyer

and they arc living at Franklin, Virginia.

Tiny Marshall also planned to be with us

at the reunion but she too was unable to make
it at the last minute. She has two daughters,

six and a half and four years. Emily Max-
well has two daughters, six years and seven-

teen months. The class extends their sympathy
to Marjorie Miller Close who has recently

lost one of her three sons. She is still living

in Montreal and her husband is a research

statistician in a bank. Helen Nightingale

Gleason is now in McAllcn, Texas. Her hus-

band is a captain in the Air Corps. All of

us who returned enjoyed Nellie's note on the

back of her questionnaire and trust that she

will find these few tidbits of interest. Inci-

dentally, Nellie, you have been officially

elected our Class Secretary for the coming
year. At the end of this period you have the

right to appoint your successor.

Helen Pratt Graff sent such attractive pic-

tures of her home and children. She has two,

one boy, five, and one girl, three. Virginia

Bellamy Ruffin also sent in lovely pictures

of her home and two children, girl, two years

ten months, and boy, sixteen months. Her
husband is a Lieutenant in the Naval In-

telligence and they are living in Wilmington,

North Carolina. She writes, "My young

daughter can sing all the verses of the Sweet

Briar song and tells me constantly that when
she is a big girl she's going to 'Feet Biar'."

Chubby Harrison Merrill has one boy, one

year, and is living in Atlanta, Georgia. Her
husband is a doctor. She writes that Sally

Ainsworth is living in Birmingham and has

a journalist for a husband. Lib Douglas Foote

has two daughters, eighteen months and three

months. They live in Louisville, Kentucky.

Jessie Fisher Gordon has one son, one and a

half years, and lives in Dallas, Texas. Connie

Fowler Keeble has one son, four years. They
are living in Webster Groves, Missouri, and

her husband is in the advertising business.

Mildred Gibbons is living in Largo, Florida,

and is office manager for her three brothers

who are lawyers. Anna Gilbert Davy has a

daughter, six years old, and a son, three and

a half years. Sarah Bright Gracey Haskell is

living in Suffolk, Virginia, where her husband

is Rector at St. Paul's Episcopal church.

They have two daughters, age two and a half

years and five months. Stuart Groner Moreno
has one daughter, nine months. Her husband

is in the Navy. At present they are living

in Washington. Jane Hays Dowler has a

daughter, age one year. She writes, "We have

five Eskimo pups born last month and four

kittens born yesterday."

Charlotte Magoffin is not working and gives

a brief report of her interests with the fol-

lowing, "Ye Gods; with four brothers in the

service, a sister-in-law and a two-year old

niece home for the duration, and a servant

situation, about the only thing I am interested

in is sleeping!" Emily Maxwell Littlepage has

two daughters, six years and seventeen months.

She is married to a lawyer and they live in

\C'est field. New Jersey. Edith Railey Dabney
is married to a banker and lives in Lexington,

Kentucky. She has a daughter, ten years old.

Virginia Squibb Flynn has two boys, one five

and the oiher two and a half years. At pres-

ent, her husband is at Lowry Field, for

a short training course and she is at home
with her family in Lawrcnccburg, Indiana.

Bee Stone DeVorc has recently moved into a

new home in a suburb of Washington, D. C.
She has a son, seven years. Her husband is a

newspaper man. Betty Uber Eby is living in

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and is one of the

many who wrote that she could not return

due to the rubber shortage and gas rationing.

Alice Weymouth McCord has a daughter,

three and a half years. She writes that her

husband expects to be called into the Navy
at any moment. Nancy Wilson Dewry is

living in Alexandria, Virginia and has a

daughter, nineteen months old. Caralisa Barry
Pollard's husband has left his teaching posi-

tion at Tulane to go in the army and Caralisa

and her daughter will live in Connecticut.

We are very happy to have heard from so

many classmates, but unfortunately there

are still a few among the missing. We are

listing them in the hope that they will com-
municate either with the Class Secretary or

the Alumnae office: Margaret Bennett CuUum,
Gertrude Buist Roberts, Courtney Cochran
Ticer, Eleanor Franke Crawford, Virginia Hall

Lindley, Margaret Hall, Letha Morris ^X'ood,

Sara Phillips Crenshaw, Frances Sencindiver

Stewart, Theda Sherman Newlin, Adelaide

Smith Nelson, Hazel Stamps Collins, Marjorie

Ward Cross, Eugenia Ware Myers, Elizabeth

West Morton, Jane White Burton and Eleanor

Wright Conway.
1933

Class Sccrefary: Frances Atkinson, 177

State Street, Boston, Massachusetts.

It wouldn't take a very close scrutiny to

tell that I am just a bit vexed over priorities

or whatever they wish to call them, for appar-

ently somebody in Boston occupied the

attention of the postal service department

with a deluge of mail, and my fellow Briar-

it es didn't get their remember-the-due-date

letters in some instances until long after the

deadline for returning news.

Helen Bond has just returned home to

Wilmington, Delaware after apprentice-

teaching French at the Beaver Country Day
School. According to Helen's former room-

mate, she may do one of two things this

summer, go either to Penn State for

courses or to Middlebury, Vermont. Helen

doesn't plan to return to Cambridge, and

it's rather too bad because she lived within

walking distance of my apartment.

Langhorne Watts Austen's surgeon husband

left in late April with the Harvard Unit of

the Army, last heard from in San Francisco,

destination unknown, except vaguely a Base

Hospital (with 1000 beds, and behind the

S 00-bed Evacuation Hospital) . George will

be with the Surgical rather than the Medical,

which pleases him. Langhorne will spend the

summer with her husband's family in Bran-

den, Vermont, and will go later with her three

small children to Lynchburg to be with her

own family.

Helen Martin in Montgomery County, near

Philly, takes her part in the Home Defense

stoically, and among other things says that

"in my spare time I count blood cells." Jane

Martin is teaching in a nursery school in

Devon. Jane, you will remember, was awarded

the Algernon Sydney Sullivan award in 1933

at Sweet Briar.

Lois Foster Moore writes: "I am back home
with Mother for six weeks while my husband
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is at tlic Naval Training School in Notre

Dame, Indiana. He went in the middle of"

May as a Lieutenant {j.g.) Vt'e hope to live

in Wash in>; ton, moving; in July sometime

—

it we find a place to live by then. We've been

living in the same apartment house with Alice

Weymouth McCord, and I will miss her and

her little girl who is darling."

Jean Van Home Baber is alive and well.

I can prove it.

Jo Rucker Powell from Richmond writes:

"Entertaining and instructing two little girls

is quite a job. \C'e have just returned from a

Florida trip with Jo who is nearly four and

it was a great experience. If she had her way
she would ride on trains every day. Anne
Pendleton or Penny as we call her really needs

no attention since she is only a year and a

half and we just turn her out in the back-

yard to grow in the sun instead of the flowers

we dug up to make way for the children.

Lewis is so impatient to get into this war

but so far no one will take him because of

his eyes. Bui before long we may find our-

selves in the service along with everybody

else.

"I keep very busy on the Board of Gover-

nors of the Woman's Club, Program Chair-

n'an of our church auxiliary, vice-president

of the Junior Board of The Retreat for the

Sick Hospital and Junior League volunteer

work. We arc serving our own hospital as

nurses' aides but not so actively as the Red

Cross Aides. This is my contribution to De-

fense since it frees trained nurses for war

service and takes care of their domestic pa-

tients in their absence."

Anne Marvin on April 6th announced her

engagement to Mr. ^X'erner Janney. "We have

absolutely no idea when we will be married,

as we don't know what he will be doing

when." Anne has been doing specialized li-

brary work, in the Rotunda of the University

of Virginia for some time.

Lib Gray spent the weekend of May Day
at Sweet Briar with her sister Ellen Douglas.

"It was really grand and I can't believe it

has been ten years since I was in school. We
spent a lot of time on the lake—the new

b&athousc is a dream! Will probably visit my
ex- roommate Ruth Remon Wcnzel '3 2 in

Washington the last weekend in June."

Virginia Vesey writes: "We're al! try-

ing to do our bit and among other things

have been going to USO dances as well as

through the different phases of First Aid and

instructed a class. Then there's the Blood Bank

and in another few weeks I can make another

donation."

Sue Graves Stubbs writes from Monroe,

Louisiana: "You are going to be very dis-

gusted to hear that I know little or no news.

I myself have liad a very full and happy

life. I am completely absorbed in my chil-

dren, my home, and gardening—and now of

course I am knee-deep in USO work also. U'e

have a marvelous recreation center which has

gained such a reputation that the soldiers

from the neighboring camps pour in by the

iiundreds over the weekends—and I am one

of the many who endeavor to make them
happy while they are here. Besides that, there

is the Red Cross and all the other causes to

portion my spare time amongst.

"Little Sue, my future Briarite, has just

turned three and King will be a year old in

June. Of course 1 think they are mosf rc-

nuirkuhh- children. I had a card from Susalee

Belser Read this week saying that she and

Kleanor (her daughter) were spending some

time in Florida—Tallahassee. I believe.

"King is trying desperately to get a non-

flying commission with the Army Air Corps.

He hopes to get in the construction line. You
will remember that he is an architect.

Whether he gets in the Army or not is a

dubious question and he won't know for six

weeks. We both are anxious to make sacri-

fices i.nd do our bit just as so many of our

other friends are doing."

Back to the writer—T enrolled in a Figure

Aid Class {if you say it rapidly, your friends

say, "Oh, how patriotic you are.") Not so

very long ago, and began a very strict diet

which is equivalent virtually to six glasses of

water a day, and a carrot, and was asked

early this week to model in and announce a

Fashion Show for two nights, which I did,

Don't events move quickly?

New Addresses:

Mrs. W. King Stubbs (Sue Graves) 2105

Island Drive, Monroe, Louisiana.

Mrs. Lewis F. Powell, Jr., (Josephine

Rucker) 1 n 9 Hanover Avenue, Richmond,

Virginia.

1934

Class Secretary: Marjorie Lasar Hurd (Mrs.

E. R., Jr.) 191 Stirling Drive, Orange, New
Jersey.

As a class secretary 1 consider myself a

miserable failure but I tell you life does queer

things to me and it always seems to be about

the time when the cards should be sent out.

I only managed to get out a few cards for

this issue so I may not know some of the

most exciting news of all. Well, bear with

me a while longer and I will try to perk up

for 1942-43.

Lib Ogilby was married April eleventh to

William H. Sands of southern Maryland; he

went to the University of Pennsylvania where

he was a Delta Psi; they are living at 17

Primrose Lane, Chevy Chase, Maryland. Far-

riss is now Mrs. Henry Sharpe Lynn and her

address is 293 6 Southwood Road, Mountain

Brook, Birmingham, Alabama. I'm sorry I

don't know more details.

I know lots of you have husbands m
service but the only ones I know of whom
I have not mentioned before are the fol-

lowing: Lou Dreyer Bradley whose beau is in

Texas doing administrative work in the Air

Corps; Julie Sadler de Coligny who says that

they have bought a house in New Orleans,

70S0 Camp Street, and Calvert, a second

Lieutenant is stationed at the New Orleans

Port of Embarkation.

Em i lie Emory Washburn's husband is witli

the Civil Service now and expects to be "in"

by August first as a Personnel officer. Nancy
says she and Byrd are waiting for the Uni-

versity Hospital Evacuation Unit to be called

into active service and when it is she will go

to Fredericksburg for the you-know-what.

(D-r-t-on). Meantime she seems pretty occu-

pied with Anne.

Jackie is probably the world's most casual

mother: says she, "I have no news concern-

ing myself except that I have a daughter,

Elizabeth Lee, born Friday, February thir-

teenth. She's cunning!" I know she is. F^lvira

Cochrane MacMillan came to Montgomery to

visit when Jackie was there . . . has a little

two-year-old girl.

Eleanor Bromley and her husband are both

busy and took time out in May to go to a

medical convention in Atlantic City. Mar-
garet Ross F!llice and family had to postpone

moving to their farm when the gas and tire

situation hit the East; she is now with her

mother and doing volunteer work at the

Draft Board and "pitting my feeble brain

and strength agin that of Parry who is going

through the demolition stage right now."
Cordelia and her husband spent Derby

weekend with Sally Shallenberger Brown and
said that the whole business outdid even the

movies. She also saw Letha .Morris Wood and
Belle Hanctjck Atkins. Beanie says no news

but her activities are appalling . . . children,

a vegetable garden and country-life in general

keep her busy . . . I can believe it.

Lydia says the wing of their house, started

last November, is almost finished having

weathered a family reunion, Easter week, and

a fire. Lydia has been in charge of Red Cross

work at her church and that small Lydia

and garden have kept her busy.

Bonnie and Lib Scheuer Maxwell send greet-

ings from New York but no news. I'll be

over when I come to my senses, ^'e discussed

a S. B. reunion and I for one don't want to

wait until December.

Nancy Russell Carter's youngest born

September fourth, 1941, is William Spencer

Carter. To my way of thinking she has the

news item of the issue. She reports a baby

girl left on her doorstep, 1 54 Lancaster

Avenue, Buffalo, and I'm not being coy. I'm

anxiously waiting to hear what happened next.

Don't look now but we have moved again

. . . our fourth move in two years and

(whisper) we hope this is permanent. I am
not as casual as friend Jackie and wish to

report with fanfare and the usual smirking

and bridling of proud mothers that David

Crabb Hurd was born February twentieth,

1942 and is a dimpled creature of the most

engaging variety. I am all done up in an olde

englishe house in Orange and aching for vis-

itors so please announce your presence and

your welcome will be royal. You can sort

of see now why the column has been sort of

spasmodic . . . we just moved here May first.

Maybe I will be better organized next year

but I don't think I will ever be the efficient

type. Anyway, I hope all of you reap a

whopping harvest from your Victory gardens

and have fun in your own backyards until

I write again in the Fall.

Class. Secretary: Helen B. Wolcott, 19

West Kirke Street, Chevy Chase, Maryland.

June twentieth is the day of weddings!

Alma Simmons chose that date for her

marriage to William C. Rounirey of Alta-

Vista. After her marriage. Alma and her

husband will live in New York City. Alma
has been teaching school in Altavista, but

will substitute the cook book for the speller.

Also, on that date, Marie Schroeder was

married to Cecil Albert Pritchard Thomas
at St. Barnabos Church, Springfield, Massa-

chusetts and will live at Chapin Road, Hamp-
den, Massachusetts. Marie migrated to Massa-

chusetts last fall to teach, and, says Marie,

"This is what happened."

Ruth Gill Wickens has a blonde-haired,

blue-eyed son. Valance Albert Wickens, 3rd,

born March twenty-eighth.
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Jackie Strickland Dwelle's sircond daughter

arrived iMay second and was duly named

Susan Burnet Dwelle. Jackie had a visit from

Jerry Johnston Clutc and her husband in

April and says Jerry is as grand as ever. Jackie

and Mary Turnbull Garfield get together fre-

quently for a game of bridge.

Ruth Billman is secretary to the General

Director of the American Association of

University Women at the National Head-

quarters in >X'ashington and likes it very

much.
Poody Morrison Ruddell is reveling in hav-

ing her very own floor boards under foot for

the Ruddells have bought themselves a new

house! She accompanied her husband on a

business trip to Toledo and had a visit with

Betty Fox Moon, Carol Fox McCutcheon and

Martha Jane Gipe Smith. Poody sends glow-

ing accounts of the Toledo offspring and of

their fond mamas.

Elizabeth Broun Trout and son have moved

back to Roanoke for the duration as husband,

Hugh, is on active duty with the Army
Medical Corps. While in Baltimore, Broun

saw Rebecca Marriner, Cary Burwell Carter

and Mary Skinner Moore several times. She

has received word from Cary Snow Garrison

from Wahiawa, Oahu, Hawaii, where she and

her husband and son are now living. Cary

and son, Kent, born last August, are to return

to the States as soon as they can get reser-

vations.

Ginny Gott Gilbert writes that things are

comparatively quiet in her corner of Texas.

She and her husband hope to spend July and

August in the East, but will return to Lub-

bock in the fall.

Mary Marks, working like a beaver at Sweet

Briar, managed to steal a weekend in May
at Timberlake near Lynchburg and promises

to come to ^i'^ashington soon for a get-together.

Sue Strassburger Anderson visited her par-

ents in Montclair for a few days while her

husband was away, but aside from that has

been sticking pretty close to home base.

Gen Grossman Stevens has just recovered

from a sprained ankle and says that a lively

two year old is no joke for the decrepit.

According to a snapshot, Leslie Gale is quite

the young lady and wonderfully cute.

Betty Myers Harding has joined the navy

wives. Her husband, a Lieutenant in the Naval

Reserves, has been called to active service

but so far is stationed in Boston. Betty has

completed the First Aid course and is actively

engaged in war work. She expects to vacation

in her garden, with perhaps a week's bike trip.

New addresses:

Frances Morrison Ruddell (Mrs. Warren
T.) 432 Hampton Drive, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Elizabeth Broun Trout (Mrs. Hugh H.,

Jr.) 921 First Street, S.W., Roanoke, Virginia.

1936

Class Secretary: Lillian Cabell Gay (Mrs.

James R.) 3412 Hawthorne Avenue Rich-

mond, Virginia.

Jaqueline Moore was married to William H.
Hoofnagle, Jr., April 1 8. This was just a

month and a half sooner than they anticipated

as Lieutenant Hoofie was called into active

duty rather suddenly, making it necessary for

Jackie to crowd plans, arrangements, and
parties into two short weeks. Margaret Smith
Thomasson, who went from Lynchburg for

the event, said Jackie was a beautiful bride

and that Logan Phinizy Johns and Corlnne

Fentress Gray were lovely attendants and

were constantly comparing notes on their re-

spective young. Jackie and Hoofie are now
living in a boarding house in Roanoke, and

she is walking the streets looking for an

apartment. Such are the problems of a war

bride.

Frances Baker Owen has moved to Char-

lottesville and plans to live with her mother

while John is away. She recently received a

telephone call from him, and there was great

excitement as they both tried to get the most

said in three minutes. She visited Nancy Bras-

well Holderness in Tarboro last month, stop-

ping to see Katherine Lorraine Hyde on the

way.

Kitty has been working in the Production

Room of the Red Cross, interviewing appli-

cants for the Motor Corps in which she is a

lieutenant. Her evenings are fairly well taken

up with drilling or observing treatment of

accident cases in the Medical Center Hos-

pital. Plans are under way to ride the Am-
bulanc-e soon. These activities keep her from

being too lonesome while Ensign Hyde is in

training school in Chicago.

Fran and I had a most pleasant afternoon

with Elizabeth Pinkerton Scott. We were

entertained by young Fred, who has the most

captivating blue eyes and dimples, and after

lunch was served on the cool porch, we

strolled about the lawn, while Pinkie proudly

displayed her latest achievement—gardening.

She has been very busy teaching two courses

in First Aid, and her husband is head of the

state Gas Rationing Board. They are very

popular with some of the luckier soldiers from

Camp Lee who have been coming for Sunday

dinner, but they are biding the time until

there is enough gas to permit visits to their

newly acquired farm. Oak Grove, which is

near Charlottesville.

Maria Gray Curtis, who wasn't able to

spend the afternoon with Pinkie, has been

busy with Calvin and also active in the Motor

Corps. Ted has just received his commission as

Lieutenant (j.g.) in the Navy and is awaiting

orders.

Aline Stump, in spite of declaring the

month of May a hectic one for teaching

school, finds she hates leaving Louisville this

year. However, she feels she should be able

to make a more definite contribution to the

war effort and is consequently planning to

walk the sidewalks of New York in search

of just the right job. This found and secured,

she hopes to have time for some serious play-

ing and visiting to balance the schedule.

Jane Shelton Williams, who has recently

returned from a Florida trip, is radiantly

happy, caring for her precious daughter,

Patsy, and Stumpy vows after a visit to

"Fairyland," the \C'illiams home on Lookout

Mountain, that all of Jane's ravings are

justified.

Marion Taylor Brawley's husband is in the

Navy, and Fuzzy has been living in Charles-

ton, South Carolina.

Marjorie Wing Todd is finding St a ten

Island an interesting place in which to begin

married life. She is enjoying keeping her

bright, sunny apartment and doing all her

own cooking. She has seen Susan Johnston

who has lived in New York and had a position

as bacteriologist for several years.

Ruth Gilliam Viar is happily busy with

the constant routine of child care and has

time besides to give a day of work a week
in the Production Room of the Red Cross

and to knit in spare moments. During the

winter she substituted at Brookville High
School, and is now busy canning from her

garden. She said that Elizabeth Morton For-

syth has left Lynchburg to be with her Navy
husband who has been stationed somewhere
in the U. S. for a while.

Katherine Niles Parker's third child's ar-

rival was announced as of April 3rd. Accord-
ing to Katie he's round and pudgy and looks

absolutely like a papoose with his straight

black hair. Theodore French Parker is his

formal title, but most folks call him Tony.
Katie is also rejoicing over having Frankie

stationed nearby for a time at least. She writes

that the Boston Club recently had a most

successful tea-bridge-raftle run by Barbara

Ferguson Lincoln, ex-'3 8, Margaret Robertson

Densmore, ex-'3 6, and also two of last year's

graduates, Betsy Tower and Barbara Holman.
Nor do Marg. Densmore's accomplishments

stop there. She deserves a lot of credit for a

newsy letter which arrived today, telling of

busy days raising her family of two children,

a little girl aged five and a very young son.

Last summer she was visited by Tory Himes
Beddoes and husband who were taking a

motor trip through New England. Also as

Marg's guest has been Kay Broughton Shan-

non, who was following after a Navy hus-

band. Joseph Gilmour Shannon was born

March Ist in Norfolk, and since John has been

at sea he has not yet met his son.

Kathleen Donohue McCormack is going to

become a gardener this summer. Jim is Air

Raid warden for their block and also on the

Sugar Rationing Board, while young Jimmy
is growing fast and adding talking as his

greatest accomplishment of the moment. One
of La's listed activities was keeping up her

pledge to the Sweet Briar Endowment Fund!

And well might we all follow her example.

Engaged:

Dorothea McClure to \C'illiam W. Mountain.

1937

Class Secretary: Anne Lemmon, 224 Church
Street, Sumter, South Carolina.

Dear 37:

This will be merely a condensation of the

news gathered for the reunion, so you lucky

few who attended may skip it. I have asked

Lil Lambert Pennington to write an account

of reunion activities which I hope will be

added to this.

Grisy Derringer Plater and Kot have re-

turned from Canada and are temporarily

living with Grisy 's parents in Jackson

Heights, New York. Helen Rae Wainw right

is now happily settled in a new home in Man-
chester, New Hampshire with her husband

and son, age two, and daughter Sarah, age

four months.

We've finally heard from Betty Ball. She

is now Mrs. Paul S. Fenson and is living In

Port St. Joe, Florida, where her husband is

in the paper business. They have a daughter,

Judith Bland, age ten months.

Frickie Charles Straub has a new daughter,

Pamela, whom Helen Williamson Dumont
says is adorable.

Lee Hall Cramer is running the family

business while Fred is stationed at Fort On-
tario, New York. Nat Hopkins Griggs is at
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^X'cst Point while Jack js stationed there.

Peggy Cruikshank Truxtun has just moved
from Fort Bragg to Camp Forrest, Tennessee.

Gurley Carter Davis is in Annapolis with

her three children, and her husband, a Lieu-

tenant Commander in the Navy, is somewhere

in the Pacific. They got away from Honolulu

just in time as they hear their home there

was bombed.

Mary Helen Frcuauff Klein is living in

Olympia, Washington, Her husband is a first

Lieutenant in the Army Air Forces.

Maggie Cornwell and Kay Eshlcman are

our latest brides. Maggie married W. Clark

Schmidt, a lawyer, this spring, and just one

week after they were settled in their new
apartment he was called to active duty as a

second Lieutenant in the Army Air Forces.

Maggie hopes to join him when her teachmg

job ends.

Kay married Ensign Donald A. Maginnis,

Jr., United States Coast Guard, on May 23rd.

Sue Matthews Powell was one of the attend-

ants. They had a brief honeymoon while

Donald was waiting for active duty orders.

Sue is now in Gulfport, Mississippi, having

moved for the fifth time since she was

married.

Dotty Price Zeugner and Jack, a First

Lieutenant in the Army Air Forces, have

been stationed in Atlantic City for most of

the winter and spring, but have now been

transferred to Fort Dix.

Nancy Nalle Lea and family are now sta-

tioned at Fort Sill. She reports plenty of

Sweet Briar girls there.

El lie says Jackie Cochran Nicholson Is

back in Alexandria and that Chink has

started practicing medicine there. Lib Lee

has been bridesmaiding again—this time for

Henri Minor.

Janet Bogue Trimble reports seeing Lolly

Rcdfern Ferguson in Williamsburg several

times recently when she was accompanying

George on his trips to Langley Field.

Issy Olmstcad Haynes and May Weston

Thompson arc busy keeping apartments for

their new husbands, and are continuing to

meet Dot Prout Gorsuch and Bobby Jarvis

for lunch once a week.

Perhaps you would be interested in the

statistics for the reunion. Out of fifty-seven

graduates forty are married. Of the 27 ques-

tionnaires turned in, twenty colleges for hus-

bands were listed, the only duplicates being

V.M.L and University of Virginia. There

were twenty-seven babies, questionnaires and

other records combined, with Gurley leading

with three.

I've enjoyed writing this column for you,

and hope my successor has as pleasant a time.

Thanks for your cooperation. I'll sec you at

our tenth reunion providing there is enough

gas by then.

Love,

Anne
New addresses:

Gurley Carter (Mrs. R. P.) Davis, 9 Ged-

dings Avenue, Annapolis, Maryland.

Peggy Cruikshank (Mrs. Thomas) Truxtun,

c/o Captain Thomas Truxtun, 33rd Division,

Artillery, Camp Forrest, Tennessee.

Mary Helen Freuauff (Mrs. Charles T.)

Klein, 829 Percival Street, Olympia, Wash-
ington.

Isabel Olmstcad (Mrs. Storrs) Haynes, I 1

6

East 5 6th Street, New York City.

Helen Rae (Mrs. H. E. Wainwright, 121

Shaw Street, Manchester, New Hampshire.

Betty Ball (Mrs. Paul S.) Fenson, Post St.

Joe, Florida.

Nancy Nalle (Mrs. Gilbert) Lea, 1705

Kenyon Street, Law ton, Oklahoma.

1938

Class Secretary: Claire Handerson Chapin
(Mrs. Carrol! Horton) 22701 Fairmount

Boulevard, Shaker Heights. Ohio.

Yours truly has shirked her duty for many
a month now, but maybe I can compensate

for this gross neglect by giving you a fairly

complete round-up of the news.

I'll start with the brides and the brides-

to-be. Mary Jemison Cobb (Cobbie to you)

was married on the eleventh of April to Mr.

Frank Wilson Hulse. Dorothy Tison is now
Mrs. James Batchelder Campbell of Man-
chester, Vermont. The marriage took place

on April twenty-fifth. (Can't you visualize

Tison's amazement at one of Vermont's heavy

snows?)

On the eighth of May, Kate Sulzberger be-

came Mrs. Rudolph Hecht. I had a rather

breathless telephone conversation with Katie

a few weeks before the great event and did

manage to learn that her husband's a doctor

and they'll be living in Chicago.

Moselle Worsley married Mr. Quigg Fletcher

on the second of June. They will make their

home in Durham, North Carolina. On June
the sixth Adele Letcher was married to Mr.

E. Jonathan Harvey. After a wedding trip to

Sea Island, they'll settle in \C'est Englewood.

Even less detail known in regard to the

following, but I do know that Dorothy Grote

(ex '38) is now Mrs. James S. Robertson and

Emily Oldham (ex '38) is Mrs. Dudley H.
Grape.

Louise Bailey married Mr. Alan Wood
Maguire on the twenty-second of November
and Dorothy Benzingcr (ex '3 8 ) is now Mrs.

G. Findly Reed. Dorothy, by the way, is

working in Philadelphia as a contract de-

signer.

By the time you read this Becky Kunkle

will be married to Mr. Frederic William

Hoguc, for the wedding is to take place on

the twentieth of June.

In regard to the gals who haven't taken

the "fatal jump," but have serious intentions,

did you know that Lucy Taliaferro has an-

nounced her engagement to Mr. Charley Clark

Nickerson? When last I heard, the gentleman

in question was working to get his wings as

a Flying Cadet in the U. S. Army.

For news at random, did you know that

Lucille Seargcant is one of the first women
to be appointed to a position in the experi-

mental engineering department of the Wright

Aeronautical Corporation of Paterson, New
Jersey? It seems that "Toto's" job consists

of checking the computations on the log sheets

and making graphs of the results. This is

highly confidential work, as blue prints are

made directly from the graphs.

A note from Jinny Faulkner states that

she's busy "defensing" with the army. Good-
ness knows what it entails, but probably by

the time the next issue goes to press I'll rate

a letter.

I liear that Elinor Vi'ilson Gammon is living

at home in L)nchburg while her husband is

in Hawaii with the Army Air Corps. Dor-
othy Evans Haveron has moved into a new
house in West Orange. Ethlyn Biedenharn

will be married in June to Nathan Swayze.

Did you know that Maud Tucker Dranc
has returned from Pearl Harbor? I had a

short chat with Maudie soon after her ar-

rival back in Cleveland, and from her calm

and placid attitude one would think she had

returned from an uneventful walk around

the block! She's in Tennessee and Virginia at

present, but is expected back in Cleveland

around the end of June.

And now we arrive at the fond parents

corner!! Barbara Ferguson Lincoln (Fergie) is

now the proud mama of an eight months old

son, John Mason Lincoln, Jr., born on the

twelfth of November!—And Lew Griffith

Longs taff has an eight months old daughter,

named Sue Carol.

Other new arrivals include Alan Llewellyn

Zaiser, born last January to Marion Brown
Zaiser. (Brownie) and Smith Hickenloopcr,

III, born to Billy Heizer Hickenlooper on the

second of December.

I have just learned that Mabbie Berckmans

Canby is now the proud mama of a baby girl,

named Anne Perrin Canby and born on the

twenty-sixth of May. "Mabbie" has moved
up north now, you know, as her husband is

working for the Du Pont Company in War-
ren, Pennsylvania. Only wish this gas and

tire situation didn't make Sweet Briar re-

unions so impractical, as Warren is just a

stone's throw from Cleveland.

The newest addition to our "young fry"

department is Master Michael Sterling Adams,
who appeared to brighten the life of Janice

Wiley Adams on the twenty -eighth of May.

That's about all for now. Your fond

correspondent would welcome the arrival of

any communication. however slight. In the

meantime, I shall content myself with a fat

and boisterous baby, a garden and Red Cross

work. Please let me hear from you, as a fifth

reunion is fast approaching and we ought to

be well informed about each tit hers activities

when we meet down at the Inn for a "coke."

Won't that be fun!

Love, Claire

Changes of address:

Emily Oldham Grape, Standard Oil Ct)ni-

pany of New Jersey. Aruba. Netherlands West

Indies.

Dorothy Grote Robertson, 5 02 Kingsland

Avenue, University City, Missouri.

Louise Bailey Maguire, 40 Sidney Place,

Brooklyn Heights, New York.

Adele Letcher Harvey, 86 Ayers Court,

\C*est Englewood, New Jersey.

Elinor Wilson Gammon, 3 27 Woodland

Avenue, Lynchburg, Virginia.

Dorothy Evans Haveron, 2 5 Seiner Spring

Road, Vi'est Orange, New Jersey.

Frances Cordes Hoffman, Watson Court

Apartments. Petersburg, Virginia.

Mary Alice Berckmans Canby, 501 Market

Street, W^arren, Pennsylvania.

Kate Sulzberger Hecht (Mrs. Rudolph)

Apartment 306, 5230 Blackstonc Avenue,

Chicago, Illinois.
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Clasx Si'crcfary: Anne Benedict, Highland

Avenue, Short Hills, New Jersey.

Another June here and in two more I hope

we'll all be seeing each otlicr at our Fiftli

Reunion—can't believe it.

I'm afraid news is a little scarce as time

didn't permit much gathering (seems to me
I always start out apologizing that way, and

end up being very long-winded) but I am
just getting back to normal after a wonderful

two weeks' vacation in Florida and might

add that I am still in the process of peeling.

It's wonderful!

Had lunch with Henri Minor Hart last

week, and I just hope that I can read the

notes which I scribbled on a post card be-

tween gulps. She was married on May seventh

to Ensign Harne E. Hart and her attendants

were: Matron of honor, Becky Wright Myers,

Libby Lee, Rllma Wilson, Lottie Lewis and

Gracey Luckett. Lottie has just finished a

s se;:retarial course and has a job in Durham,
and Gracey is busy with Red Cross, Junior

League and Fort Knox.

More news of Charlotte, North Carolina

—Snooks Robinson McGuire has a young

daughter, Elizabeth Eagles, born on April

twenty-fifth. Sarah Belk, recently acted as a

page at the National D.A.R. conference, and

more recently has had Helen McCreery as

her house guest in Charlotte.

Martha Matthews is now Mrs. Stokes Mun-
roe. Her husband is a captain in the Medical

Corps of the Army, and they are at Fort

Bragg for the present.

Henri had also been to Lillian Necly's

wedding, in fact, she was a bridesmaid, as

was Marion Coles Phinizy. Lillian is now Mrs.

Peter Willis and is living in Concord, New
Hampshire.

Betty Biddle is now Mrs. William Stewart.

Betty was graduated from Ohio Wesleyan

University.

More engagements — Catherine Ortel to

Robert S. Osborne. Kay has a wonderful job

in Newark at I.B.M., and has an X gas ration

card for her work. I saw her not long ago at

the shore. Elizabeth Cheney is engaged to

William J. Widhelm.

Ruth Harman is engaged to Lieutenant

Arthur Lowell Keiscr, Jr.

Bcttina Bell is engaged to Richard Wyman,
Jr. Betty is a graduate of Duke.

El lie George Frampton is busy working in

New Orleans in the army air warning center,

while husband Bill is going to Navigation

School at night with his eye on a commission

in the Navy. Happy's husband, Dick Wathen,

also has those ideas after he gets his law de-

gree. Marguerite Myers is Mrs. Frank O.

Glenn, Jr., and will live in Cambridge, Mass-

achusetts.

Please, some of you silent partners, drop

me a line—even just a post card—one of

these days. Certainly my address is easy to

remember—just Short Hills, New Jersey.

New Addresses:

Henrietta Minor Hart (Mrs. Harrie E.)

246 East Forty-sixth Street, New York City.

Katherine Bonsall Strong (Mrs. John) 3 i

Mine Street, New Brunswick, New Jersey.

Lillian Neely >X'illia (Mrs. Peter), Concord,

New Hampshire.

1940

Class Secretary: Nida Tomi.in, 6225 Handa-

syde Court, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Although June might still rank first as the

month of weddings, 1 940 seems to have sev-

eral every month. On April eighteenth C. P.

Neel became Mrs. George Mahoney at a lovely

church wedding. The Mahoneys arc residing

in Henderson, Kentucky. The latter part of

April Connie Chalkley was married to Lieu-

tenant Fred W. Kittlcr and is now living at

3 12 Ashby Road, Alexandria. Nancy Haskins

was one of Connie's attendants. Nancy has

recently completed a nurses' aid course. Mar-

i.jna Bush was married to Lieutenant Robert

Rutledgc King, Jr., on May second. Georgia

Herbert Hart, Cecilia Mackinnan, Jackie Sex-

ton Daley and Kitty Estcs all came for the

great occasion. After a trip to Highlands,

North Carolina, the Kings found an attractive

apartment and Mariana is already considered

an accomplished cook. On May ninth. Bl.iir

was married to Richard J. Both in Wilming-

ton. Helen CornwcU Jones was also present at

th's impresiive ceremony. Blair's new address

is Box 105, Flanders, New Jersey. Parge had

a romantic wedding in Victoria, Texas. She

was married to John Gillette on May twen-

tieth immediately after John received his

"win^s." Both families were in Texas for the

wedding and Parge wore an exquisite dre:s and

heirloom lace veil. Jane Baker W2S also mar-

ried in May. She is now Mrs. Henry Grant,

3rd and they are still living in Washington.

June thirteenth was the date of Emory's

marriage to Dr. Carrington ^'ilHams. She is at

present being royally entertained and was very

busy with wedding arrangements. Ann Adam-
son, Phin and I were the bridesmaids

from Sweet Briar. Marie Gaffney was

married to Mr. John W. Barry on June

twentieth. Dottie Campbell was maid of

honor and Coralie was also an attendant,

unless she was forced to leave for California

before that time. Ramona Spurlock was

married in Shreveport on June twentieth to

Calvin Ward Fitc, Jr.

Eleanor Bosworth is working on her Masters

Degree in Medical Social Work at the School

of Applied Sciences at Western Reserve in

Cleveland. Her engagement was announced in

May to Dr. David K. Spitler of Cleveland.

Eleanor will be married in Denver sometime

in July. Jane Bush will be in the wedding.

Mary Miller is now Mrs. Howard Naquin.

Clemmie Carter's engagement has been an-

nounced to John R. Murray. Joan Boye is

engaged to John W. Waddill.

Ann Sims is the answer to any class secre-

tary's prayer. She graciously wrote a ten page

letter filled with news. Much in need of a va-

cation after a year of hard work, Ann took

an extensive trip. She stopped first with Jane

Furniss Simpson and Frances Wilson in Rich-

mond. Jane's husband is in the army and she

is living at "The Casements," Pinehurst,

North Carolina. Ann spent a weekend with

Ruth Beach in Summit. Ruth is doing lab-

oratory work at St. Johns Hospital in Brook-

lyn and is having an elegant time with faint-

ing patients and the rest of a hospital's excit-

ing regime. Virginia Leggett is back at the

Presbyterian Hospital, New York where she

trained and is crazier than ever about nurs-

ing.

Sarah Mayo Sohn and her husband arc still

in Cambridge, but expect to spend several

weeks in Lexington this summer. Marion
Daudt McBride and Mr. McBride will leave

Hastings, Nebraska for a trip to St. Charles

and St. Louis. Ann has been doing her quota

of U.S.O. work and has just been elected to

the Business and Professional Vt'omen's Club at

Fort Smith.

Lisa Pugh has been attending art school

and doing defense work. Moreover, she has

recently returned from several months of

frontier nursing in Kentucky. Joan King has

been working temporarily as secretary at the

University Women's Club in Kansas City.

Shortly, however, Joan and her family plan

to take a month's trip throu'jh the West.

Peggy Caperton and Kay Hod.;e have finished

their business courses. Peggy already has an

excellent position and Kay expects to work
in Henderson.

Phoopy, my Richmond correspondent,

brings the glad tidings of the birth of Mr.

and Mrs. Merill Pasco's (Canny Lancaster)

son. Phoopy 's husband, Henry, will graduate

sometime in August and she hopes to see

more of him in the meantime. Henry hid a

leave in April so the Livingstons were able

to take a belated hon-^ymoon to New York.

Irene Vongehr Vincent is reported in China

?nd Clara Call Frazier is rumored to be at

Dill, Oklahoma.
Ruth Godwin and Anita Loving are work-

ing in the same Richmond Insurance office.

Rector is very active in U.S.O. work and

Red Cross Motor Corps and is still holding

down a job. She drove about in a blackout

one night—result one pleated fender! Rector

says that Mildred Moon Montague is' waiting

to see when and where husband Bill will be

sent and in the meantime works for the U.S.O.

Ellie Snow has a new job in Newark work-

ing for Western Electric and in Ellie's words—"It's almost too good to be true."

On a one-day jaunt to Columbus I had a

pleasant hour with Janet Rankle who looked

grand and seemed absorbed by War Work.
And now my friends, apologies are in order.

Part of this letter has been written on a

Chicago 'Eir and part in a Navy hospital.

Bob (future husband) is ill here in Chicago

so I left Cincinnati suddenly with no lists

and sketchy material. Therefore, please for-

give any omission or inaccuracies. If every-

thing goes along smoothly from now on we
shall be married when he graduates, the first

ot August.

1941

Cl:iss Secrcfary: Joan Dn Vore, 3 135 Vic-

toria Boulevard, Cincinnati, Ohio.

After one year away from Sweet Briar all

the girls have done many things and appar-

ently planning to do many more.

We might as well sweep into the all-im-

portant engagements and marriages and from

tlicre, well, we'll wait and sec:

Anne Gayle was married to Lieutenant Ed-

ward H. O'Beirne, Jr., of the United States

Naval Reserve on June sixth. Emory Hill was

maid of honor.

Cynthia Harrison became Mrs. Albion C.

Drinkwater on the thirtieth of May. Janie

Loveland and Shirl Devine were bridesmaids,

wearing pale yellow taffeta faille, with Cyn
in stark white satin. Charlie Davenport and

Betsey Tower and Betty Jo McNarncy went

to the great ceremony.
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Htk'n Watson was married to George Hill

of Roclicster on June thirteenth. Helen's hus-

band is with Eastman Kodak Company.
Marie Gaflfney became Mrs. John Frederick

Barry on June twentieth. Pat Potter was a

bridesmaid, and Kdgc Cardamone was anion j;

tiiose present.

Louise Smith is Mrs. William Somervell,

HillMarj;arci Crai^liill is eiif^.i^ed to

I )t)rney.

Priscilla White has announced her enj^age-

ment to James Graham.

Lillian Fowlkes is planning; lo Ix" m.irried

in July to Herbert T. Taylor, Jr.

Joan Myers will be married in June to Al-

bert Ricse, Jr. He is studying at the Yale

Architectural SchooL Dottie White and Mar-

ianne U'hitc will be attendants.

Now for those not getting themselves mar-

ried—careers and what-not are taking up

plenty of time. As for me, I have a job as

secretary-typist and general helper in an office

and I am very proud to be self-supporting

after all these years. Also being maid of honor

in a wedding has kept me more than occu-

pied of late. Mary Anne Somervell has moved
to Fort Myer, Virginia, where she is busy

keeping house for her father and entertaining

everyone in Washington. Helen Anne Littleton

Hauslein is working at Curtis Publishing

Company in the Public Relations Department.

Betty Doucett has completed her first year

in Occupational Therapy and graduated June

ninth. She then has another year of study

and work. She's really a "workin' gaL"

Wilma Zeisler is in Washington working

for the government in the office of the Chief

of Finance. She writes that she works forty-

eight hours a week, and has had time to tend

a victory garden and reap results, too!

Emory Hill graduated from Library School

on June tenth, and from there on will be

busy being maid of honor. Eunie Foss has a

job with the Savannah Defense Council and

loves it she says.

Martha Jean Brooks is taking shorthand and

piano lessons, has a part-time job as social

worker for the day nursery in Charlotte, is

a full-graduate member of the Motor Corps

complete with uniform and works two days

a week in the Memorial Hospital.

Sally Esler graduated from Pitt Retail Mer-

chandising School with a special award for

excellent work.

Edge Cardamone has been doing volunteer

work at the Oneida County War Council

and is going to begin work on the United

War Chest Campaign. In the meantime she

has managed to zoom to Cambridge and

Florida.

Doris Huner has a new job in Rahway, New
lersey, with Merck and Company as assistant

to the Librarian in the Research Library. She's

planning to live with Lou Lcmbeck Reydcl

while Lou's husband, Charlie, is in the army.

Do Albray writes that she and all of the

girls at Katie Gibbs—Dottie White, Frostie

and Jean Nehring are all footsore and weary,

but alive. Do is to have a good time, relax,

have Bobby Clark visit her and then, finally,

get a job.

Lib by Lancaster Washburn signed up for

Canteen work, and says she has a hard time

cooking for two people much less thirty.

Mary White finished with business school

and is now working for the Neadite Company
in Philadelphia.

Anita Loving is in the throes of a Radio

Mechanic Technicians Training Course—the

only girl in the class. When it's over she'll

he .1 commercial radio operator Jimmy
McBee is planning to go to Columbia Library

School next year.

Judy Davidson is now living in Newport
and seriously contemplating a civil service

job after reunion. Charlie Davenport has

been doing Junior League work in the Dental

Clinic as well as Nurse's Aid work—and has

become most skillful in giving bed baths.

Judy Hoeber is working in a boat yard, and

is very busy since they arc flooded with gov-

ernment contracts.

Henny Norman and Betty Jo were brides-

maids in Meach's wedding way last April.

Ellie Damgard Firth has moved to Lynch-
burg and says it's grand being so near S.B.C.

Pickard took a short visit to Savannah to see

Eunie earlier this spring.

Butch writes that the best little mother in

the world, Sapphira, the cat, has passed on

but she no doubt leaves many remembrances.

So that's all, there ain't no more. You've

been wonderful, but keep on being so, because

we all want to know what the others are

doing. Any time you're in the mood, write!

New addresses:

Martha Jean Brooks, 514 Eastover Road,

Charlotte, North Carolina.

Betty Doucett, Friends' Hospital, O.T. De-

partment, Frankford, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

vania.

Anne Borough O'Conner (Mrs. John D.)

95 5 Ridgewood Drive, Highland Park, Illinois.

Elizabeth Lancaster Washburn (Mrs. Will-

iam) 14 North Avenue, Elizabeth, New Jersey.

Judy Hoeber, 105 Elm Street, South Dar-

mouth, Massachusetts.

Wilma Zeisler, 284<9 Twenty-ninth Street,

N.W., Washington, D. C.

'42-'45

Chesley Johnson is attending Newcomb
College.

Martha Bobbitt ex "43 is going to Tobe-

Coburn School of Fashion Design in New
York this year.

Joan Gipe ex '44 is attendmg \liss

Wheelock's School in Boston.

Merriam Sands Packard and Elizabeth Neal

are going to Katharine Gibbs in New York.

Sandy was chairman for the joint concert ot

the glee clubs of Katharine Gibbs and Prince-

ton on February twenty-seventh.

Mary Jarvis ex *44 is going to the Univer-

sity of Washington.

Cynthia Smith and Martha Rugelcy arc

going to the University of Texas.

Mabel Sheldon ex '42 is studying for a

teacher's certificate in piano at the Mannes

Music School in New York City.

Nancy Dunkin ex '43 is attending ^'est

Virginia University.

Engaged:

Louise Hannoch to Leonard M. Gersten.

Louise ib a senior at Simmons.

Suzanne Douglas to J. Gordon Terry.

Mary Elizabeth Lewis to Donald Mc-
Naughion Lewis, Jr.

Evelyn Burbank Peck to Edgar Vaughan
Boatwright.

Mary Arden Ewing to Joseph A. Walter,

Jr. Mary is a senior at Kansas University and
is taking a medical technicians course.

Margaret Luther to Robert Kurtz.

Elizabeth Whitaker to Richard Edwins
Hook.

Mary Macfarland to J. Roy West.

Martha Buchanan to Dr. Joseph A. C.

Wadsworth.

Margaret Cunningham tcj Robert Hatcher
Allen, IL

Catherine Anne Hauslein to Andrew King-

horn Burns,

Married:

Mary Love Ferguson is Mrs. B. Lynn San-

ders, Jr. Mary Belle Chilton and Margaret

Kelly were her bridesmaids and Gloria Zick

was the made of honor.

Jean Turney is Mrs. Frederick V. Benjamin

and is living in Williamsburg, Virginia.

Mary B. Brown is Mrs. William T. Ingram,

IL

Barbara Engh is Mrs. William Cross well

Croft.

Betty Jane Walker is Mrs. Richard Edward
D'Alton.

Judith Agnes Colcord is Mrs. Henry Don
Jeffries.

Helen Rawn is Mrs. James Lockwood Miller.

Virginia McGuire is Mrs. Andrew Jackson

Brent. They arc living at 414 Duke Street,

Alexandria, Virginia.

Anne Tweedy is Mrs. Philip Pendleton Ar-

dery. Lieutenant Ardery is stationed at Good-
fellow Field.

Jane Taylor is engaged to Ensign Robert

L. Lowell of Rolling Green, Ohio.

Sally Page Williams is Mrs. John W. Craw-

ford, III.

Janet Houstoun married Piatt >X'alker

Davis, Jr., on June seventeenth.

Mary-Edwards Newell is Mrs. \C'il!iam

Cardwell Baird.

Harriette Gordon is Mrs. Harry Franklin

Lowman, Jr.

Betty Blackmer is Mrs. Mackall Childs.

Sally Walke is Mrs. John Cowden Rogers. Jr.

Jessamine Boyce is Mrs. Hargrove Bowles. Jr.

Elizabeth Pierce is Mrs. John Leachman

Oliver and they arc living at Fort Ord.

.Monterey, California.

Polly Colahan is Mrs. Maddox Peter Hin-

kamp.

Mary Moss and Lucy Tabb Love made

their debuts in Richmond this year.

Annie Laurie M alone has been selected the

most outstanding pledge of the Psi Chapter,

Alpha Gamma Delta Sorority at the Univer-

sity of Alabama.
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Graduates of the Class of 1942
Abbott, Cynthia Haynes, c /o Mrs.

Peter Vischer, 34 East Seventy-

fourth Street, New York, New York.

Bagley, Florence Elder, 1511 Sunset

Road, Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Barrett, Clifford Anne, 1527 Kirby

Drive, Houston Texas.

Beasley, Virginia Lou, 60 Morris

Avenue, Athens, Ohio.

Becker, Margaret Anne, 3773 Wash-
ington Boulevard, Indianapolis,

Indiana.

Boynton, Frances, Two Lambert Road,

Belmont, Massachusetts.

Brainerd, Edith, 2234 California Street,

Washington, D. C.

Brightbill, Patricia Mildred, 605

West Main Street, Hummelstown,
Pennsylvania.

Buchanan, Martha Toms, Forest Hills,

Durham, North Carolina.

Bugg, Grace Wilson, 41 Willway,

Richmond, Virginia.

Bundy, Anne Middleton, 812 Stockley

Gardens, Norfolk, Virginia.

Burnett, Eugenia Griffin, 5 906 Three

Chopt Road, Richmond, Virginia.

Caldwell, Frances Neely, 4707 Bay-

shore Boulevard, Tampa, Florida.

Call, Lucy Carter, 2 500 Monument
Avenue, Richmond, Virginia.

Case, Lucy Imogene, c/o Brigadier

General Case, Assistant Chief of

Ordnance, Munitions Building,

Washington, D. C.

Chamberlain, Anne McVeigh, 150

Church Street, North Adams,
Massachusetts.

Chamberlain, Elizabeth Russell, 338

Lincoln Street, New Britain,

Connecticut.

Clark, Sudie Graham, 1001 Country
Club Drive, Greensboro, North
Carolina.

Coggins, Katherine Ruth, 243 Broad-

way, San Francisco, California.

Coleman, Catherine Offley, 83 3

Avenue E, Fort Madison, Iowa.

Cummings, Virginia Richardson, 402

North Meadow Street, Richmond,
Virginia.

Cunningham, Margaret Ann, 202

Scenic Drive, Knoxville, Tennessee.

Darby, Janana, 705 Labanne Avenue,
Plaquemine, Louisiana.

Davis, Nancy Eugenia, 24 Austin

Avenue, Asheville, North Carohna.

Diggs, Catherine Ehzabeth, Rosendale

Road, Schenectady, New York.

Duggins, Virginia Anna, 7706 Four-

teenth Street, N. W., Washington,
D. C.

English, Eloise Walker, 4445 Lowell

Street, Washington, D. C.

Galloway, Mlmi Mooney, 1 1 Morning-
side Park, Memphis, Tennessee.

Gillem, Florence Adele, 3447 CHff

Road, Birmingham, Alabama.
Gilmer, Betsy Newman, 68 5 Park

Street, Charlottesville, Virginia.

Goldbarth, Nancy Ward, 4215 Monu-
ment Avenue, Richmond, Virginia.

Graves, Laura Reed, R.F.D. No. 1,

Lynchburg, Virginia.

Greene, Diana Hope, Grecnetrees,

Kennebunk, Maine.

Groves, Julia, 614 Victory Drive,

Savannah, Georgia.

Gwyn, Margaret Booth, 1816 Rose-

wood Avenue, Houston, Texas.

Hanger, Elizabeth Woodard, 19 Cyn-
wyd Road, Bala, Pennsylvania.

Hauseman, Annis Shirley, 224 Sheri-

dan Road, Kenilworth, Illinois.

Hauslein, Catherine Ann, 262 Kent
Road, Wynnewood, Pennsylvania.

Hedley, Jean Alice, Nine Franklin

Avenue, Yonkcrs, New York.

Hensley, Ruth Gardner, 2 5 Fairmont

Road, Asheville, North Carolina.

Hodges, Lucy Byrd, South Boston,

Virginia.

Houstoun, Janet Grissim, 1204 Cle-

burne Avenue, Houston, Texas.

Hutchings, Dorothea, 1106 Cherokee

Road, Louisville, Kentucky.

Jackson, Sally Lindsay, The Chester-

field, Richmond, Virginia.

Jacquot, Ruth Frances, Crossford

Lodge, Centerville, Wilmington,

Delaware.

King, Alice Letitia, Forrest City,

Arkansas.

Lanier, Grace Wilkinson, Route No. 3,

Hopkinsville, Kentucky.

Lewis, Penelope Battle, Pavilion II,

East Lawn, University, Virginia.

Lindsay, Ethel Charles, 101 Dinwiddle

Street, Portsmouth, Virginia.

Lowman, Harriette Gordon, 3241 R
Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Lyttle, Genevieve Mundy, Monroe,
Virginia.

Malone, Dorothy Jane, 1261 Fairview

Road, Atlanta, Georgia.

Marr, Jessie Potter, "Braemar," Media,

Pennsylvania.

Meek, Frances Warfield, 5 600 Olen-

tangy River Road, Worthington,

Ohio.

Mitchell, Irene Warren, 807 West
Kenan, Wilson, North Carolina.

Moomaw, Virginia Jarvis, 73 8 Wy-
clifle Avenue, Roanoke, Virginia.

Morrison, Ann Marvin, 2132 River-

mont Avenue, Lynchburg, Virginia.

Myers, Dorothy Ann, 2034 Buena
Vista Road, Winston-Salem, North
Carolina.

Oberkirch, Joanne Marguerite, 183

Mill Spring Road, Manhasset, New
York.

Ogden, Doris, 3 97 Hobart Avenue,
Short Hills, New Jersey.

Peyton, Mary Morsell, Three Okla-

homa Terrace, Annapolis, Maryland.

Pierson, Mary Ruth, 123 Kedzie

Street, Evanston, Illinois.

Potter, Patricia Hastings, 920 State

Street, Lafayette, Indiana.

Preston, Margaret Kent, Standard Oil

Company of Cuba, P. O. Box 1169,

Havana, Cuba.
Ringer, Eleanor Morrison, 273 Pearson

Drive, Asheville, North Carolina.

Ripley, Barbara Ann, 5 55 5 Sheridan

Road, Chicago, Illinois.

Rogers, Sally Walke, St. Mark's

Rectory, Pikesville, Maryland.

Ryan, Nathalie Mather, 2464 Scott-

wood Avenue, Toledo, Ohio.

Sanderson, Gloria, 551 Slattery Boule-

vard, Shreveport, Louisiana.

Sanford, Helen Jefferson, 3 800 Shen-

andoah, Dallas, Texas.

Sawyer, Jeanne, 60 Bartlett Street,

Andover, Massachusetts.

Schall, Sally Katherine, 26 Church
Street, Charleston, South Carolina.

Sherman, Phyllis Mary, 1-B River-

mere Apartments, Bronxville, New
York.

Stout, Diana Rogers, 2773 Central

Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee.

Sweney, Alice Warren, 661 Fairmount

Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota.

Syska, Edna, One Hemlock Read,

Bronxville, New York.

Taylor, Jane May, 1229 South Fifty-

second Street, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.

Taylor, Nancy Jane, 1800 West
Twenty-third Street, Sunset Islands,

Number Three, Miami Beach,

Florida.

Troutman, Margaret Foote, 277 The
Prado, Atlanta, Georgia.

Wheat, Mary Miller, "Ackley,"

University, Virginia.

Withington, Daphne Bowen, 121-A
Brattle Street, Cambridge,

Massachusetts.

Wood, Helen Deborah, Round Hill

Road, Greenwich, Connecticut.

Woods, Grace Douglas, Hotel Fair-

mont, San Francisco, California.



Excerpts From

PATCH SNATCHES
A NEWS SHEET BEGUN IN MaRCH, 1942, WAS EDITED THIS YEAR BY MaRY V. MaRKS,
Alumnae Fund Chairman, and sent to all Sweet Briar Alumnae Clubs in

September, November, January, March and May.

Remember .ill those questionnaires the graduates were
asked to return to Sweet Briar last Fall? Some interesting

facts have been revealed with their aid, so that now we
can give you some infininaliou about 11')') of our graduate

alumnae. But first of all, did )ou know that 1477 degrees

have been awarded at 32 Commencement exercises? 13'

i

of the 1155 graduates hold advanced degrees or are now
working for them, and 32',' have done some graduate

study. (Marriage caught up with 209 of these would-be
advanced degree holders before their work was completed.)

As for wedding bells, 72'', of all the graduates are mar-
ried; and if we leave off the classes of 1940 and 1941 with

their 26'
, bride total, we find that 79',' of Sweet Briar's

degree holders are wed.

For the first time since 1921 there was no Ambers/
Coniify Day held at Sweet Briar this year. May ninth

had been selected as the date, but because of tire and gas

restrictions for the busses used in transporting the school

children to the campus from all over the county, the

Sweet Briar branch of the A.A.U.W. voted to suspend

this event.

Frcsbmcn avcra'^c $46.00 for the purchase of books and

supplies at the Students' Book Shop each year.

With the general trend to cut expenses of campus or-

ganizations, the Rccrca/ion Koom of the Boat Home has

been cne of the popular spots for annual picnics. Taste-

fully furnished with slip-covered sofas and easy chair? and

with gay strips of green, yellow, brown and rust Indian

Head at the windows, this room makes the perfect setting

for informal parties and meetings.

The first of the "three R's" is providing a problem for

intensive study for two psychology majors. Thev are

making bi-weekly trips to the Amherst grade school to

teach groups of the proficient and the retarded readers,

and are the first Sweet Briar students to undertake practice

teaching in connection with their college work. Miss

Elsie Diggs is trying to work out a system of teaching

exceptional first grade readers by experimental methods
which she expects will! insure even faster progress. Miss

Grace Lanier has assumed the responsibility of helping

four children who are slow readers to overcome their

ditficuities.

In recognition of the high standard and excellent quality

maintained at Sweet Briar in the field of singing, Mr.
Alfred A. Finch, head of the Music Department and direc-

tor of the Glee Club and Choir, has been named an honor-

arv member of the Pierian Sodality at Harvard University.

The cultural achievements of France and its permanent

contributions to world civilizations from the time of the

Middle Ages to the 20th century will be presented next

year by ten professors from five departments whose fields

have felt the impact of French thought. The course Is to

be called, Liindiiiarks of Freiicb Culture. The departments

represented include Romance Languages, history, art,

music and philosophy. Topics for the first semester will

cover French life, art, poetry, philosophy and music

through the ISth century. The second semester will open

with the "Philosophy of the Enlightenment" and will in-

clude lectures on French history, literature, science, paint-

ing and music.

An average of nearly ten dollars for eiery student at

Sweet Briar has been contributed by the student body to

various war relief agencies and to the College through

agencies that have been active on the campus all year.

Approximately $4,5 00 has been raised since last September

by such varied means as a Christmas bazaar, the Red Cross

drive, soup dinners, bridge tournaments, agencies from

Lynchburg firms, dances, movies and profits from the

beauty shop. Organizations which have received assistance

from the student funds Include the college endowment
fund, the auditorium fund, the "World Student Service

Fund, Young America Wants to Help, Bundles for Britain,

the Free French, the Red Cross, the Y. W. C. A., and

United China Relief.

The furnishings of Sweet Briar House were valued at

$30,000 in an Insurance estimate made in 1927.

For the first time, this year there was no drawing for

tables In the Refectory. A certain number of tables have

been set aside for each class and students may dine at any

table they choose. For those worried about the switching

of napkins—paper ones are now used for all meals.

Students appointed by the Head of the Refectory for

dining room service receive $260 a year. These girls, recom-

mended by the Dean and with the consent of the College

Physician, serve fourteen meals a week and have two meals

off each weekend. In case of illness substitutes are provided

by the Refectory; in case of weekends, substitutes must be

provided by the student.

Sugar rationing has been accepted in fine spirit by the

students. The Refectory is allowed 50' r of the sugar used

in the dining room heretofore and 70' i for cooking. Con-

sequently sugar is on the tables only at breakfast, iced tea

is prc-sweetened, and all desserts using a lot of sugar are

now omitted. No more birthday cakes are baked in the

Refectory kitchens. Also rationed are coffee and tea and

as a result coffee is served only at breakfast; iced tea and

milk at luncheon and milk for dinner.



Founder's Day at the Monuments
October 31, 1941
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From the President ot the Alumnae Association

Dear Alumnae:

MINE is the privilege of being the first president of

the Alumnae Association to live at Sweet Briar

during her term of office, getting thoroughly re-acquainted

with the college and seeing it from a different point of

view than one gets as a student. Mine is also the real

privilege of working closely with Helen McMahon in the

alumnae office.

For these privileges I am grateful, and I am also mindful

of the responsibilities which these very privileges carry

with them, namely to do my very best to interpret the

changing aspects of the college to you and in turn to

give the college an understanding of the alumnae point

of view. The former I shall try to do through the magazine
with Helen's help; the latter must come from you.

At the first meeting of the new Council in June, we of

course discussed the problems of liberal arts education for

women, and the Council was unanimous in feehng that

the objective of our Association now is to promote in

every way we can the strengthening of that type of edu-

cation. Since the existence of Sweet Briar and her continued

welfare are the real and only reason for our Alumnae
Association, it is logical that we devote our energies to the

support of our own college.

The Alumnae Fund of last year reached a new high

total, showing that you are eager even in these difficult

times to reaffirm in a tangible way your faith in Sweet

Briar's education and ideals. I feel sure that under the plan

which has been made this year, under the direction of Fund
Chairman Mary V. Marks, you will respond even more

generously because you can serve your country as well as

your college by buying war savings stamps. Alumnae
giving is more important than ever; it is vital to Sweet

Briar's future.

There are other ways in which each of us can serve Sweet

Briar. We can redouble our efforts to interest capable girls

in coming here for their college training. We can do a little

studying and take the examinations for Alumnae Repre-

sentatives on Admission. The Council voted in June to

take the exam in October, including those who have

previously taken it, after hearing Mrs. Lill tell how
valuable to the college have been the services of these

representatives and how much interest they have aroused

on the part of other colleges.

The need for college trained women has never been

greater than today. The Army, the Navy, industry and

civic organizations want them. Their demands offer to us

a real challenge and a great opportunity. If college women
neglect the colleges which produce these women now
needed so badly, who will supply these demands?

Sincerely yours,

Martha von Briesen

Vv^ar Stamps ^ Alumnae Fund Gifts

IN THIS war year. Sweet Briar's Alumnae Fund has

been geared to fit the times; war stamps will be just

as acceptable to the college as money. All possible

efforts are being made to enable alumnae givers to meet
two kinds of obligations to this nation's welfare at

once.

Last year's gift to the college from the alumnae totaled

more than $6,3 00 raised through the Alumnae Fund,

Alumnae clubs, sale of glass and china and magazine sub-

scriptions. It was the largest such gift since the Fund plan

was adopted nine years ago.

This year you may continue to support the sort of edu-

cation which is needed more now than ever and at the

same time you may contribute your dollars to the vital

needs of the government's war program. The new plan,

which goes into effect officially on Founders' Day October
thirtieth, has the approval of the Board of Directors of the

college, of the Alumnae Council and, most of all, of the

United States Treasury Department!

All of them will be overjoyed if you begin at once to

buy war stamps for Sweet Briar. Send the stamps you have

purchased to Sweet Briar before May H, 1943. You are

asked to send stamps rather than bonds, because Sweet

Briar can convert the stamps into the bond series which

may be purchased by institutions. This arrangement also makes

it possible for alumnae to send any amount of stamps of

any denomination, leaving to the college the matter of

converting them into the most suitable type of bonds.

Money gifts are still needed and they will be welcomed.

The $400 which the alumnae give each year for the Manson
Memorial Scholarship must be turned over to the college

in an immediately expendable form. Therefore, if you wish

to continue to give a money gift rather than stamps, it will

be used for that particular fund.
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WAVES
Atiiif Gocbnaiter and Emma K'tely

A complete list of alumnae serving in the Women's Reserve Units of the army and the navy has

not been received by the alumnae office. We shall appreciate further information about those whose
names are not listed and corrections for those who are. A story with pictures is promised for the

February issue of the News.

Sweet Briar WAACS
Mary Craighill Kinyoun, '25

Savannah, Georgia

Louise Nelson, '30, Richmond, Virginia

Assigned to Richmond Filter Center

Ruth Kerr, '32, Third Officer, Holyoke,

Massachusetts, instructor in basic military

routine, Fort Des Moines

Anne Conant, ex '40, Third Officer,

Brookline, Massachusetts

assigned to the Boston Air Defense Wing
Mary Petty Johnston, '40, New York
City, commissioned and assigned to New

York Information Center

Martha Rector, '40, Roanoke, Virginia,

commissioned and assigned to Motor
Transport

Madeline Hawes, ex '3 3

Boston, Massachusetts

Marie Le Pine, '34 Binghamton, New York
Trainees, second class at Fort Des Moines

Sweet Briar WAVES
Anne Gochnauer, '30,

Richmond, Virginia

Emma Riely, '30, Richmond, Virginia

Ann Spiers, '3 5, Wayne, Pennsylvania

Anne Lauman, '37, Washington, was com-

missioned an Ensign and assigned to Lieu-

tenant Commander McAfee's office

Ann Parks, '39, Norfolk, Virginia

Olivia Davis, '40, Scarsdale, New York

Olive May Whittington, '40,

Marion Station, Maryland.

Elizabeth McDade, '41, New Brunswick,

New Jersey, assigned to radio school at

Madison, Wisconsin

Betsy Chamberlain, '42,

New Britain, Connecticut

Eleanor Ringer, '42

Asheville, North Carolina
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How Shall the College Curriculum Be Adjusted

to War-time Conditions and Needs?

Address by President Glass at meeting under auspices of United States Office of Education, Washington, D. C.

THE college curriculum can be adjusted in four aspects

to meet war-time conditions and needs: in administra-

tion; content; emphasis and balance; time; and each has

in it both advantages and pitfalls.

Briefly, advantages in administration would come from

the elimination of rigidity of procedure to secure reality

of results. The pitfall here is such loose procedure that

superficiality and deception as to real gains occur. Most

red-tape and some long honored prerequisites and traditions

can go, but full understanding of what is lost and what

gained is due the student. He should be able to graduate

at one date of any year as well as another, if the work

required for that specific graduation is fulfilled. The
amount of work allowed a student should be geared to his

strength and ability rather than rigidly to a general ruling.

Some can and should carry heavier schedules than others

and all could probably carry more than previously by

omitting some things now done. Advantageous combina-

tions, that cut across departmental and divisional lines

should be made easy. Many more modifications of adminis-

tration could be named, and they should all be made to

prepare students to contribute to the war effort rather than

to facilitate the getting of any specific degree or certificate,

whose meaning must be sacrificed to modifications.

The name of the degree or certificate is of least im-

portance but new names for new things are honest. A tiger

lily is not by sympathy or speed made a rose, but it can

be made, with intelligent sympathy and wise speed, a

handsome lily. Most colleges are already wisely modifying

curricular administration and, unfortunately, some are con-

fusing the young by calling a tiger lily a rose, or by offer-

ing a tiger lily degree with only three petals as a perfect

specimen. It is an unnecessary and gratuitous deception

The curriculum can be modified in content; and again,

almost every college has done this too, by offering new
subjects and new combinations of subjects, and by chang-

ing existing courses to have more bearing upon the present

world condition. Further work in the sciences, applied

chiefly but also theoretical, new groupings of the branches

of science, many new courses in geography and many new
ones in languages, that have not previously been taught,

have appeared. The whole field of history, economics,

government and sociology, is being re-arranged to give the

student understanding of his own country, a knowledge

of what is really involved in different forms of govern-

ment, both local and worldwide conceptions of economics,

industry and trade, and a basis for judging and evaluating

means of social betterment.

It is, of course, a false picture that came out of the

investigation of American history required in the colleges.

The chief difficulties with the conclusions of that investi-

gation lie in the promise that only a course called American
history teaches the aspects of the American scene and a

kindred implication that only required courses in American
history would get the subject before the students. In many
colleges no one specific course is required, but the require-

ments do see to it that aspects of the subjects, basic for

an educated person, are covered in one way or another.

Better courses in American history and American govern-

ment and the social scene in America could, without doubt,

be offered, and this picture with the false perspective will

probably cause many of them to be given, and that is the

only important thing for educators. The general public

will get a new and easy point at which to rail, and maybe
that is good too, since they will probably do less harm
venting their indignation over this than over some of the

points involved in the pursuit of the war where their

indignation may cause an industrial apoplexy. A world

view of cooperation among nations is an absolute essential

to fight the war and frame the peace, and students ought

to be led to recognize the cost to the individual and to the

nation of such cooperation. There should be no chance of

the war being hindered or the peace bungled from a sudden

unforeseen realization that the demanded cooperation costs

material possessions, dear prejudices, and cherished inde-

pendence in some spots.

In offering new courses for the war need colleges should,

of course, have reference to their equipment and experience

for the new venture. There are enough points at which
the colleges can make contributions to the war needs for

each one to care for what it can do best, and enough
colleges, it seems, to offer the training that is needed.

Among the urgent needs is that for new offerings or new
orientations in religion and philosophy. In a time of such
confusion any persons allowed to think for themselves

need standards or religion and philosophy, a real personal

religious belief and a growing personal philosophy of what
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life is for, to direct their various contributions to the war

and to the peace to their valid ends.

Now a word about emphasis and balance. It has already

been indicated that course emphasis should and will be

changed where they have not previously been correlated

with the present scene. Different branches of knowledge

must get added emphasis. Mathematics and all the sciences

that contribute to waging war have already taken prece-

dence in discussions, in arrangements for financial assist-

ance of students and institution, and in enrollment of

students. We are being thoroughly like ourselves in turn-

ing immediately, on recognition of neglect by students of

these fields, to concern almost exclusively with them. In

such a war as this, changes seem too certain for even

Americans to be misled into believing that the pendulum

stops at the far end of its arc, and that consequently it is

wise to be as one-sided at this extreme as they previously

were at another. With students caught so deplorably short

in mathematics and science the inference, it seems, ought

to shine out that a balanced education is the only safe

foundation for rapid change requiring rapid acquirement

of special skills when they are needed. It is astounding to

think that one single good course in college mathematics,

I mean one that covers some higher algebra, trigonometry

and calculus, would be enough for much special training

in which a constant call comes for students prepared to

begin the specialty. Several colleges—notably Barnard,

with its advice in excellent form—have prepared for stu-

dents what they call a "war minor", a combination of

courses to be taken as free electives in addition to the

chosen major which reflects the student's real ability and

interest. There are many of these war minors, and they

form amazingly adequate foundations for immediate short-

time specialization. It would be well for all colleges to

formulate such from their own offerings and guide students

to broaden their usefulness by taking them.

Of course physical fitness and dependability are at a

premium, as they always are at moments of greatest need.

The college curriculum, in its content and in its adminis-

tration, can facilitate both.

The fourth modification of the curriculum to meet war
needs is that of time and this is too urgent and obvious

to need argument. Education in all its depth and maturity

is so badly needed in this time that a large part of our

confusion and uncertainty comes from lack of it. Can this

education be hastened? I think so, but only to a degree.

It can be hastened to the degree that it can be made "to

take" in a shorter time. Its incubation period may be

shortened by intellectual eagerness, hard work, and expert

guidance, but a certain time for maturing is still essential.

Training for a specific and more limited activity is also

desperately needed. This can be hastened more since it

covers less and calls for less of the slower process of corre-

lation. Colleges must continue the deeper and better bal-

anced education to whoever can take it and must also give

this hastened training to meet the needs of the country.

And students must take it and then use it for the country's

sake, even though they cripple their education thereby. A
good college sees that its students know the difference too.

And a college should stand ready to assist its students who
have taken limited training to meet immediate war needs

to get the deeper education as soon after the war as it is

possible for them to seek it, and to get it at the level of

their increased maturity.

The varieties of time shortening now being tried are

too numerous to be discussed, and they differ in conven-

ience to particular institutions rather than in fundamental

concept. I confess to a special interest in the plan being

initiated at Lafayette, because it seems best to face the

necessity of time in which to mature and vacations in

which to earn along with a decreased span of months for

the degree. On the supposition that the burden of this war
cannot be borne by the generation just reaching its later

teens, but also that this generation cannot escape involve-

ment in the war before it is over, this plan allows, it would
seem, rather adequately for education, special training, and

speed. Again I feel moved to say that we should speed, but

that a truncated course camoflaged to seem like a full

pyramid and called one is not worthy of the fine and self-

sacrificing young persons to whom some of us are ready,

in false generosity, to give it.

Of course I am expected to say how all of this curri-

culum modification affects women. My eye fell the other

day on one of those hodge-podge columns of Question-

Answer in a daily paper. Some one in this turbid and
breath-taking time cared to know whether the worker ant

is male or female. He learned that the worker ant is female,

and that she does all of her work with her head. If we go

to the ant, presumably women will be enormously affected

by changes in her education. In reality I do not see that

she will be affected very differently from the men. What
she hurries over she will get less of. She will be as readily

deceived as the young male if unwisely patriotic educators

tell her a tiger lily is a rose. She ought to be led to broaden
her education, especially in the fields of mathematics and
science without cramping it in other fields where she prefers

to put her energies. Wherever the country needs her she

should sacrifice her longer and deeper education to more
immediate training and activity. She may be able, in pro-

portion as she is allowed less strenuous participation in

war's devastation, to do more work with her head and
contribute genuinely to understanding and evaluating the

means for world cooperation and its cost.

She has already so large and so important a role in society

to perform that it is to be hoped that her additional work
—and she must do all she did before and more too—may
be of the kind that makes short-time demands for real

dislocations of her chosen contributions to society. Women
students will accelerate and dislocate and strive for under-
standing and an active part in the war, because they are

an integral part of the society whose education is being

revamped, and the effects upon them will be of the same
kind as upon the young men, though women may feel the

effects less in proportion as they may be allowed to keep

from the white hot center of the cauldron.

What women get in their education now may largely

determine, beyond the possible influence of men's present

education, the ideals and attainments possible for the next

generation. As the Arabs kept mathematics alive during

the dark ages so may the women, who are not primarily

absorbed into war activity, keep alive the long-time values

of learning and culture which belong to all generations.
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The Romance" Language Department Reminisces

By Joseph E. Barker, Cbairnian

This article is the first uf a series of articles on

the various ilepart incuts of the college.—Editor

SOME of you studied Italian when at Sweet Briar, more

studied Spanish, and many more studied French, but

most all of you, according to the Alumnae Secretary, are

eager to know what has been happening recently to the

department which houses these useful tools of culture. In

general the fortunes of all three have been closely tied up

with the fortunes of French. Eleven years ago under the

impact of the economic depression the number of students

in French courses fell off slightly. Two years later, in 1933,

the number diminished by as much as a quarter because

of the dropping in the preceding year of the requirement

that a student must continue through at least one year of

college the modern language offered for entrance (in most

cases French). Under the group system which went into

effect in the fall of 1932 each student before graduation

was required to have ( 1
) a reading knowledge of French

or German and a reading knowledge of Greek or Latin;

or (2) a reading knowledge of French or German, and an

elementary knowledge of the other of these two, or of

Italian or Spanish. This was modified in 1939 to require

a reading knowledge of only one language—French, Ger-

man, Greek, Italian, Latin, or Spanish—a reading knowl-

edge which is ordinarily determined by the passing of a

written translation test set in September and March of

each year. As some qualified students pass this test at the

beginning of freshman year it is clear that a large measure

of freedom has been given the student in her choice of a

language.

From 1930 on the department was concerned with the

problem of the variability of grades from school to

school and the consequent lack of homogeneity in college

classes, which resulted in frequent changing of students

from class to class in the early fall. This was largely solved

in 1936 when, after experimenting with various other

devices, we adopted the practice of requiring all new
students who offer French for entrance, whether freshmen

or transfers from other colleges, usually about 150 in all,

to take an achievement test the first day of freshmen week.

This test serves as a check on the quality of the work
done elsewhere and enables the department to place the

student in the course best suited to her training and ability.

Each year as many as a half dozen freshmen are advanced
from second year college French to third year, or from
third year (that is, either the Survey or Nineteenth Cen-
tury courses) to fourth year (the Seventeenth Century
course). Usually just as many are advised for their own
good to drop back a year. The three majors who pursued

the honors plan of study in 1941 and 1942 were able, as

a result of their high scores on the placement test, to gain

a whole year of French study by entering the Seventeenth

Century course at the beginning of freshman year. Now

that the number of students offering Spanish for entrance

is increasing. Mr. Mangiafico is using a similar test for

placement in Spanish.

In 1940 and again in 1941 the fortunes of war and
the policy of cooperation with Latin America were reflected

by a decrease in French and an increase in Spanish registra-

tion. In 1941 French students decreased in number from
254 to 213, or 16' c, and Spanish jumped from 80 to 134,

or 67. ^'/c. That same year the average loss in French in

526 colleges and universities was 23.5%, and the average

gain in Spanish was 27'/. This fall Spanish has made a

slight gain and French has held its own. In one respect

French has gained also, for there are twice as many junior

French majors as last year. There are three Romance
Language major students under the major plan adopted in

193 5, which makes it possible for the department to con-

tinue giving the first two years of Italian. Total registration

in the department was 351 in 1941-2 (as compared with

343 in 1940-1) and increased to 362 this fall.

Interested as we are in improving the position of Span-

ish we are also, every one of us, more than ever convinced
of the enduring value of the study of French, both as a

language widely used in diplomatic and cultured circles in

Europe, Asia, Africa, and South America, and, more par-

ticularly, as a literature embodying many of the most
significant artistic, literary, philosophical, political, and
scientific contributions to world culture. We remain con-
vinced that the real France, the France of the Fighting

French, the France of millions of betrayed Frenchmen
under the German heel, awaits only the arrival of United
Nations forces on the continent of Europe to raise again

the banner of Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity, and to

resume its rightful place as a vital apostle of humanistic

culture.

Because of these convictions last year we reexamined
our French offerings in the light of present conditions and
made extensive changes. Leaving intact the high standard

of our major requirements as revised in 1931-2 we decided

to encourage the major student to choos-- .lore of her

clectives outside of the department in the fields of

social and scientific studies or in the field of the so-called

war minors. We made radical changes in one course, slight

changes in two others, and added five new ones, namely,
a two-hour semester course on Racine and one on Moliere

(Mr. Rossetti), a two-hour year course on the Nineteenth
Century French Novel (Madame Johnson), a three-hour

course on French Lyric Poetry from the Middle Ages to

the present (Miss Buckham), and a one-hour course in

French Civilization (Mr. Barker). The latter course, Land-
marks of French Culture, which is open without prere-

quisite to sophomores, juniors, and seniors, aims at a brief

*Thc title of Romance Language instead of Modern Language Department came into use at Sweet Briar in 193 8 when executive matters con-
cerning work in Gcrni.in were put in the iLinds of Miss Irene Huber.
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but suggestive presentation of the chief characteristics of

the outstanding periods in the development of French

culture—Middle Ages, Renaissance, Age of Louis XIV, Age

of Enlightenment, Modern Age. It is made possible by the

generous coiiperation of members of the Departments of

Art, History, Music, Philosophy, and Romance Languages.
''

The registration this year is twenty: four seniors, three

juniors, twelve sophomores, and one freshman (by special

permission). There is also a new course in Spanish, Spanish-

American Literature (Mr. Mangiafico), which was elected

both last year and this year by six students.

For qualified French majors who wish a maximum of

concentration in French we are continuing the Honors

Plan of Study. Since its inauguration in French in 1931-2

seven students have participated, Edith Railcy Dabney,

'32, Highest Honors in French, College Honors; Virginia

Cunningham Stovall, '3 5, High Honors in French, magna

cum laude; Rebecca Marriner, '3 J, High Honors in

French; Anne Spiers, '3 5, High Honors in French, magna

cum laude; Allen Bagby, '41, Highest Honors in French,

stimma cum laude; Edith Brainerd, '42, Honors in French;

Elizabeth Chamberlain, '42, Honors in French, magna cum
laude.

The library collections in French and Spanish are being

added to continually though it is no longer possible to

obtain books from abroad. A fortunate purchase made in

the fall of 1939 by the library, with the help of a grant

from the Faculty Research Committee, was a splendidly

preserved first edition of the Encyclopedie of Diderot in

thirty-five folio volumes.

Outstanding speakers are brought to the campus from

time to time under the auspices of the department. Last

year Pierre de Lanux, distinguished French internationalist

and man of letters, spent two weeks at Sweet Briar as resi-

dent lecturer, addressing many classes, various clubs, and

of course the entire college. This year Count Serge de

Fleury, author and diplomat, will make the campus a

two-day visit. Speakers brought by the Lectures and Con-

certs Committee or other agencies of the college are often

available for special gatherings, as for example Andre

Maurois in 1940, Juho Alvarez del Vayo, Isabel de Palencia,

Marina and Hilda del Prado, sculptresses of BoUvia, and

Hugo Balzo, Uruguayan pianist, in 1941 and 1942. Pan-

American Day has been observed since 1934, and May Day
of 193 8 consisted of a Pan-American Festival in which

the entire community took part in costume. In 1940-1 a

small faculty residence down the hill, temporarily vacant,

was turned into a "Maison Frangaise" in which six students

lived and spoke French for a year. The experiment, though

launched on short notice, proved successful enough to

warrant the establishment of French and Spanish Resi-

dences if and when quarters become available.

Space allotted to this article will not permit many
enumerations, but readers of the Alumnae News will

be interested to know that the following alumnae spent

their junior year at the Sorbonne with the Delaware For-

eign Study Group (the plan was introduced at Sweet Briar

by Mr. Worthington in 1930): Edith Railey Dabney, '32,

Abigail Shcpard Bean, '33, Langhorne Watts Austen, '33,

Alison Dunne Harrison, '35, Beverley H/// Furniss,'35, Mary
V. Marks, '3 5, Rebecca Marriner, '3 5, Marquart Powell

Doty, '36, Barbara Jarvis, '37, Julia Kidgely Peacock, '39,

Sarah A. Tams, '39, Julia T. "Worthington, '39, Adelaide

Boze, '40, Jane G. Bush, '40, Margaret Doivcll Cochran,
'40. Allen Bagby, '41, and Cynthia Harrison Drinkwater,

'41, joined the Delaware Group of 1939 but had to return

to Sweet Briar in the early fall after the outbreak of war.

Many of you do not realize how much interest we take

in what you do after graduation, or you would send the

alumnae office more adequate details about graduate study

or busii.ess and professional work. From a perusal of the

entries concerning French majors since 1930 and from
our recollection of certain other students particularly

language-minded it would seem that not a few of you

have done graduate work in modern languages, and not

a few are putting your knowledge of languages to pro-

fessional or business use. Dorothy Boyle Charles, '31, and

Margaret Fry Williams, '31, studied at the Sorbonne in

1931-2, Barbara Munter, '32, did so in 1932-3, Marie

LePine, '34, in 1934-5, and Anne Spiers, '35 in the summer
of 193 8. Anne Spiers later took her Master's degree in

French at Teachers College, Columbia University, while

teaching at the Dwight School, Engelwood, New Jersey.

She is now a WAVE. Elizabeth McKae Goddard, '31,

taught French for a time in a kindergarten on Long Island.

Helen Sim Mellen, '31, studied German at the University

of Munich in 1932-3. Martha von Briesen, '31, took her

Master's in French at Radcliffe in 1933. Elena Doty Angus,
'33, did graduate work in French and history at Columbia

in 1934-5, and Madeleine LePine Gipson, '33, studied Span-

ish and German there in 1933-4. Abigail Shepard Bean, '33,

took a Master's in Romance Languages at the University

of Cincinnati in 1937. Anne Corbitt Little, '34, spent the

year of 1935-6 as English Assistant in the Ecole Nationale

Professionnelle de Jeunes Filles in Bourges, France, and

taught French and English for two years in the Suffolk

High School, Suffolk, Virginia. Emihe Emory Washburn,
'34, studied French at Columbia University in 1934-5 and

at the Sorbonne in the spring of 1935. Rosemary Frey

Rogers, '34, is in charge of the College Division of the

Cincinnati Division of the American Book Company.
Margaret Koss Ellice, '34, studied French and Interior

Decorating in 1938 (place not mentioned). SaUie Flint

von Kann, '3 5, took a Master's in French at the University

of Illinois in 1936 and taught for a time at the French

Lycee in New York City. Virginia Gott Gilbert, '3 5, and

Elizabeth Klinedinst McGavran, '3 5 have made good use

of their knowledge of languages in library work, the former

at Sweet Briar. Rebecca Marriner, '3 5, has taught French

in high school, and is now completing her Doctorate in

Romance Languages at Johns Hopkins University. Beverley

Hill Furniss, '3 5, took her Master's in French at the Uni-

versity of Alabama. Claudia DeWolf, '3 5, completed her

Doctorate at the University of Dublin, Ireland, in 1938,

presenting a thesis on the treatment of death in Spanish

literature; she is now teaching French, Latin, and History

""'Any alumna interested in doing the reading for this course in Landmarks of French Culture is invited to write to the Alumnae Secretary or

to Mr. Barker for a copy of the outline and bibliography.
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in St. Andrew's School, Great Barrington, Massachusetts.

Also from the class of 193 5 there is Elizabeth Crawford,

concert singer whose repertory includes songs in many
languages. Barbara Jarvis, '37, after a course in secretarial

school, worked with the French Air Commission and with

the British Purchasing Commission, and is now with a

Belgian concern in New York. Sigur Moore Whitaker, '3 8,

was appointed to be English Assistant in a school at Pau,

France, for 1939-40, but war prevented her going to her

post; for a time she taught French in a school at Fort

Worth, Texas. Adelaide Boze, '40, received her Master's

in French from Columbia University in 1942, and is

teaching French at Fairfax Junior College in Waynesboro,

Virginia. Jeanne Harris, '40, is doing Hbrary work at the

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City. Ramona
Spiirlock Fite, '40, taught French in a public school at

Shreveport, Louisiana, last year. Allen Bagby, '41, is now
on the staff of Pour La Victoire, important French news-

paper published in New York City, and Joan Meacham,
'41, is doing translation for a New York business concern.

Four French exchange students have been the guests of

the college since 1930. Marcelle Doniinique Perrot, who
was here in 1930-1, is in occupied France with her hus-

band, an industrial engineer, and occasionally gets news

to us through a friend in unoccupied France. Antoinette

Leiillaiit Heslouin, who was at Sweet Briar in 1933-4, was
living in Lyon at the outbreak of the war, but went to

live with her family in Caen when her husband was mobi-

lized. No word has come from her since 1940. OdileCozette

spent the year of 193 5-6 at Sweet Briar and graduated

with the class of 193 6. After a year of study at Mt.
Holyoke she returned to France for further study at the

Sorbonne. The last news about her came from her mother
who wrote that Odile had entered a convent early in the

spring of 1940. Our present French guest is Antoinette Le

Bris of Paris who came over to visit friends in New York
in the summer of 1939 and was unable to return home.
She entered Sweet Briar as a freshman in 1941 at the

invitation of both the college and the student body (which
is contributing to her support) and came back this fall

under the same auspices to enjoy the work and activities of

sophomore year.

THE STAFF
Hugh S. Worthington, B.A., M.A., University of Vir-

ginia, Professor of Romance Languages. Department
Chairman until 1941. Honorary member of the class of

1942. Sabbatical leave in the first semester of 1931-2 spent

in association with the Delaware Foreign Study Group in

France. Director of Camp Alleghany, West Virginia, where

he spends his summers. At Sweet Briar since 1910.

Joseph E. Barker, B.A., B.D., Yale University; A.M.,

Harvard University; Ph.D., Columbia University, Pro-

fessor of Romance Languages. Department Chairman since

1941. Honorary member of the classes of 1936 and 1940.

On leave of absence during 1934-5 to serve as Director"'

of the Delaware Foreign Study Group at the Sorbonne.

Sabbatical leave in 193 8-9 spent in work for the Doctorate

at Columbia University. French reader for the College

Entrance Examination Board in summers of 1938, 1939,

1940, 1941. Doctoral dissertation, Diderot's Treatment

of the Christian Keligion in the Encyclopedic, published by

the King's Crown Press in 1941 '. Has made research out-

lines for articles on other contributors to the Encyclopedic

to be completed when access to libraries in France is again

possible. Now working on a critical bibliography of Buffon

for the eighteenth century volume of A Critical Biblio-

graphy of French Literature being published under a grant

from the Carnegie Corporation. At Sweet Briar since 193 0.

Cecile G. Johnson, M.A., Johns Hopkins University,

Associate Professor of French. Honorary member of the

class of 1931. Sabbatical leave in 1938-9 spent in study

at the Sorbonne. Now working on doctoral dissertation,

"Emile Faguet a travers ses oeuvres", and a dictionary

article on Faguet for a forthcoming Dictionary of Literary

and Dramatic Criticism. At Sweet Briar since 1926.

Salvatore C. Mangiafico, B.S., A.M., Columbia Univer-

sity, Associate Professor of Romance Languages. Sabbatical

leave during first semester of 1940-1 spent in working for

the Doctorate at Columbia University. Teaching Spanish.

Taught Spanish at the summer school of Johns Hopkins
University in 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942. Now working on
doctoral dissertation, "D'Annunzio in Spain ". At Sweet

Briar since 1931.

Laura T. Buckham, A.B., University of Vermont; A.M.,
Ph.D., Radcliffe College, Assistant Professor of Romance
Languages. Teaching French and Spanish. Spent summer
of 1941 in study of Spanish in Mexico City, and several

summers at the Middlebury Spanish School. Subject of

doctoral dissertation, "Le Sentiment de la solitude chez

quelques poetes symbolistes." At Sweet Briar since 1936.

John Rossetti, A.B., A.M.,New York University, Instruc-

tor in Romance Languages. Teaching French and Italian.

"Working on doctoral dissertation, "A Study of the Re-
ligious Ideas of Pierre Bayle in the Dictionnaire historiqiie

et critique." At Sweet Briar since 1937.

*Sce article "With the Juniors in France" in th; March 1935 number of the Alumnae News.

fRevicwcd in the /o«rn<i/ 0/ P/ji7o5o/)A>, September 11, 1941; Philosophic Abstracts; The Philosophical Reiirti, March 1942; Modern Language
Notes, May 1942; T/}e French Rctieti; May 1942; Tl>c Modern Language Reiieu (published in England for the Modern Humanities Research
Association), April 1942; The Reiieu of Religion, May 1942.
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Administrative Appointments

MR. DON C. WHEATON, Treasurer

Following the resignation of Mr. Dew, treasurer of the

college from 1906 until last June, Mr. Wheaton was ap-

pointed to that office by the Board of Directors. Mr.

Wheaton, who assumed his duties in mid-August, is a

graduate of Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio, where he was

elected to Phi Beta Kappa. He has been a trustee of Kenyon

for many years, during the last eight of which he has been

chaiman of the committee on investments. For twenty

years Mr. Wheaton was associated with Harris, Forbes and

Company and Chase Harris Forbes Corporation, both of

New York City, serving as a partner of the former firm

for five years and as vice-president of the latter after the

consolidation in 1931. Mr. and Mrs. Wheaton and their

two daughters, Jane and Anne are living in the home built

by Mr. James Russell Abbitt.

MISS MARTHA VON BRIESEN

Director of Public Relations

Martha von Briesen, A.B. Sweet Briar, A.M. Radcliffe,

succeeds Miss Margaret Banister as director of Public Re-

lations. Martha was elected president of the Alumnae

Association for 1942-1944; from 1934 through 1938, she

was publicity chairman of the Alumnae Fund. Her ex-

perience since college as a newspaper reporter in Milwaukee

and for two years editor of a twenty page monthly maga-

zine provides her an excellent background for her work
in the Public Relations office. Alumnae will recall with

pleasure her articles in past issues of the Alumnae News
first perhaps in connection with the Alumnae Fund. In

December, 1936 she wrote "European Motoring Made
Easy" and the next year "The Library and How It Grew".

Last year, she tackled and successfully summarized in a

vivid way the questionnaires sent to all graduates in 1941,

the title "Given—Facts and Figures".

MISS JANET AGNEW, Librarian

Miss Janet Agnew, the new librarian, is successor to

Miss Lomer, who resigned last June. For the past three

years, Miss Agnew has been an instructor in the Library

School of Louisiana State University and she served in a

similar capacity at McGill for five years. For three years

she was a stafF member of the Redpath Library. Miss

Agnew holds B.A. and M.A. degrees from the University

of Manitoba.

MRS. LILL, Member of WAVES

Mrs. Lill, Registrar of Sweet Briar since 1928, accepted

appointment as a lieutenant in the Women's Naval Reserve

Lifutauiiit Lili

and was assigned to the selection board which considers

applications of Virginia and West Virginia women for

commissions as officer-candidates in the Women's Naval

Reserve.

During the last war she served as personnel director and

office manager of the British War Mission.

Applicants for the WAVES in this area take tests at the

Medical College of Virginia in Richmond. They are given

aptitude tests and physical examinations as demanding as

those given to male candidates.

MISS JEANETTE BOONE

Registrar "for the Duration"

Jeanette Boone, '27 who has ably fulfilled the duties of

the Registrar in Mrs. Lill's two previous leaves of absence

from the college, has been appointed to that post for the

duration. In this capacity, she becomes chairman of the

Committee on Admission and a member of the Committee

on Advanced Standing. Miss Frances TurnbuU, a Vassar

graduate who assisted in the office of the registrar during

Mrs. Lill's absence last year, has resumed that position.
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Sweet Briar Begins the 37th Session
By Jeanette Boone

The Orictitatiott Committee Welcomes the Freshvtett

"Thursday, September 17, 1942—Opening Convoca-

tion, 7:30 p.m. in the Chapel", and Sweet Briar College

opened its 37th regular session. The total enrollment for

the year 1942-1943 is 452; 434 in dormitories, 7 at Box-

wood Inn, 2 at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Mangiafico, and

12 day students hving at home. There are 279 old students

and 173 new students.

This student body comes from 3 5 states and 5 foreign

countries distributed as follows:

268 students from Southern states

100 students from North Eastern states
^

74 students from North Central states
\

59';

39';

2';
4 students from Western states

6 students from foreign countries

We are happy to count among our students one Chinese

girl, who is with us for the third year, and one French
student, who is now living with friends in this country, is

a sophomore. Both of these girls have made valuable con-

tributions to our community life. Among our new students

we welcome this fall two girls from the British Isles, one

from England and one from Scotland. Both are living

in this country, and both have had two years of preparatory

work in the United States.

While Sweet Briar held its opening Convocation on
Thursday, September 17 it was not the beginning of col-

lege to the 173 new students. A steady program of events

began for them at 9:00 a.m. Tuesday, September 15, so

that by Thursday they felt that they had seen "hard

service" and were truly members of a busy Sweet Briar

community. The Program of Opening Days arranged by

the College and the Orientation Committee of the Student

Government consists largely of a series of tests, conferences

and picnics, and is designed to acquaint new students with

the College and to find out their interests and special abil-

ities in an endeavor to arrange the best class schedule for

each.

The 173 new students who matriculated in 1942 were

accepted for admission from 427 applicants. Last year

Sweet Briar accepted a little over 31' i of its applicants;

this year about 40' f. This drop in applications is to be

expected in these times. But it is time also for us to take

account of stock and to appreciate all over again the

privilege that is ours to have had or to be obtaining a

college education. In this war one is constantly impressed

bv the almost universal demand for college-trained men
and women. One Government department after another,

one war and essential industry after another call to service

the college graduates of our country.

The Committee on Admission, charged with the duty of

selecting the students who present the strongest and most

desirable credentials, is composed of ten members of the
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Faculty. Its meetings begin in October and continue

steadily through May. The whole Committee meets once

or twice each month during the year to consider matters

of policy regarding the admission of candidates, exceptions

to the recommended pattern of entrance units published

in the catalogue, and to consider irregular units not listed

in the catalogue among the usual electives. Throughout

the second semester the Committee meets in small groups

to consider individually each applicant who has completed

her entrance credentials. These meetings of the small groups

are held at least once a week—sometimes more often

—

for the purpose of selecting the students whose preparation

seems best suited to the successful accomplishment of

college work as it is geared at Sweet Briar.

During recent years there has been a steady increase in

the number of new students admitted from Southern

states. In 1942 64% come from the South as compared

with 60% in 1941 and J0% in 1940. Virginia leads the

states with 29. North Carolina is second with 18, Florida

third with 13. (The largest number previously admitted

from Florida in any year for which we have these figures

was four in 1939). Georgia and Texas tie for fourth place.

121 different institutions sent us these 173 students. 59

are public high schools, 52 are private secondary schools,

10 are junior colleges, liberal arts colleges and universities.

42% of the students entered from public schools, 51%
from private schools and the remainder entered from in-

stitutions of higher learning. 93% of our new students

were admitted by certificate or by examinations, the re-

maineder were admitted by transfer from other colleges

and universities, or by the Progressive Educational Asso-

ciation Plan.''' Of the class entering in 1942, 57% were

admitted by certificate, 36% were admitted by examina-

tions; the largest number of these offered April examina-

tions of the College Entrance Examination Board. This is

6% more than were admitted by examination in 1941.

Candidates are considered for admission on certificate if

they have made strong records in accredited schools, and
acceptable score on a scholastic aptitude test, and are rec-

ommended by their schools for scholarship and character.

In general they should rank in the highest quarter of their

class. With the approval of the Committee on Admission
candidates may take examinations to supplement the cer-

tificate. April College Board examinations are required

for all competitive freshman scholarship applicants.

It is a difficult and important task to arrange the study
programs of the new students so that a certain amount of

homogeniety will prevail in the classes. That is one reason

so many tests are given during the first three days. From
the results of these tests and conference, and from the

letters and recommendation we ask each apphcant to send

us before admission, certain abilities and interests are dis-

covered, and schedules are arranged accordingly in so far

as is possible. For example, the French Placement Test
pointed out about six freshmen who should enter advanced
French courses in college, and at the other end of the

scale the test detected about eight students who should

enter less advanced courses if they planned to continue the

study of French at Sweet Briar. This early warning about

weaknesses in French preparation prevents many failures

in the freshman year. Similar opportunities are offered in

German and Spanish. Sweet Briar uses the tests of the

Cooperative Test Service in French, German and Spanish.

Those in charge of advising new students about language

courses have found the tests most valuable.

The Department of English offers an opportunity to

gain exemption from Freshman Composition. This year

four freshmen are exempted and are continuing their study

of English at an advanced level. A similar opportunity is

offered in Music, and three freshmen are excused from
Elementary Theory and Ear Training, and are now enrolled

in Counterpoint. Our experience in the use of Achieve-

ment Tests is of such great value that the expenditure of

time and effort (at a time when both are at a premium.)
is well repaid. Students whose preparation or aptitude in

certain fields has been superior to the average are thus

allowed to enter classes at an advanced level, classes in

which they will meet the stimulation and challenge that

would be lacking for them in less advanced courses.

It is interesting to follow the "trend of the times" in its

effect on problems centering around college admission.

To illustrate: we find a decreasing number of students

who offer four units of French. At the same time an in-

creasing number have had Spanish in preparatory school.

In this same connection the Committee on Admission has

been asked to approve units in Spanish-American and
Latin-American History by three different schools. We
have been asked to accept a course in Russian culture for

admission. We have just received a letter from a group of

schools centered around one of our large metropolitan dis-

tricts, asking the right to substitute war-time courses for

some of the courses that have been set up as admission

requirements. These war-time courses cover such varied

subject matter as Nutrition, Home Nursing, First Aid and
Child Care, Agriculture, Mechanical Drawing, Welding
and Fundamentals of Shopwork and many others.

The general impetus given to the study of mathematics
and sciences by the innumerable pleas for men and women
trained in these subjects is already reflected in the pattern

of entrance units presented by this year's freshmen. Three
units of mathematics is recommended for admission to

Sweet Briar, so it follows that the large number of our
students present three units, but the number presenting

four units has doubled this year over last year.

It is interesting also to trace this ""trend of the times" and
see how it affects the course election of Sweet Briar stu-

dents. Last year and again this year elections in Spanish

have gone way up. Elementary Spanish doubled in 1941,

and continues at this high level. This year registration in

the second year course, '"Introduction to Spanish Litera-

ture" has more than doubled. Following this awakened in-

terest in the study of the Spanish language and all things

Spanish, especially as it concerns Spanish-American hfe

(Conthuied on nexi page)

*Sweet Briar has been cooperating with a selected group of schools in an experiment sponsored by the Progressive Education Association. We
have admitted a relatively small number of students under this Plan each year since 193 6, in all 3 1 students. The experiment will terminate
with the class entering in 1943.
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On Campus
By Phyllis Tenney, '44

THIS year hasn't seemed any different from others in

the very familiar things which always seem to make
the first few weeks a hectic, uncoordinated bedlam; you

know what we have in mind: the first stepsinging with

the excitement of announcements and the warm feeling

that comes from seeing all four classes in their places and

hearing the old songs again, the new songs for the first

time, moving day with its accompanying confusion and

lost bureau drawers, the initial appearance of the freshman

aprons, the unceasing and mysterious goings-on of the

Tau Phis and Chung Mungs. Yes, it's all been the same

and it's all been wonderful.

This long Christmas vacation—have you heard? A re-

cent convocation in which Miss Glass announced that this

year would bring a Christmas vacation lasting from De-
cember 16th to January 18th has created a lot of talk.

Instead of anticipating a long pull from January
16th until Commencement on June 15th, people seem to

be getting ready to sit back and appreciate the famous
Sweet Briar springs. A wonderful attitude is one we hap-

pened upon the other day. Someone remarked, "This will

probably be the last time many of us will all be together

in one place for the duration. It is a time when we should

strengthen our friendships and our feeling of belonging

to each other and to Sweet Briar—strengthen them enough
to last long after this spring is over."

There is much emphasis on helping in the war effort. No
one wants to feel that being here in this peaceful spot

means we are not doing everything possible. The Emerg-
ency Service Committee of last year is under way as the

War Service Committee under the able chairmanship of

Dr. Short.

We have had the scrap drive; a Red Cross work room
is open and faculty and students are assisting with the

county quota of surgical dressings under the direction of

Mrs. Barker; conservation of electricity and heat will be

carried on with charts of last year's unit consumption
before us and a campaign to better that record. We
have heard a lot about the departmental clubs plans for

more active participation and rumor is that they will be

remodeled so as to fit their programs to that of the War

Commit-Service

tee.

Bringing the
war right up to

the Sweet Briar

cupola is the fact

that we've lost

three popular fac-

ulty members —
Dr. Cameron, Dr.

Wengert, and Mr.

Finch — to the

Government
(though they have

been replaced by

others just as wel-

come.) Never to

be forgotten,
though, is the sight

we had in the

post office the

other day. Cecil

was there, the

same beaming
Cecil, but this

time in full sail-

or's regalia.

We haven't been here very many Friday nights but

already there has been a two piano concert given by Bart-

lett and Robinson and a lecture by Mr. Jay Allen, the well

known journalist. The latter who spoke to a full audience

on October 9th has been the cause of heated discussion

and argument ever since. A fascinating and brilliant per-

sonality, Mr. Allen gave a lecture which will be long

remembered.

We're thinking of organizing a club these days for all

Sweet Briarites for whom matrimony still lies ahead. In

other words so many wedding rings are in evidence—what

with Posy Hazard Danforth, Peggy Roudin Rubenssohn,

Barbara McNeill Blessing, Valerie Jones Materne, and

Scotty Simmons McConnell—that the rest of us have to

band together in defense.

Cecil on Furlough. He /ells the Navy that

he "was at Sweet Briar four years and each

one better than the last'."

and culture, a new course was introduced by Mr. Mangia-
fico in 1941: "Spanish-American Literature". Again this

year it is a popular Spanish course. Two new courses are

offered in History, one entitled: "Studies in Spanish His-
tory" is given by Mrs. Raymond this semester, and the

second, a year course, "Nations of Latin-America" is given

by Miss Dorothy Dillon.

In 1941 elections in French courses decreased about 2J%.
The 1942 registration is just about at the same level. The
Department of Romance Language is offering a new course
this year designed to study the periods of outstanding
French culture.

Registration in Chemistry, Physics and Mathematics has

increased significantly. It is also interesting to note the

increased popularity of courses in Religion.

Recognizing the fact that we are in a war demanding

an "all-out" effort of boys and girls as well as older men

and women, an opportunity has been given students to

obtain special skills, such as typing, stenography, mechan-

ical drawing and elementary technique, in extra-curricular

courses sponsored by the Committee on Personnel. But over

and above the need to train girls to carry out these specific

tasks demanded on the mihtary and home fronts, liberal

arts colleges hold before them the need for women trained

to possess "an intelligent understanding of the world today,

and an ability to evaluate knowledge and to use it".

These have long been considered important objectives of

the college, and Sweet Briar's courses and teaching

methods have been developed in an effort to produce these

results.
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Scotts Return After Fifteen Months in Brazil

BRAZIL'S declaration of war against the Axis was of

great personal concern to Dr. Ewing C. Scott, his

wife and their three children.

Dr Scott was two days out of Brazil flying back to the

United States with his six year old son, Peter, when the

news of Brazil's declaration reached him. Mrs. Scott and

their two daughters, Dorothy and Betty Ruth, were still

in the South American country, waiting until they could

get seats on northbound planes. Fortunately, they were

able to get passage in a few days' time, and the family

was reunited at Sweet Briar about two weeks after they

had separated in Belen, Para, Brazil.

Originally they had planned to return the entire distance

by sea, but the step-up in submarine sinkings of Brazilian

vessels led them to change their plans. The ship which

sailed imm.ediately after the one on which they had jour-

neyed as far as Belen was one of those sunk.

Dr Scott said he was of the opinion that about 95 9(

of the Brazilians were in favor of the declaration of war
against the Axis. Although the sporadic riots against Ger-

man and Italian-owned shops during the past few months
were not approved of, they undoubtedly met with popular

sympathy.

When they left Sweet Briar in June, 1941, the Scotts

sailed for Rio de Janeiro, where they made their headquart-

ers throughout their stay.

"Rio is incredibly spectacular," said Dr. Scott. "You
can't believe it even when you are looking at it. Archi-

tecturally, it is ornate and comfortless."

Although the house which they rented had a gas stove

and they were able to rent an electric refrigerator, as in

all Brazilian houses there was no provision for heating of

any kind. The winter temperature was often as low as 5 5

degrees, and the house was so cold that at times the entire

family gathered in the kitchen, around the stove, and
when they went to bed they used hot water bottles and
a heated electric iron to warm their feet.

"We had Brazilian style meals," Dr. Scott continued,

"because we couldn't afford to eat American foods, which
were very expensive there. Black beans and rice are the

staples of Brazilian diet and they appear on every table

twice daily. Lots of beef and some kid are meats

obtainable."

"The Portuguese vocabulary," he explained, "has no
word for breakfast. Small wonder, too, because what the

natives eat upon rising could scarcely qualify as a meal.

They drink coffee with lots of hot milk and eat tough,

continental-type rolls. Oranges are very cheap and after

we were able to find an orange squeezer, our cook made
a liter of orange juice for us every morning. After that

we found breakfast far more to our liking."

Dr. Scott, who was on sabbatical leave, went to South
America primarily for a rest, and although he spent a good
deal of time writing a chemistry textbook, he was able to

take several long trips and many short ones. Mrs. Scott,

who has made quite a reputation for herself as a painter,

also found time to indulge in that interest, and she has

brought back about twenty South American canvases. Mrs.

Scott's paintings were exhibited in a one man show at the

Museu Nacional de Bellos Artes in Rio de Janeiro.

Because they had taken their car with them, the entire

family was able to journey from Rio to Montivideo and

back, a distance of 4,600 miles, some of them in northern

Uruguay over almost impassable roads. They spent the

last month of the summer vacation, February and early

March, making the trip.

In September Dr. and Mrs. Scott took a 5,000 mile

journey, going by train across the state of Matto Grosso

to the Bolivian frontier, then by steam launch down the

Paraguay river to Asuncion, the capital of Paraguay. From
there they flew to the Falls of the Iguassu, which are ap-

proximately twice as high and extensive as Niagara anJ
a spectacular sight.

The Scott children attended the Escola Americana, which
is used by all Americans and by the children of most of

the foreign diplomats in Rio. The schools of Brazil open
their year in March to correspond with the seasons as do
the schools in our country, but the Escola Americana is

an exception to this rule. It is articulated with schools in

the northern continent. The first semester begins late in

June, which is the middle of winter, thus enabling those

pupils who have attended North American schools to re-

turn in time for the opening of the new term. The long

vacation follows the close of the first semester and is in

turn followed by the second semester, which ends only

a few days before the first term opens in June. The Escola

Americana is one of the few remaining schools where classes

are conducted in other than the Portuguese tongue. It is

permitted to do so in spite of the Brazilian decree issued

some time ago forbidding the use of a foreign language
in any school except in the specific classes where that

language or literature is the subject.

Dr. Scott said they were all impressed by the friendhness

and courtesy of the Brazilians towards them. They in turn
liked the Brazilians very much, and they feel that most of

the natives of that country are fond of America and of

Americans. Although it is customary to warn travelers

from the United States to refer to themselves as North
Americans because some of the South Americans resent

not being included in the term, 'American', this is not the

case in Brazil, according to the Scotts' experiences. Per-

haps because Brazil is as large as the United States its

people have no feeling of inferiority and are not insulted

when a native of this country calls himself an American.
To them, the designation 'America' means the United
States, as it does to us.

Without exception, all the Brazilians who had been in

this country pleased them by saying they could never
begin to repay the many kindnesses and the hospitality

which had been extended to them in the United States.
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Ralph Adams Cram

THE death of Ralph Adams Cram brings a distinc:

loss to Sweet Briar. Mr. Cram of Sudbury, Massa-

chusetts, died September twenty-second in Boston. An
authority on Gothic architecture, he was considered one

of the world's foremost architects. He re-designed the

Cathedral of St. John the Divine in New York and he

designed the buildings at the United States Militar)'

Academy at West Point, Princeton University, Rice

Institute in Texas, the college buildings of Sweet Briar.

To Sweet Briar students and alumnae Mr. Cram is best

known for his basic plans and complete design for the

buildings of the college. He spent many days on campus
and made the Founders' Day address in 192 9.

Mr. Cram was in Italy when the firm was working on

the plans for the library. A plan was adopted which was
only half-way satisfactory. In a conversation with Miss

Glass in Boston, Mr. Cram declared, "I don't like this

library. Let's throw it away." Miss Glass agreed, "I never

have liked it. You can throw it as far as you please."

Perched on high stools before the drawing board, Mr. Cram
with Miss Glass' approval sketched roughly the present

library. The red background of the shelves in the browsing

room is a direct copy of Mr. Cram's own library.

A location for a future enlarged Boxwood Inn has been

selected by Mr. Cram and Elijah's Road was developed as

a residential district under his guidance. He greatly desired

to build the chapel for which a beautiful design is complete

and we regret that his plans could not have been completed

in his lifetime.

Though he was interested principally in Gothic Archi-

tecture, Mr. Cram was particularly fond of the Georgian

buildings at Sweet Briar.

Alumnae in the News

Margaret Banister, '16, who served in the Ordnance
department of the War department in 1918-1919, has been

called to serve again in a new capacity. She is the Organiz-

ation Director of the Women's Interest Section for the

Bureau of Public Relations of the United States

Army.

HildegarJc Flaiiiicr, ex '21, received excellent notice of

her poetry in the New York Times book review of August
twenty-third. "It is a small verse that one takes great

pleasure in. Fastidious rather than formidable, it carries its

weight in quiet, beautifully articulated statements of pri-

vate experience. The American scene is described in pleas-

ant, intimate terms."

Charlotte Anderson, ex '22, formerly chief technician

in the physio-therapy department of the James Whitcomb
Riley hospital for children is now with the Indiana Base

Hospital Unit in foreign service.

Eleanor Sikcs Peters, ex '24, was guest artist recently at

the Fort Wayne Indiana college club, branch of the

A.A.U.W. "Contrasting Portraits", a program of story

and drama was the presentation. After her undergraduate
days at Sweet Briar, Eleanor Sikes continued her study at

the University of Wisconsin and in New York dramatic
studios.

Adaline Beeson, '2 8,—quoting the Cleveland Plain Dealer
is "typical of the women students in the present class of
the aircraft inspector training school in Akron, Ohio,
department of the Goodyear Aircraft Corporation. The
students are all handpicked first by officials of the Good-
year Aircraft Corporation. Qualifications for the inspectors
call for diplomacy, tactfulness and a pleasing personality."

Marjorie Mondell Landa, ex '28, has taken over a man's

job in the sheetmetal shop of the Pennsylvania Central

Airlines at the National Airport in Los Angeles.

Kafherine Perry Darfeld has been appointed Director of

the Potter County Tuberculosis Committee with an office

in Coudersport, Pennsylvania. "The selection of Mrs. Dar-
feld to direct this important health work is in line with the

decision of the committee to carry on a stronger program
of tuberculosis prevention and health promotion."

Martha Lee Poston, '30, has written a new book, "The
Monkey Spirit". It is based on Chinese folk-lore. The Rich-

mond News Leader carried the announcement of its publi-

cation during this summer.

Mary G. Krone, ex '34, vice-president of the Association

of New York State Young Republican clubs, is co-chair-

man of the committee working in the interests of the Re-
publican candidate for Representative-at-large. Mary has

also been active in war relief work in Westchester County.

Mary Marks, '3 5, appointed in July the supervisor of

Civilian defense for Virginia, has made addresses in Roa-
noke, Amherst, Norfolk and at Westhampton College in

Richmond.

Isabel Olmstead Hayttes, '37, appeared, with other young
people who are holding important jobs due to the war
emergency, in a recent issue of Vogue. At twenty-seven
"she is publicity supervisor at the advertising agency where
she worked as a file clerk before the war time fluidity of
business sent her career skidding ahead. She became assistant

to the publicity manager. This year he was drafted. Another
man went into war work. She took over the work of both,
combined in one jammed-full job."
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From the ^y[dmi?iistrative Cale?idar

"Vacation plans" were not long a part of President

Glass" calendar last summer. Trips oft campus for Miss

Glass were usually in the line of duty as speaker and com-
mittee member. In August, she was one of seven speakers

who formed a symposium on higher education at the

National Institute on Education and War at American
University in Washington. Following closely upon this

meeting Miss Glass went to Northampton to attend a

meeting of the Advisory Council of Educators to the

Navy department. The council assisted in formulating

training course plans for the Women's Naval Reserve

School which opened at Smith College on October sixth.

On October fourth, Miss Glass represented Sweet Briar

College and the American Association of University

Women at the fiftieth anniversary celebration of the

Woman's College of North Carolina at Greensboro.

Dean Lyman with Dr. Lyman attended the third annual

Conference on Science, Philosophy and Religion and the

Democratic Way of Life at the Men's Faculty club of

Columbia University. Many scholars and representatives

of the principal religious organizations of this country

met in this five day conference, the purpose of which was

to discuss means to safeguard democracy in the United

States by unifying our culture under a democratic phi-

losophy.

On October eighteenth, Mrs. Lyman conducted the

service at the Unitarian Church in Lynchburg; November
fifth Mrs. Lyman, who is serving her fifth year as an

alumna trustee, will attend the Trustees meeting at Mount
Holyoke College.

Department and Faculty News
AKT

The department of Art was host last spring to the

Southeast Regional conference of the College Art Associa-

tion. Miss Robinson organized the conference, arranged

its first program and made an address of welcome. Two
members of the department presented papers. Mr. Lin-

forth's subject was "The Place of Studio Practice in the

College Curriculum". Mr. De Rocco's paper entitled, "An
Appeal to College Art Teachers", was a revivifying of the

aphorism "art begins at home", emphasizing the contribu-

tions an art teacher can make to personal attitudes toward
what is artistic in our lives and surroundings at college.

Mr. De Rocco spent a large part of the summer on an
oil painting entitled, "Prayer". In June he completed a

book, as yet unpublished.

Mr. Linforth spent a very busy summer and continues
to be actively engaged as Price Adviser to the Amherst
County War Price and Rationing Board and is now a

member of the Board.

CHEM/STRY
Mr. Scott has returned from a year's leave of absence

which was spent in Brazil with his family. (Interesting

details of the South American sojourn will be found on
page 12—Editor.)

Miss Thylhs Williams, acting head of the department
during Mr. Scott's absence, has resigned to accept a posi-

tion as research librarian at Universal Oil Products Com-
pany, Chicago, a petroleum research firm.

Mrs. Scott and Katherine Steil, a junior, are assistants in

the department this year.

ENGLISH
Recent changes in the department of Enghsh include

three new members of the department, four new courses,

and comprehensive examinations for students majoring in

English.

For years the department has advocated comprehensive
examinations. In May, 1940, examinations were held for

the first time in Enghsh and in Philosophy, Psychology

and Education, the only two departments willing to insti-

tute the plan. At the end of the sophomore year students

begin work on a reading list which with the work studied

in English courses and an advanced survey of English

Literature for seniors, forms the basis of the comprehensive

examinations held in the spring of the senior year. The
examinations are calculated to test the students' knowledge,

appreciation and critical insight and to encourage integra-

tion of their English studies.

Mr. Connor, Miss Long, Miss Stochholm and Miss Ramage
continue in the department but there have also been

changes in the personnel. Mr. Raymond Short has succeeded

Mr. Bennett, now a member of the staff of Olivet College.

Miss Mary Louise Pettis has followed Mrs. Elizabeth Jack-

son, who is working towards her Ph.D. at the University

of Virginia. Miss Lisa Rauschenbusch has taken over the

work of Mr. J. E. Michael, who first went to WiUiams
College and has since joined the Navy.

Mr. Short has the degrees of A.M. and Ph.D. from
Cornell University where he taught for six years. Later he

became a member of the Yale faculty. At Sweet Briar he

is equally successful in the tutorial groups of the Honors
Plan of Study and in his popular lecture course in Modern
Poetry. His scholarship is indicated by his partially com-
pleted work on a life of Lucy, Countess of Bedford; his

executive ability in his appointment to the chairmanship

of the faculty Committee on War Service.

Miss Mary Louise Pettis, whose father is Professor of

Physics and Geology at Wofford College and who came
to Sweet Briar from Limestone College, has bachelor and
master's degrees from Goucher College and the University

of North Carolina and has studied at the Breadloaf School

of Enghsh. Miss Pettis has discrimination and enthusiasm
and her very real concern with the art of writing and
criticism is transmitted to her students.

Miss Rauschenbusch, member of a distinguished family

of writers and educators, is a graduate of Cornell Uni-
versity at which institution she is well on the way to the

Ph.D. degree. Miss Rauschenbusch's interest in the theatre

is both scholarly and practical.
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She has appeared upon the New York stage and she took

time this summer from her dissertation on the Aesthetics

of the Theatre to take the lead in Noel Coward's Private

Lives. Her theatre and radio experience together with a gift

of leadership has made the Paint and Patches productions

achievements in education and enjoyment. She has con-

tinued the plan of recordings, courses and clinical assistance

for students in Speech.

Two new courses have been offered by Miss Rauschen-

busch— Theatre Preseiitafioir. Theories and Practices, a

study of the relationship of the written play to its presenta-

tion on the stage; and Dramatic Criticism and Playwriting

in which plays are written after a study of dramatic theory.

Miss Ethel Ramage has offered Social Trends in English

Literature, a timely study of the reflection in English liter-

ature of social changes such as the rise of the middle class

and the Industrial Revolution. Miss Ramage's doctoral

dissertation at the University of Wisconsin on Chartism

indicates her interest and equipment for such a course.

Mr. Short's new course, Introduction to Literary Criti-

cism, was so successful at Yale that he is offering it here.

Various literary forms, not always English are examined

in the light of principles laid down by critics from Plato

to the present time.

GREEK AND LATIN

The registration in Greek has doubled this year with

twenty-three students in the beginning class alone. Latin

meanwhile is holding its own.

Miss Malz has written an article which is to appear soon

in Byzantion, a publication formerly printed in Paris and

now being continued in this country in an American
series under its editor, the distinguished Belgian scholar,

Henri Gregoire. The title of her article is "The Date of

Justinian's Edict 13".

MATHEMATICS
During her sabbatical leave in 1941-1942 Miss Morenus

studied Differential Geometry at the University of Cali-

fornia.

Miss Cole was acting head of the department in 1941-

1942 and she was assisted by Kathleen Ward '40, who had

done graduate work at the University of Buffalo during

the previous year. Kathleen is a granddaughter of Mrs.

Walker, whom many alumnae remember with affection.

At a meeting of the Mathematical Society at Vassar

College in September, Miss Morenus and Miss Cole saw

Julia Bower, now acting head of Mathematics at Connecti-

cut College for Women. Since leaving Sweet Briar, Miss

Bower obtained her doctor's degree at Chicago University.

The enrollment in mathematics has increased, both

among freshmen and major students following the tend-

ency at this time to emphasize the exact sciences. A new
course. Statistics, which is proving useful is taught by
Miss Cole.

MUSIC

Miss Agnes K. McLean will carry on the work of Mr.
Pinch who is on leave for the duration. Miss McLean
holds the Master of Music degree from the Westminster

Choir College and the Master of Sacred Music degree from
Union Theological Seminary. Her study includes work in

voice, piano, organ, composition and conducting.

Miss Susanna McCreath, graduate of Vassar, takes the

place of Miss Umbreit, who has been granted a leave of

absence to continue her study in New York. Miss

McCreath, who holds a Bachelor of Music degree from
Yale, has spent the last two years there as a teaching

fellow.

PHYSICS

Mr. Edwards spent the past summer teaching elementary

physics and mathematics to ground school classes in con-

nection with the Civilian Pilot Training course given by
Lynchburg College cooperating with the Preston Glenn
airfield. At the same time he taught one class in physics

in the Lynchburg College summer school in connection

with their acceleration program. During the spring and
summer months, always an ardent gardener, Mr. Edwards
took part in the Victory garden program by raising more
food than usual on his own acres and by checking on what
his neighbors were doing in the same line.

DIVISION OF SOCIAL STUDIES

In 1941-1942, the departments of history and govern-

ment, economics and sociology were incorporated into a

new division of Social Studies.* It is hoped that the divi-

sional plan will allow for closer cooperation in the four

nelds, while at the same time students may emphasize

anyone of the fields in the major. Several members of the

staff are teaching courses in more than one sub-division.

This is true of the three new members of the staff—^Miss

Dillon teaches both history and economics, Mr. Eyre,

history and government, and Mr. Rohrlich, economics and

government. Miss Gladys Boone acted as chairman of the

group of the faculty which planned for the new Division

of Social Studies.

Two new courses have been added to the History offer-

ings: a two semester course on Nations of Latin America,

and a one semester course. Studies in Spanish History. To
increase enrollment in courses on the history of the United

States of America, the survey course on the sophomore

level has been divided into two one semester courses, the

break being made at the year 1865.

The general subject under which topics will be reported

on in this year's major in International Affairs is "The
Diplomatic Background of Areas in the Present World
War." Relatively small areas such as the Dutch East

Indies, Madagascar, the Aleutian Islands, Malta, and St.

Pierre and Miquelon will be considered subjects appropriate

for discussion.

Miss Dorothy Dillon, a new member of the Social Studies

Division, is a graduate of Hunter College with a Master's

degree from Columbia. Since 1940 she has been a research

assistant and a substitute teacher of history at Hunter.

This summer Miss Dillon was engaged in a Latin American
project sponsored by the office of the Coordinator of Inter-

American Affairs at the Lincoln School in New York.

Mr. George F. Rohrlich, a research fellow at the Brook-

ings Institution, came to Sweet Briar this year as an in-
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structor in the Division of Social Studies. Holder of a J.D.

degree from the University of Vienna, 1937, and of a

diploma for postgraduate study at the Consular academy

of Vienna in 193 8, Mr. Rohrlich came to Harvard on a

Harvard refugee scholarship in 1939. He was there

working towards his Ph.D. received in 1941 in political

economy and government. Since that time he has held

several research assistantships in this country in addition

to his work at Brookings.

Mr. James K. Eyre, Jr., another new member of the

Social Studies Division, received his A.B., A.M. and Ph.D.

degrees from the University of Michigan, having done his

major work in political science. While at Michigan, Mr.

Eyre served for three years as assistant in the department

of Political Science and as research assistant to Professor

Haydn. During two summers he held the Fellowship of

the Institute of Far Eastern Studies and was research student

at- Harvard. During the fall of 1940, Mr. Eyre worked

with the American Institute of Public Opinion and for

eighteen months thereafter he held a post with the Library

of Congress doing research in government and interna-

tional affairs for Congressmen, their staffs and war agencies.

There is scarcely a course in Sociology that has not felt

the impact of the war situation and that has not had

some change of emphasis as a result; for example, in Social

Psychology more attention is given than formerly to

propaganda techniques.

Mrs. Wailes' course in The Family has proved so popular

with the seniors that two sections are now given—one for

seniors who have had no sociology previously and a more
advanced section for students who have had Introductory

Sociology.

Miss Beard is offering a new course in Delinquency and
Crime, a field in which she has done much research.

The beginning sociology class is being given in two
separate parts—the first semester, Introduction, and the

second semester. Social Problejns. The introduction to soci-

ology is now prerequisite to most courses in sociology, giv-

ing a better sequence than formerly.

Mrs. Wailes has resumed her classes after a year's sab-

batical leave which she spent in doing research work for

her doctoral dissertation in the field of population study.

In order to assist with this study the Virginia State Plan-

ning Board made her a research grant. As many other

faculty members, she was the recipient also of a grant by
the Sweet Briar Committee on Faculty Research to be used

for necessary research materials. These later become the

property of the college library.

Extra-curricular activities of the members of the

Division of Social Studies present a wide and varied range.

In March, 1942, Miss Boone published The Women's
Trade Union Leagues in Great Britain and the U. S. A. one

of the Colum.bia Studies in history, economics and public

law. Recently she collaborated on the revision of the article

on Great Britain, for reprinting in the Encyclopedia Britan-

nica. During the summer Miss Boone attended the Writers'

Conference at Breadloaf, Vermont. She later visited Miss

Lomer in Canada and at the same time collected material

from the International Labor Office in Montreal.

During the past academic year Mrs. Raymond delivered

lectures before two state chapters of the American Asso-

ciation of University Women. At the Staunton meeting

her subject was "Writing for Non Profit" and in Rich-

mond, "Clio and her sister Muses." The September issue of

the Journal of Modern History carries a review by Mrs.

Raymond of The Dignify of Kingship Asserted by "G. S.",

a facsimile reproduction of a political pamphlet issued

in 1660.

Miss Eraser, during the past year as a detail of her

research for Arthur Lee's letters, secured his journals and
now has them in typescript copy. These journals are val-

uable for accounts of Lee's diplomatic missions in France,

in Spain and in the negotiations with the Indians in

western Pennsylvania in the name of the Continental

Congress.

Miss Sanford's speech given last year at the Southern

Historical Association in Atlanta on "The Study of An-
cient History in the Middle Ages" will be printed in a

forthcoming issue of the Journal of the History of Ideas.

Miss Sanford spent a great part of the summer at Sweet

Briar in preparation for the new course. Introduction to

Modern History, a basic course of the Division of Social

Studies. In August she did some research in the Widener
Library. With other Sweet Briar faculty members. Miss

Sanford assisted with sugar and gasoline rationing in

Amherst during June and July.

Miss Beard was elected in May president of the Virginia

Science Association, a professional association of college

professors and governmental employees in the field

of economics, history, political science and sociology.

As a member of the Commission on the Teaching of

Sociology of the Southern Sociological Society, Miss Beard
is conducting an experiment in testing, sponsored by The
General Education Board. Under this experiment, uniform
sociology examinations are being given to all students in

introYluctory sociology in the colleges and universities of

eleven southern states. During August she had charge of a

"workshop on testing" held at Blue Ridge, North Carolina.

Mrs. Wailes is serving as chairman of Social Studies of

the Virginia State Division, American Association of Uni-
versity Women, and has recently been appointed consumer-
relations representative of the Amherst County Rationing
Board.

PSYCHOLOGY, PHILOSOPHY AND EDUCATION
Miss Crawford reports that Frances Wilson '41, a major

in Psychology, has received her M.A. in philosophy from
the University of Richmond. Her thesis subject was "The
Ugly in Aesthetics".

Participation in community organizations of various

kinds has long been of interest to Miss Crawford, who was
recently appointed Amherst County Chairman of Women's
Activities for the War Savings Staff. Through the Home
Demonstration Clubs, of which she is chairman, the

women in the county will be encouraged and urged to

make every effort to purchase war bonds and stamps con-
sistent with their means and at periodic intervals. Miss

Crawford has been, for several years, secretary of the

Amherst Chapter of the Citizens for Victory. She is also

chairman of the International Relations and Public Affairs

Committees of the Amherst Branch of the Business and
Professional Woman's Club.
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Class Notes

1910

Class Secretary: Frances Murrell Rickards

(Mrs. Everingham), North Short Point, Nor-

folk, Virginia.

FuriJ Aficiif: Annie Powell Hodges (Mrs.

Willinm T.). 48 S Church Street, Wytheville,

Virginia.

I am sorry that my report mu^t go in

without hearing from all of you, but I am
leaving for a visit to my husband's old home

in Keokuk, Iowa, and must get a letter off

before my departure. However, I am glad that

I can tell you about some of the first thirty-

six.

Louise Hooper Ewell came by to see me
the other night and brought her good look-

ing son, Arnold, to tell me goodbye before

he left for his first year at V. M. I. Louise

looks as pretty as ever, and is still holding

an important position with the Norfolk Social

Welfare Bureau.

Nan Poiirll Hodges wrote me during the

summer that Dr. Hodges continues to im-

prove in health, and that they were both

enjoying a simple life in their old home in

\i'ytheville.

I see Annie Cittnuock Miller often. Al-

though she has the care of a large house and

family, she is always happy and bright and

often beats me at bridge. Her daughter,

Anne, and husband and her father are mak-

ing their home with her. The son-In-Iaw is

a Lieutenant in the Naval Air Force and has

been stationed here for several moinths.

Eugenia Griffin Burnett has been working

hard this summer, organizing and directing

an information center for service men in the

Capitol Building in Richmond. This office,

under the auspices of the O. C. D., is open

on week-ends, and also includes guide service

for the Capitol. Eugenia's oldest daughter,

who graduated in June from Sweet Briar, is

now living in Washington where she has a

position with the O. P. A. Charlie, the oldest

son, has been an ensign in the Navy since

last September. Last month he had an in-

teresting experience when he obtained per-

mission to make a deep-sea dive along with

the men who were qualifying as divers. He
went down in ten fathoms of water (sixty

feet) and reported his experience very in-

teresting, but a bit "eerie.'*

Eugenia writes that Sweet Briar's popular

registrar—on leave of absence for the dur-

ation—Is now Lieutenant Lill, and up until

September ninth was the first and only Lieu-

tenant of the WAVES In Virginia. Lieutenant

Lill is doing a splendid job at the Naval Pro-

curement Office in Richmond, and is living

with the Burnetts.

Marjorie Conner Prince and husband have

spent the summer in the mountains of North
Carolina, and reports they arc both in ex-

cellent health after two months of rest.

Eloise Hirst Couper's daughter is studying

art in New York this winter, and her son is

with the St. Luke's Hospital Unit ready for

over-seas duty.

My daughter. Murrell, is back at Sweet

Briar for her junior year. My son, Garry, is

a Lieutenant in the army and has been in a

students training regiment all summer. He
is hoping to get home in October for a fur-

lough before being returned to his division.

I spend my spare time sewing for the Red
Cross and now that my family is down to

one, expect to have more time to give to

war work.

Please don't forget to send your contribu-

tion to the Fund. And send it early so as not

to miss the second issue of the Alumnae
News.

1911

Class Secretary: Josephine Murray Joslin

(Mrs. J. Whitman, Jr.), 200 West Madison

Avenue, ^ohnstown. New York.

Fiittii Agent:

I have just had a chat with Anne Ten Eyck
Baker, who has very ably carried on a business,

making accessories for the glove manufactur-

ing trade, started by her father many years

ago. She has one son, Henry Ten Eyck
Baker, of whom she has reason to be very

proud. He won a scholarship for Yale and

entered that college July 4th last. She was

unusually happy today for he has just ar-

rived home for one week's vacation.

A letter from Margaret Dressier Nohowel
some time ago told of her older son being a

Lieutenant in the Naval Reserve Medical

Corps. She, undoubtedly, feels this war far

deeper than most of us, having lost her

husband and brother in World War I. She is

very busy in many branches of war work
and assured me that things were moving very

fast in Washington—that it was not just

"talk" as the press would have the nation

believe.

As for myself, having lived a whole half a

century, I find that I cannot fill as important

a niche as I did in the last war but I am
busy most of the time doing various kinds of

work to help win this one.

Jo Murray Joslin.

1912

Class Secretary: Loulie Wilson, 5 1 4 West
n4th Street, New York, New York.

Fund Agent: Carina Eaglesfield Milligan
(Mrs. John R. ) Sunset Hill Road, New
Can nan, Connecticut.

1913

Class Secretary: Mary Pinkerton Kerr
(Mrs. James) Box 1232 University Station,

Charlottesville, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Henrianne Early, 2032 Bel-

mont Road, N. W., Washington, D. C.

1914

Class Secretary: Henrietta Washburn, 2030
DeLancey Place, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Fund Agent: Grace Callan Bond (Mrs.

William L.) 1149 Ardsley Road, Schenectady,

New York.

Greetings! It now becomes my happy
privilege to get in touch with all of you

a^aln. I start by begging you to send me
word of yourselves for the next issue of the

Alumnae News. The more the merrier for

our class letter! Then, to assure yourselves

the receipt of future Issues, send your con-

tribution now to the Alumnae Fund, which
is the channel through which we express our

loyalty and affection for Sweet Briar

Won't you also join in a Treasure Hunt
for our "lost" members, sending me any in-

formation you can about the following: Ellen

Hayes, Eleanor Sommervillc Hatch, Virginia

Abbott, Harriet Buchanan Tilley, Marcclite

Farris, Cora Gregg, Elizabeth Hail, Lucile Heg-
gie, Byrd Knox, Kathryne Mattingly, Leonora

Norvell,, Enrique Smith, Lois Thacker, Mertie

Watson, Grace Anderson. Eugenia Hafner and

Eppie Moss.

Now for what I can tell you! Lizzie Green
Shepherd is still running her dress shop in

Washington and this year has Eloise Orme
Robinson associated with her. Her older daugh-

ter, who was at Sweet Briar, helps in the

shop, and her younger daughter is a senior

at the National Cathedral School and hopes

to go to Sweet Briar next year. One son is in

college, and the other In Junior High School.

Becky Patton is busy, as usual, with church
work in her community, in spite of the fact

that she has not been very well. She goes every

fortnight to Cincinnati for treatment, which
means, she says, "an alarm at 4 a. m. and a

five-mile drive through the pitch-black fog

to the C. & O.'s crack train, the George
Washington. "Yesterday," she writes, "George
and I just about had a tie, but I won by a

hop on the last step—and all this for fifteen

minutes of treatment!"

Marion Phillips is thoroughly enjoying her

work as senior hostess at the Service Club at

Fort Custer, Michigan. She finds our soldiers

fine in every way—gentlemanly, helpful, of

high morale, and full of fun. The Service

Club consists of a cafeteria, a lounge, an up-

to-date library, a large hall for dancing, and
a Guest House. The Guest House has twenty-

eight double rooms for the relatives and
friends of the soldiers, who may stay for a

period of three days at fifty cents a night.

Two hundred girls come by bus from neigh-

boring towns three times a week for scheduled

dances, and there arc entertainments of various

sorts on other nights. They have had opera

singers, concert pianists, wrestlers, a ski cham-
pion, a dancer from the Russian Ballet, and

—

last, but not least—the first mate of Admiral
Byrd on his last trip to the South Pole!

Cynthia Magee Mead is now living at the

Greystone Apartments in Havcrford, Pennsyl-

vania. She has a son overseas and another at

Haverford School, and her daughter is secre-

tary at Rosemary Hall.

Theo Clark Burke, who was in the steam-

ship business for a number of years, is now
immersed in war work in Evanston; and her

brother is again serving in the Navy.
Marion Grain is now Mrs. James De-

Gregorio, and doing duty as a Gray Lady at
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the Philadelphia General Hospital one day a

week.

Florence Anderson continues as Medical

Social Worker in the same hospital.

In closing, I would say a word on behalf of

all of you in affectionate tribute to that be-

loved Honorary Member of our Class, who is

an integral part of Sweet Briar itself—Mr.

Dew. We made him one of us, not because

of his official position, nor his distinguished

service to the college, but simply because we

loved him. Now, in his retirement from

office and the heavy duties it entailed, we are

thankful that he remains at Sweet Briar,

which would not, for many of us, be alto-

gether Sweet Briar without him.

Class Secrc/ary: Frances Pi^nnypacker, S17

Main Street, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania.

Fund Agent:

A note from Helen Nicholson Schively

came too late for the June letter. She says,

"My son, Nick, is about to enter the Uni-

versity of Virginia for the accelerated course.

Sylvia hopes to go to Sweet Briar three years

from next September! Yale is still president

of the Wayne Works, and I am still organist

of the First Presbyterian Church!" The

card I sent to Marian Da Camera Chace came

back with a note, "This party is not here

any more." If "this party" sees this, I hope

she sends us her correct address and some

news about herself. (Ed. Last address we
had for Marian was 3 216 Club Drive, Los

Angeles.)

I've been too busy this summer to have

my vacation, but I have a new assistant who
promises to be a jewel and am expecting an-

other next week, so I have hopes of getting

away this fall.

Please send me news for the February

letter and contribute to the Alumnae Fund.

1916

Class Secretary and Fttnd Agent: Felicia

Patton, Beechmoor Place, Catlettsburg, Ken-

tucky.

In reading the class notes of the Alumnae
News I find many class secretaries are suffer-

ing with the common complaint known as

"no news." Only through the experience of

serving as such can one realize the helpless-

ness of a secretary each quarter in trying to

build up a letter on nothing.

As Fund Agent for this year, I note also

an irresponsiveness to the plea for assistance.

Even a negative reply which has come from
some thoughtful and considerate "sixteeners"

and "ex-sixteeners" is more to be desired than

no response at all.

A note from Dorys McConnel Faile brings

the bad news of her recent serious illness but

there was an optimistic note of her re-

cuperation and hopes of an early recovery.

Est ell McFarland Fox cheered the Fund
Agent's soul no end with word of her will-

ingness to serve as sub-agent as did faithful

Ellen Hotvison Christian, who certainly comes
near breaking all records of endurance.

A long awaited letter from Mary Penny-

Packer Davis tells of a very busy summer at

their camp in Connecticut and while there

she had the unexpected pleasure of meeting

Elizabeth Rickard Hamill, who Is living at

Litchfield, Connecticut.

Margaret Banister has resigned her post at

Sweet Briar to become Organization Director

of the Women's Interests Section for the

Bureau of Public Relations of the United

States Army. Ban is living at Stoneleigh

Court in Washington, D. C.—Editor.

And so endeth the news with hopes for

bigger and better next issue.

1917

Class Secretary: Iertha Pfister Wailes (Mrs.

Benjamin) Sweet Briar, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Rachel Lloyd Holton (Mrs.

Hoyt S.) 2318 Densmore Drive, Toledo, Ohio.

Dear 1917:

Polly sent the following item to be added

to the June biographies: Esther Nebenzahl,

wife of Dr. A. S. Tepper of Far Rockaway,

New York, has two children. Robert, aged

twenty-two, is lieutenant in the United States

Navy on foreign duty, and Dorothy, nine-

teen, is at Pratt Institute. Esther seems well

occupied as lieutenant of a Red Cross motor

corps, treasurer of an orphan home, and with

work in garden club and Girl Scouts.

Genie Steele Hardy had another wedding in

her family. Her older son, John, Jr., who
graduated from Annapolis in June, was mar-
ried this summer.

1917 can i.ow boast of three class daugh-

ters, Jean Ridler, Martha and Mary Louise

Holton. We are very proud of Jean who is

on the Dean's List this fall on the basis of

her excellent grades of last semester. I be-

lieve that Rachel Lloyd Holton is the first

Sweet Briar alumna who has had two daugh-

ters here at the same time. Rachel and the

two girls had a week's lake cruise to Canada
this summer and from all accounts it must
have been a great success. I hear that Rachel

has agreed to serve as class fund chairman.

Good luck to her!

As for myself, I had a sabbatical leave

last year. While home was official head-

quarters, I spent considerable time at the

University of Virginia, at the State Library

in Richmond, and in Washington doing re-

search work for my Ph.D. dissertation,

which, I am sad to relate, has not been com-
pleted as of this date. My experienced aca-

demic friends try to console me with, "It al-

ways takes longer than one thinks," but I

hoped to have that particular task behind

me before this. However, I thoroughly en-

joyed the year of study and research, but am
more than delighted to be back at Sweet Briar.

PoUy expects to be here for the fall council

meeting, and I look forward to seeing her at

that time.

Having taken over from Polly, I am now
your class secretary. Please be as kind to me
as you were to her.

Bertha Pfister Wailes

1918

Class Secretary: Elizabeth Lowman Hall
(Mrs. Asaph B. Hall) 866 Euclid Avenue,

Elmira, New York.

Fund Agent: Vivienne Barkalow Hornbeck
(Mrs. Stanley K.) 2139 Wyoming Avenue,

N. W., Washington, D. C
If the Alumnae Office had not prodded

me, I would not have written to you at all.

I have practically no news, for "you all"

have written me even less than I have written

you.

I had a nice chatty letter from Eleanor

Smith Walters the other day. It was good

to know she had heard from her sister in

France by cable. Eleanor is fine, still living

in Ocean Grove.

Along in the summer Gertrude Kintzing

Wiltshire wrote me. Her daughter graduated

from St. Catherine's School in Richmond in

June and is going to Mary Baldwin at

Staunton.

Out of all the people to whom I wrote at

Christmas only Katie Marshall Shuler an-

swered. I am ashamed I haven't answered it.

Dot Harrison and I are always more or

less in touch. She visited me in June, during

our winter for that season. The weather

finally warmed enough for us to have some

friends in for tea on our terrace. Dot has

been coming to Elmira off and on for so

many years that she has as many friends

here as at home.

I am sorry I did not get a letter in the

June issue but at that time my husband was

ha/ing pneumonia. After he was on his feet

again, young Asaph had an appendectomy.

We went to the lake, Seneca, for two weeks

in August. On our return, every thing

jumped at me. "Would I start surgical dress-

ing? How about coming to the Church for

Red Cross Sewing. You are in charge of the

ticket sale for the Children's Theatre this

year."

You are all doing similar thin«Ts I know

and enjoying belonging to such worthwhile

groups. We'd all like to know what you do

so we'd know what you like now. Please

write and tell us. You can see I am still

selling. It was ice cream cones at college,

now it's tickets. The suear shortage has cut

down on the fudge output, however.

1919

Class Secretary: Elizabeth Eggleston,

Green Level, Hampton-Sydney, Virginia.

Fund Agent:

Perhaps I set my sights too high when I

sent out letters to you last spring. I wanted

a sort of summary or estimate of two terri-

tories, first, of life as you had been living it,

and second, of the Ufe that new conditions

are beginning to demand. No doubt I was at

fault, because the answers would have made

a basis suitable for a philosophical article

rather than for a class letter. Most of you

did not answer, but I still think such a sum-

mary would be interesting to those who have,

in common, Hfe at Sweet Briar a quarter of

a century ago.

It was cheering to get three replies. Isabel

Wood Holt is Chairman of Red Cross Volun-
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teer work in Charleston, West Virginia. Her
task is to organize and gird for action various

units of Civilian Defense and the Red Cross

disaster schedule. She says, "We are prepar-

ing for the worst, though hoping for the

best," because that region is one of the coun-

try's greatest chemical centers, and very

vulnerable. Her life is that of an extremely

busy person. "I don't have much choice

about it. If this war lasts as long as most

of us think, virtually all women must be

signed up full time for a definite service, so

I am willing to be in it all at the beginning."

Then she gives pleasant personal news of a

healthy, intensely active two and a half year

old son; a daughter, Isabel, thirteen, keenly

interested in animals, her talents lying in the

direction of being a doctor, or a veterinarian,

and of especial interest to Briarites, a daugh-

ter, Julia, now seventeen, who is registered

at Sweet Briar for 1943. Julia sounds most
pleasantly all-round, liking dramatics, on the

student council at high school, and having

just atended a set of Woodberry Forest dances.

Rosanne Gilmore is carrying a stiff schedule

of usual duties; feels intensely the general un-

certainty that so troubles us all; and may
have to go on with her employer's work (in-

surance) after he is drafted. She says some-

thing that I think is close to the essence of

Sweet Briar's meaning to its graduates: "Cities

may be necessary for efficiency, but they are

certainly no place to live and think sanely.

I sometimes long very much for Sweet Briar

and the eternal peace of its hills and beautv.

There is something very stabilizing even in

that memory, when I rush, rush, rush, and
wonder why."

Isabel Luke Witt's letter indicated family

routine. She reports an hilarious dinner with

Louise and Mattie Hammond, Jo Payne, and
Lucia Allen. They thumbed through old

Sweet Briar pictures and were reduced to

hopeless mirth.

A letter from that gallant and indispensable

unit of the old Sweet Briar, Dr. Harley,

came at midsummer. As you know, she has

been busily poking about the world since her

retirement several years ago—Hawaii, South
Africa, and various universities. Her studies

are in the field of comparative anatomy, and
anthropology

—"very interesting in itself, and
more so as it plainly shows design and meaning
in the 'Revelation of the Rocks'. It gives

one great faith that all is planned, even wars
and destruction and pain and death. So I am
content to go on so long as possible.''

You see, I managed to cull a bit of phi-

losophy after all.

1920

Class Secretary: Caroline Freiburg Marcus
(Mrs. Herbert T.) Hopewell Road, Mont-
gomery, Ohio.

Furni Agent: Frances Raiff Wood (Mrs.

Hirrison) 90 Wilson Avenue, Rutherford,

New Jersey.

A letter is promised for the February issue

provided you all respond to my pleas. No news
th^i time.

Do contribute to the Alumnae Fund this

year and do it early please.

Class Secretary: Elizabeth Shoop Dixon
(Mrs. Brownrigg) , 1029 Maryland Avenue,

Suflfolk, Virginia.

Vutid Agent: Katherine Daiis Baynum
(Mrs. G. R.), 477 Walton Road, Maplewood,

New Jersey.

Dear Girlies:

Do you remember how my B. F. used to

address me "Girlie" and how you all would
try to kid me. I still can't figure out how
you knew so much about the contents of my
mail. I may sue you yet.

How about this secretaryship—Is it a

twenty year proposition? I think Maynette

had it that long. Well, I am serving notice

that this year is my finale. You need a dif-

ferent viewpoint and my tale is luld.

My niece, Sara Phillips, offspring of

Alumna Virginia Shoop Phillips, was married

at the home of our mother on September 22nd.

It was a very simple but very sweet wedding.

Had a newsy letter from Josephine Ahara
MacMillan. Her husband Louis is a lieutenant

in the Navy and expects to be in Charlotte

for a while.

Laura Thompson MacMillan's husband has

just gone in the Army as a Captain in the

Chemical Warfare School. Laura's twins are

Freshmen this year. Didn't we have a lot of

twins in our class?

Katherine Davis Baynum has agreed to be

Class Agent this year. Let's all help her!

Mary McLeviore Matthews' house caught

on fire this summer, du« to defective wiring

or something. They had quite a scare for a

few hours, since it happened during the night.

However, it taught "Lette" to be groomed for

any emergency in the future.

Well, I had another one of those birthdays

on the 20th, They are a pain, and my old

machine is more rattly than ever. Frankly,

I don't enjoy adding a year every 565 days.

Please let me hear from you all if you
want '21 represented in the next issue.

1922

ClassSccretary: Gertrude Dally Massie (Mrs.

Adrian M.) Purchase Street, Rye, New York.

Tund Agent: Lillie Maddox Whitner (Mrs.

James H.) 2121 Lombardy Circle, Charlotte,

North Carolina.

This is merely to keep you from too keen
a disappointment when you read the October
issue of the magazine. I know I always hated
to see our space empty, so even though none
of you has deluged me with news of your-
selves, perhaps this slim paragraph will shame
you into sending me some soon. I did hear

from Maylon Ncwby Pierce in June, just a

day or so late for the June issue. She wrote
me a very graphic picture of her family and
activities on one of my cards, so you see it

can be done in a few words and take very

little of your time. Maylon has three sons,

aged seventeen, fourteen and twelve respec-

tively. Bill, the eldest, is at the University

of Virginia this year where he is slated to

achieve great things scholastically as well as

athletically. Walter, Jr., and Staples are the

other two, and of course are still in High
School. Maylon had just completed advanced

first aid and nutrition courses and is chair-

man of recreation of the Defense Council.

She had seen Hathaway Wright Rinehart,

Louise Garrard Davis and Julia Albers Echols

at their Beach club, Roxey Plaza, Florida,

Many thanks, Maylon, for a very newsy reply.

Bus ¥ohl Kerr also answered my plea a day

or so late. At that time she was wondering

whether or not she would "weather" her

twenty-second Rummage Sale (given by the

Sweet Briar alumnae). That's quite a record

Bus.

Ruth Fiske Steegar sent me a card from

Cape Propoise, Maine, not so long ago.

Trot Walker Neidllnger vacationed near

Saranac, New York.

And frankly I know nothing more, nary

a word, unless you want me to begin dis-

coursing on one or all of the various "Adrians"

in my life—we have three in all, and some

of my newer acquaintances call me Adrian,

too—the two smaller ones are referred to

more often as "Butch" and "Mittens".

Will any of you take the next card ser-

iously enough to just write us a few sentences

about how much scrap you have collected,

whether you've joined the WAVE'S or the

WAAC's.
New address:

Mary Klumph Watson, 14326 South Park

Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio.

1925

No Class Secretary

Fund Agent: Edith Miller McClintock
(Mrs. OH er W.) One Magnolia Place, Mari-

anna, Arkansas.

The news of the moment—the birth of

Alex Guignard Thompson on September fifth.

Jane writes that the baby is very cute and

thriving. She adds that the class needs a

change of secretaries for the class letters, that

she has served long enough.

Isabelle Denting Ellis with her sons has

returned to this country from Jamaica. She

is living now at 1226 Hyman Avenue, Hen-
dersonville. North Carolina.

Louisa Newkirk Steeble, *25's reoresentative

on the Alumnae Council, will attend the first

meeting at Sweet Briar, October twenty-ninth

to thirty-first.

1924

Class Secretary: Kathryn Klumph McGuire
(Mrs. Frederick), 5707 Daleford Road, Cleve-

land, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Lorraine McCrillis Stott,

(Mrs. Earl R.) 90S South Main Street,

Newark, New York-

I know we are all terribly busy with ad-

ditional war jobs but I certainly would like

to know what everyone else is doing. I'm

sure that goes for all of us, so won't you

write? Be sure, too, to contribute to the

Alumnae Fund so you will receive the other

issues of the magazine. The Fund needs our

support, 1 iwever small, more than ever now.

Carol Flynn Eley wrote me late last spring

that she was selling her home in Boston and

going to Florida to live near her parents.

Papic—Elizabeth Pape Mercur on the rec-

ords—had a baby girl in March.

Marion Su^atinell Wright took her childrcLi

home to visit in Champagne this summer.
Elsie Wood Von Maur keeps busy manag-
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ing the Uavcnport Symphony Orchestra. She

plays a lot of golf and I hear she ended the

summer by playing in a two-ball foursome

with Denny Shutc and Ralph Guldahl. She

writes that her daughter who spent the sum-

mer in camp in New Mexico is five feet eight.

Can you imagine?

Dodie Von Maur Cranipton and her family

spent the summer in Michigan.

And did you see the pictures of El Hiirucd

Arp's husband peering out of the line of "old

grads" in Life's article on Shattuck Military

Academy; likewise, her son standing first in

the front row in Chapel. Elsie wrote that she

saw Margaret Hcui^hanvi DeLescaille in Chi-

cago this summer and that she was just as

much fun as ever and hadn't changed a bit.

Grace Merrick Twohy was in town this

summer visiting her family. She had just

come from a visit at Mr. Worthington's camp
near White Sulphur Springs where her daugh-

ter, Patty, was. The daughters of Harrell

James Carrington and Sarah Merrick Houriet

were there too. Florence Wesfgafe Kraffert

spent the evening with me not long ago and

she is positively glamorous!

The McGuire menage ac the present is

slightly hospital in aspect. I'm in bed in one

room, my daughter in the next and a nurse

in charge. We've entertained a variety of

"strep" infections, flu bugs, etc., but every-

one now seems to be on the mend. I spent a

very quiet summer being domestic but spring

found me pretty busy. I was in charge of

the Revue, for the Cleveland Playhouse,

which raises the scholarship money for the

coming year; and built scenery and worked
on the business end of a play for Eldred

Players which we did for Navy Relief. In

May I went to the three-day Radio Institute

in Columbus and it was terribly exciting rub-

bing elbows with H. V. Kaltenborn, Walter

Damrosch, etc. I took a hurried trip to

Washington the end of May with Fritz and

looked longingly toward Virginia knowing
Commencement was just about to commence
but returned home dutifully. My one achieve-

ment for the winter that pleased me for "one

of my age" was to be the female half holder

of the city mixed doubles badminton champ-

ionship. (I'll let you in on the facts—my
partner is just the best male player in Ohio.)

Sounds good anyway, doesn't it, for nineteen

years out of college?

Come on now gals, put two notes on your

"must do" list for the winter. First, con-

tribute to the Alumnae Fund, your gift to

Sweet Briar, and you will receive the other

three issues of the magazine and be able to

read the news of your schoolmates, and, sec-

ond, sit down and write me that news! A
parting thought—ten per cent for War Bonds

and at the same time a one hundred per cent

contribution from the class of 1924 to the

Alumnae Fund.

1925

C/dii Secretary: Laura Graham Hunter
(Mrs. Harold F.), 706 River Avenue, Rome,
Georgia.

Fund Ageul: Dora Hancock Williams
(Mrs. Coleman S.), East Ferry Lane, Sauga-

tuck, Connecticut,

To the few of you who sent the following

news I am so grateful. If only more of you

would do the same.

Mary Craighall Kinyoun's husband is in

the army overseas, and Mary has joined the

WAAC's. Good luck and best wishes from

us all, Mary.

Such a grand letter from Jane Becker

Clippinger. She is giving one day each week

at the hospitals, working at the U. S. O.
unit, taking the First Aid Instructor's course,

besides Scout and Church work. Jane, you

certainly have lost none of your energy and

enthusiasm since S. B. days. She also has two
daughters thirteen and seven.

Frances Burnett Mellen's husband is a cap-

tain in the army, stationed at Kingsport,

Tennessee. Frances is planning to visit him
next month and to stop by in Cincinnati to

visit jane Becker Clippinger. Frances' daugh-

ter, Mary Ann, is eleven and at Laurel

School preparing for Sweet Briar. Her son

is fifteen. Frances writes, "I'm working at

our store, Potter and Mellen (jewelry, silver-

ware) . My first experience in business, but

I like it and it keeps me from being so lone-

some."

When I was in Atlanta the first part of

June, I heard that Martha Lee Williamson

was at the Georgian Terrace hotel. I went by

to see her but much to my disappointment

she was out. A note from her later said Bill

was a lieutenant in the Navy, stationed in

Atlanta. In the meantime the children and

I went to visit my family at their summer
camp in Ontario and since I've been home I

haven't been able to find whether or not

they are still in Atlanta.

The other day when I was there I talked

to Tootie Maybank Williams, '27, on the

phone. I haven't seen her since she married

and moved there, but understand she is fine,

and cute as ever.

In March my husband and I had a wonder-

ful long weekend in New Orleans. Frances

Nas.b Orand, '24 and her husband from
Dallas met us there. It was wonderful seeing

them again. Frances' husband has been quit?

ill since then, but is much improved now.

Eleanor Miller Patterson writes, "I am
busy doing war work, as I know everyone

else is, keeping house and buying war bonds

with the cook's wages."

Remember to write me that letter that I

know you've been intending to do!

Contribute to the Alumnae Fund and serve

your country at the same time. Lets keep in

close touch with each other and Sweet iJriar.

My very best to you all.

1926

Class Secretary: Dorothy Keller Iliff

(Mrs. ^/ilIiam S. ) 3 3 T Elmore Drive,

Arlington, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Kathcrine Blount Anderson
(Mrs. Fred C.) Bayport, Minnesota.

Due to crossed wires there was no letter

this month, but there will be one in the

next issue. Dorothy Reinburg Fuller was c i

campus last July with her two little girls.

Her husband is in foreign service and Dor-

othy is living with her mother at Canutillo,

Texas.

Edna Lee Cox has moved to Raleigh, North
Carolina. Her husband is now stationed at

Camp Butner and they are living at HOI
Canterbury Road. Edna will be here for the

Board meeting the first week-end in November.

1927

Class Secretary: Elsetta Gilchrist, 4^00

Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Claire Manner Arnold (Mrs.

Wylie H.) 26 Lynwood Road, Scarsdale,

New York.

A letter from M. Brou n Wood was my
only answer to twenty-five hasty pleas for

vital statistics and minor amusements of '27.

I am sincerely sorry to have to go to print

without a single item of fresh news. It's

true that I can ramble on about my own
activities, how I have learned to ride a

tractor, discovered only yesterday that the

oil was held in the crank case and to adjust

its pressure you wiggle set screws elbow

deep in the oil and internal anatomy, and

other problems and jokes connected with

running a farm, or office in war time. This

may be a fascinating life to me but frankly

I should love to have some other topics and

know how many of you will turn to the

page of the News with our Class items and

be disappointed not to hear of your college

friends. This copy of the News will be sent

to every member of our class and it carries

to each of you my sincere Interest in your

present lives and a hope that you will wish

to keep in touch with the rest of us. Sweet

Briar is still a very fine place as 'E' Morley
Fink, Dan, and I can vouch from our presence

at I927's Hth Reunion last June. There will

be five hard -ears before our 20th but mine
I know would be a little brighter and more
Interesting if they could contain news of old

friends. Won't some of you volunteer to keep

in touch with a few of your special pals and

then pass along the gleanings:

Send In your war stamps, help Sweet Briar

and buy your quota, too!

^lastily and faithfully yours,

Bebe

Class Secretary: Virginia Van Winkle Mor-
LiDGE (Mrs. John B. Jr.) 107 West Orchard
Road, Fort Mitchell, Covington, Kentucky.

Fund Agnet: Betty Prescott Balch (Mrs.

Richard H.) 1202 Parkway, East, Utica, New
York.

Greetings 28:

It was a pleasure to have a long letter from
B-rbara DeZouche Lewis Maxwell from Car-

acas, Venezuela, where she now lives. She

described a trip she had had to the States

this spring. In Washington she saw Mary
Virginia Culicr Mann and her fourteen

montiis old daughter. Barbara reoorted that

"Inch" Mann hasn't changed a bit during

all the years since she had seen her. They
had luncheon with Julia Thomas, who was

looking very well and pretty. Barbara says

that her life In Caracas Is very quiet. How-
ever, she helps run a British War Charities
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Shop, she makes guest towels and luncheon

sets and is in charge of flowers—orchids for

dances and gardenias for weddings, all of

which sounds very exotic.

She and Mary Eunice Armstrong Allen, '29

used to have a Sweet Briar Club. But the

Aliens were transferred to Fort Bliss and are

now at Fort Sill. So that's what happened

to the Sweet Briar Club of Caracas! Thank
you, Barbara for letting us hear from you.

Wc don't know enough about our friends in

foreign ports.

I had a nice visit this summer with Kath-

erine Phillips Pope and Isabelle McVhcctcrs

Stone. "Phil" has two boys and "Torchy" a

boy and a girl—all very cute. "Phil" and

"Torchy" both look almost exactly as they

did at Sweet Briar, which is quite a feat

these days. While I was in Cleveland I had

the pleasure of seeing Flora Pope Bruce and

her three adorable little girls. The youngest,

Molly, is but eight months old,

Julia Wilson is now a member of the staff

of "Time" magazine.

Bettie Harms Slaughter is a new "Nurses

Aide." She completed her training this sum-

mer, while her two little girls were in Maine

with their grandparents.

Betty WhitcboHSC Hagin and her family

had a grand visit with Jane PoinJexfcr Stew-

ard and her family in Chattanooga, this sum-

mer. Betty serves with the Red Cross Canteen

in Covington, Kentucky and your reporter

and Margaret McWilUams Walsh do Staff

Assistance at the same place.

I know that many more of vou are busy

with lots of activities now. I wish you'd

write and tell me about them. I can't just

divine what is going on

!

Don't forget your contribution to the

Fund will help that ten percent quota for

war bonds and Sweet Briar at the same time.

The next issue of the News, in February,

comes only to Fund contributors.

1929

Class Secretary: Sara Callison Jamison
(Mrs. John R.) 616 Ridgewood Drive, West
Lafayette, Indiana.

Pund Agent: Meredith Ferguson Smythe
(Mrs. Frederick J.) R. R. 1, Box 92 A, In-

dian Hills, Louisville, Kentucky.

The time has rolled around for another

letter so bear with me, gals. Jamie and I

spent some time at Torch Lake this summer,
and while there, we saw Tommy Thomason
Griffin. She now has two children, has moved
back to Beverly Hills, Chicago, and truly

looks not one day older than she did in

school.

We just missed seeing Meredith Ferguson

Smythe, who had spent six weeks at the

lake with her family. The Smythes moved
into a lovely new home in Louisville in

August. We also saw Polly McDiarmiJ Scro-

dino's twin sister, Peggy, who reported that

Polly and her husband have bought a farm
in southern Indiana and that Polly is learn-

ing now to run it while her husband is busy

building roads and camps for the army.

Belle Brockcnhrongb Hutch ins is also on

the list of new home owners. We visited them
in August and very much enjoyed living in

tiic manner to wliich we were unaccustomed.

Tlie house is a perfect dream and the grounds

lovely. Squeak HarncJ Ross and Virginia

Tingle Madden stopped in to see us, both

h)oking very good.

Nan Tor/an Owens, her daughter and hus-

band, spent a month in Sewanee, Tennessee

last summer. While there she saw Virginia

Finch Waller and Emily Turner. Emily is

doing library work in Richmond, Virginia.

Eleanor Duiall Spruill's husband now has

a government job in Washington, and so

Eleanor and small daughter have been spend-

ing the summer in Parkton, Maryland with

Eleanor's aunt.

At last we hear from Lisa Giiigon Shin-

berger who is in Richmond for the duration.

The Shinbcrgers were in Panama when war

broke out^ Lisa brought the baby home by
strato-clippcr in twelve hours flying time.

Her husband is a Lieutenant Colonel and is

training officer of the First Special Service

Force stationed in Montana. Lisa is now a

Nurse's Aide and spends her time working

at the hospital and taking care of her little

daughter, Adelaide, who is sixteen months

old.

Lisa writes that Louise Daily Sturhahn is

living in Dayton, Ohio, where Ed is doing

some kind of vital war work on airplanes.

Emma Baker Rasmussen's husband is in

charge of an Army Japanese language School

and they are living in Minneapolis.

Virginia Hodgson Sutliff and family are

established in Arlington, Virginia. Hodgson's

husband is now a Commander in the Navy.
They often see Libber Lankford and Johnny
Miles. Libber writes that she is doing the

usual amount of Red Cross, air raid warden,

airplane spotting, and salvage work. It keeps

her busy on her bicycle as they live in the

country and gasoline is scarce in those parts.

Libber states that her greatest pride is in

being "Chairman of the Old Grease Collection

for Greenville". It's an impressive title, Libber.

We knew you'd go far but that achievement

exceeds our fondest hopes.

Theresa Atkinson is now librarian at Army
Service Club No. 3, Fort Benning, Georgia.

For the past three years Theresa has been

librarian for the Insurance Library Associa-

tion.

Don't forget to buy those war stamps for

your lO'/f quota and help Sweet Briar at

the same time.

I know you're all doing something for

your country. Write me soon.

1950

Class Secretary: Mary Macdonald Reynolds
(Mrs. Jasper A.) 1503 Duncan Avenue,

Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Fund Agent: Mary Huntington Harrison
(Mrs. E. Webster) Drake Road, Station M,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

The most interesting news that has come
this way in a long time was a clipping from

Gwen Olcott Writer that told about Louise

Nelson joining the WAACS and Emma Rcily

joining the WAVES. Emma and Nelson got

a two-column spread, complete with pictures

and life histories. Incidentally, both ladies

are, to judge by their pictures, extremely

well preserved. When they finish their course

they are to go back to Richmond to the Air-

craft Filter Center, where they have for

some time been volunteers. They were the

first officer candidates to be selected from

the aircraft warning filter centers of that

region, according to the article. Before join-

ing the Army, Nelson was an X-ray tech-

nician at Memorial Hospital and Emma was

research assistant to Merritt Ruddock, the

Radio Commentator.

Gwen is busy with her two children, aged

three and five months. She sees Helen Smith

Miller occasionally. Helen relieves Gwen's

husband at the local air observation tower.

Nanc Gaines Jaeger is reported to be living

in Scarsdale. Gwen also sees Hallic Gubel-

man, ^29 who now lives i- Tombstone, Ari-

zona. Gwen doesn't see her in Arizona, of

course, but whenever she comes East. Marge

Gubelman is still in Hawaii.

As no report of 193 would be complete

without word of the glamorous Mrs. Wood-
roofe, nee Prentis, she has been spending the

summer on Long Island with her brood of

four while Bob is away with the Roosevelt

Hospital Unit, of which he is chaplain.

Lindsay will return to her town house with

the first frost and resume her Central Park

nursing activities.

Once again I speak the language of the

psychologists. My new career, which is of

the Personnel variety, has all the earmarks of

Joey Fol«^om's Social Psych course and I am
in a constant state of fascination.

Mac

1931

Class Secretary: Nancy Worthington, 926

West Grace Street, Richmond, Virginia.

Fund A\gcnt:

Dear Class of 1931:

When our illustrious classmate—Miss von

Briesen—was elected president of the Alumnae
Association in June, she asked me to take

over as class secretary this year. I did so with

fear and trepidation. Now she is Director of

Public Relations at Sweet Briar, no less, and

I am loving the new job! You'll have to try

it some time to know the thrill of excite-

ment one gets when a plea for news brings

forth results. Only forty of you graduates

got postals from me this time, and twelve

have responded. Tis truly heartening. The
rest of you will be hearing from me for the

February, April and June issues, so let this

be a lesson to you. I hope the already con-

tacted ones will also keep me posted again

during the year.

Orchids go to Mary Lou Flournoy Brown,

who wrote me from 8H. South Oakland

Street, Arlington, Virginia, to say that her

husband was a major in the Army In-

telligence Command and they were moving

to Miami Beach about September IS. Her
children, Louisa, 7. and Seaborn, 3, are a

source of joy to her, but she says she may
change her tunc after driving to Florida.

Ginny Cooke Rea was the second to re-

assure me about her whereabouts. Her pedia-

trician husband is still not in the service, and

she is on the relieved side, as he had enlisted

when I heard from her last. Ginny is chair-
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man of the House Committee for the Red

Cross and does canteen work.

Jane Bikle Lane asks us not to faint but

for the first time in eleven years she is

answering a plea for news. She has a job in

editorial and production work at a publishing

house and is an Air Warden while her husband

is Post Warden and thereby claims to be a

superior officer. Jane reports that Kitty Knerr

Angell lives near her and has added a young

daughter to her family.

Peggy Ferguson Bennett came to Richmond

in August looking 6t as a fiddle and has

since written me that the new treasurer at

Sweet Briar, Mr. Wheaton, is a real addition

to the campus. Miss Turnbull, is back

again this year in the Registrar's Office and

that is cause for celebration too. The Scotts

are back from South America, safe and

sound, though they came in installments,

Peggy says. Since I heard from Pepgy, the

news has come that her husband has joined

the faculty at Olivet College in Michigan.

Nancy Coe sounds like the busy bee. She's

Republican County Committee Woman, Air

raid warden during the day time, first aider

in connection with a casualty station during

the night, and still Organist and Choir Leader

at the Community Church, Englewood, New
Jersey. I'm breathless, just writing about it!

She reports that Elizabeth MacRae Goddard,

is now living at 1204 West 42nd Street,

Richmond and I'm looking forward to seeing

her.

Our second cause for ammonia comes from
Millie McCrcary Driver, who has written for

the first lime since she graduated. Her two

little girls, Barbara Ann, 6V2, and Beverly,

3^, are news to me. She says Barbara is a

good friend of Mary Henderson Averill's Ro-
setta, but sixty miles distance is proving a

handicap. Mary lives in Columbia, South

Carolina and Millie's address is Hill Crest

Road, Aiken, South Carolina. Millie has had

to curtail her Red Cross work because of the

illness of her mother. I do hope she is better

by now, Millie.

Martha McBroom Shipman is moving again.

She didn't say where, so I hope to report

that in the next issue. But she has seen Mary
Stuart Kelso Clegg, who is now working in

Dayton, Joe having gone into the Ground
Aviation in April. He is now stationed in

Rome, New York. On a trip to Louisville

this summer Martha saw Rip Van Winkle

and Sally Shaltenberger Brown and later in

Chattanooga, she saw Westcott, whose hus-

band is stationed at Fort Oglethorpe. (What's

your new address, Westcott ) Young Shippy

spent six weeks in a boy's camp this summer
and Janic Shipman had seven weeks in a play

school besides the trip to Chattanooga with

her mama.

From Macon, Georgia,—63 5 College Street

to be exact, Helen Lmfrence Vander Horst

writes that her husband is Rector of St. Paul's

Episcopal Church there and that her daughter

is almost fourteen months old now. She has

seen Martha McCoiven Burnet and her two
attractive children recently, and reoorts that

they are living in Fayetteville, North Carolina.

A husband, daughter and puppy seem to

fill the life of our Jean Countryman Presba,

who has moved again, this time to 1143 Lin-

coln Street, Glenview, Illinois. It seems that

Paula, who is over a year old now, is out

for hiking honors and her mother is having

a hard time keeping up. The Presbas did have

a nice vacation at a resort in Wisconsin during

the early part of August, havint; left the

athlete with her grandparents in Rockford.

Jean proclaims to be quite a fisherwoman as

a result of that trip.

When Mary Leivis Magavern arrived on

August 17th, her mother (Trudy Lewis)

could still claim to be the class mother!

Trudy now has four children and has moved

back to Buffalo after a summer on the farm.

The children seem to regard school as a com-

plete waste of time after such a pleasant

interlude. In spite of multitudinous household

duties, Trudy finds time to do Junior League

and Red Cross work. She says Alice Barrows

Francisco and two darling children, Stevie

and Mary, were in Buffalo this summer and

she sees Reggie Foster Askew occasionally.

The Navy has claimed Huger King, Mary
Lynn writes and she and the three children

lived at Isle of Palms this summer in order

to be near him at the Charleston Navy Yard.

She is now in the throes of moving to Sum-
merviile, South Carolina, and is combatting

the well-known servant problem, but is

thankful to have Huger still on these shores.

Mary Lynn says Dotty Boyle Charles is still

in New London, Ontario, where her husband

is rushed to death installing water systems

for camps and her score in children stands

at two.

From the office comes news of Katherine

Perry Darfeld. She recently has been ap-

pointed director of Potter County Tubercu-

losis Work.
Bette West Morton wrote me last spring

from 411 High Street, Chevy Chase, Mary-
land, t'lat she had been in one spot for six

months—a novelty for her. She had moved

six times in a year, and what with marketing,

cooking, washing dishes, and caring for three

children, she seems to have her hands full.

Her husband is with the Geodetic Cost Sur-

vey, so her address may be changed b" now.

Bette says that Toole Kotter Mullikin is back

in Winter Haven, Florida, and that Toole's

mother is greatly improved after the automo-

bile accident in which her father was killed

last year.

Richmond is a lovely place in which to

reside and I have yet to walk around a block

that someone from Sweet Briar doesn't pop

up. Lisle and Emilie Turner live around the

corner, as do Lisa Giiigon Shinberger, Lydia

Goodwyn Ferrell, Mary Churchill Walker,

Lucy Call, and Louise Nelson. I saw Louise

in her WAAC uniform yesterday, but haven't

yet had a chance to get the lowdown on Des

Moines from her. Liz CopelanJ Norfleet, Nor-

vell Roycr Orgain, Emma Riely, Julia Saun-

ders, Ann Adamson are among others I have

seen since coming here in June.

Do keep up the good work and let me
know how goes it with all of you. The first

forty are initiated, so look out, the rest of

you! The postcards are coming, and it's up
to you!

I urge everyone to contribute to the Alum-
nae Fund this year with war stamps, thus

serving two needs.

Nancy's new job is secretary to the state

director of Vocational Training for War
Production Workers. (Editor)

New addresses:

Flora Austin, ex '3 1, is Mrs. Donald Borg,

6S5 Summit Avenue, Hackensack, New
Jersey.

Dorothy Ayres (Mrs. John Eliot Holt),

Hampton, Connecticut.

Alice Barrows (Mrs. Stephen Francisco)

c/o Stephen White & Co., 80 Broad Street,

New York City.

Eileen Fowler (Mrs. Robert Bardwell) 1422

6th Street, South, Fargo, North Dakota.

Elizabeth Greer, 2 5 Harmon Terrace, Day-
ton, Ohio.

Frances Quail is Mrs. William F. Eaton,

365 1 Bedford Road, Detroit, Michigan.

Virginia Street is Mrs. D. P. Stivey, 823

Irma Street, Orlando, Florida.

Elizabeth Wooledgc (Mrs. Howard B. Ham-
ilton) 700 South 2Sth Street, Terre Haute,

Indiana.

Mary Robinson is Mrs. Gerard G. Barber,

Hcathendale Road, Ardsley, New York.

Ruth Sims (Mrs. Herbert A. Trask, Jr.)

411 West 17th Street, Little Rock, Arkansas.

Sarah Ward (Mr. H. H. Sargeant) Apart-

ment 2-A, 34-41 78th Street, Jackson Heights,

New York.

Mary Morrison, 821 N. W. 40th Street,

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

1932

Class Secretary: Alice Dabney Parker (Mrs.

John C, Jr.), 309 First Avenue, Franklin,

Virginia.

Fund Agent: Virginia Squibb Flynn (Mrs.

James) Box 83 1, Logan, West Virginia.

Since you were officially informed in June

that Nellie Nightingale Gleason was to be

our new class secretary, I'm afraid it may be

a shock to you to find that I'm it. It is also

a shock to me, but army moves and un-

certain addresses are responsible so I'll struggle

on as manfully as I can. I had exactly four

days in which to collect news, write it up,

and send it in, and I consider myself lucky

to have had one reply to my frantic post-

cards. Next time, with everyone's help, I

hope to do better.

Edith Railey Dabney was the lady who
answered by return mail—bless her! She

says she's so involved in Red Cross, Bundles

For Britain, C.D.V.O., etc., that she feels,

and will soon look like, one of Helen Hokin-

son's clubwomen. Unquote. When that hap-

pens, Edith, send in a picture, and I know
your amazed classmates will gladly defray

expenses of publication in the News! Edith

also reports that Eleanor Franke Crawford is

now living in New Orleans, likes it im-

mensely, and has a fetching daughter named
Susan.

From the alumnae office comes word that

Ruth Kerr was in the 1st official training

school for WAAC's at Fort Des Moines—now
Lieutenant Kerr.

The news I shall forthwith contribute on

my own hook is mostly about my own par-
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Magazines!

Send your subscriptions now
to all current magazines you

plan to give for Christmas.

China sale is seriously cur-

tailed due to delivery problems.

Your subscriptions will help us

to make up that loss. Address

—

Alumnae Magazine Fund Chair-

man, Sweet Briar College, Sweet

Briar, Virginia.

ticular friends. I'm sorry if this letter seems

one-sided, but you can all help give it a

universal note next time!

Sally Aimuor/h Glass, whose husband is

a newspaperman, has just moved to Atlanta

from Birmingham. She says Dick is on a

strange schedule of working hours at present,

which has him laboring by night and sleeping

by day, and Sally anticipates getting around

to mopping the floor at about 2 a.m. in order

to keep abreast of Richard. She wrote me

that she had recently run into Em Green

Moore in Rich's, where Em is Interior Deco-

rator, and that they had luncheon and a very

gay time together.

Henrietta Bryan Alphin's husband is now

assistant professor of anatomy at the Uni-

versity of Virginia.

Irene Kellogg is now over an attack of

something or other which took her to Florida

last winter for purposes of recuperation, and

is on the job as before as a technician in the

University of Virginia Hospital.

Charlotte Magoffin has, I am sure, the class

record for brothers in service. She boasts

four!

Betty Allen Magruder is interning at Char-

ity Hospital in New Orleans, a tremendous

place where she says she's getting splendid

experience.

Helen Pratt Graff and I had our own
private tenth reunion here in June, and could

easily have talked forty days and forty nights

without stopping. Helen is very busy with

a five-year-old son and three-year-old daugh-

ter, a husband and an attractive house in

Kensington, Maryland. She saw Marion Malm
Fowler somewhere not so long ago, and said

that Marion was looking lovely.

Dot Smith Berkeley's husband has finished

his course of naval training at Dartmouth,

has just been sent to New York, and may be

overseas before long; and Dot and the three

children (two boys and a girl) are accom-

panying him as far as the jumping-off place.

Nancy Wilson Drewry has two children,

Patricia and John Tyler. The latter is quite

youthful—three months old, to be exact.

They live in Alexandria.

Sally ShallcnbcrgcT Brown has a third son,

born in September.

I have two daughters, one a year old and

one nearly five, and of course I think they're

quite astonishing. I am doing as much Red
Cross work, etc., as I can, which is pain-

fully little at this writing, as I am afflicted

with a servant problem. ^Te drove our car

into the garage months ago, and never take

it out except in wild emergencies. Johnny and

1 both have bicycles, and use them for all

our goings and comings.

Please, everyone, contribute to the Alumnae
Fund. This will assure you of receiving three

extra issues of the magazine, not to mention

the fact that it will be a boost to Sweet Briar.

My best to you all,

Alice
New Address:

Helen Nightingale Gleason (Mrs. James A.)

401 N. Seventh Street, McAllen, Texas.

1933

Class Secretary: Francis H. Atkinson, 22

Berkeley Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

It's Brides and Babies, Husbands in the

Service, and \t'ar ^"ork this time. Jane

Pamelia Culbertson has a new status: "I was

married in April to Julian M. Peeples, Jr., of

Miami. We had been married just four months

when he had to leave for the Army and he is

now in the Army Air Force Technical Train-

ing School, studying radio at Sioux Falls,

South Dakota. I have moved back to my
mother's and will stay here until I can join

him when he finishes his training."

In mid-August Mildred Redmond was mar-

ried to Cornelius David Vaughan, United

States Army. Milly, you will remember, had

been assistant buyer for the curtain, drapery,

and interior decorating departments of Davi-

son-Paxon Company in Atlanta prior to her

marriage.

From a Sunday Neu- York Times I gleaned

the following: Gotten Skinner married Will-

iam Vass Shepherd of Miami, Florida, and

Raleigh, North Carolina. After college Gotten

received a certificate in music from the King-

Smith Studio in U'ashington, Mr. Shepherd

attended the Woodberry Forest School and

was graduated from the University of North
Carolina, where he also received his law de-

gree. The William Shepherds are now living

in Miami Springs, Florida.

Lena Jones Craig has a daughter, Susan

Heath Craig, born February 28, last. Emma
Hills Melville was her house guest for a few

days last May.
Ella Jesse Latham, from Alexandria, Vir-

ginia writes "Although I haven't seen any

one In my class this summer, I've had quite

a few letters of co-.gratulations which con-

tained news. First, my son, Robert Edward
Latham, Jr., was born June 1 4th. He's quite

a husky boy by now and today doubled his

birth weight. I think he's going to have my
hair and curls, worse luck. My little girl,

Penny, has such straight hair.

Gail Shepherd Bean writes that her hus-

band is a research doctor at Fort Knox and

that she hopes to be able to join him with

their son.

Ella talked with Rose Beverley Bear Burke

on the phone recently. She was on her way

to Dartmouth where Martin was graduating

from Naval Training School.

Sue Graves Stubbs wrote that King, her

husband, was building defense works.

Ella's husband. Bob, is stilt teaching at

Episcopal High School in Alexandria.

Margaret Lanier Woodrum has another

son born the last of June and her husband

is stationed in Quantico.

Lois Foster Moore is in Washington, her

husband is in the Navy. Lois looks fine.

Gin AlforJ Johnston, ex-'3 3 writes "News
items as requested. Have just returned from
a wonderful vacation at Sea Island, Georgia,

the trip being my reward for having pro-

duced my third bouncing baby last July 18.

This time it's a bov named Oliver Perry

Alford; he's adorable, and Chips and Brooke

Trucker have accepted him wholeheartedly.

Had a long and hectic winter filled with

family operations and childish diseases, so we
lee loose and had a grand time on our trip.

My only disappointment was that I didn't

have time to call any of the Chattanooga

girls when we went through there. Aside from
trodding on tin cans and binding up the

family, my effort at war has been negligible.

Perhaps I'll find more time this fall!"

'Tis good to hear from Marlon Porter Ure,

ex-'3 3, of Webster Groves, Missouri. "As we
have moved recently, your letter was longer

in reaching me. It is a pleasant place to live,

but we shall always miss the East, for that

is really horn-.

"My only news is that since Sweet Briar

heard of me last, I have had two children,

Jean Stewart, who will be three in November,
and Marguerite Louisa, born this past April.

So you know without my telling you that my
life is a busy one. We try to do our share for

Civilian Defense, and the Red Cross, and my
husband, busy in the steel business, seems

to be needed more where he is than in the

Army.
"Do you, perchance, know anything about

my room-mate, Mary Peters?" Ans. Mary is

now Mrs. John Webster P. Huntington,
Clarks Cove, Walpole, Maine. "We lost track

of each other years ago, and I often wonder
where and how she is. I'm afraid you are

thinking I'm a poor Sweet Briarite, not that

that is the case, for I hope my daughters will

want to go there." Marion will be interested

to know ihat Mary Helen Howell Hedenkamp
lives in Kirkwood, not so far distant, at 131

W, Bodley Avenue.

Jo Kuckcr Powell from Ashland, Virginia,

writes: "I have led a busy summer following

Lewis about the country: three weeks in

Miami Beach; two weeks in Harrisburg; I

did not get a chance to go to Baton Rouge
before they sent him to Fort Dix. I had five

hectic days there waiting for the few hours

he could spare me before he was sent over-

seas as combat intelligence officer in the Army
Air Force, A dismal two weeks passed with

Berlin broadcasting about a convoy battle

raging in the Atlantic before I heard he had

arrived safely, where, I don't know. Between

jaunts I have kept up my Junior League work
at our Well Baby Clinic, and tried not to

completely neglect my two little girls, four

and a half and two.
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"I have practically no news from other

Briarites. Fran Powell Zoppa is instructing

First Aid. Since I am living twenty-five miles

out of town, it's hard to keep up with old

friends. Therefore I am depending on you.

Good luck!"

Connie Murray Weller in Princeton, writes:

"Sime Stockton Griswold is living in Prince-

ton now, working with a rival real estate

firm but just the same as she always was.

Her husband is running his own pet inven-

tion, a delivery—everything—everyhwere ser-

vice. Life changes little for us—at least so

far. Not in the service, yet—my husband is

making planes, bigger, better and faster, I hope.

Betsy Hiin McAllen ex-'32, is still in

Princeton with her two great girls, but Bob

has just left for Washington in an Army
capacity of some kind.

I am obliged to Charlotte Tamhlyn Tufts,

who so kindly air mailed her bit of news

from North Hollywood, California so that

it would make the October first, deadline.

"The Tufts have moved again. Nate is now
head of the Hollywood radio department of

Ruthrauff, Ryan, Inc. He came out and found

a swell house for us, and I drove the two

little boys out—some trip—never to be un-

dertaken lightly.

"The best news is that at last I've had a

reunion with Martha Boss Luxford. She has

two adorable children and looks eaxctly the

same—you can imagine the gabbing we did.

"We're out here permanently until 3 A's

are drafted or the Japs move us out, which

will be very hard, because I like my house

and patio and California."

Marv Buick wrote a letter about a month
ago, telling about her job working in one of

the Ford factories doing defense work, but it

was lost in transit, unfortunately. "Sorry,

Enna Frances (Brown) doesn't keep me in-

formed of her doings, and I have no news

of her. I hear Babs and her husband are in

Washington. Gerry (Mallory) is busy in de-

fense work and Hetty and Mac (Finn) are

back at Shoreham, Long Island."

Helen Martin laconically puts it: "I'm

down here at Ocean City, New Jersey, on my
vacation, but I expect to go right back to

the same old job. Jane is at the in between

stages of leaving one teaching position and

accepting one of several offers."

Lil Allison writes from Philadelohia. "I go

to the Philadelphia Alumnae Association

meetings once in a great while, see the Im-

bries and a few other 3
3
*ers ... If I join

the WAACS I'll let you know. Are there

any Sweet Briar girls in Des Moines?"

In the Boston Herald September 3 0, Made-
line Hawes is the whole two-column news-

paper box of feature with the caption, Design

for Youth. "Probably going you-know-what
at Fort Des Moines today is the Herald-

Traveler's first WAAC, smooth, svelte ex-

secretary Madeline Hawes. She's an Army-
Information-Ccnter candidate for officer

training. Since February, Madeline has been

working at The Herald from 6 to midnight

at the center two nights a week, plus every

third Saturday night. Deciding, nevertheless,

that she STILL was "letting George do it,"

Secretary Hawes determined to become
WAAC Hawes.

Change of Addresses:

Gotten Skinner—Mrs. William V. Shepherd,

3S6 De Leon Drive, Miami Springs, Florida.

Marion Porter—Mrs. John Stewart Ure, 414
E. Madison, Kirkwood, Missouri.

Jo Rucker—Mrs. Lewis Franklin Powell,

Jr., R. F. D. No. 2 "Bear Island", Ashland,

Virginia.

Charlotte Tamblyn—Mrs. Nathan A. Tufts,

Jr., 4 5 4 S Areola Ave., North Hollywood,

California.

1934

Class Secretary: Marjorie Lasar Hurd (Mrs.

E. R., Ir.), 191 Stirling Drive, Orange, New
Jersey.

Fund Agent: Eleanor Alcott Bromley (Mrs.

Harry H.I 2968 East 132nd Street, Cleveland,

Ohio.

I find I cannot hope to keep up with all

the changes of address but I can keep trying.

Here are some of the more recent ones.

Farriss Gambrill Lynn whose husband is a

lieutenant (j.g.)» is living in the Pontalba

Apartments, 5 26 St. Peter Street in New
Oreians; from what she says there is a perfect

covey of Briarites there and she has seen

Julie de CoUgny, Eleanor Franke Crawford,

Ellen Pratt McGowin, and others. Alice Estill

married Lieutenant Saint Julien Palmer Rose-

mond of Miami in February and they are

now stationed at Fort Benning where he is

in the paratroops. Kitty Marshall was married

in June to Robert Hamill; Debbie Ebaiigh

Smith was her matron of honor and Eleanor

Rust, mail of honor; her husband is a

comptroller under Airways Traffic Control at

La Guardia Field and their home address is

the Mayfair Apartments, Northern Boulevard,

Flushing, New York. Debbie writes that she

and her husband spent a grand Labor Day
week-end with them.

We have several new babies and some not

so new who are just being reported. Bonnie

Wood Stookey's son, David Wood, was horn

August 3 1; Marjorie Smith Zengel's daughter,

Mary Catherine, is now a year old. Becky

Strode Lee has an eight-months-old daughter

and Betty Carter Clarke, a third son whose

name she didn't tell me. Betty reports that

Jo Fink Meeks and Mary Lewis Nelson Becker

and respective husbands spent a week-end

with them this summer and that Bonney
McDonald Hatch and her husband are sta-

tioned in Seattle.

Ralph Ferriss, III, was born June 25 and

Lydia says he's perfect. She and Julie saw

each other when Julie was home for a visit

in August. She told me that Alice Shirley

is married to Alexander Moore, Jr. Nancy
Butzner Leavell is home (Fredericksburg)

while her husband is in service. Marie Lange

Gaskell gave up her Civil Sevrice work a

year and a half ago when her second son,

Robert was born and is now a full-fledged

housewife.

Mitzi has joined the Woman's Club in

Philadelphia and is lookine forward to a busy

winter. Lib Ogilhy Sands has been in Glou-

cester since August while her husband is in

Naval School at Quonset. She will be there

until the middle of October when he finishes

his training and from then on it's any man's

guess. Lib Scheuer Maxwell writes that Mary
McCallum Nelll's husband is a captain in the

in the Army and they are stationed in

Augusta, Georgia; that Connie Burwell is

working for Time, Inc.; that Mason Daniel

Barrett has a small daughter; that Jo Fink

has two daughters and Happy Meeks who is

Mrs. Loren D. Ford is a U. S. censor in

Honolulu. Thanks for your forbearance with

me. Lib, and I'm still trying to figure out

a way to get over. Emille Emory Washburn's
husband Is a lieutenant In the Army and is

stationed at the Newark Airport, New Jersey.

Marie LePine is at the Officers Candidate

School of the WAAC's. Mary McCandlish
Livingston wrote that she is interested In a

survey that could be made by the Alumnae
Association. Here's what she says: "What
part do Sweet Briar alumnae take in local

and national government? and are they taking

a full enough part? I feel that the interest
/

and belief in democracy as a workable

sysem of government is declining in this

country to a discouraging, If not dangerous

extent. We talk about the Student Govern-
ment system as educating S. B. C. girls to take

part In political affairs. Why shouldn't it

be a requirement that every senior who has

reached the age of 2 1 by January 1 of her

senior year should be a qualified voter in her

home community and that the others should

know what they must do in order to register

ct cetera?"

Nan Russell Carter and her husband went
on a camping trip this summer Into Canada.

Helen Hanson Bamford is busy with her two
boys, one getting over a tonsillectomy in

June, the other a mastoid in July, all makes
for a very cosv summer.

I hate to be tiresome about this Orange
business but so many of you want to know
how come? well Rhea is in business in

Newark and I am in housekeeping In Orange.

Also have an eight month's old son, David
Crabb, in case you missed that, too and I

don't want anyone to miss that; I keep

getting tantalizlngly close to a lot of *34-ers

and have pledged myself to get to New York
for Sweet Briar Day If I have to go squaw-

fashion.

By the way, I sent cards to everyone this

time and certainly hoped for a better return,

there are a few of you whom I haven't heard

from In literally years and can anybody tell

me anything about Dot Andrews, Betty Bryce

Smith, Anne Corbitt Little, Amy Davies,

Satilla Franklin Means, Marlon Gwaltney
Hall, Sally Uerritt Brentnall, Elizabeth May-
field Chapman, Fig Newton, Ruth Pinkham
Nix, Kathleen Spiller, Mary Evelyn Woods
LItrell?

Please excuse the oversight in the first part

of the column but I meant to tell you that

Fran Darden Musick has a little boy, John
Darden, born last December.

Jean Sprague has resigned her job at Sweet

Briar and is now working in Washington,

D. C. at the National Archives. Her address

Is 130 B Street, Washington, D. C.

Please, when we are all being moved about

like checkers, keep in touch with me from
time to time and I'll try to keep the record

straight.
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New Addresses:

Charlotte Lee Lauck, 2019 Park Avenue,

Riclimond, Virginia.

Mary Lcc Ryan Strother, c/o Lt. C. P.

Strother, B.O.C. No. 64. F.A.S., Fort Sill.

Oklahoma.

Bonnie Wood Stookcy, 3H East 68th Street,

New York.

Marjorie Smith Zengel, 4026 Palmyra Street,

New Orleans, Louisiana.

193J

Class Secretary: Hflfn Wolcott, 19 West

Kirke Street, Chevy Chase, Maryland.

Fund Agcnf: Jacquelyn Strickland Dwelle
(Mrs. Edward, Jr.) c/o Mrs. J. A. Strick-

land, 5 15 19th Ave. N. E., St. Petersburg.

Florida.

It's been such fun hearing from you all

I'm In favor of a vacation soon again for

Woolly. Just received a card from her and

she's having a gay time touring the country-

side. She's been with Gen Grossman Stevens

In Cleveland for three days and to quote

her "Leslie Gale is quite a young lady and

a darling. Gen looks well and has a most

attractive apartment". From there she's going

to Indianapolis and back to Richmond. News
from Mary Marks, who is now Supervisor

of Civilian Mobilization In the State O.C.D.,

and located in Richmond at least when not

speech making about the state. Her office Is

concerned with health, nutrition, consumer

problems and everything else that does not

hitch directly to protective services such as

wardens, etc. It sounds like a fascinating job,

Mary. A grand letter from Becky Young
Frazer. She's been doing a great deal of war
work, supervisor for Red Cross surgical dress-

ings and doing publicity for the Atlanta Hos-

pitality Committee for service men. To say

nothing of a successful victory garden and

a stenographic course on the side. Johnnie

Kimball Miller's husband Is In the army and

she hopes to join him at Fort Benning soon.

Last spring she saw Mary Lou Hunt and

Maude Wiubornc Leigh in Virginia while they

were stationed there. Sue Strassburger Ander-
son is moving to Florida. She and Fred vaca-

tioned on Long Island and I hear little

Veronica is a dream. Mary Frances Willis is

working for the Red Cross as secretary to the

Director of Nutrition Service and is living in

Alexandria, Virginia. Jane Mitchell Robeson

has a daughter, Molly Applcgate Robeson,

born on July twenty-third. Joyce Hobart
Bullard has a daughter born last June. They
have moved to Germantown, New York
where her husband is teaching. Our class

seems to be doine right well! Alice McCAoskey
Schlendorf reports news of a seven-months

old son, John, Jr. They arc moving to Cleve-

land. Hester Kraemer Avery is at Fort Sill,

Oklahoma. She and ^Immy had a wonderful

vacation at the Broadmoor In Colorado Springs

and went b.ick by way of New Mexico. Hester

has been studying Spanish and is singing in

a quartet Sundays—to say nothing of taking

care of a young son, knitting for Red Cross

and a lot more. Such ambition. Sallle Vliut

von Kann has a son, Curtis Emery, born this

September. Alice Laubach has a wonderful

job with the Casein Company of America

—

a division of the Borden Company. She Is a

chemist and is in charge of Casco glue—so

says she, "I'm trying to learn all about glues".

The factory is located In Bainbrldge, New
York. I saw Alice last June and we spent an

all too short week-end together. Alice looks

fine and loves her career. Gen Grossman

Stevens spent a month in New York last

summer visiting her family. She saw Ruth
Gill Wickcns and her cute young blond son.

Vallance. She and Cynthia Harbison Heye got

together and Cynthia is studying music again

and manages to practice. Joan Bessclict re

Boley left for Rio last February. She had

just finished her course at Columbia and

was among the last civilians to fly back.

A letter from Claudia Montague Sweeney

tells of her taking on a full-time job as

Certifying Officer for the W.P.A. In the

Virgin Islands. Claudia says, "The job really

calls for a trained social worker. Since I

h.idn't any specific training in that field,

I was sent to Puerto Rico for a short period

of training In the various offices on the

Island."

Ann Spiers is a member of the first group

of probationary officers at the U. S. Naval

Training School, Smith College. Ann received

her ensign's commission on September thirtieth.

Anne Baker's engagement was recently an-

nounced to Howard L. Gerhart. They plan

to be married soon.

Pat Whifford Allen
New Addresses:

Sallle Flint von Kann, 245 Tarragona Way,
Daytona Beach, Florida.

Dorothy Barnum Venter, 115 Water

Street, New Haven, Connecticut.

1936

Class Secretary: Lillian Cabell Gay, Mrs,

J. R., 3412 Hawthorne Avenue, Richmond,

Virginia.

Vund Agent: Margaret Camffbcll Usher
(Mrs. D. K.) 142 East 57th Street, New
York, New York.

Dear Class of 1936:

Elizabeth Pinkerton Scott has been working

on her future home in the country, operating

an incinerator for a month without even

getting to the attic's store of trash. Her

husband is now a Captain in the office of

Procurement in Richmond. Young Fred

boasts his second visit to the barber's and is

growing steadily and happily.

Maria Gray Valentine Curtis is in Provi-

dence, Rhode Island, spending two week-ends

with Ted, who is at Quonset Training Station.

She's given up her apartment and moved to

her mother's.

Katherinc Lorraine Hyde has been staying

in Chicago while Frank was in training at

Northwestern, and they spent the fourth of

July week-end with Anna dcGra§ Cross at

her new residence, 133 Irene Street, Nccnah,

Wisconsin. Kitty is now dividing her time

between Richmond and North Carolina,

where her husband is on naval duty.

Jo Ruckcr Powell's husband, Lewis, has

landed "somewhere" safely and she is staying

with her mother. Fran Voicell Zoppa is the

new president of the Alumn.ae Club In Rich-

mond and had an interesting program for the

first meeting October 13.

Logan Phinizy Johns spent about two

months in Richmond this summer, giving

Bill's family a chance to become acquainted

with their blue-eyed grandson. Logan also

visited Marion Cox Luck, who has moved
into a lovely new house in Windsor Farms.

Libby Hartridge spent her vacation with

Pinkie and Fred Scott, and after a thorough

workout clearing the wood shed won Pinkie's

recommendations for assistance in the farm

labor shortage. Libby had spent a week-end

with Nancy Parsons Jones and reports

Nancy's house, daughter, and husband in

good order and fascinating. She reports Alma
Martin Rotnem's babv the world's most beauti-

ful—so handsome that some magazine fea-

tured him in a story about hcalthv, happy

children.

Margaret Bradley Forsyth has a daughter.

Her husband is in the Navy. For these above

Items I'm most beholden to Pinkie; and for

some of the following, to Margaret Campbell

Usher.

Jean Gilbert Moister and husband have

bought a house at 2227 Briarwood Road,

Charlotte, North Carolina. They took their

young daughter to Summit, New Jersey for

a ten day visit over Labor Day.

Mary Agnes Young was planning to go

to Santa Domingo for some government job,

having worked in the State Department in

Washington for experience after giving up
her job with Best & Co.

Happy Aycock was married August 12 to

Thomas Bernard McCuster, Jr., and is bliss-

fully happy in their apartment facing the

river at 125 Beacon Street, Boston. A deco-

rator is doing the apartment over. Happy is

still working.

Peg Usher found that quite a few pos-

sessions have collected in the past three years

when they recently moved to 142 East 3 7th

Street In New York where they have a

roomier apartment. She and Don spent their

vacation at Annisquam where their future

home is near completion.

Sara Donghtie Crile has bought a house,

22 1 9 Elandon Drive, in Cleveland, where

she, her husband, and young son are very

happy. Her most exciting news she says, is

the celebration of junior's first birthday this

October.

Marjorie Wing Todd has moved on the

station hospital grounds and has taken a large

house, which they've managed to keep filled

with company in the past few weeks. Their

address Is now U. S- Marine Hospital, Staten

Island, New York. She reports that Margaret

Upton White has a namesake born recently.

Last April Carol Straus Wcy moved into

J duplex apartment 252 West View Street,

Harrisonburg, Virginia and enjoys her more

spacious quarters now that they have an addi-

tion to the family. She has taken First Aid

and Nutrition courses for the Red Cross, and

when I last heard, her husband was about

to enter the Army.
An announcement has just arrived, intro-

ducing Masy Marshall Owen who was born

September 29. Fran Baker Owen's husband is

in the medical corps In the Army.
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For reasons which would be censored if

given, this column does not have as many
specific items as is desirable. However, the

general news is somewhat the same for each

of us—husbands far away, everyone doing

their utmost to find the best channel for

their war efforts, and all hoping for a speedy

end to this war. Let's keep closely afliliated

with our Alma Mater, using the magazine to

share ideas for war work, and contributing

towards the present college generation's prep-

aration to meet the future. Please try to re-

turn the cards that are still at large and vol-

unteer any news you know. I am most appre-

ciative for the support you have given in the

past year.

Lillian

1937

No Class Secretary

Fund Agcnf: Kate Shaffer Hardy (Mrs.

Frank A.) Box 242, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania.

Isabel Olmstcad Haynes is now publicity

supervisor for the advertising agency where

she began as a file clerk. Her work now

consists of conferences with clients, writing

captions for magazine articles, or taking the

cast of "Life Can Be Beautiful" down to

New York's East Side for photographs.

Margaret MacKae Allen was on campus

for a few days this fall. She had Just returned

from Shanghai by way of Portugese East

Africa. The trip lasted from June twenty-

ninth to August twenty-fifth—exactly eight

weeks. Margaret had to leave her husband in

Shanghai as the repatriation ship she was on

was for American citizens only and her hus-

band is British, However, Margaret's father

came with her to the United States. Margaret

is now living in Richmond at 1204 West

Forty-second Street.

Frances Johnson's engagement has been an-

nounced to Lieutenant James Douglas Finley.

1938

Class Secretary: Claire Handerson Chapin,

-"Mrs. Carroll Horton) 22701 Fairmount

Blvd., Shaker Heights, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Frances Cori/c5 Hoffman (Mrs.

Franklin D.) Watson Court, Union Street,

Petersburg, Virginia.

Dear People:

My offering this time is rather meager, but

contains some exciting bits about some of

the girls from whom we haven't heard in a

long time.

Weddings still get first notice, of course.

—

On the second of September, Nancy Old (ex-

'3 8 ) was married to Lieutenant Blair Gray

Mercer of the United States Naval Reserve.

The wedding took place in Charleston, South

Carolina.

Anne B. Spence (ex-'38) became Mrs. Law-

rence Franklin Eyerly sometime during the

latter part of June.

Recently the postman brought me news

of Jinnie Faulkner's marriage to Mr. William

Gordon Mathews, Jr. The wedding took place

on the twenty-third of September, in Charles-

ton, West Virginia.

A long letter from Jessie Silvers Bennett

put me up to date on what she is doing these

days. She enclosed a snapshot of their cun-

ning wirchaired puppy, "Squeegie".—He looks

like a minx and from his fond "mama's"
description of his antics I gather that he's

quite a handful of dynamite. According to

Jesse, she and Ed have really settled down
into respected citizens of Statesville, North
Carolina, and Jesse is doing more than her

share of work at the Woman's Club, the

Church, and Red Cross.

Dolly "Nic" Tate wrote a grand long

letter full of news about herself and other

3 8ers. You knew, of course, about the ar-

rival on February first, of Caroline Wilson

Tate? And Dolly also brings me news of

Smeady's little girl, who put in an appear-

ance sometime last April. Sweet Briar cer-

tainly won't be lacking registrants in 19S8!

Dolly went on to say that she sees Rilma
Wilson quite often, and the latter is most
enthusiastic about her work in the Radiology

Department of the Charlotte Memorial Hos-
pital.

Elinor Wilson Gammon writes from Lynch-

burg, that her husband is flying out in

Australia. Her letter was written in July,

and at that time she was hoping he'd be

home soon, as he'd been out there since last

February.

Maud Tucker Drane has been in Cleveland

for fleeting moments this summer, in between

frequent trips to Tennessee and Virginia.

However, recently she left Cleveland in a

flurry of excitement to meet Hardy on the

west coast. He's been in Hawaii, you know,
but goodness knows where they'll be located

i.cw!

That's about all for the present, I continue

to keep busy with the usual round of activi-

ties, and my most active Connie. Carroll and

I did manage to slip away for two weeks in

the Adirondacks this September, but from
now on we'll be staying close to home. Please

everyone keen the Alumnae Fund and the

February issue of the Alumnae News in

mind and don't forget that reunion next

June. Guess I'll save my bicycle tires for that

trip to Sweet Briar. How about the rest of

you?

P.S.—Captain and Mrs. C. J. Siegrist, Jr.

(Bessie Lee Garbee) announce the birth of

Clifford Joseph Siegrist, III, on August 5.

New Addresses:

Nancy Old Mercer—3 Stoll's Alley,

Charleston, South Carolina.

F. J. Faulkner Mathews—4008 Venable

Avenue, Charleston, West Virginia.

Dolly Nicholson Tate (Mrs. John, Jr.) 548

West End Blvd., Winston-Salem, North Car-

olina.

1939

Class Secretary: Anne Benedict, Highland,

Avenue, Short Hills, New Jersey.

Fund Agent: Janet Thorpe, SO Heywood
Road, Pclham Manor, New York.

Dear '3 9:

There are so many scoops for this issue that

I hardly know where to begin—but maybe
the youngsters should be first. Happy James

Wathen and Betsy Ihirhatn Goodhue are

the proud mamas of fine sons—Master Rich-

ard Hill Wathen was born in Charlotte,

North Carolina on July 13 th, and Betsy's

little boy was born in the same month in

Richmond, Virginia. Both wives have now
rejoined their naval officer husbands. Happy
and Dick are out in the Middle West—Chi-

cago I believe—and stopped in New York
for a day or two on their way. Henri Minor
Hart and her husband saw the Wathens and

say that they look fine. (Henri by the way
has a darling new aoartment up on East

76th Street—No. 231—in the big city—and

as soon as she is settled she has promised to

fry me some chicken from her Father's Vic-

tory garden-and-chicken-coop.)

Betsy and little Albie also stopped in New
York en route from Richmond to Boston

where Albie, Sr., is stationed once again.

Betsy's train was due in at noon, and she had

planned to see some of the gals before board-

ing the evening train for Boston, but the

train was so late that she just had time to

get over to Grand Central.

I had a nice note from Anne Harrison

—

now Mrs. Robert Mott Brown. She was mar-
ried in June, 1941, and is living in Sylacauga,

Alabama where Rob is working for Dupont
Co. (P.S.—Annie explained to me that Syla-

cauga is 50 miles outside of Birmingham,

where she has seen Lillian Fowlkes and Tish

Seibels, *41). Th^ Browns have a daughter

named Elizabeth, born May 3 0th, 1942.

Julie Saunders made a flying trip to New
York recently—but unfortunately I didn't

see her to get all the latest news about herself

and Richmond. I do know, however, that she

was about to start a new job.—And that

she's having a gay old time in Richmond.

Marty Lane was married on October

1 0th to Mr. James Kennedy Wark of Ger-

mantown, Pennsylvania. The wedding was

held in the afternoon in a little church in

Devon, and the reception following the cere-

mony was at the Lane's home in Westtown.

Lt. (j.g.) and Mrs. Thomas Debevoise

—

(Ruthie MacFarlane, ex-'3 9,) are stationed

in Baltimore, and Ensign and Mrs. William

Frampton— (Ellie George, ex-*3 9,^ have re-

cently been transfer-—d from Ithaca to Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts. Ellie hopes to come
down to visit me sometime this fall — I

haven't seen her since she and Bill left for

New Orleans two years ago!

Jean Rodenbaugh, ex-*3 9, is engaged to Mr.

Henry A. Soleliac, Jr., and Elizabeth Ruch,
ex-'3 9, is Mrs. Frederick Raymond Zulch.

Elizabeth is a graduate of Pratt Institute and

is working with the Simplicity Pattern Com-
pany in New York.

Ruth Harman was married recently to

Lieutenant Arthur Lowell Keiser, Jr., United

States Arm", and Kay Ortel is now Mrs.

Robert Sanford Osborne and is living in

Chicago.

I had a lovely four-section-series of post-

cards from Yvonne Leggett Dyer this sum-
mer. She and Dann- are living at 4-207

Eastern Avenue, Mt. Rainier, Maryland, just

outside of Washington where Danny is work-

ing on sugar rationing for the O.P.A. Vonnie

loves Warhineton, and says that there are

Briarites bv the thousand there, as well as

Cavaliers. Knox and Eve Williams Turnbull,
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Jack and Agnes Spencer Burke, Sam and Betty

Lee Kopper, Janie Hopkins Haynes, and her

husband and Merrill and Canny Lancaster

Pasco, are among the many. I understand

that Mary Mackintosh has recently gone to

Washington to work for the Navy. Lottie

Lewis visited Washington recently and Vonnic

said that they had a marvelous time chatting

about .-11 the latest.

Last minute flashes obtained from phone

conversations with Janie Parker and Henri

. . , Jean McKenney Stoddard writes that

she and Johnnie are forsaking their orchid

strewn patio-ed cottage for a house further

outside of Call (Colombia, South America.)

Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Bunn Woodward
(Shirley Jones) are the proud parents of a

bouncing baby girl, born in August I be-

lieve. Mary Frances Buchanan Flowers, Henny
Collier Armstrong and Mary Treadway

Washburn can all be reached now at their

parents' homes, as their respective husbands

are all in the service far, far away.

Gertrude Robertson Midlen has a son, John

Midlen, Jr., born the first of October. Ruth
Harman Keiser recently spent the week-end

with Helen Davis. Ruth and Arthur flew to

Oklahoma City the day after their marriage

and drove on to Colorado Springs via Santa

Fe.

Please, all of you, make a November reso-

lution to send me a penny postal sometime

soon with the latest news about yourself and

the gals you've seen. 'Til then, best of every-

thing and don't forget the Alumnae Fund.

New Addresses:

Ruth Harman Keiser (Mrs. Arthur Lowell,

Jr.) Apartment B, 1100 Glen Avenue, Col-

orado Springs, Colorado.

Gertrude Robertson Midlen, Box 237, War-
renton, Virginia.

Mary Mackintosh, 1906 Florida Avenue
N. W., Washington, D. C.

Ann Parks, U.S.N.R. Training School,

Northampton, Massachusetts.

1940

Class Secretary: Nida Tomlin Watts (Mrs.

Robert C, Jr.) 262S Handasyde Court, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.

L'und Agent: Constance Currie, 698 West
End Avenue, New York, New York.

From my ringside seat on any bus in the

Nation's Capitol, I have seen much and heard

even more. Washington might be the pro-

verbial "Tower of Babel" now, but it is

definitely exciting. Sweet Briar lassies always

seem to be on the alert. At any rate, a large

number of them are here working or married

to someone in the service. I have never missed

seeing at least one Briarite a day. The first

five minutes in town, I saw Mimi Worthing-
ton standing on a street corner. Later on,

Yvonne Leggett Dyer, still looking like A-1
Ma- Court material, was seen striding around
Dupont Circle.

Betty Lee Kopper has a darling new red

brick colonial house in Arlington. The house

is merely an added pleasure compared to Miss

Elizabeth Marshall Kopper, who said hello

to her Mother on August eleventh. Merrill

Pasco, Jr., Canny 's handsome son, is already

making dates with Miss Kopper, fishing

around for a May Day bid! Kitty Estes John-

son has a small bundle of loveliness who
appeared the latter part of Aueust. Frances

Moses Turner is proud of her daughter named

after her sister, Mary. Frances and Lawson

are stationed at Camp Breckinridge. The first

week in Septemb:.-, Stuart Hensley Woodward
also had a daughter named Stuart, Tunior.

Emory had a beautiful wedding in June and

is now Mrs. Carrington Willaims, Jr. Dr.

Williams is an interne at the Boston City

Hospital. Elinor Bosworth is Mrs. David K.

Spitler. Betty Jane Hammer is married to

Ensign Donald C. Morrell. Sandra Booth was

married to Mr. Ralph F. Anderson on Sep-

tember twelfth in Akron. Coralie Kahn be-

came Mrs. Michael P. Ferro on August eighth.

She was married in the beautiful Leland

Stanford Chapel at Palo Alto, and is now
living in Berkeley, California. I am at last

Mrs. Robert Crenshaw Watts, Jr. We have

moved twice in a month and left for a

quick trip to the West Coast last week.

After seeing Bob ofi^ to sea, I shall return to

Cincinnati.

Anne Adamson's engagement has been an-

nounced to Dr. Robert H. Taylor of Maple-

wood, New Jersey. Dr. Taylor graduated

from Dartmouth and Medical College of

Virginia. The wedding will be a small one

late in October. Katherine Hill will marry

John S. Apperson. Jean White's engagement
has been announced to Ensign Edward L.

Bax. Reba Smith is engaged to Dr. George

Gromel. Virginia Allison who left Sweet Briar

sophomore year and graduated from Syra-

cuse University will marry Lieutenant Hubert
B. Haywood, Jr.

Flo Merrill is the only person in existence

who has left Washington for a job in New
York. While waiting for curb service at a

Hot Shoppe, Flo arrived at the car instead of

a hamburger. I also had an all too short

conversation with Clara Sasscer on the street.

Connie Chalkley Kittler is living in Alex-

andria, enjoying life in general and cooking

in particular. Agnes Spencer Burke has just

had an exquisite portrait painted, wearing red

velvet and looking wonderfully intelligent

and regal. Agnes' husband will go to sea

sometime this fall. She will return to Duluth
for a while at least. Eve Williams Turnbull

is busy keeping her perfect apartment per-

fect and doing Civilian Defense work, Jane

Hopkii\, Hanes had a group of us to lunch

in her stunning new apartment. Jane looks

fine and has entirely recovered from her

recent illness. Mary Lee Settle Weathersbee

was working here, but had an emergency

appendectomy end has since returned to

Charleston to rest and relax. Her son, Christo-

pher is reported to look like a child star from

Hollywood. Her husband is with the Com-
mandos in England.

Jane Goolrick is still working in New
York. She has just moved down to 209 Six-

teenth Street with Allan Bagby. They are

living with ten other girls in a house en-

dowed by St. George's Episcopal Church.

Jeanne Harris graduated with "ix others from

the Newark Museum Apprentice Class. Jeanne

is at present working in the Metropolitan

Museum of Art in the Department of Educa-

tion and Extension. Peggy Caperton took

time off from her job with J. Walter Thomp-
son and Company to attend her sister's wed-

ding in Miami, From Florida, Peggy went to

Charleston, West Virginia and spent several

pleasant days there.

Blair Bunting Both moved to Radford,

Virginia, a short time ago. She expects to be

there until December. Parge Woods Gillette

has been all over the United States. At the

moment, she and John are stationed at Walnut
Ridge, Arkansas. Phoopy and Henry Living-

ston have been tearing around the country,

too. They expect to be in Nashville for some
time though. Henry was put in the Ferry

Command when he graduated September sixth.

Olivia Davis has been accepted by the

WAVES and arrived in Northampton Octo-
ber 6. Olivia studied at the School of Drama,
Yale University, and at Katharine Gibbs.

New Addresses:

Elinor Bosworth Spitler (Mrs. David K.)

3 601 Glencarin Road, Shaker Heights, Ohio.

Betty Jane Hammer Morrell (Mrs. Donald
C.) 2728 Henry Hudson Parkway, New York.

Lieutenant Anne Conant receives commission

in the presence of Mrs. Hobby. Anne is

assigned to the Boston Air Defense Wing.

1941

Class Secretary: Joan de Vore 313S Victoria

Boulevard, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Patricia Dowling, 1 222

Kemble Street, Utica, New York.

My Chicks:

You'd all be surprised how romance has

flourished since the last time I took pen in

hand. In fact it seems to be the main subject

of this treatise.

Phyllis Carr h-s announced her engage-

ment to Captain William A. Beinhorn, Jr.

Chec-Chce Brown-Scrman is engaged to Lieu-

tenant Colin MacRaj, L^nited States Medical

Corps, Army, who is stationed at Fort Mon-
roe, Virginia. Chcc-Chee writes that after the

wedding on October tenth they will be living

at the Fort. Allen Bagby will be an attendant.

Marrianne White was married September

twelfth to Ensign Southgate Fuller. They
are living in New York where he is stationed.

Tish Seibels, the queen, was the bride
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on October fourteenth. She married John

L. Frothingham, who is with Dupont in

Birmingham. Tish's sister was maid-of-

honor, with Pickard and Martha Jean Brooks

as bridesmaids. Emory Hill w-s married

on October thirteenth to Lieutenant (j-g-)

David Ferrell Rex.

Margaret Craighill is now Mrs. "William

A. Dorney, Jr. Margaret Wilson is Mrs. David

E. Newbold. Martha Ingles is married to

Captain John R. Schrader, Jr., and now living

at Camp Davis, North Carolina. Janie Love-

land was married to Captain William E.

Byerts, Jr., on September twelfth, and they

are living in Montclair, New Jersey. Lil

Fowlkes is Mrs. H. Tyler Taylor, Jr., and is

living at Yorktown, Virginia. Emory Hill

was her maid-of-honor and Franny Baldwin
and Tish Seibels were bridesmaids. Lucy
Parton was married October tenth to

Laymon Newsom Miller of EI Paso. Joanne
Lily was maid-of-honor. Lucy and her

husband plan to live in Cambridge, Massa-

chusetts.

Dottie White skillfully typed me a very

newsy letter, something she learned at Katie

Gibbs, no doubt. She reports a gay time at

Joan Myers Riese's wedding. Lou Lembeck
and her hus^-md, Do Albray, Bobbie Clark,

Marrianne White, Lucy Parton and Dottie

were all there. Joan's husband is now in the

Army and she is going to join him in Denver.
Bobbie is working in a bank in Chicago, and
Do for an insurance company in New York.
Dottie says Barbara Holman expects to get

married in November.
When Franny Baldwin isn't in a wedding,

(she's been in five since February) she's a

right busy woman—volunteer secretary for

the Alabama Episcopal Army-Navy Com-
mission, ofiSce work for Red Cross, and work
at the Children's Hospital. She writes that

Mimi Worthington is with the Federal Bureau
of Communications, and that Shirl Devine is

still worrying over war work and Junior
League.

Pi Dowling sent me a most official looking

communication from the Oneida County Ra-
tioning Board where she is a secretary—con-
cerned with sugar, tires, and gas. She says

she has tangled with the toughest of truck
drivers and written billions of letters.

Ellie DamgarJ Firth, from a vantage point

near Sweet Briar, says she was on hand for

the newest Aints and Asses starring vehicle.

She says Swede is trying for Voluntary Offi-

cers' Training, and doesn't know just where
she should turn. Lucy Lloyd is working on
the farm, and actually doing a man's job;

and selling War Bonds and Stamps on the side.

Mary James has been with a summer the-

atre in Hopewell Junction, New York and
from a wonderfully long letter, I gather she's

learning the trade completely and thoroughly.

Peg Tomlin has joined the ranks of busi-

ness school. Peg was busy this summer as

maid-of-honor in Nida's wedding and brides-

maid in Lloyd Lanier's. Butch is threatening

to invade the mysteries of typing and short-

hand this fall, as well as continue her Red
Cros3 work.

Pick reports she was in Birmingham and
then saw Mag Andericni Dortch in Nashville.

She says that Cyn Harrison Drinkwater writes

blissfully from Key West, where she is to

be for soi..e time.

As for me, 'Im still earning my bread and

butter. I applied for the WAVES, but the

old eyes kept me out—the same was true with

Lucy and Charlie.

The best comes last—Barbie Neietis Wick-
erham has a baby girl, Wendy, born in

August and Louise Kirk Headley, a daughter,

too, Margaret Dalton, in September.

New Address:

Patricia Dowling, 1222 Kemble Street,

Utica, New York.

Wilma Ze;:ler, 2849 29th ^treet, N. W.,

Washington, D. C.

1942

Class Secretary: Helen Sanford. The Bar-

bizon, 140 East Sixty-third Street, New York,

New York.

Vnnd Agent: Eugenia Burnett, c/o Maret

School, 2118 Kalorama Road, Washington, D.C.
You all have been so wonderful about

answering that I am completely bewildered

(not to say terrified) by the amount of in-

formation I must cover; the only redeeming

feature being that it will leave me little space

in which to sparkle with lively conversation

(apologies to Helen Mac).

Among the members of the young unmar-
ried set there seem to be two main occupa-

tional divisions—those who study, and those

who work (gainfully). Secretarial and busi-

ness schools are most popular this year. Their

ranks include Rufus Pierson, Diana Stout,

Gege Moomaw, Jan Darby, Laura Graves,

Sally Schall and Charles Lindsay—all of whom
are attending various schools in various places,

which I shall name upon request, only.

Pursuing other types of study are Nancy
Davis and Nan Taylor, who are working for

their respective teachers' certificates; Jeanne

Buzby, Toppin Wheat and Bobbie Ripley, all

studying for M.A. degrees; Duggins, studying

pre-med., and Phoebe Overstreet, studying

psychology—both at George Washington Uni-

versity; and Pat Brightbill, taking a techni-

cian's course at Pennsylvania University.

Those employed in the business world are

numerous—too i.umerous, in fact, to list al-

together. Swede is working in her father's

office in St. Paul, Debbie Wood at Lord and

Taylor's, Phyl Sherman at Altman's; Joanne

Oberkirch at the Manhasset branch of Best's.

Gloria is teaching kindergarten. Ruth Jaquot

is a reporter for the Wilmington (Delaware)

Morning News. Lucy Call works at the Chil-

dren's Memorial Clinic in Richmond. Eugie

Burnett, Eloise English, Dotty Hutchlngs, and
Alice King are working for the government.

Alice is working at Langley Field; Eugie in

the Office of Price Administration. Bundy is

working in the Public Relations Section of

the Norfolk Office of Civilian Defense. Irene

Mitchell has a job with the Wilson Election

Board and Eddie Syska with the Co-ordinator

of Inter-American Affairs, here in New York.

Ann Morrison is a college advisor at Millner's.

Oggle works in the photographic laboratory

of a camera shop; and Kipple Coleman has a

position with the SheafFer Pen Company in

Fort Madison. Grace Lanier is a receptionist

in the army hospital at Camp Campbell, Ken-
tucky. Ruth Hensley and Edie Brainerd are

working in their respective fathers* offices;

Kay Coggins works In a doctor's office in

addition to attending business school and

doing volunteer work at the Children's Clinic

in San Francisco. Daphne has a job at the

Harvard Business School and Grace Bugg is

a junior social worker in Richmond. Elllane

Farreli is a secretary and French translator

in a New York Import firm. Betsy Chamber-
lain and Ringer have been accepted by the

WAVES. Janet Lee Appell is working with

the Curtiss-Wright Airplane Company. Jean

Hamer graduated Phi Beta Kappa from the

University of Cincinnati and has a job with

the Wright Aeronautical Company, and Kelly

is working at the Blackland Army Flying

School in Waco, Texas.

Mai'garet Preston is working for Pan-

American Airways in Miami where work
starts at 4:00 a.m. Her address is 179 S. E.,

Twelfth Street, Miami, Florida.

Ann Sequin, Mimi Etheridge, Belle Gardner

and Agnes Colcord Jeffries are here at Katie

Gibbs with me.

I have devised this composition very, very

early in the morning (a habit acquired in

Virginia) , and if I have made mistakes, for-

give them (and correct them)
,

please. They
may be charged partly to Katharine Gibbs,

where three days of slaving have already

taken their toll of my mentality. Good night,

thank you for writing, and love to all of you.

Marriages and new addresses:

Peggy Cunninghar is Mrs. Robert Allen, 3rd.

Jeanne Sawyer is Mrs. John Faggi.

Cynthia Abbott Bottsford (Mrs. Stephen)

34 East 74.th Street, New York City.

Diana Greene Helfrich (Mrs. Harry, Jr.)

5114 de Montluzin Avenue, New Orleans,

Louisiana.

Martha Buchanan Wadsworth (Mrs. Jo-

seph) 704 South Mississippi Avenue, Lakeland,

Florida.

Polly Peyton Turner (Mrs. Carol) 565

Glary Street, San Francisco, California.

Sudle Clark Hanger (Mrs. William) 3 301

Commonwealth Avenue Auburn Gardens,

Alexandria, Virginia.

Frances Boynton Drake (Mrs. Carl, Jr.)

42 5 Riverside Drive, New York City.

Elsie Dlggs Orr (Mrs. Samuel, Jr.) James
Polk Apartments, Presidential Gardens, Alex-

andria, Virginia.

Polly Chilton Phillips (Mrs. James) 1120

I^rorth First Street Temple, Texas.

Janet Houstoun Davis (Mrs. Piatt W.) 10

Crane Street, Wrightsville Beach, North Car-

olina.

Sally Walke Rogers (Mrs. John C) 4-A,

1 5 Washington Place, New York, New York.

Alice King, 180 Cherokee Road, Hampton,
Virginia.

Pat Brightbill, 3 820 Locust Street, Phila-

delphia, Pennsylvania.

Lucy Call, 3415 Gloucester Street, Rich-

mond, Virginia.

Julia Groves, Beaulieu Point, Savannah,

Georgia.

Betsy Chamberlain Eleanor Ringer, U.S.N.R.

Training School, Northampton, Massachusetts.

Engagements:

Lucy Call to Captain Thomas Todd
Dabney.

Franny Caldwell to Lieutenant James, Har-

ris—wedding to take place in November.



College Calendar

1942-1943

In order to comply with various requests that the college holiday

schedule be arranged so as not to conflict with the heavy traffic of troops,

the administration and faculty of Sweet Briar approved this calendar

which was announced by President Glass at Convocation on October

eighth. The number of class periods in each semester will be approxi-

mately the same as at present. There will be no spring vacation except

for a long week-end in April when the students will remain on campus.

Commencement activities will cover one day less than in former years

with Commencement taking place on Monday.

Christmas Recess—from 11:10 A.M December 1

6

to 10:30 P.M January 18

Semester Instruction ends 5:05 P.M. February 2

Examinations—First Semester February 4-12

Instruction begins February 1

5

Long Week-end April 2-5

Instruction ends— 5:0 5 P. M. May 29

Examinations—Second Semester June 1-12

Baccalaureate June 13

Thirty- fourth Commencement June 14

Urgent Call for College Graduates

The alumnae oflice is receiving numerous appeals from

plants, business offices, the army and the navy for quali-

fied women to fill many types of positions.

Please notify the alumnae office immediately if \ou are

available. In your letter, please give as many details as

possible concerning your experience and the type of work
you feel best qualified to do.
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From College into Service

The Committee on Instruction of which Miss Mary Pearl is chairman, presented to the students

early in December a report in which were outlined a combination of courses now given at Sweet

Briar which will make good background for further short-time training or for beginning at once

on war-time service.

"For some of you long-time training for the professions will be tfie best plan. During the war-lime men are prevented from

taking this kind of training, and hence a new responsibility rests upon women for carrying on the professions. Be sure to

think carefully whether you are one of those who should take graduate training for medicine, the law, architecture, re-

search, college teaching, or some other of the professions which demand long-time training. If you undertake this kind

of work you will have an unprecedented opportunity for service. If this is \vhat appeals to you most, talk now to your

major professor about it.

IF, however, work immediately on leaving college is your goal, talk with your adviser about these combinations of

courses. They will be especially useful for those students who have not majored in science or mathematics. Such majors

are already in demand. These course combinations do not stand outside your degree requirements, i.e, any course taken

to fulfill a group requirement, or to count as part of a major, or as a free elective, will serve as vocational preparation

as well. The combinations have been made only to show in a concrete and simple form how college work can prepare you

for immediate service. The list is not exhaustive, but is intended rather to be suggestive of the possibilities that lie right

before you here at Sweet Briar. Perhaps you and your adviser can think of a better combination for you, as you and she

confer about your future work. In any case think carefully about:

1. What you can do to serve.

2. How best to prepare right now in college ior

that service.

Among the course-combinations that will pre-

pare ior war-service, combinations are ar-

ranged:

1. For translation work, censorship, or over-

seas service. Proficiency in English and in

one or more modern foreign languages.

2. For De-coding. Mathematics combined with

reading knowledge in foreign languages.

3. For assistantships in Health Fields or as

basis for further training for nursing, work
in Public Health, bacteriology, and labora-

tory work. Includes Microbiology sequence,

anatomy and physiology sequence, back-

ground for Nurse's Training, psychology,

background for Training as Psychiatric

Aides, or as Occupational Therapists.

4. For Scientific Work in Government Bureaus
or War Industries. Includes Science Founda-

tion group, chemistry and physics se-

quences, physical science foundation com-

bination and mathematics sequences for

advanced computation work and statistical

work.

5. For Psychological Testing.

6. For Elementary and Secondary School

Teaching.

7. For positions in the Social Field essential to

the War Effort. This group includes social

service, consumer relations work, child care,

social investigation, work in feeding centers,

assistants in the recreational field.

8. For work in government agencies, such as

that of a junior professional assistant: the

Board of Economic Welfare and the depart-

ments of labor and revenue.

(Lack of space prevents the listing of courses

as presented to the students. Alumnae may
secure the outline by writing to the alumnae
secretary).
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They Have Earned "The Right to Carry Their Share"

Ensign Anne F. Gochnauer, '29, U.S.N.R.

ttnr^HROUGH the ages, women have been asking for

^, their rights—now, some of them have been thrust

on us by the exigencies of War. Women have the right to

carry their share of the load of total warfare, the honor of

being true colleagues of the gallant men who are giving

their lives that the nation may live."

These are the words of Lieutenant Commander McAfee,

Director of the Women's Naval Reserve. This branch of

the Navy was established by law to help the war effort by

releasing officers and men for duty at sea, replacing them

with women in the shore stations of the Navy.

I can say without reservations that I experienced the

greatest thrill of my life when I took the oath and was

sworn into the Women's Naval Reserve. From that time

until I was ordered to report to Smith College at North-

ampton for an indoctrination course, I hunted for com-
fortable black oxfords. On November 6th, 115 Ensigns

and Lieutenants (j.g.) logged in at Northampton and were

billeted on the second and third decks of a beautiful colon-

ial building, Capen House. There we spent a happy and

very busy five weeks.

There were two battalions of us at Smith, each battalion

had three companies, each company was divided into three

platoons. The company of W. V. (P.)s, (Women Volun-

teer Probationaries) , of which I was a member, comprised

company 6. All the others, about 700 in number, were

V-9's. The W. V. (P.)s stayed at Smith for a five-week

indoctrination course. The V-9's had the indoctrination

course plus a three months communications course. Geo-

graphically speaking we were a mixed group and our

civilian professions were even more varied. There were

lawyers, chemists, teachers, personnel workers. Psycholo-

gists, secretaries. Dean of women, accountants, editors,

statisticians, and engineers, but we were all Americans and

in the Navy for the same fundamental reason, to serve.

We had a very active program and it's amazing how
much can be accomplished in a day if one follows a

schedule ... as we did, strenuously. From 0645, reveille,

until 2200 (10:00 o'clock to you landlubbers) when taps

sounded, our day was divided among classes, drill, study,

and mess. We mustered for everything in companies and

marched to all activities. Our classes included lectures in

Naval History, Naval Personnel, Naval Organization,

Naval Law, and Naval Ships and Aircraft. We took copious

notes and tried to remember everything in them. In the

afternoons we drilled and concentrated on which was right

and which was left, and tried to master column and flank

movements. Hup 2- 3- 4- was our refrain, a passing

civilian approached the platoon leader as we marched to

noon mess one day and inquired, "Tell me, please, what
do you do when you hup?" The answer might have been

"Everything", for marching was our commonest occupa-
tion. In the evening we studied, if we could stay awake.
As you can see, the days were full, and we went to bed at

night with a sense of a day's work well done.

We officers in the making received sympathetic help and
guidance from our officers. They were from the first group
of Women's Reserve trained in September, and had just

finished the training we were undergoing, so they knew
all the ropes.

No account of life at Northampton is complete without

a description of the Saturday morning Captain's inspection.

Our lines prepared for our first inspection with noticeable

trepidation. We were lined up in formation and every shoe

was polished with extra care, every stocking seam was
straight. All hands stiffened to attention when we heard

the order "Prepare for inspection". As the Commanding
Officer and his inspection party approached me, a bee lit

on my nose. I stood rigid, expecting each minute that I

would be stung, as I did not have time to brush it off. The
CO. passed by, completely overlooking the bee, and I am
afraid that he did not realize what a stoic I had been.

During the five weeks of training, we had a lot of fun,

and did a great deal of work. When it was all over, I had

the feeling that I had just completed five of the most
worthwhile weeks of my life. Our class was the first formal

class of W. V. (P.)s to graduate from a Naval Officers

Training school, and when at graduation. Rear Admiral

Randall Jacobs handed us certificates and orders, we be-

came full-fledged Naval officers, we changed from W. V.

(P.)s to W. V. (S.)s, (women's volunteer specialists).

That was a red-letter day in the life of this Ensign!

As my first active duty assignment, I received orders to

report to the Naval Training School at the University of

Wisconsin in Madison, Wisconsin. It is a special service

school for enlisted women, where they are trained to be

Radio Operators, and is a unit of a large station which

includes a Radio School for 1,200 Bluejackets. The women
are billeted in two dormitories of the University and arc

allowed to use the many fine facilities of the University.

At the Women's Radio School we have approximately 480

trainees, and a finer group I have never seen. It has been

my privilege for the past three months to be Senior Division

Officer for a group of 120 girls. My duties are varied and

numerous and include being a disciplinarian, adviser, drill-

master, supervisor, and friend.

During my training, and on active duty here in Madison,

I have had a feeling of deep satisfaction . . . knowing that

this work is helping the total war effort . . . and that it

is a job I am proud to be able to do.



Alumnae News

Nancy Gatch, '39, American Red Cross

IN RESPONSE to a plea for news of Nancy by the

alumnae secretary, her mother very promptly replied.

We quote from that letter and a recent article from the

Washington Evening Star.

"Nancy writes enthusiastically of her work and her sur-

roundings. The Mediterranean waves break at her front

door. The girls are quartered in a very livable and pictur-

esque villa—the country itself is vividly colorful and ap-

peals tremendously to Nancy's artistic sense. She paints

every chance she gets. Her letters are delightfully happy
in their tone; she misses home, of course, and hot water

and steam heat—they freeze at night no matter how much
covering. Her assignment is with a big Army hospital. She

is a secretary but does a lot of everything that presents

itself to be done. Fighting men come and go to and from
the front, not so far away and there are recuperative cases

to be tended and there is recreational duty, fixing up a

club room with practically nothing to work with as to

materials, etc. Like the soldiers and sailors, the Red Cross

girls want mail—simply live for it. Write on thin paper

and put a six-cent airmail stamp on the letter. Nancy's
address is c/o American Red Cross, 12th General Hospital,

A.P.O. 700, New York City."

From the Evening Star—"Good-looking Nancy Gatch
is living up to her distinguished father and making a place

for herself in the war effort. It was Captain Thomas Gatch
whose unnamed United States battleship shot down 32 Jap
planes, and his daughter is doing her bit as a secretary with
the American Red Cross hospital unit now in North
Africa. Her letters to her family tell of the almost un-
believable beauty of that far-off and "censored" spot where
her unit is—and of a sweet and touching Christmas Day
spent at sea en route.

Every one pitched in and helped Nancy with the Christ-
mas decorations—yards and yards of bright red signal cloth

and candles painted Christmasy red. One of the sailors was
good at painting murals, so he did some wall decorations,

and even in that crowded and not too attractive mess hall,

Nancy says, every American heart thrilled as they all stood
about singing good old-fashioned Christmas carols.

Nancy Gatch knows something about decorating, too.

She was in Hollywood working successfully with studio

set designing when the war came to us, and she hurried
back to Washington to take a war job. While in Hollywood
she had taken a secretarial course so she stepped right into a

secretarial job with the WPB and later with the Red Cross.

She is quite a talented artist, having done some fine still

life and portraits in oil, several of which hang in the draw-
mg room of her family's house on Macomb Street here."

Second Officer, Mary Johnston, WAAC
WE CAN add nothing to the complete account in the

January Ladies Howe journal of the training of

"Officer Candidate Johnston", but quote excerpts from it

for the benefit of those who may have missed the story on
this "typical" WAAC.
"Then along came the war—and the American Women's

Voluntary Services. Mary took up plane spotting. Cool
head and able memory presently had her making extremely

good at local aircraft-warning^ headquarters; instructing

new women volunteers, she was working ten and twelve

hours a day. No drama about it; just a job to be done,

and she seemed to do it all right, so why not give it all it

seemed to need. Presently rumor said that some of the

volunteers would be asked to join the newly forming

WAAC. Rumor was right for once—as Mary found when
called in by a crisp-spoken captain, told she was one of

nine picked for the first WAAC officer-training group and

would have to make up her mind about it by next morning.

She took it for an honor, and so it was. Mary is both

younger and less experienced than most of her fellow

WAAC officers, who average around thirty years old and

have often made good in sizable civil jobs. The roster of

her group of 146 included newspaperwomen, lawyers,

artists, crack secretaries, department-store buyers and deans

of women.
Mary learned close-order drill and physical exercises to

strengthen and supple her long frame; she learned Army
organization, company administration, property accounta-

bility—which was a holy terror—military customs and

courtesies, map reading, defense against gas and air attack,

military sanitation and first aid—and the first informal

rule of being a good officer, which is to rely heavily on a

sergeant you can trust.

She is living at home in New York again, assigned to

supervising work in aircraft-warning headquarters once

more. Now, however, her presence there relieves a man
officer for combat duty.

When Mary came home, it was the Johnstons' faithful

maid who got the first impact of what had happened to

the daughter of the household. The next day the maid

came to Mrs. Johnston with something on her mind

—

something pretty close to a miracle: "I went in to straight-

en Miss Mary's room yesterday," she said, "and unpack her

suitcase and see what needed washing and mending, like I

always do when she comes home, and, ma'am, you could

have knocked me over with a feather—her bed was made,

just as nice as I could have made it, and her suitcase was

unpacked and her slippers were in the right place and

everything was in the right drawer."

Mrs. Raymond has an excellent collection of war posters of the U nited Nations They

can be sent to any alumnae club that can use them. Posta ge to be paid by the club—

address inquiries to the Alumnae Office.

Give Your Fortunes to Sweet Briar

The Library needs all issues of Fortune magazine published in 1942. Please send your
extra copies to the librarian. Miss Janet Agnew, Sweet Briar, Virginia.
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Purposefulness in Liberal Education
Convocation Address, February 12, 1945 Graduation of

Mary Law, Dorothy Long, Angela Marston

Miss Glass

This is the first time Sweet Briar has ever held a Convocation for

graduation. Whenever students have finished their course in February

before it has been because of delays or irregular entrance and they

have received their degrees at the following commencement. This

occasion marks several things at Sweet Briar and there arc implications

in them worth our scrutiny.

The graduates of today have accelerated their course

under the impetus of the immediate need of the country

for workers. They will offer themselves immediately for

full time service where service is needed, but they will

offer themselves as well equipped, as far as information

goes, as if they had not accelerated.

The term acceleration in its present vogue covers a good

many things. To accelerate is to get education more
quickly, presumably, but what the education gotten con-

sists of makes all the difference.

Some processes and some subject matters have been

found over centuries of experimentation to broaden and

deepen personalities, and to assist a mind to develop facility

in dealing with ideas and in logical and consistent think-

ing. Other processes and subject matters produce a valuable,

practically an essential, facility in doing things, but they

neither broaden nor deepen personalities to any similar

degree, and hence have not the same value in developing

prsons toward mastering the many conflicting interests of

life. If one is seeking such development and accelerates by
working longer annual periods and with enhanced mental

vigor, the acceleration takes place consistently with the

kind of education sought and in the most favorable mental

attitude possible. If, on the other hand, the acceleration

consists in doing less and more superficially the things

which foster this kind of education, or in substituting for

the broadening and deepening processes the narrowing and
less deeply significant subjects, the resulting education is

not of the same value as it was intended to be.

Times come when the deepening education desired can-

not be pursued because of the instant demand to do things.

For intellectual integrity at such a time it is of prime im-

portance to recognize what is being given up and for what
cause. Today is one of the times when the question of what
to give up and what to do is insistent. If we are to be

justified in our decisions, we must test our action by our
usefulness in the world at this same moment rather than

by our own desires. I do not think of this generation of

young women as protected from the currents of their

age, set aside and allowed to grow into even the most beau-

tiful hothouse plants. Women always carry a large burden
in society and never did they need greater wisdom to dis-

tinguish between the best and the near-best for them and
the times. They may well be confused because they are

bombarded by conflicting opinions in the press and over

the radio, emanating from persons whose utterances always

gain attention. Mrs. Roosevelt is quoted as saying that col-

lege women students should stop college and go into im-

mediate service. A bit later Director Hobby of the WAACS

and Lieutenant Commander McAfee of the WAVES issue a

joint statement that the war will not be delayed by women
students in college staying to complete their courses.

May we not get guidance from the following consid-

erations? I have spoken of the implications of acceleration.

One of the important ones is the injection of enhanced
purposefulness into the process of getting a liberal educa-
tion. Because maturing is a definite part of a liberal educa-
tion, and because educators have been careful to maintain
the independence of the value of such an education from
any one specific use to which it is put, there has grown up
in the minds of some persons an idea that such an educa-
tion is a casual affair with no definite goals, but a pious

hope that in the end one is improved. Even students in the

pursuit of such an education are not completely free from
this erroneous thinking. It is a most harmful notion. The
goals of a liberal education are very definite: an intelligent

conception, based on as much knowledge as it is possible to

gain in a given period, of the world we live in and the

people who live in it in all their reaches of mind, matter,

and spirit. And this conception should be accompanied by
the process of discrimination and appreciation, and all these

should be so blended into the personality as to guide the

will in determining conduct. The goal is indeed difiicult of

attainment and, as in any other journey, it helps to know
wither one is going. Definite progress toward the end of

the journey is not only possible but evident in almost all

who set out on the path. At this critical time greater

progress is more important in the service of the age.

How fast can one gain such conceptions and apprecia-

tions? There is a limit, but not a final limit of time. The
first thing to note is that such an education is never fin-

ished and its pursuit offers one of the liveliest consolations

of age. With concentrated attention it becomes possible to

reach a good take-ofF station for continuing achievement

in one's late teens or early twenties. The keener the realiza-

tion of what is being sought the greater the intellctual and

emotional vigor of seeking, the more quickly can one arrive

at the take-off station. Such acceleration is probably all to

the good, if it is adjusted to the rate of assimilation of the

individual. There is no magic time limit, though long

experimentation has proved certain periods to be probably

the most satisfactory. Under the urge of present need for

young adults ready for the take-off, I am inclined to be-

lieve that we may find a slightly shortened period as effec-

tive, if not more so.

It is greatly to be desired that the same purposefulness

mark the getting of a general liberal education as now
marks the getting of a technical or professional education.

It requires more insight to achieve this without the urge

of a definite career to be begun, but the persons who profit

by extended liberal education ought to have that insight

and be able through self-motivation to equal the profes-

sional intensity and pace.
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Measured by need, at this critical moment, to what

degree should one pursue general education and to what

extent sacrifice it for an immediate skill in action? This

is the keen point of inquiry for women in college today

—

Certain important services in present day life are entrusted

only to persons who have taken a college course to reach

the take-off station in a liberal education, and they are

services essential to the war and to society alike. The plan-

ners and designers of large scale operations, the engineers,

the doctors, the statisticians and economists, the deter-

miners of policy in social services, the teachers of the

young, those entrusted with promoting international un-

derstanding and cooperation, psychologists and psychia-

trists, and ministers of religion, must all be recruited from

the young adults at the take-off station. It is not whether

someone else will do these jobs. Some one else is not given

the chance.

Numerically the demands for these services are small in

comparison with the demands for armament, for fighting,

for food, for production, but so is the number of persons

pursuing a liberal education small in comparison with the

population of the country. How many of these approach-

ing the take-off station can we allow to forsake their goal

to join the large numbers available for services that do

not require the same background?

For women this question becomes more pointed. Because

we belong in a civiUzation that frees us from the necessity

to fight in order that we may do other things, and because

this same civilization does not so free men, women must be

very much in earnest as to whether they are using this

freedom for society's best interests. It is much easier to

give up the longer route to usefulness and go into the

more obvious and less demanding services but is it not a

bad waste of national assets when one is a near the take-

off station as are college students? National needs—nay

world needs—must have both kinds of service, but we

still call it selective service, and women are in a better

position to participate in selective service than men now
are.

We hear the phrase "Education as usual is out". Well,

what is meant by "Education as usual?" A great deal of

what was usual is the indispensible basis of our present

achievement. The implication that education as usual was

casual and only vaguely useful is out, and always ought

to have been, for women as well as for men.

Now when women are spared from combat and men
are gone to it, many more of them than in previous days

ought to be undergoing the long and serious training of

the professions or in college getting ready to do so. The
depletion of these professions is already with us, and the

shortage threatens to grow. Also the projected plans of

post-war reconstruction point to a continued increased

need beyond what we had before the war.

The chances for women to pursue professions before

and during marriage improve with each new improvement

of domestic procedure. The picture given twenty-five years

ago by that far-sighted educator, Laura Drake Gill, is

truer than ever. A woman in her first leisure, before her

marriage, can lay the foundations for a service to the

world professional or otherwise. Throughout the years

when her children are young and family demands are both

new and many, she can most probably only keep such

interests alive and increasing slowly—simmering, as it were.

When family routines are more established and children

demand more intellectually and spiritually and less phys-
ically, a woman, mature, keen, never really out of touch
with her profession, can with the greatest satisfaction to

herself and with profit and stimulation to her family go
into nearly full-time pursuit of her profession again. It is

rather an appealing type of mother to have, is it not?

Then too statisticians and sociologists keep telling us

that after this war there will not be enough men for as

many marriages as hitherto. Suppose you are the one not

married. How precious is a profession then? And how
easily made an asset if you do marry.

But the picture is not fair without recognition that

probably the fundamental reason that women in our civil-

ization do not have to fight is that they are freed from
this necessity because they are wives and mothers. If a

woman knows that this is to be her immediate life what
is the significance of a liberal education to her? She is

entering upon one of the most difficult occupations. First,

standards of achievement are not determined. She must
find out herself whether she is good or bad. She cannot be

tested for it, nor is there any rating scale in this occupa-

tion to disclose weak spots or to solace misgivings of

failure. There is no definite job analysis. Almost every con-

ceivable problem in physical, emotional, intellectual and
spiritual relationships will arise for her. No one skill that

she has ever learned will fit her to cope with their multi-

plicity. What are the probabilities of resourcefulness in

family relations traceable to a course in the Novel, when
one is multiplied in experience by the most intimate knowl-

edge of varying human beings and human relations, as

against a course in accounting? And yet a course in the

Novel is far from being enough. The whole range of

knowledge about the world and the people in it is not

too great for usefulness in being a wife and a mother. Any
family reflects to a preponderant degree the attainments

or the defects of the mother. Can all mothers have the

many aids to doing their task well that college women
can get if they will? Well then, should those who can

secure the aids not be held doubly responsible to use them
in their homes and in their communities? Remember
always that in the present state of civilization these op-

portunities are at the disposal of only a few. However the

number of persons having them may increase in our time,

the proportion will still be small, and proportionately the

utilization of the opportunities precious.

Purposefulness in a Liberal Education is the least to be

expected today of those blessed with the opportunity for

it. Purposefully pursued a liberal education is a bulwark

that society cannot do without. We are a part of society

and we are willing so to act, but we are also individuals

who cannot forget that too. For the individual a liberal

education purposefully and understandingly pursued is a

source of satisfaction hardly to be equaled. In resource-

fulness, in interest, in zest, in adjustment, and in joy it

multiphes native endowment many times. Can you take

it? Will you justify it?

To our three graduates who by acceleration have reached

this stage we give our congratulations as they step upon

the take-off station and bid them take off with cool heads,

courage, devotion, and an eye on the goal.
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The Art Department Since 1936
Br Florence Horton

IN THE year 1936-37 the major in arc was established.

As is always the case, the major strengthened the depart-

ment, allowing it to be more balanced, with a larger num-
ber of students in the advanced courses and relatively

fewer in the introductory courses. It has facilitated the

arrangement of proper prerequisites and sequences in well-

rounded, comprehensive offerings covering the whole field

of art. Oriental art, which is included in the general course

in history and appreciation of art, is the only important

field of art which has not as yet been offered in some

special course. Beginning in February, 1944, a course in the

art of Latin America will be given and we look forward

to the possibility of offering a special course in Oriental art

in the future.

The studio courses not connected with lectures in history

of art we call "Practice of Art", and have established a

sequence of three years of this work in drawing, painting

and composition. To these we have added a new course in

architectural design. A maximum of twelve hours of credit

in practice of art may be counted toward the degree. These

courses are pursued particularly by students with artistic

talent and special inclination.

Studio practice given as laboratory work in direct con-

nection with the courses in general history of art, Greek

sculpture, Italian painting and that of the rest of Europe,

has become a very important part of the department's

work and accomplishment.

Among courses that have been added within recent years

are Elements of Form and Special Studies in Art.

The former, open only to seniors majoring in art, deals

with the determining and limiting forces which bear on

the arts of architecture, painting and sculpture and is

designed to help the student correlate and integrate the

material of the major subject. It is popularly known as

Aesthetics, but is strictly an art and not a philosophy

course. The latter is open only to qualified art majors who
desire to pursue individual study in some field of their own
choice. The work is tutorial and fills the need for a

certain amount of independent study as pursued under

the Honors Plan of Study in other departments. The stu-

dent who elects this course studies under the member of

the staff best suited to supervise her work.

Robinson, Chairman

The increase in numbers of students doing studio prac-

tice and those pursuing the practice of art has made it

necessary to enlarge our quarters and equipment. In the

summer of 1941 a second studio was made from a former
chemistry lecture room on the third floor of Academic
adjoining the old studio. The room was painted, equipped

with fluorescent light and a spot-light, provided with sink,

lockers and shelves, and shutters have since been installed

in the windows to control light and ventilation. The old

studio was greatly improved in the summer of 193 8. The
walls and ceiling were entirely renewed and plumbing was
installed to provide a much needed sink. Later a supply

and store room was partitioned off and the studio and ad-

joining faculty offices were painted a soft, light gray. The
large lecture room on the floor below has been equipped

with a good system for darkening the room and providing

ventilation at the same time. This has increased the comfort
of art students during lectures which are almost always

illustrated with slides. We have greatly added to our slide

collection and have made a specialty of color slides since

they have become more satisfactory and more easily

available.

Several changes in staff have taken place within recent

years. Miss Virginia Randall McLaws, who had been Di-

rector of Art for thirty years, retired in 193 8. Mr. Edward
Mortimer Linforth came to us as Instructor in Art from

the School of Fine Arts of Yale University in the fall of

193 8. Miss Lois Wilcox was absent on sabbatical leave for

the year 1939-40 and resigned before the year was over.

Miss Margaret Bouton, a graduate of Wellesley College and

a graduate student at Radcliffe, working for the Ph.D.

degree in art, was appointed a substitute for Miss Wilcox

and was called to Wellesley to teach art history the follow-

ing year. Many of the alumnae will be interested to know
that she returned to Radcliffe to continue her study on the

Doctorate but has again interrupted it to teach art at

Duke University this year. Mr. Jovan De Rocco was ap-

pointed Instructor in Art in 1940. He came to Sweet Briar

from New York where he had his own studio. He had

studied at the Art Students League and with Kenneth

Hayes Miller, Kimon Nikolaides and William Zorach. Be-

fore that he had been an architect, working with Harold

Mr. Linforth Miss Robinson Mr. de Rocco
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Van Buren Magonigle for a few years after coming to this

country from Yugoslavia, where he had received his archi-

tectural training in the University of Belgrade. He was

decorated by the Royal Yugoslav government for the

mural he made for the Yugoslav Pavilion at the New York

World's Fair in 1940.

Mary Bioun-Serinan Walke, '3 8, was the first Art

major to be graduated from Sweet Briar. In the middle of

their junior year she and Pauline Womack Swan changed

their majors to art as soon as it was made a major subject.

From 193 8 to 1942 thirty-one art majors have been grad-

uated. The alumnae records disclose so little activity in art

by these graduates that we hope it is only due to the possi-

bility that the alumnae do not realize how much we are

interested in what they do in their chosen field. We do

know that Viola ]amcs Wathen, '39, was studying for the

M.A. in art at the University of Indiana the first year of

her marriage. Betty Barnes Bird, '3 9, was an assistant in the

Yale University School of Fine Arts, 1939-40, and attended

the Smith College Graduate School of Architecture and

Landscape Architecture in Cambridge, Massachusetts,

1940-42. Two of our majors graduated with honors, Viola

]ames Wathen, magna cum lauJe, 1939, and Helen Anne
Littleton Hauslein, cum laude, 1941. Two seniors in the

class of 1942, who had honor records, were unable to take

the comprehensive examination in art which would have

determined their status. This year there are fifteen art

majors, nine seniors and six juniors.

For several years the classes in Greek Art and Medieval

Art have been taken to Baltimore for a week-end trip to

study in the Walters Art Gallery, the Baltimore Museum
of Art and the Johns Hopkins Archaeological Museum,
where there are excellent collections of original works of

art in the two fields. Except for this war year we have

extended our visits to Washington to see examples of re-

vivals of Byzantine, Romanesque and Gothic architecture,

and to visit the Corcoran, the Philips Memorial or the Na-
tional Gallery. Recently the class in Modern Art and two
other small groups of students were taken to the Virginia

Museum of Fine Arts in Richmond to see the exhibition

of the Walter P. Chrysler Collection and a special exhibi-

tion on color and light in art.

Since 1936, though not very recently, the Department

of Art has brought several lecturers to the college. Pro-

fessor Clarence Ward, Head of the Department of Fine

Arts of Oberlin College spoke on, "The Charm of the

French Cathedrals." Mr. Forbes Watson, one of the Di-

rectors of the Art Project of the United States Treasury

Department spoke on "Recent Mural Painting in America,"

and Dr. George H. Opdyke came to the college through

the courtesy of the Committee on Education of the Amer-
ican Institute of Architects, to visit classes and to lecture

on "Patterns in Pictures." He gave an informal lecture to

a group of art students on "The Importance of Art Appre-
ciation." Mr. Irving H. Olds visited Sweet Briar under the

Concert Project of the American Association of Colleges

and spoke on Japanese Prints and Print making. He brought

a large and unusual collection of old Japanese prints and
cherry wood blocks. The Art Department kept open house

to the college in the studio one day when Mr. Olds demon-
strated the making of color prints from the cherry blocks.

showed his collection and talked informally. Last January
the Friends of Art brought the well known French artist,

Fcrnand Leger, to Sweet Briar for two lectures, given in

French and ably interpreted by Mr. De Rocco.

The department's collection of large color reproductions

of paintings has increased to eighty-nine in number. Dis-

played behind glass on the studio walls, in groups of five

or six, they are a constant source of enjoyment and are

valuable for instructional purposes.

In 1937, after some experimentation in the mounting
of photographs, the department purchased a dry-mounting
press with tacking iron and electric connections which is

installed in a work room in the lower part of the library.

We have mounted several hundred phootgraphs and

prints and have been able to keep the Carnegie collection

of photographs in repair by remounting and patching when
necessary.

One of the larger study rooms in the library is given over

to the study of photographs in connection with the various

art classes and the walls have been prepared as bulletin

boards to display the large photographs and prints which
cannot be easily handled on the tables. A student assistant

is in charge of the photograph collection each year.

The Picture Rental collection maintained by the depart-

ment continues to hold an important place in college in-

terest. The rental fee has been reduced from three dollars

to two dollars a year for three different color reproductions

or, if preferred, the same picture for the three rental periods

of the year. We also have some prints in black and white,

and the Ludovici set of stage-coach prints, illustrations of

Dickens' novels, which rent for a dollar and a half for a

set of three throughout the year. The collection has

always been self-supporting, thanks to the friends of

Sweet Briar who made this venture possible by their

generous contributions. In 193 8 the father of Lucille

Greene" Michel, '3 8, made a generous and very unexpected

contribution which brought the donors' fund up to three

hundred and five dollars. The rental fees are used to pur-

chase additional pictures and to keep the collection in

repair.

The first one-picture exhibit shown at Sweet Briar was

held in December, 1936. A painting by Ambrosius Benson,

a Flemish artist of the Sixteenth Century, "Portrait of a

Man," was lent by the Knoedler Gallery of New York and

displayed in the Library. We are now preparing a place for

such one-picture exhibits in the lower corridor of Aca-

demic. We have arranged for loans from the Metropolitan

Museum and from several galleries in New York and we
plan to keep one good picture on exhibit practically all the

time. The picture will be well lighted and well hung and

will, we hope, be a focal point of interest.

Six years ago we began the now well-established custom

of borrowing paintings and sculpture from the leading

galleries of New York for our Art Department exhibitions.

Among the most important of such exhibitions have been:

The Master Impressionists, Degas, Monet, Pissaro, Renoir,

Sisley and Morisot, with examples of early and late works

by each arranged to show the development of their style;

Contemporary American Artists, Henry Lee McFee, Eugene

Speicher, John Carroll, Henry Varnum Poor, Alexander

Brook, Morris Kantor, Henry Mattson, Peppino Mangravite
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and Charles Burchfield; Modern French and American

Paintings and Drawings by Derain, Forain, Maillol, Matisse,

de Segonzac, Vlaminck, Louise Bouchc, Glackens, Lawson,

Luks, Prendergast, Myers and Sloan; small sculptures in

bronze and ebony by Maillol, BourdcUe, Warneke, Fritz

Bchn, Jane Poupelct, Lachaise, Mahonri Young and Kolbe;

French paintings by Monet, Pisarro, Renoir, Gaugin, Mori-

sot, Cassatt and Andre; a survey of American Painting,

including works by Winslow Homer, George Inness, Childe

Hassam, Arthur B. Davies, Charles H. Davis, Robert

Henri, F. C. Frieseke, John La Farge and Jon Corbino; a

retrospective exhibition of the work of Guy Pene du Bois,

1915 to 1938; a group of distinctly contemporary water

colors and oils by Beckmann, Chagall, Gatch, Gross, Kan-

dinsky, Klce, Nolde and Weber; American and French

Paintings by Henry Schnakenburg, Richard Lahey, William

Glackens, Gifford Beal, John Sloan, and others, with

Eugene Delacroix, Gustave Courbet, Dunoyer de Segonzac

and Andre Derain; a group of contemporary Americans

—

Zoltan Sepeshy, Doris Rosenthal, Anatol Shulkin, Waldo

Pierce, William Palmer, Frederic Taubes and Paul Cadmus;

a group of the French School including Chagall, Dufy,

Derain, Girieud, Picasso, Renoir, Signac, Souverbie, Utrillo,

Vlaminck and Redon; water colors by George Grosz,

Charles Burchfield and Herbert Gute, temperas by Peter

Hurd, oils by Edward Hopper and John Carroll, temperas

and water colors by Zolton Sepeshy and oils and water

colors by Dean Fausset.

Among other exhibitions of note was the very large one

entitled, "Contemporary Art of 79 Countries" that came

to us through the courtesy of the International Business

Machines Corporation in 1940 under the joint auspices of

Friends of Art, the Department of Art and the college

authorities who all cooperated to make it a success; a group

of sculptures in wood and terracotta by Marina Nunez del

Prado, a Bolivian artist, and a very comprehensive exhibi-

tion of the varied periods of Picasso's work, from the

Museum of Modern Art.

The Friends of Art have brought to the college a num-

ber of exhibitions among which should be mentioned one

of special interest to the alumnae—a group of oils by

Clare Shcnchon Boyd who was a student at Sweet Briar

some years ago, and wood blocks and etchings by her hus-

band, Fiske Boyd. Mr. and Mrs. Boyd visited Sweet Briar

at the time of their exhibit and Mr. Boyd presented to the

College, through the Friends of Art, one of his etchings

entitled, "New York Harbor."

Other gifts of pictures made to the college since 1936

have been two oils, "Black Boy Playing His Guitar " by the

artist, Lois Wilcox and "Street Scene" by the artist, Virginia

Randall McLaws. Judge Francis H. Dunne sent us a framed

etching, "Hazy Morning—Fisherman's Wharf" at Christ-

mas, 1940 and a friend and admirer of his sent a sum of

money for the purchase of a painting in memory of Judge

Dunne, after his death on June 17, 1941. With this money
we bought a water color by Herbert Gute, called "Light-

house, Maine". It is the wish of the donor that the gift re-

main anonymous. A year ago Fernand Leger gave to the

College, through Friends of Art, one of his original sketches

in black and white, a study for his large compositions,

"Les Plongeurs".

With the assistance of Friends of Art of Sweet Briar

College we have purchased five other paintings since 1937.
The first purchase was "Daisies and Anemones" by William
Glackens and was bought wholly by Friends of Art. The
next was "Rockport Fishermen" by Jon Corbino, toward
which a small contribution was made by Friends of Art.

The major part of this purchase came from a fund which
the College has set aside each year since 193 8 for the pur-
chase of paintings. The 1939 painting was "Two Heads"
by Paul Cadmus. In 1940 "Brooding Earth" by Charles

Burchfield was added to the collection in honor of Virginia

Randall McLaws by her friends at Sweet Briar. Among
these friends are a good many of the alumnae. The plan to

buy a picture in honor of Miss McLaws was inaugurated
and carried out by Friends of Art. Our most recent acces-

sion is "The Alamo Tree," a tempera by Peter Hurd, pur-
chased in 1941. The Accessions Committee for the pur-
chase of paintings consists of the Art faculty and
the Executive Committee of Friends of Art.

The alumnae will recall that reproductions of several of

these paintings, with notes about their acquisition have
appeared from time to time in the Alumnae News. Simi-

lar notes and reproductions of most of our purchases have

also appeared in Parnassus, formerly published by the Col-

lege Art Association of America, in the Art Digest, one

of the best known art magazines in the country and in

the New York Times.

Though the Sweet Briar collection is still so small it has

become quite popular outside of Sweet Briar College. This

has become apparent by increasing and frequent requests to

borrow our pictures for important exhibitions elsewhere.

It started just after we acquired the "Rockport Fishermen"

when the Carnegie Institute of Pittsburgh borrowed it for

a one-man show of Corbino's work. In the summer of

1941 The Art Institute of Chicago had our Burchfield for

their International Exhibition of Water Colorists from

July 17th to October 5th. In 1942 the Midtown Gallery

of New York borrowed our Cadmus for their Tenth Anni-

versary Loan Exhibition of Work by Midtown Artists.

Last fall the Baltimore Museum of Art borrowed our

Burchfield and our Cadmus for an exhibition of modern
Americans, and as you read this our "Alamo Tree", by
Peter Hurd, is on exhibition at the Museum of Modern
Art in an interesting group called "Realists and Magic
Realists" which runs from February ninth to March
twenty-first.

The library collection of books on art is continually

increasing and contains many noteworthy numbers. Among
the rarer books of interest are two facsimiles of early

codices with complete illustrations. These are the Vienna

Genesis, a sixth century Byzantine manuscript, originally

written on purple vellum with illustrations in color, pur-

chased through contributions made by Deborah Gale Bryer,

'34, Marjorie Sylvester, '37, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Knight of

Lynchburg and Judge Dunne, and the Utrecht Psalter,

most characteristic of the School of Reims in the Caro-

lingian Renaissance. Other partial reproductions are the

Book of Kells, a seventh or eigth century Celtic gospel in

Trinity College, Dublin, the Miniatures of the tenth cen-

tury Paris Psalter in the Bibliotheque Nationale and some

(Confhiut-J on page 2S)
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Founders' Day, October 30, 1942

The usual custom of having a guest speaker for the Founders* Day

exercises was set aside this year in favor of a program concerned with

the founding of Sweet Briar. Miss Glass skillfully provided the back-

ground when she spoke of founding the "Privately Endowed College."

Dr. Mary K. Benedict, Sweet Briar's first president, told of "The

Beginning of Sweet Briar" and Margaret Banister, *16, student during

Miss Benedict's presidency, spoke of "Students as Founders." Margaret

Gordon, '44. representing the students, concluded the program with

"Founding as a Continuing Process."

Miss Glass began by stating the requirements which must be met

before a college or any other institution may be founded. "Founding,"

she said, "springs from an existing need and persevering concern.

Through work, courage, anxiety, and the expenditure of no little

emotion, a dream becomes a reality." Miss Glass spoke of the spirit

behind the founding of Vassar, Harvard and the University of Virginia.

She expressed her own feelings upon entering Randolph-Macon College

when it had been in existence for only three years. She told about Mrs.

Williams, the founder of Sweet Briar, and of the evidence that she

did not merely leave her money to a vague idea, but to a mentally

pictured college.

The individual personality of the institution and the way it affects

its general procedure was then discussed by Miss Glass. A privately

founded college is public in that it cannot limit its size until it has

taken care of those who have a claim on it; it is private since it may
choose its entrants and the aspects of life upon which its emphasis is

to be placed. It is private because it may experiment in education and

its support comes from private sources. Because of the preceding facts

the privately endowed and founded college has a chance of combining

uniformity and diversity which the publicly endowed college does not

have. Furthermore, it will survive as an institution as long as the ideal

of freedom and the recognition of the ideal of diversity survive, and

these ideas He deeply i'n American mentality and spirit.

In conclusion Miss Glass stressed the fact that founding is a con-

tinuing process because the more the institution is used the stronger

and richer it becomes.

The Beginning of Sweet Briar

Dr. Mary K. Benedict

The home of our Founder has played a part in the life of this

college quite unique in the history of private college foundations. We
did not start with a plot of ground and some sort of an InS'titutional

building, as so many colleges have started. Nor was the home of the

Founder just an attractive residence with interesting and worth while

things that belonged to the family that lived there. Other colleges

have had these.

The home of our Founder was acres and acres of land, woods, fields,

hills, fertile farm land, flowering trees, dogwood, redbud, laurel

—

and it was "girdled with mountains all around".

Surrounded by all this, the Founders had made a home. They did

not go to a community and shape a part of it into their home. They
established a home which had all the potentialities of becoming a com-
munity in itself, and it has become so.

The center of it, the home itself, was far from new when we came
here. Mrs. Williams had died in 1900, having reached her three score

years and ten, and, as it was her father, Elijah Fletcher, who had
acquired the property and built the home, three generations had lived

here, and the home was over a hundred years old.

So we came, in 1906, to this home which was to grow into a

community. Sweet Briar house had long been built, the landscaping,

the box and the roses, had made a place of rare beauty, and the acres

that stretched out, immeasurably. It seemed, were full of great gifts

—-beauty, peace, the bounty of the soil, and the chance to live com-
fortably and happily in family and community relationships—surely

a perfect example of what we are all giving our fighting strength to

maintain.

I don't know how you who have come more recently onto this

campus feel about this home. Perhaps the college now grown older

Itself, the roots and branches of Little Ulmus {That's the elm tree

that stood in the oval—we of the class of 1910 planted it) having

literally and figuratively spread themselves deep and high—perhaps

to you the college seems to be the greater home. Possibly It seems to

embrace and amplify the other, the Founder's home.

In our day, I think that the home of the Founder reached over all

the rest. That doesn't mean that we were not living happily as a

college community in the dormitories, refectory and academic building

just as you are today; but those buildings seemed to have grown out

of the Sweet Briar domain and were a part of it, nurtured by it. The
home was a most remarkable store house from which we drew materi-

ally and spiritually. From the soil came the bricks that went into

the buildings, from the farm the supplies for our table, from the

springs and wells on and under the earth came our water. We needed

more water once, and Mr. Heald, a Trustee whose practical and busi-

ness ability was Invaluable to us, went out and had the water from
a few more springs carried into our reservoir.

The house and grounds were just right for the social life of our

first fifty girls, and the beauty and harmony of all our surroundings

seemed to emanate from the home. Typical of this were our early

May Day celebrations. No artist's vision of a setting for them could

have surpassed, if it could have equalled the boxwood circle.

In coming into this home, I think we all felt that we had been

graciously invited to come by the persons to whom it had belonged

—we had been asked to take it over in trust for the realization of

the high purposes of the Founders. They had left expectations which

we were to live up to.

So, to us who preceded you onto this campus, the home mothered

the academic life that was starting to grow. That it grew, and grew

fast I do not need to remark. It grew in geometrical progression. We
made bricks for Randolph, Manson, and Grammer halls in its very

early childhood.

I have never felt that I had words to do justice to the work done

by the members of our Faculty during those early years. The Trustees

had decided that we were to build a college of the first rank. They
had selected a few of us who, in their judgment, were qualified to

build. When I came in June, 1906, I found Dr. John M. McBryde here

and zealous In planning and working for the start. We were soon

joined by others. A number of them you know—Miss Gay Patteson

and Miss Mattie, Miss Sparrow, Mr. Dew, Mr. Worthlngton, Dr.

Harley, Miss McLaws, Miss Morenus, Mr. Rollins. Knowing them, and

what they have stood for at Sweet Briar, you can see that the work

was certain to be well done. There were others whom you do not

know. We always suffered from the appreciation of other colleges who
called our teachers from time to time, but we got even with them

by our invitations, too. Sometimes we suffered from the appreciation

of those who became husbands.

Of course pioneering Is never wholly simple. You have an idea

—

something you vision as having the quality of reality in that It can

be real and is going to be real; and, as you try to make it fit the

material you have, or rather make the material fit into it, sometimes

there is a misfit—something wrong somewhere. I know we had that

experience sometimes, but I don't remember much about it. I do

remember once seeing some girls playing bridge on the arcades one

weekday morning when I thought they ought to be studying, and I

remember telling them that this was not a winter resort. I think

we found small things like that amusing things—I remember we

laughed a lot in those days and had a very good time, but I know

there was never anything really obstructive, and our early Faculty

went ahead, I think I may say here, too, in geometrical progression,

in making academic standards real.

The first classes to graduate had no different training from those

who graduated from any college of the first rank, and they always

received full college credit when they transferred. We leaned over

backward in regard to our requirements both for admission to the

college work and for graduation. Many of our glris of the first few

years were high school graduates with plenty of units, who would

today be classified as college students. We put them into the sub-

freshman group because they did not offer four years of Latin and

three years of mathematics and all the graduates of the early years

had to make those units up if they had not had them.

But my time is limited, and so must be my discussion of the early

work of the Sweet Briar Faculty. I think it speaks for Itself. Into the

structure of this college life, academic, and social, and spiritual, is

builded the vision, the effort, the achievement, of the men and women
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of the first Faculty, those who came during the first decade. And if

I should tell you what small salaries they received you would know,

too, that it was truly a labor of love.

I shoud like to add what I have said here before, that during that

first decade the vision before our Faculty and students went far into

the future—so far that we have not been caught up with yet in what

has concretely come about. We looked ahead intently so far that we

saw in a very real way not only what we helped to shape during the

first decade, but what has come during the twenty-five years since

then, and we still see buildings out there where there still are not any.

Of course, you are doing that too, and it just goes to show that there

is no difference between us and you of the present and the building

goes on as one process. If you want to make conversation with any

of us old timers, please say something like, "Doesn't it seem like

Sweet Briar to you, and just right?"; and my reply will be an en-

thusiastic, "It certainly does." There is a longing in the human heart

for permanence and it exists in enduring ideals.

But now let me speak again of our Founder, Indiana Fletcher

Williams and her husband and Daisy into whose home we came. There

were pictures of Daisy and Mr. Williams, but no picture of Mrs.

Williams. We could visualize Daisy. Besides many pictures of her,

we had her letters, her diary, some of her things. You have seen all

these. We know her to have been a normal happy child, interested in

the simple wholesome things about her. We could imagine her riding

about the grounds. Her horse was here when we came—he roamed

stiffly around the place, didn't sleep very well. I've seen him late

at night in the moonlight roaming about.

Mrs. Williams wished to keep herself in the background, and I

think we may conclude that she was not a person who put herself

forward. She seems to have lived in that way. Daisy's letters were

written to her mother when she and her father were enjoying Sweet

Briar and her mother was away attending to business, we do not

know what.

Mr. Williams seems not to have been well, and Mrs. Williams seems

to have looked after the estate in many ways. One of her colored

servants told me that "Miss Indy come down on him like a great big

storm" to know why he had not planted the potatoes. He told her,

as he assured me, that you cannot plant potatoes in a waning moon.

If you do, they will rot in the ground and you will have none. He told

her he could not do it until the moon was a waxing moon. She insisted

that he do the planting, and history does not record whether they

grew or rotted.

She traveled, we were told, and the objects she had in her home

showed that she loved beauty and had an interest in the orient. The

large Chinese tortoise shell loving cup which stood in the red parlor,

is a most suggestive touch in her home at the present crisis. So she

was a cultured woman. Her father was a cultured, educated and able

man, and she had this fine background. She was above all a devoted

wife and mother. There were letters to her from her husband, as I

remember, which were filled with tender appreciation. She gave herself

so entirely to her husband and daughter that she does not stand out

as a person we can know apart from them. Let us visualize her (with

what face and figure matters not) as a woman of culture, reserved

in manner, perhaps even reticent, not at all outgoing, self-effacing

in her relationships, but forceful in her activities, giving strength and

comfort to those whom she loved—never going much outside of the

little world of her family and Sweet Briar in her chief interests.

Having written the will she left, she must have taken some comfort

herself in the thought of perpetuating the memory of her child and

the giving of what was dear to her to social progress through the

education of women.

Students as Founders
Margaret Bannister, '16

Ever since I was asked to come here today and speak on the subject

of "Students as Founders" I have been reminiscing in my own mind,

going back beyond the time I spent here on the staff of the College

and acquired, more or less, the point of view of a member of the

staff; beyond all the time I have been an alumna of Sweet Briar and

have thought as an alumna, to the time when I was a student here,

and trying to recapture the attitudes and feelings of those four years.

You will have to forgive me, therefore, if this turns out to be a very

personal speech, because the only basis I seem to have for discussing this

subject is what I have dug up by this conscious delving into my
own recollections.

I have arrived at Sweet Briar many tmics in the past, at all hours

of the day and night in all seasons of the year. When I got here this

morning, however, and drove up through the woods from the station,

because I had been reminiscing, I remembered vividly the time I

arrived as a very green freshman and drove up through the woods
in the funny old horse-drawn bus that operated in my day.

I came from Lynchburg, I mean I lived in Lynchburg then and I

came on the train. And I came against my will, not because I had
anything against Sweet Briar but because it seemed very unexciting

and unad Venturous to go to college only twelve miles from home,
when my friends were going to far places all the way from Massa-

chusetts to Georgia. I had a firm intention of spending one year here

and then going somewhere else.

Even during that short half-hour's train trip from Lynchburg,
however, I began to waver. The station in Lynchburg, and the train

coming out were both filled with what seemed to me the most
enchanting creatures all on their way back to Sweet Briar—in those

days there was no freshman orientation period and everybody got

here at the same time at the beginning of the year, and they all seemed
to be in a perfect ecstasy of joy at seeing each other again. I felt as if

my life had been practically a blank up to that point and could only

be retrieved by my becoming a part of all that excitement and joy.

That was the beginning of a process which very soon hardened into

a conviction that here I had found something that I wanted to be a

part of, that seemed to me then and has seemed to me ever since very

much worth while being a part of, the continuing life of Sweet Briar,

the building of Sweet Briar.

Although the College was very young then and in many ways we
were conscious of being at the beginning of things, I think we would
never have recognized the term of founders as applied to us or anybody
connected with the College. We had not acquired enough perspective

to realize that founding is a continuous process. There was only one

founder to us. Mrs. Williams had founded Sweet Briar—period. I am
afraid we didn't give Mr. Williams his just due, we never thought

of him at all. Miss Indy was the founder and Daisy was the foundee,

so to speak, and we were, I think, much closer to them than you are

today, closer in time, closer in spirit, because that was before our

world was shot to pieces (as it was soon to be) as your world is

being shot to pieces today, and we still had a sense of co'ntinuity with

the past. Mrs. Williams and Daisy were real people to us, and as

much a part of Sweet Briar's background as the physical things that

had belonged to them, Sweet Briar House and the boxwood gardens

and Monument Hill, and all this lovely landscape around us.

We did, however, have a strong sense of being at the beginning of

something and of responsibility to the future in what we did. This

was not true I, think, in regard to our social life, our habits and

customs and associations with each other.

The first little group that gathered at Sweet Briar the opening year

—the original 56, and the second and third years, I expect, must have

had a great sense of first beginnings in everything they did. They
were founders in a very real sense. It would be hard for you to

realize how completely they cut the pattern of Sweet Briar's life.

Think of the institutions and customs you now have, the important

^events in the student's calendar. The things that come readily to my
mind, without benefit of research, that were done and established

in the time it took the first class to graduate are these: the Student

Government Association in almost exactly the form it is now, and

the honor system; the Athletic Association, Paint and Patches, the

Y.W.C.A.; the Briar Pafch and the Bramhler; May Day, Founders*

Day, the custom of wearing your caps and gowns for the first time

on Founders' Day, the two formal dances of the year, step-singing

though in somewhat different form; the form of Commencement, the

senior garden party, the final play, which you have given up. And
so many of the intangibles, the thtngs that are done and not done

—the whole pattern of life here.

Some of the things we did had the most remarkable effects. When
I go into the Refectory now and see the painted wooden seal of the

College which adorns the far end and which is perhaps the most
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inadequate piece of wa\l decoration for the space it covers that I

have ever seen, it amuses mc to remember that we had that shield

painted as part of the decorations for a Founders' Day dance one

year (we had Founders' Day dances instead of Midwinters in those

days and as the gym was not built we had them in the Refectory)

and it has gone on hanging in the Refectory ever since.

\C'hen I look at the great elm tree that shades the quadrangle in

front of the Refectory so effectively that no grass can be made to

grow under it and which looks as if it had been there for at least a

hundred years, and remember that my class planted that tree, it makes

mc feel as if I had been here at least a hundred years, too.

When I remember that mine was the first class to have class rings

set with colored stones (the previous classes had had plain gold seal

rings, and we just happened to feel that colored stones would be nice

to have) it interests mc to remember that every class since that time

has had rings set with colored stones.

And you members of the class of 1944 may be interested to know

that the reason your class colors are purple and gold, and your class

flower is purple clematis, and you have a lovely Latin motto dedicating

you to a lifetime of deeds not words, is because my class in High

School had those colors and that flower and that motto and I liked

them, so when I came to Sweet Briar and we had our first class meeting

I rose and spoke passionately in their favor, and they were adopted

and every fourth class has inherited them since that time.

When I remember these things I feel inclined to say to you, be

careful what you do, think before you act, because before you know

it something you have done on a sudden impulse will become a tra-

dition which your great-granddaughters will inherit.

These things just happened. I imagine that the fabric of life at

every college is woven of such small happenings. But there was a place

where things did not just happen, where they had to be made to

happen, and there we had a strong sense of first beginnings and of

our own responsibilities. That was the academic side. We knew we

were building a college, and we knew that it was a struggle to do it.

You who come to Sweet Briar now can have little realization of

what a struggle it was. It takes time and patience and work and

perseverance to establish any educational institution, unless there is

much money and influential backing and a strategic location. Sweet

Briar had none of these, in fact, it was almost uniquely lacking in

these things. Nor was it trying to do anything unusual or spectacular.

It was trying no educational experiments which would have allowed

it to do what it liked in the name of experimentation. It was trying

to be a good, sound, first-class liberal arts college according to the

accepted standards of such colleges, and it would have been easier to

have made it into almost anything else—a good preparatory school,

a finishing school, a junior college, a second or third rate college.

Any ol these would have been easy, and I imagine that there were

times during those early years when Sweet Briar might easily have

become any of these if a very gallant fight had not been put up to

prevent it.

The person who made that fight, who more than any other in the

early years was responsible for the fact that Sweet Briar was a

college, the first president, Miss Benedict is here today. I would tell

you quite a lot about her if she were not here to speak for herself.

But because I know she will not speak for herself, she will not tell

you what she was to the students and to Sweet Briar, I want to say

this—that in addition to incalculable contributions to the spirit and

personality and life of Sweet Briar, almost single-handed she made

this institution into a college.

Mrs. Williams had left it to the Board of Directors to decide what

kind of mstitution Sweet Briar should be. The Board at its first

meeting had decided that it should be a standard four-year college

ofl^ering "degrees of the highest quality." It remained for Miss Benedict

to carry this out.

You can imagine what it must have been when she first came to

take charge of Sweet Briar—a brand new, perfectly unknown, desper-

ately poor, isolated little institution set out here in the Virginia

countryside in the days before every family had a car, with no church

backing or community support—no backing at all except the wish

and will of a dead woman—with no rich or influential alumnae, no

alumnae at all at firsr, of course. You can imagine how hard it must

have been to establish academic standards comparable to those of the

big, well-known institutions and stick to them; to set entrance re-

quirements based on the requirements of such institutions and stick

to them; to secure a good faculty and keep them when there was so

little money; to attract good students and to hold them. As a matter of

fact, most of those who entered the College during the first ten years,

and stayed, and graduated, did so inadvertently, as it were. We were

crept up on and taken by surprise, either by Miss Benedict, who sur-

prised many of those early students into a desire to stay at Sweet

Briar, or a desire for a college education which they had not sus-

pected; or by Sweet Briar itself, which sometimes surprised us into

an affection for it and a pride in it and a determination to see it

established, that we had not expected to feel.

Miss Benedict set Sweet Briar's course. She made what compromises

she had to make because of Sweet Briar's newness and smallness and

lack of money, but she never lost sight of the goal and she never got

off course. She set her sights high and kept them high. And all of

us who followed along behind her set our little sights high also, and

looked forward to the day when Sweet Briar would occupy a proud

place in the educatoinal world. We were very conscious of the im-

portance of academic standards. We were very much concerned for

the academic reputation of Sweet Briar.

Academically, then, and financially we were conscious of building

for the future, and we had an interest and a pride and a responsibility

in it. While I was a student here Sweet Briar's endowment fund
reached the imposing sum of ten thousand dollars. That's all there

was between it and the world. Ten thousand dollars, and Miss Benedict

and Mr. Manson and Mr. Fergus Reid, and a handful of loyal alumnae,

and already a tradition and a way of life.

The students worked for that money, worked hard. Everything we
could scrape up went into the Endowment Fund, money from the

classes, from the organizations, from plays and benefits. Later on, the

students worked to raise money to build the Gymnasium. They worked
very hard, over a period of years. Now you are working to raise money
to build the Auditorium. I hope the students will always be working

to raise money for something, for as long as there is life in the College

there will be new objectives, new needs. The Endowment Fund may
be many times our little ten thousand but it is still not nearly

enough. The Gymnasium may now be built and the Auditorium may
be built in the future, but there will be other buildings that the

students of those days will feel are as desperately needed as these. It

goes on and on, this business of founding.

On Founders' Day of 19-ii2 it is good to go back into Sweet Briar's

still not lengthy past and to remember what has gone into the found-

ing and the building and the strengthening of it. It is good to go

back into the past of the country and see what has gone into that,

because a lot of appraisal is going to be necessary in the next few

years. During the war years, and perhaps for a long time after that,

it is going to be necessary to relinquish many things that are not

fundamental, to give up many things in our lives that are not essential.

It becomes terribly important, therefore, to know what is fundamental

and what is not, what can be let go and what must be preserved at

all cost.

And you who are the war generation at Sweet Briar, who must make
the necessary adjustments to war and yet preserve Sweet Briar's funda-

mentals—a great responsibility rests upon you. Here I say to you in

all seriousness, be careful what you do, think before you act. Remember
all that has gone into the building of this College. Remember that

nothing about Sweet Briar except its outward beauty and its inner

spirit has grown easily. It has all been worked for. This college that

you see now did not spring up here full-grown. Every brick has been

laid, every tree has been planted, every dollar has been raised, every

course has been made possibly by the work and effort and devotion

of the people who have gone before you, studenti and faculty and

Presidents.

Do whatever is temporarily necessary for the war, but don't lose

sight of the goals. Don't get off the course: hold on to the beauty

and graciousness and friendliness of life here; hold on to the soundness

of learning; hold on to the cultivation of the liberal spirit. Give us

back after the war is over the Sweet Briar we have all tried to found.

Miss Margaret Gordon of Savannah, a junior in college, represented

the student body on the program. Pointing out that founding is a

continuing process if others than the actual beginners realize that there

is always room for expansion and change. Miss Gordon reminded her

hearers that the foundation of beliefs and hopes does not come sud-

denly, but slowly and surely. The much used word, crisis, she explained,

really means turning point, not dilemma, and that in building their

own foundations the students of today hope to bring about surety and

decision at the crisis, the turning point, to which the world has come.
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October Meeting of the Alumnae Council

Left to Right:

First Roil—Alma Booth Taylor, Louisa Neukirk Steeble, Elizabeth

BoiiJ Vt'ood, Molly Talcott Dodson, Martha von Briesen.

Sc'conJ Row—Mary Moore Pancake, Mary Clark Rogers, Jocelyn

Wiitsoti Regen. Grace Mi-rrick Twohy.
Thin! Roir—Eugenia Griffin Burnett, Polly Bissell Ridler, Mary Hunt-

ington Harrison, Laura Groves, Elsetta Gilchrist Barnes.

The photographer regrets the complete blocking of Mrs. Harrison.

THE fall meeting of the Alumnae Council in October

brought twelve of the council members to Sweet Briar,

most of them for almost three days, for an intensive session

of studying, listening, discussing and learning.

We heard Mr. Wheaton, the new treasurer, report favor-

ably on the soundness of the college's financial policies and

present situation. As a newcomer, he said he was able to

view the picture rather more objectively than if he had

been here for some time, and his report called forth many
questions from the Council.

Mrs. Lyman spoke on "The Relation of the Alumnae
Council to the College." Stressing the importance of the

service which the Council can give the college in helping

to interpret it to the public, Mrs. Lyman also pointed out

that all alumnae of liberal arts colleges can help to make

clear the lasting values of that sort of education by the

responsibilities they take in their own communities.

The students' attitudes towards college in wartime were

brought to the Council with clarity by Anne Mcjunkin,

president of Student Government, who also brought to

the Council's attention various changes in the curriculum,

such as compulsory physical education during all four years

of college instead of only during the first two; the definite

decrease in social activities; the non-credit courses in typ-

ing, shorthand, mechanical drawing and laboratory tcchnic;

the students who are accelerating their courses by going to

summer schools; the part that various clubs and groups

are playing in the program of the community War Service

Committee.

Clubs, and their importance to the Association, were

discussed with vigor. In answer to the question of one of

the members as to whether it was wise to try to maintain

alumnae clubs at this time. Miss McMahon pointed out

that the chief function of the clubs is not a social one, nor

is it financial, but that alumnae clubs of Sweet Briar and

other colleges which have welfare projects in their own
communities can be very helpful to the college simply

through their opportunity to place it favorably in the

minds of their fellow-citizens. As for the members them-

selves, their common interest in Sweet Briar enables them

to best serve the college by becoming informed on admis-

sion procedures and by passing on this information to

prospective students and their parents.

In preparation for the examination to qualify as Alumnae
Representatives on Admission, there was a session of qucs-

tions-and-answers with Miss Jeanette Boone, acting regis-

trar. Eight members of the Council took the examination

before they left Sweet Briar and several others made ar-

rangements to take it at home at a later date.

Miss Glass spoke to the Council on Saturday, reporting

some of the problems she had discussed at a meeting of

the American Association of Colleges two days previously.

Emphasis was laid on the necessity for keeping college

women occupied throughout the year, usefully. If they do

not go to summer school, they should be urged to take

some kind of summer job, either paid or volunteer, which

will be worthwhile. Preferably they should try to find work
which has some bearing on the course of study which they

are pursuing in college.

In addition to the hours filled to overflowing with dis-

cussions, questions, suggestions, etc., there were social en-

gagements, planned with an eye to getting the Council

members acquainted with some of the students and some

of the faculty. On Thursday evening about 1 5 student

officers of of campus organizations had dinner with us and

then they were hostesses to after-dinner coffee in Randolph

Parlors. Friday was Founders' Day, we attended the exer-

cises which are described elsewhere and to Miss Glass' re-

ception in the afternoon. At dinner that evening Miss

Glass, Miss Dutton, Mr. and Mrs. Lyman, Mr. and Mrs.

Wheaton, Miss Drue Mathews and Miss Banister were

guests of the Council. Paint and Patches presented "Ladies

in Retirement" on Thursday and Friday evenings, and of

course we all went to the play, which was amazingly well

done.

Perhaps the most starthng single piece of news that can

be reported from the meeting is the fact that after con-

siderable discussion, the Council voted to recommend that

no formal class reunions be scheduled for this June. The
reasons are obvious, of course. The college wishes to have

the alumnae understand, however that in spite of the ban
on reunions, Sweet Briar hospitality still awaits all of you
whenever you can get here.

It was most gratifying to have so many members of the

Council present for the meeting, enthusiastic and sincerely

interested as they were in their work in behalf of the

college.
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Alumnae Candidates for the Board of Overseers

Sweet Briar College, 1943-1949

'Tp HE BY-LAWS of the Sweet Briar Alumnae Association provide for the choice and election of alumnae candidates

for the Board of Overseers of Sweet Briar College. The Alumnae Council submits the names of two nominees. The

elected candidate will succeed Margaret Grant, '15, whose term expires in June, 1943.

In reaching their decision members of the Council were guided by factors judged important in an alumna member

of the Board of Overseers. An alumna member because of her background knowledge of Sweet Briar as a student, can

bring much that is valuable to the Board. Her interest in Sweet Briar should have been apparent since her college days

and she should have shown since a genuine desire to know her college thoroughly; she should be willing to study and

understand its aims and policies and thus to contribute to Board discussions much accurate information about things in

the college world. If she can also interpret the college to the public and from her comparatively greater leisure than that

of business men, give her time and her talents to such interpretation and its consequent responses, she will indeed be

giving real service. It is a job more than it is an honor, though it is that too. The term of office is six years and in that time

an alumna member can grow increasingly valuable to the Board and to the College. Ballots will be mailed to you the

end of April.

Alma Booth, 'II (Mrs. Harry
Baylor Taylor) 16 Jack Jouett

Apartments, University, Vir-

ginia.

During her student days

Alma Booth held the following

offices: Vice-President of her

class and member of the

Y.W.C.A. cabinet, 1907-1908;

President of the Athletic Asso-

ciation, 1908-1909, Y. W. cabi-

net, Vice-President of the Ath-

letic Association, member of

the Executive Committee, 1909-

L^_
1910; President of the class,

H^ Literary editor of the Briar

^^ ^^ Patch, member of the Dramatic

^^ ^^k Association, 1910-1911.

^A ^^B Immediately upon graduation,

Alma was elected vice-president

of the Alumnae Association, and

she is a member of the present Alumnae Council. For several years a

small group of loyal alumnae met on Sweet Briar Day in Shanghai,

China, and Alma served as chairman of that club whose life was short

due to poitical unrest and war conditions.

After two years at the Deaconess Training School in Philadelphia,

she served as a missionary in Japan for one year and in China for

twenty-five years. In 1917 Alma married Dr. Harry B. Taylor, a

medical missionary. He was not permitted to take any member of

his family back to China after his last furlough in 1939-1940. Mrs.

Taylor is enjoying life in a university town while her oldest daughter,

Helen, studies medicine. Helen was the first daughter of a graduate

to receive her degree also at Sweet Briar. She was graduated cum laiitic,

with honors in Chemistry, and was the recipient of the Sullivan award.

Her second daughter, Mary Booth, is a Freshman at Sweet Briar this

year; Harry Baylor, Jr., is at Virginia Episcopal School and Beverly

Conway is at Chatham Hall.

Since her return to this country. Alma has been a tireless speaker
on the subject of China and her speaking engagements take her through
the south and along the Eastern coast. She finds time for the cancer
clinic, the University Hospital circle, the Women's Auxiliary of St.

Paul's Church, the Red Cross, Home Nursing Course and a garden
lecture series. In addition to Sweet Briar and her family she lists birds
and Oriental culture as her particular interests.

Elsetta Gilchrist, '27 (Mrs.

Richard E. Barnes) 6Ui York
Road, Parma Heights, Cleve-

land, Ohio.

While a student at Sweet

Briar, "Bebe" held some office

every year in connection with

hockey, basketball and riding.

She was a member of the upper

class council of student govern-

inent; Treasurer of Paint and

Patches; Member of Tau Phi,

International Relations, French

and Biology clubs.

Since her graduation Bebe

has taken an active part in the

affairs of the Alumnae Associa-

tion and the Cleveland alumnae

club. She was president of that

club in 1927-1928, has served

on many committees and was
Sweet Briar day chairman in 1941 and 1942. For several years she

has been a qualified Alumna Representative on Admissions and is

at present a member of the Alumnae Council. Bebe has never been

too busy to do everything possible to advance the needs and interests

of Sweet Briar. The college has benefited constantly from her pro-

fessional skill and her service as consultant landscape architect.

After college Bebe's interests centered in landscape architecture,

gardening and farming. Since receiving the degree M.L.A. at Cambridge
School of Architecture, Smith College, she has been in private practice

and a member of the firm, Champlin, Gilchrist and Kissack.

She was a chairman of the Cleveland Junior League Garden club
in 193 5, 1938 and 1940; gave a series of garden club lectures, a series

of radio programs for the Garden club of Ohio; has been a member
of the program and executive committees of the Garden Center of
Cleveland. She is now working with a group on a three-year project

on Plant Ecology in Ohio's glacial area. In collaboration with her
associates, she has had a number of articles published in Real Garden-
ing, and in Yo«r GarJcn and Home Magazine. She has successfully
shared the management of the two-hundred acre farm in Parma
Heights until her brother went into the service. Since then, Bebe has
had complete responsibility. A full-time job, a farm, chairmanship of
citizen defense of Cuyahoga County and supervision of county victory
garden plans leave time and energy for semi-annual visits to Sweet
Briar to supervise spring and fall planting. When asked her particular
interests and hobbies, Bebe listed those connected with her profession,
architecture, art, photography, and plants plus her avocation, farm-
ing; pencil sketching, water colors, county fairs, auctions and antiques.
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The Students' Book Shop

So MANY of you "old

Girls" who may read

this are long-standing friends

of mine, that I should begin

by saying to you that I am
grateful to President Glass

that she has appointed and

u ,^ reappointed me for several

lb>«<^^l|BI|F" \ i years to serve Sweet Briar

H|k
1 ^ *^ '•'^^ chairman of its

^^^ I .,'^k faculty committee on the

^^^^^^ ^" ° ^^ Book Shop. I am likewise

^^^^^^Ht •- 3^ grateful for the thoughtful

committeemen who have
Miss Frasek worked with me in these

years of my chairmanship.

In its conduct of our Book Shop, the faculty committee

has a two-fold service to discharge for Sweet Briar. We
must plan for the annual policies of the shop. Originally,

that was the entire undertaking of the faculty members

who founded the Book Shop. But this committee has now

come to be responsible to save and to invest the small

annual profits.

The committee has made a series of annual reports to

the faculty; and in faculty meetings counsel and advice

is to be had from faculty members and from the' President

on many points of policy and service. It is almost needless

to add on this point however that the chief working out of

policies and plans for the shop is done in committee

meetings.

You alumnae have in mind a clear picture of "Miss

Ruby", faithfully carrying out our current services on the

campus; and you will be glad to know that in recent

years, as the business has grown, she has been given some

needed assistance from two student clerks, who thereby

are afforded congenial self-help jobs here; and Miss Ruby's

sister. Miss Winifred Walker, is also available for those

seasons of pressure in the shop's demands. These assist at

the counters and in the shipping room. Then, Miss Jean-

nette Boone checks daily files of accounts.

Since the Alumnae News carried its last article on the

Book Shop, the business methods of the shop have been

quite modernized. We have bought several business ma-

chines which Miss Ruby and her student clerks have

learned to use. The standardized audit by the certified

public accountant, who examines our books at the close

of the fiscal year, shows that daily accuracy is a constant

accompaniment of daily faithfulness and that friendliness,

so well known to us all."Miss Ruby" is better than ever as

the years take their due toll of the rest of us. But, against

that day when she may want to stop, this committee has

provided for her a small annuity that is now being bought

in installments. We hope from the monthly payments, in-

sured eventually for her, she will long enjoy forget-me-

nots if not orchids, from this committee's plan.

In the early years of the shop's service, occasionally some

accumulation of profit was ear-marked to cover some

campus need. For instance, the Book Shop once enabled

the faculty to give to the college a bay-window to enlarge

Miss Ruby

one of the faculty houses;

in another year, the fac-

ulty voted to give to the

college the double iron

gates that long served as

our main portal on the

highway.

In later years, the com-
mittee decided to retain

its savings over a period

of years so as to build the

shop a house of its own
and so as to be able too

to operate a revolving loan

fund. As our savings grew

of course our planning

grew, so that wen we built

the house that most of you

know, the blue prints provided for an area that could be

rented to the Post Office Department and provided for four

needed faculty apartments. To do all of this, the committee

was obliged to undertake a debt that we discharged some

years ago. But the planning was good for this building

enabled the college to evacuate the postal service from the

basement of Fletcher Hall and there to install an Office of

Buildings and Grounds; it has also helped with the College's

growing problem of faculty housing on the campus.

The revolving loan fund, inaugurated in 1929, has been

continually a means of assisting upper classmen whose

financial resources were disturbed either by the crash of

that year or by the long depression that followed, and who
were in need of undertaking some educational debt. Many
reliable business-like girls in our student body have been

well served by this provision. It continues to be available

because of the prompt repayments that these girls have

made to us as they became self-supporting. To date only

one of them has been proven of poor credit, and another

of them sent to the fund recently a token of her gratitude

in a check for ten dollars. That is the only gift that the

fund has ever received.

The current project, on which the committee launched

after we had cleared our building debt, is a plan for giving

to the endowment of the college the sum of twenty-five

thousand dollars. This plan was made quite independently

of the two drives for endowment that the college has made
in recent years, and the gift is being made to the endow-
ment, preferably to serve the cause of scholarships. We
have for many years given to the college three scholarships

each year that are under the jurisdiction of the Faculty
Committee on Scholarship. We have not bound ourselves

by any signed pledge, but we have been able to hand to the

president on three occasions our check for five thousand
dollars. That leaves us ten thousand more to give for the

completion of this undertaking. Having weathered a con-

siderable building indebtedness and a first-rate financial

depression through the early thirties, it is not too much to

expect that we shall steer the business safely through this

current war, and complete this proposed gift.

Since 1933, the Committee has been offering an annual
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award of twenty dollars in books, to be inscribed and pre-

sented to that senior who. in her years at Sweet Briar has

assembled the most interesting collection of books. There

is usually awarded also a second prize of five dollars

in books to the owner of that collection ranking second.

The interest of a collection depends in no degree upon

the number of volumes assembled nor upon its market

value; it depends directly upon the intellectual interests of

its owner and upon her taste shown in the acquisition of

books.

There has been some interested competition for this

award, and we hope that it has genuinely assisted the

faculty to stimulate a love of good books in the hearts of

our students and in their minds a will to live always with

good books conveniently at hand.

It is ten years now since this award was established. In

celebration of the competition's tenth anniversary, a col-

lege convocation was held in last December for its further

publicity and extension. Dr. Raymond Short spoke to us

quite helpfully on the ways and means of book-collecting;

and there was announced an extension of the contest by

establishing in the spring of 1943 an essay contest among

freshmen on the subject of their own best loved books—

a

start toward the senior contest. For this freshman essay

contest book prizes will also be awarded annually if the

venture justifies its continuance.

You remember the usual features of the shop's daily

services. Therefore, I have chosen to take you behind our

scenes in this report. I have not trespassed on your time

to praise the new assortment of stuffed calico animals with

which another vintage of under-graduates will prolong its

infancy. I mention in passing that array of collegiate

jewelry on the like of which you once spent your allow-

ances lavishly. And I recall to your memory the stationery
on which college girls write so many loving words—and
on which the shop makes some profit. But I must add a

note to advise you of a line of lovely had-blown glass that
we are now carrying. It marks a transit of skill from the
century-famous glass centers of Europe to the soils of West
Virginia. We secure it mostly by personal selection of de-
signs and colors, and it does not tarry long on the exhibit
table. Visiting guests buy it often, and many a bowl or
vase or platter is quickly re-packed and shipped to a Sweet
Briar bride. And the "Corner" where you once browsed
daily draws us all to read and to buy.

The profits in our business have come chiefly from these

novelties in stock, from "best sellers", from de luxe edi-

tions of standard works, and from our rented apartments.

A recent profitable enterprise was our booth at the Christ-

mas bazaar, filled with samples of such stock. Always it has

been our policy to keep prices on curriculum material as

low as practicable to cover its costs and the expenses of

handling it.

The Book Shop stands ready to serve the alumnae and
their families, too. So, remember that if it can import a

rare book for any one of you or fill any order from its cur-

rent stocks or from American pubhshers, you should feel

free to ask for that service. And, when you come again to

Sweet Briar, be sure to make a call at the Book Shop. "Miss

Ruby" and our Committee will be glad to see you and to

hear what ever you may have to say about ideas old and

new for the service of Sweet Briar, through the Shop.

Faithfully yours,

Jessie W. Fraser, Chairman

The Vacuity Committee on the Book Shop.

ALUMNAE IN WAR SERVICE

SINCE the October issue of the Alumnae News new

names have been added to the growing list of Sweet

Briar alumnae in the various war services. The alumnae

office will be most grateful for information about work

being done by alumnae—volunteer and professional.

WAACS

Lillian Allison, ex '33, Ellen McCHntock, '40, and Ann
Kremers Buchen, ex '43—Trainees, Fort Des Moines,

Iowa.

WAVES

Elmyra Pennypacker Coxe, '20—Taking Advanced Indoc-

trination at Mt. Holyoke.

Margaret Lovett, '27, Ensign—Flight Division, Bureau of

Aeronautics, Navy Department, Washington, D. C.

Gail Donohue, ex '34—Trainee, Cedar Falls, Iowa.

Anne Marvin, '34, Lucy Hobhtzell, ex '3 5, June de Frees,

ex '36, Jane Lawder, ex '3 5, Lucy Gore, '37, and Eloise

English, '42 are at Mount Holyoke taking the indoctrina-

tion course.

Mary Jane Burnett, '40— Ensign, Bureau of Personnel,

Washington, D. C.

Nancy Gatch, '39—Red Cross Hospital Unit.

Virginia Leggett, ex '40—Second Lieutenant, U. S. Army
Nurses Corps.

Elizabeth Hudson, '41—U. S. Army Signal Corps, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Edith Brainerd, '42—With the Department of Strategic

Service, Washington, D. C.

Anne Bundy, '42—Public Relations Section, Civilian De-
fense Office, Norfolk, Virginia.

Eugenia Burnett, '42—Office of Price Administration,

Washington, D. C.

Julia Groves, '42—Signal Corps, Washington, D. C.

Penelope Lewis, '42—Army Air Transport Command,

Washington, D. C.

Edna Syska, '42—Office of Inter-American Affairs, New
York City.

Margaret Troutman, '42—Instructor in instrument flying

for seamen and WAVES, Atlanta, Georgia.

Douglass Woods, '42—Overseas Branch, Office of War In-

formation, San Francisco, California.
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Class Notes

iln iiptnnriam

Claudia Montague, '3 5 (Mrs. Ross F. Sweeny) Deceased January 8, 1943

Kathrvn Booth, '40 (M rs. Ralph Anderson) Deceased November 27, 1942.

Martha Brinson, ex 43, (Mrs. Richard F. James) Dece ased January 23 , 1943.

Class Secretary: Josephine Murray Joslin

(Mrs. J. Whitman, Jr.) 200 West Madison

Avenue, Johnstown, New York.

Esther Keller Brown took a course in Span-

ish at University of Indiana last summer and

is now teaching that subject along with Latin

in the Muncie Indiana High School. She has

a grandson, Juan Lorenzo Caviglia, the son

of her daughter who lives in Oruro, Bolivia.

Alma Booth Taylor, whose daughter, Mary
Booth, is a freshman at Sweet Briar this year,

gets back to college quite often. She is serving

now as a member of the Alumnae Council

and has recently qualified as an official

Alumna Representative on Admission.

1913

Class Secrciary: Mary Pinkerton Kerr

(Mrs. James) 402 Hanover Street, Fredericks-

burg, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Henrianne Early, 2032 Bel-

mont Road, N. W., Washington, D. C.

I am writing from this address, which is

for the school season, to urge the circulation

of the "round robin". Since we will not have

a class reunion, and very wisely not, in view

of transportation, the "round robin" will be

of special interest.

While I am doing ^he same teaching as last

year, I seem busier, on account of new pro-

grams, and have done little outside of school.

A letter from Sue Slaughter contained good

news of the safety of her nephews.

I enjoyed the Sweet Briar luncheon, in

Charlottesville, on December 28th. ^'e had

a good attendance of former and present

students and were all glad to hear the latest

news from the college.

1914

Class Secretary: Henrietta Washburn, 203

DeLancey Place, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Fund Agent: Grace Callan Bond (Mrs.

William) 1 149 Ardsley Road, Schenectady,

New York.

Am I proud of my class! And what a

grand lot of news I have for you. We have

even almost found one of the "lost". Quite

out of the blue comes a letter from Eudalia

White Lohrke, who saw our "Lost Ad" in a

previous letter. She has located "Jim" Hayes,

having run across her in a railroad station-

Jim is living with a friend in an apartment

on Harrison Street, East Orange, New Jersey,

and is doing some sort of work for the Navy
in New York City. She would like to join

the ^X A\'^ES. ^X'on't you write to us Jim and

tell us more?

Ruth Maurice Gorrell is working in the

Blood Plasma Department of the Abbott

Laboratories in Lake Forest. Illinois. She writes

that "Buckets of blood are on hand at any

time; you don't even have to have a gun go

Bang to see it run in rivers." Her husband

is doing important work in Washington, and

is oS to Africa at any moment.

Alice Suaitt Zell has a daughter who is a

sophomore at Wellesley and her class repre-

sentative on the Superior Court. Her engage-

ment has just been announced to Daniel Clark

McKay of Basking Ridge, New Jersev- Alice's

son, Lucian Zell, 2nd, graduated from a

Bombardier School and is a Second Lieutenant

now stationed at Columbia. South Carolina.

Laura Portmann Mueller writes that one

daughter is at the Army Depot in Columbus;

one in the F.H.A. in Washington doing re-

search work in post-war construction; the

third has just applied for admission to Sim-

mons College; and the only son of a former

pacifist goes to Culver Military Camp next

summer. Between her family, her large vege-

table and flower garden, and some music,

Laura keeps very busy.

Claudine Griffin Holcomb is also a gardener

and doing Red Cross and rationing work, and

is chairman of stamp corsages. "To show you,"

she writes, "that we have made some, one

order which we filled was for 43 5, for a

dance at V.P.I."

Becky Patton has been sewing on her county

Red Cross Executive Committee, and due to

the recent flood has also been doing refugee

work. She says that the new church, in the

planning of which she has been most active,

was built with floods in mind, and took the

high waters like Noah's Ark, after everything

that was movable was carried to a higher

level.

Dorothy Wallace Ravenel's two sons are

both in college—Henry, a sophomore; and

James, a freshman. Both are expecting to be

called into the service at any moment, and
as Dorothy says, "It is hard on mothers." She

says she often sees Sallie Miller Bennett. Sallie

has a boy waiting to go into the service, a

daughter of debutante age and two younger

boys.

I am having to dictate this letter, due to

an eye infection which has been with me for

more than six weeks now. But the class has

done so nobly in supplying me with news
that I feel sure you will overlook the second-

rate fashion in which I have put it together.

Class Secretary: Frances Pennypacker, 517

Main Street, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania.

I have not had time to send you cards this

winter so must depend upon news in my
Christmas mail for this letter. You all know
my address, so please sit down and write me
news of yourselves for the April Alumnae
News.

Margaret Lewis Thompson writes that her

son. Bob, is sixteen and taller than his Mother
and catching up to his Dad.

Margaret Grant writes that Leslie's husband

is in North Africa. Margaret says she may be

"looking for new worlds to conquer in Wash-
ington or New York" if the Berkshire Music

Center should prove to be a war casualty this

year.

Ruth Corf Neff, who was at Sweet Briar

only one year and graduated at Vassar. has a

daughter, Jean, who is a freshman at Vassar

now.

Louise Weisiger is studying at Columbia
University for the first half of the winter

and hopes to rest for the second term.

A welcome note from Dr. Ruth Howland
says she is terrifically busy at the University

because they have lost so many of their young
instructors.

Margaret Brooke graduated from Maryland
University last June and is now with the

National Red Cross in Washington, D. C.

Dr. Mary K. Benedict had a grand visit at

Sweet Briar on Founders" Day. She spoke on

the Founders of Sweet Briar and the early

faculty. She says, "Sweet Briar is fine!"

Dorys McConnell Faile, who has been very

ill says, "I am fine again—but going very

slowly."

Faye Abraham Peihick writes tkit Bunny
(Mary Grace Pethick Robinson, ex '3 8) is

assistant to the Director of the ^'ar College

of Case School of Applied Science in Cleve-

land.

Anne Schutte Nolt's husbind has been

chairman of the Lancaster Ccunty Rationing

Board and the telephone rings day and night.

Schutte is still working in :he Home Service

of the Red Cross.

I finally had my vacat.x)n after Christmas

and made a pleasant roaid of visits and was
able to get to Sweet Briar Day in Philadelphia.

My only other unusual activity since my last

letter was writing anc reading of a paper on
Majolica for the Chester County Historical

Society. It was my first experience at chis

sort of thing so I was pleased that it went
off satisfactorily— My collection of Majolica,

augmented by several other collections, made
quite a sizable d'splay.
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My sister, Elmyra Vctiuypacker Coxe, '20,

is now at Mount Holyokc taking the advanced

indoctrination course in the \f'AVES. She took

her preliminary course at Smith and found

it very strenuous both mentally and physically.

There will be another letter in an April

issue of the Alumnae News only if I receive

some letters from you classmates in 19H be-

fore then.

Don't forget your Alumnae Fund contri-

bution.

I9I8

Class Secretary: Elizabeth Lowman Hall

(Mrs. Asaph B.) 866 Euclid Avenue, Elmira,

New York.

Fund Agent: Vivienne Barkalow Horn-
beck (Mrs. Stanley K.) 2139 Wyoming
Avenue. N.W., Washington, D. C.

It was very cheering to have my old stand-

bys answer my Christmas notes in time for

this February letter. I am sure you will all

be glad to hear of them.

A note came from Mary Reed urging me
to come by when in New York City. Mary
is giving constant care to her mother who
is recovering from a serious illness.

On Esther Turk Hemming's card I received

directions for finding her on Seneca Lake this

summer. I expect I'll see all the occupants of

the Naval Training Station at Sampson, New
York, if I manage enough gas to look her

up. The last time I toured around looking

for her I could find no trace.

Trude Kinfzin,^ Wiltshire writes that her

daughter, Jean, likes Mary Baldwin and has

been enjoying gay weekends. Jimmie is pre-

paring to be a mechanical engineer at V.P.I.

perhaps. Her youngest, Charlie, is now about

twelve.

Katie Marshall Schuler answered my Christ-

mas card with a nice letter telling of busy

holidays with three daughters, 20, 19, and 17,

at home. Katie said she had had a grand

visit, recentlv on a train, with Ethel Mihic

Taylor.

It was good to hear from Cornelia again

and to know that she is now in Miami.
Florida. It makes me feel warmer even if the

thermostat is at 6S degrees and I have to

toast before the fireplace to keep away the

shivtrs. Those who have daughters now at

Sweet Briar will want them to be on the

watch for Cornelia's Frances when she comes.

As usual I have heard from Dot Harrison

who is spending a quiet winter in Newark,
New Jersey, while her father and mother
enjoy Flor'.da. Dot manages to keep busy
with the O.C.D. on some job or other.

From the jlumnae office comes word that

Vivienne Barkilou Hornbeck continues to be

extremely busy with many interests. She con-
tinues to repreient Sweet Briar alumnae as

vice chairman of the committee which spon-
sors the excellent series of lectures at Con-
stitution Hall.

No one else has ^nt me an answer to all

my faithful attentior.s and I am rapidly be-

coming discouraged. I have told the Alumnae
office I might better invest in War Stamps
instead of postage stamps.

If you are interested in keeping up our
class news through me, wite, otherwise I am
signing off this June—no fooling.

Sincerely,

Betty

1921

Class Secretary: Elizabeth Shoop Dixon

(Mrs. Brownrigg) 1029 Maryland Avenue.

Suffolk, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Katherine Davis Bavnum
(Mrs. G. R.) 477 Walton Road, Maplewood,

New Jersey.

Twenty-one has rallied around the flag!

From every source comes evidence of this

fact. Katherine Conies Kline's address is c/o
Captain A. B. Kline, A.A.F., B.T.C,, Belle-

view Bihmore. Clearwater, Florida. Kate has

had quite an experience keeping up with the

Air Corps. Her son is in Pittsburgh in a

boarding school, trying to keep up with his

mother mentally.

Madelon Shhllcr Olney writes me that she

has a cousin—Barbara Warner, who is a

freshman at Sweet Briar this year.

I met a doctor from the Navy Yard dur-

ing the liolidays who knew both Madelon

and Josephine Ahara MacMillan well. His name
is Dr. J. M. Fleming from near South Bend.

Bootsy Scoiell Vaughan is quite busy in

Shreveport, serving at the Red Cross and

making bandages.

I had a Christmas card from the Scannells

(Fanny Ellsworth) with a note from Bob
which I appreciated very much. Fanny is im-

proving steadily and hopes to be home soon.

Marian Sbajer Wadhams is, as you would
expect, in a whirl over the world situation.

She is as busy as a bee and planning to take

on more.

Mary Willis McLemorc Matthews gives

three days a week to war work, one as a

Grey Lady and the other two to surgical

dressings.

Plus my Red Cross work two days a week,

the job of Commissioner of Girl Scouts has

fallen again upon my weary shoulders. How-
ever, all of us are anxious to do whatever

we can in times like these.

Rhoda Allen Worden and Miriam Thomp-
son Winne both report that they, too, are

quite active in Red Cross work.

Please, other classmates write me your

acivities at once. I know they are manifold.

1926

Class Secretary: Dorothy Keller Iliff

(Mrs. William S., Jr.) 3305 Elmore Drive,

Beverly Hills, Alexandria, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Kitty Blount Andersen (Mrs.

Fred) Bayport, Minnesota.

It has been wonderful hearing from so

many of you to whom I sent cards and I am
looking forward to learning the latest news
from the rest of you 'long about March and
May.

There are five of us here in Washington
at the moment and we do bump into each

other occasionally. Cornelia 'Wailes Wailes is

working very hard every day at the Red
Cross Headquarter's Canteen but still manages
to attend the Sweet Briar meetings faith-

fully. Frances Diinlap Heiskell has lived here

since she married and says that her housework
keeps her plenty busy in these days of no

domestic help. Her chief outside activity is

sewing for the Red Cross with the Colonial

Dames. Peg Reinhold has joined the ranks

of 'Washingtonians-for-the-duration.* She took

a ten-weeks course in Photogrammetry at

Princeton this summer, and is now working

for the U. S. Geodetic Survey. She has a

fascinating time mapping aerial photography
with multiplex projectors. I had a grand

long chat with Peggy Douglass Whitley over

the phone. She is wintering in Washington
this year after spending only the Christmas
holidays in her Del Ray Beach home. Her
oldest child, Sonny, is now fourteen and

starting to go to dances, her daughter, Doug-
lass, is twelve, and the new baby, Peggy Rhea,

is nearly a year. They call the baby 'Miss

Smoothy' because "she's such a perfect little

girl." Rhea has been in the Navy Depart-

ment for nearly three years and is now a

Lieutenant Commander.

Mildred Gribhle Seiler writes that she is

holding down her first job in Savannah while

her husband, who is a Lieutenant in the

Navy, is stationed at Charlestown. Her
daughter, Gloria Ann, is now thirteen and

just her size, consequently Mildred has no

clothes she can call her own any more.

Annette Broun King is another who has

a teen-age daughter, Anne, fifteen. Her other

children are Roberta, seven, and K. C. King,

Jr., aged eleven months, and her husband is

with the War Production Board in Milwaukee

for the duration.

Marg Laidley Smith is putting her nurses

training to effect again as an instructor in

Nurses Aid and in making bandages for the

Red Cross. Marg and her husband had a

visit from Edith McKelvey while they were

at their cabin on the Potomac this summer.
Edith finds time, even after spending all day

at the office, to be an Air-Raid Warden at

night.

A card from Helen Adams Thomson an-

nounces that they have moved from Swarth-

more to Lawrence, Kansas, as Ross is with

the Ordnance Plant being constructed nearby.

Helen says that she is doing nothing glam-

orous; she spends as many hours as she can

muster at the Red Cross rooms, is taking

typing and shorthand at an adult evening

school four times a week, and spends the

rest of her time at her duties as mother to

Bill, IS, Janeth, 7, and Joan, S.

Sara McKhiney Groner has a daughter,

Barbara, who (believe it or not) would have

been the first class baby to enter Sweet Brjar

if the war had not changed her plans and

sent her to study aeronautical engineering at

Ann Arbor. However, Sally, the next younger,

hopes to go to Sweet Briar in a few years

and Ann, thirteen, is preparing at Dobbs.

Sara visited' Middy Lovett Matthews last

spring and was fascinated with her life in a

West Virginia mining town as well as by her

most attractive child.

Virginia Mack Senter's son, Billy, is seven

years old and is in the second grade of a

private school although she teaches seventh

and eighth grade math in the public school

system. Husband Bill is a Captain in the

Infantry and they were all together while he

was on duty in California recently but now
he is instructing at Provost Marshal School

in Custer, Michigan, while Virginia is back

in Chattanooga.

Barbara Ware Smth and her husband, who
is a captain in the Field Artillery, are sta-

tioned at Fort Ethan Allen in Vermont. Bar-

bara runs the Regimental Sewing Group at

the Post and is getting quite a kick out of

Army life. She has a son, Tim, and a one
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hundred and fifty year old farm which is

waiting to be remodeled after the war.

Priscilla Noil Key is another gal who has

turned rural and bought a big old house in

the country outside of Seattle. They have

two and one half acres on a hill overlooking

Lake Washington where they grow all sorts

of fruits and vegetables and chickens, with

dogs to be added some day.

Peggy Dcllinail Wilson writes "What time

that is not spent in walking to the village

lo snaggle a bit of butter 1 devote to my
two boys, eight and six." But it seems that

Peggy also had time to produce a Junior

League Christmas play for children with a

bit of bandage rolling, badminton and knit-

ting thrown in.

Dorothy Jones MacLane has just taken a

position with the War Labor Board in Boston.

Her children are five years, and nineteen

months, and her husband is now an Associate

Professor in Math at Harvard.

Peg KriJi-r Key had a scare this Fall when

she learned that her husband in England had

had a nervous breakdown but I believe he is

better now. She went to New York for her

brother's wedding this Fall and reported that

she saw El Green Conrad who is very thin

and active in her Air Raid Warden work,

but expects to give it up in order to become

a nurses aid. Peg not only helos with the

sale of Defense Stamps at the school in Had-

donfield and takes care of her two husky

sons but is looking for a real job to occupy

her time until she can go back to England.

Mew Vi'hile Knoblock has been teaching

switchboard operation and office procedure at

the Red Cross headquarters in Erie.

Kay Norrh Kelley's husband is a Lieutenant

stationed in the Boston Navy Yard and is

able to live at home, which is a break for

Kay and the children.

Marj Shepherd was in Alexandria for a

few weeks this Fall taking a Red Cross Staff

Assistant's Course. I have not heard where

she is working now.

Marie Prange who went to Colorado Springs

to work in The Art Center there has turned

instead to doing some sort of research work

with one of the doctors there.

Louise Fuller Freeman has a new baby

born last summer and his name is Brad.

I think this letter is just about long enough

for this time but in closing I'd like to pass

on to you the remark made by Helen Ditn-

leaiy Mitchell's husband who is having his

troubles on his Colorado ranch. He says he

has three crews of ranch hands, "one coming,

one going and on thinking about going." I'll

wager that could be said of the maid situation

in each one of our homes—how about it?

My best regards to all of you.

New Addresses:

Margaret Rcinhold, 2827 North Franklin

Street. Arlington. Virginia.

Ruth Ahell Bear, South Main Street, Coop-
ersburg, Pennsylvania.

Barbara Ware Smith. Quarters lOE, Fort

Ethan Allan, Vermont.

Priscilla Noll Keys Route 2, Box 90

Renton, Washington.

Helen Adams Thomson, 408 West Thir-

teenth Street, Lawrence, Kansas.

Marie Prange, 14 East Dale Street, Colorado

Springs, Colorado.

SWEET BRIAR MATCHES

70c complete

for gift box of 12 folders

Dark Green

with

Sweet Briar in White

Send orders to

Marian Shanley, Sweet Briar

C/j.v.s Secretary: Elsetta Gilchrist Barnes

(Mrs. Richard Edward) 6515 York Road,

Parma Heights Village, Cleveland, Ohio.

Fund Agetif: Claire Manner Arnold (Mrs.

Wylie) 26 Lynwood Road, Scarsdale, New
York.

Can send you a little news ot Walnut Hill

Farm, the new home of the Woods, located

five miles from Hopkinsville, Kentucky. There

is a hundred year old house situated on fifty

broad and rolling acres where 'M' and the

children can be found while the Commander
is off to the wars in the Pacific. Modern heat,

light, and water, were all installed before

curtailments and the winter months are being

spent in decorating. From the heart of an

industrial city I marvel to think anyone,

anywhere, could acquire a paper-hanger these

days. But then remembering that voice of

'M' Brown's I doubt if even the laborers can

resist. I can think of no more interesting

way to be spending these anxious times than

putting a fine old house in order for a fuller

life in days to come. May fair weather and

good painting days be yours 'M'. I only wish

Hopkinsville was not quite so far away and

some of us could lend you a hand.

I had luncheon with Short ie Poland when
in New York and we had a grand time com-

paring notes on all of you. Then later in the

day I surprised Connie Van Ness with a call

at her office. She is in one of the most de-

lightful establishments imaginable, an arch-

itects office, located on top of a skyscraper

with windows opening views up and down
the avenues and glimpsing the rivers in the

distance. Here Connie reigns supreme while

the architects are with the Army and Navy.

Among other duties she is supervising the

company's rubber plantation in Mexico to see

that nothing goes coo far astray in the owners

absence.

I have pleaded for letters from most of

you for years. Now I know a means of get-

ting some letters but have still failed to im-

press you with the importance of including

news items—If a wedding is my only way
of receiving mail, think what bigamistic ten-

dencies you are forcing upon me. You really

should take pity on such a confirmed spinster

who was married for less than a week when
her husband was ordered unexpectedly over-

seas. It was two months ago today that we
decided to be married in hopes of having this

time together in the east while the group was

getting outfitted. We miscalculated. Dick has

been in Africa five weeks now and the most

I saw of the east was a few days alone in and

around New York. At present he is the officer

in charge of a medical detachment assigned

to an engineering battalion. He writes amus-
ing tales of the problems involved in getting

the medical supplies, setting up the dispensary,

and establishing living quarters in an aban-

doned theater. I will continue to look long-

ingly at the Waves but probably will ride

out the war managing the farm, teaching

vegetable growing to the Victory Gardeners,

and feel as if I were spreading myself thin

on one War committee after another. By the

way I wonder if you all know our first and

only member in the Armed Forces is WAVE
Ensign "Lilly" Lovett, now with the Bureau

of Aeronautics in Washington.

Blbe
Address:

Ensign Margaret Lovett, U.S.N.R., 1626
P Street, N.W.. Washington, D. C

1929

Class Secretary: Sally Callison Jamison
(Mrs. John R.) 616 Ridgewood Drive, West
Lafayette, Indiana.

Fund Ajicnt: Meredith Ferguson Smvthe
(Mrs. Frederick) R. R. 1, Box 92-A, Louis-

ville, Kentucky.

If it were not for a nice long letter from
Hallet Gubelman, there would be practically

no news in this issue. What is the matter with

you gals?

Hallie writes that up until the last year,

she has been a prodigious traveler. She has

been in California, Michigan, New York,

Boston, and to Honolulu three times. When
in Boston last summer she saw Gwen Olcott,

Helen Smith Miller, Katy Coe, Nancy Coe,

and Gerry Mallory. Hallie has been living in

Tombstone, Arizona for nine years. Just re-

cently she built a California style ranch

house there on the edge of the desert. The
building of the house caused quite a sensation

it seems as it is the only new house built in

Tombstone in fifty years. Hallie says that

even little Tombstone is busy with war work.

It is only twenty-five miles from Fort Hua-
chuca and the constant bombing practice

keeps the picture frames crooked and the

windows dancing. Hallie is at the head of

the Emergency Food and Housing of the

O.C.D. for that district and Clerk of the

extra gas rationing board besides doing Red
Cross sewing, knitting, and working on a

Victory garden.

U"e may as well make up our minds that

we will not have a Mav Queen of lineal

descent from our Queen as Belle had another

son in November. His name is Harley Hutch-
ins and he is quite a nice boy from what I

hear. I am hoping to see him soon.

I hope that a good many of you have
seen the Sweet Briar movies in color. We
showed them at our Sweet Briar Day luncheon
this year. They arc perfectly beautiful and
we were thrilled to the nth degree watching
them.

Vi'e arc now looking forward to a visit

from Merry Curtis Loving and her two girls.

Maybe I can gather a little news from her.

Do try using a penny postal to send me
some news of you.

Sally C. Jamison
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1930

Class Secretary: Mary Macdonald Reynolds

(Mrs. Jasper A.) 1 503 Duncan Avenue,

Chattanooga, Tennessee.

FiiriJ Agent: Mary Huntington Harrison

(Mrs. E. Webster) Drake Road, Station M,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Just to show what crack reporting is done

by this column we hereby report that Alice

Barber has been married for three years. So

far as I know, this is the first official Sweet

Briar announcement of this event, ^'hat a

nose for news! Alice is Mrs. R. O. Davidson,

and has for several years been engaged in

social work in Chicago. The news came from

Gwen Olcott, who had a letter from Alice.

Gwen, by the way, has been taking home
nursing in the same class wtih Helen Hayes,

who must provide a great deal more interest

than home nursing.

Our regular readers, if any, may remember

last June when we told about Mary Walker's

visit to Chattanooga coincidin-- with Jasper's

measles. Now, months later, I understand

from Mary that she caught the measles, her-

self, from him. There is no value to this item,

except to show that Mary is not as old as

you think.

A note from Queen Hasson saying she and

daughter Patty spent the summer at the Vas-

sar Summer Institute, with Patty in the

nursery and Ruth taking a course on child

guidance and community organization with

a view to learning how to cope with Patty.

Jo and Stephen Stubbs are at Pass Christian,

Mississippi, where Stephen is a Lieutenant in

the Personnel Department at Gulfport Field.

Thanks to all of you for sending me bits

of news through the years. I've enjoyed read-

ing it and writing it, but I have not the

time to give to it to make it interesting. Any-

way, I have had it too long, so this is posi-

tively my last appearance.

1931

Class Secretary: Nancy Worthington, 926

West Grace Street, Richmond, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Jean Cole Anderson (Mrs.

George D., Jr.) 2127 Fourteenth Street, S.,

Birmingham, Alabama.

Honors this time go to Polly Swift Calhoun,

who (bless her heart!) wrote me a nice letter

in November, unsolicited. She reports that

Sue, aged six, is now in the first grade; Ted,

aged five, takes care of thirty chickens and

one lamb; while Johnny, aged three, is pretty

grown up, too. Polly has done her part for

the war effort in canning, farming, aircraft-

warning service, advanced first aid, and Red

Cross sewing. Her husband runs the local

rationing board, her brother is a doctor in

the Air Force, and she is anxious to hear

from fellow-farmers who have their current

problems. Pollv says Jo Gibbs DuBois came

to see her in October and looked very well.

A letter from Peronne Whittakcr Scott dis-

closed that she and her young son, Bobby,

had followed her husband to the West Coast.

A nice visit from Natalie Roberts Foster

and her Aunt Susie brightened the month of

October for me and since then Nat has writ-

ten that life on Nestlebrooke Farm consists

of eating, sleeping and housekeeping while

her husband is in far-off places. She reports

that Leiand Barbce Hill is entertaining Navy

men in her home at Dartmouth. One of the

Navy men was Rose Bcicrly Bear's husband!

From Nat too I learned that Cornelia Matbcu-
soti Fitch's husband is a Lieutenant Colonel

and they are stationed at Burlingame, Cali-

fornia.

Virginia Cooke Rea writes that her pedia-

trician husband is as busy as the proverbial

bird-dog, what with the lack of civilian

doctors in Marion, Ohio, but he has been re-

tained in Marion so far. Cooke is knee deep

in Red Cross Home Service work which she

says is a huge job, but she has a wonderful

committee to work with. She reports that

Ella Williams Faubcr is in a small town in

Maryland while her husband has a job there.

Tell us about it, Ella?

A Christmas card from Bett West Morton
divulges that her husband has been trans-

ferred to the Marine Corps in Quantico, but

she is holding down the fort in Chevy Chase

for his weekend homecomings. With three

children to care for and no maid, I'd say

Bete was doing the sensible thing!

Fanny O'Brian He t trick and Ames were

here once this fall and I truly believe they

know more pec^le in Richmond than "us

natives."

For the first time in years I've had news

of Jane Tucker Ferrell whom you will all

remember as the very smart girl in our class

from Amherst. From Arlington, New Jersey,

she writes that her two children Harry, Jr.

and Jane, ages eight and five respectively, are

both in school and are sturdy, lively young-

sters. Jane is bus" taking courses, doing de-

fense work, and Parent-Teacher work in ad-

dition to running a household.

Virginia Quintard Bond says her three-

year-old Ted is talking and Whit, aged one

and a half, is walking, after she had given

up hope of either! "Both are blondes with

blue eyes, look like their father and are into

everything." Her husband Ed is working

overtime to make up for the men in the office

who have gone into service. One day a week
Quinny serves with the Dedham canteen unit

at the Boston Red Cross Headquarters where

they get and serve lunch and wash the dishes

for an average of 17S-200 people. She had

to give up being a Nurse's Aide on account

of travel difficulties. Another day each week

she spends at the Volunteer War Service

Bureau in Dedham, which is open every day,

staffed by volunteers, and acts as a clearing

house for everything connected with the war
effort. She is entering now into the Boston

Community Fund Drive. Stuart ie Kelso

Clegg spent a night with the Bonds shortly

after New Year's before going back to her

job with the Signal Corps in Dayton. Her
husband, Joe, is in the Army. Quinny says

"she looks younger and prettier every time

we see her," Ellie George Frampton, ex '3 9,

had dinner with the Bonds one night and

Sweet Briar was the topic of conversation, of

course! Quinny wants news of Madame John-

son, and I hope to have it for her in the

April issue.

Katherine Perry Dor feld wrote a grand

letter from Coudersport, Pennsylvania, where
she is director of the Potter County Tuber-

culosis Committee. She says the job is inter-

esting "and a challenge, but aside from that

I hesitate to comment. You may be interested

to know how I came by it as it has a definite

Sweet Briar background. When Jack and I

were hopping all over the eastern U. S. we
happened to be in New York so I telephoned

Violet Andersen Groll. She told me about her

work with the National Tuberculosis Associa-

tion and suggested that if I ever settled I

might enjoy it too. At that time the whole

thing seemed a very remote possibility but

after we came back to the hills and Jack got

his store, a representative from the Pennsyl-

vania Society called and said my name had

been suggested as one who might like to

"take on" Potter County in a part time way.

Previous to this time there had been no

Director and the Seal Sale was put on each

year by different persons but no all-year

program had been made. That was last year,

and with a small child, I put it off! But this

summer he called again and I thought it

would be nice to do it. The Seal Sale was very

successful. We rallied some of the old officers,

put on a campaign with the help of volun-

teers and I must say results and interest

surprised me. Now I am busy organizing a

County Committee, and getting the year's

work in order. We plan to give tuberculosis

tests to all juniors in the county high schools,

run a spring educational campaign in coop-

eration with the Federated Women's Club, do
as much work with known cases as we can

and rehabilitation work in cooperation with

the County Nurse's office. We ma- have to

enlarge the county set-up but right now we
are operating through established agencies and

clubs to cut down overhead. Work with boys

rejected by army examinations is another

possibility. So you see, we are a babc-in-the-

woods so to speak, but I think it is worth-
while, especially in these war times." Kath-
erine reports much excitement when her hus-

band's hardware store burned last April, but

it was remodelled and in shape again by July
when the floods came! However, all is well

and the baby, William Gurney, who is old

enough to walk and talk is the joy of the

Dorfelds life.

Helen Sim Mellon has a son, John Ayres,

born in July, but she didn't tell me so! We'll

hope for her own vivid descrpition for the

April issue.

Many of you will remember Virginia Vesey,

ex '3 3. I had a nice visit with her in Norfolk

at Christmas. Vesey looks grand and is the

efficient secretary to the president of the

Virginian Railroad, a wonderful cook, gard-

ener, and bicycler!

All of you will be distressed to know of

the death of Split Clark's father on November
9 th in Lynchburg. The class extends its

sympathy to you. Split.

Did Christmas help your Sweet Briar war
stamp collection like it did mine? I hope

your May contribution will be swelled this

year! Late flash! The Round Robin which

Cooke, Countryman, von Briesen and Worth-
ington have carried on through the years just

arrived special delivery and contains the news

that Jean Countryman Presba is still fighting

colds in Glen view, Illinois, with her husband

and daughter, Paula, still intact. Her brother

is a Major in the Army Air Corps and is

stationed in Illinois, which is nice for the

Countryman family, to say nothing of his

wife and children.

Toole Rotter Mulliken wrote me for the
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first time in twelve years! A definite thrill!

She had a grand trip to New York and

points north last summer and is now doing

volunteer work at the Rationing Board and

at the Red Cross in Winter Haven, Florida.

She says her husband is still fortunate enough

to be allowed to produce citrus fruit, and

they have a wonderful vegetable garden.

Martha von Briesen came down to see me

last week and I gave her a taste of U.S.O.

at the Broad Street Station. She is all ready

to start a Dorothy Dix column now. She

looked grand and is enjoying living in the

college atmosphere again and occupying the

suite in Rcid formerly used by Miss Fraser.

Typing is her war course and she reports

that she and the Alumnae Secretary find great

fellowship in mastering the "asdf" exercises.

1932

Class Secretary: Alice Dabney Parker (Mrs.

John C, Jr.), Franklin, Virignia.

F«»(/ A,^cnf: Virginia Squibb Flynn (Mrs.

James) Box 83 1, Logan, West Virginia.

Well, slstren, you've been asking for it,

and you're going to get it. All aglow with

honest pride and stuff, I present the following

imposing array of facts. Now if you ain't

hep to the doings of '32, you can't blame it

on me. Frankly, my postman has been dazzled

by my happy smiles of greeting as he has

staggered to my door laden with so many

postcards. Bless you, my children, bless you

—

I can't thank you enough.

First for the back news that barely missed

the last issue. Some of it doubtless isn't quite

correct by now, but I know you'll want to

hear it. As of November, then, Bobbie Bennett

Cullum and her husband and daughter had

just moved to Cambridge, Massachusetts,

where said husband was doing research for

the Army and Navy. Eleanor Frauke Craw-

ford was working on Civilian Defense in

New Orleans, where she's been living for

some time, and she said she was seeing a good

deal of Hallie Orr Barton, whose husband is

a Lieutenant in the Navv. Franke's daughter,

now nearly two, is named Susan Beverly.

Sarah Bright Gracey Haskell wrote from

Suffolk, Virginia, where she and her husband

(an Episcopal minister) and two children

live. She swore she had no news, but I keep

hoping to see her.

Deep breath. Paragraph. Virginia Bellamy

Ruffin generously sent news of other people,

but was skimp, as my cook says, with tidings

about herself. She reported having seen Flappy

Pancake, Sarah Moore Palmer, ex '32, and

Judy HalliBiir/on Burnett, '3S, during the

fall. Sarah's husband was stationed then at

Camp Davis. Judy, who lives in Greensboro,

has two children, a gir! and a boy.

Jessie Fisher Gordon wrote that her little

boy Pat is now two years old; and Elizabeth

fob Jopp said that she'd moved to Hazard,

Kentucky, where her husband is an engineer

for the power company, and she herself is

head of the commercial department in the

high school. Jobie had recently seen Ginny

Squibb Flynn, who is living in Logan, West

V^irginia, with her mother-in-law while her

husband, a First Lieutenant in the Air Corps,

is overseas. Glnnv has two handsome blonde

sons, Billy, five, and Michael, three.

Sarah Philliln Crenshaw allowed as how she

had nothing much to say, but she admitted

to regular work with the Red Cross as a

member of the Staff Assistance Corps. Lctha

Morr/5 Wood wrote enthusiastically that Jack

had just become Lieutenant Wood of the

U.S.N. R., and was on the Naval Aviation

Cadet Selection Board in New York. She was

naturally very proud of him, but said he was

working his head off. By this time he's had

some training at Ouonsct and has returned

to New York. Their children are Lee, five,

and Nancy, one and a half. Let ha visited

Sally Brown in Louisville for Derby Week
last May; and she now sees a good deal of

Kay Taylor Adams, ex '31, whose husband
is a Lt. Commander in the Navy.

Jane Hays Dowler is planning to move into

a new house this spring, a small Cape Cod
brick with nearly an acre of land and many
trees, and when her card reached me she was

deeply involved in decorating plans. She had

seen Margaret Richanhon Patton, ex '3 2,

whose home is in Pennsylvania and whose
husband is in service.

Ruth Kenion Wenzel, whose children, a

girl and a boy, are four and two respectively,

must be Fate's fair-haired child, for she says

she has a maid living In. This enables her to

do social service work for the Washington
Heart Association and a few other things.

Ted Clary Treadwell told me what Ruth
didn't, that Ruth's husband is with Inter-

national Business Machines and is now on a

job in Newark, but Ruth didn't go along,

as that special assignment may not last long.

Ted gladdened my heart by writing a letter,

and she really dished out a banquet of news.

She herself has patriotically gone to work
with the O.C.D., where she's secretary to the

chief of a bureau which sees that public

facilities all over the country are free of

sabotage. Ted i-^ able to work because, like

Ruth, she "lives right" and has a wonderful
maid who stays In the house and looks after

young Miss Treadwell, aged fourteen months.

Ted and Ben built their own house three

years ago, and Ted is ao busy she can't keep

up her music. Too bad, for she is extremely

talented.

Further It^^ms from Ted's letter: Fran-

ces Sencituiner Stewart Is contemplating join-

ing the WAVES. Lib Doiightie Bethea is

nearly snowed under with activity. She and

her two daughters (3V2 years and I0V2

months) live with her mother in Memphis,

and they're renting rooms to five Army
doctors. Her husband, a Lt. Commander in

the Medical Corps, Is stationed in Balboa.

Hildegarde Voelcker Hardy, '32, Is now living

in or near Washington, although she's been

all over the world since leaving Sweet Briar.

She has a two-year-old daughter. Marion

Malm Fowler's husband is a Lt. Commander
in the Dental Corps, and last fall Ted and

Ben visited them in Norfolk and enjoyed

dining on Dr. Fowler's battleship. I was very

sorry to hear that Marion's father died in

December, and I know the members of the

class will want to extend their sympathy.

Ruth Wenzel supnlied several items about

other girls. She says Ruth Kerr is a WAAC
recruiting officer in Baltimore. Sue Burnett

Davis is another whose husband is in the

Army, and as Sue is living in Alexandria

Ruth expects to see something of her. She

recently saw Frances Diinlop Heiskell, ex '26,

Annabel Essary Anscll, ex '3 3, and Elizabeth

Gray, ex '33.

Marcia Patterson is teaching Latin and

Spanish at Milwaukee-Downer College, where
she says the work is interesting and the

faculty and students are an alert group. She

enjoys being in a big city with Its many
cultural opportunities.

Anna Gilbert Davy and her family are

back In Salt Lake City after two years spent

partly in Washington and partly in New
York. She expects to move again before long,

however, and hopes this time it will be per-

manent. Her children, Elizabeth and Hugh,
are seven and four, and since no help is to

be had at any price in Salt Lake City, Gusslc

is very busy. She entertains soldiers and knits

and enjoys "family life and western living"

in a lovely home.

Mildred Gibbons is Chairman of the Hills-

borough County Tuberculosis Control Board,

which means that she O.K.'s all expenditures

for the County Sanatorium and any other

t.b. work in Tampa and the surrounding

territory. She has been living at Indian Rocks
Beach for two years.

Betsey Hun McMillan, one of our faithful

ex-es, has been working for Population Re-
search since May and is enjoying it to boot.

Bob, her husband, is in the army, and, as

Betsey expresses it, is "still in this country

to his regret and my satisfaction."

Betty Uber Eby and George have built a

house in the country, and love it. She says

they're planning to grow "everything grow-

able" this year, and she will then pitch in

and do a spot of canning.

Charlotte Magoffin and her mother and

sister are spending the winter in San Antonio.

I was electrified to learn that Charlotte's

"baby" brother had led the first flight of a

large group of B-17's taking off from Florida

for Africa. Her oldest brother is on a new
destroyer in the Atlantic, and the other two
boys are in service but still in this country.

Adelaide Smith Nelson has joined the

Mammas' Club, much to her and her friends'

delight. Rosalind Nelson arrived In November,
and we all congratulate Adelaide and Bill.

Bill, her doctor husband, was hourly expecting

to go into service when I heard from Adelaide

at Christmas. At that point they were in

Tulsa, Oklahoma.

Peggy Hall and Virginia Bellamy Ruffin

are in the Red Cross Motor Corps; and not

content with that, Peggy has a half-day job

in an insurance office, keeps house for her

father while her mother Is away, and also

finds time somehow to paint. She exhibited

several times last year, which sounds highly

exciting to me. Her former job as Director of

the Wilmington Museum of Art went by the

board last summer when the Museum was

closed for lack of funds, but I can h.irdly

think Peggy has time to miss It.

Sally Ainsuorth Glass, bent on proving to

the world that she is a businesswoman at

heart, up and got herself a job at Rich's In

Atlanta during the Christmas rush, and then

wished that she hadn't. Dick Is now working

in the daytime and sleeping at nii*ht, instead

of vice versa, and Sally's schedule has straight-

ened out accordingly.

Bee Stone De Vore managed to sound

ecstatic in two inches of postcard space when
she announced that she has a new daughter,
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born in September. She also has a seven-year-

old son. Her husband covers Congress for

the Washing/on Post and they have a new

home in Maryland, so I'd say all was more

than well in the house of De Vore. Bee has

a weekly bridge fest with Stuart Grottcr

Moreno, whose husband is off with the Navy.

And, says Bee, there was an elegant picture

of Vivienne Barkalon- Hornbeck, talking to

Mrs. Henry Wallace about some war work,

in a recent Washington evening paper.

Dorothy Smith Berkeley wrote on a Christ-

mas card that Connie Fouler Keeble's husband

is a First Lieutenant in the Army, and that

Connie has a second son, born in October.

Betsy Higgitjs Plummer and mate are sta-

tioned at Fort Hancock, according to Dot.

As for Dot, Ed, and their brood of three,

I don't know where they are just now, but

I hope to find out before the next issue.

Nancy Wilson Drewry favored me at

Christmas with a card that would win a

prize in anybody's snapshot contest. Pat's

hair looks as curly as her mother's, and you

couldn't hope to see a more adorable little

girl.

Eleanor Wright Conway and her children,

Laura and Ruth, are living at Silver Springs,

Maryland, while Ted, the husband-and-father,

is overseas. He's an Army officer, but I don't

know his rank. However, since he participated

in the Dieppe raid, I bet he's climbed the

ladder several rungs by now.

Now, having shamelessly used up about

half the space in the magazine already, I

shall refrain from giving out anything on

myself on this go-round.

And that's the news to this moment.

Yours (with writer*s cramp)

,

Alice

New Addresses:

Margaret Bennett CuUum (Mrs. A. Earl,

Jr. ) , 5 Concord Avenue, Cambridge Massa-

chusetts.

Eleanor Frankc Crawford (Mrs. Charles),

792 1 Nelson Street, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Mildred Gibbons, Route 1, Box 189, Largo,

Florida.

Betty Ubcr Eby (Mrs. George W.), Chapel

Ridge Road, Fox Chapel, Pittsburgh (IS),

Pennsylvania.

Sally Ainsuorth Glass (Mrs. Richard C),
1337 Peachtree Street, N.E., Atlanta, Georgia.

1933

Class Secretary: Frances H. Atkinson, 22

Berkeley Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Fjind Agent: Sue Graves Stubbs^ 2105 Island

Drive, Monroe, Louisiana.

Virginia Breuer Cobey with her two year

old daughter, Virginia, and her mother, had

an apartment in the Myles Standish Hotel in

Boston for two months prior to Christmas

while her attorney husband, now in Naval

service, was in training in a nearby port. The
baby is a typical Maud Tousey Fangel cherub.

Now that Bill has received his orders, they

are no longer in Boston. Since Ginny was at

Sweet Briar only our Freshman year, she

needed to be brought up to date, which I

tried to do, regarding the follow-ups of our

mutual classmates. Ginny, you will remember,

roomed with The Burford in Reid.

Mary Carver Campbell writes: "At the

moment we are stationed at Fort Leavenworth,

Kansas, and loving it. Graham is a Captain

—

he was called in last March. He is bursting

to go overseas and see some action, but I'm

satisfied to have him remain here and carry

on as Assistant Provost Marshal and Law
member on the court."

Frances Neville Newberry from North
Platte, Nebraska, in a lengthy letter: "We
live so far from Sweet Briar and so few

former Sweet Briar girls have found their

way to our middle west. Both Mary Nel and

I lived more in the center of things right

after we were married—she in Washington
and I in Milwaukee—but they say once you've

lived in the middle west you can not stay

away for long . . . we now find ourselves

happily located back in North Platte.

"I have a pert little four year old daugh-

ter, Eloise, who manages to keep me enter-

tained and busy practically all the time. Mary
Nel (Mrs. Fred Sieman) has a little girl also;

she is two year old Mary Ann.

Betty Cassiiiy Evans (Mrs. John Martin

Evans) is living in Washington, D. C. She

has a ten month old son. John is a lieutenant

(j.g.) in the Navy.

"Marjorie Kay Peebles (Mrs. Herbert

Peebles) is also in Washington. Herbert is

an export specialist with the U. S. Commer-
cial Company. They have two children. Hart-

well, age 5, and Kay, age two.

"I had a Christmas card from Betty Atta-

way Wiemer (Mrs. R. F. Wiemer). She is

with Lieutenant Wiemer at the Wingate Ord-
nance Depot in New Mexico. I suppose you

know they have twins, Betsy and Bobbie."

Langhorne Watts Austen who is now in

Lynchburg with her family and "Went out to

S. B. for Founders' Day with Jackie Bond

Wood, '34, and other Lynchburgers. My young

sister is a Freshman. George is with the lOSth

General Hospital somewhere in Australia and

I'm busy doing Red Cross work and taking

care of my three children.*'

Charlotte Tamblyn Tufts is now residing

In Hollywood, California, where her husband

Nate Tufts, Jr., is in charge of radio pro-

duction for Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc., of T-Jew

York City. Mr. and Mrs. Tufts and their

children, Bradley and David, have been there

since August 1, 1942.

Marjorie Morse Emiing, from Scarsdale,

New York writes of her 9-months old infant,

Elaine, who is experimenting with talking

and with the "all fours" means of locomo-

tion. Her brother, Henry, returned home re-

cently on leave from New Foundland where

he has been stationed since last April. Barbara

Mnnson Garfield lives in Scarsdale, too.

Kitty Howze Maclellan: "Bob and I have

been living in Washington for nine months

—

since last April. He is a Major in the Office

Chief of Finance of the Army. We are living

on Tilden, N.W., in an apartment, and I see

Babs, Margaret McReynolils St. Clair, Ted
Clary Treadwell and Ruth Reman Wenzel

quite often. Alice Martin Cooper was here all

summer but her husband is now stationed in

Lexington, Kentucky. She writes that it is

quiet and peaceful, and such a contrast to

Washington."

Carroll Slater Sifly in Orangesburg, South

Carolina, has just had a new baby girl, Rene,

born December 1 } . "Suzanne, my three year

old is still astonished that 'baby brother'

arrived in skirts, but is now somewhat recon-

ciled to the inevitable."

Marjorie Burford Crenshaw, living in Lex-

ington, Virginia, had a baby boy last Novem-
ber.

Mary Buick: "Did you know that I have
been working in the factory of the Ford
(Highland Park) Company? It is a secret

defense contract so I can't tell you just what
I am doing, but it is very interesting. I've

been here since the first of May and most of

the girls that I work with directly are college

graduates. I alternate from one month to

another on the day and night shift. Some-
times I work eight hours a day, sometimes

ten. Right now I am on my fourth week of

the night shift which I like surprisingly well

with the exception of eating a big meal in

the afternoon."

Mary Kate Patfvn Bromfield is now living

in Loudonville, New York. "My faithful girl

Friday deserted me in November for a war
job, so my activities have been 'slightly' cur-

tailed. Betsy is four and a half and Susan two
years younger, so even if I could get caught
on my kitchen police duties and stepping on
tin cans, and beds and cleaning and washing
and ironing for the children, I still would be

nurse-maiding, instead of war-working. I had
a long letter from Carolyn Wilson Hunt. My
sister Gene, a junior at Sweet Briar was
with us for a short visit after Christmas. She
had a poem (written for my child) pub-
lished in the Brambler.

Margaret Ellen Bell Hare is sharing an

apartment in Stamford, Connecticut with
another war widow—"it's just like being in

school again, really fun. Stan got home New
Year's night, so we celebrated Christmas all

over again. We rented our house to nice

people, so everything is lovely. Am still with

good old Best & Co."

Helen Martin spends her days between
Three Tuns, outside of Philadelphia and the

Abington Memorial Hospital, where she is a

technician. Jane is now In a defense plant.

Mary Elizabeth Clcmons Porzelius in Chat-
tanooga keeps busy first and foremost with

Bettie B. aged three. "I've been president of

the Junior League and really had a wonderful
time with it all. We headed up the salvaging

of tin cans for Hamilton County. Some prob-

lem teaching women to wash and stamp and

carry them to the grocery stores. It seems

too much trouble but we are beginning to

make some headway. We are now working
on the WAAC problem. We have just had

8,500 moved in at Oglethorpe and we feel

we should do something for them in the way
of recreation. How can you 'recreate' 8,500

women?

"We had a grand Sweet Briar luncheon

—

about 24. The young ones that are in school

now from Chattanooga are adorable. . . .

. . . "Mary Brooks Barnhart Carlton was

there. She looks grand—is not working. Her
husband expects to be called to the army
soon.

"Sara Houston Baker's baby boy, St evie, is

a honey. He is a great big bouncing child and

Sara is busy with him. Hugh's plant is mak-
ing munitions, so he is working terribly hard.

"Carolyn Wilson Hunt's children are little

girls. They have bought a new home on Look-

out Mountain. Carolyn is so efficient. She is
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duing her own work and the children arc

darling. Both have Carolyn's lovely hair.

Rose Beverley Bctir Burkd writes that

Martin is in Norfolk in the Navy. She plans

to find a house as soon as possible and move

there with the children."

And that is the news, except that I am
now at Radiation Laboratory, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, as Secretary, since

November. Our work is so very vi^al and

from what I read in the papers, we are con-

tributing in many specific places.

New Addresses:

Fran;:cs NeiUle (Mrs. "Willard D. Nun-
berry) 419 W. Fourth Street, North Platte,

Nebraska.

Betty CassiJy {Mrs. John Martin Evans),

5 509 Greenway Drive, Greenacres, Maryland.

Marjorie Kay (Mrs. Herbert Peebles), n09
2Sth Street North, Arlington, Virginia.

Betty Attaway (Mrs. R. F. Wiemer)

,

Wingate Ordnance Depot, Gallup, New
Mexico.

Mary Garter (Mrs. Graham Glover Camp-
bell), 224 Meade Avenue, Leavenworth,

Kansas.

Langhorne Watts (Mrs. George Austen,

Jr.), Gladwood, Route 4, Lynchburg, Vir-

ginia.

Charlotte Tamhiyn (Mrs. Nathan Tufts,

Jr.), 4S4S Areola Avenue, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia.

Kitty Houze (Mrs. Robert Maclellan,,

5020 Tieden, N.W., Washington, D. C.

Mary Kate Patton (Mrs. St. Clair), Brom-

field, Box 44S, Loudonville, New York.

Margaret Ellen Bell (Mrs. J. Stanley Hare),

708 Steamboat Road, Greenwich Connecticut.

Class Secretary: Marjorie Lasar Hurd, (Mrs.

E. R. Hurd, jr.), 191 Stirling Drive, Orange,

New Jersey.

FuntI Agent: Eleanor Alcott Bromley (Mrs.

Harry H.), 2968 I32nd Street, Cleveland,

Ohio.

Lots of news of one kind and another this

month; we take great pleasure in announcing*

the birth of the following little people: a

daughter Ann, to Eleanor Alcott Bromley,

born November I, 1942- Larry Roehm, born

in November, too, to Helen Hoffecker Roehm;
Elizabeth Schuyler, born January 12, 1943 to

Mary ^X'alton Schuyler; a son born to Betty

S/'rjy Hanson we know not when.

Ruth Pinkbam Nix writes that she has a

un four years old whom we didn't know
about, and she and her husband have bought

.1 new house in Evanston. I enjoyed her letter

so much and also one from Marjorie Van
El era Lovelace who is living with her two

is with Hail and Bartholomew and Associates,

City, Missouri which is nothing more nor

less than Saint Louis in disguise. Her husband

is with Hail and Bartholomew and Associates,

City Planners and he does a lot of travelling.

Cordelia is living in Danville with her two
children while her husband takes his prelim-

nary course with the FBI in Washington.

Mary Evelyn Wood Littrcll and her First

Lieutenant husband who is In the Chemical

Warfare Service are stationed at Pine Bluff,

Arkansas, Ann Corbitt Little's husband is a

captain at Camp Croft, South Carolina, and

she is living in Spartanburg. Alice Estill Rose-

mond's husband is at Fort Bragg. Farriss is a

Nurse's Aide at Charity Hospital in New
Orleans.

Word came from both the Shirleys: Julia

(Mrs. Fred Patterson) is in Columbus as her

husband is at Fort Benning, Georgia. Alice

is now Mrs. A. Talley Moore, Jr., and is at

Fort Dupont, Delaware. She writes, as does

Lou Lemmon, that Dee Taylor is now Mrs.

Alex Simkov and her husband is in Australia.

Lou had a wonderful vacation in Mexico last

summer. She writes that Jill is a Time-and-

Motion Engineer in a defense plant which

information has me quite baffled.

Beanie had measles before Christmas which

seemed to neatly put a crimp in her holidays.

All mothers of children write consistently.

"No news" which applies to Hanson, Cookie,

Marcia and Fran Musick. Cookie and Marcia

and respective spouses did go to a medical

convention in Chicago last Fall and then

home for a visit. Julia Sadler ditto above

except for a telephone call between trains

from Lou Dreyer Bradley on her way to join

her husband in Miami. Also ditto Marjorie

Smith Zengel. The reason for the dearth of

news is, of course, children.

Lydia is chairman of a Community Council

representing schools, churches and social

agencies which will study as its first project

Juvenile Delinquency. Nan, Russell Carter

keeps busy skiing, playing duets and raising

her three boys. Spiller is now assistant librar-

ian in the Office of the Alien Property Cus-

todian; Lib Schcuer Maxwell is on the Junior

Committee of the Open House for Oflicers. I

got a grand note from Mason Daniel Barrett

who has a daughter, Margo.

If this account seems a trifle garbled it is

because the children are swarming over me;
David is climbing up and down my last pair

of silk stockings and Julie is hanging over

my shoulder asking me what every word is.

I have been home for a month's visit think-

ing to see the family before they finally and
forever rule out travelling for (I quote from
a current magazine) "house wives who ought
to be at home anyway." No special news from
me either . . . the care of kiddies and general

domesticity keep me well occupied. I got a

grand return from my cards this time and
was delighted; please keep up the -ood work.
I don't care whether you have any news or

not but I like to keep track of all of you.

New Addresses:

Julia Shirley Patterson, 1400 32nd Street,

Columbus, Georgia.

Alice Shirley Moore, R.F.D. No. 1 Lykes-

land, South Carolina (will be forwarded from
here.)

Farriss Gambrill Lynn, 1211 Philip Street,

New Orleans, Louisiana.

Alice Estill Rosemond, 214 Gillespie Street,

Fayetteville, North Carolina.

Anne Corbitt Little, 498 Lucas Court,

Spartanburg, South Carolina.

Mary Evelyn Wood Litirel, Pine Bluff Ar-
senal, Arkansas.

Betty Combs Carroll, Cedar Grove Road,
Eldersville, Pennsylvania.

Betty Sitttle Briscoe. 10 Shirley Road, Nar-
berth, Pennsylvania.

Ruth Pinkham Nix, 1408 Lake Street,

Evanston, Illinois.

Helen Hoffecker Roehm, 318 South Queen
Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

Emilie Emory Washburn, M3 Park Avenue,
Madison, New Jersey.

1935

Class Secretary: Helen Wolcott, 2521 Con-
necticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D. C.

Fund AfiCTtt: Jacquelyn Strickland Dwelle
(Mrs. Edward, Jr.) c/o Mrs. J. A. Strick-

land 5 1 5 Nineteenth Avenue, N.E., St.

Petersburg, Florida

Once more I am an orphan of the storm
as my father's Bureau has been moved to

Richmond for che duration. However, I found
a nook in Washington's institution—a board-

ing house — and from there send out the

following news:

Eleanor Rust was married on November
Mth to Robert A. Mattern, an Ensign in

the Naval Reserves. At last report the Mat-
terns were stationed at Newport, Rhode Island,

where Betty Myers Harding paid them a visit.

Betty says Bob was an architect before he

was called to active duty.

Pat Whitford Allen has a daughter, Sandra

Vi'hitford, born December 15.

Polly Langjord Payne writes that she is a

member of the Red Cross Motor Corps, has

been designing sets for "The Taming of the

Shrew" at the Little Theater, is pursuing her

hobby of painting and has just completed a

self-portrait.

Judy Peterkin has recently been elected

Commissioner of the Parkersburg Giri Scout

Council (President of the Board of Directors,

to you), an office which she has found fasci-

nating. Since last summer she has also been

chairman of placement of the Junior League.

Blandina Jones Skilton is still living In Havana
and has cut out quite a program for herself

—in adidtion to keeping an eye on her house,

husband and two lively sons, she is a first aid

instructor and has a group of Allied Nations

children. Anne Spiers is an Ensign in the

WAVES and is stationed in Chicago. Judy
says that she writes most enthusiastically

about her work. Lucy Hoblitzell, ex '3 5, left

Parkersburg two days before Christmas to

begin her officer's training classes for the

VC'AVES.

A grand letter from Jane Lawder, ex '3 5,

brings us up-to-date on her doings: Jane was

sworn into the WAVES, V-9 classification, as

an officer candidate in September and reported

to the U. S. Naval Reserve Training School

at Northampton, Massachusetts, on December
22. Prior to becoming a WAVE, Jane was

affiliated with the Red Cross Motor Corps,

where she served as the Assistant Adjutant.

Marie Schroeder Thomas has moved to Phil-

adelphia, where her Captain husband is sta-

tioned at Frankford Arsenal. She invites ail

Briarites in the vicinity to drop in.

Cynthia Harbison Heye has moved from
an apartment to a house in White Plains and

is enjoying the added freedom. She is still

studying piano with Richard McClanahan.
Mary Lou Saul Hunt writes that Kellogg,

6, and Bob Hufford, 2, keep her on the jump.

Husband Keith is working in ^X'ashington with

the OPA, but Mary Lou and children have

not made any definite plans about moving
from Salem.

Ginny Gott Gilbert is on her way to Grand
Rapids to join her husband, who is in train-

ing as a meteorologist in the Army Air Corps.

Hester Kramer Avery and husband. Major
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Jimmy, moved to Camp Jackson, Columbia,

South Carolina, come February. En route,

Hester hopes to sneak in a visit to Norfolk,

Richmond and Washington. She writes that

her downstairs neighbor at Fort Sill has been

Mary Lee Ryan Strother, '34, who has two
small sons and an infant daughter.

Gen Crossman Stevens saw Margie Curtze

Vicary, ex '5^, while Margie was in Cleveland

for the Navy-Notre Dame football game last

fall and reports that she is looking grand,

despite the onslaught of chicken pox and

colds that Margie's entire family had had.

Ruth Gill Wickens is living in New London,

Connecticut, where her husband is working

with the Red Cross.

I catch a glimpse of Helen Schneider now
and then and she is in fine fettle. She says

that Sarah Turpin has just returned to the

Eastern Shore from a New York trip, where

she saw Marion Walker Alcaro and family.

A very pleasant surprise was a letter from
Alison Dinnic Harrison, who is presently liv-

ing near Detroit, where her husband is work-

ing. Since her arrival in Detroit she has seen

Julie Kane Hunter, ex *3S. Last summer Alison

and Claudia DeWolfe spent a week together

in Vermont. Claudia is head of the Latin

Department and a house mother at Foxcroft.

Alison was looking forward to a trip to New
York the last of January. Please write again,

Alison.

I know you will all be distressed to learn

of the death of Claudia Monfaf^uc Sweeny on

January 8th in St. Thomas, Virgin Islands.

Her baby was also lost. Our deepest sym-

pathy to Claudia's family.

I shall continue to send out reminder cards,

but as half the country is moving from place

to place and your cards may become lost in

the shuffle, won't you drop me a line?

As ever,

Woolly
New Addresses:

Marie SchrocJcr Thomas, 4.874 Roosevelt

Blvd., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Cynthia Harbison Heye, 2 Wilmont Avenue,

White Plains, New York.

Alison Dunne Harrison, 83 19 Hendrie

Blvd., Huntington Woods, Michigan.

Ruth Gill Wickens, ARC Submarine Base,

New London, Connecticut.

Mary V. Marks, 185 3 West Grace Street,

Richmond, Virginia.

1936

Class Secretary: Lillian Cabell Gay (Mrs.

James R.) 3412 Hawthorne Avenue, Rich-

mond, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Margaret Campbell Usher
{Mrs. D. K.) 142 East Thirty-seventh Street,

New York, New York.

Your spontaneous letters and prompt re-

plies to the cards this time have been most

gratifying and I am duly grateful to each one

of you for writing.

Abigail Lesnick became Mrs. Ben Leibowitz

August 9. They now have temporary quarters

at S326 Cornell Avenue, Chicago, Illinois,

and she is enjoying being a housewife and

participating in Army social life at the Service

Men's Club, where they recently heard Fritz

Kreisler. /

Since her husband is a Volunteer Officer

Candidate in the Army, Virginia Camp Smith

is now back at home In Franklin, Virginia,

and finds herself practically an "only child"

with her younger sister off at school and her

brother In the Army. Virginia hopes to join

her husband in June. She says that Kin Carr

Baldwin has a very young daughter.

Katie Nilcs Parker made the most attractive

Christmas cards with Frank, herself, David,

Anne and Tony tobogganing down a hill in

grand style. Frank, who is still stationed

nearby his family, has just been made a

captain. David enjoyed being an angel in a

remodeled pillowslip costume for Christmas,

Anne was happy with her new snowshovel,

and Tony contented only himself by creeping

about and exploring all undesirable objects he

could reach.

Capel Grimes Gerlach has a daughter, Rus-

sell Willis Gerlach, born November 6.

Elizabeth Pinkerton Scott has a second son,

Alfred Pinkerton Scott. This little fellow has

straight yellow hair and arrived just in time

to join Pinkie, Captain Scott, who is in the

Procurement Office in Richmond, and young
Fred, who has just turned two, in wishing

their friends a Happy New Year on a most

attractively worded card. Pinkie has been

working hard on a very worthy cause. Plan-

ned Parenthood, which is gaining ground in

Virginia under guidance of an active and

enthusiastic committee.

Mary Finn Holland Eure writes that she

has a four months old son, John D. Eure, Jr.

Mona Heues Holby lives in Flushing, Long
Island, and has a three months old daughter.

Dorothea McClure who changed her name
last June 3rd to Mrs. W. W. Mountain has

been on the go with her lieutenant in the

Air Corps, living first in Rome, New York,

where she saw Callie Furniss Wolfe, and then

in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Cary Marshall Young Gilchrist writes that

as Peter is not yet in the service, their home
is still intact and that her two sons, Peter,

III, now 3 V^ and Marshall Brown, aged 9

months, just about fill all her time. Cary

often sees Jean Gilbert Moister, who is now
living in Charlotte with her three year old

daughter and husband, Roger.

Elizabeth Morton Forsyth is now in New
London, Connecticut, with her two daugh-

ters and has been fortunate in seeing her

Navy husband occasionally.

Mary FoinJexter Willingham says her

house fairly bulges now that she has three

children, Eleanor, aged 7, Winburn, Jr., aged

4, and Ann, aged 1 . They hope to build a

larger home after the war. Mary says that

Jane Shelton Williams' husband is a Volunteer

Officer Candidate awaiting orders and that

Patsy is adorable now with yellow ringlets.

Chloe Frierson Fort's husband is now a

doctor in the Army at Camp Forest, Tennes-

see.

Constance Warner McElhinney is busy

keeping house and boasts a maid, a great help

in raising a daughter just turned two—and

a cocker and collie thrown in for good

measure. Ben is with the telephone company
and not in the Army. Constance enjoyed

Sweet Briar Day and hearing about current

campus activities.

Kathleen Donahue McCormack again has

sent out a photostat copy of a Birth Certifi-

cate and Foot Print Identification card giving

all particulars of Jerry Donohue McCormack
who was born January M, 1943. La's husband,

Jim, has been with the OPA in the rationing

division since June, so his family see him on
the fly. La and little Jimmy spent Christmas

in Slicboygan with her family and found her

sister, Gail Donohue leaving for training with

the WAVES in Iowa.

June DeFrees left her job as Assistant buyer

at Wanamaker's in Philadelphia last March at

the time of her mother's death and took up
her Ensign's training at Mt. Holyoke College

in December, and says her old address in

Warren, Pennsylvania, will reach her wherever

she is sent from there for duty with the

WAVES.
Polly Rich is giving her best toward the

war effort in the capacity of confidential sec-

retary to the chief engineer of Remington
Rand's electric division which she finds inter-

esting. She's also making Red Cross surgical

dressings one night a week; and as an Air

Raid Warden she finds she's inevitably called

out to patrol a blackout test on the night

she's early in bed with a good book! Orissa

Holden is working in the personnel depart-

ment of Electrolux. She and Mary were plan-

ning to visit Mark Pouell Doty who has a

baby daughter, Barbara, born in the late fall.

(Elise) Betsy Bowen, who wrote from El

Paso, Texas, where she was spending her va-

cation visiting her brother in the Coast Ar-

tillery, is now a clerk-stenographer for the

Southern Railway Company in Greenville,

South Carolina, since her former boss was

called into the Army.

Louise Carney McCarthy, her husband

John, Mac aged 4 years, and Louise aged 2

years, enjoy a normal, quiet life. Although

Louise finds the help situation inadequate in

her busy home life, she manages to find time

for her League work and Red Cross.

Carol Straus Ney and young Dick hope to

join her husband who soon reports to Florida

as a doctor in the Air Corps, and she expects

to spend some time in Richmond with her

mother until his plans are more definite.

Maria Gray Valentine Curtis is back in

Richmond with young Calvin since Ted is

travelling with the Navy. She saw June Stein

McKillen at Quonset, Rhode Island, where

their respective husbands were in training for

the Navy.

Jackie Moore Hoofnagle is also back home,

but is more fortunate in that Hoofy has been

transferred there from Roanoke and they

were apartment hunting at the time of the

Sweet Briar luncheon when we had a grand

reunion. Kathcrine Lorraine Hyde was in

Richmond, too, before joining Telay in

Miami, Florida, where he is getting further

Navy training.

Corinne Fentress Gray writes that as

Brady's business is swamped with war orders,

they are fairly well settled in Old Town,

Maine, but she misses her trips to Richmond.

Corinne, the other class sub-agents, and

Virginia Camp Smith, class agent, have faith-

fully reminded the class of the Sweet Briar

War Stamp Album sent to each of you in the

fall. Have you turned yours in to the Alum-

nae Fund? The two-fold cause deserves your

support.
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Marriages:

Elizabeth Wall is Mrs. Eugene D. Saunders.

Marv Carolina ("Marylina") Stokes to

Lieutenant James Fulfar.

Change of Addresses:

Evelyn Jones Fuller, I 1 08 University Ter-

race, Linden, New Jersev-

Marjorie Wiiifi Todd, U. S. Marine Hospital,

Mobile, Alabama.

Mary Finn Hollaitil Cure, 206 Clay Street,

Suffolk, Virginia.

1958

Class SiTrcftjry: Claire Handerson Chapin
(Mrs. Carroll Horton) 22701 Fairmoun't

Boulevard, Shaker Heights, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Frances Cordiis Hom man
(Mrs. Franklin D.) Bradford Apartment

Hotel, 3301 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Mary-
land.

In general I would say that the class of

*3 8 is really on the move these days and it's

all I can do to keep track of some of you
travellers. Please drop me a line when you
change your address, 'cause so many girls

write me, asking as to the whereabouts of a

long lost pal, and I would so like to supply

the needed information.

Lucy Taliaferro really crashed through

with a long letter this time. She manages to

keep more than busy with her job, rolling

bandages, working out dances for the soldiers

near home, and of course, writing to Charley.

This fall Lucy travelled to Boston occa-

sionally and although they were unable to

arrange a meeting, she and Barbara Ferguson

Lincoln did enjoy a number of lengthy tele-

phone conversations. "Fergie" said she and

her husband were kept very happy and busy

taking care of their farm, dog, and their

young son.

During a recent southern trip Lucy visited

Betty M. Smartt Johnson in Charleston, and

reports that Smeady's little girl is adorable

and the image of her daddy. Nancy O/i/ Mercer

is living there too, so the three girls had a

grand reunion together.

Speaking of reunions, there was a real

"Third Floor Gray" get-together in New
York just recently, when Lucy Marion Fuller

Kellogg, Lew Griffith Longstaff, Judy Bcinis

Wills, and Kay Hoyt met for lunch. Macky
just happened to be back in New York at the

time, but Judy is living there with her family

while Allan is overseas. While still in Baton

Rouge, Judy received a welcome surprise when
she bumped into Polly Shot well Holloway,

who is living there now.

Rilma Wilson came north to the "Big

City" sometime this fall, and Lucy reports

that she is still thriving on her work at the

hospital in Charlotte, in spite of a long and

strenuous bicycle ride to and from the hos-

pital each day.

While we're talking about the "eastern

group" did you know that Janet Macfarlan

Bergmann has a baby girl, Nancy Jane, born

on November eighteenth? Janet's husband is

in the service, as is Vesta's.

This Christmas I received a note from
Mary Thompson telling me the exciting news

that on December twenty-sixth she was mar-

ried to Lieutenant Charles Arthur Ball, of

the United States Army Air Forces.

Two more recent brides are Anne Luck
who became Mrs. Albert Barnard Lancaster,

on the ninth of January. (He's a lieutenant

in the U. S. Army) and Sarah Tomlinson,

who married Lieutenant James Ernest Foscue,

of the U. S. Army Air Forces, on the twenty-

eighth of November.

I was so pleasantly surprised to receive a

note from Wilcyna LJpshaiv Kennedy this

Christmas. She was married in 193 9 and is

now the proud mama of eight months old

Robert, Jr. She and her husband are living

outside of Eufaula, Alabama, and Wilcyna

claims that they have become very devoted to

the country life.

Another young son has joined our ever-

growing ranks of "young-fry" in the person

of Dail Adair, who appeared on the third of

November and whose devoted mama is Betty

Dail Wilson.

Janice writes that they have moved away

from the country and into Chatham, New
Jersey, to facilitate the transportation prob-

lem. Kate has moved, also, but practically

across the country in this case. She and Rudy,

who is a captain in the Medical Corps, have

settled down in Baltimore and Kate sounds

most enthusiastic about their new abode.

Here in Cleveland we're all staying home
a bit more, not only because of gasoline, but

because of the monstrous snow drifts that

have been in everyone's driveway since way
back in November.

Becky Knnkle Hoguc is living here now,

and it certainly is good to have another 38'er

join the group. I saw Helen Hays Crowley

on Sweet Briar Day. She looks fine and re-

ports that her young daughter Carol is thriv-

ing. Maud Tucker Drane left for the west

coast this fall to join Hardy in Seattle. She'll

be there for awhile, but sooner or later will

return to Cleveland.

U'e manage to keep busy with housekeep-

ing, parenthood, war work, and plans for a

"super" victory garden this spring. Please

write soon as I'd like the April and June
issues to contain some bit about each and
every one of you, Wc can't hold our fifth

reunion, so let*s stage a "get-together" on
this printed page.

Claire
Change of Addresses:

Becky Knnkle Hoguc (Mrs. Fred Wm.)
2996 East 1 3 2nd Street, Cleveland, Ohio.

Wileyna Upshaw Kennedy (Mrs. Robert
Patterson) Roscland, Eufaula, Alabama.

Kate Sulzberger Hccht (Mrs. Rudolph)
1224 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Maryland.

Janice W/ley Adams (Mrs. George E.) 20V^
Lum Avenue, Chatham, New Jersey.

Frances Virginia Faulkner Mathews (Mrs.
Wm. A. Jr.) 163 1 Quarrier Street, Charles-
ton, West Virginia.

Dorothy Gipe Clement (Mrs. John K.) 211
Regent Street, Lansing, Michigan.

1939

Class Scere/ary: Anne Benedict, 147 East

Thirty-seventh Street, New York, New York.

Fuml A^enl: Janet Thorpe, SO Hcywood
Road, Pclham Manor, New York.

This may turn out to be a very disjointed

letter as I left this little job 'til the last

moment, and all my news seems to be very
recent stuff anyhow.
New York has been jam-packed with

familiar faces. Ellie Georii,e Frampton spent

a few days here with me—husband, Bill, is

now on the high seas for a spell, so Ellie is

going back to Richmond to stay with her

grandmother and is going to brush up typing
and shorthand and then look about for a job.

Lottie Lewis took a week off and hopped
a train up here last month. Henri Minor Hart,

Jane Parker and I tried to persuade her to

stay on and get a New York job—no success

as yet, but we are still working at it.

Happy James Wathen arrived in New York
yesterday—have not seen her yet (we are

meeting for lunch tomorrow and I wish the

News deadline were a few days later). All

the Charlotte gals seem to have been here at

one time or another lately. Snooks Rohrnson
McGuire left her young child recently long

enough to come up for a brief time and
Helen McCreery, Sarah Belk have just re-

turned to Charlotte after an extended trip to

Boston, New York and Washington where
they visited Lee MoJita^ue Joachim. Helen is

a Red Cross Chairman in her chapter, so they

spent a good deal of time visiting other chap-

ters to get a new slant on things.

Last week, Jeanie Moore, Henri, Ellie, Janet

o ut of the Pan Into the Patch

Here are some Sweet Briar memories you can rea'ly "bite into!" Boxwood Inn popovers

. . . the Refectory's butterscotch pecan rolls and chicken salad.

Thirty-two recipes from faculty, Boxwood Inn and Refectory to provide nxe.tl-time |

variety in war-time cookery. Also contains a chart of sugar substitutions for cooking.

Price: 50 cents

Send orders to Marian Shan ley, Sweet Briar, Virginia.
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Thorpe, Connie Currie and Betty Ivins (Ivy

and another gal and I have a darling apart-

ment at 147 East Thirty-seventh Street, New
York City for the winter months to avoid the

commuter's pet hate—getting up in the dark)

all came over for a surprise party for Jane

Parker who is engaged to Lieutenant Roderick

Randall >X'ashburn, U.S.N. R., of Plainville,

Connecticut. Tlie whole story of the romance
is doubly exciting because Mary T read u ay

Was ii burn played Cupid and will now be

Janie's sister-in-law! Roddy is now at sea

again, so plans for the wedding are not exactly

certain as to time and place. Steve is also at

sea, so Tready has returned from the West

Coast and is living at home, very busy with

Nurses Aid.

Patty Balz and Ann Cauthorn have an

apartment here in town. Patty is a member
of Charles Weidman and Doris Humphrey's

Dance Group. Boot Vanderbilt has also moved

in for the winter. And imagine my surprise at

walking near Grand Central last Sunday,

looking into a bus when I saw Mary Mackin-

tosh making all kinds of motions at me. Un-
fortunately, she was obviously on her way
back to Washington (where she is working

for the Navy and loves it) and we could

not get the bus driver to stop and let us clack

for a few minutes.

And now the juvenile department—I hope

I can find all my notes for this. Betsy Camp-
bell Gawthrop has a young son, born De-

cember second. The Gawthrops are living out-

side of \('ilmington. Jean Gray Scott MacNair

has a boy also—John MacNair. Henny Collier

Armstrong is now a mama—Henrietta, Jr., is

the little girl's name; and Becky Wright

Myers has a little girl, Rebecca Brevard, born

in mid-January in Charlotte. Anne Hnddle-

ston Cheek's young son is named James Howe
Cheek, 3 rd, and Mary Frances Buchanan

Flowers has a boy, George, 3 rd, born in

October.

Another engagement is that of Mary Louise

Simpson to B. Franklyn Bulkley. Poor Mary
Lou picked one of the three days that the

newspaper deliverers were on strike in New
York to have the announcement in the paper,

and consequently many of you who would

have seen it missed it. Bettina Bell was mar-

ried last June to Richard Wyman, Jr., of

Framingham, Massachusetts. Betty is living in

Fairmont, West Virginia, for the duration.

Nancy McKee is Mrs. Joseph Hullett and

Betty Barnes is Mrs. William P. Bird. Jane

Miessner was married this winter to Richard

Kunts Beauchamps. Clarice Bailey is in New
York City at 100 Morningside Drive. She is

studying Arabic at Columbia University under

the sponsorship of the American Council of

Learned Societies. Gracey Luckect has a gov-

ernment job in Louisville, and Jane Parker has

a new position here in New York with South-

eastern Cotton.

Wish I could say I were doing something

really exciting, but all I can report for my-
self is that I am still plugging at my insurance

job, am enjoying life in New York after

being a country gal for so many years, and

I have signed up to take Nurses Aid at night,

starting next month.

Wish I had room and time for more—but

anyway, please let me hear from more of you
for the April issue.

1940

Class Secretary: Nida Tomlin Watts (Mrs.

Robert, Jr.) 2625 Handasyde Court, Cincin-

nati, Ohio.

FutiJ Agent: Connie Currie, 698 West End
Avenue, New York, New York.
Dear Kids:

Along with the New Year came a note from
our girl, Nida, to please whip up something

for the column for her as she suddenly had

to embark for California on a hurry call to

see her lord and master. I'm afraid I'll be a

poor substitute for our ace reporter as I'm

a little new at this, but I promise you that

next month it will be the real McCoy again

by Mrs. Robert Watts herself, so try to bear

it and grin and read on, 'cause even though

it's a feeble attempt it's still honest toil.

The tragis news of Sandra Booth's death

was a shock to all of us. Many of you will

be grieved to hear that Parges' husband, John
Gillette, was killed in November while on

duty at an airfield in Arkansas.

Jane Baker Grant is, I hear, working in

Hollywood while her Navy husband is on tht

high seas. Coralie, now Mrs. Michael Ferro,

has moved from California to Tucson, Ari-

zona, and her husband has just been pro-

moted to an ensign. He is at Gunnery School

in Tucson. More Navy news reveals the fact

that Ag Spevcer Burke is in Key West,

Florida while Jack is again attending school.

Bob's ship was sunk, and he came back

to port, only to set sail again on another

one for the South Pacific Area. Before she

went out there she was improving her do-

mestic skills by taking lessons in cooking and

sewing. Bar Smith ^'hillock's husband is a

lieutenant (j-g) and their small son is now
six months old and weighs 20 pounds. She

and Nan Dickie Neil, who is now working

at Katie Gibbs and is living with her family

again since Bill left for the Army, met in

New York for lunch the other day with

Pollv Poe Richmond. Polly's husband is a

lieutenant and she has been up in Rhode Island

where he has been stationed. Bar and Nan
reported that Polly is fine and just as much
fun as ever. (Will you ever forget her famous

last yell. "Marks are out!" freshmen year

when they weren't at all. I vividly remember

running to the P. O. at 10:30 P.M. in my
pajamas, only to find that the fatal white

slip from the Dean's office wasn't there, and

it was just a false alarm of Polly's.)

Columbus came to New York for a while

just before Christmas, was a maid of

honor the fifteenth of this month for her

sister, Jeanie. Besides that, Columbus is doing

lots of volunteer work. Anne Adamson Taylor

is out there too with her Doctor husband
who is in the Army. By means of the grape-

vine, we hear that Annie says this medical

life is even nicer than she anticipated. Blair

Bunting Both is living in Radford, Virginia,

and is trying to adjust her life to various

shifts. Her husband is in the Hercules Plant

down there. Meanwhile Blair spends her time

being a Nurse's Aid and improving her cook-

ing, which was always pretty good. She says

she has now gotten her pastry to the stage

where it still looks perfectly awful but tastes

heavenly. Betty Lee, we hear, has become the

perfect housewife in Washington and is the

envy of all her friends. Lois Fcrnlcy McNeil

is keeping up the domestic end on her "Cedar
Farm" and just got some much-to-be-desired
one hundred and fifty year old plates for

Christmas. We hope that she is a very careful
dishwasher. Blair reports that she bumped
into Betty Frantz in Roanoke, and she looked
marvelous and thin as a stick. Helen Cornwell
Jones is about to go to Dartmouth to join

Homer who is in the Navy and training up
there. Anna Mae Feuchtenberger has a job

with the Appalachian Power Company in

Bluefield. El Snow has a marvelous job with
the Western Electric Company and in her
spare moments has taken to making gloves.

Judging by the pair she gave me for Christ-
mas, she should take up the idea profes-

sionally because they are really good.

I fully expect her to put Merry Hull to

shame. Connie Currie has taken up something
less useful but none the less decorative

—

ice skating. She expects to be charging ad-
mission soon to see her white skates—I haven't
found out yet whether the fee is to include
her in the skates or not. Muriel Barrows has
just become the society reporter for the Plain-
field Courier News. Besides that, she does a

lot of Motor Corps work. Benadine is a

mystery. Last we heard she was in Denver
with Deena, but we're afraid she may have
forgotten how to write since completing her
higher education. At any rate we are blank
as far as she is concerned.

Now for our Mothers' Department, without
which this would not be complete. Beth
Thomas Mason had a daughter, name known—Laura Beth, but weight unknown. Hug's
small son, Bill, is said to be the spitting image
of his proud papa and keeps Hugga on her
toes continually. We do have another flash

and that is Nicky Gockley McLellan. She
and I both went into the hospital on the

same day, but I came out minus and she

came out plus—me minus an appendix and
she plus a son. Robbie, Nicky's husband, im-
mediately went out and bought a truck for

the offspring, an act which we endorse.

Next comes the Service Department, or

"Our Women in the War." Olivia Davis is

a full-fledged ensign in the WAVES, and we
are awfully proud of her. Anne Conant 's

picture we saw somewhere, and she was fly-

ing in connection with the war. The other

day on the New York subway, who should I

bump into but Settle. Her husband is a mem-
ber of the Commandos over in England, and
she was on her way to join him. She intends

to enlist in the Ground Corps of the Air

Corps upon arrival there. But we do have
real news and hope that you all read the

January edition of the Ladies Home Journal.

There was a feature story on Mary Petty and
her training at Des Moines. It started with
her leaving New York and took her through

her several weeks in Iowa. Also in the news-
paper the other day I saw that she had been

promoted to a Second Officer. We all take

our hats off to her and consider her our
shining light.

These are about all the morsels I can muster

up now, and I hope there is something in this

assortment that catches the eye. For all names
not mentioned consult the Bureau of Missing

Persons or else give them a pen for Christ-

mas. Nida says she can hardly wait for tele-

vision to come into its own because then she
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expects it to be a cinch to get news about

you all. .... , t 1 I
.

w ith love and apologies, ," Ivv

New Address;

M. Burroughs Livingston, 18 17 Nctherwood
Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee.

1941

i'lass St'crcfury: Joan De Vore,3I3^ Victoria

ll:)ulcvard, Cincinnati, Ohio.

/•«//(/ A^ii'ii/: Patricia Dowling von Well-
SHLiM (Mrs. Alfred) 1726 Monticello Avenue,

Petersburg, Virginia.

As I crawl out of my winter hibernation

and look around, I find great things have

happened while I have been putting my nose

to the grindstone, and romance continues on

its merry way. Pi Dowling was married to

Lieutenant Alfred von Wellshcim on Decem-
ber twenty-sixth and Olivia Rhodes was mar-

ried to Lieutenant Raye P. Woodin, jr. Edge
Cardamone was married to Lieutenant Ed-

ward L. O'Donnell, Jr., in November and in

December, Alpine Martin was married to Lieu-

tenant Eugene F. Patterson. Martha Jean

Brooks is now Mrs. Frank Thomas Miller.

Tommy is a lieutenant in the Army. Dotty

Bennett has announced her engagement to

Ensign Kenneth L. Black, Jr., of Richmond.

Elizabeth Coilcy Shelton has a son, Charles

Shelton, 3rd, born in October; Cynthia Falk-

ticr McConncH has a daughter, Amanda, born

in September; and Ruth Hcitipbill De Buys

has a son, John, Jr., born December thirtieth.

So, it looks as if all the class children are not

going to be daughters after all.

Pat Sorenson has been in Cleveland since

late September taking a lab technicians course

at Mt. Sinai and expects to be there a year.

Prcxy Lucy Lloyd has left the farm for busy

Washington to work for the Army Air Corps

making maps. She should have many a happy
reunion with all the Briarites there, including

B. J. McNarncy, Mary Ann Somervell, and
Louise Kirk Headley, who is there while Bill

is at Officers' Training school at Fort Myer.

Jean Nchring is working for a patent law-

yer on the forty-ninth floor of the Lincoln

Building and she says the panoramic view of

New York is compensation enough for her

work. Jean reports that Jimmy McBee is go-

ing to the Library School of C^olumbia. and
that Do Huner and Lou Lciuhcck Reydel are

both working at Merck's Chemical and Anig
Company. Jerry Posselt is working for Time
and Life, Incorporated in New York.

Butch Gurney is taking typing now, in

addition to Red Cross and doing Speedwell

work, which consists of caring for poor chil-

dren from New York, and I know she loves

doing the latter. Shirts Shaw is coaching

sports at Swarchmore High three afternoons

a week, working at the Navy League Service

in Swarthmore, and selling VC'ar Bonds and

Stamps. Mary James expects to graduate from
Dramatic School come March, and then hopes

for a job. I am taking the place of a man
who has gone to the Army, which is an ad-

vancement and I don't have to do much
typing and shorthand, which indeed pleases

me—so much for the four erstwhile room-
mates. Ann Pickard who had a New York
trip last November reported that Frances Bird

has been going to Air School there and was

married December eighteenth to Dr. Charles

Jones. Pick says Tish Scibels Frochingham is

settled in a cute little house in Birmingham.

Pick herself is taking typing and shorthand

three mornings a week with the afternoons

scheduled for Canteen Service, Motor Corps,

Junior League and Children's Hospital.

Charlie Davenport has been going to Busi-

ness School all fall and Evie Cantey has a job

as secretary to the Director of News Service

at the University of South Carolina. Gertrude
Marill is at the University Hospital of Vir-
ginia doing psychological testing in the De-
partment of Neurology and Psychiatry.

Anne Gaylc O'Bcirnc is in Portsmouth at

the Navy Yard where Eddie is stationed.

Lillian Bnrdloic White is working at Lukens
Steel Company in Coatesville, Pennsylvania,
spending each weekend with Mary "Erk"
White. Janie Clark and husband, Tom, are at

Fort Dix. Libby I^iuastrr Washburn writes

that she and William are waiting to hear the
word from his Draft Board. Libby said she had
heard from Marion Dailcy Avery who is with
her husband at Atascadero, California. Betty
Doucett is in Albany, finishing up her Occu-
pational Therapy course. Douce is to be con-
gratulated, I think. She has worked long and
hard at something very worth while.

New Addresses:

Cynthia Harrison Drinkwatcr, Key Gardens,
1214 Duval Street, Key West, Florida.

Patricia Sorenson, Box 4^4, 15 88 Ansel
Road, Cleveland, Ohio,

Anne Gaylc O'Beirne, I Court Street, Ports-

mouth, Virginia.

Marion Dailcy Avery, Atascadero Hotel,

Atascadero, California.

Lillian Bn-niloic White, 342 Chestnut
Street, Coatesville, Pennsylvania.

1942

Class Secretary: Helen Saxford, The Barbi-

zon, 140 East Sixty-third Street. New York,

New York.

Fiiml Agent: Eugenia Burnett, 20S Belmont
Road, N.W., Washington, D. C.

Well, there are always weddings, and to

( Cnu/iiiiicil on /'t/,i^c 2S)

Studies from the Psychological

Laboratory at Sweet Briar

The following studies made in the class in Advanced

Experimental Psychology under Professor Helen K. Mull

have appeared in recent publications; the first two in the

January issue of the Aiiicrican journal of Psychology. Miss

Mull and the students named in each case collaborated on

the experiments. Introvcrsion-Extraversion in northern and

southern college students (with Ethel Charles Lindsay); a

further study of preferred regions in musical compositions

and the effect of repetition upon them (with Gertrude

Marill). The October issue of the American Journal of

Psycholoi^y carried the next two studies: Introversion and

the appreciation of Literature (with Kathryn Coggins and

Ruth Hensley); Morale in the College Situation in relation

to the Morale Scale of Rundquest and Sletto (with Elsie

Diggs and Elizabeth Hanger). The journal of Social Psy-

chology, S.P.S.S.L Bulletin, 1942, is a Comparison of Fresh-

men and Seniors in a Liberal Arts College in Respect of

Their Understanding of Social Issues (with Evelyn
Cantey)

.

Mount Holyoke College
South Hadley, Massachusetts

Resident Fellowships
Eight Resident Fellowships may be awarded each year

to graduates of accredited colleges and universities who are

interested in combining graduate work toward the degree

cf Master of Arts or Master of Arts in Education with the

position of social head of one of the college residence halls.

The Fellowships carr)- remission of tuition, board, a suite

of rooms with bath and a stipend of S500.

Holders of the Fellowships will be expected to devote
two-thirds of their time to the work in the residence hall.

Under this arrangement three years are usually necessary

for the completion of the requirements for the Master's

degree. Candidates should be of high academic standing
and should have been graduated from college a year or
more. Preference will be given to those who have had ex-

perience in teaching or some other line of work since re-

ceiving the A.B. degree.

Applications should be submitted by March first,

although requests received after this date will be considered
if all the awards have not been made. For further details

and application blanks, address: Dean of Residence, Mount
Holyoke College, South Hadley, Massachusetts.
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surt way back in the dim past, I can tell

you about Libby Lewis, who was married to

Lieutenant Donald McNaughton Lewis. Jr.

(impressive, isn't it?) on the eighth of August.

Last I heard, they were living in Medford,

Oregon; and Libby Lewis Lewis adds that

they aren't related—or, at least, they weren't.

Then, on August twenty-first, Elizabeth Lesser

and Harmon M. Purviance, III, were married;

and in September, Tommy (Mary Ellen)

Thompson became Mrs. P. GotT Beach, Jr.

Also in September, Ednj Swann married Wil-

lard Carter— formerly of W. and L. Slightly

later— on November 1 8 — Franny Caldwell

was married to Lieutenant James "W. Har-

rison of the U. S. Army. And much more

recent is the news of Nancy Reiser's marriage

to Lieutenant John M. Drown, on December

twenty-first.

The last wedding I saw was Becky's, on

October seventeenth. She was married to En-

sign J. W. Schiitges, in The Little Church
Around The Corner, on a nice rainy autumn
night; and half the guests (Elsie, Sudie, Gege,

and Hank, to be exact) arrived fifteen min-

utes late and beautifully attired in wet fur

—

all on account of the New York taxi shortage.

It was a lovely wedding, just the same; din-

ner afterward at the Biltmore—and honey-

moon at the ^S{^aldorf. They have been in

Newport, Boston, and Brookline since October,

are now at Virginia Beach, and expect to be

moved to Brooklyn in February.

I had a nice letter (which I have lost and

consequently can't quote) from Maggie Dun-
bar Pence, who is back working in Phoenix,

Arizona, now, while Bob is overseas with the

air corps. Everybody's moving around so much
I don't know where anyone is—or as soon as

I do, then they aren't there any more. Sudie

and Bill Hanger are in Lakehurst, New Jersey

—temporarily, they hope—and Martha and

Joe Wadsworth have transferred. Jeanne Saw-

yer Faggi, as far as 1 know, is in Albany,

Oregon.

"Army" Case is working at the Hotel Cape

Fear in Wilmington, North Carolina, after

convalescing from a bad concussion sustained

last fall. Chookie Groves is working in Wash-

ington with the Signal Corps, and Douggie

still has her job with the Office of War Infor-

mation in San Francisco. I talked to Edic

Brainerd in VC'asiiington around Thanksgiving

time, and she'd iust gotten a new job—but

where and what I do not know.

Floise English and Eleanor Ringer arc both

due to start officer's training for the WAVES
this month. I know that all of you join me in

deepest sympathy for Eloise and her family

in the death of her father Rear Admiral R. H.

English. Betsy Gilmer — now that she's

finally reached the age of twenty—is hoping

to be a WAVE. Ann Hauslein is still

hard at work in the personnel department

of the I.T.E. defense plant in Philadelphia;

lately she's been craching a basketball team

there—with one victory and two sprained

ankles to show for her efforts.

Hank (Betty Hanger, you understand) was

in town a couple of days ago, and I put aside

my accounting books long enough to meet her

and Jean Hedley and Caroline Miller McClin-

tock for a Jaunt to the movies. Hank's been

working for the Atlantic Refining Company
in Philadelphia, but she's leaving there in a

week or so to move to St. Louis. Jean has a

nice five-days-a-week secretarial job with the

Westinghouse International Company; and

Caroline is most happily married to Gails

and now stationed at Mitchell Feld.

Polly Vcyton Turner has returned to An-
napolis and has a job as a junior social worker

with the County Welfare Board. Gege Moo-
maw is doing social work, too, under the

guidance of the Roanoke Junior League; she

wrote me that she started out professionally

on her first case and came back three hours

later without L'\cr having found the place.

Flossie Bagley is working at her father's

office—being what she calls a "Flunkey"

—

also doing Red Cross work and teaching a

Sunday School class of eleven-year-olds. And
Marion Mundy, after graduating from the

University of Virginia and taking an eight

-

Week business course at the same place, is

doing secretarial work at the University Hos-
pital.

I'm a slight bit late on this news, but may-
be you-all don't know that Franny Claiboruc

Guy has a daughter who was born March
seventh—last March seventh. And Jane Hum-
ilton McNaughton has two daughters, approx-

imately two years and ten months of age,

respectively. And I—I might add incongru-

ously—have the most adorable three-month-

old nephew in the world.

Back to the subject of romance again, the

single engagement I've heard of this month
is that of Nancy Goldbarth and Mr. Milton

Glaser. One final item that ought to be of

interest to you is that Cousin Walker—every-

body's Cousin Walker—was married last No-
vember.

With that, I stop. You-all had better start

wirting me again, on account of I'm running

out of news and I always did hate to bull.

New Addresses (subject to change with-

out notice)

:

Mary Ellen Thompson Beach, (Mrs. P.

Gaff) 5 60 Sheridan Square, Evanston, Illinois.

Margaret Dunhar Pence {Mrs. Noland E.)

Route No. 6, Box 444, Phoenix, Arizona.

Jane Hamilton McNaughton (Mrs. James),
1098 Regent Street, Schenectady, New York.

Polly Peyton Turner (Mrs. Carol), Three
Oklahoma Terrace, Annapolis, Maryland.

Betty Hanger, Gatesworth Apartments, St.

Louis, Missouri.

Martha Buchanan Wadsworth (Mrs. J. A.

C.) c/o Station Hospital. Selfridge Field,

Michigan.

The Art Department Since 1936
(CotiiiniifJ from page 9)

from the Grimani Breviary of the fifteenth century now
in Venice.

In the October issue of the Alumnae News mention

was made, under Department and Faculty News of the

Organization of the Southeast Regional Conference of the

College Art Association by Miss Robinson and its first

meeting at Sweet Briar when papers were read by Mr. Lin-

forth and Mr. De Rocco. Miss Robinson was elected the

first president of this regional conference and at its second

meeting recently, she was elected secretary. The second

meeting was held at Salem College in Winston-Salem,

North Carolina, and among the papers on the program

was one on "The Problem of Form in Greek Sculpture"

by Miss Robinson.

A new teaching project of the Department of Art to

begin in February at the request of the Treasury Depart-

ment in Washington, is the making of a war poster by

every girl in a studio section. The best of these posters will

be sent to Washington and others will be used locally in

support of the various war efforts and campaigns.

Mr. De Rocco is using his painting time in making re-

hgious pictures for the army chapels. One of them has

already been accepted through the Chief of Chaplains at

the War Department for the Chapel at Ft. Myer, Virginia,

and another one is now coming into shape after many
preliminary sketches.

THE STAFF

Florence H. Robinson, A.B., M.A., University of Cali-

fornia; Ph.D., Columbia University; F.A.A.R., American
Academy in Rome, Italy. Professor of Art, Department
Head since 1937. At Sweet Briar since 1929.

Edward M. Linforth, B.F.A., Yale University. Assistant

Professor of Art. At Sweet Briar since 1938.

Jovan De Rocco, three years at the School of Architec-

ture, University of Belgrade; Art Students League, New
York; Institute of Beaux Arts Architects. Instructor in

Art. At Sweet Briar since 1940.
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machinery, assisting in experimental research, drawing plans for minor projects, preparing maps, making

computations, compiling reports, and handling technical correspondence.

Engineering, Science and Management War Training courses, sponsored by the U. S. Office of Educa-

tion, are offered at about 200 colleges throughout the country.

College graduates who have not yet turned their efforts to war tasks are urged to secure complete

information about the course from the nearest institution which offers college engineering training.

Countless new people are urgently needed in the engineering field in the Federal service because of the

induction of Federal employees into the armed forces and the growth of engineering problems in the

conduct of war.

Materials Inspectors Needed

The expanded facilities of the United States Maritime Commission in the construction of cargo and

war-purpose ships and the production of materials for them has created a need for additional inspectors.

Persons with technical experience in the manufacture of paints and textiles, and those with inspectional,

mechanical, or production experience in other fields are being sought by the United States Civil Service

Commission. Applications should be filed with the Civil Service Commission.

Applicants for the inspection of textiles must have had appropriate experience in the inspection or

manufacture of textiles, including examination of constituent materials; complete service inspection, tests,

and examination of finished textiles; and the compilation of written reports. This experience must have in-

cluded the inspection of cotton materials and at least one other material: either woolens, rayons, linens,

or silks. Formal education in textile technology or textile engineering is desirable but is not required.

There are no age limits for the positions. No written test will be given. It is desirable that applicants

be able to make written reports clearly and intelligently. Applicants' qualifications will be judged from

their experience, education, and training, and on corroborative evidence secured by the Commission. Ap-

pication are not desired from persons engaged in war work unless a change of position would result in

the utilization of higher skills. Applications must be filed with the United States Civil Service Commis-

son in Washington, D. C, and will be accepted until the needs of the service are met.

Crop Production Specialists in Rubber, Oil-Producing,

AND Tropical Plants Needed

Persons with a practical knowledge of the production of rubber and oil-producing crops and other

tropical plants, including the procurement of wild rubber, are being sought for Federal employment.

The positions range from chief crop production specialist, at $8,000 a year, to the assistant grade at

$2,600 a year. Overtime on the basis of a standard work week of 48 hours (which includes 8 hours over-

time) is paid on salaries up to $5,000 a year. While some positions will be filled in the United States, a

majority of them will be filled outside its continental limits, principally in the South and Central Ameri-

can countries. Additional compensation will be paid to persons appointed for duty outside the United

States, to be determined by the location of the position. Applicants who have a speaking knowledge of

Spanish, Portuguese, or French should include this information in their application forms.

There are three options: rubber plants, oil-producing plants, and other tropical plants, and experience

in any of the three is acceptable. Applicants must have had sufficient experience to insure a practical

knowledge of the production of any one of them, which may have been acquired in their growing, or in

research, extension, or closely allied work. In general, at least 6 months of such experience must be shown

for the assistant grade, at $2,600. Applications and complete information may be obtained at first—and

second-class post offices, from civil service regional offices, and from the U. S. Civil Service Commission

at Washington, D. C.



Women with College Degrees Needed
CARTOGRAPHERS for the Army Map Service, United States Corps of Engineers, Training in

geology, geography, and related subjects, or knowledge of rare languages desirable but not necessary.

Sixty-hour courses being offered under the E.S.M.W.T. at leading women's colleges this semester. No other

training necessary to qualify for beginning positions at $1,800 basic salary plus recent increase of 20'/(j.

For further information, write to Mr. E. P. Espenshade, Army Map Service, Washington, D. C.

Assistant Directors for the U.S.O. under the Y.M.C.A. in service clubs near military camps, naval bases,

and defense production centers. "Applicants must be citizens of the United States, and preference is given

to college graduates between twenty-eight and forty years of age. Whenever possible, positions are as-

signed to candidates from the general region of the country where openings exist. However, transfers

may be made to other sections. Selection of applications for these positions is under the supervision of

Women's Activities, Army and Navy Y.M.C.A., at the National Headquarters, 347 Madison Avenue,

New York City. Application forms are forwarded from this office upon request." These are paid positions.

Women for paid positions in the Red Cross recreation service overseas. Assistant Club Directors, ages

thirty-five to fifty, "American citizens in good health with executive organizational experience;" As-

sistant Program Directors, ages thirty-five to forty, "with experience in recreation or allied work;" Staff

Assistants, ages twenty-five to thirty-five. Apply to Mrs. E. Swift Newton, Assistant to the Director of

Personnel, National Headquarters, American Red Cross, Washington, D. C.

Fellowships Open to Majors in Art

The saving of critical war materials by developing and extending the use of ceramic products has been

undertaken as the current research project of the Industrial Design Section of the California Institute of

Technology. In connection with this project, which is being carried on in close cooperation with the

ceramics industry, appointments are open to assistantships and fellowships in the Industrial Design Sec-

tion. Holders of such appointments will be expected to divide their time between the regular course of

study of the Section and the current research and development program in ceramics. The stipend will

be proportionate to the amount of time spent on the ceramics program, but in any case should consid-

erably exceed the tuition fee. These appointments offer several advantages. They enable students to

prepare themselves in general for a field which will offer great opportunities after the war is won. At the

same time, the current research program provides training in correlating general instructions with the

practical conditions and necessities on operating industry. And finally, the progress of the research pro-

gram, in saving critic materials by extending the use of ceramic products, makes an important contri-

bution to the war effort.

These fellowships and assistantships are open to men and women college graduates. For further infor-

mation and application blanks, address the Industrial Design Section, California Institute of Technology,

Pasadena, California.

Tuition"Free Course for Training Women College Graduates

FOR Government Engineering Positions

There is a great demand in the Government for civilian junior engineers. Women with college de-

grees in any field may now qualify for junior engineer positions in the Federal Civil Service by taking

a short tuition-free course, it was announced by the United States Civil Service Commission.

Persons who successfully complete the course and who are otherwise qualified are eligible for junior

engineer positions paying an entrance salary of $2,000 a year in Washington, D. C, and throughout

the United States. All appointments will be war service appointments. The duties, in general, are to per-

form such work as testing and inspection of engineering materials, design or testing of apparatus and
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MURIEL GRYMES of East Orange, New Jersey, will

reign as May Queen this year on Saturday, May first.

The honor attendants elected by the student body will be

Anne Mcjunkin, Crown Bearer, Catherine Bracher, Scep-

ter Bearer, and Mary Whitten Christian, Garland Bearer.

Plans are made for a simplified May Day as the usual

weekend festivities will be condensed into one afternoon

and evening. The usual Mid-winter dances, the other sched-

uled social event of the winter, were canceled this year

and in its place, the Sophomores presented a show entitled

"Land Sakes Alive." The admission fee was the purchase of

a war stamp of the ten, twenty-five or fifty cent variety.

The show was most successful (the peak was reached when
the president of the Alumnae Association gave, on request,

a down to earth and sure-fire rendition of "Night and
Day"). "Land Sakes Alive" netted over $125 in stamps.

Ji(ii^ ^a^,
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The expenses of May Day will be greatly reduced as

dresses have been secured from members of last year's May
Court. The theme of this year's May Day, a Country Fair,

was chosen by Annabelle Forsch of New York, chairman
of the May Day Committee. The presentation of the court

will take place in the West Dell late in the afternoon so

that parents and friends who cannot arrive until Saturday

will not miss the ceremonies. The pantomine will use

costumes belonging to the Dance Group and Paint and

Patches.

Instead of the usual picnic luncheon on the lawn, supper

will be served in the Refectory quadrangle. There will be

no dinner dance this year though the orchestra will play

during supper. A hayride has been planned to precede the

court presentation in the Dell.

The one dance will be on Saturday evening. Prospects

for a lengthy stag-line are not too promising, but soldiers,

many of whom we have entertained at the weekly dances,

will more than likely form a large part of the stags and

dates. The participants of the Court figure will wear their

court dresses of last year. Frances Taylor of Richmond,
Virginia, chairman of the dance committee tells us that

decorations, of necessity, will be simple.

The May Day Horse Show will take place on April 3 at

2:30 p.m. Many girls have signed up to ride in the show

and daily practices are getting both riders and horses ready

for the jumps and the traditional cup offered as a prize for

the best rider of the afternoon.

Commencement Program
Friday, June 11

9:00 A.M. Alumnae Breakfast for the Seniors

Saturday, June 12

5:00 P.M. Boxwood Circle— The President's Garden
Party for the Seniors, Alumnae, Faculty and
Guests

Sunday, June 1}

11:00 A.M. The Chapel— Baccalaureate Sermon: The
Reverend Henry Sloane Coffin, D.D., LL.D.,

S.T.D., Union Theological Seminary, New
York City

5:00 P.M. Step Singing

6:00 P.M. West Dell—Vespers, President Glass

10:00 P.M. Lantern Night

Monday, June 14

10:00 A.M. Daisy Williams Gymnasium— Commence-

ment Exercises: Address: President Herbert

Davis, Smith College, Northampton, Massa-

chusetts
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We present witli pride Mary Stewart Carter, daughter of an alumna (Mary Stewart, ex '19} former

editor of the Sweet Briar News—the first student editor of the Alumnae News—Editor.

The Alumnae News in an effort to keep you abreast of the time at Sweet Briar

presents a picture of student life in 1943. Ahhough effects of the war are evident in

many ways there has been no decrease in enrollment, in activity or in the spirit with

which every problem is tackled.

We are increasingly aware that our life here, the efforts to govern ourselves, the

opportunities for gaining perspective and understanding add up to the same values that

Sweet Briar students and alumnae have always recognized and cherished.

To you, alumnae, we dedicate this glimpse of student life with the hope that you
may recall your Freshman year, your trips to the Indian Mission, and to the county

schools, your work with the neighbors in the county, your contributions to the "found-

ing" of the college, May Day, and all of the many things that mean Sweet Briar.

Mary Carter, '43
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"The Students Too Are Founders"
Margaret Gordon, '44

w

Margaret Gordon
President of Student Government
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HEN I was a little

girl the very word

"founding" was the bane

of my existence. I had a

"founder" in my family

—

Juliette Gordon Lowe,

who started the Girl

Scouts in America. From
the cradle I was destined

to be a Girl Scout—and I

now look backward rather

shamefacedly on my child-

ish rebellion. I was quite a

good little Brownie, but

when I grew to Girl Scout

age no exhortations from

my family, nor even the

memory of my Aunt
"Daisy" whom I loved,

could avail. I had received

an overdose of this busi-

ness of "founding"—and I

did not even pass my ten-

derfoot test!

Since that time I have

recovered from my antip-

athy towards founders and founding; but when Miss Glass

asked me to talk on this subject from the student's point

of view, I realized that there is a pecu'iar difficulty now in

talking about founding things.

How do we students think of founding? Certainly we
do not think in terms of ourselves because we are too

young as yet to start movements. We are still on the receiv-

ing end of the founding process. Our youth is, however,

only a part of the difficulty. Our real difficulty is our lack

of a foundation within ourselves from which to begin. Most
of us have not yet built a firm scaffolding of knowledge
and convictions and ideals. We are aware of that lack of

certainty in our own minds which characterized the minds

of the great reformers, innovators and leaders.

Moreover it is especially hard to build any sort of found-

ation at this particular time. There are many aspects of the

time in which we live; but here is one I want to emphasize

which I can sum up in one word: that word is crisis. This

word is so often heard and read today that one might expect

it to be a hackneyed one; and yet the fact that it has not

become trite from over use is proof of the significance of

its meaning to all of us. The headlines record a crisis in the

relations of the United States with the Vichy government.

We have introduced at Sweet Briar a course called "Studies

in the Present Crisis". Walter Lippman has written recently

of the importance of the current "Crisis in Thought".

The word crisis actually means "turning point"; but it

has far deeper emotional connotations. We use it and hear

it as a synonym for dilemma and indecision. The sound of

it strikes into our hearts not only a sense of urgency but a

sense of inadequacy.

I am not referring here to our immediate situation on

the war fronts or in our capital, or to any of the specific

crises cropping up daily in the newspapers. I mean the un-

certainty in thought, the confusion of purpose, and the

blurring of values apparent not only to the average person

but to our leaders and men of letters as well. The title of

one of Laski's books sums up our questionning outlook:

Where dn Wc Go from Here? The political theorist, Lynd,

has written a book whose title voices the attitude towards

our vast modern fund of knowledge: Knowledge, For
What?

All are aware of this general crisis; but for us as students

there is another crisis, a more personal one, which exists

within the larger crisis like a circle within a circle. When
we came to Sweet Briar we were seeking more or less con-

sciously for certain definite things: a set of principles or

rules for making decisions; a yardstick of values to take

away with us when we graduate—a formula for living.

Then, slowly, we begin to realize the impossibility of

realizing hopes like these in any such simple or definite

fashion even in four years of living together and learning.

The disillusionment is achieved in many ways. Some of us

who are studying American government realize that de-

mocracy is very different in practice from that which we
learned from idealized high school texts. We discover to our

dismay that our teachers are not infallible and that books

on the same subject differ greatly. When we set out to write

a paper on a topic in which we are interested we hope to

form some sort of opinion from the information which we
have gathered; and yet rarely are we able to do more than

restate a problem in a simple form. Where, then, or to

whom shall we turn to fill the need with which we came to

college?

Those of us who look beyond ourselves perceive that as

students we are involved in coinciding crises: the turning

point in our own lives, the time when we arc ready to form

our values and aims, happens to be a time when our country

has reached a peak of uncertainty, and is itself questing,

rather than offering to its youth, ripe fruits of experience.

We are old enough now to understand that at no time

could we be offered any foolproof set of rules such as we
may have imagined. But we still have a right to gather the

materials of a foundation, needful for all mature persons

whether they will be leaders and founders or not, and to

build this foundation for ourselves. Our challenge exists in

the knowledge that we must do it ourselves.
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How, then, do we react to this double crisis? There is

nn easy way— especially easy because it can seemingly be

justified. This way argues that college is an interlude of

four years, during which time we are allowed a breathing

space in which to learn and "collect" ourselves before

assuming the responsibilities of independence and maturity.

This theory argues that our ideas and judgments can have

no great influence now, or be of much assistance in the

field of the larger crisis, because we are too young. We
will help later when we are better fitted. Therefore we will

postpone important decisions: we can meet the small ones

like choosing friends and deciding what to major in. But

thought about what we believe in, what we want of our

college education, what we plan to make of our lives in

terms of service, is too much for small minds. It is not

with a guilty feeling that we seize this approach, but with

a genuine unbelief in our own abilities.

Fortunately some of us are aware of the fallacies of the

easy way. TTiese see that our life at Sweet Briar is not an

interlude, but that we are living now as much as we ever

shall be living, perhaps more fully. These grasp the psy-

chological fact that minds do not grow by the exercise of

memories only, but by the constant and arduous exercise of

judgments as well. The foundation of beliefs and ideals

does not come with the suddenness of an apocalyptic vision,

but slowly and surely, through patient preparation and

thought. In fact this process seems to me to be the purpose

of college.

At this point the idea of "founding" became to mc not

a difficulty but a guide. There is actually a remarkable con-

nection between the spirit of founders and the spirit we
as students must find if we are to justify the privilege of

being here at Sweet Briar.

First we must perceive, as all beginners of things do, that

there is always room for everything to change and grow.

We must be dissatisfied, or we become smug. This applies

to students as individuals and to Sweet Briar as a whole.

We do not think of ourselves as static, nor must we think

of Sweet Briar as static. The founding process was only

begun by those first founders of this college. We must be

continually founding things. In the advancement of the

whole our individual decisions are important, although they

may not seem so for the moment. The trends which a re-

cent survey show towards greater enrollment in courses

in Science and Religion result from separate desires of stu-

dents, aroused perhaps by the needs which have sprung
from the war. The strengthening of Student Government
for the whole community of students is dependent upon
the individual's feeling of responsibility and good citizen-

ship.

To make this process even clearer I will take the fresh-

men as an example. They are so often urged to look upon

upperclassmen for inspiration that it seems fair to turn

the tables for a moment. What I am going to stress is true

of all freshmen classes and new girls, so that it has been

true of all of us here at one time. The freshmen come to

Sweet Briar ready to adjust to new situations, new people,

and new standards. At the same time they are looking on

our traditions with the objectivity of newcomers, compar-

ing our way of life with that to which they have been

accustomed at home or in school or perhaps in another

college. At first they are busy making the changes neces-

sary for them to fit in here, but by and by as they become

more secure, they begin to wish to change things about

Sweet Briar. The adjustment of the college from time to

time is as important as the adjustment of its new students.

The combination in the freshman attitude of flexibility in

their own habits with freshness and imagination in their

view of established institutions at Sweet Briar is one that

they should endeavor to keep and upperclassmen to re-

capture.

The last important element in the mental makeup of the

founders which we too can use is perspective. I have pointed

out that what we do affects the future Sweet Briar, and it

is also true that Sweet Briar affects us. Sweet Briar is a

certain kind of place for having had us here and we are

certain kinds of people for having been here. We are a part

of Sweet Briar and Sweet Briar is a part of us for the rest

of our lives. The foundation we lay here is what we shall

build on in later years when we shall be citizens facing

problems on whose solution depend lives and dreams too

many for us to reckon.

This give and take between us and Sweet Briar builds

Sweet Briar, and also builds us. By our helping make some-

thing grow we grow ourselves; so that we are meeting our

own crisis in our smaller circle, and later we can widen the

affirmative, creative spirit of founding into the larger circle.

Our responsibility now is to look both into ourselves

and around us to discover what we have worth preserving,

and what needs to be changed or discarded. We may find

seme regional or personal prejudice—a petty thing to be

thrown away. We can all share in maintaining our system

based on honor which is worthy of time and thought and

sacrifice.

In helping to found we are beginning our own founda-

tions, and hoping to bring about surety and decision in

the crisis—not the dilemma, but the turning point—to

which we have come.

BOOKS FOR THE BROWSING ROOM
The Library would be delighted to receive ome new books for the Browsing Room The

type of book issued by the Book Clubs is es pecially desirable for th s room— be it Book-

of-the-Month, Literary Guild, '. Teritage or Reader's.
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Democracy Can Work
Anne McJunkin, "43

Anne McJunkin
President of Student Government
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AMERICANS in these

.days are proclaiming

democracy as their most

valued heritage. Student

Government at Sweet

Briar offers its participants

an excellent opportunity

to show that this de-

mocracy can really work.

It gives them a chance to

do something constructive

instead of merely talking

about its values. There is

little use in discussing

Student Government as

apart from democracy for

both imply living and

working together of peo-

ple in harmony under

rules made by the agree-

ment of these same people,

and enforced by their own
mutual consent. Student

Government serves as a

channel through which
students may prepare for

their responsibilities as citizens after college. Actually, in

the particular kind of government found at Sweet Briar

students are given an opportunity to realize a more ideal de-

mocracy than they are likely to find after they leave college.

This is not a time for passive appreciation. It is a time for

active participation. This holds as true for Student Govern-
ment at Sweet Briar as for the cause of democracy in the

world. Every girl by virtue of her coming to Sweet Briar is

at once a member of the Student Government Association.

Each student by virtue of this membership bears a definite

responsibility for the success or failure of the system.

General direction and management of self-government

is under the jurisdiction of an elected Executive Committee
composed of four officers, six house presidents and the

freshman class president. One of the very important duties

of the members of this committee is to conduct classes for

the incoming students each year, on the information in-

cluded in the Student Handbook which new students

receive before they arrive on campus. The classes are con-

ducted with this end in view, that the incoming students

may gain a thorough understanding of the fundamental
principles of Student Government and of the set-up and
functioning of the system as it is practiced at Sweet Briar.

It is hoped that through these classes the new students will

gain a solid foundation for both active and responsible par-

ticipation in all of the various college activities. The upper-

classmen also attend house meeting discussions directed

toward a similar end. In the classes and discussion an effort

is made to see that the students become vitally aware of the

reasons for, and the reasonableness of all the rules and regu-

lations, which are necessarily a part of self-government.
After the period of instruction and discussion an examina-
tion is given to both the new students and the upperclass-

men.

At Sweet Briar each girl is urged to learn to adjust her

individual needs to those of the group, always keeping in

mind the larger whole—the community. The fostering of
a community spirit is one of the chief aims and responsi-

bilities of the Student Government Association. Only by
means of the cooperation of every member of the associa-

tion, and by means of the high standard of honor which
each girl pledges herself to maintain, can the community
hope to hve successfully under an honor system which is

so vital in its self-government. At the time of taking the

Handbook examination all new students sign the follow-
ing pledge: "I pledge my personal honor to speak the truth
at all times, to respect the property of others, and to be
honest in all my dealings, and to exert myself to the ut-
most to make these ideals prevail among all students at

Sweet Briar." The new students are first introduced to this

pledge during the late summer in a letter from the Student
Government president, and are asked to sign it only after

being given ample time and opportunity to understand
thoroughly its meaning and application.

Sweet Briar's honor system functions on a self-reporting

basis. The word of every girl is respected, and therefore

every girl is expected to justify the confidence held in her

by her fellow students, by the faculty and by other com-
munity members. With this greater trust follows naturally

greater obligations. Whether or not the students have come
from schools which have honor systems should make rela-

tively little difference in their adjustment to the situation

here, for after all, a high standard of personal honor along

with a spirit of cooperation, is the only essential require-

ment for a successfully functioning system. The honor
system at Sweet Briar is in reality a design for living, based

both upon individual and community responsibility, and
involving not only academic honesty, but every phase of

college life.

In Sweet Briar's self-government there is a determined

effort to give all of the students a sense of active participa-

tion. In connection with this effort to give everyone a sense

of administering the Student Government, a system of

House Councils was instituted four years ago. By this system

the Executive Committee does not consider in the first

instance every infraction of the rules. Instead, the House
Councils which meet once a week in all dormitories review

each case individually. The Executive Committee then re-

views the decisions of the six Councils. The House Presi-

dents act as chairmen of these Councils, upon which every

girl serves for a period of one month at some time during

the college year.

Relations of Student Government with the faculty are

maintained through the College Council which is com-
posed of the Student Executive Committee and ten faculty

(Continued on page 6)
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What Is an Alumna?

AN ALUMNA is a member of an adopted family. She

. is a member of it whether she recalls the fact or

whether she is unconscious of it—only she is a different

kind of a member. The size of the family assures her of

plenty of congenial and uncongenial companionship, other

members to admire and love, other members to dislike and

get peeved about or indifferent to. This family offers great

extension of the life-experience, as psychologists call it.

An alumna was once a little girl and her parents disa-

greed about the college to which she would go when she

was old enough. Maybe she went where her mother wanted

her to go, and maybe she went where her father wanted her

to go, and maybe, a big maybe, she went to neither but

somewhere entirely unargued in her infancy. There she be-

came for all time an alumna, the sort of alumna she began

to be in her play-pen, and grew to be in college and con-

tinued to be, with lapses, through the first and second

bloomings and a benign old age. An alumna is a welcome

guest. One knows how welcome by the interest and the

excited spreading of the news of her arrival from faculty

member to faculty member and student to student. There

is not always a fatted calf, but she is welcome to Two por-

tions and everybody enjoys it more when she is there toeat it.

An alumna is an older sister to whom the younger chil-

dren look for standards, accomplishments, care and interest.

Alma Mater asks her to keep an eye on the younger ones

and to suggest what seems good for them from her more

extended experiences. When new children are up for adop-

tion Alma Mater expects the alumna to interpret the family

home to them and to judge whether they ought to join this

family or another one. Mater also asks whether older sister

has earned, or her husband has earned, enough money to

help with keeping up the home and remodelling it, educa-

tionally and physically, from time to time. It is the sort of

thing older sisters do do for a family home, especially if

they prize it. No college can forget the son-in-law who
gave equally to his college and to his wife's college.

An alumna is a citizen of her town, her country, her

world, who is expected to operate on a certain level of

knowledge, interest and performance. The family is proud

of the daughters who are good citizens. The world thinks

well of the Mater who brought them up.

An alumna is a very present help in trouble, when she

herself is not the trouble. No one else can so well straighten

cut a misunderstanding between members of the family or

between Mater and the daughters as an alumna can. If a

walk is to be moved from the north side of a building to

the south side of the same building, it is very well for an

alumna to have become enthusiastic about the moving be-

fore the dear tradition of walking on the north side is upset

by some new administrator who cannot be expected to

understand! It is an endearing quality in an alumna to

cherish such affection for what served her as to deem it the

best service for all the other children, but rarely would

an alumna so regard the worn furniture or out-grown

habits of her own household. When a college has a mis-

fortune in plant or reputation, it is the blessed alumna

who steps up to a difficulty and whips it.

An alumna is a museum piece—when she becomes the

oldest living alumna. After lots of years have slipped along

she begins to wonder whether she will be on a glass shelf,

or in a cupboard, or on a pedestal and to wonder also

whether she can stand with a straight face on any of them.

The probability is that a bit of a twisted smile will make

this stage a very satisfactory experience too.

Would any one care to be un-alumna-ed? Miiis, ce n'esf-

pas possible, Madame—maJamoisellel

Democracy Can Work
(ContitiueJ from page 5j

members including the President and Dean of the college.

This Council meets to consider problems and serious dis-

ciplinary cases that arise and also to discuss matters of gen-

eral policy and community interest.

An important outcome of the careful planning of the

Council this year was a series of floor discussions in each

dormitory on Student Government and the Honor System.
Students, faculty, and other community members aided in

the direction of these floor meetings. The discussions were

concerned with the actual working of student government

and the Honor System. The meetings discussed the ques-

tion: "What do we want our way of life at Sweet Briar to

mean?"

The informality of the meetings and the smallness of the

groups seemed conducive to straightforward free discussion

and clear thinking. It is the general feeling that these dis-

cussions have had beneficial results in a new or revitalized

awareness of the meaning of Student Government.
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War Time Activities at Sweet Briar

By Deborah Douglas, '43

HOW has Sweet Briar

converted to war time

needs? What are the changes

in our activities and atti-

tudes? Among the most ob-

vious changes, besides the

work of the War Service

Committee, are the new col-

lege calendar for 1942-

1943, which was revised to

meet transportation prob-

lems, and the change in

social life. Prom-trotting

has been greatly reduced,

especially for upperclass-

men, and the Saturday night

dances are now given for

soldiers stationed nearby in-

stead of the usual dates

from neighboring colleges.

The rise, too, in the number
of engaged girls, each an-

nouncement heralded by
much excitement, is alarming to their spinster classmates.

Among the students there is an increased desire to con-

tribute as much as possible without sacrificing the long

time aims of our education. There have been some notice-

able trends in the registration for courses, with mathe-

matics, science, religion, and Latin-American history gain-

ing in popularity. Convinced as we all are of the value of

the liberal arts education, we want to make the most of

the training we receive at Sweet Briar and to supplement

this with some new defense activities. Aside from these

things, I think there is little change in our daily lives. For,

in the process of re-evaluation of our work here, we found

there was little we wanted to cut out from our studies or

extra-curricular activities.

The chief agency responsible for defense activities is the

War Service Committee. This was first started two years

ago as the Committee on Emergency Service to help the

college adjust to new needs of the time. This year the pro-

grams of the various sub-committees have been more active

and far-reaching than ever, attempting to provide the

facilities for both practical and educational service. There
are at present seven sub-committees, each working through
close cooperation of faculty and students. Members of the

general committee include: Mr. Raymond Short, faculty

chairman; Deborah Douglas, student chairman; Miss Har-
riet Rogers, vice-chairman and secretary; Mary B. Ander-
son, treasurer.

Members at large: President Glass, Dr. Rollins, Miss

Gladys Boone, Mr. and Mrs. Lyman, Miss Matthews, Miss

McMahon.
Chairmen of sub-committees: Health—Dr. Rice, Barbara

Bolles; Relief—Mrs. Barker, Norma Bradley; Discussions

—Miss Sanford, Muriel Grymes; Air Raid Precautions

—

Mr. Knapp, Brooks Barnes; Publicity—Miss von Briesen,

Nurses Aides

First Rotr: Norma Bradley, Chairman of War Service Committee 1943-

1944; Nancy Pingree, Ernestine White. Second Row: Beatrice Boecriciie;

Betty Lou Girts.

Mary B. Anderson; Group
to aid Amherst Rationing

Board — Senor Mangiafico,

Ann Moore; Planning Com-
mittee for Fund Drives—
Miss von Briesen, Beth

Dichman.

Although these sub-com-
mittees undertake many
different kinds of activities,

in general the War Service

Committee has had three

main functions: to give

direct service; to provide

practical training which
will increase our usefulness

in later life; and to arouse

interest in current affairs

and post-war planning.

Foremost among our

means of rendering direct

service come Red Cross

work, salvage, rationing,

and fund raising. Under the direction of the Relief Com-
mittee, a room was opened in the gym for bandage making
and monitors were chosen. Students, faculty, and com-
munity members may work any afternoon in the week or

on Monday evening. In April 30,000 2x2 bandages and

over 3,000 4x8 bandages had been rolled. This has proved

a great help to the Amherst branch of the Red Cross in

filling its quota. Knitting has been continued and 68

sweaters, 9 helmets, and 39 mufflers have been turned in.

Red Cross Christmas kits were also filled for soldiers. The

Salvage Committee has collected scrap iron, stockings, tin

cans, victrola records, stamps, and books for the Victory

Book Campaign.

In response to an urgent appeal for help from the Am-
herst War Price and Rationing Board, many girls volun-

teered to work on their free afternoons. At times when the

Board is very busy, four or five girls go to Amherst for

three hours and help with filing and filling out question-

naires.

War has given new meaning to the raising of funds and

the Funds Committee, under Beth Dichman, has been suc-

cessful both in raising money and in educating the com-

munity about the various causes to w4iich we give. The

Red Cross Drive in March raised a total of $2,261.33, over

$1,5 00.00 of this from the students. Four other causes were

selected by the Funds Committee, with a total goal of

$3,000.00 These were the World Student Service Fund,

Greek War Relief, Fighting French Relief, and the Audi-

torium and Endowment Fund. Money was raised chiefly

by the Christmas Bazaar, soup dinners, and a drive in

April. The sale of war bonds and stamps has been directed

by Miss Crawford with the help of members of the fresh-

man class who sell stamps in the dormitories every week.

Keeping physically fit as an important part of our con-
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tribution to the w.ir effort lias been emphasized continu-

ously by the Health Committee. Through a Bulletin Board

and other publicity, students were persuaded to follow a

"Keep Well" program. The Health Committee also ar-

ranged the Red Cross courses given the second semester.

Fourteen were added to the number having certificates in

First Aid and eleven in Home Nursing. Sweet Briar's five

Nurse's Aides, pictured above, are on duty in campus

blackouts and during vacations at home. Many more stu-

dents have indicated their intention to join their ranks

during the summer.

The Personnel Committee arranged other defense courses

including typing, shorthand, mechanical drawing, labora-

tory technique, and radio code. A new student committee

on Personnel, with Camille Guyton as chairman, was estab-

lished this year to help give information about vocational

opportunities. Forty-seven students took an aptitude test

given by the Stevens Institute. Perhaps the surest sign of

all of our increased awareness of war is the fact that almost

every student is making plans for some kind of useful job

during the summer vacation and after graduation.

Considering its long-time value, one of the most im-

portant parts of our work has been the discussion program.

The committee felt that discussions can be very helpful

in stimulating thinking on affairs outside campus life. In

order to reach more students than in the past, it threw
open membership in the Post-War Discussion groups and
planned a number of open discussions. These dealt with
such diverse topics as Rationing, Lend-Lease, and Social

Security. The chairmen also met with club presidents to

clear dates and plan open meetings of the clubs.

Four study groups were organized to discuss the social,

political, economic, and religious aspects of post-war plan-

ning. Miss Ramage and Dorothy Stauber are chairmen of

the group as a whole and each subsidiary group selected a

chairman, secretary, and faculty advisor. Altogether about

a hundred students and faculty members have joined. The
first meeting was held on World Government Day, Novem-
ber 11, to introduce the problems which would be dis-

cussed. Since then each group has held regular meetings

and one meeting open to the entire college. Many more
students have thus participated than ever before. The in-

terest shown is a proof that we are reaUzing both the

necessity for thinking out now the complex problems of the

post-war world and our responsibility for playing a vital

part.

The Stevens Institute Tests
Betty Maury, '44

THE Human Engineering Laboratory aptitude tests,

administered at Sweet Briar in March by Mr. Ricks of

the Stevens Institute of Technology, were taken by about

forty-eight students, only four of them seniors. To the

student the opportunity to take these tests is an oppor-

tunity to discover her aptitudes and, by means of this self-

evaluation, to choose more wisely her education or voca-

tion. To the laboratory these tests give useful information

in regard to measuring aptitudes; for from one-third to

one half of the tests administered are experimental, the

results of which are of interest only to the laboratory in

the progress of its work.

The set of tests given at Sweet Briar measured personal-

ity, structural visualization, accounting aptitude, creative

imagination, finger dexterity, tonal memory, and English

vocabulary. A word association (or free association) test

determines whether the person is subjective and works well

alone, or objective, thereby working better in contact with

people. Structural visualization is measured by the reas-

sembling of blocks to construct a figure which has been

seen as a whole. The finger dexterity is measured by how
quickly a person can, with one hand, put three small brass

pins in each of many small holes. The tonal memory test is

much the same as the Seashore test of this kind, and English

vocabulary is measured by a multiple choice test of defi-

nitions. Except for written work such as the vocabulary
test which may be given just as well in a group, most of

the tests are individually administered; and to take the
above plan of tests requires about three and a half hours
altogether.

The tests were challenging and interesting to take. The
objection was raised by some that they were not intensive

enough, that there was the same chance for error as on the

usual unprofessional test of this type, that there was not

enough check on the results. However, they are validated

by being administered to successful men and women; and
most of those who took them felt that the resulting in-

formation was accurate and very valuable in helping them
to know what type of work to avoid and what to follow

up. The lower classmen seem to have profited by the tests

particularly.

Mr. Ricks, about ten years ago, visited Sweet Briar in an

unprofessional capacity; he was impressed on his more
recent visit with the change in the attitude of the students

here. Ten years ago, he said, few girls had any idea of

working after college. Now he finds that the average

student plans to step into a job or to study further, soon

after graduation. The few who are uncertain about their

plan of action after Sweet Briar are lower classmen, some
of whom, Mr. Ricks said, have absolutely no idea where
they are going from here. This state of mind is quite

natural among students during their first years of college.

Lower classmen, usually the most anxious to make the right

choice in their courses, and ultimately in their vocation,

formed the majority of those who took the tests, the senior

class contributing the smallest number.

On receiving the test results, the person tested receives

also a brochure. An Objective Approacl.i to Groiip-htfiu-

enc'ni;^ Hclih, published by the Human Engineering Lab-

oratory Incorporated. Without this the test is of no value;

for this book is a guide to interpreting the test results and

to indicating possible occupations for people with certain

limitations and certain aptitudes.

"Men and women are most efficient and most contented

when their work requires the exercise of all of their apti-

tudes and yet is within the range of their accomplishment.
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Conferences, Discussion Groups, and Lectures
Gene Patton and Louise Smith, '44

REMOTE as Sweet Briar seems from the great events

of the day, the students do have an active contact

through conferences and guest speakers. Apart from classes.

In which the study is concerned mainly with the past, these

speakers, discussions, and reports give us stimulative partici-

pation in the thinking of the world of today.

Throughout the year Sweet Briar sends representatives

to various student conferences. The first report this year

was given in a September convocation by Deborah Douglas,

who had attended two International Students Service Con-
ferences during the summer. The International Student

Assembly in Washington was especially significant since

it was attended by delegates from 56 nations. A credo of

aims and beliefs showing a unity of purpose was signed by

the delegates of 40 nations.

Muriel Grymes gave a report in convocation of the

Herald-Tribune Forum at which she was the Sweet Briar

representative. This forum was concerned with "Our Fight

for Survival in a Free World.

"

Other conferences attended by students were the Inter-

national Student Service in Washington, the Conference

on Economic Stabilization also in Washington, and the

Southeast International Relations Club Conference, which
was held this year in Raleigh, North Carolina.

There is a sub-committee of the War Service Committee
at Sweet Briar which plans discussion meetings on current

problems. It has conducted open meetings on "Rationing

and Price Fixing", the "Lend-Lease PoUcy," and "Our
Plans for Social Security and the Beveridge Plan." This
group also sponsored an illustrated lecture by Dr. Barker on
'Peaceful Days in the Far East."

Students have also been meeting to discuss post-war
planning. They are divided into three groups to consider

three phases of the problems; political-economic, social,

and religious. The religious group, which meets every week
under the guidance of Dr. Lyman, has conducted an open
meeting to give a summary of their work during the year.

The political-economic group held an open meeting to

discuss proposed plans for future world organization.

Another meeting will be held on the subject of trade rela-

tions. The social group will lead a discussion on socialized

medicine. Near the end of the school year, there will be

a meeting of the three groups to present the results of the

year's work. This meeting will be open to all community
members.

Recently organized at Sweet Briar is a branch of the

Universites Committee on Post War International Prob-
lems. A group of faculty and staff members meets every
two weeks to discuss the problems sent by the Committee
and make up a report of its conclusions. Since similar

groups at various colleges are considering and reporting on
the same problems, the main Committee will be able to get

an idea of general academic opinion.

Almost every week a member of the faculty gives a half

hour summary of the news developments of the week in

Current Events meetings under the auspices of the Inter-

national Relations Club. This Club is limited to fifty

students, who are chosen for membership on the basis of a

competitive test on international current affairs. One of the

most active organizations on campus, its members prepared

a debate on the problem of India's freedom and presented

it in convocation. The Club will be in charge of a Quiz
program on current events in another convocation this

spring. For the Sweet Briar News, two members write the

"Way of the World" every week.

The first outside speaker of the year was Jay Allen,

prominent war correspondent. He expressed definite opin-

ions formed from first hand observation of the general

situation in Europe. Mr. Allen is in a good position to speak

on the European situation since he has traveled widely and

has interviewed most of the important figures on the conti-

nent.

Count de Fleur)' spoke on October 25. He gave his opin-

ion on the best plan for post war Europe. The Count be-

lieves that Germany should be carved into small states, and
he has little faith in democracy as shown by the fact that

he wants to restore monarchy in European states after the

war. This naturally differed from the ideas of most students

and aroused much discussion.

Besides his Friday night lecture on "Promise of Pan
Americanism" Hubert Herring gave a series of lectures to

classes and interested groups. His subjects were: "Caste and

Class in Latin America", "Latin American Cultural Life",

and "Political Parties in Latin America." Mr. Herring is

only one of the speakers who has remained at Sweet Briar

for several days. The stay of the speaker on campus for

more than one day provides those students who are espe-

cially interested with a chance to question him personally.

Hallett Abend's lecture on the Far East was especially

well received. Mr. Abend was for many years a foreign cor-

respondent in the Far East so he has good foundation for

his views. He traced the developments which led to the

Japanese aggression. Mr. Abend gave a vivid picture of the

seriousness of the situation in the Far East without convey-

ing a feeling of hopelessness as to its outcome.

After each lecture there is a reception in Randolph Par-

lors at which the students may question the speaker. These

receptions are well attended and sometimes last for over an

hour, as did the one after Hallett Abend's lecture. This

typifies the interest of the average Sweet Briar student in

world events.

Among future speakers will be Vladimir Nabokov, who
will speak on Russian Literature, Thomas Yahkub whose

subject will be "India and the VC'orld Crisis, " and Robert

C. Smith, who will tell about Latin-American Art.
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Carrots, Housing, Hearing?

Carrot-eaters, dots and dashes, long questionnaires falumnae, have

you answered yours yet?) all arc symbolic of the special surveys which

members of the Psychology 204 and Sociology 3 52 have elected to

make. As the catalogue says, "Advanced Experimental Psychology is

an intensive experimental study of psychological problems selected to

meet the special interests of the student," and Senior Seminar in Soci-

ology is "a course dealing with various special subjects pursued inde-

pendently by each student." Each course teaches the fundamentals of

research using the scientific method. Variety is the keynote of both.

At the end of the semester, a complete report of results and method-

ology is presented. There are seven members of the Psychology 204

class, five seniors—Chesley Johnson, Braxton Preston, Beth Dichman,

Louise Woodruff, and Kitty Doar; and two juniors—Helen Cantey and

Marion Saunders. In the Sociology 3 52 class, there arc seven students,

all seniors and all Sociology majors—Betty Lawrie, Deborah Douglas,

Fay Martin, Karen Kniskern, Primrose Johnston, Muriel Abrash and

Mary Carter.

Karen Kniskern believes that "the present crisis has in-

fluenced all of our lives in some way or other during the

past fev/ years. Young married couples throughout the

country have been affected by many changes including the

inadequate housing facilities in and near the military

centers." The purpose of her survey is to determine

whether, in the field of housing, this national problem is

affecting Sweet Briar graduates who have been married in

the last few years, and if so, how. Questionnaires are being

sent to all of the married graduates of the classes of 1939,

1940, 1941 and 1942.

Primrose Johnston is interested in laws affecting the im-

migrants in Latin America. As she says, "Ever since Hitler

came into power, a decade ago, thousands of people have

found themselves homeless. These people are by religion,

Protestants, Catholics, and Jews. They come from Germany,
Poland, and Central Europe. The victory of Franco in

Spain has created many Republican Spanish refugees. Al-

most two hundred thousand of these European refugees

have migrated to Latin America. Some have joined

planned colonies, such as Sosua in the Dominican Republic.

Others have come in as regular immigrants. The existing

laws have limited the type of refugees entering Latin

America, and the type of work they may do. Many of these

laws have been modified to meet the needs of these refu-

gees." The purpose of this study is to determine what laws

have been changed and how exactly they have been

changed.

Mary Carter is interested in the social and economic
effects of the presence of thousands of soldiers in Amherst
County, on the village of Amherst which is the county seat

and the effect on Sweet Briar College. Amherst is the near-

est town of any size to the soldiers' camp. The growth of

Amherst, an agricultural town, has been relatively sta-

tionary for the past decade and is totally unprepared to

handle any increase in population.

The purpose of Betty Lawrie's study was to determine
the degree of influence the Tau Beta Community House
has had and is having on the Polish people of Hamtramack,
Michigan. As a supplement, she made some study of the

Pohsh people themselves, as well as their background.

Fay Martin is surveying the effect the war has had upon
the travel of Sweet Briar students. She is also endeavoring
to discover whether their reasons given for travel correlate

with the reasons they consider adequate in this time of

crisis when transportation facilities are so crowded.

Muriel Abrash will try to discover the configuration pat-

terns which prevail among the female inmates of Ward
S M 2 at the Epileptic Colony, near Lynchburg, Virginia,

through direct observation, case histories, and personal in-

terviews. She feels that it would be helpful to an institu-

tion to realize friendship patterns when the administration

begins to organize occupational past-times, and recreational

schemes for its patients.

Helen Cantey and Kitty Doar are trying to discover

whether there is any correlation between ones aptitude for

tonal memory and rhythm and ones ability to learn the

Morse code. A large group of students were given the Sea-

shore Musical Test for tonal memory and rhythm. Thirty

of these students whose scores ranged from 117 to 63 were

selected to learn the code. They are learning the code by

an entirely auditory method—an Osillatone being used to

"send" the letters being learned.

Beth Dichman and Braxton Preston seek to determine

the effect of dimout lighting conditions on the visual dis-

tance perception of eighty college women. An apparatus

whereby the students' ability to equate distance under day-

light conditions and under dimout conditions has been con-

structed, and measurements obtained are to be compared

for each individual and for the groups as a whole.

Marion Saunders and Chesley Johnson are responsible for

the carrot eaters on campus. The object of their experiment

is to discover if Vitamin A helps near-sighted vision in any

way. It has been proved that it aids night vision, but there

has been no definite conclusion made as to Vitamin A's

ability to bring near-sightedness closer to normality. Thirty

near-sighted students are being used in the experiment.

After preliminary tests are given to determine the distance

at which regulation eye charts can be read, the "guinea

pigs" are put on a steady diet of three raw carrots a day for

four weeks. At the end of this period, they will be tested

again with the eye charts.

Louise Woodruff compared a group of freshmen from

northeastern states with a group of freshmen from south-

eastern states in respect to their attitude toward "home"

and "social life." She

wishes to discover

whether there is any

significant difference

in the correlation be-

tween adjustment to

home and to social

life in the two

groups. The Fresh-

men filled out ques-

tionnaires dealing

with many phases of

"home" and "social

life" from which the

beingcomparison

made. s/"
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Susie Is Aware
Sterling Nettles, '44

THERE has been, and continues to be much talk center-

ing around the fact that "there is nothing new" as far

as increased activity or interest of the Sweet Briar student

in relation to the war effort is concerned. This, however,

has been disproved by a recent survey conducted among
the students. As far as idle talk is concerned . . .

"Susie, has the best of intentions," says Miss D ,

"She rolls a few bandages at the Red Cross room, she

keeps herself posted by frequent glances at the headlines,

she attends several discussions on post-war planning, but

Susie is aware of the actual condition of the world only

because there are no morning cokes, fewer rides to town,

and only a handful of bespeckled and youthful men who

come to see their freshmen friends. Susie lives in the pres-

ent. She goes to classes every day, she is vitally concerned

with doing this job well, but has no concern for the future,

no concern for activity with an eye toward 'what is to be'

, . . Susie is not aware."

Miss D perhaps will be a little amazed that behind

Susie's good intentions lies careful planning, lies vital

activity concerned with a long view. Miss D perhaps

might be interested, as I was interested, to discover the

definite plans that have been made for summer work, the

relation of these to the planned activity of last summer.

Her left eyebrow might be raised several inches to dis-

cover that only a very small number of the student body

have not already made plans for this summer, that there

is a very definite increase in those working this summer
over those concerned with constructive activity last sum-

mer, that the trend is from mere pleasurable activity to

that directly concerned with the war effort and future

planning:

"I worked in a college shop last summer, was a camp
counselor, sold war stamps; I've already made plans to be

a nurse's aide this summer," says Susie.

Summer plans seem pretty well divided between Red
Cross work and summer school. Work in vital industry,

in actual war production plants comes next. Other war
work including civilian defense, positions with reference to

ration boards and entertainment for soldiers is third. Many
of the students are interested in farm labor during the

summer months. One senior worked in a dairy last summer,

learned to milk cows, drove the trucks. She has made plans

to do much the same kind of work this summer. A fresh-

man plans to work as a regular farm laborer on her family's

farm in Vermont.

Among other interesting plans and interests: Ann
Mclean, '45, plans to incorporate work in a photography

shop with advanced first aid, motor corps, and life saving

two afternoons a week. Mildred Littleford, '44, will work
as a hospital technician this summer. Jane Williams, '44,

has been writing a column for the Chattanooga Free Press

during her summer vacations and this year she plans to do

it again along with summer school. Lynn DiUard, '45, will

do clerical work connected with war housing in Washing-
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ton. Louise Konsberg,

'44, waited tables last

summer on a great lakes

cruise boat and she has

made plans to do the

same this year. Brooks

Barnes, '43, worked in

a hospital last summer
in Plymouth, Massa-

chusetts and she plans

this summer to work in

a doctor's office before

going into nurses train-

ing. Mary Carter, '43,

will do personnel work in a public welfare office. Allison

Buchanan, '46, plans to continue the clerical work she did

for the Readers Digest last summer. Shirley Ferguson, '46,

will teach backward children, and Mary Booth Taylor, her

classmate, will continue her occupational therapy work
begun last summer. Rozelia Danforth, one of our married

seniors, plans to do social work with the Children's Bureau

in Providence, Rhode Island. Alice Lancaster, '44, will work
as assistant secretary and counselor at Camp Alleghany,

West Virginia. Betty Haverty and Catherine Tift will act

as counselors at the same camp. Nancy Bean, '43, plans to

enter the school of journalism at Columbia University in

preparation for a position with Ti^ne magazine. Muriel

Grymes, '43, will work in the office of the O.xford Ship

Yards. Fay Martin, '43, will work at the U. S. Employment
Bureau in Norfolk. Barbara Duncombe, '44, will continue

her clerical work with the National Cylinder Gas Company
and her sister Marian, '46, will work again in the office of

the Automatic Canteen Company.

The Red Cross work, already mentioned is of primary

concern to students for this summer and here is strong

evidence of the trend toward volunteer work. A very large

percent is anxious to don white starched cap, and trim

blue uniform of the nurse's aide. Quite a few have included

in their plans first aid and nutrition courses, surgical dress-

ing classes and canteen work.

Plans for summer school include acceleration, practical

courses in typing and shorthand, special training in fields

vital to the war effort. Among those students accelerating

are: Leila Fellner, '46, and her sister Hazle Fellner, '44,

Virginia Noyes, '44, and Phyllis Tenney, '44.

Miss D , Susie /',( aware. Susie has planned her sum-

mer. She goes to classes, she concentrates on present things

and a job to be well done, but this is her world and she

realizes to the fullest extent the futility of the "ivory

tower."
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Obviously No Co?tc/usions-

^

SWEET BRIAR, this year, has in-

dulged a number of interesting

departures from the usual. The practice

of re-admitting married students had

its beginnings more than a year ago, and

during the academic year of 1942-43

there have been seven students who
have returned to college.

As early as January, 1942 the scene

was set. Frances-Scott Simmons left to

be married on the 24th of that month

in Washington, D. C. She returned in

May to take her mid-year exams, went

to George Washington University sum-

mer school, and returned to the class

of 1943 in September. When asked if

her academic work had suffered, she replied that she

thought it had . . . however, since she was highest-

ranking member of her class when she left we had a

sneaking suspicion that her worst would still be a good

bit above our best, and true enough, she still stands

high on the Dean's List. Besides having been married

longer than any of her "sisters' on campus, Scottie has

the distinction of "out-ranking" the others. Her hus-

band, David Moffatt McConnell, is a Major in the Judge

Advocate General Department in India where he has been

since last May. Scottie shares with the other girls the

opinion that since their husbands are away and they have

the opportunity, college is one of the really constructive

ways in which they may spend their time.

The "next-married" member of the Class of '43 is Valerie

Joucs Maternc who was married in Bronxville, New York,

a year ago come June 13. Val had every intention of grad-

uating, but after ten days in September when she found

that her husband was going to be an instructor in York-

town, Virginia she left to be with him. Since then Bud has

become Lieutenant (j.g.) William Merritt Materne,

U.S.N.R. and commanding officer of an instructing mine

sweeper. To help relieve a shortage of teachers in the state

of Vit-ginia, Val has been teaching thirty seventh graders

in a local school! She came back to Sweet Briar to visit

recently and said that if Bud's wishes—to fight the war

elsewhere than on the York—-come true, she would like to

graduate with the Class of '44. We hope she will, because

as a member of the cabinet of the Y.W.C.A. and a very

active member of Paint and Patches she has been missed.

Peggy Brand Roudin, also '43, had to travel from New
York to Macon, Georgia for her wedding on June 17, 1942

when she married Lieutenant Peter Rubensohn of the

Quartermaster Corps. She returned to college in September,

and when her husband was transferred to Camp Lee she

saw him every weekend. This spring she spent a month
with him in Florida and has now returned to struggle

through comprehensives! Her scholastic standing seems to

have improved in spite of the fact that she worked on a

'40-hour week' all first semester. She feels very strongly

however that this combination of marriage and college is

a distinctly personal problem that must be considered de-

liberately before attempting it.

Rozclia Hazard Danforth went to

Greenville, Mississippi from her home in

0t ^ Providence, Rhode Island to be married

ofc ,fr' on August 1. She feels that when it is

" a question of only one more year's work,
the girl owes it to her family to com-
plete work for her degree. Steve, now
a First Lieutenant in the Army Air

Forces, has been to Sweet Briar twice

this year. Posy was elected to Tau Phi

^ this fall, and swears that her better

> academic work is due to the fact that

she is more settled down than ever be-

fore. Incidentally, her roommates say

this is depressing, and makes them feel

more like old maids every day!

Another member of the Class of '43

whose wedding was in August is Bar-

bara McNeill who married Lieutenant Clayton Randall

Blessing of the Army Air Corps. She too came back in

September, and spent much of her time commuting to

Indiana! She says her academic work suffered because she

had no time to study. Since Barbara left. Randy has been

reported killed overseas, a tragedy which shocked and

grieved us all.

Caroline Miller left after six-weeks quizzes last Novem-
ber to go home to Charlotte, North Carolina to become

Mrs. Benjamin Gales McClintock. Gales has been stationed

cutside New York City where he is a First Lieutenant in

the Army Air Corps. Caroline stayed with him until the

end of February when she returned, firm in the belief that

that one last year ought to be completed. She has already

made up much of her work and has done surprisingly well.

Only one of the girls who left Sweet Briar to be married

and then returned as a student was not a senior. Edith

Mattison left the sophomores to become Mrs. Gerard C.

Henderson, Jr. on November 7. Edie returned and stayed

until Christmas but when Jerry, who is now a Private

First Class, found a place for them to live in Paris, Texas

she left to be with him.

Obviously nothing conclusive may be inferred, but just

for fun we noticed that while four of the girls are from
the north, three are southerners, and the score stands:

Three for the Army, three for the Army Air Corps, and one

for the Navy!
All of the girls still on campus have been particularly

active in community life at Sweet Briar this year, and

almost every honor the college awards is represented at

least once! There are three married women on the Dean's

List, one in Tau Phi, two on the cabinet of the Y.W., one

on the cabinet of the A.A., one in Paint and Patches, two
in Aints and Asses, two on the News staff, one en the staff

of the Braiiihler, one on the Advisory Council, one on the

War Service Committee, one class Officer, four officers of

departmental clubs, and three in the May Court. It would

seem that if these few girls could make such strong records

in one year the college made no mistake in changing its

policy and readmitting students who leave to be married.

It remains to be seen whether the members of the Class of

'44 will avail themselves of 'opportunities' and incidentally,

even up that lop-sided Army-Navy situation!

Barbara Duncombe, '44
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Firsf Ron : J. Thomas.
SfCGfitf Ron : A. Wadswortii, Martha Holton, Mary Holton, A. Junes,

E. Robbins, M. B. Taylor, M. Reed, C. Cone.

Third Row: J. Ridler, M. Lindsay, A. LIppitt, E. Vaughan, M.
Rickards, C. \C'aicrman, J. Jerman.

ALUMNAE DAUGHTERS
Elizabeth Camlin

Katherine Browne, ex '17 (Mrs. \V. J. Camlin)

Mary Carter
Mary Stewart, Academy (Mrs. Frank Carter)

Carroll Cone
Gladys Cassel, Academy (Mrs. C. C. Cone)

Lynn Emerick
Elizabeth Richardson, Academy (Mrs. Raymond Emerick)

Martha Holton
Mary Holton

Rachel Lloyd, '17 (Mrs. Hoyt S. Holton)

Julia Jerman
Mary Johnson, Academy (Mrs. W. B. Jerman)

Adeline Jones
Nancy Munce, Academy (Mrs. Herbert Jones)

Martha Lindsey
Bessie Brown, ex '13 (Mrs. E. E. Lindsey)

Anita Lippitt

Mary Cowan, ex '20 (Mrs. Maxwell Lippitt)

Betty Preston
Leila Dew, ex 'H (Mrs. W. B. Preston)

Mildred Reed
Mildred Ellis, ex '21 (Mrs. James Scales)

MuRRELL Rickards
Frances Murrell, '10 (Mrs. Everingham Rickards)

Jean Ridler
Polly Bissell, '17 (Mrs. Earl S. Ridler)

Ellen Robbins
Maude Taylor, Academy (Mrs. E. F. Robbins)

Dale Sayler
Jessie Dixon, ex '16 (Mrs. Henry Sayler)

Mary Boon h Taylor
Alma Booth, 'II (Mrs. H. B. Taylor)

Josephine Thomas
Josephine Catchings, Special (Mrs. W'ilmer Thomas)

Elizabeth Vaughan
Edna Steves, Academy (Mrs. Curtis Vaughan)

Anita Wadsworth
Anita Sloss, Special (Mrs. Roy W'adsworth)

. Cecile Waterman
Daisy Guggenheimer, Academy (Mrs. Jerome Vi'atcrman)

SISTERS
Katherine Brooks

Pauline Brooks, ex '^.4

Dorothy Caldwell
Frances Caldwell, '42 (Mrs. James W. Harris)

Talbott Crumpler
Olivia Crumpler, ex '42 (Mrs. Fred Nolting)

Cornelia English
Eloise English, '42

Mary Herbert
Georgia Herbert, '40 (Mrs. G. C. Hart)

Annie Belle Hill
Alverta Hill, ex '40 (Mrs. Samuel Thompson)

Ten Daughters of A^lumnae entered

Sweet Briar in the fall of 1942 bringing to twenty-one the

total of alumnae daughter; now in college. This figure is

an increase of two over last year, and continues the steady

rise which has been apparent ever since the first daughter

cf an alumna came to Sweet Briar.

Thirteen of the enterin<5 students are sisters of alumnae
and three others have sister? who are now in college. Eight
nieces of alumnae are included in the new group, and
seventeen have one or more cousins who attend Sweet Briar.

SHitLus Jones
Shirley Ann Jones, '3 9 (Mrs. B. B. Woodard)

Marilyn Mandle
Emily Mandle, ex '42 (Mrs. Artluir Dunlap)

Helen Marr
Jessie Marr, '42

Ellen Robbins
Marion Robbins, ex '42 (Mrs. Walter Parish)

Mary Booi h Taylor
Helen Taylor, '40

Wistar Watts
Margaret Watts, ex '3 S (Mrs. John Henderson)
Langhorne Watts, '33 (Mrs. George Austen)

NIECES
Elizabeth Camlin

Helen Browne, Academy (Mrs. Marcus Hobart)
Mary Carmichael

Louise Gibbon, '2S (Mrs. Cartwright Carpiichael)

Suzanne Feder
Rosalia Feder, Academy (Mrs. M. D. Sarbey)

Mary Holland
Rosalie and Elizabeth Baylor, ex '12

Martha Holton
Mary Holton

Ruth Lloyd, ex '11

Louisa Lloyd
Lillian Lloyd, ex '10 (Mrs. Raymond Thayer)

COUSINS
Emily Albert

Elizabeth Collier, ex '34 (Mrs. Robert Wardle)

Henrietta Collier, '3 9 (Mrs. "William Armstrong)

Katherine Brooks
Virginia Carson, ex *41 (Mrs. James Garber)

Mary Carson, ex '40 (Mrs. Robert Kellogg)

Jean Thompson, ex '39 (Mrs. Jack Spines, Jr.)

Louise Crawford
Agnes Crawford, ex '37

Mary Holland
Lucy Gordon, '39

Alice Kennedy
Nancy Bickelhaupt, ex '43 (Mrs. Joseph Harris)

Elizabeth Lanier
Sarah Sheffield, Special (Mrs. S. S. Ramspcck)

Bertha Lee
Jane Bush, '40

Marianna Bush, '40 (Mrs. Robert King)

Patricia Luke
Isabel Luke, '19 (Mrs. T. F. Witt)

Helen Murchison
Jane Warfield, '17 (Mrs. Paul Saunders)

Beverley Randolph
Antoinette Johnson, Academy (Mrs. G. D. Blake)

Mary Simmons
Sarah Tomlinson, '3 8 (Mrs. James Foscue)

Charlotte Sprunt
Jessie Hall, '3 1 (Mrs. A. Nelson Myers)

Margaret Hall, '32

Rose Hyde, '3 8 (Mrs. Herbert Fales)

Margaret Swann
Katherine Estes, '40 (Mrs. Gilbert Johnston)

Lecare Thompson
Elizabeth Durham, '39 (Mrs. Albert Goodhue, Jr.)

Barbara Warner
Madelon Shidler, '21 (Mrs. Elliot Olncy)

Mary Shidler, '28 (Mrs. Thomas Olney)
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Liberal Thinking and Democratic Living

Dean Mary Ely Lyman

Excerpts from an informal report made by Mary Ely

Lyman, Senior Alumnae Trustee, to the Board of

Directors of the Alumnae Association of Mount

Holyoke College at South Hadley on November sixth.

In this report Mrs. Lyman, Dean of Sweet Briar

College, so aptly sums up the problem of existence

which confronts the liberal arts colleges today and so

truly expresses the essential nature of the contribution

which graduates of these colleges can and must make

to their communities that the Board voted to share her

discerning and timely statement with the larger group

of alumnae who could not be present at the recent

Founders' Day weekend.

TJWe can add nothing to the above statement except

that Sweet Briar alumnae would lose if they failed to

have the opportunity to read Mrs. Lyman's report—it

will always be timely for the alumnae of all women's

colleges.

WE ALL recognize that the liberal arts college is

literally pleading for its life. Today's New York

Times carries a statement signed by several prominent edu-

cators saying that hundreds of colleges will have to close

almost at once if the 18-19 year draft bill is passed with no

provision for men to study before they go into service.

But it is not merely because the draft is taking men

from the colleges. It is not merely because women, who

would otherwise be in college, are replacing men in in-

dustry and other posts of vital, immediate significance for

the war, or are leaving college to marry earlier than they

had planned. It is because the value of the kind of training

that the liberal arts college gives is challenged from every

side. It is natural enough to question if technicians, me-

chanics, stenographers, nurses, doctors are needed immed-

iately, urgently, by our country, why spend time teaching

women classics, fine arts, philosophy, etc.?

Let me make this question concrete by sharing with )0u

a letter that came up just the day before I left Sweet Briar

to come here: It was from the father of one of our stu-

dents, which said in effect, "Why do you make my girl

take courses in economics and sociology when you might

be making her useful with stenography and typewriting?"

I do not know your convictions on this theme, but I

suspect that they are not different from my own. We
believe in the liberal arts training not in spite of, but

because of the need of our time. We may be called upon
to provide training of many different sorts, immediate

skills, such as stenography and radio, mechanical drawing,

etc., or to give the basic disciplines such as mathematics
and physics that underlie specialized training for engineer-

ing and industry. But at the same time, we know the vital

need exists to keep up the long time cultural training of

women who are forced by the exigenicies of the time to

take the role of guardians of the humanities and of the

liberal arts tradition.

To understand and to enter into the great cultural

heritage of the race, to cherish and appreciate the spirit

that values democracy because it honors personality and

achievements of the human spirit in art and culture, to

follow with wisdom the long story of man's progress from
a society based on blood revenge to an ordered, law-abiding

democratic commonwealth, is to know what democracy
means. If these basic appreciations are lost, all that our

husbands, sons and brothers arc fighting for will be lost,

whether they gain a military victory or not. Looked at

in this light the liberal arts education is not less important

today than formerly. It has an urgency that it never had

before.

But even if we hold this conviction clearly—all of us

—what have the alumnae to do about it? The college is

its faculty and students. Its Board of Trustees accepts legal

and financial responsibility for its existence. Where do the

alumnae come in? May I use a commonplace physiological

figure? Students, faculty, trustees, alumnae are a living

organism in the world of today. Students and faculty are

its heart. We may think of the trustees as the lungs bring-

ing in the oxygen of financial support and legal stability.

The circulatory system to the world at large is represented

by the alumnae. They are the college's living outreach to

the world.

Every alumna is in her community vital testimony to

the values for which the college works. Her tolerance, her

informed opinion and judgment, her educated appreciation

of the values of democracy in every phase of the com-
munity life, her participation in the processes of democracy,

her willingness to work for those values at whatever cost

to herself, her far-sighted, statesmanlike readiness for a

new order of society when peace comes, her unselfish sacri-

fice of special privilege in the interests of justice in this

new world order—all these are her defense of the liberal

arts education.

She may talk about it—how the liberal arts education

helps to achieve these cmh. I hope she will, both in season

and out—but what she is as the product of a liberal arts

education is more eloquent than argument. It is far harder

to be, than to talk or to do, but being is the ultimate

argument. Informed, imaginative, tolerant, self-dedicated,

inwardly democratic people—these alumnae are the contri-

bution of the Women's Colleges to the cause of Democracy
today.

How to act so that these inward qualities find their

fullest and truest expression in our needy world today

takes intelligence, resourcefulness, flexibility and hard

work.

As the arteries of the living organisms of the women's

colleges in the world today, may we, their alumnae, prove

ourselves adaptive in finding ways to being the life-blood

of liberal thinking and democratic living to the many
communities in which we live.
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The College in the County

SWEET BRIAR has always played a large part in the

life of Amherst County. The Y.W.C.A. headed by

Sarah Louise Adams of San Antonio, Texas, this year has

emphasized particularly welfare work and recreational

activities in the county elementary schools. As much as

ninety percent of the Y.W.C.A. budget is spent in the

county.

The Y.W.C.A. with the Chung Mungs sponsored the

drive for the sale of tuberculosis seals. It was highly suc-

cessful with $246.00 netted from the sale. 8 5 percent of

this amount is used locally for tuberculosis clinics and for

distribution of cod liver oil to needy children of the county.

The T.B. clinic will be held in the spring.

In previous years a Baby Clinic has been held on the

campus on Amherst County Day, an annual event spon-

sored by the American Association of University Women

on the campus. Mothers from miles around brought their

children to be examined. Due to the gas and tire shortage,

the clinic will not be held this year, but mothers have been

urged to give their babies good care at home and to take

them to available physicians for periodic health examina-

tions.

Serving on the Amherst County Health Committee arc

President Glass and Mrs. Benjamin Wailes, 17, Assistant

Professor of Sociology at Sweet Briar and one student, Mrs.

Steven Danforth (Rozclia Hazard) '43 of Providence,

Rhode Island.

The Church and Chapel Committee has given over $5 00

this year to charitable work in Virginia. We help pay for

the children's lunches at Monroe school; the county nurse

in Amherst is given assistance in paying for the cost of

transportation and hospitalization of needy cases. Amherst

is also given $70 for the School Eye Clinic. Outside Am-
herst County we give to the Home School for Boys at

Covington.

The Charity Committee, a sub-committee of the Church

and Chanel Committee is allotted over $3 00 to spend for

the families on its list. This provides for extra clothing,

milk, garden seed and special baskets on Thanksgiving and

Christmas. An interesting item is the annual gift made

by the Y.W.C.A. of a Christmas envelope containing fifty

cents to each of the Amherst County inmates of the Dis-

trict Home at Chatham, to be spent as they wish, — and

for many the only cash they receive. The students them-

selves purchase candy and tobacco for all inmates, and

these forgotten old people look forward with keen antici-

pation to the annual Christmas visit of Sweet Briar girls.

The balance is devoted to recreational work in the

schools, books, supplies and entertainment of children.

County patients who must be equipped for a sanatorium

stay and needy children equipped for school, a girl perhaps

who must look well to secure a special job—many are sup-

plied with clothing donated by the faculty and students.

A family deprived of its home by fire, an old woman who
would be dependent but for her regular flower customers

on campus, a recreation center lacking magazines and

books—whatever they need, some one at Sweet Briar is

ready to give.

Lynn Emerick of Charleston, West Virginia, is chairman

of the Collection Committee. Boxes of food and clothing

are sent to twenty-five needy families at Thanksgiving and

at Christmas. This Committee keeps in close contact with

its fourteen regular families by frequent personal visits.

The Y. W. C. A. gives over a $100 to this work.

To raise money for needed dental work and medical care,

children of the Clifford Colored School and of the Coolwell

colored school will present their third annual program on

campus the last of April under the auspices of the Y. W.
C. A., Skits, individual speeches, dances and songs of the

planned program follow a patriotic theme. The children of

both schools look forward to the program and the college

audience is most enthusiastic.

Each week committees of the Y.W.C.A. visit these two
schools. Louise Smith is chairman of the work of the

Clifford Colored School and Irene McDonald at the Cool-

well School. During the Fall and Spring, games such

as baseball and London Bridge are played. Of the in-

door games. Bingo is especially popular as are vlctrola

records and group singing. At Coolwell during this winter,

the children were taught to knit and weave. Special occa-

sions are "party days" at which refreshments, favors and

games with prizes are enjoyed. For the Christmas party the

children at Clifford decorated a tree. For each one, the

Y. W. provided two presents, a practical piece of clothing

and a toy.

Each Friday afternoon the Sweet Briar children who are

sons and daughters of the employees on the campus have

a supervised game hour on campus. Students plan for and

supervise this group.

Another of the Y.W.C.A. projects is for the Coolwell

white school. Camille Guyton of Miami, Florida, is chair-

man of this group. During pre-war days, a group of girls

went to Coolwell once each week but now with gas and

tire rationing, they go only twice a month.
One of the most interesting of the Y.W. committees is

the Indian Mission Committee whose activities are con-

cerned with St. Paul's Episcopal Mission located about three

miles from Sweet Briar. The people whom the mission serves

are recognized as a triple-race mixture who have real pride

in their Indian blood. Miss Isabel Wagner, missionary,

supervises the school and the church, advises the farmers

about their crops and sells them needed articles of cloth-

ing. In the fall of 1942, there were forty children attend-

ing the mission school; at present there are only twenty
enrolled. The families are moving north in order to im-

prove their position and to try for better paid farm work
in other states and war industries in urban centers. Louise

Woodruff, of Cleveland, Ohio, chairman, and two to four

other girls ride horses to the mission on the days on which
they are scheduled to help. The Sweet Briar Y. W. provides

a hot meal—which usually consists of good vegetable soup

or stew in the middle of the day during the winter. Twice
a year the committee collects clothes from girls here for

the mission people.
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Pedaling Along
By MAR.iORih KooNCE, '45

OFF to the wide open spaces! Early on the morninj; of

Friday, April 2, six ambitious souls set out from

Sweet Briar for a four day bicycle trip. The plan was to

make a circle from Sweet Briar including Natural Bridge,

Bedford, Timberlake and back to S. B. C. Contrary to most

long-distance trips, ours had no particular riding order,

but if one of the many buzzards flying above had glanced

down he would probably have seen us in the following

order. Toward the top of a two-mile hill rides a green

bicycle bearing Marjorie Willetts. Marge is from Montreal,

Canada, so the rest of us like to think her excess energy

came from hills up there. Right with her rides Miss Maida

Riggs, from Grafton, Massachusetts. Miss Riggs is our

physical education instructor, and thus we explain her

successful attainment of the mountain's crest. I would

hate to embarrass any of the other members of our party,

Anna Mary Chidester, Toledo, Ohio; Ruthie Carrol, Ashe-

ville, North Carolina; Chesley Johnson, New Orleans,

Louisiana, and Margie Koonce, Shreveport, Louisiana are

found near the center of the climb—probably walking by

this time.

Friday was a beautiful day and all of us coasted down
our first hill in high spirits. Even after an hour when we
made our first stop for "cokes" we were fresh and ready

to push on. But our second stop was different. We had

reached a gravel stretch, and it seems that the wind had

planned its schedule to arrive there at the same moment;

but we braved the dust and rocks and lime as long as

possible. Eventually the air was cleared of debris long

enough for us to take our bearings, and we found ourselves

situated with a man with a shotgun on one side and the

convicts improving the road on the other. After making a

pleasant inquiry as to where the road was leading, started

off again. At this point I clearly remember thinking how
much my mouth and throat resembled the Sahara, and my
five companions felt the same, so our main thought was

water. This we finally found, but it was rather like the

grass on the other side of the fence, because to drink from
the little spring one had to be a juggler, acrobat, and con-

tortionist combined. But one by one we managed to find

the clear liquid, and we spent the next five minutes taking

turns pulling each other out as the slurps, gurgles, and
chokes floated up from the depths.

As the miles and the hours rolled on and on, we began

to be reminded that people were not meant to live on cokes

and cheese nabs all day long, and by the time three o'clock

came we were positive of the fact, but nowhere could we
find any food. Arriving at Snowden, which is so small that

even on a bicycle one has to stop to see it, we gleefully dis-

covered a baker's truck, and pouncing on it, emerged with
a lemon pie, a chocolate cake, and six cocoanut patties.

And don't believe we didn't eat them, because we did! Thus
fortified for our next lap, we set out for Glasgow. The
seven miles separating these two places go over a mountain,
and if you think I mean hill, just picture something it takes

you four miles to get to the top of. But it was well worth

the hike (not ride, but hike) to the top, for the wonderful

coast down for three miles, and before we knew it we were

in Glasgow. The combined knowledge that we had ridden

forty miles that day, and that Natural Bridge was six more

miles uphill, made us decide to spend the night at Glasgow.

We found the owner of the drugstore and after dragging

him away from his dinner so he could open the drugstore

and give us some, we locked our bikes and called it a day.

The Virginia landscape greeted us the following morn-
ing shining white from a light snowfall. But regardless

of the weather the three of our party who hadn't seen

Natural Bridge set out for the twelve mile frosty ride,

while the other three of us decided to make proper prepara-

tions so that the unhappy experience of yesterday would
not be repeated, and at twelve noon we were still making
sandwiches. Fresh from their early morning jaunt, the

three wanderers returned bearing banners and lucky stones

as evidence.

By this time the weather had abated somewhat, and it

was just a little below freezing when we set out for Bed-

ford. Of course we had the same mountain to go back

over since we returned to Snowden on the way to Bedford,

but remember, we have the four mile side to coast down
this time. From Snowden to Bedford was one long roller-

coaster, and for the first time in our lives we had to pump
going down hills, thanks to our old friend the wind. We
did have one peculiar experience, though. We stopped at

a lovely brick home to get a cold drink of iron water and

found it the most congested place imaginable: it was really

like Grand Central Station and we're still wondering to

whom the baby belonged—the blind man or the lady with

a canary on her arm.

We had a wonderful reception at Bedford. We had our

reservations at a beautiful home, and as we struggled up

the last hill our hostess practically carried us in bodily.

After we revived, we consumed the most delicious dinner

you can imagine—our first real meal in two days. Of
course we did feel a little awkward since there were several

elderly ladies living there and all six of us appeared in blue-

jeans, but if we had had to carry one more ounce on our

bicycles, we wouldn't have gotten there in the first place.

But we felt right in style that night as we ambled into

the movie, the wildest wild west thriller I've seen in years.

The seventeen miles from Bedford to Timberlake went

by so fast that we hardly noticed them. This was Sunday
and consequently our practice of stopping for cokes was

hindered somewhat by the fact that none of the stores

were open. But we did make one stop to watch a farmer's

wife feed an adorable little lamb a bottle of milk. And
confidentially, at the time I think we all envied the lamb.

Arriving at Timberlake we were ravenous, as usual, and

promptly ate Loch Haven Lodge out of chicken and bis-

cuits. We had a very nice cabin on the lake and immedi-

ately made ourselves at home. While five of us lay on thf
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pier trying to get a suntan, keeping ourselves well wrapped

up in blankets so we wouldn't freeze, our other member

built a roaring fire in the furnace. That night found us

back at the Lodge eating again, but this time we had steak!

The next morning we slept late and spent the rest of the

morning trying to decide what to do. Arriving at no con-

clusion, we set out for Lynchburg. Of course being Sweet

Briar girls we chos2 the main street of Lynchburg to have

cur one accident. In the middle of a traffic jam, a bolt

from one of the bicycle seats falls off, and the poor girl

is left wondering whether she should let the seat fall off

and ride to Sweet Briar without it or sit on the seat and

probablv fall off with it. But maybe Main Street is a nice

place for the accident to happen anyway because we could

buy another bolt. I imagine we made a rather funny picture

as six pairs of blue-jeans walked into Walgreen's and or-

dered six sundaes, but by this time we had laughed so much
that a little more didn't matter.

Even after one hundred twenty-five miles we managed

to get up enough energy for one last dash from the gate

to campus, causing a mild sensation in the form of remarks

from our fellow students. They expected to see us in a

completely exhausted state with our muscles so contorted

that we would no longer look like humans, so that when
we arrived only half exhausted and with our muscles only

sore instead of enlarged, they were amazed. But all's well

that ends well and we're counting the days until we can

add a second chapter to our adventures on bicycles.

Student Goxernment

President—Peggy Gordon, Savannah, Georgia.

Vice-President—Anne Bowen, Bramwell, West Virginia.

Secretary—Virginia Lee Griffith, Baltimore, Maryland.

Treasurer—Vl'yline Chapman, Columbus, Georgia.

"The People's Choice"
STUDENT ELECTIONS, 1943-1944

Paint and Patches

President—Martha Lee Hoffman, Norfolk, Virginia.

Vice-President—Paulett Long, Richmond, Virginia.

House Presidents

Sydney Holmes—Douglaston, New York.

Sterling Nettles—Asheville, North Carolina.

Ruth Longmire—Temple, Texas.

Lynn Dillard—Alexandria, Virginia.

Marjorie Christian—Lynchburg, Virginia.

Adeline Jones—Charleston, West Virginia.

President of Senior c'ass—Helen Crump, Macon, Georgia.

Br:ar Patch

Editors and Business Managers

( Ann Bower, Richmond, Virginia.

( Ellen Gilliam, Lynchburg, Virginia.

Siircf Briar Ncifs
\ Betty Maur\-, Richmond, Virginia.

I
Marion Saunders, Richmond, Virginia.

Brain hiCI
\ Frances Matton, Louisville, Kentucky.

/ Marguerite Brendlinger, Norristown, Pa.

Head of Choir—Mary Katherine Frye, Hickory, North

Carolina.

President cf Glee Club—Patricia Whitaker, Baltimore,

Maryland.

Y. W. C. A.

President—Helen Cantey, Columbia, South Carolina.

Vice-President—Helen Gravatt, Columbia, South Carolina. Secretary-Treasurer—Martha Lindsay, Rome, Georgia.

Secretary—Connie Budlong—Chatham, New Jersey.

Treasurer—Dorothy Arnold, Petersburg, Virginia.

Athletic Association

President—Janet Staples, Bridgeport, Connecticut.

Vice-President—Pat Whitaker, Baltimore, Maryland.

Secretary—Jean Moores, Springfield, Ohio.

Treasurer—Virginia Berrier, Washington, D. C.

Librarian—Helen Graeff, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania.

Chairman of War Service Committee—Norma Bradley,

Lexington, Kentucky.

Chairman Funds Committee—Marion Shanley, Kirkwood,

Missouri.

Chairman Social Committee—Catherine Tift, Atlanta,

Georgia.
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Freshmen on the Job
By Jessie Strickland, '46

LIKE any normal Freshman class, we were at first terri-

/ fied by the black robes, new books, and Sophomores.

But realizing after a few short weeks that Sweet Briar really

wasn't such a terrifying place, we settled down to becom-

ing a part of the community. During that short time we

played "do you know so and so?", formed an affection for

the fire-plug, and re-fought the War Between the States.

Getting acquainted was easy, for under the ever-watchful

eyes of the sophomores, the sister-rats felt the need of

"sticking together." The Freshman Circus climaxed the

Day of Doom, and under the splendid direction of Betty

Ann Bass, the "Gallop Pole Man" (Lee Stevens from Rocky

Mount, North Carolina) took a census from the cave man

in 1,000,099 B.C. all the way up to Mr. Hitler in 1942.

The next step the Freshmen made in getting acquainted

with everyone else was at Step-singing. Inhabitants of

Grammer and Reid, led by Legare Thompson of Hopewell,

Virginia, proved to the school that their voices were strong

and loud if not melodious. The Glee Club and the Choir

evidently think some of the voices are melodious, as a large

proportion of both are freshmen. There are 27 freshmen in

the Glee Club, and 5 in the choir.

And so, the first six weeks passed without many mishaps.

Warnings came out, but we had been warned that those

"little notes" were not too final, so we tried not to worry

about them. Feeling that it was time to become a real class,

the Freshmen elected Adeline Jones from Charleston, West

Virginia, President; Marjorie Christian of Lynchburg, Vir-

ginia, Vice-President; Rosemary Ashby of Norfolk, Vir-

ginia, Secretary; and Jean Carter of Chattanooga, Tennes-

see, Treasurer. The class colors chosen are black and green,

and Mr. Barker was chosen class sponsor.

Late in November, many of the class went out for the

Freshman play presented under the supervision of Paint

and Patches. The play was "The Little Clay Cart", and

while Clara Nicol of Pontiac, Michigan, and Elinor

Clement of Wayne, Pennsylvania, played leading roles,

none the less important were the rest of the cast, and the

efficient back-stage
crew. (Editor's Note:

the author of this

article practically stole

the show.)

People went home
for that unexpectedly

long Christmas vaca-

tion that ended much
too soon, and while

we were there, learned

a great deal more
about what was hap-

pening in the world.

We came back to

Sweet Briar in a much
more serious frame of

mind, and except for

an occasional break,
iflRfl THOSE R\R. CADETS

cut down the number of trips to the Inn. We began to take

lessons on as real work, and actually survived the dreaded

week of exams. Mighty sessions in Commons with hot cocoa

and the "juke" helped tremendously.

When report cards came out, the happy freshmen out-

numbered the disappointed ones, and in February there was
a special convocation for the six smartest girls in the class.

(See page 19 for names). Two of these girls, Bea Dingwell
and Adele Bethel won competitive freshmen scholarships.

Helen Murchison, and Shields Jones were chosen as pages

for the May Court.

Very literary minded, the freshmen undertook several

projects in that field. First of all, they wrote for the Book
Shop contest, on the "Ten Books With Which to Start a

Library. " Miss Eraser chairman of the Book Shop Commit-
tee presented each winner with one of the books on her own
list. Caroline Embry of Washington, D. C. won first place;

Leila Fellner of Pine Orchard, Connecticut, second; and

Jessie Strickland of Atlanta, Georgia, third. The second

attempt made in the literary field, was the Freshmen con-

test sponsored by The Bramblcr, Sweet Briar's literary mag-
azine. For the best short story, Barbara Warner of South

Bend, Indiana took first place; with Grace Schoenheit of

Asheville, North Carolina winning the prize poem. While

various members of the class had written bits for the Sweet

Briar News, Sweet Briar's weekly newspaper, they never

dreamed of having to edit an entire issue. But on St. Pat-

rick's Day, the Freshmen issue made its appearance. Jessie

Strickland served as Editor-in-Chief, with Anita Wads-
worth of Gadsden, Alabama as Business Manager. When the

Sweef Briar News made up its new staff for the coming

year, the following freshmen were chosen; Joan Darby,

Nancy Dowd, Beverly Randolph, Jessie Strickland, Eden
Taylor, and Anita Wadsworth.

In spring elections for the coming year, the president and

vice-President respectively of the class, Ade Jones and Mar-

jorie Christian, moved up to the offices of House Presidents.

Two freshmen, Betty Ann Bass, and Clara Nicol were

the leads in the Paint

and Patches produc-

tion of "Our Town".
We predict successful

dramatic careers for

both.

If any of the Alum-
nae were to drop by
Sweet Briar now, they

would find the fresh-

men very busy at

work in the Red Cross

room, or practicing in

the riding ring for the

spring horse show, or

basking in the sun on
the arcades when not

in the "Libe" or in

I classes!

T«e><'Ktf CflSTirf G-
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The Value of a Liberal Education
Albert C. Ouii.ir

Mr. Outlcr assistant professor of historical theology at Duke Uni-

versity was the guest speaker at the Frerihman Honors Convocation on

February 25.

Each year a convocation is set aside to honor the freshmen who arc

chosen for fre;hnicn honors by the faculty committee on honors.. The
students who received honors this year were; Adele Bethel, Dorothy

Caldwell, Beatrice Uinj;well, Helen Murchison, Anne Owens, and

Margaret Swann.

This convocation is always followed by a luncheon in the college

Refectory with the freshman honor students and the speaker as guests.

WHEN a professor t.ilks to students about the joy

and value of the Hfe of learning and of liberal edu-

cation, the average student suspects him, and often rightly,

of subtle self-glorification, of the vanity implicit in a "pep-

talk". Even so, and in the face of rightful suspicion, I

have come to talk to you about your main job in college;

the business of a liberal education and the crucial signifi-

cance of this kind of education for these days In which we
live and the years in which our lives are set. The kind of

speech I would like to make has already been made and far

more effectively than I could ever do it. It was an address

delivered by Wendell Willkie at Duke on January 14 of

this year. If you have not already done so, it would cer-

tainly be worth your while to look up the speech In the

files of the New York Times or "Vital Speeches" (February

15, 1943, IX, 9) and read it for yourself. For Mr. Willkie

was concerned with what we, too, are concerned: the fate

of liberal education in our time and the value of genuine

intellectual life and work.

There can be no doubt that we stand on the threshold of

far-reaching changes In the character of American educa-

tion, not only for the duration but also beyond. For the

duration, it may be necessary to interrupt the education

of the majority of young men and some young women. But
unless the continuity of education is carried on unbroken,

unless the citadels of liberal education are preserved in their

essential core, we shall come upon a great disaster, a new
triumph cf barbarism. In any case, and in the meantime,

the opportunity and obligations of women's colleges and

young women themselves is clear: to maintain and improve

the standard of Intellectual, moral and spiritual culture

which is the fruit of liberal education conceived in its best

and most vital sense. Let me quote Mr.Wl!lkie on this point:

Now it is clear that we cannot solve our manpower
problem without putting women to work. Yet the

fact is that there are millions of women above col'.egc

age, not needed In their homes or for the care of their

children, who are still available. Until these older

women are all employed there is no need whatever to

drag young women out of the colleges and to deprive

them of their one great opportunity for a liberal edu-

cation. On the contrary, it is a very harmful thing

to do. For just now millions of our young men are

being deprived of this opportunity and the per capita

percentage of college attendance in the United States

is going to fall to a record low for our time. At least,

therefore, let us preserve through the women of

America, the continuity of the liberal arts.

Now if all of this is so. It plainly means that we In the

colleges must think deeply about the meaning of Ubcral

education. We must consider its object If we would see

why its failure would be an irreparable calamity for us and

cur generation. The object of a liberal education is the

acquiring or achieving of a way of life (a "philosophy of

life" if you like), based on intelligence and character, a

composite of sound learning, critical thinking, personal in-

tegrity and good will. This way of living, the fruit of

liberal education, Is creative and adaptable—^It is relevant

and can be effectual even in an unexpectedly different or

radically altered future. This is In contrast to the general

result of vocational education which tends to "date" or

"type" a person with a few special skills which are then

often out-moded by technological advances.

The word "liberal" in the phrase "liberal education"

shows that it Is concerned with the liberation of the human

mind and spirit. A liberal education Is a liberating educa-

tion. What it seeks to do is to free the mind from contented

Ignorance, from naive and unexamined prejudices (pre-

judgments) and illusions and their sinister cousin, super-

stition. The value of such an education is that it elevates

the entire understanding, and guides from a broader per-

spective, the hands and heart in the work and decisions of

life. A truly educated person is one whose spirit has been

freed from the stifling grip of race and class and national

prejudices and antipathies, whose civic loyalties are above

that narrow partisanship which exalts class and group and

vested interest above the general good, who is delivered

from fanaticism of every kind.

The sort of education that will serve us In our uncertain

and difficult future Is one which has disciplined the intellect

and the will, broadened our human sympathies and which

has made us citizens of the world and lovers of mankind.

Some such vision as this and a faith that it is possible for

you, even in these days, here at this college, must constitute

your badge of Intellectual and spiritual pilgrimage.

We are all of us distraught and bemused by the tre-

mendous events which are shaking our world and remold-

ing the shape of things to come. A sensitive or curious

person nowadays lives in a state of almost perpetual ex-

citement or tension. It is difticult to study in such an at-

mosphere, to concentrate, to think obicctlvely and clearly.

And yet it must be done.

For the free mind and free spirit are always hard won

—

they come by study and thought, and they entail an awful

lot of drudgery of uninspired and uninspiring work. There

is absolutely no substitute for it. The reason for this is quite

simple but compressive. First judgments, first impressions.

Intuitions, or what have you, are often accurate (i.e., as far

as they go) but they are seldom adequate. What you see

the first time may truly be there: but it is unlikely that

the first time you will see all that is there for you to see.

A great painting seen once or twice, a great symphony

heard for the first time, a profound philosophical idea or

ethical ideal first presented—all of these yield meager har-

vests compared to what is really there for us.

To pass from these unripe fruits of snap judgment, or

first Impressions, of easy intuitions to the mellower fruits of

wisdom and maturity we simply must needs study, think,

contemplate, analyze, weigh, and balance, seek and listen,

[Continued on pa^e ZH)
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Experiment

Piro

In setting forth my reasons for favoring mixsd houses

I had better begin, I think, by making it clear what I mean

by the term. I advocate setting up a system whereby stu-

dents of different classes would be living in each dormitory

—this instead of the virtual segregation of the present

system. This would not involve mixing roommates as some

people have thought it did. In order to work this out it

wculd be necessary to set quotas for each dormitory, limit-

ing the number of sophomores, juniors, etc., who could

choose rooms there, thus insuring that a quota of fresh-

men cou'd be assigned to each dormitory.

It is particularly the segregation of freshmen which I

would like to see eliminated. For this reason the arguments

focus on the advantages and disadvantages of freshman

houses. Before outlining the reasons for which I advocate

dcing away with freshman segregation, let me say that I

recognize certain advantages in the present system. The

freshmen do have more opportunity to get acquainted with

each other and undoubtedly' have a tremendously good

time being together.

On the other hand, there seem to me to be many more

advantages to the freshmen and to the rest of the college

arising from having members of the several classes live

together. More freshmen would get to know more upper-

classmen and vice versa. Because of this the freshmen would

sccner become acquainted with what Sweet Briar stands

for, with traditions, customs, activities, and might sooner

feel themselves part of the general college life. At present

student government classes, write-ups, and announcements

are intended to perform many of these functions, but noth-

ing so essentially artificial will ever take the place of seeing

things in operation, of seeing people go to meetings and

lectures, hearing them talk about what is going on and

what they are interested in, of perhaps getting a friendly,

though casual, invitation to "come along with me."

By living more closely with upperclassmen, some of

whom, at least, are really interested in their work and who
have acquired seme maturity of thought, I feel that more of

the freshmen might earlier come to realize the necessity of

learning to make the best use of their own time and receive

some stimulus and help. The upperclassmen would benefit

by knowing more of the underclassmen, partly in appre-

ciating more fully the things they had learned and partly

in having more of an opportunity to share these things with

others. Perhaps, too, they would be more aware of their

responsibility in upholding standards and carrying the best

things at Sweet Briar—not that their responsibility is less

at present but that it is more easily forgotten.

Much has been said about the possible bad influence of

upperclassmen on freshmen if they were all living together.

The dangers of this are much exaggerated, I think. I doubt

that the few bad examples would be worse than the present

lack of example. Furthermore, I am convinced that the

good influences considerably outweigh the bad. At least

that is my judgment after watching experiments with both

systems on another campus. I refuse to believe that the

upperclassmen at Sweet Briar are worse than upperclassmen

in other colleges!

As to the argument that freshmen would not get to

knew each other so well. There would be 30 or 40 fresh-

men in each dormitory to begin with, a good nucleus surely.

Various activities can encourage freshmen to get acquainted

with each other. This sort of thing seems more natural and

therefore more likely of success than the sort of activities

which are aimed at "orienting" new students.

In closing I should like to say a word abaut two stock

arguments used in favor of continuing freshmen houses. It

is said sometimes that the freshmen who have lived in up-

perclass houses here in the past (there is often a small

"overflow") have not been happy. This is no fair argument

—-for who would expect two or three freshmen who are

"out of place" in other people's minds as well as in their

own, the existing system being that of segregation, to enjoy

being out of place! For the same reason, it seems to me

that Grammer cannot be taken as an example of how mixed

houses would work. In the first p'ace the group of upper-

class students is not even half as large as it should be;

secondly they have, in most cases, the out-of-place psy-

chology, the "We're stuck across campus" psychology! Not

in any sense is it a real picture of a so-called mixed house.

It is because in adding up the advantages and disad-

vantages of both systems I feel the weight of argument and

good is on the side of a system where students of all classes

live together that I would like to see Sweet Briar try it.

Experiment with it.

Drue Matthews
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— Tradition

Con^y^

The furor that has arisen over the advisability of chang-

ing Sweet Briar's rooming arrangement strikes me as being

possibly a little premature since I can not conceive of the

administration's proceeding on such a tack without con-

sideration of the opinions of the students. These opinions

are as many and as varied as the personalities involved, but

my own and those of the people I have talked with tally

on the main issue: We do not wish to see "mixed" dormi-

tories at Sweet Briar.

The way I understand the proposed plan is that there

would be quotas of each class living in each dormitory.

This would aim to destroy the "class consciousness" said ta

be so prevalent at Sweet Briar in recent years. Yet I have

always felt sincerely and this is not a thing that has been

propagandized into me—that in this respect our college was

practically- unique for its healthy spirit. The truly pleasant

thing about a college the size of ours, is the very fact that

we are able to know everyone, thus avoiding the basis for

the harmful animosity of class rivalry.

But not all at once can we know everyone; and here I

feel is the place of the Class. We find girls who are near our

own ages who have reached relatively similar degrees of ma-

turity, and most important they are coping with our same

problems. In such mass there is no room for self-pity;

everyone else's life is equally difficult.

Mixing these classes would mean the destruction of the

nucleus of group action, and in turn destroy the unity and

effectiveness of action of the college as a whole.

Following are but a few of the results which I believe

would be inevitable and unhealthy in such a system as that

proposed.

1. The "mixers" would be at an inestimable advantage.

Equally capable, but more timid girls would never receive

their due for the simple reason that they would not be

known and their qualities would go unrecognized by their

own class.

2. In fear of speaking out of turn as new-comers, the

freshmen would defer their ideas to those of the older girls

instead of speaking them out among themselves as the)'

do at present. Then by the time they, themselves, were the

older girls their originality and dependance of thought

would be undermined and our ideas would become stereo-

typed year after year.

3. Cliques are inevitable in this system. As I have said

before, we cannot know everyone all at once, so we would

begin with trying to know everyone in our dorm. When
we found that we had things in common with relatively

few of these people, we would continue to see these few.

There would be no incentive to seek out others who might

be just as satisfactory friends. Under our present plan the

freshmen are thrown so much together that they cannot

escape getting to know each other before they bjgin on

the other classes.

4. Cynical upperclassmen, even unintentionally, could

succeed in poisoning the minds of the younger girls through

nothing but their daily discussion of courses, members of

the faculty, and student body. We know how to take our-

selves with platitudinous grain of salt, but would they?

This "sowing seeds of doubt" is not my idea of a healthy

element, since it is another step toward the destruction of

self-reliance.

5. Indeed, this destruction of self-reliance is what I find

most to be feared. We come to college to make certain dis-

coveries about ourselves and our interests. The whole value

cf these discoveries lies in the personal deliberation involved.

Hasten this understanding by conscious outside influence

and the value is gone. Study habits, for instance, cannot be

"taught." If they could, we could have organized study

halls at Sweet Briar and be done with it.

If the unity of the college is seriously in danger, let's

meet this danger by getting to know one another in the

library, the Inn, Commons, and on the athletic fields. We
have already done much toward breaking down barriers by

abandoning set tables in the refectories. We can continue

th!s good work without destroying the central group, the

Class.

The class loyalty now present in activities at Sweet Briar

is responsible for our ambitions in group work, and gives

us a goal for achievement. But one examp'c of this element

at work is the outstanding job of production the Sopho-

mores did with their show. They had the Senior Show to

measure up to and inspire them. In turn, we Juniors will

have even more difficulty and incentive to bring our next

year's show up to the ever-rising standards.

To me, weakening the strength of the classes for the

sake of the college as a whole is on a level with destroying

the family for the good of the state, and far from wise.

Rather would we not be more effective in reaching our

common aim by strengthening the small group and then

uniting it with other groups for solidity of ideals and

friendship?

Barbara Duncombe, '44
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Class Notes

Class Secretary: Louue M. Wilson, 2929

Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D. C.

Futid Agent: Carina Eaglesfield Mili-igan

(Mrs. John R.) Sunset Hil! Road, New
Cannan, Connecticut.

I have gleaned a few bits of news from our

contemporaries who arc living in Washington,

where I am now employed by the Government,

in the Oflice of Price Administration,

Eleanor t'urnian Hudgens is giving most of

her time as Chairman of the Nutrition Com-

mittee in Washington of the American

Women's Volunteer Services. Her daughter,

Nelle (Mrs. Walter E. Lewis), who attended

Sweet Briar five years ago, lives in nearby

Virginia and has a two-year-old daughter.

Bessie Fratikc Balls has been taking a very

active Interest in the United Nations Dis-

cussion Series, an open forum lecture series

held at Constitution Hall. She is largely re-

sponsible for the sale of over three hundred

tickets for the benefit of the Sweet Briar club.

Rebecca White Faesch's daughter, Mabel

Elizabeth, was married last summer to Lieu-

tenant Harry Hambleton, who is now sta-

tioned at Fort Jay, New York. Her other

daughter, Nancy, is studying to be a dieti-

tian.

Harriet Evans Wyckoff saw Abbie Monroe

May in January when Abbie was in Washing-

ton after taking treatments at Johns Hopkins

for her arthritis. Abbie still lives in Quincy,

Florida. One son is in the Air Corps; her

other son is now about twelve; her daughter,

eighteen.

Elizabeth Green Shepherd's daughter, Eliza-

beth, married Lieutenant Henry Pepper Scott,

3 rd, on March twenty-seventh. From Eliza-

beth, I learned these little bits of news, which

I shall pass on to you:

France Kichardwn Pitcher is now living in

Baltimore.

Mayo Thacb Tarply's seventeen-year-old

son, Franklin Kline, Jr., has been playing this

winter in the Broadway success, "Janie."

Margaret Dalton Kirk was in Washington

recently on a visit to her brother, Joe, who
is a genera! now, stationed at Fort Myer.

Emmie Thomas is now Mrs. Eugene Thom-
asson and lives in Chattanooga.

We are sorry to hear of the death of Mar-
garet Thomas Patton's husband, George Patton,

last December.

I wish all you of 1912 would send me
some news of yourselves before the June issue

of the Alumnae News. You arc all helping in

the war effort in some way, I know, so write

and tell us about it.

1914

Class Secretary: Henrietta Washburn,
203 DeLancey Place, Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

vania.

Fund Agent: Grace Callan Bond (Mrs.

William) 1 14-9 Ardslcy Road, Schenectady,

New York.

It is proud I am to be one of you! This

time, eight have written, each one from a

different state. Between them, they have ten

sons in the service, to say nothing of husbands

and brothers and sons-in-law. Two of them

arc grandmothers and all are busily serving

in their various communities.

I must be careful of that word 'serving'.

In long hand it looks so much like 'sewing'.

Last time I had Becky Patton sewing on a

Red Cross Executive Committee. She wrote

me. "I have just read your class letter, and

liked especially my Red Cross sewing. I wish

ycu knew what a weak point that is with

me!" Becky will have the sympathy and ad-

miration of all of you, I know. She has been

undergoing a long, hard strain, and she and

Felicia have risen to it nobly. Their mother

broke her hip and has been in a cast these

many weeks. The girls have been commuting
dally to the hospital in Ashland, and taking

over the nursing from seven in the morning

until eleven at night. Is It not wonderful

what vast stores of physical and spiritual

strength real devotion can call forth.

Marjorie French Nevens Is busy helping

with Red Cross work and rationing, in addi-

tion to looking after her family. When she

wrote, she seemed to have all four of her

children at home with her, plus her little

granddaughter, Barbara's child. Barbara

graduated from Sweet Briar in 1941 and her

husband is In the Air Corps. Eleanor is head

of the Nursery School of the Grosse Pointe

Country Day School, Marjorie Jane is sixteen

and hopes to go to Sweet Briar, and Charles

is just twelve.

Carolyn Givathmcy Davidson's husband is

now a Rear Admiral somewhere in the At-
lantic. Carolyn is living at S Pell Street, New-
port, Rhode Island, with her daughter, Judith,

who graduated In 1941 and has a job there.

Bill Davidson is now twenty-six and an avia-

tion cadet pilot. Carolyn, the youngest, is a

junior at State Agricultural College.

Elizabeth Tyson Wilson has four boys and
a girl. The oldest boy is a bomber pilot, the

second is on a nilnc-sweeper, the third at the

Glenn Martin airplane factory, and the fourth

finishes school this spring. Her daughter,

Esther, is twelve and at home. Elizabeth is

busy making surgical dressings, in addition

to doing all of her own housework.

Julia Bciillc Yerkes is heading the Red
Cross volunteers in Jacksonville, Florida, and

is president of the Florida Society of the

Colonial Dames. Her son, Jonathan, graduated

from the University of Pennsylvania in 1940

and is now a captain of infantry in Africa.

She has two daughters, one graduating from
Mt. Vernon Junior College in June and the

other aged thirteen.

Faye Elliott Pogue's oldest boy is with the

Air Force at Mitchell Field, her second Is in

Africa and her third at Kent School. She

writes, "I have two grand-babies living with

me, and the aid of just one general maid, so

I should be thin, but I am not! The babies'

mother (my one daughter) Is with her Navy
husband."

Lucy Minor Barringer has two sons—one

a lieutenant on a destroyer, and the other In

the R.O.T.C. at Princeton. She lives in the

country, at Locust Valley, Long Island, and

writes that Margaret Cohh Howard lives near

her.

Lois Richardson Murdock thinks she has

little to tell! She said my card came half an

hour after she had said goodbye to her younger

son. He is twenty, a Bucknell University

senior, who enlisted in the reserves last sum-

mer and has just been called into the service.

Her twenty -four year old Bill has been do-

ing defense work in Texas for eighteen

months, :nd she has not seen him for over a

year.

I am sure we all read between the lines of

reports like these, and greet such classmates

with admiration and pride. 19 14 has large

stakes in this war, and her sons are gallant

knights in this great moment in history.

Thank you all for writing so promptly and

so fully. It was a treat to hear directly from

each one—to locate each one in space, and

to have news of you myself, as well as material

for this letter.

1916

Class Secretary and Fund Agent: Felicia Pat-

ton, Beechmoor Place, Catlettsburg, Kentucky.

I had hoped to rustle up some news this

quarter but Mother has been so ill as a result

of a fall and a fractured hip I have had to

push everything aside for the past five weeks.

Hope to do better next time.

Sincerely,

Felicia Patton

1919

Class Secretary: Elizabeth C. Eggleston,

Green Level, Hampden-Sydney, Virginia.

Fund Agent: None.

Dear write-less '19:

An excellent letter from Dorothy Neal

came at Christmas and should have been re-

ported in the February issue. I had a linger-

ing bout with flu at that time, however, so It

had to wait over. In Bend, Oregon, Dorothy

was vice chairman for the County Red Cross

and Volunteer Services Chairman and managed

several drives for money. It must have car-

ried her back forcibly to the Sweet Briar War
Fund drive that she managed with such abil-

ity and contagious enthusiasm back in "our

day," remember? In September her husband

was transferred to the General Office of the

Pacific Power and Light Company in Port-

land. She finds a large city far less strenuous

than a small town, but she works at Red

Cross headquarters one day a week. One son,

Gordon, is In high school. The other, Hugh,

Jr., was, at the time of her letter, in the

Enlisted Reserve Corps of Oregon State Col-

lege. He is a Junior In Civil Engineering.

Last summer from May first to October first

he was a member of a survey party on the

Yukon River in connection with the Alaskan

highway. Dorothy has three brothers in the

Army: one a captain of Infantry; one a First

Lieutenant in the Engineer Amphibian Corps,

and one the Captain of a Tank Destroyer

Battalion. Cheers for that family! Nothing

puny about them! Especially as Dorothy goes

on to say, "I am really in splendid health.

Dorothy has had also very serious trouble
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with her eyes, but it seems to down her not

at all. I gather that she turns off all her own

work as a matter of course.

A recent letter from Isabel WovJ Holt says

that her oldest daughter, Julia, is lined up

for Sweet Briar next fall. Her small son is

energetic and absorbing. Her war work duties

are heavy, and complicated by the no servant

problem.

It has been a great pleasure to receive sev-

eral letters from Doctor Harlcy this winter.

She is carrying on her work at the Museum

with keen interest. Writes a bit nostalgically

of Sweet Briar jonquils and tulips. Do you

remember the gay little row of tulips she

used to have going down to the Apartment

House?

The rest of you, also, have given me noth-

ing to report. Wish that some of you would

experience a twinge of conscience, or a burst

of enthusiasm, and write me of yourselves.

How about sitting down now and answering

these specific questions:

1

.

Present activities and interests?

2. Husband's occupation, etc.?

3. Age and school stage of each child?

Vi'e might make a formidable statistic of it

for the next issue of the magazine. You were

allergic to the questions I asked by individual

letter, so perhaps these have more appeal.

Since January, I have been learning to cook,

and to my surprise, find it fascinating. We
are in a new home that we planned ourselves,

and find it a joy. Don't any of you ever

drive in this direction?

1923

No Class Secretary.

Fund Agcnf: Edi rH Millex McClintock

(Mrs. A. W., Jr.) Marianna Arkansas,

Lydia Russell Wilmer, who has moved

again, this time back to Richmond and other

senior class officers promise a complete report

of 1923 in the June issue of the magazine.

That is, we promise, if you will cooperate.

Fill in that questionnaire today, collect your

pictures and send them in now, please.

Helen Mac

1925

Clasi Secrc/ary: Laura Graham Hunter
(Mrs. Harold F.) 706 River Avenue, Rome,

Georgia.

FutiJ Ajictit: Dora Hancock Williams (Mrs.

Coleman S.) East Ferry Lane, Saugatuck, Con-

necticut.

It has been so difficult getting any news

from you this winter. It seems as though the

war had given you all a bad case of writers'

cramps. To you who have taken time off

from your war activities and written me,

many, many thanks.

Kitty Ncuhy McGee, who lives in Spartan-

burg—right in the midst of army camps, has

her hands full with war work of all kinds.

She spends most of her time being a Grey

Lady—and loves it. She feels too she is really

doing something to bring comfort and plea-

sure to our sick and wounded boys. Last year

she managed to get away for a wonderful

trip to Mexico and this winter for a trip

to New York, stopping in Virginia on her way

home. Both of her daughters are taller than she.

One is quite a musician and her other is

specializing in expression.

Louise Wolf Stark's husband is a Lieutenant

in the Coast Guard. They now live on Nan-

tucket Island and have bought one of the

old Whaler's houses on Main Street and have

had a wonderful time fixing it up. Her two

younger children, Mollie — thirteen, and

Robert—nine, go to school there. The oldest

child, Fred, is in his third year at Andover,

and wants to get in the Ambulance Service

this summer. Louise hears from Sue Hager

Rohrer. She was sick this past year but is

fine now.

Deedie Kirkctuiall Buckman and her three

sons—aged sixteen, thirteen and four, are in

Piedmont, California. Her husband is with

the Navy. Deedie has gotten her Silver Button

as a Red Cross blood donor. On Sweet Briar

Day this year, held in Berkeley, she met two

girls who were at Sweet Briar with us, Fred-

erica Bernhard and Hellen Moury Fell, Fred-

erica is a fencing expert with some excellent

books on the subject to her credit, and Hellen

has been active in the San Francisco alumnae

club. She served for 2 years as president of

the American Association of University

Women there and as treasurer of the Adult

Education Council.

Well, girls, that is the news of Sweet Briar

'25ers as you have given me for this time.

1926

Clais Secretary: Dorothy Keller Iliff (Mrs.

William S., Jr.) 3305 Elmore Drive. Beverly

Hills, Alexandria, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Katherine Blount Andersen
(Mrs. Fred C.) Bayport, Minnesota.

At last we of 1926 can hold up our heads

and say we, too, have a member of our class

in the service of our country. Marietta Darsie

has joined the Vf'AVES. She was sworn in on

February twenty- third and is waiting to be

called to Mount Holyoke or Smith for her

officers* training. Congratulations Marietta.

Apologies to Kay N orris Kelley for being

so far behind with her news. Her husband a

communications officer was transferred to

Oregon and Kay visited him there before

Chirstmas. Kay had a ghastly trip back, be-

ing shunted from plane to train and back

again only to find, upon her arrival home,

that the children had chicken pox—that is

all except Master Randolph "who is eleven

months old and has lots of teeth and rjeddish

hair. His royal highness had the box seat by
the fire while the girls froze on the second

floor." Kay says she has very little time for

outside activities "what with no cook and
living out in the woods" but she does still

carry on her work with the eye clinic.

Polly Cary Dcu- Woodson is another who
says she leads a very domestic, suburban life.

Her boys are eight and one and a half and
keep her so on the run that she is glad of the

chance to sit down and roll bandages at the

Red Cross. In the summer she goes to Sweet
Briar and relaxes down by the grand new
boat house—lucky girl!

Still another suburbanite is Lois Petcnon
Wilson who is permanently located (or as

permanently as anyone can be in wartime)
in the country eight miles from Providence.

The busses do not run evenings and Sundays
so when the Wilsons get home they stay put
and make their own recreation. This winter

the weather was most obliging and brought

plenty of snow and cold for ice skating over

Miss Donna Wills

News of Miss Donna Wills' death reached us after the February magazine had gone to press. Her
death on February seventeenth came after a prolonged illness.

Miss Donna did private nursing and endeared herself to many families in Amherst and Lynchburg,

but a large part of her nursing career was spent at institutions especially for the young, and there are

persons widely scattered over the United States who have cause to remember her with appreciation and

gratitude. During all of VC'orld War I she served at Camp Dix, after which she was resident nurse for

three years at Virginia Military Institute at Lexington, Virginia; for four years at Lehigh University,

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania; for several years at Randolph-Macon Woman's College in Lynchburg; for one

year at St. Christopher's School, Richmond; and for twelve years at Sweet Briar College (1928-1940).

Miss Wills identified herself with the life and welfare of the college in its varying aspects, as well as

through able and faithful work in the college infirmary. She was a member of Ascension Episcopal

Church of Amherst and divided her allegiance between the work of the church in Amherst and the

college chapel at Sweet Briar.
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the weekends but let up so they could dig

themselves out on Mondays. In the summer

there is boating and swimming on the lake,

Locy is planning a much larger garden so

that this year she expects to be engaged in

one long tussle with a canning kettle, jars and

the garden produce. Until then, she'll continue

to help with the Red Cross Canteen work,

surgical dressings. Ked Cross Drives, registra-

tion for rationing and Girl Scout Camp.

From Gcrturde Collitts Calnan came a very

interesting letter. She and her children, Alan

and Arline, were with her family in Duluth

for a year until her husband finally got out

of France in the fall of 1940. He was three

months in Paris after it came under Nazi

Jurisdiction and his parents are still in their

suburban home there, getting on as best they

can. His mother was one of the American

women hostages interned at Vittel last fall

but she was released from the camp hospital

after two months because of her ill health

and allowed to return home. Mr. Calnan was

interned in Paris after Pearl Harbor but was

released after a few days, since he was past

the age limit. Gertrude and her family have

been living on the Cape in summer and at

Marblehead in the winter for the past few

years. She says the children are thriving and

love the freedom of life in the States, while

she keeps more than busy with her household

and work at the Salem hospital as a Nurses

Aide.

Dottie McKte Abney is doing some hospital

work for the A.W.V.S., sorting mail and act-

ing as receptionist during visiting hours. She

was a captain in a drive for funds put on

by Heart House, her favorite charity, and is

now co-chairman to the registrar at the newly

opened headquarters of the A.W.V.S. in Wil-

kinsburg. In addition to all this she is plan-

ning to take a finger printing course. Dottie

writes that it seems strange to have to sit up

waiting for her thirteen year old son to come

in. Hamp, Jr., is a very talented pianist and

can transpose or compose or play anything

he has ever heard before. He follows in his

Dad's footsteps by playing all the popular

tunes by ear. His sister, Barbara, aged nine,

distinguished herself by getting seven A's and

one B on her report cards. Dottie reports that

Peg Malonc McClements is active on a new
Xfomen's Auxiliary which has recently been

formed at the Woman's Hospital in Pitts-

burgh.

Dottie Ham Davis emerged from her new

electric blanket long enough this winter to

take the Red Cross Staff Assistant's course

and the one in Home Service. She passed her

exams and is now spending one day a week

being a Staff Assistant and two days at home
service.

Ellen Nciicll Bryan writes that while they

are definitely news minded, due to her hus-

band's position as managing editor of the

Atlanta Journal, she cannot scrape up any
news for this letter. She says their establish-

ment is known as Bryan's Burlesque because

between the girls, nine and six, and the boy,

two, there is never a dull moment.

Sis MacGregor is certainly a busy person.

She is in her fourteenth year at the Board of

Education and is still amazed that they have
not yet found out that her I.Q. is much lower
than that of the youngsters she tests. Not

content with a full-time job she works two

nights a week in one of the evening high

schools, one night a week in the Salvation

Army Canteen at the railroad station dishing

out doughnuts, coffee and chatter to the sol-

diers who call her "Mom" and whom she

calls "Son", and one night every other week

in the library at the residence for business

girls where she lives. "Incidentally," writes

Sis, "life here is much like Sweet Briar dormi-

tory life—the same sort of bull sessions and

midnight spreads." After all this she still has

the strength to be a blood donor but is a little

worried for fear an epidemic of giggling may
break out among some of the wounded soldiers

and be traced back to her donations of blood!

Frances McCanihh McNeil has been living

in San Antonio for the last five years after

following her civil engineer husband all over

the state. She has a boy fifteen, one, six, and

a daughter, ten, and is kept busy being chief

cook and doing Red Cross and church work.

She saw Sidney Barrow Galloway one summer
recently when their boys were at the same

camp.

Mew White Knobloch's latest job is writing

publicity for the V.N.A. and she says she

certainly wishes she had taken journalism

at Sweet Briar.

Kitty Blount Andersen finds time, even

though she has had the Fund on her hands,

to trip back East occasionally. Her father

visited her at Christmas time but she was not

able to keep him for good. I was interested in

her description of the open house which Fred's

company holds every year. She said it nearly

broke all their hearts to have to serve cider

to the Scandinavians instead of coffee.

\('ell, that is about all the news—Christine

Thojuas Nuzum was sweet enough to let me
know she is still alive even though she had

not anything new to write about. I wish I

knew as much about the rest of you who
have not been heard from in years. For one

thing I should like to compile a list of the

husbands in the service. Maybe it is just my
mathematical mind turning over in its grave

but I think it would be fun to publish an

up-to-date list each month with the changes in

rank, etc. How about it? U'ill you all help

by sending me word each time you hear of

your husband or someone's else going into

uniform or getting promoted?

Here is the latest 'dope' as I have it:

Edna Lee—Colonel J. W. Cox, Engineers

Corps.

Kay Norris — Lieutenant Stillman Kellev,

II. Navy.

Barbara Ware — Captain Richard Smith,

Field Artillery.

Adelaide Douglas— Lieutenant Commander
Rhea Whitley, Navy.

Dorothy Reinburg—Major William Fuller,

Cavalry.

Dorothy Keller—Lieutenant Colonel Will-

iam S. Iliff, Jr., Selective Service.

Helen Finch —• Flight Lieutenant Cecil F.

Halford. English Air Force.

New addresses:

Cornelia Wailcs Wailes, Salisbury, Maryland.

Lois Peterson Wilson, Reservoir Avenue,

Johnston, Rhode Island.

Gertrude Collins Calnan, 7 Surf Street,

Clifton, Massachusetts.

1928

Class Secretary: Virginia Van Winkle Mor-
LiDGE (Mrs. John B., Jr.) 107 West Orchard

Road, Fort Mitchell, Covington, Kentucky.

FunJ Agent: Betty Prescott Balch (Mrs.

Richard H.) 1202 Parkway. East. Utica, New
York.

Katherine Brighthill Biltz is my only cor-

respondent in six months. (Shame on you

all!) She wrote me that she was busy with

her home and various activities. She works

as an instructor in surgical dressings one day

a week. Another day she spends working at

her local ration board. Her daughter, Mary
Lou, is now eight years old. Kitty says she

sees Mary Nehns Locke, Betty Moore Schilling

and Marion fayne Berguido at Philadelphia

alumnae meetings. All are well and busy.

Mary Nehm Locke works once a week as a

nurse's aide. Thank you, Kitty, for saving the

day for me.

I hear from Anne Brent Winn that she saw

Anne Beth Price Clark in San Antonio this

winter. Anne Beth and her little boy are living

in San Antonio while her husband is away,

traveling for the government.

That's my all, girls, wish some of you

would write to me.

1931

Class Secretary: Nancy Worthington, 926
West Grace Street, Richmond, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Jean Cole Anderson (Mrs.

George D., Jr. ) 2127 Fourteenth Street, S.,

Birmingham, Alabama.

For anyone who hasn't had this job of class

secretary, I heartily recommend it. Life is full

of such pleasant little surprises! This month
I can report having had word from both Ella

Vt'illiams and Rena Tyroler Fisher, about
whom I had heard nothing in ages.

To quote Rena "We are definitely R. F. D.,

in a small community on a small Ohio lake.

We have an eight year old adopted son, a

little gray house, a canoe and a riding horse.

This year we add a fairish size garden. The
community in peace time offers golf and
tennis, but this year only sunshine, I fear.

There's nothing spectacular in Red Cross

efforts, aside from standard courses in First

Aid and Home Nursing, with a spot of sew-

ing thrown in now and again. The good
husband is still a civilian, due to age and
occupation, but it's like the government
orders on bread slicing—one never knows!
I've seen no one remotely connected with

S. B. C. for a very long time and so cannot

help you out on anyone else."

Ella is at present living at Emmettsburg,
Maryland, while her husband is an architect

at Camp Ritchie. She will probably be there

until June. Her second child is named Rodger
Williams Fauber for her father. Dr. Williams,

whom all of us remember so pleasantly from
college days.

Carolyn MartinJale Blouin is a wonderful

news-gatherer and even went so far as to

send me a postal on February 13th to an-

nounce the birth of Lawrence Stanley Dubois,

whose mother is Josephine Gibbs to us, on that

very day. She reports also that Perry ^"hitta-

ker's husband is now a major and that Perry's

present address is 93 8 1 Olympic Boulevard,

Beverly Hills, California, but she may come
back east any time now.
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For those of you who have asked news of

Madame Johnson and Mrs. Lill, my trip to

Sweet Briar the latter part of February gave

me a first hand view of the vivacious and

ever cheery class sponsor, who is just as cute

as ever, and about three weeks ago I went to

lunch with Lieutenant I. ill to bid her a fond

farewell from Richmond. She is now executive

officer of a new WAVKS school for radio

training at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio.

On the way home from church Sunday I

peeked in at Lisa Guixon Shinbcrger and had

her cute daughter tell mc she was Adelaide

Shinberger with nary a hitch in her well

spoken English! At a little less than two, she

is a definitely remarkable child.

The time is growing short to send in our

defense stamp books and I hope all of them

will be full. Please help me make the June

issue a truly representative picture of our

class and thus take the place of a twelfth

reunion!

1932

Class Sccrf/ary: Alice Dabney Parkir (Mrs.

John C, Jr.) 509 First Avenue, Franklin,

Virginia.

Finiii Agent: Vircenea Squibb Flynn (Mrs.

James) Box 83 1, Logan, West Virginia.

I'm afraid I can't show off in quantity of

news quite as much this month as I did in

February, but I do have some very classy de-

tails to pass on, even if I can't push the other

classes right off the page!

First rd like to add to my previous sketchy

account of Eleanor Wright Conway's husband

and his exploits. It seems that he not only

participated in the Dieppe raid, he helped plan

it. He was on Lord Louis Mountbatten's staff

in London for four months prior to the raid;

he came home for a visit afterwards. At this

point he is a Lieutenant-Colonel, but I'm ex-

pecting to hear any day that he's the Army's
youngest General. Eleanor seems to take all

this very calmly— I guess her Army upbring-

ing comes in handy!

Speaking of Lieutenant-Colonels, Charlotte

Magoffin has a brother with that exalted rank.

Her other three brothers—one on a destroyer

and two in the air force,—are lieutenants.

Alice Weymouth McCord says her news is

"mainly war and children." She has a four-

year-old daughter and a hefty five-months-

old son, who are helping her keep the home
fires burning while her husband, a Lieutenant

(j.g.) in the USNR sinjc July, is at sea. Alice

also has two brothers in the Army.
Sally ShalUubergcr Brown started off by

belittling her news, which in my opinion does

not deserve it. Her husband's plant has been

converted 100% to alcohol production to be

used in powder manufacture, so she is lucky

enough to have Lyons still at home. She works
u the Red Cross, is .icting president of the

Dispensary for Mother's Milk, and in compe-
tition she and Lyons have bought a dairy

farm! Her three little boys take up a bit of

time, too, as you can imagine. When she

wrote, the Ohio River had elected to rise

nearly to her door, and her front field re-

sembled the Sweet Briar lake!

I was bowled over to get a long letter from
Betty Allen Magruder, M. D., who is deeply

interested in her work at Charitv Hospital in

New Orleans. Much of the time she works
14-18 hours a day, and one of her more

gruelling experiences was having OB night

duty for two weeks, during which there were

sometimes as many as six babies a night.

Nevertheless she has found time to take up

photography as a hobby, and has learned

to develop and print her own pictures. Some
Dismay Queen we turned out!

The main piece of news in my family is

that Johnny, the lord and master, has recently

been elected President of the Virginia State

Bar, whereat I am extremely proud. He is

starting an ambitious Victory garden, and I

am weeding away in my beloved if not too

impressive flower garden whenever I can find

two minutes to call my own. My big job is

to hot-foot it after Betsy, my youngest, who
seems bent on an early death, snatching her

from perilous staircases, railroad tracks and

other hazards. This keeps my waistline down,

believe me!

If anyone knows aught of Courtcnay

Cochran Ticer, Virginia Hall Lindley, or Ha/cl

Stumlys Collins, speak now. Only I do wish

the ladies themselves would come out of

hiding.

New address:

Eleanor Wright Conway (Mrs. T. J.) 8724

Cameron Street, Silver Spring, Maryland.

1933

Class Secretary: Frances Atkinson, Room
207, 177 State Street, Boston, Massachusetts.

Fund Agent: Sue Graves Stubbs (Mrs. Will-

iam K.) 210S Island Drive, Monroe, Louisiana.

Jane Martin comes through with news from

Ambler, Pennsylvania: "I am still interview-

ing in Personnel at National Union Radio

Corporation, Lansdale, Pennsylvania. Helen is

still counting red and white corpuscles at

Abington; she is doing the work of three

people now and staying later than ever, if

that's possible. Haven't seen a Briarite in

years, but keep in touch through Miss Malz

whom I visited not so long ago."

Kitty Gochnauer Slater in Upperville, Vir-

ginia, is trying to do her bit at home by

being Chairman of the Red Cross War Fund
for her section. She is also rounding up Blood

Donors when the Mobile Unit comes within

twenty-five miles or so.

Anne Marvin, at the Naval Reserve Mid-

shipmen's school, Northampton, finishes her

course April sixth and has a limited number
of shore leaves, else I should have more to

report from a visit with her. Seems a shame
we could not get together.

Langhorne Watts Austen from her family's

home outside of Lynchburg, has sent out a

chatty and appealing request for information

for a permanent record of our class since this

would be our tenth reunion, were we able to

convene. Hope as many of you as can will

answer the call and send in your question-

naires and photos to Langhorne. The class

will be distressed to hear of the sudden death

of Langhorne's father late in March, news of

which iias just come from tlic alumnae office.

193$

Class Secretary: Helen Wolcott, 2521 Con-
necticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D. C.

I-unJ /V^.''*'"'' Jacquelyn Strickland Dwelle
(Mrs. Edward, Jr.) c/o Mrs. J. A. Strickland,

5M Nineteenth Avenue, N.E. Street, Jackson-

ville, Florida.

Ginny Bobbitt's engagement to Mr. Edwin

Shuffle, Jr., of Falls Church, Virginia has been

announced. The wedding will take place in

the spring.

Sallie Flint von Kann writes from Daytona

Beach, Florida, where she and her mother are

settled for the duration. Her father is over-

seas and her husband, a Lieutenant-Colonel in

the Field Artillery, has gone overseas for parts

unknown. Sal lie's six months' old son, called

"the Jeep", is quite a little man, judging

from the snapshot Sallie enclosed. She has her

hands full with "the Jeep" and war work

—

Y.W.C.A. projects, U.S.O., Air Raid Warden
and airplane spotting. Judy Sayer Delaney,

ex-'3S, is also in Daytona Beach.

Sue Strassbtirger Anderson has a solution to

the meat rationing—move to Florida and do

your own fishing. She reports that the Ander-
sons do quite a bit of sailing and fishing and

have been very lucky in their hauls. Another

problem has been met in that both of their

dogs love fish.

Judy Hallihiirlon Burnett has her hands

full these days with her two children, aged

4'.. and IVz-, struggling with cooking—which

art she vows she will master ere long, selling

at the Junior League bond and stamp booth,

assisting in the collection of county war
records, and acting as Chairman of the regis-

tration for the local C.D.V.O.

Betty Myers Harding and husband paid a

week end visit to Dot Barniint Venter in

March and both Betty and Dot report a

grand get-together. The Venters completely

remodelled their summer home on Long Island

Sound and are now living in Branford the

year round. Betty writes that it is a charming

place. Dot says that they love the country and

don't ever want to go back to the city to live.

However, her present plans are very indefinite

as her husband, an Annapolis graduate who
left the service to go into business, is await-

ing a call to the Navy and she and four-

year old Mary Lou (who Betty says is ador-

able) will accompany him wherever he goes

so long as it is possible. Dot was in Wash-
ington in November on a short visit.

Lida Voigt Young has just returned to

Griffin from a trip to Washington. Jackie

Strickland Dwclle was there at the same time,

visiting her husband. Lida's husband is train-

ing army and army reservist pilots, and Lida,

as treasurer of the Garden Club of Georgia

and production head of her local Red Cross,

is continuously on the go.

Gen Crossman Stevens recently returned to

Lakewood from a visit with her parents in

New York. While in the East, she went out

to see Cynthia Harbison Heye, who, she re-

ports, has a lovely house and a nice yard with

a Victory garden and was having a time with

draperies, paint and snow shoveling. Cynthii

goes into Now York for a music lesson once

a week and practices over two hours a day!

Cynthia had heard from Sarah Miller Adcl-

man, who has two daughters, conducts a kin-

dergarten and wonders why she has so many
unfiinishcd projects on hand, such as needle-

point, etc. Gen is trying desperately these

days to keep Leslie Gale in clothes since she

outgrows them almost as fast as Gen can make
them.

Pat Whitfnrd Allen finds her hands full,

keeping house and tending baby Sandra, who
is a darling.
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I've just returned from 3 long weekend

in Richmond where my parents tried to fatten

mc up enough to tide me over until the next

time I can enjoy a home cooked mcai. Mary

Marks was out for dinner one evening and

is as enthusiastic as ever about her job with

the O.C.D. She does a good deal of speechi-

fying and tripping around the Stale, but

manages an occasional weekend at the farm

with her family.

New addresses:

Isabel A'tJcrsoTi Comer, Countryside. Murry

Hill, New Jersey.

Eleanor Rust Mattcrn. 5 805 Seventh

Avenue. San Diego, California.

1936

Class Secretary: Lillian Cabell Gay (Mrs.

James R.) 5412 Hawthorne Avenue, Rich-

mond, Virginia.

Fumi Aficnf: Margaret Campbell Usher

(Mrs. D. K.) 142 East Thirty-seventh Street,

New York, New York.

This month I am very happy to bring

news of girls who have been long absent from

our column and I hope this will be an inspira-

tion for others to write. Friendships mean so

much during these days when so many are

separated from family and loved ones.

Mary Kate Crou Sinclair has been travel-

ing for a year and a half with Buzzy, her

Army husband and is now in Natchez, Mis-

sissippi, where he is able to come home twice

a week. They have two children, a boy aged

three, and a girl, eighteen months old.

Dorothy Allison Tartt. her husband and

son, Jo, Jr.. aged fifteen months, have been

in Charlotte, North Carolina, since last March

while Jo, Sr. is in the Army. She regretted

having to miss the Sweet Briar luncheon on

account of her baby having the flu. Dor-

othy works in the filter center three days a

week and finds a few spare moments for

knitting.

Adelaide McQueen Apple has two sons. Will-

iam Clark, Jr., is two years old and the

second, John McQueen, arrived February 28.

Jean Walker Blalock has a son, Tully Tal-

bot. Jr., born February 20. Jean gives the

following news from other classes: Bright

Bikerstaff West, '3S, and husband have moved
from Ohio to Athens, Georgia, and Bright is

visiting her mother in Atlanta at present. Jean

says Rebecca Yoiin^ Frazer, '37 is busy with

all kinds of war work.

Lucille Scott Knoke reports that as Elliot

hadn't been drafted, they are still living a

very full and happy life with their three sons.

Paul is a year old now, a darling, and much
appreciated by little Scottie and David. They
seem to have a three ring circus ai times but

Lucile thrives on it. She sees Janice Wiley
Adams who has a lovely baby boy, Michael.

Sue Wescott Loder and her two year old

son, Theodore, III, temporarily left Nazareth,

Pennsylvania and are in Yorktown, Virginia.

When home she sees Betty Ho§ Way who
lives in Springfield, Pennsylvania.

Ruth Rohinson Madison writes thai she and

John have been in their new house {address

below) for two years and have a very active

fifteen months old son, John, Jr. She said

she saw Satclla Franklin Means, '5 5 a great

deal when she and her husband Bill, were near
Shrevepori.

Emily Bouen wrote a grand letter giving

a resume of her full life in the ten years since

she left us at Sweet Briar. She attended Uni-

versity of Cincinnati, was president of Kappa

Delta chapter, spent four years in art school

and graduated with B.S. in Interior Decora-

tion, which she practiced in Dayton and Cin-

cinnati. She "retired" last year to be married;

but when her fiance died last April, Emily

became a placement interviewer for the United

States Employment Service and is handling

the clerical and professional applicants and is

very enthusastic about personnel work. In her

spare time she is interestedly carrying on her

fiance's hobby of working on photographic

flower studies. She sees Adelaide Merrill quite

often.

Louise DamgujrJ Eicklekraui has joined the

ranks of itinerant war wives. She and Everett

have rented their home and she and Lynn, her

daughter, have "gone home to mother" while

her husband is with the Marines. She has

visited him recently and hopes he will next

be stationed where she can live with him.

Louise is involved in Red Cross, Camp Fire,

Panhellenic and Assistant of Army and Navy
Wives work and spends most of her time in

meetings.

Marjorie Wing Todd has moved again! This

time to Marine Hospital in New Orleans,

which city she finds "most interesting and

atmospherish."

Ruth Gilliam Viar has been substitute

teaching as part of her contribution to the

war effort. She seems to have taught every-

thing from first grade to machine shop prac-

tice. Her husband is away much of the time,

but she has a very full and happy life with

Neal and Elizabeth, who are tour and five

now.

Lucille Cox is now writing a thesis for

completion of a Master's degree at the Uni-

versity of Virginia and is teaching Latin to

modern girls and boys who have their minds

elsewhere these days!

Eliza Leuis Parham has a daughter, Mary
Lewis, born in October.

Peg Lloyd Bush writes that Lloyd Harrison

Bush appeared on the scene February 28 and

he's showing signs of being blonde. Peg has

seen Jean Gilbert Moister who came to New
Jersey for her brother-in-law's wedding.

Phoebe Pierson Dunn has been busy with

formulas and Peter Rabbit, cough medicine,

and ration books. Susie, now three years old,

makes Phoebe wish she had learned more
psychology at Sweet Briar, but she finds young
2udy, five months old, seems to thrive. Phoebe

says Jan Moore Johnson has a new son, James,

and if he's cute as her older son Tommy, Jane

is pretty lucky.

Aline Stump is back in New York and

working for the Navy, having given up teach-

ing. She is living at home and says the work-
ing hours are hard as every two weeks she

works at night and also on Saturdays, but

her winter has had its gay spots with parties

at Delmonico's Officer's Club.

Margaret Grr^or3' Cukor has been in

Florida with her husband who is a Lieutenant

in the Navy.

Marion Taylor Brawler is living in Green-

ville, South Carolina, and is busy with a

secretarial position while her husband is over-

seas.

Cabby Mitchell Ravenscroft has been living

in Corpus Christi. Texas for a year (Address

MOQ HH-3, if you can figure that out). She

is busy looking after Sparky, rolling band-

ages, and taking case histories at the Girls

Friendly Clinic. She has seen Elizabeth Olgitie

Sands, *34.

Mr. and Mrs. Barker, our sponsors, spent

the month of Christmas vacation on campus
and on Sweet Briar Day attended the luncheon

in Lynchburg where they saw Elizabeth

Morton Forsyth, who is back with her par-

ents at present. Mr. Barker is busy as Chair-

man of Romance Languages Department and

is also preparing a critical bibliography of

Buffon, the 1 8th Century French naturalist-

Mrs. Barker is chairman of the War Relief

Committee at Sweet Briar and Co-Chairman
(with a student) of the Funds Committee,

both sub-committees of the ^'ar Service Com-
mittee. To all of you she says "We would love

to see all of your class of *3 6 to whom we
have remained very attached. It is nice to re-

member the many good days we have spent

together."

Change of address;

Jean Walker Blalock, 13 24 Briarcliff Road,

N.E., Apt. 6, Atlanta, Georgia.

Ruth Robinson Madison, 403 S Baltimore.

Shreveport, Louisiana.

Jacqueline Moore Hoofnagle, 2236 Monu-
ment Avenue, Richmond, Virginia.

1939

Class Secretary: Anne Benedict, 147 East

Thirty-seventh Street, New York, New York.

Fund Agent: Janet Thorpe, 50 Heywood
Road, Pelham Manor, New York.

You gals are really making history for me
to write—and at a fast and furious speed!

Three months ago when I wrote, I had just

been to Janie Parker's engagement party

—

and now I can tell you all about February the

17th. when she became Mrs. Roderick Randall

Washburn! The wedding was a lovely one in

the chapel of Grace Church here in New York,

with a reception at the Roosevelt. Tready was

maid of honor, in the lovely blue dress that

had been her wedding dress when she and

Roddy's brother Steve were married. Yvonne

and Danny Dyer, Henri Minor Hart, Jeanie

Moore and Janet Thorpe were there. Danny
and Yvonne, by the way, are back in New
York as Danny expects to enter the Army
soon, and Yvonne is going to work at B. W.
Dyer on Wall Street—in fact she has started

already, and we made a whispered luncheon

date over the phone today—she's operating

the switchboard!

Happy is in Jacksonville, Florida, with

Dick, who has been transferred to Naval

Aviation. The Wathens have a house there,

and Hap writes that she hopes to have Master

Richard, who must be almost a year old now,

with them there shortly.

Lillian Xecly Willis and her husband Peter,

an officer in the Army, are stationed in

Augusta, Georgia, and are pleased to announre

the arrival of Peter Neely Willis, weight seven

pounds, in March.

Martha Matthcus Monroe has a small

daughter named Martha
—

"Pat" for short

—

and .Mary Elizabeth Barge Schroeder also has

a little girl. Her oldest child is a little boy.

Henry Collier Armstrong and little Henny
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(Henrietta, Jr.) have Joined Billy in Louisiana.

He is an ofiicer in the Medical Corps.

Julie Saunders and Betty Frazier have both

announced their engagements to Army Officers

since I last wrote—Julie to Lieutenant Frank

Mischo of Richmond, and Frazc to Captain

Theodore Rinhart of Hot Springs, Arkansas.

Wedding plans are not available as yet, but

I will keep you posted.

I imagine you are all planning victory

gardens, and if any of you have any ideas

lor a ten by ten foot plot in a city backyard

that requires little care but will produce lots

of vegetables I wish you would let me know
—if it ci cr gets warm enough to do any

planting Ivy and I arc going to try our luck.

Gracey Lucketi is working on Army Maps
in Louisville but managed to get a six day

leave to come to New York. \i'e had a few

nifty reunions, and certainly hated to see

Gracey go back. She had to stay a few extra

days in her room at the Barbizon, a small

matter of German measles!

Wish more of you would come to New
York, also write, and do I hear any volunteers

for taking a turn at writing the next

Alumnae News letter? You must be awfully

tired of my literary (?) style at this point,

and I would welcome any offers of help.

Just had lunch with Vonnic — she and

Danny are living tcTiporarJly at the Beaux

Arts Apartments, 307 East 44th Street, New
York.

1940

Clasi Secretary: Nida Tomlin Watts (Mrs.

Robert, Jr.) 2625 Handasyde Court, Cincin-

nati, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Connie Currie, 698 West End
Avenue, New York, New York.

I had high hopes of making a big splash in

this April issue, but, unfortunately, the news

is rather meagre. Ivy was sucli an inspiring

"guest artist" last time that I am more puck-

ered than ever because of my lack of material.

Howcvcr, Ann (always cooperative) Sims tells

me that Rudy Beach is in charge of haemotol-

ogy in the hospital where she has been work-
ing. Joan King is still with the War Produc-

tion Board in Kansas City. Virginia Leggett is

a Lieutenant in the Army Nursing Corps. She

is stationed at Pine Camp, Watertown, New
York. Ann's own bookshop is a thriving busi-

ness and she is busy whipping together a new
spring outfit. Here is an exciting tid-bit,

Marion Phinizy has joined our group of

"women in uniform". Phin is now a Private

in the Marines. She has already been sworn in

and is just waiting for orders to go to O.CS.
Moreover, Phin has finished her hundred and

fifty hours of Nurse's Aide training. Also, in

August. Jane Bush has taken innumerable vol-

unteer jobs. She has started Nurse's Aide, is a

Grey Lady, and does Staff assistant's work.

Nan Dickey Neil is continuing her work
in the Katherine Gibbs Enrollment Depart-

ment, but hopes to follow Bill to his Army
post. Jane Hopkins Hanes is marking time

until her husband finishes his Navy course at

Princeton. Jane and Nan had a big time try-

ing to catch up on three year's news when
they met recently in New York. Marion

DanJi McBride and her husband are stationed

in Columbus, Ohio, while Tom attends the

University for a short training course. Cyn-

thia Nolan Young holds the record. Cynthia,

Karl and Karl, Jr., age four months, motored

from Alton, Illinois to New Haven, Con-
necticut. Quoting Cynthia, "it was a large

undertaking—what with the baby's sundry

paraphernalia. He withstood the trip beauti-

fully, in fact, much better than his parents".

Karl is an Ensign and is going to indoctrina-

tion school at Fort Schuyler. Mildred Moon
Montague also seems to be moving repeatedly

to keep up with her Army husband.

It was a case of sheer luck that my post-

card arrived when Mickie Mifchell Gillis was

at home visiting her family. Mickie is living

in Buffalo and working four days a week

doing home service work at the Red Cross.

Aside from that, Mickie is doing radio tran-

scription work at her husband's studio. Reba

Smith Gromel is living in Geneva, New York,

and rumor hath it that she loves cooking and

surprises everyone, including herself with her

ability. Virginia Allison Haywood and her

husband, Hubert, who is in the Army Medical

Corps are at present in Richmond. Jane Vur~

niss Simpson is housekeeping in Greensboro,

North Carolina. Emory Gill ^'illiams will be

more than adequately prepared for the ri^or^

of Army life because being the wife of an

interne is just as strenuous and uncertain.

Emory had a full time job for awhile with

the Boston >X'ar Fund. Mary Sue Kilham
visited Emory for a short time. Mary Sue has

been in Florida for a large part of the winter

recuperating from virus pneumonia. At this

point Emory is doing volunteer work several

days a week at the Peter Bent Brigham Hos-
pital.

Jane Goolerick is back in New York after

recovering from her illness a few months ago.

Jane writes that she saw Baba McRae in Rich-

mond and that she looked wonderful. Polly

B)ze will be at Fairfax Hall until May and
from then on her plans are indefinite. Polly

was a bridesmaid in Grace Bugg's ('42) wed-
ding. Nancy Haskins is working on a Chatta-
nooga newspaper, doing Nurse's Aide and
teaching Sunday school.

Only one engagement this time—Polly

Wyckoff's engagement has been announced to

David B. Gustafson of New York. Mr. Gustaf-

son was graduated from Ohio Wesleyan Uni-
versity and will enter the Army next month.
I want to apologize to you all and to Aleise

McMinn if I did not mention that she was
married to Ensign George Young in Seattle,

Washington.

Last and practically least, I am working
si.x full days a week at the Cincinnati Victory
Fund Headquarters. It is an ideal job as it is

a constructive and interesting one. My pursuit

of Bob has been stymied completely. I am
anticipating a visit from Janet Runkle and
Ann AJanisori Taylor, as soon as Janet re-

turns from New York and Ann gets settled

in a new apartment. Have a gay Spring every-

body.

1941

Class Secretary: Joan De Vore, 313S Victoria

Boulevard, Cincinnati, Ohio.

FnnJ Agent: Patricia Dowling von Well-
SHEiM (Mrs. Alfred) 1726 Monticelio Avenue,
Petersburg, Virginia.

About two years ago we were shouting

"Let's Get Away from it All", at the top

of our lungs. Comes time to track down
some of the owners of those exuberant voices

and discover what they are up to, after be-

ing "away from it all" for two years.

Do Albray sent me a news-packed missile

from the sick bed. She was down with Ger-
man measles and most chagrined at her bad
luck. Do is now a career girl, private secre-

tary to the Vice-President of the Bull Steam-
ship Lines, which is a part of the Merchant
Marine. Joan Myers Reis is in Rapid City,

South Dakota, with her husband, and has a

job at the Army Air base there. Bobby Clark
is in the Personnel Department of a Chicago
bank. Cynthia Abbott Drake has an exciting

job in the Aero-testing plant at Stevens. Jimmy
McBee is still engrossed in her library course

at Columbia.

Dottie White took time oH" from her job at

J. Waiter Thompson Company to send me
some news. She reports that Lucy Parton
Miller is in Boston teaching Nursery School.

Marianne White Southgate is living in New
York with her Navy husband. Edge CarJa-
luone O'Donnell is arranging to move near
her husband who is in the Army. (Don't
think it is not difficult to keep up with these

married people who are jumping all over the

country.)

Mary Ann Somervell became the wife of
Lieutenant (j.g.) William Brenza on March
eighth. Emmy Lou Phillips was married late

this winter to Lloyd O. Lohmeyer. Betty
Irvine was in the wedding.

Eunie Foss writes that she is still with the
Civilian Defense Office in Savannah and tak-
ing a Junior League Provisional Course on
the side, which she says, closely resembles

Mrs. Wailes' Sociology classes—so Eunie ought
to shine.

My southern reporter is none other than
Anita Loving. She is doing statistical work
at The Life Insurance Company of Virginia.

Bebo Chichester has deserted New York for

home and is working on a Richmond news-
paper. Anita writes that Judy Davidson is

doing secretarial work for an engineering firm
in Newport, Rhode Island which builds boilers

for the Navy. Pi Dowling von Wellsheim and
husband are at Camp Lee and call home one
room in Petersburg.

Lillian Brcedloie White has moved to Phila-

delphia with the Whites since Logan is in

North Africa. Janie Loielami Byerts is living

at Fort Benning while Bill is in training for
the Air Corps. Louise Kirk Headley is in San
Antonio with "Bui!" and baby Margot. Peg
Tomlin was Margot's godmother at the christ-

ening in Lexington before they left.

I was surprised to get a call from Barby
Xeiens Wickerham; she was coming through
Cincinnati from Detroit to see Wick in Nash-
ville in the Army Air Corps. Married life

seems to agree with Barby and she showed
me an adorable picture of her Wendy, aged
six months. Another phone call surprised me
when Pat Potter called. She is in Dayton
working in the Personnel Department at

Wright Field, after completing the usual seige

of business school. Whatever would we do
without it?

Shirts Shaw wrote me a lengthy letter, say-

ing she was deserting her Navy work in

Swarthmore for a spree in New York. She had
seen Tish Siehels Frothingham and her hus-

band when they were in Philadelphia, and
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hoped she would set Butch while in the big

city. Butch, by the way. is getting to be

in expert shorthandcr. and is hoping to get

a job with the Red Cross or Sperry's this fall.

Another busy soul is Betsey Tower, junior

League keeps her busy all week and she teaches

dramatics to nine and ten year old Italian

girls at a settlement house in Boston, and is

about to launch on a First Aid Course. She

writes that Charlie Davenport is still plugging

at a typing course—poor Charles.

I've scraped the bottom of the news barrel,

and if your name is not in print here, it's

no one's fault but your own.

1942

Class Secretary: Helen* Sanford, The Barbi-

zon, 140 Ease Sixty-third Street, New York,

New York.

FunJ Afient: Eugenia Burnett, 202S Bel-

mont Road, N.W., Washington, D. C.

Having just returned from a visit with

Martha and Joe Wadsworth, I am having lo

write this in a mad rush to make the April

first deadline, and I hope you1l bear with

me in what results. I had a marvelous time

out in Michigan—staying on the post in the

U'adsworth's ten-room house—and spent most

of my time standing in the Commissary, eye-

ing the shelves of genuine Hershey bars. You
all will be more pleased than surprised (I

trust) to learn that Martha is now an ex-

perienced housekeeper and a good cook—espe-

cially of biscuits made with Bisquick.

More news of the young-married set—Polly

Peyton Turner is now in the vicinity of New
York City, working for the Naval Intelligence

Department while Carol is somewhere at sea.

Bobbie Enj^h Croft is home with her family

while her husband is on duty and Elsie Diggs

Orr is also back home temporarily, as Sam has

gone for a special army course. Margaret

Becker Schiltges has returned to Indianapolis

for a time while Bill cruises with the Navy.

Franny CalJucU Harris and husband Jim are

stationed in Tampa, keeping house in a three-

room apartment, and are—as usual—ecstatic-

ally happy. Jeanne Sjm y cr Faggi is learning

to cook over a wood stove and is apparently

leading the life of a pioneer in Oregon.

Newlyweds include Lamb Hodges, who was

married to the renowned W. Allen Fuller in

South Boston on March sixth. Grace Bugg and

Ensign Harold T. MuUer-Thym were married

on the thirteenth of March, and Virginia

Thayer is now Mrs. John B- Boothby and is

stationed at McClellan Field. Mary Alice Ben-

nett has announced her engagement to Lieu-

tenant John J. Dorrance.

To turn from romance to the WAVES. I

am happy to report that Betsy Gilmer is

6nally a full-fledged member of the services

and is taking her training at Northampton.
Ensign Betsy Chamberlain is stationed in Bos-

ton, and according to Kippy Coleman's newsy

letter, she lost one weekend leave by the

simple process of turning her boots the wrong
way in her closet. New additions to our

ranks in the WAVES are Swede, and Beasle

(who has accordingly resigned her post as

riding instructor at Georgia State College for

Women). Rufus Pierson and Marion Mundy
were kept out of uniform only because they

failed to pass the eye-sight requirements.

Ensign Eloise English is on duty with the

Navy Department in Washington. I'm sure

you all were as happy as I was to read of the

Distinguished Service Medal which was pre-

sented posthumously to Eioise's father, the late

Rear Admiral Robert H. English.

Penny Lewis is working with the Army Air

Transport Command and is stationed for the

present in Washington. D. C. Margie Trout-

man is working as a "Ground School In-

structor" in Atlanta, teaching WAVES how
to teach Seamen to operate the Link Trainer.

Edie Brainerd is with the Department of

Strategic Service in Washington; and Joan

King is Receptionist for the War Labor Board

in Kansas City.

Lois Hussey, another ex-42er, has graduated

from Adelphi and now has a job with Double-

day Doran and Compan^v and is also study-

ing fashion sketching, in New York. Marion
Muss is working for the British Broadcasting

Company; and Virginia Wright is taking her

master's degree at Colorado State University.

I had a charming— if unintelligible—letter

from Lucy Carter Call, who is now devoting

most of her spare time to USO dances. Flush

Gwyn is, quote, "bounding with energy",

working with the Motor Corps and the Stage

Door Canteen in Houston. Eddie and Phyl
are both USOing and arc busily engaged in

Red Cross volunteer work. Eddie has a new
job with the Union Carbide Company; Phyl
is still at Altman's, though she took an in-

voluntary two-week vacation not long ago.

when a somewhat unfriendly dog attempted

to remove her nose. She seems to be fully

recovered.

Korah Smith is in California, brushing up
on her knowledge of languages. Debbie Wood
has been promoted to a position as section

manager in the Curtain Department of Lord
and Taylor; and Joanne Oberkirch is now-

working at the main Best's store, in New York.

Jane Taylor writes that she is working in

the office of the Brown Instrument Company,
a defense plant in Philadelphia. Jane's Bob has

been away with the Navy for the past ten

months. Kippy is still with Sheaffer's, has

already received two salary increases, and is

working on a nine-hours-a-day, six-days-a-

week schedule; on the side, she has been do-

ing a bit of tutoring in trigonometry and col-

lege algebra. Dotty Hutchings is back at Sweet
Briar, taking Miss Cole's place as a professor

of math.

Thai's about the limit of my information.

I do thank all of you who have written; and
I hope that in spite of the "no formal class

reunions for June" decision, there will be a

few of us who can get back to celebrate our
first year as alumnae.

New addresses:

Virginia Thayer Boothby (Mrs. John B.)

Box 328, Route 2, Del Paso Heights, Cali-

fornia.

Betsy Chamberlain, Ensign, U.S.N.R., 215
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Massachu-
setts.

Penelope Lewis. 2818 North Twenty-fourth
Street. Arlington, Virginia.

Betsy Gilmer. A.S.V.G., U.S.N.R. (W R.)
17 Gilleit Hall, Northampton, Massachusetts.

The Value of a Liberal Education

(ContiniicJ from page 19

j

synthesize and evaluate. Study enlarges our span of compre-
hension. Wisdom is neither snatched nor bought, it comes
and grows and we must accept its ways and seek it as it

may be found. Despite all the distractions of our day, we
must fight to find the time to work at this, our main job.

Education of the sort of which I have been speaking is

not a luxurj'; it is a necessity. It is one of the treasures we
are fighting for. To lose it would be an appalling defeat

for all the moral issues at stake in this war. ^'hen you work
at the job of authentic education, of mastering, exhibiting

and transmitting our cultural and spiritual heritage, you are

serving your country just as surely as those gallant brothers

and sweethearts of yours who fly the planes or man the guns.

This, then, is our present task and opportunity. "Burn

your books," said Willkie, "or what amounts to the same
thing, neglect your books—and you will lose freedom as

surely as if you were to invite Hitler and his henchmen to

rule over you."

Open your books—keep them open—and what is more,
use those books and the minds of your teachers and friends

as portals to a larger and clearer view of life, a new and
more creative personal distinction and freedom, a new skill

and wisdom in communal living. It is not given us to

choose the days of our living it is given us to determine,

in part at least, the Uving of our days. For this we shall

need trained minds, free spirits, intelligent good will and

the grace of God. Happily, all these resources are ours for

the having; let us lay hold upon them; let us look well to

their use.



From the Sweet ^ria?- News

Betty the Briarite

Seniors Are . . .

Seniors are looking forward to seeing May Day (our

own!) in the sunny dell ... to blissfully late cafeteria

breakfasts after the long weekend ... to (optimistically)

long hours of cooking on the arcades and at the lake . . .

to sweet sleep after comprehensives are past. . . .

Seniors are looking backward with increased appreciation

to four happy years . . . and friends . . . and clubs . . .

and even classes!

Seniors are looking forward to the unbelievable day

when, diploma (just one apiece thanks, Ping) in hand, they

will become Alumnae ... to looking backward to exams

... to the all-revealing banquet at which those of us who
stay in our seats will be In the mournful minority ... to

the day when we, plus paraphenalia galore, will finally

stagger home to WAVE or ^'AAC uniforms, or to that

vague 'job' ... or to rice and wedding bells and "I do"

... to the post-war world in all its mysteriousness. The

Seniors are looking forward to whatever tomorrow holds

in store.

Freshmen . . .

Enjoy having soup d.nners, because of the patriotic feel-

ing it gives them. . . . Are looking forward to blue-jeans,

picnics, sunbaths, and sleep that long weekend in April.

. . . Yearn impatiently for the return of Paul Henreid to

Lynchburg. . . . Are so proud of Shields and "Murch" for

getting in the May Court. . . . Cried unashamedly at the

playing of the "Marseillaise" in "Casablanca". . . . Feel as

though they had been at Sweet Briar all their lives, and

love the school for making It so. . . . Wish that a course in

home economics could be started now in school. . . . Have

been seriously considering the type of work they are best

suited for this summer. . . . Are very enthusiastic over the

coming dances for the Aviation Cadets at Lynchburg. . . .

Think more about world events today than most people

give them credit for. . . . Are glad that Richard Feverel is

finally through his "Ordeal."

Uncle Sam's Army

Randolph bedecked in spring fluff, winter wools, and

summer cottons (due to the uncertainty of the weather)

charged into Commons the night of April 3 to spread their

sunshine among Uncle Sam's Army. This bevy of attractive

girls was aided by the remnants of Gray and Reld left over

from previous Saturday frolics. The gaiety and success of

the evening was helped along by a coke machine, an active

social committee, and the conversation-making art exhibit.

Remarks overheard by the passerby ran the gamut of

faux pas and feminine glee. One girl remarked she would

rather fight the Japs hand to hand than fight our own
army man to man. "The Andy legend" found many willing

believers. One Phlladelphlan, all awe, said weakly,

"I suppose going to Philadelphia would mean nothing to

one who has just returned from India!"

A privately owned Major was given quite a rush before

our Editor realized he was not "Just one of the group."

Gum was the reward of merit (this "I can get for you

wholesale" idea); one girl made quite a haul. She should

have enough to see her through the spring.

The general line of conversation centered on the inaudi-

bility of the music, the beauty of Sweet Briar, the jitter-

bugs, and the scarcity of cokes at the Inn.

"Ephor " Gordon saw to It that Uncle Sam's redheads got

started.

One femme fatale was told she looked like the "neat,

efficient, executive." Vi'hat a blow to the womanly pride of

our Funds Chairman! And there was the soldier who said

he made It his business to keep up civilian morale. More
truth than poetry In that?

Katy Parker and Pullen can tell you all about the

WAVES from the information gleaned from Fay's dates

posing as recruiters from this erstwhile organization. The
tables were turned when the naval authorities were sum-
moned by President Glass. The final installment of this

gripping tale remains a mystery.

"Dear Mr. Anthon^'

Sweet Briar's personal problem number one at the mo-
ment is—roommates. Mr. Webster treats 'em lightly— as

"a companion with whom (nice enough) one rooms" but

ask the woman who owns one (or far worse, tiio) and the

definition will assume greater comple.xity and take on all

sorts of psychological quirks.

Like all themes, roommates provide well nigh endless

variations; there are at least 200 on campus. Some snore,

others merely talk in their sleep but never say anything

revealing. Some are biologists; they fill every available glass,

vase, and any other unimpeded spot with their (usually

wet and crawly) flora and fauna. Some—unfailingly those

who "companion with whom . . . etc.," has string straight

hair—have luxurious and maddeningly curly locks; others

don't ever have to diet; and never bulge in the wrong
places. And some of them never study, yet get the most
Ideal grades. Unfortunately—or maybe fortunately—they

all have dispositions of some sort.

So, they admittedly are a problem, but not to have them
is a worse one—or have you noticed the recent situation?

Right now it's a great battle, no holds barred, and all libel

laws waived. Come what may, spring finds us all seeking

one of those important creatures who will share our tooth

paste, borrow our shoes, groan over our grumps, and share

the high spots—that superwoman who for the lack of less

complicated terms, must be "a companion with whom one

rooms"!

Marian Shanley says: "Count your blessings and divide."

Fence Maury asks: "What if you were in a concentration

camp instead of a campus?"

Ade'ine Taylor pleads: "Use your pin money to hold the

world together."

Debbie Douglas suggests: "Ration your own fun to give

this war drive funds."

Don't pass the buck. Give it!



^ALUMNylE IN WAR SERVICES

J his list includes the ?ia/nes of all Sweet Brnii- alumnae

reported to the Aliifiinae Office by April /, ig4J

RED CROSS OVERSEAS SERVICE

Nancy Gatch, '39 Mary Jeffrey Welles, '39

MARINES
Marion Coles Phinizy, '40 Janet Kimball Miller, '3 5

WAACS
Mary Craighill Kinyoun, '2 5 Marie Le Pine, '34

Louise Nelson, '30 Anne Conant, ex '40

Ruth Kerr, '32 Ellen McChntock, '40

Lillian Allison, ex '3 3 Mary Petty Johnston, '40

Madeline Hawes, ex '3 3 Martha Rector, '40

Mai y K. Warren, ex

WAVES

'40

Elmyra Pennypacker Coxe, '2C Lucy Gore, '37

Marietta Darsie, '26 Anne Lauman, '37

Margaret Lovett, '27 Ann Parks, '39

Anita Crews, '29 Helen Anderson, '40

Dorothy E. Fowler, '29 Mary Jane Burnett, '40

Anne Gochnauer, '3 Olivia Davis, '40

Emma Riely, '3 Olive May Whittington, '40

Anne MacRae, '32 Carolyn Custer, ex '41

Gail Donahue, ex '34 Elizabeth McDade, ex '41

Anne Marvin, '34 Betsy Chamberlain, '42

Lucy Hoblitzell, ex '3 5 Eloise English, '42

Janet Kimball Miller, '3 5 Elizabeth Flanger, '42

Jane Lawder, ex '3 5 Betsy Gilmer, '42

Ann Spiers, '3 5 Viola Miller, ex '42

June de Frees, ex '36 Eleanor Ringer, '42

Elizabeth Hartridge, ex
'

36 Alice Swcney, '42
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Commencement, 1943

Commencement 1943 was diflferent in many ways from those of the past at Sweet Briar: no alumnae

banquet, no class reunions, no college luncheon in Sweet Briar Gardens; one day cut from the schedule,

putting the exercises on Monday morning. Families of the graduates were guests of the college over the

weekend, living in Grammer and Reid and apparently enjoying their new approach to college life.

When the Alumnae Council voted, last October, to cancel class reunions until after the war, it also

decided that a meeting of the Council would be scheduled because of its importance to the whole Asso-

ciation. Saturday, June 12, was alumnae day, properly speaking, because the Council met from 9 to 12

and from 2 to 4:30, with time out for the luncheon given in honor of the seniors.

The Council approved the handbook of suggestions and recommendations for procedure for Nominat-

ing Committees, presented by Mary Huntington Harrison; appointed a Chairman for the Nominating

Committee for 1943-1944; heard a report on Permanent Resources Committees, sent by Edna Lee Cox;

discussed the Alumnae Fund and made plans for next year with the new chairman, Gerry Mallory; heard

with interest the report of the Alumnae Secretary (sorry you cannot read it until the October Alumnae
News comes out) ; discussed problems of clubs, sales of china and glass, and many other affairs; voted to

continue the use of war stamps and bonds for the Alumnae Fund. Those who attended the meeting

were: Alma Booth Taylor, '11, Cornelia Carroll Gardner, '18; Mary Huntington Harrison, '30; Gerry

Mallory, '33, Alumnae Fund Chairman for 1943-1945; Jackie Bond Wood, '34; Elsetta Gilchrist Barnes,

'27, newly-elected member of the Board of Overseers; Eugenia Griflin Burnett, '10; Laura Graves, '42;

and Virginia Eady, '3 8.

Social events included the luncheon on Saturday, in Reid dining room, at which the seniors were

formally made members of the Association; Miss Glass' party in Sweet Briar gardens that afternoon; and

a delightful breakfast party given by Miss Glass on Sunday morning for all the visiting alumnae

(Langhorne Watts Austen, '3 3, Frances Richardson Pitcher, '13, Mary Stewart Carter, Academy, in

addition to the Council).

All who heard him were given a stimulus to thought by Dr. Henrv Sloane Coffin, president of Union

Theological Seminary and newly-elected Moderator of the Presbyterian Church in the United States. (His

excellent baccalaureate sermon is yours to read on page three.)

President Herbert Davis of Smith College, in his commencement address to the graduates, gave a

scholarly defense of liberal education, in which he said in part:

"It will be largely in your hands, to shape the world for better or worse; you will need courage and

strength of mind and spirit. Yours in task, first to get knowledge, then to carry the burden of

knowledge, the burden of them who know more than others. At times that burden will be very heavy.

"Do not let yourselves be turned from that task, no matter what demands for immediate action are

made upon you in addition to it. It will require all your courage and all your zeal."

Individually, we alumnae can contribute to the collective effort of all those who share this burden

President Davis mentions by continuing whatever war work we can best do and by seizing every oppor-

tunity to help fashion a just peace. Not until then will be able to meet again at Sweet Briar for a few

carefree days in June.

Martha von Briesen
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SCENK
Cast:

Time:

Alumnae Banquet in the Refectory.

Representatives of all Classes

—

1910-1943;

Supers — The President, Certain Faculty

Members and other Well-Wishers.

The Present.

Synopsis of the Performance

/// an atmoipLxTc of clairvoyaucc the company has assenihlcJ with the usual long

tabic at the end of the room and the round ones stretching out from it. A sense of

continuity is secured from the same time-honored evening dresses uorn by the Supers;

the spirit of freshness is injected by the modish ones of the ctas^ representatives. ReiinJng

classes have been honored, former Student Government Presidents have been recognized

and applauded, former May Queens have had fre^h homage, and tlie program gets around

to the Supers and tl.ic President /n'gins:

"The college has sorely missed the usual visits from alumnae that war-time travel has precluded. The
Board of Overseers has relinquished with regret and appreciation Alumna Margaret Grant and welcomed
with enthusiasm Alumna Elsetta Gilchrist Barnes for her term of office. What the college year has been

like the alumnae already know from the bulletin. Sweet Briar College 1943, and even some of the hopes

for the future came to light there too.

"A liberal arts college has, in proportion to the confusion and the needs of the present, a more chal-

lenging job than ever to do, and a liberal arts college for women has a greater chance of doing it at once

than have the men's colleges. There is no time to lose. All this that is so worth doing needs to be done

now. There should be no period of refrigeration of liberal education. Sweet Briar has never faltered in its

devotion to this kind of education. She has no hostages to fortune in the form of injected vocational and
professional programs to be protected when, as they so often do, they confuse the issue at an inopportune
period of education. Her job is the broad, deep and solid foundations.

"What Sweet Briar needs to do is to see clearly, judge wisely, perform at a level of high quality, and
see that the support for such performance is at hand. And her daughters are indispensable in all phases

of such activity."

The finale comes with the ivhole cast singing "Sweet Briar, Sweet Briar, Flower Fair," with the un-
expressed but lively thought "Until We Meet Again."

June 3, 1943
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Baccalaureate Sermon—June 13, 1943
The Reverend Henry Si.oane Com in, Union Theological Seminary, New York.

Uchnus lO-J'i and 11:1 "Wc arc not of them that shrink hack unto perdition hut of them that hare faith unto the

saiinfi of the soul. Now faith is assurance of things hoped for, a coniiction of thint^s not seen." Am.R.V.

THIS New Testament writer feels himself and his readers

in a posit'ion like ours today—on a boundary line be-

tween two epochs. Christ had revealed and opened a new

world; but this writer and his readers were living in a

tough present world over which ruthless Rome held des-

potic sway. Could they anticipate the new world? Could

they live now as belonging to it, and so help hasten its

arrival? As he thought it over, many past generations had

found themselves on just such a frontier between a dying

age and one about to be born. Most people have put up with

their world and lived at home in its ways. A select few

—

and he runs down the centuries and names outstandmg

figures
—

"by faith" lived in their drab today with faces

towards and characters enabled by a glorious tomorrow.

Through such believing men and women who did not

"shrink back," but toiled and endured as though the mor-

row which they hoped for were surely coming, God brought

that better morrow in.

Our writer was thinking of the ultimate tomorrow

—

the city which hath foundations whose builder and maker

is God. But the ultimate tomorrow is foreshadowed by

proximate tomorrows which partially realize God's reign

in today.

Our contemporary situation, then, and that of these First

Century Christians and of their predecessors, "the elders,"

whom this writer recalls for his readers' inspiration, are

identical. We see the age to which we have belonged con-
demned in this terrible global conflict. It ought to be a

thing of the past, like the world before the flood, like Ur
of the Chaldees from which Abram migrated, like Egypt
from which Moses led his enslaved people. It certainly

should not be continued into tomorrow, for it would only

eventuate m another and worse world-wide catastrophe.

We also see in fitful glimpses the fairer world of our hopes.

Like the wandering patriarchs, men are hailing it from afar,

describing its outlines, and insisting that it ought to be.

With these ancient believers, we feel sure in our hearts that

what ought to be can by God's grace come into being. No
hope of man is too good for God to fulfil. Indeed our
loftiest hopes are faint evidences of what He has already

planned. But the arrival and establishment of this better

order in the earth will require costly toil and sacrifice. Our
faith in its possibility comes and goes. There are davs when
we believe it can be achieved, and days when the stupidity

and selfishness of man make it seem too good ever to come
true on this earth. At times we reach forward in eager

expectation; at times as we "shrink back." And in such

shrinking back lies our peril. Men "shrink back unto perdi-

tion"—to the loss of what God purposes, to their own and

their contemporaries' loss of what they might make the

possession of their whole generation.

This message had a special relevance to a graduating
class. Older folk—your fathers and mothers, your grand-
fathers and grandmothers, the present speaker's generation

—have lived so long in the condemned world and are in

thought and feeling, in habit and tradition, so inwoven
in it, that it is inevitable that we should cast nostalgic

glances backward. We must confess that despite its now
expwsed wickedness we were at home in it. But happily

you are less firmly fixed in its life and less tenaciously

gripped by its opinions and outlooks. You should the

more easily believe in its passing and have mind and heart

and conscience to devote to the age God wills should take

its place.

To be sure there is at hand no blueprint of God's purpose

for your generation and for what may remain of ours. The
Gospel sets on the horizon the city of God, and the hope
that we may have a foretaste of it here where our race are

pilgrims and strangers. In that Christian hope we have a

standard by which to discriminate between desirable and

undesirable elements in the programmes of statesmen and

economists. We can confidently refuse and reject sub-

christian proposals and as confidently affirm and back up

those which are in line with the mind of Christ. Doubtless

any human plans, even those formed with most Christian

intention, are imperfect and faulty expressions of God's

purpose. But through man's childish and sin-stained hopes

God can bring in His wiser and juster will. Faith is confi-

dence that our best hope, and something better than our

best hope, is His purpose. "Faith is assurance of things

hoped for, a conviction of things not seen."

On this baccalaureate Sunday let us glance at some sober

Christian hopes which ought to come to pass very soon.

1. With this mad, wasteful and tragic war destroying

the results of the art and toil of many centuries, using up
precious resources, and slaughtering hundred of thousands

of human beings. Christians cannot help hoping for some
organization of mankind, which would maintain order,

provide for peaceful change, secure justice between nations,

and foster mutual service through the exchange of goods

for body and mind. The details of that organization will

have to be wrought out by political leaders and will bear

the marks of compromise and conflicting interests. We must

not anticipate Utopia, and must be willing to start with

faulty arrangements and work with them in order to make
them better. We face two perils—the perils of perfection-

ists who will try to keep our country from co-operating

because the plan proposed has objectionable features, and
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the peril of selfish patriots who wish our land committed

to no plan which infringes complete national sovereignty

and involves us in responsibilities for the difficulties of

others. And there is grave peril that, wearied by this con-

flict and annoyed by the actions of other nations, we may
"shrink back." But that will be to our perdition.

Speaking at St. Louis in September 1919 a Christian

leader, Woodrow Wilson, seeking to induce this country

to assume obligation in a fellowship of nations said

solemnly:

"I feel like asking the Secretary of War to get the

boys who went across to fight together on some field where

I could go and see them. And I would stand up before them

and say: 'Boys, I told you before you went across that this

was a war against wars, and I did my best to fulfil that

promise; but I am obliged to come to you in mortification

and shame and say I have not been able to fulfil the

promise. You are betrayed. You fought for something that

you did not get. And the glory of the armies and the navies

of the United States is gone like a dream in the night; and

there ensues upon it, in the suitable darkness of the night,

the nightmare dread which lay upon the nations before

this war came; and there will come sometime in the venge-

ful providence of God, another struggle in which, not a

few hundred thousand fine men from America will have

to die, but as many millions as are necessary to accomplish

the final freedom of the peoples of the world."

Granted that the scheme Wilson was advocating, like

all human plans, was inadequate, it was a plan for world

fellowship beyond national sovereignty, to which nations

must subordinate their self-interests. It was in line with

God's aims for the family of mankind. And once again our

country must decide whether the creation of a common-
wealth of peoples shall be her policy or a shrinking back

into the maintenance of unimpaired independence. How
momentous, not for ourselves alone, but for every people

is our decision.

2. Again at this stage in human thought, no sensible

man can be blind to the important role played in human
peace and well-being by the distribution of the products

of agriculture, mining and industry. Entire equality in

possessions for everybody is unlikely, perhaps undesirable.

But such sharing of what earth yields as shall make possible

a decent standard of living for the poorest, so that none
need be undernourished, uneducated, doomed to life-short-

ening and soul-deadening labor, and debarred from oppor-

tunities which supply self-respect and incentives to self-

improvement, seems within man's capacity to try to con-
trive. The food conference was a happy augury. Such shar-

ing of earth's resources among the entire family of man-
kind is within the range of sober Christian hope, for we
pray "Give us this day our daily bread," and include all

God's children when we say "Our Father."

Here, too, no perfect plan will at once be devised for

the re-ordering of the economic life of our race. Were a

plan forthcoming which would appear satisfactory today,

it would require revision tomorrow, for circumstances are

ever shifting in this always changing human society. But
Christians must insist that urban and rural slums in this

wealthy country, and slum peoples in a world provided

with abundance and knit together now by means of com-
munication, are not God's will and are therefore not to be

tolerated. Changes may be uncomfortable for many of us,

but changes in the interest of justice are always good for

character. It is peculiarly the duty of the college graduate
with larger outlook and more information to combat the

traditionalism which obstructs social change. Neither
selfishness nor timidity nor sheer bafflement by the intri-

cacies of the economic problems must induce us to "shrink

back." That way lies perdition—a return to conditions

which by their injustices breed industrial strife and inter-

national wars. "Faith is assurance of things hoped for"

—

assurance not in our hopes, but because those hopes faintly

mirror the purposes of our righteous God.

3. Again circumstances, and God who speaks through
circumstances, force our generation to face the mutual rela-

tions of races. We are rightly indignant at a hideous
doctrine of racial superiority in Nazi minds which has
brought mass murders and threatened to reduce millions

to a new serfdom. We are awai-c that the most potent argu-
ment in Japanese propaganda in Asia is that the White
race never treat yellow or brown or black peoples as social

equals. The United Nations embrace one great non-white
nation, against whom this country still has an insulting

prohibition among its immigration laws; and we cannot
forget that one of the chief factors which set Japan against

us was a similar discrimination against its nationals on our
part. This is no plea to open our doors to millions who
would compete with our laborers. But we can place the
yellow or other colored peoples on terms of equality with
immigrants from white peoples and have only small incre-

ments to our population. The white race has been guilty of
insufferable snobbery towards other races. This seems in-

credible because the New Testamnt we have professed to

reverse is so plain that in Christ barriers of race are done
away. Modern biology confirms St. Paul's affirmation that

God hath made of one blood all dwellers upon earth, and
our educators know that a yellow or a brown or a black
skin may cover a brain equal to any under a white skin.

No better reading is on the 'must' list for any of us North
or South in this country—and the question is as pressing

in New York or Detroit or Chicago as in any community
in the South—than the biography of George W. Carver.

That book enables us to look out on contemporary situa-

tions through the eyes and mind and sensitive feelings of

a distinguished scientist and publi-minded citizen and fel-

low-Christian with a dark skin.

It confronts us with issues which are not easily solved.

There are economic complications, long-standing habits of

thought and feeling, proper regard for racial integrity in

order to conserve the distinctive contributions of all races,

which must be thoughtfully considered. But we have been

set down in a day when social usages are necessarily be-

coming fluid and when we must plan a world in which
the majority will be non-whites and a world which will

seem just to them or we shall bring on some more fright-

ful racial conflict for the suppression of the unbearably

arrogant and domineering whites, among whom Anglo-

Saxon whites are glaring offenders. We dare not allow our-

selves and our country to "shrink back" into the anti-

semitisms, the Jim-crow-isms, the segregations, which have

prevailed. These discriminations belong in the passing order

which God has condemned. He sets before us in Christ His

order of brotherhood long overdue. It will demand much
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laborious thinking; ii will call for cour.ige, tact and per-

severance to enter it and take along your contemporaries

and those of my generation who survive. But God waits

to supply these qualities. The Gospel of Christ is a rich

storehouse of them. The call is for faith—assurance of

things we ought to hope for because God hopes that they

will come to pass.

4. Once again it seems that when the Christian Church
is confronted with as gigantic a task as she has confronted

in her history the task of pulling a broken world together,

she has a prior obligation to reunite her own forces and
present mankind with a less dissevered company of follow-

ers of Christ. Here, too, you younger folk are less rooted

in the denominationalisms to which we older folk are long

accustomed and you college-graduates have a special mission

to lead from within your inherited communions in the

doing away with walls of partition which now serve no
useful and but on the contrary prevent Christ's followers

frcm offering a united witness, and marshalling their com-
bined forces to achieve His will.

Just a century ago last month occurred a momentous
event in the Scottish Church when, rather than submit to

the infringement of the Church's spiritual independence
through the law-courts, more than four hundred of its

ministers, under the leadership of Thomas Chalmers, gave
up their manses and church buildings and walked out,

relying on God through their conscientious people to sustain

a church free from state control. Chalmers was invited to

speak at a great meeting in London. But instead of glorify-

ing his Scottish fellow-churchmen, he surprised everyone

by pointing out the urgent missionary task of that day,

both in the neglected areas of Britain and in many non-

christian lands, and he gave this slogan for all the Churches:

"Co-operation now, and this with the view, as soon as may
be, to incorporation afterwards." a hundred years later

—

and some Church leaders and members still criticise plans

for union as hasty—a yet more desperate situation in the

world confronts us. How in God's name can the Christian

Church venture to tell a disintegrated world to get to-

gether unless it is uniting its own household of faith? Can
there be any doubt in intelligent Christian minds what God
wills in this matter for His Church? There are difficulties

of course: but did God ever think so meanly of His people

as to ask us to do only easy things? There are cherished

names and perhaps customs and associations which may be

jeopardized. The unadventurous will shrink back, and they

can always think up cogent reasons for keeping the stafin

quo. But it will be a shrinking back unto perdition—to

the loss of a more full-rounded Christian experience, and

a more effective and convincing presentation of the unify-

ing Christ for the repairing of the breaches and healing of

the wounds of our torn world.

Along these, and many other lines for we are touching

only four obvious issues, we stand on the border of one

day that should be dead and of another day that should

be here. The decision for us and particularly for you on
the threshhold of your careers is between "shrinking back"
and assurance of things hoped for based on God who wills

them.

To hearten his readers our writer points to unshrinking

believers in the past who achieved what was impossible to

those without their reliance in God. "By faith they passed

through the Red Sea as by dry land, which the Egyptians
assaying to do were drowned." Both through the Red Sea

of bloody war and through the equally difficult months and
years beyond to a stable order amid conflicting interests,

large numbers will be drowned in passions and prejudices

and in engulfing disappointments. It is the assured in God
who march steadfastly where others find no footing.

And men of faith can stand what to others proves in-
tolerable. Our writer recalls the long desert wanderings in

which Moses led his people when the passage of the Red
Sea lay behind them. His was a protracted drain on temper,
courage, patience, and "he endured as seeing Him who is

invisible." No lesser faith will see us through the strains

and provocations of today and tomorrow.

When the patriarchs reached the promised land and when
the Israelites under Moses were safely out of Egypt, there
was a constant temptation not only to shrink back, but
to go back. The patriarchs were only nomads in Canaan
and the Israelites found themselves in a wilderness which
was bleak and uncomfortable compared with Egypt. "If
they had been mindful of that country when they came
out," writes our author, "they might have had opportunity
to have returned." "^O^ho can say how many homesick folk,
annoyed by unaccustomed restrictions and burdens in

today, and doomed to be less at home in the provisional
and perhaps uncongenial tomorrows, will be very mindful
of a past, which in retrospect will seem most alluring? No
doubt that past will have disappeared, thrown into the
dust-bin of time; but men can return to its ways of think-
ing and feeling. The promised land may be around them,
but their minds and conscience may still be Chaldean or
Egyptian. That is perdition—a soul held in the grip of a

yesterday which is God-condemned. The Irish poet, A. E.,

speaking of himself and some of his countrymen, wrote:

We are less children of this clime
than of some nation yet unborn
or empire in the womb of time.

We hold the Ireland in the heart

More than the land our eyes have seen.

And love the goal for which we start

more than the tale of what has been.

Let this be the outlook with which you leave this college
and remain your mood throughout life. No land of promise
your eyes will see on any earthly morrow will altogether
be the land you hope for. Possibly it may be what you are

hoping for today; but should you reach it, your hopes will

already have outgrown it. You will always be sojourners

dwelling in tents. The post-war world will be a world of
man's arranging. Let us trust that it may be of man's
wise, fair and generous arranging under God. But at its best

it will not be good enough for men and women whom
God educates by His companionship. We must be cordially

appreciative of advances in human affairs. We must not

only embrace them when we see them from afar, but wel-

come them enthusiastically should it be ours to live and
work in them. Yet no human arrangements, however wise

and good, will or should satisfy us. Like these pilgrims of

bygone centuries in whose believing succession you and I

journey, our minds and hearts belong in that "city which
hath foundations, whose builder and maker is God."
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Site Slaughter, Eia Horner,

Mayo Thach, Mary Tyler,

Bessie Franke.
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nie Guion, Eugenie Biiffing-
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Ciass members missinii trom pii-ture: Ruth Houser. Frances Richardson

Dear 1913:

I
SUPPOSE we all felt both glad and sorry when Sweet

Briar and the ODT said "no reunions in 1943." Sorry,

because this is our 30th anniversary, and glad because we
don't have to pity ourselves thinking that "everybody in

the class is enjoying Sweet Briar except poor little me" (I

don't suppose any of us could actually have gotten to

college but we'd have been thinking that the other fellow

did). The next best thing to physical reunion is the possi-

bility of class communication through the Alumnae
News and through preparation of a permanent folder of

reports, snap-shots and other bits of ourselves which the

Alumnae Office wishes to keep for our delectation when we
do get back to SBC.

I was asked to collect the personal items but did not

receive the request until late and I know that some of you
haven't had time to answer the questions. If your life

history, therefore, doesn't appear in the June Alumnae
News, don't let that prevent your sending in everything

about yourselves and families that yoit'd like to know about

the rest of the class. And all will appear in the famous
folder entitled "1913 Thirty Years After."

Mary Pinkerton and Bessie Franke were asked to help

by writing to five of our class each. Today I have a wire

from Franke which sounds so characteristic of 1943! "In

terrible confusion here" (And who in Washington, isn't?)

"Decentralization orders us to Berkeley, California. Kent
left last night. I must sell house, pack and leave early in

July."

Franke has had a busy, full life. After getting her M.A.
at the University of Louisville Medical College, she pur-

sued her scientific study acquiring a Ph.D. at Columbia
in 1916. For seven years she served as an instructor in

Chemistry at Cornell, after which she organized the

Laboratory in the Boston Psychopathic Hospital. She has

had published numerous articles connected with her re-

search along scientific lines. In 1922 she married A. Kent

Balls (University of Pennsylvania, Columbia and Prague)
by profession an enzyne chemist. Franke shared her hus-
band's enthusiasm for his work. She writes that he has

built up a fine small research laboratory in which new
developments promise to save the governnaent millions

each year.

Their son, Kent Franke Balls, age twenty, six feet two,

has red hair and is athletic. He is a Naval Reserve, Pre-

medical student at Haverford and has been accepted for

Cornell Medical School to enter in January 1944.

Franke's interest and enthusiasm for Sweet Briar have
never waned. She was one of the first Alumna Members
cf the Board of Overseers, serving from 1934 to 1940.

In 193 5, she served as chairman of the alumnae committee
which was appointed for the purpose of making suggestions

and recommendations in accordance with the Ten-Year
Plan for Sweet Briar. Franke has been an active and tire-

less mainstay of the Washington alumnae club for many
years. We predict that in her new home on the West Coast

she will bring fresh enthusiasm for Sweet Briar to that

small alumnae club centered in San Francisco.

Franke's interest centers principally now in a World
Council of Women and the United Nations Lecture and
Discussion series sponsored by Washington alumnae with
other college groups. In addition, she has found time to

serve as an Emergency Feeding and Housing Warden.
Mary Pinkerton came through with her own report im-

mediately and what a comfort it was to have something on
hand by May 25th. She says she's been teaching biology and
general science at the Spotsylvania High School (Va.) for

two years and has signed up for next year, too. Her address

is 402 Hanover Street, Fredericksburg. If she was "smart
enough" writes Mary (imagine it) she'd work in the Du-
pont plant nearby instead of teaching and would make a

lot more money. Mary doesn't say, what most of us know,
that she's taken courses in about everything there is in

biology, geology and the various other "ologies", as well as
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in English and allied language subjects and she is going

to the University of Richmond summer school this year.

Mary's husband, James Kerr, who died in 1935, was a

college professor and an alumnus of the University of Vir-

ginia. He served as second lieutenant, field artillery, in

World War I. Mary's only child, James Alexander Kerr,

is 23 years old, "tall and rather shy, much like his mother

at that age, but much brighter." Good in math; splendid

in history. Draws very well. Is fond of dogs, cats and guns.

Mary says she has moved around so much that she hasn't

been able, recently, to do club work but her patience and

persistence In seeking news of 1913 surely entitle her to

an accolade from our class. Without her we wouldn't know

the little we do know about each other.

Bessif Graiuiner Torre \, writing from her garden on

Memorial Day, says her chief job is trying to get her health

back. Those of us who were at our 2 5th reunion in 193 8

remember what a sufferer Bessie had been with arthritis and

how wonderfully game she was about it. She says the

trouble is much better now and "for the first time in three

winters, I'm doing a few outside things (Red Cross and

Horticultural Society) but it has been a long struggle and

is still the big problem—to keep well. I have to rest 2 to

3 hours every day, have massage and keep on a diet. To
run a home when you're handicapped is quite a problem."

Fortunately, Bessie had a maid when she wrote. I use "had"

for reasons that you will all understand! "My hair is quite

grey and I look middle aged," Bessie continues but no one

will believe that when they see the snap-shot of her I'm

putting in our Alumnae folder. I have a lot of pictures of

us taken at the time we liked to have our pictures taken

and I plan to put them in the folder as I'm sure we'd

rather see ourselves and each other as we were in 1913 than

as we are now. The one of Bessie shows her dancing in the

dell—the epitome of youth and energy. Others are of our

May queens (does any other class boast two of them?)

and some characteristic scenes of our day.

Bessie has two sons and a daughter-in-law. Donald, a

tall blond of 23 years, married Lea Chidsey of Easton,

Pennsylvania, on October 31, 1941. They live in Westport,

Connecticut, and Don works for General Electric at

Bridgeport. Don is very near-sighted and is classified 4-F

by the Selective Service Board. He graduated from Univer-

sity of North Carolina in 1941. Was a member of St.

Anthony there: captain of the wresthng team his fresh-

man and senior years and a member of the intra-fraternity

council as well as being a student legislator. Carl Torrey

("Buzz", to his family) has brown hair and eyes and, like

his brother, is over 6 feet 1 inch tall. He has had two years

in the engineering school at Yale where he, too was a

member of St. Anthony. Now he is at home awaiting his

call as aviation cadet for the engineering corps in ground

aviation. "Both boys are extremely satisfactory sons to

their parents. They are good mixers and have lots of

friends." Bessie's husband, Donald Fuller Torrey (Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, '14) is in the wholesale coal busi-

ness. Looking over our questionnaire, he asks why we didn't

ask for "husband's peculiarities" as well as children's and
then adds that were afraid there wouldn't be room to list

all of them! His niece, Elizabeth Torrey (Bessie's name-
sake) was at Sweet Briar for two years and Dorothy Cram-
mer's 1 1 year old daughter is eagerly planning to go there

in time. Bessie has kept in close touch with Eugenia
Buflington and Frances Richardson through the years.

Eugenia Buffingtoti in sending her questionnaire to the
alumnae office failed to add more than "the facts." She
was married in 1917 to Russell S. Walcott (Princeton

—

1912) and with their two children, Betsy, twelve, and
John, seven, they live now in Tryon, North Carolina. She
lists as her interests in addition to her family, "jack leg
farming."

Helen Lamfrom after graduation taught school in North
Baltimore, Ohio, for several years before her marriage in
1917 to Morris Nieman. Their daughter, Betty, is now Mrs.
M. Reed Zimmerman. Since her husband's death in World
War I, Helen has been in business with her father in
Fcstoria, Ohio. She has been active in community work
through the Kings Daughters, the Business and Profes-
sional Women's club and the Woman's Club in addition to
service as a member of the Library Board. Her particular
mterests have been books, plays and the reviewing of books.
Mary Tyler Cole iv. reply to a request for information by

the alumnae office in October 1941, wrote, "I wish I could
be a really generous giver to the Endowment Fund for I

surely am as staunch and true daughter of Sweet Briar, as
I was in that famous Freshman class. I love every blade
of grass on the campus. Though I have not gone out into
the world and "done things" I am truly grateful to my
parents for the most precious gift of four happy years
there." Married in 1916, Mary has one daughter, Jane Blake
Cole now Mrs. R. S. Litsinger, 5600 Wexford Road, Balti-
more, Maryland. Mary's career has included teaching in

the Maury High School of Norfolk, Fargo College Pre-
paratory School in Fargo, North Dakota, and the Green-
wood School in Ruxton, Maryland. Since 1934, she has been
secretary in the Trial Justice Court in Montross, Virginia.

Rebecca White Facsch spent her first year after gradua-
tion at Columbia University where she earned her M.A.
in Economics and Sociology in 1914. For the next two
years she was a social case worker in New York and then
became a research assistant in the U. S. Children's Bureau
where she worked for several years. In 1918 she was married
to Ernest Faesch, chancelor in the Swiss Legation. Their
two daughters are Mabel Elizabeth, twenty-four, (married
last summer to Lieutenant Harry Hambleton) and Nancy
White, twenty, who is studying dietetics. For many years
Rebecca has been a member of the foreign policy group of
the League of Women Voters. Her particular interests in-

clude her family, home, study, especially international re-

lations, and French.

When I come to write news of myself, I realize why so
little ever appears in the Alumnae Magazine about our
class. After 30 years, Life rather flattens out and what
happens to each of us seems too trivial to record. My first

year out of college I taught in high school, then for a while
I tutored privately and, in 1917, went to the New York
School of Social Work where I got my diploma (equivalent
to a B.S.) in 1919. Since that time I've practiced social

work in New York, Baltimore, Louisville and Norfolk with
interludes of five trips to Europe and North Africa. Since
1928 I've been director of the Family Welfare Associa-
tion of Norfolk, going through all the ups and downs of
social work in the past fifteen years. Norfolk is quite a

place, these days, but not nearly as bad as it's painted! The
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first world war doubled our pupidatlon and then the wave

of prosperity receded leaving us on an extremely dry beach.

World War II has doubled us again and we're bursting at

every seam. The place is full of uniforms, male and female,

and of war workers of every description. My hair isn't grey

so I don't rate a seat on the busses and stand packed like a

sardine four times a day—in spite of which I don't get

any thinner. I live with my mother who is too lame to do

much so I wrestle with ration points, cook much of the

time (being less lucky than Bess) and run my agency. The

weeks and months go by so fast on this schedule that, when

I look back on them, they remind me of an express train

in motion—a flickering light is the only thing that sems

to separate one car or one year from another. Of course I

belong to various civic and professional organizations and

do some war work but I don't have time for "hobbies",

which probably means I'm piling up a lonely old age for

myself. I can't supply a daughter to Sweet Briar but I've

done pretty well on nieces—three already and another

entering in September.

In case news of Rebecca, Mayo and Frances Richardson

doesn't beat the magazine dead-line (June 5th) I refer you

to Loulie Wilson's notes about them in the April 1943

Alumnae News. And, speaking of that issue, I am amazed

at the present generation of Briarites. They seem so much

more mature than we did ajid ihcy write so very nuicli

better! But 1 feel that we have, perhaps, more in common
with them than with the classes in the 20's and 3 0's. Not
only in their return to some of the simplicity of our day
but because theirs is the generation of heart-aches for fi-

ances and husbands at war while ours holds its sons in an

agony of love. For ourselves, we must be a class of huskies

for after 30 years, two wars, and a depression, all 14 of us

are still alive and doing our share of the kicking. According

to available figures five have done graduate work with a

total of 4 M.A.'s, 1 M.D., and 1 Ph.D. to their credit,

eleven are married and have a total of seventeen children,

eight daughters and nine sons. Our professional and busi-

ness ranks include one M.D., one medical social worker,

one retail business owner and one teacher. The grandchil-

dren are not on record. Please supply those statistics, you

proud grandmothers! Don't let's wait until 195 3 for our

next re-union lest some of us should be feeble by that time!

Sue R. Slaughter

P. S.

—

Frances RJchanhon Fitchcr, the only one from
'13 at commencement, reports a wonderful time. She lived

in the dormitory with her niece Lynn Emerick, a member
of the graduating class, attended the alumnae luncheon for

the seniors and the alumnae breakfast given by Miss Glass.

Twenty-fifth Reunion
Cornelia Carroll Gardner

TO THINK we have the twenty-fifth anniversary of

our graduation this June! Can you realize it? If we

could all be at Sweet Briar together, we would probably

look just the same to each other—because we still have the

close bond of friendship we started so long ago. Since we

are not going to attend a reunion this year in person, we
will probably enjoy looking over some bits of information

from our classmates and seeing at a glance the things which

interest us now. We can boast of five graduate degrees

and thirty-two children, twenty-two of them boys and

ten girls.

Vh'icniic Burkalow has lived in Washington for the past

five years with her husband, Stanley K. Hornbeck, Advisor

on Political Relations of the State Department. She is in-

terested in all the duties which develop due to her hus-

band's position; her work as member of the Board of the

Children's Hospital, the Barney Neighborhood House and

the Junior League. She regularly attends meetings of the

Committee for United Nations War Relief and the benefits

given in their behalf. She is also interested in the Carter

Mines Company in her home town of Denver.

Louise Case married Charles F. McGuire, Jr., in 1923.

He is associated with the Bell Telephone Company. Her
children are Charles Robinson McGuire, age 1 8 and Bar-

bara Louise McGuire, age 15. She is very active in com-
munity work, especially Civilian Defense, Red Cross, and
Sweet Briar club work. She has returned to college often

for reunions.

Corrinne Cibbou married Philip WooUcott in 1922, a

banker, and lives in Biltmore Forest, Biltmore, North

Carolina. She has two sons: Philip, Jr., aged 14, attends

Asheville Prep School and later plans to study medicine
(which has always interested him); James Gibbon, aged

12, plans to follow his father in the banking business.

Corinne loves the North Carolina mountains and spends

her time in Red Cross work, canteen work, in playing

bridge, and acquiring antiques. She recently had Mag
McVey as her guest while Mag was playing in a golf tourna-

ment and visiting Mary Barber Ambler.

Cilia V. Guggenheimer has lived in Norfolk since her

marriage in 1923 to Bertram S. Nusbaum, a lawyer. She
has two sons, Charles G., 17, who will enter the Uni-
versity of Virgi'nia in June and Bertram S. Jr., who at-

tends the university now in the N.R.O.T.C. Cilia is help-

ing in the aircraft warning service; she takes interest in

the day nursery, the Crittenden Home, the church, the

Sweet Briar alumnae club and extension courses at William

and Mary College. Besides she has a job doing topographical

mapping for malaria control in war areas for the U. S.

Public Health Service.

She says she recently had lunch with Margaret New
(Polikoff) who is doing placement work for officers with

headquarters at the Commodore Hotel and she often hears

from Hildegard Planner who has a son about a year and

a half old. Cilia's own son, Bertram, was old enough to at-

tend May Day this year. He thoroughly enjoyed it.

Gertrude Kintzing, married since 192 3 to James M.
Wiltshire, lives in Richmond, Virginia. They have three

children: Betty Jean, James, Jr., and Charles.

Betty Jean, graduated in 1942 from St. Catherine's; she
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is now taking a 2-yciir secretarial course at Mary Baldwin.

James, Jr., a tall lad (6 feet 4 inches), has graduated from
high school and on July 1st will enter Unit Vl-112, Navy
College Training Program, selecting the engineering course

as he is good in m.ith. Charles, II, is studious and also

good in sports.

Gertrude keeps busy gardening, with the P.-T.A., and.

Red Cross. She had Dorothy NX'allacc, '20, as her guest in

March when Dorothy attended nutrition conferences at

M. C. V.

Elizahcth Louiiniii, married since 1924 to Asaph B. Hall

still lives in her home town, Elmira, New York. Betty

has one son, Asaph Hale, 9 years old, whom she describes

as a neat, good worker. As he is interested in birds, the

Cub Scouts, and the Children's Theatre, those things in-

terest Betty too. She is a Cub Scout Den-mother, an assist-

and air raid warden, a worker in the Red Cross. She also has

time for bridge, gardening, and church work. For two

years she has been the able correspondent of our class for

the Alumnae News.

Margaret McVcy, who lives in Richmond, is Athletic

Director of St. Catherine's School, where the gymnasium,

built several years ago was named for her. Since leaving

S. B. she has studied Physical Education at Columbia Uni-

versity. She has always been active in work of the Sweet

Briar alumnae and the Richmond club.

Catherine Marshall has lived in Des Moines, Iowa since

1 92 1 when she married John T. Shuler. They have three

girls : Anne Catherine, 20; Sophia Elise, 19; Jean Marshall,

17. Recently the second daughter has married. We wish

for her all the happy things of life—even though it is hard

to realize that one of our daughters is really married!

Catherine's interests lay in making surgical dressings, in

being supervisor of St. Monica's School Board, and in her

work in the Colonial Dames.

Marianne Martin lives in Lcaksville, North Carolina,

where she is librarian of the Public Library of Rockingham
County. After graduating from Sweet Briar and teaching

a year at Chatham, Marianne went to the Library School

of the Carnegie Library in Atlanta. Besides her job she

has time to make surgical dressings for the Red Cross

and write interesting papers for the Library Association.

She also often makes talks before the various clubs, such as

Rotary, Federated Women's Clubs, etc. She writes she has

recently had a long letter from Miss Sparrow.

lane Pratt has bien married to Walter S. Betts since

1919. They have two daughters: Barbara, aged 22, has

graduated from Brenau College, majoring in Public School

Music, and has taught one year in York, South Carolina.

She can play the piano, the organ, and the trumpet.

Nancy Jane, 21, has completed her Junior year at Brenau

College, also majoring in Public School Music. She can play

the piano, cello, and saxophone. Both gorls belong to the

Tri-Delta sorority.

Jane has a job in the operations office of Lodwick Avia-
tion Military Academy where cadets receive their primar)'

training for pilots. She is also chairman of Highlands
County Chapter of the American Red Cross, a member of

the Woman's Club, the P.-T. A., and an officer in the

Woman's Auxiliary of the Episcopal Church in the Diocese
of South Florida.

Mary Reeil, who lives in Yonkers, New York, is kept
very busy now at home taking care of her invalid mother.
She still has time for her garden, the Y. W. C. A., the
College Club, the A. A. U. W., and Red Cross work.

Eleanor Smith married Herbert S. Walter in 1942 and
lives in Ocean Grove, New Jersey. She is an interested

worker in the church, the Woman's Club, and the Red
Cross. She writes regularly to Dorothy Wallace and Betty
Lowman Hall—also hears about once a year from other
Sweet Briar friends.

Eleanette Sollitt married Harold Marks in 192 3 after

studying art at the Chicago Art Institute since graduating
from Sweet Briar. They lived in California,, Arizona, Ohio,
and Pennsylvania. In 1930 she returned to live with her

family in Chicago. In the summer she and the family go
to their fruit farm in South Haven, Michigan. Here Elean-

ette insists she has always room for one more and would
love to see any of her Sweet Briar friends who come that

way. She still likes to paint and to write poems. She has

time, besides being a busy housekeeper, to work in the Red
Cross. She is a Director of Chicago Outdoor Art, a mem-
ber of the Municipal Art League of Chicago and the Scott

Club of South Haven.
Charlotte Seater married Raymond Raymond T. Kelsey

in 1920. They live in Cleveland and have four sons: Ray-
mond, 21, Patterson, 19, John, 1(5, and Peter, 13. She is

en the Executive Committee and a Trustee of the Univers-

ity Hospital, a Turstee of the Woman's City Club, and a

Trustee of the Music School Settlement. Besides she is

interested in farming, skating and education.

Esther Turk, married to H. H. Hemmings, a civil en-

gineer since 1925, has moved quite a bit but always spends

the summers at their home in Ovid, New York. She has

five boys and one girl aged as follows: Robert Soutter, 17,

John Stafford, 14, Nicholas Street, 8, Anthony Trucblood,

7, Richard Bagot, 5, and Pamela Barnett, 2. The little

daughter Pamela is nicknamed by the boys "The Little

Commando" but she alone in all the group has naturally

curly hair—lucky girl.

Esther says history in fact and corpses in fiction interest

her and that she keeps too busy for club work, just man-
aging her family. Her husband will probably accept a

commission in the service, even though he is 47 years old,

to contribute his knowledge as a traffic engineer.

Ida Walker, married since 192 5 to Charles B. Castncr,

still lives in Louisville, Kentucky. She has three children:

Ida Thames, 17, Charles B., Jr., 14, and Henry Walker, 11

years old. Ida is interested in church work, in gardening,

and in the Cabbage Patch Settlement. She is a member of

the Roman's Club, an associate member of the Junior

League, assists at the U. S. O. Club, has time to make
surgical dressings and take courses in First Aid and Home
Nursing.

Cornelia Carroll, married in 1922 to Ensign Kinloch

Gardner, can report that he has moved up to Commander
by 1943 and that they are living in Coral Gables, Florida.

Daughter Frances, 18, after being a confidential messenger

for a year, will enter Sweet Briar this fall. A full time job

with the government in a war activity keeps me busy most

of the day and leaves little time for my work as a Staff

Assistant in Red Cross.

(Continued on [mge 10)
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Twenty - Year Survey
A Letter to the Class oi 192 3

AS A PRELUDE to an ersatz reunion, get out your

old Annuals, girls. Even if that entails a battle with

heat, dust and dark corners in the attic or an archaelogical

excavation in the hall closet, get them out. You must look

again at the faces of our erstwhile classmates, some of

whose names alone will produce only a hazy recollection.

And if wc had been able to meet at Sweet Briar this June,

wc perhaps would not see in each other today the same

people we knew two decades (and more) in the past. Be

sure to trace the progress of our class through all four

annuals because many of the girls closely identified with

us are not to be found in the last senior—year one. But

most especially I invite your attention to our graduates,

peering rather grimly from under their mortar-boards and

excess hair at the world they expected to conquer, and re-

member how different that world was from this of 1943.

You recall the ancient lines about "standing with re-

luctant feet, where the brook and river meet" ... As we
stepped forth proudly armed with new diplomas we were

not so much reluctant as blindfolded but the result was

about the same. We knew the facts of life (more or less

inaccurately) but almost nothing of its realities. Our ex-

cellent book learning had not carried us in experience or

knowledge past the frontiers of our small personal orbits.

Few of us were prepared for any sort of job or interested

in having one. The predominant ideas were misty visions

of "having a good time", "coming out", going to lots of

dances, faUing in love ... or maybe we'd already done

that . . . and getting married. Some original members of

the class left college to hasten the accomplishment of

this major ambition, and the record later on proves that

most of us followed the same pattern. Out of forty grad-

uates, thirty-seven married, twenty-three of these within

the first several years, and the great majority of both grad-

uates and Ex's report home and children as a first if not an

exclusive interest and occupation. In this more modern era,

it is of course still true that most college girls marry and

keep house and raise children, but it seems to me that in

recent years specialized graduate study or work is custo-

mary rather than exceptional and there is far more concern
with world conditions and in the individual's responsibility

towards them.

We are sorry that five of our graduates failed to answer
our reunion questionnaire, but we have some previous data
on four of these so there is only one missing from any
statistics to follow. Thirteen cooperative Ex's also replied

so we have at least a good cross-section of the entire group.

The snapshots which came in are most interesting and I

only wish we had one to compare with each of the pictures

in the old annuals. I won't remark that we look "just as

young as ever", but definitely we are better looking people

than we were then, disfigured as we were by hair-dos as

grotesque as any in the history of style, and garments
shaped like sacks tied in the middle. But along with gray
hairs we have acquired greater smartness, we have improved
generally in poise and intelligence, and though there is little

intellectual prowess, the Sweet Briar training proved to be

a sound cultural basis for our future experience.

In the forty-six questionnaires answered, eleven report
present jobs, but few of these represent professional careers.

Following other responsible positions, Helen McMahon is

now the Executive Secretary of the Alumnae Association
and Head Counselor at Camp Alleghany. Mary Chaiitlcr

Hubbard has distinguished herself in the field of genetics,

and Mary Del McCaw (when last heard from) was a

librarian. Ellen Broun Nichols is a librarian and high school

teacher as well as wife and mother; Helen Gaus is a bank
teller; Elizabeth Frankliu Young works in a Federal Reserve

Bank and Frances Indcy Jacobs is credit manager for a

women's clothing establishment. Marie Klooz has a most
outstanding record of varied experience and achievement,

especially in research and international relations. She re-

ceived her Master's degree from Columbia University on a

thesis entitled "A Reconsideration of the Origins of the

Washington Limitations of Armaments Conference and

the Four Power Treaty," and the Ph.D. thesis on which

she is working is on State Responsibility for Acts of Indi-

viduals under Fascism. Marie is at present a reference li-

brarian in the Legislative Reference Division of the Library

of Congress. All this impresses me very much, as the busi-

ness in which I have a very minor degree of participation

concerns only the manufacture and sale of brick and tile.

It is to be expected that our little army of matrons is

busy with civilian defense work of all sorts; Red Cross,

(Continued from page 9)

One of the nicest things that has happened to me lately

has been my place on the Alumnae Council! Though I

could not come in the fall, I have just attended the June
session and enjoyed our meetings thoroughly. Wish we
could all have been here to see the beauty of our college

campus, the trees, and stately buildings (all of which im-
pressed me anew) ; the seniors, an unusually grand bunch
of girls, and all our old friends among the faculty and the
few returning alumnae.

I did not want to leave out Hoc Bowers, Mrs. Clarence

T. Joel, but have not heard anything from her lately. If a

letter comes in, we will put it in the next Alumnae News.
The book with all our papers and some cute pictures (Cor-

inne Gibben, Eleanor Smith, Vivie, etc.), will be available

for groups to see on request. It is planned to keep it in the

Alumnae office.

It was great hearing from you and here's hoping we will

all enjoy our next reunion together.

As always, Cornelia
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rationing boards, filter centers, USO, Nurses Aides. War
conditions have forced many into domestic labor too, as

a shortage of maid-power is frequently mentioned. They
are, inevitably, active in clubs; Junior League, P.-T.A.,

garden clubs, women's clubs, music clubs, art leagues, girl

scouts, community charities. Gertrude Gccr Bassett has a

class in oil painting at the Detroit Arts and Crafts. Helen

Richards Horn is much interested in the Lehigh Valley Art

Alliance and also has had some children's stories published.

Ellen Leipcr Quarterman writes verse and Helen Taylor

articles. Lorna Wchcr Dowling is a member of the women's

committee of the Cleveland orchestra.

But it appears all in all that our chief contribution to the

world and our only possible claim to fame is having pro-

duced a splendid crop of exceptionally fine children. I

judge this not from any exaggerated estimates of doting

mothers but by the pictures which show unusually attrac-

tive and handsome youngsters and the facts which attest

their superiority in various way. Margaret Biirucll Graves

is in a state of chronic astonishment that her sixteen year

old daughter (who expects to enter Sweet Briar in 1944)

is very talented in music. She was recently rated "superior"

in the State Music Federation contest in which there were

more than a hundred contestants. Helen Welch Tucker's

girl of the same name is high school valedictorian. Frances

liisley Jacobs' daughter has been on the Dean's list at col-

lege three years. Hannah Keith Howze says her boys win

prizes in school right along and so do the sons of Lorna

Weber and Virginia Stanbery and Lillian Everett, and the

daughters of K. Weiser and Emma Mai Crockett and any

number of others.

I am indeed encouraged about the future of America
when I think of the grand boys and girls our class has pro-

duced. As only a small proportion of Ex's has been heard

from, we cannot give the total number but among the

graduates there are twenty-eight girls and thirty-four boys.

These sixty-two children gives us the usual collegiate score

of about a child and a half per capita. Being uniformly

middle-grounders, we have no large families; only two
have as many as four children, these being Gertrude Geer
Bassett, all fine-looking boys and Muriel Millif^an Hoeven

with three boys and a little girl. Nine have one child only,

and of those having more than one, six have girls only and
nine have boys only. There arc three boys of eighteen. Edith

Miller McClintock's Oliver, Jr., was a freshman at Wash-
ington and Lee when he enlisted in the Air Corps and he

is now "learning to be a turret gunner in a bomber" . . .

What maternal anguish as well as pride must lie back of
that sentence. Gordon Farrar, son of Margaret Nixon is a

freshman at Stanford and a Naval reservist. Norvell Otey
Scott, son of Phyllis Payne is at Randolph-Macon College

and waiting to be called into Naval aviation. Marjorie

Milligati Bassett and Katherine Weiser Ekelund have seven-

teen year old girls. Ethelw}'n Clarkson Shader, Ex '23, has

a daughter of twenty who expects to be married this sum-
mer. And at the other end of the line, Alex Guignard
Thompson, just nine months, is decidedly the youngest and
as cute a baby as could be found anywhere.

As to husbands, there are five doctors, belonging to Mil-

dred Baird, Margaret Burwell, Katherine Hagler, Katherine

Weiser and Hannah Keith. (We hope they do not mind
this possessive description.) There are four lawyers, four

bankers, two merchants, one dentist, three engineers, one

judge, one college dean. Not many are in military service.

Dr. Phinizy (Katherine Hagler) is in the Medical Corps;

Alfred Olney (LaVern McGee) is a Commander in the

Navy and chief of staff to an Admiral in the Pacific area.

Fred Wilmcr (Lydia Purcell) is a major in Field Artillery.

Talbot Young (Elizabeth Franklin) is a Lieutenant in the

Navy and so is John Hoeven (Muriel Milligan.)

The Class of 1923 was not spectacular, individually or

collectively. After twenty years the girls who made it up
are basically the same. We are not especially dumb nor

especially clever, we have as many shortcomings as virtues

and more enterprise than talent. What are we then, be-

ginning as we are those important middle years of life?

Wives, mothers, workers, thinkers . . . yes, I think we are

thinkers of a sort . . . we are "nice people", we are good
citizens, we are decent neighbors, we are an indisputable if

a very minute part of the essential backbone of America.

And I hope that we will meet again.

Jane Guignard Thompson

Gifts to the College During 1942-43

From the Students' Bookshop $5,000 for general endow-
ment, the income to be used preferably for scholarships.

From givers to the 1941 campaign $13,959.00 making
the campaign receipts $96,941.00.

For endowment:

From the Alumnae $6,5 00.00

The Brambler 7 5.00

Class of 1943 250.00

May Day Committee, 1945 300.00

Student Funds Committee
.

Student Government Association

For the auditorium:

Student Funds Committee

Paint & Patches

800.00

1,500.00

500.00

675.00

$29,559.00Total Gifts for the year

Bull calf from Mr. E. A. Stuart, President, Carnation

Milk Farms, received in early May.
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1933—1943
HERE is a streamlined picture of the class of 1933

today. Since we cannot return to college for our

tenth reunion because of transportation and other problems

made acute by the war, we have endeavored to compile a

permanent record of our achievements during these past

ten years since we left Sweet Briar. This record will be on

file at the Alumnae Office at college.

Questionnaires were mailed in March to our sixty-eight

members who live in twenty-one states and the Territory

of Hawaii. Of this group, forty-four girls (thirty-six mar-

ried and eight single) sent in news of themselves, their

families and their classmates.

Ten husbands are now in the services, the Marine Corps,

Air Force, Army and Navy sharing equal honors; five hus-

bands are engaged in defense work; one is with the Mari-

time Commission for the duration; four are lawyers and

there is cne doctor; two are teachers; one is an Episcopal

minister, one an architect and the remaining sixteen are

in business.

These thirty-six young matrons have forty-eight chil-

dren, ranging in age from Blanche Davies Barloon's six

weeks old son to my seven year old daughter, averaging one

and a third child per person. Marge Gubelman Hastert has

the onlv class twins, two months old daughters.

Among members of the class with successful careers can

be counted several who have vital war jobs, several who
have important secretarial positions, one hematalogist, one

personnel director, an executive secretary of a county

tuberculosis and health association, an executive secretary

of "Buy-Lines," (a syndicated column for national adver-

tisers in thirty-four newspapers throughout the country)

and two teachers. Eight have done some graduate work, and

the records show to date that three have M.A. degrees,

three have M.S.'s, and there is one LL.B. Three married girls

also have regular positions. Two of our married members

have laboratory technician jobs and one is a part-time secre-

tary.

Of these forty-four classmates, twenty work regularly

at some type of Red Cross work. Each of the various

branches—Nurses Aide, Motor Corps, First Aid, Surgical

Dressings, knitting and Home Service—number Sweet Briar

girls among their workers. Four of our graduates are en-

gaged in Civilian Defense work and many write that vic-

tory gardens are one of their consuming interests.

The great problem of domestic help appears on all sides

especially from girls living in defense areas. Dot Brett

Prentiss' letter quoted later is typical of many.

I should say that the majority of our class, in this year

of 1943, Is principally engaged In the Important work of

rearing the children who will be the leaders in the post-war

world and we have twenty-six future Sweet Briarltes to

help In this job.

Pat Atkinson, 1908 Wolfe Street, Little Rock, Arkansas,
is now secretary to the chief auditor In the Department of
Revenue at the state capital, Little Rock. Pat writes that
she has just returned from Boston where she worked for
about three years. She graduated from Miss Wheelock's
School in 1937. She admits membership In no clubs or

societies except social ones and Is busy with her new job.
Mary Brooks Barnhart (Mrs. J. B. Carlton) 505 Winston

Road, Chattanooga, Tennessee, whose husband is in vital

war work occasionally does substitute work as a laboratory
technician. Red Cross knitting, sewing and surgical dress-
ings as well as a victory garden absorb her time.

Martha Boss (Mrs. J. N. Luxford) 2222 Monterey
Boulevard, Hermosa Beach, California. Her husband (Cor-
nell) Is an electrical engineer; children are Terry Mark and
Judy Rayee, aged four and two. Martha lists as her inter-

ests in addition to her family "making slip covers for furni-
ture, daughter and self. Red Cross Surgical dressings. Sand-
pipers (a local welfare organization and bridge."

Dot Brett married John Prentiss (Dartmouth) In 1938.
They now live at 80 5 Vine Street, Kent, Ohio, and have
one son, Peter, age one and a half. Dot writes, "Anyone
wanting advice on washing. Ironing, housekeeping and
chlldcare is welcome to forward questions to this address.

There Isn't the remotest possibility of an outside interest

for me at present. Brett is 32 pounds of dynamite and no
child ever had more doting parents."

Mary Buick, 205 Abbey Road, Birmingham, Michigan,
In tune with the times Is working at the Ford Motor Com-
pany In Highland Park on the Sperry Director for anti-air-

craft fire. Mary says that her job is often seven days a week
and there is not much time for anything but her victory
garden.

Marjorie Burford is married to OUinger Crenshaw, who
is a professor at Washington and Lee; they live at 613
Marshall Street, Lexington, Virginia. Their son, Albert Bur-
ford, is eight months old. Marj's Interests Include music,
reading, gardening and the Children's Clinic of Lexington.

Mary Elizabeth Clemons, 2 02 Brookwood Drive, Chat-
tanooga, Tennessee, is married to Albert Porzelius( Univer-
sity of Missouri) who Is now manager of the City Water
Compan)'. Their daughter, Bcttle Bertha, is now three )'ears

old. Mary Elizabeth writes, "We have a WAAC Training
Center here now and Madeline Hawes, ex '3 3, is head of

the public relations department. She Is just a knockout.
Have just finished a term as president of the Junior
League and have been to several League Conferences and
my S. B. days have been worth their weight in gold be-

cause I have always run Into so many Sweet Briar girls."

Doris Crane was married in 193 8 to Samuel C. Loveland,

Jr. (Princeton) and they are now living at 8251 Hazel-

wood Drive, Bethseda, Maryland. Her husband is in marine

transportation with the Maritime Commission for the

duration. They have two children: Samuel Crowley, 3rd,

who Is two years and nine months, and Crane Smith, who
Is just eleven months. Doris writes, "We have been In

Washington since September 1942. Met Kitty Howze on

the street one day and she is the only Sweet Briarlte I have

seen here. I spent a month In Florida with the children

trying to absorb enough sunshine to rid ourselves of the

colds we have had since our arrival.

Nevil Crute was married In 1942 to Winfield Holmes
(Texas University) a business analyst. The)' are living at

1853 Sul Ross, Houston, Texas. Nevil's interests include
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tennis, liclpini; out whi.'n neeJcd as l.ib-tcchnician, victory

garden and Red Cross surgical dressings.

Jane Culbertson was married in 1942 to Julian Peeples,

Jr. (University of Miami) who is now a private in the

Army Air Force. Jane is now living at 1362 S.W. Second

Street, Miami, Florida, but is presently leaving for Victor-

ville, California to join her husband. Jane writes, "Had a

letter from Martha Boss at Christmas and she and Char-

lotte Tamblyn are both living in California in the vicinity

of Los Angeles so we all hope to get together and talk over

old times."

Blanche Davies is married to Marvin Barloon (Harvard),

who is a professor at the Harvard Business School. They
have a son, Jonathan Peter, who is just six weeks old. The
Barloons live at 10 Forest Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Ruth Davies was married in 193 5 to Robert Young, an

alumnus of Yale who is now a Lieutenant in the Navy.

Ruth is living at her mother's home for the duration at

310 North Mountain Avenue, Upper Montclair, New Jer-

sey. She has a position as secretary and office manager for

three dentists.

Emily Denton was married in 1937 to Edward Tunis

(University of Virginia) and at present an agency manager.

They have a daughter Lelia Lenox who is four this month.

Emily lives in Springfield, Massachusetts, at 195 Norfolk

Street.

Elizabeth Giesen was married in 1939 to Robert Lindsay

(Stanford) and they live at 2743 Woolsey Street, Berkeley,

California. Her husband is general manager of a war plant.

Their two daughters are Karen Elizabeth, three years, and

Sandra, nineteen months. Elizabeth writes, "I share a prac-

tical nurse with six other people. She comes every Tuesday

to care for the children—aside from that I am really

grounded."

Sue Graves (Mrs. William K. Stubbs) has two children.

Sue Graves, four years, and William King, two years. Sue's

husband (Tulanc University) is an architect and they live

at 2105 Island Drive, Monroe, Louisiana.

Margery Gubelman was married in 1937 to Clark
Hastert (University of Nebraska) who is an engineer. The
Hasterts have lived in Hawaii since their marriage and
their present address is Lanikai, Oahu, Territory of Hawaii.

Marge has three children: Mark, two and a half; and twins,

Carol and Constance, age two months. Marge writes, "My
main interest these days is our twin babies. I find little time

for anything else except to take my son to the beach. The
islands have changed a lot since the war, but we still love

it here and we are quite used to the nightly blackout,

carrying gas masks, etc."

Belle Clay Hancock is married to Asa Atkins and they

are living at 3646 Grandin Road, Cincinnati, Ohio. They
have two children: Louise, four years and Asa Clay, three

years. Belle's interests include clubs, war work. Junior

League and Red Cross.

Sara Houston is now Mrs. Hugh L. Baker and lives on
Gnome Trail, Lookout Mountain, Tennessee. Her husband
is manager of a Shell Plant. Their son, Hugh Stephen, 2nd
is eighteen months old. Sara writes, "Hugh and I have been
in the home we built for just four years and it's somewhat
of a struggle to terrace and plant on the brow of Lookout
Mountain but we have done it ourselves and have loved it."

Kathrina Howze is married to Robert Maclellan (Dart-
mouth) and at present a major in the Army. Their present

address is 3020 Tilden Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.
However, just before the war the Maclellans too built a new
home on Lookout Mountain, Tennessee. Kitty's interests

include Junior League, Chattanooga Art Association and
Red Cross work.

Mary Imbrie, 2 5 South Evergreen Avenue, Woodbury,
New Jersey, is now secretary to S. C. Loveland, Inc., in

Philadelphia. Mary writes that she saw Helen Bond a few
weeks ago in Philadelphia and spent New Year's Day at

her home in Wilmington, Delaware where she saw Frances

Quinn Bond.

Mary's sister, Margaret Imbrie, who is also living in

Woodbury, is a librarian at the Research Laboratory of the

Explosive Department of DuPont Company in Gibbstown,
New Jersey.

Ella Jesse was married in 1940 to Robert E. Latham, an
instructor at Episcopal High School, in Alexandria, Vir-
ginia. They have two children: Martha Pendleton, two
years, and Robert Edward, ten months. Ella hears from
Sue Graves Stubbs frequently and recently saw Carolyn
Wilson Hunt.

Sue Johnson was married in 193 8 to Alden Simpson, an
alumnus of the University of Alabama, and at present,
manager of the Greenville Office of Corn Products Sales
Company. The Simpsons live at 245 McDaniel Avenue,
Greenville, South Carolina, and have two children: Allen
Johnson. 3', years old, and J. Alden Simpson, Jr., two
years. Sue's interests include various social agencies in

Greenville and has just served as president of the Junior
Charities.

Lena Heath Jones was married in 1937 to Thomas Craig,
a graduate of the University of South Carolina and Har-
vard Business School. The Craig address is Box 846, Spart-
anburg, South Carolina, they have a daughter, Susan Heath,
who is one year old. Lena and her family live on a farm

—

so gardening is among her chief interests along with the
Charity League and Red Cross work.

Ellen Kelly is married to Marion Follin, Jr., who is in the
insurance business. They have two children: Elizabeth, 3

years, and Marion Gedding, 1 year; and live at 307 Went-
worth Drive, Greensboro, North Carolina. Ellen's interests

include Red Cross and church work.

Margaret Troy Lanier is married to Clifton A. Wood-
rum, Jr., a lawyer, who is now a major in the Marine Corps.
They have two boys: Clifton, 3rd, and Milton Lanier, 4^2
years and eight months, respectively. Margaret's address is

1440 Va.-May, Lajolla, California. Her interests include:
Gray Lady and other Red Cross work, gardening and
athletics "so I can keep up with the boys."

Gerry Mallory, 169 East Clinton Avenue, Tenafly, New
Jersey, places Sweet Briar as her first interest. Gerry works
at the War Work Office of Civilian Defense, and the Engle-
wood Hospital Maternity Service. She plans "to get down
to S.B.C. for Commencement week. Just hope my O. C. D.
job will shape up so I can skip out for those few days."

From Helen and Jane Martin, Three Tuns, Ambler,
Pennsylvania, we hear that the former is a laboratory tech-
nician in a hospital. Helen writes, "I live in the country and
you cannot get far on one and a half gallons of gas a week."
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Jane is an interviewer in the Personnel Department of the

National Union Radio Corporation.

Alice Martin is now Mrs. Thomas Randolph Cooper and

they live at 12 5 State Street, Lexington, Kentucky. Alice's

husband is a Captain in the Army Enginneers.

Connie Murray was married to Jac Weller in 193 6. Her
husband, a graduate of Princeton, is at present an electrical

engineer with Eastern Aircraft. Cornelia, herself, has a

position as President of G. R. Murray, Inc. (an insurance

and real estate business). Her address is Herron Road,

Princeton, New Jersey.

Mary Kate Patton is Mrs. St. Clair Bromfiield, Jr., and

her address is P. O. Box 445, Loudonville, New York. They

have two daughters, Betsy, age live years, and Susan, age

three. Mary Kate's interests include music, reading, garden-

ing, Red Cross work and Neighborhood Civilian Defense

work.

Frances Powell was married in 1936 to Charles Zoppa
{University of Alabama), manager of the Goodrich Rubber
Company. They have a daughter, Suzanne, age four and a

half years. The Zoppas live in Richmond at Westmoreland

Place. Fran is enthusiastic about the Tuckahoe Woman's
club, and the Red Cross Motor Corps. She also teaches First

Aid and is President of the Sweet Briar alumnae club of

Richmond this year.

Mildred Redmond was recently married to C. D.

Vaughan, who is at present a second Lieutenant in the

Infantry. Mildred has a position as buyer for the curtain,

drapery, slipcover, decorating department at Davison-

Paxon Company, Atlanta. Mildred writes, "My job has

kept me very busy lately. With merchandise so hard to buy

I have spent two weeks of every month in New York.

However, am leaving May first for the University of Mich-

igan to be with my husband as long as he is stationed

there." Mildred's permanent address is 5 Rock Dell Lane,

Birmingham, Alabama.

Marjorie Ris is Mrs. John W. Hand and lives at 317

Greenway Road, Ridgewood, New Jersey. Her husband is

a lawyer and they have two children: Harriet, age six years,

and Carol Elizabeth, age three.

Mary Bess Roberts lives at 7 Elliwood Avenue, Char-
lottesville, Virginia. At present she is taking a special War
Training course for E.S.M.W.T. to be a junior engineer, at

the University of Virginia. Her interests include A.A.U.W.,
church work, victory gardening, home nursing and knit-

ting.

Josephine Rucker was married in 1936 to Lewis F.

Powell, lawyer, alumnus of Washington and Lee and Har-
vard, now a captain in the Army Air Force. They have

two children: Josephine McRae, five years, and Ann Pendle-

ton, three years. Jo's interests include: Junior League;

Junior Board of the Retreat for the Sick Hospital; and the

Woman's club of which she is vice-president. Jo's address

is 1238 Rothesay Road, Richmond, Virginia.

Warwick Rust's husband is Robert R. Brown, minister

of St. Pauls Episcopal Church, in Waco, Texas. They have
two children: Anne Warwick, four years, and Robert Laid-

law, two. Warwick writes, "There are almost no Sweet
Briar people here. My activities are principally in connec-
tion with the church work and the soldiers. However, I am
doing some work with the Child Study Forum of which 1

am president." The Browns address in Waco is 3112 Ethel
Street.

Charlotte Tamblyn was married in 1934 to Nathan
Tufts, Jr. (Cornell University) whose business is radio

advertising. Remember his Vox Pop program at Sweet
Briar last year? They are living in North Hollywood,
California, at 4545 Areola Avenue. The Tufts have two
children: Bradley Nickerson, 5

'/z years, and David Tam-
blyn, 3 ' 2 years. Charlotte's interests include knitting and
war work—she is publicity chairman for the San Fernando
Valley Civihan Defense Office. She wrote us "I'm going to

night school, brushing up on stenography and also manage
to do a lot of civilian defense office work. I'm planning to

spend my husband's vacation helping to harvest crops,

after which I shall gleefully get a manicure and resume
my indolent life."

Jean van Home is married to Malcolm Baber, an alumnus
of Yale and, at present, a Lieutenant Commander, U.S.

N.R. Jean lives at 2 50 South Seventeenth Street, Philadel-

phia, and has a part-time secretarial position.

Leila Van Leer was married in 193 8 to Donald Schwaab
(Princeton), lawyer, at present a lieutenant in the Navy.
They have two children: Donna Lee, age three years and

Linda, two months. Lelia lives at 218 Tunbridge, Balti-

more, Maryland.

Langhorne Watts married George Austen, Jr. (Princeton

and the Harvard Medical School) in 1934. Dr. Austen

is a surgeon with the Army Medical Corps and Lang-

horne will be living at Trents Ferry Road, Lynchburg,

Virginia, for the duration. The Austens have three chil-

dren: Sarah Langhorne, 7 years; Julia Townsend, 4 years;

and George, 2 years. Langhorne's interests include: Red
Cross Home Service, Church work and the Junior League.

She writes, "My three children and I have been back in

Lynchburg for almost a year now as George, ( a major)

has been in Australia with the Harvard Medical Unit since

May a year ago."

Margaret Wayland was married in 1936 to Robert Tay-

lor (University of Virginia), a lawyer. They have two

children: Robert, Jr., five years old and George Wayland,

three. The Taylors live at 22 Cameron Lane, Charlottes-

ville, Virginia. Peggy writes, "If I could give you a day by

day account of the antics of my two boys and a house-

keeping guide it would best tell you how I spend my time.

Recently we have been doing and thinking nothing but

Red Cross as Robert is War Fund Chairman for Charlottes-

ville and Albemarle County."

Carolyn Wilson is married to R. C. Hunt, a lawyer, and

their address is Fairyland, Lookout Mountain, Tennessee.

The Hunts have two children: Sally, age five years and

Amelia, three. Carolyn writes, "I have just visited Mary

Kate Patton and we had a grand time. She has not changed

a bit—still looks like a httle girl. Her children are adorable

—practically the same age as my two.

I should like to express my appreciation to all the girls

who wrote to me and who sent snapshots of their children.

The Alumnae News does not afford space for all these

attractive youngsters and we could not possibly choose

among them. The pictures have been pasted in our perma-

nent class record at Sweet Briar and you may see all of

(Confhiiifd on [rage 15)
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I'nsiiliiit Dolly Nichohdii Ta/c, Jackie ami Carolhic

After Five Years

How well I remember "Don't forget our reunion!"
echoing through Gray and Carson, and from cars

overloaded with mementos of a wonderful stay at the

Patch, as seventy-eight sad, red-eyed females bade each
other adieu in June 193 8.

Well, the time for reuniting has rolled around and once
again these same, though much more worldly-wise, Briarites

are sad, for our plans of a bigger and better reunion have
gone up in the smoke and debris of total war. Thank good-
ness for the press, through which medium I can knit our
thoughts together by relating to you timely tales of the

class of '3 8.

I must tell you now—your response to my inquiries dur-
ing the last two months has been wonderful. For a change
my mailbox was crammed, the postman was flabbergasted,

and I spent the better part of each day reading and re-

reading your replies. It's been such fun hearing from you

—

I wish each of you could read the others' letters. All of

you report many and varied activities; consequently, I ap-

preciate even more your taking time out to write—and
trust that each Individual reading this will feel a thrill of

pleasure in hearing from classmates long since scattered

hither and yon.

My first impulse was to write long, healthy paragraphs

on each person. In short order I found myself getting into

volumes and making no progress at all. Therefore, I am
apologetically briefing my report and trust the accounts

below will be more factual, though less ornamentally

phrased.

Gertrude Alexanderson (Mrs. Charles M. Young, 877
Bedford Rd., Schenectady, N. Y.)—Yale husband is with
General Electric . . . They are thrilled over their first child

... At present Alex passes the time at Junior League Board
of Welfare, Nutrition Committee, Child Care Committee,
Family Service Bureau Board.

Frances Bailey (Mrs. George M. Brooke, Jr., 323 S. Main
St., Lexington, Va.)—V. M. I. husband instructs at V. M.
I. and W. & L. . . . Housekeeping, knitting, sewing for
Bundles for America, Red Cross and Junior League are her
pastimes . . . Admits it's aging to watch Sweet Briar girls

at the hops!

Judy Bemis (Mrs. Alan C. Wills, 3 5 E. 9th St., New
York City)—Husband is Army Air Corps Intelligence

Officer (Lt.) in North Africa. Judy helps on home front
with job in Priorities Division of Procurement Dept. of
Ford Instrument Company, Inc., Long Island . . . Sees Lew
Griffith Longstaff frequently who has a daughter. Sue Carol
. . . Also sees Lucy T.

Mabby Berckmans (Mrs. David B. Canby, now in Wil-
mington, Delaware, 1401 Broom Street.)—Princeton hus-

band is with du Pont . . . One-year-old daughter Anne
Perrine doesn't like milk, has huge eyes, and is very strong

. . . Besides housekeeping (when not moving) Mabby does

Red Cross and Civilian Defense work.

Lyn Biedenharn (Mrs. Nathan L. Swayze, Jr., Yazoo
City, Miss.)—Texas U. husband with Southland Oil Re-
finery . . . Lyn is part-time supervisor of Surgical Dressing

Room, is actively interested in nurses' aide-ing, Garden
Club, and Motor Corps . . . Hears from Cobby occasion-

ally.

Georgia Black (Mrs. Richard Kievit, Jr., 612 Shelton

Rd., Ridgewood, N. J.)—Husband is with Wright Aero-

nautical Corp . . . Son Dickie, age three, a Victory Garden,

being Air Raid Warden, etc., have reduced G. to a mere

123 lbs.

Betty Bowley (4549 Main St,. Kansas City, Mo.)— Is

secretary to editor of "The Northwestern Miller" . . . Red
Cross war fund worker . . . Reports that Hope Hastorf

when last heard from was working in American Cyanamid
Laboratory, and that Nancy McCandlish is engaged . . .

Congratulations on keeping up your piano, Betty!

Marion Brown (Mrs. Robert Alan Zaiser, 2200 Coffee

Pot Dr., St. Petersburg, Fla.)—West Point husband is

major in bombardment, AAF, . . . 14-months-old

Alan Lewelly is husky, with 40-word vocabulary . . .

Besides housekeeping. Brownie is Junior Red Cross chair-

man. Junior League Children's Theatre Chairman, member
of Air Warning Service, Little Theatre and Red Cross

Camp and Hospital Council, etc. . . . No wonder you've

lost too much weight!

{Coiil'iiiucil from jmac 14)

them when you visit campus. The alumnae secretary

promises too, to send the book to any group who may stage

a small reunion anywhere if they ask for it.

I hope that all of you who did not return their question-

naires will send me news of yourselves so that yous achieve-

ments may go on file also and so that our record may be a

truly complete one. It has been an enriching experience to

refresh my acquaintance with each one of you.

Here's to a glorious reunion back at Sweet Briar after

the war.

Langhornf. Watts Austen
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Florence Caven (Mrs. Ralph Crosjioe, 2U03 County

Ave., Tcxarkana, Ark.)—Texas U. husband Is Civihan

Navy r-hght and Ground Instructor . . . Son Ralph Caven

— 15-months—is all absorbing except for organ lessons,

Junior Service League, Junior Currents Topics Club and

Red Cross.

Ruth Chartencr (94 Fourth Ave., New York City)—
has a job as textile chemist with Ciba Company . . . At-

tends night school classes in textiles, and scjs Toto SL-rgcant

and Marguerite Meyers frequently.

Mary J. Cobb (Mrs. Frank W. Hulse, Decatur, Ala.)—
Georgia Tech husband is flier, contacting Army Aviation

Schools in Georgia and S. C. . . . Cobby is involved with

Red Cross, Motor Corps and Junior League, but mostly

flies with husband . . . See Briarites at every turn . . .

Same old Cobby.

Margaret Coleman (740 5 Hampton Blvd., Norfolk,

Va.) is engaged to Charles Ford of Columbia, S. C, Navy

flier . . . Marguerite selects movies for theatres at Naval

Air Station, Norfolk, and Navy Yard, Plymoth, Va . . .

Entertains celebrities and on the side does a little book-

keeping.

Fritz Cordes (Mrs. Franklin David Hoffman, 29 Clop-

per Ave., Greensburg, Pa.)—Husband is captain in Army

Medical Corps overseas with 93rd Evacuation Hospital . . .

Baby Christiana McMahan sounds charming—a real Christ-

mas present! Being Red Cross Staff Assistant and working

with convalescent cardiac children keeps time from drag-

ging while Frank is away.

Betty Dail (Mrs. Robert Adair ^>/ilson, 45 16 Stanford

St., Chevy Chase, Md.)—U. of Cincinnati husband is

lawyer . . . Dail keeps in close touch with Anne Luck Lan-

caster, Billy Heizer Hiekcnlooper, and Polly Holloway . . .

Besides corresponding, and nursing Dail Adair—7-months-

old son, etc., Dail has very few idle moments.

Barbara Derr (Mrs. Arthur L Chenoweth, 1303 York

Ave., New York City)—Husband is graduate of Univers-

ity of Alabama and Cornell Medical School, now resident in

surgery at New York Hospital . . . Babbie does Red Cross

work.

Justine Domhoff (Mrs. Robert M. Wright, Jr., 208 N.

Homewood Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.)—Husband is owner of

trucking company, and Tine is secretary in law department

of U. S. Steel Corporation of Delaware ... On the side

knits and takes First Aid . . . Never sees any Briarites.

Virginia Eady (Nunnlea, Hurstbourne Lane, Louisville,

Ky.)—Does as much as ever! Works for War Bond Head-

quarters for Kentucky, and on the outside is on the Board

of the Junior League and Office of Civilian Defense, Hos-

pital Clinics and Red Cross—Eady reports a Richmond, as

well as a U. Va. reunion at the Cary wedding in Louis-

ville . . . Furthermore, she has plans up her sleeve, but "not

for publication."

Dot Evans (Mrs. Frank Haveron, Jr., 62 10 Sunshine

Ave., Norfolk, Va.)—Husband Frank is Navy Ensign and

Wendy Ann (age 8 months) is in his own image . . .

dimples and all!

Jin Faulkner (Mrs. William G. Mathews, Jr., 1631

Quarrier St., Charleston, W. Va.)—Cavalier husband is

Pfc.in Army Air Corps in Mississippi ... Jin is a bank clerk

with church, choir and Junior League activities on the out-

side . . . Bill was gobbled up by the Army two weeks after

their wedding!

Barbara Ferguson (Mrs. J. Mason Lincoln, 613 Pleasant

St., Framingham Centre, Mass.)—Husband in wholesale

paper business . . . and Joy of Joys they have a John Mason,
age 18 months, and a daughter, Nancy Ferguson, born
March 11, 1943 . . . Established in a 1741, barn-red house

with pigs, chickens and garden (all outside of the house, of

course) makes everything absolutely perfect.

Barbara Fish (Mrs. H. M. Schiebel, 1410 Penn. Ave.,

Durham, N. C.)—Husband graduated at Hopkins in surg-

ery . . . Bobbie interested in Girl Scouts, Victory Garden
and their two dogs . . . plus Duke Hospital Auxiliary and
Red Cross Gray Ladies and U. S. O.

Macky Fuller (Mrs. David M. Kellogg, Jr., 278
Twelfth St., N. E., Atlanta, Ga.)—Yale husband is with
Lever Bros. Co. . . . Anne Valleau, two years old, is precious

. . . Junior League and Red Cross Staff Assistant work,
plus Victory Book Drive and rolling bandages keep busy

Macky as involved as ever.

Katharine Gardener (Mrs. Walter Stevenson, Jr., 1405
N. 5th St., Temple, Texas)—Husband is captain in Medi-
cal Corps . . . Two boys, Walter IH, and John Gardener
demand her constant attention . . . Kitty has seen Miss

Staael in the Physical Therapy Dept. at McCloskey Gen-
eral Hospital in Temple.

Bessie Garbee (Mrs. C. J. Siegrist, Jr., 3 245 Orange St.,

Riverside, Calif.)—V. P. I. husband is captain in Coast
Artillery . . Baby Clifford Joseph, III keeps her on her

toes . . . Has seen no Briarites there.

Dorothy Gipe (Mrs. John Keller Clement, 211 Regent
St., Lansing, Mich.)—Husband is Cornell graduate in en-

gineering, at present a 1st Lt. in Army Ordnance . . .

Besides domestic interests. Dotty belongs to A. A. U. W.,

Junior League and helps with Civilian Defense Child Care

and War Nurseries.

Peggy Greene (Mrs. John F. Michel, 14 Hemlock Rd.,

Bronxville, N. Y.)—Husband went to M. I. T. and West
Point and is now captain in Engineering branch of Army
. . . Peg has worked in Defense plant and done occupational

therapy with t. b. patients.

"Shanghai" Gregory (Johns Hopkins Hospital—Mar-
burg Division—Baltimore, Md.) pursues arduously a medi-

cal career and so far has been most successful . . . Job is

fulltimc.

Winfred Hagberg (Mrs. Stanton K. St. Peter, 272 8

Sixteenth St., San Francisco, Calif.)—Husband is second

lieutenant in Army Dental Corps Reserve, at present a

senior in dental college . . . Winnie is secretary in War
Manpower Commission local office there.

Josephine Happ (Mrs. Spain Willingham, 410 Jackson

Springs Rd., Macon, Ga.)—Husband, formerly an archi-

tect, now Lt. (j.g.) in U. S. N. R. . . . Son Joseph Happ
is a year old . . . Junior League and Red Cross are outside

interests.

Claire Handerson (Mrs. Carroll H. Chapin, 22701 Fair-

mount Blvd., Shaker Heights, Ohio)—Husband is vice-

president of Colonnade Co., and like the rest of our fellas

expects to become a warrior eventually . . . Our class sec-

retary herself is busy with Red Cross, Victory Garden,

College Club, and most especially young Connie.
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Helen Hays (Mrs. Francis J. Crowley, 18430 Kinsman

Rd., Shaker Heights, Ohio)—Husband is vice-president of

chemical company . . . Helen's reply to me was written

three days after red-haired James Tyner arrived ... He
and Carol, age two, promise to center her activities at home

for some time.

Shirley Haywood (Mrs. Thos. W. Alexadner, Jr., Sou-

that Cottage, 11 1th St., Virginia Beach, Va.)—U. of N. C.

husband is Lt. in Navy . . . Young Tommy and house-

keeping since moving there have absorbed all her time.

Billy Heizer (Mrs. Smith Hickenlooper, Jr., 1147 Beverly

Hills Drive, Cincinnati, Ohio)—Yale husband is en-

gineer and young "Skipper"— IS months—evidently takes

after him mightily in that he removes bolts from his crib

and completely disintegrates his Kiddie Kar! Work at Chil-

dren's Hospital and Thrift Shop keeps Billy busy—not to

mention her superdupier Victory Garden.

Helen Hesson (Mrs. Sidney Binns, Providence Forge,

Va.)—Husband is resident manager of Lay held Motor Co.

. . . Helen herself is superintendent of Public Welfare,

Charles City County; furthermore, is in C. D. work as

chief mobilization othcer for County . . . Besides belonging

to Junior Woman's Club, she is a member of County

Rationing Board and Food Administrator . . . What tireless

energy!

Alice Hooper (U. S. Marine Hospital, New Orleans,

La.)—does confidential work for the government—an im-

pressive position, to say the least.

Kay Hoyt (152 Forest Ave., Caldwell, N. J.)—is secre-

tary to partner in law firm dealing mostly with labor rela-

tions. Dramatic Club and First Aid courses fill her spare

time . . . Keeps in touch with Adele, Lucy T., Judy, Lew
and Macky ... a goodly group.

Rose Hyde (Mrs. Herbert Peck Fales, 3 503 Woodley

Road, Washington, D. C.) Husband is with State Depart-

ment as Foreign Service Officer . . . Junior League and Red

Cross are the only things able to lure Rose away from

Willia Foster (three) and Alice Peck (7 months) . . . They

sound adorable.

Cecily Jansen (Mrs. Charles R. Kcndrick, 13 00 Race

St., Denver, Colo.) Princeton-graduate husband is Pfc. in

Army Air Corps . . . Junior League and Red Cross plus

Civic Symphony and golf are her minor obsessions, chief

one being Charles Richard, Jr., 14 months.

Jane Kent (Mrs. Rexford Titus, Jr., Box 531, Smithville,

Texas)—Yale husband is a 2nd Lt. in Army Quartermaster

Corps . . . Jane reports that Cornelia Hicks (Mrs. William

Kaufman) is home from Pearl Harbor with her baby son.

Rebecca Kunkle (Mrs. Frederic W. Hogue, 2996 E.

132 St., Cleveland Ohio)—Husband (Western Reserve)

is Ensign in the Navy . . . Junior League volunteer work.

Nurses' Aide (Becky aided Helen Hays Crowley!) . . .

Blood Donor Service and Women's City Club prove how

busy she stays.

Lloyd Lanier (Mrs. J. Nathan Elliott, Jr., 3 5 64 Erie

Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio)—Husband, lawyer by profession,

is Ensign in the Navy . . . Junior League Volunteer Work,

Babies Milk Fund, Red Cross Motor Corps and Blood Donor

service are Lloyd's impressive activities.

Adele Letcher (Mrs. Jonathan Harvey, 110 Rodney St.,

Glen Rock, N. J.)—Dartmouth husband is C.P.A., and

they have Great Expectations for September. Red Cross

work and her recently-acquired bungalow take all her time

and energy.

Anne Luck (Mrs. Albert B. Lancaster, 2100 Connecticut
Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.)—V.P.I. Albert is now
a 1st Lt. in Army and they see lots of Briarites in the Capi-
tal City . . . Bemg a recent bride Anne's main pastime is

housekeeping.

Howell Lykes (Mrs. Richard C. Coltcn, 1033 Ontario
St., Oak Park, 111.)—Dartmouth husband is Traffic Man-
ager of Western Electric Co. . . . Richard, Jr., 8 months
old, is redheaded and adorable and no doubt is the cause of
Howell's interest in Infant Welfare Society.

Janet Macfarlan (Mrs. C. H. Bergmann, 136 Linden St.,

Ridgewood, N. J.) The omnipresent Carl of 1934-3 8 is

a Lt. in the Army Engineers, in Florida on maneuvers the
last I heard, where Mac was visiting him . . . Nancy Jane
born November 1942 looks like herself only and absorbs
all her mama's time.

Gen Marsh (8 Irving St., Chevy Chase, Md.) is secre-
tary to a lawyer . . . Every now and then she runs across
Bobby Cross Reece and Janie Weimer Shepherd.

Marguerite Meyers (217 E. 57th St., New York City)
is secretary in large gift shop at Radio City, teaches Sun-
day School and is interested greatly in church work.

Alyce Mitchell (Madison Heights, Va.)—is actively
involved in A.A.U.W., instructor of physical education,
chairman of Stamp and Bond Sale in Madison Heights
High School.

Sigur Moore (Mrs. Quincy Myers Whitaker, 1707 N.
Penn., Indianapolis, Ind.)—Husband (U.N.C.) is pro-
duction manager of defense plant and Sigur housekeeps for
him and Joel Whitaker, II, who has blond hair and blue
eyes and like his daddy. Besides this fulltime job, she is in

Junior League, Junior Auxiliary Day Nursery Association,

Women's Committee Symphony Orchestra, etc. . . . Corre-
sponds with Anne Philbin Ellis, Carolyn Staman Ogilvie,

and Harriet Daniel Herd—all ex-3 8'ers.

Vesta Murray (Mrs. Edward W. Haselden, 300 5 N. Bay
Rd., Miami Beach, Fla.)—Eddie, a Citadel graduate, is 1st

Lt. in Army Air Force . . . Good news is that a little "Fish

Face" is about to put in an appearance any time now . . .

Ves has seen Mary Thompson Ball and Nell Winship (ex-

38) recently . . . and is thoroughly enjoying housekeeping.

Lucile Sergeant (92 Ralph Ave., White Plains, N. Y.)

has attained the status of Junior Engineer at Wright Aero-

nautical Corporation, builds and tears down machines . . .

Manages to sing in chcir at home on Sundays . . . Has
seen Jeff Welles at the Opera once, and Ruth Chartener

more often.

Pollyanna Shotwell (Mrs. Robert A. Holloway, 1715

St. Rose Street, Baton Rouge, La.) Robert is with the

Civil Service and both are supremely proud of Susan, born

January 31, 1943 ... A chance meeting with Judy Bemis

Wills has been her only Briarite contact for manv moons.

Jessie Silvers (Mrs. J. Edgar Bennett, Oakland Heights,

Statesville, N. C.)—Yale Ed is Superintendent of Carna-

tion Co. Milk plant there . . . and their pride and joy is

"Squeegie," 23 months old—a regular prodigy. (Forgot

to say, he's a cute wire-haired terrier!) . . . Jess is ward

chairman of Salvage collection, secretary of Woman's Club,
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ward leader of Food Conservation Campaign, Program

chairman of Church Circle and also does Red Cross work.

Betty Mead Smartt (Mrs. H. Clay Evans Johnson, 18

Water St., Charleston, S. C.)—Clay is Lt. (j.g.) in U.S.

N.R. and Betsy, their offspring with lashes a la Barge, is

a precious handful . . . Although maidless, Smeady does

Junior League and U.S.O. work and is a Block Leader . . .

Her community is a veritable beehive of Briarites with

Nancy Old .Vlercer, Anne Cooke and Beda Carlson Calhoun

on hand . . . Rilma and Lucy T. have paid her visits

recently.

Kate Sulzberger (Mrs. Rudolph Hecht, 3601 Labyrinth

Road, Baltimore, Md.) Husband is captain in Medical Corps

and Katie spends her time at the Filter Center, Ration

Board, etc. . . . Has seen Janet Bogue Trimble and Fritz

quite frequently.

Molly Talcott (Mrs. E. Griffith Dodson, Jr., 1524 Park

Ave., Richmond, Va.) Cavalier Griff is in the Navy, but

Archer, year-old daughter, helps Molly pass the time while

he is away . . . Navy League Club, Red Cross and Junior

League are her outside interests.

Lucy Taliaferro (305 N. Union Ave., Cranford, New
Jersey) is secretary in Production Engineering Section of

Army Air Corps while fiance, Lt. Charley Nickerson, is

overseas in the Air Corps . . . News is that long-lost M. J.

Miller (ex-'3 8 Hein) whose husband is in Hawaii will have

news in July. Congratulations on this scoop, Lucy T.

Mary Thompson, (Mrs. Charles A. Ball, River House,

Fort Myers, Fla.)—Charlie is captain in Army Air Force

. . . Red Cross and Junior League Clinic, but mostly house-

keeping, keep Thompson from being idle.

Dorothy Tison (Mrs. James B. Campbell, 5 2 Killington

Ave., Rutland, Vt.)—who grabbed herself a real he-man,
a Sergeant in the Marines, is stationed with him in New
England . . . Tison has seen Genie in Miami and Fergie in

Boston, so has really done some gadding . . . but manages
to fry donuts, bake cakes, etc., in between . . . Makes me
hungry. . . .

Sarah Tomlinson (Mrs. James E. Foscue, 6064 Collins

Ave., Miami Beach, Fla.)—Husband is Army Air Corps
Lieutenant . . . They love their apartment on the beach

and when not housekeeping, Sarah can be found at Red
Cross headquarters . . . Mabbie, Kay and Frannie Bailey

correspond with her regularly . . . Fm really envious.

Maud Tucker (Mrs. Walter Harding Drane, 2 521 Fair-

mount Blvd., Cleveland, Ohio)—Hardy and Maud were

separated for a while when she was evacuated from Hono-
lulu, then they met on the West Coast, and now Maud is

back home while his ship is "out".

Anne Walker (Mrs. Blake Tyler Newton, Jr., 108 17th

St., N.E., Atlanta Ga.). Imagine my amazement when
after writing Jo as "Miss", I learned from her reply she

has a husband in the Navy and a year-old son Blake Tyler,

IIL Belated good wishes, chum . . . This latter fella manages

to leave her only time enough for Motor Corps work.

Margaret Weimer (Mrs. Walton Smith Shepherd, Jr.,

Alban Towers, Washington, D. C.)—Walton is an Army
Major and they are happily stationed in our illustrious

capital where Briarites bump into each other at every corner

. . . Janie has renewed acquaintance with certain St. An-

drews friends and also seen Mr. Perry Laukauff, recently

returned from Germany and now in the State Department.
She and Rose are near neighbors.

Genie Whiteside (Mrs. Ernest O. Winton, 1452 Brickell

Ave., Miami, Fla.) Husband, Ernie, is overseas with Am-
phibian Force of the Navy and Genie is home for the dura-

tion. Writing letters to him and Junior League work
occupy most of her time.

Janice Wiley (Mrs. George Emery Adams, 5 Euclid

Ave., Maplewood, N. J.) — "Bud" departed in March
for Chungking (yes—China!) to open a new office of the

American Foreign Insurance Company ... In his absence

Janice is busy being mother and father to Michael Sterling,

age one . . . On the outside her interests are as varied and

fascinating as ever—music, especially, literature and Braille,

and every phase of war work.

Elinor Wilson (Mrs. E. Graham Gammon, Jr., 327

Woodland Ave., Lynchburg, Va.)—When last heard from,

the Gammons were in St. Pete where Captain Graham was

stationed after a year of combat in Australia and New
Guinea . . . Naturally they are happy to be together again,

and Wilson has little time for outside activities, other

than Red Cross.

Rilma Wilson (1400 Queens Rd., Charlotte, N. C.) is

secretary to Radiologist at Charlotte Memorial Hospital

which entails everything from head-holding to stretcher-

pushing, plus taking dictation ... In her few "off" hours,

Wilsey helps keep up the morale of the men in uniform

. . . Her latest news is of a visit to Smeady in Charleston,

which must have been grand.

Lucy Robb Winston (Winston, Va.) reports that last

year she received her B.F.A. degree in Richmond School of

Art, and that Sue Gibson Davenport (who now has a fine

boy) was one of her instructors! Congrats to you both!

In the fall, she took courses in Religious Education. At
present she is at home busy with housework and Red Cross.

Moselle Worsley (Mrs. Quigg Fletcher— University

Apartments, Durham, N. C.)—M.D. husband has been

interning at Duke University Hospital and Mo in her spare

time helps with United Nations Relief, Junior League and

Red Cross.

I sincerely regret that we have no direct news to report

on Louise Bailey Maguire, Mary Brown-Serman Walke, Lew
Griffith Longstaff, Hope Hastorf, Mary Jane Jones, Nancy
McCandlish, Eylese Miller Latham and Anne Warriner

Sherburne. As for myself, I can't boast a thing distinctive

in view of the fact that all you girls are bearing a much
heavier load than I am. When I look back over this past

year, I find that most of my energies have been directed

to the upbringing of my Caroline, now 16 months old,

who is either a demon 'or an angel on wheels (I can't decide

which) depending on the amount of food and sleep she's

had. My Jack after futile attempts to get in the service

has decided to let Uncle Sam draft his bad eyes, so still is

in the Trust Department of Wachovia Bank here. A Girl

Scout Troop, Junior League Thrift Shop and Defense Com-
mittees, chairmanship of a church circle of old ladies

(majority between 70 and 90) and the simply swell oppor-

tunity to contact each of you has absorbed most of my
time—with a little gardening on the side. I am so grateful

for the response I received and feel you'll be interested in
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a summary of facts and figures below, compiled from 70

replies received from 78 girls.

70 girls married.

29 married girls have no children.

There are 1 8 sons.

There are 1 3 daughters.

19 husbands are in the Army, 17 commissioned, 2 non-

commissioned, 2 in foreign service.

9 husbands are in the Navy, all commissioned, two in

foreign service, one in Marines.

7 husbands are in government or defense work.

20 husbands are in civilian jobs.

5 girls married in 1938, 8 in 1939, 11 In 1940, 17 in

1941, 13 in 1942, and 2 so far in 1943.

22 have not returned since graduation.

19 have jobs, 9 in government or defense work, 10 in

civilian work, none in the service.

Only 5 out of 70 contributed to Alumnae Fund this

year.

Again, to each of you, all sorts of good wishes. Let's con-

tinue to hope for a grand jubilee in June 1948!

Dolly
(Mrs. John A. Tate, Jr.)

548 West End Blvd.

Winston-Salem, N. C.

The Secretary's Nightmare

or

Annie Doesn't Live Here Anymore

In this year of grace, the world has been on the move

and no doubt about it! The moves have been reflected in

the Alumnae Office to the tune of 1,006 changes of address

between November 1, 1942 and June 15.

For about three weeks after every mailing of a magazine

issue or any other second-class matter which goes to the

alumnae, little Chris staggers up from the post office almost

every day with a batch of the "2 cents postage due" notices

which mean a change of address. If a new address is given,

the sum is advanced so that the mail may reach the

addressee. But many of these cards are marked "Removed

—

left no address", which means in many cases that the

alumna goes into the "lost" file here.

Include on your list of llttle-known-facts-about-alumnae

this gem: 99'(. of them apparently do not know that

second-class mail is not forwarded unless postage Is sup-

plied. This leads them to write irate letters to the Alumnae

Secretary, after they have waited si.\ months to give her

ciery opportunity to get their new addresses (by clairvoy-

ance, presumably) and they tell her that they have iiof^

received the last three issues of the Alumnae Ni ws and

What Is The Meaning Of This Carelessness?

A scrutiny of the envelope reveals a new address, which

has never before showed its face in the Alumnae Office.

Next a check is made of the files of Alumnae Fund con-

tributors, and if the Irate Letter-Writer is among them,

and is therefore entitled to receive her magazine, the last

three issues (or whatever number she says she has not

received) are promptly sent to her to new address. If she

has nof contributed to the Fund, the secretary must write

and explain that necessity again, and invite her to join the

Fund Contributors' Club.

What becomes now of the little new address? If it comes

from an alumna who has just been married, the change is

recorded in no less than eight different places in the files.

Changing the stencil for the addressograph machine means

that the old stencil is taken out and discarded and a new

one is made and filed in its proper place. For a simple

change-of-address, five different operations are needed, in-

cluding the cutting of a new address stencil.

Before YOU write an irate letter to the Alumnae Secre-

tary, consider the possibility that you have not previously

sent her notice of your most recent move. At this point,

you will probably reach for a penny postal instead, and

quietly send your change of address. —Bystander
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Nan Puviiii. Hodges '10

Till Board oi Trusties oi Si uart Hall announces

THE APPOINTMENT AS OI- JuNE SECOND

OF

Mrs. William T. Hodges

AS Principal oi the School to succeed

Miss Ophilia S. T. Carr recently resicned

Mrs. Hodges (formerly Miss Annie Marion Powell) brings to her

new work a rich background of educational training and experience. A
bachelor of arts from Sweet Briar College and a master of arts from

Columbia University, she was for three years after her graduation

instructor of English at Sweet Briar. Later she was instructor of Eng-

lish at the State Teachers College in Farmville, head of the department

of English at Sullins College, Bristol, and professor of English at the

College of William and Mary, Williamsburg.

Her administrative experience includes successful periods as Princi-

pal of Chatham Hall, Dean of Women at the College of William and

Mary and Headmistress of Collegiate School for Girls in Richmond.

Staunton, Virginia June 2, 1943

The above announcement will be read with renewed pride in the hearts of many alumnae in this member of our first

graduation class. Nan Powell Hodges has been always a loyal, enthusiastic alumna. She served as president of the

Alumnae Association from 1910-1912 and again from 193 0-1932. She has been an active member of both the Norfolk

and Richmond alumnae clubs. Her generous confidence in young people, her understanding of their needs and her evi-

dent pleasure in working with them make us feel that Stuart Hall has made a wise choice.

Honors Awarded at Commencement, June 14, 1943

GENERAL HONORS
Magna Cum Laude

Anne Schilling Mcjunkin (Charleston, West Virginia)

Harriet Stuart Pullen (Asheville, North Carolina)

Frances-Scott Simmons McConnell (Washington, D. C.)

Cum Laudc

Mary Stewart Carter (Atlanta, Georgia)

Dorothy Marie Stauber (Havana, Cuba)

Honors Plan of Sfudy

Carol Minor Tanner (Richmond, Virginia)

With High Honors in English

Harriet Stuart Pullen

With High Honors in English

Barbara Briggs (Cincinnati, Ohio)
With Honors in English

Honor Scholarships

The 1943 winners of the scholarships awarded annually

to the highest ranking members of the Junior, Sophomore

,ind Freshman classes are:

For the Junior Class—Virginia Leslie Burgess (Wash-

ington, D. C.

)

For the Sophomore Class—Jean Bissell Ridlcr (W'llming-

ton, Delaware)

For the Freshman Class — Margaret Gaines Swann

(Winter Haven, Florida)
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The Manson Memorial Scholar

M-
ARIAN MAULL SHANLEY, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Connor
B. Shanley, Mcrniod Place, Klrkwood, Missouri, was awarded the

Manson Memorial Alumnae Scholarship for 1943-1944 at the Com-
mencement Exercises on June 14, 1945. This full-tuition scholarship

given by the alumnae in memory of Mr. N. C. Manson, a former member
of the Board of Directors, is given on the basis of "all-round qualities

representative of the best traditions of the college" in addition to her

scholastic record.

Marian, who will begin her senior \ear next September, has already

begun her plans and work as Chairman of the Student Funds Committee,

to which she was elected earlier this Spring. Her task is to plan and

carry out the entire program of fund-raising for all relief agencies to

which the students contribute during 1943-1944. She is feature editor of

the Slice/ Briar Neui and she has charge of costumes for Choreography,

one of the dance groups. This year, Marian served as the very able chair-

man of the Christmas Bazaar, staged annually under the auspices of the

Funds Committee. She has been named on the Dean's list several times

for her scholastic achievements. The costuming of all members of the

May Dav pageant this year was in her hands, and, in addition, she has

been a member of the Choir for the past two years.

Alumnae will recall with interest the names of Manson Memorial Scholars since the award was made in 1925. To
this company we are pleased to add the name of Marian Shanley. Mary E. Loughery Arthur, 1926; Josephine Snowden
Durham, 1927; Ann Beth Price Clark, 1928; Esther Tyler Campbell, 1929; Martha Lee Poston, first semester, 1930;

Mildred Stone Green, second semester, 1930; Dorothy Boyle Charles, 1931; Hazel Stamps Collins, 1932; Abigail

Shepherd Bean, 1933; Bonnie Wood Stookey, 1934; Eleanor Alcott Bromley, 1934; Jacquelyn Strickland Dwelle, 1935;

Betty Cocke W'infree, 1936; Ellen Lee Snodgrass Park. 1937; Frances Faulkner, 1938; Ann Nivison Parks, 1939; Betty

Lee Kopper, 1940; Helen Anne Littleton Hauslein, 1941; Elizabeth Hanger, 1942; Mary Page Ruth, 1943; Marian

MauU Shanley, 1944.

The Algernon Svdnev Sullivan Award

SARAH LOUISE ADAMS, daughter of Mrs. R. Stuart Adams, of San Antonio, Texas, was the

van award given at Commencement on June fourteenth. Her friends sa\', "There's more than

friendliness—in l.er smile—voice—all of Quija."

Her career at Sweet Briar has reflected many interests. During the

past year she has been president of the Y. \i'. C. A., and a member of the

Orientation committee to welcome new students last Fall, member of

Tau Phi, and she is named in Who's Who Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges.

During her sophomore year she was chairman of the Y. W. C. A.

Committee on traveling libraries sent from the college to the rural

schools in Amherst County. She was secretary of her class and became
a member of Q.V., honor society of second year students. Her junio--

year found her treasurer of the Athletic Association, secretary of her

class, and vice-president of the Spanish club. Throughout her four

years at Sweet Briar "Ouija's" favorite sjxjrt has been riding, and she

has won numerous prizes and ribbons in college horse shows and those

near by. She has played on the varsity hockey and lacrosse teams, and

her participation in these sports has won for her a Sweet Briar sweater,

one of the highest athletic awards.

President Glass presented the Sullivan award to Sarah Louise with

the citation: 'Because of the spontaneous and unconscious flowering

of your spiritual powers in your daily life, I confer upon you the Alger-

non Sydney Sullivan award in recognition of the influence you have

upon your comrades."

recipient of

just a touch

the Sulli-

of Texas
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Photographer's Assistant
Doris Ogden, '42

You asked mc for a brief description of ni)- job and

a picture so I am sending both along.

I am with the Linden plant of the Eastern Aircraft Di-

vision of General Motors Corporation which builds Wild-

cat fighter planes for the Navy. My position is that of

assistant to the staff photographer. He is away much of the

time taking pictures at one of the other four plants in the

Division. While he is away I have to be on call to take any
pictures needed around our plant. Most of the pictures I

have had to take in his absence have been visiting celebrities

or service men but there have also been calls for pictures

of planes and machinery in the plant, at the airport, and
even some outside the plant, at schools where the personnel

department lectures on getting war jobs, etc.

A great many of the pictures we take are for the Division

newspaper so I am learning a great deal about newspaper
photograph)' too. For this paper I helped photograph both
Mrs. Roose\elt and Senator Truman with his committee
when they came to the plant. In addition we make photo-
graphic records of all sabotage or suspected sabotage; of

most of the new and experimental devices tried out on the

planes; suggestion award winners, etc.

All our photographs have to be censored by the Navy,
both at the plant and in New York. No outside photog-
rapher is allowed in the plant and if any paper or maga-
zine wants pictures, they tell us what they want and we
take it. One of my first assignments was to go around the

plant with a colored woman reporter from a Harlem news-

paper and take the pictures she wanted of colored women
in war work. So my first pictures to be published in an out-

side newspaper were in the Amsterdam News of Harlem!

I do most of the developing, printing, and enlarging, but

I do not spend all of my time in the darkroom. Nearly all

of my previous training had been in this work, and I had

had very little experience in actually taking pictures before

I went to Eastern Aircraft. The first time I had to take

a picture with the company Speed Graphic, my subject

was a visiting sailor and I forgot to pull out the slide cov-

ering the film! So I had to run after him and ask him to

pose again, which, needless to say, was very embarrassing.

But I take more pictures every day and even take them
now when the regular photographer is on hand but busy

with something else.

In addition to the photographic work, I answer requests

for pictures, write letters and am sort of secretary to the

staff photographer. I have the freedom of the plant and

the neighboring airport and it is fascinating to see them
build the planes from the first rivets, into the finished

product, then to watch them fly away, straight into action.

College Women and the USO
BACK in the halcyon days of the Long Armistice, many

college girls received their diplomas casually with a

sigh of relief that summer vacation was coming and they

could loaf a little while before getting a job or settling

down to the job of marriage. A favored few could extend

their vacations indefinitely, and permit their degree to re-

mam an adornment rather than a practical guide to the

problem of living.

It is obvious that the war has changed all that. Today
most college girls are either preparing while in school for

war work or are planning to engage in some form of useful

community activity on a paid or volunteer basis immedi-
ately upon graduation. Some girls, indeed, begin their war
services months before the Commencement speaker has

begun to outline his speech.

There are many ways in which the recent college grad-

uate can further the all-out national war task. Girls are

showing their dexterity on the assembly-line, and donning
slacks and dungarees without embarrassment or self-con-

sciousness. Others who would once scream at the sight of

a mouse are proving valuable aides in understaffed hospitals.

WAACS and WAVES, SPARS and WAAFS, of course,

attract increasing numbers of able women. There is no

rest after graduation day for the college woman of 1943.

Civilization has stern challenges for her to meet.

One of the great war-born organizations serving the

armed forces of this country is the USO. These familiar

three letters stand, of course, for United Service Organiza-

tions. Every soldier and sailor, marine, coast guardsman

and merchant marine today knows that USO means "a

home awav from home" for fighting men in this country

and at hemisphere bases. Hundreds of thousands of wives

and mothers of service men are also now depending on

USO clubs for recreation, study, and advice with their

problems. In 993 clubhouses and in a total of 1,473 clubs,

centers and services, the USO looks after the well-being

and recreation of the nation's fighting men.

With a relatively small professional staff of 2,150 for
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all USO clubs .inci operations, and with USO clubs serving

six million uniformed and industrial visitors a month, the

majority of USO services are made possible only through

the loyal and dependable support of volunteer workers.

More than 700,000 volunteers, the majority of them
women, stafl the USO clubs today and it is they who keep

its far flung wheels in motion. Up in Anchorage, Alaska,

young railroad, bank and government employees are on

duty for dances. In Panama wives and daughters of Em-
bassy officials contribute their time to the USO. And
women in every part of this country who have experience

and talent in home-making are hustling through their own
daily chores to be able to report for long hours of duty at

USO clubrooms and snack bars.

Now what, specifically, can the college woman, recent

graduate or one whose cap and gown have mellowed with

time, do to serve the USO?
If she is in the 18 to 3 group, she can become a junior

hostess. This volunteer job requires two character refer-

ences, an interview with the club director, and a nimble

foot for dancing. For of all the recreations which the USO
provides, men in uniform most prefer dancing. How a

man who has been drilling and studying since 5:30 reveille

can engage in boogie-woogie until 1 1 o'clock bed-check is

a mystery to those who prefer a less arduous form of fun.

But the fact remains that dances, usually once or twice a

week, are the favored recreations.

Primarily the job of being a junior hostess is limited to

attending dances, although in some areas the girls arrange

picnics, box suppers for girls and boys, and help with small

parties in their own homes. Some who are not working are

able to serve in the daytime as receptionists and librarians.

A word of warning, though. It is almost useless these days

to register as a junior hostess in any of the large metropoli-

tan centers such as New York City, Detroit, San Francisco.

Each club in these areas has a waiting list of from 5 00 to

1,000 girls, and many have had to close hostess registra-

tions. But in the suburban and rural districts, particularly

in the area of military reservations or naval stations, there

is sometimes such a dearth of junior hostesses that girls have

to be imported by bus and Army truck from towns as far

away as 60 miles. A girl's registration at the nearest USO
club may prove a god-send for a club director trying to

provide dancing-partners for 5 00 men in one night. And
men with itching feet at that.

Senior USO hostesses are usually over 3 0, although there

is no hard and fast rule about that. But the senior hostess

really helps to carry on the routine and maintenance work
of the club. Her capacity is more that of mother by proxy

and counselor for service men. Her jobs may include:

Serving at a snack bar, preparing refreshments for buffet

suppers, mending socks and sewing on insignia, receiving

parents and wives trying to get in touch with men in uni-

form, comforting wives whose husbands have been shipped

out, arranging library books, providing flowers. The list of

jobs which the faithful senior hostesses do is endless. Wear-
ing no uniforms, serving unobtrusively and efficiently, they

are among the unsung heroines of this war.

Aside from recreation jwr sc, the USO has been success-

ful in providing many study programs through which the

soldier and his wife may keep abreast of their vocations

or simply keep their minds and hands active during hours

of leisure. Wherever there is a spontaneous request for a

class, the USO club director provides it. Here is the place

in which the college woman with special training may em-
ploy her talents to the fullest. Art classes in USO clubs

are bringing out a wealth of soldier talent, and so great is

the demand for training in a club in Hempstead, Long
Island, that fifteen artists give weekly lessons in oils, pen-

and-ink, and the new form, finger-painting. Almost every

club has a music room and library of classical records, in

addition to the inevitable juke-box with its jazz tunes.

Women who can teach music appreciation courses for

service men and their wives are performing a valuable war
service in giving inspiration and fresh courage to men borne

out of their daily routines by communion with the great

masters. Languages, typing, radio, mathematics, and history

are other subjects, among a total of two hundred, on the

USO club "curricula." The woman who can teach, whether
or not she is licensed to so in public schools, and the woman
who can bring out the self-confidence of and self-expression

of service men to the point where they do creative work in

literature, art and music, is making a priceless contribution

to the USO and the men and women it serves.

USO clubs are nation-wide today. They are autonomous,
so that each club program depends upon the ingenuity of
the club director and his volunteers. Frequently volunteers
offer to start classes in subjects in which they are experi-

enced. Any woman wishing to do this type of work can
feel free to visit the nearest USO club and consult the

director about her plans.

Besides the clubhouse, the USO has, of course, other

operations. This is a technical term which includes the pro-

vision of mobile service units to take food and entertain-

ment to men on outpost duty. It includes station lounges

for men on furlough or for use during troop movements;
often for induction itself. It includes movies and smokes
for men on maneuvers. It includes the USO-Camp Shows,
which sends Hollywood and Broadway stars to every camp
and theatre of American combat on the globe. But the

clubhouse is the heart of the USO, and the bulk of volun-

teer services are given there.

In certain industrial areas where the assembly-lines arc

humming with war production and the furnaces glow
against the night sky with cont'inuous 24-hour processes,

the USO has erected clubhouses also to provide recreation

and even, in some cases, decent living-conditions for the

men and women who make the tanks and planes and guns.

All USO clubs are open to WAACS, WAVES, and all

women in the armed forces, and wherever there are large

contingents of women stationed, the USO builds or rents

a separate clubhouse for them. Other USO services go to

Army and Navy nurses; to women employed in services

related to the war effort, such as cafeteria and laundry

workers around war production camps; to Civil Service

groups in Washington and other places; and to students in

training for war work.

This is, in general, the job the USO is doing today and

this is only the briefest sketch of the work the volunteer

can do to help. Commensurate with her time, her intelli-

gence, her training, her wisdom and objectivity and humor,

the college woman can find limitless opportunities for a

valid and satisfying war service within the USO. And to

her the USO says "welcome indeed".
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Letters to the Editor

Miss Sparrow Writes

—

"Dear Students of Then and Now:

Your letters lie on my desk, beautifully bound and impressive to bcliold. They are fresh from the

binder, fresh from the postman, with the ribbon and tissue paper still clinging to the box. I feel like a

bride with thirty-five presents, and a warm excited feeling about the heart.

Last year, at the moment of the closing of the doors, there was a queer feeling of having been vacuum

cleaned, as it were, of old associations; but from the minute that Eugenia Burnett put the letters in my
hands at the Alumnae Banquet, and I saw what was in the package, I have not been uncompanioned.

Across the years come the gay voices—warm, friendly, kind. What matter that the praise is undeserved.

I know it, but I like it just the same. Unearned increment, whatever else it is, is pleasant to the unearner.

I have no conscience in the matter. With one's own conscience one must somehow come to terms: and

one usually does; but the only thing that can cope with an inherited conscience is a guardian angel.

I think you must have been in cahoots with mine, for that unruly member is half asleep and purring

peacefully.

Now that I have these letters in my hands at last, I can really read and savor them, some grave, some

saucy—one by one. I want to talk back to my friends, and in time, I will. But as you know, an oxcart

is my speed! Meantime, let me say to each one of you, that these Epistles to a Caroliiigiaii made me very

happy and this happiness will be singing in my heart, all the days of my years.

Yours faithfully,

Caroline Lambert Sparrow

1827 Hanover Avenue, Richmond, Virginia

'On the occasion of Miss Sparrow's retirement from teaching at Sweet Briar, she was presented with a leather-bound

book including letters written by a representative from each class. The presentation was made by Eugenia Griffin Burnett,

'10, at the Alumnae Banquet in June, 1943.

Orchids to the Students Department

Dear Miss McMahon:

I have just finished reading the students' issue (April) of the Alumnae News—every word of it

—

and I had to sit right down and tell you what a grand edition it is. There was not an article in it that

I did not enjoy thoroughly. The only reason I did not finish it long ere now is that I had to pounce upon

it at every little moment I could snatch between my jobs as Mother, Junior Red Cross chairman. Chil-

dren's Theatre chairman, etc.—so it took a while to get through it.

I am ashamed to admit that I was forgetting just a little how wonderful Sweet Briar is, and that I

was so deluded as to feel that otir crowd was the only really "good" crowd, that there would never

be any others who would get quite as much from Sweet Briar as we did. But this issue has brought me

to my senses. These girls who are there now are better than we ever thought of being. They have made

me proud of being an alumna of their college—and a little envious of them! They have given me new

confidence in our world of the future—with girls like them in it. They have given me a concrete basis

for believing, as Dean Lyman so beautifully expressed it in her "Liberal Thinking and Democratic Liv-

ing," that we need liberal arts training "not in spite of, but because of the needs of our time."

Will you accept my sincere thanks for this issue, and pass them on to Mary Carter and her Staff for

me—and for all the Alumnae? I hope, too, that the students will be kind enough to bring us more issues

like this one in the coming years.

Sincerely,

Marion Brown Zaiser, '3 8
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Class Notes

1910

C/tfis Secrefary: Frances Murrem. Rickakos

(Mrs. Everingham) North Shore Point, Nor-

folk, Virginia.

FiiiiJ A}(tnf: Nan PowtLL Hougi.s (Mrs.)

William T.) 481 Church Street, Wythcville,

Virginia.

As I try to send you a messai^-, 1 am re-

minded of what Will Rogers used to say:

'All I know is what I read in the papers."

And the only thing pertaining to 1910 that

has appeared recently in the Norfolk papers

is that Nan Pitucll Hodges is to be the princi-

pal of Stuart Hall. Congratulations, Nan! We
know you will make a great success in this

work, just as you have done in all you have

undertaken.

I regret to report the death of Claudine

Huttcr's mother who passed away in Feb-

ruary. Many of you have been entertained at

the Hutters' and remember with pleasure Mrs.

Hutter's radiant hospitality. Claudine is keep-

ing house for her father.

Alma Booth Taylor was here recently to

talk to the Woman's Auxiliary of the Episco-

pal Church, and it was a pleasure to see her

and visit with her. She is very hopeful that

her husband will be sent back from China in

the next ship allowed to come through.

On a rejeni visit to Sweet Briar I learned

that 1910. true to form, is 1 00 per cent

subscribed to the Fund for 1942-1943, and

I hope the amount will eclipse any we have

heretofore sent.

During these trying days let us remember

our College and do alt we can to make sure

there will always be Sweet Briar, a liberal

arts institution, as it was founded, and as it

has been successfully maintained for thirty-

seven years.

Chss Si-crctary: Josfphine Murray Joslin

(Mrs. J. Whitman, Jr.) 200 West Madison

Avenue, Johnstown, New York.

Futtfi A^ent:

Many thanks to Ruth Marstoii Palmer and

Ruth Fret well McGill for their nice letters.

Ruth Palmer lives pan of the time in Ur-

bana, Virginia, the home of her parents where

she feels she is needed and the other part in

Richmond where her husband, Barton Palmer

is probation otficer oi the Juvenile Court.

Ruth is Production Chairman for the Red

Cross and very active in the Woman's Club

and her church. She has one daughter who
graduated from St. Margaret's School and

from Hollins College in 1940. She is now
a Third Ofticer in the WAAC's stationed at

Camp Polk, Louisiana.

Ruth McGill lives in her childhotid home
two and one half miles from Anderson, South

Carolina. She returned here after the death

of her first husband in 1918, with her two

children David and Nancy Beaty. David was

graduated from the University of North Caro-

lina and was studying music at Oberhn when

he entered the Army over a year ago. Nancy
was graduated from ^'inthrop College .ind

is married to Lieutenant Lester Sadler. Ruth

has two children by her second husband,

Mary and Billy McGill. Mary is a student at

Anderson College and Billy is in high school.

My best to you all,

"Jo" Murray Joslin

Dear 1917,

From all accounts war work of all sorts,

including victory gardens, looms large among

the activities of 19 17.

Henrietta Crump, who continues in her

interesting job of secretary to the famous

Dr. Douglass S. Freeman, gives her spare

time to work at the filter center, I am told.

Jane Henderson, also, keeps busy at St.

Christopher's in Richmond as head of the

lower school for boys.

As a member of the council, Polly Bi^sell

Ridler has attended several meetings here at

Sweet Briar, and while I recognize the prior

rights on Polly's time of her sophomore

daughter Jean, I manage to see a little of

her during off moments. Jean tells me that

her younger sister is graduating from junior

high and that her mother is staying at home
this time to see her through. When press-

ed for additional ncwi, Jean's rather sad

comment was," Mother doesen't write about

a thing anymore except what the family eats

out tj{ the garden." This shows, in part, at

least, what the R idlers have been doing.

Jean continues on the Dean's list with a

straight A record for the first semester. As

this goes to press I hasten to add Dean Ly-
man's announcement at commencement this

morning that Jean Ridler won one of the

three class honor scholarships as the highest

ranking sophomore this year.

Rachel Lloyd Hoi ton's daughter, Martha,
is staying for commencement on special in-

vitation by a senior who;n she will hood.

Martha also seems to have heard something of

the home victory garden. "Dad," she says,

"claims he is raising everything from soup to

nuts." Rachel's son, [Joy J. graduated from
Dartmouth in December, and is now taking a

midshipman training course. Rachel herself

i'. doing a great deal of Red Cross and can-
teen work.

Mary Whitehead's husband, Conrad Van
Hyning, resigned as director of the Board of

Public Welfare of Washington, D. C. in Jan-
uary to take a post with the Oftice of Defense,

Health and V^'elfare Services of the Federal

Security Agency in charge of the Carribbcan

area. Mary, m addition to keepmg house

and looking after her family—always a full

sized job in itself we admit—gave some re-

fresher courses in the field of social work at

Georgetown University and the Catholic Uni-

versity of Washington.

Early this spring the Van Hynings stop-

ped in Amherst en route to Mexico. After

a brief visit they re-stowed Mr. Van Hyning's

two daughters and son, their tea-her, luggage

and themselves in their car. The dogs, I

understand were left behind on Tom ^'hiic-

head's farm. At present. Mary and the chil-

dren are in Florida waiting for an oppor-

tunity to rejoin Mr. Van Hyning in Puerto

Rico which probably will be their future

headquarters.

The above items were gleaned from rela-

tives and friends after unmerciful hounding

of them on my part for news of the victims.

We would much prefer news from you to

news about you, so please write me your-

selves this summer.

Bkrtha Piisiir Wailks

1921

Clas% Secretary : F.lizabi-tii Shoop Dixon
(Mrs. Brown rigg) 1 029 Maryland Avenue,

Suffolk, Virginia.

VituJ Af^ent: K.\ i hi rini- Davis Bavn um
(Mrs. G. R.) 477 Vt'alton Road. Maplewood,

New Jersey.

George Washington and I have one thing in

common and here it is a "Farewell Address."

Due to many shortages, it is necessary that

I turn this very pleasant task over to a

successor.

I had hoped to have some news from some

of you fair maidens to report but was disap-

pointed. I know you are weary of hearing

about my doings so I shall spare you that.

1922

Clus\ Seeretiiry: Ghrtrude Dally Masme'

(Mrs. Adrian M.) Purchase Street, Rye, New
York.

l-tit/il A^ftit: Lillian Maddox Whitnkr
(Mrs. James H.) 2121 Lombardy Circle, Char-

lotte, North Carolina.

Greetings one and all from your very

remiss secretary, whose head hangs low from

"absenteeism." However, it is even diificult

for writing geniuses to say anything without

information. So let me here and now make
one more plea for your cooperation to supply

me with news of yourselves. You know how
disappointing it is to pick up an issue of the

magazine, look eagerly for 1922 t id-bits and

find a perfect blank staring you in the face.

It makes me feel twice as badly as it does each

one of you as I succumb to the realization

that I am a complete failure as a news-getter.

I am sure that as many of you as are able

are doing some very interesting work these

days, and all of us are eager to know about

it. We arc living in a frightfully exciting

period in world history and our activities are

worth recording so please drop me a line dur-

ing the summer months and tell me just what

you are doing, so that the next letter can be

full of news. I have just heard that Mary
Kluinltb Vl'atson is busy doing nurses' aide

work in a Cleveland hospital. Her sttn,

Tommy, has enlisted in the armed forces.

Ruth fiske Steegar is very busy these days.

She was called back to help out in the Mt.

\'ernon Library (where she was librarian

until her marriage) because of the shortage of

personnel. She is on the Board of Managers

of the Mt. Vernon Hospital, chairman of the

membership drive, in Mt. Vernon, for the

^X'estchester County Children's Association,

to say nothing of being a busy housewife.

Julia Banner Moss is active in Red Cross

and hospital work in Chester, Pennsylvania.

Trot Walker Neidlinger writes that she is

fast becoming the number-one member of
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Hanover's culinary department, due lo the

efficient help she receives from her three

daughters, but admits there is more to it

than meets the eye, remarking "shades of

Schirfer". Do you remember?

Elinor Guthrie NeiT had luncheon with

Rhoda Allen VC'orden and me one day last

winter. At that time, she was still the very

able Beauty Editor of Harper's Bazaar, and in

her spare time, does hostess work for the USO.

I was simply delighted to hear from Stella

Gu\iitt Waugh, our Freshman president. She

has a son in the Army, stationed at Fort

Fustis, Virginia, in the coast artillery anti-

.lircraft. Her daughter is a Freshman at Ran-

dolph-Macon Woman's College. She is busy

doing staff assistant's work in the Red Cross,

also is a hostess for the Welcome Wagon Service

Company.
Margaret Mar sion Tillar is living in Em-

poria. Virginia, where her husband is active

in the OCD, also head of the OPA there.

Margaret's daughter is a sophomore at William

and Mary. Margaret spends a lot of time doing

surgical dressing and knits countless sweaters.

She sees Ophelia Short Seward quite often,

who has two adorable children.

I am counting on many replies before fall,

so that the October issue can be full of 1922.

I am most grateful to all who have responded

for this time. Have a fine, busy summer.

1924

Clasi Secretary: Kathryn Ki umph McGuiri-

(Mrs. Frederick T.. Jr.) 3707 Daleford Road,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Lorraine McGrillis Stott

(Mrs. Earl R.) 90S South Main: Street, New-

ark, New Jersey.

Am sorry to be so lacking in news but

when practically none of you write there is

not much I can do. I know you are all ter-

ribly busy probably doing extremely interest-

ing things that the rest of us would like to

know about so do take out a few seconds

this summer and write.

Grace Merrick Twohy's youngest son, Ed-

ward, developed rheumatic fever last Fall

and she spent a great part of the winter with

him at Fort Lauderdale. While there, she saw

a lot of Carol Flynn Eley, who is living there

at 116 S. E. Fifteenth Avenue. Her daughter

Patty will spend the summer again at Camp
Alleghany Mr.Worthington's camp for girls.)

Alleghany (Mr. \('orthington's camp for

girls.)

Ik: n llnlbnrd Vi'aln took C^ivil Service

exams last Fall and is working in the receiv-

ing room at the Arsenal from 7:50 to 4:00.

She likes it but says working plus trying to

be a wife and mother on the side tops all.

Florence Westgate Kraffert Is now at 3 72?

Potomac Avenue, Fort Worth. Her husband

is a Lieutenant in the Air Corps. She wrote

me that Florence Botline Mount castle and

Frank recently purchased a new house in

Elizabeth.

Marian Suannell U'right and husband left

Cleveland this Spring for El Paso where Bill is

rector of one of the largest Episcopal churches

in that part of the country. Every one cer-

tainly hated to see them leave Cleveland.

As for myself, last Fall I had to tangle

with that new wrinkle, virus pneumonia, spent

six weeks in bed and the rest of the winter

and spring trying to feel like a human being

again. I had to give everything up—a little

USO work and a couple of conimercial broad-

casts making the only breaks in a completely

domestic career.

New Address:

Susan Fitchett, Onancock, Virginia.

1926

Class Secretary: Dorothy Kf.lllr Ilim (Mrs.

William S., Jr.) 330S Elmore Drive, Beverly

Hills, Alexandria, Virginia.

Fnnd Agent: Katherine Blount Andersen
(Mrs. Fred C.) Bayport, Minnesota.

Wanda Jensch Harris has a new baby

daughter born May third and she is to be

named Phoebe after her grandmother, on
whose birthday she was born.

Helen Mutschler Becker wrote a grand long

letter telling about her family. I wish I could

show you the snapshot of her oldest daugh-

ter, Patsy. She is a lovely looking girl and

one can easily see why "she has no time for

studies and is constantly in love"—to quote

Helen. She is with Dick Pope's Troupe repre-

senting Winter Haven Cypress Gardens which
does a good job of entertaining in various

army camps in Florida. Helen's other chil-

dren are Joyce, six, and C. Markel, Jr., two.

Four cats, a dog, chickens, ducks, a cow and
a victory garden complete the menage. Helen's

activities include entertaining lots of soldiers,

an occasion round of golf and her church

work.

Rhcta Nelson Weston writes, for all of our
classmates in Columbia, that they are busy
doing war work and trying to co^e with the

domestic situation, plus victory gardening
and chicken raising on a small scale. Margaret
FJliott Manning still lives fourteen miles

out in the country and Anne Mayhank Cain
is a volunteer worker at a Filter Center. Rheta
was in Richmond last Fall and saw Jane

Kiddle Thornton there.

Anne Barrett Allaire sent mc* a clipping

about Berty McQueen de Ronge from the

Hartford paper. She is one of a group called

Dietitians Aides in the Municipal hospital. Ii

is a volunteer job which conies under the

American Red Cross Special Service Branch.

Anne wrote that the loss of her father in

February has made any other news of herself

seem unimportant. We extend our sympathy
to her and to Marg Elliott Manning, who
also lost her father recently.

Kitty Blount Andersen has taken on the

job of Women's Personnel Manager at her

husband's factory beside keeping on with her

Red Cross chairmanship. She boasts that her

victory garden has potatoes and everything

and that she hopes to have chickens, too.

Louise Fuller Freeman writes that with her

sons, Russel, aged three, and Bradford, aged

one, she has her hands full of "post-war

training."

Marian Crane Paterson and !ier son, Morton,

who Is nine and a half, are keeping home
fires burning for her husband, Jim, who is a

Lieutenant in the Air Force stationed in South

America.

Edna Ta-c Cox writes that her husband left

for a destination unknown on March twenty-

ninth, but she has heard that he landed and

is safe and well. She and the twins are just

back from Montclair and are taking the

Worthington house at Sweet Briar for the

summer. She is using Sweet Briar as her

present address.

It was nice to hear from Ruth Johnston

Bowen who moved from Lynchburg to Roa-

noke a year ago. Her little girl, Emily, is

now seven and they expect to go on their

annual visit to Ruth's family in Chatta-

nooga in June, Uncle Sam permitting.

Billy Van Cott Borg has been doin3 Nurses

Aide for two years and with that and taking

care of cases of grippe and German measles

in her own family, she has been getting

plenty of experience in nursing. Dann, fifteen,

Who fFaU ^yf/one

BY Dr. Perry Burgess

fPublished by the Leonard Wood Memoria —American Leprosy Foundation)

A special

book and ask

edition wi

ten friends

11 be sent to any person without ob!

to read it. Who Walk Alone is no ordi

igation who will read the

nary book. We recommend
it with genuine approva

stood and feared.

and concern for the public education on a subject so misun der-

Write to Leonard Wood Memorial, 1 Madison Avenue, New York City.
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graduates from Junior Higli School in June

the day before Buck, sixceen, graduaccs from

Senior High. Buck has a scholarship to M.I.T.

which he enters right away without a summer
vacation.

Jinny Lee Taylor Tinker keeps busy with

Junior League and war work when she is not

doing housework. She and Fred had a visit

from Loey Peterson Wilson and her husband

about a month ago while son, George, was in

bed with mumps and Joan was just getting

over them. Joan is twelve and going to

>X'abas.so. a riding camp in New Hampshire

this summer. Jinny Lee and Fred plan to visit

her there in July and stop to see Loey t#n the

same trip.

Anne HarJic Chapman has two little girls,

ten and three, who take up most of her time

when she is not doing war work.

Marj Shepherd is not too far from the

Briar; she is executive secretary of the Albe-

marle County Chapter of the American Red
Cross at Charlottesville. She loves being in

Virginia again and is hoping to see some of

you who may be down that way.

Marty Close Page writes that she too has

joined the ranks of 'maidless madams' but

that her boys are getting quite big and are

a great help to her, which explains how she

can carry an all-da-' volunteer job five days

a week as Vice-Chairman of the Junior Red
Cross for Kent County. She has complete

charge of their production program, doing the

buying, directing the cutting, inspecting and
shipping. When not busy at Headquarters,

she is out in the county making speeches. In

addition, Marty keeps up her hospital and
church work. A letter from Elizabeth

Matthew Nichols tells me that her husband,

who was a doctor in a small New England
mental hospital, went into the Naval Reserve

in 1941. He was first stationed at Quonset
Naval Air Station which was only seven

miles from their Rhode Island farm. Then
he was sent to Pensacola for two months in

aviation medicine and from there to St. Louis

and aviation recruiting. Now he is stationed

at Coronado where at last he is able to com-
bine flying and psychiatry and is blissfully

happy. After trailing Nick all over the

country, Lib, her son, Tommy, eight, and
daughter, Lee, four and a half have found a

nice big home in Coronado and have taken

in two Navy couples as "war guests". Lib

says "You'll have to accept my vital statistics

without much trimming as my time is pretty

well taken up with dusting and child mind-
ing, but I hope to be able to contribute to

San Diego's blood bank as soon as it opens

and perhaps find some pick-up work to do at

home."

Doitie Rehihiirx lullcr writes that her lius-

band is now a Colonel and stationed in India

from which point mail service is very poor.

She hopes that some of you will look her up
if you go anywhere near Santa Fe.

Some of you have been asking for news of

me. There is not any really—we are beginning

to feel like permanent residents of Washing-
ton as my husband does not travel as much
as he did at first with the result that Bamby
and I do not go dashing about the country
much any more. The jobs of cook and nurse-

maid leave very little time for other things,

but with food hard to get and Bamby near-

ing five, I find I can squeeze in some Junior

League work, such as making surgical dress-

ings for the Visiting Nurses and assisting the

doctor at an E.N.T. clinic at Children's Hos-

pital; a civilian defense job and a little Red

Cross sewing complete my extra-curricular

activities. And so goodbye until next Fall

when I hope I shall hear from most of you

again. Thanks a million for all your cards

and letters.

New Addresses:

Dorothea Reinburg Fuller, \ 2 La Vereda,

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

FJiz.ibcth Matthew Nichols, 1132 Glorietta

Boulevard, Coronado, California.

Edna Lee Cox, Sweet Briar, Virginia.

Marion Crane Paterson, S04. West Wabash
Avenue, Crawfordsville, Indiana.

Marjorie Shepherd, Albemarle C^ounty

Chapter, American Red Cross, Charlottesville,

Virginia.

Additions and Corrections to List of Hus-
bands in the Service:

Marian Crane—Lieutenant James J. Pater-

son, Air Force.

Elizabeth Matthew, Lieutenant Command-
er Nichols, Navy Aviation Medicine.

Mildred Cribble, Lieutenant Seller, Navy.
Dorothea Reinburg, Colonel Fuller, Cavalry.

C^lass Secretary: Nancy Worthington, 926

West Grace Street, Richmond, Virginia.

l-nnil Agent: Jean Cole Anderson (Mrs.

George D., Jr.) 2127 Fourteenth Street, S.,

Birmingham, Alabama.

Being at Sweet Briar for the weekend seems

to provide just the proper setting for a June
reminder to all of you that though reunions

are out for the duration of transportation

difficulties, I hope that the bonds we are

buying now will mean a one hundred per

cent attendance at our fifteenth! And that's

only three years off!

It is good to see Martha von Briesen in

her old setting on campus and she looks as

if country life agrees with her heartily. Her
suite in Reid is beautifully done over and
she seems to provide a social center for not

only her dormitory, but others, too. A recent

trip to New York, where she attended a meet-

ing of the College Publicity Association,

brought her face to face with Martha Tillery

and Meta Moore, both of whom are in the

pink. It takes New York to bring Virginians

and North Carolinians together these days,

it seems.

Evelyn Mullen writes from Aberdeen, Mary-
land, that she is now an Army Librarian and

is crazy about it. After giving up her work
as librarian of Coker College in 1940, she

kept house for her father in North Carolina

until he re-married last November. She also

supervised two county libraries, one day a

week each. She had only been at Aberdeen
one week when she wrote me in April, but

I hope she continues to like the work there

and finds the contacts interesting.

Marjorie Wehh Marynov writes that she is

doing "all sorts of war work. She took a spe-

cial army course given in Baltimore in "Recog-
nition of Aircraft" and now has charge of

all the women's shifts at the air observation

post and the manning of it from 6 a.m. to

8 p.m. daily. She also teaches alt the observers

how to recognize the different types of planes.

As if this were not enough, she has charge

of the Red Cross surgical dressings ioT the

Vienna (Maryland) chapter. Her husband is

a Captain in the Army medical corps some-
where in Africa.

Marjorie's sister, Alice, who was a senior

when we were freshmen, is still at Blacks-

burg, and taking a mechanical drawing course

in the Graduate School of Engineering at

V. P. L. while her husband teaches there.

I still find Vocational Training for War
Production Workers a truly fascinating field

and love living in Richmond where Sweet
Briar literally greets me on every corner.

The alumnae there are something to be proud
of and we had a grand get-together when
working on the club's project of the year,

which proved highly successful in spite of

the times.

With hot weather coming on, my energy
begins to lag and there's no telling how
many postals will go out before the October
issue. Here's a note of warning, however, that

that issue goes to the whole alumnae body,
so do be sure to give me news of yourself in

time to include it then. I wish all of you
could have been here last night when I at-

tended the Faculty Club picnic in the boat-
house at the lake, a grand place to see every-

body all at once and the newly furnished
room is something none of you have seen,

so I'm one up on you.

Best wishes for a Victory garden, back-
yard summer, and may it not be too long
before travel restrictions are lightened so

that we see more of each other.

1932

Class Secretary: Alice Dabney Parker (Mrs.
John C, Jr.) 3 09 First Avenue, Franklin,
Virginia.

Fnnil Agent: Virginia Squibb Flynn (Mrs.
James) Box 831, Logan, West Virginia.

Barely too late for the last issue, came a

most interesting card from Theda Sherman
Newlin. Unless some of you have kept mc
grossly uninformed, she has us all beat, with
a sum total of four bairns. They are: Susan-
nah, 7, John, 5, Ned, 3, and Mary Melinda,

7 months. Theda reported, in addition to the

above, that she has recently moved from the
country, which she loved, to town, which
she does not like so well. You can safely as-

sume that she stays on the move in either

place.

Franke is one of the joys of a secretary's

life, for she always does what she is sup-
posed to do when one of those double post-

cards crosses her path. This time she sends

the good news that her second daughter,
Diana, was born in January. Not only has the

newcomer a glamorous name, but she boasts

red hair as well. Pranke has recently seen

Caralisa Barry Pollard, who is living in New
Orleans with her husband and two little girls.

Mildred Larimer visited Franke, Mildred
Hodges, and Chubby Harrison Merrill this

spring, and, as Franke puts it, "cut her usual

swath in all three cities."

Connie Fouler Keeble is a First Lieutenant's

wife.. Her particular Lieutenant is with the

Army Air Force, and took part in the recent

North African victory; so Connie and her
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lw».i mns, "waiiiiij; oiii ilic war' on a Louisi-

ana farm seven miles from the De Ridder

Army Air Base, have every reason to be

proud. One boy is nearly six, and the other

is eight months old, and their respective names

and nicknames are Robert Randolph (Bean)

and Burton Clifford (The Colonel). Connie

painted a charming picture of the joys of

farm life. She described collecting eggs from

the hens' nests and having them in the skillet

half an hour later; and churning butter, pick-

ing blackberries for canning, and helping in

the Victory garden are among her other

chores.

I tried to dig up some news of the "ex-es"

for this issue, but received only one response

to my prayers. Eleanore Goodwin Evans wrote

a delightful card from the Naval Air Station

at Whidbey Island, Washin'-'on, where her

husband is a Lieutenant with the Medical

Corps. Four- year-old Martha, nine-months-old

Graham, and two cockers make up the house-

hold. Eleanore took her spouse to see Sweet

Briar three years ago, and she said there were

so many new buildings she hardly knew the

place.

I hear from Virginia Jcinisoii Higgins about

twice a year or so. She was very ill last fall

and has had an operation since, but is back

to normal now—just in time to nurse her

husband, who is spending two months in bed

with a collapsed lung. This is a wearisome

condition for him, she says, but not serious,

and he expects to enter the army for limited

service. They live in a house they built out-

side of Thomas ville, Georgia, Virginia's life-

long home, and she is enjoying gardening now
that she is well again.

Dot Sinifh Berkeley's husband is in Puerto

Rico, and Adelaide Sniif/j Nelson's is in Pana-

ma. The deserted wives are in Charlottesville,

Virginia, and Tulsa, Oklahoma, respectively.

When last heard from, Adelaide was trying

to decide on some place with a good summer
climate in which she and the baby could

settle down until Bill comes home.

At the moment, my own most interesting

activity is teaching my five-year-old to read,

and she is progressing so fast that I hope I

shall be able to turn her loose before long with

any old book.

And speaking of books, this letter is

couched in rather sedate language, for an

odd reason which I shall proceed to explain.

I was lately frightened nearly into fits by
reading, in the last part of Helen Howe's
The Whole Heart, a truly terrifying example

of how female college graduates should not

write but usually do. It has taught me such

a lesson that I fear I shall never be able to let

down my hair with you again!

New Address:

Theda Shvrmun Newlin (Mrs. John W.)
Mild Nt)rth Avenue, Tyrone, Pennsylvania.

193;

Class Secretary: Francks Atkinson, 1908

Wolfe Street, Little Rock, Arkansas.

l^unj Agcut: Sue Graves Stubbs (Mrs.

William K.) 210^ Island Drive. Monroe.
Louisiana.

Virginia Vesey, writes the following: "There
really is very little news that I can write
about myself as I think everyone is so en-
grossed in the war efforts, there are few other

Interests. Usually go dancing once a week at

the Navy "Y", and now that practically

everyone in town has taken First Aid haven't

conducted a class recently, but reallv would
have been too busy anyway as work at the

otfice continues to increase as The Virginian

Railway serves the Naval Operating Base here

as well as the Army Base Piers too. Due solely

to the exigencies of the War and lack of man-
power I was promoted recently to Statistician

in the President's Office and find the new
work intensely interesting. Had planned

though, to go up to New York this month
to see my brother, who is now a Captain

statitmed at Fort Hamilton and then had to

give up the trip when this new work pre-

sented itself, but Bill hopes to get leave in

July, so perhaps we'll see him then. Seem to

spend an awful lot of time writing friends

in the service with some in England and Africa

and others in the Pacific Area. Awfully sorry

to hear about Sarah Stewart.

"Terribly disappointed there will be no

Tenth Reunion this June, but perhaps next

year we'll have even more to celebrate. Almost

got up to Sweet Briar early in the Spring

but then the weekend fell completely through

due to gas rationing."

Emmy Lou Hallcr Mosher in New Kensing-

ton, Pennsylvania writes: "As usual I know
practically no news—it's been years and years

since I've seen anyone from Sweet Briar. My
husband is not in the army as yet because his

work at the Aluminum Company of America

is vital war work. My only brother, however,

is somewhere in the Aleutians. My two daugh-

ters keep me busy. Nancy is just finishing her

first year of school. I have just returned from
the Pennsylvania State Federation of Wo-
men's Clubs Convention in Harrisburg. I am
president of the New Kensington Junior Wo-
men's Club, also Treasurer of Girl Scout

Council. Am still an ardent bridge player;

have a large victory garden, and do some

war work. With "help" practically a thing

of the past, I keep very busy."

"We have learned that Sarah Dawnon
Stewart is a Japanese prisoner. Sarah was

married in San Francisco to John D. Heine

then of the U. S. Maritime Service. They
made their home in Cebu where their daugh-

ter, Margaret was born. Her parents have had

indirect word that all women and children

are interned in Cebu."

Margery Guhehnaii Ha^tert has twin daugh-

ters born in Honolulu on February seventh.

1934

Class Secretary: Makjoril Lasar Huru (Mrs.

E. R., Junior) 1 9 1 Stirling Drive, Orange,

New Jersey.

F//»i/ Ay,e)it: Kluanor Alcott Bromli.y

(Mrs. Harry H.) 33 M Sutton Road, Shaker

Heights, Ohio.

More babies to swell the ranks of Briarites:

Mitzi Han ifen Fried had a little girl born in

February, name Linda Rosalie. When she

wrote me she had just gotten over her fourth

case of German measles (all among the fam-

ily) and was busy as a bird dog with her

brood. Dorothy Tnnio Gardner had a little

girl born on Washington's birthday whom
she named Linda Halliday; she and the small

miss moved to Oklahoma City in May to

join her husband who has been there since

December. I iiiilie limoiy Wasli burn's daugh-
ter, Catherine, was born May fourth . . .

mother and child doing nicely. Her husband
is stationed at the Newark Airport and they
live in Madison, New Jersey. Betty Suf/le

Brisctx- has a little girl named Clare who was

born in January . . . also well and doing

nicely from what I hear.

Cordelia writes that she and her two chil-

dren have moved to Little Rock, Arkansas to

join her husband but gave no street address:

see our next issue. Julie Sadler de Coligny's

husband was transferred to Washin-^ton. D. C,
and she closed her house in New Orleans and
drovii the two boys and dog to join him in

May. They found a hou^e in Arlington . . .

also no street address.

Emily Marsh was married March twenty-
seventh to Clyde Wilson Nichols who is now
abroad. Emily has been with the Military

Welfare Service of the Red Cross for a year;

she has been in the Naval Hospital at New-
port, Rhode Island for six weeks but her

permanent address is American Red Cross,

Lovell General Hospital, Fort Devens, Massa-

chusetts. She also writes of a reunion in New
York in May with Dot Barniiin Ventner,

Margaret Reus Ellice and Mildred Kedmoud
Vaughn.

Mary McCalhnii Neill is still in Augusta

and tells of seeing Virginia Battey Etheridge

and her two little boys and Logan Phiiiizy

Johns and her little boy ... all in Augusta.

Bonnie Wood Stookey at time of writing

had moved and was expecting Mary Moore
and her sister for tea; they were visiting in

New York. Lib writes that Bubbles has a baby,

and a husband in the Army, and Betty (I

guess she meant Bryce Smith) has a baby

and is also in the movies! Heard all this from
Virginia Losee. Connie Burwell is doing For-

eign News Research with Time and reports

seeing Marion Gwaltney Hall and her chick

in March when she was in Charlotte; Marion's

husband at the time was off to Harvard for

a Naval Training course. Betty Carroll and

Cookie report the same thing: busy with home
and family.

Nan Carter and her troupe are going to

the country for the summer where they will

farm for the farmers. Margaret Koss Ellice

and her husband have an honest -to-goodness

farm complete with cows, chickens and the

works, and small daughter, Parry, spends her

days roaming the barnyard and exploring its

mysteries.

Hanson writes of brothers in the Army,
Nav, Marines and now a sister who is a

WAAC. Nan Saiage Kelly moved back to

Scarsdale from Florida in May when her hus-

band went on sea-duty. Nan has two little

girls. Suzanne Mackay Russe has a little girl

and is living in George tt)wn, Maryland; }Mt*.'

Forder Stribling has three children .ind is iit

St. Louis.

Eleanor Alcolt Bromley is absorbed with

child and household and is not with the

Lederle Laboratory as reported.

Margaret Newton, now Mrs. HolUsj has a

position in the Lederle Laboratories in New
York. Jackie Bond Wood has moved; says her

house is now large enough for visitors and

extends a hearty invitation to all. She and
Langhorne were at Sweet Briar for May Day.

Mary Walton's two daughters keep her busy
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as do Community, Vf'ar Inind. and ciuircli

work.

Lou Lcmmon has been i^ranted a leave of

.ihscnce from school from June until Novem-
ber after which she will teach nava! cadets;

her brother is in the South Seas,

I had a wonderful visit with Debbie Gtilc

Rryer last month, she came over for the day.

Her husband is a doctor in the Navy on

foreiKH duty. Deb has closed her house in

New Hampshire and expects to take some

courses at University of New Hampshire pre-

paratory to some kind of war work. She looked

Krand and we both agreed smugly that we

hadn't aged appreciably in nine (ouch!) years

. . . not much, anyway.

Abigail Donohue is a member of the

^'AVES and has completed her training as

a weather observer at the Aerographer's Train-

ing School Unit, Lakewood, New Jersey. She

has been advanced to the petty officer rating

of aerographers' mate third class.

Locally we have survived pink eye. the

real kind of measles and colds and a very

wet Spring ... if you can call it that. So

far . . . and I say it tentatively, our status is

purely civilian. Julie was six in May which

came as quite a shock to me and David

wends his weary way at sixteen months, silent

and serious. So much for us. Please keep m
touch with me as you go along: best wishes

for a pleasant summer from me and nine

to you and yours.

New Addresses:

Eleanor Alcott Bromley (Mrs. Harry H.)

33 n Sutton Road. Shaker Heights, Ohio.

E]i7abcih Boml Wood {Mrs. E. M., Jr.)

1020 Greenway Court, Lynchburg, Virginia.

Louise Dn-v'T Bradley (Mrs. Jack) 2012

Elizabeth, Wichita Falls, Texas.

Emilie Emory Washburn (Mrs. William,

|r.) 153 Park Avenue, Madison, New Jersey.

Martha Louise Lemmon, 811 Walnut Street,

Springfield, Missouri.

Mary MrCulhini Neill (Mrs. Charles)

Wrightsboro Road, Augusta. Georgia.

Emilv Miiry/i Nichols (Mrs. Clyde), Lovell

General Hospital. Fort Devens, Massachusetts.

Margaret Ni-u/nti Hollis, 600 "West I 1 6th

Street, New York. New York.

Margaret Ross El lice (Mrs. Edward) Fair-

view Farm, R.F.D., Annandale, New Jersey.

Delia Ann Taylor Simkov (Mrs. Alex)

B;)X 1084, Central Station, Arlington, Vir-

ginia.

Dorothy Tiiriio Gardner (Mrs. Nathaniel,

Jr.) 25211., North Douglas, Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma.
Bonnie WonJ Stookey (Mrs. Donald) 3 1

5

East 68th Street, New York, New York.
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Class Sfcrvfary: Helen B. Woi cott, 2521

Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, 8,

D. C.

/-/.Hi/ /Vi?c»/: Jacqullyn Stru:kland Dw i lli

(Mrs. Edward, Jr.) 4810 Arapahoe Avenue.

Artega Terrace, Jacksonville, Florida.

Martha Jones Belts at long last drops a line

to say that she has a son, Eugene Kohler, born

last June 2. She is living with her family for

the present as her husband, a doctor, is a

Major in the Army and in North Africa.

Before going overseas Reeve was stationed in

Atlanta and Martha paid him a visit there,

where she also saw Becky Yoinifi Fra/er, Lida

Reid Voifif Youn-j and Natalac Strickland.

'Twas a nice letter, Martha. Now that you

have broken the ice, keep it up.

Jane Lawder is an Ensign at the Nav.il

I lospital, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Virginia (io/f Gilbert is working in the

Public Library in Grand Rapids, Michigan

while her husband is stationed there as a

meteor<»logy air cadet.

Betty Cotter Gilmore left Miami. Florida,

by plane on May 18 to join her husband in

Bolivia, South America where he is doing

malaria research.

Hester Kramer Avery reports that she had

just gotten nicely settled in a house in Colum-
bia, South Carolina when the landlord de-

cided to move in himself and she had to

scout around for other lodgings. So she is

going through the settling process once more.

She has seen Alice Bcnct Hopkins, '3 6, fre-

quently and reports that Alice has a hand-

some two and one-half year old son.

A note from Sallic Flint Von Kann pictures

her as raising chickens, a Victory garden,

three dogs and he.-- eight-month old son, with

airplane spotting as her chief war work. Her

husband and her father (who was in Algiers

with General Giraud) staged a few reunions

in North Africa.

Judy Peterkin journeyed to Cleveland in

April to enjoy two days of the Metropolitan

Opera season there. She spent one day with

Alice McCloskcy Schlendorf, who is now
living in Shaker Heights, and Judy sends a

glowing account of Alice's fourteen -month

s<)n, Johnny, and her lovely home, which is

managed with ease and efficiency despite the

maid shortage. Back in Parkersburg, Judy
saw Lucy Hoblitzell when she was home on

leave from her assignment as an Ensign in

the WAVES. Lucy is teaching Physical Edu-

cation at Hunter College.

A grand tetter from Ray Aider Cochran

tells that she is living with Foster's mother

while he is taking the training course at

Ciriffin, Cieorgia, having completed six months

in flight training under the C.A.A. The first

person Foster encountered in Griffin was

Henry Young, IJda Rcid's husband, who has

the contract for tlic planes and train'-ig

course in Griffin.

New Addresses:

Ray Aiilvr Cochran, 805 Nnrtii Pnie, Little

Kock, Arkansas.

Hester Kramer Avery, 4003 Dcvine Street,

Columbia, South Carolina.

Betty Cotter Gilmore, c/o American Con-
sul, Cochabama, Bolivia.

Virginia Gotf Gilbert, 456 Wealthy Street,

S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Martha fanes Betts, 25 1 Grant Avenue,

Newton Centre, Massachusetts.

1936

Class Seiretary: Lillian Cabell Gay (Mrs.

James R. ) 3412 Hawthorne Avenue, Rich-

mond, Virginia.

/•//»(/ Ajient: Margaret Campbell Usher
(Mrs, D. K.) 142 East Thirty-seventh Street,

New York, New York.

Each deadline seems to find your secretary

in a crisis! This time Jim's mother is recup-

erating from a month's illness, and I have

been keeping house, running the laundry,

learning home nursing without benefit of the

Red Cross, and managing to keep up my
stenographic work in town a few hours a

day. When the "duration" is over, I'll gladly

settle for a nice small apartment for two.

Now, about all of you. . . .

Jane She!ton Williams is staying with her

family and at present is nursing Patsy's

chicken pox, picked up at Fort Bragg where

Jane's husband is having his basic training.

Liza Lewis Parkam and her daughter, Mary
Lewis, now aged seven months, arc in the

midst of moving to Oxford, North Carolina,

where they will stay with Liza's family for

the duration while her husband is in the

Navy. She writes that H'elen (Teeny) Allen

is a WAAC.
Mnrk Powell Doty writes that she has little

time to gather news between washes and

bottles. Barbara is six months old now and

Lcete, three years.

D'arcy Atwater Perry has a son, Christo-

pher Lincoln Perry, born April 6, after his

dad left for foreign service. D'arcy says he's

big, a honey, and keeps her plenty busy.

Janet Lorraine Hyde also arrived just after

her father was sent west by the Navy, and
Telay and Kitty have been burning up the

telephone wires ever since. Kitty thinks Janet

just won't grow fast enough to stand a plane

trip out to California.

Callie Fitrniss Wolfe has just returned with

Johnnie, aged three and a half, and Martha,
one and a half years, from a month's visit

with her family in Selma.

Mary Hcsson Pettyjohn has a darling little

blue-eyed baby girl born March 1 5th. Her
name is Mary Gayle, shortened to Gayle.

Logan Phinizy Johns writes that her timi;

is pretty well taken up with servant prob-
lems, Nurses' Aide, USO, Traveller's Aid
Work, and Ferdie, her young son, who is

growing by leaps and bounds.

Mary McCallum Neill's husband is sta-

tioned at Camp Gordon near Augusta, and
Logan has seen her and her precious little boy,
aged twenty months. Her husband, a doctor,

has just been made a major.

Corinnc Fentress Gray has spent a month in

Richmond and reports that Jackie Moore
Hoofnaglc has been bu/zing around with the

Motor Corps with time off for housekeeping
it! her precious apartment.

La Donohue McCormack has just spont a

sad month in Sheboygan where her father died

suddenly. She is finding comfort in her two
children and writes that Gail, her sister, is

now stationed in Pensacola, having graduated
second highest in a class of WAVES, and
loves her work.

Martha Horner Maxwell writes that she

and Johnny like being farmers better than
ever.

Harriet Hicok is finishing nurses training

at the Yale School of Nursing and expects

to join the Army in July.

Mary Agnes Young is in Cuidad Trujillo,

Dominican Republic on the staff of the Ameri-
can Legation. She's doing a grand job and is

quite happy there according to her mother
who sent in the report.

Sidney Millar Baker writes that she used

to see Betsy Hiah Gregg in Philadelphia, but

has now moved to Lakehurst with her Navy
Lieutenant husband-

Tory Hinies Beddocs has been traveling

from Virginia to Missouri with Art, her
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Army husband, who is now in foreign service;

and she has been with her parents. However,

she's giving up her Red Cross work to be-

come 3 farmerette for the summer at her

aunt's farm in Michigan.

Alva Root Bound has a third baby, Alva,

born March third. Although the three chil-

dren keep her busy» she finds time to be

head of the American Red Cross Surgical

Dressing unit in Mount Kisco.

Anne Farr Foot is still with her parents in

Bryn Mawr and is planning to take her chil-

dren to England to join her husband as soon

as the "lights go on again" for everyone.

Jane Moore Johnson has announced the

arrival of her second son, Jimmy. Tomy is

now almost four.

Cecile Porter Piplar has a little girl, Cecilc,

"Jr.", three years old. She is also interested

in working with Red Cross Canteen and

Junior League, and says Memphis has a grand

group of Alumnae and she hopes anyone

following the Army or Navy to that vicinity

will look her up (address below).

Sophia Campbell Brown was graduated from

University of Virginia Nursing School in

1937, is married and has three little girls who

keep her busy nursing on the home front.

Alice Andrews Fackcrt has a maid to take

care of her four year old son while she is

taking over her husband's job while he is

carrying out Army duties as first lieutenant

at Camp Wallace in Texas.

Addresses:

Mrs. Robert P. Williams {Jane Shelton)

749 Vine Street, Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Mrs. Sophia Camphcil Brown, 6417 Eastern

Avenue, Takoma Park, Maryland.

Harriet Hicok, 3 50 Congress Avenue, New
Haven, Connecticut (Temporary).

Mrs. Charles L. Piplar (Cecile Porter) 4.29

Greenfield Road, Memphis, Tennessee.

Mrs. Jonathan Slocum (George Ann Jack-

son) I7S4 Park Avenue, New York, New
York.

Kn'.ign Jane Lawdcr. U.S.N. R., 20 12 Dc-

lancey Place. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Mrs. Kent Ravenscroft (Catherine Mitchell)

MOQ HH-3. U. S. Naval Air Station, Corpus

Christi, Texas.

1937

Class Secretary: Helen "Tlrry" Shaw. 221

High brook Avenue, Pelham 6 5, New York.

Fund A^enf: Kate Shafffr Hardy (Mrs.)

Frank A.) 321 East Forty-third Street, New
York, New York.

Anne Lemon is so busy with her high-sound-

ing job at Shaw Field, Sumter, that she has

had to resign as class secretary. You will be

sorry to hear that her brother, Thomas, a Navy
Ensign, has been missing since February. From
Anne I hear that May Weston Thompson has

followed her draftee husband to Columbia

—

3010 Amherst Avenue She and Anne called on
Natalie Lucas Chase and saw her two children.

May also visited Syd Gort Herpers at Fort

Bragg.

George Walter Mapp, Becky Douglas' hus-

band, has a new Commission and they have a

new baby, although Anne says, "I do not
know which kind." How about it Becky? Kitty

O'Brien Joyner has a son named Sam and she

divides her time between 45 Algonquin Road,
Hampton, Virginia, and Langlcy Field where
she has a job.

Polly Lamheth Blackwell has moved to Presi-

dential Gardens, Alexandria, to be near Win-
field who is now an Ensign. Little Kate is

there too. Polly stopped over night in Pelham
last Fall and looked altogether too young

to be a mother. Another Washingtonite is

Nat Hopkins Griggs. Her husband was also

recently commissioned. Jane Collins Corwin
is living at 3919 Forty-seventh Street, N.W.,
Washington, D- C, according to a card from
her mother. Jane's baby, Susan, was born

December thirtieth.

Molly Grnher Stoddart lives at 118 Wood-
land Road, Wyncote Pennsylvania. She says

she is busy "nurses aiding and victory gard-

ening for my own benefit." She and Wes
Ward Francis get together frequently since

Wes's husband is with Army Ordnance in

Philadelphia. Frufiie lives in Harrisburg, ac-

cording to Molly, while her husband instructs

in an army school.

Lee Hall Cramer is running her Dad's

business practically single handed since all

the men are gone. She expects to celebrate

her third anniversary with Fred at Fort

Kenning the last of May. Lee saw Ellie Snod-

f^rass Park at the Navy-Virginia game last

Fall. Lib Lee McPhail reports that Ellie is

with her husband at the Marine Camp in

Nortii Carolina. Lib recently transferred from
Fort Sill where she often saw Nancy Nallc

Lea. Nancy has a new son and expects to be

moved to California soon. Jackie Cochran

Niciiolson was in Miami when last heard

from, and Jurie is in California.

I am so completely bogged down in my
job as a full-time volunteer office manager

for OCD that I never get to see anyone from
the class; Please let me know where you arc

—people are moving around so fast I cannot

keep up with you. Also remember that getting

the Alumnae News depends on whether or

not you contribute to the Alumnae Fund.

There are large gaps in this issue because

of lost addresses, but it is all the news I have

been able to glean. Better luck next time for

the October maga/ine which g<ws to every

alumna.
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Class Secretary: Anne Benedict, 147 East

Thirty-seventh Street, New York, New York.

Fund Agent: Janft Thorpe, 5 Heywood
Road. Pelham Manor, New York.

This month it is the Dyer Rescue Squad
to the aid of one very noble but slightly tired

class secretary. Annie has been a mighty faith-

ful reporter for four years. It has not been

an easy job and I hope she fully realizes how
much we all appreciate her successful efforts.

Fortunately this has been a Sweet Briar

month for me so I have plenty of news to

shoot along. Betty Frazier's marriage to Cap-
tain Theodore Rinehart on May first is a real

scoop. Fraz's letters have been riotous de-

scribing her plans, and Ted, who is in the

Army Air Forces, is a lawyer in the Judge
Advocates office in St. Louis. I saw two news-

paper pictures and accompanying clippings of

the Frazier-Rinehart merger and what a

darling bride Betty made. We were sick and

could not attend the wedding and see Madame
R. in all her glory.

In the "Something New Has Been Added
Department", Lieutenant and Mrs. Henri

Minor Hart (please excuse, Harrie!) scored

with a real prize package. Miss Jane Wain-
wright Hart was born on May sixth. Mary
Treaduay Washburn and I visited mother and
child the day before they left the hospital

and believe mc that baby is darling. Henri
says that she and Harrie are typical new
parents. All they do is sit and listen to the
wee one sound her A.

Thanks to Henri I have quite a bit of
news for you. Lottie Lewis has given up her

state job and is now at Virginia Beach,
Virginia.

Becky Wright Myers is with her husband
in Jacksonville, Florida. He is a Lieutenant
in the Navy. Becky's baby is home with Mrs.
Wright in Charlotte, North Carolina.

Viola ]ames Wathcn is now in Miami with
Dick but they expect to return to Jackson-
ville soon. Happy's little boy stayed in Char-
lotte.

From Boston, comes news via Eleanor

Clafliii Williams. Claflie is still living in

Dover, Massachusetts and writes that she has

been seeing Betsy Durham Goodhue who is

temporarily at Marblehead, Massachusetts,

with Albie and Tag, who is supposed to be
the spitiin' image of his mother. How I'd

love to get a peek at all of the class children.

\£'hen Tready was visiting Danny and mc
in New York during the week of May
eighteenth, we saw Hylah Coley Kitchel and
Ruth Daughcrfy Brooks. It has been ages since

we have laid eyes on those gals. Both are

still living in Old Greenwich, Connecticut.

Hylah and her lovely daughter. Heather, are

keeping the home fires burning while Tim,
who is a Lieutenant in the Navy, is training

in Oklahoma. Before going there, Tim was

stationed at Norfolk and the Kitchels found
themselves neighbors to Van and Jean Gray
Scott MacNair. Hylah now busies herself

with a nurses' aide course.

Ruth Brooks has her hands full raising

Susan and Sarali. her two daughters.

Ellie George Frampton has gotten herself a

government job in Richmond and is anxious*

ly awaiting news of Bill hitting port.

Jane Parker Washburn spent the night with
us before leaving for Norfolk to join Roddy.
She was home in New Rochelle about two
weeks after a second honeymoon at Hot
Springs, Virginia, when she received a call to

proceed to Norfolk. She has no idea how
long she will be there. It tickled me to death

to have both Tready and Parker under our

roof. They were wacky enough as room-
mates but now you ought to hear them carry

on as sisters-in-law.

Just a couple of weeks ago I received a

joint post card from Gracev Luckett and

Mary Mackintosh from Washington, D. C.

Gracey was "Bugging" (as she put it) with

Mac at Gunston Hall while there on business.

Mac said that Gracey looked like St. Andrews
reincarnated, armed with pens, pencils, note-

books, etc. Now that Little Luckett's helping

the army, we are bound to win soon.

Tready saw Marily Barnes Lewis recently

in Hartford, Connecticut. Marily is living

there with her husband's family while he is

off in New Guinea and she is keeping herself

busy with an Aetna Life Insurance Company
job.

When Danny and I were living in Wash-
ington, I lunched with Elizabeth Parks Van-

derbitt. Boot is there working for the War
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Savings Staff and seems to adore everything

about Washington. She'll learn! Also, I ran

into the Rossettis one Saturday night. Mr.
Rossetti is working for the Federal Com-
munications Commission intercepting foreign

broadcasts and translating them. Mrs. Ros-

setti has a clerical job and Guido their son,

i-i staying with his grandparents in New York
City. Needless to say the Rossettis are hav-
inf* the time of their lives. Jumping from
a quiet Job of teaching Italian at Sweet Briar

to a government job in "Vf'ashington is quite

a change.

The four-star writers of the month arc

Kitty Lau-dcr Stephenson and Ruth Harmati
Keiser. VC'hy are there not more like you two
wonderful gals? (plug) From Pittsburgh Kitty

writes: "I am leading the life of a G-man's
wife, and though I see very little of Steve

(he does not even get home for dinner more
than twice a week and usually works Sun-

days, too, I have lots of fun with other

gals in the same boat. I like Pittsburgh. See

Mardie HoJill Smith occasionally and she has

a darling five-months old daughter. Her hus-

band left for the army recently, so she

is with her parents now. Marguerite Myers
Gleen had a baby boy on March twenty-
fourth and Charlotte Dnmi Blair's son ar-

rived February twelfth. Both Marguerite and
Charlotte are living in Ohio and see each

nthcr occasionally. Fay Mueller Garver is in

Baltimore where her husband is in a defense

plant.

A. C. Davies married Dr. Wade Volwilcr

on March thirteenth and I attended the wed-
ding which was very nice. They are now
living in Boston. Judy Judd has an apart-

ment in Iowa City and is finishing up her

M.A. degree in Physical Education. I hear

from Elizabeth Perkins Prothro and she is

now the mother of three. She sent me a pic-

ture of them (two boys and a girl) and they

.ire the cutest and best looking children I

have ever seen. Her husband Is at Coast Guard
School.

Guess you knew Elsie Dtiy Suthcrlin h.id j

son on February ninth. Elsie is living in

Tampa, Florida, where her Iiusband is st.i-

tioned.

Ruth Harman Keiser writes that she is now
settled in Austin, Texas, with her army Lieu-

tenant husband. She and Art were married

last July. By November first, they were sent

to Fort Sill near Lawton, Oklahoma, where
Art took a three-months course. There they

met up with Nancy Nallc Lea and her bus-

band. Art is now at Camp Swift, Texas, and
only gets home twice a week. Ruth and Kitty

ou'^ht to live closer together.

Mary Jeffrey Welles is in England with
the American Red Cross. (See V-mail letter

from her at the end of this letter.)

^'cli. I guess that about winds up the news
broadcast. For those of you who are looking

for news about other classmates all I can say

is—no writce, no newsee.

Living in Washington was fun. Danny and
I were always running into the most unex-
pected surprises. So far, New York has not

let us down. We moved back here April

twenty-ninth and stored all our furniture

with Danny's family. Danny is now back
working with his father and thanks to friends

and a bit of good luck wc are now subletting

a furnished apartment. Poor Danny was re-

jected first from the Navy, then the Army
and is now classed as 4-F. Even so, we dare

not get settled anywhere. I stopjjed discon-

necting parties two days ago at the switch-

board of B. W. Dyer and Company and am
planning to become a nurses' aide. Wc are go-

ing to Westhampton, L. I., during July
and August so if any of you call on us,

please do not think we are "daid and gone."

Come one, come all—here's one little chicken

who Is always in the "S.B. frame of mind."
By the way, while I was having lunch with

Annie Benedict the other day I asked her

what she thought about having a Round
Robin for our Alumnae News. She said to

put it up to you so here it is. The idea would

be to get different gals from different parts

of the country to write the news maybe for

only a few times just to see how it goes.

Annie will still be the clearing house for any

and all news so that you won't be in a quan-

dry about where to send your tld-blts. First,

Annie would like volunteers to see how the

idea would pan out. She would also love to

get your reactions to this suggestion. Send

all time-bombs to me. Best to everyone of you.

ness.

Yvonne Leggett Dyer

APO 887

c/o Postmaster, New York City

May H, 1943

Dear Helen—Take a deep breath—I'm in

England, and can't quite believe it myself!

Our Red Cross Group has been beautifully

welcomed by the British who arc making Us

ifeel as if we're really needed here. My per-

manent job will be in an acroclub at an air

base, exactly where, I don't know. The trip

across was an unforgettable experience, I

have never seen womankind so appreciated and
respected. Besides, it was loads of just plain

fun —dances, informal singing, variety shows,
etc., and I'm actually learning to jitterbug!

Wish more S.B.C. girls would get into this

work; it's really the best .i girl can be in

now. In case the Red Crcass sends you a little

blurb and dreadful picture on the subject of
mc. please don't let anyone sec the picture

—

it'll be bad for the reputation of Sweet Briar!

Hope the college is fine as ever. My best

to all of you.

Mary Jm i \C'i lees

1940

Class Secretary: Nida Tomlin Watts (Mrs.
Robert, Jr.) 2625 Handasydc Court, Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

Vund Agcnf: Connie Currie, 698 West End
Avenue, New York, New York.

Beth Thomas Mason came through here

on her way back to Annapolis after visiting

Tate's family in Seattle. It was grand to sec

Beth for the first time in three years. She
looked splendid and was in a hurry to get

home to her daughter, Laura Beth. My post-

card attack has been rather futile this time
mostly because everyone seems to be moving
around all over the country. However, Beth
told me some interesting facts, namely that

Frances Moses Turner's husband, Lawson, is

now a Captain and is stationed at Camp
Breckenridge, Hopkinsville, Kentucky. Cap-
tain Marth.i (fire chief) Rector is on WAAC
recruiting duty in Little Rock. Peggy Caper-

ton spent a week end with Beth and Tate.

Margaret Royal I had dinner in New York

with Peggy and Jane Goolrick. Maggie's en-

gagement was announced recently to James
Davis. They were married June 1 4.th in

Goldsboro, N. C. Jane Is working with the
l^c(\ Cross and seems to enioy her work.
Bargara Godfrey Adams was last located at

Spindrift Cottages. Vcro Beach. Florida. Bar-
bara was Adiuiant of the Indian River M<)tor

Corps and Chairman of the county Water
Safety Program. And she is now serving in

the Marine Corps Women's Reserve. Barbara
spent several days with Jackie Sexton Daley
before the Dalevs left Vcro Beach. Jackie
writes that she has had a most eventful year.

First of all, her husband. Jack graduated
from the Seminary shortly before Christmas
and was ordained in January. The Daleys
went immediately to Miami and now Jack
is the Curate at St. Stephans church in Coco-
nut Grove. Jackie expresses the current situa-

tion so well that she must be quoted, she says,

"So far, I am not really an authority on how
to be a minister's wife because most of my
time is taken up with our son, Michael who
arrived on February I2th. He has red hair

and brown eyes and broke all ministerial rec-

ords by being born on Thursday instead of
Saturday night." Ag is still in Florida too.

Marianna Bush has a daughter, Mary Bar-
rett.

Betty Lee Kopper is visiting her mother
and father while Sam attends Indoctrination
School. The Koppers have rented their at-

tractive house in Arlington and are waiting
to hear what Sam's orders will be. Polly Boze
spent a week end at Sweet Briar recently and
found it nice to get back on Campus and
still see some familiar faces. Polly plans to

go to New Orleans for a visit and will come
back via Chattanooga to see Nancy Hawkins.
This summer she is goin - to be a newspaper
woman and will teach at St. Catherine's next
winter. Mary Petty is still in New York and
says Mary Jane Burnett came to town look-
ing very sleek as an Ensign in the WAVES.
Ensign Olivia Davis is living at the Beaux
Arts Apartments and working at 90 Church
Street. Mary went out to Staten Island not
long ago and had a delightful luncheon with
Clemmie Carter Murray. Clemmie's husband.
John is in the Coast Guard and is stati)ncd
at Staten Island.

Jane Bush was married May ninth to Cap-
tain Gene Long of the Army Air Force. Ruth
Collins has been in Norfolk and this summer
is coming up to Port Washington to visit Ethel
James. Ethel has been working for a doctor
as secretary and assistant. Margaret Dowell
IS in Portsmouth and her husband is study-
ing Chemical Warfare at Edgewood Arsenal.

I know that everyone will be sorry to hear
that Mag has been quite ill since February.

Cecilia MacKinnon and her former roommate.
Katharine Estes are in New York at the Rar-

bizon. Cecilia is working at the Medical

Center taking care of children, it is reported

that Florence Merrill is doing some parish

work at St. Patrick's Cathedral. Margaret
Vallance has a war job in Washington which
she finds most intriguing. Jeanne Harris con-

siders her work at the Metropolitan Museum
more ideal than ever. Jeanne sends this mes-

sage to all of us, "I would like to tell any-

one who is doing any club or recreation work
with service people to get in touch with me
if they want to borrow large or small color
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rcpr».>duction of paintings to decorate the walls.

There is no charge for such activities; and

only a small fee for individual borrowers or

for an out-of-town group."

Dorothy Campbell has been occupied with

her Nurses' Aide course and Junior League

Provisional work. "Committee Woman Camp-

bell" had to slow down for awhile because

of an unpleasant case of flu. She rested in

Miami for a month and is now back in Okla-

homa City making arrangements for a big

dance by the French Heels Club", which

Dottie says will be nothing more than a

glorified USO dance. Gail is in the pioneer

country, Cherry Point, North Carolina to be

exact.

Canny and Merrill Pasco have a grand

house at Fort Meyer. Merrill has had some

interesting trips lately, one with Anthony

Eden and several weeks ago he went to Will-

iamsburg with General Marshall and all the

British Allied Staff. Emory and Canky Will-

iams stopped to see the Pascos on their way

back to Boston from Lucy Call and Todd

Dabney's wedding. Todd is Emory's cousin

and Canky was best man. Emory sees Mary

Miller every now and then and says that Mary

is working hard with her Medical social work.

Emory also raves about Mary's attractive

husband. Canny tells me that Pargo has been

in Florida and is at present in Petersburg so

Canny hopes that she will visit her. Cynthia

Nultm:f Young's husband, Karl, was on tem-

porary duty in Washington but has since

been sent to Houston, Texas. Cynthia and

her son, William Berkley are in Richmond.

but have plans made to join papa in Texas.

1942

Class Sfcrcfiiry: Helen Saniord, 3800

Shenandoah, Dallas, Texas.

FiinJ Agenf: Eugenia Burnett, 202^ Bel-

mont Road, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Spring is here again, and so is romance.

First of the round of weddings for the season

was that of Lucy Carter Call and Captain

Thomas Todd Dabney, which took place in

Richm.ind on May fifteenth. Todd returned

from Australia only two weeks before the

wedding and will most likely be stationed in

the United States for some time. A week

later, on May twenty-second, Ann Bundy

was married in Norfolk to Robert Gibson

(Bobby) Thurman; and on the twenty-

seventh, Mary Alice Bennett and Lieutenant

John Thompson Dcirrance, Jr., were married

in Joplin.

Rut hie Hensley and Josh Camblos were

to be married on June 21. Rufus Pierson has

announced her engagement to Ensign Ted
Fisher, with no definite date set as yet for

the wedding.

Cynthia Abbott Bottsford has left New
York for the glories of Monterrey, California,

to join Botts, who has been commissioned a

second lieutenant in the Army. Franny Boyti-

toti and Carl Drake have given up their River-

side Drive apartment and arc also preparing

to leave New York; Carl will probably go t()

sea for the Navy sometime during the sum-
n-er. Both C^^nthia and Franny were part of

the Sweet Briar reunion we held in New York
one week end in May. Betsy Gilmer (now
Ensign Gilmer) came down from Midship-

man School at Smith, and Ann Hauslein from
Philadelphia; Swede tried to get a leave from
the Navy to come with Betsy, but it was her

first week as an apprentice seaman and she

was strongly advised to stay at Smith. Jean

Hedley and Eddie and Phyl came in from
the suburbs, and we had a fine time trying

to see the sights of the city in the dimout.

Eddie informs me that I made a most un-

fortunate mistake in the last issue. It seems

that she is not working for the Union Car-

bon and Carbide Company; she is working

for the Air Reduction Company—their rivals.

I apologize. More errors: So far as anyone

seems to know, Beasle has not joined the

WAVES, and Jane Hamilton McN aught on

tells me I misrepresented her younger child

as a girl; it's a boy. And more apologies.

Betty BroHti Sweney has a four-month-old

baby girl, born in New York on February

nineteenth.

Becky Schiltges, also at home now, is some-

how holding down two jobs, one with Bobbs-

Merrill and the other with WISH in Indian-

apolis. Ann Morrison, Polly Peyton Turner,

and Bobbie Engb Croft are all in New York,

doing research for the Navy and living

—

together with nine other girls—in a sort of

modified dormitory made from the stables

of the old Tiffany F" state on Long Island.

They seem to be having a lot of fun, while

they work. Ringer, now a WAVE ensign in

the Communications division, is stationed in

Charleston, South Carolina and works on the

Navy three-day shift, with one day off be-

tween shifts. Ann Kreniers Bucher is serving

as a lieutenant in the WAACS, recruiting new

volunteers in Kansas.

Hank is visiting somewhere in the East

while she waits to be called to the WAVES
Midshipman School. I saw her in St. Louis

while I was waiting for trains to get me
back here from New York. I'm home again

now, looking for a job. You-all keep on writ-

ing, but just change the address once more.

please. Hank and I also dropped In on Apple
in St. Louis, where she's at work for her fa-

ther in the furniture and upholstering business.

Frances Meeks was married on June fifth

to VC'illiam Blue Young.
Back in Roanoke Gcge Moomaw has a new

job as a case worker for the Public Welfare
Department—job complete with a windowless

office and desk. Before I left New York, I

stopped by to see Joanne Oberkirch in Best's.

She was on the verge of leaving there to go
to housekeeping for her family. She told me
that "Cleo" Chamberlain is in Washington
with the Signal Corps, and that Nan Taylor
is working for Pan-American Airlines in

Miami. Pres has left Pan-American to go back
to Cuba.

Jeanne Sattycr Faggis wrote a beautifully

long letter explaining her role as the Oregon
Backwoods wife. Aside from the wood stove

and the floods, which seem to invade the

town of Albany—and the Faggi parlor—oc-

casionally, it really sounds like a very civil-

ized life. Jeanne and John have made or

reconstructed practically all the furnishings

in their apartment, but it's a little different

from pioneering and they seem to be enjoying

it completely.

Thank you all again for writing and don't

forget to do it again-

New Addresses:

Cynthia Abbott Bottsford, The Presidio,

Monterrey, California.

Margaret Becker Schiltges, 3 642 Watson
Road, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Ruth Jacquot, 410 Hawthorne Drive,

Brandywine Hills, Wilmington, Delaware.

Polly Peyton Turner (Mrs. Carol) Bobbie

Ei7gb Croft (Mrs. William C.) and Ann Mor-
rison, Tiffany Foundation, Oyster Bay, Long
Island, New York.

Eleanor Ringer (Ensign) 19 East Battery,

Charleston, South Carolina.

Sally Waike Rogers (Mrs. John C.) Pikes-

ville, Maryland.

1942

Dear '42:

Because our first reunion has to be in

spirit and not in person, we will have to

store up all the things we have to discuss

until we are together. This also means we
will have to work harder to keep in touch

as a class and alumnae of Sweet Briar.

I miss everyone of you and wish you luck

in the essential and hard work you arc doing

and hope it won't be too long before can

get together.

Sincerely,

Margie Troutman

BROWN-MORRISON COMPANY
(INCORPORATED)

T^rinters Stationers

Everything for Your Office=

718 MAIN STREET LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA



Senior Class, 1943
Adams, Sarah Louise, 404 Bushnell Apartments, San Antonio,

Texas.

Barnes, Brooks, Warren Avenue, Plymouth, Massachusetts.

Bean, Nancy Ariana, The Strand, New Castle, Delaware.

Boiies, Barbara Ruth, 2040 Scottwood Avenue, Toledo, Ohio.

Bracher, Catharine Morison, Helena Road, Dongan Hills,

Staten Island, New York.

Briggs, Barbara, Route 1, Graves Road, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Brimbcrg, Elaine Rita, 1185 Park Avenue, New York, New
York.

Bryan, Sara Southworth, Hillcrest, Jefferson, Georgia.

Campbell, Elizabeth Alexander, 434 Fayette Park, Lexington,

Kentucky.

Carter, Mary Stewart, 2820 Habersham Road, Atlanta, Georgia.

Cheatham, Dolores Holt, 903 West Davis Street, Burlington,

North Carolina.

Christian, Mary Whitten,329 West Sixth Avenue, Huntington,

West Virginia.

Corddry, Elizabeth Montgomery, 2421 North Front Street,

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.

Dichman, Elizabeth Braxton, c o Fielding Robinson, 5 3 East

Sixty-first Street, New York, New York.

Dear, Katherine Waller, Tappahannock, Virginia.

'Douglas, Deborah Adams, 704 East Forty-fourth Street,

Savannah, Georgia.

Eager, Clare Murray, "Charlesmeade," Baltimore, Maryland.

Emmerick, Betty Lynn, 1214 Quarrier Street, Charleston,

West Virginia.

Faulconer, Mary Roselle, Amherst, Virginia.

Findlay, Jane, 4332 Lewiston Road, Niagara Falls, New York.

Fitzgerald, Janice Bennett, 3 01 North Third Street, Smithfield,

North Carolina.

Forsch, Annabelle, 14 East Eighty-third Street, New York,

New York.

Garber, Mary Charlotte, 15 08 Milncr Crescent, Birmingham,

Alabama.

Gregg, Frances Carolyn, 317 South Highland, Memphis,

Tennessee.

Grymes, Muriel Saltonstall, 5 1 East Park Street, East Orange,

New Jersey.

Guyton, Clara Camille, 9939 N.E. Grand Concourse, Miami,

Florida.

Hall, Elizabeth Barrett, 400 English Street, High Point, North
Carolina.

Hazard, Rozelia (Mrs. Stephen M. Danforth), Saunderstown,

Rhode Island.

Hudson, Pauline Merton, Clifford, Virginia.

Hume, Marguerite Frances, 2218 Village Drive, Louisville,

Kentucky.

Jacobs, Ann Loyd, Apartment 3-C, 2 5 Fifth Avenue, New
York, New York.

Jameson, Nancy Louise, 764 Potomac Avenue, Buffalo, New
York.

Jett, Esther Elizabeth, 1411 Graydon Avenue, Norfolk,

Virginia.

Johnson, Chesley Elizabeth, 5 05 Broadway, New Orleans,

Louisiana.

Johnston, Primrose, Cat Rock Road, Cos Cob, Connecticut.

Jones, Barbara Prentiss, 10 Old Farm Road, Hamden,
Connecticut.

Kiker, Lucy Ellen, 4 Courtland Place, Reidsville, North
Carolina.

Kinne, Betty-Potter, Hotel Claremont, Berkeley, California.

Kinne, Dixie Ross, 30 Cleveland Street, Holyoke, Massachusetts.

Kniskern, Karen Edith, 507 Riverview Road, Swarthmore,

Pennsylvania.

'"Law, Mary Langfitt, "Boxwood", Towson, Maryland.

Lawrie, Frances Elizabeth, Alden Park Manor, 8100 East

Jefferson, Detroit, Michigan.

Lawton, Helen, 1837 Lauderdale Road, Louisville, Kentucky.

Lee, Mary Belle, Quarters 110, Quantico, Virginia.

Leighton, Betty Jane, 13 Franklin Place, Maplewood, New
Jersey.

Lerner, Sally Inez, 332 Park Avenue, Rochester, New York.

"Long, Dorothy Rosalie, 323 8 Avalon Place, Houston, Texas.

McCarthy, Elsie Elizabeth, Amherst, Virginia.

McDowell, Fayette, West Wind Road, Indian Hills, Louisville,

Kentucky.

Mcjunkin, Anne Schilling, 1611 Virginia Street, Charleston,

West Virginia.

''Marston, Eleanore Angela, 6401 Wissahickon Avenue,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Martin, Fay, 5 320 Edgewater Drive, Norfolk, Virginia.

Mitchell, Anne Wright, Mt. Vernon Road, Newark, Ohio.

Munce, Elizabeth Jeffries, 15 18 West Avenue, Richmond,
Virginia.

Nagele, Irene (Mrs. Charles Burkett) 436 Pennsylvania

Avenue, FreefMjrt, New York.

Noyes, Anne Fletcher, 162 8 Richmond Road, Lexington,

Kentucky.

Parker, Catherine Sclater, 1238 Ferguson Avenue, Newport
News, Virginia.

Pingree, Nancy, 36 River Street, Boston, Massachusetts.

Preston, Betty Braxton, 3 8 East Hallam Avenue, Washington,
Pennsylvania.

Pullen, Harriet Stuart, Box 93 0, Asheville, North Carolina.

Read, Delia MacLeod, 54 Elm Avenue, Metuchen, New Jersey.

Roudin, Peggy (Mrs. Herbert P. Rubensohn) 333 West Fifty-

sixth Street, New York, New York.

Ruth, Mary Page, 10 Hillside Road, Baltimore, Maryland.

Schmeisser, Elizabeth Fleming, 110 Tunbridge Road,

Baltimore, Maryland.

Shugart, Marjorie Lee, 4123 Kingcrest Parkway, Richmond,

Virginia.

Siegling, Effie Campbell, 54 Broad Street, Charleston, South

Carolina.

Simmons, Frances-Scott (Mrs. David M. McConnell), 3 507

Rodman Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.

Smith, Vivian Byrd, 724 Raleigh Avenue, Norfolk, Virginia.

Snow, Judith, Falmouth-Foreside, Falmouth, Maine.

Stauber, Dorothy Marie, Calle 24, entre 2 y 7, Reparto

Miramar, Havana, Cuba.
Swenson, Harriet Martha, 13 5 Ruskin Road, Eggertsville,

New York.

Swindell, Margaret Gold, 1000 West Nash Street, Wilson,

North Carolina.

Tanner, Carol Minor, 2018 Monument Avenue, Richmond,
Virginia.

Taylor, Frances Willis, 5 82 York Road, Westhampton,
Richmond, Virginia.

White, Virginia Clarke, Rio Vista Lane, Richmond, Virginia.

Woodruff, Louise, 18100 South Park Boulevard, Shaker

Heights, Ohio.

'"Degrees Conferred February 12, 1943.



ALUMNAE IN IFAR SERFICES

This list includes the names of all Sireef Briar alumnae \

reported to the Alumnae Office I y June 11, 1943

RED CROSS OVERSEAS SERVICE

Nancy Gatch, '59 Mary Jeffrey Wells, '59

MARINES
M.irion Coles Phiniz) ,

'40 Janet Kimball Miller, '5 5

1

Barbara Godfrey Adams, '40

WAACS
1

Mary Craighill Klnyoun, "2 S Helen Allen, ex '5 8

Louise Nelson, '50 Anne Conant, ex '40

Ruth Kerr, '52 Ellen McClintock, '40

1
Lillian Allison, ex '5 5 Mary Petty Johnston, '40

Madeline Hawes, ex '5 5 Martha Rector, '40

Marie Le Pine, '54 Mary K. ^X^lrren, ex '40

Kay Thomes, ex '44

WAVES
Elmyra Pennypacker Coxe, '2 Lucy Gore, '57

Mary Hampton Martin, ex '2 5 Anne Lauman, '57

Marietta Darsie, '26 Ann Parks, '5 9

Margaret Lovett, '27 Helen Anderson, '40

Anita Crews, '29 Mary Jane Burnett, '40

Dorothy E. Fowler, '2 9 Olivia Davis, '40

Anne Gochnauer, '5 Olive May Whittington, '40

Emma Riely, '5 Carolyn Custer, ex '41

Anne MacRae, '5 2 Elizabeth McDade, ex '41

Gail Donohue, ex '54 Betsy Chamberlain, '42

Anne Marvin, '54 Eloise English, '42

Lucy Hoblitzell, ex '5 5 Elizabeth Hanger, '42

' Jane Lawder, ex '5 5 Betsy Gilmer, '42

Ann Spiers, '5 5 Viola Miller, ex '42

!
June de Frees, ex '5 6 Eleanor Ringer, '42

Elizabeth Hartridge, ex '56

1

1

Alice Sweney, '42





October Alumnae News Only?

Did you get all four issues of the Alumnae News last year? If not, it means that for

some reason or other, you did not contribute to the Alumnae Fund.

and yon missed

IN FEBRUARY

Alumnae in the war services.

Founders Day, 1942.

The Beginning of Sweet Briar, by Dr. Mary K. Benedict.

Students as Founders, by Margaret Banister '16.

Sweet Briar's first midwinter commencement.

IN APRIL

The first student issue of the Alumnae News with articles, cartoons and pic-

tures by the students. This issue sent to all parents of present students resulted in

subscriptions to the Alumnae News for 1943-1944 by several parents.

IN JUNE

Class Reunions in print for 1913, 1918, 1923, 1933, 1938.

Commencement in war time.

Announcements, gifts to the college, honors awarded and Miss Sparrow's letter.

IN EVERY ISSUE

A message to Alumnae from Miss Glass.

Send your gift''' or pledge, to the Alumnae Fund as soon as possible so that we may send

you the next three issues of the Alumnae News this year.

"'Your pledge of money or war stamps will be equally welcome.

Payable to - - The Sweet Briar Alumnae Fund.
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Mary Moore Pancake, '32
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Mrs. Ernest M. Wood, Jr.

(Elizabeth Bond, '54)
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Mrs. Herbert Pecr Pales
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Mrs. Francis E. Carter, Jr.

(Gary Burwell, '3 5)
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Mrs. E. Griffith Dodson, Jr.

(Molly Talcott, '38)
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Mary Mackintosh, '39

Rixcy Mansion Inn

Arlington, Virginia



Lieutenant Commander McAfee and Miss Glass chat on the

steps of Sweet Briar House.

From Miss Glass—
For the last two years I have been writing to the almnae chiefly about educational

trends, policies and changes. This is a year when trends are beginning to point more

plainly than ever to the future developments, but it is not of educational policies that

I wish to write now, but about that old, insistent requirement for the carrying out of

policy—funds.

I have not touched this topic for some time, but every activity at the present

moment keeps money in the forefront of our thoughts, and your college owes it to you
to let you know its needs, and to keep you reminded of how you can meet them. It is

also true that giving money to enable Sweet Briar to function more efficiently is a fine

way to check inflation, and to assure the younger generation of services essential to their

training for the good of society. It is easy to present the college purpose in the same

terms as any welfare service, but you do not need that kind of talk about Sweet Briar.

You do need to remember that Sweet Briar has some of her most important work
still waiting for funds. Mr. Dew said to me yesterday: "There are so many things here

that we have known for a long time ought to be done, and we have to continue to await

funds." You do not need to be prompted to budget giving to Sweet Briar as you do
giving to war work and social causes, because it is affecting, by the fundamental train-

ing that it gives, both society and how we wage war.

Studies of incomes give the evidence that there is money to give and to spend, more
to spend than goods to be bought. Colleges are being given money: Connecticut College

$730,000, Bennett College $175,000, Davidson College over $250,000, Lawrence College

$200,000. These are announcements in the last issue of the Bulletin of Association of

American Colleges.

This is an excellent time for Sweet Briar alumnae to solicit gifts from persons who
can give large sums, but at the same time to give steadily and as generously as possible

to the annual fund. Only by steady giving in smaller sums by many people and

enlistment of support in larger sums will your Alma Mater be ready to do her duty in

this time of high significance for education. Give her your thought, your ingenuity and

your money.
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The World of the Future Will Need
(E\/r<i(/s friim the sJHVch (if Licitlciiant Coiiimaiuhr M'rhlrcil H. MiAfcr,

V.S.N.R., at the tilu-iiiir^ loiironif.oii at Sweet Briar, SelUemher 16)

Number 1

WE who are privileged to retain an identity with

a college like this owe it to our contemporaries on

the b.utlc-fronts of the world to think seriously about the

role wc arc playing.

Some day the war will be over. When that time comes,

today's undergraduates will or will not be ready to live in

the post-war world. No one can prophecy specifically what

thj demands of that world will be. It can be asserted with

confidence, however, that, whatever its demands, people

\vA\ have to meet them.

What kind if people wi'l the world ihen ncjJ? It will

have large numbi-'rs of people who have suffered tragically.

It will have many who are embittered and confused by the

complexities and bewilderments of the post-war readjust-

ments. It will have all too many men and women of limited

vision, ready to take advantage of the world's plight to

benefit themselves. It will have many would-be helpers,

eager to do goad and pathetically incompetent in their

gestures of good intention.

The world of the future will need people who have not

escaped the suffering of this present, but have learned to

face it courageously and to relieve it constructively. It

will need people to whom baffling problems are challenging

rather than discouraging. It must have far-seeing prophets

who forget themselves in commitment to far-reaching

purposes. It must have people of good-will, who not only

know they want to do good but know what is good and

know how to do it.

A liberal arts college, rooted in the Christian tradition,

should produce that kind of person. Wc have no ambition

to withdraw students from a pain-wracked world. Here

we should find strength, physical, aesthetic, moral, religious,

intellectual, to master the suffering which we expect to

share.

Here we should have practice in meeting problems of

human relationship and organizational practice and per-

sonal conviction so that we can learn to face change and

uncertainty and perplexity without unthinking resistance

or fear.

Here we should learn to think in terms of many people

and their welfare, stretching our interests to include races,

classes, creeds to which we have been strangers. Thinking

of the other person may include being quiet in congested

dormitories or reporting colds early to avoid spreading in-

fection or studying in the living room so your roommate

can sleep or keeping your possessions in order and out of

sight so th.it thhiy^s need not mar the relationships between

people! Or it may mean sharing concern over great issues

of national importance, being sure that you are identified

with the forces in American life which are constructive

and cohesive rather than destructive and divisive.

Especially here should we learn to implement our good

will with knowledge, not only of what should be but of

what has been and now is so that we can learn from the

past how to shape the present to achieve the future which

ought to be.

Women are in tremendous demand for all kinds of war

activities. Every student here could probably be gainfully

(and very gainfully) employed within the week if she

chose to enter industry. Those over twenty would be very

popular in the military services. Your right to deferment

depends on your willingness to make of college an essential

occupation. It is essential if it produces persons whom the

world needs as desperately as it needs the things you might

produce if you were not now in college. We rejoice in your

presence here because it indicates that you and your parents

recognize the importance of what a college like this under-

takes to do. Vi'e start the new year with high expectations

may we end it without failure to fulfill those expectations.



Aim, New:

From Captain Rector-

(Esccrbti from a letter to Miss Button from Captain Martha Riltor,

WAC Heath/liartcrs, Kccriiitiri\^ and Induction Station, Little Rock, Arkansas)

HAVE thought of you so often and have meant to

Ite, but it seems that it took

nijmps to slow me down sufficiently
I write, but it seems that it took a bumper crop of

I have been a

WAC since last July

when I went to Des

Moines to be in the

first officer candidate

class. After getting

my commission as a

second lieutenant on

September 1, I was

sent immediately to

Little Rock, Arkan-
sas on recruiting

duty.

Being one of the

first two live WACS
in the state was an
experience I'll never

forget. No one knew
who, what, or why
we were! One nice

little old l.idy came up to us one day while we were waiting

for a bus, smiled sweetly and said 'And what kind of gum

are you girls giving away?' And there were always remarks

like 'my, they are dressing up the Western Union girls.' It

was several months before we were really accepted on our

own merits, and were not considered strange animals from

another planet.

It took even longer for the army to realize that we were

serious, fairly competent and intensely interested in doing

the job well and in the 'Army way.'

For several months I spoke before all types of civic and

educational groups and traveled all over the state. It is a

big responsibility but never dull or boring and I often feel

quite inadequate for the position I have—being in com-

mand of all recruiting activities for the state. There are ten

sub-stations which I must visit once each month and I

serve as sort of a trouble-shooter when the need arises.

I was surprised to see how well women take to army life

with its discipline and regulations. It has done a lot to

revive my faith in American women, although large num-

bers are still not contributing in any way toward winning

the war, but it seems probable that the government will

remedy that with registration of women in the near fuure.

I have never been happier in my life or worked as hard,

but it is definitely worth it. Without the knowledge and

experience I gained at Sweet Briar, I would never have

made a success of this army job."

Ensign Edith M. Martin of the SPARS

1AM PROUD and happy to be a member of the SPARS,
the Women's Reserve of the United States Coast Guard,

our oldest continuous fighting force. It's no life of box-

wood and roses but no one regrets joining from the first

hup, two on.

My stretch in the service started 30 January when I

was sworn in and sent to the Coast Guard Academy at New
London, Connecticut for my indoctrination. All SPAR
officers are trained at the Academy along with the cadets

and are quartered in beautiful Chase Hall overlooking the

tall masts of the training schooners and sleek eighty-three

foot sub patrol ships anchored in the Thames River.

There is, however, no time for gazing at views because

the business of making a naval officer from a civilian and

a female is a serious one and plenty strenuous—but you

love it. In the indoctrination course you learn the history

and organization, customs, etiquette, regulations of your

service, how to obey and give orders, and your right foot

from your left. Also you receive training in the special

work which you are to do.

After graduation the officers are assigned to stations.

I've been in Cleveland and St. Louis as assistant to the

District Personnel Officer and my present duty is Recruit-

ing Officer in Columbus, Ohio.

In personnel you interview and assign enlisted women

to their specific jobs,

watch out for their

morale, welfare .-ind

advancements besides

overseeing the many
records that must be

kept on each person

m the service. In Re-

cruiting you are as

busy as a circus

barker and feel just

like one. Radio
speeches, newspaper

stories, anything you

can do to convey to

eligible women your

enthusiasm and the

need for releasing

men for sea duty.

These are but two of the many assignments open to women.

Any special training can be utilized and no field is closed

except sea duty. There is a great need for women skilled

in public relations, accounting, engineering, transportation

and dietetics to mention a few.

The SPARS are the smallest of the women's services and

number at present about five thousand with an authorized
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Gi:rryMallory,'30

Alumnae Fund

Chairman, 1943-'45

The Alumnae Coun-

cil announces with

pleasure and satis-

faction the appoint-

ment of Gerry Mal-

lory as chairman ot

the Alumnae Fund

for the next two

years. With char-

acteristic enthusiasm

and energy Gerry

has begun this most

important work for

Sweet Briar.

complement of fifteen thousand. The name SPAR comes

from the Coast Gaurd motto "Semper Paratas—Always

Ready," and was coined by our capable director Lieutenant

Commander Dorothy C. Stratton, formerly Dean of Women
at Purdue University.

Enlisted SPARS receive their training at the Palm Beach

Biltmore which houses both boot camp and the specialists

schools. Boot training is the indoctrination course and lasts

six weeks. After that girls are trained in the specialist

schools for a period of three months before being sent to

their stations. SPARS receive the same pay and benefits as

do the men and they are making the service proud by their

capable and conscientious work.

Life in the SPARS has its fun too. My high spot—with

Lieutenant (j.g.) Mary Arbenz also of the SPARS, being

the first naval officers ever to christen a Navy ship. At

Lorraine, Ohio with all the fanfare of bands, bouquets of

roses, crowds, radio hook-ups, and almost too much excite-

ment we sent the (7SS Logic down the ways and out to

join the proud ships of our Navy.

Campus News

In Tin; Third \C'ar Loan Drive, the Sweet Briar com-

munity, surpassing all expectations, sold a total of

$4.1,760.5 in bonds. This amount far exceeded the sum

raised in the second bond drive which netted $26,000.

The entire student body was canvassed by members

of Tau Phi with the result that 53.8' i of the seniors,

47.1% of the juniors, 3 8.5''(' of the sophomores and

26.9% of the freshmen invested in bonds.

Other community members were solicited by letter.

Funds from various college organizations and the college

were also converted into bonds.

Student Funds Committee report for 1942-1943 of

lu.nds raised last year has been made by Marion Shanley,

chairman. A total of $5,770 was raised and distributed,

$2,661 going directly to the Red Cross as a result of the

campaign in March. The remainder went to the World
Student Service Fund, the Fighting French, Greek War

Salute to Major Kerr

SINCE September 20, Ruth Kerr, '32, has been a full-

fledged major in the WAC, in command of the corps

unit of the First Troop Carrier Command at Stout Field,

Indianapolis. She is one of the few women to hold the rank

of major.

Ruth, who was a member of the first class of officer

candidates in the WAC, has held a number of different

positions since she became a third officer at Fort Des

Moines, a little more than 14 months ago. For awhile she

remained there to assist in organizing the basic training

program now in use at all three WAC training centers.

Last November she was assigned to Baltimore, where she

was assistant WAC Service Command Director. In March,

1943, she arrived at Stout Field to take over her new duties

as WAC liaison officer, and shortly thereafter she was

promoted to the rank of captain. The position she holds

remains the same, although the title has been changed to

staff director. In addition to supervising activities of all

WAC companies of the First Troop Carrier Command,
Major Kerr is in charge of all WAC operational officers

who are assigned to specific duties with the command. Her
headquarters are at the field, but she spends much time

visiting bases to coordinate all WAC activities in the

command.

After her graduation from Sweet Briar in 1932, Ruth
got a master's degree from Simmons College, and for six

years she was personnel director of a department store in

York, Pennsylvania. In 193 9 she became supervisor of dis-

tributive education for the city of Holyoke, Massachusetts.

She is now on a leave of absence from that position.

Relief, the infantile paralysis drive. Sweet Briar auditorium

and endowment funds, and a gift towards the tuition of

a refugee student at the college. In addition, $484 went

to United China relief as the result of sales of paintings

by the Chinese artist, Chang Shu-Chi, who spent several

days at the college last May.

The Mary Helen Cochran Library contains ap-

proximately one thousand newly-catalogued volumes re-

ceived during the summer. This equals the usual number
of volumes added to the library at this time of the year,

according to Miss Janet Agnew, librarian.

Of the 2,2 50 books which were added, many were in the

field of Latin American literature, economics and sociology,

reflecting the increased interest in those countries in con-

nection with new courses in the college curriculum on

Latin American history, art, literature, and economics.

Some half dozen Spanish magazines and newspapers, some

of which come from Latin America, are also included

among the library's current periodicals.

Through purchases and gifts during the past year, the

total number of volumes in the library has now risen to

slightly more than 5 8,600.
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Carrv Nature Sanctuary Book

Collection

A SPECIAL collection of books and periodicals con-

cerned with wild life, chiefly birds and wild flowers

has been started at Sweet Briar this year and will be added

to annually. The collection was made possible by the in-

come from a gift to Sweet Briar in connection with the

endowed Carry Nature Sanctuary which was established

on the campus ten years ago by the parents of Peggy Carry,

'55 (Mrs. Lewis Hudson Durland).

The collection will be housed in the corridor just off the

reading balcony on the second floor of the library. At the

request of Mrs. Durland, the collection will be made up

largely of non-scientific books, to appeal to the lay reader

and to stimulate greater interest in all forms of wild life.

A large pictorial map in color of the Bird Residents

of Sweet Briar campus is hung in the corridor near the

book collection. The bird census for the map was taken

in the summer of 1937 by Peggy Carry, '3 5 and Martha

Clark, '37 and the original map was drawn by Bonnie

Wood Stookey, '34 and Elsetta Gilchrist Barnes, '27.

Considerable interest in the campus sanctuary has been

fostered by members of the faculty, alumnae and students.

Miss Hague, professor of Biology wrote a most interesting

article, in March, 1936 which appeared in an early

issue of the Alumnae News.

In March, 1939, Jeanette Boone, acting superintendent

of the sanctuary at that time wrote an article for the

Alumnae Ne>x'S entitled Sweet Briar's Bird Census, which

was an explanation of the pictorial map reproduced and

sent to alumnae with that issue of the magazine.

College Calendar
OC TOBER
14,21 College Convocations: Our County of Amherst

22 Roth String Quartet

23 Lecture: Post War Latin, Dr. Ernest Galarzo,

Faculty Club

2 8 Paint and Patches presents: Playboy of the Western

World by John Synge
29 Founders' Day: The Speaker — The Reverend

Peter Marshall, New York Avenue Presbyterian

Church, Washington, D. C.

November
5 Meeting of Board of Overseers

5 Lecture: Olaf Paus Grunt—The Spiritual Tra-

dition of Norway at Grips with Nazidom
6 Meeting of Alumnae Council

Fall Horse Show
12 Lecture: Max Lerner — The Four Leaders —

Roosevelt, Churchill, Stalin, Hitler

20 Concert: Duke University, Sweet Briar Glee Clubs

2 5 Dance and Recital: Eric Hawkins and Pearl
Lang

December
4 Senior Show
17 Christmas vacation

SIX GIRLS who claim other lands than the United

States as their homelands are now enrolled at Sweet

Briar, three as freshmen, (see picture above left to right).

Antoinette LeBris, native of Paris, went to school there

until 1939. She was visiting in this country when the war

broke out and she has remained here since. Antoinette is

now a junior at Sweet Briar.

Another native of France is Marguerite de Lustrac,

granddaughter of Fergus Reid, who was born at Neuilly-

sur-Seine. She attended school in Paris until she came to

this country with her parents after the fall of France.

Before entering Sweet Briar in September, she went to St.

Timothy's in Catonsville, Maryland.

Audrey Humbert, who is making her home for the du-

ration in Richmond, was born in Havana, of English

parents. She has attended schools in England and in Switz-

erland as well as in this country. She was graduated from

St. Catherine's in Richmond before entering Sweet Briar a

year ago.

Zurich, Switzerland, is the former home of Helen Bloch,

freshman. She now lives with her parents on a farm near

Charlottesville, where she went to school before coming to

Sweet Briar. She has been in this country a little over

two years.

Fleeing from Athens in the fall of 1941 after having

experienced the Nazi invasion of Greece, Alexandra Mar-

coglou came to New York with her parents. Although

she was born in Nice, France, and went to school in Paris,

she is a citizen of Greece. She attended school in Athens

before coming to the United States, and she was graduated

from Drew Seminary in New York last June.

Marjorie Willetts, a senior who was not present for the

picture, is a Canadian who hails from Montreal. She has

taken an active interest in music and in sports during her

college years at Sweet Briar, especially in swimming and

riding.
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"Wait and See"

"Waiting tables is an art. Like all arts, it must be entered info syml)atbetically by

those who take it in as well as by the artist who gives it out. The volunteer waitress is a

sensitive temperament who puts all she has into setting up a meal, while at the same time

she may forget the main dish. But a heartening word of encouragement from the stands

will inspire her to get on the ball with speedier service and more smiles.

Waiting tables is an experience that no one can describe in words. Not until the

individual is initiated into its secrets, can she understand the true complexity of the

volunteer's art. Hence, the indispensable volunteer must be treated with respect. Your

time will come."—Sweet Briar News, October 6.

Helen Cantey of Columbia, South Carolina, president of the Y. W.
C. A.; Helen Crump of Macon, Georgia, president of the senior class;

Helen Gravatt, Columbia, South Carolina, vice-president of the Y. W.;
Lucy Charles Jones, Chatham, Virginia, a student supervisor in Reid

dining room; Betty Maury, Richmond, Virginia, editor of the Sweet

Briar Neui. The student waitress is Frances Longino, '44 of Atlanta,

Georgia.

COLLEGE girls, 1943 model, have many duties to

perform in addition to keeping up their studies and

taking part in extra-curricular activities, and those at

Sweet Briar are rapidly adjusting their schedules to make
time for new volunteer work.

Labor shortages have resulted in the need for drafting

students to wait on tables, and in a call for volunteers to

assist at the soda fountain at the Boxwood Inn, to say

nothing of the continuation of such previously organized

volunteer work as the making of surgical dressings, Red
Cross knitting, and the promotion of welfare fund drives

of different kinds.

Waiting on tables in the two dining halls will require

the services of all girls in the college, under plans being

administered by Mrs. Linda Spence Brown, director of

refectories. Divided into groups of 5 0, in order that the

required 3 8 waitresses may always be ava lable, the students

are waiting table for two meals per day, for a two-week
period. Cafeteria-style breakfasts do away with the need

for service in the mornings. According to present plans,

each girl will serve approximately a mrnth in the course

of the year.

The first group of 'draftees,' as they have quickly been
named, was selected before college opened from the three

upper classes; all other students will draw lots to de-

termine their times of service.

Forty minutes before the scheduled times for lunch and
dinner, the volunteers assemble in the dining rooms and
have their meals, served by the few remaining paid wait-

resses. Then each dons a white apron, bsund in a roman-
striped cotton, and takes her place beside her assigned

table. She brings to it, and later removes, all the food for

the girls sitting there, and then her duties are over.

'Enlistees' in the present set-up are the girls who in

other years served as student waitresses in order to earn

part of their college expenses. They are now classified

either as student assistants or as supervisors. Drying silver

and glassware, resetting tables, and clearing tables at

breakfast are all done by the former group, while the

supervisors, of whom there a total of six, are entirely re-

sponsible for the schedules of volunteers and for the gen-

eral smoothing-out of difficulties in service, etc.

Satisfaction is expressed by Mrs. Brown over the in-

creased attendance at breakfast, at least 2S'/c higher during

the first two weeks this year than it was in the same period

last year, which she ascribes to the fact that girls may
come to breakfast any time between 7:30 and 8 o'clock,

instead of encountering closed doors after 7:40, as has

always been the case previously. Mrs. Brown is also pleased

with the students' reaction to their new jobs, which has

been favorable, even enthusiastic.

Volunteer help is also needed at the Boxwood Inn for

an hour each evening, if the soda-fountain is to remain

open to students who feel the need of a bed-time snack.

Faculty and staff members, led by President Glass,

stepped in to prevent the evening closing of the fountain

by taking turns behind the counter, dispensing soft drinks,

ice cream cones, and milk shakes. The students now have

their own volunteer forces organized for the same purpose.
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Faculty Promotions and Appointments, 1943
PRESIDENT GLASS at the opening convocation,

Tliursday, September 16, announced promotions for

three members of the faculty. Miss Mary Pearl was pro-

moted from associate professor to professor of Latin and

Greek; Miss Gertrude Malz was made associate professor

from assistant professor in the same field. Miss Ethel

Ramage, formerly assistant professor of English, is now

associate professor.

A total of fifteen new faculty and staff members have

been appointed this year. The head of the physics de-

partment is Miss Hildegard Stiicklen, who has been

engaged in research and teaching at Mcunt Holyoke College

for the better part of the last ten years. Holder of the Ph.

D. in physics from the University of Gottingen, Miss

Stucklen, who is a native of Berlin, also studied in the

Universities of Berlin and Freiburg, and then continued her

studies in teaching and research at Zurich, Switzerland, and

for cne year, in Holland. Miss St'ucklen's first visit to this

country came in 1931, when she spent a year at Mount

Holyoke. Three years later she returned to continue her

work, and with the exception of a half-year at the Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology, she has bean engaged since

that time, in research and teaching, in both chemistry and

physics. For the past two summers she has worked on a

spectroscopic research problem at Duke University. Her
predecessor at Sweet Briar, Professor Preston Edwards, who
retired at the end of June, is at present engaged in teaching

trainees at the University of North Carolina.

The new assistant to the Dean, Miss Anne Pleasants

Hopkins, who was also appointed instructor in English,

comes to Sweet Briar after two years as Director of Per-

sonnel at Limestone College, Gaflfney, South Carolina. She

was previously on the Dean's staff at the Woman's College

of North Carolina at Greensboro, and she has a bachelor's

degree from Agnes Scott and a master's from Duke Uni-
versity. Miss Hopkins is replacing Miss Drue Matthews,
who resigned in the spring after four years at Sweet Briar

to take a position in industrial pe-sonnel work.

Miss Grace Bates comes to the department ci mat.l^c-

matics as an instructor. Phi Beta Kappa graduate of
Middlebury College and holder of a master's degree fro-n

Brown University, Miss Bates, for the past five years, has

been teaching at the George School, Pennsylvania. She has
also done teaching and studying in her chosen field at

Brown University.

The new instructor in chemistry is Miss Jenevieve
Naylor, who has most recently been employed as a

chemist at the Remington Arms Company, but who has
previously had considerable teaching experience in chem-
istry, chiefly at Cottey C- liege. A graduate of Northeast

Missouri State Teachers College, Miss Naylor also has a

master's degree from the University of Missouri.

Appointed as an instructor in history and government.

Miss Lysbeth Walker Muncy is the only newcomer to the

Division of Social Studies at Sweet Briar this fall. Miss

Muncy was educated in this country at Vassar and at

Brown, from where she won her Ph.D. degree in June,

and in Germany at the Universities of Berlin and Heidel-

berg. She held a fellowship from the Institute of Inter-

national Education to Berlin in 1934-3 J and spent the

next few years in study at Brown and at Mount Holyoke,
where she has been a resident fellow and instructor in

history.

To the department of physical education come two
new instructcrs. Miss Edith Betts and Miss Mary Larson.

Miss Betts is a June graduateof the University of Wisconsin,

where she has held several scholarship?, and she has had

several summers' experience as a camp counsellor. Miss

Larson, of Chappaqua, New York, was graduated from
New York University this summer. She has also had

scholarshipr and camp work, in addition to serving as

recreation assistant at the Children's Aid Society in New
York. Mi5S Lucile Umbreit, who spent the past year c?n-

tinuing her studies in piano music in New York, will

return to her position as instructor in music at Sweet

Briar. Miss Susanna McCreath, who took Miss Umbreit's

place last year, will be teaching at Foxcroft School this

fall. Changes on the staff include the appointment of

Miss Betty Bowley, '3 8, as secretary to President Glass,

to fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of Mivs

Lois Ballenger. Betty came to her new position after three

years as secretary to the editor of the Northwestern Miller,

m Kansas City. Miss Ballenger, who came to Sweet Briar

as Miss Glass' secretary in 1927, will return to her home
near Spartanburg, South Carolina, for several weeks before

taking a new position.

The two new appointees as assistants in the library are

Mis:. Louise Merriam and Mrs. Ewing C. Scott. Mrs. Scott

has previously held a similar post, part time, and during

the summer she studied in the library school at the Uni-

versity of North Carolina. She is a graduate of Colorado

College and has a master's degree from the University of

Chicago. Miss Merriam is a June graduate of New Jersey

College for Women, where she studied library science. Miss

Jane Dick, secretary to Dean Mary Ely Lyman, Miss

Margaret Carey, secretary to Alumnae Secretary Helen

McMahon, and Mrs. Frederick Scruggs, secretary in the

Registrar's Office, complete the roster of new staff mem-
bers. Miss Dick attended Randolph-Macon Woman's
College and held a secretarial position in a bank in Lexing-

ton, Kentucky, before coming to Sweet Briar in June.
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First Ron: Barbara Janney, Ann Louise Marshall, Josephine Mac-

Millan, Jacqueline Halsey, Martha Smith, Ann Morse.

Sicoml Rou : Julia Holt, Judith Gary Burnett, Judith Scott, Frances

Gardner, Mary Frances Wood, Susan Durrett.

Twelve Daughters of Alumnae entered

with the freshman class this year bringing to twenty-six

the total of alumnae daughters now in college. This figure

is an increase of five over last year, and for the first time,

the mothers of four of the daughters are from the same

class—1921. Eight of the entering students are sisters of

.ilumnae and eight others have sisters who are now in

college. Seven nieces of alumnae are included in the new

group and ten have one or more cousins who attended

Sweet Briar.

The dozen alumnae daughters who come from almost

as many different states, include: Judith Gary Burnett,

Richmond, daughter of Eugenia Griffin Burnett, '10 and

sister of Eugenia Burnett, '42; Susan Tandy Durrett, Oak
Grove, Kentucky, daughter of Elizabeth Mills Durrett;

Frances Nelson Gardner, Coral Gables, Florida, daughter

of Cornelia Carroll Gardener, '18; Jacqueline Halsey,

Spray, North Carolina, daughter of Ellen Wolf Halsey,

'21; Julia Kinsley Holt, Charleston, West Virginia, daugh-

ter of Isabel Wood Holt, '19; Barbara Janney, Milwaukee,

Wisconsin, daughter of Katie Thomson Janney, ex '19;

Josephine MacMillan, Charlotte, North Carolina, daughter

of Josephine Ahara MacMillan, '21; Ann Louise Marshall,

Cincinnati, daughter of Edith Durrell Marshall, '21; Ann
Sullivan Morse, Jackson, Mississippi, daughter of Annie

Wilkinson Morse; Judith Carroll Scott, Temple, Texas,

daughter of Gwin Harris Scott, ex '27; Martha Claudia

Smith, Norfolk, daughter of Mattie Hammond Smith, '21;

Mary Frances Wood, Rutherford, New Jersey, daughter of

Frances Raiff Wood, '20.

SISTERS OF ALUMNAE

Anne Brinson Martha Briiisoii James, ex '43

Judith Cary Burnett Eugenia Burnett, '42

Cecil Butler E'izabeth Butler, ex '40

Martha A. Francis Lillian C. Francis, ex '44

Elizabeth Gates Harriet Gates, ex '43

Nan Hart Antoinette Hart

Margaret Redfern Anna L. Rcdfeni Ferguson, '37

Anne Seibels Letitia Sebels Frothingham, '41

\Maud Carson Tucker, '3 8

Maria Tucker
^Lile Tucker, ex '45

NIECES

Virginia Cary Barba Lydia Piincll Wilmer, '23

Cynthia Bemiss Maiia Bciii/is Hoar, '30

Blair Burwell Julia Bciillc Yerkes, ex '14

Nancy Ross Hartz Louise Harned Ross, Jr., '28

Joan McCoy Louise Glaa Marzoni, '13

Martha Smith Louise Hammond Skinner, '19

\ Rebecca White Faesch, '13

Margaret Ellen White ^^^^-^ ^^'hite, "17

COUSINS

Elizabeth Lee Abbot Jane Henderson, '17

Anne T. Dickson Mary Petty Johnston, '40

Jane Etheridge Marjorie \V"<«,i^ Todd, ex '36

Ann Graves Isabel Scriba, '3 5

Shirley Gunter Mary D. Thompson, '38

Nan Hart Virginia Cummings, '42

Virginia Illges Barbara Derr, '3 8

Inez Rosamond Uarda Rosamond Garrette, ex '34

Nancy Scurry Janet Hoinloini Davis, '41

Ann Cabell Walters Ann Preston Warriner, '34
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What Is Your Sweet Briar Score?

Test yourself with the following true-false questions.

Take five points off for every incorrect reply. A score

between and 5 means failure as an alumna; a score

between 50 and 70 means you are luke-warm, with a

chance for improvement; a score between 70 and 90

means you are of superior intelligence in these matters; if

you have more than 90, you should be president!

1. Sweet Briar's endowment is more than $700,000 now.

2. Once she has contributed to the Alumnae Fund, an

alumna is entitled to receive the Alumnae News
forever.

}. Alumnae daughters are admitted in all cases, because

they are alumnae daughters.

4. The library at Sweet Briar was built through the

generosity of an alumna.

5. The gymnasium was built through the generosity of

a student.

6. The Alumnae Association is still dependent upon

annual dues.

7. Married students are allowed to attend Sweet Briar.

8. The average gift to the Alumnae Fund is $10.00.

9. Most a'-umnae contribute this amount every year,

netting a total of about $40,000 for the college.

10. Sweet Briar needs money for an auditorium now
although it can't be built while the war goes on.

11. Other colleges don't look to their alumnae for finan-

cial support.

12. The freshmen no longer wear aprons.

13. Girls at Sweet Briar do not need scholarships.

14. A small percentage of the alumnae contributed to the

1941 campaign for building and endowment.

15. Students may major in art or music at the present

time.

16. Sweet Briar is a state game sanctuary.

17. Sweet Briar was the first college to use certified

Alumnae Representatives on Admission.

18. The alumnae are represented on the Board of Over-

seers of the college.

19. The shelves in the Browsing Room in the library are

filled with books.

20. All students at Sweet Briar wait on tables this year.

Answers on page 1 5

Have You a Candidate?
This Is Election Year

It is hoped that a'umnae everywhere will assist the nominating committee this year by using the democratic privilege

of suggesting names for nomination. Send all names with recommendation to Mrs. W. L. Lyons Brown (Sally Shallen-

berger, '32), 'The Avish,' Harrod's Creek, Kentucky, chairman of the nominating committee.

Article VI of the revised constitution, adopted by the alumnae in June, 1941, is quoted.

"Section 1. The members-at-large of the Council and the officers of the association, with the ex-

ception of the second vice-president, the secretary-treasurer, and the Alumnae Fund chairman shall be

elected by ballot of the members of the association.

"Section 2. The nominating committee shall present a slate of not more than thirty (30) and not

less than twenty-four (24) nominees of whom at least four fifths shall be graduates. Additional nomina-
tions may be sent to the alumnae secretary within four (4) weeks after publication of the Alumnae
News, if accompanied by fifteen signatures of members together with the written consent of the nominee.

Requirements: Ability to attend and preside at Alumnae Council and the annual association meeting; a desire to

understand and interpret the college:

Expenses of officers and council members for meetings held at Sweet Briar are paid by the college.

New Alumnae Council Member
Rose Hyde Fales, '3 8 (Mrs. Herbert Peck Fales), has

been appointed by the Alumnae Council to fill the unex-

pired term of Connie Burwell, '34 as a member of the

council. Connie's work in New York, where she is on the

staff of Thite, made it impossible for her to attend Council

meetings, and she sent in her resignation for that reason.

Rose, who is now living in Washington, served as Chair-
man of District 2 in the 1941 campaign for Endowment

and Building funds. She and her husband, who is in the

State Department, lived in Vienna for a year before the

outbreak of war. Since their return from Vienna, the Fales

have lived in Washington with their two small daughters.

In college. Rose was president of Paint and Patches,

member of Tau Phi, and she belonged to the English,

German and International Relations clubs. She spent her

junior year at Saint Andrews, Scotland.
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Never an Idle Moment
THE good old summer time d.dn't beguile many Sweet

Briar girls into dreamy relaxation this year, judging

by results of a recent survey of summer occupations made
at the college. Fully half of the 45 students now enrolled

held paid jobs or attended summer school, some managmg
to do both, while another group of 5 were occupied by

one or more volunteer jobs.

At least 136 were earning money during all or part of

their vacations from college. The work they found to do

covered a wide range of activity, from bank messenger to

elevator operator, from waitress on a Great Lakes passenger

boat to factory inspector. Eight were in Washington,

engaged in various government jobs, seven did housework

or farm work for pay, three were lifeguards, several worked
on newspapers, but the majority of those who he.d jobs

did some kind of clerical or stenographic work.

One enterprising sophomore raised 3 50 chicks from in-

cubator to frying size, and sold them at a profit before

returning to college. Another, who spent the summer at

Nantucket, Massachusetts, took sailmg parties out m her

boat and rented boats to summer visitors on the island

by day, and evenings she typed script for an author.

The senior who operated an elevator in the Empire State

Building held a union membership, and a freshman modeled

for a commercial photographer making tests for color films.

Another senior returned to the job she had had the previous

summer, as a waitress on a passenger cru.se boat on the

Great Lakes for ten weeks. Packing peaches and apples in

Summerviile, Georgia, during the better part ot two

months, was another of the occupations listed, while

another was that of shoe saleswoman in a large department

store in Washington.

The eight-hour day, six days a week, became an actuality

for several girls, who found places as drill press or lathe

operators in war industries. 1 wo whose homes are in Wil-

mington, Delaware, were chemist's assistants at the du Pont

plant, and two others did drafting work. One girl, major-

ing in sociology, was employed by the Travelers' Aid

Society at their station in Baltimore, a drama major was

director of dramatics for YWCA day camps in Richmond.
Board marker in a brokerage office, bank messenger, and

ether banking work, library assistant, photographic helper

. . . one or more girls held each of those jobs. Ten worked
in doctor's offices or in hospitals or laboratories, and a score

or more were clerks and models in the late-summer rush
of college shcps in department stores. Twenty-six were
camp counselors for all or part of the summer, ten draw-
ing pay in addition to board and lodging.

Going to summer school did not prevent at least nine

energetic students from finding additional employment.
One managed a college shop with nine girls under her
direction, starting before her summer school term was
ended; another, who was in school all summer, corrected
math papers for one of the instructors; others worked in

libranes or in college shops. A total of 72 went to summer
school to get academic credits, some of them in order to

accelerate their courses at Sweet Briar.

Thirty-five attended business school, and at least one of
them managed to hold two jobs in addition to her school-
ing. Many ox this group ot girls found time to do con-
siuerab.e volunteer work, chierly for Red Cross and USO.

Twelve new Red Cross Nurses' Aides were disclosed by
the survey, in addition to the three who won their caps
and pins last year. Two of the latter went to summer
school and also carried on their volunteer tasks. Another
halt dozen did similar work without having access to the

certifaed Red Cross course.

Housekeeping, ranging trom full-time employment to

part-time assistance, was a new held opened to a consid-

eraole number ot the students, judging by their comments
and the pride with whiCh they told ot the number of

vegetab.es they had canned and the cooking they had
mastered. At least 5 mentioned their domestic duties,

many combining them with extra-domestic volunteer work.

Only forty-three, of whom all but 10 were freshmen,

admitted to doing nothing all summer beyond the usual

vacation pastimes; several of these, however, were ordered

to be idle for health reasons.

News Strip

No she did not! Those colorful and diverse rumors are only rumors and no more. Because of the

comments, favorable and otherwise, which have swept the country of late, the veils of mystery must at

last be stripped aside to reveal the naked truth. Despite STAGE DOOR CANTEEN Miss Louise Hovick,
better known in literary and theatrical circles as Gypsy Rose Lee, the intellectual stripper, is not a Sweet
Briar rose. It is not true that she graduated here one June sans and magna cum applauda. It is also not

true that she began to develop her seven minutes of sheer art while waiting for her freshman physical.

Again it is not true that she perfected her technique on upper Manson arcade for an aerial audience of

spinning air cadets. In fact her education was quite scanty, and she has always had to get along with a

minimum of the required. At four she entered a dancing school like our own worthy head of dance. How-
ever, it is to the five weeks that Rose Louise, the Doll Girl, spent at a high class bearding school that her

mother attributes her love of culture, her frequent use of French phrases. It was there her formal educa-
tion began and ended. By V. Burgess '44

Sweet Briar Nevss



Tenth Annual Report of Alumnae Fund 1942-1943

Gifts to Sweet Briar College by the Alumnae
War stamps converted to war bonds, series G $4,973.75

Cash gifts to the college 1,839.37

$6,633.12

Gifts from Individual Alumnae

Alumnae Club Gifts

China and glass profits

From miscellaneous sources

$5,465.15

761.88

370.21

35.88

$6,633.12

Total number of contributors including 134 life members 926

Contributors to the Alumnae Fund '42-'43

L.M. Life Member.

L.M.C. Life Member and Contributor in 19-4.2-1943.

* Contributors who have given for five consecutive years.

** Contributors who have given for ten consecutive years.

ACADEMY
Clara Brooks Trickett

Mary Ervin Townsend
Marjorie Lindsay Coon
Margaret Polls Williams
Virginia Robertson Harrison

Virginia Shoop Pliillips

Vera Timpson

SPECIAL
Sarah Louise Arnold. L.M.
Caroline Frteburg Marcus, L.M.

Mary Herd Moore, L.M.
Grace Martin, L.M.
Hannah Workutn Schwab. L.M.

1910

Annie Cumnock Miller*

Marion Dearborn
Eugenia Griffin Burnett L.M.**

Aylette Henry Peery. L.M.
Louise Hooper Ewell, L.M.
Bessie Jackson
Frances Murrell R ckards. L.M.**

Luima Pfeiffer Becker
Annie Powell Hodges, L.M.**

Adelaide Schockey Mallory*

Mary Scott Glass

1911

Alma Booth Taylor*

Margaret Dressier Nohowel. L.M.C.

Rum Lloyd. L.M.**
Mary Virgin;a Parker, L.M.C.

Margaret Wilson Baliaiilync. L.M.C.

1912

Elizabeth Preston Cocke, L.M.
Carina Eaglesfield Mjlligan

Alberta Hensel Pew
Edwina Hensel Wliarlon -Smith

Hazel Gardiner Lane**
Frances Malson Hardie
Margaret 1 hoinas Kruesi, L.M.

1913

Eugenia Buffington Walcoll. L.M.C.
Mary Clark Rogers
Emma Clyde Hodge, L.M.

Florence Coffin Gllcm
Elizabeth Craven WV-stcoit. L.M.
Henrianne Early
Elizabeth Franke Balls**

Maria Garth Inge, L.M.
Elizabeth Grammcr Torrcy**
Sue Hardie Bell

Eva Horner Bulterwortli

Eleanor Koon Campbell
Helen Lamfrom Nf.nian. L.M.

Mabel McWane Harrah
Lucille Marshall Boetiielt, L.M.
\ ivian Mossman Groves
Mary Pinkerton Kerr**
Frances Richardson Pitcher, L.M.
Barbara Suaud, L.M.
Sue Slauglitcr, L.M.
Durut.iy Swan Lent
Rebecca White t-ac=ch*

1914

Clytie Carroll Allen, L.M.
Helen D.tten haver. L.M.
Etna Driver Anderson, L.M.
Marjone French Nevens
Claudiue Griffin Holcomb**

Frances Allen Martin
Ruth Maurice Correll, L.M.C.
Rebecca Patton. L.M.
Edna Steves Vaug'ian
Alice Swain Zell. L.M.C.
Dorothy Wallace Ravenel. L.M.
Henrietta Was burn. L.M.C.

1915

Leiia Dew Preston*
Margaret Duval Handv. L.M.
Clare Erck Fletc' er, L.M.
Harriet Evans \^'yckoff L.M.
Margaret Grant. L.M.
Kathleen Hodge Curtis, L.M.
Emily Kersey, L.M.
Mar;e Lorton Sims, L.M.
Hazel Marshall Slerreil, L.M.
Maria Neville Brown
Helen Pennock Jewjtt, L.M.
Frances Penny packer. L.M.**
Anne Schutte iNolt, L.M.
Emmy Thomas T. omasson, L.M.
Helena Webster Scott. L.M.

1916

Helen Beye Hamilton
Zalinda Brown Harrison
Margaret Eckarl*
Rachel Forbush Feb:ger. L.M.
Ellen Hoivison C iristian

Kathleen Logan Love, L.M.
EsEella MacFailand Fox
Dorys McConnt-ll Faile
Bonner Means Baker, L.M.
Grace Minor
Felica Patton, L.M.
Mary Pennypacker Davis
Cons.ance Russell C.amberlain
Ruin Scliabackcr*
Lucy Taliaferro**

1917

Anna Beveridge Leake, L.M.
Gertrude Biluuber, L.M.
Mary Bissell Ridler**
jviiirgery Coo; Vi inle

Henrietta Crump, L.M.C*
Marttia Darden Ziesing**
Lstiier Dittenhaver Cooney
iv.argaret GiOson Bowman
Dorothy Grammer Croyder**
Mary Cnanoite A'l/ejcuk.ns L.M.
hac.el Lloyd Hohon, L.M.C*
Rutli Mcllravy Logan, L.M.
Bertha Pfister V* ailes**

Inez Sktllern Reller
iVlary Tutiviler Langmead
Marina f alentine Lronly, L.M.C.
Bessie W hittet Towsou*

1918

Mary Armstrong ML-Clary. L.M.
Vivienne Barkalow Hornbeck**
Cornelia Carroll Gardner. L.M.C
Martha Davenport Kennedy
Amy Elliott Jose, L.M.
Margaret Kaufman Spain. L.M.
Elizabeth Lowman Hall, L.M.
Margaret McVey L.M.**
Catherine Marshall S.iuler, L.M.
Marianne Martin**
Mary Reed, L.M.
Lois Sauters Jones
Eleanor Smith Waiters, L.M.

Esther Turk Hemmingg
Ida Walker Castner. L.M.*

1919

Henrietta Anderson. L.M.
Elizabeth Egglesion*
Nell Eikelman Hanf. L.M.
Florence Freeman Fowler, L.M.
Rosanne Gilmore, L.M.
Elizabeth Hodge Markgraf L.M.
Isabel Luke Witt. L.M.**
Grace Nicodemus Spec'it, L.M.
Mary Jones Nixon Nelson, L.M.
Caroline Sharpe Sanders**
Carrie Taliaferro Scott
.\lma Trevett Gerber. L.M.

1920

Phoebe Dey Wins'.on
Nancy Hanna. L.M.
Margaret High Nornient. L.M.C
Geraldine Jones Lewis
Katharine Nicolson Sydnor
Frances Raiff Wood
Eleanor Stone Gates
Dorothy Wallace, L.M.*
Rosalie Weaver
Isabel Webb Luff. L.M.C
Marie Wiener Manz, L.M.

1921

Rhoda Allen Worden**
Russe Blanks Butts
Julia Bruner Andrews
Elizabeth Cole L.M.C.
Catherine Cordes Kline*
Edith Durrell Marshall. L.M.C.
Mildred Ellis Scales*
Frances Evans Ives

Ruth Geer Boice. L.M.
Mary Eleanor Gould Pearre
Maltie Hammond Smith*
Catherine Hanitch*
Marjorie Lindsay Coon
Katherine Pennewill Lynch
Elizabeth Shoop D.xon*
Ophelia Short Seward*
Frances Simpson Upson. L.M.
Ruth Simpson Carring :on
Gertrude Thams, L.M.
Florence Woelfel, L.M.
Ellen Wol/ Halsey

1922

Alice Babcock S mons
Gertrude Dally Massie**
Helen Leggett Corbett, L.M.
Margaret Marslon Tillar, L.M.
Margaret Menk West
Elizabeth Murray Widau, L.M.
Bculah Morris, L.M.
Virg.nia Ranson
Grizzelle Thomson**
Marion Walker I\eidlinger

1923

Josephine Bechlel Krugler
Louise Brinkley Caulk
Ellen Brown Nichols
Helen Burke Janney
Margaret Burwell Graves. L.M.C.
Helen Cannon H.lls

Emma Crockett Tuompson
Isabelle Deming Ellis

LilLan Everett Blake
Helen Gaus
Gertrude Geer Bassetl, L.M.C.
J ane Guignard Tnompson*
Katliarme Hagler Pninizy
Elizabeth Hall Hatcher
Frances Insley Jacobs
Rebecca Janney Trayer
May Jennings
Hannali Keith Howze
Filzallen Kendall Fearing

Marie Klooz, L.M.
Frances Laiilerback

Mildred LaVenture McKinney
LaVern M.Gee OIncy*
Helen McMahon*
Elizabeth Mason Richards
Edith Miller McCiintock
Marjorie Milligan Basset

t

Louisa Newkirk Sleeble, L.M.
Margaret Nixon Farrar. L.M.
Lydia Purcell Wilmcr
Martha Robertson Harless
Phyllis Schurman Nelson
Virginia Stan bery Schneider
Elizabeth Taylor Valentine, L.M.**
Helen G. Taylor**

Elisabeth Thigpen Hill**
Lorna Weber Dowling*
Catherine Wilson Nolen
Margaret Wise O'.Neal*

Katherine Zeuch Forster**
Helen Zlelsdorf Beuscher. L.M.

1924

Frederica Bcrnhard, L.M.C.
Florence Bodine Mountrastle
Willetta Dolle Murrin, L.M.C.
Ruth Durrell Ryan, L.M.
Susan Fitchelt**
Jean Grant Tavlor. L.M.C
Helen Grill. L.M.
Elizabeth Guy Tranter
Eleanor Harned .\rp, L.M.C.
Emily Jeffrey Williams**
Katliryn Klumph McGuire, L.M.C
Lorraine McCrillis Stott*

Grace Merrick Twohy*
Dorothy Meyers Rixey. L.M.
Pl-yllis Millinger Camp L.M.C.
Margaret Nelson Lloyd. L.M.
Helen Rhodes Guiick, L.M.
Mary Rich Robertson
Ada Tyler Moss**
Gladys Woodward Hubbard

1925

Jane Becker d'ppinger*
Frances Burneir Mellen
Clara Belle Frank Bradley
Dora Han i-ock Wi 1 1

!am s*

Cordelia Kirkendall Buckman*
Martha Lee Williamson**
Gertrude McGiffert MarLcnnan, L.M.
Martha McHenrv Halter*
Eleanor Miller Patterson*
Mary Nadine Popp Phillips**

Mary Reed Harlsl-orn

Mary Sailer Gardiner*
Mary Irene Slurgis

Ruth Taylor Franklin

1926

Martha Barhman McCoy
Dorothy Bailey Hughes L.M.
Anne Barrett Allaire

Kitty Blount Andersen. L.M.**
Mary Bristol Graham. L.M.C.
Mary G. Brown Moore
Martha Close Page, L.M.
Mildred Gribble Seller*

Dorothy Hamilton Davis**
Tavenner Hazeluood W hi taker
Wanda Jensch Harris, L.M.
Dorothy A>//er 11. ff**

Margaret Krider Ivey, L.M.C
Margaret Laidley Smiln*
Edna Lee Cox**
Mildred Lovelt Mallhews
Virg.nia Mack Senler, L.M.
Joyce MacGregor**
Margaret Aia/one Mc Clements, L.M.C
Elizabeth Matthew Nichols
Frances McCamisk McNeel
Dorothy McKee Abuey**
Helen Mutschler Becker
Ellen Newell Bryan
Kalharyu Noriis Kelley, L.M.**
Dorotaea Reinburg tuller, L.M.C.
Margaret ReinholJ
Catlierine Siiulenberger. L.M.

Virginia Taylor Tiiik^T

Kat.ierine Van Clcve \ an %yck
Marion VanCott Borg
Cornelia Wailes W a.les

Margaret Jf'hite Knoblocli**

1927

Muud Adams Smil..*

Evelyn Anderson Tull

Jeanette Boone**
Daphne Bunting Blair

Margaret Eaton Murpliy. L.M.C.
Elizabeth Forsyth*
Elsctta Gilchrist Barnes. L.M.**
Emil.e Halsell Marslon
Claire Hanner Arnold
Gwm Harris Scott**
Catlierine Johnson Brehme
Ruth Lowrance Street, L.M.C.
Elise Morley Fink. L.M.**
Emily Notman Patterson

Julia Reynolds Dieisbach

Jane Riddle Thornton**
Yenti 5/orer Shelby. L.M.
Nar Warren Taylor**
Eugenia Tliomason
Elizabeth Williams Cadigan
Virg.nia Wilson Robbins**

1928

Page Bird Woods
Eleanor Branch Cornell
Katherine Brtghlbill Billz*
Evelyn Claybrook Bowie*
Frances Co>ner Huffard
Mary Virginia Culver Mann
Sarah Dance Krook
Helen Davis Mcllralh
Sarah Everett Lee
Marguerite Hodnett McDaniet
Marion Jayne Berguido
Barbara Lewis Maxwell
Mary Nelms Locke
Anne Lane Newell Whalley
Elizabeth Prescott Balch*
Elizabeth Robins Foster**

Anne Shepherd Lewis*
Virginia Van Winkle Morlidge
Jocelyn Watson Regen*
Lillian Lee Wood**

1929

Nora Lee .\nlrim**
Evelyn Ballard*
Mary Archer Beari Eppes**
Ellen Whiting Blake
Dorotliy Bortz Davis
Anne Mason Brent Winn
Belle Brockenbrough Huichins*'
Sue Herbert Brooke
Janet Bruce Bailey*

Kate Tappan Coe**
Louise Dailey Sturhahn
Meredith Ferguson Smythe*
Anne Gochnauer
Hallet Gubelman**
Lisa Guigon Shinberger**
Elizabeth Hilton*
Virginia Hodgson Sulliff**

Elizabeth Lewis Reed
Margaret Kneedler Fellows
Janet Lee Auchincloss
Polly McDiarmid Serodlno
Martha Maupin Stewart
Gertrude Prior**
Adelaide Richardson Hanger**
Josephine Tatman Mason*
Anna Torian Owens
Esther Tyler Campbell**
Amelia Woodward Oavier
Dorothy Wrightnour

1930

Serena Ailes Henry**
Elizabeth Boone Willis
Marion Bromfield Verner*
Elizabeth Carnes

Merry Curtis Loving*
Evaline Edmonds Thoma*
Mary Huntington Harr.son**
Alice Jones Taylor
Mary Macdonald Reynolds
Susan Mc.\ll.ster, L.M.
Elizabeth Marston Creech
Carolyn Mortindale Blouin**
Caroline Maury
Gwendolyn Olcott Writer**
V^'ilhelmina Rankin
Sally Reahard
Elizabeth Stevenson Tale
Emilie Turner
Lisle Turner
Gladys ff ester Horton*
Eleanor Brooke Williams
ELzabeth Williams Gilmore

1931

Martl.a von Br.esen**
Jean Cole Anderson

Nancy Coe**
Virginia Cooke Rea
Jean Countryman Presba
Naomi Doty Stead
Ellen Eskridge Sanders
Eleanor Faulk Cone
Margaret Ferguson Bennett
Sara Foster Smith
Matilda Jones Smllinglon*
Gertrude Lewis iMagavern
Martna McBroorn S.iipinan*
Elizabetn McRae Goddard
Jane MulUberg Haivera.ad.*

i

i-auny O'Bnan lie. trick'
i

\irg.uia Quiataid Bund
Naiai.e Roberts I'oster**

He.cn Sim Mellen'*
ftlary Swijt Cainoun**
Kaluerine 'laylor Adams
Aiarjor.e Webb iViarynov**

Peronue ff hitiaker Scolt

Elizabeth U est Morton
Harriet Wilson McCaslin
^iancy Worthing ton*



Cla»

Tolal iNumber
Including

Graduates and
Nod Graduates

Lifts Members
Total Number
Contributors
For 1942-1943

Total Amount
Contributed Class

Total .Number
Including

Graduates and
Non Cradfates

Lite Members
Total .Number
Contributors
For 1942.1943

Total Amount
Contributed

Academy and 1927 163 5 20 285. 25

Specials 788 24 7 $151.00 1928 149 19 96.75

1910 11 4 12 127.50 1929 181 29 138.25

1911 12 5 5 32.00 1930 198 3 21 $104.25

1912 11 2 6 42.00 1931 169 26 156.00

191 J 37 7 14 128.00 1932 IS! 28 228.75

1914 28 S 7 82.00 1933 196 33 271.50

191! 41 II 3 16.00 1934 210 32 183.25

1916 36 2 1 1 65.75 193! 214 4.2 201.50

1917 48 4 12 66.00 1936 178 29 173.00

1918 S3 9 8 103.00 1937 136 3 3 170.50

1919 54 9 4 38.00 1938 181 S9 289.70

1920 60 5 9 60.50 1939 181 42 270.50

1921 88 6 17 1 19.00 1940 174 46 257.75

1922 132 4 6 28.00 1941 IS2 S7 315.05

1923 1!7 7 37 174.75 1942 149 60 414.25

1924 129 II 14 73.50 1943 ex 6 42.00

192S 127 1 13 70.00 I 944 ex 3 20.00

1926 1S7 12 28 258.40 1945 ex 1 10.00

1932

Dr. Mary Harley*
Virginia Bellamy RuRin*

Margaret Bfnnett Culluni

Elizabeth Clary Trca.lw.-ll

Alice Dahney Parker*
Virginia Fimh Waller
Mildred Gibbons**
Elizabeth Hun MrAllen
Ruth Kerr**
Emma Knonlion Humphreyf
Charlotte Magoffin**

Marion Malm Fowler
Letlia Morris \S'ood**

Barbara Munter
Helen I^ighlingale GU-awon*

Martha O'Brien
Mary Moore Pancake
Marcia Patterson**

Sarah Phillips Crensf aw
Helen Pratt Graff

Ed.th Railey Dabney
Ruth Rfmon Wenzel**
Sally Shallenberger Brown
Virginia Si/uihb Fly no*

Ehzabetli l Ix'r Ll>y*
Elizabeth West Morton
Nancy Wilson Drewry
Eleanor Wright Conway

1933

Martha Boss Luxford

Enna Frances Brown*
Mary Buick*
Marjorie Burjord Crenel aw
Doris Crane Lov eland

Nevil Crute Holmes
Blanche Davies Barloon*

Emily Denton Tunis

Elena Doty Angus
Sue Graves Stubbs

Elizabeth Sluarl Gray

Margery Oubelman Hasterl

Emma HilU Melville**

Sara Houston Baker

Margaret Inibrie

Mary Imbrie
Ella Jesse l.all.ani*

Lena Jones Craig

Sara Kelt) ! launery

Geraldiue Mailury'*

Alice Martm Cuoper

Helen Martm*
Jane Martin**

Mary KaXe Paltun Bruinlield*

FrauccB Pouell Zoppa**
Josepnmc Rucker Powell

Gotten aktnner Sliepiierd

Ciiarlotto iambiyn Tult»

Jeao von Home Babcr**

\irgin>a Vescy**
Lauguoroe U utls Auslcu

Margaret H ayland laylui**

Helly HelU turn**

1931

Eleanor AUoll Bromley*

Doruliiy Andrews*
Helen Bean Emery
Elizabetii Bond U ood
Carolyn tartrr Clork

Elizabetii tombs Carroll

Eleanor Cooke Es.erly*

Anne Lorbitt Liille

Frances Uarden Musick*

Louise Dieyrr Bradley*

Eniilie Lmor) V^asi.burii

Rosemary trey Rogers*

Deboraii Gale Biyer

Lydia Gooduiyn Fcrrell*

Lillian Lambert Pennington

Tbelma Hanijea Fried

Helen Hanson Bamfoid

Emily Joyner Marsh*
Marie Lan^e Gaskell

Marjorie Lasar Hurd*
Martha Lou Lemmon*
Anne Marvin*
Mary Ann Page Guyol
Mary Pringle

Mary Skinner Moore
Mary Lee Ryan Strother*

Julia Sadler de Coligny*

Elizabeth Scheuer Maxwell*
Alice Shirley Moore
Jean Sprague*
Mary Sutlle Briscoe*

Bonnie Wood Stookey*
Mary Young*

1935

Isabel Anderson Comer
Anne Baker Gerl art*

Dorothy Barnum \enter*
Barbara Benztnger Linds cy*
Catheriue Brandt Bryant*
Gary Burweil Carter

Peggy Carry Durland*
Geneva Croisruan Stevens*

Margharita Curize Vicary*

Sallie Flint \on Kann
Elizabeth Fox Moon
Ruth Gill Wickens
Margaret Glover Paddock*
Virginia Golt Giiberl*

Juhet HalUBurton Burnett*

Beverley Hill Furniss*

Elizabeth Johnston Clute*

Martlia Jones Bella

Hester Kraemer Avery*

Grace Langeler Irvine

Alice Laubach*
Jane Lawder
AliccW<6/o.sA:.'.>Srl.lriidurf*

Mary Marks*
Frances Martm Burnet

Barbara Miller

Sarah Miller Adelmaii

Evelyn Morris Bia.r

Elizabeth Mjers Hard.ng*

Cr.arlotte Olmsted G.ll*

Julia Peterkin*

.\nne Spiers*

Jacqueiinei'/ricA/cnrt Dwelle*

Mary Templeton*
Lida Voigt Young*
Marion H aider Aicaro

Mary Frances ft illis

Maud U^ inbome Leigh

Mary U hippie Ciark*

Helen \\ olcoU*
Rebecca 1 oiing Frazcr*

1!'3&

Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Barker

Elisc Bowen*
Emily Bowen
Lillian Cabell Gay*
Mary Virginia Camp Smith*
Margaret Campbell Usher*

Katlilecn/Jon.'Aue MrConnack
Caroline Furnifs Wolfe
Frances Gregory*

Capel Grimes Gerlacli

Martha Anne Harvey Gwinn
Orissa Holdeii*

Margaret Huxley Range
Abigail Lesn.ck Le bow.lz*

Margaret Lloyd Bush
CatlieriQeA/*r< Ac/i Kavenscroft*

Dorothea Met lure Mountain
Jane Moore Johnson
Elizabeth Morton Korsylh*

Katherine Niles Parker*

Phoebe Pierson Dunn

Elizabeth Pinkerton Scott*

Mar>' Poindrxter Willingham*
Marquart Powell Doty*
Mary Rich*
Margaret Robertson Densmore
Jane Shelton Williams*
Marion Sim Reid
Marti a Williams Tim

1937

Mary Ay,new Merrill

Elizabeth Ball Fensom
Frances Bogle Shea
.\nna Mary Charles Straub

Margaret Cornteell Schmid
Agnes Crawford*
Rebecca Douglass Mapp*
Mary Helen Frueau0 Klein*

Mary Gruber Stoddart

RosaTe Hall Cramer
Virginia Hardin*
Natalie Hopkins Griggs

Barbara Jarvis

Frances Johnson Finley*

Frances Kemp Pettyjohn*

Lillian Lambert Pennington*

Anne Lauman
Elizabeth Lee McPhail*
Anne Lemmon*
Margaret MacRae Allen

Margaret Merritt Haskell

Barbara Munn Green*
Nancy Nalle Lea
Dorothy Prout Gorsuch*
Anna Redfern Ferguson*

Kate Shaffer Hardy
Harriet Shaw
Ellen Snodgrass Park*
Dorothy Stewart*
Marie %'aiker*

May Weston Tlionipson*

Helen Williamson DuinuiU*

Eleanor Wright Beane*

1938

trances Bailey Brooke

Jane Bemis Wills

Mary Alice Berckmans Canby'

Etnlyn Biedenharn Swayze
Georgia Black Kievit

Elizabeth Bowley
Mar. on Brown Zaiscr*

Rutli Charieuer*
Mary Jeraison Cobb Hulse

Margaret Coleman lord

trances Cordes Holfnian

Betty Dad Wilson
Harriet Daniel Herd
Barbara Derr CncnowetU*
Justine Domhvff Wright

\ irginia Eady*
Dorotny Evans Haveron

Frances Faulkner Mathews*
Barbara Fish Schiebei*

Janet Forbush Fead
Marion Fuller Kellogg

Bessie Lcc Garbce i.egrisl*

Dorotny Gipe Clement*

Jane Gregory
W .nifred Hugberg St. Peter

Claire Handerson Ciiapm*
Joscpiiiiie Happ U iilin6..am*

Heicn Hays Crowicy*
Siiirley Haywood Alexander*

Alice Hooper*
Katherine Hoyl*
Adele Lcteher Haivey

Anne Luck Lancaster

Howell Lykes Colton*

Nancy McCandlish*

Janet Macjarlan Bergniann

Genevieve Marsh

Marion Marlyn Cabell*
Margueri'e Myers*
Betty Moore Stowers
Sigur Moore Whilaker
Vesta Murray Haselden
Dolly Nicholson Tate
Nancy Old Mercer
Grace Peihick Robinson
Lucile Sergeant*
Pollyanna Shotwell Holloway
Kale Sulzberger Hecht*
Mollie Taliott Dodsoii*
Lucy Taliaferro*

Dorothy Tison Campbell
Ida Gray Todman*
Sarah Tomlinson Foscue*
Gerry Townsend Herlihy
Maud Turker Drane*
Margaret Weimer Shepherd*
Janice Wiley Adams*
Lucy Robb Winston*
Moselle Worsley Fletcher

1939

Pa'ricia Balz
Mary Barge Schroder
Betty Barnes B rd

Sarah Belk
Beltina Bell Wyman
Anne Benedict
Katharine Bonsall Strong*
Mary Buchanan Flowers
Eleanor Claflin WWliams*
Dianlha Clements*
Hylah Coley Kilchell

Henrietta Collier Armstrong
Anne Dearstyne
Narcissa Dillard Overstreet

Betsy Durham Goodhue
Anne Flanncry*
Betty Frazier Rinebarl
Ruth Harman Keiaer
Martha Hodill Smith
Shirley Jones Woodard
Mary Jane Judd
Catherine La-teder Stephenson
Yvonne Leggeit Dyer
Lottie Lewis
Elizabeth Love*
.Nancy McKee Huletl

Lee Montague Joachim
Jane Parker Wasl.burn
Ann Parks
El.zabeth Perkins Prothro
Katnerine Richards

Julia Ridgely Peacock
Gertrude Robertson Midleo
Augusia Saul Edwards
Julia Saunders
Mary Louise Simpson Bulklcy

Florence Swift Durtance

Janet Thorpe
Pnyllis Todd Ellis

Mary Lane Treaduay W as! burn

Cherrie If tllson Arringu>ii

Julia Worthington

1910

Ann Adamson TayU>t

Jane Baker Grant
Muriel Burrows
Jean Blount
Adelaide Boze
Blair Bunttng Both

Dorothy Campbell
Ann Cauthorn
Cornel.a Chalkley Killler

Helen Cornuell Jones

Constance Currie

Marion Daudt McBride
Nan Dickie iNeil

Lois Fernley Mc>ieil

Betty 1-rantz

Emory Gill Williams

Barbara Godfrey Adams
Ruth Gondwin
Jeanne Harris
Katharine Hill Apperson
Elizabeth I\ ins

Mary Petty Johnston
Cora lie Kahn Ferro
Margaret Katterjohn McCotlom
Eliza belli Lee K op per
Clara Mai Rae Causey
Rut'i Mealand
Sari E. Mitchell

Cynthia Noland Young
Hortcnsc Powell
Louise Pugh
Margaret Royall Davis
Helen Schmid Hardy
Jacqueline Sexton Daley
Arlinc Simmen MacArthur
Ann Sims
Reba Smith Gromel
Eleanor Snow
Ramona Spurlock File

Hazel Sterrett

Helen Taylor
Beth Thomas Mason
Nida Tomlin Walts
Elizabeth Vanderbilt Brown
Kathleen Ward
Mary K. Warren

1941

Doris Albray
Margaret Anderton Doruli

Allen Bagby
Frances Baldwin
Doroti.y Bennett Black
Martha Jean Brooks Miller

Elizabeth firown-i'er/nan MacRa
Evelyn Cantey
Angela Cardamone O'Dunnell
Frances Cn.chester
El.zabeth Colley Shelton
Betty Crossnian Kregel

Carolyn Custer
Marion Dailey Avery
Eleanor Damgard F.rth

Judith Davidson
Shirley Devine
Joan De Vore
Mary Elizabeth Doutctt

Patricia Oou/i/ig von W eilsleini

Katherine Eatcs

Lilian Fowlkes Taylor

Marie Gaffney Barry

Ethel Gurney
Eleaniir Hargrove Jobron
Cyntu.a Harrison Drinkwater

fcniury Hill Rex
Julia Hoebcr
Barbara Holman Whitcomb
Elizabeth Hudson
Doris HuDcr
Ethel James
Louise Kirk Headley
EL/abet>i Lancaster Waslbum
Louise Lembeck Kcydel
Helen Anne Littleton Haualeln

Lucy Lloyd
Jane Loveland Byerts

Anita Loving
Alice McBee
Betty Joe McNarncy
Gertrude Murill

Henri Norman
Faye Pethuk Mallby
Ann P.tkurd
Edna Sci.omakcr Packard
.\iary Scully

Laetitia SeibeU Frothiugham
Siiirley Si.aw

Palric.a Sorcnsen
Margaret Tomlm
Betsy Tower
Houston Trippe

Winifred Vass
Frances Wakins
Marion Webb
Dorothy While
Frances Wilson
Wilma Zcisler

1942

Cynthia Abbott Bolsford
Janet Lee Appell
Florence Bagley Will
Anne Barrett

Virginia Beasley
Frances Boynton Drake
Ed.th Brainerd
Martha Buchanan Wadsworth
Eugenia Burnett
Jeanne Buzby
Frances Caldwell Harris
Lucy Call Dabney
SudJe Clark Hanger
Catherine Coleman
Margaret Cunningham Allen
Nancy Davis

Elsie Diggs Orr
Elizabeth Duffield

Barbara Engh Croft

Belsy Gilmer
Laura Graves
Diana Greene Hclfrich
Julia Groves
Margaret Gwyn
Jane Hamilton McNaughton
Betty Hanger
Shirley Hauseman
Ann Hauslein

Jean Hedley
Janet Housioun Davis
Dorothea Hulch.ngs
Sally Jackson
AKce King
Grace Lau.er
Penelope Lewis
J une Mclver
Irene Mitchell
Virginia Moomaw
Ann Morrison
Genevieve Mundy Lytlle

Dorothy Myers
Joanne Uberk.tch
Doris Ogdcn
Pi.oebo Utcrslrect

Polly Peyton Turner
Patnc.a Potter
Margaret Preston
Barbara Rpley
Helen Sontord
Jeanne Sawyer Faggi
Mable Sneldon
Pnyllis Sneruisn
Diana Stout
Edna Syoka
Jane Taylor
Margaret Trouliuan
Sa.ly it alne Rogers
\i\e Walker Montgomery
Mary Wi.cat
ij..p..iic w illiington

L)<.boran Wood
Douglas Woods

1943

Margaret Baker Ka..in
Harriette Morris Hallcr
V irg.nia Munroe
Glor.a Pen.ston

May Gard ner Smith Burgess
Gloria Zi( k

194-1

Carol Myers
Rulli OKccfe
Sally Skinner

1945

Beverly Turner
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Report of Alumnae Secretary

—

1942-1943

As Presented to the Alumnae Council—June

We have been concerned this year in the alumnae office with setting

our own house in the best passible order. We began by assembling in

chronological order ail material relating to the history, policy and

procedures of the Alumnae Association and oSice.

A vocational file is being assembled. Changes come quickly now, so

this file can be valuable only if the alumnae keep us informed. The

number of requests from business firms, schools and government

agencies for alumnae with specific training and experience pointed up

the need for this file.

A check of the master file with the 1940 Alumnae Directory

disclosed the fact that there have been 2,523 changes of address since

its publication. Add to that figure 746 changes since October, 1942

and 111 changes since March 26.

A book of alumnae statistics is being compiled.

Handbooks for the Alumniie Fund and the Nominating Committee

of the Alumnae Association have been written and are in mimeograph

form in the office. The first named was assembled by Mary Marks, '3 5,

retiring Alumnae Fund chairman, and the latter by a committee of

which Mary Huuthigton Harr'scn, '3 was chairman.

ALUMNAF COUNCIL
The Alumnae Council had only two meetings this year. The first

October 29-3 with fourteen of the eighteen members present in addi-

tion to the alumnae secretary.

Council members arrived on WednesJay evening, October twenty-

eighth, and meetings were scheduled to take place all day on Thursday,

Friday atte.noon and on SaiurJay mjrning, leaving most or Frid.iy

free for members to attend Founders' Day Exercises and other events.

The longer time was advantageous for many reasons.

The new Council was particularly pleased to hear Miss Glass, Dean

Lyman, Mr. Wheaton and Anne Mcjunkin, president of Student Gov-

ernment. Miss Glass shared with the Council imminent plans for the

future and she gave a brief report on the state of the college, the

war-time adjustments, student reactions and reassurance that the

liberal arts tradition would prevail here.

Dean Lyman spoke of the relation of the Alumnae Council to the

College. Mr. Wheaton presented the financial picture of the College

as he interpreted it at that time. In addition, he stressed the importance

of alumnae support of the college.

Anne Mcjunkin brought to the Council a picture of Sweet Briar

today from the student point of view. She noted the changes brought

on as a result of the war and listed the principal student activities in

this connection.

Council members appreciated the opportunities provided for meeting

students. Sixteen officers of college organizations and classes were

invited for dinner on Thursday. The Executive Committee of Student

Government entertained the group for Coffee after dinner. On Friday

evening, Miss Glass, Miss Benedict, Mr. and Mrs. Lyman, Dean

Emeritus Emily H. Dutton, Mr. and Mrs. Wheaton, Miss Margaret

Banister and Miss Drue Matthews were guests of the Alumnae Council.

Eight members of the Council took the examinations and qualified

as Alumnae Representatives on Admission. Since that time two others

have been qualified. This is the first time that the Alumnae Council

has done this as a group and it was felt that as qualiiied Representatives

on Admission they could better serve the college as memoers of the

Alumnae Council.

Alter considerable discussion, the Council regretfully approved the

suggestion to be made to Miss Glass that ail ciass reunions be cancelled

in June, 1943. It seemed obvious that travel conditions as well as the

food and servant problems would be more acute by that time.

The alumnae Fund, alumnae clubs. Permanent Resources Committees
(of wliicn Edna Lee Cox is cha.rman). Sweet Briar Day, College pub-

licity, the Alumnae News, the value to the college of the intelligent

informed alumnae all were discussed in detail.

Problems discussed included those connected with alumnae clubs

in war-time; the sale of china impoited from England—a source or

p.casurc to the alumnae . nu „ s^ur^e oi .ncome to the alumnae associa-

tion; life membership in the Alumnae Association; the Alumnae Fund
plans for 1943-1944 with the new chairman, Gerry Mallory; the

Alumnae Ne>x's; permanent personnel files in the alumnae office and
a new master file; permanent reunion record books to be kept in the

alumnae office.

The Nominating Committee for elections to take place in May, 1944
was named. Sally Shallcnbcrgcr Brown, '32 of Louisville, Kentucky,
was named chairman and members of her committee include Jane
Carothcrs Clarke, Academy, Louise Jones Reader, ex '19, Edith Boilley

Stites, ex '22, Elizabeth Cox, '27, Betty Harms Slaughrer, '28. Murcdth
Ferguson Smythe, '29, Eleanor Marshall Tucker, *.'0, Vii-^ini.i EaJy,
'38, Mary Henri Norman, '41, Mary Elizabeth Turner Baker, '41.

The Council voted to send the June issue of the Alumnae News
to all members of reunion classes whether they had contributed to

the Alumnae Fund or not for the current year.

ALUMNAE CLUBS
The work of alumnae clubs has struck an all-time low point this

year due to the large amount of volunteer work being done by alumnae,
work which in ordinary times would be on a professional level con-
sidering time and effort involved. Sweet Briar has reason to be proud
of the leadership of her alumnae in this desperately needed volunteer

work in communities all over the country.

It is gratifying to note, however, that thirteen clubs were persistent

and successful in sponsoring some project which enabled them to make
a gift to the college, through the Alumnae Fund. This group includes

the clubs in Baltimore. Boston, Charleston, West Virginia, Cincinnati,

Cleveland, Columbia, South Carolina, Washington, D. C, Kansas City,

Missouri, Long Island, Pittsburgh, Richmond, Roanoke, and the Twin
Cities (Minneapolis and Saint Paul).

Alumnae Clubs are making valuable contributions also in their

efforts along another line. They have become increasingly active in

prospective student promotion. This year with the increase in the

number of Alumnae Representatives on Admission there is a definite

increase in this effort. At a tea meeting, the college movies are shown,

view books, catalogues of the current year, the Briar Patch and other

student publications are available, and often a qualified Alumna
Representative on Admission or a member of the Alumnae Council is

asked to speak to the group and to answer questions.

The Cincinnati, Cleveland and Lynchburg clubs have had college

visitors this year; Miss Glass visited the Cincinnati club on Sweet

Briar day; Mr. Wheat on, the Treasurer of the College, and Bishop

Tucker, president of the Board of Overseers, spoke informally to the

Cleveland alumnae at a luncheon meeting in the fall; the Lynchburg

club added to their Sweet Briar day group Mr. and Mrs. Lyman, Mr.

and Mrs. Barker, Mrs. Wailes, and Juliet Tchou. Miss Martha von Briesen

and Helen McMahon, alumnae secretary, were guests of the Roanoke

alumnae at a luncheon and tea for prospective students on May 15.

ALUMNAE NEWS
The October and February Alumnae News, of twenty-eight pages

each, had one new feature this year in the reports of academic depart-

ments written by the head of the department. This feature was given

very enthusiastic comment by a number of alumnae. The October

issue carried the story of the Department of Romance Languages. The
February issue included the report of the Art Department. These

reports will be continued in the 1943-1944 magazines. The April

magazine is our first experience with a student editor. Mary Carter.

'43, former editor of the Siicet Briar News, daughter of Mary Stewart

Carter, ex '19, with the assistance of the alumnae secretary planned

the contents. Mary assigned articles to students, secured pictures and

cartoons. The number of students who have come into our office for

the first time to request a copy of this magazine convinces me that

they and their parents are pleased and interested. This issue was mailed

to parents of present students and given to each of the fourteen student

contributors and to members of the senior cla->s.

{ConiiiiHcd on page 28)
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Answers to Alumnae Questionnaire

1. False. As of October 20, 1943, Sweet Briar's endow-

ment was $672,460.

2. FaUe. Only the October issue each year goes to all

alumnae.

3. False. Like other applicants, they must meet the en-

trance requirements of the college.

4. False. Fergus Reid gave the library.

5. False. The gymnasium was built through the gen-

erosity (and hard work) of the students in college

1922-1928.

6. False. No, no, a thousand times no! Dues went out

when the Alumnae Fund came in in 1933. You're

way behind the times if your answer was wrong.

7. True. At present there are five married students in

college.

8. False. Last year 812 gifts totaled $5,465.15 for an

average of $6.72.

9. False. (See answer above.) $40,000 is what we would

have if 4,000 of our 4,400 alumnae each gave $10!

10. True. Funds for the auditorium are being held in the

form of war bonds. To date the amount has reached

$69,807 with maturity value of $94,275.

1 1

.

False. Ask any of your friends who went to college,

starting with your husband.

12

13

False. Look at the picture of the Alumnae daughters

on page 9.

False. Forty-five girls hold regular scholarships of

various sizes, twenty-one are paid assistants in the

refectories, and twenty-nine have self-help jobs. Every
year promising applicants go elsewhere because of

better scholarship offers.

14. True. Only about 22% of the alumnae gave to the

1941 campaign.

15. True. Music was first offered as a major in 1936; art,

in 1937.

16. True. The Carry Nature Sanctuary was established in

1936 by the parents of Peggy Carry Durland, '3 5.

17. True. As far as we know, ours are the only represent-

atives who must pass a test before they become certi-

fied. The idea was proposed by Susan Jelley, ex '28.

18. True. Two alumnae are elected to this board, each to

serve for six years. Edna Lee Cox's term expires in

1946; Elsetta G'tlchrht Barnes' in 1949.

19. False. Books for the Browsing Room are not included

in regular library appropriations, therefore books or

money for them depends on the generosity of indi-

viduals.

;0. True. See page 7.

GIVE MAGAZINES THIS YEAR

Make the ALUMNAE OFFICE Yoin MAGAZINE HEADQUARTERS
NEW, GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS, RENEWALS, COMBINATION ORDERS ALL ARE

TAKEN CARE OF PROMPTLY AND ACCURATELY

Any Magazine—xvhatever your choice or favorite—ca)i be handled for you.

These are but a few currently popular and always acceptable:

ATLANTIC MONTHLY
One 1-ycar gift subscription -. $5.00

Two years subscription . 8.00

NEW YORKER
One 1-year gift subscription $6.00

Two years subscription 9.00

NEWSWEEK
Each 1-year gift subscription $3.50

READER'S DIGEST (to Jan. 15, 1944)

One 1-year gift subscription $2.75

Two 1-year gift subscriptions 5.00

Each additional subscrpition 2.25

To service men (I year only) I.JO

SATURDAY EVENING POST
Two 1-year gift subscriptions $5.00

Each additional subscription 2.50

VOGUE
Two 1-year gift subscriptions $10.00

Each additional subscription 4.00

BETTER HOMES & GARDENS
Two 1-year g'ft subscriptions $2.75

Each additional subscription 1.25

CHILD LIFE
Two 1-year gift subscriptions $4.00

Three 1-year gift subscriptions 5.00

Each additional subscription 2.00

CORONET (Oct. 1 5, 1943 to Jan. 15, 1944)

One 1-year gift subscription $2.75

Two 1-year gift subscriptions 5.00

Each additional subscription 2.25

FORTUNE (to Dec. 31, 1943)
Two 1-year gift subscriptions... $17.00

Each additional subscription 7.00

HOUSE AND GARDEN
Two 1-year gift subscriptions $7.00

Each additinal subscrpition 2.00

LIFE (to Dec. 10, 1943 only)

Two 1-year gift subscriptions . $8.00

Each additional subscription 3.50

Christinas Gift Orders cannot be accepted after December yth

(Gift orders automatically extend and renew any subscrifitions already existing—tijcy do not duplicate)

Make Your List Today And Send It To
THE ALUMNAE OFFICE, SWEET BRIAR, VIRGINIA
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Class Notes

3n iH^mnrtam
NoRiNE Harrison, ex '14 (Mrs. Harley Askew) deceased March 2 5, 1941.

Florence Chapin, ex '18 (Mrs. Henry M. Tyler) deceased January 26, 1941.

Mary Stuart Cassard, '2 5 (Mrs. Hewes Thomas).

1910

Class St-cre/ary and Tumi Agent: Frances

MuRRELL RicKARDS (Mrs. Evcringham) North

Shore Point. Norfolk. Virginia.

1911

Clais Secretary: Josephine Murray Joslin

(Mrs. J. Whitman) 200 West Madison Street,

Johnstown, New York.

Fund Agent: Alma Booth Taylor (Mrs.

Harry B.) One Rugby Place, Charlottes-

ville, Virginia.

Anne Ten Eyck Baker is still carrying on

as the head of her Glove Accessory business

here in Johnstown. Her son, Henry who has

inherited the super intellect of his mother,

after finishing his freshman year at Yale,

entered the Engineering Division of the Army
Air Corps last April. He is taking the advanced

course in Civil Engineering of the Army
Specialized Training Program at Brooklyn

Polytechnic Institute.

Kathleen Cowgill is running her farm on

the eastern shore of Maryland at Easton

and continuing with her horticultural work.

She has the edge on most of us for Kath-

leen, a great lover and trainer of horses never

could enthuse much over a "motorized world!"

So she is not in the least bothered about

gas coupons. Her transportation, the kind of

her choice is not interrupted.

A warning to all Alumnae! Don't ever at-

tempt to can in the oven! I am making a very

lucky recovery from being horribly burned

and cut with glass on my face, neck and

hands when three cans of tomatoes exploded

when I was removing them from the oven.

It seems that everyone but the Joslin family

knew that oven canning was dangerous and

now I know it, having had to learn from grim

reality. My life otherwise has been unevent-

ful. I try to help in every branch of war
work as it comes up. I have given three pints

of blood to the Red Cross Blood Bank but

have nothing outstanding to report.

Very Sincerely,

Jo Murray Joslin

1912

Class Secretary: Loulie M. Wilson. 2929
Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D. C.

Fund Agent: Carina Eaglesfield Milligan
(Mrs. John R.) Sunset Hill Road. New
Canaan, Connecticut.

In response to my periodic plea for some
bits of news from our contemporaries, several

have written to me, so so I will pass on the

news to you.

Elsie Zaegel Thomas writes from Sheboygan,

Wisconsin: "I am chairman of the Red Cross

Canteen and we feel proud of having fed

fifteeen hundred (MOO) blood donors and

workers last week when the Mobile Blood

Unit came to town. We bake cookies for the

local coast guard and send them to the sol-

diers' hospital at Turex Field. Reminds me of

the time, long ago, when you and Frances and

I argued as to the practical value of a college

education and one of us said we should be

able to wash dishes and sweep a floor better

because of our precious sheepskin , Tom,
my only son, is in Africa in the service of

supply and was married just four days before

he had to sail overseas."

Frances Matson Hardie writes from Ra-

mona, California that her namesake grand-

daughter, now three years old. has a little

sister, Evelyn
—

"both promising Sweet Briar

material." They are the daughters of her older

son, Edward. Her second son. Mat son, after

eight months' service overseas returned to take

officers' training and is now a lieutenant, living

in Vancouver, Washington with his wife,

whom he married recently
—

"the girl he had
known for eight years." Frances is teaching

piano and has twenty-five pupils. She says, "I

still hear from Miss Gardner, my piano teacher

of Sweet Briar days. I read Dr. Cross' editions

of English books used here in High School and

remember him as our fine English teacher of

our Senior year. I wish I could hear from
Miss Benedict."

Marie Abrajtis Lawson is still living in

Westport, Connecticut. She lives out in the

country now. She says, "I insisted on going

Southern enough for a brick house and some
rather set little gardens—completely eschewing

the usual New England salt box house and
wandering flower borders . I have had to

let my cook go and close up part of the house.

This summer, we being In the munition belt,

servants are simply nil. I still have my faith-

ful colored gent, who divides his time be-

tween Rob's outcries of needing him in the

yard, and my wails of wanting him in the

house. Early this summer I saw Bessie Gram-
mer. I won't comment on 'small worlds,' but
her son (married) is now living in Westport.
She and her husband (who was one of Rob's
most intimate childhood friends in New
Jersey) came up :o visit the young ones. She
is most attractive looking. Lucy "Cat" hasn't

been north for several (two anyway) years

nor I to Virginia. I have no special news. Oh
yes, I have a book just out, for children, theo-

retically
—"Dragon John." I wrote and illus-

trated it. It's a very simple, short story but

was fun to do."

Jean Harris is still living in her old home
in Harrisonburg, \'irginia with her invalid

mother and her two younger sisters.

Ruth Gibson Venning 's son. Dr. W. L.

Venning, is professor of pediatrics and assis-

tant resident physician at the Bowman Gray
Hospital in Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

Her daughter-in-law is also a pediatrician.

Ruth has a daughter, Virginia, whose hus-

band Lieutenant Whitney, is in North Africa.

I am living in Washington now with my
brother, York, and his wife and children.

His wife was Minnie Long, who graduated

at Sweet Briar in 1922. Minnie and I are both

working for the Government, in the General

Accounting Office, in the Claims Division.

Now if you will all write to me before the

next issue of the Alumnae News, I promise to

have another newsy letter at that time.

Doesn't it seem good to hear from so many?
Sincerely,

Loulie M. Wilson

1913

Class Secretary: Mary Pinkerton Kerr
(Mrs. James) 5 13 Lafayette Boulevard.

Fredericksburg, Virginia.

Fund Agent:

Since the June questionnaire, I have not seen

or heard any members of 1913 and I am look-

ing forward to Christmas in Norfolk and a

reunion with some of my contemporaries. My
family are moving back to their house at 408

Warren Crescent.

I am in Fredericksburg again and I hope to

hear from all of you and also to see you If

you are going north or south, as Lafayette

Boulevard is part of Route 1.

Mary Pinkerton Kerr
(Mrs. James)

I9I4

No Class Secretary

Fund Agent: Grace Callan Bond (Mrs.

William L.) 1149 Ardsley Road, Schenectady,

New York.

19H
Class Secretary: Frances W. Pennypacker,
517 Main Street, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania.

Fund Agent:

Nary a word have I re:eived from any of

you except Harriet Evans Wyckoff who wrote
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to me this summer t'rom Staunton, Virginia

where she was visiting Lucy Catlett, Academy,

while waiting for her tomatoes to ripen

enough for canning. She had a garden at Rose-

land, her summer home near Amherst and has

laid in a good supply of food from it tor this

winter. Both of her boys are in the V-12 unit

at the University of Virginia. This summer

Harriet heard from Ruth Ma/iriif Gorrcll,

'14, who had been working in an airplane

factory. In Staunton she saw Nan Pou'cU

Hodges, *10, who is now the head mistress of

Stuart Hall. L.ist winter she saw Abbic

Munroe May, '14, who was in Baltimore

having treatment for arthritis.

Since receiving Harriet's letter, I have seen

her in Washington. I went down to see some

pictures of my summer vacation trip. In July,

I took a Trail Riders Trip to the Flat Tops

Wilderness of the Vi'hite River National Forest

in Colorado. It was a most delightful twelve

day horseback trip with no telephone calls, no

news and no responsibilities. The scenery was

gorgeous, the wild flowers beautiful beyond

description and the wild life plentiful and

most interesting. I enjoyed it tremendously

and my bones, now approaching the half

century mark, were not nearly as stiff as I

anticipated.

In Washington I also saw Lieutenant (j g.)

Elmyra Pennypacker Coxe, '20. She is very

busy but sems to love it. She has nearly a

hundred and fifty enlisted WAVES and about

eight Ensigns under her but what they do

is one of those naval secrets.

My laboratory is now produ:ing p.'nicillin,

the new "wonder drug" as the papers call it.

As the drying, testing, and shipping of it has

come through my department, we have been

busier than ever.

Mary Pennypacker Davis, '16, is now living

at Pottstown, Pennsylvania. Her husband is

teaching mathematics at the Hill School and

her youngest son, Jim, is in second form. The
two older boys are at Saint Andrew's School,

Middletown, Delaware.

If you would like to hear less about the

Pennypacker sisters and more about your-

selves, please send me some news for the next

issue of the Alumnae News and assure your-

self of receiving the next three copies by

sending a contribution to the Alumnae Fund
soon.

Your willing but handicapped secretary.

CUsi Secretary: Felicia Patton, Becchmoor
Place, Catlettsburg, Kentucky.

Fund Agent:

1917

Clas! Secretary: Blrtha Pi ister Wailes,
Sweet Briar, Virginia.

F//M(/ Agen/:

The three class daughters are back on
campus reporting busy summers, Jean Ridler

at du Pont as a chemist's assistant, and Martha
and Mary Louise Hoiton in summer school.

Tiieir appearance attests the consumption of

plenty of vitamins—from the home victory

girdens they claim. Vf'e are proud of Jean

Ridler who received Junior Honors at Open-
ing Convocation this fall.

Raciicl had a glimpse of her son Lloyd this

summer—and it was only a glimpse. He is in

the service and the family saw him about half

an hour when he was en route to the west.

Tto bad he could not stop off.

From all accounts most of our vacations

V'cre brief. Henrietta Crump spent a week at

her sister's mountain camp beyond Lexington,

Vuginia. Rachel and her husband had a short

lake trip. The Ridlers went to New York for

a few days after the children were safely

back in school. However, for them the event

of the summer was the wedding in Cleveland

of Polly's sister Avis. Polly officiated as matron

of honor. We remember Avis who attended

Chatham when Polly was at Sweet Briar.

Talking about vacations, I might as well

Cvjnfess to mine spent on the ranch of friends

in Colorado near the Utah border. Fortunately,

I had not forgotten how to stay on a horse

since I had plenty of practice in my younger

days when I used equine transport from Am-
herst. However, I did discover some new
muscles. As every one else at Sweet Briar, I

am hard at work again with classes and other

campus activities, and as all of you, I am
trying to help with some volunteer war work.

For the past few months I have been assisting

as community service chairman of the Am-
herst County War Price and Rationing Board.

Mary W hitchea { VanHyning and the chil-

dren have joined Mr. VanHyning in Puerto

R ico where they will make their home for

thj time being. Mr. VanHyning has a post

with the Office of Defense, Health and Wel-

fare Services of the Federal Security Agency
in charge of the Caribbean area.

Martha Darden Ziesing still lives at Bryn

Mswr and is very busy, I hear, looking after

a husband, a son of sixteen, a fourteen year

old daughter, and a large house. This, we
agree, is a job in itself, and are not surprised

to learn that little time remains for her

former Little Theatre and Junior League activ-

ities. Martha's husband is with the Curtis

Publishing Company in charge of advertising

for the Ladies'' Home Journal.

Inez Skillern Reller and I have a mutual

friend who visits in this vicinity. She tells

me of Skilly's lovely home in Boise and of her

very beautiful garden. Wish all of us might

sc; it. Inez has a daughter of about twelve.

Genie Steele Hardy writes that her daughter

Mxrgaret and her husband are in Boise, and

that Skilly has made it very pleasant for

them. Genie's two sons are also away. Jack,

tlie older, a First Lieutenant In the Marine

Corps, has been in the South Pacific since

early spring, and Sanford, who graduated

from Annapolis In June has left the Naval

Air Station in Florida to join his ship on the

Atlantic seaboard. Her youngest daughter,

Genie Steele, graduated from high school in

Mr.y and entered Florida State College for

Women this fall. However, she plans to trans-

fer to Sweet Briar later. It will be nice to

have another Genie Steele here.

With best wishes to all and an urgent plea

for news from each of you, I am

Sincerely,

Bertha Piister Wailes

1918

Class Secretary: Elizabeth Lowman (Mrs.

A.'aph B. Hail) 866 Euclid Avenue, Elmira

New York.

Fund Agent: Vivienne Barkalow Hornbeck
(Mrs. Stanley K.) 2139 Wyoming Avenue,

N. W., Washington 8, D. C.

Inasmuch as I have neither written any
letters to you nor received any from you, I

have no news to spread at this time. My only

Sweet Briar contacts during the summer were
with Dot Harrison by mail, Eleanor Smith
Walters by phone, and Marina Stiles WUklns
In person.

Dot was off for a holiday just as soon as

the gasoline situation relaxed the last of July.

Eleanor phoned from the western part of the

slate where she was visiting relatives.

I spent part of a week with Marina at

Upper Montclair, New Jersey. Since I had
not seen her for several years, I enjoyed
exchanging ideas on all manner of domestic,

national and International problems. We also

had some lighter moments lunching in New
York City and seeing "Doughgirls."

The rest of the summer I've spent as most
of you have— victory gardening, canning,

surgical dressing, and picnics on the home
grounds. The Cub Scouts gave me a couple
of workouts on hikes, for the manpower
shortage put the Den Mother on the spot.

With no gasoline to speak of, the Finger

Lakes were out of reach except for catching

an occasional ride when my husband's Com-
pany was roofing the Urbana Wine Company
on Keuka Lake. Baseball filled the need for

tun and that carries us up to now.
It's your turn to go on from here.

Regards,

Betty

1919

Class Secretary: Elizabeth Eggleston, Green
Level, Hampden-Sydney, Virginia.

Fund Agent:

1920

Class Secretary: Caroline Freibukg Marcus
(Mrs. Herbert T.) Hopewell Road, Mont-
gomery, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Frances Raiff Wood (Mrs.

Harrison) 90 Wilson Avenue, Rutherford,
New Jersey,

1921

Class Secretary: Edith Durrell Marshall
(Mrs. Edward C.) 6326 Ridge Avenue, Cin-
cinnati 13, Ohio.

F'und Agent: Gertrude Pauly Crawford
(Mrs. Robert) 3 48 Moran Road, Grosse Pointe

Farms, Michigan.

In a weak moment I promised Helen Mac
to try In my feeble way to fill the place of

Lclte Shoop as class secretary, who has so

an)using1y passed on to you the doings of our

ganf for lo these many years! It is up to you
to feed my typewriter—so don't "hide your

lights beneath a bushel"-— let me "know all."

For a starter—We 1 92 lers have four daugh-
ters at Sweet Briar College! Jo Ahara Mac-
Millan's Josephine; Ellen Wulf Halsey's

Jacqueline; Mattle Hammond Smith's Martha;

and my only possible contribution to the
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Biiar—Ann Louise. To read Ann's letters takes

me back to the days when I, too, was a

"meek and humble freshman to Sweet Briar

who had come." She writes, "Mother, now

I know why you have loved Sweet Briar all

these years." Mrs. Dew had a tea for the

daughters of all the old girls, and told them

that they could come there to study for

exams, which made quite a hit, of course.

When I found that I had to get a letter

back to Helen in practically nothing flat, I

sent out an SOS to a few of you, and in

almost the next mail had an answer from

Rhoda Allen Worden and Ruth Gcer Boice.

I want you to hear verbatim, what Rhoda

had 10 say at the beginning of her note—it

warmed the cockles of my heart— "Dear

Edith: Certainly I'll write to you! Any one

who is kind enough to take over the job of

contacting a class group for news deserves

all the support she can get." Thanks, Rhoda.

for your enthusiasm and I hope the rest of

you will be as generous in helping me fill this

column when I contact you—which will be

but twice during the coming year. She con-

tinues, "You ask me what I am doing—well,

always running around with my tongue 'hang-

ing out'! I have a few little jobs for Red

Cross and that sandwiched in with some

Junior League work, being a class mother at

John's school, make up my daily program."

Her daughter is a Junior at Smith majoring

in biology while her son, John, is eleven, a

real boy interested in football and baseball.

Incidentally, Rhoda lives in Larchmont, New
York.

Ruth says that nothing spectacular has

crossed her path since leaving college. How-

ever, bringing up a daughter and two husky

sons is no mean accomplishment to my way

of thinking! Her oldest, Gratia, age 15, is

musically inclined but she refuses to take

credit for the mechanical talent of the boys.

She still lives in Toledo.

This summer, I had a couple of letters from

Gcrt Pauly Crawford. Her daughter, Mary,

is preparing to enter Sweet Briar next year.

She is a very attractive child whom I saw

several years ago at a summer camp in

Michigan near the resort where our family

have gone for years. Like the rest of us she

has had a Victory garden, canned the results,

and has been busy doing Red Cross as well.

Gert has taken on the Fund Agents' job for

our class, so lets help by being prompt with

our contributions.

After a silence of two years, a letter finally

came through from Dorothy Job Robinson.

She lives in Milford Haven, England, a base

for the English Navy. Despite the fact that

the town has had repeated bombings, her

home is still intact, however, her family has

been torn apart. Alice her nineteen year old

daughter, has been in college at Cheltenham,

one of England's most famous schools for

girls. The college has been bombed numerous

times, the girls sleeping most of the time in

the basements of the buildmgs. She graduated

this summer and it is a great disappointment

to Dotty that her daughter cannot go to

Sweet Briar this year. Norman, her husband,

is with the civilian branch of the Admiralty,
and is not at home often. Dotty herself, has

been deeply involved with various kinds of

war work for a number of years. At one

time she housed refugees from war torn

Spain, but more recently she has been teach-

ing school at Pembroke. Her mother wrote me
that Dotty had to travel five hours each day

going back and forth from Milford Haven

as the roads had been destroyed, making trans-

portation difficult. She taught biology and

zoology wearing her Sweet Briar cap and

gown! In August she and Alice visited Bertha

Langwell (now Mrs. Mercer) at her lovely

home in Scotland. Remember her?—our old

biology professor. She married a Scotchman

who has a handsome estate and Dotty has

visited her at intervals ever since she has

been in England. In addition to canteen work

and entertaining soldiers on leave, she is in

charge of a spagnum moss station. Dotty has

met a number of American soldiers who know
Sweet Briar contemporaries—Buffy Taylor and

Mil LaVenture among them.

Since receiving Dot's letter, her mother

wrote me that an order has gone out ordering

all women in England over eighteen to get

into definite war work, so through her Ameri-

can contacts at the Embassy in London

(Dotty has never relinquished her American

citizenship) she and Alice have obtained

positions with the American Red Cross Hostel

Service, which operates rest hostels for Ameri-

can soldiers on leave in the British Isles. It

will be less strenuous work near home than

the teaching job. Mrs. Job said that Dorothy

has gone through some very difficult ex-

periences in the past few years but has re-

peatedly refused to leave Norman and return

to the United States. We salute you Dotty

for your courage 'and fortitude!

Her address is Pen Bryn, Milford Haven,

England. Do write to her—I know she would

love to hear from you. She has said so.

This is the extent of my news—except that

I see Frances Simpson Upson frequently for

she lives here in Cincinnati also. She is the

busiest person I know, involved in all kinds

of civic and club work including a flyer into

politics this fall. Her daughter, Carol, is at

the Garland School in Boston this winter, she

made her debut last year. Her son, Tommy,
is still in preparatory school.

From the alumnae office comes the news

that Horace E. Wood. II, son of Florence

Dowden, is a lieutenant in the Army Air

Corps, stationed in Greenwood at the air

base, where he instructs pilots in weather and

navigation.

As for myself, perhaps I shall save any

bits for the next time. I am not doing any-

thing spectacular—the usual civic things, some

church work, Red Cross Canteening, and my
particular pet, working for the Girl Scouts.

My summer was particularly strenuous as Ed
had an enormous garden and I had to spend

my waking hours freezing and canning the

vegetables. At the moment, I feel that I never

want to see a tomato or string bean again!

We had no vacation as the family business is

a war plant which has been running day and

night—so our relaxation consisted of garden-

ing with a weekend or two at Culver Military

Academy where our fifteen year old son,

Edward, Jr., was in school. There are quite a

few old Briarites here whom I see often—will

tell you about them next time—also about

the trip I hope to make this fall to see my
child at Sweet Briar and then on to New
York to visit my sister, Ruth, whom you may
remember as a freshman our Senior year.

So until next time—don't let me down

—

please write. Remember that only Fund con-

tributors will receive the other 3 issues of the

magazine.

1923

Class Secretary: LaVern McGee Olney
(Mrs. Alfred C, Jr.) 3120 Wellington Drive.

Alexandria, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Edith Miller McClintock
(Mrs. O. W.) Magnolia Place, Marianna,

Arkansas.

Here I am back on the job again after a

rest of five years, only this time I volunteered,

so expect you all to help me out. There was

not time to try to reach you all with a card,

only those nearby, and many thanks to those

who answered.

Edith Miller McClintock also has a '23 job.

As class fund agent, she hopes everyone of

you will give to the Fund and and do so

promptly. We will hear from the Fund Com-
mittee soon. It is very easy to get a glass

bank (Ten-Cent Store) and drop quarters in

it to fill that war stamp album for Sweet

Briar. That's what I did last year and it

worked fine. Al even shook the quarters out

for me without breaking the bank, so I

expect to use it again this year. You all know
how much this will help Sweet Briar as well

as how badly it is needed for the war. Remem-
ber too, that this is the only issue of the

Alumnae News we will receive this year

unless we contribute to the Fund. Edith says

that when this war is over she will have tried

her hand at nearly all the various types of

volunteer war work; rationing in all forms,

registering, draft board and Red Cross. Her
oldest son is now an aviation cadet, having

graduated as an aerial gunner. The youngest

one is a senior In high school and keeps things

at home moving at a fast rate.

Margaret Burwcll Graves has had a difficult

time this past six months. Her doctor husband

has had to have two major operations on his

eyes and we are all mighty glad to hear that

both were one hundred per cent successful.

But, each time, she closed up her house, dis-

posed of three girls and a dog and went to

New York with him. A third girl—did I

hear you ask?—yes, I was a bit startled, too,

at first but she says they have acquired the

third one only temporarily—a friend of young

Margaret's whose father is in the Army and

whose mother has been ill this year. Margaret

says she's a darling child, and that the two

little girls were their "bright spot" as they

could not stay "down" when around them.

I certainly do "take my hat off" to you, Mrs.

Graves! Margaret had just returned from

Sweet Briar where she had gone to make a

final check on Helen Blair's credits since she

plans to enter college next year.

Lydia Pitrcell Wilmer just happened to be

home visiting when my card arrived. Her
husband is in the Army (more details about

Fred next time, please, LydiaJ, and they arc

now back at Fort Bragg after three months

at Fort Sill.

Jane Guignard Thompson says that she has
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had a summer of cooking, canning, cleaning,

gardening, and nursing, and has not been any-

where or seen anyone. Jane's husband Broadus,

has been ill for nine weeks afcer a spinal oper-

ation to relieve paralyzing pressure on sciatic

nerves. A friend of our's here had a similar

operation so I know what it is, but, he's

fine now and in command of a ship in the

South Pacific. Jane says her two boys (oldest

ten, youngest, brand new this year) are fine

and are very gratifying to her. Do hope

Broadus is going to be well soon. Now for

my telephone news. I tried to get Hannah
Ki'/fb Howze, whom I had lunch with at

Vivienne Hornbcck's last sprin-;. She has two
snail boys, Charles Perry and John, both

good looking like their father, says Hannah.

Hannah looked grand, nice and sUm, and we
both agreed we would have known each other

—pretty good after twenty-three years?

Ethelwyn Clarkson Shade was there, too,

(this was a Sweet Briar luncheon for Helen

Mac and the other visiting Briarites) and all

three of us chatted together. Ethelwyn had

just returned from Vincennes. Indiana where

the whole family had been for the wedding

of the oldest girl. Betty Virginia to Lieutenant

Charles Johnson from Betheida, Maryland. He
graduated there (Vincennes) and is now sta-

tionej at Chanute Field. Their younger daugh-

ter. Penny, is fifteen. Ethelwyn's husband is

with the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.

Becky Janncy Trayer had just finished

building a lovely new home,- 624 Oakland
Street, Alexandria, Virginia, "before the wah",
and I have seen her several times. Her two
boys are George Tyson, thirteen, and William

Gibson, ten. Her husband has just returned

from England on a six weeks four man lumber
mission for the government, which pleaded

him much, and Becky not a bit since he flew

both ways.

Muriel MacKenzie Kelley and her family

came here from Chicago last fall, and live at

3550 South Stafford, Alexandria, Virginia,

(my new apartment is just between hers and
Becky's) . Muriel's husband is with the War
Production Board. Their eldest son, Keith, is

nineteen and is in the Student Army Train-

ing Program, Aviation Branch at Georgia

Tech. Mac, who is fifteen, has just been made
a Lieutenant in the Central High Cadet Corps
in Washington. Muriel sees Marie Klooz occa-

sionally, who, I hear, has a grand new job.

She is an assistant economic analyst in the

European unit of the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce with France and Italy

her special areas of study.

Now for the doings of the Oineys. Of all

times for a letter, this was the worst of all

for me, as I moved this past Tuesday from
a four story house to a two bedroom apart-

ment (the next worst time was ten years ago
when I had just come home from the hospital

with LaVern ten days old and the spring

letter to write). Had to put half my things

in storage which made it doubly hard even

if I did move only two miles from Arlington
to Alexandria. With all the moving I did

manage to call those few girts, which in itself

was quite a feat, since due to the fact that

my husband is not here, I cannot get a tele-

phone. You should see me hoarding nickels

after only four days of it. If 6ny of you come

to town, drop me a card and tell me where

and when I can call you. Am afraid I am not

going to be much good as Vice-President of

the Sweet Briar Alumnae Club in Washington

without a telephone. They sort of double

crossed me and elected me when I was in

California last May! It was on that trip that

I volunteered to do this job too!

Some of the girls asked in my letter what
the war had done to my family. Well, Al's

been in the Navy always and has been in

the South Pacific since May as Chief of Staff

to an aviation admiral. He's too far behind

"the lines" to please him (but not for me)
and says it is getting to be too civilized for

such an advanced base. Don't think I will

have a chance to see him until next June

when he hopes for a change of duty. When
that happens this family is heading west

pronto. Am very proud of him as he was
made Captain in July. I went with him in

May by train (his nice mother stayed with

the girls) and we had ten glorious days in

San Francisco and down at Monterey Bay.

Stayed with Peg Brown while we were there.

She looks fine and works for the Army. Al
flew "down under" and I went on down to

Colorado where we had lived seven out of

eight straight years. Came back by way of

Memphis and Mississippi and saw my kin-

folks there—was gone just a month.

Then, in July, I took the little girls up to

Al's sister's farm in Pennsylvania for a

couple of weeks; Olney family reunion,

thirteen out of sixteen there. The children

loved it. went in swimming in the pool twice

a day. I rode horseback for the first time in

seventeen years (no, not too sore) and drove

a horse and buggy for the first time in my
life. It was all lots of fun. Since then I have

been busy getting ready to move and now,
in getting settled. I continue the Gray Lady
work at the naval hospital one day a week
and help at the Blood Donor Service once a

week sometimes going out with its mobile

unit too. I have worked there since it first

started in the days when we hoped for one

hundred donors a month (before Pearl Har-
bor) and now try for five hundred a day!

My daughters, LaVern, nine and one-half and
Bobbie (Roberta five, are in the fifth grade
and kindergarten. Do forgive all this about me
and mine but some of you asked for it. Do
keep my address at top of letter, and send
me any news at anytime.

1924

Class Secretary: Kathrvn Klumph McGuiRE
(Mrs. Frederick T., Jr.) 3707 Daleford Road,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Florence Bodine Mountcastle
(Mrs. Frank F.) 41 Aberdeen Road, Elizabeth,

New Jersey.

Not much news—I sent out a number of

notes, I received one lone reply, there isn't

much I can do about it. Incidentally I am
taking bids on this job—any applications?

I heard via the grapevine that Marion
Swannell Wright, whose husband is now
rector of Saint Clements Church in El Paso,

Texas, was quite ill this summer but has had
an operation and is feeling much better. Saw
Bernice Hnlburd Wain for a brief two hours

this summer as she went through town. She
looked very well considering she's holding
down a full time job at the Arsenal as well

as her domestic duties.

Had a card from Betty Guy Tranter this

summer from Canada. Says her small fry is

now eighteen months old.

Grace Merrick Twohy was home for a few
days between visits to her son, Edward, at

Johns Hopkins. He's made a good recovery
from his rheumatic fever and is now going
back to school. At the moment she's very
busy as a nurses aide not to mention the
laundry and cooking. Grace also wrote that
BUI Cornick Rixey is working hard in the

Red Cross Motor Corps and at the time of
the explosion in Norfolk, worked night and
day with families of disaster victims. Bill is

also very interested in Garden Club work.
I spent a very quiet and domestic summer

but am looking forward to tagging along with
Fritz through the South later this fall in an
effort to find a few sticks of lumber that
someone with higher priorities hasn't got their

eye on.

Best wishes to you all and do write!

1925

Class Secretary: Laura Graham Hunter
(Mrs. Harold E.) 706 River Avenue, Rome,
Georgia.

Fund Agent: Dora Hancock Williams
(Mrs. Coleman S.) East Ferry Lane, Sauga-
tuck, Connecticut.

1926

Class Secretary: Dorothy Keller Iliff (Mrs.
William S., Jr.) 3305 Elmore Drive, Beverly
Hills, Alexandria, Virginia.

Fnud Agent: Margaret Malone McClem-
ENTS (Mrs. James B., Jr.) 5640 Aylesboro
Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Just too late for the June issue came a very
welcome card from our long lost May queen,
Lib Rountrec Kellerman. She reports that she
has a son, George, who was born on January
5, 1942, in a blacked out hospital and that

he Is thriving in spite of being a real war
baby. She has no maid and so has very little

time for anything outside of her 'home work*
but they are getting along very well in war
time Honolulu.

Janice Macpherson's card brought me up to

date on her activities. She and her mother
went to Europe in 1929 where they spent
eleven years in travel and study; they were
in Austria when the war broke out and after

six weeks there and in Munich, they came
back to the United States. She is now living

with her mother in New York, working six

days a week in a war plant making spark

plugs for aeroplanes, and doing Nurses' Aide
at the Polyclinic Hospital on the side.

Kay Korris Kelley has been in Camden,
Maine all summer supervising the younger
generation which consisted of her four chil-

dren and two or three others thrown in for

good measure. She writes, "I couldn't get any
help and as a result I find that my muscles
look like they did in hockey days but that
my hair is a lot grayer. At least I stay well,

which is an absolute necessity, but I fear I

must be pretty dull mentally." Kay's husband
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is a full lieutenant now, the navigation oflicer

on a P. C.

Betty Holfzinati Sellman thinks that her

life is too uninteresting and humdrum to

write about but we don't think so. She has

lived in the same apartment house all her

married life, which is eleven and one-half

years, (I think fhaf is something to be nroud

nf) and she has a house full of Persian

kittens. Smoky, the newest one. ears ud all

the r.ition points with the result that Betty

weighs only a hundred pounds. She thinks

perhaps her diet needs some of the 'pressed

pussy' we used to have for Sunday nite sup-

ners—at least it wouldn't cost mmy points!

Betty is serving as a Grav Lady at the Marine

hosoital and finds it fascinating work.

Pe^ K rider Ivey had a wonderful summer

on the beach at Stone Harbor. New Jersey

even though she did have to en marketin*;

for meat at seven fortv-five in the morning.

Her Engl'sh h'lsband is well ae^in and work-

in t in Stroud. Glo'f-esrprsh're and Pee is

dpvotIn<T her time to P.-T- A. meetings. War
Bond Drives and her Sundav School class in

H^ddonfield.

Marie Pran<»e sn^nt the n^st vt- sfdvinT

^t the Colorado Snrin^s Fine A'-ts Center.

Befo'-e that sh<* h-id f'Ven exten-i'v-^ cour-^es

in decoration in Npw York and abroad and

had been employed in a decorating shoo in

New York. At nr-^senf she is hack in Sheboy-

pan. "Wisconsin dnine N'irses' Aide.

Dot B'iflcv Huel-"": writes that she 's kep'

busv with the usual '"hint's: a little Red Cross

sewing, helping at the rationin<T board, givint:

blood donations, taking First Aid courses

and watching three bovs. She says the First

Aid courses have stood her in good stead

because the boys are "as awkward as their

ma".

Peg Reinhold has left Washin<jton and is

at Davtona Beach training; to be an assistant

Field Director for the Red Cross.

Cornelia Wailcs Wailes is staying with her

mother in Salisbury, Maryland until she can

ioin her husband who was sent to Algiers last

February on an assignment for the Department

o^ State.

Mart Bachtnan McCoy volunteers the in-

formation that she has "turned into a fairly

good Nurses* Aide and an excellent farmer."

She adds that she still has the same daughter,

a very nice little girl named Sally, and that

her husband is somewhere in the South Pacific

with the Navy.
Peg Posey Brubaker says that tending a

garden, chickens and her three year old son

is interesting but just isn't news—but even if

she had less than that to tell I'd still want to

hear from her—and that goes for those of

you who haven't answered my cards just be-

cause you haven't something big happening in

your lives.

Helen Finch Halford is still doing her share

on the home front in England; she helps

gather up the crops on their farm, drives a

tractor and even crawls underneath the thing

when it becomes necessary to remove some-

thing. She has her big home filled with

American and British officers every weekend
but occasionally gets away for a visit to Scot-

land or a week in London.

Kitty Blount Andersen has taken up fishing.

She finds it very relaxing as well as most

interesting—especially since she caught her

first small mouth bass this summer.

Mew White Knoblach has been learning how
to cook, since her maid left, and in addition

has been canning the produce from her

garden, nursing her husband who was con-

valescing from an appendectomy, and manag-

ing a new gift shop and snack bar in the

hospital of which she is a board member.

And now for my news which I have been

dying to tell ever since I started thi.^ letter

—

I have a brand new baby daughter and her

name is Suzanne and she was born on Sep-

tember the ninth.

And that, as the commentators say, is the

news of the moment. If you've enjoyed this

column, or if you are merely curious about

what your classmates arc doing, send your

gift of War Stamps to the Fund immediately

so that you won't miss one single issue of this

grand magazine. Back the Attack ami Back

Sweet Briar!

Edna Lee Cox -(Mrs. JosepS, Jr.) who has

served Sweet Briar in many capacities brought

much joy to the campus when she recently

accepted the post as secretary to the Com-
mittee on Admission. Colonel Cox is in service

in the South Pacific and Edna and their most

engaging twin daughters, Judy and Jody. are

living on campus.

New addresses:

Elizabeth Konntrcc Kellerman, ^683 Kaluei-

anaole Drive, Honolulu, Territory of Hawaii

Marie Prange, 617 Erie Avenue, Sheboygan,

Wisconsin.

Margaret Reinhold, Ofiice of the Field

Director, 2nd W. A. C. Training Center,

American Red Cross, Daytona Beach, Florida.

1927

C/as.\ Secretary: Elsetta Gilchrist Barnes
(Mrs. Richard E.) 65 H York Road, Parma

Heights, Cleveland 9, Ohio.

Fluid Agent: Claire Hanner Arnold (Mrs.

Wylie H.) 26 Lynwood Road, Scarsdale, New
York.

In the June issue of the Alumnae News
I promised you a full and interesting column
this fall. Now the date is at hand and such

a group of shy and retiring lasses have you

become that hardly an item of news, print-

able or juicy, has come my way. How I wish

I could locate midst your numbers a real

news hound who would take over this office

and ferret out your activities. These are such

busy days for all of us, from WAVES to

Nurses Aides, and on down the list that even

the best of correspondents fall by the way-

side. The copious mail I promised Dan this

summer while she was at Camp Alleghany is

still to be written. The days just won't be

long enough for all our scheduled activities

but please make a notation December, March
and June first of A PENNY POSTCARD TO
BEBE, of what you have heard of our friends.

I'll bless you forever for help in making this

column big, fat, and entertaining for the

Class of '27.

1928

No Class Secretary

Fund Agent: Anne H. Shepherd Lewis

(Mrs. J. Latarie) 3 02 Grifiin Avenue,

Williamsburg, Virginia.

Magazines

!

Send your subscriptions now
to all current magazines you

plan to give for Christmas.

The sale of Sweet Briar china

is seriously curtailed due to de-

livery problems. Your subscrip-

tions will help us to make up
that loss. Address — Alumnae
Magazine Fund Chairman, Sweet

Briar College, Sweet Briar, Vir-

ginia.

1929

Class Secretary: Sara Callison Jamison
(Mrs. John R.) 616 Ridgewood Drive, West
Lafayette, Indiana.

No Fund Agent

Class Secretary pro tern: Carolyn Martin-

dale Blouin (Mrs. Maurice F.) 5 76 High-

land Avenue, Upper Montclair, New Jersey.

Fund Agent: Mary Huntington Harrison
(Mrs. E. Webster) Drake Road. Station M,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

We all owe Mac many hearty thanks for

the grand job she's done as class secretary for

some thirteen years. Since she withdrew from

our public eye there's been a monotonous

blank space where news of our class should

have been. However, don't relax and think

a new secretary has been found just because

our place isn't quite as empty this time. The
Help Wanted sign is still out—I agreed to do

this only until a permanent biographer

marches to the front. Now's the time for

YOU to volunteer and rescue the class of '3

from the verge of oblivion.

Our cupboard still threatened to be as bare

as Mother Hubbard's until a few days ago

when some of the faithful few saved our day-

Agnes Erskine (Jr.) Bush heads the news list.

She belongs to Pig. Sproul and she's brand

new: as of September 20th, weighing not

quite six pounds. T-'ddy Bush is a big man
of almost iV'Z, so he probably feels very

superior to his tiny sister.

It was good to talk to Gladys Wester the

other day. She telephoned to tell me that

Katryne Blake and her husband have sold

their home in Livingston, New Jersey, and

taken root somewhere in Tennessee. He has

a new job there, not in the teaching line this

time. Further details than these are unknown

—will some of you Sherlock Holmescs supply

additional clues? Gladys seems to have spent

the summer alternating between tripping and

coming home long enough to get the laundry

done so they could hop off again. Her Nancy

was away at camp for the first time. She

managed to bring home a present of whooping

cough, so her little brother will probably start

to whoop any day now. On a train down

from New Hampshire, Gladys sat next to

a Chattanooga girl who knows Mac.
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Way back in February I came across a

very complimentary article by Gault Mac-
Gowan on the front page of the New York
Sun about Lindsay Prcntis' chaplain husband,

Captain Robert Woodroofc. He was then in

North Africa. He is attached to the Roosevelt

Hospital unit which went overseas about a

year ago, and he is apparently very capable

and exceedingly popular with the soldiers. Last

I heard, Lindsay was still in New York with

their four children.

Gwcn sent a cute snapshot of her 3 J/i year

old Pam taken with Penny who's just \S

months. Gwen is playing nursemaid to them,

housekeeping to the tunc of ten rooms, and

taking care of her mother who is not at all

well—and she's doing it all single-handed. If

you feel you're busy, just think of Gwen,

and dream up your second wind. Gwen says

Nancy Games J:e ,er has two sons and still

lives in Scarsdale. Helen Smith Miller whose

home is near Nyack where Gwen lives, took

a course in "Washington for overseas Red

Cross Canteen work and is now in England.

Mary Huntington's two eldest went to

camp, but Ruthie had a sudden appendectomy

in mid-August and that was the end of camp

for her. She's fine now. Mary sews for the

Red Cross two days a week and spends two

mornings learning to be a Girl Scout leader

for the local group of Scouts. The Harrison

establishment had just acquired three new

pets: "Cricket, a 2 months old cocker. Myrtle,

a turtle of extreme obesity, and Gertrude, a

garter snake. We've never had a snake before

and my feelings on the subject are too deep

for verbal expression." Mary's husband is a

Major and he hopes to have two weeks leave

this month, so they're going to Wyoming.

She saw Anne Mason Brent Winn recently

looking beautiful underneath a huge package

and a gas mask. "Anne's husband is com-

manding officer somewhere in the North, and

some 400 servicemen were freezing because

Anne had John's winter uniforms in moth

balls, and they couldn't put on their long

underwear until he did. Anne was rushing to

mail the woolies."

All of us remember Dr. Harley, and are

interested in news of her. She spent the

summer in her little Norwegian chalet (no

windows—all doors, and the ones upstairs

open out on balconies) up in Cragsmoor,

New York. She was planning to return to

New York in September to continue her re-

search work in anthropology at the Museum
of Natural History. She lives at the Hotel

Luzerne at 79th and Amsterdam and is always

delighted to sec or hear from S. B. girls.

At our house I keep busy catering to Denny,

3; and Debbie, almost 2; and also to Corky,

the cocker; Mulligan, the kitten; nine name-

less pullets (who have at long last con-

descended to lay an egg or so now and then);

a front -yard victory garden; and a madden-

ingly temperamental pot stove. (I keep Maury
busy too, before and after business hours.)

Please write me the news of you and the

news you know, right now while the iron

is hot. I'll sec that it gets to the new secretary,

and I fervently hope she'll materialize soon.

Carolyn

1931

Class Secretary: Nancy \C'orthington, 1415

Park Avenue, Richmond 20, Virginia.

Fund Af^ent: Jean Cole Anderson (Mrs.

George D., Jr.) 2127 Fourteenth Street, South,

Birmingham, Alabama.

Greetings, one and all! Can yo'i believe it's

fall and the buzz-buzz of activity is upon us

again? (that is for anv of you who have

ceased to buzz during the summer) . Seotem-

ber caught me in a great whirl of readjust-

ment—moving into an apartment and starting;

a new job. both of which are ideal in my
eves, but allowed little time for the deluge

of postals I had planned to rain upon you.

A new son. Gordon Swift Calhoun, arrived

in Polly Calhoun's household on Mav 28 and

holds precedence in this column because he

just missed the deadline of the Tune maeazine.

I hope Polly will give us a real description of

her newest addition for the next issue.

Elizabeth MacRae Goddard was in Rich-

mond not long ago with her three-year-old

David and I enjoyed a long reunion via tele-

phone, which was most tantalizing. Her hus-

band left China early in August and should

have reached here by now. Lieba had not seen

him since 1940. Her sister, Anne, is in the

WAVES and is stationed at Walter Reed Hos-
pital at present. Margaret, a younger sister,

is working at the State Department of Educa-

tion now and I've had lunch with her once.

Clare, the fourth and youngest MacRae, is

also here in Richmond, as is her father, for

the duration.

Mary Lou Flonrnoy Brown's mother-in-law

was nice enough to answer the card I sent

Mary Lou and reports that the Cantwcll

Browns' new address is c/o Office of Military

Attache, American Embassy, Mexico City,

Mexico. We look forward to hearing from

you, Mary Lou.

Peggy Ferguson Bennett writes from Olivet.

Michigan, that she is the Assistant Registrar

of Olivet College and likes it a lot. Joe spent

the summer studying at the Institute of Gen-
eral Semantics in Chicago. The Englewood
Public Library now claims the services of

Nancy Coc. Incidentally, she tells me that

the box bushes she and Kate took home from
Sweet Briar have survived many a cold winter

in that northern clime.

We can well point with pride to Jane Bikle

Lane who has been doing big things for years

and has been mighty quiet about it. She has

changed her job. although it is still with the

same company. She formerly worked on the

editorial staff of the Nursing Textbook De-
partment of a publishing house (she sent me
a sample copy of the little monthly magazine
of which she is still Managing Editor) and is

now working on The Cyclopedia of MeJicinc,

Surgery, aud Specialties, a iifteen-volume work
intended strictly for graduate physicians. She

says "it is extremely interesting, as in addi-

tion to frequent revisions, we get out each

year a 1,000-page supplement on the latest

developments In all medical and allied fields.

At present the many new things being used

as a result of the war keep us very much on

our toes." B.;sides which, Jane serves as air

raid warden and has time to play tennis

with her husband, John, who still is fortunate

enough to be with her.

From Canada. Dot Boyle Charles broke a

silence of some years and it was mighry eood
to hear from her. She and Bob have lived in

London, Ontario, for seven years. Thev en-

iovcd a vacation in the Pocono Mountains In

July, which ended abruptly on account of

Anne and Bobby's taking turns at chicken

pox. and Anne*s tonsils came out shortly

thereafter.

Canning and golf seem to have filled

the rest of the summer. With the faU

comes work once a week at the baby clinic,

helping at the weekly knitting bees for the

blind, and packing and shipping knitted goods

for the Red Cross. Badminton and bridge are

still favorite hobbies with the Charles' how-
ever, and aren't they people after our own
hearts?

Jean Countryman and Bill Presba spent two
weeks in Minnesota swimm'ng and fishing,

leavini; little Paula behind. That young lady

is beginning to be most active and talkative

these days and the canning in the Presba

household this summer never lacked for as-

sistance. From the number of vegetables grown
in the Victory garden, I imagine Jean's shelves

hold an enviable array of canned produce.

The whole class will join me in deepest

sympathy to Martha von Briesen, who lost

her father in August. Mart is back at Sweet

Briar and the publicity on the opening college

has been widespread, so I know she is busy.

Please don't wait for my postals to write

me news of you. It is so nice to hear from
you all and I hope more of you will come
across for the February issue. My new address

is 1415 Park Avenue, Richmond 20, Virginia,

and the latch-strin-; is out to all members of

'31.

Unless you contribute to the Alumnae Fund,

the next three issues won't come to you, so

be prompt so you won't lose out.

1932

Class Secretary: Alice Dabney Parker (Mrs.

John C, Jr) Franklin, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Virginia Squibb Flynn (Mrs.

James) Box 831, Logan, West Virginia.

Once again I'm sorry that I received some
news just barely too late to put it in the last

issue. A nice card from Barbara Muntcr his

had to be held over for this reason. Anyway,
it's good to catch up with Barbara after so

long a time. She's still living in Seattle, doing

secretarial work in a War Production training

school, and being a Nurse's Aide and just

nlain having fun on the side.

Sarah Bright Gracey Haskell's days are full

morning, noon, and night with the care of

her two children. She and I expect to meet

anon, when the miles between us shrink again

to the twenty they are, instead of the hundred

they seem, these gasless days!

I have a marriage on the books: Susanne

Gay Linville writes that she has been the

wife of First Lieutenant C. Edwin Linville

since July. Her husband is stationed near

Sharon. Connecticut, and she is living

there for the present. She mentioned inci-

dentally that Columbia gave her a degree in

1941.
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Tiny Marshall Timberlakc is back in Lex-

ington with her parents now that Wayt, a

Navy Air Corps Lieutenant (].g.) is in Pcnsa-

cola. She told me what that reticent creature,

one Courtenay Cochran Ticer, did not, that

Courtenay has a second son, Newton Ambler,

born this summer.

Virginia Bellamy Ruffin and her family are

still in Wilmington, as Peter Browne, who was

made a Lieutenant-Commander in July, is in

charge of the Naval Intelligence office there.

The children, Suzanne. 4, and Peter, 2^2, as

well as Mama and Papa, were fed liberally

from Bellamy's Victory garden this summer.

Bellamy works with the Red Cross Motor

Corps and heaven knows what all besides. By
now she has taken off for New York with

Peter Browne for her first real vacation in a

long time. I can picture her in "21" more

easily than in the Victory garden!

Letha Morris Wood has spent a quiet sum-

mer at home with the small fry. Since June,

Jack has been officer in charge of the Naval

Aviation Training School at Troy, New York,

and Lctha has been there for several week-

ends. She sees a lot of Kay Taylor Adams,

ex-'31, and Ruth Daiics Young, '35.

Betsy Hig^his Plummet says her husband

has been in the army for over three years,

and is a major. They've batted around from

pillar to post, and are now in a Brooklyn

apartment—where tliey'U stay until the bugle

calls them elsewhere! She reports that Marge

Miller Close hai written her of the arrival of

a baby girl this summer.

Jessie Fisher Gordon and 3 -year-old Pat

are keeping each other company in a new
house since Lieutenant ( j.g. ) Ben left for

training the middle of September.

Flappy Pancake gladdened my heart by

crashing through with a letter. She's still

working on the Staunton newspaper, and is

"awfully tired of other people's weddings!"

Among her plethora of activities, she's a Red
Cross staff assistant, and helps entertain the

1,500 soldiers and patients at the Army hos-

pital. Then, says Flappy, "One is one's own
cook these days, and I market and help

Mother with Campbell's (my brother) two
little girls, who live with us. So there's little

time to be sociable! The school age floors me,

and the second grade is decidedly baffling!"

The first news of Virginia Hall Lindley that

has come my way since I've been a double-

postcard collector was passed on by Flappy,

who says that our May Queen has a son, John
Van, Jr., born in June 1942. Also via Flappy

I learned that Agnes Sproul Bush, '3 0, had a

new daughter a few weeks ago. And speaking

of new daughters, Henrietta Bryan Alphin

has one too. This summer I saw Henrietta in

Charlottesville, where she and Tom have re-

turned to live after jaunting around to var-

ious places.

Eleanor Wright Conway was always an

unassuming gal who would die rather than
brag, so I know nobody will think that she

is press-agenting for Ted, her husband, if I

relate (entirely under my own st?Lim and
without her consent) the items about him
that 1 happen to know. He was aid^'-de-cimp

to General Sir Harold Alexander for two
months before the fall of Tunis, then was
sent to a U. S. infantry regiment, and actually

commanded it for seven days during the last

battle and fall of Tunis. When I last heard

he was executive officer of the regiment, and

now I am waiting breathlessly for more recent

news—if only I can drag it out of his wife!

She is very busy with her two little girls

while awaiting Ted's return.

It gives me a tremenduos thrill to report

the exploits of '3 2's husbands and brothers,

and I was excited to learn from Sally Aim-
worth Glass that her brother Harry has been

flying literally all over the world on a series

of mysterious missions. Sally's father has been

seriously ill recently, but was recovering when
she wrote. Her husband is to be reclassified

this month, so before long Sally may be an

Army wife.

One of the most interesting letters I've had

in years came from Charlotte MaGotfin. She

and her mother and sister were packing to

leave San Antonio—where they had spent tlie

winter and spring—for Minnesota, whe i a

sudden call from her brother "Bear" caused

them to back up and dash to San Francisco

to meet him. He was in port there 'tier

months in the South Pacific. The feminine

Magoffin contingent stayed in San Francisco

for three weeks, and had a super de luxe

time with Bear acting as guide. When tUcy

finally reached home in Deerwood, they en-

tered a house in which every radiator and

half the pipes had burst in January, and which

had been a stamping ground for plumbers for

five months. For two solid weeks Charlotte

and family scrubbed and scoured, and emer.^jd

looking like "fugitives from a sewer." The
climax of their summer came when Chic,

the youngest Magoffin boy, dropped in un-

announced after completing his missions as

a bomber pilot in England. He brought back

the Air Medal, the D.F.C., and four Oak
Leaf Clusters, and such is the modesty of

some young men that even his mother never

found out what they were for. I'm sure the

whole class will join Charlotte in what must

be an overwhelming feeling of pride.

Adelaide Smith Nelson and her baby daugh-

ter spent the summer in Duluth, but wh'!re

they are now I don't know.

Betty Allen Magruder has left Charity Hos-

pital in New Orleans for Duke Hospital in

Durham. I was unlucky enough to miss seeing

her in August, although we were both in

Charlottesville at the same time. She got off

the train feeling shaky, and by the time I

found out she was there, she was so sick with

pleurisy that I was not allowed to see her.

After weeks in the hospital and more weeks

recuperating at home, she is said to be all right.

Johnny and I took our brace of daughters

to spend a while with my family this summer,

and we left the children with Mother for a

few days while we took in the annual Bar

meetings in Roanoke. We had a very gay

time, and to my e,\treme gratification, Johnny
was unanimously re-elected President of the

Virginia State Bar.

I saw as much as possible of Irene Kellogg

while I was in Charlottesville. She spent a

week at Virginia Beach during July, which

she wound up with ptomaine poisoning, the

effects of which lingered a long time. Never-

theless she looked fine and was grand company
when we were together.

Dot Smith Berkeley and Connie Fowler

Keeble now live right across the street from
each other in Charlottesville! I enjoyed seeing

them both, and Connie seemed delighted with

her new home, and particularly with Iier new
neighbor. She had just moved up from Louisi-

ana when I saw her, and was still waiting for

her furniture to arrive. Her two handsome
young sons keep her from being too lonely

while her husband is overseas.

Yours ever,

Alice

New addresses:

Jessie Fisher Gordon (Mrs. Benjamin W. Z.)

442 5 Stanford, Dallas 5, Texas.

Betsy Higf^ins Plummet (Mrs. Frank) 911

S

Colonial Road, Apt. 3G, Brooklyn, New York.

Susan Marshall Timberlake, (Mrs. Wayt)
2 1 Washington Street, Lexington, Virginia.

Susanne Gay Linville (Mrs. C. Edwin) c/o

Mrs. Elsie Smith, Sharon, Connecticut.

Emma Green Moore (Mrs. Thomas) 1

Peachtree Circle, Atlanta, Georgia.

Stuart Groncr Moreno (Mrs. John A.)

Westchester Apartments, Washington 16, D.

C.

Helen Nightengale Gleason (Mrs. J. A.)

5 06 10th Street, Dodge City, Kansas.

Jane Hays Dowler* (Mrs. Richard F.)

Navajo Road, Brookside Farms, Pittsburgh

16, Pennsylvania.

1933

No Class Secretary

Fund Agent: Suf Graves Stubbs (Mrs.

William K.) 210S Island Drive, Monrce,

Louisiana.

1934

Class Secretary: Marjoxie Lasar Hurd (Mrs.

E. R., Jr.) 5 5 Maple Avenue, Madison, New
Jersey.

Fund Agent: Eleanor Alcott Bromley
(Mrs. H. H.) 33 51 Sutton Road, Shaker

Heights, Ohio.

New arrivals are first on the list: Lib

Ogilby Sands who is in Corpus Christi, Texas

has a little boy, William, who was born

August first of last summer. She writes that

Alice Shirley Moore is doing Red Cross work
in Columbia, South Carolina and that Char-

lotte Lee Lauck, her Navy husband and three

little boys are living in Key West, Florida.

Nan Savage Kelly whose husband is in the

Navy has a third little girl, Kim, born last

summer; she is living in Scarsdale. Lib Schetter

Maxwell has a little girl, Elizabeth Lyon, who
was born August fifth . . . mother and child

doing nicely from latest reports.

Betty Carter Clark is in Evanston; her last

little boy's name is James Dexter. She writes

of seeing Ruth Pinkham Nix and of a visit

from Bonney MacDonald Hatch and her little

boy on their way back to Spokane after a

visit in Muncie. Nancy Butzner Leaveil has

been with her husband's parents all summer
and she and small daughter, Anne, are taking

a house with them in Culpeper, Virginia, this

winter. She tells me that Jane Morrison Moore
has another daughter named Janet.

I cannot hope to keep up with new ad-

dresses but here is one I do know. After

November first you can find Julie Sadler de

«r
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Magazines

Send )'our subscriptions now
to all current magazines you

plan to give for Christmas.

The sale of Sweet Briar china

is seriously curtailed due to de-

livery problems. Your subscrip-

tions will help us to make up

that loss. Address — Alumnae
Magazine Fund Chairman, Sweet

Briar College, Sweet Briar, Vir-

ginia.

Coligny on Sleepy Hollow Road, R.F.D., Falls

Church, Virginia. She writes of loving Wash-

ington and having seen Mary Walton and

Mary McCaJlnm Ncill. Mary Walton says

that an Alexandria branch of the Washington

Briarites is forming under the leadership of

Elle Jcisc Latham, '3.1.

Mitzi Hatiifni Fried says most of her time

is taken up with her three children but slie

did get into New York to see Jeanne Harmon
Weisberger, ex-'3 5 whose daughter, Lori Dell

was born in September.

Bonnie Wood Stookey, husband and year-

old David vacationed at Cape May, New
Jersey this summer; Miss Crawford visited

her in September and Bonnie visited Dorothy

Hutchinson Howe in Darien, Connecticut.

Eleanor Alcott Bromley and husband went

to Lake Chautauqua this summer and she is

back at the old routine of housework and

baby now. Who isn't? Jackie's biggest news

is that she still has her maid although I think

I am taking her life in my hands to publish

such a thing. More power to you, girl; you

are unique in your class. She also admits

shamefacedly that small Ernie is in nursery

school at . . . Randolph-Macon . . . can you

believe it?

Hanson has been occupied with her boys

and canning activities. Bobby, her older son,

announced he was quitting school because his

1\ didn't look right which I think is worth

quoting. She writes that Jill is in defense

work in New York and Page's husband, Alec

(luyol, is in Ofticer's Training School in Mary-

l.inJ.

Irom the farm contingency I quote from

Margaret Ross Ellice: "News from this farm

front is certainly not the exciting kind. Have
spent the entire summer simply canning like

crazy which, aside from the practical value,

you must do to make any sort of social con-

versation hereabouts. Our field crops arc

pretty well in and having raced to get them
in the ground and done likewise to get them
out, we find (by the government bulletin by

which we lite) it's time to plow and plant

all over again." Nan RmscU Carter whose

husband is in defense work writes that he

worked as a hired man on Sundays while she

and her mother helped pick fruits and vege-

tables for nearby farmers when they weren't

rounding up her three Indians (who lived in

a uiu all summer) . Kitty Miirsball Ham ill

and her husband arc in Buffalo right now.

As usual I am writing this with one foot

in a barrel and the other on a packing box

as we are moving again. I am sure Rhea and

I hold some sort of amateur record for non-

military people for moving. This is our seventh

move in eight years and this time we are

moving out a little farther to Madison. New
Jersey. I also hold a personal record of which

I am not particularly proud . . . that of

being the only person I know who hasn't

canned one single thing; I figured the only

way I could do it was to get up in the

middle of the night.

Since this issue goes to all paying and non-

paying alumnae, I would appreciate it if you

would take a minute to send me your present

addresses so I can bring the office up to date.

It is practically impossible to keep track of

all of you any other way. There are several

new chicks expected before our next Issue

but since this is censored by the office until

their actual arrival the simplest thing to do

is to send your contribution now to the

alumnae office and read about it in our next.

Meantime if any of you have any extra time

on your hands (joke) I see that they need

a little help at the soda fountain {Time,

October 4).

1955

Class Secretary: Helen Wolcott, 2S21 Con-
necticut Avenue, N. W., Washington 8, D. C.

Fund Agent: Jacquelyn Dwelle (Mrs. Ed-

ward, Jr.) 4810 Araphoe Avenue, Ortega

Terrace, Jacksonville, Florida.

Martha Jones Betts leads off with twins,

born June 29—a boy, Peter Jones, and a girl,

Anne Richardson—which raises her brood to

three. Her husband, stationed in North
Africa, didn't know for a month that he was

two papas. Martha, needless to say, is under

the impression that the days have grown con-

siderably shorter since the last part of June.

Hester Kramer Avery has another son,

Richard Johnson, born July 3. She and her

two boys vacationed at Myrtle Beach this

summer and her description of soft shell

crabs galore and daily swimming had me
green with envy. Hester has her fingers crossed

for another seaside vacation this fall when
and if husband Jimmy gets his expected

furlough.

Natalae Strickland was married to Major
VC'illiani Emory Waters of the Army Air

Forces on June 26. Via the grapevine, we
learn that Natalae and husband are in Fort

Myers, Florida where he is stationed.

Ruth Billman was married on September

1 1—new name, Mrs. James Lewis. Her hus-

band is stationed at the Naval Training Station

in Newport, Rhode Island as an instructor

in the Quartermaster School, and Ruth has

deserted the companionship of the typewriter

for the trials and tribulations of an apart-

ment and cooking without the aid of cans.

Ginny Gott Gilbert is resisting, temporarily

at least, the call of the open road—sometimes

referred to as the whimsy of the Army

—

and has settled down to the joys of domes-

ticity in Champaign, Illinois, as her husband

is now stationed at Chanute Field as an in-

structor in meteorology.

It is reported by the grapevine that Claudia

De Wolfe has given up the academic career

for nursing and is taking her training at

Hellevue.

Cary Bururll Carter has turned Floridian

—her husband is a lieutenant in the Navy
and is stationed at Cecil Field near Jackson-
ville. Daughter Anne is growing fast as she

is almost two and a half years old. Cary
catches a glimpse now and then of Agnes
Williams Ellis and Jackie Strickland DwcUe,
both of whom, says Gary, have two cute

daughters. Jackie and husband are back in

their own house, as he is now stationed at

Jacksonville.

Becky Young Frazer takes time off from
canning, victory gardening and work with the

Red Cross and Junior League to write that

Ray Adler Cochran's husband graduated as a

flight instructor from Becky's brother's flying

school in Griffin and is now teaching in another
one in Rome, Georgia. She says Ray is the
same as ever. And Lida Voigt Young writes

that Ray paid her a visit. Lida is keeping
herself out of mischief with gardening, can-
ning. Red Cross work—and raising chickens,

but took time out for a two-week trip to

Chattanooga.

Sue Strassburger Anderson's husband, Fred,

has forsaken Eastern Airlines for American
Export Airlines, with home port in New
York, and the last of September Sue, Fred
and Ronnie started the long trek from Coral
Gables to Stamford, Connecticut via station

wagon. I caught a glimpse of Sue and Ronnie
when they were visiting the Strassburgers in

Montclair in June—Sue was looking grand
and Ronnie, with her long blond curls, is a

darling.

Pat Whitford Allen has up and left these

parts for the duration. Husband Nick, a cap-
tain, spent a good part of the summer at

Ann Arbor, Michigan at the Judge Advocate
General School and upon his return to \<'ash-

ington, received orders to proceed to San
Antonio, Texas. So they rented their lovely

house and Pat and baby, Sandra—who is

adorable—went up to Staten Jsland to await

developments in the form of a domicile in

Texas, while Nick and Pete, the Collie, set

out for the Lone Star State.

Judy HalliRurfon Burnett is busier than the

proverbial bee acting as magazine editor on
the Junior League Board, assistant editor of

the League news sheet and chairma ning the

booth sales for Tuberculosis Christmas seals.

She remarks that her chief war work is re-

leasing a maid for negro soldier entertain-

ment! I thought that them what had them,

hung on by fair means or foul. Judy had a

flying visit from Isabel Anderson C<)mer and

husband in the spring.

Dot Barnum Venter has taken up quarters

in Brooklyn, as her husband, a Lieutenant

Commander, is stationed at the Brooklyn

Navy Yard.

Betty Myers Harding has toiled this summer
tutoring in shorthand and brushing up on

typing so that she will not find time hanging

heavy on her hands when her husband gets

the overseas duty he expects. From Betty

comes news that Anne Baker and husband
are settled in Milwaukee—come on, Anne,
give: when did it happen and what's your
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iLimL". if one may be so bold .is to inquire?

Judy Pcterkin did a bit of roughing it in

one of the West Virginia State Parks this

summer, and after spending the days hiking,

swimming, eating, reading, etc., returned to

civilization looking like an Indian. Judy is

keeping busy in community activities, and as

Girl Scout Commissioner, plans to attend the

national war-time conference of Girl Scouts

in Cleveland in October.

Maude Winhorne Leigh has a son, Southgate

Leigh, n, born August 3 1.

Mary Marks is perkier than ever. She keeps

the OCD for Virginia stepping and can tell

you all about the approved ways of canning

those hard-won vegetables from the Victory

garden. While I was in Richmond for my
two-week vacation this summer I woke myself

up long enough to enjoy a pleasant weekend

with Mary on her farm at Hopewell, where

I learned that pigs can actually uncurl their

tails and wiggle them upon provocation!

Barbara Bt'ttzin,^cr Lindsley reports that her

daughter, Barbara Kitchel, arrived August 12.

New addresses:

Ruth Bilhnan Lewis, 2 Bull Street, Newport,

Rhode Island.

Virginia Goff Gilbert, 502 E. Stoughton

Street, Champaign, Illinois.

Sue S/rasshiir^^cr Anderson, Cedarwood Road,

R.F.D. 3, Stamford, Connecticut.

Dorothy Baruntu Venter, Apt. 8c, 200

Waverly Avenue, Brooklyn S, New York.

Cary Bitrurll Carter, Route 7, Box 76,

Cecil Field, Jacksonville, Florida.

1956

Class Secrefaty: Lillian Cabell Gay (Mrs.

James R.) 3 Crest Lane, Swarthmore, Penn-

sylvania.

FunJ A}icfj/: Katie Nilcs Parker (Mrs.

Franklin P.) 46 Glen Road, Wellesley Hills,

Massachusetts.

Phoebe Picrsou Dunn has moved to Tilley

Farm, Sedgwick Avenue, Darien, Connecticut.

Frances Gregory, when last heard from,

was getting her second M.A. degree in June

at Radcliffe in History. Her first one was

in Food Chemistry at Columbia. She was head

resident of her house at Radcliffe. Congratu-

lations, Chic, and let us hear your plans for

this year.

Betty Cocke Winfree writes that Peyton is

now City Editor of the Lynchburg News.

Mer son is in kindergarten and her daughter

"goes everywhere her mother does." She

writes that Peg Lloyd Busch has a son, and

Peg Cuiupbell Usher, a daughter. Mary Agness

Young has a job in the American Legation in

the Dominican Republic for the duration.

George Ann Jackson Slocum has been fol-

lowing the Medical Corps about and was in

Clearwater, Florida, in June. Her home in

Cooperstown is closed for the duration and

she is living in suit cases.

Carol Straus Ney is also following the

Medical Corps about and is more or less

settled with her husband, Joseph, and her

son, Dick, at 2818 Broadway, Madrid Apt. 3,

San Antonio, Texas.

Maria Gray Valenthii- Curtis, whose father

died several months ago, has recently had a

wonderful reunion with Ted, including a trip

to California. Kitty l.rnniiiif Hyde also has

our sympathy in the death of her mother,

and we are glad that she, too, has been able

to join Telay, her husband for a visit on the

west coast, and give him first hand description

of their darling little daughter, Janet.

Doris Risk Curwen boasts a son, James

Endicott Curwcn, born May 2 1 , and claims

he is her main news as well as occupation

these days.

Ellie Krckclcr Chrisman said my card fol-

lowed her around the country and finally

turned up overseas with her husband. It was

very well traveled when he sent it back to

her this summer. She is living 2800 Selwyn
Avenue, Charlotte 4, North Carolina, and is

busy with Caroline, S years, and Jane, 2

years. She sjjent a few days in New York and

saw Jane Marquardt Murphy who is at home
and working in the city while her husband

is overseas with the Medical Corps.

Kay Person Barrett has a new arrival to

report, Richard Person Barrett, age 10 weeks.

Her little girl, Joan, is now three years old.

They are living at 1311 Hayward Court,

Hyde Park, Cincinnati, Ohio. She has seen

Liz Tornlin Jewell, Anne Thomson Smith and

Ad Merrill.

Jean Bird Antonius is now living at 3n2
Blackhawk Drive, Madison, Wisconsin. She
has one boy, Jeffrey Bird, who will be three

in November. Besides doing her own work,

she is a Gray Lady and is doing War Chest

Work.

Dorothy Conierse Schnur is located tem-

porarily in the Warwick Hotel in Houston
where Jim is doing war work. They are the

proud parents of a son, Andrew Converse

Schnur, born last April 9. She heard several

years ago that Audrey Allen was married to

Howard Clarke Gaines. If any of you have
more recent news of her, the office would like

to have it.

At present I am working here as Secretary

for Christian Education in the Presbyterian

Church and am in the midst of a Missions

Conference on a One World idea and also

in the hopeless process of apartment hunting

as the Gay's house was just sold. Jim has

been overseas a year today.

I think it's grand that so many of you
have started writing again and hope you'll

keep the cards and letters coming in all during

the year.\ As the class is divided up into four

groups, you will only receive an official card

once a year, but your volunteer contribution

is more than welcome at any time. It is very

heartening to me to see the fine way all of

you are meeting the present conditions and
I am sure each of you is proud of your class

and Alma Mater.

1937

Class Secretary: Harriet Shaw, 221 High-
brook Avenue, Pelham, New York.

I'lind A^ent: Kate Shaffer Hardy (Mrs.

Frank A.) 321 East 43rd Street, New York.

New York.

1938

Class Secretary: Claire Handcrson Chapin
( Mrs. Carroll Horton) 22701 Fairmont
Boulevard, Shaker Heights, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Janet Macfarlan (Mrs.

Charles Bergmann) 136 Linden Street, Ridge-

wood, New Jersey.

It's ditficult for me to follow Dolly's mag-
nificent column of last June with anything
but apologies for my scanty news—but keep

in mind that the next issue promises to be

jam-packed with juicy bits if you'll co-operate

and send me news about yourselves. And re-

member too, that the ne.\t issue goes only

to Alumnae Fund contributors. Need I say

more!

A letter from Nancy Old Mercer tells me
that she manages to keep busy with Civilian

Defense work and the like, not to mention
attempting to train her new cocker puppy
that hair pins and rugs are not good eating

material. Nancy's husband is doing Coastal

Patrol work which means that he's away
from home a good part of each week. Living

right around the corner from Betty M. Sniartt

Johnson, she manages to see Snieady and her

little girl, Betsy, quite often.

I talked to Katie Sulzberger Hecht over the

phone not longe ago. She was some where in

Ohio, having just bid goodbye to her doctor

husband who was leaving for over seas duty.

Katie was heading East again to break up
her apartment, and then planned on returning

to Chicago for the time being.

Exciting news came from Adele Letcher

Harvey not long ago. Her young son, Edwin
Jonathan, Jr., was born on August twentieth.

His daddy is located at Camp Peary, Virginia,

with the Navy Seabees, and when Adele wrote

(September first) he hadn't had even a peak

at his young son.

Maudie Tucker Drane is still in Cleveland,

waiting for those calls that tell her that her

husband Hardy is "on shore." When that

happy message does come through she hops

a train for New York in double quick time.

That 's about all for now—so please keep

me in mind when you're in a letter-writing

mood. My second daughter, Carolyn, arrived

on June fifteenth, so I'm having the time of

my life with my two pug-nosed (believe it

or not!) daughters.

The Alumnae Office reports that "Johnny"
Jones was on campus early this fall. She has

a job in the traflic control tower at the Roa-

noke airport, loves her job and hopes you
will all look her up at the Hotel Roanoke
sometime. And we hear that Molly Talcott's

second daughter arrived in July. We hope to

report name and other statistics in our next

issue.

New addresses:

Nancy Old Mercer (Mrs. Blair Gray) 3

StoU's Alley, Charleston, South Carolina.

Adele Letcher Harvey (Mrs. E. Jonathan)

110 Rodney Street, Glen Rock, New Jersey.

1939

Class Secretary: Yvonne Leggett Mrs.

Daniel L. Dyer) 875 Fifth Avenue, New
York 2\, New York.

Fund Agent: Janet Thorpe, 5 Hey wood
Road, Pelham Manor, New York.

Well, here I am back with you again and

it's as much of a surprise to me as it is to

you! In April Annie Benedict needed a rest,

so I said I'd write the news letter, but this

time I'm pinch -hit ting because she's busy

becoming a WAVE—now taking her indoc-

trination course at Northampton and expects

to be commissioned this month.
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The "love buj? dcpartmenc" has been flour-

ishing since June. On July 29 Graccy Luckett

became Jean McKcnny's sister-in-law—now
Mrs. Brooke Stoddard. Of her lieutenant she

writes "as for Brooke, he is 29, six feet tall,

of course, went to Pomfrct and Princeton and

hails from Garden City. Is now out guarding

tlic coast of Oregon, so it will be life in the

U'est in a tourist cabin for a while and he

is already arming himself with soda to combat

my cooking, plus a first aid kit to use after

wearing the socks I darn. "Henri" Minor

saw the Stoddards when they were in New
York on their honeymoon. While we arc on

the subject of the Stoddards, Jean McKcntiy

Stoddard and John returned from South

America recently and they arc temporarily

at 246 East 46th Street.

Lucy Gordan was married in July to Ensign

William Nicholson Jeffers, Jr., of Norfolk,

now on duty with the Atlantic Fleet.

Mary Mackintosh surprised us all by an-

nouncing her engagement to Joe Sherer in

September. Mac has known him for years

but has been very quiet about "his nibs" Joe

is completing his medical course in Boston

and Mac returned to her Washington job

late in August after spending most of the

summer in Bronx ville with her mother. They
plan to be married in December and they

will be in Boston until Joe completes his

study, after which he will go into service.

Another lovely bit of news is Elizabeth

Park Vanderbilt's marriage to Lieutenant

Jonathon A. Brown in August. John roomed
with Betsy Campbell Gawthrop's husband in

college and through them Boot and John met.

The Browns arc now living in Washington

because of John's navy job there.

Henri Minor Hart, still living in New
^'ork, has news of Happy James Wathcn, Dick
and their small son who left Miami on the first

of July to move to Bremerton, Washington

—

line hour from Seattle by ferry and "colder

than blitzen." They are living in a new house

built for war workers. Happy mentioned hav-
ing run into Anne Harrison Brown in Seattle

while Anne and her husband were there

Vacationing. Her husband is connected with

duPont.

Jane Parker \v'ashburn furnished me with
more good news. She had lunch with McKen,
Janet Thorpe, and Jean Moore last week and
says they arc all on top. Janet is back with
the Girl Scouts and Jean is sttll at J. Walter
Thompson Company.

Doxie Dingman is in New York working
with the War Advertising Council.

Elizabeth Perkins Prothro popped in and
out of New York all summer—her husband
is stationed at New London.

Betty Frazier Rinchart wrote Parker that

she adores the housewife role and when not

cooking and scrubbing she teaches her hus-

band the fine points of golf!

Julie Saunders is still working in Richmond
while her fiancee is overseas.

Mary Elizabeth Bar,^e Schroder with her

husband and their two children are in Charles-
ion, South Carolina now. I hope that the

alumnae office has that address. (We haven't,

sorry)

.

Henny Collier Armstrong and Henny, Jr.,

are back in Atlanta with her family for the

duration.

Mary L. Treadway Washburn is keeping

busy at the New Departure Plant of General

Motors in Bristol, Connecticut and finds the

work very interesting.

Early this summer I saw Betty Cheney

\<i"idhelm on a Madison Avenue bus. There

was just time to find that her husband Lieu-

tenant Commander Gus Widhelm was then at

Quonset, which brought her to these parts.

Does anyone know where they are now?

Word has just come that Mary Grace

Pethick Robinson has a new daughter born

on September 12, named Sandra Jean.

I hope we'll have more surprises this winter

because Danny and I are staying in New
York for a while, so please look me up

—

all of you. Our telephone is Regent 7-4798

and I expect to hear the phone ringing often

with that very special Sweet Briar note.

New address:

Elizabeth Vandcrbilt (Mrs. Jonathon A.

Brown) 4209 Benton Street, N. W., Wash-
ington 7, D. C.

1940

Class Secretary: Nida Tonilin Watts (Mrs.

Robert C. ) 262 S Handasydc Court, Cincinnati

8, Ohio.

FiinJ Agcn/: Connih Currie. 698 West End
Avenue, New York.

Dear WAGS, WAVES, and Mothers:

To make use of a poker phrase, everyone

is getting a "free ride" in this issue of the

Alumnae News. Why don't you buy some

chips and stay in the game? In other words,

send your contribution promptly to the

Alumnae Secretary. This is a small way of

showing your appreciation for all those gtod

times and excellent book "Icarnin" that was

had at Sweet Briar. When we display an

interest in Sweet Briar now, we are supporting

each other and right now, especially, loads of

people could use a slap on the back or the

knowledge that there is always some one che

in the same boat.

Jane Baker Grant gave me that so-called

slap on the back when she wrote without

being pestered by a postcard. Here is what

Jane said, "Since I seem to be out here on

the West Coast for the duration, I aim(.st

feel completely detached from rerpinders of

Sweet Briar, except for the Alumnae Ni:\ys.

You can't imagine how avidly I await it and

then read it from cover to cover." While
Jane's submarining husband is at sea, she has

a wonderful job as receptionist at the U. S.

Naval Training Station at San Diego. Jane has

had a visit from Decca Gilmer Conwell and

saw Rosemary Bjorgc Johnson in Los An-
geles. Decca's husband is a Marine Air Corps
officer and Rosemary's husband is a P. T.

boat squadron leader. Polly WyckofT recently

became Mrs. David B. Gustafson and is living

temporarily in Saint Louis.

Mary Sue Kilham was married in September
to Lieutenant Landon L. Davis, Jr., U-S.N.R.
On the engaged list, we find Virginia Leg-

get t, second lieutenant in the Army Nurses
Corps, who will marry Dr. Thomas Brown
Cameron.

The alumnae office has had word, too, that

Priscilla Tatro has a position in the Linguistic

services unit of the War Department, in the

Italian division, and that Anne Conant has

resigned her commission in the WAG to fly

for the government.

Lieutenant and Mrs. Henry H. Livingston

(Phoopy) are the proud possessors of a "little

vegetable (female of the species) ," named
Isabel Church in honor of grandmother Bur-

roughs. Lois tertiley McNeil's son was born

on September 8. It is reported that Mariana

Bush King has an adorable little girl that

promises to be a beauty and pictures of Betsy

Kopper would get a blue ribbon in any

contest.

We all should be proud of Midshipman
Ivins who is going through her Navy Trainins;

at Northampton. Ivy calls it the "survival

of the fittest" and thinks it is wonderful.

Ivy and Anne Benedict must really be a

picture going hup 2-3-4 for eight miles a

day.

We hear by the grapevine that Benadinc

is the alumnae secretary at the Hockaday
School in Dallas!

Dick and Blair Bunting Both vacationed in

Boston this summer. They saw Helen and

Homer Jones who is in a Navy Communica-
tions school. Eve and Knox had just left

Boston before the Boths hit town. They have

been to Florida and back to Washington in

the meantime. When Knox goes to sea, Eve
will hie herself back to Orange. Blair saw
El Snow and says that she looks grand. Ivy,

Parge, and Connie had a super vacation at

Fire Island. Parge is now teaching religion it

Chatham Hall and spent a weekend on campus
recently. Blair is still living in Radford and
speaks of intricate maneuvers such as icing

a cake.

Hug Schmid Hard)' holds the record for

canning every known vegetable and fruit.

Several times she found herself canning on

both the day and night shifts. Master Hardy
keeps his old lady on the run as he is walking

all over the place now. Hug is many pounds
slimmer than in Sweet Briar days. The Hardys
did very little of the usual vacationing at

Lake Michigan, however, they did manage
to get away for several weekends.

Janet Runkle's bad luck was my good luck

as she was put off of her plane here several

weeks ago. Columbus was on her way to visit

Beckey Pannill at Fort Riley. We had a great

gab-session with Coralie Kahn Ferro to hv'lp

us out. Coralie is in Hamilton with her family

while Ensign Ferro is at sea. Cynthia Noland
Young was another traveler who passed

through these parts as she was returning to

Houston after a visit to Richmond. Second

Lieutenant M. C. Phinizy, MCWR, writes

from Camp Lejeune, New River, North Car-

olina that she is what is known as a uniform
officer and at the moment, she is training t

o

be sent out to open up a replacement shop at

some marine base for the W. R. One evening

at the Officer's Club, Phin bumf>ed into G.»ff

and Dot tic Campbell. Later, she sDent the

weekend with Gaff at Cherry Point. At'tci-

O. C. S., Barbara Godfrey Adams was sent

to Cherry Point to do aviation personnel work.

Ann Adamson Taylor when last heard from
was temporarily located in Salt Lake Cily
while her husband. Bob, was waiting for lis

orders. Emory Gill Williams and Canky are
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back in Richmond. He is stationed there v itii

the Medical Corps.

Irene \'oti,^chcr Vincent manages to get

around. She is with the U. S. Office of War
Information in Calcutta, India, according to

the latest report from her family. I am still

working at the War Finance Headqu.irrers

(Third War Loan) and like it very much,

in spite of dreaming that I had lost an ci-;hty

thousand doILir check. I have high hopes of

seeing a man I used to know (Bob) sometime

in '43. In the meantime, I plan to drop in

on Sister Caperton. Peggy has moved recently

and her new address is Northgate Apartments,

6A, Bronxvilie, New York.

Don't forget to buy those chips and please

report any change of address to the Alumn.ic

Office.

1941

Clasi Secretary.

Fiiuti Agent: Anita Loving, M07 Laburnum,

Richmond, Virginia.

Since I failed you in the June issue, or rath-

er you failed me, I shall try to make this an

extra-informative report. Also, since I finally

made the grade into the WAVES, it will

be my last literary attempt for a spell. I'm

just on the verge of leaving now, so am rather

excited about the whole thing—after a solid

year too.

Early in the spring Edie Vongeher wrote

me such a nice letter. She was out in Beverly

Hills, California working for an insurance

company. She was married the end of March

to Charles Emmett Owen of Chicago, a cadet

ill the Army Air Corps. Another unsolicited

surprise w.is from Edna Schoinukir Packard.

She writes that she and Jack have a son John,

Jr., born last November 7th. Marjorie Siiotis

Simpson had a baby girl April 1 5th. Her
son Peter, is two years old.

I have several weddings of the summer to

report: Louise Hathaway to John Philip

Dolker; Eleanor Frost to Lieutenant Arthur

Carthell Wratnowski, U.S.N.R., Betty Cross-

man to Lieutenant John W. Kregeh Laura

Blount Williams to E. A. Bosl, Jr.; Josephine

Harlan to Kenneth C. Darby; Betty Van
Dusen to William J. Chanett; Betty Van
Garnier to Arne E. Swanson. And we have two
engagements: Bobby Clark to Aviation Cadet

Charles David Hall and Allen Bagby to Lieu-

tenant Hugh Livingstone MacNeil, U.S.N.R.

of Los Angeles County, California.

Do Albray, my best stand-by for news

—

she hasn't failed me yet—sends me various

tid-bits. as follows. Jimmie McBee graduated

from Columbia in Library Science. She says

Dottie White is still working for J. Walter

Thompson Advertising; and that Charlie

Davenport is in New York waiting for a com-
mission in the WAVES. Marianne White
Southgate is living in New York while Tom
is stationed at the Brooklyn Navy Yard.
Helen Watson Hill still has a husband at

home, and is living in Rochester. "Do" besides

holding a job is in the midst of working up
a Little Theatre Group trying to design and
build all the sets.

A card from Frances Watkins reveals that
she worked for a newspaper till April, grad-
uated from Business School, and then got a

liberal education cooking for the family.

Franny Baldwin (anotfier stand-by) writes

that she's up to her ears in volunteer work.

She's a nurse's aide, secretary to the Bishop of

Alabama and they send out a letter each

month to all Alabama Episcopalians, now
about 1,400; she is chairman of Junior

Hostesses at the Officers' Club and works at

the Children's Hospital Clinic. Franny was

in New York earlier, stopped by to see Mimi
Worthington. Mimi is working for the British

Air Commission. Lillian Foulkcs Taylor had

a baby girl born September 4th—Emily Dixon
Ta>lor.

Barby Ncn'tn Wickerham is at home in

Detroit, but takes advantage of every chance
to see Wick—down to Maxwell Field, then

in June to Ocala, Florida, then to Nashville.

Betty Doucett was visiting Barby this summer
for a couple weeks, after she had completed
her Occupational Therapy work May 27th.

Douce is looking for a job in New York,
since she wants to be near home. At last

writing she was holding down the Doucett
home front and making Christmas presents.

Gertrude Marill is now in the Department
of Psychology at Yale. No details, but I hope
Gertrude will write the alumnae office.

Ellic DutngartI Firth is another wife at

home. She was with Swede in Aberdeen, from
May till July, where he is at Officers' Train-

ing School. Ellie says she will go back in

November when he gets his commission, but
till then she says she has a hard time trying

to make the days go by, in spite of a job,

Red Cross, and Choir. She reports that Joan
Meacham had a son in June. Eunic Foss is

still with the Defense Office in Savannah and
does Tra\L'lcrs' Aid work at night during the

week. Pat Sorensen was in town recently,

having finished her Lab Technician course in

Cleveland. After an exam in October she will

be a certified technician. Peg Tomlin has

stopped work at Trailmobile, and is now at

the First National Bank here.

We've just heard that Lillian Brccdlove

White's husband, Logan, was injured in S'cily

and was awarded the Purple Heart, and is

now getting along nicely. Janie LoiclanJ

Byerts and Bill are in Florida. Bill got his

pilot's wings July 28, and he is now flying

B-17's.

Look up August I issue of Vogue and you
will see pictures of two of our illustrious

classmates: Betty Jo McNarney who is work-
ing in the Army Intelligence office in Wash-
ington and Elizabeth Spaatz, now overseas

with the Red Cross.

I was so glad to hear from Elizabeth Colley

Shelton from 'way out in Tombstone. Arizona.

She writes that her young son, Charles B.

Shelton, 5rd, will be two years old this month.
Her husband is with the 92nd Infantry Divi-

sion at Fort Huachuca, Arizona. She reports

that after three months at Fort Sill they went
to Tombstone and Marion Dailcy Avery and
Lup went back to Camp Roberts, California.

Margie Craighill Dorney is now in Minne-
apolis, and busy as a Nurses' Aide.

The mail just arrived and it brought with
it a cute announcement of the arrival cf

Robert O'Donnell on September 27 to Cap-
tain and Mrs. Edward L. O'Donnell, Jr., the

proud mother being none other than Edge
Cardamone. The little fella weighed seven

pounds twelve ounces. I think that's a pretty

good way to end this, don't you?

After this here war, you will probably
hear from me again.

New addresses:

Elizabeth Colley Shelton (Mrs. Charles B.)

Box 603, Tombstone, Arizona.

Margaret Craighill Dorney {Mrs. W. A.)

304 W. 22nd Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Edna Sehornaker Packard (Mrs. John) 1270
Palmer Avenue, Schenectady, New York.

Betty Doucett, 67 Church Lane, Scarsdale,

New York.

194^

Class Secretary: Helen Sanford, 3800 Shen-

.-•ndoah, Dallas, Texas.

Fiiml Agent: Eugenia Burnett, 202S Bel-

mont Road, N. W., Washington, D. C.

There's nothing like a good old October
cold to start the fall off right, I always say.

And being as I'm starting off right, the

family's sent me into hibernation— which
ought to give me ample opportunity to think

up things to say to you-all.

As alwaj's, Kippy Coleman has been my
best (and practically only) correspondent this

summer. Kippy's got a wonderful position

on the faculty of St. Katharine's School in

Davenport, Iowa; she's teaching advanced

algebra and also acting as secretary to the

head of the school, after a six-week sten-

ographic course which has left her with mo^'e

typing ability than I can ever aspire to.

She wrote me about Rufus' wedding to Ttd
Fischer, Jr., which took place in Yorktjwn,
Virginia, on August seventh. Ted is stationed

liicre as an instructor in the Navy, so they've

settled down in Yorktown and Rufus is learii-

ing to cook—or at least to make salads.

On June twenty-ninth, after a bare two
days of notice when Ed came into port at

San Francisco and flew to San Antonio, "Army"
Case was married to Ed O'Brien. Flush Gwyn
came up from Houston to act as her maid of

honor. The last I heard, Army and Ed were

in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, but with all

this moving around that's going on, it's hard

to say for sure.

In Florida Nancy Gilbert was married, on

July twenty-fourth, to Carl Pugh, Jr., of the

Army. The most recent marriage, I think,

is that of Flossie Bagley and Lieutenant Ray-
mond Witt, Jr.—the date being September

fourteenth.

Todd and Lucy Call Dabney are stationed

in Tampa, Florida. Poose neglected to send me
the address—but maybe Tampa isn't so very

big anyway. She says she's seen quite a bit of

Flossie Gillem and Frannie CalJuell Harris

—

though Frannie's been whipping off to Blowing

Rock occasionally (well, once, anyway)

.

Bnndy and Bobby Thurman are living in

Charlotte, North Carolina; and Frannie Meek
Young—after spending two unhappy months
in the hospital—has rejoined her husband in

Cambridge, Massachusetts, where he is in

Harvard Business School.

Bambi Ryan has written me a couple of

times—bless her heart—from Toledo, where
she's drafting in the engineering department

of Willys-Overland (drafting jeeps), and has

also joined up with the Nurses Aides, the
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Junior League— anj the C.I.O. She spent the

month of July in New Orleans, seeing her

cousin Jenny Ross (ex *41) married, and ran

into Jan Darby down there; Jan's doing some

kind of work for the Navy—probably all

very secret; I don't dare ask, any more.

Diana Stout is back teaching history at her

alma-mater high school in Memphis. Grace

Lanier is secretary to the Adjutant at the

Station Hospital at Camp Campbell, Ken-

tucky, though {I understand) she can't type

or lake shorthand—sounds like just the sort

of job I'd like. Hank Hanger is a member
of the WAVES now and is being sent to

Radcliffe for special studies in supplies and

accounts, and Betsy Gilmer is stationed with

the WAVES in \('ashington, D.C.

Fro some really big news—Elsie Diggs Orr
and Sudie Clark Hanger are both newly

established mothers. Elsie has a baby boy,

Samuel Marshall Orr, III, born August

twenty-ninth, weight 8 Yz pounds, and Elsie

says he has dimples and reddish hair and

hazel eyes. I'm a little dubious about that last

item. Sudie's baby is a 7-pound-12-ounce girl,

named Elizabeth Hadley Hanger (another

Betty Hanger) . born in Greensboro on Sep-

tember twenty-first—which is so secret that

I haven't received any glowing description

from Sudie yet. We're getting right old,

aren't we?

After a summer of teaching little children

how to put on theatrical performances, Ann
Hauslein has gone back to the business world

and is doing women's personnel work for the

International Resistance Company—• a radio

plant—in Central City, Pennsylvania. (To the

best of my knowledge, Central City is an

outlying part of Philadelphia.) Eddie Syska

—still working for the Air Reduction Com-
pany in New York—has been given a promo-
tion to the position of secretary in the per-

sonnel department—and says she loves it.

I've finally found a job (chiefly because of

the labor shortage) as secretary in a legal

firm—Turner, Rodgers & Winn—down here,

and it's a delightful place to work—very

nice people, etc., etc. — except that the legal

mind is a little too deep for me, and those

blessed wills and contracts and leases «nd
deeds arc shortly going to drive me nito

msanity. One thing I'm good at, though, and
that's erasing; few people have had nore
practice than I. I can't say I get to see iu':t

a whole lot of Sweet Briar alumnae in Dallas

(forgot to mention that my employer's daugh-
ter goes to Randolph-Macon), but it's a beau-

tiful city anyway—the pride of Texas, which,

of course, is the pride of the nation.

On behalf of all of us, I'd like to extend
very deepest sympathy to Si Walke and

John Rogers on the death of their baby son

on June fifteenth, at the age of six weeks. I

should also like to express to Margaret Preston

our sympathy in the loss of her mother, who
died in Roanoke during the month of Sep-

tember.

Additions from the Alumnae Office:

Married: Charles Lindsay to Lieutenant J,

Watts Martin, Jr., of Norfolk. Pattie Rose
Earley to Lieutenant Roland Milton Cleveland.

Engaged: Joanne Oberkirch to Corporal

George Sauvingue.

Ann Morrison is working at the Tiffany

Foundation at Oyster Bay, Long Island. Laura

Graves has taken a job in Pensacola, Florida

—

no details known.
I'm afraid the length of this letter is some-

what limited by the fact that I don't know
a great deal of news. Please remember that

it only takes 3 cents to send a letter—even

to Texas—and I would be awfully glad to

hear from you. Love to all of you—Slug.

New addresses:

Rufus Prerson Fischer (Mrs. H. T., Jr.)

N.M.W.S. #112. Yorktown, Virginia.

Anne Butuiy Thurman (Mrs. R. G.) 2519

Kenmore Avenue, Charlotte 4, North Carolina.

Catherine Coleman, St. Katharine's School,

Davenport, Iowa.

Betsy Gilmer (Ensign) , 204 South Ivy

Street, Arlington, Virginia.

Olivia Little (Mrs. Oden Hughart Meeker)

in East Hst Street 22, New York.

1943

Class Secrefary: Frances Taylor. 5 820 York
Road, Richmond, 21, Virginia.

Fiiml Agent: Karen Kniskern, 5 07 Riverview

Road. Swarthmore, Pennsylvania.

"We're leaving, we're hitting the road"

may have rung out in June but last weekend
it donned a new title, "The Fireball," as

thirteen of us ended up at Sweet Briar for

step singing. Beanie will be delighted to hear

that we put in our two bits and sang (if

that is what you call it when every one who
could find a key was on a different one) four

or five very original songs, "tear jerkers" in-

cluded. Since we had no class banner we
decked ourselves in our hoods to look "im-

posing" as one senior put it.

Thirteen present: Ouija Adams, Libby
Corddry, and Sally Bryant all of whom have

gallivanted around the map quite a bit this

summer. Clare Eager had been there nearly

a week when I got there and was well up on

the news. Dixie Kinne has been spending quite

a while at ye old Boxwood Inn resting up
after doing child welfare work this summer.
She plans to take voice lessons in Washington
this fall. Margie Shugart Dennehy and Vir-

ginia "VfTiite came up from Richmond. Shug
is going to work at The Life Insurance Com-
pany of Virginia while Rod is in the Atlantic,

and White is collecting bills from the patients

at the Medical College Hospital in Richmond.
Prexy Anne Mcjunkin didn't stay long

enough to call any meetings but proceeded to

Washington where she will be a research

analyst in the War Department. Tookie

Kniskern took off time from her volunteer

work with the Interceptor Command of the

Army Air Corps to lend a voice. Earlier in

the summer, she was teaching children to

canoe on Crum Creek which she says is vir-

tually a sewer. Carol Tanner came over from
Charlottesville where she is living with Mr.
and Mrs. John Findiay while getting her

M.A. in American History. Brae Preston came
down from Princeton, New Jersey, where she

is working in the construction department of

the College Entrance Examination Board, now
engaged in government work.

Fay Martin, who is working for the Federal

Employment Service in Norfolk, chimed forth

with her new voice which she claims to have

cultivated while visiting Janie Findiay in

Canada. (Incidentally Janie is quite the woods-
man now and has even taken up the sport

of felling northwoods timber). Elsie Jackson
Hamner came over Sunday all smiles—she is

now the proud mother of six weeks old Peter

Clay Hamner. Jody 'Willis Leeman is back
at Sweet Briar getting her degree, while her

husband is away with the Army Engineers.

It was all such fun that I hope the whole
class can get there next time and we can
really make that old "Fireball" roll!

I have had nothing but glowing accounts

of weddings all summer. Charlotte Garber and
Lucy Kiker were married on June 26 to Lieu-

tenant John Rudolph and William Jones re-

spectively, naturally! Rumor has it that the

four of them ended up at Sea Island. Skip

Bracher and Lieutenant Harold O'Connell
were married that same day at Staten Island.

Lucy is now living in Franklin, Virginia and
writes that five classes a day can't compare
to that, Betty Lawrie and Lieutenant Richard
Kimbrough were married out in Santa Ana,
California on the 14th of July. Byrd Smith
became Mrs. Henry Hunter in Washington on

August 28 and Lynn Emerick changed her

name to Mrs. Prescott F. Huidekoper in

Charleston on the 2 1st. Lynn and Huide
then proceeded north and plan to live in

Cambridge, while Huide is at Harvard. Rod-
erick Dennehy (Lieutenant j.g.) blew in from
Sicily, and he and Margie Shugart were mar-
ried here in Richmond on August 26, Posy

Hazard Danforth was her matron of honor,

(Posy is now working in a Providence hos-

pital caring for crippled children and ones

with behavior problems (a la Sociology);

Clare, Libby C. and Junk also got here for

the gala occasion. Judy Snow couldn't make
it because of her drafting job in the Portland

Ship Yard (she is the only woman worker in

her department)

.

Elsie McCarthy was married to Lieutenant

Robert F. Samson in Asheville. North Caro-

lina on July 2 1 , with Pauline Hudson her

maid of honor. B. J. Leighton and Lieutenant

Chester Howard Lane, Army Air Force were

married early in September. Kitty Doar and

Tommy Jones are planning to be married in

January. Nancy Pingree announced her en-

gagement to William Housel (now a Lieu-

tenant j.g.) and is getting into the swing of

things by going to cooking school in Boston

when not a nurses' aide. Dot Long and Bob
Cousins were married October 2. Delia Reed
and Nancy Jameson have also announced their

engagements. Peggy Koudin Roubensohn is

now keeping house in Boca Raton, Florida—

•

for the latest recipes, Peggy, just write Ping.

As for careers, New York seems to be the

chosen spot. Effie Siegling and Brooks Barnes

are there in training at the Presbyterian

Hospital. Nancy Bean and Beth Dichman
have an apartment there with Pat Robineau
and Debbie Woods. Beanie, for a while, was
tending to complaints for The Book Of The
Month Club, while Beth was working in

Pennsylvania Station, now both of them are

with the O. W. I. in New York. Ann Jacobs

is there too, holding down the position of

associate editor of a small newspaper called

"Young America." (Annabelle Forsch has

been doing drawings for said paper.) Anna-
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bcile is still haunted by poster making—she

has been making some for the Women's Mili-

tary Services Club (which she writes is the

only thing of its kind in this country for the

women in the services.) Then, too, she and

Lulu have been working on their book of

drawings about Sweet Briar entitled "Sweet

Briar Inside Out." Watch for it—we will all

grab it when it comes off the press. Dodie

Cheatham is going to Business School in

Greensboro. Also hitting the keys are

"Siiookie" Campbell, Barbara BoUes, Harriet

Swenson and Helen Lawton. Helen worked

in a Louisville war plant this summer. Chesley

Johnson is teaching Physical Education at her

old school in New Orleans, the Country Day

School.

From Baltimore comes news from Clare

that Harriet PuUen is training to be a nurse

at Johns Hopkins, Mary Law has been taking

an engineering course at Glenn Martin pre-

paratory to working there, and Page Ruth is

teaching a fourth grade full of little boys at

the Gilman Country School.

Barbie Briggs as ever, has been writing

more shows, but this time it was the coun-

selor's show at a girl's camp in Union, Maine,

where Barbie was head of the Craft depart-

ment which sent it's producst overseas, via

Red Cross. She also took up the fine art of

barber-shopping while there. Now back in

Cincinnati she plans to take a secretarial

course and then to do correspondence and

personnel work in the Volunteer Red Cross

Service.

Mary Belle Lee and Fayette McDowell have

really gone in for compulsory gym. Mary
Belle this summer did outdoor work with a

group of Girl Scouts and has a job this fall

as Secretary-Treasurer of the Family Hospital

Association there in Quantico. Fayette is teach-

ing hockey, basketball, and art at the Ken-

tucky Home for Girls and is also on the

Louisville War Bond Drive Committee. Eliz-

abeth Munce is getting her share of com-

pulsory exercise, too, down at Daytona Beach

where she is a full-Hedged WAC—our une

and only!

Primmy Johnson writes that she has been

doing housework, and is now doing personnel

and placement work at the Executive Service

Corporation in New York. She says Peggy

Swindell wants to get some work connected

with the Welfare Department in Wilson,

North Carolina. Camille Guyton is now out

in Oklahoma visiting her sister—she tells me
that Frances Gregg has been doing nurse's

aide, but the latest report of Gregg is that she

is the society editor of the Memphis news-

paper. Marguerite Hume is also in newspaper

work—she is writing and reporting on the

Louisville Courier Journal. This summer she

Was working in the traf&c department of 'he

Standard Oil Company routing trucks by

means of a calculating machine—wonderful

these inventions! Annabelle tells us that Rica

Silverstein is secretary to William L. Shirer!

Weezie Woodruff is doing volunteer work

at the Cleveland City Hospital. Roselle Faulk-

ner has a grand job with the Albemarle

County Board of Public Welfare, Charlottes-

ville, Virginia. Katie Parker was telling the

boys goodbye in the real sense of the word for

she worked at the Hampton Roads Port of

Embarkation. Now she has a job in the Y.

W. C. A. in New Britain, Connecticut. Mean-

while Mary Carter is teaching pilots ground

flying down at the Atlanta Air Base. Ellie

Brimberg is in Washington with the signal

corps, and Dot Stauber is working in the

American Embassy in Cuba. Sally Lerner is

in a war plant in Rochester, and Anne
Mitchell is working in her grandfather's bank

in Newark.
Debbie Douglas is doing graduate work at

Haverford (what's this about Russia, Debbie?)

and Janice Fitzgerald is hitting the keys or

books at Yale. Muie Grymes is doing graduate

work at the Fletcher School of Law and

Diplomacy. Caroline Miller McClintock is go-

ing back to school this fall (in North Carolina

this time) so she will get a Sweet Briar degree

next fall with Jody. Word has just come that

Weems has a son, born October 1, Patrick

Westfelt, Jr.

Well, that's about all I can muster up at

present—my job at the R. F. & P. Railroad

keeps me pretty busy—but you have been

just grand about writing so don't forget me
next time and don't forget Tookie and your

Alumnae Fund gift (because it is true that

this is the only copy of the Alumnae News
we get, gratis). Remember the Alumnae Fund.

Additions from the Alumnae Ofiice:

Married: Bonilee Key to Gavin Raiford

Garrett of Fort Worth. Fredda F. Turner to

Lieutenant Lynn Dover Durham of San An-
gelo, Te.xas. Elizabeth Vrabek to Chief Petty

Officer Arthur E. Potter, Jr., U.S.C.G. Eliz-

abeth McCormick to C. Evan Johnson.

New addresses;

Lucy Kiker Jones (Mrs. William C.) Box
3 3 2, Franklin, Virginia.

Elizabeth Hall, 29 West Andrews Drive,

Atlanta, Georgia.

Caroline Miller McClintock (Mrs. Benjamin

G.) 25 S Colville Road. Charlotte, North Car-

olina.

Peggy Koudin Rubensohn (Mrs. Herbert)

c/o Lieutenant Herbert Rubensohn, Office of

the Quartermaster, Boca Raton Air Field, Boca

Raton, Florida.

Betty Braxton Preston, 2 Chambers Terrace,

Princeton, New Jersey.

Carol Tanner, 15 30 Dairy Road, Charlottes-

ville, Virginia.

Private Elizabeth Munce, A-308-820, Com-
pany T. Regiment 6. 2nd WAC T. C, Day-
tona Beach, Florida.

Report of Alumnae Secretary
(Continued from page 14)

1942-1943

STUDENT—ALUMNAE RELATIONS

Student assistance in the alumnae office this year has been most satis-

factory—a real boon to us. Chesley Johnson, '43 and Virginia Noyes,

'44 have given regularly six hours each week. Jean Ridler, '45 gave

the same time until the opportunity to gain experience in the Library

was presented to her. In addition to this work, Virginia Noyes has

done the clerical work for the magazine subscription busmess and

Chesley has secured the assistance of a number of her senior friends

to help with special mailings. This group worked long and tirelessly

a number of evenings.

Meetings with the underclassmen are scheduled. At these Martha

von Briesen and I shall speak to the students about the Alumnae
Association, its purpose and work and answer their questions. This

type of meeting was most successful last year. I have entertained the

senior class m six groups of twelve each. The Sweet Briar News has

carried a weekly column of alumnae news, particularly concerned with

the alumnae who are connected with the war effort. The increased

bulletin board space in the alumnae office has been put to good use

and we find that an increasing number of students and faculty come
regularly each week when clippings are changed. The clippings are

now being filed in class folders to be used in the personnel folders later.

The Sweet Briar day invitation mailed to all alumnae included
cartoons drawn by a student, Lulu Sadowsky, '44, and sixty-five

students were coached by the alumnae secretary to give college news

to alumnae at the Sweet Briar day celebration in as many cities.

CLASS REUNIONS
Since there will be no usual class reunions during Commencement

this year, a special effort was made to preserve some sort of class unity

and interest. In February I wrote the senior president of the reunion

classes asking each to send a questionnaire to each member of the class

asking for all sorts of information and for pictures of family, home,

etc. The president or another member of the class has assembled this

material and summarized it for the June issue of tnc Alumnae Ni;ws.

The questionnaires and pictures have been placed in a rpring binder

folder, as a permanent class record to be kept in the alumnae office

for future class reunions. We were successful in having reports from
1913, 1918, 1923, 1933 and 1938. We regret that there is no report

for 1928.

ALUMNAE REPRESENTATIVES
This group has grown not so much in numbers as in the number

of cities with representation. The first year there were seventeen

representatives in four cities. Now we have twenty-six representatives

in seventeen cities. In addition, four members of the senior class have

agreed to take the examination.

Respectfully submitted,

Helen H. McMahon, Alumnae Secretary



YOUR DAUGHTERS ARE THE SWEET BRIAR

STUDENTS OF TOMORROW

ARE YOU THINKING ABOUT

Post-war education?

How it is to be financed?

How secondary schools are preparing tomorrow's college students?

These Oiitstions Cuncerii All Of Us

YOU MUST KNOW THAT SWEET BRIAR NEEDS

Increased funds for general endowment

Increased scholarship funds

Funds to make possible the music-drama-auditorium building

as soon as conditions permit

GIVE TO THE ALUMNAE FUND! GIVE DOUBLE THIS YEAR!

Buy Series "/•'" or "G" Bonds for Sweet Briar NOW and in the Future

(Bonds should be inscribed to "Sweet Briar Institute, a corporation, Sweet Briar, Virginia)



^ALUMNAE IN WAR SERVICES

This list includes the names of all Sweet Briar alumnae

reported to the Alu nnae Office hy > October 1, 194'> 1

RED CROSS OVERSEAS SERVICE \

Frances Engeman, ex '2 5 Nancy Gatch, '39

Helen Smith Miller, '3 Mary Jeffrey Wells, '39

Kath ?rine Spaatz, ex '41 1

MARINES
Marion Coles Phinizy, '40 Barbara Godfrey Adams, '40

Janet Kimball Miller, '3 5

WACS

Ehzabeth K. Hartman, ex '44

Mary Craighill Kinyoun, '2 5 Anne Conant, ex '40

Louise Nelson, '3 Ellen McClintock, '40

Ruth Kerr, '32 Mary Petty Johnston, '40

Lillian Allison, ex '33 Martha Rector, '40

Madeline Hawes, ex '33 Mary K. Warren, ex '40

Marie Le Pine, '34 Elizabeth Munce, '43

Helen Allen, ex '3 8

SPARS

Kay Thomes, ex '44

Edith Marshall Martin, ex '32

WAVES
Elmyra Pcnnypacker Coxe, '2C Anne Lauman, '37

Mary Hampton Martin, ex '2 5 Anne Benedict, '39

Marietta Darsie, '26 Ann Parks, '39

Margaret Lovett, '27 Helen Anderson, '40

Anita Crews, '29 Mary Jane Burnett, '40

Dorothy E. Fowler, '29 Olivia Davis, '40

Anne Gochnauer, '3 Betty Ivins, '40

Emma Riely, '3 Olive May Whittington, '40

Emilie Turner, ex '30
. Carolyn Custer, ex '41

Anne MacRae, '32 Joan De Vore, '41

Gail Donohue, ex '34 Elizabeth McDade, ex '41

Anne Marvin, '34 Betsy Chamberlain, '42

Lucy Hoblitzell, ex '3 5 Eloise English, '42

Jane Lawder, ex '3 5 Elizabeth Hanger, '42

Ann Spiers, '3 5 Betsy Gilmer, '42

June de Frees, ex '36 Viola Miller, ex '42

Elizabeth Hartridge, ex '36 Eleanor Ringer, '42

Lucy Gore, '37 Barbara Ripley, '42

Alice Sweney, '42





Good News About the Fund

IT'S GOOD NEWS to know that as a result of contri-

butions to the Alumnae Fund this fall, two $5 00 bonds

and fourteen $100 bonds, all interest-bearing Series G

documents inscribed in the name of the college, had been

purchased b>' the Alumnae Association and turned over

to the college Treasurer before January 17, 1944. In

addition, the Alumnae Fund for 1943-44 has received

$752 in cash contributions, making a total of $3,15 2 on

that date, from 43 3 givers.

Although the results so far this year surpass the total at

the same time last year by $1,371, this doesn't mean that

the Fund can coast on its double runners for the rest of

the season! It does mean that all alumnae who haven't

already contributed have a chance to share in what can

be a record Fund gift to the college at Commencement.

Two husbands are suificiently interested in the welfare

of Sweet Briar to join their wives in giving to the Alumnae

Fund. Early in December this year, and at the same t^me

last year, came a check for $150 "as a Christmas gift to

Sweet Briar" from an alumna and her husband. Even more

recently, another alumna and her husband sent $18.75 for

the purchase of a bond. Husbandly interest like this brings

its own warm glow into the Alumnae Office.

Evidence of the fact that our alumnae are reaching an

age where they are in a position to contribute sizeable gifts

to the Fund is indicated by a check for $2 50 that came

in last year, and by checks for $100 in each of the past

three years. Of course the major portion of the Fund is

still made up of a large number of small gifts, and it is

most heartening to watch the steady growth in numbers of

these contributions and a slow, but sure, increase in the

individual amounts.

The response of the most recent classes is also one of

the pleasant things to report about the Fund. Forty-four

of the seventy-six graduates of 1943 have contributed to

date, and a loyal group of non-graduates in the same class

is also growing larger. Nine of these graduates sent $10

gifts, and three have sent the equivalent of an $18.75

bond. One wrote, "This is a small contribution in com-

parison with the love I have for Sweet Briar. Please remem-

ber I want to do more some day." Another said, "I hope

the Alumnae Fund grows and grows. I feel as if I could

never repay the Alumnae Fund for all I got from Sweet

Briar."

The following chart, prepared by Helen McMahon,

Executive Secretary of the Alumnae Association, reveals

some trends in Fund giving, and I like to think that they

are straws in the wind pointing towards a really marked

upward swing in the progress of the Fund in this, its

eleventh year. Last year's total was $6,63 3 and there were

926 givers, including 134 life members.

Alumnae Fund Gifts

1940-1941

$l-$5 $5 $10 $10 plus $20 $25 $30 $50 $75 $100 plus

420 156 19 6 1 8 2 1 1

1941-1942 470 244 43 17 4 18 4
l-$35

5
l-$65

1 1

1

1—$150
l-$250

1942-1943
($10 stamp

book)

311 263 203 11
$18.75

7 8 1 4 1

1943-1944
(through

January 17)

154 167 68 10
$18.75

19 5 2 1 1 1

1 -$150

To all the hard-writing class agents and sub-agents, to Fund Chairman Gerry Mallory and her assistant, Peronne

Whittaker Scott, and to the amazing and indefatigable Miss McMahon, I take off my hat in grateful salute!

Martha von Briesen, '3 1

President, Sweet Briar Alumnae Association
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Lack of space forbids printing all changes of address for 1939, 1942,

1943 in this issue. Sorry! We shall bring you up to date in the April

magazine.

No Class Reunions

But—the best possible substitute we can give—news of all reunion

classes in the June Alumnae News— 1914, 1919, 1924, 1929, 1934,

1939, 1943. Please cooperate when your turn comes.

Mrs. Harry B. Tayi or

(Alma Booth. '1
I )

1 Rugby Place

Charlottesville, \'irginia

Mrs. Clarence B. Rogers
(Mary Clark, ex '13)

205 Beverley Road, N.E., Atlanta, Georgia

Mrs. Earl S. Ridler

(Polly Bissell, '17)

608 Lindsay Road, Wilmington, Delawire

Mrs. K. N. Gardner
(Cornelia Carroll, '18)

1498 Scvilla Avenue
Coral Gables. Florida

Mrs. William H. Steeble
(Louisa Ncwkirk, '23)

Bryn Llonydd, Penllyn, Pennsylvania

Members of the Alumnae Council

Mrs. John Tvohy
(GraL-e Merrick, '24)

442 Mowbray Arch, Norfolk, Virginia

Mrs. Richard Barnes

(Elsetta Gilchrist, '27)

65 15 York Road, Parma Hiiglits

Cleveland, Ohio

Mrs. Kelsey Regen
(locelyn Watson, '28)

110 Buchanan Boulevard

Durham, North Carolina

Mrs. E. Webster Harrison

(Mary Huntington, *30)

Drake Road, Station M, Cincinnati, Ohio

Mary Moore Pancake, '3 2

"The Orchard," Staunton, Virginia

Mrs. Ernest M. Woon, Jr.

(Elizabeth Bond. "34)

1020 Greenway Court, Lynchburg, Virgini:

.Mrs. Herbert Peck Fales
(Rose Hyde, '3 8)

3 5 02 Woodley Road, N.W.
Washington 16, D. C.

Mrs. Francis E. Carter, Jr.

(Cary Burwell, '3 5)

Box 76, Route 7, Jacksonville, Florida

Mrs. Franklin Parker
(Katherine Niles, '36)

45 Glen Road, Wellcslcy Hills, Massachusetts

Mrs. E. Griffith Dodson, Jr.

(Molly Talcott, •3S)

1524 Park Avenue, Richmond, Virginia

Mrs. Joseph Scherer, Jr.

9 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts
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Carolini: Miller McClintock

Harriett Tavenner

Carlisle Morrissett

Ruth Willis Leaman

Sweet Briar's Second Mid-Year Graduation

Six students received the bachelor of arts degree at Sweet Briar's second mid-year graduation exer-

cises on Monday evening, January 31. A formal academic procession, the seniors marching in caps and

gowns, the traditional hymn and psalm, all helped to make this occasion dignified and in keeping with

the usual June commencements.

Of interest to all friends of Sweet Briar is the announcement made by President Glass that gifts

totaling $14,263 had been sent since June by parents of present and former students, alumnae, and

others who are deeply interested in the welfare of the college. The largest single gift was $6,000.

Following an address by Professor Gillie A. Larew of Randolph-Macon Woman's College, Dean

Lyman presented the following candidates to President Glass, who conferred the degrees: Muriel

Abrash, Paterson, New Jersey; Ruth Willis Leaman, ttiagna cum laiide, Westfield, New Jersey; Caroline

Milhr McClintock, Charlotte, North Carolina; Carlisle Morrissett, Richmond, Virginia; Louise Smith,

Aspinwall, Pennsylvania; Harriett Tavenner, Woodstock, Virginia.

Four of these graduates had accelerated their courses by going to one or more summer sessions at

other colleges, and the two married graduates, originally members of the class of 1943, resumed their

college work after their husbands went overseas.

A tea in honor of the graduates, to which their parents and other guests were also invited, was given

on Sunday afternoon, January 30, by the alumnae on campus, and Miss Glass gave a buffet luncheon

for the same group Monday noon at Sweet Briar He use.
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Retreat From Borrioboola-gha
Exccrpcs from the address made by Prutcssor Gil

College, at the mid-year graduation exercises, January

lie A. Larcw

M, 194-(..

chairman of the Department of Mathematics at Randolph-Macon >X^oman's

FOR my own generation—at least for most of us—the

title I have chosen tonight would seem neither mys-

terious nor baffling, though it does allow the speaker a

certain latitude very comforting, in case a title needs to

be announced before the address is quite finished. In the

last days of the nineteenth century and in the infancy of

this present century the novels of Charles Dickens supplied

much of the current coin of

language and, whether we read

them or not, we all talked in

terms of these books. We all

knew that Barkis was willing,

that Oliver Twist asked for

More, that Mr. Micawber
waited for something to turn

up, that little Paul Dombey
asked what the waves were

saying, that Mr. F's Aunt
hated a fool. We all knew
about Mrs. Jellyby, who gave

without stint her time and in-

terest and enthusiasm for the

promotion of a mission to the

natives of Borrioboola-Gha,

while the little Jellybys cut

themselves with knives, wedged
their heads between the area

railings, fell down-stairs and
cried themselves to sleep in odd
corners. In a completely dis-

orderly house, where fires were

not lighted or failed to burn,

if they were lighted, where

meals were never ready, where

bells were never answered and beds were never made, sat

Mrs. Jellyby, oblivious, serene, starry-eyed, patiently,

sweetly, confidently making plans for the inhabitants of

Borrioboola-Gha.

Mrs. Jellyby became a familiar symbol of that state of

mind that is absorbed in the remoter interest to the

exclusion of the immediate duty. She entered many an

early argument on woman suffrage, when we were steadily

being reminded that Woman's Place Is the Home. Borrio-

boola-Gha is important to you and to me, and Mrs.

Jellyby was quite right in concerning herself about that

land and its people, though we may question the wisdom
and the effectiveness of the methods by which she imple-

mented her concern and though we may share her disap-

pointment and consternation in finding out such unpleasant

facts as the jienchant of the King of Borrioboola for selling

his subjects for rum. We have learned, not too well and

almost too late that each part of the world matters to

every other part, that the Colonial Policy of Great Britain,

the internal economy of China, the future of starving

children in Greece and Spain and France— yes, and in

Germany, too—are matters of great and immediate concern

to all of us. What is more, we arc anxious to find a way of

doing something about such of

these things as we may hope

to touch with any measure of

practical action.

I propose no retreat from
Borrioboola-Gha that will in-

volve the final surrender of

that important point. But Mrs.

Jellyby, who was definitely

half right was even more
definitely half wrong. The
Borrioboolans are important,

certainly, but so are the little

Jellybys. So I propose that we
make a strategic and tem-

porary retreat from the fron-

tiers of Borrioboola-Gha and

consider the little Jellybys,

those little boys and girls, some
of them to be your own chil-

dren, who will grow up in the

post-war world for which

everyone is so busily making
blueprints. . . . Wisely or not,

I shall suggest several things

which I think your generation

can quite reasonabh' do about

the little Jellybys. What happens to them and through

them to the United States and to China, Ceylon, South
America— and Borrioboola-Gha— will be largely your

affair. I am speaking, too, as one of the generation that did

not do too well with you, having made you in many ways,

fond of the wrong things, afraid of the wrong things,

satisfied with the wrong things and oblivious of much that

is of vital importance.

The educational pattern for the teaching of the little

Jellybys is already giving us considerable concern. In the

first place, there is serious disruption in the teaching pro-

fession. At every level from elementary grades to graduate

school there is a serious shortage of instructors. Of those

who remain many are teaching subjects for which they

are poorly prepared. . . . No one is going into teaching.

A thousand opportunities that seem to lead to something
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more interesting, more remunerative, more vital to the war

effort lure people like you away from the profession that,

even in peace-time had lost a good deal of its dignity and

prestige.

\\"e seem to wonder and fear not only whether we shall

be able to hnd anyone to teach the little Jellybys but

what sort of things they arc going to be taught. A thought-

ful observer like Jacques Maritain writes of "Education

at the Cross-Roads," and there is every reason to expect

changes in methods and in emphases, if not utter recon-

struction. So long as this highly technical war goes on,

technical training will be at a premium and skills will seem

imperative for all of us. Your brothers and your sweet-

hearts have been taken out of the liberal arts colleges and

thrust into programs designed to make them as quickly as

possible fighters, pilots, bombardiers, navigators, weather

observers, engineers. . . . The sheer weight of the numbers

of men and women trained in techniques and skills cannot

fail to affect methods and ideals in education.

Apprehensive observers see more than one danger for

the httle Jellybys in these tendencies. One of them reminds

me that when education becomes entirely functional and

technical, democracy dies and totalitarian government is

established. . . . Another reminds me that the end of such

emphasis on technology is the loss of the hard-won and

patiently guarded treasures of the mind that sum up in

the term "liberal culture," and I fearfully assent to that

tear. John Erskine, last spring, in an address before the

Phi Beta Kappa Society of Mount Holyoke College, told

them that at the beginning of this century, the South

American poet, Rado—from Ecuador, in case, you like

me, had not heard of him—expressed the fear that the

modern world with so much necessary work to do may,

through sheer spiritual weariness, be content to do its

tasks without asking what they mean, without discrimina-

tion or reflection. Those of you who have read "Brave New
World" remember Huxley's bitter description of a mecha-

nized and thoroughly organized society in which the really

interesting people, the people with minds, have all been

exiled and put on islands because they are a menace to the

state, with the result that the islands are the only places

fit to live in, even though they lack most of the comtorts

of a truly functional state.

Now, you have been often told that you women in the

liberal arts colleges for women are the only hope we hjve

for continuing for the little Jellybys of this world the fine

tradition of learning and the glory and security of inde-

pendent thought. You, a very little group in a bewildered

world, take time to learn the arts of peace and tranquillity;

you concern yourselves with skills and techniques, but

you employ them in investigations that transcend the

means that are employed; you touch Beauty and glimpse

Wisdom; you try to distill from the bitter waters of the

trials of mankind an ehxir that shall be the source of a

better life than man has known. Suddenly, it appears that

you are very important and essential, and you may be

excused, if you are a little bewildered as to the exaci way
in which you may discharge your great responsibilit)'.

I wonder if you think 1 am working up to a recruiting

talk for the teaching profession? I could easily be persuaded

to do just that. . . . We need, not only numbers of teachers,

but teachers who will see an educated citizenry as the only

safeguard of a democracy. We need, too, people who believe

in teachers and in teaching, who exalt the profession and are

proud to teach. We need men and women who take the hard

things that belong to the teacher's life, as doctors take the

hard things that belong to the physician's life because the

ends sought are so important that they arc worth the price

of any drudgery. I think, however, that your obligation as

members of that small group who in this year of 1944

can graduate from such a college as this is far greater and

far more general than can be covered by the enlistment of

a percentage of you in the teaching profession.

Nor do I ask you to feel that you have discharged this

obligation, if you take an active part in the drafting of

plans for the education of the Jellybys. Plans there must

be, and it is your business to engage actively in the con-

struction of these plans. But there is more than the most

skilled and thoughtful planning can ensure. More than

one acute observer of our American temper has pointed

out a great weakness in our thinking, which is that we

expect things to be settled so soon as we have drafted a

good scheme, a good piece of machinery, and made it

possible for the machine to operate. We amend the consti-

tution, we pass a law, we adopt a revised curriculum for

elementary instruction; and there our work ends. . . .

It may be the great and unexpected blessing of this war

that we shall learn again what wiser peoples have always

known, that education to have any reaUty at all must be

a matter not of lessons learned and examinations passed,

but of incorporation into daily Hving and daily thinking

the great achievements of the human spirit. Unless we are

prepared to make our homes, our family groups, centers of

forward-looking and continuous education, focal points of

mental and spiritual light, our children are sure to Uve in

a world intellectually and spiritually impoverished.

This I see as the immediate and practical task of the

college-bred woman, 1944 model. It is no passive task. You
cannot sit down and dispel sweetness and light in the home

just because you have a degree from Sweet Briar College.

Like the old third-class stagecoach passengers, you will

have to get out and push. You will have to put into the

structure of the home group of which you are a part a

good deal of hard work—as much hard work as a man

puts in his business or a competent mother puts into

running her house smoothly and well. You will have to

use much diplomacy. . . . You will need to continue your

own education, as a college professor must. You will need

skill, such as an engineer needs to build a fine machine or

a great bridge. You must have such patience as a mother

needs, when she teaches a boy good manners or a daughter

to take care of her clothes. But it can be done, and it is

gloriously worth it.

In an essay of Salvemini I ran across a quotation from

Plutarch, which, though I have not been able, even with

the help of Bartlett to locate it, I wish to use as a kind of

text. Incidentally, I don't know why I never come up

from a dive into Plutarch with anything Uke this. The

best I get is something like "There was no man of his

( Continued on page 15)
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The Immediate Future of General Education
By President Glass

ALL OVER the United States, maybe not so excitedly

. as the topic is being discussed in England, but widely

and seriously, discussion goes on about the pattern of

American education. What has been the matter with the

elementary schools, with the high schools, with the colleges,

with the universities? Must not every person that goes to

school know mathematics and physics? Why don't we

teach skills to every child, so that when war breaks out

wc may have to triple the usual number of persons who can

design and engineer and produce, weld, run a lathe, speak

the languages of the enemies, know how to man radio sets

and guns not yet conceived? But also, what is the matter

with education that we are uncertain of how we ought to

run the country, so unrealistic about the implications of

democracy, so ignorant of even the geography of the rest

of the world, so benighted as to use a Mercator map? The

really distressing thing is that the young know nothing of

values; they doubt the significance of life; they are so

ignorant of the spiritual world as to ignore religion. There

seems to be no end of the ways in which we could be

better—and so no end of the challenge to get about it

and to be assured that life is limitlessly interesting.

There will certainly be a new emphasis upon technical

education, and it is safe to predict that new technical

schools will arise in practically all the states. Some of the

English plans, the recently announced plans for New York

State, and the emphasis now being put on vocational

education in addition to general education in the new
program for the schools of Virginia, all point in the same

direction. Only about fifteen per cent of high school

students go on to college or university. For the remaining

eighty-five per cent, training in the work they are to do

in the world will mean much in a well adjusted and happy

citizenry.

The claims of general education, what subjects are

necessary for it, and how and when it is to be presented,

are getting a great deal of consideration. Professor Edward

DeVane of Yale has a most enlightening discussion of it in

the autumn number of the Yale Review. Mark Van Doren

has written "Liberal Education" and explored the purposes,

goals and methods of attainment—or, more properly, a

method (he would say the—method) of accomplishing it.

Theodore Greene of Princeton, after long thought and

study, has written the larger part of "Liberal Education

Re-examined," the first part of which was done by Presi-

dent Wriston of Brown. The May 1943 Bulletin of the

Association of American Colleges (19 West Forty-fourth

Street, New York City) carries many articles, and espe-

cially the report of a commission to study the meaning of

a liberal education and ways to its accomplishment.

There is among all who write about liberal education

a striking unanimity as to the fundamental and urgent

need for such an education to stress the spiritual and

philosophical in a way that they have not been stressed

in a long time. There is no mention in them of the revela-

tion recently gained as to the exceedingly short time it

takes to learn a practical skill. This is not true of the

professions, which their practitioners fear are suffering

from skimpy preparation and maturation, but is true of

much of the kind of piece work that is used in industry,

and of clerical work and of languages, if enough concen-
tration is put upon the learning. In this there seems to be

guidance for adjusting the relations between liberalizing

general education and the acquiring of a means of liveli-

hood that may lessen the gap in high schools between the

proper course for a student meaning to go farther in a

liberal educatirn and the course for one wbo wants im-

mediately to go into business or industry. Certainly there

is a good chance of bettering the kind of technical instruc-

tion that has been given, perhaps by concentrating it near

the time it is to be used, and giving it in large doses when
the techniques themselves are still in vogue, instead of by
the eye-dropper method that finally accumulates the funda-
mentals just when they have been superseded. There is no
such permanence about specific techniques as there is about
the heritage of the race, the growth of ideas and ideals,

the insights of literature, art and music, the conviction of

values and spiritual worth. Man grows in these, too, all

his life, but more homogeneously.

There is much to be said in favor of a general and a

technical education going along together, but there is one
value in giving much of the general before the technical

that weighs heavily in favor of this precedence. It is the

tendency of the technical—to be used soon and for direct

personal profit—to seem to the student the more im-

portant, though it really needs much less time to acquire,

and the student's attitude to the general, which is designed

expressly to lift him beyond direct personal profit, is apt

to be that of secondary consideration. It deserves a higher

place in his estimation than it is likely to get when the

two go along together too early. Especially in public

secondary education there seems to be a need for the realiza-

tion of this fact.

Reports from England tell of great interest, even great

excitement, about their educational plans for after the

war. From the Office of British Information one can get

the Fleming Report, the Butler White Paper, the Norwood
Report, and the McNair Report, and form some idea of

the extent to which Britain is rethinking its educational

procedure and also of the weight being put on the neccssitv

of a general education for every individual in a democratic

form of government.

Educational planning seems to stand in a glorious and

a dangerous place: glorious for its chance to move in the

good direction more speedily than in normal times; danger-

ous because of the short view, the mass imitation and the

tendency to extremes to which we Americans acknowledge

a great liability.
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Report of the Nominating Committee

The Nominating Committee of the Sweet Briar Alumnae Association presents the following slate for your approval.

We have attempted to select a group of representative alumnae, well diversified geographically and by classes.

Additional nominations may be sent to the Alumnae Secretary within four (4) weeks after the publication of the

February Alumnae News if accompanied by fifteen (15) signatures of members together with the written consent of

the nominee, according to the revised constitution adopted in June, 1941.

Section 3. Each member shall vote for eighteen (18) of the nominees to serve on the council. Each member shall

indicate her preference for president and vice-president. The nominee for each office receiving the largest number of

votes shall be elected. (Other candidates will serve as members of the council.)

A short biographical sketch of each candidate will be given in the April issue of the Alumnae News. Ballots

will be mailed to all alumnae April 15, 1944.

Candidates tor the Alumnae Council

Term 1944 - 1945

Martha Valentine, Academy (Mrs .John H. Cronley) 1416

Park Avenue, Richmond 2 0, Virginia.

"Alma Booth, '11 (Mrs. Harry B. Taylor) 1 Rugby Place,

Charlottesville, Virginia.

Margaret Thomas, ex '13 (Mrs. Paul Kreusi) Riverview,

Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Ruth Maurice, '14 (Mrs. E. S. Gorrell) 777 North ^X'ash-

ington Road, Lake Forest, Illinois.

Louise Hammond, '19 (Mrs. Fred Skinner) Stillbrook,

River Road, Hilton Village, Virginia.

Isabelle Wood, '19 (Mrs. Homer A. Holt) 15 85 Virginia

Street, Charleston, West Virgina.

Edith Durrell, '21 (Mrs. Edward C. Marshall) 6 326 Ridge

Avenue, Pleasant Ridge, Cincinnati 3, Ohio.

Gertrude Dally, '22 (Mrs. Adrian M. Massie) Purchase

Street, Rye, New York.

'"'Louisa Newkirk, '23 (Mrs. William H. Steeble) Bryn

Llonydd, Penllyn, Pennsylvania.

Grace Merrick, '24 (Mrs. John Twohy) 442 Mowbray
Arch, Norfolk, Virginia.

Dorothy Hamilton, '26 (Mrs. Allan C. Davis) 301 Somer-

set Road, Baltimore 10, Maryland.

Peggy Malone, '26 (Mrs. James McClements, Jr.) 5640

Aylesboro Road, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Elizabeth Cox, '27, 2058 Eastern Parkway, Louisville,

Kentucky.

Susan Jelly, ex '28, 31 East 61st Street, New York 21,

New York.

'Mary Huntington, '3 (Mrs. E. Webster Harrison) Drake
Road, Station M, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mary Moore Pancake, '32, The Orchard, Staunton, Virginia.

''Willing to serve as President

'Willing to serve as Vice-Presisdent

Edith Railey, '32 (Mrs. Edward S. Dabney) 430 West
3rd Street, Lexington, Kentucky.

Langhorne Watts, '33 (Mrs. George Austen, Jr.) Route 4

Lynchburg, Virginia.

Frances Powell, '33 (Mrs. Charles Zcppa) 33 West Lock
Lane Apartments, Richmond, Virginia.

Bonnie Wood, '34 (Mrs. Donald B. Stookey) 315 East

6 8th Street, New York, New York.

Elizabeth Johnston, '3 5 (Mrs. Warren W. Clute) Watkins
Glen, New York.

Peggy Carry, '3 5 (Mrs. Lewis Hudson Durland) R. F. D.

No. 1, Ithaca, New York.

'•"Katie Niles, '36 (Mrs. Franklin Parker) 46 Glen Road,

Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts.

Elizabeth Pinkerton, '36 (Mrs. Frederic William Scott)

909 West Franklin Street, Richmond, Virginia.

Mary Gruber, '37 (Mrs. John Orms Stoddart) 118 Wood-
land Road, Wynecote, Pennsylvania.

Lloyd Lanier, '3 8 (Mrs. Mason Elliott, Jr.) 2 544 Observa-

tory Road, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Molly Talcott, '38 (Mrs. E. Griffith Dodson, Jr.) 1524

Park Avenue, Richmond 20, Virginia.

Laura Graves, '42, R. F. D. No. 1, Lynchburg, Virginia.

Respectfully submitted,

Sally Shallenberger Brown, '32, Chairman

Jane Carothers Clarke, Academy

Louise ]oncs Reager, ex '18

Edith Bodley Stites, ex '22

Elizabeth Cox, '27

Elizabeth Harms Slaughter, '28

Meredith Ferguson Smythe, '29, Co-Chairman

Eleanor Marshall Tucker, '29

Virginia Eady, '3 8
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Board of Directors Elects New Members
Ac Us regular fall nicfting, the Board of Directors of the college elected to its own membership Dabney S. Lancaster, Richmond, and to

membership on the Board of Overseers the following new members: Robert A. Weaver and Mrs. Richard E. Barnes, of Cleveland. The Directors

also elected Miss Glass for her second successive six year term on the Board of Overseers.

Mrs. Barnes, who was

Elsetta Gilchrist, '27, was

nominated last June by the

alumnae as one of their

two representatives among
the Overseers, and the Di-

rectors accepted the nomi-

nation. Since her gradua-

tion from Sweet Briar,

Mrs. Barnes has served the

college in many different

capacities, as well as in

alumnae affairs. A gradu-

ate of the Smith School of

^ — / ,j* ^H Architecture in Cam-
^ • ' -^^ ^^ bridge, Massachusetts, she

has been Sweet Briar's

consulting landscape architect for almost ten years, and

she is at present a member of the Alumnae Council.

No stranger to Sweet

Briar is Mr. Lancaster,

who brings to his new
post a thorough under-

standing of the college's

aims and problems. Before

becoming Superintendent

of Public Instruction for

the State of Virginia in

February, 1942, he had

been Executive Secretary

to the Board of Overseers

since 1937. He was elected

a member of that Board

in May, 1942, for six

years, but his latest elec-

tion as a Director gives

him a permanent position. Three of his daughters attended

Sweet Briar. Carrington '40, Elizabeth '41, and Alice is a

member of the present senior class.

Only one of the four

men and women elected at

this time who is really a

newcomer in his interest

in the college is Mr.

Weaver. For more than

ten years he has been a

trustee of Kenyon College,

Gambier, Ohio, and he be-

came interested in Sweet

Briar through Bishop

Tucker and Mr. Wheaton,
both fellow-trustees at

Kenyon.

Himself a graduate of

that college, Mr. Weaver
holds its honorary LL.D.,

as well as the honorary Sc.D. of Alfred University. He is

a member of Delta Tau Delta fraternity, of whose northern

division he was formerly president.

His civic interests in Cleveland are numerous and varied.

He is now a trustee of the Museum of Art and of the

School of Art, president of the Cleveland Playhouse, civic

theatre, and he is co-chairman of the Regional Committee
of the British War Relief Society. He is a former president

of the Ohio Civil Service Council and of the Citizen's

League of Cleveland. His directorships include the National

City Bank of Cleveland, the Standard Products Company,
and the American Stove Company, of Saint Louis. He is

president of the Ferro Enamel Company and editor of the

"Enamelist," a trade publication.

Mr. Weaver visited Sweet Briar last May and he was
present for the meeting of the Board of Overseers in

November.

Four members of the Board of Directors, including Mr.
Lancaster, now have daughters in college. Bishop Tucker's

youngest daughter, Maria, Mrs. Charles R. Burnett's

daughter, Judy, and Archibald G. Robertson's daughter,

Peggy, are all members of the freshman class.

William Bland Dew
Every alumna of Sweet Briar will have a deep sense of personal loss in the death of Mr. Dew. For

.16 years, from its opening in 1906 until 1942, he was Treasurer of the College. Since his retirement

he has lived on the campus and has continued his close association with the College and its Alumnae.

Mr. Dew has given to Sweet Briar a longer term of service than any other person. He has made a unique

contribution to the growth of the College and will be long remembered as an understanding friend by

countless Sweet Briar alumnae.
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Everything for the Boys

FROM all the small and larj^e towns in this countr)',

from farms and fishing shacks, from mines and steel

mills, from lumber camps and automobile factories, they

come. From little villages and from great, dirty cities in

England, they come. They even come from remote prov-

inces of India.

The first time they come out of curiosity, or because a

friend half way round the world has told them about it.

They come the second and every other time thereafter

because they have found a place where real friendliness,

good food, and good fun are not only watchwords, but

realities.

Through the comfortable doors of what has become an

important community project in the war-filled city of

Newport News, come men who are weary of battle and

hungry for American talk and American food; boys who
are young and homesick, unhappy in the strange cities

and camps in which they have suddenly found themselves;

sailors who have been long months at sea, including British

seamen who find at Hospitality House that they are no

longer strangers in a strange land. Only recently a group

of American sailors burst into the door, shouting, "We've

found it at last!" In distant Africa they had heard about

Hospitality House.

Every night in the week, anywhere from 3 00 to 1,000

enlisted men from all branches of the service, representing

allied nations as well as our own, come to Hospitality House

to dance, to chat, to write letters, to eat, to sit with their

feet perched comfortably higher than their heads. But most

of all they come, apparently, to talk to women who have

some of "mom's" understanding and to girls who are gay

listeners even if a fellow doesn't feel like dancing.

For men who want to sit quietly reading or listening to

good records of classical music, there is a newly completed

TAG Breakfast Party, December 26

Two of "the boys" with Louise Hammond Skinner,

manager of Hospitality House.

haven called the quiet room. Its doors are barred to women,
its books are good. Pleasant pictures, chintz curtains and
comfortable chairs give it a home-like atmosphere, and
its walls are soundproof. A section of its bookshelves is

kept supplied with literature sent in by church groups

—

Catholic, Protestant, Jewish.

Everything in Hospitality House is free. Mountains of

doughnuts disappear in an evening. Gallons of coffee,

untold numbers of soft drinks, and a never-ending supply

of cakes are all consumed with relish. For special parties,

merchants and other citizens of the city contribute turkeys

and hams, cigarettes and candy.

Everything is planned with an eye to making the whole

atmosphere homelike and friendly. For entertainment, in

addition to games of all description, there are juke box

dances every evening. Twice a month or oftener, an

orchestra comes in to make mvisic for dancing. Holidays

call for special decorations and special parties.

Take Christmas we;k, for example. Thick garlands of

evergreens were everywhere, considerably changing the

appearance of the main room, which is in red, white, and

blue. On the stage stood a Christmas tree and beneath it

were assembled a doll house, a hobby horse, and that

favorite toy of all grown-up boys, an electric train! This

was the setting and background for a series of parties

during the hoLday week. The festivities began with an all

day "at home" on Christmas day, climaxed by a formal

dance that evening. At noon the next day, WACS in the

Norfolk area were guests at a waffle breakfast, and at 7:30

that evening everyone joined in singing Christmas carols.

A formal dance in the middle of the week was followed

on New Year's Day by another "at home" and another

formal dance that evening.
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How do the boys feel about it? It"s easy to see, if you

have a chance to look at some of the letters which pour

in from all parts of the country, and from far ports as

well. For example, here's one from a mother who wrote:

Dear I^riends,

I say friends, for 1 feel you must be, to be doing

such a grand job of helping our boys in service as

evidenced by a letter I received from my son Robert.

He writes he was homesick Christmas eve, as would
be expected, but was given shore leave and went to

a dance at the Hospitality House. He had such a nice

time, he snapped out of it. I want to take this oppor-

tunity to thank each and every one for whatever they

may do to bring cheer into the lives of our so brave

and courageous men. It is a nice thought to have, to

know that they are not neglected, and are shown
pleasure when at liberty. . . . Please accept this

mother's gratitude and sincere thanks for what you

did Christmas eve for my son's pleasure and enjoy-

ment and may each and every one of you reap unto'd

benefits from your efforts and enjoy with the rest

of the world a more peaceful happy New Year in the

future."

Or this one from a sailor:

Dear Friends:

I wish to express my sincere thanks to the ladies of

the Hospitality House and to the ladies of the snack

bar. For their delicious cup of coffee and cake. I have

just arrived from Africa and had the pleasure of

seeing your fair city of Newport News. . . . The best

I like for friendliness is your home open to all that

wish to spend an evening of good clean fun. The
girls I find here are very beautiful and all American,

a great deal different than Casablanca, Oran and

Algiers, Africa. I hope I have the luck to drop in on

your hospitality soon.

I remain your friend.

Such letters as these are ample reward, say the women
who spend hours and hours in planning and making ar-

rangements, in keeping everything running smoothly and

in maintaining the high standards of home-like hospitality.

From a small project, begun in the parish house of an

Episcopal Church, Hospitality House has become a com-
munity supported, non-sectarian center. The Community
Chest last fall was so impressed by the record of Hos-

pitality House, and so convinced of the need for its support

by the entire community that $12,000 was allocated to

it from Chest funds.

More important than that, even, is the fact that so

many different organizations send volunteers to do all the

work of entertaining the service men. Aside from the one

paid secretary, who is "mom" and head hostess, there are

Red Cross canteen workers on duty at all times, and mem-
bers of half a dozen other organizations—two hundred,

all told—give their time and energies. Dancing partners are

recruited from among workers in the local shipyards, from
department stores and sororities. Six men and women form
the board of directors, and one of these women is the

actual manager. Names are definitely and firmly omitted

from all publicity, as far as possible, making the project

itself of paramount importance. The identities of those

who are so faithful in maintaining this wonder house are

almost unknown.

But it's time to let \'0u in on a secret!

Since January, 1942, Hospitality House has been Louise

Hawmoiid Skinner's 'war baby.' Her lively imagination, her

genuine liking for people, her flair for entertaining, her

ability to organize and direct groups of volunteers. . . .

all these talents, plus a lot of honest-to-goodness sweat

have brought about the results. It has taken no small

amount of coaxing to get her to relent her rule of 'no

personal publicity where Hospitality House is concerned'

in order to make this article possible, and getting the

picture of her with two of the boys is considered as nothing

less than a feather in the editorial cap!

She went to bat for the venture, then in its infancy, by
getting merchants to contribute funds and food, by getting

garden club members to see that fresh flowers were always

in the House while their gardens had any in bloom, by
recruiting volunteers and later by convincing the Com-
munity Chest that this had become a real community
service.

Gay and energetic, Mrs. Skinner, in addition to being

manager of Hospitality House, skips over the incon-

venience of a servantless house and somehow finds time
to serve on the USO Council, the Council of Social

Agencies, and the Community Chest Board. That she loves

her work is obvious to anyone who gets her started talking

about it, although she prefers to let the letters speak for

(Confiiiiieil on l^agc 10

j

D.incc at Hospitality Hou'ic
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President Glass Named on Roll of Honor

PRESIDENT GLASS is the only woman among the

twelve Virginians listed on the Virginia Honor Roll of

1943 in the Richmond Timcs-Dhlmfch. The citation read:

"Dr. Meta Glass has made a remarkable contribution to

women's education in the South during her presidency of

Sweet Briar College for the past 18 years. She has not only

built up Sweet Briar's scholastic standards to an extraor-

dinary degree, but she has also done much to bring home to

the State and the region the importance of liberal arts

education.

Most authorities would place Sweet Briar among the

handful of leading women's colleges in the South. While

it lacks the endowment and physical plant which some

of the wealthier Northern institutions enjoy, and is unable

to provide certain educational specialties which are to be

found at those colleges, its graduates are given top recog-

nition throughout the United States, and in Europe as

well. For much of this. Miss Glass is responsible.

Dr. Glass served for several years on the faculty of

Randolph-Macon Woman's College, and then was assistant

professor of Latin and Greek and assistant to the director

of the extension division at Columbia for the five years

immediately preceding her election as president of Sweet

Briar. She has been a distinguished leader of national stature

in educational circles. She has served as vice-president and

president of the Association of American Colleges, and was

for four years president of the American Association of

University Women. She also has headed the Association of

Virginia Colleges.

Endowed with high executive ability as well as the

scholarly approach to educational problems, she has not

only improved Sweet Briar's academic standing, but she

has also put the college on a sound business basis, insofar

as limited finances will permit. This coupled with her

refusal to be led off into the pursuit of academic fads and

her consistent emphasis upon the liberal arts as a vital and

enduring force have made her an inspiring figure in the

field of women's education."

Everything tor the Boys

(Coutiuual from page 9)

themselves when she is questioned about the results of her

efforts. As for instance the one signed 'Just a sailor's wife',

which reads:

"I am writing this letter to thank you and your

staff for being so kind and so generous. I have been

living in Newport News for the past week, and

tomorrow I must leave, but I thought before I go I

would write you a letter explaining how thankful

my husband and I are, for your hospitality. Every

night that I have been here I and my husband have

enjoyed your delicious coffee and cake. Your Hos-

pitality House is doing more good for our boys than

any other place of enjoyment that 1 could name.

Thanking you from the bottom of my heart I

remain."

There is the Christmas card sent by a sailor, 'To the

nicest ladies I have ever met.' And a letter from another:

"To the charming Ladies who have been so kind and

worked so hard to make a lot of us boys very happy—my
sincere thanks and salute—have been there but once but

that ice tea and delicious cake served to me with that

kindness of you all made me very happy—that hot Sunday

afternoon."

A mother in Alabama wrote that her son had asked her

to tell the ladies of Hospitality House how much he appre-

ciated their kindness. "So much that he wants his 'mom'
to add her appreciation to his by writing a few lines to

let you know that he writes the home folks how many
pleasant hours he has passed in your Hospitality House."

From Los Angeles came a letter which says in part: "No
doubt you spend long hours and work hard at providing

such a fine place for service men to come to, as Hospitality

House has been described by my brother. I want to thank

you for him and would like to quote just a few lines from

one of his recent letters. . . . 'The whole house has been

turned over to enlisted service men. Right now I'm eating

a piece of cake and drinking a coke and it's all free. You
know, when you meet people like this, that are doing a

good job and being nice to you, you sure know that it's

great to be in America and be an American. . .
."

On the day after Christmas, an air force soldier, with

a feeling of responsibility and a fine disregard for pronouns,

wrote to the ladies: "I want to thank you for all of the

service men, who were present at the Hospitality House

Christmas night. We really appreciate the fine time we had.

. . . Every face you see us smiling, and it's because of your

efforts. And also the girls, each and everyone of them are

fine and decent girls, and I want to thank them too for

the fun and fine evening I had. Thank you very much.

Ladies, it is a fine and noble of you, and your all very

swell.

Sincerely your boys."
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Speaking About Canada
BY Martha von Briesen

IT WAS one of those unbelievably warm and balmy days

late in January which brought on impromptu picnics

in the dell and lured students and faculty alike away from

the tedious business of exams and blue books. In spite of

the weather, it was not hard to swing the conversation

around to Canada, for I was talking to a native of Winni-

peg, Mrs. George V. Ferguson, who was spending a week

at Sweet Briar before continuing her journey south.

Under the sponsorship of the Canadian War Information

Board, she was scheduled to speak about her country and

its relationship to the United States before various organ-

izations, including the Business and Professional Women's
Club of New York, and the Junior Leagues of Atlanta and

Jacksonville. As a former president of the Association of

Junior Leagues of America, Mrs. Ferguson is known to

many Sweet Briar alumnae, who have heard her speak or

have read her words frequently.

A keen sense of humor, an intelligent interest and curi-

osity concerning countless different subjects, a manner

that is friendly and straightforward, these are Mrs. Fergu-

son's assets, which make conversation with her pleasant as

well as instructive.

"Canadians are likely to ask why is there not more talk

about Canada in your country? In all the conferences

about 'hemispheric defense' before Pearl Harbor, it was the

nations to the south of you which were stressed. Yet we
believe there is nothing more vital—this is not exaggeration

—to the security of the United States than the kind of

relations that exist between you and us."

The visitor paused before taking up the reasons for this

conviction. She continued, suddenly,

"Your future and mine, those of our countries, are joined

in permanent association. We are like Siamese twins on this

continent: we're joined together by an invisible boundary

3,000 miles long; and if one of us dies, the other one is

likely to die, too. So many of you are apt to forget that

Canada is an entirely separate nation, that we recognize

our duties as an American nation and our close links

with you.

"Like you, we are made up of many peoples, only about

half being of English speaking stock. One-third are French

Canadians, who have been Canadians for 250 years. The

rest c.ime from all ovei the world. All but 10 per cent of

our population lives within 200 miles of the United States'

boundary. The greatest difference in our backgrounds lies

in the fact that you won your independence by battle and

bloodshed; our nationhood grew slowly and as the result of

separation, over a long period of years. One of the results

of this gradual abandonment of British control is that

most Canadians have a warm feeling towards England

which your proud history denies you!"

A small flock of bluebirds settled in the grass and low

bushes near us and for a time the conversation drifted to

the beauty of the day and the blue hills in the distance.

The sound of an airplane brought us back to the subject of

Canada's part in the present war, and her hopes for the future.

In answer to several questions, Mrs. Ferguson continued.

"As we talk about the war, with all its threats and all

its fears and all its tremendous hopes, it becomes clear that

we think alike because we are both American nations facing
the w^orld in the same direction, brought up under the same
cultural and economic and climatic and geographic
conditions.

"The most significant expression of our common in-

terests, our need for a common defense, is the Ogdcnsburg
Agreement of 1940, by which your president and our
prime minister set up a Permanent Joint Defense Board,

to work out together, sharing sacrifices and costs fairly,

plans for the defense of this continent.

"Looking at a map as a Canadian, you will see that it

is the northern, rather than the western hemisphere which
needs defending. It was from over the top of the world,

in 1940 when England had her back to the wall, that

could have come attacks of the greatest danger to all of

us. They may come that way in the future, and in that

case, only Canada lies between you and the aggressor. That
is why, today and tomorrow and always, you and I, Can-
adian and American, are bound by vital self-interest to look

after each other, even if we did not already have strong

bonds of genuine friendship."

Mrs. Ferguson pointed out that Canada today has

750,000 men under arms. Since 1939, Canada has been

the home of the vast Commonwealth Air Training pro-

gram, where not only Canadian boys, but boys from Eng-
land, Scotland, Australia, New Zealand, from Norway and
Czechoslovakia and Poland, too, are being taught to fly.

Canada's navy is concentrated in small types of war ships,

but her 80,000 sailors have done a great share of the North
Atlantic convoy duty.

As for money and taxes, it was rather breathtaking to

learn that about half of Canada's national income now
gees to war, and half of that sum is being raised by taxa-

tion. Income tax starts at $660, and no one can earn more
than $25,000. A man who has two children and earns

$5,000 a year pays approximately $2,000 tax, of which
about $600 is compulsory savings and refundable after the

war. Unlike ours, the Canadian's income tax is on a 95

per cent pay-as-you-go basis. Corporation tax is 40 per

cent, excess profits tax, 100 per cent, with a percentage

refundable after the war. In addition, there is a sales tax

of 8 per cent.

Instead of lend-lease, Canada has integrated her war
economy with ours so that we interchange the goods and

materials each of us can most cheaply provide, and Canada
is proud of the fact that she will come out of this war
owing the United States nothing. She has lend-lease of her

own, called mutual aid.

Nearly one in every ten women in Canada is in the armed
forces (40,000 in all) and women have succeeded notably

in industry, although Canada has far less of the back-

ground of an industrial nation than we do.

(Continued on pa^e 14)
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From "Pillow to Post""

1FIND that after being away from Sweet Briar and

reminiscing . . . (the wind-blown, sun-baked hills

stretching away from the red-bricked campus, the scene

be\ond the brown fields seeded with winter wheat, always

for me when the gals are 'up and away' and the pink coat

tails flying, like some quaint English print; the rose gardens

and honeysuckle clusters; the mud puddle with its mere

trickle of a limping waterfall, the apple orchards, in spring

like a foaming sea of rosy popcorn) . . . flowery, if you

like, but Sweet Briar . . . thinking, with my chin on the

window sill, looking out at the orange and palm trees not

being able to believe I'm here at all . . . that is until we
move on to the next, the eternal question mark, the next

hat rack . . . looking back I find myself realizing how
lazy we all are, how little all of us contribute, give back

to college for all we've received. Maybe not so lazy as

just "too busy," too busy gathering in the fruits of college

life to go back "on paper" and help pack down the earth

around the roots, the roots of the briar patch. I'm as guilty

as the next one, but the difference is that I know it.

So, for my keep at present, let me give you a blotty,

marked over blue print of some of the corners of a grad-

uate-turned-army-wife's mind . . . corners filled at college

. . . mine mostly with the bright-eyed curiosity of a spring

robin. (I can remember how many of my teachers regretted

the classroom evidence of that curiosity, especially when
the bell rang for the close of class and they found I'd

ruined their neat order for the day with my infernal

"supposings" and "have you noticed" 's.

When the last exam was over, and I'd put my SOS's in

the box marked "If you had worked harder you wouldn't

have needed 'em," I had no idea how soon I'd be using a

slightly different SOS (the kind for pots and pans . . .

the kind you can't get any more, so you try Brillo and
elbow grease and find you don't reallv need that type of

SOS either.)

And so we got married. Taxis, trains, baggage and
bedlam. The bedlam of a certain western city, jammed
with war workers and shipbuilders. More trains, a bus,

a taxi, a third rate hotel (the kind where old and moth-
eaten gents sit in the lobby rocking and spitting into

coppery spitoons . . . exactly like a bad western movie),

and our life began. It's a wonderful thing, marriage, —
tea for two, you for me and me for you, and our life

wouldn't be any different from peacetime young married

life except for ... a khaki uniform and war . . . except

for the facts. . . .

You can't find a place to live. There just aren't any. You
think to yourself, "But there must be one, somewhere," so

you roll up your sleeves and start being efficient (a habit

left over from preparing for the Aints and Asses shows on
Monday nights at 6:45 when you had to be efficient, be-

cause if you weren't, you weren't very funny and that

left a good old tradition trailing off in the smoke.) If you
have a car, you're fortunate. That way you can drive up
and down the blocks, knocking and asking from door to

to be nice for him now. There are all kinds of ways to find

vacancies, but, for the present, those arc trade secrets.

You find a place. It may or may not be "nice" but by
that time you think It's wonderful. You can now poison

the favorite guy with your dabbles in cookery which have
to be very ingenious because you have only sixteen points

a week for two of you since he could eat "out at camp"
. . . that is there is food provided there, but he'd rather

eat with you when he can and that doesn't constitute a

valid reason for an extra ration book. And as far as you're

concerned the Black Market has no future.

You do the family washing in the dishpan because the

landlady let an army wife use her machine once and she

broke it. Sheets too, because the landlady says that the local

laundry is so over-worked it's unpatriotic not to do the

sheets, too, in a dishpan. You're no Helena Rubenstein, so

for the first few times your knuckles look like slightly

underdone beef, but you find that it's not so' bad, and you
learn the tricks. You learn quickly. Once you're settled in

a place everything goes smoothly ... oh you have to eat

many a dinner for two by yourself because he can't come
in at the last minute; perhaps the roof leaks occasionally

when it rains (which in some parts of this great country
is constantly, especially if the roof leaks) ; maybe you
wake up one morning to find three inches of water on the

floor because the front door drain won't drain, the landlord

is away, and the plumber doesn't answer; or you put the

ashes from the wood stove in a carton provided by the

helpful landlord . . . you thought they were cold ashes . . .

you had left them overnight and part of the morning . . .

you happen to glance through the window and see the

landlady leaping into the street with a flaming carton of

ashes; you're alone a lot ... he has weekends off when he

hasn't duty or a problem and the weeknights he must report

in to camp by twelve. But you expect all this, and you

know you're awfully lucky. And you are, because there

are plenty of wives everywhere whose weekends are like

the weekdays . . . lonely. You never forget that.

There are the other army wives, just like yourself, who
fit themselves into the pattern of doubling up on food and

fun when the lads aren't coming home; the division and

regimental luncheons held at camp where you meet the

wives, and the wives of the brass hats, and you find that

the latter are, contrary to what you'd imagined, friendly

and little concerned with the type of insignia their hus-

bands wear on their shoulders (at least most of them are)

;

Red Cross, home nursing, sewing and in season you can

go and pick crops where you're needed. You do your bit.

Sometimes it doesn't seem like much, and when that

happens you remember friends of your husband who are

"over thar" and you write them the news, which they love

and they write you fascinating bits from wherever they

are.

The months slip by, and when you're "good and used

to" this town—the shop people know you, you have a

shoe man and a meat man, you've found the library (and
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door, unashamed to beg, because it isn't really for you,

you explain winningly, it's for your soldier husband who
may not be around for very long and so you want things

had your card approved by a property owner), the church

and the quickest cleaner's, and all the rest of the details

that go with running a garret, someone's unused, fixed

over garage, or perhaps a "nice" little apartment—the

rumors start. The uncertainty gets you down at first but

after a couple of moves, you just keep your house in

order, your trunks half-packed, and scowl when someone

asks you what you've heard lately. (I never hear much,

because my husband doesn't believe in rumors sD I am
more protected than some).

Then the boys go "into the field" for any number of

months. You may go home for a visit or you may stay

put, but, eventually the time comes for you to pick a

likely rumor and toddle on to the next place. Some of the

other gals go with you (and those that pooh pooh your

going at all usually follow in a day or two). You bunk

together in whatever you can find, and split up in groups

to house-hunt this or that district. It's the old story of

"no vacancies," but you persist, have your shoes resoled and

reheeled, run your trade secrets and your leads into the

ground, and just as you've found a darling nest (just

what you've been dreaming about ... all the modern

conveniences for only forty a month) a husband calls his

wife and says you're going to be stationed in Blank instead.

You stop house-hunting, put on your bedroom slippers,

and sit by the phone all the while lamenting the dear

departed forty dollars down. Some one else's husband calls

and tells his wife you're not going to Blank but to Blank

instead. Finally after this procedure continues, your hus-

band calls and says their field work is terminating, so you

gang up and go off to see the boys wherever they are at

that point. Wondering when you'll see them again, you

leave your trunks behind in the town that turned out to

be a false alarm and live out of a travel-worn suitcase in

an auto court for two weeks. The mountain air and the

change is delightful, and the two weeks fly with the lads,

dusty and in field clothes, rolling in every night. Truck

convoys crowd the highway outside. You've never been

so in the thick of it all before. Everything is strictly G. 1.,

and you realize just what it's like for the husbands when

you drive them out to the area the last morning . . . the

sun isn't up yet and pinpoints of campfires glow among

the sagebrush . . . dim khakied figures warm their hands

around the fires . . . you kiss him goodbye but not for

long, because by then the official order is out that you're

not going to any of the Blanks but to Blank which is

farther away and very crowded. However, by that time

you don't give a hoot, and you pile into a friend's car (the

men go by troop train) and drive twelve hundred miles

with the friend's baby gcoing and gaing in the back seat.

You have any number of experiences and no flat tires,

which is a good thing as you don't know how to change

one very well anyway. But you do learn to change the

baby which is less complicated and more satisfactory all

around.

You arrive and find you were smart to start early,

because you've jumped the gun this time, and there is a

vacancy. You were awfully lucky to find it because

although the rent is unfortunately high, the place is very

modern. Your man is one hundred fifty miles away in the

desert somewhere but he comes on weekends and you settle

yourself again, feeling secure and, of course lucky, which

you arc.

But not for long. The rumors are already flying . . .

where next (after the first move your stays in the succeed-

ing places become shorter and shorter until you find your-

self on a train going "home" . . . alone) but you're content

to take these rumors as they come. You have to. You have
more time to yourself now than ever before and you find,

if you're not careful that the whole week revolves around
the thought of the weekend ... is he coming in? isn't he?

why? what if? ... A friend's husband has an accident.

He loses his right hand. It's not a bit pleasant, and possibil-

ities begin to scare everyone a little. Sometimes at night

in the middle of the week when it seems as though Saturday
will never come, you throw your book aside, snap off the

bedlamp and stare up at the wall before you. The moon-
light through the Venetian blinds makes gold stripes on the

plaster, and the rumble on the highway outside of cars

going in the direction of the field make you so lonely you
can't sleep. You remind yourself how lucky you are by
comparison to those other wives, lonelier, farther away,
but that doesn't seem to help much. Not this time. A door
locked tightly in your mind comes unfastened, and strange

nameless fears tumble out and whirl around in some devil-

ish dance. You are Faust and your Mephistophiles is sup-

posings augmented by countless rumors. Your fears become
one shapeless mass of hurt and that makes your heart ache

and swell until you think you'll burst in a Hell of your
own foolish making. Then a quiet unassuming little figure

stands before you. He says with authority, and you let

him because you're tired and you don't know what to

think ... he says that the greatest weakness is fear of the

unknown, (Your soldier has that fear and his is wrapped
around in his living up to his responsibilities as an officer

. . . there's so much to know . . . the awful feeling before

going over the top . . . even on maneuvers it seems like

the real thing . . . the books say you must always get mess

to the men before they go into action, but a wise old

colonel says what does it matter about food . . . you don't

want to eat . . . you want to vomit . . . the fear gnaws
at your insides and you need not feel ashamed because

every man feels it . . . the word comes to attack . . . you
begin to move and suddenly, the fear is gone, gone into

action . . . over the top). Your fear springs from the same

source. The antidote is also action. Mental action . . .

faith and through faith comes hope and then humor . . .

laugh at yourself there in the dark, safe and warm and

lucky. The lump in your chest melts like butter over a hot

flame. You think about laughing and life and love . . .

mostly about love . . . and then you can turn over and

go to sleep. In the morning over the dishpan, you whistle

and old college sing-fest song . . .

"Oh you can roll a silver dollar on the ground,

And it will roll because it's round

A woman never knows what a good man she's got

Until she lets him down . .
."
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and you think back to the night before when you've let

him down a little by allowing "talk" to get the better of

you. You know you've learned now to whistle that song

in the dark too. You know also that you've just begun to

realize that now with the excitement and business of

the first few moves over, you're an old hand. All the

things that seemed so time-absorbing before can now be

accomplished with unthinking, automatic efficiency. You're

a college graduate. You begin to examine the corners of

your mind . . . corners filled with clothes pins and Brillo

. . . now, no more, and you find that you really haven't

thoug^ht for the longest time. You decide to do something

constructive with your gray matter to fight this battle of

your own, and you do. It doesn't matter what it is, but

it's something and it's constructive. You have progressed

through all the growing pains of army wifery and you've

now received your commission . . . from a quiet unassum-

ing little figure that came in the night.

There's a war on and you're tagging along, but no

matter what the odds, you're still "you" and you've got a

guy to live up to. You've got to be the best "you" you

know how so he'll have all the more to come back to.

That keeps you busy!

FELLOWSHIP FOR TRAINING IN PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
RADCLIFFE COLLEGE

Two fellowships of $5 00 each are offered by Radcliffe

College for the year 1944-45 to women desiring to prepare

themselves for positions in personnel administration.

Training for careers in this field is provided by a cur-

riculum which is adapted to the objective of each indi-

vidual student. Instruction includes academic courses in

the Radcliffe Graduate School and special seminars in per-

sonnel problems given by members of the Faculty of the

Harvard University Graduate School of Business Admin-
istration. Supervised field work experience comprises full-

limited number of college

For catalogue and further

time apprentice assignments in industrial, business and
governmental organizations.

Enrolment is open to a

graduates. Tuition is $45 0.

information apply to:

Anne Hood Harken (Mrs. Dwight E. Harken),
Director

Training Course in Personnel Administration
Radcliffe College

Cambridge 3 8, Massachusetts

Speaking About Canada

On the subject of volunteers, one with which Mrs.

Ferguson has long been very familiar, (she helped organize

and is now president of Winnipeg's Central Volunteer

Bureau) she ventured to say that their contributions have

been many and amazingly valuable. Through their volun-

teer service, thousands and thousands of citizens arc de-

veloping a sense of community responsibility which should

be of great help in the future of the land, Mrs. Ferguson

believes. In the field of price control and consumer edu-

cation alone, where Regional Advisory Committees were

established throughout Canada, women volunteers have been

credited with doing a remarkable service to the country.

"One of the most interesting observations I have been

able to make, I think, is that the majority of women in

Canada have been drawn into a bigger sphere than they

knew before. They've been associated with big projects,

and they have been doing the big jobs when and as they

were needed."

There was a new note of conviction in her voice as she

continued,

"I believe the next step is that women now working for

the war for their communities will realize that they must
know more about how their communities work. There are

in Canada too few women in public life. We must all

become more political minded. Women as individuals can't

(ContimieJ from page ll)

remain apart from politics and I believe that women's
organizations must help to develop knowledge and back-

ground of the political and economic life of our country

and help women to play an increasingly important part in

our nation's life."

Did she think there was much chance of a revival and
centralization of the old British Empire after the war? No,
and rather decidedly no! Partly because it would mean, in

Canada, violent internal dissension, and partly because

Canada's real security in the future rests in alliances within

this hemisphere, rather than in a consolidated empire.

"Our commitments and obligations made to you, in the

formation of the Permanent Joint Defense Board, come
ahead of every other commitment or obligation we can

undertake, but Canadian policy must always take into

account not only our obligations in this hemisphere, but

also our long historic and warm friendship with Britain.

Most Canadians hope for a world as effectively organized

for peace as it now is for war.

"And that," she smilingly concluded, "opens up another

whole afternoon of conversation. Besides, I've given you

the chief points of my talks as I have outUned them, which

is what I said I would try to do for you. I hope I have

succeeded in showing why Canadian-American relations

are so important to all of us."
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Retreat from Borrioboola-gha

(Confhiiitil from /)(/.i;c 4}

time like Anthony for addressing ,i multitude" or "Extraor-
dinary rains pretty generally fall after great battles." But
Saivemini found this: "The soul is not a vessel to be filled,

but a fire to be kindled." That is an entire and profound
theory of the education of man. And there is no one but
you to kindle the fire for the little Jellybys.

Could one begin long before college or even high school

to give a child some such informal lessons in the romance
and humor and vigor of the American story as one finds

in the verses of that charming little book by Rosemary
and Stephen Vincent Benet?

"When Daniel Boone goes by at night,

The phantom deer arise

And all lost, wild America

Is burning in their eyes."

There is your real start for the "period of exploration and
colonization." The Wilderness Trail ran by the house in

which I was born and I gathered Indian arrow heads in

the fields of my father's farm. That is the true and vivid

introduction to the Epic of America, and, if by reason of

space limitation, your children may not have it, you can

still make the lost wild America vivid for them. I know
that; for my generation of little Presbyterians were brought

up on Bible stories, which seem to me still excellent meat.

David and Joshua and Jeptha's daughter walked Virginia

hills with me, and if those remote Hebrews could be made
as real to me as my playmates—and they were—cannot

you do as much for the men and women who made this

land? It does involve knowing or finding out something

about them but you have been four years in college learn-

ing how to do just that. You will not be teaching a

scholarly and documented course in history, you will just

be making real and alive the men about whom the scholars

may some day teach the little Jellybys, and you can be as

gay and vivid as you wish with more regard for atmos-

pheric accuracy than for factual exactness. Learn for your-

self the Epic of your country, its romance, its courage,

its fresh young joy, the excesses and wrongs that have

soiled the story, the heroism and ideals that have redeemed

it, and you can make it for your children a living thing.

In the strange and confused period into which your

children will be born and in which they are probably to

be educated, the intelligent discussion of ideas will be of

supreme importance. It is the lifeblood of a real democracy,

and it is more than that. It is the great source and stimulus

of the growth of the human spirit. Jesus taught that way.

Socrates taught that way. So long as there are groups of

people who talk together about things that are important,

there will be intellectual life and a very real kind of edu-

cation. It is most important that homes should be places

where people take time to think and to talk about the

things they are thinking about. How large is your experi-

ence of good talk, of free and tolerant discussion of ideas

and of issues, patient talk that may quite conceivably go

on for some time without any resolution being offered or

any motion being made by any one? Some twenty years

ago, an Englishwoman transplanted to this country and

established as part of a college group told me that the one
thing for which she was homesick was good talk—conver-
sation that was a real discussion of things that matter.

Unless one has grown up in an atmosphere of free dis-

cussion, it is very difficult to begin—and, if one has grown
up in such an atmosphere, it is, I must confess, almost

impossible to break the habit of talk.

It seems to me of the very greatest importance that the

little Jellybys should know how to read and how to read

books. I am a little appalled to find evidence that there are

not too many of your generation who have acquired that

art. . . . There is a current theory of education and a very

plausible and inviting theory it is, that all that we need

to do is to learn to read and to read the masters instead

of listening always to poor denatured reports on what the

masters thought. Teachers like me are at the best second-

rate, most of us third—or fourth-rate, and why should

anyone let me teach her mathematics, when she can read

Newton and Gauss for herself? Yet I think almost no one
has learned really to read, except from contact with a

human being who is a great and happy reader. The love of

books is a contagion, as the enthusiasm for ideas is an

infection. It is not enough to collect books, you must read

and feel and love them. In the tremendous uncertainties

of the world before us, I am sure of this: If we keep some

good books, we shall have beauty and understanding.

Through very troubled times, the spiritual strength of

men has been renewed and sustained by the library of the

soul which we call the Bible. I have often thought of the

Scotch nation with its poverty, its insularity, its lack of

opportunity and marvelled that it has been pre-cminentlv

a thinking nation. How much of this should be traced, I

wonder, to the constant companionship of the Scot with

the magnificent pages of the English Bible?

I think we wish for the little Jellybys that they should

find real enjoyment in music and in art, that they should

be sensitive to beauty in house and garden and in the

ordering of a household. And here, again, the most effective

start is not with the organized course in Appreciation of

Music or Interior Decorating or Art Appreciation, though

I hope these will survive in our curricula, ^'e have to seek

early and informally for the idiom of the arts. I used to

envy and I still envy those talented families that have the

numbers and the skill to organize a home orchestra. I think

that in every art, even the feeblest effort to help oneself

is a tremendous factor in the understanding and enjoy-

ment of the work of the masters. But, even dubs like me,

who could flunk in an effort to play the drum in a Kinder

orchcs/ra may, properly encouraged, keep on listening until

they learn to appreciate and enjoy. The effective start de-

pends on you.

I can go on with this endlessly, as you may be fearing.

I shall speak of only one more way in which I think,

irrespective of their opportunities in an organized school

system, you may contribute to the education of the little

Jellybys. This is in the stimulation of scientific interest
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.ind scientific curiosity. I have been concerned, as all of

us have been concerned with the fact that we, as a nation

are definitely short of physicists at this time when physi-

cists are so sorely needed. Now, in common with all persons

interested in the exact sciences, I was aware of this shortage

before the war brought it to the attention of the rest of

the world; and I have tried and tried to find out why in a

century when the science of physics has made greater and

more dramatic advances than it has since the time of

Galileo there should be a ridiculously small group of young

people interested. It is partly, I suppose, because the nature

of these advances is such that one has to go a good wav

into the subject to appreciate them. But I feel we should

blame a negligence in the home and a mistaken policy in

the school for failing to stimulate the imagination of

youngsters. Home life is, I admit, not too well adapted to

laboratory practice, and I am frankly a little apprehensive

over the rather random experiments Junior is wont to

perform with his chemical set—experiments directed often

definitely to the production of distressing odors and dis-

turbing explosions. The stimulation of scientific curiosity

and interest is another matter and takes more direction,

though it comes with not too much difficulty. One can

begin, quite safely, with the strange ways of number and

form, for the earliest science man found was the science

of geometry.

It has never been my good fortune to have time for any

real knowledge of the biological sciences, but I have had

great enjoyment in following, as a layman may, their

exciting progress throughout my own lifetime. I suppose

this pleasant curiosity dates back to long walks with my
father, who made each ramble an adventure and a question-

ing. He knew not too much, himself, but he shared his

interest and his ignorance with me and gave me of his

greater skill in seeking some sort of answer. We came back

with our hands full of plants, which we ran down in a

venerable Gray's Manual, with stones, twigs and fungus

growths. He gave me interest in the animal and vegetable

life about me, and he taught me, too, to find on the rocks

of our limestone country the impression of little ferns that

had lived and died millions of years ago. Formulas are right

and necessary, formal scientific teaching is indispensable;

but the beginning of the scientific spirit is in wonder, and

this we must not lose among the test tubes and the

microscopes.

You see, it is all summed up in those words from Plu-

tarch: The soul is not a vessel to be filled, but a fire to be

kindletl. Accuracy, order, precision, craftsmanship, skills

we must have; but these can be deadly, if there is no

living material with which they are concerned. It is not

enough to send your children to school. It is not enough
to work for a good school to send your children to. You
must send living minds to school and those minds must

be tired. But this, you say is the exact thesis of progressive

education, and I agree. There is no fault with the thesis

of the progressive movement in education and never has

been. It is only that mass instruction and progressive

stimulus of a growing mind may not be, often are not

compatible. It has always been imperative that the little

Jellybys get something that no state, however paternal.

can give them. Now, we see that it is imperative and that
the imperative is for you, the young women of this

generation.

If I have left the impression that this is a task that will
take up the major part of your time and energy, I have
left exactly the impression I wish to leave. It is inescapably
your responsibility to secure for the children who are being
born now and for those who are to be born in the next two
decades their just share of the cultural heritage of our
civilization, and that is a full time job. We have just seen

the peace of the world destroyed because those whose re-

sponsibility it was to secure that peace drifted into the

belief that passive faith and good will was enough. So you
can rely on no spontaneous combustion of the intellect of

youth under the warm glow of your mind. You will have
to work to kindle the fire. I feel a good deal of confidence

that you can and will, and this is why. In even the most
casual travel by train these days one sees dozens of small

babies; the men in uniform and the babies with their

amazingly young mothers fill all the space there is. In our

town of Lynchburg and in our part of it an afternoon

walk is an adventure in passing baby-carriages of every

vintage and style. I suppose it was the sight of all this

infant life that set me thinking of the little Jellybys. What
all of us notice and comment upon is the universal good

health and good temper of these dozens of infants. These

young and inexpert mothers, who two years ago had never

heard of Pablum or Oleum Percomorphum and who
vaguely thought a pediatrician might have something to

do with feet, have all learned to take care of the physical

health and development of little children much more
efficiently than their mothers were for the most part able

to do. They are doing their work themselves, doing it

cheerfully, and doing it well. So, I argue, they and you
will be able to tackle and accomplish the harder and longer

tasks of keeping civilization and the finer things of living

alive in the little Jellybys.

"The soul is not a vessel to be filled, but a fire to be
kindled." I congratulate these seniors in whose honor we
are met tonight that in their years at Sweet Briar they
have had a chance and have, I am sure used the chance,

to accumulate a large and valuable and easily ignited stock

of the very best kindling. May you have the best of results

in setting the little Jellybys on fire!

"SWEET BRIAR
INSIDE OUT''

The rollicking, laughable story

of Undergraduate Doings and
Undoings at Sweet Briar, told in

delightfully humorous cartoons.

Send your orders to

THE ALUMNAE OFFICE
Single copies 75c— 3 for $2.00
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Class Notes

Jilt ilnnnriam
Carol Dc La Hunt, ex *26, deceased August 7, 1943.

Patricia Edmands, *36 (Mrs. William Foegge) deceased October 11, 1943.

1910

(lass Srrrcfary aiitf Viiud Aj^enl: I-RANcrs

Murrtll Ki( K ARt}s (Mrs. EverIngham) North
Shore Point, Norfolk 8, Virginia.

In answer to cards sent all graduates and

ex members of 1910 I had only three re-

sponses. Two of the letters were most inter-

esting and will, perhaps, make up for the

many which did not come.

All of you who were of the "Original

Thirty-Six" remember well, Anne Royall, our

first May Queen. After eighteen years of living

in California, she returned to her native Vir-

ginia. She wrote: "What I am doing today

may be a puzzle to you unless you think back

a great many years to that first year at Sweet

Briar. I can still remember Ina Larkins making

up the future by-laws for a student govern-

ment rssociation while I sat and thought

only of the last horse-back ride I had taken,

and wondered when I could take the next

one. I always could sit in either a church or

lecture room. looking straight at the speaker

with the most interested expression on my
face and never hear a word he was saying.

Miybe you will remember Margaret Eagles-

field and I went horse-back riding almost

every other afternoon. Those were some of

the loveliest rides I ever took, roaming all

over the hills and woods for miles around

Sweet Briar, in both rain and sunshine, on

that lovely grey mare called Grace, who was

one of the finest horses I ever rode. Well, the

love of my life in those days was riding jnd

horses. I dreamed of them both waking and

sleeping, from the earliest days I can remem-

ber, until I was a grown woman. To make a

long story short, I never could afford to own
a horse. I could only ride other people's

horses, and so my great ambition to be a

great rider and instructor of riding was com-
pletely suppressed when I went tt) work as

a hum-drum clerk, and gradually I became*

indifferent to it. But the love I had for

animals remained. My second love was, of

all jnimals, cafs.

"A few years back a friend gave me a

beautiful Siamese cat, un which I showered

all the love I used to have for hordes, and

which so completely sold himself to me on

his breed, that then and there, I swore that

when ever I was free to do what I wanted to

do, as I had never been able to school, train,

and exhibit horses, I would do something else

I loved to do, and which 1 could afford to

do. I would breed, raise, and sell this most

intelligent, lovely, and affectiimate of all cats,

the Siamese."

VC'cll, Anne is doing just that, and making

a success of it. She chose Williamsburg, Vir-

ginia for her experiment. There she has a

house, a house-keeping trailer, and two acres

of land. She rents her trailer to service men
and their wives, cliarglng them only a nominal

rent in comparison to what Williamsburg

charges, and thereby feels she is helpinv;

where the need is great. She wrote at the end

of her very interesting letter, "I do not see

many of the old Sweet Briar girls. Gary
Valfnfirtt' Cutchin's death brought a great

loss to me. We had been friends since earliest

childhood, and I loved her very dearly, and

I have never ceased missing her."

The second letter was from Mary Scott

Glass. She wrote, "life for me now in Wash-
ington is necessarily quiet, but by no means

dull, while the Senator is convalescing from

a long illness. Our being in the Capital enables

him to be close to this scene of great activity,

to confer occasionally with members of his

committees, and to see so many of his official

friends and colleagues, and it affords me also

an occasional "inside view' of this mighty

nation and its work in global war times.

"In my early months of oflicial life, it was

my pleasure to invite to our apartment with

Mr. Glass, groups of college students who
come to Washington every year to learn of

the United States Government first hand. Of
course, I was permitted to listen to the very

interesting interviews which took place on

those occasions, but none of these were quite

so fascinating as those I am invited to 'sit in

on' today.

"For recreation in the evening, we often

enjoy a good movie right here in our living

room. A particularly good one deals with the

life of Thomas Jefferson and is a gem of a

picture, though there is not a star in the

cast.

"When I think of Sweet Briar alumnae my
thoughts naturally turn back to the early

years of the college. I have a recent letter

from Douglas Gray Tyler who has had a very

serious attack of asthma. She is better, how-
ever, now and hopes to be well again soon.

Ella Rhodes Hutter called recently. She is

living in Alexandria while her husband is

connected with the Government. Ella is as

young and pretty today as she was in 1906.

Bessie Stott Von Gemmingcn is also living in

Alexandria, her husband being with the War
Department and their only child, Betty, is

married to an Army officer, and has served

for two years as a Red Cross secretary.

"Vfhen at Amherst last summer, I saw Nell

Di-arhurn Reed, Harriet Elans Wycoff and

Fan Harrison Webster. Each of them is con-

tributing sons or sons-in-law to our armed
forces. Who could have imagined in the slow

peaceful days of 1910 that any of us would
live to see the whole world at war as It Is

today!"

Eugenia Griffin Burnett spent a day and
night with me very recently. Her son, Charl'e

junior, is a Naval Lieutenant. He was able

to be with us during her visit. F^ugenia's

daughter, Judith Gary, is the president of the

freshman class at Sweet Briar.

Eloise Hirst Couper wrote that her son,

John, a doctor, is with St. Luke's Hospital

Unit, and has been overseas for eighteen

months. Her daughter. Virginia, lias been

three winters In New York seeking a career.

Anne Cnwuock Miller, Louise Houpi-r

Ewell, Marjorie Coiipcr Prince are all well and
as everybody, busier than usual. I have not

heard from Nan Powell Hodges for some
time, but I fee! sure it is because she too is

busy with her new position. She wrote me
last summer that she was happily situated,

and enjoying school life again at Stuart Hall.

I had a personal message at Christmas from
Jean Harris. Aylette Henry Perry, Dudley
Pourrs Wagaman, and Adelaide Shockcy
Mallory.

I am proud to report that my son is a

First Lieutenant in the Army, and happy
that so far he Is safe and well. My daughter

Murrell expects to graduate from Sweet Briar

this year.

1916

Class Secretary: Felicia Patton, Beechmoor
Place, Catlettsburg. Kentucky.
Fund Agvnt: Zalinda Broun Harrison (Mrs.

Galloway C.) ^201 East 45 rd. Seattle,

^X''a^hington.

The 1916 allotment of space in Class Notes

lias been necessarily skipped in the past few
issues due to a discouraged news digger how-
ever, a 1944- resolution prodded me to try

again which I did and then sat down to wait

for the Influx of mail. How can news be

lacking in such stirring times as these? Every-

one is moving about doing something surely

and modest though one may be about one's

self and her accomplishnK-nts, certainly she

should be proud of the activities of her family

and wish to exchange the bits of interest with

her former classmates.

From Louise Bennett Lord we hear news of

the Lord family—eldest son, Bennet, an ensign

on a minesweeper in the Mediterranean; second

son, James, in A.S.T.P. at Boston College
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studying French; third son, Teddy, just fin-

ished his freshman year at Princeton—going

in the service January 29; fourth son, Peter,

going to school in Englewood. The final

sentence "nothing of moment about myself"

just means, of course, that Louise is her usual

busy self doing all sorts of good works in

F.nslewood.

A short note from Lynn Broun Harrison

from Seattle concerning the Endowment Fund

of which she is 1916 class chairman brought

the bad news that she had been quite ill and

therefore behind schedule on her fund work.

Mary Pennypacker Davis has moved from

Orange. New Jersey to Pottstown. Pennsyl-

vania where her husband is teaching at Hill

School and she doing secretarial work.

From the Alumnae oftice comes the news

that Rachel Forbush (Mrs. Paul C. Febiger)

is assistant hcadworker at the Henry Street

settlement in New York during the absence

of Colonel Febiger overseas.

And so endcth rather abruptly the news

due to no more mail to date—with hopes for

more in April.

New Addresses:

Rachel Forhinh Febiger {Mrs. Paul C) 26 5

Henry Street, New York 2, New York.

Miss Lucy Taliaferro. 362 North Harrison,

Richmond 20. Virginia.

1919

Cla^s Sccrctiiry: Elizabeth Eggleston, Green

Level, Hampden-Sydney. Virginia-

fifiitl Agent:

An excellent letter from Dorothy Neal

seemed to give a cross-cut of current history.

Her son, Hugh, Junior, was given a medical

discharge from the Army and is now work-

ing in one of the Kaiser ship yards. Her

brother, Richard, an infantry captain was in

the original landing at Casablanca, and since

then has been in charge of a camp for war

prisoners there. Her brother Gordon, a first

lieutenant, is in the Engineer Amph.bian

Corps, was in the Tunisian campaign m the

first Sicilian landing and is now in southern

Italy. Another brother has been teaching in

camps in this country.

We used to think that history was a

pageant in Miss Sparrow's soft accent (pre-

sented witli such color, and focus, and acumen,

we even forgot being shut indoors from spring

mornings in the boxwood). Now History

thunders about us and shouts down the echo

of "old unhappy far-off things, and battles

long ago."

Speaking of Miss Sparrow, I had lunch

with her in Richmond several months ago.

Time had in no way dimmed her sparkle or

wit. Even the little gestures were there.

Remember the one when she seemed to be

tugging up from manuscript or desk, or dusty

oblivion, a person or situation to present to

us alive, humorous, and kicking? It was a sort

of rabbit-from-the-hat procedure which made
delightful intellectual magic. To revert to the

lunch, we started out on the nostalgic old-

school-tie note, but ended with a cheery

panning of our friends.

A letter from Doctor Harley, still in New
York, says she is pegging away at anthro-

pology. Do you remember how keenly she

enjoyed it when her forthright, brand-new
opinions set us gaping? How peppery she was,

and how kind. Remember how she used to

swing down to the lake on warm spring

mornings, bathing things in hand, greening

us all with envy?

I turn in my badge as class secretary with

this letter. I should have hounded you with

cards and letters instead of feebly trusting

you would write. So the conspicuous in-

adequacies of the 1919 class letter for the past

two years have been part my fault and part

yours. For those who helped, many thanks.

For those who didn't, may you stage a

brilliant come-back for the next secretary.

This June will be our twenty-fifth anni-

versary. It seems breath-taking and unreal.

Every good wish to you.

1921

Chiis Secretary: Edith Diirrvil Marshall
(Mrs. Edward C.) 6526 Ridge Avenue, Cin-

cinnati 1 3, Ohio.

Fund A^ciit: Gertrude Pauly Crawford
''Mrs. Robert) 348 Moran Road, Crosse Pointc

Farms, Michigan.

How nobly you responded to my "notes

for news"—I am taking only a few of you
at a time, so don't hold your breath until

you get a summons from me. In due time

I'll get to your name on my list. But the best

of all were the unsoluitvd notes at Christmas

from some of you. So this time I really can

tell you quite a bit about yourselves.

But first I must tell you about my trip

—

with a big T. In November I finally got some
help and so put on my hat and packed my
new bag, which I had received for my birth-

day two years ago and haven't had a chance

to use since fhe war started!—and left for

Sweet Briar to see my freshman daughter,

Ann.
The Alumnae Council was meeting that

weekend, so Mary Huntington Harrison, one

of the members from Cincinnati, and I came
down together.

My last visit was at the time of our 19th

anniversary—so in that time I found the

campus had changed little, except that a few

more familiar faces have gone. I found niy

child quite well, and most happy and adoring

Sweet Briar as I knew she would. I spent a

grand long weekend there, had a lovely room
at the Boxwood Inn, and in addition to the

fun of just being there, it was delightful to

meet the members of the Alumnae Council

—

some of whom date from "our day"—Louisa

Newkirk Steeble, Grace Merrick Twohy—the

same as of old, except for a few gray hairs!

I also met Polly Bissell Ridler (1917) of

whom I had heard so much from our chem-
istry professor. Dr. Leonora Neutfer, and from
Betty Cole. She has a daughter at college also,

very attractive, and she told mc that Betty

has an excellent position in Plainfield, New
Jersey, as librarian for the big Calco Chemical

Company.
I saw Mrs. Dew, Mr. Dew has not been

so well lately. Miss Morcnus is the same as

always, the Walkers, Dr. Will, Miss Ruby
and Miss Winnie, Miss Long, all of whom
were so cordial. It is wonderful to go back

after all these years and be remembered!

History does repeat itself!—only ive can

sympathize with Sweet Briar girls of 1944—
we, too, had few dates in those war years.

And remember the 'flu epidemic of 1919, with

Dr. Harley standing at the foot of Academic

stairs and yanking up our skirts to see if we
had on our panties! In due respect to Dr.

Harley (who is still in New York studying

anthropology and some eighty years young)
she did keep us well and we had no deaths

from the 'flu as in so many other colleges.

One thing I was glad to see was the number
of our own graduates on the oflicial staff. It

was a real treat to know those of whom I

had heard so much—Edna Lee Cox, Martha
von Bricsen, Dan Boone, Helen MacMahon.
Our 1921 children are darlings and I know

you want to know something about them.

Jo Ahara's Josephine is most attractive. She

looks something like Jo, being small, blonde

and blue-eyed, with Jo's quiet manner and
poise. She lives next door to my Ann and I

felt that I became better acquainted with

her than our other daughters, for I saw her

more frequently. Mattie Hammond's Martha,

a most attractive girl, with Mattie's curly

hair is an enthusiastic horsewoman. Although
she certainly does not resemble Mattie, she has

the enthusiastic "Hammond" manner! I had

only a glimpse of Ellen Wolfe's Jacqueline one

morning in the arcade. She, too, is a beautiful

girl—brunette, sm,:ll and slender. I also

recognized another freshman, Frances Raiff's

child—she is small with a curled up baby
hair cut.

Cornelia Carroll's Frankie is a live wire

—

1 honey! We can be proud of 1921*5 Sweet

Briar babies—they are such attractive, whole-

some, healthy young things. It took me back

quite a few years to see them!

After tearing myself away from Sweet

Briar, I spent a couple of days with a friend

in Washington, where I tried unsuccessfully

to get Laura Thompson MacMillan on the

'phone. Laura's twin boys are almost military

age. From there I went to New York for a

week with my aunts there and my sister, Ruth
(who was a freshman our senior year) who
is living in Manh asset on Long Island. She

has three children—her boy is seventeen and

graduates this year from Farragut Naval

Academy in New Jersey. Nancy is thirteen

and taller than I am, while Mary is a black-

eyed imp of eight. So you see I had quite a

whirl, and it being my first trip in so long

a time I am still talking about it!

As always, Gertrude Anderson's Christmas

card was the first to arrive. She is still

running a laboratory for a group of doctors

in Find lay, Oiiio. On the side she raised a

victory garden and canned her crops. She

spent Christmas with her only brother and

his family in Elmira, New York.

Jo Ahara writes her husband is a Lieu-

tenant in the Navy, at the moment stationed

in Charlotte, North Carolina. I enjoyed your

note, Jo, and also seeing your daughter. She

is a dear.

Marge Abraham Meyer writes me that her

son is at Camp Grant, Illinois, in the Medical

Corps. Her daughter is thirteen and going to

her first dance this holiday season. What
excitement!

Another delightful surprise came from
Florence Woelfel. She has a grand job

with the Chen Yu Nail Lacquer and Tabu
Perfume Companies in Chicago. She is assistant

secretary for the Tabu Company and has been

with them twelve years—her only job. She

says it is fun, but a job which keeps her busy

almost twenty-four hours a day. She was
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jjoini* to New York that week and hoped to

see Ruth Fiske and Iilcanor Guthrie. lilcanor

also has a "beauty job," being beauty editor

of llarfii'Ts Bazaar.

Fllen Xt'olfc is living; in Spray, North Caro-

hna. She is also up to her eyebrows in sirl

scouting;. I can heartily 5ympathi/c, Ellen,

as I've been trying to turn over to a successor

mv camp job here for two years. But it h a

challenge and so worth while to do something

for children— not as glamorous as USO and

Red Cross, but so necessary! I so enjoyed your

note, Lette Shoop Dixon, and have written to

Shafc for details of her daughter's wedding.

She was our first class baby. I wonder how
soon we will have a class grandchild!

Kilty Dat is Bay n urn's Christmas card was

as usual most distinctive and designed hy the

IJaynums. themselves. I've cherished a number

of their cards over the years. It has been fun

watching the children grow up in photo-

gr.iphs, and they are such attractive children.

Bob. the eldest, has received an appointment

to Annapolis, to enter in July. Mary is sixteen

and Grier, Jr., is nine. Kitty, herself, is up

to her cars in P.-T.A.. Red Cross, Service

League, etc. Sounds like a familiar program,

doesn't it girls, for all my letters from you

list many such activities.

Russe Blanks Butts lives in Natchez ^

—

imagine living in such a beauty spot! Russe.

you should not have revealed your address,

for as soon as the war is over. I'll wager you

will have us on your door step during garden

week. So perhaps you'll get your wish "to

see those friends of twenty- three years ago.

few of whom I have seen since then, but none

of whom I have forgotten." She has two boys

so no candidates for Sweet Briar from Russe!

Lucius, Jr., is seventeen and graduates from

Riverside Military Academy in Georgia in

June while Handsel is still at home.

Florence DouJi-ti Wood wrote me a de-

lightful, amusing and newsy letter. She asked

mc to correct one error printed in the last

Alumnae News—it is her hinbandy Horace

who has a commission in the Air Corps in-

stead of her son, Thurston, who is only nine!

For a number of letters to her after this

error, Horace began them with "Hi Mom."
Flo and young Thurston are living at Selma,

Alabama, for the extent of Horace's duties at

Craig I'ield near there. She closed her home
at Chatham, New Jersey, and is most en-

thusiastic about the beauties of Selma. Her
husband is on leave of absence from the

University of Newark and the American

Museum of Natural History. He is teaching,

in French, advanced meteorology to the French

ofticcrs and aviation cadets stationed there.

These men are nearly all escaped prisoners

from Na/i concent r .tion camps, arriving in

the United States via North Africa. As you

probably know, Florence and her husband are.

as she called them "bone hunters," and this

background stood her in good stead when she

was asked recently to be an entertainer to

these young Frenchmen in the camp. "I vol-

snicercd to do something to entertain them,

and as they are in real need of recreational

programs, the Red Cross took me at the

earliest possible date, which was last night. As

you know, Horace is a "bone hunter" and we
have made a series of expeditions to the fossil

country in our western states. The last trip,

1 made 1,000 Kodachrume slides. It was some

of tiiesc I slu)wed them. G. I. audiences arc

fickle, quick to show pleasure and equally

noisy in boredom. The least they do is leave

you alone with your voice! But Fortune

smiled on me and I am to be a regular

entertainer.'*

News has just come of the sudden death

of Mildrc-l Ellh Scales' husband, at their

home in Cocoa, Florida. I know many of you

will join me in expressing our deepest sym-

pathy to Mil.

1923

Class Sfcrc/ary: LaVern McGcf Oi.ney

(Mrs. Alfred C. Jr.) Aptos, California.

/';/;/(/ Agcn/: Fdith Miller McClintock
(Mrs. O. W. ) Magnolia Place, Marianna.

Arkansas,

A thous.-nd apologies for not getting cards

out to you for this letter, but I have done quite

a bit of traveling since I last wrote so* am afraid

this will have to be another personal letter.

As you know, I had just moved to Alex-

andria, Virginia from Arlington, when I wrote

last time. Three weeks after that, I heard

from the navy grapevine, (1) that Al was

going to be put in command of an aircraft

carrier, (2) on Monday I heard that he would

be back in the States in five weeks, (3) oh

Tuesday, while I was working at the Blood

Donor Centre, he called me up from San

Francisco! He was back from the South

Pacific already! Such excitement—I prac-

tically disrupted the place, so they said I had

better go home and that was the last they

saw of me there! For the next Tuesday the

little girls and I were on the train moving

\i\'st to live. We had two grand weeks with

Al in the San Francisco area before he took

his flat-top to the South Pacific.

Al came in for just a day before Christmas,

borrowed the latest fighter, and flew five

hundred miles up to Rio to spend three hours

with us on Christmas Day for dinner. Such

excitement when he zoomed the house that

morning to tell us he wrs there!

Had a very nice letter from Lorna Wthcr
Cowling in October, just to say howdy and

that she had not forgotten me. They had

bought a lovely new house in some other part

of Cleveland .-nd were about to move. Hope
the move and everything else came out well,

Lorna.

Also ha\e had two fine letters from Mildred

Featherstone in Los Angeles—one after the

news letter telling how busy she was, says

when the war is over she feels certain that all

she will be able to remember is cooking! She

has made all sorts of cookies for soldiers,

sailors, ?nd marines and sent them every-

where. She made honey cookies for the ones

in the Aleutians for Christmas, as the longer

>du keep them, the better they are. The Post

Otfice came to her rescue with the suggestion

that she use the large tomato juice cans to

pack the cookies in taping the top w!ih ad-

hesive. Mildred said that worked so well that

she wanted to pass the idea along.

My third correspondent was Phyllis Schiir-

tiiaii Nelson who wrote me from Tampa,
Florida. She is '23 sub-agent for the stamp

book drive for the alumnae fund .ind urges

everyone to please send their books in early.

She writes, "I have been living in Tampa ever

since I married and I'd and I have one son,

nearly sixteen whom we enjoy very much.

I think Florida is practically heaven and
needless to say am very proud of my husband.

He went to W. & L. before we were at Sweet

Briar. I was home in the spring, went to see

Mother as she hadn't been down for two
winters. Lee was just beginning to feel all

right. She had quite an operation in the

winter. Her twin daughters are lovely, smart.

and attractive. They are home this winter,

very busy doing Junior League work.

"I stv Gerry Ball quite often in spite of

gas rationing. Kate C<»rdes was in Clearwater

last winter. I was chairman of Sweet Briar

day last December, even with about six away
from Tampa for the holidays we had sixteen

alumnae and students for luncheon."

Many thanks, Phyllis, for your letter. Please

some of the rest of you get the urge to do

the same. Aptos. California will always reach

me, if written in time.

New Addresses:

Mary Curtis Hctiilmou Ramsay (Mrs.

Claude) Airport Road, Spartanburg, South

Carolina.

Hannah Keith Howze (Mrs. Charles) Chain
Bridge Road, McLean, Virginia.

Ellen Paific Lemon (Mrs. W. D.) 31 East

Irvin Avenue. Hagerstown, Maryland.

Lorna Wchcr Dowling (Mrs. R. T.) 13807

Drcxmore Road, Cleveland 20, Ohio.

1924

Class Sccrcfary: Kathryn Klumph McGuiRE
(Mrs. Frederick T-, Jr.) 3707 Daleford Road.

Cleveland 20, Ohio.

/•';/;/(/ Aficiif: Florence Boilinc Mountcastle
(Mrs. Frank F.) 41 Aberdeen Road, Elizabeth

3, New Jersey.

I saw Byrd Fiery Bomar on Sweet Briar day.

She looked very young and snappy and

though she was extremely modest about it,

Shiney Bodinc Mountcastle writes me that

Byrd is a top-notch tennis player. Fancy little

Byrd an athlete! Think she held out on us in

college.

Bernice Hulbtird ^X'aln was in Cleveland

for a few days over Christmas. She and h^rr

boys were en route to Alexandria. Her hus-

band is managing a store in the Pentagon

Building. Also hear that Delphine Norton
Prescott is living in ^'ashington.

Had a nice letter from Marion Siiannell

Wright. She is fully recovered from an opera-

tion but a bit weary with six moves, since

they arrived in El Paso less than a year ago.

She has seen Laura Boynton Rawlings, '17,

and Ginny Lcc Campbell, '28 there. She also

bumped into Dottic Reinhitrg Fuller, '26, in

Albuquerque.

Elizabeth Pape Mcrcur reports that she

keeps busy with good old "homework" (don't

we all? ) and her young daughter who is

growing to look just like her Pop.

Florence \iU-st^atc Kraifert is still in Fort

Worth where her husband is now a Captain

in the Air Corps. She works in. the Home
Service Department of the Red Cross, also

night duty in the A.E.R. ofticc. Her daughter,

Nancy is at Bryn Mawr.
Carol Flyttn Eley writes from Fort Lauder-

dale, Florida that she searched in vain for a

Sweet Briar day meeting any where near her.

She is also a Red Cri>ss instructor.

I finally got otf on a trip this fall with

Fritz—Chicago, New Orleans, Houston, var-

ious points in Mississippi ending in Vicksburg
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where wc stayed with Caroline Compton, "27.

What .1 sab-feast we had. Compy is busy

running the plantation while her brothers are

overseas. Was terribly impressed with her

swell studio and her paintings. She'll make a

big name for herself one of these days if she

doesn't keep too busy with other things to

go back to her paint brushes. She's iust the

same person, hasn't changed a bit.

Lorraine MrCrillis Stott and "Shiney" are

working terribly hard on the fund. T hope

you're all sending in stamps and making their

work easier.

"Shiney" wrote that she worked like a dog

on the third War Loan drive so I suppose she

is at it again. She's also serving on the U.S.O.

management committee. She tells me that

MuflFy Engeman, '2 5, is serving with the Red

Cross in Africa. She is an assistant field

director.

Susan Fitchett is teaching at St. Catherine's

School for girls in Richmond, after a number

of years in Texas.

Mary Munson, *22, h,:s certainly carved out

a career for herself. She writes that after she

obtained her M.A. and served three years

intcrneship she is a psychologist at the Jack-

sonville State Hospital. This summer she

visited psychiatric units at Fort Knox and

Camp C::mpbell in Kentucky.

Wish more of you would drop me a Imc

about yourselves.

Happy New Year and best regards to all.

New Addresses:

Mrs. Raymond Wain (Bernice Hulburd)

1441 Martha Custis Road. Park Fairfax,

Alexandria, Virginia.

Mrs. W. G. Wright (Marion Swannell)

26 16 Montana Street, El Paso, Texas.

Mrs. B. L. Gultck. Jr. (Helen Rhodes) Box

144, Princeton, New Jersey.

Mrs. Caroline Flytin Eley, 102 South East

16th Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, Florida.

Mrs. Robert Robertson (Mary S. Rich)

1660 Ralsworth Road, Baltimore 18, Mary-

land.

1926

Ciitss Sii-n-tiiry: Dorothy Kclh-r Iliff (Mrs.

William S., Jr.) 3 SOS Elmore Drive, Beverly

Hills, Alexandria, Virginia.

funJ Agcnf: Margari-t Maloiic McClem-
i.NTs (Mrs. James B., Jr.) 5640 Aylesboro

Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

The latest contribution to the future

student body of Sweet Briar w^as made on

December 7 by Betty Moore Rusk and her

name is Mary Elizabeth. Betty says this is

her only news but she is very proud of it.

Mary Gladys Brouu Moore writes from

lironxville. New York that her fifteen year old

daughter and maidless home are her main

interests but that she devotes her spare time

to being a Nurse's Aide, Junior League work

and church committees.

An interesting letter came from Gertrudi:

I'aitnhtg Adams. Before Christmas, 194!. they

bought, full of enthusiasm and good health,

a cliarming old place on top of one of tlic

highest hills in New Hampshire. After calling

in expert advice and workmen, they donneJ

overalls themselves and found that it took

them thirty -eight hours to remove the ages

of paint and varnish from the first of eight

living room shutters—she d(Ksn't say whether

or not they did the rest of the rooms. Their

large Adams clan was bodily transported from

Boston to Pittsficld and they love it there.

Gertrude says, "From tiur mountain top in

the wilds of New Hampshire, just the exist-

ence of every day living is the essence of

life." Her diughter, Margot, was four and

a half this last Christmas.

I saw Peg Reinhold last fall when she was

in Washington for a weekend on her way to

the U. S. Marine Corps Air Station at Cherry

Point, North Carolina. She likes her Red
Cross work tlicrc as well as the location and

slic is living and eating at officer's quarters.

Elinor Green Conrad is a Nurse's Aide at

the New York Medical Center. She says the

work is fascinating, but so hard on the feet!

Sarah Merrick Houriet is also a Nurse's

Aide in Cleveland, and president of the P.-T.

A. in their community grade school. She says

she doesn't know how she got into the latter

but she does know that it takes some of the

joy out of the beginning of school. Sarah

lists her family as follows: "Husband; Nancy.

15. who hopes to enter Sweet Briar in 1945;

Paul, TI, who is in the sixth grade; Sally. 8.

in the. fourth grade; and a dog, 10."

Helen DiuiJeaiy Mitchell is living back in

Denver where her husband has returned to a

position in one of the banks.

Ruth Will Beckh is busy keeping her

family going without help and doing a little

defense work mixed in with War and Com-
munity Fund drives on the side. She met

Mildred Gribhlc Seller and her family at Vir-

ginia Beach last July, while the latter was

there to be near Lieutenant Seller who is

stationed at Little Creek, Norfolk, Virginia.

Ellen NeivcU Bryan's husband, Wright, is

in England as correspondent for the Atlanta

Journal and other papers, while Ellen is still

in Atlanta with her three children. She often

sees Rebecca Ashcraft McGinnis who also

has three children.

Tab HazeluooJ Whitaker Is the newly elected

president of the Chattanooga Junior League.

Vir'Tinia Cinpenter Ellestson lives on a farm

in Minnesota with her three children; Susie.

Tom. and Jim. She is in charge of the Victory

Aiders and also is Secretary of the League of

Women Voters in Excelsior.

Helen Thompson Adams has moved back

to Media, Pennsylvania and is doin^ substitute

reaching in Math at the Swart hmore High

School.

Edna Lee Cox had quite a selge just before

Christmas with the twins. They were ill for

a month and ended up in the Lynchburg

hospital. Then Edna took them to Cocoa,

Florida for three weeks and the sun has re-

stored them to health. Edna wrote also that

her husband, Joe, had left this country last

March and is in New Guinea now. She finds

that Sweet Briar is a wonderful place for the

twins and she is enjoying it too. Her part-time

job is helping Dan Boone in the Registrar's

office and consists mainly of correspondence

about admissions. Edna writes, "I have named

our cottage, 'Engineer Cottage' because it

belonged to one of the Power House engineers

and so I glamorized the old name by dropping

"s" and think it is most appropriate. It is

just 'in' from Mr. Beard's house and across

the road from Crawford-Rogers "Red Top."

I find life is a lot easier here than in a city

even though the help problem is as bad as

anywhere."

Helen Finch Halford wrote me the first real

letter in months. She savs she really likes her

job of farming and finds thit she is con-

tinually learning. Her degree in history isn't

doing her much good now but she has acquired

a knowledge of animals which amazes her.

Now, Instead of bridge, golf and travel, she

schemes about crops, pedigrees and the not

too pleasant job of earmarking pigs. My
brother, who is in England with the Air Corps,

visited Helen and Cecil for a weekend and
wrote back that they have the loveliest home
he lus seen in England—an old man(>r house

with a new addition which has ei er\/hin\i

Including a typical English butler, house tele-

phones and central heating. The children

whom Bud says are darlings, are ten, eight,

and three years old. Helen, the eldest girl is

going to boarding school in Buckinghamshire.

Last fall. Finch, and the two youngest with

their nanny, joined Cecil at Cornwall for

the period of his leave. Helen and Cecil have

opened their home to Air Force officers on

leave under the Lady Ryders Hospitality

Scheme for dominion and overseas officers.

It is a marvelous thing she is doing for

tho-jc boys and I understand her house is

filled with them most of the time.

I wish I had more news of the husbands in

uniform, but I don't, so you will have to

forgive me if I pad this department with

the announcement that my husband has just

been m-de a full Colonel! Of course I'm proud

to tell it but I would like to slip it in

casually with a lot of others. So do let me
hear more next time from the service wives a'i

well as from those of you who haven't written

me at all. "Til then, goodbye, and many thanks

to those of you who hate written.

New Addresses:

Peg Reinhold, B.O.Q. #2, U.S.M.C.A.S.,

Cherry Point, North Carolina.

Mrs. J. D. Adams (Gertrude Fanning)

Gilmanton Road, Pittsfield, New Hampshire.

Mrs. William Ross Thompson (Helen

Adams) 3 5 '/2 East Front Street, Media,

Pennsylvania.

Mrs. Carl W. Seller (Mildred Gribble) 2927
Banyan Street, Fort Lauderdale, Florida.

Mrs. John G. Matthews (Lucile C. Miller)

15 West Mount Vernon Place, Baltimore,

Maryland.

1928

Class Secrefary: Katherine Brtghtbill BiLrz

(Mrs. Robert O.) 24.1 West Maple Avenue,

Langhornc, Pennsylvania.

Fund Agent: Anne H. ShephcrJ Lewis

(Mrs. J. Latani) 3 02 Griffin Avenue,

Williamsburg, Virginia.

Having looked longingly for class notes

these many months and being a champion

of lost causes I have taken on this little job.

I am sure that I have few of the qualifica-

tions—love of letter writing, ability to express

myself well or any of that—but here goes.

1 sent out eight double post cards asking

for news and had three replies. Tommy Cltiy-

hrook Bowie (Mrs. Gordon Lee Bowie) was

the first and she reports that everything is

"swell and getting sweller." Their daughter

is now eight and a half years old and to

quote again is 'alternately an angel and a

devil"—a statement some of us can well un-

derstand. Tommy must be very busy as she

spends her spare time rolling bandages, being

chairman of the local Red Cross Motor C^rps
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with ,1 lit tic Red Cross Case work on the

sitlc. She had Christmas notes from Adelaide

IS-.evon and Babbitt. The former has a fine

job as inspector in a defense plant in Akron.

Ohio. The hitter with her husband and four

cliildren are 'deep in the heart of Texas."

Charlotte Conitay Ciirratt (Mrs. F. j. Cur-

ran) is living in New York City and is doin;;

Nurse's Aide. She had a Christmas note from

Connie Vitrmau W'estbrook who is enjoying

her two year old daughter.

Jean Williamsoti Bridges (Mrs. Frank

Gordon Bridges) writes that her husband has

been in the Navy for the past year and is

Ntatitined in Meniphis, Tennessee. Slie has

three children, the youni;est one, I.umford

VC'illiamson Bridges is two years old.

Marion Siiitincr Beadle (Mrs. Irwin Beadle,

Jr.) is still in Honolulu where life must be

quite grim. Her youngest dau:;hter is in

kindergarten and Kate is in first grade. Her

household is furtlier enhanced by a cat and

forty-five chickens. Marion had an infection

of her sinus's and cars which caused her a

great deal of trouble early in the year but had

cleared up by the time she wrote my note.

I had a grand letter from Llbby Kobb'nn

Foster (Mrs. T. Turner Foster) which she

wrote while she was recovering from the

"Flu." She spent the late summer undergoing.;

some surgery at the Richmond Hospital after

which she recuperated at her mother's home
in Warrenton and was back at her job at the

bank in The Plains by the middle of

November.

Betty Moorf Schilling .ind Marion Juytir

Berguido were both at the Philadelphia gather-

ing of the Sweet Briar clan at Christmas and

both were looking very 'chipper.' Marion's

husband gave an informal address follow ng

the luncheon telling us many interesting things

about the South American countries.

As for myself I am so busy that I can

scarcely believe that I am the same person

who five years ago took a Correspondence

Course in sewing to keep myself busy. We
have a definite housing shortage in our com-
munity and we have a house which is con-

siderably bigger than we need so we have

two teachers living witli us and another who
has her dinners with us. I work one day each

week at the Ration Board, one day at Surgical

Dressings. Add to that the management of

the school cafeteria and looking after in

adorable nine year c)ld (if only it were not

for disciplining I think being a mother would

be much more fun), and keeping track of a

husband who travels, the U.S.A. being his

territory you can imagine tliat my days are

far from empty.

Thanks to all of you who sent news and

please won't the rest of you send me some

mo.e in time for the next issue.

Class Scttt/ary. Sara Ctillhoii Jamison
(Mrs. John R.) o I <> Kidgcwood Drive, \\ est

Lafayette, Indiana.

Fiittii Ajit'ttf: Lisa Citiixon Shinulrcik (Mrs.

John Baird) 112S VC'esi Franklin Street, Rich-

mond 20, Virginia.

A letter from Mary Archer litaii Fppjs,

forwarded to me by Helen McMahon, has

finally stirred me into action. It has been

very discouraging to write class notes when

I see so few of you and hear from practically

no one. Hence the empty spaces where tlie

class notes for '29 should be in the alumnae

notes. Is this enough of an appeal to tug at

your heartstrings? And will it galvanize you

into future action? Let's hope so.

Mary Archer Fppes is now living in Cam-
bridge. Massachusetts. She writes that she has

enjoyed renewing her acquaintance with

Dorothea PaJilock Seeber who is spending the

winter at her father's Iiome in Cambridge.

Dorothea has a fascinating young daughter,

l.aurian who is just the age of Beanie's

youngset son, Bennett. Beanie has also seen

Virginia QuiutarJ Bond and her family, who
live in Dcdham.

^'ith your permission Bcnile. I shall quote

from your letter. "My only trip this fall was

to Cincinnati, Ohio, where I attended my
brother, George's wedding, George is now a

naval chaplain. My sister, Helen Hmery, got

on the train at Harrisburg and my sister-in-

law, Gail Shephard Bean had come on from

Fort Knox with her iiusband and two infants

for the wedding, so we had a Sweet Briar

reunion as well as a family one!"

Dorothea PtiifJoi k Seeber and I had such

a wonderful time seeing Kay Emery in the

opening night of Chekhov's "Cherry Orchard"

here in Boston last week. We had talked to

Kay on the phone beforch.'.nd and she asked

us to come "backstage" after the performance.

Of course we were as thrilled as if we had

been making our own stage debut. Kay was

ever so charming and exceedingly gracious.

She does a grand job with what seemed to me
was a drab and difficult part."

Since I last wrote to you, Jamie and I

attended a small Sweet Briar reunion in ^'in-

netka and Highland Park. Illinois where Belle

and John Hutchins, Squeak Harned and June

Ross were hosts for two full days of fun.

Meredith Ferguson Smythc, Libber LatikfonI

Miles, Virginia Thi^lc Madden, and respective

husbands were also in attendance. We dragged

out and dusted off all our old experiences

and jokes on each other and decided that

they were as side-splitting as ever. We girls

claim that no where could be found .is con-

genial and sympathetic a group as our hus-

bands who joined in with genuine gusto as

we recited the well worn tales of our youth.

Last summer Jo Talinan Mason, her hus-

band Mace and their three darling children

came in from Aurora to spend the day with

us when Jamie and I were visiting the

Hutchins. We had fun taking all the children

to the beach. \('ith seven children to be

watched and answered, it was no little struggle

for the parents to exchange pleasantries but

you may well imagine that we got in a few

words. Jo Mason doesn't look a day older

than when she was at Sweet Briar.

At the present I am visiting my sister,

Jane Smitli, in Charleston. I just missed

seeing Diddy Maihews Palmer and her new
son who left a few days before I arrived.

I did see an attractive picture of Diddy and

young Langs ton in the Sunday paper.

Fsther Tyler Campbell w^s to give roe some
news of our class, but she was called tt)

Huntington because of her mother's illness,

list her did tell me that she had recently

visited Flizabeth Lee Vale tithit- Goodwyn in

Chevy Chase, that they had a wonderful visit

together, and that Flizabeth Lee is fine.

Please let me hear from you before the

next news letter. Are there any volunteers

for this position as class secretary? I am
afraid that this question will cause a delug-'

of mail.

New Addresses:

Julia Thomas, 28 10 28th Street, North
West. Xt'ashington, D. C.

Mrs. J. Saunders Williamson (Elizabeth S.

VC'ilkinson) 23 19 Lafayette Avenue, Greens-

boro, North Carolina.

Mrs. ^''illiam Crumly I'ranklin (Mary Wal-
pole Marshall) 119 Beechdale Road, Baltimore

10, Maryland.

Mail returned from Helen Miller Mandel

(Mrs. Milton) at 200 West 1 6th Street, New
York, New York. Anyone knowing her present

address, please send it to the Alumnae office.

1930

C7(/.(.v Secretary: Carolyn Maifhulale Biouin
(Mrs. Maurice F.) 576 Highland Avenue,

Upper Moncclair, New Jersey.

Vund Afient: Mary llituthif^tou Harrison
(Mrs. E. Wcb'ter) Drake Road. Station M,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Two weddings and three new babies are

top news of '3 0. Evelyn Ware was married

to Thomas Walker Saunders on October 23rd
in Amherst. Dick is a civil engineer and a

farmer. Along with his engineering he

manages three farms, but since Evelyn doesn't

yet feel very capable as a farmer's wife, she's

continuing with her work as a superintendent

in charge of social service work in and around

Amherst. Rachel Ferguson ^X'ells has married

Abncr Nash, but further details are lacking.

Anne Lewis McClintock has a daughter.

Ursula, born in October, and again. I'm minus

further details. Anne and Ronald live in

AltaVista, Virginia, where Ronald Is an Epis-

copal minister. Lucy Shirley Otis has a son,

Leon, Jr.. who made his appearance on No-
vember 1 Wh. In case you don't remember,

Lucy has a little Lucy who is just over two
years old now, so Lucy has no problem

wondering what to do with her time. The
Otises live in ^X'ynnewood. Pennsylvania, at

5 46 Sussex Road. Betty McCrady Bard we It

has her fourth daughter, and I hope to glean

more information on that subject, and others

too, when I see Gwen Olcott Writer. Gwen,
Jo Gibbs Dubois, '31, Perry Whittakcr Scott,

"3 1, and I have a date to meet in New York
this Saturday. We've already tried to get

together twice—unsuccessfully. \C'e're now-

keeping our fingers crossed for our collective

seven children's health and our husbands* un-

wavering promises. G wen's husband and mine

have agreed to "play" (a gross inaccuracy oi

customary wording) nursemaid for the day.

being loyal to dear old S.B.C. (under duress)

and utterly resigned to the fateful possibilities

of a day at the mercy of their progeny.

A grand letter came from Mona just too

late to make the last Alumnae Ni-ws. Her
three children are now all in school. Her eldest

daughter is our first class baby, by the way.

Mona has been w.thout help since last spring

—and in addition to her family she has a

17-room house to take care oi. This summer
Thornton couldn't get adequate farm help,

so Mona ran a tractor for him when he

needed her. She also can and does work the

milking machines. The Green's produced over
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Iialf a million pounds of milk List >'c.u and

.ire certainly doing a big "bit" to liclp with

feeding the world. Furthermore, Mona canned

over 3 00 quarts of fruit and vegetables. She

takes the prize for '30's busiest woman.
The Alumnae Ortice writes that Helen Ward

Smith Miller (Mrs. Paul G.) is now in

London, as a Staff Assistant for the Red
Cross. I wish we had more news about Helen

and her work. We hear too that Captain

Louise Nelson, WAC is overseas stationed

somewhere in England. In fact I wish we had

nn)re news about all of you. I wish we knew
—and I'll bet you do too—which members

of our class are ofiicially serving our country,

and how many husbands are; what their work
is, where they are? Why not send any news

you have on a penny postal—maybe we can

compile a service record for 193 0. And please,

will some kind classmate volunteer to be Class

Secretary?

When you buy War Stamps, don't forget

to paste some in your S. B. Fund stamp book

now and then.

1931

Class Scircfiiry: Nancy Worthington, 1415

Park Avenue, Richmond 20, Virginia.

Fuiiil A^cnt: Jean Cole Anderson (Mrs.

George D., Jr.) 2127 Fourteenth Street, South,

Birmingham, Alabama.

With the temperature at 7 1 on January

27, I wonder if we shouldn't be reuning next

week. Spring fever has already set in and

that bodes ill for passing on the items I have

gleaned since October.

Martha McBroom Shipman was kind enough

to write a nice, long letter without solicitation

(how I love them) and even enclosed pictures

of her new house which she and Ship bought

and remodelled. We're not printing them in

this issue, because of the food rationing. I

know the class would descend in hordes,

transportation willing! The before and after

editions of the house are rectUy miraculous and

Martha has done wonders with it. Ship

received his commission as Lieutenant (j-g-)

in the Navy Supply and spent the month of

November taking an intensive course at Baker

Park. Other news from Martha included the

fact that Aggie Cleveland Sandifer is back in

Spartanburg with her two little girls. Bill is a

Lieutenant (j.g.) and has been in Puerto Rico

since last March. Mary Stuart Clegg is back

in Dayton with her own family and daughter

Carolyn (our class baby) as Joe is a First Lieu-

tenant in the Army Air Corps and is in

England at present. Martha had dinner with

Polly Woodwiiril Hill and Bob in Cincinnati

in October and reports they have two cute

little girls. Charlotte Coles Friedmann is living

at Wichita Falls, Texas, as her husband is

director of one of the schools at Shepard

Field. Louise Dailey Sturhahn, '29, and her

husband are in Dayton as he is connected

with one of the airfields there.

December brought Fanny O'Briaii Hettrick

to Richmond and it was grand to see her

again. Since then she has had a siege of measles

with all three sons in bed at once. Fanny
was looking forward to a visit from Phoebe

Kowc Peters who is moving with her family

to Tennessee for the duration.

Margaret Lee Thompson tells me that Macon
is literally bursting its seams with Camp
Wheeler, and three targe air bases to over-

whelm it. Marg saw Jane M/ilhher}i Halver-

stadi in Cincinnati at Christmas and says her

youngest daughter, Linda, is now in kinder-

garten. Jane has three, in case you have for-

gotten. How about a personal report on

all of them, Jane? Marg says if any of

you are Army wives and come to Macon,
please look her up. Which reminds me thu
Helen Laurauce Vander Horst is only two
blocks away and a reunion ought to follow

this tip-off. Helen writes that she has a

son who is now a year old. Martha McCourn
Burnett also has one about seven months
old, but has been unable to come home to

Macon lately with him.

Jean Cole Anderson's letter reached me just

after the October magazine went to press.

She reports going home last summer to see

her mother, taking her two offspring along.

The only time I have ever been driven

back to work after luncheon was by Sue

Haskell Harrell whom I ran into in Thal-

himer's one day. Sue looks grand and I hope

to get in touch with her again when she

comes in town from her country abode.

Lieba McRac's husband is back in this

country, has a job, and they have bought a

house—all since the last issue. I keep tabs on

Lieba through her sister, Margaret, with whom
I frequently have lunch.

A Christmas card from Natalie Koherfs

Foster was postmarked Sarasota, Florida

(Warren Apartments, Adams Court) and re-

vealed that Nat was there with her Aunt
Susie in the capacity of housekeeper and
secretary. Meanwhile business and farming

in Roanoke arc being managed by remote

control, since Mary Bess is wintering in

Denver, Colorado, where she has a job in an

insurance oflice. Walter is with the Eighth

Bomber Command in England, doing elec-

trical engineering.

The Bennetts (Peg Ferguson and Joe to

you) report life is still busy in Olivet, Michi-

gan, where Joe is teaching at Olivet College

rnd Peggy is an assistant in the office of the

registrar.

From the office of the Military attache,

American Embassy, Mexico, Mary Lou Floiir-

noy Brown writes: "We are loving it here, have

a nice, furnished house on the Churnburco
country club grounds. We step out the front

door and are on the 10th hole, which factor

sold the house to Cant well at first sight. It

is perfect for the children as there is no

traffic problem (a terrible hazard in Mexico
City!). There's a swimming pool, swings and

things to keep my four-year-old son happy

and a little private school for Louisa, who is

now eight. She goes into the fourth grade in

January which we think not too bad for

eight. She studies fantastic things like anatomy
and Assyrian History. Needless to say I'm

getting an encyclopedia for Christmas. Our
life is very gay and interesting. I've had some

wonderful trips to Tasco and the new volcano,

Paracutin, not to mention all the ones right

around Mexico City. I'm now looking forward

to a few days in Acapulco." Sounds like the

good old days, doesn't it?

New Addresses:

Mrs. Frank L. Shipman (Martha McBroom)
Spruce Hill, Troy, Ohio.

Mrs. Glenn Thompson (Margaret Lee) 4n
College Street, Macon, Georgia.

1932

Class Secrclary: Aticr Dabney Parki-r (Mrs.

John C, Jr) Franklin, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Virginia Squibb Flynn (Mrs.

James) Box 831, Logan, West Virginia.

I do believe the best thing that can befall

a class secretary is to receive news without
having to beg for it. Early in December, what
should pop up but a note from Elappy Pan-
cake, written on the back of a most inter-

esting document. This was a form letter from
the S.O.S. Shopping Service of Memphis, and
at the top of the letterhead appeared the

names "Betty Bethea" and "Nell Hughes." In

enticing terms, these ladies set forth the ad-
vantages to be gained by letting them do your
shopping for you, and after reading about
them I could only wish I lived nearer Mem-
phis! But the reason why all this interests

us is that Betty Bethea is none other than
Elizabeth B.. nee Doughtie. Pretty slick, what?
A Staunton serviceman stationed near Mem-
phis happened to use the Shopping Service,

and he passed the form letter on to Flappy.

Other news relayed by Flappy: Tiny
Marshall Timberlake and her children left in

December for Jacksonville, where Wayt was
then stationed; and Virginia Bellamy Ruffin's

luck ran out lace in '43, for Peter Browne was
transferred from Wilmington, (apropos of

Bellamy, I can add that she sent me an en-

trancing Christmas card showing her beautiful

children—a curly-headed vivacious blonde
daughter and an intensely serious dark-eyed
son)

.

Speaking of Christmas cards, I was trans-

fixed when one came from Adelaide Smith
Nelson in the Canal Zone (and me caught
flat-footed thinking she was in the U. S. all

the time). The card was followed closely by
a fascinating letter, and that by a note an-

nouncing the arrival of Jennifer Laurie

Nelson. The Nelsons—Adelaide, Bill, Rosa-
lind, and Jennifer—are living in a village

called Pedro Miguel, which consists of frame
houses built up on fifteen-foot poles. Their

apartment is like a large screened porch
divided into rooms, and it overlooks a lake

surrounded by ferns, palms, banana and bread-

fruit trees, and even one tree that folds up
upbrellawisc at night. One sits behind one's

screen and watches iguanas sleeping in the

trees, and occasionally an armadillo scuttles

past, Adelaide enjoys practising her Spanish

on the natives, and is pleased that Rosalind

will learn that language from her nurse.

I was delighted to have a long letter from
Ruth Remoir Wenzel, who truly said that a

postcard wouldn't hold all the items she had
up her sleeve. Her children are now five and
three. Her husband has been traveling a great

deal, but was home for the holidays. She

still does medical social work, and is active

with a professional organization, a sorority,

and the U.S.O. Ted Clary Treadwcll meets

her for lunch sometimes, and she saw Sue

Burnett Davis at the Sweet Briar luncheon.

Sue is living near Alexandria.

Ruth also passed on the news that Marion
Malm Fowler will soon move from Norfolk

to Washington, when her husband is sent to

the Naval Hospital in Bethesda. Lastly, Ruth
said that Bee Stone De Vore was quite ill with

pneumonia last fall, but I'm glad to hear

that she's better now.
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Eleanor Wright Conway is brcathin': easier

since Ted, after going throu'^h the Sicilian

campaign, has been sent back to Allied Head-

quarters in Algiers. She has mc groggy with

the list of her own doughty deeds. In addition

to doing practically all her own work and

bringing up two daughters, she ( I ) sells

Beauty Counselor products on the side, ( 2

}

helped servicemen and women with their

Christmas shopping, (3) has been donating

blood to the Blood Bank, and (4) has joined

the AWVS to take a course in radio repair

and code so that she can be an amateur

operator!

Chubby Hurrhon Merrill writes gleefully

of her two sons, lYx years and seven months

respectively. Arthur, Jr., she claims, is a

hellion, whereas Harrison is an an^el! Arthur,

Sr., has given up his practice for the duration,

and is teaching in Medical School and doing

research on shock, making about llYz cents

an hour but loving it. Chubby sees Sally

Ahisivorth Glass and Hazel Sfutnpa Collins

occasionally, and says that Hazel's 2^4 year

old daughter is almost as winsome as her

mother.

Edith Railcy Dabney was just taking off

for New Orleans when my card reached her,

and had time to tell me only that she expected

to see "Franke" there.

Anna Gilbert Davy's new postmark sur-

prised me. She lit out for San Francisco,

where Hugh has been made branch manager

for the Home Life Insurance Company. Since

then he has been classified 4F, but is doing

volunteer work with the Coast Guard. They
have bought a house with a view in El Cer-

rito, and are happy to be settled in one spot

for the first time since their marriage.

Dot Smith Berkeley Is hoping that Edmund
will be home on leave by April, and pending

that event she has had Ned's and Judy's

tonsils and adenoids removed. She says that

Connie Fowler Keeble and her two children

are thriving in Charlottesville, and that Marj

Miller Close's four have all recently recovered

from flu.

After all these years I finally managed to

catch up with Stuart Gro'icr Moreno, who is

"sitting out the war in Washington" as she

expresses it. She does as much as possible of

her sitting at lectures and the theatre, which

sounds like fun, and "Miss Suzy" (young

Janet Stuart Moreno) , aged two, adds much
pep to her mother's existence and keeps it

from becoming too sedentary! Jack was abroad

for fifteen months and got a medal, but he

won't tell Tuie what for . . . These men!

Virginia Squibb Flynn says she hof>es you'll

all contribute to the Alumnae Fund, and to

that I'll add my own gentle poke in the ribs

so you'll bestir yourselves if you haven't

already. Squibby's Jim is a captain in the

Air Corps, doing staff work, and has been

stationed in England since August, *42.

Squibby is among the maidless majority, and

is kept on the jump taking care of her two
little boys.

Jane Hays Fowler, among others, is in the

same fix, although her offspring are mixed in

gender—Penny, three, and Stc\'e, one. Penny
is a prima donna who regales her small brother

with "Pistol -Pac kin' Mama" and "Shoo-Shoo

Baby." Jane is crazy about her new home in

the country, and hopes to stay there, although

Dick expects to be in the Navy by spring.

Major Ruth H. Kerr, '32, WAC, Hq. 1st

Troop Carrier Command, Stout Field, Indi-

anapolis, Indiana.

Helen Pratt Graff wrote me just after the

last bulletin came out. She was all excited

over having seen Charlotte Magoffin's brother

"Bear," who is a Lieutenant-Commander at

thirty, and at that time was outfitting a

destroyer for which he was executive officer.

He'd been in action in the Solomons and the

Atlantic, and as Hat said, "he was full of

ribbons and stars and all in one piece." Hat
was busy as usual with her home and family,

but she didn't tell me much about herself

this time.

Nellie Ni^htitii^alc Gleason has been batting

around from pillar to post with her Major,

and has been hard to lay a finger on, but my
postcard eventually reached her in Kearney,

Nebraska. Nellie has big news, quite old by

now, I blush to say; but so help me, this is

the first I'd heard of it. Michael Robert

Gleason, fifteen months old, arrived to stay

with Nellie and Jim in January, 1943. He's

travelled about ten thousand miles by now,

and it hasn't fazed him (incidentally, Jane

Dowler writes that his picture is something

very special). Jim Gleason was elected to the

House of Delegates at the American Bar last

summer, "and him under forty," as Nellie

says. Right now he's a courts and boards

officer, doing legal work altogether.

I hate to be the bearer of sad tidings, but

Betty Allen Mag ruder and Irene Kellogg are

both bars tic combat. I thought Betty Allen

was all right when I wrote the last class

letter, but it seems I was wrong. She is still

at home, spending her time in bed except for

two meals a day. She's gained thirty or forty

pounds, though, and they say she looks

better than she ever did in her life. I talked

to her over the 'phone on a recent flying

visit home, and she sounded anything but

"downcyahst," (as she would put it), although

she will be in bed until April. Then she will

have further tests to determine what will be

done next.

As I write, Irene has been incarcerated

with a chronic sinus infection for about two
months. She runs fever all the time, and

when I talked to her recently she felt terrible

and sad. I am hoping she can manage to get

to Florida or somewhere and get rid of this

bally business for good.

I learn from the Alumnae Office that Eliza-

beth Young. ex-'32. has been married to

Charles J. Faulk, Jr.

Don't forget the Alumnae Fund, please

—

nice, pretty ladies!

New Addresses:

Helen Niii/jtin.iialc Gleason (Mrs. J. A.)

AAB, Kearney, Nebraska.

Elizabeth fob Jopp (Mrs. August H.) 116(i

4th Avenue, Sacramento, California.

Elizabeth Youiif^ Faulk (Mrs. Charles J.,

Jr.) 11 07 1/2 Harrison Street, Vicksburg,

Mississippi,

Constance Fowler Keeble (Mrs. Burton) 529
I Uh Street, Charlottesville, Virginia.

Ruth Thompson Wauchope (Mrs. F. W.)
Box 73, Upper Lisle. New York.

Dorothy Richey Archer (Mrs. Van Henry)
1S3 East Rosewood, San Antonio, Texas.

Carolisse Barry Pollard (Mrs. James J.) 347
Millandon Street, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Adelaide Smith Nelson (Mrs. Willis J.)

Pedro Miguel, Canal Zone.

1934

Class Secretary: Marjorie Lasar Hurd (Mrs.

E. R., Jr.) W Maple Avenue, Madison, New
Jersey.

Fiitiil Agent: Eleanor Alcott Bromley
(Mrs. H. H.) 2998 Huntington Road, Shaker

Heights, Ohio.

We have three new potential young Briarites

since last we went to press. Nan Carter wrote
that Kitty Marshall Hamill had a baby girl

on New Year's Eve which seems a very festive

way to me to welcome in the New Year. Nan,
like most of us, is weathering colds and

tonsillectomies (her own being one of them)
and the usual household routine. Eleanor

Cooke Esterly's little girl, Mary Frances, was
born September 21 and Ruth Myers Pleasants

has a daughter, Emily Myers born on the

very same day. She and her husband enjoyed

the luxury of a Florida vacation in January.

Hoflie brought me up to date on Betty

Bryce Smith; it seems that she has a little

boy about fifteen months old and her husband.

Walter Reed, (stage name) was recently in

the movie "Bombardier." Kitty Means Neely
is ensconced with husband and child in

Metuchen and Hoflie ditto in Lancaster.

Alice Estill Rosemond's husband is in Eng-
land so Alice is back in Miami and working

for Pan American Airways. Mrs. Cannon was

kind enough to write that Cordelia and her

family are in Pasadena but had not yet re-

ceived Cordelia's exact street address.

Lydia's husband is a lieutenant (j.g.) sta-

tioned at Pensacola and she is sharing her

home with an Army wife and continuing with

her social service work.

Marion Gwaltiiey Hall spent last summer
with her family ac Biddcford Pool, Maine and

every weekend at Cambridge where her hus-

band was in Navy school. She and young

Frank, Junior, are now in Macon with his

paternal grandparents for the winter and she

expects to go to Maine again this summer.

She'd like to hear from any Briarites who are

in Macon now or near Biddeford Pool this

summer.
Lib Scheucr Maxwell writes that she saw

Mary McCallum Neill and her husband in

New York before he went overseas and also
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saw Fran W't// Binswanger; he is an Army

Captain and has just been stationed in New
York. Bonnie writes that Don has jusc been

made a partner in his law firm and is about

to be drafted. When she wrote, they were

about to take off for Washington, D. C. She

said that Mrs. Raymond had dinner with

them Christmas week and she went to a party

at Mrs. R's where she saw Mr. Finch; also

mentioned having lunch with Lib, Alma

Martin Rotnem and Aline Stump.

I bow my head in abject shame for I find

on sorting over the cards that I have missed

.tnnouncin^ the birth of one of our future

belles: Miss Katherine Benham Wood born

November 11 to my Crutchfield partner-in-

crime. Jackie BotJii Wood. Jackie had the bad

taste to mention that our tenth reunion was

coming up, urging me to come down, and

right now I prefer to think of myself as a

young thing, not an old hag ten years out

of college. It makes my bones creak and

there's plenty of excess strain on them these

days as it is.

Julie SiiJlcr de Coligny writes that her clan

had chicken-pox as an added attraction at

Christmas. They have rented their guest cot-

tage to Nat Hopkins Griggs, '37. She. too,

is immersed in housework while Calvert is in

the Army.
Beanie went to Glendale, Ohio, in October

to her younger brother's wedding and had a

reunion with Gail Shepherd Bean, '3 5, and

Mary Archer Bean Eppes, '29, and Emily

Broun Cannon, ex-'34.

Dot Andrews writes that she is raising

cockers and dachshunds in Florida, taking

the dogs to various shows and still riding

everyday. Was also working at the Filter

Center which closed in November.

After the Army had turned down Eleanor

Alcotf Bromley's husband last spring they

made so bold as to buy a house and now, of

course, he is about to join the Army Medical

Corps and she is getting prepared to follow

him around the country. "The ways of the

Army are . . - etc."

Ruth Pinkharn Nix and her little boy have

been ill as a result of allergies but are on the

mend now. Elizabeth Comhs Carroll has been

in the hospital but expected to go to New
York for a short visit.

Lou Lemmon as usual has herself involved

in a bunch of interesting doings. She is teach-

ing naval and marine trainees at Colorado

College, is taking a course from Roy Harris,

is a Grey Lady at Camp Carson Hospital and

is heading up a committee for the League of

Women Voters on Labor Management Rela-

tions. I have the feeling that she must have

to gee up in the middle of the night to

accomplish so much and I feel non-essential

as anything in comparison.

The office writes that Mary Elizabeth Young
is married to Staff Sergeant John Wyckoff

Van Siclen and that Margaret Liucbaugh

Davis has a son, Glenn Reuben, Jr., born

November S.

By strange coincidence I have met Louise

Moyer's mother who lives in Madison. Louise

is Mrs. Goodrich Lowry, living in Long Lake,

Minnesota and has a daughter about six or

seven named Jane.

Tacky's husband is at Pearl Harbor and
she and Bill are living in Springfield with her

family.

I see a lot of Emilie Enioty Washburn and

her family who live in Short Hills. Her hus-

band is a captnin stationed at the Newark
Airport and small daughter Kathy is a dump-
ling. She is nine months old and so completely

captivated our David when she was over last

time that I am sure it is a romance written

in the stars.

Things are very quiet with us . . . kind

of the lull before the storm as we may get

the "Greetings" any day now as who isn't?

Otherwise I stay busy with the usual. The
return on the cards was grand this time and

I certainly do appreciate hearing from you.

If I don't send out cards for the April number
save your strength for the Commencement
number and don't spare the horses.

New Addresses:

Alice Esf/l! Rosemond {Mrs. St. J.) 2127

Brickell Avenue, Miami 36, Florida.

Katherine Marshall Hamill (Mrs. Robert)

A.T.C. Center, Allegheny County Airport,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Katherine Williams McColIum (Mrs. Pren-

tiss) 1100 S. Pickwick Avenue, Springfield,

Missouri.

193S

Class Secretary: Helen Wolcott, 2521 Con-
necticut Avenue, N. W., Washington 8, D. C.

Funif Agent: Jacquelvn Strickland Dwelle
(Mrs. Edward, Jr.) 4810 Aaraphoe Avenue,

Ortega Terrace, Jacksonville, Florida.

Gen Grossman Stevens, beating the deadline

by a nose, reports the arrival of her second,

Edson. Jr., born January 24. Husband Ed was

transferred to the Detroit office of his firm

in July, and Gen traipsed home to Red Bank
for a vacation while Ed hunted for a place

to live—a hunt which was not successful

until October—but they are now comfortably

settled, thank you, and looking forward to a

New Year with a new house and enlarged

family. Gen made good use of her vacation

from home duties—visited Cynthia Harbison

Heye, who had just returned from a New
Hampshire vacation; broke into print in the

White Plains paper, courtesy of Willietta

Thompson Scofield, '3 6, who is society

editor; and attended a medical meeting in

Philadelphia with her father where she saw

Jane Lawder, ex-'3 5, who is an Ensign in

the WAVES and stationed at the Naval

Hospital.

Ruth Gill Wickens boasts another son,

Philip, born June 3 0.

Anne Baker Gerhart has a daughter, Anne
Kendall, born December 27. Anne finally

broke a long silence to say that she became
Mrs. Howard Gerhart on October 3 0, 1942

and that her husband is a research chemist

for Pittsburgh Plate Glass. The Gerharts live

across the street from Barbara Miller, ex-' 3 S,

who holds down a grand position with one of

the ordnance offices located in Milwaukee.

Anne also sees Margaret Gloier Paddock occa-

sionally as Anne's nephew and niece attend

school with Margaret's son and twins.

Jean Imbrie Frey's third son, Robert Imbrie,

was born on July 28. Jean is now living here

in Washington and I had a grand chat with

her over the phone. Her husband came here

as an attorney with the War Production Board
in June of last year and has since been com-
missioned as an Ensign in the Navy and
assigned to duty in Washington. Jean reports

that she ran into Mary Lou Saul Hunt during

the Christmas rush. Mary Lou's husband is

a lawyer with the OPA and the Hunts are

living over in Arlington. Ensign Lucy Hob-
litzell, ex-*3 5, was transferred to Washington

from New York and assigned to the Office of

Naval Operations.

Mary Marks attended the Eastern Area

Conference of the OCD as a representative for

her Virginia office in January and was hopeful

that she would catch a glimpse of Sue Strass-

burger Anderson, who is now settled in her

new home in Stamford, Connectiut.

Margie Giirtze Vicary, cx-'3 5, moved bag

and baggage back to Erie, Pennsylvania as

the result of a change of jobs for her husband

and was in the throes of getting settled at

Christmas time.

Kitty Brand/ Bryant writes that she has

"gone home to Mother" for the duration since

the Army decided it couldn't get along with-

out her husband any longer. Kitty has a little

girl, Carol, born in January 1943.

Betty Myers Harding has started a career

as a business woman as her husband left the

first part of the year for the Pacific area.

She is sharing an apartment in Brookline,

Massachusetts with another war widow. Before

husband Ken left, the Hardings were living

in New York where they had some get-to-

gethers with Cynthia Harbison Heye and Dor-
othy Barniim Venter and their husbands.

New Addresses:

Marie Schrocdcr Thomas, 444 S Oakmont
Street, Philadelphia 3 6, Pennsylvania.

Jean Imbrie Frey, 711 Auburn Street,

Takoma Park 12, Maryland.

Geneva Grossman Stevens, 1412 North Blair

Avenue, Royal Oak. Michigan.

Margie Curtze Vicary, 219 Cherokee Drive,

Erie, Pennsylvania.

Ensign Jane Lawder, 2012 Delancey Place,

Philadelphia 3, Pennsylvania.

Kitty Brandt Bryant, 43 5 Cambridge Boule-

vard, East Grand Rapids 6, Michigan,

Anne Baker Gerhart, 103 North Marshall,

Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin.

Betty Myers Harding, Suite No. 2, 17 Mon-
mouth Court, Brookline 46, Massachusetts.

1936

Glass Secretary: Lillian Gabell Gay (Mrs.

James R.) 224-B Park Avenue. Swarthmore,
Pennsylvania.

Fund Agent: Katie Niles Parker (Mrs.

Franklin P.) 46 Glen Road, Wellesley Hills,

Massachusetts.

The Sweet Briar Day Luncheon in Rich-
mond, Virginia was a high-light in my recent

visit there. Maria Gray Valentine Curtis, whose
Navy husband, Ted, had just reached Cali-

fornia, Katherine Lorraine Hyde, whose Navy
husband, Telay, had just been home and had
complete charge of little Janet, Jacqueline

Moore Hoofnagle, Elizabeth Pinkerton Scott.

Marion Cox Luck and I talked over old times

and listened with interest to the changes in

campus life at Sweet Briar.

Afterwards we had a grand visit with

Pinkie and got better acquainted with Fred

who was entranced with his musical chair

and a magnetized hammer, and Alfred who
won us all by virtue of his smiles.

Corinne Fentress Gray says Bralcy is still

with her and working frightfully hard at the

shop, while she keeps busy with her two sons.
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Zandy was born in July and Corinnc war;

lucky enough to have her mother spend the

summer at their camp with her and help be

nursemaid. The two boys must be well in

hand now. for Corinne is active in the Motor

Corps and helps in other kinds o( war work.

The announcement of Ada Denton's mar-

riage to Captain Thomas Cullen-Roberts is

all the news I have to offer and hope further

details about their whereabouts and plans will

he forthcoming. The best of luck, Ada.

Marjoric W/h.? Todd has just announced the

arrival of Marjorie ^'ing Todd, born Jan-

uary 7. 1944. The keeper of the records at

Sweet Briar should be very confused around

about I960.

Meanwhile other candidates for that class

just grow and grow. You'd know what I

mean if you could see the size of Anne

Parker. And Katie Nilcs Parker says David

has brought home his first report card. Katie

is playing double role in their lives now as

Frankie has left this country for overseas

duty with the Army.

La Donahue McCormack has been busy

with her two little boys. Gail Donahue is an

Knsign in the XC^AVES and is in Hollywood,

Florida.

Martha Williams Tim has a son. Frederick

Marhall by name and says she has been busy

boiling more things than she knew existed.

Jack is a Captain in the Army, stationed in

^^"ashington.

Kathryn Liiknn Havlic now lives at 1034

Montgomery Avenue. Narbeth. Pennsylvania,

having bought a tiny new home, where Sally

Jean, aged one and a half years, can toddle

about to her hearts content. Kay is also

interested in women's work at church, teaches

at a week-day Church School, does some Red

Cross work, and is trying some newspaper

reporting for a Main Line paper.

Alma Marfin Rotnem apparently has her

precious son Ricky well in hand, for she is

now teaching in the lower school at Miss

Chapin's School in New York.

Muggy Gregory Cukor is Stumpy's next

door neighbor and is a part time section

manager at Macy's. Her husband is a lieu-

tenant in the Navy, but Muggy manages lo

see him every few weeks.

Libby Hartridge is a ^'AVE Ensign and

stationed at present in VCashington.

Stumpy visited Alice Bcnci Hopkins and

her precious little boy, Christie at Myrtle

Beach. Alice lives in Columbia and is inter-

ested in all the civic activities known to man
—the Junior League and book clubs included.

Her husband is a Major in the Marines and

has been in the Pacific since Pearl Ha-bor.

Nancy Parsons Jones and husband and little

Suzanne have moved to a new house in Utica.

Aline Stump is working for the Navy as a

civilian and loves it. She is glad to be at

home, and we arc glad to have her there to

round up all this good news for us!

I'm living in a tiny apartment with a girl

whose husband is in Italy, and we belong to

a Service >X'ives' Club and make bandages to

relieve nurses for floor duty. This, Scouting,

and my job, keep me busy, but it helps the

time pass until Captain Jim returns.

Thanks one and all for your grand response

to the cards.

19>7

C.las^ Serrcfary: Harriut Shaw. 221 High-

brook Avenue, Pclham 65, New York.

/•'/Ml/ Ascn/: Katk Shaffer Hardy (Mrs.

Frank A.) 321 East 43rd Street, New York

7, New York.

Our latest bride is Marie Walker. She

married Wilfred Bland Gregory. Lieutenant

(j.g.) U.S.N.R., on New Year's Eve at her

home in Woodberry Forest. Lieutenant

Gregory has already gone back to Pacific duty

and Marie is continuing her work in Rich-

mond at the Reynolds Metal Comp.^ny. She

frequently sees Agnes Crawford who is work-

ing for The Life Insurance Company of Vir-

ginia. Agnes is a staff assistant and also

manages to get time out for some of the

many gay Richmond parties which go on

despite the gas shortage.

H?d a card from Kitty O'Brien Joyncr. She

says her son is an up and coming fellow with

a broken tooth already to prove his mas-

culinity. She and "Uppy" are both working

at the National Advisory Committee for aero-

nautics at Langley Field.

From Anne Lemmon who is still working

at Shaw Field, Sumter, I hear that May
Weston Thompson was with her husband in

Tennessee when last heard from, but expects

to settle down in one place soon. Anne also

reports that Petter Dyer Sorensen's new daugh-

ter is 3 red head.

Lee Hall Cramer wrote me last fall about

her baby, Katherine Hall, who was born on

August 22. Lee is running the business while

Fred is away and was very anxious to get

back to it when I heard from her.

Lillian Larnhcrt Pennington and Polly Lam-

beth Blackwell had a long visit while Polly

was in Thomasville with her baby. Kate.

Lillian seems very busy running a house, bring

up a busy two and a half year old and yet

finding time for civic activities.

The only news I've had of Kate Shaffer

Hardy is an appeal to buy stamps or bonds

for Sweet Briar. Remember it is Fourth War
Loan time now, so you can give credit both

to your community and to your college.

From the alumnae office comes the news

that Ensign Anne Lauman was on campus as

.-'ide to Lieutenant Commander McAfee when

she spoke at the opening convocation in Sep-

tember. Since then Anne has been promoted

and is now Lieutenant (j.g.) and a handsome

WAVE she is too!

Margaret Hite is married to W. Howard
Palmer and Jeanne F. MacDonald to Anthony

Otto Endres. Margaret MacRae Allen is with

the Virginia Slate Board of Education. Vera

Morey Searcy is an ensign in the WAVES
and at present she is in Galveston, Texas.

Please let's hear from you so this letter can

take the place of all the letters we are too

busy to write to each other these days.

New Addresses:

Natalie Hopkins Griggs (Mrs. John E.)

Sleepy Hollow Road, R.F.D. Falls Church,

X'irginia.

Dorothy Day Green Kreu/berg (Mrs. H.

Franklin c o Mrs. John Day Green, Bradley

Boulevard. Bethesda, Maryland.

Susan Matthews Powell (Mrs. W. S.) 23 30

State Street, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Nancy Nallc Lea (Mrs. Gilbert) 906 S.

College Street, Charlotte, North Carolina.

Margaretta K. Winder Davis (Mrs. Paul C.)

1 South Center Street. South Orange. New
Jersey.

1939

•Class Secretary: Jane Parker Washburn
(Mrs. Roderick Randall) 50? Forest Road.

New Rochelle, New York.

Vinul A"ent: Janet Thorpk, 50 Heywood
Road. Pelham Manor, New York.

A few weeks ago when Annie was home
on leave several of us met for dinner. Yvonne,

Janet Thorpe. Jean Moore and Jean McKenney
Stoddard were there. Before our little reunion

got under way. Annie and Yvonne presented

me with a gift (?). They, as a committee

of two gve me the job of writing this

month's letter to you. Well, it is a nice chance

to say hello to one and all and to voice my
plea for more news.

December 27 was an important date—that

evening Mary Mackintosh was married in

Bronxville. Several of us attended the wedding

.ind reception. Mary looked calm as could be

and she was a stunning bride, wearing white

satin and heirloom lace. Janet. Jean Moore,

Jean and Johnny Stoddard, Yvonne and Danny
and I went and enjoyed the festivities tre-

mendously. Mary and Joe are living in Boston

where Joe is studying medicine at Tuft's

College.

Annie is studying at Supply School. Before

going up there she had a week's leave during

which we had our Stouffer dinner "meeting"

and a few days later Henri, Jean Stoddard,

Ivy and I met for lunch. "McKenney" is

working for the War Department. Her hus-

band recently went overseas with the field

service.

Jean Moore, the lucky gal, is taking a

month off from her job at J. Walter Thomp-
son's for a trip to Florida, Henri reported that

Happy is home in Charlotte now after travel-

ing in true Navy wife style—up and down
the "Vi'est Coast. Also from Henri comes the

news that Claffie's husband is in the Coast

Guard. We all oh'd and ah'd over the darling

pictures of Jane, Henri's eight months old

daughter.

Elizabeth Perkins Prothro has vl.ited in

New York several times during the past few

months while her husband was in Connecticut

and Rhode Island. Now she is home in Texas

with her three children. The latest news I

have of Gra:ey is that she and Brook are

still in Oregon.

Mary Frances writes th^t she keeps very

busy taking care of her young son. George

is overseas as I think you all know. Lot i*

Lewis has given up her job and is at home
in Durham. I hope my spies are correct on

ihis— how about some news from you, Lottie?

Janet was surprised one day in December

to run into Jean Gray Scott McNair who was

in New York for a few days. Julie wrote me
that Betsy Durham Goodhue and Tag were

home in Richmond for Christmas. Ellie Georf^i-

Frampton is in Richmond, too. She works

.ind waits for Bill's ship to return.

Yvonne passed on to me a note from Ruth

Harman Keiser who is back at Fort Sill with

her husb. nd after spending several months in

Texas. Another army wife is Betty Bell

^Ji'yman who lives near Camp Edwards where

her husband is stationed. A few days ago I

saw Tilde Palmer Baker who lives near me in
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Larchmont. Her son. Butch, is a year and a

h.^lf old.

News of the Red Cross girls from our

class: Kay Richards is stationed in England

and I'm sorry I haven't her address for you.

Henny's husband sent her the program of

the New Year's Day "Arab Bowl" game in

Oran. One of the sponsors was none other

than Nancy Gatch, also with the Red Cross.

Kitty LiiuJi'r Stephenson visited New York

in December. Stouffer's once again was our

meeting place and she said she had seen Mardie

in Pittsburgh. Mardie's husband is overseas.

From Kitty we also learned that Fay has a

baby. When Kitty returned to Pittsburgh she

learned that her husband had been transferred

to New York and I believe they are living in

Jackson Heights-

There are three engagements to report

—

Jane MacDonald's, Eleanor Vandruff's, and

Bucket's. At the luncheon on December 28,

Bucket told Yvonne and me that she is en-

gaged to one Jim Cromwell of Dayton and

New York. As yet they haven't made wedding

plans so Bucket is living in New York at the

Barbizon and doing Social Service work. ElHe

is engaged to William J. Frizen.

Weddings include Julia Worthington to

Lieutemnt Calvin Choate Lombard, on Jan-

uary 29; Jane Holden to Lieutenant Jack

McComb Walker. U.S.N. , and Audrey K.

Ferguson to James E. Kussman.

I have saved the new "baby" list 'til the

last. Among the arrivals is Henny's son born

December 5 and named for his father. Martha

Fidlt-y Ley's daughter was born on December

50, and Martha is living with her family in

Atlanta. Jane Miessncr Beauchamps is a proud

mother too. Suzanne Beauchamps was born

on November 23. Mary Lou Simpson Bulkley

has a son. Joel, who arrived in November and

Florence Swiff Durrance has a daughter born

in December. Connie Wallace Price has a son

born last July.

When I started writing this I thought there

wasn't much news but by the time I straight-

ened out my cramped paw I was amazed. We
still need a word or two from many who
haven't been mentioned in the news letters

for over a year—and don't forget that Sweet

Briar needs those War Bonds and Stamps.

Why not send your contribution now?

New Addresses:

Ensign Anne Benedict, Supply School,

Briggs Hall, S5-A Shepherd Street, Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts.

Mrs. John C. Stoddard (Jean McKenny),
117 East 77th Street, New York, New York.

Mrs. William B. Armstrong (Henrietta

Collier) 4270 Harris Trail, Atlanta, Georgia.

Mrs. J. F. Sherer. Jr. (Mary Mackintosh)

9 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Massachu-

setts.

1940

Class Secretary: Nida Tonilin Watts (Mrs.

Robeit C.) 2625 Handasyde Court, Cincinnati

8, Ohio.

i'lithl Agciih Connie Curril. 698 West End
Avenue, New York.

WAVE—Ensign Olivia was married to Lieu-

tenant Robert Scrymser MacDonald, U.S.N.R.,
in New York, January 1 6.

There will be plenty of exciting "material"
for S. B. in '63 or thereabouts. Amy Blair

Both arrived December 17th and weighed in

at 7 pounds, 7 ounces. To quote mama Blair,

"I haven't dared peck to see if she Inherited

her maw's "limbs," but her father claims

that they are skinny! Otherwise, she doesn't

look like a soul which proves my theory that

no new baby looks like anyone." Parge visited

Blair in November and from all reports liked

her teaching position at Chatham H'll and
was doing a wonderful job. Emory Dabney
Williams just beat 1944 by one day as she

was born on December 3 0th and weighed 7

pounds, 1 1 ounces. And we have four sons

to report: William Lasley Montague, Jr., to

the Montagues (Mildred Moon) . William B,

Nell, Jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Neil, Sr. (Nan
Dickie) on January H. Thomas Black, Jr.,

son of Mary Hcif-hf Black arrived on Novem-
ber 29th and Michael Collins, son of Ruth
Collins Henry on October 25.

Still in the Baby Department, but in a

slightly more advanced age group—Phoopie's

daughter. Isabel kicks madly all day and
makes high mouse screams! Cynthia Nolaml
Young writes from Texas that Navy life

agrees with her family and she must be

correct because pictures of her son Carl, Jr..

prove that he is both healthy and handsome.

Last fall while in Lynchburg, I had the

pleasure of seeing Frances Moses Turner (sport-

ing a stunning new hir-do) and darling Miss

Mary Moses Turner. Polly Messinger Asmuth,
ex-'40, has taken over Jane Hopkins Hanes'

Washington apartment and is busy trying to

keep up with Tony, her eighteen month old

son. Pat Murrill Du Vivier visited Polly while

her husband was teaching in an Army school

in Pennsylvania. Ginny Erskine is working in

Racine Wisconsin. Clara Sasscer's engagement
was announced recently, details not known.

Janet Runkle is still on active duty as a

Nurse's Aide. Janet is also the doting aunt

of a two months old nephew. Ann A.lawsov

Taylor is occupied with Civic affairs and hos-

pital work in Richmond while her husband
Lieutenant Bob Taylor is overseas. It was

really a thrill to hear from Mona Spuriock

Fite who is at present located in Monroe
Louisiana. Mona's husband, Cal is stationed

there and is a Major at twenty-three. The
Fites have lived in many colorful spots—

a

filling station in North Carolina for example.

Mona attended Margaret Royall's beautiful

wedding last summer and has since seen Mary
Frances Earnhardt Calder and her son Duncan.
Mona stopped over night with Shirley Nalley

Irving and her two boys. Bill, Jr., and Stephen.

C. P. Necl Mahoney made up for years of

silence by writing a marvelous letter. C. P.

is living in Cleveland where George is sta-

tioned. He is an Army Aviation Cadet and
hopes to be a Navigator when he receives his

wings sometime in the fall. C. P. is doing

some serious cooking in her own kitchen and

is taking language courses at Cleveland Col-

lege. Margaret Kattcrjohn McColIum has an-

other little girl who is named after Patsy

Joblin. Kay Hodge is back in Henderson and

working there, I believe.

Sweet Briar day in Cincinnati was highly

successful mostly because Helen Mac was

here for the occasion. Most of you have

been grand about keeping me informed as to

your activities, but I want to warn you in

advance that before the next Alumnae News
issue, you will be sent cards to fill out and

return to me. I am trying to make a com-
plete survey and up to date file and as a

result hope to do a better job on these reports.

Your cooperation is absolutely essential. I

would really appreciate any constructive
criticism, correction when mistakes are made
and offers for guest reporters.

New Addresses:

Emory Gill Williams (Mrs. Carrington, Jr.)

80S West Franklin Street. Richmond 20,

Virginia.

Ensign Olivia Dai is MacDonald, 120 West
Twelfth Street, New York, New York.

Margaret Royall Davis (Mrs. James Evans)
205 West Ash Street, Goldsboro, North
Carolina.

Lieutenant Barbara Godfrey Adams, U. S.

Marine Airfield, San Diego, California.

1941

Class Scrrc/ary: DoRis Albray, 18 Curtis
Place, Maplewood, New Jersey.

Fund Af^ent: Anita Loving, 1507 Laburnum,
Richmond, Virginia.

It is common knowledge that a woman
joins the WAVES to release a man for active

duty and that someone must in turn release

the WAVE, but who relieves the reliever

remains to be seen. Anyhow, Dedore (now
at Hunter College) has asked me to pinch
hit for her until she returns to "civvies." It

will be a hard job to live up to what she

has done, but with your help, perhaps we
shall be able to keep from disappointing her.

To start the news ball rolling, suppose we
all meet the new generation. Emory Hill Rex
sent a very cute note, care of Helen Mac,
announcing that she is now the proud mother
of twins, born Thanksgiving Day, a boy,

Lloyd Ferrell and a girl, Alice Beverley. At
the time the note was written, "pop" did

not know that he was going to have to educate

two instead of one, as he was on foreign

duty, Lou Lembeck Reydel gave the world
a new candidate for Olympic Champion in

the form of a 7j^ pound boy on January
twenty-third. As yet I've not heard the name.
Tish Seibeh Frothingham has a daughter,

Anne Laura, called Nancy. Her husband is

working at Dupont in Knoxville, so Tish and
family have now taken up residence there.

Barbara Hohnan Whitcomb's son William W.
Whitcomb. Jr., arrived on October 14. Helen

Watson Hill seems quite busy as a Nurse's

Aide, with church work and the like. Mary
Anne Somervell Brenza, is now living in

Cambridge, Massachusetts with her Navy hus-

band.

Franny Baldwin sent me a grand newsy
letter. She says Lillian Fowlkes Taylor and

daughter, Emily Dixon, have moved to York-
town, Virginia, where Tyler is stationed with

the Navy. Ruth Hemphill DeBuys and son

are living in Birmingham. Franny says that

Mimi is still working in Washington and

was busy with plans for Julia's wedding
a few days ago. From Franny 's account I

should judge that the S. B. luncheon around

those parts was a complete success.

Jimmy McBee is assistant to the curator

at the Hillyer Art Gallery Library at Smith
College. She is also doing some graduate study

there.
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Dottie White, who has a very interesting

position at J- Walter Thompson, writes that

she went to Marian Webb's wedding in De-
cember to Lieutenant Barclay Shaw (N . vv)

and while there saw Matron of Honor Martha

Jean Bruoks Miller, who is now at Fort Bcn-

ning where Tommy is stationed. Dottie went

up to Boston a weekend or so ago and saw

Lucy Parfoil Miller, M. A. Somervell Brenza

and Barbara Hoiman Whitcomb. She wrote

me a grand long letter including the newi

that Betty Blouuf Kempson now has a son,

Barry, and as Kemp has been overseas sin:e

before Christmas, she is now living at home.

Barb also told me the news, which some of

you doubtless already know, of the loss of

Edie. Von^cbr Owen's husband in an airplane

accident out in California. I am sure that you
all join me in extending to Edie sincere

sympathy.

Cyn Drake is now working in the Experi-

mental Towing Tank at the Stevens Institute

of Technology. We meet on the train coming
home at night quite often, and if the amount
of dirt collected on various parts of her is

any indication of her enjoyment of her job,

she enjoys every minute of it!

Shirts, now assistant in the Physical Edu-
cation Department at Swarthmore, spent a

"quiet" summer at Pocono Manor Inn as

counselor for the children in the day camp.

Nice work if you can get it!

Beth McDade and Barbara Thompson are

both in the WAVES, the former having re-

ceived her Ensign's Commission and the latter

in training at U.S.N.R. Midship News SchooL
Anna Bitting Whittaker married Lieutenant

(j-g-) Joseph Carl Bartelt in Ventura, Cali-

fornia on December 2.

Pat Sorensen married Captain William

Crumby Ackard on December 29th and Cletus

Miio is engaged to Henry Kilzer. Probably
thousands of others are also engaged or mar-
ried or having quintuplets, so won't you please

let us know about it!

Charlie Davenport and Jerry Posselt are, I

understand, both working for Time and Life.

Sally Eslcr is now ensconced in a private

office and says she now can claim one-fifth

of a secretary for her own. She is turning

out to be quite a career girl.

Haven't heard from Edge in a long while

(could be because I've owed her a letter for

longer than that), but the last I heard, she

was living at home, taking care of son, Bobby,
and waiting to see where Ted was sent so

she could join him.

Bobby Clark is patiently (?) waiting for

the "big day." She is hoping that she and
Dave can be married sometime in March.

Yours truly is now secretary to the Presi-

dent of a steamship line, which manages to

keep me pretty doggone busy, but on the

side I'm traipsing around doing canteen work,
designing sets for plays, etc., besides pulling

my hair out by the roots waiting for news
from you. However, having come to the

bottom of the pickle barrel for this time, I

shall now put away my pen until next time,

but won't some of you people from whom
no one has heard in so long please write me
all about yourselves. Also, the rest of you
keep up the good work and I'll try to do my
part by getting it all together.

P.S.—A letter from Ann Pickard in today's

mail brings exciting news. "Have had my ap-

plication in since October for the W.A.R.D.
(Women's Air Raid Defense), a civil service

job under the army in Honolulu. I had been

most discouraged about it when suddenly

night before last came a call from San Fran-

cisco, telling me to report there February H.
Please keep me posted of Sweet Briar doings

and don't fail to send me the Alumnae
News."
New Addresses:

Barbara Clark, 600 Rosewood Avenue, Win-
netka, Illinois,

Lucy Partou Miller (Mrs. L. N.), 17

Forest Street, Cambridge 40, Massachusetts.

Barbara Holman Whitcomb (Mrs. Wm.),
260 Grove Street, Wellesley 81. Massachusetts.

Pat Sorensen Ackard (Mrs. William C.)

1 44 Thruston Boulevard, Dayton, Ohio.

Margaret Stuart Wihon Newbold (Mrs,

David E.) 908 St. Louis Street, New Orleans,

Louisiana.

Jennie Koss Parsons (Mrs. H. L.) 143 5

Toledano Street, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Edna Schomaker Packard (Mrs. John E.)

1270 Palmer, Schenectady 8, New York.
Irene Vongeher Vincent (Mrs. John B.)

U. S. Office War Information, A.P.O. 465,

c/o Postmaster. New York, New York.
Shirley Shaw, 908 Mt. Holyoke Place.

Swarthmore, Pennsylvania.

Ann Pickard, W.A.R.D., A.P.O. #9S8 c/o
Postmaster, San Francisco, California.
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Class Secretary: Helen Sanford. 3 800 Shen-

andoah, Dallas, Texas.

Fr.nd Agent: Eugenia Burnett, 202S Bel-

mont Road, N. W., Washington, D. C
Christmastime is positively the most won-

derful time of all for letters and cards, etc.,

and I hope that for once I'll really have
enough news to keep you occupied for a while.

I reckon weddings should come first, and
it gives me untold pleasure (why it is untold
I cannot say) to announce the marriage of
our own class president, Margie Troutman,
to Dr. Thomas Shelor Harbin—native of
Boone, Georgia, specialist in eye, ear, nose

and throat medicine, and at present a resident

physician in the city hospital at Atlanta. Said

wedding took place on November twelfth,

and Margie forthwith resigned her job at the

Naval Base and has settled down to house-

keeping and volunteer war work—until July
first at least, when Tom will be called to

active service with the Navy.
On the twentieth day of the same month,

Gloria Sanderson and Lieutenant Charles Lane
Sartor, of the Army Air Forces, were married

in Shreveport. Unfortunately (and I realize

that is an understatement) Lane received his

overseas orders very soon after the wedding,

and left the country about a month later,

after Gloria had followed him across the

North and East trying to be with him as

much as possible before he left. Now she is

back home in Shreveport and feeling—under-

standably—very blue.

A few weeks after that, on December 11,

my former little roommate—now Ensign

—

Betsy Gilmer was married to Lieutenant (j.g.)

Myron Earl (Mike) Tremain, also of the

Navy. Their wedding was in Charlottesville,

and Betsy was allowed to dotf her uniform
long enough to be married in white satin and

make the wedding a truly beautiful one; the

reception afterward was held at Farmington.
Ann Hauslein was maid of honor, and Gege
Moomaw, Caroline Miller McClintock, and
Little Eva Sanford helped furnish the Sweet
Briar representation for the event. Betsy and
Mike both being stationed in Washington,
D. C, they leased an apartment there

for a few weeks, but Mike— I am very
sorry to report—-has had to re-enter the Naval
Hospital at Bethesda, Maryland, for treat-

ment, and Betsy is keeping the home fires

burning alone for a couple of months.
In January—the fourteenth—we celebrated

one more wedding—this time when Flossie

Gillem was married to Lieutenant James Boyce
Pressly, of the Army Medical Corps, in Tampa.
Grace Lanier came down to be a bridesmaid
in the wedding, and Lucy Call Dabney helped

serve at the reception. Flossie proved herself

just unbelieveably kind and true by writing

me a letter to go along with the invitation.

She has been employed as a Red Cross Home
Service Worker for nearly a year now in

Tampa, where her father is stationed as head
of Special Service with the Third Air Force,

She takes care of such matters as emergency
furlough investigations, welfare reports of

families of men overseas, transportation for

stranded servicemen's wives, and a hundred
other things—all of them very interesting

—

and she plans to keep on with the work as

long as Jim is stationed there,

Frances Caldwell and Jim Harris were trans-

ferred from Tampa just before Flossie's wed-
ding took place—and just in time to settle

down for the winter in Battle Creek, Michi-

gan, where they're living in the top part of

a 100-year-old farmhouse and apparently en-

joying it in spite of the snows of the frozen

North,

Charles Lindsay Martin called up on New
Year's Day and talked with me for a few
minutes. She and Watts had come down with

another couple from Fort Sill, Oklahoma, to

celebrate the holidays in the heart of the

beautiful Southwest, but they hie the worst
weather we've had in years and, besides that,

couldn't get hotel space and finally spent the

weekend in one room of a tourist court, (In-

efficient as I am, I forgot to get her address,

and I apologize. All I know is that they have
sn apartment somewhere in or about Fort

Sill and Charles is burning her fingers trying

to learn to cook.)

Di Geeeiie and Harry are stationed now
in Key West after extensive traveling in

the eastern U. S., during which they saw
and or talked to a goodly number of S, B.

alumnae; and Bobby and Anne Bund\ Thur-
man have moved up to Cleveland—sorry I

know not where.

Another really outstanding item of news

—

we have a new class child, Carl B. Drake, III,

known as Sandy, born in November, and the

son of Franny Boynton and Carl Drake, who
are justly ecstatic about him,

Elsie Diggs Orr continues to write me all

sorts of proud statements about young
Marshall, now aged five and a half months,
and having seen his picture, I can agree with

her that he has a positively amazing degree

of personality for a child of his age. Sudie

Clark Hanger just confines herself to the

remark that her daughter Libba is "the cutest

baby that ever lived on this earth." Sudie and
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Bill—and Libba — arc livin^ In Brunswick,

Georgia, now, and Sudie says it's a hard life

because the hogs and cows rnd goats arc

allowed great freedom down there and she's

likelv to find one staring in her windows or

climbing up her back porch any time of the

day. (She's having trouble with the agents,

too, and has already been inveigled into buy-

in^; a set of books, a coupon to have Libba's

pi-'turc t'ken, and some pamphlets from the

Jehovah's VC'itncsses. and has contributed gcn-

. erously tc» the building of the new colored

church.)

Kippy Coleman has been faithful as ever

—

in spite of having had the flu, and in spite of

the tribulations of teachin;-; the younger gen-

eration the mysteries of algebra. She tells me
—most important of all—that Penny Lewis

is now in North Africa— -s a civilian, but

working for the Army in some secret capacity.

She is sharmg a small house and a French

cook with several other girls and seems to

like the African life very much indeed.

Kippy had also heard from Si W'alkt'

Rogers, who was temporarily in Balboa, Cali-

fornia, while her husband John was there. Sh:

was working for the Naval Housing Bureau,

trying — generally unsuccessfully — to find

houses for the millions who have migrated tu

California.

More from Kippy—Toppin Wheat is still in

Charlottesville, working feverishly on the

thesis for her M.A. degree and hoping to

start work shortly on her Ph.D. Eugie Burnett

is doing very well with the OPA and has

now earned herself the privilege of having a

private secretary.

I had a very nice letter from Daphne
Withington, who has been working as an

Assistant at the Harvard Business School

for about a year and a half — doing

chiefly grading and research work, and also

studying—as part of her job—courses in pur-

chasing, accounting, and so forth. She and

another girl share an apartment of their own
in Boston now, and Daph seems to love both

the work and the apartment. Pat Brightbill

also wrote me a note, from Philadelphia; she

has just about completed her lab technician's

course and hopes to get a job there as soon

as it is finished. (Meanwiiile, she's sharing an

apartment with two other girls and liavin\;

a wonderful time.)

Dot Ma lone h^'s a fin: job with the Tele-

phone Company in Atlanta. Shirley Hause-

man is with the Chicago Association of Com-
merce. And Kay Coggins is working as a

passenger agent at United Air Lines in San

Francisco.

Maudie Hcadlcy Allen wrote me that Craig

was about to leave (probably has by now)
for the Air Corps, and she has moved back
home to Birmingham until she can go with

him.

Betty "Hank" Hanger has gotten her com-
mission as an ensign in the WAVES, finished

a special course at Radcliffe, and has just

recently been sent off to Great Lakes as a

disbursement officer—more commonly known
as paymistrcss. {I think—and hope—her mail
will still be forwarded from the address below;
it's the latest one I have.) Eloise English

—

likewise an ensign—has a very interesting job

in the Navy, working in the photographic
section of the Public Relations Office; she

was transferred to this, about two months

ago, from the press section and her rhief

duty now is to help publications ?nd adver-

tising firms find pictures to suit their needs.

I have four more weddings here to add to

the ones above, but being as I know only the

simple facts, the best I can do is to list them
and apologize (seems to me I do that all the

timel for the lack of details. Susan Greer was

'"arried to Angus G. Hendrick—-iometime last

'all; Virginia C-mimings tn Au'Uf^t Forsber>:

D vis, on December third; Mimi Galloway to

LiiMUenant James Manirc (Diana Stout was
maid of honor). And Ann Morrison and

Bernic Reams were married on January
twenty-ninth, in Lynchburg.

Douggie Woods tells me that her address

in San Francisco has never been officially set

down in print, so you-all please pay special

attention to it down there. Douggie and the

OWI no longer work together, and she's now
hoping to get a job with Army Intelligence

—except on Sundays, when she's going to be

a gray lady for the Red Cross. She's just

gotten back to California after a long trip to

the East; visited Debbie in New York for a

mcnth and reuned with all our little class-

mates and had a wonderful and wearing time.

That must be all. I've already run way
over my word limit, but you've been very

j: )od to me, and anyway, this was my last

chance to prove my worth. At least. I think

it was. Helen Mac hasn't put her seal of

approval on my resignation yet, but I've just

two weeks ago become a private in the

Marines, and I don't much think they'll leave

me time for such activities after they send

me off to Beautiful Camp Lejeune (that's the

way the recruiting officers refer to New River,

North Carolina). Be that as it may, you
will have to keep on writing to me so as to

r ise my morale, if it ever waivers. Who will

be the next to hold this honorable post I do

not know. Whoever it is, treat her nicely;

I'm sure she'll do better by you than I have.

Thank you again for your many kindnesses.

I rertainly have had a nice time.

New Addresses:

Penelope B. Lewis, 2 677 Hg., Co. Exp.,

APO 5 12, Care of Postmaster, New York,

New York.

Margie Trontman Harbin (Mrs. Thomas)
205 Montgomery Ferry N. E., Apartment 34,

Atlanta, Georgia.

Daphne Withington, 112 Myrtle Street,

Apartment 5. Beacon Hill. Boston 14, Massa-

chusetts.

Douglas Woods, Fairmont Hotel, San Fran-

cisco 6, California.
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Class Secretary: Frances Taylor. S820 York
Ro-d, Richmond, 21, Virginia.

F?/H(/ A}!,ciit: Karen Kniskern, 5 07 Riverview

Road Swarthmore, Pennsylvania.

Looks as if the ole '43's still have the

marrying bug as much as ever. Margaret Gold
Swindell announced her engagement to Ensign

Morgan Paul Dicherman, Jr. (and by the

way is still working on the Wilson news-
paper while trousseauing). Page Ruth has

announced her engagement to Ensign James
FoUer. and Virginia Dewing is engaged to

Lieuten;nt John Charles Darsey, Jr.

And weddings galore . . . Jane Gregory was

married to Dr. Frederic Potts Moore, Jr.,

around tlic last of August, and Donny Scott

became Mrs. Allen T. Sturg's (Aviition

Cadet) , Pat Robineau and Lieutenant f j.g.)

Willis VanDeverc were married in Miami
October 21 and lived ur) at Long Be-ch for

a while, but Pat was hen* re-cntlv nn her

way back to Miami while her husband is on
the bound-n': blue. Camillc Guyton was mar-
ried in Miami December 8 to Lieutenant

Theodore H. Gucthin>;. and they arc now
l'vin> in (i.irden City. Fay M-rtin and Lieu-

tenant Alfred Dupont Chandler, Jr., we-"

•^•arried in Norfolk, January 8, honeymooned
in South Carolina, and are now back in Nor-
folk where Al is stationed. Kitty Doar and
Lieutenant Thomas G. Jones were married

in Tappahanno^k 'anuarv 1
8—Prent's". Jones

was one of her bridesmaids.

Fay's wedding was the only one I managed
to get to and what a gay Sweet Briar reunion

it was! Clare Eager. Janie Findlay, and Anne
Mc lunkin were bridesmaids, rnd Tookic
Kniskern, Virginia White, Pat Kobineatt Van-
Devere and Esther Jett were there for it too.

Clare is now at Johns Hopkins University

taking a course in Engineering and Drafting

for a job at Glenn Martin. You should see

her struggling with Physics—-t is the same
course that Mary Law took. Tookie at the

time was still doing volunteer work, but only
•• few days ago I got a card from her savin-;

she had been sworn into the SPARS and was
leaving for Officer's Training at New London
Connecticut. Junk is still in Washington
working for the government and seems to

love it. Esther is quite busy, but who wouldn't

be teaching six classes a day at Miss Turn-
bull's school in Norfolk . . . everything from
French to American History! She hopes to

go to Mexico soon to study Spanish.

Clare, Tookie, and Junk had been up to

the Patch in December for the Senior Show
and said that Scotty Simmons McConnell,
Kitty Doar, and Marjorie Shu gar/ Dennehy
were also there. Shug reports that Posy .-nd

Judy are still holding down their re pejtive

jobs.

Richmond has had some visitors this winter.

Ouija Adams was here in the fall before

going back to Texas. She writes that she is

working as a Red Cross staff assistant two
mornings a week at the hospital at Fort Sam
Houston and one mornin;; at the blood center,

but latest reports say that she is going to

get a job in a bank. Snookie Campbell was

here for a short visit. She is teaching mathe-
matics in the fourth grade at a Lexington

school and going to business school in the

afternoons. Jane Findlay has just left and

plans to go back to the Falls where she will

work with the Federal Housing Commission
She has been doing volunteer Red Cross Home
Service work, too.

Prentiss Jones writes tli.u she is working
for an architect in New Haven on all sorts

of projects such .as doing interior decorating

for USO recreation rooms, etc. She says that

Julie Tchou has been teaching Chinese to

the ASTC boys at Yale, and Janice Fitzgerald

is still there at the Music school, and Anabelle

Forsch is at the school of Fine Arts.

New York is still buzzing with '43 activity.

Ettie Siegling writes that she and Brooks Barnes

think that their nursing careers are marvelous,

in spite of working almost twenty-four hours

a day. Skip Brachcr is at howe now while

Oakie is overseas and has been working



in the hospital there in the penicillin

laboratory. Passing Sweet Briar news around

at Katharine Gibbs are Delia Read and

Anne Mitchell. From all accounts they

don't think it is a country club. Libby Cord-

dry has moved in with Nancy Bean and Beth

Dichman. Corddry is in the radio enj^inccring

lab. on the midnight to 8 A.M. shift at the

O.W.I. Beanie's doing work on newsrccl scripts

which are sent overseas, and Beth is secretary

to the head of the psychology testing division

at Sperry Gyroscope Company. Sandy Vdckard

Hubbard is living in Bronx ville now while

her Iiusband is overseas.

Our WAC, Elizabeth Munce, has just fin-

ished part of her training in Texas and
graduated second in her class (take note) and

is now at the Army Air Base in Topeka,

Kansas.

Betty-Potter Kinne is building up Navy
morale on the West Coast and has a job at

Calpack which is the world's largest packer

and distributor of canned goods. . . .

nice! Mary Belle Lee is enjoying Quantico and
working at the same time. Her job sounds

grand from the social angle, too.

A very newsy card from Fayette McDowell
reported that she and Anne Williams had

been to Florida and while there had spent the

day with Peggy RouJiri Rubensohn. She says

that Louise Peakc is teaching second grade in

Louisville school. Findlay got a letter from
Janie Liimpfoii Middleton recently saying that

she and Eddie are still living out in Oceansidc,

California.

Primmy Johnston writes that she has just

gotten a job as a case worker with the Depart-

ment of Public Welfare in Greenwich. Con-
necticut and loves it. She also says that Betty

Schmeisser has fellowship to study bacteriology

and medical technique at the State Health

Department at the University Hospital for a

year.

Nancy Jameson is working at Bell Aircraft

in the engineering department and does all

sorts of calculations, etc. Mary Carter has

changed jobs and is deep in printer's ink once

more writing copy for a department store's

ads and seems to love it. Weezie Woodruff is

doing Red Cross Staff Assistant work in

Cleveland.

And by the way some more about our

married girls: Nancy Bickichanpt Harris has

moved from her farm into an apartment in

Rochester. Karen Norrts Sibley is living in

Atlanta now while Jimmy is in England and

Dottie Camljbcll Scribner announces witii pride

a daughter, Katherine Campbell, born October
6.

New Addresses:

Anne Mcjunkin, 2025 Belmont Road,
Washington 9, D- C.

Brooks Barnes and Eflic Sicgling, Maxwell
Hall, 179 Fort Washington Avenue, New
York 32, New York.

Nancy Bean, Beth Dichman, and Elizabeth

Corddry, 332 East SOth Street, New York,

New York.

Louise Moore >felson {Mrs. Bruce K.) 5

Jack Jouctt Apartments, Charlottesville, Vir-

ginia.

Pat Kohnnau VanDevere (Mrs. >X'. G.) c/o

S. P. Robineau, 714 Olympia Building, Miami,
Florida.

Fay Marfiti Chandler (Mrs. Alfred Dupont,

Jr.) 5 320 Edgewatcr Drive, Norfolk, Virginia.

^yfLUMNAE IN WAR SERVICES

TJfis list includes the names of all Siveet Briar aliivtnae

reported to the Aliiiiniac Office by February 1, 1944

RED CROSS OVERSEAS SERVICE
Frances Engeman, ex '2 5

Helen Sm/'ftj Miller, '3

Nancy Gatch, '39

Katharine Richards, '39

Mary Jeffrey Wells, '3 9

Katherine Spaatz, ex '41

MARINES
Janet Kimball Miller, '3 5 Barbara Godfrey Adams, '40

Marion Coles Phinizy, '40 Helen Sanford, '42

Elizabeth K. Hartman, ex '44

WACS
Virginia Towle, Academy

Mary Craig/jill Kinyoun, '2 5

Louise Nelson, '30

Jane Milar MacBride, ex '32

Ruth Kerr, '32

Lillian Allison, ex '3 3

Madeline Hawes, ex '33'

Marie Le Pine, '34

Edith Mars/Mil Martin, ex '32

Helen Allen, ex '3 8

Anne Conant, ex '40

Ellen McChntock, '40

Mary Petty Johnston, '40

Martha Rector, '40

Mary K. Warren, ex '40

Elizabeth Munce, '43

Kay Thonies, ex '44

SPARS
Karen Kniskern, '43

WAVES
lElmyra Peiinypacker Coxe, '20

Mary Hampton Martin, ex '2 5

Marietta Darsie, '26

Margaret Lovett, '27

Anita Crews, '29

Dorothy E. Fowler, '29

Anne Gochnauer, '3

Emma Riely, '3

Emilie Turner, ex '30

Anne MacRae, '32

Gail Donohue, ex '34

Anne Marvin, '34

Lucy Hoblitzell, ex '3 5

Jane Lawder, ex '3 5

Ann Spiers, '3 5

June de Frees, ex '3 6

Elizabeth Hartridge, ex '36

Lucy Gore, '37

Anne Lauman, '37

Mary Jane

Vera Morey Searcy, ex '37

Anne Benedict, '3 9

Ann Parks, '3 9

Helen Anderson, '40

Mary Jane Burnett, '40

Olivia Davis Macdonald, '40

Betty Ivins, '40

Ohve May Whittington, '40

Carolyn Custer, ex '41

^ Joan De Yore, '4

1

Elizabeth McDade, ex '41

Betsy Chamberlain, '42

Eloise English, '42

Elizabeth Hanger, '42

Betsy Gilmer Tremain, '42

Vi-.la Miller, ex '42

Eleanor Ringer, '42

Barbara Ripley, '42

Alice Sweney, '42

Steiger, ex '43
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^hanJi you

FOR GIVING TO THE ALUMNAE FUND.

For being a person who can see what a contribution to Sweet Briar's

Alumnae Fund can mean, not only to you personally but also to that

almost indefinable something . . . "education and the war."

You are getting this magazine either because you gave to the Alumnae

Fund or because you are a Life Member.

^Ut

OTHER ALUMNAE HAVE NOT GIVEN.

Perhaps you have a wayward friend who is lost in an abyss of ignorance

. . . not getting the latest news in the magazine, and not knowing how

much the Fund needs contributions.

you Can "^elp

By giving your shy and backward friends a gentle hint . . . for us!

ALUMNAE FUND COMMITTEE
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The Alumnae News again presents an issue composed largely of contributions by

present students at Sweet Briar. We know that because we were asked to repeat what

was a conspicuous 'first' last year means that the work of Mary Stewart Carter, '43, on

the original student issue was appreciatively enjoyed. We hope this second attempt may
live up to the honor of establishing these student issues as an annual undertaking.

We at Sweet Briar have spent much of our time in hard-thought definition and evalua-

tion. We have changed many things in order to make more appropriate to the times the

luxuriously simple life that has always been a Sweet Briar student's.

In line with these changes the student body has sponsored such diversified innovations

and resurrections from the past as dances with servicemen from nearby stations, a change

in dormitory life, Saturday night movies in the Chapel, softball season in the Dell, plain

and fancy hot-plate cookery, prepared papers followed by open discussions on many
phases of United Nations participation in the post-war world, and volunteer . table-

waiting on a college-wide scale.

And we have retained, in addition to cherished academic standards and the honor

system, things that make Sweet Briar distinctive, nightly student-led Lenten Chapel

services, the frenzied activity of Chung Mungs and Aints and Asses, the Senior Show,
sunning on the arcades, picnics at the boathouse, comprehensives, and friendly student-

faculty relations.

The fact that Sweet Briar can make these evaluations and adjust to findings without

losmg its collective sense of humor attests its superior qualities as a living institution.

Sweet Briar alumnae may feel proud of their part in founding not just a college but a

spirit which moves students of each class to function as founders for those of succeeding

years.

Barbara Buncombe, '44
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Sweet Briar in China
Marian M. Shanley, '44, Chaiiman^ funJs Commitfct

SWEET BRIAR has expanded past

Paul's Mountain, Kentucky Ridge

and the James River, to estabhsh a Stu-

dent Service Center somevi^here in the

interior of China! Last month, we sent

$1,500 to the World Student Service

Fund, designated for a Chinese Student

Center and, though we are still awaiting

more particulars concerning the specific

one assigned to us, we do know that the

Chinese authorities have been cabled the

news of our contribution and are assign-

ing a center to us.

There are now seven of these Student

Centers In China, supported by interested

student groups through yearly contribu-

tions ranging from $1,000 to $2,5 00.

Our $1,5 00 will perhaps establish an

eighth. We are anxious to see what they

will do with "Sweet Briar" in Chinese!

Yale's center is called "Yali," but some-

how wc can't reconcile ourselves to an

educational institution named "Sweeti Briri"!

The basic responsibility for student relief is of course

borne by the Ministry of the Chinese government; the

work of the Student Service Center is of a supplementary

nature. The living subsidies, grants for daily necessities,

and recreational facilities made possible by the Center are

meant to start at the point where grants from the Ministry

of Education end. Whenever possible, relief is on a work

basis. The aim of the Center is to meet the most urgent

need of the student—spiritual as well as material—in order

that he may maintain the health, energy, and courage

needed to continue his education. The work of the Center

is based on the conviction that China needs more well-

trained leadership and for that reason, is anxious to help

as many students as possible to complete their education.

The Center supplements the usually make-shift educa-

tional facilities of a college or university. The typical

Center has a reading room complete with newspapers and

magazines, provisions for indoor and outdoor games, and

a book club to which both students and faculty belong.

Frequent lectures, concerts, socials, picnics, even weddings

take place in a large room that serves as auditorium for the

students. Living quarters for students are, in some cases,

totally unsatisfactory, sometimes unattainable. In that

case, dormitory room is provided by the Center.

In a letter from Chengku, China, James Li Yung-chusn
describes the activities of the Center there:

"The Center was initiated by Mr. Kiang Wen-Han by sending a

secretary. As soon as the secretary arrived in Chengku a three-roomed

Juliet Pao-y Tchou

Sweet Briar's first Chinese student,

a junior this year, resumed her

studies in February after 8 months

at Yale teaching Chinese.

building was rented for student gatherings, with

bamboo stools and a wooden table. Bible study

circles and English classes were held. When stu-

dents began to know of such activities, the at-

tendance suddenly increased in number and a

courtyard of 10 chiens was rented on a back

lane. Chengku is a city of one mile long and a

third of a mile wide with only one downtown
street with shops and shoppers about in the day-

time. All other streets are quiet all day long. It

was difficult to rent rooms on the main street.

We are fortunate to have rented a courtyard on

the main street this June, after considerable

difficulty. For the students are so busy that unless

the Center Is in a central location, many are apt

to miss the chance to drop in for the odd
moments which they spend less profitably else-

where.

"The reading room is open all day long. Stu-

dents may come In any time to read newspapers,

magazines and tracts. Most of the English maga-
zines are years old, but students like to look at

them for they are printed on good paper and

with nice looking pictures. All new magazines

and books are printed on native manufactured

coarse paper, newspapers are very rough. A little

library of no more than HO copies of religious

books, mostly 'Youth Library' editions of the Association Press, is

open for borrowing every day at midday on week-days.

"Evenings are busy. Rev. Contento's English class is held on

Mondays at 5:30-6:30 p.m. A Bible Study Group is held every Sunday
at 3-4 p.m. with the Secretary, James Li Yung-chuan, leading . . . On
Wednesdays and Saturdays a choir of 3 odd students of both sexes

gather at the Center, at 5:45 p.m. for singing. There are mostly non-

Christian students who once studied at Christian schools.

"Two P'ing-P'ong tables, one for beginners and one for more ex-

perienced players and sets of Chinese elephant chess, hilma and battle-

chess are al! attractive for many students. These, with the relief

matters in addition, caused the students to come to the Center on an

average of two hundred every day. Many requests based on actual needs

were talked over one by one with the secretaries. The secretaries are

obliged to say 'No' to the disappointment of some. But generally the

students can get some help, material or spiritual. To talk to students,

hearing their hopes and ambitions, sharing their problems and diffi-

culties, is a real privilege. Although we regret the limits of our gifts

and means, that we cannot possibly meet half of the real needs, yet wc
are happy in making many contacts and friendships. . . .

"At the beginning of the Fall Semester, no less than 300 refugee

students came from the Peking area, compelled by the new situation

there after the American-Japanese War broke out . . . These students,

while temporarily cut off from family connections, were waiting for

entering matriculation. A great majority of them had no means suffi-

cient to pay their monthly food bill, with the additional problem that

though they were in no sense ill clad, yet they did not have a change

to bring their winter clothes with them. For a month or so, many
of them came to the Center to ask for living subsidies, which the

Chengku Student Relief Committee granted to about 160 students for

two months; but no student said a word about their winter clothes.

The secretaries foreseeing the problem, drafted a budget for winter

clothing relief and submitted it to the Chengku SRC and in turn to

the National SRC. Now the tailors are busy in making padded over-

coats for the needy students. These students walked hundreds of miles,
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crossing rocky mountains and deep rivers, to the rear base to study,

not without purpose. We have highly trained students serving as

soldiers and officers at the front. Not a few students have had the

actual experience of fighting against the far better equipped enemy.

But they saw that China's need is more education and knowing the

fact that university students in China are but one ten-thousandth of

the whole population on the one liand, and we fighting and at the

same time reconstructing the nation on the other, they come to get

more education, preparing themselves for better service for their

country. They work day and night with poor nutrition and equipment

in every respect. But just because of this fact, the Center seeks to

uplift them spiritually, and the fact that Chengku is a national edu-

cational center m.ikes this work more urgent and essential."

We at Sweet Bri.ir look to our Center in faith and hope

for what it will bring to Chinese students now and after

the war. Somehow our life at Sweet Briar has added mean-

ing when we read letters such as the following from some

who have found help and encouragement in a similar

Center:

''My name is Wang Djao-shun," writes one of the students of the

National Kwangsi University. "I am 23 years old. If you have a detailed

map of China on hand, please turn to Anhwei Province. On the north

bank there of the Hwai River, there stands a small city named Hwai-
Yuan. I was born there. It is a beautiful and lovable town indeed. The
inhabitants are honest and industrious. A great part of them live a

peaceful peasant's life. Yet, it is now occupied and ruled by the cruel

Japanese. When I had finished my primary school study I went from
my native town to Wahu and had a middle education there. Then the

Japanese destroyed our school and I was obliged to go along the Yangtze

River to Hankow to finish my middle school education. Our enemy
continued their invasion. Under indiscriminate bombardment and

_ relentless slaughter. Hankow was also lost. I went to Chungking, our

war-time capital, and took a job for one year. In the summer of 1939,

I became a freshman in National Kwangsi University. I am now an

undergraduate of Mechanical Engineering and carry on my course as

a junior. This is my brief history.

"On the 13th of March, I was shot by seven Japanese planes when

I was coming from Kweilin to Liangfeng in our university bus. The
weather was cloudy and rainy that day. There were a total of 3

passengers in the car. When we were 5 kilometers from Kweilin, we

heard the noise of airplanes flying above us. No sooner had we begun

to think when the machine guns fired. Every one in the car was their

target. A moment later, the planes flew in a circle. Then they dove.

>X'e held our breath and knew that we were in danger. Jump or die!

It was better to jump than to wait for the coming of the devil. When
we were jumping from a narrow door, they dove down with dat, dat

... I jumped out and was shot by bullets. At that time, I could do

nothing but pray to our Lord. I found my left arm and right chest

were red. Blood wetted all my clothing. Lying painfully on the ground,

I saw it with my own eyes and I myself was miserable. They flew

away and we were left bleeding.

"Few minutes later, my classmates came to my aid. I suffered from

the enemy's gift and was unable to move. Yet, I didn't lose my sense.

My classmates told me that six passengers had died with their faces

terribly pale and purple. One of our schoolmates was shot from head

to foot. Sure, the Japanese had done their best. Later, I was t'ken to

the hospital. Three out of five bullets in my body were removed away

at that time. I was moved into the operating room and was operated

on. As for myselt'. I could do nothing but lay on bed!

"I stayed in the hospital for 91 days—13th March to 12th June.

During the period in the hospital, I received hearty sympathy from

many hearts. This accident aroused our whole university. My teachers,

classmates and friends came to see me with heavy minis. The Uni-

versity authorities promised to bear my hospital expenses. Since I am
a student whose home was occupied by Japanese and sin:e I rely upon
government loans, I was unable to meet such a payment. My class-

mates collected contributions for me in the school . . . All that I

wanted and ate was supplied by them . . . What friendship this was!

(Continued on page 1})

Sweet Briar Funds Committee, 1943-1944

LAST October Miss Rogers handed the Funds Com-
j mittee $31.50, gleaned from the fall sale of hockey

equipment—our first contribution for the year! Now our

bank account is bulging under the weight of some $6,100,

all of which has been, or is to be, allotted to the five

agencies that we have voted to support!

At our first Funds Committee meeting of the year, we
tcok our cue from the nation-wide War Fund program
and decided that one big integrated drive, held sometime
in November, was the answer to our needs. We determined

to work toward an average contribution of eight dollars

from every member of the community—a dollar a month
for charity throughout the academic year, in other words

—

and thus set the quota at $4,000. After a week's heated

efforts of convocations, solicitations, and nightly tabula-

tions, we found we had gone over the top, with $4,843.84

to our credit! This was subsequently divided as follows:

$1,5 00—to the World Student Fund, to be used in

maintaining a Student Service Center in China
under Sweet Briar's name, for one year.

1,000—to Greek War Relief.

1,000—to United China Relief.

800—to the Auditorium and Endowment Funds.

5 00—to the Fighting French Relief Committee.

$4,800

Since then, we have added an additional $1,300 to our

bank account through a very successful Christmas Bazaar,

the reopened Patch Box (praise be!), and our newest lucra-

tive venture, the "Saturday night movies." We've be-

moaned our movieless plight for years now, but for some

reason, no one had thought to remedy the situation by

attempting feature movies on the college's little 16 mm.
sound projector. This year, however. Miss von Briesen, Miss

Belcher, and several other people' got to work on the possi-

bilities of such a scheme and the result has been a big,

full-sized movie screen, a chapel packed with enthusiastic

audiences every Saturday night, and a feature film pro-

gram that covers everything from Charles Boyer to Boris

Karloff ! And are we making money! The tickets are twenty

cents apiece (two cents of which goes to the internal

revenue office) and so far we've averaged between $25 and

$30 profit per film! So the prospects for increasing our

already-bulging bank account look promising indeed and

we hope to be able to allot much more than our present

surplus $1,3 00 to the five causes before the academic year

is over.
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William Bland Dew
May 21, 1867— February 14, 1944

^

President Glass in turning over

these tributes to Mr. Dew for use in

the Alumnae News, wrote as fol-

lows: "Mr. Dew has been a large part

of Sweet Briar for its entire life. We
shall never be able to estimate his

services. They were too many and

too interwoven into all of its

activities.

I cannot imagine my learning the

president's job—to the extent that

I may have learned it—without his

knowledge and advice, and asking

his advice was always as much fun

as profit."

For the Board of Overseers

In the passing of William B. Dew,
the Board of Overseers of Sweet Briar has lost a beloved

friend—one whose mind was a storehouse of information

about the College, information that often proved worth-

while in charting a course for the future of the institution.

It is hard to think of Sweet Briar without Mr. Dew.

He was part and parcel of the College, of the plantation,

of the entire community. From the beginning in 1906, he

had given himself without stint to College interests. Serv-

ing not only as treasurer of the College, but during the

earlier years in many other capacities, he was familiar with

everything from the sources of the water supply to the

investment of College funds. Members of the Board con-

sulted him upon all subjects of importance and valued his

counsel. His never-failing sense of humor made the most

important committee meetings of the Board delightful

occasions. Direct in speech, firm in his convictions, he was

nevertheless tolerant of the opinions of others. An argu-

ment pleased him always, but there were no hard feelings

at the end. Each member of the Board, from the oldest in

point of service to the latest addition, looked upon him

with admiration and learned to love him. A Christian

gentleman, devoted to his Church, to his family, to his

friends, he could see no fault in those in whom he believed

and while condemning wholeheartedly the mean and the

little in his fellow men, he was ready always to forgive and

forget.

I speak for each and every member of the Board of Over-

seers when I say that we are better men and women for

having been privileged to know Mr. Dew and to count him

as a friend. Dabney S. Lancaster

From the Rector of Ascension Church
In the death of William Bland Dew the town of Am-

herst suffered its most grievous loss in many years. For

though he resided at Sweet Briar College, his civic and

religious interests were not confined to the campus but

extended to many parts of the county, and particularly to

the village of Amherst, itself.

Being a devoted member of the

Episcopal Church, he transferred his

membership to Ascension Church,

Amherst, soon after coming to Sweet

Briar, and remained its loyal and

faithful member until his death. His

regular attendance at the services,

and his intense interest in the

church's welfare and progress were

an inspiration and helpful example

to all.

He was soon elected to the Vestry

of the church, and for the past ten

years had served as its registrar. For

many years prior to his illness he

represented his church in the Coun-

cils of the diocese where his sense of

humor and sage advice were greatly

appreciated by his associates.

Through the medium of his church he found oppor-

tunities for many philanthropies, some of which were

known only to his rector. Of a generous and jovial nature,

and ever ready to help those in need, W. B. Dew will long

be remembered in Amherst as a truly Christian gentleman,

a loyal churchman, and an exemplary citizen.

It was fitting and consonant with his wish that his burial

service should be held in the beautiful little church he loved

so much, and served so well.

John S. Wellford

From a Graduate of the First Class

It is hard to think of Sweet Briar without Mr. Dew. The
slim man with the grey suit and soft brown hat walking

up the hill from his house to the office, frequently with his

pipe in his mouth, has been a familiar figure to many Sweet

Briar girls. Throughout the years I am sure that all of them

liked him; many felt real affection for him; but to us of

those first years he, like Miss Benedict, literally belonged.

"Ask Mr. Dew," was a frequent expression; and we
asked him about everything—material for a debate, train

schedules, what disposition to make of our gentlemen

callers when they had to await the late train for departure,

his opinion on some current happening. He was always

kind, often a little amused, but ever ready to give us the

benefit of his extensive reading and his wise philosophy of

life. A conversation with him was always stimulating. We
enjoyed his keen humor and ready wit even when, in his

teasing way, he directed them towards our youthful weak-

nesses and foibles. We always left him feeling happier and

somehow a little better satisfied with the world.

Standing in the winter sunshine as he was laid to rest in

the Amherst Cemetery near the little Church he loved so

well, I felt that, in paying this last tribute to him, I was
representing the girls of those early years and I knew that

each one of them would feel with me that without him
Sweet Briar for us would never be quite the same. A rare

*
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gentleman of the old school, a memory to us now, but a

memory which we shall always cherish!

Nan Powell Hodges, '10

From the Editor of the Lynchburg News

The day I became acquainted with Mr. Dew, I was

dragging tired feet toward the haven of rest which, a few

hundred yards away, appeared as an architectural gem, a

thing of beauty to the sight and joy in anticipation.

I had seen Mr. Dew frequently, talked with him occa-

sionally in a crowd, but for the previous two hours I had

been alone with him, up and down the hills, through the

vales and across the creeks of Oakwood Club golf course.

We had played 26 holes and were approaching the 27th.

Duffers both, we were as eager in our competition as Bobby

Jones and the runner up in the National Open. We were

tied. With that inimitable stance and that swing that had

no brother on any tee in the land, Mr. Dew brought his

spoon against the gleaming white pill. There was a crack,

the ball sailed upward and loped downward in a long spiral.

Two caddies jumped in unison, waved four arms in unison,

shouted in unison: 'A hole in one."

Together we started toward the club house, Mr. Dew
stepping jauntily, his companion plodding wearily. The

younger of the two was played out; the elder might have

just been starting forth.

We played many games together after that, usually with

the "gang," and to the last day he played the course Mr.

Dew was as fresh at the close as the youngest among us,

even if he seldom played 27 holes again and never realized

again the golfer's greatest dream.

All the gang, from the boy of 45 to the veteran of un-

determined age, kidded Mr. Dew as they kidded each other.

His sun helmet in summer and his disreputable old felt or

cap in winter were the favorite butts of their gibes. They
showed him no reverence. They pulled no punches. But

he was always "Mr. Dew." Without starch, without false

dignity, he commanded and received respect in his hours

of play as in his hours of duty at the nationally known in-

stitution of higher education where he passed happily, and

profitably for all, the last years of a useful life.

Robert C. Glass

From a Member of the First Faculty

Mr. Dew came in the fall of 1906 to Sweet Briar. He
had been in Government Service for several years inspect-

ing the educational work being done among the Indians.

The Indians with whom he worked became his warm
friends and when he started eastward they followed him
part of his way on the train. Their attitude toward him is

indicative of that of his co-workers in all his subsequent

years. In 1906 Sweet Briar was almost as primitive as an

Indian Reservation and Mr. Dew's judgment, sympathy,

and help were needed in many directions. The value of his

judgiTient and sympathy has come to me through a friend

who worked under him for nearly thirty years. This em-

ployee had to report to him at the end of each month all

expenditures for that month—and they were many. At
first she was nervous fearing to make mistakes but after

being told a few times, "Don't worry, we all make mis-

takes," she regained her confidence in herself and could

meet calmly what had been an ordeal.

The social life of Sweet Briar was limited for many years

by the lack of roads but the gaiety of the faculty and

students was not. Needless to say Mr. Dew had a part then

as well as in later years when Contract, golf and other

things interested him. His deepest interests, however, were

with his family and his church. For many years he and Dr.

Will Walker have each fall made the rounds of the com-
munity to make sure all Episcopalians should be invited to

help keep up Ascension Church. They have been good
workmen for they have put into their efforts love for their

duty, love which is the best and lasting element in good
work. Gay Patteson

Gift to the Library in Memory ot Mr. Dew

In the name of the Alumnae Association a sum of money has been made available as a gift to be used for some

purpose in memory of Mr. Dew, beloved friend of many Sweet Briar girls.

Mrs. Dew asked that this gift be given to the college library, where students could use and enjoy it. Several fine

biographies will be purchased soon. A special book plate will be designed for this collection.

Individual alumnae who are interested in adding to this fund may do so at any time. Checks should be made to

Alumnae Memorial Fund and mailed to Helen McMahon, Alumnae Secretary

Alumnae will be interested to know that members of the Sweet Briar Community and others who had heard about

this plan have contributed to another Memorial Fund of approximately three hundred dollars. At Mrs. Dew's request

this sum is to be used toward reduction of the debt on the Ascension Episcopal Church in Amherst, where Mr. Dew
served as a member of the vestry and as registrar for so many years.



The Old Order Changeth

—

Peggy Gordon, '44

ONE of the purposes of the Student Government Asso-

ciation of Sweet Briar College, which includes all

the students, is to strengthen the "spirit of unity—implicit

in the ideal underlying the foundations of Sweet Briar

College." This year the Association has particularly tried

to further this aim.

A feature of student life at Sweet Briar which has

long concerned some of us has been the isolation of the

freshmen in two of the dormitories across campus from

most of the upperclassmcn. The separation has prevented

the upperclassmcn from learning to know the freshmen

quickly and vice versa, and has perhaps retarded the ad-

justment each year of a large new group to life at Sweet

Briar. This year the students voted by a vast majority to

try a plan of placing the freshmen in three dormitories,

Reid, Grammer, and Randolph, together with their sister

class, the juniors. It was felt that the juniors might help

the freshmen learn good study habits and learn about

campus organizations and Student Government and many

other phases of college life, and that the juniors would

receive stimulus from the freshmen's new slant on Sweet

Briar. It was hoped that the feeling of a division on the

campus would be lessened or eliminated, thus bring about

even more unity in the student body. The seniors will

continue to live in Gray and Carson, and the sophomores

in Manson and Carson.

This plan necessitated a change in the set-up of the

Student Government Executive Committee, which has

consisted of the four officers of the Association, six house

presidents, two from each of the upper classes, and the

president of the freshman class. It has been found very

satisfactory to have junior house presidents living with

the freshmen, and it seemed advisable on the new plan

to have a junior as the head of each of the three dormitories

containing freshmen and juniors.

Three junior house presidents instead of two left a need

for only one sophomore and, after much careful thought

and discussion, it was decided to add the sophomore class

president to the Executive Committee in place of the sec-

ond sophomore house president. This plan was felt for

various reasons to be better for next year, and also better

in the long run, than another suggestion considered, which

was that of choosing the Treasurer of Student Govern-

ment from the sophomore instead of the junior class. The
membership of the Executive Committee has been in-

creased by one person, a junior, and it was felt that it is

not undesirable, especially late in the year, to have on the

Executive Committee four instead of three members of the

incoming senior class. The ratio among the classes is now
J:4:2:l. The plan wi.l be discussed next spring in order to

weigh its success in operation.

Gone Are the Days

—

RUTII LONGMIKE, '45

TIMES do change and so have the "General Regulations

Concerning the Conduct of Students," drawn up in

1910. The present by-laws of the Student Government
Association are hardly recognizable as referring to the

same institution, or century. A comparison of the two
calls forth chuckles now, but in 34 years, the "old" 1944

constitution will seem just as dated to the class of 1978.

The first section of the 1910 regulations—how the re-

striction would awe 1944—provides that "students may
go to Lynchburg by train or by automobile on Saturday

or Monday afternoon," accompanied by a chaperone. If

going by train, the student had to go to the President of

the college (think of Miss Glass trying to do this for 45

people) to get a permission slip and pay a chaperone's fee

of twenty cents. Then the chaperone had to sign the slip

and the student return it to the President. (This sounds

much more like trying to add or drop a course these days.)

In case the young lady failed to meet the chaperone in

time to catch the train, alas! No more trips to Lynchburg
for six weeks! If going by automobile it was not necessary

to see the President but only to fill out slips when the

"machine" was ordered. Chaperones were a "must" on all

automobile trips. However, even then the upperclassmcn

were allowd more freedom than the others—liberty to go

to Lynchburg without permission, without chaperone, and

at any time they wanted.

Regulations along this line today state that girls may
drive to Amherst or Lynchburg in cars approved by the

college provided they return by 10:30, except on Saturday

when the hour is 11:30. Upon leaving and returning the

student must register in the housebook. There are separate

provisions (with permission from home) for driving beyond

Amherst and Lynchburg—imagine planning a ride beyond

Lynchburg with a date in 1910 and in a "machine"!

There is a choice regulation in the early rules concerning

conduct in Lynchburg. "Students are not to meet young

men at the depot, or be accompanied by them to the train,

or to spend time with them while in town." Two dances

a year at other institutions were the absolute limit, and

for only one of the dances might a student miss classes.

This would have been a shock indeed to the pre-war

prom-trotters. Freshmen may now have five or six nights

a semester away from school, and seniors get "unlimiteds,"

with as many dances as they, in their old age, can manage
to wangle invitations. In 1910 students could miss classes

to visit away from college but once during the session.

Gentlemen could be received in 1910 only on Saturday

or Monday afternoons or evenings, and were expected to

leave promptly at 10 o'clock. Students were not permitted

to ride or drive with gentlemen except with a chaperone.

If gentlemen were entertained after dinner, they were to

be received only in the parlors or on the arcades. In 1944
the regulations concerning gentlemen state only that fresh-

men and sophomores may have dates on weekends and
that upperclassmcn may have unlimited dates until 10:30

throughout the week and 11:30 on Saturdays.
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A Check-Stub Saga

By Miss Glass

WE ARE all familiar with the revelations made by

the fringe of things. The canny among us remove

from a bargain dress the bit of lace or the pin that offers

indisputable proof of the nature of the bargain! The new

popularity of herb-cookery, on which housekeepers with a

touch of the esoteric depended to make the drab meal "in-

triguing," threatens to standardize and commercialize and

ultimately destroy that esoteric touch.

In so prosy a thing as the check stubs of the President's

Contingent Fund, there appear revelations about the life at

Sweet Briar that parallel the replacing pin, the unnamed

herb, as well as the meeting of unforeseen emergencies.

In the first year of the college the Board of Directors

estabUshed this fund, and the first president. Miss Benedict,

began to use it. Miss McVea used it often and passed on

to the third president her estimate of it as worth in ad-

ministration triple its small monetary value.

One makes the best budget one knows how, and de-

lightful and surprising Hfe offers a bargain—now or never.

The contingent fund bridges that gap between now and

never.

There was a day when there was no Mr. King or Mr.

Michael or Miss Rauschenbusch, and the Contingent Fund

stub shows so much paid to a dramatic coach for lending

a hand on a difficult and ambitious play.

Sweet Briar has no entertainment fund, and each enter-

tainment offered must be paid for out of the appropriation

of some department. Then come the parties that belong

in no department, but the neglect of which would mark

Sweet Briar as lacking in hospitality—to an A.A.U.W.

group from elsewhere in the state, to an unexpected mis-

sionary on a visit, to an unexpected speaker brought by no

department,—and on it goes, not many in any one year,

but in the course of eighteen years a company with pleasant

memories of Sweet Briar caused by these attentions.

A member of the Board of Overseers celebrates a golden

wedding anniversary. A gift budgeted? Of course not. Give

a gift? Most certainly. The class of 1927 takes out life

insurance policies for a twenty-fifth anniversary gift to the

college. A premium or two is skipped. Too bad. The Presi-

dent's Contingent Fund.

Neighboring colleges express great appreciation of Sweet

Briar's having a chaperone at their dances. The chaper-

onage fund is exhausted. The President's Contingent Fund.

A member of the staff leaves Sweet Briar. One, two, five,

fifteen years afterwards some property of the individual

is found stored poorly and unidentifiable except by the

older inhabitants. It must be sent on—by the President's

Contingent Fund.

There is a new leaflet just out designed to help fresh-

men become oriented to college. The Contingent Fund

risks one hundred fifty copies on the chance that it will do

good.

Sweet Briar House has a graceful iron bench on the

front porch. From a moving automobile its exact match is

glimpsed on the road between Richmond and Petersburg.

Sweet Briar House now has two. Another contingency.

Suddenly available poets, lecturers and singers often never

dream from what a combination of funds they are paid,

and the Contingent Fund is rarely left out. It has sent the

sick to a hospital, flowers to funerals, a birthday present

to Gingling College in China, shared in sending delegates

to forums and conferences, given extra secretarial help

to an office unduly pressed by unforeseen circumstances,

paid for properties with which the faculty might put on

a skit to amuse the students, sent a movie camera with

the first Sweet Briar group that went to St. Andrews

University, so that those at home could proudly view their

sisters in their historic setting.

It has framed gift pictures, bought exhibit materials

for celebrations of anniversaries of the printed Bible, of

the George Washington bi-centennary, has had resilvered

the interclass cup, and the cup given annually to the

Amherst County high school sending the most students

to college.

It even made a loan to a student transferring to another

college.

And it is only $300 a year.

It reminds one of the little sum that mother keeps "way
back in the bottom drawer," to smooth the family living

and to keep up the family's proper pride in being able to

be gracious. Doubtless many an alumna will recognize

things done in her time that would have remained undone

without this fund. It seems highly probable that the third

president will recommend it to the fourth. Its uses are a

little ridiculous and so human.
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Increase in Fees Brin

FOR the first time in twelve years, Sweet Briar has made

a change in fees charged for tuition, room, board, and

miscellaneous expenses, increasing the total by $100. The

decision to raise the fees from $1,000 to $1,100 was

reached by the Board, after careful study and deliberation,

in February, and early in March a letter from Miss Glass

went to the parents or guardians of all students now en-

rolled and to students who have applied for admission in

September.

Miss Glass' letter stated in part:

"Present high cost of food, materials, and labor and the

fact that Sweet Briar faculty and staff members belong to

the class which must bear greatly increased living costs

on fixed salaries have made the Board of Overseers decide

that Sweet Briar must no longer refuse to raise fees, which

most colleges did in 1939 or 1940 . . .

"The Board designated an increased appropriation for

scholarships in connection with the increased fees. Sweet

Briar never wants to be used, as it never has been so far,

by students of only one economic level."

Miss Glass further invited the parents' reaction to the

change, and asked that the college be notified if the extra

$100 cost seriously affected the return or entrance of their

daughters in order that some plan for aid might be worked out.

Back came a large number of letters, almost all of them
from parents who said that the increased fees would not

be a serious drawback to their daughters' planned course

at Sweet Briar, although some fathers or mothers did ask

for needed aid. It is interesting to glance over some of the

replies which came to Miss Glass.

One father wrote: "Your circular of March 1 . . . im-
pressed me most favorably. Since there has been no increase

in your charges since 1932, truly it would seem that there

Saturda
Connie Sue

THE Sweet Briar scene, though still sprinkled with
dates, is pretty strongly feminine nowadays. The

manpower shortage to the contrary, entertainment is still

a keynote of our weekends. Friday nights still hold top

place for lectures and concerts, and Saturday night has

become "movie night." With the Funds Committee's spon-

sorship of this new project, for the first time in several

years films of the recently "current and choice" variety

are being shown on campus. The Chapel acts as theatre;

and the "screen" is such by courtesy only, as it consists of

four neatly joined sheets tacked to wooden uprights. The
projector and sound mechanism are run by students.

Features at the S. B. Movies have offered attractions

from the directing of Hitchcock, the acting of Sullivan

and Boyer, to animated cartoons of an ancient type.

Thrills, chills, excitement, and romance in varying degrees

have been provided by Saboteur, The Lady Vanishes, Paris

Calling, Appointment for Love, and Topper Returns.

Twenty-two cents ("and your change in war stamps.")

The audience runs the picture of the evening a close

second for entertainment value. Anything can happen!

A few dates manage to slide in in the most inconspicuous

gs Favorable Reaction

is every justification for your making an increase now. That

you should be willing to endeavor to arrange some aid . . .

is most commendable, for with Sweet Briar's standing it

does not have to concern itself about a full enrollment."

Another said, ".
. . the raise in fees at Sweet Briar is

something to be expected in times like the present, and

seems to me to be quite reasonable." From a third came

this gratifying bit: "The nature of my business keeps me
fairly well abreast of conditions, particularly the cost of

operating any kind of business, and this will justify an

increase in fees if there were no other reasons. In the case

of Sweet Briar, however, I believe that students receive

more in every way than in any other institution with

which I am acquainted. This statement is based on ex-

perience, having one daughter who will graduate from
your school this year and another one who will matriculate

this coming September."

From all parts of the country, the reaction was the same.

"Every thinking person must realize that this increase is

fully justified by present day conditions." Or this: "I can

readily understand how the many items which enter into

the running of an institution such as Sweet Briar College

would easily justify this increase in the tuition, and I

shall be very happy to pay it."

One father of a junior promptly offered, if it was needed,

to send $100 any time before October 1 to make it possible

for a student to return to college who might not otherwise

be able to do so. He wishes to remain as an anonymous
giver, and he is not concerned with the name of the girl

to whom his help is given.

All of these letters reflect a warm feeling in the thoughts

of the parents for Sweet Briar, and a realization on their

parts that Sweet Briar means much to their daughters.

y Night
BUDLONG, '44

possible manner, and the population of campus small-fry

and faculty parents is substantial. The breathless suspense

of the seconds between reels may be broken by the

anguished and embarrassed queries of some poor male who
hasn't yet mastered the intricacies of the Information

Office technique of finding his date, and has come to get

her in person, only to find himself loose amidst veritable

millions of females and thoroughly tangled up in the net-

work of knitting spread around the floor. Lowest in the

social scale of S. B. movie-goers is the microbe who "saw

this picture two years ago," and proceeds to anticipate

each dramatic crisis in bell-like whispers. Her friends try

hard to keep her quiet, but nothing short of a well-aimed

blow in the dark with the traditional blunt instrument

will accomplish this miracle.

From beginning to end, the noise is terrific enough to

make any sedate Radio City usher blanch with horror. All

screaming, laughing, and weeping is guaranteed one-

hundred percent spontaneous. Unlucky celluloid villains

are thoroughly hissed, also each high-powered screen lover

has the mental cooperation of his audience — to a
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For Those Who Care
By Marjorie Woods, '44

(Reprinted from the Sweet Briar Ncus)

BY UNANIMOUS request of the student body we are

devoting this lecture to "What to Do With a Date,

on Campus." The first point that we must consider in

relation to this vital question is "How to GET a Date."

This first point we cannot overemphasize; it is the key to

our problem, the foundation on which the whole problem

lies, in short, the crux or may we say, crisis, of the situation.

After lengthy research, field trips, and laboratory ex-

perimentation, we have found that the Homo Saps of

the Homo Sapiens make the most interesting com-

panions. Therefore, after more research, field trips, and

laboratory experimentation, we have gathered together a

large bulk of data on how Homo Saps may be snared.

Young ladies, take a note:

Freshmen

It is advisable that you obtain: one good fountain pen,

one bottle of ink (any color), a generous supply of sta-

tionery engraved with the Sweet Briar seal, and start to

work. Write to every Homo Saps with whom you have

ever achieved a speaking acquaintance. Enlist the cooper-

ation of your family to inquire of everyone they meet 1

)

if they have a son, 2) if he is unattached, and 3) his

address. (We advise that only in desperate cases should

point 2 be ignored.)

Go everywhere you are asked, even when the man in

question has no claim to fame beyond a "beautiful soul,

and a nice mother." You never can tell who else will

happen along.

Sophomores

Re-establish the contacts of freshman year. On week-

ends, talk scintillatingly to all the attractive men on your

train or bus. Observe carefully your classmates' tech-

niques—March Sanders' preferably—and above all keep

up your correspondence. Even in the army, furloughs are

occasionally granted.

Juniors

Yours is a precarious position; you are midway between

two great periods in every woman's life, the gay, mad youth

era, and the senior struggle. Make the proverbial hay, sing

frantically what a "jolly, jolly junior" you are, and keep

your fingers crossed for results. Bless you, for you are

fighting a losing battle.

Seniors

At last you have reached maturity—and this aforemen-

tioned senior struggle. At least you have tradition to up-

hold these dateless weekends. For you there is only one way
out: investigate carefully the careers of the engaged mem-
bers of your class (those exceptions that prove the rule).

Treasure each word of theirs as a priceless pearl, and by all

means file your notes alphabetically in folder D, "Dates

and their Ramifications"—for scholarly research is all you

are fitted for in your final year at Sweet Briar.

Having founded our premise, we may now move on to

our main question. Your frenzied efforts have not gone

unrewarded. HE is coming for a weekend. It is advisable

to procure, at this point 1) a flashlight, if he is to stay at

Mrs. Dinwiddle's, 2) $.75 for his suite, if he is acceptable

to the Inn, 3 ) a pair of roller skates, if all available space

on campus is previously and otherwise occupied.

The wise woman will not meet her date at the train, or

bus, because several hours of recreation time are nicely filled

for you while he blunders in and out of dormitories amidst

the terrified shrieks of semi-groomed S. B. lassies. (How-
ever, in the opening hours of your weekend, plan to keep

a sharp watch on any senior who may try to mother him.)

Eventually, he will find you, and another few hours can

be consumed while you get ready. (A newspaper or maga-

zine sent down to the parlor is a nice gesture.)

After meeting him face to face, there are several courses

open to you. You can 1 ) show him the beauties of Sweet

Briar, 2 ) read in the Browsing Room, 3 ) consume multi-

tudes of cokes at the Inn, 4) walk to the monument, or

5 ) go dancing in Big Commons. Your selection from these

varied opportunities will be governed by whether he has

1) an aesthetic streak, 2) an intellectual thirst, 3) thirst,

4) athletic tendencies, or 5) likes to make a spectacle of

himself.

Just as these occupations begin to drag comes dinner,

an oasis in the midst of a desert. This the date seems to

manage to enjoy quite well so be sure to include it in the

program whether at the Refectory among the Volunteers'

Chaos, or at the Inn among faculty eavesdropping.

The crisis re-arises on Sunday. The trend of Sunday is

determined by his choice between going to church, and

sleeping. Our statistics prove the majority of cases prefer

to sleep; therefore we will continue on this basis. At 11:00

the weekend starts again. The first major problem is to

reconcile him to a hearty breakfast of nabs and cokes, as

breakfast in the stricter sense of the word, is not served

at the Inn at such an unChristian hour. You now have

time for a short stroll about the campus and a trip to the

post office, which should be topped off with a subtle re-

minder in the way of a stop at the Information Office to

inquire about schedules. Our data state specifically that he

will invariably pick a late afternoon bus instead of the 1:15

so he "can have a few more hours with you." Remember!
He is not trying to be obnoxious; he really means it. After

dinner there are several possibilities open: you can show
him the beauties of Sweet Briar, read in the Browsing

Room, consume multitudes of cokes at the Inn, or walk

to the monument. You cannot dance in Big Commons.
It is all too obvious now that even the most fascinating

individual will begin to pall. When you say goodbye at

the bus, however, smile brightly. Tell him how "divine"

it was to have him with you and beg him to come again

next Saturday, because you just couldn't bear the thought
of a weekend without him—it would be so boring.
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With Emphasis on Physical Fitness

Alice Edwards, '45

THE YEAR 1943-1944 has proved a great success in

the field of athletics since the students have shown a

keen interest in the many forms of sports offered at Sweet

Briar. Class competition has been especially high, and has

adequately compensated for the small amount of outside

competition due to the restrictions of war time travel.

More informal games, those among classes and with the

Campus Characters proved popular and provided fun for

many. There are several new members on the staff of the

Athletic Department all of whom have proved able suc-

cessors to Miss Arnold and Miss Riggs, the latter overseas

with the American Red Cross.

Sweet Briar has realized the necessity for full student

participation in athletics during the present time of world

stress, and has an efficient plan in which the "student

body" has at least two hours of good exercise a week. There

are four groups, into one of which each student is placed

by the Athletic Department. The underclassmen are classed

in Group I, with two hours of instruction and work a

week, and class attendance required. Group II consists of

upperclassmen who are on their own and free to choose

their desired sport. Group III has upperclassmen who report

on their activities once a week. The students in Group IV

are upperclassmen, who have not completed their initial

two years activities and are required to attend supervised

classes. This year we have all been pleased because the

average student participation in the various activities has

been well over the required two hours a week.

A large number of hockey devotees played in the fall

and there were requests that hockey be kept open through

the winter season. The requests were refused out of neces-

sity, because the fields needed a rest after the vigorous fall

session. The class, interclass, varsity, and sub-varsity games,

were highlights of the season, along with some good class

games with Randolph-Macon. Lacrosse also proved success-

ful in the fall, and it remained open through the winter

so the students could play on the milder days. Archery

had some winter enthusiasts too, and one target was kept

up throughout the colder weather.

Riding has long been one of Sweet Briar's most popular

and outstanding activities under the able direction of Miss

Rogers. The Fall Horse show was of interest to riders and

non-riders alike, and the Spring Show should prove to be

an outstanding event again this year. Captain Littauer

will be on hand to judge the classes. He plans to judge

according to a set standard, thereby showing each rider

her individual ability. As usual the Blackwell trophy will

be presented to the winner of the advanced horsemanship

class.

The basketball season was one of fast games and intense

competition. The freshmen class deserves special mention
in this as well as in other fields. There are many girls of

ability, who have entered whole-heartedly into the spirited

competition and many have already won places on the

varsity and interclass teams. They have also been well

represented in riding. Only one outside basketball game
was played; Sweet Briar versus Westhampton with Sweet

Briar victorious. The freshmen played and won two games

with St. Anne's, in Charlottesville.

For the first year badminton is classed as a separate

activity, having formerly been under the head of tennis.

Both this game and squash have remained popular with

the students, especially through the winter.

Tennis will be limited this spring and the classes con-

siderably cut because of the lack of adequate courts. As it

is, the upper courts, in good condition, will be over-taxed.

The lower courts are unfit for use until they are repaired.

On February 11 the Athletic Department put $3,000

repair funds into bonds, because the prospects of fixing

the lower courts seem poor at present.

Softball is a new sport this spring and has quite a fol-

lowing under the supervision of Miss Betts. There are also

large classes in lacrosse under Miss Ward, and the class

games should be exciting in both activities. Life Saving

has been discontinued this year although boating and
canoeing are still on the list. Due to the early graduation,

Lake Day and Gala Night will not take place. As it stands,

the swimming season will be cut short. The A. A. cabin

and the boat house are two popular spots as usual.

The dance groups presented their recital the last week-
end in March and it reflected the fine work being done
under Miss Davies, who has proved herself exceptionally

adept at modern dance arrangements, with the aid of the

advanced members of Choreography. Dancing is of interest

to many students and the recitals always draw a good
crowd, anxious to see the unusual work presented.
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We Point With Pride . . .

STUDENT ELECTIONS, 1944-1945

Student Government

President—Ruth Longmire, Temple, Texas

Vice-President—Evelyn Dillard, Alexandria, Virginia

Secretary—Wyline Chapman, Columbus, Georgia

Treasurer—Rosemary Ashby, Norfolk, Virginia

President of senior class—Anne Dickson, Norfolk, Virginia

House Presidents

Mary Perkins Traugott—Norfolk, Virginia

Harriet Willcox—Norfolk, Virginia

Adeline Jones—Charleston, West Virginia

Elinor Clement—Wayne, Pennsylvania

Marjorie Christian—Lynchburg, Virginia

Judith Burnett—Richmond, Virginia

Y.W.C.A.

President—Joanne Morgan, Charleston, West Virginia

Vice-President—Mary Herbert, Columbia, South Carolina

Secretary—Frances Bickers, Winchester, Virginia

Treasurer—Betsy Gurley, Radnor, Pennsylvania

Athletic Association

President—Jean Moores, Springfield, Ohio

Vice-President—Sarah Temple, Chattanooga, Tennessee

Secretary—Jean Carter, Chattanooga, Tennessee

Treasurer—Nancy Waite, Seal Beach, California

Paint and Patches

President—Anna Mary Chidester, Toledo, Ohio

Vice-President—Evelyn Dillard, Alexandria, Virginia

Editors and Business Managers

Briar Patch
(Jessie Strickland, Atlanta, Georgia

^Eden Taylor, Macon, Georgia

Bramblcr

_ „ . ^, (Ann Bower, Richmond, Virginia
i)Weci Br/ar Ncii's. )\t- v w/ u- , t\ r^(Virgmia lierner, Washmgton, D. C.

(Leila Fellner, North Branford, Connecticut

(Katherine Agee, Huntington, West Virginia

Head of Choir—• Mary Kathryn Frye, Hickory, North
Carolina

President of Glee Club—Susan Buchanan, Durham, North

Carolina

Secretary-Treasurer—Helen Graeff, Chambersburg, Penn-

sylvania

Librarian—Betsy Gurley, Radnor, Pennsylvania

Chairman of War Service Committee— Ellen Gilliam,

Lynchburg, Virginia

Chairman Funds Committee—Helen Davis, Port Wash-
ington, New York

Chairmen Orientation Committee

Betty Zulich, Orwigsburg, Pennsylvania; Mary Symes,

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Chairman Post-War Discussions Committee— Antoinette

LeBris, Westport, Connecticut

Chairman Student Personnel Committee—Virginia Berrier,

Washington, D. C.

Needed to Qomplete zAlutnnae Office and Library Files

BRAMBLERS
October or November, 1928

January, 1930—June, 1932

SWEET BRIAR
ALUMNAE NEWS

December, 1938 and February, 1942

BRIAR PATCH
1914-1915
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Paint and Patches

Dorothy Tobin, '44

FOR the past four years

Paint and Patches produc-

tions have been under the able

direction of Miss Lisa Rausch-

enbusch. Miss Rauschenbusch

came to Sweet Briar in 1940

from Cornell University where

she was doing graduate work.

Before that time she was active

in the professional theatre.

With the help and guidance

of Miss Rauschenbusch Paint

and Patches has, in the past

few years, produced a great

variety of plays which have

the ingenuity and versatility

of all departments of the club.

Within the different depart-

... .
I

ments of Paint and Patches,

'L_il— / I
such as costumes, scenery,

make-up or properties, students

not only have an opportunity

to learn about the theatre,

but they also have an opportunity to exercise originality

in the field in which they are particularly interested. In-

cluding the actors, the heads of departments and their

crews, each play involves between 50 and 60 people. All

classes are represented in this group. Everyone interested

in any of the departments of the club is encouraged to take

part in the production of the plays whether they are mem-
bers of Paint and Patches or not.

The plays are no longer presented in the Chapel but in

Fletcher Auditorium, and in spite of limited facilities such

as an unbelievably small stage with no back stage what-

soever except a narrow corridor which is used daily by

students passing to classes, the scenery crews have achieved

remarkably professional results and the sets are an out-

stnding part of every production.

For its fall play this year Paint and Patches presented

"The Playboy of the Western World" by John Millington

Synge. The Playboy is the most highly acclaimed of all

Irish plays and is the author's most important and repre-

sentative contribution to the modern stage. One might say

that the play is Ireland to the core as Don Quixote is Spain

to the core. The acting in this production was particularly

well done and the actors were applauded for the difficulty

they surmounted in their mastery of the Irish speech.

The freshman play was "Fashion" by Anna Cora
Mowatt. Only those who have never appeared on the stage

in a Paint and Patches production are permitted to try

out for the freshman play. "Fashion" is a highly amusing
comedy of manners and was quite a contrast to "The
Playboy of the Western World."

The characters are largely types and furnished an oppor-
tunity for a great variety of acting abiUty. Portraying the

people in the play as exaggerated types—a bluff, honest

American, a foppish French count, and a lady of society

struggling to do what was fashionably correct. Another
mid-nineteenth century feature that Paint and Patches

added to their production was the singing of several songs

of the period between acts. The audience caught the spirit

of the play quickly and obviously enjoyed it.

Shakespeare's delightful comedy "Much Ado About
Nothing" was selected for the spring play. In this play

Martha Lee Hoffman, president of Paint and Patches,

1943-1944, and Paulett Long, vice-president, brought to

a new height their dramatic careers at Sweet Briar

as Hero and Beatrice. The costumes in this production

were particularly effective and unusual. They were made
of canvas, painted with scene paint and the colors were

vivid, yet soft. The ingenuity of the scenery crew proved
once again to be boundless; the technical staffs achieved the

impossible with no less than fifteen scenes without the loss

of a single life. The whole performance was a professional

and polished one, a fitting chmax to Paint and Patches'

1943-1944 season.

Sweet Briar in China

(Contiiincd from page 4)

... I entered the hospital with a broken arm and left with my arm
healed. It was only three months. I came back to our university with

a fresh sight. Everything looked lovable.

"Through this miserable accident, I found myself too humble and

human sympathies too great. I stepped into a new world. I did so

little and received so much. Many sisters and brothers came to my
bedside to enrich me spiritually . . . The Liangfeng Student Service

Center gave mc relief funds. When I was in bed, I used to read the

Bible and some other religious books. Sure, I have been saved both

physically and spiritually from my very wounds. My heart is now
full of gratitude.

"Physicians said that I will be able to work with my left arm four

months from now. How fortunate I am to have escaped death and to

be able to write to you. The geographical distance is surely very long,

our spiritual distance is equal to zero since I am enclosing within this

letter to you my hearty blessings."

And our heartfelt blessings go out to all the students of

China, in particular to that group that we have chosen to

help. Sweet Briar is in China—we all feel it—trying to

preserve that quality of leadership and mental alertness for

which we here are striving. We have talked so long of

"doing something for the war effort" that it has become
almost a by-word on campus. Now we add the phrase,

"we want to do something for student effort"—and we
feel that we are.
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Candidates for the Alumnae Council, 1 944-1 946
Ballots mailed to all ahinniac are due at Sweet Briar, May 15

Martha Valentine, Academy 1913-

1915 (Mrs. ]otm H. Cronley)

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

President of the Instructive Visiting Nurses

Association of Richmond; chairman of the

Ways and Means Committee and vite-presi-

dent of the Richmond Junior League; chair-

man of a Community Fund division for two

years; chairman of Special Gifts division of

Community Fund for two years; member of

the Board of the Sunnyside Day Nursery,

Camp Harrison (Tuberculosis Camp for Chil-

dren,) and the Memorial Home for Girls;

member of the Altrusa and Business and Pro-

fessional Women's Clubs; director of the Vol-

unter Service Bureau and Civilian Defense

Volunteer Office in Richmond 1942-1943;

vice-chairman of the Civilian Defense Volun-

teer Bureau in Pittsburgh.

Special Infi'rcifs:

Family, civic and welfare organizations and

at present, volunteer war work.

Sow: Corporal John H. Cronley, Field Ar-

tillery, U. S. A.

Margaret Thomas, ex '13 (Mrs. Paiil

Krcusi) Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Chairman of Chattanooga Alumnae group

for several years; chairman of the local drive

for the College campaign for Building and

Endowment in 1941; member of the Board of

the Day Nursery since 1925; president of

the Auxiliary of St. Paul's Church 193 7-

1941; chairman of the Woman's division and

the Special Gifts Committee of the Chatta-

nooga Community Chest, and of the Red

Cross; member of the Board of the Y.W.C.A.;

vice-president of the Chattanooga Symphony
Association; president of the Chattanooga Art

Study Club; founder of the Chattanooga Art

Association; staff assistant of the Red Cross.

Interests: Home and family (four children

and three grandchildren), church, civic affairs,

and at present the Red Cross.

Children: Anne Elizabeth {Mrs. W. D. Pett-

way); William Thomas, U.S. Army; George

Zcboim ; Margaret T-homas.

Ruth Maurice, '14 (Mrs. E. S. Gor-

rell)y Lake Forest, Illinois.

College basketball 1911-1914; president

Merry Jesters Dramatic Club, 1914; vice-

president Dramatic Association 1913-1914;

editor, Briar Patch, 1914; May Queen, 1914.

Believue Hospital, Cornell Medical School,

New York Department of Health; head of

CUnical Laboratory of St. Vincent's Hospital,

New York, 1916-1918; head of own labora-

tory as Clinical pathologist I9I7-192I; owned

and operated a Children's Bgok Shop in Indi-

anapolis; active member of the Junior League

of New York, Boston, and Indianapolis from

19 14 to 1932; canteen work, Great Lakes

Training Station; Blood Plasma Assembly at

Abbotts; factory worker—making gaskets for

planes at Manvilles; class secretary and class

Alumnae Fund agent; chairman of the Middle

West area in the college campaign of 1928.

Son: Edgar S. GorreM, Jr., 13.

Louise Hammond, '19 (Mrs. Frederic

H. Skinner), Hilton Village, New-
port News, Virginia.

Athletic Association — hockey; Y.W.C.A.
Cabinet; member Merry Jester Dramatic Club;

president of senior class.

Studied Rural Economics and Sociology at

the University of North Carolina; member of

the Norfolk Alumnae Club; member of the

Alumnae Council 1928-1930; Area Chairman
for the state of Virginia in the campaign for

Building and Endowment, 1941; Tidewater

Garden Club in many capacities; vice-presi-

dent of the Community Council; member of

the Board of the Community Chest; member
of the Board of the U.S.O. Council for Tide-

water section; chairman of Hospitality House,

a recreation center in Newport News which

serves thousands of enlisted men each week

(see February issue of Alumnae News).

Interests in normal times: Home and family,

gardens, interior decorating (which she did

professionally for several years)

.

Daughter: Louise Hammond Skinner, 1 6, a

junior at Chatham Hall.

Isabelle Wood, '19 (Mrs. Homer A.

Holt), Charleston, West Virginia.

House president 1916-1917; 1917-19 18;

Executive Committee; member of Y.W.C.A.
Cabinet; member of Merry Jester Dramatic

Club; secretary of Current Events Club;

president of junior class; president of Student

Government Association.

Taught English, Latin, French, in Char-

lottesville, Virginia, High School 1919-1921;

social service work in an East Side Settlement

House in New York, 1921-1922; Scribner

Publishing Company, checked and read copy

and proofs, gave printing orders, did review-

ing and index work 1922-1924; First Lady

of West Virginia; Deputy Commissioner of

Girl Scouts I932-194I; chairman of Volun-

teers for Special Services, Red Cross 1941-

1943; executive member S.C.F., State of West
Virginia.

Children: Julia Kinsley, 18, freshman at

Sweet Briar; Isabel Drury, 15; Robert Byrne, 4.

Edith Durrell, '21 (Mrs. Edivard Clark

Mars/jall), Cincinnati, Ohio.

Y.W.C.A. Handbook, 1920; Assistant Busi-

ness Manager of Briar Patch, 1920; Y.W.C.A.
Cabinet, 1921; chairman May Day, 1921;

treasurer junior class 1920; Choir, Interna-

tional Relations' Club, Paint and Patches.

Graduate work in chemistry 1921-1922,

University of Cincinnati; president, 1924-

1926, treasurer 1930-1934 and secretary Cin-

cinnati Alumnae Club, 1938-1944; class secre-

tary 1943-1944.

Articles Published:

"Pleasant Ridge Presbyterian Church— Its

First 1 S Years"; three chapters in "15

Years of Presbyterianism in the Ohio Valley

1790-1940" published by the Cincinnati

Presbytery in 1940 (served as secretary of the

Historical Committee which compiled this

book).

Cincinnati Woman's Club, chairman Civics

department; Cincinnati Girl Scout Council,

(vice-commissioner, chairman of the camp
committee, member of the Board) ; Federated

Garden Club of Cincinnati vicinity, treasurer;

Pleasant Ridge P.-T.A., vice-president; mem-
ber of Board of Cincinnati College Club,

president, 1944-1945.

Children: Ann Louise, 18, freshman at

Sweet Briar; Edward Clark, Jr., 15.

Gertrude Dally, '22 (Mrs. Adrian

Mass/e), Rye, New York.

Y.W.C.A. Cabinet, 1919-1920; secretary of

Student Government, 1920-1921; member of

Executive Committee of A. A., 1920-1921;

head of Riding, Varsity Hockey, 1921-1922;

vice-president Senior class, 1921-1922.

Studied Music, Psychology, Economics,
1920-1932 at Carnegie Institute of Technol-
ogy; studied piano in Hartford, Connecticut
three years; attended Harold Bauer's master

classes, coached 1940-1941 with Wynne Pyle.

Member of Alumnae Fund Committee,
1933-1944; Class Fund agent; class secretary;

member of the Alumnae Council 1932-1934.

Y.W.C.A. work in Pittsburgh; Rye Com-
munity Chest for two years; member of 9th

Twig of Rye, which maintains a Thrift Shop
for United Hospital, Portchester; member
Westchester Children's Association.

Children: Adrianne, 5; A. Mitford, Jr., 2.

Louisa Newkirk, '28 (Mrs. William

Hill Stechle), Pennllyn, Pennsyl-

vania.

Secretary freshman class; Y.W.C.A. Com-
mittee for planning recreation for waitresses,

I9I9-192I; Y.W.C.A. Cabinet, 1920-1922;

Merry Jesters Dramatic Club, 1919-1923; In-

ternational Relations Club, 1920-1922; Col-

lege Council, 1921-1922; vice-president Paint

and Patches, 1921-1 922 ; treasurer Student

Government, 1922-1923.

Member of Board of Southern Home for

Destitute Children; member of Board of Home
for Incurables; member of Board of Univer-

sity Settlement House; member of Board of

Children's Dental Clinic; member of Board
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of MatL-rnity VC'ard of UniVL-rsity Hospital;

member, League o{ Women Voters; vice-presi-

dent Sweet Briar Alumnae Association, 1926-

1928; president, Philadelphia Alumnae Club;

member Alumnae Council, 1942-1944.

Daughter: Louisa Maris, 8.

Grace Merrick, '24 (Mrs. John

Twohy)y Norfolk, Virginia.

Y.W.C.A. Cabinet, 1921-1922; Briar Patch

staff, 1922-1923; secretary Paint and Patches,

1923-1924; member of Merry Jesters Dramatic

Club, Glee Club, International Relations Club;

May Court, 1923-1924.

President Norfolk Alumnae Club; member
Alumnae Council, 1942-1944; secretary and

chairman of Day Nursery of Norfolk from

1928-19^12; member of the Boards of the

Red Cross, the Children's Entertainment Bu-

reau; the Norfolk Museum, the Turney Home
for Boys, the Children's Theatre, and Young

People's Symphony Association, the Women's
Board of the Leigh Memorial Hospital, and

the Council of Social Agencies; secretary and

president of the Norfolk Junior League; Re-

gional Director of Region III which includes

Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Vir-

ginia, 1939-1941; Nurses Aide, 1942-1944.

Children: John, 1 8. U.S.N.R. V-12; Patricia,

14; Edward, 9.

Dorothy Hamilton, '26 (Mrs. Allen

C. Davis) ^ Baltimore, Maryland.

Music, sports. Paint and Patches; member
of the Executive Committee for the Student

Drive for the gymnasium.

President Baltimore Alumnae Club; assist-

ant chairman of Alumnae Fund, 1936-1937;

chairman of" Alumnae Fund, 1937-1939; mem-
ber of Alumnae Council, 1937-1939; Woman's
Club of Baltimore, publicity chairman and

member of Board of Directors; Y.W.C.A.,

chairman of Younger Girls Committee; Good-
will Industries, member of Board of Directors;

Red Cross, staff assistant, home service volun-

teer.

Margaret Malone, '26 (Mrs. James B.

McClements^ jr.), Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.

Paint and Patches; Briar Patch, assistant

editor; Braiiibler, associate editor; I. R. C;
Senior class, vice-president.

Vice-president Pittsburgh Club; class secre-

tary; class Fund Agent; Community Chest

and Red Cross solicitation; volunteer at

Woman's Hospital. 1942-1944; Red Cross.

Children: James, 1 6 ; Kathleen, 14; Mary
Anne, 1 2 ; Margaret, i 0.

Elizabeth Cox, '17^ Louisville, Ken-

tucky.

. Chairman of Sweet Briar Day in Louisville,

1928. 1930, 1931; member of Executive Com-
mittee of Kentucky Society for Crippled

Children; member of Louisville Health Coun-
cil; member of the Board of Mother's Milk

Dispensary; president of Louisville Junior

League, I941-I942, 1944-1945; C.D.V.O. of

Louisville.

Sfn-cial Interests: Child welfare occupational

therapy, music, antiques.

Susan B. Jelley,

Nev^ York.

ex '2 8, Nev/ York,

Treasurer and president of New York

Alumnae Club, 193 1-1932. 193S-1937; author

of Alumnae Representative on Admission plan,

adopted by the Alumnae Association in order

to provide trained, qualified alumnae to repre-

sent the college each year at secondary

schools; chairman of Membership Committee

of Young Women's Organization of Women's
National Republican Club; wrote real estate

publicity 1938-1940 for Previews, Inc.; de-

partment manager with Previews, Inc.; tlie

National Real Estate Clearing House. Post

War Housing is her current interest.

''Mary Huntington, '3 (Mrs. E.

Webster Harrison) , Cincinnati,

Ohio. l\jy^^Uu.l^'

Paint and Patches, Der Deutsche Verein;

history club, secretary of New Voters League,

Swimming Council; member of the Neics

staff, sports.

Secretary Cincinnati Alumnae Club; presi-

dent Cincinnati Alumnae Club; Alumnae
Fund agent for class, 1937-1944; member of

the Alumnae Council, 1942-1944; chairman

of committee to provide a handbook for the

Nominating Committee of the Alumnae Asso-

ciation.

Community Chest and Red Cross drives for

1 years; Red Cross Sewing unit ( 1 year) ;

ward assistant, Cincinnati General Hospital;

Children's Theatre; chairman of Little The-

atre, Cincinnati Junior League; member of

the Board of the Cincinnati Junior League;

Girl Scout leader and Troop visitor for

Hamilton County Council of Girl Scouts;

vice-president of Indian Hill Woman's Club,

1941-1943.

Children: Ruth, 10; H. Huntington, 7;

Edith. 2/2.

Mary Moore Pancake, '52, Staunton,

Virginia.

President freshman class; Glee Club, Class-

ical Club; sophomore House president; Briar

Patch staff; Social Committee; president of

Tau Phi.

New York University, M.S., 193 6.

Member of the Alumnae Council. 1 942-

1 944; executive Alumnae secretary, Mary
Baldwin College, 1932-193 5; assistant in Per-

sonnel Department B. Altman, 1936-1940;

reporter and social editor of Staunton papers.

Group production chairman for Red Cross;

staff assistant. Red Cross; publicity and solici-

tation for Red Cross and Community Che it

campaigns; member King's Daughters group,

working with local hospitals; information

desk Woodrow Wilson General Hospital.

Langhorne Watts, '3 5 (Mrs. George

Austen^ jr.), Lynchburg, Virginia.

President of French Club; chairman Mid-

winters, sophomore year; junior year, L' Uni-

versitc dc Paris.

President Boston Alumnae Club, 1938-1940;

Red Cross, Community Chest drives; com-
mittee work, Red Cross and Junior League;

home service, Red Cross.

Children: Sarah Langhorne, 8; Julia Town-
send, S; George Austen, III, 2.

Frances Powell, '3 5 (Mrs. Charles

Zoppa), Richmond, Virginia.

Paint and Patches; Glee Club; Sociology

and Economics Club; Swimming Council;

Sweet Briar Neu-s staff; Y.W.C.A. cabinet.

Vice-president of Richmond Alumnae Club;
president of Richmond Alumnae Club; chair-

man of Sweet Briar Day.

Tuckahoe Woman's Club; Red Cross Motor
Corps; First Aid instructor and Adjutant in

Red Cross and Community Fund drives.

Daughter: Suzanne Powell, 5.

Bonnie Wood, '34 (Mrs. Donald B.

Stookey), New York, New York.

Treasurer sophomore class; Manson Memor-
ial Scholar; Choir, Glee Club, president of
Glee Club; president of Classical Club, Head
of Dancing, New Voters League, Social Com-
mittee; May Court.

President of Philadelphia Alumnae Club;
vice-president New York Alumnae Club;
member Constitution Revision Committee of

Alumnae Association; New York Committee
for college campaign, 1941; taught Latin,

Morristown Friends School; secretary to Head-
master of Friends School in Philadelphia; sec-

retary to Registrar at Sweet Briar; secretary

to President of Publishing firm in New York;

Son: David Wood, eighteen months.

Elizabeth Johnston, '3 5 (Mrs. Warren
Chitc), Watkins Glen, New York.

Glee Club, choir, class song leader; Paint

and Patches; Social Committee; president of

junior class senior class; Tau Plii.

Chairman of Alumnae Fund 1939-1941 ex

officio, member of Alumnae Council, 1939-

1941.

American Red Cross, Schuyler County
Chapter chairman 1942 for duration.

Children: Ann Stratford, 3; Edward Smith, 1.

Margaret Carry, '3 5 (Mrs. Lewis Hud-
son Durland) , Ithaca, New York.

L'Alliance Francaise; I. R. C, Der Deutsche

Verein; Social Committee; Varsity Hockey
team; secretary of A. A.; vice-president of

Tau Phi; May Court.

Founder of the Carry Nature Sanctuary on

the campus; Girl Scout publicity chairman,

Ithaca, Girl Scout representative on Ithaca

Council of Social Agencies; Community Chest

drives; Garden Club, program chairman.

Special Interests:

Youth organizations, farming, music, con-

servation, ornithology.

Children: Anne, 3; Kathcrine, 6 months.
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Katherine Niles, *36 (Mrs. Fraukliu

Peabody Parker), Wellesley Hills,

Massachusetts. j^, ^
Glee Club; I. R. C, Der Deutsche Verein;

Sweet Briar Ncii s staff; Junior year at St.

Andrews in Scotland; Tau Phi; president of

A. A.

Secretary-treasurer of Boston Alumnae Club;

Alumna Representative on Admission; Class

Fund agent, 1936-1941, 1943-1944; member
of Alumnae Council, 1942-1944; Surgical

dressing and workshop committees of Welles-

ley Junior Service League; Nursery School;

League of Women Voters.

Chliilrcn: David Niles, 6; Anne Peabody,

3J.2; Theodore French, 2.

Elizabeth Pinkerton, '36 (Mrs. Fred-

eric William Scott) , Richmond,
Virginia.

Freshman class president; House president,

sophomore, junior, and senior years; Biology

Club; assistant editor of the Sweet Briar News,
Tau Phi; May Court.

Special Gifts Committee, Richmond, college

campaign, 1941; Ways and Means chairman,

Richmond Alumnae Club.

Member of Board of Children's Home So-

ciety of Virginia; Children's Memorial Clinic;

member of Executive Committee, Virginia

League for Planned Parenthood; Richmond
T. B. Association; Executive Committee of

Symphony Society of Richmond; member of

the Board of Richmond Junior League; Group
Chairman Red Cross Blood Donor Service;

James River Garden Club.

Children: Frederic William, 3; Alfred

Pinkerton, 1.

Mary Gruber, '37 (Mrs. John Orms
Stoddart), Wyncote, Pennsylvania.

Advisory Committee; sophomore class presi-

dent; House president, junior and senior years;

member of Executive Committee and College

Council; president of Tau Phi; May Queen.

Chairman of Sweet Briar Day, New York,

1940; taught 3rd grade. The Town School,

New York, 1958-1939; taught 5th grade. The
Brearley School, New York, 1938-1939.

June Fete Committee, Abingdon Hospital;

United Charities, Salvation Army and Abing-
don Hospital Drives; Nurses Aide; member
of the Board of the Woman's Exchange; Navy
League Work in hospitals.

Dii lighter: Nancy Bronough.

Lloyd Lanier, '3 8 (Mrs. Mason Elliott

y

Jr.), Cincinnati, Ohio.

Paint and Patches, Orientation Committee;
English Club, Deutsche Verein.

Secretary of Cincinnati Alumnae Club,

1939-1940; president of Cincinnati Alumnae
Club, 1942-1945; chairman Babies' Milk Fund
of Junior League; member Board of Junior

League of Cincinnati; Red Cross Military

projects; U.S.O., Nurses Aide.

Molly Talcott, '3 8 (Mrs. E. Griffith

Dodson), Richmond, Virginia (for

the duration)

.

Freshman class president; house president,

sophomore and junior years; vice-president

Student Government Association; president,

Tau Phi.

Alumnae Council, 1942-1944; Alumnae
Fund sub-agent, 1945-1944; secretary Rich-

mond Alumnae Club; Alumna Representative

on Admission; taught 3rd grade, St. Cather-

ine's School, Richmond, 193 8-1940, Com-
munity Fund and Red Cross Fund drives;

staff assistant. Red Cross; Arts Committee of

Junior League; U.S.O.

Cfyildren: Elizabeth Archer, 2; Harlotte

Winchester, 8 months.

Laura Graves, '42, Lynchburg, Virginia.

Y.W.C.A, cabinet; Social Committee; Der
Deutsche Verein; Economics and Sociology

Club; Riding Leader, and Secretary of Fund
Committee.

President Lynchburg Alumnae Club; 2nd
vice-president Alumnae Association, 1942-

1944.

Volunteer, Lynchburg Ration Board Ofiice;

Junior League; War Bond Drives; Chairman
of Junior Hostesses for U.S.O.

Respectfully submitted,

Sally Shallenbergcr Brown, '52, Chairman

Jane Corof/jcrs Clarke, Academy

Louise Jones Reager, ex '22

Edith Bodley Stites, ex *22

Elizabeth Cox, '27

Elizabeth Harms Slaughter, '28

Meredith Fergusari Smythe, '29

Eleanor Marstjall Tucker, '29

Virginia N. Eadv, '3 8

QIarl iErkl|ar^t Ci^ratttmrr

Sweet Briar lost another loyal friend, a friend who served the college faithfully for many years, when

Dr. Carl E. Grammcr, president emeritus of the Board of Directors, died at his home in Summit, New Jersey,

on March 17. His active interest in the affairs of the college extended from the very beginning of the insti-

tution to 193 3, at which time he resigned from the presidency of the Board after having held that office for

sixteen years.

The strength of Dr. Crammer's influence, extending as it did over such a long period in the history of

the young college, was most important in the shaping of the Sweet Briar of today. His name is familiar to all

the generations of students at Sweet Briar; the early classes knew him personally, and the later ones keep

his name in mind because of the dormitory which bears it.

Until his retirement from St. Stephen's Protestant Episcopal Church in Philadelphia in 1936, he had been

rector of that church for thirty-one years. He was nationally known as a liberal of his denomination. When
he died, at the age of 86, he was survived by Mrs. Grammer and by his three daughters, Dorothy Grammer

Croyder, Bessie Grammer Torrey, and Mary Page Grammer, all of whom are Sweet Briar alumnae.
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Would You He Good Enough to Attend?—
Hetty Wells Finn, '3 3

Swtx't Briar alumnae who have successfully completed a course of study designed to acquaint them

with the scholastic and social life of the students, Sweet Briar's position in the academic world, methods'

of admission, scholarships, and the curricula of the different types of school from which students are

drawn, receive the honorary title of Alumnae Representatives on Admission. These alumnae officially

represent the College at secondary school functions. Hetty Wells Finn has been an enthusiastic and effective

representative on many occasions. Editor

"npWO weeks from Thursday at the Updykc School?

X It is thirty miles from New York—I really do not

know how to get there—it will be the maid's day off and

who will I get to bring the children from school, arrange

their lunches and oversee their afternoon exercise? An
evening session could be managed, but an afternoon College

Conference just is impossible — I cannot do it." Such

thoughts ran through my mind as I read the letter from

Sweet Briar asking me to represent the College. It is so

easy to find reasons for not breaking the routine of one's

days.

Yet the school was known to me by its excellent reputa-

tion. It would be of great interest to meet some of its

faculty and to work in a few questions of my own about
modern theories of education. Already I had felt a little

inadequate about choosing schools for the children and
closer association with persons within the educational circles

would be an ideal way to overcome such a lack of knowl-
edge on the subject.

There were but few changes in the current Sweet Briar

catalogue and the recent issue of "Patch Snatches" sent to

all Alumnae Representatives on Admissions had acquainted
me with many extra-curricular changes, so my own
knowledge on this subject was up to date. And one of the

invigorating things about serving the College in this

capacity, is the challenge presented by the amazing array

of questions introduced by the prospective applicants for

admission. Some are baffling, some foolish, some impossible

to answer. But when that occurs, there is always that ever-

helpful Committee on Admissions upon which to fall back
—to be used of course, only when the navigation in the

technicalities of admission subjects grows too befogged.

A few questions are amusing, a few inconsequential but
the great majority express a real need to learn definite

pertinent facts about curriculum, faculty, hfe and oppor-

tunities at Sweet Briar. It is extremely satisfactory to

answer exactly these questions yet to ornament the answers

with seemingly casual phrases covering other fields of

interest at the College so that a broader picture of its

charm and value is unfolded in a quiet way.

Inspired by these thoughts, necessary adjustments were
made and the appointed day found me being jerked along

by the Long Island Railroad in its own carefree fashion.

It was a great joy to be met at the station by a well-loved

friend whom I had not seen in a dozen years. She whisked
me off to the luncheon offered by the school in a very

attractive country club, imparting on the way bits of in-

formation about the school and its staff and students.

So I felt well introduced when after a most convivial

and instructive luncheon period I took my place behind

the long table in the library to which I had been assigned,

pushed the placard lettered "Sweet Briar" well to the fore,

ar4"anged brochures, catalogues, copies of The Briar Patch

close at hand and awaited the appointed hour.

This was a large school which had never sent a graduate
to Sweet Briar and the questions came with great rapidity

from the pleasing group across the table. We conducted a

round table since so many were there at the same time and
in my answers I had much help. One girl had lived in

North Carolina until recently and she spoke with much
decision on the shining reputation Sweet Briar had in the

south. Coming from one of them, the girls were impressed.

The mother of one of the prospective students had lived

in Lynchburg and she proved a great boon to me by know-
ing the population of that city—it was not a figure I had
retained. In turn, these are a few of the other questions

that came my way:

"Is the food good?"
"What do you think are the advantages of Sweet Briar

over a small co-educational college — advantages both
socially and intellectually."

"Are the dances arranged by the College?"

"Are the ceilings in the buildings very low?"
"What freshman scholarships are offered and in what

subjects must I be examined in order to qualify for them?"
"What will I be prepared for upon graduation?"

"I am interested in Speech and Drama in training for

radio work. Does Sweet Briar have courses that would help

me in this?"

"My daughter is an excellent musician and plans to keep
on with her work in music. Is your harp teacher good?"

"I am interested in the best art course obtainable for

my daughter. Do you have it?"

"May I enter Sweet Briar on a High School diploma or

is a Regent's diploma required?"

"In taking the achievement tests, may I choose my own
subjects in which to be examined?"

"Is Latin essential for admission?"

"What athletics docs it offer?"

"In what year of High School should I make application

to Sweet Briar?"

"Have you any accelerated courses?"

"What are the entrance requirements? What is the size?"

"How much is the tuition? What amount outside of

board and tuition would it be necessary to spend per year?"

"I am interested in working with people. Do you have

any courses at Sweet Briar that would provide this for me?"

And so it goes. On some questions I can become very

eloquent. On others, I must hedge a little. And as the

group leaves I utilize the time before the appearance of

any more be-ribboned heads to make notations of those

(Coiitiiiuetl on page 24)
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Class Notes

class St'crc/ary: Mary Pinkcvton Kurr (Mrs.

James) 5 32 Willis Street, Fredericksburg,

\'irginia.

I nnil Aficnf: Mary Clark Roglrs (Mrs.

Clarence) 205 Beverly Road, N. E., Atl.inta,

Cicorgia.

Dear 1913:

I read the last issue of the Alumnau Ntws
as I sat in the Fredericksburg station waiting

for the train to Norfolk. So engrossed was I,

especially in Miss Larew's article, that I

didn't notice the incoming train until I saw

my fellow passengers hurrying out to it.

In Norfolk, I stayed in my old home and

had the pleasure of a visit with Sue Slaughter.

Sue always brings out the best in anyone and.

when I saw her, 1 forgot the more dreary

aspects of secondary education and talked of

the more interesting side. Sue suggested that

I write of our school work. While I don't

think many people would be interested, I will

proceed and let the editor delete.

Our school is a consolidated high school,

new building (WPA). It has a separate build-

ing for shop and agriculture and a ch.ss in

repairing farm machinery, which is open to

anyone in the county. There is a cottage for

Home Economics and the main building has a

commercial department. A government repre-

sentative comes to the school to give examina-

tions to upper-class students.

In the absence of the men, the state fire

wardens have organized the school boys, who
go out and have practice in putting out real

fires. One of our school buses stopped by a

burning house and the bus waited while the

children went in and saved all the family

belongings.

While we use the standard courses in

Science we have much latitude in our courses

and can adapt them to the state changes and

our own community. This year I have let my
freshman select some experiments from Poplar

Science, etc., and if we can assemble the

materials they do the experiment for the class.

Please, 1913, send me news of yourselves, as

I would like to fill the next column with

accounts other than my own. The letter for

the June issue is due May 20th.

Affectionately yours,

Mary Pivkcrton Kurr

1921

Class Sccn-tavy: Edith Diirn-ll Marshall
(Mrs. Edward C.) 6326 Ridge Avenue, Cin-

cinnati 13, Ohio.

FuitJ Aficn/: Gertrude Paitly Crawlord
(Mrs. Robert) 348 Moran Road, Grosse Pointe

Farms, Michigan.

After my last letter to you, I had quite a

thrill—a letter from our own Dr. Harley! It

was a reply to my comment about her

supervision of our health back in "those good

old days." She reminded me of her custom of

swabbing our throats after our dates, "en-

gaged or no," during the "flu" epidemic. She

is still enjoying anthropology and compara-
tive anatomy at the American Museum of

Natural History in New York. When I have

REUNION CLASSES NOTICE
No class letters in this issue,

but with the cooperation of

everyone, we promise a complete

report in June.

accumulated as many years as she, I hope I

shall be as young!

In February Dorothy Jol? Robinson wrote

of her work with the American Red Cross

"somewhere in Wales." She and her daughter,

Alice are working at a rest hostel, and she

is anxious to see any Sweet Briar College girls

who may be in England. Of course she is

seeing American boys daily, for her hostel is

a rest place for them on leave. She, of course,

cannot give names but she has met a number
of Lynchburg boys, some from Cincinnati and

from her own home, Ashland, Kentucky.

Dot's address is Pen Bryn, Milford Haven,
England. Do write her.

Gert Pa/ily Crawford's "Briar Wagon," is

decidedly clever—and is a grand reminder to

you that our annual gift to the Alumnae
Fund is due. We get so much, the magazine

alone is worth the price, we help with the

alumnae scholarships—besides it is a grand

way to show our loyalty and appreciation

for the many things Sweet Briar has given

us. Good luck, Gert, in your campaign!

Had a grand letter from my old roommate

B.'tty Cole, with a description of her job. It

must be interesting to run a huge library for

the Caico Chemical Division of the American

Cyanimid Company at Bound Brook, New
Jersey. She has had articles published in the

Special Libraries Association Magazine of

which she is a director. In addition to her

iob she t. Iks to student groups "telling them

all the wonderful possibilities so they will

all rush out and look for a job in a special

library. In April she will give a paper before

the Chemical Education Section of the Ameri-

can Chemical Associr.tion in Cleveland. Not
being a member of the Association she was

quite surprised—and thrilled. So on receiving

the invitation went out and "bought a snazzy

hat to focus the attention on it so no one will

pay attention to what I say"! Her picture

sliowed a girlish figure which is more than

some of us can exhibit. Besides all these ac-

tivities she is secretary of The New Jersey

Mayflower Society and on the side, is still in

the'o. C. D.

It was grand hearing from you, Betty.

When I was back at Sweet Briar in November,
I saw Miss Morenus and we recalled that ride

on which she took Betty, Shelly, and me to

High Top. If was fun as I look back. There

is a good road to the Top now. where a fire

tower has been built.

Speaking of Shelly Rouse Aagesen, (she

lives in Grosse Pointe Farms, Michigan now.)

She lost her father recently. He was a dis-

tinguished Kentucky lawyer. Shelly has been

spending quite a lot of time here in the past

year as he had been ill for some time. I am

sure all of - us otter Shelly our deepest

sympathy.

Since the date for this issue has been pushed

up, I have not had time to receive answers

from some of you to whom I have written

since the last letter was published, but

in May I hope to have some first hand news
of life on the campus for you, because Ed,

Ed, Jr., and I went to Sweet Briar to spend

Easter with our freshman. Since it is the first

time the men of the family have been there,

it was quite a thrill to show them the

campus. My only regret is that we had to go

by train, as Virginia In April is so lovely.

Someday we can enjoy again the gorgeous ride

over the mountains from Ohio to Virginia.

Last fall we received a beautiful booklet about

the interesting beauty spots in the state from
the Conservation Department of Virginia. Miss

Glass told me this book was sent to the parents

of all new. out of the state students in all the

Virginia colleges. A nice gesture which wc
appreciated.

New Address:

Kate Cordis Kline (Mrs. Arthur B.) 66 1

3

Woodwell Street. Pittsburgh 17, Pennsylvania.

1922

Class Secretary: Gertrude Dally Massie {Mrs.

Adrian M.) Purchase Street, Rye, New York.

Puuii Ageiif: Morrell Jones Gibson (Mrs.

Philip P.) IS 1 7 Sixth Avenue, Huntington.
West Virginia.

This time you find me, completely bowed,
as to the head, (an old Latin phrase called

some kind of an accusative which I can't

spell ) . Terribly sorry not to have written

"us" these many issues, but if you have a

laundry problem to solve just call Rye 2548
and I can fix it right away.

Last June I had quite a few replies to my
cards which came just too late for the June
magazine. Of course they should have been

used in the October issue, and I offer my
humble apologies to those who responded .o

my cards, as well as to you others who had

nothing to read. Among these were the follow-

ing: Selma Brandt Mussler was very busy with

her music, teaching at Winchester School all

week, as well as giving private lessons; also

organist and choir directress at Point Breeze

Presbyterian Church in Pittsburgh, playing

for Bond R Hies and Nurses'Aide graduations,

to say nothing of being a busy housewife. Her
husband is a captain in the Air Corps.

A very nice newsy reply from Emily Moon
Spillman, who lives in Waynesboro, Virginia.

Emily 19; Billy, U ; Louis, II, 13; Bobby, 6;

Martha Jane, 4. Now compete with that if you
can in these days of Ineffectual, If any, help.

Emily saw Mary Waikup Garrett in New
York last spring, also Edith \V^.iv Gaddis.

Mary Is at Bennington College, Edith has a son

at Harvard, and holds down a very respon-

sible job with the New York Consolidated

Steam Company.
Heard from Beulah Norris who was very

active in Red Cross work in New Castle,

Pennsylvania. Also doing extensive, and I dare

say, scientific gardening.
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Frances Juiiltiii Truthan was a very active

g.irdener iasc year, besides a busy housewife.

Her eldest son is married and was in Iceland at

the time she wrote. Charlotte Anderson went

to Honolulu to do some work on infantile

paralysis.

Trot Walker Neidlinger writes occasionally.

Says the twins and Mary Ann are all the same

si/c now which she can't get used to. She

also was (and is) an extremely busy house-

wife and a victory gardener.

Saw Bus I'ohl Kerr for exactly ten minutes

last July. She looked younger and prettier

than ever, and if ever I met an example of

"emotional serenity" she is it. (Remember
the four requisites for success

—
"mental

alertness," "physical adcquatencss," "sartorial

smartness," and "emotional serenity"?)

Kay Kliiiiiph McGuire and Fritz were here

two weeks ago. Both were fine and we enjoyed

their brief visit. Kay said Mary Klninph

Watson was very busy doing Nurses Aide

work.

Saw Margaret Cramer Crane, ^27, recently.

She is moving from Manchester, Connecticut

down here and was house-hunting. Her hus-

band was with her, and wc had a very nice

but short visit.

Isn't there some one of you who Is suffi-

ciently disgruntled with me as secretary to

take over this job starting now? I really can't

do justice to it and my laundry too! Perhaps
some of you without two small boys could

t.ike over. Please let me hear soon.

1924

Reunion Chairman: Betty Guy Tranter
(Mrs. William P.) 607 Clcarview Avenue,
Grafton, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Fund Agent: Florence Bodiiie Mountcastle
(Mrs. Frank F.) 41 Aberdeen Road, Eliza-

beth, New Jersey.

1926

Clans Secretary: Dorothy Keller Iliff (Mrs.

William S., Jr.) 3S05 Elmore Drive, Beverly

Hills, Alexandria, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Margaret Malonc McClements
(Mrs. James B., Jr.) 5 640 Aylesboro Avenue,
Pitsburgh, Pennsylvania.

There isn't very much news this month as

so few of you have answered my frantic

pleas, but then maybe you're all going to

deluge me with return postals you've been
hoarding for nearly two years, come June!

Annette Btvun King is moving from Mil-

waukee, Wisconsin to Madison this June as

her husband has just been selected to be the

Executive Secretary for the Wisconsin Petro-

leum Association. Her oldest daughter, Anne,
will be ready for college in another year and
Ken. Jr., aged two is ready for anything and
everything.

Loey Peterson Wilson has taken a full time
defense job and is working in the administra-

tive ofThces of a company which makes
machine guns. She enjoys the work but the

hours are long, from 8:50 in the morning to

anywhere between six and ten. On the outside

she manages to keep "a finger in the pie" by
continuing her Red Cross canteen work and
soliciting in the Red Cross drives.

Helen Dunleaiy Mitchell writes that after

living on a ranch for eight years, her little

duplex in Denver seems like a doll's house and
she keeps more than busy being a "Sister

of the Skiliet" again. Her husband is manager

of the Livestock and Farm Loan Department
of his bank and was made Assistant Vice

President at Christmas time.

Goodie Eskesen Chase reports that they still

live in their home which they built in West-

field, New Jersey seven and a half years ago;

that her son, Tommy, eleven and one half

years old, is full of tricks and activities; that

her husband is with the United States Indus-

trial Alcohol Company; her brother is in the

Mediterranean in command of a subchaser

which has been in the thick of all invasions

and she herself has time for very little outside

her home except some Red Cross work and

soliciting for bond drives.

Martie Close Page's husband has been com-
missioned a Lieutenant in the Navy and is

stationed in Washington at the Pentagon

Building. Martie is staying in Grand Rapids

and keeping on with her full time job at the

Red Cross.

Mildred Gribble Seiler has moved to Florida

in the w. ke of her Navy husband.

Katharine Tracy has a new position with

the Pennsylvania Railroad in Pittsburgh.

Peggy Douglas Whitley and I had a long

telephone conversation the other day. She says

she keeps busy with her family and her apart-

ment. She had just returned from visiting her

daughter who is in Salem Academy where she

had a wonderful time reliving her own board-

ing school days even to the extent of eating

apple pie at midnight.

Sis MacGrcgor writes that she is still work-

ing at the Board of Education and her only

contribution to the war effort is eight pints

of blood and a brother in New Guinea. She

told me that Marietta Darsie was stationed in

Washington when last heard from.

Ellen Neuell Bryan wrote that for years her

extra-curricular work has been with the Girl

Scouts and this winter she went to New York
for the meeting of the National Girl Scout

Nominating Committee. She and her sister,

Ann Lane, who by the way is the only woman
bottler of Coca-Cola in New England, had just

finished the titanic job of closing the family

home and moving their parents to a duplex.

New Addresses:

Sidney Barroiv Galloway (Mrs. James) 570

Oneonta, Shreveport, Louisiana.

Helen Dunleaiy Mitchell (Mrs. Henry D.)

477 E. 7th Avenue, Denver, Colorado.

Katryn Peyton Moore (Mrs. Wesley F.) 800

Monrovia, Shreveport, Louisiana.

Ensign Marietta Darsle, U.S.N.R., Tabard

Inn, 173 9 N Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.

1927

Class Secretary: Elsetta Gilchrist Barnes
(Mrs. Richard E.) 65 M York Road, Parma
Heights, Cleveland, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Claire Manner Arnold (Mrs.

>X'ylie H.) 26 Lynwood Road, Scarsdalc,

New York.

From a meager column in the fall I faded

completely from the February issue. My
public pie dings for newsy penny postcards

went unheeded. Imagine my surprise and

pleasure to discover several real letters and

a six hour personal appearance tour from Ellse

Morley Fink prior to this press date. '*E" had

been in New York with George for a few days

and brought news of lunching with Connie

Van Ness and M.Tg Cramer Crane. All were

fine from reports from Detroit as well as New
York and carrying their age mighty well! I

can certainly vouch for 'E'. As a grandmother
. with endless responsibilities at home and

abroad she's looking far better than this

newly-wed. Wc spent all six hours in a talk-

fest. I hope George will heed my pleadings and

call numerous board meetings here so E can

tag along for many more such treats.

Connie is still keeping the home fires burn-

ing while her architects are away at the wars.

Marg is house hunting in and around New
York as her husband Is to have charge of that

area. Let's wish her luck and any others who
find themselves in the homeless dilemma these

days. The question has come up as to how
many daughters will one day to be entered at

Sweet Briar, or how many joys or problems

are there in store for the Registrar of 1957?

Two of the former have been reported,

Ginger Robbins and Cathy Crane, daughters

of Virginia Wilson and Marg Cramer.

1 know you will all be interested to hear

th.:t Madeline Brown Wood had two whole
weeks in Los Angeles with Mac when his

ship docked on the west coast. It was over a

year since she had seen him and most of that

time he had spent in command of a subma-
rine. I wonder how 'M' Is progressing with her

hundred year old house at Walnut Hill Farm?

News comes of a trip made by Pauline

Payne at Christmas time to visit her husband
training In the Air Force in Texas. Certainly

she must have seen some of you and the rest

of us are anxiously awaiting a detailed report.

I had an unexpected motor trip to New
Orleans with a Spar officer, my former

partner, when she was transferred from
Washington. She picked me up after the

Council meeting in the fall at Sweet Briar

and leisurely wc luxuriated in motoring

through the Piedmont to Mobile and thence

across the Gulf. It was a surprise trip taken

at a moments notice or many of you would
have had a call. I am promising myself another

trip over the same territory when we can.

Wonder If the days after the duration will

ever be long enough to do all the wonderful

things we plan now? Certainly we will better

appreciate our everyday luxuries for having

been deprived of them these war years.

Your letters contained two questions which

perhaps others can answer. 'What has hap-

pened to our oft-time president Emily Jones

Hodge? Has anyone any news of Nar War-
ren? I could add endless names and hope some

if you will get busy with these two and in-

clude many others.

Carolyn Compton "Compie." is still in and

, round Vicksburg. She hasn't much time for

her art work. With her brothers away she

has had to take over the responsibility of the

plantations over In Louisiana. Kay Kluniph

McGuire tells me of seeing Compie and being

invited trout fishing in that region. I am
doubly interested as iust recently I hastily

shipped my brother, Joe, a Captain at Camp
Polk. Louisiana, all of our tackle. Wouldn't

they be surprised to bump into each other on

the banks of some babbling brook? Frankly I

learned a lot about this country on that fall

trip but it is still hard to believe there arc

trout In those streams.

In writing this class news letter I have

thought that it was padded heavily with my
own activities. But one letter contained the

following questionnaire: "There are hundreds

of things I'd like to know, where is Dick and

what arc you doing besides running for office
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at Sweet Briar? (Incidentally you get my
vote). How is your Mother? Is Joe in the

Army? Married? How arc you?" I hate to

remind this enthusiastic supporter that I ran

for office a year ago. Mother is surprisingly

well and very active, nary a grey hair. Father,

as usual, is in Florida for the cold weather at

St. Petersburg this year. Joe—unmarried.

Dick is at Constantine in North Africa in

charge of a Medical Detachment for a group

of Railway Engineers. Recently he has taken

on the work for two other battalions there.

His outfit landed on Christmas day, 1943, so

he has been absent from these parts sixteen

months. Due to defense work in the office,

and spring on the farm with a change

of farmers, this month having sent oflf my
prize to the Navy, I will not be able to make

the spring planting trip to college. Will try

to collect some news for you when I go down
for the Board and Council meeting in May.

If I remind you each year for the next

three do you think we could have a fifty per

cent turnout for our TWENTIETH in 1947?

1928

Class Sccrcfaty: Katherine Brigbtbill Biltz

(Mrs. Robert O.) 241 West Maple Avenue,

Langhorne, Pennsylvania.

Fund Agent: Anne H. Shclyheni Lewis (Mrs.

J. Latane) 302 Griffin Avenue, Williamsburg,

Virginia.

Dear Twenty-eighter's:

Another quarter of a year has rolled by and

here we are approaching our sixteenth anni-

versary. Probably we are all wishing that we
could return to Sweet Briar for a few days

to renew our friendships with each other and

to absorb a little of the Sweet Briar atmos-

phere.

They shortened the time limit on this issue

and I did not get to write to as many of you

for news as I hoped.

I had a letter from Sarah Dance Crooks

(Mrs. Alfred T.) who is now living in

Houston, Tex:.s. As some of you probably

know she is a sub agent for our class for the

Alumnae Fund. Her children are Betsy, age

eight and Tommy, age four. She says that

they and her housekeeping keep her very busy

and that she spends her few spare moments
on war and civic duties.

"Rip" Van Winkle Morlidge (Mrs. John B.,

Jr.) wrote me a very nice letter immediately

after reading our news in the last issue. Her
husband is now Supervising Engineer with the

Defense Plant Corporation of the R.F.C. in

Cincinnati. Both of "Rip's" children have

been ill most of the winter, each having "flu**

twice and scarletina once. She reports that

Mary Lee Glazier has a baby boy who arrived

in January.

Anne H. Shepherd Lewis (Mrs. J. Latane)

sends news that her third son is now eight

months old and that the three boys keep her

very busy. She says that Williamsburg is

packed to overflowing as it is surrounded by

camps of every type and branch of the

Service.

Just tody I had a letter from Betty

Prescott Balch (Mrs. Richard). She has quite

a large family this winter for added to her

own children whose ages are now thirteen,

eleven, eight and seven she has three nieces and

nephews whose father is in the army. But

with all these children she manages to do some

Red Cross Nursing Council work and Junior

League—also a bit of traveling. Last April she

was in Chicago and saw "Squeak" Harncil

Ross and "Solly" Sollitt. In the fall she spent

some time in New York and while there she

saw "Footie" and "Lib" Crane Hall. I am sure

they must have had a grand time.

This is all the news I could gather this

time. I wish to thank those who sent it for I

know you are all very busy. I hope some more
of you will be sending news of yourselves

before the next issue.

Kitty
New Addresses:

Dorothy Bunting, 242 Inglewood Drive,

Toronto J, Canada.
Alice Babbitt Hackley (Mrs. J. C.) 916

Main Street, S., Hingham, Massachusetts.

Elizabeth James. 232 Worthington Avenue,
Wyoming H, Ohio.

Margaret McWilliams Walsh (Mrs. John)
1244 Park Avenue, Ft. Mitchell, Kentucky.

1930

Class Secretary: Carolyn Martimlale Blouin
(Mrs. Maurice F.) 576 Highland Avenue,
Upper Montclalr, New Jersey.

Fund Agent: Mary Huntington Harrison
(Mrs. E. Webster) Drake Road, Station M.,

Cincirn..tl, Ohio.

Betsy Williams is our lone heroine this time.

Her letter came as a wonderful surprise. I

hope her example will shame the rest of you
guilt ies into action. As she puts it, "I

haven't contributed one morsel of information
since I graduated so I can't blame the lack of

news on others. However—now I wish to add
my little daughter to the growing list of

future Sweet Briarites. I think she is an
achievement well worth a letter. Her name
IS Nell Williams Gilmore, born July 16, 1943

—and she is sweet." She seems to be In the

same boat with a lot of other mamas: no help

and no handy relations, so she stays home.
She does find time to work on the Children's

Committee of the Cleveland Humane Society

(people, not animals). The Gilmore's have

transferred their athletic enthusiasms from
golf, tennis, and badminton to a good old

Victory Garden—with satisfying results to all

the family, Including their Sealyham who
sabotages the sacred plot by burying his choice

bones therein. Betsy also has some news of

others. Telia Barksdale Bailey has a son, Louis

Philip, Jr., now over a year old. Ruth Hasson

Smith's daughter Patty is lovely. She is Betsy's

godchild. Betsy saw Liz Copcland Norfleet in

Richmond some while ago, and her little boy
is very handsome. Also we hear that Agnes
Sproiil Bush has a daughter, Agnes, born in

September.

Gwenn Olcoft Writer and I (along with Jo
Gibbs DuBoIs and Perry Wh'ittakcr Scott, '3 1)

finally achieved a meeting in New York.

Gwen's same as ever. She had some interesting

stories about Helen Hayes who lives nearby

and who is apparently a very swell person In

addition to being so famous an actress.

Our cLss has a new distinction and obliga-

tion of which to be justly proud—one of our

members has been asked to run for office of

Alumnae President! Mary Huntington Har-
rison, who has been on the Alumnae Council

for several years, has agreed to be a candidate.

Let's get busy and elect her. In order to vote

we must send war stamps (or money) to the

Alumn.e Fund by the first part of May. Get

busy now by telling your S. B. friends to kill

three birds with oue gift of war stamps; help
the war; help Sweet Briar; elect Mary! (Mary
will probably murder me by return mail for

"betraying" her in print, but I figure the
Cause justifies my dangerous mission.)

Mrs. Dew was recently in Ridgewood with
her daughter Polly Cary, '26. They came over
for an evening that was mucli too short. Mrs.
Dew has not changed at all. I knew each one
of us would want Mrs. Dew to have our love

and sympathy. It Is hard for us to picture

Sweet Briar without Mr. Dew.
New Addresses:

Betsy Williams Gilmore (Mrs. W. Kirk)
3079 Scarborough Road, Cleveland Heights 18,

Ohio.

Carolyn F. Maury, 1 141 Cherokee Road,
Louisville 4, Kentucky.

Jean Saunders, Garrison, New York.

1931

Class Secretary: Nancy Worthington, 14M
Park Avenue, Richmond 20, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Jean Cole Anderson (Mrs.

George D., Jr.) 2127 Fourteenth Street, South,
Birmingham, Alabama.

Deadlines certainly have a way of catching

me unprepared, and I fear me you are to

sufi^er from my negligence this time, as it was
March 15 before I realized that postals must
go out and replies come before March 2 5.

Consequently, I am more than grateful to the

two faithful souls who answered same. There's

one more issue in May (it's early this year

on account of Commencement being pushed
up) and if you don't hear from me, I dare

you to send in some tidbits anyway! How many
take dares?

Helen Sim Mellen was the promptest of my
two correspondents. She reports that Uncle
Sam claimed Harold and he is now at Camp
Crowder, Missouri, starting basic training as

an engineer. Her son, John, is keeping her

company and busy as well, and her sister,

Jeanette, whose husband is going into the

Navy in April, will soon be arriving to stay

with her, since her Charlotte, North Carolina,

home is going into storage. Sunny, her
youngest sister, who is also a Briarite, lives

quite near and the children enjoy being to-

gether a great deal.

From Room 216, Hotel Stuyvesant, Buffalo,

New York, Isabel Solomon Levkoff writes that

"Even though I don't write often. Sweet Briar

and all of the girls are often in my thoughts.

Someday, I hope to get back there. My hus-

band enlisted in the Coast Guard in May 1942,

a year and a half after we were married. He
has been lucky enough to be stationed here

in Buffalo since his enlistment and we are both

grateful that we can be together. However,
we never know from one day to the next when
and where he will be transferred. I am kept

busy marketing, cooking, working and writing

letters. Sandy has one brother in the jungles

of India and another in North Africa and

plenty of cousins in service. We both write

them many times a week. Incidentally their

letters to us are fascinating. For a while I

assisted in a circulating library. It was lots

of fun, but I had to give it up because of

illness. Right now I am doing volunteer work
at the O. P. A. and reading to a blind man,
a scholar who writes articles for magazines.

It's a grand education for me. He has a Braille

typewriter and takes notes on it as I read.
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After I leave him, he plays records that he

gets from a blind association, some of which

are complete readings from books, read by old

time actors and actresses wlio no longer can

make a living on the stage." Thanks a lot

Isabel, it's been a long time since the class has

heard from you and I know each member

will be glad to know you are doing such

interesting work.

From an anonymous source (not in the class

of 193 1) I gleaned that Perry Whittakcr

Scott had recently been in North Jersey and

with her son Bobby has now gone to Florida

to join her Major husband who is back from

North Africa.

Just talked to Charlotte Kent Pinckncy on

the phone. She is here visiting her parents and

viewing her sister Jane's new four-months-old

baby. Charlotte has three children—Jane, 8,

Cotesworth, 5, and Anne, 3. Tom is in the

Navy stationed in Washington at present and

their address is 406 North Frederick Street,

Arlington, Virginia. Westcott called her not

long ago when she was in Washington with

her sister and reported that her husband is in

Italy. Charlotte also saw Jessie Hall Myers

on her last trip to New York and found her

house in Pelham charming and the children

adorable.

1932

Class Secretary, Alice Dabncy Parker (Mrs.

John C, Jr.) Franklin, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Virginia Squibb Flynn (.Mrs.

James) Box 831, Logan, West Virginia.

I couldn't send out any cards this time

because of an earlier deadline than I had ex-

pected, so I'll just pass on whatever news has

come my way since the last issue.

Marcia Patterson is teaching Latin at the

Kent Place School in Summit, New Jersey.

She had luncheon with Dr. HarJey during

Christmas vacation, and was eagerly anticipat-

ing a visit to the anthropjlogical section of

the Natural History Museum under Dr.

Harley's guidance. Marcia enjoyed her year in

Wisconsin, but is glad to be nearer home.

The present activities of Sally Sballctibcrgcr

Brown, whose three sons' nurse recently de-

parted to join the W.A.C.. can readily be

imagined! Before she was forced into retire-

m.ent, however, she worked on the Fourth

\t*ar Loan campaign, and was justly proud of

helping sell $277,000 worth of bonds in her

little Harrod's Creek district.

Elizabeth Job Jopp is having fun "playing

tag with the army all over the country," from

Kentucky to California to the University of

Illinois, where Gus has been sent with a

graduate electrical engineering unit.

Last lime I failed to bring in one very old

but very interesting item. Sometime in the

fall, Nancy Wilson Drewry smashed a bottle

of champagne on the Liberty ship Lyott G.

Tyler. The ship was named for Nancy's grand-

father, former President of William and Mary.

Letha Morrh Wood was so noble as to say

she was "inspired" to write me a letter after

she read the February bulletin. In November
she moved her entire entourage of dog, cat,

and children to Troy, New York, so as to be

with Jack, and they were so delighted with the

place that they decided to stay on even after

he was sent to Puerto Rico. Letha says she'd

love to hear from anyone wlio feels moved to

write.

I saw a notice in the paper the other day

of the birch of a daughter, Margaret Sutton,

to Lillian Wilkinson Bryson, e.\-'3 2, at Stuart

Circle Hospital in Richmond.
From Billie Hancel Sturdy, living in Bev-

erly Hills, California comes word that her

husband, a lieutenant in the Marine Air

Corps is in the South Pacific, and that she,

witli her small daughters, Margaret and Anne,

aged three and seven, are keeping very busy.

Now I shall be egotistical for awhile and

relate- to you the saga of "The John C.

Parkers In the Briar Patch, or, Alice and John
On a Rest Cure." Johnny was mowed down
with work, I was even more aghast than usual

over dat ol' dabbil s-rv-na pr-bl-m, and a week
at the Boxwood Inn seemed a likely panacea

for all our woe. After making prolonged and

elaborate arrangements for the care of the

house and children, we finally got away on
March 8th, and for the next seven days we
proceeded to relax in a way I feared we'd

never attain again. For the most part we slept

and ate and read and walked, and Johnny
had several long horseback rides. We went to

one Convocation, heard an unusually interesting

lecture on Greece one night, and another night

saw "The Lady Vanishes" in the Chapel. This

last was indeed a strange experience. I kept

wondering if we had stumbled in on a Frank
Sinatra show by mistake when the girls burst

into uninhibited shrieks ever and anon.

It was good to see how familiar it all looked,

although there are many attractive new faculty

huoses and some wonderfully improved parlors

and "playrooms," as well as a good many less

conspicuous changes, such as the presence of

a n jmber of married students! Twelve years

have made almost no mark on our old friends

in the faculty, all of whom flattered me by
remembering me and by being as hospitable as

possible. Miss Glass, Miss Fraser, Miss Weaver,

Miss Long, Mr. Connor, Miss Stochholm, Miss

Mull, Madame Johnson, and Mr. Worthington,

to mention only a few, are all just as before;

and another familiar and welcome face on

the campus is that of Martha Von Briesen,

who is back as head of Public Relations.

And by the way, in case any of you are

feeling bowed down with age, maybe it will

cheer you on to hear what the Sweet Briar

girls were singing on the Lynchburg bus one

day. No, not "Mairzy Doats," nor yet "Besame

Mucho." They were ripping into "Blue Skies,"

"Stormy Weather," and "I Can't Give You
Anything But Love."

Feeling better now? Alice
New addresses:

Marcia Patterson, Kent Place School, Sum-
mit, New Jersey.

Letha Moms Wood (Mrs. John W.) Ken-

worth Avenue, Troy, New York.

Lilian S. Shidler, 95 1 1 Sanilac, Detroit.

Michigan.

Patricia Mason Stedman (Mrs. John C.)

1614 Kcnilworth, N. E., Washington, D. C.

1933

From the Alumnae Office:

Jane Martin Person and her husband are

living in Arlington. She reports that Helen

is still at the Arlington Hospital where she

recently had her first turn on the night

shift.

Libby Gicseti Lindsay has a new son, born

January first. This makes her total three.

New address:

Jane Martin Person (Mrs. H. E.) 2401 S.

Scott Street. Arlington, Virginia.

1934

Rctinion Chairman: Marcia Morrison Curtis
(Mrs. Raleigh R.) 1919 N. Seventh Street

Street, Temple, Texas.

Fund Agent: Eleanor Alcott Bromley (Mrs.

H. H.) 2998 Huntington Road, Shaker
Heights, Ohio.

193S

Class Secretary: Helen Wolcott, 2S2I Con-
necticut Avenue, N. W., Washington 8, D. C.

Fund Agt-nt: Jacquelyn Strickland Dwelle
(Mrs. Edward, Jr.) 48 10 Araphoe Avenue,
Ortega Terrace, Jacksonville, Florida.

A cheery note from Gen Grossman Stevens

gives out that Cynthia Harbison Heye boasts

another daughter, Jocelyn Barclay, who made
her appearance on February 2. Gen is settled

down in Royal Oak, Michigan and more than
busy with four-year old Leslie Gale and baby
Edson.

Helen Schneider, who incidentally can whip
up a wonderful dinner on the maid's night

out, was my only other informant this go-
round. (Fie on ail the rest of you for ignoring

my hastily written notes.) Marion Walker
Alcaro has a son, Frederick Walker, born in

February and the F. E. Carters (Gary Bur-
well) announce the birth of F. E. Carter, III,

on January 16, and Gary says "He's quite a

boy." Sarah Turpin is on the upgrade after

a bad bout with pleurisy—she still has to

take life pretty easy, but hopes to be hale

and hearty in time for spring planting. Helen
is looking mighty pert, and still plays circles

all around me at a game of bridge.

New Addresses:

Emily Broun Carnan (Mrs. C. W.) 200 E.

Sharon Avenue, Glendale, Ohio.

Ray Adicr Cochran (Mrs. H. Foster) 3580
Cowden Street, Memphis, Tennessee.

Emma Jean McDanitl CuUen (Mrs. James
K.)) 2520 Glenway Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Dorothy Barnuni Venter (Mrs. J. G.) 20;
Clinton Avenue, Brooklyn 5 , New York.

1938

Notes from the Alumnae Office:

Janice Wiley's husband is in China now
with United China Relief, most of his time
being spent in Kukong, Kwangtung, Province.

Janice reports that since his departure she

has completed a course in Braille and is work-
ing on her first official transcription.

Married:

Ida Gray Todman to Lt. Stewart Watson
Pierce.

Marjorie Thaden to Captain William Grace
Davis, Jr., of Marietta, Oklahoma.
Nancy Kane to ^X'illiam B. Nicholson.

Margaret Coleman to Charles L. Ford, III.

Olga Heber to Gerard Kaufman.
Born to:

Jane fob Manning, a son (name, not re-

ported).

Jane Gray Kent Titus, a son, Cloyd Kent,

December 1 1.

Anne Luck Lancaster, a son. Albert B., Jr.,

November 25.

New Addresses:

Marjorie Tbadcn Davis (Mrs. William, Jr.)

3S24 South Wakefield Street, Arlington, Vir-

ginia.

Nancy Kane Nicholson (Mrs. William B.)

105 Water Street, Chestertown, Maryland.
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Olga Hchcr Kaufman (Mrs. Gerard) 104

Grandview Avenue, White Plains, New York.

Kitty K/H}; Corbett Powell (Mrs. Ben H.,

Jr.) Ill South Columbus Street, Arlington,

Virginia.

Rebecca KtinkU- Hogue (Mrs. Frederick

W.) 2996 Kast 132nd Street, Cleveland 20,

Ohio.

1939

Reunion Ciniirmau: Lottie Levcts, 41 S S.

Duke Street, Durham, North Carolina.

Fund Agctif: Janet Thorpe, SO Heywood

Road, Pelham Manor, New York.

For full particulars of 1939 five years after,

see the June Alumnae News, but these are

too good to hold.

Born to Mr. and Mrs. Richard B. Wathen

("Happy" James) February 21, a daughter,

Viola Burden and to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel L.

Dyer (Yvonne Leggett) March 20, a daugh-

ter, Suzanne Leggett.

Married: Ensign Anne Benedict to Lt. Ed-

ward Swain. Jr., U.S.N R., an alumnus of

the University of Pennsylvania, class of '34-.

Overseas with the Red Cross: Patty Balz

bringing the total for '3 9 to four who are

in the same service overseas.

Captain Mary Petty Johnston, WAC has

just departed for Fort Oglethorpe for an

indefinite stay, and she promises to keep us

informed!

New Addresses:

Patricia G. Balz, 3 3 609, American Red

Cross, A.P.O. 46 5, c/o Postmaster, New York,

New York.

Betsy Durham Goodhue (Mrs. Albert) Ten

Cliff Street, Marbiehead, Massachusetts.

Alice Groom Kirschner (Mrs. William K.)

31S Summit Lane, Ft. Mitchel, Kentucky.

Julia Wor/hhigfon Lombard {Mrs. Calvin

C.) 24S2 Clifford Street, Detroit, Michigan.

"Happy" James Wathen (Mrs. Richard B.)

260 Cherokee Road, Charlotte 4, North Caro-

lina.

1940

Class Sccnfary: Nida Tomlhi Watts (Mrs.

Robert C. 262S Handasyde Court. Cincinnati

8, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Connie Curr!i£, 698 West End

Avenue, New York, New York.

The unusually early date of this issue

caught me flatfooted and dismayed! There-

fore, the news is slim, but exciting. Clara

Sasscer was married to Harrison Critchlow

Chandler, Jr., on Saturday, April I in Wash-

ington. Polly Boze is engaged to James Addi-

son Glascoch, Jr., of Richmond. Polly will

be married the first part of June. Mr. Glas-

coch is a graduate of Yale, School of Law,

in 1942. At present, he is practicing law in

Richmond and Polly is teaching French at St.

Catherine's.

Connie Currie has jv.st announced her en-

gagement to Richard Elliot Fleming of East

Orange, New Jersey, Princeton, '3 5. He is

with the International Nickel Company at

present. The wedding date has been set for

Saturday, May 6 in New York and Parge will

be her only attendant.

On March 19 Hazel "Puckie" Sterrett an-

nounced her engagement to Ensign William A.

Allen, U.S-N.R. Puckie has been studying law

at the University of Virginia for the past

two years and Mr. Allen, a graduate of the

Virginia Law School is a member of the

Virginia Bar.

Agnes Spencer Burke wrote several weeks

ago that Betty Lee Kopper and daughter,

Elizabeth Marshall were expected to join

Betty's husband in Florida shortly.

Coralie Kahn Ferro's son, Michael, Jr., was

born on April 9, in San Francisco. I am look-

ing forward to seeing Coralie next month
when I go to California. I promise a "fat"

report from there for the next Alumnae
News. Write me before May 10.

New Addresses:

Anne McCarthy Cheek (Mrs. John Sewell)

c/o Mrs. P. S. McCarthy, 1015 West Third

Street, Dubuque, Iowa.

Ensign Olivia Davis Macdonald, 12!) West

12th Street, New York, New York.

Louise Worthington Pugh, 3965 Annwood
Street, Cincinnati 6, Ohio.

Ethel Bower McClaugherty (Mrs. Bernard)

410 East 79th Street, Apartment 4D, New
York, New York.

Agnes Spencer Burke (Mrs. John W., Jr.)

811 United Street, Key West, Florida.

Margaret Woods Gillette (Mrs. John W.)
Chatham Hall, Virginia.

1941

Class Secretary: Doris Albray, 18 Curtis

Place, Maplewood, New Jersey.

Fund Agent: Anita Loving, 1507 Laburnum,
Richmond, Virginia.

The Lost and Found Department, by work-

ing overtime, has unearthed some voices which

have not been heard on this page for a mighty

long spell. Cheech wrote a grand long letter,

and Gertrude Marill, Janie Clark. Hartrich

and Mary Scully joined the parade. Helen

Watson Hill and Dottie White, two of my
standbys, again answered my S.O.S. for news

and Erk came through with her bit. For each

and every line, a hearty thank-you!

Let's consult the voices from the dim past

first. Tuning in on Cheech's wave length, we
hear that she and husband, Mac, are living

at Fort Monroe with baby daughter. Mom says

she is "very wild but cunning, aged seven

months, and already slated to be a Sweet

Briarite in '66." Chee Chee is sure Mac's

talents as a baby doctor are being wasted on

the men at the Army hospital. Could be.

Allen Baghy MacNell, another name too

long absent from this section, is reported to

be in New York City with husband, Hugh.
Dreams have it they will own a ranch in

California when the war is over.

Ringer, another A.W.O.L., is now stationed

in Charleston with the WAVES. We hear

she loves it.

Gertrude Marill, long since given up as

lost, came through with a complete life

history since that fateful June day in 1941.

The sum and substance of it is that she is

working on a fellowship at Yale, spending

most of her time on Psych., holding down
several very interesting jobs, and generally

enjoying herself. Gertrude expects to have her

Ph.D. in 1946. More power to you!

Janie Clark Hartrich's letter was certainly

another welcome one, and annuonces that she

is really being instructed in Genetic Psychol-

ogy by Tommy, Jr., who had his first

birthday April eighteenth and is already walk-

ing around and getting into everything. Janie

was expecting a visit from H.A., from which
meeting she promised news for the next issue.

Wilma Zeisler, of whom we've not heard

in many moons, is working for Schwartz Toy
Company in Ardmore, while Janie Loieland

Byerts is traipsing around with her pilot hus-

band, and Ellie Damga\d Firth is with her

husband in St. Louis.

Mary Scully is still working at the Uni-

versity of Virginia Hospital, is living with

Puckie Sterrett (who incidentally just an-

nounced her engagement) and reports that

Decca is blissfully happy out in Sunny Cali-

fornia with her Marine Air Corps husband.

Helen Watson Hill seems to be quite the

civic-minded little wife. She's busy as a bee-

hive most of the time, and at the time of

writing was hoping for a break before April

first when George's deferment expired. He has

been doing clinical research work at Eastman
Kodak.

Martha Ingles Schrader is reputed to be in

El Paso with husband. Jack.

Dottie White, displayed her histrionic

ability at Camp Shanks on April first, writes

that Joan Myers Riese presented the world,

on February twelfth, with a son, Barry

Knowlton; Edge is at Camp Blanding, Florida,

with Ted, and Barbara Holmau Whitcomb's
Bill has left for the Pacific.

Erk, just recently returned (and how she

got back will puzzle many) from Florida,

wrote that she had a marvelous three-months

theie recuperating. Butch is busy in Garden
City with her teaching and Red Cross work
—and why don't we hear from her direct

—

while Dedore (our erstwhile Secretary) is

awaiting orders at Link Trainer Instructor's

School in Atlanta, and Doucett (they say she

is still among the living) is working at the

Hospital for Joint Diseases in New York City,

making people happy.

Helen Mac supplied me with the news that

Wilma Caveit Bird, daughter Anne Carol (one

year old on March tenth) and her Army
Captain husband are living in Honolulu,

where he is stationed.

Had two very pleasant surprises in Feb-

ruary. Sally Esler came up to Philly to visit

her married sister and trotted up to New
York to have lunch with me. She is working
hard, looks wonderful and we had a mar-
velous time, chatting about S. B. and all you

people. Then, two days later, Judy Hoeber
gave me a buzz to say she was in the City

for a few days. We met for "Corlttalls," had

a grand gab fest and generally enjoyed our-

selves. Judy said she had seen Mary James
(dees anyone remember her?) and was seeing

a good bit of Allen on her few days stay.

Judy is waiting for a crack at the overseas

Red Cross.

Late news: Shirley Shaw's engagement was

announced March 18 to Lt. Richard MIcou
Daniel, U.S.N.R., the wedding to take place

next summer. Lt. Daniel who recently re-

turned from overseas duty, was graduated

from Episcopal High School and the Engi-

neering School of the University of Virginia.

Betty Nell Irvine's marriage to Lt. Edwin
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KL-ith Phillips, U. S. Army Fngincers, took

place April I in New Rochclle.

Well, guess that's about all for this time.

Thanks again all you gals who wrote, and

won't some more cadavers please come to life

so you can come to light in the next issue?

New Addresses:

Allen Bii^by MacNcil (Mrs. Hugh) 1049

Park Avenue, New York City.

Chee Chce Broun-Semian MacRac. (Mrs.

Colin) 104 Ingalls Road, Fort Monroe, Vir-

ginia.

Gertrude Marill, Department of Psychology,

Yale University, 3 33 Cedar Street, New
Haven, Connecticut.

Janie Clark Hartrich (Mrs. T. J.) Vin-

centown. Now Jersey.

Jane LorcUinil Byerts, 3 Bennington Lane,

Dearborn, Michigan.

Mary N. Scully, HO Rugby Road, Char-

lottesville, Virginia.

Wilma Catrff Bird (Mrs. John Philip) 3475

Paly Drive, Honolulu, Hawaii.

Margaret Cra/^bill Dorney (Mrs. William,

Jr.) 2803 P Street, N. \V., Washington, D. C.

Elizabeth Collcy Shelton (Mrs. Charles B.,

Jr.) 2500 Creswell, Shreveport, Louisiana.

1942

Class Secrchiry: Catherine Coleman, St.

Katherine's School, Davenport, Iowa.

Fund AgcnJ: Eugenia Burnett, 202 S Bel-

mont Road, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Taking precedence over all news this time

is the birth of Martha Buchanan Wadsworth
on February 26. Captain and Mrs. Wadsworth

are at Selfridge Field, Michigan.

As she told you in the last issue, Slug has

departed for the Marines. As a result, I am
going to try to take over the job, and I now
beg and implore all members of '42 to simply

shower me with letters. Before I forget, don't

get worried about the school address when
the weather gets warmer. The secretary's

position at a school is, I have discovered,

functioning at its peak during the summer
months.

Before departing for "beautiful" Camp Le-

jeunc, Slug did forward to me a letter from
Polly Peyton Turner. Polly's husband, Carol,

finally managed to get into port and they had

a gay time. He has now gone back to sea, and

Polly is joining her father and mother in

Seattle. She also said that Bobby En^h Croft

left the Tiffany Foundation about the same

time that she did.

Shirley Hauseman wrote me all about her

work with the Chicago Association of Com-
merce. It certainly must be exciting. She

reports that Dotty Hutchings is "at some
boat works right across the river from Louis-

ville doing drafting work." Nancy Gohlbarih

Glaser seems to be flitting back and forth

from Philadelphia to Richmond, while Arkie

King is still in Cleveland wo.king at Langley

Field.

Jan Darby has joined the ranks of the

stenographers and is employed by the Petrol-

eum Engineering Department of the Humble
Oil and Refining Company and is now living

in New Orleans. At Christmas time, Dot
Malone was working for the Southern Bell

Telephone Company—this via Shirley, who

did not say whether Dot was working as an

operator or what have you.

Toppin Wheat is, unfortunately under the

weather and has had to put off the com-

pletion of her work for her Master's until a

later date. At present she is in Charlottesville

resting. Another who is still at home is Gcgc

Moomaw, who has a new job, details unknown,

save that she says that she is slaving over

a typewriter. She also reports that Stoney

Moore (Rutherfoord) is now in Norfolk with

Julian—though her address is, I believe, still

Roanoke.

From the alumnae oftice I learned of Eugie

Burnett's wedding to Herman Andrew Aft el,

Jr., scheduled for April 29, and from that

source and several others I have pieced to-

gether the story of Diana Stout's wedding on

February M to Captain Richard Henry Allen,

Jr.; al!io of Grace Lanier's marriage to Lt.

Carlos Brcckenridge Brewer, Jr., MRTC, the

wedding was April fifth.

Texas has done well by mc, with both

Annie Barrett and Flush sending me long and

newsy letters. Of course, you have hea.'d by

now of the arrival of Piatt W. Davis, III.

shortly after Christmas. Needless to say,

Eloustoun is a proud mama. Another Houston

gal who has swelled the ranks of potential

Briarites is Marion Kobbins Parish. Marion,

Jr., is reported to have her mother's big brown
eyes and dark hair. The Parishes are living

in Little Rock at the present time. Also

living in Arkansas is Carolyn Moutcitb Clark

(Mrs. Wm.) . Annie saw "Baby" Williann

Mighell in New Orleans New Year's. She and

Joe are still gadding about wherever they can

find a baby-sitter for Alice, Jr., who is a

year old now. Another class baby is Page

Williams Crawford's son, Michael, who is now
a year and a half. Jack is in the Navy sta-

tioned in the Pacific, and Page manages to get

to San Francisco whenever his ship comes

into port. Peggy Cunningham Allen and Bob
are still at Fort Benning, Georgia, where they

have a little rustic house out of town.

Anne Morrison's wedding seems to have

been the occasion for a real Sweet Briar re-

union. Eloise, Grace Bngg Muller-Thym,

Bobbie Eugb Croft, Chookie, Edie Brainerd,

Nancy Davis, and Laura Graves were all

there. Other news via Annie Barrett is that

Peggy Gearing is now in New Orleans working

for Eastern Airlines. Annie herself is in

Houston waiting for Oame to come home, and

keeping busy working in a law office and

doing Nurse's Aiding. Of course, she does

get in an occasional weekend trip to Randolph

Feld or Corpus Christi.

Flush has acquired a new addition to the

family—a honey-colored cocker spaniel, name
—Buster. She is having the same experience

which I had when I acquired mine, name

—

Briar—and that is that for some reason they

enjoy chewing up everything in sight.

Anne Chamberlain writes that she has gone

to Washington where she has joined Chookie

Groves in working for the Signal Corps. She

says that Nan Taylor is in Miami working

for Pan-American and Joanne Obcrkirch for

NBC in New York.

On oUr mutual birthday Penny wrote me
telling mostly about the avid way in which

she reads the Alumnae News, so do help

make it interesting for her and all the others

who are unable to keep in touch with each

and every one of you as she would like to

do. And do get in your contribution to the

Fund, so that you can read the news.

Addresses:

Anne Chamberlain, 929 H Street, N. W.,

Apt. 1, Washington, D. C.

Mrs. John Watts Martin, Jr., (Charles

Lindsay) 914 C Avenue, Lawton, Oklahoma.

Mrs. Beverly C. Moore (Rene Mitchell)

1 202 Mimosa Street, Goldsboro, North Caro-

lina.

Mrs. W. A. Parish, Jr. (Marion Robbing)

Box 53S, Little Rock, Arkansas.

Mrs. John B. Boothby (Virginia Thayer)

c/o Mrs. L. W. Boothby, Route 5, Bjx 414

San Jose, California.

Mrs. Stephen Botsford (Cynthia Abbott)

161 East 79th Street, New York.

Mrs. Robert Gibson Thurman (Anne
Bandy) 2822 E. 132nd Street, Cleveland, Ohio.

Mrs. Lane Sartor (Gloria San.lerson) 5S1

Slattery Boulevard, Shreveport 53, Louisiana.

1943

Reunion Chairman: Nancy Pingree, 36

River Road, Boston 8, Massachusetts.

Class Secretary: Frances Taylor, 5 820 York
Road, Richmond 21, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Ensign Karen Kniskern, U.S.

C.G.R. (W.) 1104 3Uh Avenue, Seattle 22,

Washington.

As far as I know nearly every one is hold-

ing down the same jobs or husbands that they

were in the last issue and so there really isn't

a whole lot of news. Nancy Jameson was

married on February 26th to Robert King
Glass, Jr. And there are two more Second

Floor Grays that are going to head down center

aisle soon: Barbara Briggs has announced her

engagement to Ralph Holtenhoff and Frances

Gregg announced on February 19th that

sometime around the middle of April she is

going to change her name to Mrs. Wrsde
Petersmeyer (now stationed in Memphis).

Yesterday I had a grand newsy letter from
Lucy Kiker Jones who is still living in Frank-

lin. Virginia. She tells me that she hca.d from
Byrd Smith Hunter who was planning to go

out to the West Coast with Henry .:nd that

Charlotte Garber Rudulph is now at home
looking around for a job while John is in

China. Lucy also says that Valerie Jones

Materne was in Norfolk for a while with her

husband.

Camille Guyton Guething came through

Richmond not long ago on her way to Nor-

folk househunting—she is now living in At-

lantic City but expects Ted to be transferred

to Norfolk before long. There Fay Martin

Chandler is cooking up a storm, ehe says that

she cooks the same way that she u.ed to write

term papers with millions of books, pans,

notations, etc., scattered hither and yon; Fay

plans to do some public school substitute

teaching before long.

Elsie McCarthy Samson is living in Ashe-

ville. North Carolina where her husband is

stationed and working for the O.D.I. Kitty

Doar Jones and Tommy are stationed at Fort

Brown in Brownsville, Texas, and at this

point arc quite excited over the prospect of
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moving into a new apartment because where

they are now there is only one closet for

four people to share.

Marjorie Shugart Dennehy has left Wash-

ington and is now in New York while Rod is

out at sea again, but she plans to come back

to Richmond soon. The other day I

bumped into May Gardner Smith Burgess in

the station and she showed me a most adorable

picture of her little girl who is now really

quite a little lady. M. G. is busying herself

with nurse's aide and Junior League work in

Roanoke.

Anne Mcjunkin writes that she saw Debbie

Douglas recently in Washington and that

Debbie seemed to like her work a lot. By the

way Junk has just acquired a nephew. Clare

has now finished her schooling, and she and

Mary Law have the ofticial titles of Junior

Draftsmen for Glenn L. Martin, but they had

rather be called Aeronautical Engineers! Clare

writes that she'^ been in New York where

she saw Beanie, Beth, Libby, Brae, and Carol.

She says Muriel Grymes had been there too

and hopes to go to Mexico to get some ex-

periences in rehabilitation after she graduates

from the Fletcher School of Law of Diplom-

acy. Other sources say Muriel will go to

Washington so we shall see.

Rumor has it that Ann Jacobs, our Editor

of "Young America," was last seen inter-

viewing none other than Sinatra. Weezie

Woodruff has gotten a job with the American
Airlines in the reservations end of it and is

now in New York taking a six weeks' train-

ing course. Also rumor is that Brooks Barnes

is now at the head of her class at Presbyterian

Hospital and that's probably more truth than

poetry.

Jody Willh Leaman, right after her gradua-

tion in February visited Harriet Swenson who
has finished her business course and is now
working in the office of a lumber sales com-
pany. Barbara Bolles writes that she is still

in business school and that the last she heard

from Chesley Johnson she was teaching phys-

ical education at The Country Day School in

New Orleans.

Roaelle Faulconer is now working for the

County Welfare Department in Charlottes-

ville and loves it. She writes that Pauhne

Hudson is teaching school at "Big Island."

"Tookie Kniskern says that being a Spar

is quite the life. Janie Findlay when last heard

from was taking physical examinations for the

WAVES, and WAC Elizabeth Munce is home
on leave and says she has been doing classifi-

cation work and that Topeka, Kansas will

pobably be her permanent station. Just can't

wait to see these girls in uniform and wish

we could print their photographs. Munce
says that Dot Stauber is still secretary to

someone in the American Embassy in Cuba;
that Carol Tanner will probably finish and

get her M.A. in June. Virginia White is still

working at the Medical College Hospital and

has now acquired a Brownie Scout Troop to

boot. Nancy Pingree writes that she is com-
pletely in love with her nurse's aide work and

she says that the work is mainly in civilian

hospitals, but before long they will probably

be in the new Army hospital there in Boston.

We hear that Dodie Cheatham is at the

Woman's College, University of North Caro-

lina. Details, please.

Hope you all will excuse this brief ^nd
hastily concocted letter, but the deadline

kind of snuck up on me. The next issue will

be in May so do write ... if only a card.

New Addresses:

Nancy B/ckcl/jnuj}/ Harris (Mrs. Joseph)

23 9 Barrington Street, Rochester 7, New
York.

Kitty Doar Jones (Mrs. Thomas G.) 32

S. E. Adams Street, Brownsville, Texas.

Nancy Louise Jameson Glass (Mrs. Robert

King, Jr.) 764 Potomac Avenue, Buffalo, 9,

New York.

Margaret Baker Kahin (Mrs. George) Box
516, Stamford University, California.

Anne F. Noyes, 22 1 Sycamore Road, Lex-

ington 30, Kentucky.

1944

Engaged:

Mary Jarvis to Albert K. Cocke.

Josefina Pernas to Ruben Perez.

Dorothy Tobin to Cadet Warren Dillaway

Ayres, USCGR.
Married:

Margaret Lyle Eggers to Aviation Cadet

Ray Potter Perry, Jr.

Lucy Love to Lieutenant Warren P. Elmer,

Jr., Field Artillery paratroop officer.

Pauline Brooks to Lieutenant Robert J.

Jensen.

Mary Braden to Malcolm Young.

Mimi Etheridge is secretary in the Adver-

tising Depa.'tment of Pan American Airways,

New York.

Sally Hollerith is a Junior Weight Engineer

at the Glenn L. Martin plant in Baltimore.

New Addresses:

Margaret Willing Ridgely, c/o Harriet Lane

Howe, Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore 5,

Maryland.

Nancy Elizabeth Singleton Payne (Mrs.

Bertram) c/o Mrs. Charles Singleton, 53 5

Medical Arts Building, Charleston, West Vir-

ginia.

1945

Engaged:

Mia Lotte Hecht to Lt. (j.g. ) Thomas Saer

Morgan.

Mary Catherine Waddell to Pfc. William

P. Spencer.

Married:

Harriet Campbell Whitehurst to Dr. Arthur
Lankford, Jr.

Rosemary Newby to Lieutenant Claree Sut-

ton Mullen.

Would You Be Good Enough to Attend?-
{Contiuiicd from page 17)

questions which were perplexing. Later, when the report

for the day is made, I will send these to the Oracle at Sweet
Briar and by the next mail, back will come comp'ete and
explicit answers so that I wi!l ride smoothly over them the

next time.

When the last trim ankle sock has disappeared thrcugh
the door, I am loathe to say goodbye to the very courteous

and informative faculty members who has been assigned

to me as director and advisor and with whom I have talked

during free moments. And as the train takes me back to

legu'ar routine and everyday occupations, I hope sincerely

I have left behind some corrected impressions of Sweet

Briar, some working knowledge for those who wish to

matriculate there and a feeling in the hearts of all for the

warmth and richness of life that would be theirs were

they to choose it.

It has amazed me t j sse practically no high school seniors

or juniors in this group. They have been chiefly sophomores
a'ready looking ahead to the work they wish to pursue in

their lives and closely questioning the means that will

bring them to the greatest fulfillment of their desires. A
fairly serious group it has been, with its members possessing

alert and forward-locking minds and a realization of the

difficult problems they must face in the future of this

laboring world. Perhaps that is reading too much into

them, but I know I came away with a comfortable feehng

for their ability and soundness, and a refreshment of spirit

by this contact with minds so eager and purposeful.



''Spri?ig mil "Be So Sad When

She Comes This Yea?-'''

Virginia Burgess, '44

r
FN THE spring of their

senior year students major-

ing in English will take a

written comprehensive ex-

amination to test their knowl-

edge of authors, works, trends

and types of English litera-

ture; their literay apprecia-

tion; and their critical dis-

crimination—page 71—Sweet

Briar Catalogue.

So stands the fateful pro-

phecy carefully hidden among
prerequisites and required

courses. Macbeth's witches

could not have cooked up a

better one. When first read,

it does not seem so ominous

but then students about to

major in English have little critical discrimination—as yet.

That is to come later, along with a stack-stoop and a

sonnet-squint. They have a vague idea that comprehensive

means 'including much' but they have no suspicion how
much the much includes. This becomes a little more ap-

parent when they begin to select their courses from among
the English department's large and varied assortment, with

the best brands only in stock the wrong years. Unfortu-

nately verbosity was ever a virtue among the English and
there was never a shortage of paper and ink.

Still the prospect is not too gloomy, for think what can

be done in two years. But soon the two years have dwindled
down to three months and the past is full of good inten-

tions and little else—the future with things to come. The
English majors now know knowledge is of two kinds: that

of knowing where to find the facts, of which they have a

little; and that of really knowing the facts of which they
have a little less. Regarding the former, the faculty is

rather helpful, providing a broad hint, a reading list which
for completeness and bulk would shame an O. P. A.
report.

Armed with this, the now apprehensive candidate, fully

realizing that a little knowledge is a very dangerous thing
(especially for her,) joins the underground movement in

the stacks. Here like baby Faust, they pore over many a

book of ancient, and as far as they are concerned, forgotten
lore. Alas, knowledge comes only from study and to study
is to suffer. So they pass their days and nights communing
with the great souls of other years—Milton, Spenser, and
Shakespeare, while their friends commune with Hope,
Sinatra, and James. As the fatal judgment is approached
they increasingly reassure themselves with the thought
that no one has yet failed. But then there is always the
first time and this is the day of the unprecedented.

"Good Morning Chris"

By Antoinette LeBris, '45

"y^^ OOD morning Chris!"

V_T "Good morning Miss!"

"Do you have a minute? I'd like to interview you for

the Alumnae News."
"What Ma'am?"
"You know the magazine that goes to the girls who used

to go to college here. They want to give you a write up."

"Yes Ma'am."
Chris' big eyes flashed, and poHtely he held his broom

in one hand and his pipe in the other, and not once while

I was talking with him did he draw on that pipe.

I was slightly apprehensive about this interview since

Chris and I are handicapped by certain peculiarities of

language, but to my relief we seemed to understand each

other perfectly. In spite of his quiet and self-effacing atti-

tude Chris is known to almost every one on this campus:

a slim and gentle person all black and white. And if you

have not yet been greeted by Chris with: "Good maw'nin'

Miss!" you probably will be before you leave Sweet Briar.

Chris was born in Amherst and has lived there all his

life. Once, says he, he moved away . . . two and a half

miles from the town.

His first contact with Sweet Briar occurred many years

ago when, as a boy of 16, in short trousers, he helped

build the dam at the lake with his father: "I rolled the

first wheelbarrow to the dam and the last one too!" says

Chris proudly. At the time, Carson and Gray were the

only two buildings on the college grounds except for those

of the plantation, but soon other buildings replaced the

hills and bushes that Chris remembers. After the dam was

completed, Chris occupied himself with carrying mail in

Amherst, and then went to work on a farm nearby.

"Nineteen years ago this past August 9," Chris came
back to Sweet Briar to work as janitor of Fletcher Hall

and he has been "sweeping the floor and washing the win-

dows of the building so many times!" Chris did not men-
tion his other function in that hall which is to cheer all

passers-by with his friendly greeting.

One of Chris' brothers (John) worked at Sweet Briar

too, as janitor in Academic. He died 13 years ago and was
replaced by Sterling Jones. Chris' twin brother comes to

Sweet Briar sometimes and it is difficult to tell who is who.

Chris is the father of seven children, five boys and two
girls. The girls are twins and three of the boys are in the

armed services. One of them is a corporal at Fort Benning,

Georgia, another is on some Island in California says Chris,

and the third is a "second something" at Fort Dix, New
Jersey, Chris could not remember what kind of second

that was. His oldest son could not be taken in on account

of a fingerless hand and the youngest one still goes to

high school in Amherst.

Asked if he had been in the last war Chris announced
that he went to the board five times and each time they

sent him back home.

Chris does not read but when he calls for the mail of
the Fletcher offices at the postofiice he is told which pack
of letters goes to what office and he never confuses them.

After thanking him we separated with the usual: "Good-
bye Chris!" and "Goodbye Miss!"







Commencement May 29, 1944
Commencement, 1944, was a pleasant, leisurely, friendly kind of an affair. For some reason, it seemed

;ven more so than last year's final weekend, although it is difficult to say exactly what made it so. The
customary frenzy didn't materialize.

Perhaps it was that so many families stayed right here on campus, most of them living in Reid and

Grammer and taking their meals in the Refectory. There was very little la-ct-vient by car, because

those who had gas to get here had none to spare for dishing around the countryside. Most of the visitors

said they were enjoying to the utmost a few days of peaceful country life, meeting their daughters' pro-

fessors, their friends and their parents, and just simply feeling rested by the beautiful surroundings.

For the Alumnae Council, things began happening on Thursday afternoon, with the opening session in

the Art Room of the Library. That evening we were all the guests of Miss Glass at a pleasant buffet

5upper party at Sweet Briar House, followed by a stroll in the gardens.

We sat and sat, and talked and talked, and did some listening, too, on Friday. Miss Glass came in that

morning and spent almost two hours with us, telling about various changes in the college, such as the

increase in fees; about the past year's growth of the general endowment fund and about special gifts

to the college; something about her own activities during the year; and considerable about the outlook

for the future of Sweet Briar. It was an interesting and enlightening morning.

Mr. Worthington, who has, believe it or not, reached the age of retirement this year, braved the

crowd in the Refectory to come and have luncheon with us, after which we all went to Randolph
Parlor for a little visit. "Pop" admirably refrained from telling any of the stories he could have told

about the alumnae who were there, so we carried out our original plan by giving him, in the name of

the Alumnae Association, a small leather (yes, leather!) traveling bag, and the promise of a bound set

of letters written by French majors.

Although, as they frankly said, most of the Council members had come "to get away from the family

for a few days," they began returning to those very same families as soon as the meetings ended. They
did stay long enough to go to the very pleasant party given on Friday afternoon by Mr. and Mrs. Don
C. Wheaton at their home next door to the Walkers'. (In case you have forgotten, Mr. Wheaton is Mr.

Dew's successor in the Treasurer's office.)

From the alumnae point of view, the luncheon we gave for the seniors was the most important event

of the weekend. Four of the five alumnae whose daughters were graduating were there to see them
officially made members of the Alumnae Association: Bessie Brown Lindsey, ex '13, and Martha; Mary
Cowan Lippitt, ex '20, and Pvt. Anita, WAC; Daisy Guggenheimer Waterman, A., and Cecile; Frances

Murrell Rickards, '10, and Murrell. Edna Steves Vaughan, A., visited her daughter, Elizabeth, earlier

this spring. Council members, special guests, (Miss Dutton and Mrs. Dew) alumnae mothers and daughters,

the president of Student Government, the May Queen, the Manson Scholar, the class secretary, the chair-

man of the War Service Committee ... all were introduced. Both Miss Glass and Dean Lyman spoke

briefly to the seniors, giving them encouragement and good counsel which were impressive and inspiring

to all their hearers.

Rain spoiled the setting for the Garden party that afternoon, which was transferred to Sweet Briar

House, and a shower moved Step-singing into Grammer Common Room on Sunday afternoon and made
it necessary to cancel Vespers in the dell that evening. Lantern Night, however, took place without a

hitch later that same night.

The sun shone brightly, but mercifully, on the academic procession as it moved into the Gymnasium
on Monday morning. Bernard Mayo, professor of American history at the University of Virginia, spoke

to the graduates, telling them in part: "Armed with the rich heritage of the living past, with the faith

to endure and to achieve, you are now leaving Sweet Briar. Plunge boldly into the living stream of

history.

"There is ground for confidence that you will participate fully in the life of your generation, in all

of its joys and rich variety, and that you will, of the knowledge and ideals cultivated during these

college years, give generously to your particular job, your personal development, and to society.

"Since democracy should flourish in our local communities before we can expect to see it flourish on a

state, national, or world scale, take an active part in the many local groups which discuss, plan, and
promote everything that increases your community's welfare, political, economic, or cultural."

Bishop John J. Gravatt of the Episcopal diocese of South Carolina, father of one of the graduates,

gave the mvocation and the benediction, and 77 seniors received their degrees from Miss Glass, 14 of

them with honors. Martha von Briesen
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'Dea?^ zAiumnae:

Again have we missed the family gathering at Commencement time, and we very

genuinely miss the interplay between the older and the younger daughters that comes

from this gathering. I heard one alumna say that she could not get over how much

more cordial the students seemed to the alumnae than she remembered in her own time.

Maybe they always have been, but all the maturing experiences of these times could be

expected to enhance the sense of understanding between the two groups.

Two of the things that you missed hearing at Commencement, I tell you with pleasure

now. Martha Lcc Williamson, Sweet Briar, '2 5, alumna member of the Board of Overseers

1934 to 1937, established by a gift of $10,000 the William States Lee Scholarship in

memory of her father, a man of marked achievement and influence. Martha began this

gift several years ago anonymously and already four girls have profited by stipends from

the capital. When she completed the scholarship she named it for her father.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest S. Myers, by a gift of $10,000, established the Jean Campbell

Myers Scholarship in memory of their daughter Jean who died January 5, 1937. She was

graduated cum lauiic from Sweet Briar in 1934.

There is a live memory of Jean among her classmates, members of the faculty and the

students who were in college during the same four years. There is testimony to her

literary and scholarly interests in the dedication by Dora Neill Raymond of Captahi Lee

Hall of Texas to Jean, whose assistance in research for the volume Mrs. Raymond

acknowledges in preface and foot notes. Mr. Mangiafico's sketch of her in this issue of

the Alumnae News is a most interesting picture of her personality and of her promise.

Sweet Briar rejoices in administering this scholarship for Mr. and Mrs. Myers for the

benefit of other girls who may carry on in the spirit of Jean's promise.

When the chief source for scholarship aid is still an appropriation from the annual

general fund, such foundations as these mean so very much to the college and to the

able students who can not come to Sweet Briar without such aid. I find myself seeing

in the years ahead a growing list of them.

God speed to you in your multifarious jobs. Let us know about you and your doings.

Faithfully yours,
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BY Salvatore C. Mangiafico, Associate Professor of Romance Languages

THERE are certain students who because of personality

and a genuine love of learning leave a lasting im-

pression in the memory of their professors. Jean Campbell
Myers was one of these. Both in and out of the classroom

she was quiet and unassuming—yet her presence was
always felt.

In the fall of 1931, when I first met Jean, at the be-

ginning of her sophomore year, she was a member of my
elementary Italian class. She occupied the first seat in the

front row. She sat curled up in her chair, both hands

resting on the desk-arm, her head tilted slightly to one

side, looking in my direction as if through the upper lenses

of imaginary bifocals. Most of the time she wore a slight

frown, betraying diffidence or timidity, tempered by the

suggestion of a smile which revealed her native friendliness.

This position somehow added to Jean's charm without

detracting from her characteristic poise.

In the course of that year Jean became very fond of

Italian. She was exceptionally proficient in translation but

grammar bored her somewhat and for that reason she

worked much harder at it. Her desire for perfection kept

her from achieving fluency in speaking the language. How-
ever, her subtle humor added interest to her ItaUan con-

versation. In the middle of the second semester she asked

for some poetry that she could read. She chose a volume of

Pascoli, which she returned in May with some written

comments which were surprisingly intelligent. In her junior

and senior years the quality of her work showed remarkable

improvement. Her comments on the various authors re-

vealed maturity of judgment and a rich inner life. Very
early in our joint study of Italian literature, I learned to

respect Jean's ideas. It was apparent that she thought a

great deal about the meaning of what she was reading.

Her favorite Italian authors were Dante, Petrarca, Leo-

pardi and Manzoni. She also enjoyed Foscolo, Parini and

Afieri. Her real passion, however, was for Dante. Of her

own volition she read La Divitia Com media and Vita Niioca

in their entirety, and from time to time she would come
to discuss some passage or something that she had read

about these works. She read Dante with contagious en-

thusiasm, exclaiming frequently "My, there is something

new and exciting in every line!"

She was also very fond of history, which led to her

choice of the interdepartmental major in Revolution and

Romanticism. As the subject for the long paper required

in this major, she wanted one that would call for the

integration of history and Italian literature. After con-

sultation with Mrs. Raymond, Miss Long and me, she

selected as her topic: The Development of Nationalism

Reflected in the Literature of Italy 1775-1825.

Pages could be filled with anecdotes connected with the

writing of this paper. Jean complained that the paper was

more work than she had bargained for—yet we were

unable to stop her from doing at least three times as much
work as we had intended. For instance, in the spring of

her senior year, she decided that she should read some of

Jean Campbell Myers

the works of Gaspare Gozzi, though I admitted that I had
not read them myself. A week before spring vacation

she appeared with three volumes from the Library of

Congress and announced that she planned to spend the

vacation, at the Inn, reading Gozzi. The finished paper was
excellent. Italian scholars who have read it have praised it

highly. We who were her advisers thought so well of it

that we had the paper bound and placed in the Library.

The quality of her comprehensive examination was also

excellent. She was graduated cum laude.

Recently I talked to one of Jean's closest frifends, Julia

Sadler de Coligny, about her. Our conversation revealed

that her estimate of Jean's character was amazingly similar

to my own. "Jean was embarrassed by praise," said Julia.

"She was in on everything but she was always very quiet

and modest. She was extremely dependable and she was a

perfectionist; everything she did, she did with unusual

thoroughness."

Recognizing her fine qualities, her fellow-students wrote

the following description in the form of a horoscope in

the Briar Patch of 1934: "People born under this sign

represent the constructive element in the world. Being en-

dowed with receptive and assimilative minds, keen obser-

vation, and powers of concentration, their interests and

activities are many and varied. They are fascinating con-

versationalists, witty and amusing. They are excellent

hostesses, attractive and charming. However, literary pur-

suits possess strong attractions for them and they spend

much time reading."
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Alumnae News

Seieral mcmbcn of the

class fioscd in Daisy's

garden in 1914. Stand-

ing: Alice Swain, Re-

becca Patton, Henrietta

Washburn.

Seated: Elizabeth Green,

Polly Cary Dew (class

mascot), Ellen Hayes.

A PICTURE of the class of 1914, thirty years after, is

incomplete in spite of efforts by AHce Swain Zell and

the alumnae secretary to have information of every grad-

uate and as many former students as possible. The record

will be on file in the alumnae office and it is hoped that all

who read this version will help supply the missing links.

Of eight graduates of 1914 five are married and have a

total of eight daughters and seven sons. The six former

students who responded boast seven daughters and seven

sons. Their homes are scattered over nine states, with Ohio
claiming three, and one in Washington, D. C. Twelve in

all returned the questionnaires, for which we are pro-

foundly grateful.

Elizabeth (Lizzie) Green Shepherd, 2907 P Street,

Washington, D. C, has had a busy hfe as her letter and all

reports indicate. "After leaving Sweet Briar in 1914, I

taught school for three years, worked in the State Depart-

ment during the last war and then married Henry Shepherd

of Shepherdstown, West Virginia, only ten miles from my
own home in Charles Town. We lived there nine years

during which time our first three children were born. In

1927 we moved to Washington where my husband was

engaged in the security business but we still spent a great

deal of time in the country. Tommy, our youngest child

was born here. During the depression I decided to try to

start a dress shop, which still takes all of my available

time over and above the requirements of a family. The
shop has grown rather steadily and has been both interest-

ing and demanding. At present the shop employs about

twelve people. One of the people who has been associated

with it for the past two years is Eloise Ornie Robinson

who was at Sweet Briar with me and it is very nice having

here there.

"My children are all average in looks and attainments

which seems to me to be their greatest asset.

"Henry graduated from McDonough School where he

received a cup for being the head of the best company in

the school. He graduated from Hampden-Sidney College

and was for a time in the Marine Corps. He is now a cadet

at the Merchant Marine School at King's Point, Long Island

where he hopes to get a commission.

"Elizabeth graduated from St. Catherine's in Richmond,
Virginia. She was president of student government there

and during her two years at Sweet Briar was president of

the freshman class and house president her sophomore year.

She was married a little over a year ago to Lieutenant

Henry Pepper Scott, III, of the Naval Reserve, who is now
overseas. I am looking forward now with great enthusiasm
to my first grandchild.

"Mary McLean graduated last year from the National

Cathedral School in Washington. She was on the Student

Council, and associate editor of the school magazine as well

as being head of one of the school athletic teams. She was
given a scholarship to Vassar where she is now a freshman.

"Thomas Ringgold Shepherd before leaving here last fall

for school in Arizona was primarily interested in baseball,

football and being a news boy. He has been on the student

council this year at his new school.

"I have always seen a lot of my Sweet Briar friends. We
spent some summers in Vermont where Frances Richardson

and Mayo Thach have cottages. Oddly enough other than

Ruth Maurice I don't believe I've seen anyone but Alice

Swain and Laura Portman (both of them years ago) from
my own class at college. Washington is a wonderful meet-

ing place and it is one reason I enjoy living here. I haven't

any kodak pictures which my vanity will allow me to send
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but next year I will send you one of granny and the baby

if you should like it."

Ellen Jim Hayes has eluded the address sleuths in the

office and her present address is unknown. Previous reports

show that she won the degree B.P.E. from Wellesley in

1918, that she was owner of a summer camp for girls and

more recently has worked for the Navy.

Ruth Maurice Gorrell, 777 Washington Road, Lake

Forest, Illinois, married E. S. Gorrell in 1921 and they

have one son, E. S., Jr., "known to all and sundry as

Peter." He is 13 and from the pictures gives evidence

of being easy to look at with an "extra fair amount of

charm." He is a horseman, fisherman, and fond of camp-

ing. Mr. Gorrell, "Nap," West Point graduate of 1912,

is president of the Air Transport Association and doing

a war job in addition. Ruth writes of her own war job:

"My factory work has been a bit spotty. I went first with

the Blood Plasma department at Abbot Laboratory on the

assembly line (waiting to get into the lab itself in a few

months). That did not materialize so I went over to Johns

Manville in the gasket department. Just a day laborer,

that's all—7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.; 3:30 p.m. to 12 midnight.

Last spring 1 had to take time out. Nap went to Europe

on some Air job for the Army and Peter went to Wyom-
ing to camp. I dashed out there for a final cure up and

ranched it for a month. Then back to the old stand. Just

after Christmas my arthritis, which in the right knee

creeps up with a bang ever so often, crept up due to being

on my feet in eight hour stretches and I laid off for some

treatments. Hope to be back on a real job next month.

Meanwhile have canteened a bit and other volunteer jobs,

hospital lab, etc. Age has got me I fear, though I hop about

hoping Peter will not mistake me for h.s grandmother

(who by the way is still up and doing at 82).

"My factory group are mainly Polack and Balkan ex-

traction but seem good middle western Americans through

and through."

Ruth's energy and list of activities leave us fairly breath-

less. Soon after graduation she studied clinical pathology

and physiological chemistry at Bellevue, Columbia and

Cornell, was a technician in the office of a New York

doctor, had her own laboratory at St. Vincent's Hospital

for five years and later owned a Children's Book Shop in

Indianapolis for three years. Her chief interests include

photography, books— first editions, old furniture and

horses.

Abbie Munroe May in the questionnaire of October,

1941 sent to all graduates reported the sad news that she

had been crippled with arthritis for the past four years,

which made it impossible for her to do much. She had

just spent the summer at Johns Hopkins and was some-

what improved. In spite of her condition she was able to

enjoy much reading and her garden. Abbie taught school

for one year in Quincy, Florida, and was married in June,

1919 to Frank P. May, a druggist. Their three children

are Frank, Jr., Betty, 19, and George, 17.

Rebecca Patton, Beechmoor Place, Catlettsburg, Ken-

tucky insists that she has done nothing that would put '14

on the map. However like all people who have no remuner-

ative job she is kept busy with volunteer work that has

increased enormously during the war. Rebecca is chairman

of the nurses' aide committee of Boyd County, is serving

as an aide in King's Daughters Hospital in Ashland, and

doing the usual Red Cross work.

Her letter includes news of others who belonged to the

class for a short time: "This morning I got a long letter

from Dorothy Wallace Ravencl, Charleston, South Caro-

lina, written at Christmas time and parked under a blotter.

She has been very ill but is "up on the world again," except

for two sons of army age—both rather permanently in this

country at present.

She writes that Sally Miller Bennett spends much of her

time sitting on her suitcase in vestibules riding from camp
to camp where her sons are stationed.

"I was over east several weeks ago and stopped in Phila-

delphia to see Henri. She was recuperating from some
kind of a "bug" which laid her low. She writes she is back
in the harness again—that means church and committee
meetings.

"I have been up to my chin in things that seem im-

portant but I wonder!!! The nurses' aide work is fascinat-

ing. Recently I have been in the nursery and have learned

to "band and diap" with proficiency. The first one hour-

old I garbed looked more like the out-going laundry, he

was so bungled. But I do better now!"
Laura Portmann Mueller, writes from Chagrin Falls,

Ohio that they are certainly buried there with no gas,

but they love it, and she gardens their one and one half

acres of crops herself. Her husband, H. F. Mueller, Har-
vard, 1915, is a factory manager. They have four children:

Darya Brown, graduate of Wilson College and now with

the O.P.A. in Washington; Ibse who went to Radcliffe is

with the F.P.H.A., also in Washington; Carol, a freshman

at Simmons College in Boston and John Portmann goes to

the Orange School.

In addition to her garden, Laura manages to serve as

a nurses' aide at St. Lukes Hospital in Cleveland.

Alice Swain Zell living now in Cleveland has had a

varied and highly interesting life. She and her family have

spent some time in Germany, Hungary, Switzerland, and

France and there are some attractive pictures of the chil-

dren taken while skiing at St. Anton some years ago.

Lucian T., II, is a graduate of Phillip's Andover Academy
and Harvard; Alice Greenlcaf, now Mrs. Daniel Clark

McKay, attended Wellesley and Frances Swain, the

youngest, attends the Laurel School in Cleveland. Lucian

is a bombardier, 2nd Lieutenant in the army.

Henrietta Washburn, characteristically filled in the

questionnaire as we are all often tempted to do. (And we

loved it—the Editors). And like many who seemingly

have "no job" she too has several. She has unbounded in-

terest in the church, hospitals and music. She writes "you

ask me to describe my "position.' It was horizontal this

winter and last. Some seventeen doctors thought there was

nothing to be done, so I've been doing it!" However, she

had just returned from a conference in Washington and

she looks forward now to the Episcopal Conference held

at Sweet Briar during the last two weeks in June.

From the six ex '14's there is interesting news and one

(Continued on page }})
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Announcement was made at the

May meeting of the Alumnae

Council of the election of new

officers and members of the

Council who will serve for the

next two years.

Anne Schilling McJunkin

Alumnae Association Officers and Members of the Council

President: Mary Huntington, '3 (Mrs. E. Webster Harrison) Drake Road, Station M, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Vice-President: Katie Niles, '36 (Mrs. Franklin Parker) 46 Glen Road, Wellesley Hills, Massachusetts.

Second Vice-President: Anne McJunkin, '43, 202 5 Belmont Road, Washington 9, D. C.

Martha Valentine, Academy (Mrs. John H. Cronley) 490

S. Highland Avenue, Pittsburgh 6, Pennsylvania.

Louise Hammond, '19 (Mrs. Fred Skinner) Stillbrook,

River Road, Hilton Village, Virginia.

Isabelle Wood, '19 (Mrs. Homer A. Holt) 1585 Virginia

Street, Charleston, West Virginia.

Edith Durrell, '21 (Mrs. Edward C. Marshall) 6326 Ridge

Avenue, Pleasant Ridge, Cincinnati 3, Ohio.

Gertrude Dally, '22 (Mrs. Adrian M. Massie) Purchase

Street, Rye, New York.

Grace Merrick, '24 (Mrs. John Twohy) 442 Mowbray
Arch, Norfolk, Virginia.

Dorothy Hamilton, '26 (Mrs. Allan C. Davis) 301 Somer-
set Road, Baltimore 1 0, Maryland.

Mary Moore Pancake, '32, The Orchard, Staunton, Virginia.

Langhorne Watts, '3 3 (Mrs. George Austen, Jr.) Route 4,

Lynchburg, Virginia.

Bonnie Wood, '34 (Mrs. Donald B. Stookey) 315 East

68th Street, New York, New York.

Elizabeth Johnston, '3 5 (Mrs. Warren W. Clute) Watkins
Glen, New York.

Margaret Carry, '3 5 (Mrs. Lewis Hudson Durland) R.F.D.

No. 1, Ithaca, New York.

Elizabeth Pinkerton, '36 (Mrs. Frederic William Scott)

909 West Franklin Street, Richmond, Virginia.

Mary Gruber, '37 (Mrs. John Orms Stoddart) 118 Wood-
land Road, Wyncote, Pennsylvania.

Molly Talcott, '3 8 (Mrs. E. Griffith Dodson, Jr.) 1524
Park Avenue, Richmond 20, Virginia.

Laura Graves, '42, R.F.D. No. 1, Lynchburg, Virginia.

Tellers

Elizabeth MoUer, Associate Professor of Psychology.

Alice Stephens, Secretary to the Dean.

Lydia M. Newland, Assistant Librarian.
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Twenty-five Years Out
TWENTY-FIVE years ago, when we were seniors,

Miss McVea wrote for the Brrar Patch "The record

of our Victory year is complete; the war is ended.

"Upon one thing we have determined, the great experi-

ence of the past two years shall not leave us unchanged.

With all our might we will hold to the ideals of courage, of

high purpose, of patriotism and of humanity which these

stern months have taught us; we will endeavor, to the

utmost of our ability, as a college and as individuals, to do

our part in interpreting to our generation the larger, finer

meaning of democracy and of internationaHsm.

"Many of the binding traditions and prejudices of the

past must die, true ideals of internationalism based upon

love of country and race, true conceptions of social order

and social justice must be born. In the new era now dawn-

ing, woman will play an increasingly responsible part in

the life of the community. She must be hospitable to new

ideas, courageous in facing new difficulties and new

burdens, unswerving in devotion to democratic ideals and

principles. She must be imbued with a sense of the value

and the joy of life."

Little did any of us realize then that these same stirring

words would need to be said over and over again; that our

sons and daughters would be taking part in another World

War, and that all of us would be devoting more time and

effort than we did even twenty-five years ago to every

way and means that seem possible to speed the end of this

second World War.

Of the eighteen of us who left Sweet Briar in 1919,

according to available figures six have done some graduate

work and two have M.A. degrees and one an Honors B.A.

from Oxford University in England. Fourteen are married

and have a total of seventeen children, twelve boys and

five girls. We hve in nine states.

Henrietta Anderson who now lives at 1903 Randolph

Avenue, St. Paul 5, Minnesota is the supervisor of employer

accounts in the state office of the Division of Employment

and Security. The Twin Cities Sweet Briar Club, church

and service boys and girls are Henry's chief interests and

she is doing Red Cross work after hours. She hears reg-

ularly from Charlotte Lansing Hardy and Gertrude

Anderson.

Katharine Block, legal secretary for a mortgage servicing

company in New York still lives in Caldwell, New Jersey.

She writes that she felt overwhelmed by the questions

because "I have done no graduate work, acquired no de-

grees, annexed no husband and in fact conquered no

worlds!"

Elizabeth Eggleston, though she insists that she has had

a mouse-like career, has had an interesting and varied life

until ill health forced her to slow down to life in a semi-

servantless home in the small college town of Hampden-
Sydney.

"Eggie" continued her studies after graduation, doing

summer school work at William and Mary and Harvard,

between winters of teaching. In 192 3 she won her M.A.

at Syracuse University where she was a teaching fellow.

In 1926 she went to Oxford University in England where

she received an Honours B.A. in English language and liter-

ature. Previous to that year she was an assistant in the

English department at Winthrop and afterward she was an

assistant in the department of English at the State

Teacher's College at Farmville. Her poems have been pub-

lished in The Lyric, Christian Century, the North Ameri-

can Review, the Saturday Evening Post, and the Southern

Churchman.

For several years "Eggie" ran an amateur Marionette

Theatre for youngsters in the community. Her particular

interests include her home, "the small doings of village and

community which after all are a microscopic cross section

of the vital concerns of the world, poetry, and any form
of creative work." An alert interest in everything that

goes on, a sparkling sense of humor and quick repartee

characterize "Eggie" today as they did in college.

Neil Eikelnian, Mrs. Hobart Hanf , when last heard from

lived at 842 Edgehill Road, San Bernardino, California. She

studied English at Pomona College and later won her M.A.

in English at Columbia. No news from her since then.

Flo Freeman married Gerard S. Fowler in 192 3 and they

have one son, Gerard Stiles, Jr., age 14. Flo writes that

"his music teachers say he has decided talent, but I say he

is a whizz and he plays the piano the way I always wished

I could." We say he is a fine looking lad and we're looking

forward to a chance to hear him play.

Flo's letter shows that she has lost none of the energy

and drive that she always had. "We were probably the

noisiest class that ever spent four years at Sweet Briar (the

original Husky Bunch) and since we have been alumnae,

we seem to have been as quiet as mice. If it were not for

the fact that I so often received nice newsy letters and

contributions when I was class agent—I might have sus-

pected that we had all jumped into the grave along with

our alarm clocks, math books, and other pet peeves, way
back in 1919: and a beautiful bronze tablet marks the spot!

"Dr. Harley, blest her heart, is my never failing source

of encouragement and Sweet Briar news. She has so many
devoted friends that keep her right up to date on campus

happenings, that one of my greatest joys these hectic days

is to drop in for a cup of cheer and a chat with her. She

seems to have made a great number of friends in the

Museum of National History—all interested in the same

or kindred subjects as her comparative Anatomy—so she

never seems to be in the least lonely."

It is obvious that Flo has little time for anything but

her home, family and the Red Cross, but she manages to

be an active committee member for the Westchester

County Children's Association. Flo is rarely too busy to

take on another job for Sweet Briar and she served for two
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years on a committee of the Westchester County Alumnae
Council. She says if we had noted "hobbies" her answer

would be "3 course meals in 20 minutes" and how well

we can believe she could and probably does do it. The most

recent address of the Fowlers is 140 Elmsmere Road,

Bronxville, New York.

Rosanne Gilmore, 2189 Rexwood Road, Cleveland

Heights, Ohio, for several years after college was con-

nected with a book store in Columbus. Then for two years

she was an accession clerk at Ohio State University. In 1928

she became an insurance underwriter in Cleveland, which

she continued until last fall when she was forced to give

up because of the difficulty of running the office and her

home too. Rosanne writes "Mother is very alert mentally

and quite spry for 83, but housekeeping taxes her too much
physically. I am still an insurance sohcitor (can I sell any

of you for fire or automobile insurance?). While trying to

build up my insurance business, as a war job I am also

keeping books on a part-time basis for a small bus com-
pany. All of this leaves little regular time for war work,

but I do what I can irregularly."

Louise Hammond married in 1922, Frederick H. Skin-

ner, a lawyer, graduate of the University of Virginia.

They have one daughter, Louise, the "spittin' image of her

mother." Louise, Jr., is at Chatham Hall now, loves it and

hopes to go north to college. She is a good rider, has

imagination, plus spirit and push."

Louise says the "human dynamo" is running on one

cylinder, but there is no indication to the casual eye that

she speaks truthfully on this score. After college, she

studied sociology at the University of North Carolina,

took a business course and worked as secretary to a pro-

fessor at Chapel Hill. She was a counselor at Camp Tahoma
for several summers and at Camp Alleghany for one.

Interior decorating, gardening and community affairs

have always absorbed much of her time and interest in

addition to her lovely home on River Road in Hilton

Village and her family. Hospitality House, her war project

is a full time volunteer job (for a full account, see the

February, 1944 Alumnae News.)

Elizabeth Hodge Markgraf, lives at 63 Kincaid Road,

Cnicinnati 13, Ohio. In 1926 she married Carl A. Mark-

graf, graduate of the University of Cincinnati and an in-

vestment advisor. The Markgrafs have two children, Betsy,

15 J/2 in her sophomore year at Walnut Hills High School,

is planning to go to Sweet Briar; Hodge, 14, is in the

eighth grade and will enter Walnut Hills next fall. Eliza-

beth lists as her special interests. Red Cross, the Church,

P.-T.A. and gardening.

Isabel Luke was married in 1924 to T. Foster Witt, a

graduate of V.M.I. Mr. Witt died in 1939. Their children

are T. Foster, Jr., 16, W. Luke, 13, Jack T., 10, Isabella

G., 8, and A. Lindsay, 7. The boys go to St. Christopher's

and say they are headed for V.M.I. Isabella goes to St.

Catherine's and hopes to go to Sweet Briar. Isabel says her

absorbing family, music, the Art Museum, and the Rich-

mond Tuberculosis Association. She finds time to help with

Community drives. Red Cross drives, and in the work

room. Isabel has always been a staunch supporter of Sweet
Briar and can be counted on to lend her support and
assistance to whatever is undertaken for the benefit of the

college.

Dorothy Neal, Mrs. Hugh A. Smith, 3003 N.E. 22nd
Avenue, Portland, Oregon. Dorothy was married in 1922.

Her husband is an electrical engineer, graduate of the Uni-
versity of Minnesota, who served as an Ensign in the Navy
in World War I. The Smiths have two fine looking sons

—

Hugh, Jr., 21, a senior in civil engineering at Oregon State

College and Gordon Neal, 17, is a senior at Grant High
School, Portland.

Dorothy says she has never been able to return to Sweet
Briar and that she has felt very far away and isolated from
Sweet Briar friends and interests. Let's hope that these

western alumnae will be able to get together sometime to

see the colored movies which will bring it all back very
vividly. Dorothy writes news that will be of interest.

"May 1, I had grand visit with Skilly (Nez Skillern, '17)

husband and daughter when they were in Portland for a

few days. Skilly is lovely and charming as always. Her
husband is a grand chap and Sarah Anne is a darling
twelve year old.

"Maryanne Wood, daughter of Alma Shnel, ex '18, was
married to Mr. Howard B. Brisbine on May 20, at the

home of her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Sinsel, Boise,

Idaho. Alma died in June, 1936, her husband in May, 1940,
leaving two daughters, Maryanne and Margaret.

"Phyllis Stedman, daughter of Marjorie DiiShaiic, Acad-
emy, of Yakima, Washington was married to 2nd Lieu-

tenant Charles Kenneth Sweeney on March 18. Phyllis

graduated from Whitman in June, 1943."

Josephine Payne married in 1928 Peter Otey Miller, a

lawyer who attended V.M.I, and the University of Vir-

ginia. They are living now in Jamaica Square, Delray,

Florida, where Major Miller, U. S. Army Air Force, is

stationed. Previous to this move the Millers were stationed

at Seymour Johnson Field near Goldsboro for almost two
years.. In Goldsboro, Jo saw much of Agnes Oithierly

Dortch and her husband. While there Jo was in charge of

officers' wives Red Cross work in addition to Grey Lady
work in the hospital. Before the war she taught for several

years at St. Catherine's school in Richmond.

Caroline Sharpc, Wytheville, Virginia was married in

1924 to M. S. Sanders an electrical engineer who attended

Washington and Lee and M.I.T. Before her marriage, Carrie

was on the administrative staff, under the Dean of Women
at the University of Kentucky. The Sanders have one son,

Richard Sharpe, eighteen. Carrie and her husband have just

returned to Virginia after living for a year and a half in

Lawrence, Kansas where Mr. Sanders was on electrical con-

struction work as assistant division engineer with the Sun-

flower Ordnance Works. Carrie amused herself by taking

some courses at the University of Kansas—ranging from
"baby Spanish" through feature writing to psychology in

the graduate school. She also did nurses' aide work in both

the student hospital and the general hospital there.

Dorothy Valentine MacKain lives now in Mt. Tabor,
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New Jersey on Sommerfield Avenue. Her husband, a

broker, is a graduate of Columbia. Their two sons are

Frank, Jr., 18, now in the Army at Camp McCain, Missis-

sippi and George Valentine, 16, who is in high school.

Dorothy has been an active worker in the Red Cross, her

church and civic clubs. Golf was her favorite recreation

in past days.

Isabel Wood is Mrs. Homer A. Holt of Charleston, West
Virginia. Her husband, a lawyer, graduate of Washington
and Lee, was formerly governor of West Virginia. "Little

Wood" with the same easy, cheerful manner that she had as

president of student government was a gracious first lady,

maintaining always her deep concern for today's young

people and civic affairs.

After graduation she taught in Charlottesville High

School, then did social service work in an East Side Settle-

ment House in New York. Later, at Scribner's Publishing

House, she presided at a desk, the "go between" for editor,

manufacturer, author, artist, binder and proofreader. She

checked and read copy and proofs, gave printing orders,

did reviewing and index work.

The three young Holts include Julia Kinsley, 18, a

freshman at Sweet Briar this year, Isabel Drury, 15, who
plans to go to St. Anne's in Charlottesville, her mother's

preparatory school, and Robert Byrne, 4. In normal times,

Isabel enjoyed gardening, golf, bridge, flowers and pho-

tography. She has always been a staunch supporter of

the Girl Scout Council of which she was a deputy

commissioner.

No news from other graduates, but we hope that some

one will volunteer information concerning them fof the

October Alumnae News. They are: Mary J. Nixon, Mrs.

George Nelson, address unknown; Mildred Thomson, Mrs.

W. Boiling Murray who lives at 413 Fairfax Avenue, Nor-

folk, Virginia; Catherine Towne, Mrs. Ernest B. Porter,

address unknown; and Frances Wild, Mrs. Monte Bose,

whose last known address was 215 North Oakhurst Drive,

Beverly Hills, California.

Of those who did not graduate with us, six answered our

pleas for news and we were delighted to hear from

them.

Lois Cummins married in 1920 Richard J. Schutte,

graduate of the University of Pittsburgh, who is the Na-
tional representative of the Pillsbury Flour Mills Company.
After leaving Sweet Briar, Lois was graduated in 1920 from

Carnegie Library School in Pittsburgh, after which she

held a position in the children's department of the Pitts-

burgh Library. She writes that though she never became

active in the Pittsburgh Sweet Briar Club, partly because

her stay there was so short, that she has a decidedly warm
feeling toward Sweet Briar.

Since her marriage Lois has spent some time studying

music with private teachers and at the Pennsylvania Col-

lege for Women in Pittsburgh. She has been a member of

the Board of Directors of the College Club, a member
of the Hospital Committee of the Edgewood Cot Club
and an active worker in the Edgewood civic and garden

clubs.

Ehzabeth Lewis, Mrs. Gerrit Peters, lives at 19 Court

Street, Frederick, Maryland. Her husband who is in the

chemical business was educated in Holland. Elizabeth is

especially interested in her garden club. Red Cross, A.W.
V.S. and the Home for the Aged.

Tennie Belle Looney, now Mrs. Thomas B. Burton is a

rancher's wife living in Cambridge, Idaho. A most interest-

ing group of pictures show the fine purebred Hereford
cattle and registered Suffolk and Hampshire sheep which
they raise. She stresses the fact that life in the country is

so different from city life, that they are "busy the year

around."

Carrie Taliaferro was married in 1924 to Thomas B.

Scott, Jr., who attended V.M.I, and the University of

Virginia and was in World War I. The Scotts live in

Richmond with their three daughters—Caroline Taliaferro,

16, who attends St. Timothy's School in Maryland, Dor-
othy McGill, 13, who is at St. Catherine's and Frances

Branch, 7.

Carrie has been extremely active in civic affairs, church,

and school organizations. She has been a First Aid in-

structor for the Red Cross, member of the U.S.O. Advisory

Traveler's Aid, and the Traveler's Aid Board. In addition

to strenuous war-time activities she loves gardening and
shooting, of all things! She has also recently served as presi-

dent of the Sweet Briar Alumnae Club in Richmond.

Alma Tretett, Mrs. Winfred D. Gerber, lives at 406

Florida Avenue, Urbana, Illinois. She has a married daugh-

ter and a four year old granddaughter whose names she

failed to give.

Alma personally manages their farming interests and

finds time for a number of other activities including the

ration board, Y.W.C.A., church, and other community
agencies, including the board of the Cunningham Chil-

dren's Home.

Marguerite Waite, Mrs. Thomas G. Weilepp, lives at 9

Greenview Way, Upper Montclair, New Jersey. She was

married in 1927 to Mr. Weilepp, a Cornell graduate, now
with the Bell Telephone Company of New Jersey.

Margaret writes that she got her degree in Home
Economics after she left but that she was always sorry she

did not stay at Sweet Briar and adds "I love it, and will

send my granddaughters there." The Weilepps have two

sons—Thomas Greacen, Jr., 15, who is finishing Junior

High School and George Waite, 12. Tom is talented in

sciences, plays the piano well and is a fine photographer.

George is a cello player and an athlete of real ability.

Marguerite taught both boys French and German and they

play piano, violin and cello trios together. They all attend

the symphony concerts, junior operas as well as the Metro-

pohtan as often as possible. For eight years Marguerite

played the first violin in the New Jersey Symphony or-

chestra, was a member of the Metropolitan opera guild for

four years, a member of L'Alliance Francaise for seven

years and between times has done city hospital laboratory

work. Red Cross, and Boy Scouts while her sons were

members. And she adds breathlessly, we are sure, that they

have a big house and no help. "How do I do it!" The final

note, we are sure, is a life saver
—"We sail all summer

long on Barnegat Bay."
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Side-Glances at Sweet Briar's Thirty-fifth Commencement

In addition to the Council members who came to attend

meetings, the following alumnae were on campus for part

of the commencement weekend: Beth Dichman, Dixie Ross

Kinne, Carol Minor Tanner, and Betty Braxton Preston,

'43; Helen Sanford, '42, and Betty Hartman, ex '44,

Marines; Virginia Moomaw, '42; Evelyn Cantey, '41;

Mary Hesson Pettyjohn, '36; Cadet Nurse Claudia De
Wolf, '3 5; Juha Sadler de Coligny, '34; Nancy Worthing-

ton, '31; Mildred Bronaiigh Taylor, '29; Jane Guignard

Thompson, '23; Marie Klooz, '2 3. The four alumnae whose

daughters were graduated are mentioned in "Commence-
ment, 1944." •

'•" ' '•

Brown sugar pie was swapped by homeward-bound

alumnae picnickers on Sunday evening for some useless

information from three plainclothesmen lurking around

the Sweet Briar station. The latter were keeping a

sharp watch on the private railway car which brought

Lieutenant General Brehon B. Somervell and Mrs. Somervell

to Commencement. The father of Van Meter deButts, ex '45,

who is a vice-president of the Southern Railway, came with

the General's party. Judging from the best rumors, a con-

siderable group of Susan Soriiervell's friends jammed into

the private car when it was hitched onto the 3:03 Monday
afternoon, Washington-bound.

Eight of the 1944 graduates have followed their sisters'

footsteps in becoming Sweet Briar alumnae. They are:

Helen Cantey, sister of Evelyn, '41; Mildred Faulconer,

sister of Roselle,'43; Louise Hesson, sister of Mary, '36, and

Helen, '3 8; Alice Lancaster, sister of Carrington, '40, and

Elizabeth '41; Florence Loveland, sister of Jane, '41; Lois

Gene Patton, sister of Mary Kate, '3 3; Susan Somervell,

sister of Mary Anne, '41; Anne Woods, sister of Margaret,

'40.

For the second time, Gertrude Kinsley Whitehead of

Amherst has become an alumna of Sweet Briar. She is,

furthermore, the only member of the graduating class who

has a daughter entering Sweet Briar in September. Giddy

started college in the class of 1922, withdrew more than

twenty years ago, and came back last year, determined to

get her degree before her daughter was ready to enter. By

dint of hard work and in the face of many obstacles. Giddy

completed her work and won the affection and admiration

of her young classmates. When she was hooded by her

pretty blende daughter, Vi Rose, they gave her an ovation.

One group of proud fathers seen chatting after Com-
mencement included Lieutenant General Brehon B. Somer-

vell; Brigadier General John K. Christmas; Brigadier Gen-

eral Louis E. Woods, U.S.M.C; and Colonel Reed G.

Landis, U.S.A.A.F. Generals Christmas and Woods had both

visited campus earlier this year but General Somervell and

Colonel Landis were making their first appearances. Inci-

dentally, General Somervell's daughter, Susan, was grad-

uated with honors, and Colonel Landis' daughter, Susanne,

finished college in three years plus two summer sessions at

Northwestern.

Generals Somervell, Woods and Christmas with their newly graduated

daughters Susan, Marjorie and Lucile.

Led by Virginia Hall, the seniors outdid themselves at

final step-singing, which took place in the old gym (Gram-
mer Common Room, as it is now called) . Their songs were

clever and they sang them well. After it was over, the

juniors, sophomores, and freshmen raced out to take posses-

sion of the Golden Stairs, Junior Bench, and Sophomore
Wall, respectively, with joyfully vociferous proclamations.

The Class of 1944 is off to a good start as alumnae, if

their choices for class officers are any indication! Having
gotten into the habit of electing Connie Sue Budlong,

Chatham, New Jersey, as their secretary three years ago,

they just re-elected her, only this time she will be writing

th class letters for the Alumnae News. Connie won
everyone's praises with her clever script for the class show,

"Out of This World," last fall. She was one of the senior

house presidents and a member of Tau Phi, among other

things.

Determined to match, if possible, the splendid showing

of the class of 1943 in this year's Alumnae Fund, 1944

elected a sure-fire Fund Agent, Marian Shanley, Kirkwood,

Missouri. Chairman of the Student Funds Committee,
Marian, who was also the Manson Scholar this year, left no
stone unturned in her determination to raise lots of

money. She did, too, almost $10,000, in fact. Watch '44

next year!
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Honors Awarded at Commencement, May 29, 1944

GENERAL HONORS
Dorothy L. Beuttell, Pelham Manor, New York, mag>ia aim laiiJe, (French)

Mildred H. Brenizer, Charlotte, North Carolina, magna cum lamle, with High Honors in Government

Mary Jane Brock, Atlanta, Georgia, cum laude, (History)

Virginia L. Burgess, Washington, D. C, magna cum laude, (English)

Helen R. Cantey, Columbia, South Carolina, magna cum laude, (Psychology)

Helen Crump, Macon, Georgia, magna cum laude, (Modern European History)

Ellen Boyd Duval, Richmond, Virginia, cum laude, (French)

Juanita S. Gans, Goshen, Virginia, magna cum laude, (Economics)

Margaret E. Gordon, Savannah, Georgia, magna cum laude, with High Honors in English

Frances R. Hester, Cincinnati, Ohio, cum laude, (English)

Virginia M. Noyes, Evanston, Illinois, magna cum laude, (Mathematics)

Marion M. Shanley, Kirkwood, Missouri, cum laude, (Religion)

Susan Somervell, Ft. Myer, Virginia, cum laude, with High Honors in Government

Catherine Tift, Atlanta, Georgia, cum laude, (French)

HONOR SCHOLARSHIPS

The 1944 winners of the scholarships awarded annually to the highest ranking members of the junior.

Sophomore and Freshman classes are:

For the Junior Class—Jean B. Ridler, Wilmington, Delaware.

For the Sophomore Class—Margaret Swann, Winter Haven, Florida.

For the Freshman Class—Eleanor H. Bosworth, Memphis, Tennessee.

Gifts to Sweet Briar as Announced at Commencement

Jean Campbell Myers Scholarship (Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Myers, New Orleans) $10,000.00

Addition to William States Lee Scholarship (Martha Lee Williamson, '25) 5,000.00

For the purchase of books for the Browsing Room of the Library (from an alumna) . 5 0.00

Athletic Association (for tennis courts) 3,500.00

Student Funds Committee for the Auditorium Building Fund 457.00

Additional gifts to the Auditorium Fund 1,680.00

Carter Glass Fund 500.00

Alumnae Fund to date 7,321.40

Richmond Alumnae Club (pledges for bonds and stamps) 3,625.00

Student Funds Committee for Endowment 1,200.00

Student Government (surplus fund given to Endowment) 3 00.00

1944 Class Gift to Endowment 740.00

Gifts to Sweet Briar for the Endowment Fund 14,760.00

$45,613.40
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1924—After Twenty Years— 1944
BY Elizabeth Guy Tranter

WHILE the past twenty years have gone by very

quickly, still it seems a long time ago since we

stood on the campus for the last time as a class and said

goodbye to our friends and to Sweet Briar. Then if anyone

had mentioned a twentieth renuion we would probably

have agreed that we would be too old and decrepit to even

travel. But judging from your replies to the questionnaires,

there are no crutches nor wheel chairs in evidence and our

class as a whole is extremely energetic.

I only wish that each of you could read the other's

letters. It has been such fun to receive them—I've watched

for the postman each day—and I'm sure he is amazed at

my sudden popularity.

Of our forty-five graduates and twenty-two Ex's, sixty-

two are married. Forty-two replied to the questionnaires.

We don't seem to have gone in for careers. There are nine

with remunerative positions, including five teachers, one

tearoom partner, a postal dead letter clerk, a personnel

manager, and a machinist. A number have done graduate

study, but only two have received their master's degrees.

We have one member who gives dramatic recitals to clubs

and schools and another who is vice-president and orchestra

manager of the Tri-City Symphony. We are represented in

nineteen states and in Ontario, Canada.

Only five husbands are in the Services, one in the Navy
and four in the Army—two overseas. One husband has his

Ph.D. and another his M.A. Degree. Our husbands' busi-

nesses are diificult to list because they are so varied, but

among them there are three attorneys, two bankers, two
clergymen (both Episcopalian), four engineers, six in

insurance, one professor, one farmer, and two doctors.

As for ourselves, welfare, community, and war work,

clubs, church, and families are our chief interests. Families

certainly come first. Among the forty-two class members

heard from there are seventy-two children—thirty-six boys

and thirty-six girls. There are three stepchildren. Two have

four children and seven have three. The oldest child is

twenty-one and the youngest two.

Of the group heard from, all but four have returned

to Sweet Briar at least once since graduation, our most

recent visitor being Susan Fitchett, who attended this

year's May Day exercises.

Freddie Bernhard is teaching swimming, tennis, and

fencing at the University of California at Berkeley, California.

She is chairman of the Visual Aids Committee of the Na-

tional Section on Women's Athletics; her publications in-

clude Fencing Caddy; First Aid to Fencers, and Elementary

Foil Fencing; her other interests are two cocker spaniels

and her Victory Garden. Freddie is living in a very modern

house, which has been pictured in House and Garden,

Architectural Forum, and British Architectural Magazine.

She says "it really is fun living in an outdoorsie house

—

glass all around."

Shiney Bodine, Mrs. Frank Fisher Mountcastle, married

in 1926, lives in Elizabeth, New Jersey, has two children

—Anne, fourteen, "short, like her mother, looks like her

father, and plans to go to Sweet Briar"; Frank, Jr., "well-

co-ordinated like his father, talks fast like his mother, and

plans to go to Woodberry Forest Prep." They have a red

cocker, Jimmy. Shiney's husband (ex University of Vir-

ginia) is an executive in a Cotton Commission House.

Shiney belongs to the Junior League, is interested in com-
munity welfare work, war work, gardening and books.

She says that she hears occasionally from Mrs. Ford.

Annie's little daughter, Anne, is eight, lives with Mrs.

Ford, goes to Ashley Hall and plans to go to Sweet Briar.

Nelle Brewer, Mrs. Lewis, J. Wood, Jr., Indianapolis,

Indiana, married in 1926, has two sons—Lewis, fourteen,

and David, eight.

Marie Brede (ex 1924), Mrs. Lawrence E. Brown, mar-
ried in 1926, has two children, Mary Frances, sixteen, and
Lawrence, Jr., fourteen. Mr. Brown, (University of Michi-

gan) is an attorney. Marie does Red Cross work.

Dorene Brown, Mrs. John M. Humphrey, Jr., Dallas,

Pennsylvania, married in 1925, has one son, John M.
Humphrey, III. Mr. Humphrey, a mining engineer is con-

nected with the Lehigh Valley Coal Company in Wilkes-

Barre, Pennsylvania. Dorene has been an active member of

the Wilkes-Barre Junior League in Welfare organizations,

Red Cross, Community Concerts and lists as her particular

interests reading and gardening, baseball, learning and
transcribing Braille.

Mae Brown, Mrs. H. L. Butters, lives in Fort Erie, On-
tario, Canada. She was married in 1927 to H. Lowell
Butters (University of Toronto), a doctor. They have a

son, David Lowell, fifteen. Mae works for the Red Cross
and Blood Bank. She sent a picture of David and of their

home. Vegetables and flowers on their acre of ground keep
them busy. She is unable to contribute to the Alumnae
Fund because money cannot be sent out of Canada.

(Alumnae in Canada and in service overseas may receive

the Alumnae News by writing to the Alumnae Secretary
if they wish it.—Editor)

Adelaide Burger, Mrs. Carl W. Bieser, Cincinnati, Ohio,

married in 1925, has three children, Carl, sixteen, Ade-
laide, thirteen, Virginia, ten. Mr. Bieser, University of

Michigan, is an engineer. Adelaide's interests are antiques,

gardening and clubs.

Willetta Dolle, Columbus, Ohio, married James G.

Murrin (Colgate), in 1925, has one daughter, Jane, ten.

Willetta is interested in Red Cross and is president of the

Camp Fire Association.

Ruth Durrell (ex 1924), Mrs. Royal W. Ryan, Man-

hasset, Long Island, New York, married in 1925, has thre2

children—Winston, seventeen and a half, graduating in

June from Admiral Farragut Academy, New Jersey, Nancy
Ruth, nearly fifteen, and Mary Elizabeth, eight. Her hus-

band (University of Cincinnati) is a hotel director. Ruth's

interests are Red Cross and Victory Gardening.
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Genevieve Elstun (ex 1924), Mrs. C. Russell Moodey,
Muncie, Indiana, was married in 1925. Mr. Moodey
(Hobart and Harvard) is a minister. Genevieve says "she
is never caught up and, since she has four children, that
is understandable. They are Christine, seventeen, Genevieve,
sixteen, Mary, twelve, and Sally, four.

Byrd Fiery (ex 1924), Westport, Connecticut, married
William Bomar (Texas Christian and Kansas) in 1929.
They have a daughter, Nancy, twelve. Byrd sent pictures

of herself and family. She looks so young and attractive

—

no one would ever guess she was a member of a class that
should be celebrating its twentieth reunion. She attended
a Sweet Briar meeting in Cleveland this year. Her interests

are gardening, tennis, badminton, and ice skating—says
she is forced to be athletic in order to keep up with a

golfing husband. Byrd also works at a canteen, belongs to

several clubs, and is a hospital volunteer.

Susan Fitchett after several years of teaching at Saint

Mary's Hall, San Antonio, Texas is teaching Latin at St.

Catherine's in Richmond. She teaches Mary Marshall Hob-
son's daughter, and according to Marshall, "Susan is an
excellent teacher."

Caroline Flynn Eley, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, has one

son, Fredreick Eley, eleven and a half. His picture shows
that he looks like Carol. He is mechanically inclined and
very thrilled to be going to camp this summer for the

first time. Carol has many interests—Red Cross, church,

P.-T.A., and Service Men's Center.

Mary Yancey Fort, Mrs. J. Buist Richardson, Nashville,

Tennessee, was married in 192 8 and has two children, J.

Buist, Jr., twelve, and Mary Yancey, seven. After gradua-

tion, Mary Yancey taught for several years in Spring-

field, Mississippi. Her husband's business is insurance

and she lists her home, family and gardening as her princi-

pal interests, and she does the usual Red Cross work, first

aide and knitting.

Augusta Gee Crump, Carrollton, Mississippi, has a

daughter, Augusta, eighteen, a freshman at Goucher. She

has held offices in a number of clubs, but at present is work-

ing as personnel manager for a corporation making elec-

trical testing equipment. Augusta is not very well—she

wrote "propped up in bed"—said she had just spent two
weeks at a clinic in Memphis.

Jean Grant, Mrs. W. Randolph Taylor, Ann Arbor,

Michigan, was married in 1926. Her husband. Professor

of Botany at University of Michigan, has his Master's and

Ph.D. from the University of Pennsylvania. Jean spends

her summers in Woods Hole, Massachusetts, with her two

sons, W. Randolph, Jr., fifteen, a collector of arms and

armor, and James Keith, seven. Two years ago Jean was

president of the Children's School of Science in Woods
Hole and last year acted as Treasurer. Neuritis last fall

forced her to give up most of her other activities.

Helen Grill, Tiffin, Ohio—no recent news.

Mary Harmon, was married in 1943 to Lieutenant Com-
mander Henry James White, U. S. Naval Air Station,

Holtville, California. By a former marriage she has two
daughters—-Marjorie Prltchard, twenty-one, a junior at

Sarah Lawrence College, and Jane Pritchard Cobb, eighteen,

who was married last October to Lieutenant (j.g.) Russell
Cobb, Jr., of Tulsa, Oklahoma. Mary sent a picture of her
daughter taken at her wedding— I believe she is our first

married daughter.

Eleanor Harned, Mrs. Louis C. Arp, Moline, Illinois,

married in 1926. Her husband (University of Minnesota)
is a surgeon. They have three children, Louis, Jr., sixteen,
Mary fifteen, and Josephine, twelve. El is Interested in Girl
Scouts, King's Daughters Union, Thrift Shop, and her
preparatory school alumnae association. She, Dodle, and
Elsie recently spent a day with Mary Munson, '22.

Bernice Hulburd, Mrs. Raymond R. Wain, was married
m 192 6 to Mr. Wain, whose business is building Insulation.
They have three sons—Raymond Reeder, seventeen; Hugh
Hulburd, twelve; and Nicholas Robert, eight.

Harrell James, Lynchburg, Virginia, married Richard A.
Carrington, Jr., in 1925. Her husband (University of
Virginia) is president of a shoe company. Of their three
children, Langhorne, seventeen, goes to St. Mary's. Ann is

fourteen and Richard, III, eleven. Harrell is interested in

gardening, farming. Junior League, Florence Crittenden
Home, U.S.O., and the Ration Board. I'm sorry she didn't
send a picture—I can still remember how lovely she looked
as May Queen.

Emily Jeffrey (ex 1924) is living in Roanoke, Virginia.

Her husband John W. Williams (V.M.I.) died in 1938.

She has a daughter, Emily, eight—-"Blond, blue eyes, looks

nothing like Mom, seems to be musical—again not like

Mom." Emily's interests are gardening. Junior League, and
Red Cross.

"Casey" Jones, Mrs. Julian Baum, has four children, but

at present her address is unknown.
Handruma Jones, Mrs. John G. Hager, Jr., no recent

news and latest address on record, Anchorage, Kentucky.

Lydia Kimball (ex 1924), Mrs. Robert S. Maxam, mar-

ried in 1926, lives in Cynwyd, Pennsylvania. Her husband

(University of Pennsylvania) is an insurance broker and

their daughter, Lydia, is sixteen. Lydia says she is not as

thin as her Ma was. She also says, "The questionnaire

should have included questions on height, weight, and

state of hair—so we might judge about our collective slide

toward age!"

Clara King, Mrs. S. Worth Maxwell, Charlotte, North
Carolina was married in 1927. They have two sons, Samuel

Worth, Jr., fourteen, Charles King, twelve, and Beverly

Watts died in 193 9 at four and a half years. Clara has been

actively interested in civic affairs. Charity League, Red
Cross, church and the schools.

Kathryn Klumph, Mrs. Fred T. McGuire, Jr., Cleveland,

Ohio, has one daughter, Maene, born in 193 6. Kay has

been our very fine class secretary for some time and man-
ages to do a tremendous amount of volunteer and pro-

fessional work. She was director of childrens' plays for the

Cleveland Junior League for three years; play director of

the Eldred Players for one year; danced in summer opera

in Cleveland in 1932, and has done a radio series for the

Chamber of Commerce and the Junior League. Kay has

been active too in the Maternal Health Clinic and the City

Hospital.
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Martie Lobingier, Mrs. Wendell W. Lusk, Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania, married in 192 8. Her husband (Carnegie

Tech) is an engineer. Their children are Ann Wendell

(Wendy), six, and Martha, four. Martie works for the Red
Cross Canteen. We see each other at Sweet Briar meetings

and recently worked at a rummage sale. Martie looks much
as she did in school, except for gray hair, which is quite

becoming.

CeKa Marshall (Mrs. Robert A. Darrah Miller, New
Hope, Pennsylvania) married in 1929, has a daughter,

Darrah, 13, at the Holmquist School and a son, Shawn, 11.

Celia's husband (Philadelphia Academy of Fine Arts) is a

painter. Her interests are gardening, recreation center,

League of Women Voters and Red Cross. Celia says "When
I look back at what I thought was a mad career in the

theatre, I know that my life now is definitely more dramatic

and hectic."

Mary Marshall, Richmond, Virginia, was married in 192 6

to J. Reid Hobson, Jr. (V.M.I, and M.I.T.), an engineer.

They have two daughters, Susan, thirteen, and Anne, ten.

Marshall is a partner with Frances Rosebro, '25, in a

sandwich and tearoom business, doing interplant feeding

for war factories and selling sandwiches to the Army Air

Base and U.S.O. She says "Sometimes we make lots and
sometimes we don't, but it is interesting and fun." She

belongs to the Junior League and other clubs.

Lorraine McCrillis, Mrs. Earl R. Stott, Newark, New
York, married in 1938 and has three stepchildren: Jean,

twenty-five, who has had charge of the Nursery School,

Mt. Holyoke College, hopes to go overseas with the Red
Cross; Paul, twenty-two, with the American Field Service

in India, and Charles, thirteen. Her husband's business is

laundry and dry cleaning. Lorraine taught fourteen years,

and took her master's degree at Columbia in 193 8. She has

been president of the League of Women Voters, is chair-

man of the Women's Division War bonds, and works on

numerous committees. She sent a picture of herself and

Jean—and looks exactly as I remember her back in Sweet

Briar days.

Grace Merrick, Norfolk, Virginia, was married in 1924

to John (Jack) Twohy (University of Virginia), in the

transit mixed concrete business. Their children are John,

IV, eighteen, U.S.N.R. V-12 Program, University of

Richmond; Patricia, fourteen, and Edward, nine. Grace is

a nurse's aide, chairman of volunteers at Lehigh Memorial

Hospital, works with the Norfolk Day Nursery, U.S.O.,

Junior League, and Garden Club. She is also a member of

the Sweet Briar Alumnae Council.

Dorothy Meyers (ex 1924), Mrs. Eppa Rixey, Jr., Ter-

race Park, Ohio, married in October, 1924. Her husband,

who has his Master's Degree from the University of Vir-

ginia, is in insurance. Their children, Eppa, III, eighteen,

six feet five inches tall, is in the Army Air Corps, and

Ann fifteen (whom "they hope will stay under six feet")

is all set to go to Sweet Briar. Dot sent their pictures. Her
interests are the Children's Hospital, Village Council,

Regional Planning, church, and D.A.R.
Phyllis Millinger, Leechburg, Pennsylvania, was married

in 193 5 to G. C. Camp (Carnegie Tech) a farmer. They
have two girls, Audrey, seven, who "does everything lady-

like little girls shouldn't" and Amy, four, called "Curly

—

who will never need a permanent."

Bessie Clyde Mitchell, Marion, Virginia, is teaching art

at Central High School, Lenoir, North Carolina. She

studied at Parson's School of Design, New York, received

a Teaching Fellowship and, after graduating, a European
Fellowship. Last summer she received her M.A. Degree

from Columbia. She is Arts Chairman for the A.A.U.W.
State Board and is making posters, banners, etc., for soldiers

in hospitals.

Hellen Mowry, Mrs. Walter C. Fell, was married in 1930
and lives in San Francisco where her husband is connected

with the Southern Pacific Railroad. Hellen has been an
active member and president of the San Francisco branch
of the A.A.U.W. She has also given much time to Adult
Education Council, the Community Chest, and the

Northern CaHfornia Sweet Briar Alumnae Club.

Frances Nash, Dallas, Texas, married Bruton Orand
(Texas, A. & M.), a General Motors dealer, in 1925. Their
three girls, Jean, sixteen, Nell, thirteen, and Gail, eleven,

go to Hockaday school in winter and camp in summer.
Fran says they are "all normal, healthy, httle girls" and
from their pictures I might add that they are also adorable

looking. Fran's interests are antiques, gardening, shooting,

Red Cross, Women's Exchange, seeing eye, and Girl Scouts.

Margaret Nelson, Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1930 married
Thomas L. Lloyd (University of Cincinnati), whose busi-

ness is cotton convertors. They have a daughter, Eliza,

eleven. Peggy was ill for six weeks and spent the rest of
the winter in Miami. Her interests are dogs, birds, rabbits,

gardening, canning. Red Cross, church and clubs.

Delphine Norton, Mrs. Henry Prescott, of New York.
Address unknown.

Muriel MacLeod (Mrs. Edmund Wilson Searby) was in

Dallas, Texas two years ago. Fran Nash says "her husband

is most attractive and an outstanding army man—I think

he is overseas now and Muriel in Florida."

Elizabeth Pape, Mrs. Frederic Mercur, III, Bethlehem,

Pennsylvania, was married in 1933. Her husband (Lehigh)

is with Equitable Life Assurance Society. Their daughter,

Pape Elizabeth (called "Pemmie — as her initials spell

Pem") is two. Pape belongs to the Junior League and is on

several welfare boards.

Helen Rhodes (ex 1924), Princeton, New Jersey, mar-

ried Bertrand L. Gulick, Jr., (Syracuse) in 1927. Their

children, Phebe, fourteen, and Peter, eleven, like outdoor

sports. Helen's husband is in insurance and interested in

politics. Since 1942 she has worked in the machine shop at

Palmer Physical Laboratories, Princeton University, making
parts for Government Research Projects. She says, "I can

run a lathe, milling machine, drill press and shaper, as well

as turn out a nice looking soldering job—in addition I am
a housewife and mother, so you can see I keep busy." Lydia

Kimball's daughter spent part of her spring vacation

visiting Helen's daughter.

Mary Rich, Mrs. Robert E. Robertson, Jr., Baltimore,

Maryland, married in 1937, has one son, Robert, III, who
both sounds and, from his picture, looks awfully cute. His

father (Georgia Tech) is a civil engineer and at present is

a Captain in the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. Mary
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also sent a picture of herself and her husband—I don't be-

lieve she has changed at all. She is interested in civic affairs

and the Sweet Briar alumnae club. They spend their sum-

mers on Gibson Island, Chesapeake Bay.

Marjorie Robinson lived in Brownsville, Pennsylvania

when last heard from in 1940.

Susan Simrall, Mrs. Victor H. Logan, lives in Cincin-

nati. For several years she was private secretary to the

president of a Cincinnati bank and more recently has

given much time to the Red Cross.

Katherine Slaughter, Culpeper, Virginia, was married in

192 5 to Robert Cameron Thompson who died when their

son was very small. Her son, Robert, eighteen, is at Episco-

pal High and will go to V.M.I. In 1941 she married John

S. Thornton, whose business is insurance and real estate.

They have a boy, John, who will be two in June (our

youngest baby)

.

Rebecca Snyder, Mrs. Barnett Garrison, lives in Gastonia,

North Carolina. For several years after graduation, Rebecca

taught school. No word has come from her in many years.

Elizabeth Studley (ex 1924), Pasadena, California, in

1927 married Dixon H. Kirkpatrick (Lehigh), investment

business. She is teaching typing, comptometry, and posting

machines.

Marion Swannell (Mrs. W. G. Wright), El Paso, Texas,

married in 1930 and has two children, Susan, twelve, and

Dan, seven. Marian's husband (University of Illinois) is

a clergyman. Of her children Marian says, "Peculiarities

many to parents—all unexpected, but apparently quite

normal according to teachers." Of her interests she says,

"Just what you'd expect from a reactionary parson's wife."

Eleanor Sykes (ex 1924), Mrs. Russell F. Peters, Peoria,

Illinois, married in 1927. Her husband (Bradley and Uni-

versity of Michigan) is in insurance. She gives dramatic

recitals to clubs, schools, etc., and, she enclosed a circular

with her picture and description of her recitals. She has

studied dramatics in Chicago and New York. She also gives

camp programs and works at the U.S.O.

Ada Tyler, Virginia Beach, Virginia, married W. Robin-

son Moss (University of Virginia) in 1925. He is Acting

Postmaster at Virginia Beach and Ada is the Dead Letter

clerk. She works ten hours a day and has little time for

outside interests.

Josephine Von Maur (Mrs. Albert M. Crampton),

Moline, Illinois, married in 1926, has four children,

Gertrude, sixteen, Kathryn, fifteen, George, thirteen, and

Charles, seven. Dodie's husband (Cornell) is an attorney.

She is a board member of the Moline Visiting Nurse Asso-

ciation, and does Red Cross work.

Florence Westgate, Mrs. Benjamin F. Kraffert, Titus-

ville, Pennsylvania, married in 1922 (our first bride) is

now living in Fort Worth, Texas, where her husband

(Princeton and University of Virginia), a lawyer, is a

Captain in the Air Corps. They have two children, Nancy,
nineteen, is a freshman at Bryn Mawr, and Dick, seventeen,

will go to Hill School this fall. Her interests are golf. Red
Cross, and she is helping edit Officer's Wiies news sheet.

Mary B. Wilson, Mrs. James Walker, Roslyn, New York,

is at present living in Raleigh, North Carolina, while her

husband (Princeton), an Engineer Officer with the Army
Transportation Corps, is in New Guinea. In normal times

he is a banker. Mary B. is a nurse's aide, raises cocker

spaniels, and gardens. She enclosed a picture taken in uni-

form (she worked for two years at Mitchell Field, New
York, with A.W.V.S. Guide Service). She says, "If any

old friends find themselves in or near Raleigh, I hope they'll

let me know."

Elsie Wood, Davenport, Iowa, married Richard B. Von
Maur in 1927. Their children are Alice, sixteen. Chuck,

fourteen, and Dick, twelve. Her husband (University of

Pennsylvania) is a merchant. She is interested in garden-

ing and golf and is vice-president and orchestra manager

of the Tri-City Symphony. Recently they put on a young
people's symphony—playing to 7,000 children—and Elsie

raised most of the money for it. She also takes visiting

artists to Shick Hospital to entertain wounded soldiers.

Gladys Woodward, Hartford, Connecticut, in 192 5

married L. Marsden Hubbard (Princeton), a banker. Their

son is eighteen, graduating from St. Paul's as an honor

student, and likes all sports. Gertrude sent pictures of

their home and of herself and family taken in Florida last

winter. She is a member of the Board of Hartford School

of Music and has studied music off and on since graduation.

Elizabeth B. Woolcott, Mrs. John S. Stanier, Youngs-
town, Ohio, married in 1926, has three children, John,

fifteen, Mary, thirteen, and William, eight. Her husband

(Lehigh) is in the steel industry. Her interests are garden-

ing. Red Cross, Fresh Air Camp, Girl Scouts, and P.-T.A.

As a matter of record and because some may not have

heard before, we list the names of the following members
of our class who have died since graduation: Annie Ford,

Mrs. William Davis Melton, Jr., in November, 1935; Ruth
Henne, Mrs. J. Lawrence Miles in February, 1929; Maizie

Lee Vernon, Mrs. Allen Wimbish, in November, 1938;

Gwendolyn Watson, Mrs. George G. Graham, in July,

1941.

This completes our summary, except for myself. My
husband, (Carnegie Tech and Washington and Jefferson)

is President of Tranter Manufacturing Company. Our son,

William Parke, Jr., is twenty-eight months old—and a

night owl—he doesn't like to sleep! Our chief interests

are our farm—one hundred-sixty acres just eight miles

outside of Pittsburgh^—and our summer place at Iron City

Fishing Club, Georgian Bay, Canada. I have given up most

of my committee and club work in order to have time to

enjoy Billy while he is small.

I should like to thank each of you who has written-—-I

deeply appreciate your cooperation and I hope that you
will all have an opportunity to see the reunion book. Best

wishes—and may we meet in happier days for our twenty-

fifth reunion.

Betty Guy Tranter
'Information regarding Dorene Brown Humphreys,

Mary Yancey Fort Richardson, Bernice Httlbitrd Wain,
Clara King Maxwell, Kathryn Kliunpb McGuire, Celia

Marshall Miller, Hellen Moury Fell, was taken from
questionnaires in the Alumnae Office for 1941 with the

only change being three years added to children's ages.
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Sweet Briar Claims First WAC Unit

Captain Madeline Hawes, ex '3 5, tells the new recruits about the

types of services open to them.

General Walton administering the oath to Susan Somervell, Peggy

Gordon, Norma Bradley, Anita Lippitt, Janet Staples, Alice Heburn,

Marjorie Wilietts.

FIRST college in the country to boast of a group of

seniors being inducted into the WAC before graduation

is Sweet Briar!

Hoping that other college groups would follow them

into the service, seven members of the class of 1944 were

inducted as privates in the Women's Army Corps in a brief

and impressive ceremony which took place on April 17.

Major General Joe N. Dalton, Director of Personnel, Army
Service Forces, administered the oath to the girls, in the

presence of the entire community.

By one o'clock that Monday everyone was gathered in a

large semi-circle in front of the Refectory, the senior class

wearing caps and gowns. A mammoth flag made a colorful

background for the platform, upon which were seated the

seven candidates and General Dalton; Miss Glass; Dr.

Rollins; Major Jack Dunn, representing the Third Service

Command; Captain Madeline Hawes, ex '33, representing

Colonel Hobby; Captains Ruth Fowler, and Thomas Mon-
cure, aides to the General.

The Sweet Briar Song opened the program, which pro-

ceeded with the invocation given by Dr. Rollins. Miss

Glass then introduced General Dalton, who has long been

familiar with Sweet Briar. (He is the brother of Margaret

Dalfun Kirk, ex '13, and the uncle of Louise Kirk Headley,

'41.) He prefaced his remarks by telling his delighted

hearers about Sweet Briar dances he attended when he was

a cadet at V.M.I.

Following the oath of induction, General Dalton spoke

briefly, welcoming the seven Sweet Briar members to the

Corps. Pvt. Alice Hepburn led the singing of the national

anthem to close the ceremony, which had lasted less than

half an hour.

How did all this happen? Well, it began last March,

when Peggy Gordon, Savannah, got a letter from her

brother suggesting that she get some of her friends to join

the service with her. She promptly recruited Susan Somer-

vell, Fort Myer, Virginia, and Norma Bradley, Lexington,

Kentucky. They talked to all their classmates and found

that a good many wanted to join them but were prevented

by parental opposition.

When the tests had been taken, the three mentioned

above and Anita Lippitt, Savannah, Alice Hepburn, Toledo,

Janet Staples, Bridgeport, and Marjorie Wilietts, Montreal,

were the ones eligible for induction. It was only by cutting

some red tape that Marge Wilietts was able to be sworn in

with the rest, for she secured a waiver permitting her to

become an American citizen a few months before her

twenty-first birthday.

And now, where? The new privates were immediately

given inactive duty status, but just before Commencement
they received orders to report to Fort Oglethorpe on

August 9, to begin basic training. Army, here they

come!

To add to all the excitement of the induction day itself,

the seven girls found themselves acting a scenario of their

own experiences and the events which led up to and cul-

minated in the induction ceremony, all of which was re-

corded for posterity (and for use in WAC recruiting

programs) by photographers from the Signal Corps. Just

before the close of college, a 16 mm. silent version of this

"short" was sent to the college for its film library, and it

was shown (and viewed with interest) at least three times

during the Commencement weekend.
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19 29—After Fifteen Years
Sally Callison Jamison

Dear Gals,

It has been a lot of fun reading your letters and

finding out what you are doing. The work has had its

compensations in many ways. The questionnaires often

came in with personal notes on the back and often were

accompanied by letters and pictures. Another thing, the

mailman is regarding me with new respect. Instead of the

usual grunt of nonchalance with which he greeted me, he

now smiles graciously as if greeting a woman of national

importance! I am afraid that the only serious repercussion

is that I have bored my local friends in a big way. I find

myself telling some disinterested friend about what has

happened to the "cutest old girl I knew in college."

Because of great difficulties with typing (the wrestle

with the typewriter has been nothing short of terrific),

there may be mistakes in spelling, grammar and other

things. For all this I take the credit and hope that the

alumnae secretary won't have too difficult a time in trans-

lating the copious report.

Now that your interest in the news may have been

livened a bit, let's send a word at least twice a year . . .

or oftener.

In the October Alumnae News letter, I shall try to

include word from the questionnaires that will be coming

in late.

Nora Lee Antrim works for her family at C. W. Antrim

& Son in Richmond, Virginia. She is filling her brother's

place while he is in the Navy. Nora Lee has a long list of

activities in spite of the fact that she is filling an im-

portant position. Her activities include Aircraft Warning

Service, U.S.O., Junior League, Community Health Coun-

cil, nurses' aide and gardening. She writes, "Esther Tyler

Campbell, husband, and two children spent a day with

me in March on their way to Florida for a few weeks of

sunshine after prolonged bouts of flu in Charleston. Huldah
Williams Lambert has a new son, Berkeley Randolph, of

whom she is justly proud."

Mary Eunice Armstrong Allen's husband is a Captain

in the Field Artillery and they are now stationed in Gates-

ville, Texas. They have moved seventeen times in less than

two years. Pinkie writes that she saw something of Barbara

Lewis, (Mrs. Bernard Maxwell) in Caracas, Venezuela,

where Pinkie and her husband lived until he came up to

go into the Army. Pinkie has also seen Frances Piickcff

Muir who is now Mr. Albert Polan and is living in Hunt-
ington, West Virginia.

Mary Archer Beau Eppes has two nice boys to account

for, James Van Duesen Eppes, Jr., age ten who has just

won a scholarship from the Christ Church boy's choir for

a summer camp on Cape Cod, and Robert Bennett Eppes,

age seven. Beanie's husband's profession is that of a Me-
chanical Engineer. He is now doing war research in Aero-

nautics at M.I.T. Beanie is Captain of the Day for Cam-
bridge Canteen lunches on Thursday, is O.P.A. Price Panel

Assistant, is a member of the Choral and Book Club Groups
at M.I.T., does Junior League, and Red Cross canteen work.
Quoting from Beanie's letter, "Not so long ago. Daphne
Withington, '42, had a tea for Sweet Briar gals living near

Cambridge. I went with Bobbie Beiineff Cullum and Lucy
Miller and we had a wonderful session. I was definitely of

the most mellow vintage, but we had such fun talking to

Nancy Pingrce, Muriel Grymes, and other recent Sweet
Briarites, and didn't feel my grey hairs too keenly. Just
last week I helped Lucy and Bobbie address fifty invita-

tions for a Sweet Briar tea to be held May third at the

Harvard Faculty Club. Bobbie has asked me to pour and
I feel highly honored. So far the response has been splendid

and we hope to raise some more money for the Alumnae
Fund. Here's looking forward to our next reunion!"

Dorothy Bortz Davis made a very scathing reference to

the choice of words in my letter to you all. In reference

to the phrase "rapier-like wit," she said that she remem-
bered mostly the corny remarks made by the "Flowers of
Lafayette." She must have meant several other people.

Bortz has one son, J. Graham Davis, Jr., who is better
known as "Butch." Bortz says that her interests include
the Sweet Briar Club of Pittsburgh, Red Cross, The United
War Fund, and the Woman's Hospital.

Anne Mason Brent Winn has grand news, namely the

arrival of a daughter, Anne Mason, on April the sixth.

Anne describes her as, "a furious child who weighs twelve
pounds, has a tremendous appetite and has the peculiarity

of having been born with no soft spot on her head." Anne's
twins, John Blanton, III, and Charles Scott Brent are

eleven years old now. John Winn is a Captain in the Air
Corps and is at present stationed in India. Anne does
church work. Red Cross surgical dressings, and is the

treasurer of the Cincinnati Sweet Briar Club, having been
elected to that office "the only time I had missed a meet-
ing since we returned from Texas." Anne is Uving in

Covington, Kentucky for the duration.

The Queen of the May is her usual modest self in de-

scribing her children, John Brockenbrough, age nine, Cole-

man Sellers, six, and Harley, a year and a half. In spite of

the fact that the boys do not have a sister to follow her

Mother's path of glory, they have not let their Mother
down in the department of handsome looks. I am still

trying to get a picture of them for our record of '29. John,

Belle's husband is in the railroad supply business and is

vice-president of Ramapo Ajax Company. Belle is staff

assistant for Red Cross and does settlement charity work.

Just recently, Libber Laiikford Miles, Meredith Smythe,

Tingie Madden, and respective husbands had a fine weekend

together in Winnetka while Meredith was in Chicago at-

tending a League of Women Voters' convention. Brock

and John have a perfect dream of a home in Winnetka and

should have a prize for hospitality. It's almost exasperating

to report that the Queen is as lovely as ever, if not more so.
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A perfectly lovely colored snapshot came from Janet

Bruce Bailey of Janet and her two good looking children,

Peter G., eleven, who is blonde and blue eyed, and Anne
T., eight, who has dark brown curly hair and brown eyes.

Janet, you are looking very super yourself. Janet and her

husband are at present raising chickens for their own use,

gardening, canning and doing all the things that go with

living in the country. They have a lovely house near Men-
denhall, Pennsylvania.

Kate Coe has a position at Best & Company in New York
City. Her interests are drawing and painting and helping

out at home. Kate writes that she hears from Mary Archer

Bean Eppes, Marian Sumner Beadle and Amelia Hollis, and

sees Gerry Mallory and Mary Blaikie who live in Engle-

wood. Kate looks forward to our twentieth reunion but

adds," not that I am particularly anxious for that time

to come around."

Mary Copeland Sturgeon wants to know if Sweet Briar

graduates are limited to four daughters and then she tells

us that she has three girls, Linda C, aged six, Susan, four,

and Mary, three. Copie's husband is manager of the At-
lantic Refining Company. She writes that Polly and Pete

Serodino visited her on Thanksgiving Day.

Louise Daily Sturhahn has a daughter, Joan, who is

thirteen years old, has brown hair and eyes, a lovely figure,

sweet disposition, is athletic, and domestic. She also has a

son, Ted, ten years old, who has blonde hair and blue eyes,

and has all the makings of a heartbreaker. Ed, Louise's

husband, is a Captain in the Army Air Corps, stationed at

Wright Field. Louise says that she has seen Martha Mc-
Broom Shipman and Janet Carr Greer in Dayton. Martha
according to Louise, looks fine, has a beautiful home and
two darling children. Her husband is in the Navy. Janet

is the new Junior League president in Dayton. Louise's

sister, Marian, is now home for the duration as her husband
is overseas.

Eleanor lyuiall Spruill has been living in Cheraw, South

Carolina for the last two years since her husband a lawyer

has been in Washington on government work. Eleanor and

the children will join him there in the fall. Eleanor has two
daughters whom she describes as "Eleanor Duvall, three,

a lady, and Louise Mcintosh, two, (known as Mack and

positively no lady, but curls.)" When she has time,

Eleanor does work for the Red Cross.

We all feel proud of Ruth Meredith Ferguson Smythe

who is the president of the Louisville League of Women
Voters. Meredith's interest and propensities for civic affairs

had a good start in Sweet Briar. She is a member of the

Board of Directors of the Family Service Organization,

and a member of the Mayor's Legislative Committee . . .

1943-1944. Her husband, Fred, is a divisional sales man-

ager of Proctor and Gamble. Fred and Meredith have built

a lovely home in Indian Hills, Louisville. Jamie and I saw

their lot when we last visited them. They have three chil-

dren, Meredith Ferguson, aged nine, F. John, seven and

Stewart Turner, five. The Smythes plan to spend part of

the summer at Torch Lake and Polly McDiarmid and her

family expect to be up there too.

Emily Giese, Mrs. George D. Martin, Lancaster, Ohio,

is the mother of two sons, William G., aged nine,"

very studious like his father, loves out-of-doors,

hke his mother, and is very active in Cub Scouts;

and John D., aged five, who is never quiet, very hefty,

very affectionate and immensely unpredictable." Emily's

husband is a lawyer and is now in the State Guard. Art,

gardening, and sewing are Emil's interests in addition to

her family, and she has been doing all sorts of Red Cross

work from roUing bandages to knitting. She is also secre-

tary of the Nursing Welfare Association, on the com-
mittee for the Fresh Air Camp, secretary of the Parents

League, and Den Mother for the Cub Scouts.

Anne Gochnauer is a Lieutenant (j.g.) in the U.S.N.R.
She is stationed at present at the Naval Air Station, Nor-
folk, Virginia. Anne is the personnel officer at the Assembly
and Repair Department there. She has been on active duty
in the Navy since October, 1942, and says "The Navy is

grand." Well we think you're pretty grand too, Anne.

Lisa Guigon Shinberger is in Richmond for the duration

as her husband has been in England for over a year. He is

a Lieutenant Colonel in the regular Army. Lisa has a

daughter, Adelaide, who will soon be three years old and
according to her mother is the healthiest child in the

world. Sweet Briar alumnae work, being our class fund
agent, church work, and being a nurse's aide in the hos-

pital and at the Blood Bank are Lisa's current activities.

Margaret Harding Kelly has recently moved to Newark,
Delaware, where she lives in an eleven room house . . .

with no help. She says that her two children and the house

leave her little time for outside activities but she belongs

to the Newark New Century Club and helps in U.S.O. and
Red Cross work. Peg has two daughters, Barbara Page,

eight years old and Theodora, two. Her husband is manager
of the Triumph Explaines Company.

Amelia Hollis Scott's children are Susan Tennell, eleven,

and Thomas Dudley, nine. Her husband is owner of a

milling company in Lynchburg. Amelia does part time

work in her husband's office, is Girl Scout Commissioner,

is establishing a permanent Girl Scout camp, does Junior

League work, church work and Red Cross. Amelia writes,

"perhaps many of the others of the class of '29 are as I

am ... so busy with the physical things of a servantless

home that they have little time to write friends in order

to keep up with Sweet Briar activities. My list of activities

look small (not to me, S.C.J.) I spend most of my spare

time being Girl Scout Commissioner. During my time as

Commissioner we have grown from having ten troops to

a total of twenty-five troops. I have never done a job

which I have enjoyed so much. There are interesting con-

tacts with people of all races and creeds and I feel that we
are really doing something for future America. Please pass

the word along to all twenty-niner's to come to see me if

they ever come to Lynchburg or to Sweet Briar. I'd love

to see them."

Claire Hoyt Gaver has three sons, Charles, seven years

old, James, three, and a brand new one. Dean, a month
old. She is more than slightly disturbed that she hasn't a

single candidate for Sweet Briar. Claire's husband is an

aviation executive. Naturally she hasn't had much time

for outside things this year but her interests are. League

of Women Voters, Garden Club, and Red Cross. "I feel
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like the old woman who lived in a shoe," says Claire. You
have lots of company, dearie.

From Josephine Craige Klu/fz Ruffin comes the news of

two children, Josephine Branch, nine years old and a son.

Burton Craig, four. Jo's husband is the vice-president and

treasurer of Erwin Cotton Mills Company. Among Jo's

activities and interests are Junior League, Red Cross, Vic-

tory garden, Canterbury Club, church work and teaching

Sunday school, and hospitality chairman on the Board of

Junior League.

Margaret Kiiccdlcr Fellows enclosed a picture of herself

wkh her two grand boys, Richard, six, and year old Charles.

Peg's husband is an electrical engineer. The Junior Club

was Peg's special activity until she became too busy with

her family.

Elizabeth Lcivis Reed has a son Wellford C, Jr., eight

years old, and a daughter Patty Moon, four. Her husband

is a physician and is now a Lieutenant in the Navy. Eliza-

beth contributes to the war effort by making Red Cross

surgical dressings.

Polly McDiarinid Serodino has a son Peter, aged nine,

who is a "handful" to quote Polly. Pete, Polly's husband

is a coal stripping contractor and is working at present

somewhere in West Virginia. Polly is spending every

weekend at their farm running the place, and in addition

to that arduous task, does Children's Hospital work and is

a member of the Red Cross Motor Corps.

Sarah McKce Stanger has two children, William McKee,

and Robert Allen aged seven and four respectively. Sally's

husband is a partner in Riter & Company, Brokers. He has

his commission as Lieutenant (j.g.) in the Navy and goes

to Princeton in June. Sally's main interest is in the Junior

Service League.

Helen Miller Mandel and her attorney husband with

three year old Marian Uve in New York. Marian attends

a nursery school nearby but acts like sixteen says her

mother (loves powder and lipstick!). Helen does Red

Cross work, and is an active member of the board of a

Hebrew school of which her husband is president.

Isabelle North Goodwin has three boys, Thomas, Jr.,

aged nine. North, six, Ray, three and a half. Izzy's husband,

a surgeon, is a Lieutenant, (j.g.) in the Navy, is now
somewhere in the South Pacific. Izzy is on the Junior

League Board, president of the Hilltop Garden Club, is on

the Executive Board of the First Presbyterian Church
Auxiliary, is on the West End Free Library Board and does

Red Cross work. Izzy attributes part of her zest in Church
work to the fact that the minister is none other than Cary
Nelson Weisiger, Whiz's brother, who she says is really

a fine person. Izzy hears from June Tillman McKenzie and

she keeps in touch with Sarah Dodgeti Gordon.

Gert Prior writes from Briar Hill, her home at Sweet

Briar, that she has been helping Miss Ames in botany lab

again and is Home Service Secretary of Red Cross of Am-
herst County (her own title she says). In addition to these

duties, Gert carts that whole neighborhood to Sunday
School every week, works in her vegetable garden and

attends various and sundry meetings.

About a month ago Jamie and I took the two children

up to Aurora to visit Jo Tatman Mason and family. The

fact that we were all invited should prove how strong are

the bonds of Sweet Briar roommates. Saturday evening Jo

and Mace had a dinner party which included such eminent

Briarites as Squeak Harncd Ross, Belle Brockcnbrough
Hutchins and respective husbands. We fairly outdid the

five children in attendance playing informal games and

dancing. Jo and Mace have three children, Joan Tatman,
nine, Marcus Clinton, III, 7, and Edwin Tatman, three.

They are darling children. Jo's husband is a representative

of Carnegie Steel Company.
Nan Torian Owens has a daughter, Sarah, who is two and

a half years old. Her husband is a teacher in Landscape

Architecture at the University of Georgia. Nan's activities

include Red Cross, Bond Drive, and being president of the

Garden Club.

Sue Tucker Yates sent pictures of her handsome brood,

two sons, Frank Ogburn, aged ten, Scott Tucker, seven,

and a daughter, Toler Tucker, fourteen months. Sue's hus-

band Ogburn, is part owner of a number of department

stores in North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia. Sue

seems to have a very full life with her interests including

P.-T.A., Woman's Garden Club, Library Club, Sorosis

Club (now chairman of the program committee), and the

Ep.scopal Auxiliary of which she is president. Sue also does

war work.

Helen Weitzmann's father filled out her questionnaire,

Helen, after being for two years assistant personnel director

with the American Red Cross in New York City, has joined

the Overseas Welfare Division of A.R.C. and left a few
weeks ago for "parts unknown."

We have word from a few who left us for various

reasons, but though they did not graduate, still have an

interest in Sweet Briar as we have in them.

At last we have word from Elizabeth Bryan Stockton

who lives in Jacksonville, Florida where her husband is,

in Betty's words, a realtor, radio man and what have you.

Betty has two children, a daughter, Elizabeth Randolph
Preston, eleven years old and a son, James Roosevelt, aged

ten, who, according to Betty is "red-headed and a mighty
hunter and can beat his father and me shooting and riding

any time." Betty is as busy as a bee being chairman of

First Aid for Duval County, a Colonial Dame and includ-

ing in her other interests, A.R.C. Motor Corps, Junior

League, British War Relief Scoiety, and National Infantile

Paralysis Association. Betty writes that she has seen Blitz

Dillard Reynolds, Pet, Shag, and others of our class. She

saw Miss Glass in '39 when she and her mother went up to

Lexington, Virginia to help dedicate the Preston Library

at V.M.I.

Evelyn Bye Ross' letter just arrived as my deadline date

compelled me to get this in today. She says that the Sweet

Briar Club in Cleveland is the nicest thing she has found

there and that it is a grand group.

Louise Chaj)ma)i Plamp has twin daughters, Barbara

Noel, and Lydia Ann who are eleven years old and a son

Donald Chapman eight years old. Chappie's husband is a

food broker in Louisville. Chappie's activities include being

secretary-treasurer of the R. H. Plamp Company, chairman

of both P.-T.A. Library and Girl Scout organization at

Prestonia School. She saw Lib Wilkinson Williamson at
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Churchill Downs a few years ago and would like to know
if she's still in town. (Mrs. J. Saunders Williamson, now
living at 2319 Lafayette Avenue, Greensboro, North Caro-

lina.—Editor) We finally have news of Virginia La Nicve

Walker who is now living in Pine Bluff, Arkansas. She

visited Chappie recently. Virginia, I quote, "is the slim,

attractive wife of Pine Bluff's leading obstetrician and the

mother of four sons."

Edna Earl McGchec Pleasants has two sons, Lawson and

John, aged nine and three years respectively. Edna's hus-

band is a food broker in Lynchburg. The Woman's Club,

American Dietetic Association and being chairman of the

Health Committee of the Woman's Club keep her busy.

Adelaide BJchardson Hanger lives in San Antonio. Her

husband who is a lawyer, is now a Major in the Army and

is in foreign service. For the past two years they have been

stationed in Memphis, Tennessee. Adelaide rolls Red Cross

bandages, is a Brownie Scout Leader, benevolent chairman

of her church circle. She writes that she heard from Evelyn

Bye Ross telling her that they have moved from Eastern

Pennsylvania to 947 Nobleshire Road, Cleveland Heights,

Ohio. She has a little girl, Betsy eleven years old and a son

who is four. Adelaide sees Anne Cleaves, now Mrs. Frank

Drought, also living in San Antonio. Anne has a daughter,

ten years old. Thanks, Adelaide for the grand picture for

our record.

Margaret Page Wc'nlger Proctor is kept on the hop with

three children, "Chip," (E. W. ) seven years old, Sally

Nelson, five, who is pretty, red headed, and all woman,
and Margaret Page, ten months. Harry, Whiz's husband is

an attorney in the U. S. Treasury. Whiz claims to be the

president, vice-president, secretary and treasurer of the

R.C.P.M.C. which turns out to be Raising Children and

Preparing Meals Club. I am still chortling over this.

Jane Wilkinson Banyard has a son Frederick, known as

Skippy, who is ten years old, and adds that she hopes to

have a recruit for Sweet Briar in October. Jane has fine

news namely that her husband, who is a Master Mariner

in the Royal Canadian Naval Reserve, was confirmed a

Captain in January. It is quite an honor as there are only

four Captains in the R.C.N.R. He is a senior Naval Control

Officer and according to Jane, is working day and night.

Jane has just been re-elected president of the North End
Service Canteen in Halifax, Nova Scotia.

I am hoping that it will shame some of you twenty-

niner's who haven't written, to tell you that I have had some

letters from our sister class. One was from Marg Cramer
Crane who gave us news of Sandy Firesfone Carruthers.

Marg's and Sandy's husbands are old friends and they all

spent a weekend together at Marg's home this spring. Marg
says that Sandy looks fine . . . not a grey hair in her head.

She has a handsome thirteen year old son. Sandy and her

son are holding the fort in Columbus, Ohio until the war's

end when they may migrate to New Mexico.

This additional information was assembled by the alum-

nae secretary from information in the Alumnae Office.

Undoubtedly much of it is now inaccurate and it is hoped

that all of you will promptly make amends by sending all

corrections to the Alumnae Office at once.

Eve Ballard, lives in Charleston, West Virginia, has an

essential war job which leaves little time for anything else.

Maria Bcmiss, Mrs. Henry Charles Hoar, lives in Steven-

son, Maryland.

Athlein Benton, Fremont, North Carolina has recently

been head of the Business Administration Department at

the University of North Carolina. She got her M.A. degree

at Columbia in 1933 and began work on her doctorate

in 1940.

Ellen Blake has been a teacher in the Norfolk public

schools and is now a member of the English department in

the Granby High School. Ellen has been active in the

Junior Woman's Club of Norfolk and a member of the

Norfolk Society of Arts and A.A.U.W.

Emily Braswell, Mrs. W. D. Perry, lives in Chapel Hill,

North Carolina. After graduating Emily did graduate work
at Columbia and received her M.A. degree in 1937. She

also studied at the American School of Professional Pho-
tography from which she had a diploma in 1936.

Mildred Bronaugh, Mrs. John Byrd Taylor, lives in

Lynchburg with her three children (two daughters and a

son) while her husband is overseas with the Army.

Mildred Biishey, Mrs. Joseph Walter Scherr, Jr., lives in

Cincinnati. Before her marriage, Mildred held jobs with

The America Fire Insurance Company and Macy's in New
York. Her husband is with the Inter-Ocean Casualty In-

surance Company. They have two daughters—Susan Ells-

worth, eight, and Elinor Bebb, five. Mildred has been

interested in civic and political affairs of her community
and finds time for the usual war work and volunteer

services.

Kathryn Close earned her M.S. degree in Journalism in

1935, has studied feature writing at the University of

Pittsburgh and at Columbia. When last heard from she

was an associate editor of Survey and Survey Graphic
Magazines, and living in New York. Recent address un-
known.

Anne Conway, Mrs. J. T. Whitehurst, lives in Danville

where her husband is advertising manager of the Coca-Cola

Bottling Company. They have one daughter, Mildred Hoge,

age eight. Anne did graduate study in the field of Land-

scape Architecture at Cambridge, Massachusetts for two

years and has continued her interest in gardening, in addi-

tion to community work through the hospital and baby

clinic.

Elizabeth Crews, after graduation worked at Lord and

Taylor for a year, then tutored Latin at Converse College.

She is in the Navy now, a WAVE Ensign, assigned to the

Bureau of Naval Personnel in Washington.

Eva Cumnock, Mrs. R. Leslie Bass, worked in New York
until her marriage. She lived in Knoxville, Tennessee when
last heard from.

Sarah Dodgen, Mrs. Russell Leach Gordon, still lives in

Spartanburg, South Carolina. After graduation she was

secretary of the Vassar Club in New York for one year

after which she was in the personnel department of the

Spartan Mills in Spartanburg. In 1931 she was married to

William John MacGuire, Jr., who died in 1940. They had

two children—William John, now nine and SaUie Kendall,

five.

Jessie Exley, Mrs. Henry J. Wooten, was married in 1931
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and has a daughter, Barbara Lane, nine years old. Jessie's

principal interests are her home, music, and the Red Cross.

Dorothy Fowler, now an Ensign in the WAVES is sta-

tioned in Boston. Previous to this she was secretary at the

Bancroft School and with Fowler and Kennedy, patent

attorneys in Worcester.

Mary Gochnaiwr, Mrs. Jack Dalton, was married in

1933. Her husband is connected with the library at the

University of Virginia, and Mary has taken an active part

in academic life there. She obtained her M.A. degree at

the University and taught English, Latin, and history in

the Fork Union and Boonsboro High Schools until her

marriage. Her particular interests are reading, collecting

records and music listening. The Daltons have one son,

Jon Preston, IH, aged seven.

Hallet Gubelman is a one man Ration Board and clerk

as well as ranch owner and gardener in Tombstone, Ari-

zona. With all of this she is now trying to figure how she

can get away in August to help on the farm of a friend

who is crying for help. After graduation, Hallet was lab-

oratory assistant at Sweet Briar, then taught mathematics

at the Dwight School in Englewood. Since becoming a

resident of Arizona, she has become particularly concerned

with promoting better relations there between the Mexicans

and Americans. Her pet interests in addition—are wood
carving, music, and Child Welfare work.

Cary Harman, Mrs. John Edwin Biggs, Jr., when last

heard from was in Tazewell, Virginia. After working for

the Edwin Gould Foundation for Children in New York
for a year, Cary did graduate work at Columbia in eco-

nomics and got her M.A. in 1934. In 193 5 she was married

to Mr. Biggs, a coal operator and they have two children,

Mary Harman, seven, and John Edwin, five.

Adelaide Henderson, Mrs. William Cabaniss, since college

has studied journalism at Columbia and later studied bac-

teriology at the New York Post Graduate Hospital. She

was a technician at the Aiken Hospital, Aiken, South Caro-

lina for several years.

Ehzabeth Hibbs, according to office records is in Van
Nuys, California. No other information.

Margaret Hiett lives in Toledo, Ohio. No communica-

tion since graduation.

Elizabeth Hilton, who lives in Evanston, has done secre-

tarial work in Chicago, in the office of Public Relations at

Sweet Briar, and in Washington. Painting, music and sports

absorb after ofiice hours, and she has won several awards

for her water colors.

Virginia Hodgson, Mrs. R. C. Sutliff, was married in

1932 to a naval officer. Before her marriage she was Y.W.

C.A. secretary for one year in Norfolk and taught school

for two years. The Sutliffs have two children, Shirley

Hodgson, eleven, and Robert Calvin, seven.

Eugenia Howard, Mrs. Brock D. Jones, Jr., another Nor-

folk resident according to the postal records.

Beulah Irving, Mrs. Robert James Vaughan, address un-

known.
Dorothy Joliffe, Mrs. Martin Urner, lives in Hagerstown,

Maryland.

Martha Dabney Jones, now a WAC, is stationed at Ft.

Knox, Kentucky. She did graduate study for several years

after college and won her M.A. at the University of North
Carolina in 1935. She then was a teacher and director of

religious education. On leave of absence in 1940-41, she

began research on a phase of Renaissance literature, a field

in which she hopes later to obtain a doctorate.

Elizabeth "Libber" Lankford, Mrs. John Blanchard

Miles, formerly in Wilmington, Delaware and more re-

cently living in Chicago—present address unknown. "Lib-

ber" was married in 1930 to Mr. Miles, a physicist with
the duPont Company. They have three children, John
Blanchard, twelve, Burnley Lankford, ten, and Elizabeth

Carpenter, four. In Wilmington "Libber" was an active

member of the Board of the Traveler's Aid Society, the

Junior League and the local and national U.S.O. Raising

English springer spaniels, gardening, tennis, sailing and
writing keep her somewhat busy. Her expressed desire for

news of alumnae of "her time" leads us to give this report

though we have not had recent news of her.

Mildred Earle Letiis, Mrs. A. H. Adkins, after a business

course held secretarial positions in Washington, the most
recently reported being with the Home Owners' Loan
Corporation.

Louise Lutz lives in Chicago and has had a most inter-

esting position in the Art Institute of Chicago. At present

she is secretary to Mr. Rich, Director of Fine Arts there.

Louise has also been Sweet Briar's representative on the

Woman's College Board of Chicago since 1933.

Lois Mcllroy, Mrs. George L. Cooper, was married in

1934. Her husband, a lawyer by profession was a Major

in the U. S. Army Reserve (that status has no doubt

changed). Lois was for ten and a half years supervisor of

the Statistical Department of Butler Brothers in Chicago.

The Coopers have one son, Langdon Mcllroy, aged three.

Most recent address, Columbus, Ohio.

Charlotte Marks, Mrs. Stanley G. Schade lives in Aspin-

wall, Pennsylvania.

Mary Marshall, Mrs. William Crumley Franklin, lives in

Portsmouth, Virginia.

Nancy Moffett, who taught for several years in Hope-

well, Virginia has been ill at the Blue Ridge Sanitarium in

Charlottesville.

Margaret Moncurc, Mrs. Francis L. Johnson, was mar-

ried in 1932 and has two daughters, Margaret Moncure,

eleven, and Mary Leavell, eight. Margaret has been an

active member of the Richmond Junior League and a mem-
ber of the Executive Board of the Crippled Children's

Hospital.

Annie Perry Neal, did graduate study at Wake Forest

and the University of North Carolina. After obtaining the

LL.B. degree in 1932, she was in private law practice in

Louisburg, North Carolina for two years and since then

has been with the Federal Communications Commission in

Washington there. She has had a distinguished career. A
colleague recently remarked to a member of the Sweet

Briar staff that he had known only two "brilliant women
lawyers, Mabel Walker Willebrandt and Annie Perry Neal."

Sweet Briar is very proud of this 192 9 representative.

Elizabeth Neill, Mrs. F. B. Danner, lives in Mount
Vernon, New York.

(Continued on page )4)
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The Manson Memorial Scholar

FOR the first time since the scholarship was estabUshed in 1925, a

foreign student, Antoinette Le Bris of Paris, has been awarded the
Manson Memorial Alumnae Scholarship for 1944-1945. She makes her
home in this country with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Prendergast, Westport,
Connecticut.

An honor scholarship, the Manson award covers full tuition costs and
the recipient is chosen for qualities of leadership and real contributions
to the student activities, in addition to high academic standing.

This spring Antoinette was elected chairman for next year of the
current and post-war problems discussion groups, under the War Service

Committee. She is majoring in International Affairs, hoping to take

part in rehabilitation work in her own country. She represented Sweet
Briar at the southeastern conference of International Relations clubs in

March of this year, and she has been elected treasurer of the club on
campus. She is also active in the Spanish and French clubs, serving as

r"T->7^^™^™|^^^ secretary-treasurer of the latter organization this year and leading several

^PwB[^B|^ of the discussions on its program concerning the problems of France,

i JHH^l^l In addition. Miss Le Bris was named on the Freshman Honor List and
she has been included on the Dean's List. She also finds time to write

features for the Sweet Briar News.

Miss Le Bris, who came to this country in 1939 on a visit, was prevented from returning to France by the outbreak

of war. She attended the Hillside School in Norwalk, Connecticut before entering Sweet Briar in 1941.

Alumnae will recall with interest the names of Manson Memorial Scholars since the award was made in 1925. To
this company we are pleased to add the name of Antoinette Le Bris. Mary E. Loughery Arthur, 1926; Josephine Snowden
Durham, 1927; Ann Beth Price Clark, 1928; Esther Tyler Campbell, 1929; Martha Lee Poston, first semester, 1930;

Mildred Stone Green, second semester, 1930; Dorothy Boyle Charles, 1931; Hazel Stamps Collins, 1932; Abigail

Shepherd Bean, 1933; Bonnie Wood Stookey, 1934; Eleanor Alcott Bromley, 1934; Jacquelyn Strickland Dwelle, 193 5;

Betty Cocke Winfree, 1936; Ellen Lee Snodgrass Park, 1937; Frances Faulkner Mithews, 1938; Ann Niviscn Parks, 1939;

Betty Lee Kopper, 1940; Helen Anne Littleton Hauslein, 1941; Elizabeth Hanger, 1942; Mary Page Ruth, 1943;

Marian Maull Shanley, 1944.

The Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award

VIRGINIA LEE GRIFFITH, Mount Washington, Maryland, was

given the Algernon Sidney SulUvan Award at the thirty-fifth

Commencement exercises at Sweet Briar. Chosen by a committee of her

fellow-students and members of the faculty, Virginia was cited for high

spiritual qualities evidenced in daily living by President Meta Glass, who
presented the award.

During her four years at Sweet Briar, Virginia has been prominent in

many college activities. Secretary of the Student Government Associa-

tion this year, she served as treasurer last year and the precedmg year as

a house president. She was president of her freshman class, member of

Q. v., sophomore honorary society, and of Tau Phi, upperclass honorary

society. In addition, she is named in Who's Who Among Students in

American Colleges and Universities, and she was chosen for the May
Court at Sweet Briar this spring.

Her favorite sport has been hockey, and for the past three years she

has been on the varsity hockey team, in addition to playing on class and

inter-class teams.

M-ss GriflSth is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. Edwin Griffith, Jr.,

1703 South Road, Mount Washington. She is a graduate of the Roland

Park Country School in Baltimore. Her major at Sweet Briar has been

International Affairs.

HOTO, ANDRE v^
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1934—Ten Years Later

REMEMBER that June in

. 1934 when, in all the

excitement, a 10th reunion

seemed too remote for words?

Now ten years later, that

reunion is actually more re-

mote than we ever dreamed

it could be. It is a great dis-

appointment that we are not

able to return to the college

for the 10th anniversary of

our graduation, but wartime

transportation problems make
this decision necessary. As a

substitute a picture of the

class today has been compiled

in the form of a folder con-

taining information, letters,

and pictures from the girls

of '34. This record will be

kept permanently in the

Alumnae Office, but will be

available to individuals or

groups desiring to see it.

Since we cannot all get back
to Sweet Briar, here is a

glimpse of us as we are today.

Eleanor Alcoft was married

in 1939 to Dr. Harry H.
Bromley (Yale), now a 1st

Lieutenant in the Army
Medical Corps, stationed in

San Francisco. Eleanor and
little Ann, perpetual motion
at 18 months, were on their

way to join him, but she still

considers her address 2998 Huntington Road, Shaker
Heights, Ohio.

Dorothy Andrews Uves at 3634 Bay View Road, Miami
3 3, Florida. She and her sister have a dog kennel and keep
busy raising, grooming, and showing the dogs. Dot's chief

interest still is horses and she has the same one she had at

Sweet Briar.

Helen Bean was married in 1937 to Nat M. Emery, Jr.,

(Haverford and Penn Law School), a lawyer for Bethle-

hem Steel Company. They have two boys, Nat M., Ill, 5,

and Anthony Sargent, lYz, and they live on Route 1,

ZionsviUe, Pennsylvania. Helen's chief interests are, of

necessity, confined to farming, flowers, chickens, and re-

claiming their old farm house.

Elizabeth Lee Bond was married in 1936 to Ernest M.
Wood, Jr., and they live at 1020 Greenway Court, Lynch-
burg, Virginia. Jackie has three children, Ernest M., Ill,

4, Elizabeth Lee, 2, Katherine Benham, 5 months, and

still she finds time for church work, gardening, reading.

Red Cross Home Service, Girl Scout Council. S.B. Alumnae
Council, study groups, etc.! At present Jackie is in a bit

To the small group of alumnae who were

present at Commencement this year, there

was something very moving in the announce-

ment of the Jean Campbell Myers Scholarship,

for which her parents had this spring estab-

lished a principal of $10,000.

The alumnae, and especially those who knew

Jean in college and who were deeply affected

by her death in 1937, will receive the news of

this scholarship gift with real gratitude. They
appreciate the possibilities it provides for en-

abling other girls at Sweet Briar to develop

their capacities for learning much as Jean did

when she was a student, and they feel that

Mr. and Mrs. Myers could not have chosen

a more fitting or a more far-reaching tribute

to Jean's own lively spirit.

If reunions had not been cancelled for the

duration of the war, this commencement would

have been the tenth reunion of Jean's class,

1934. The fact that Mr. and Mrs. Myers had

planned their most generous gift to come at

this time made this a memorable occasion, even,

though the reunion itself could not be held.

As a further tribute to Jean, her classmates

asked that the gift of the class of 1934 to the

Alumnae Fund this year be designated for the

library. The sum, approximately $45 0, will

provide a small yearly income to be used for

the purchase of books in the fields of Jean's

greatest interest.

of a turmoil, and they have

about decided that Ernest

will take a defense job and

Jackie will take over his

business (Insurance) since the

services reject him because

he is so nearsighted. I am
almost afraid to print this,

but Jackie says, "Fortunately

[ have the world's best maid,

the same nurse I've had for

three years!" Jackie gets to

Sweet Briar quite often, and

we are counting on her to

represent our class at Com-
mencement this year.

Nancy Biitzner is married

to Byrd Stuart Leavell, (V.

M. I. and U. of Va. Medical

School). At present he is a

Captain in the Medical Corps

and is in Italy with the Uni-

versity of Virginia Evacua-

tion Hospital Unit. Nancy,
with her daughter, Anne
Browning IS living

with her husband's parents at

610 West Street, Culpeper,

Virginia. Nancy has done

much moving about in the

last few years and conse-

quently hasn't been a joiner,

but she does do Red Cross

work. She had a recent letter

from Jane Morrison Moore,

who has her two daughters

with her in Charlotte while her husband is in the Navy,
a Lieutenant (j.g.).

Betty Carter was married in 193 5 to Wm. S. Clark

(Dartmouth) a manufacturer. They have three boys,

Stuart, 8, Bobby, 5, and Jimmy, I'A. Betty finds time to

work in the Altar Guild, Infant Welfare Society, Gray
Lady training, and Junior League. Her address is 2900
Lincoln Street, Evanston, Illinois, and she sees Betty

Henningbaum Miles, Ruth Pinkhatn Nix, and Mary Moses

Lindsey, who live nearby.

Elizabeth Combs is Mrs. Richard Neville Carroll and

lives at Cedar Grove Road, Elderville, Pennsylvania. Her
husband (University of Virginia) is Assistant Superin-

tendent of Climax Molybdenum Company of Pennsylvania.

They have two children, Elizabeth Tilghman, 5 and

Richard Neville, Jr., 3.

Eleanor Cooke was married in 1940 to Dr. Daniel B.

Esterley, a physician and surgeon, (University of Kansas

and University of Pennsylvania Medical School). Taking

care of their two little girls, Eleanor, 2' 2 and Mary
Frances, 7 months, and their home, has left Eleanor little
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time for anything else. Her address is 145 3 North Roose-

velt Avenue, Pasadena 7, California.

Anne CorbHt is married to Lamar Wight Little

(Emory), now a Major in the Infantry stationed at Camp
Atterbury. They have a 6 months old daughter, Louise

Ansley, and are living at 602 California Street, Columbus,
Indiana. While hving in Miami, Anne was busy with

Junior League and other civic clubs, but for the past two
years she has been a typical Army wife, moving from place

to place, doing Red Cross work, making a home for her

soldier husband, and now raising a family.

Frances Darden was married in 1936 to John W. Musick
(Washington University, St. Louis), who is in the insur-

ance business. They have a son, John Darden, nearly lYz,

and a daughter, Conrad Whitley, nearly 5, who shows re-

markable talent at the piano. Frances says she takes com-
plete care of the children and house, and also belongs to a

garden club, is an airplane spotter. Navy League hostess,

and does Red Cross sewing. Her address is 546 Spotswood

Avenue, Norfolk 7, Virginia.

Julia Daiigherty married G. WiUiam Musser in 1936

(Washington and Lee and Dickenson School of Law). He
is in the Navy, a Lieutenant (j.g.), stationed at Veto

Beach, Florida. Judy wrote from her mother's, 3 59 South

Jackson Street, Frankfort, Indiana, but hoped to join Bill

soon. They have a blackeyed tornado, Janet Anne—2i/2,

who deals Judy plenty of misery! Judy left her civic club

work back in Pennsylvania, but is interested in Red Cross,

gardening, and managing the family farms. She adds her

real interest is "Peace—and after peace—quietude." Same

old Judy!

Amy Dalies is an Ensign in the WAVES, stationed at

the Naval Aviation Supply Depot, Philadelphia, in the

communications department. Her address is 309 Wads-
worth Avenue, Mt. Airy, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Louise Dreyer married John Wyatt Bradley (Columbia)

in 1940, who is a 1st Lieutenant in the Air Corps. For

the past two years they have shuffled about and are now
in Hot Springs, Arkansas at 627 Quapaw Avenue. Lou has

been doing general Red Cross office work and is interested

only in being able to settle in one spot and stay.

Deborah Ebaugh was married in 1937 to Winfield F.

Smith, a chemical engineer from Pennsylvania State. They
have a 9 months old daughter, Caroline Griffith. Debby is

a member of the Woman's Club, Garden Club (president

last year), and is Red Cross Staff assistant. Her address is

30 De Shibe Terrace, Vineland, New Jersey.

Alice Estill married St. Julien P. Rosemond in 1942, a

lawyer (University of Florida and George Washington
University). He is now a Captain in the Army with the

parachute field artillery. For the duration Alice is living

at home, 2127 Brickell Avenue, Miami 3 6, Florida, has a

job, is busy gardening, producing a children's play, and

working at the Service Men's Center. She is in charge of

reservations at Pan-American World Airways, a most in-

teresting sounding job.

Satilla Franklin was married to William Means in 1936.

Her husband, a graduate of West Point, is now a Lieutenant

Colonel in the Infantry, and they are living at 3 314 A
South Wakefield, Fairlington, Arlington, Virginia Satilla

does Red Cross work, and prior to her present inactivity

her interests were horses, dogs, tennis, and golf.

Rosemary Frey is now Mrs. Robert W. Rogers, and lives

at 3237 Hardisty Avenue, Cincinnati 8, Ohio. Her husband
(University of Cincinnati) is in the publishing business,

and Rosemary is editor of the house sales organ, Kroger
Grocery and Baking Company. Her interests are writing
and gardening, and she belongs to the College Club.

Deborah Gale was married in 1939 to Wayne Parker
Bryer. He is a doctor (Dartmouth) and is now a Lieu-
tenant in the Naval Medical Corps. They have one daugh-
ter, Victoria Adams— 3. Debby is interested in civic

activities, nurses aide, and the New Hampshire State Board
of Education. Her address is Hampton, New Hampshire.

Fariss Gambrill was married in 1942 to Henry S. Lynn,
a banker (Princeton). He now is a Lieutenant in the Naval
Reserve, stationed in New Orleans; their address is 1211
Philips Street. Fariss keeps busy with nurses aide. Navy
Relief Society, Navy Officers Wives Club, and is chairman
housing committee of Junior League.

Lydia Goodivyn, (Mrs. Ralph H. Ferrell, Jr.), was
married in 1937. Her husband, a lawyer (Harvard), now
is stationed in Pensacola as a Lieutenant (j.g.) in the

Naval Reserve; their address is N.A.A.S., Corry Field,

Pensacola, Florida. Their boy, Ralph Harris, III, is nearly

2, and their daughter, Lydia, is 5 and plays any tune on
the piano by ear with both hands! In Richmond Lydia's

club work included Woman's Club, Board of Virginia

Home for Incurables, Community Council, church work,
and S.B. Alumnae Association.

Marion Gwaltney is married to Francis K. Hall, an archi-

tect (Georgia Tech.), now a Lieutenant (j.g.) in U.S.N.R.
Marion has one son, Francis K., Jr., 2 years old, and does

Junior League and Red Cross work. Her address: 231 High
Street, Macon, Georgia, October-May; Biddeford Pool,

Maine, May-October.

Thelma Hanifen was married in 193 5 to Irvin Fried,

and they live at 311 Fairlamb Avenue, Manoa, Pennsyl-
vania. Her husband (University of Pennsylvania and
Temple University) is an attorney and restauranteur.

Mitzi has three children, Edward— 8, William—4, and
Linda— 14 months. Her chief interests are music and
drama and she belongs to the Philadelphia Woman's Club.

At present she is very busy, having mumps in the family

and no help.

Helen Hanson is Mrs. W. P. Bamford, 406 E. Wayne
Street, Maumee, Ohio, and her husband (Cornell) is a civil

engineer. Their two boys, Robert Pratt and John Melvm,
are 6 and 3. Helen is active in Junior League, Girl Scout,

League of Women Voters, and Red Cross work.

Ffelen Hoffecker was married to Frank F. Roehm in

1942. Their 18 month old son plus housekeeping take up
most of Helen's time and energy. The Roehm's address is

318 South Queen Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

Marie Lange was married in 1934 to Robert E. Gaskell

(Cornell), and they live at 5 2 Emmett Street, Hillside

Heights, New Hyde Park, New York. To Marie goes the

distinction of having the oldest child in the class, George

Lange, 9 years old this October. She also has another son,

Robert, Jr., 4 years old this fall. Her interests include Red
Cross, Parent's Association, and social work. Marie reports
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that during these ten years the "Carsonites" have con-

tinued to keep up with each other; they include herself,

Betty Combs, Madaline and Marie LcPine, Eleanor Cooke,

Mary Evelyn Wood, Lib Gray, and Alice Goble.

Marjorie Lasar (Mrs. E. R. Hurd, Jr.) is now at home
with her parents, 3414 Hawthorne Boulevard, St. Louis 4,

Missouri. Rhea (Cornell) was in advertising in the in-

surance business but is now a Navy man. Lasar be-

lieves they have set an amateur record in having moved 8

times in 8 years, with only one move government directed.

She is chiefly occupied with guarding the family antiques

from the onslaught of her two cunning chicks, Julie—7,

and David—2 5,2. She says she "would have to chloroform

the children or get up in the middle of the night to be

civic"!! The plight of the Navy wife!

Mar/ha Loii Lcnniion is really using her S.B. training,

for she is a psychology professor at Colorado

College in Colorado Springs; she also is head resi-

dent of a women's dormitory. Martha Lou is active in

the League of Women Voters, Council of Social Agencies,

and is a Red Cross Gray Lady. She is interested in traveling

in Latin-American countries (but not now). Her address;

at present—McGregor Hall, Colorado Springs, Colorado,

permanent is 811 East Walnut Street, Springfield, Mis-

souri. She reports visits with Evelyn Martin Williams and

Marjorie Van Evera Lovelace in St. Louis, and Tacky
Williams McCollum and son in Springfield. From Martha

Lou we have our only clue of Dee Taylor (Mrs. Alex

Sinkov): "She is in Washington using her scientific mind
and a lot of mathematical formulae to help solve problems

of de-coding. Her husband is a Lieutenant Colonel who
has been in Australia."

Dearitig Lewis (5608 Kenwood Avenue, Chicago 36,

Illinois) has just received her M.A. degree in English from

the University of Chicago. She is interested in modern
poetry, music, and race relations. From her we are sorry to

learn of the death of Kathleen Spiller's mother last winter.

Mary McCallum was married in 1940 to Charles L.

Neill, Jr. (MiUsaps, University of Mississippi, M.D.

—

Cornell). Her husband is a Major in the Army Medical

Corps in England, and for the duration Mary and son,

Torrey, 2 years and 9 months, are living with her parents

at Homewood, Laurel, Mississippi. Mary works with Red
Cross and Junior Auxiliary of Laurel, and says her main
interest is "trying to imagine when the war will be over."

Mary Walton McCandlish was married in 1939 to Schuy-
ler Wm. Livingston, a lawyer (Harvard). They have two
daughters, Mary Stuyvesant and Elizabeth Schuyler, 3 and

16 months. Mary is trustee of Fairfax County Community
Chest, officer of Woman's Citizen Association, former

officer of church auxiliary, local chairman of tuberculosis

Christmas Seal sale, is also interested in history, 2 5c

thrillers, pro- football and baseball, college educational

trends, etc. No wonder she says she has more interests

than time for them.

Bonney McDonald in 193 6 married Philip W. Hatch
(Yale). He is a Lieutenant Colonel in Air Corps and they

now live at 919 West 12th Street, Spokane, Washington.

Bonney has one son, Stephen— 5, who takes up most of her

time along with cooking and cleaning and Red Cross work.

Emily Marsh married Clyde W. Nichols in 1943, and

he is now a sergeant in the Army. She has been with the

MiUtary Naval Welfare Service of the American Red Cross

for two years, and this is her chief interest as well as job.

Until this March Emily was Field Director at Lovell Gen-
eral Hospital, Fort Devens, Massachusetts, but at her

request was then transferred to the U. S. Naval Hospital,

St. Albans, New York. Her address is 400 Van Houten
Street, Paterson, New Jersey.

Catherine Marshall was married in 1942 to R. E. B.

Hamill (Princeton). He is an air traffic controller, and
their address is Alleghany County Airport, A.T.C. Center,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. For 8 years Kitty taught mathe-
matics at Chatham Hall and St. Mary's School, and has

also instructed several first aid classes, but now she barely

finds time to do some Red Cross work for little Catherine

arrived last New Year's Eve and she is proving to be a full

time job. Kitty has seen Nancy Russell Carter and Mary
Pringle and is bubbling with admiration and praise for

both.

Anne Marvin is an Ensign in the WAVES, and her

address is B.O.Q., A 54, N.O.B., Norfolk 11, Virginia.

Kathcrine Means was married in 193 8 to Rodgers Neely

(Lehigh), a box manufacturer. They have one child,

Katherine (Kitten)—3 1;.. They have an attractive home
on the edge of a golf course and urge classmates to come
out to Clive Street, Metuchen, New Jersey.

Mary S. Moore is with her family at 110 King

Street, Edenton, North Carolina. She is Home Service

Chairman for the local Red Cross, teaches piano, gardens,

and helps with the housekeeping. She had a grand trip to

New York this spring and visited with Bonnie Wood
Stockey, Libby Scheuer Maxwell, and Julie Sadler de

Coligny,— you lucky girl! We are all glad to hear you are

keeping up your piano, Mary.

Marcia Morrison was married in 1939 to Dr. Raleigh R.

Curtis (University of Texas and University of Texas

Medical School). They live at 1919 North 7th Street,

Temple, Texas. Franklin Scott, their blue-eyed, blond

little demon is 2 '2 years old. Keeping up with the latter,

doing all the housework, much washing, yardwork, etc.,

provide Marcia with mighty few idle moments. She does

a lot of Church, Red Cross, and study club work, is

Secretary-Treasurer of the District Medical Auxiliary, but

she is chiefly interested in her boys, home, and Victory

garden.

Ruth Myers was married in 1937 to Clifton Pleasants

(University of North Carolina), a hardware distributor.

Their two children are C. E., Jr., "Eddie," 3 '2, and Emily

Myers, 7 months. Ruth dees Red Cross knitting and

surgical dressings, and is interested also in music, books,

and gardening.

Margaret Neicton is working at Lederle labs, and she

says she likes it very much. Her address is 67 Bergen Street,

Westwood, New Jersey.

Elizabeth Ogilshy was married in 1942 to Wm. H. Sands

(Pennsylvania). Her husband is now a Lieutenant in the

Navy and their address is M.O.Q. 1, Cabaniss Field,

Corpus Christi, Texas. Their little William is nearly 10

months old. Elizabeth said she had heard from Dee Taylor

Sinkov who had given no return address.
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Cordelia Penn was married in 193 5 to J. Archibald

Cannon, Jr. (Davidson, University of North Carolina).

Her husband, a lawyer, is with the Department of Justice,

and they now are living at 390 South San Marino Avenue,

Pasadena 8, California. Their two children are Claire Penn

— 8, and Arch

—

2' 2. Cordelia describes her position: "On
my knees scrubbing or bending over a hot stove," and her

interests: "Finding a sitter."

Riifh Pinkham was married in 1937 to Milton A. Nix,

(University of Virginia), a packaging engineer. Pink has

had a lot of illness lately and their son, George, is subject

to asthma because of allergies, and consequently Pink lists

as her chief interest "getting self and son well." We all

hope that will be soon, Pinky. Address: 2 340 Marcy

Avenue, Evanston, Illinois.

Mary Pringle (6827 Reynolds Street, Pittsburgh, Penn-

sylvania) is the new Pittsburgh Sweet Briar Club presi-

dent, gives 2 days a week as nurses' aide, is a U.S.O. hostess,

is active in College Club, and besides is wrapped up in her

14 month old nephew who lives with them since his

mother's death. Mary had her own nursery school for 6

years but was forced to close because of transportation and

other problems brought on by the war. At present Mary

is enthusiastic about joining the Red Cross for overseas

duty.

Margaret Ross in 1939 married Edward M. Ellice, and

they have one daughter, Anne Parry— 3. The ElUces live at

Fairview Farm, R.F.D., Annandale, New Jersey. Margaret

finds being a "farmer's wife" a sometimes baffling job; her

husband has a part-time business in New York and Mar-

garet is forced to be manager at times. She had a visit this

winter from her roommate, Mildred Redmond Vaughn, '33.

Anne Russell was married in 1936 to James M. Carter,

Jr., (Williams), treasurer of USHCO Manufacturing Com-
pany. Their three boys, James Russell, 6, Robert McAdam,
4'/2, and William Spencer, lYz, all ski and swim with help.

Anne's interest centers mainly on her boys but includes

skiing, farming, and music. She is an executive of Buffalo

General Hospital Junior Board and the Philharmonic Or-

chestra Women's Committee. Her address: 154 Lancaster

Avenue, Buffalo, New York.

Mary Lee Ryan married Charles Porter Strother in 1935.

He is a mechanical engineer (George Washington Uni-

versity, Purdue, M.S.—Virginia Polytechnic Institute) and

is now a Captain in Field Artillery. Their three very at-

tractive children are David Hunter, IV, S'/i, Richard

Ryan, 3/2, and Sarah Lee, l^^- A late flash states that the

Strothers have just been transferred to San Antonio and

are having the ensuing problems that go with 3 children

and no place to live. Her address: c/o Captain C. P.

Strother, Fourth Army Hq., APO 20, Ft. Sam Houston,

Texas.

Julia Sadler is married to Calvert Guerric de Coligny

(Tulane), and he is at present a Major in the Army
Transportation Corps, stationed at Pentagon. They have

two handsome boys, William Gaspard, 7, and Calvert

Guerric, Jr., 5. The de Colignys have acquired an estate

near Alexandria, which has an old farm house, other build-

ings, and several acres of woods. Julia is the same wonderful

person she was at S.B., still interested in everything and

everybody. She is now very busy remodelling the old farm

house, keeping up with her boys, studying piano, gardening,

etc. Julia sent a big fat letter with her questionnaire

lengthily answered, pictures, and a note to the class, but
alas, that letter was lost, and this information has come
via a hasty note. Julia says she has seen many Briarites since

she has been in Washington. Her address: Sleepy Hollow
Road, Falls Church, Virginia.

Elizabeth Scheuer was married in 193 8 to Charles R.
Maxwell, Jr., and they are living at 405 East 54th Street,

New York 22. Libby's husband, a lawyer (Dartmouth
and Yale Law School) is a private in the Army
but because of some eye trouble he had not really

entered the service when last heard from. Little Elizabeth

Lyon was born last August. Libby is still interested in

modern art and the theatre, works two afternoons a week
at the Open House for Officers, does tabulating at home
for a research organization, besides keeping busy with the

apartment and baby. As she says, "The good thing about

living in New York is that everyone gets here eventually."

She had just had a reunion with Mary Lewis Nelson Becker,

Marion Ol'ier Cooley, and Fran Weil Binswanger, and had
seen Mary Moore, Connie Burwell, Debbie Gale Bryer. How
seen Mary Moore, Connie Burwell, Debbie Gale Bryer.

Alice Shirley was married in 1942 to A. Talley Moore,

Jr., a statistician (Clemson, University of Chicago). He is

now a Captain in the M.P. branch of the Army and has

been overseas since January, 1943. Alice is doing book-
keeping and stenographic work for the Field Director's

Office, American Red Cross, Ft. Jackson, South Carolina.

She lives at 1722 Enoree Avenue, Apartment 3, Columbia
36, South Carolina, and has seen several S.B. girls there and
in Richmond.

Julia Shirley was married in 1939 to Fred G. Patterson

(University of North Carolina and M.D.—University of

Pennsylvania). She has spent the last four years following

her husband around in the Army, and now he is overseas

in England, a Major in the Infantry. So little Julia Shirley,

8 months old, and Julia are making their home with Alice

(address above). Julia does the housekeeping, washing,

cooking, etc., while Alice is working. A neat arrangement.

Marjorie Smith (Mrs. Fred Zengel) has two daughters,

Mary Catherine, 2'/2, and Susan Jane, born April 12, 1944.

Marjorie's husband (Tulane) is an attorney, and they live

at 800 North Wayne Street, Apartment 104, Arlington,

Virginia.

Jean Sprague now hves at 130 B Street, N.E., Washing-
ton 2, D. C. She is junior editor of the Federal Register, a

daily publication for all government agencies, which job

entails a great amount of work. She recently has seen

Ensign Anne Marvin and Rebekah Strode Lee.

Rcbekah Strode was married in 1936 to St. George
Tucker Lee, a methods engineer (University of Virginia).

Their children are Rebekah Brown, 5 Yi, and Eleanor Wash-
ington, 1 Yz, and their address is 3 06 North Rowland Street,

Richmond 2 0, Virginia. Rebekah is interested in social

work and is on the Board of Family Service Society and is

Case Work advisor for YWCA Residence.

Betty Suttle in 1940 married Dr. Clarence C. Briscoe

(University of Pennsylvania), an obstetrician and gyne-

cologist, and they live at 10 Shirley Road, Narberth,

Pennsylvania. Their future Briarite, Clare, is 14 months
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old. Betty is interested in gardening, interior decorating,

was local chairman for the Salvation Army drive, Red
Cross Auxiliary, and belongs to University of Pennsylvania

Faculty Tea Club. This winter Betty had seen Mary
McCalliui! Neill and Betty Phillips Hastings and daughter

and son.

Dorothy Tiiriio married N. P. Gardner, Jr., in 1937.

Her husband (Princeton and Weslyan) is in the insurance

and bond business. Having just recently moved to Okla-

homa City (2521^2 North Douglas Avenue), Dorothy is

a transfer member of Junior Woman's League. Little Linda

Halliday is 15 months old.

Bonnie Wood was married in 193 9 to Donald B. Stookey,

a lawyer (University of Illinois and Harvard Law School),

and her address is 315 East 68th Street, New York 21,

New York. Their son, David Wood, is 20 months old, and

Bonnie spends most of her time getting him to the park

twice a day. Living in the big city Bonnie has seen numer-

ous Briarites, Mary Moore, Dorothy Hutchinson Howe,
Lib Schcucr Maxwell, Peggy Carry Durland (who has two

daughters, Anne 3, Bonnie's godchild, and Kathy, 9

months) and Debby Gale Bryer.

Mary Evelyn Wood in 1937 married Lawrence W. Lit-

trell, a chemical engineer (Roanoke and M.LT.), at present

an Army Captain in Chemical Warfare. For the past two
years the Littrells have lived in Pine Bluff, Arkansas (1701

West 28th Avenue). Their son, Tommy Wade, is now 6

months old. Mary Evelyn hears from the other "Car-

sonites" mentioned previously.

Now here is news of some of our interested Ex-es.

Helen Abshire graduated from Texas University and in

1936 married Octavius Bowen Hartzog,a civil engineer (The

Citadel). They have one son, Leonard Bowen, 41/2, "per-

fect!!?," and live at 2600 Las Palmas Drive, Port Arthur,

Texas. Helen is president of Pan-Hellenic, a Lieutenant in

Motor Corps, and is very interested in restoring an old

farm, canning and freezing produce, and oil painting.

Ruberta Bailey Norris and daughter Joanne Eleanor,

2 J/2, are Hving with Sis' parents at 14 Wellington Street,

Arlington, Massachusetts. Sis does part-time secretarial

work, is commissioner for the Arlington Girl Scouts, and

does Red Cross knitting and bandaging. She has seen

Martha Green (Mrs. BJchard Day), who does religious

education work in Weston, Massachusetts. While her chap-

lain husband is in England. She reports that Serena Coe
(Mrs. Philbrook Paine) is in Durham, New Hamphire
with her 5 year old daughter, Sally. Serena's husband is a

First Oflicer in Army Transport and is now in Australia.

Thanks for this news. Sis.

Elizabeth Collier graduated from Emory University and

in 193 5 married Robert Wardle, Jr., an electrical engineer

(Georgia Tech.) At present her husband is a Lieutenant

Colonel in Coast Artillery but is assigned to General

Marshall's Special Staff, and so the Wardles are living in

Washington (2127 Suitland Terrace, Washington 20,

D. C. ). Lib has one daughter, Margaret, 2 years, 8 months.

Abigail Donohue is an Ensign in the WAVES and at

present her address is LCNT—NAS, Quonset Pt., Rhode
Island. (Those letters mean Link Celestial Navigation

School—Naval Air Station). Gail's career in the WAVES
has been varied and interesting, and she is now all absorbed

in this air navigation and aerology (the weather). She

reports having seen Jo Fink Meeks in Miami. Gail's perma-
nent address is 502 Ontario Avenue, Sheboygan, Wisconsin.

Virgin'a Fosier was married in 193 9 to Robert D. Gruen
(University of Cincinnati), with the Gruen Watch Com-
pany. Virginia's husband is a Major in the 7th Armored
Division of the Army, and for the past two years since he
has been in service, Virginia has lived in Georgia, Cali-

fornia, Louisiana and Kentucky. Her permanent address is:

5718 North Delaware, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Kathcrine Hanna lives at 134 Wm. Howard Taft Road,
Cincinnati, Ohio. Her job is curator for the Taft Museum,
and she is a member of League of Women Voters and
Foreign Policy Association.

Charlotte Hardin in 1937 married Chalmers H. Arm-
strong, Jr., a graduate of The Citadel. At present her
husband is a Lieutenant Colonel in Coast Artillery, over-
seas. Charlotte is busy with her son, Chalmers H., III. She
reports Anne Thomas (Mrs. C. C. Smith) has returned to

her home at Longview Farm, Martinsburg, West Virginia,

to work in a hospital there while her husband, an Army
Captain, is overseas. Charlotte also tells us Mary Altman
Smith (Mrs. E. G. Johnson) is living at 30 Council Street,

Charleston, South Carolina with her young daughter, while
her husband, a Lieutenant (j.g.) is overseas.

Betty Howe was married in 193 5 to Charles H. Dunker
(William and Mary), a salesman of textile soaps and dyes.

At present her husband is a Lieutenant in U.S.N.R. While
her 7 year old daughter, Charlotte, attends school, Betty
cares for infants at Children's Hospital, Boston. Also does
Red Cross work. Betty lives at 175 Kent Street, Brookline
46, Massachusetts. Betty reports that Elinor Fitch Welch
lives in St. Petersburg, Florida, and keeps busy with volun-
teer hospital work and Army Officers Wives Club. Her
husband, an Army Lieutenant, has been with the Signal
Corps in India for 2 years.

Dorothy Hutchinson in 193 5 married A. S. Howe, Jr.

(Harvard), chairman Autoflight Corporation. Dorothy has
one step-child, A. S., Ill, Seaman 1 c, U.S.N.R., in Africa,
a daughter, Julia Forbes 4, and a son, Thomas Hutchinson,
2. She is secretary to the local Nurses Aide group. Dorothy
sees Bonnie Wood Stookey every few weeks. Address: 521
Flaxhill Road, South Norwalk, Connecticut.

Mary E. Hutchinson was married in 193 5 to Elliott M.
Gordon (Purdue), vice-president in charge of manufactur-
ing of the Gorham (Silver) Company. Mary's three chil-

dren are John, 7, David, 5, and Mary (Molly), 3. She is

treasurer of a garden club. Address: 116 Shaw Avenue,
Edgewood, Rhode Island.

Thcrese Lamfroin is married to Wm. A. Beck, an experi-

mental engineer (Santa Clara, California), and they live

at 6412 North Berkeley Road, Milwaukee 11, Wisconsin.
Their children are Joan Therese, 5, a future Briarite, and
John Lamfrom, 7, who weighs 100 lbs. and wears size 14
clothes. The family's chief interest is a big Victory garden,

which resulted in much food and low blood pressure for

Therese! She corresponds regularly with her roommmate,
Emily Denton Tunis, '3 3, and has seen her in Milwaukee
and Springfield, Massachusetts often.

(Continued on page 28)
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Notes from zj^iss Glass' Calendar

April 2-5 Trip to Pensacola: inspecting WAVES, with the Navy's Advisory Council on Education.

April 10-13 Atlanta: Southern Universities Conference. Tea with alumnae and mothers of present students.

May 4 New York: Women's University Club. Forum on Post-war Education. (Miss Glass spoke about colleges

for women.)

May 15 South Hadley, Massachusetts: commencement address at Mount Holyoke College.

May 16 Sweet Briar: meeting of the Boards of Directors and Overseers.

May 27-29 Sweet Briar: commencement weekend.

June 5 Charlottesville: graduation address at St. Anne's School.

June 6 Baltimore: graduation address at the Roland Park Country School.

June 9 Washington: committee meeting for the Association of American Colleges.

June 15 Washington: meeting in connection with new position as president of the World Student Service Fund.

1^24—Ten Years Later {Continued from page 27)

Mary Mospj was married in 1937 to Robert P. Lindsey

(Vanderbilt). He is now a Lieutenant (j.g.) in the Naval

Air Corps. Mary and daughter, Nancy Moses, nearly one

year old, are living at 82 Forest, Evanston, Illinois. Mary

is a Red Cross staff assistant and Junior League member.

Sees other Evanston S.B. girls.

Mary Lewis Nelson in 1936 married E. H. Becker, III,

and they live at 193 Broadway, Logansport, Indiana. Her

husband works long hours manufacturing aircraft parts.

Their two boys are Edwin Allen, 5'/2, and Nelson Jaeger,

3/2- Mary Lewis also reports that New York reunion this

spring with Libby Scheuer Maxwell, Marion Oliver Cooley,

and Fran Weil Binswanger, who has a son and daughter and

whose husband is a Captain in the Army. Mary Lewis often

sees Helen Closson (Mrs. Leo F. Handricks, 216 20th

Street, Logansport, Indiana), who has two girls and a boy.

Marion Oliver was married in 1936 to Walter D. Cooley

(Colgate), at present in the insurance business with

Eastern Aircraft at Tarrytown, New York. Marion has two

children, John Oliver, 6, and Margaret Ann, 2. The New
York reunion is again reported by Marion and it sounds

better all the time! Marion's address is 21 Reynal Road,

White Plains, New York.

Mary Rogers was married in 193 3 to John H. Moser and

they have two daughters, Margaret Mary, 5, and Martha

Susan, IV2. Mary's husband (Yale and M.D.C.S.—McGiU,

Montreal) has been in the regular Navy for 4|/2 years, and

is now a Lieutenant Commander in the Medical Corps.

Mary has been most busy with her daughters and her

moving about—in Norfolk, Virginia, Charleston, South

Carolina, Rochester and Watertown, New York, and

Overland, Missouri. In Rochester she saw Mary Higgins

Porsche and Connie Turner Hoffman, who has three chil-

dren and a husband in the Army in England. At present

Mary is at 2463 Brown Road, Overland 14, Missouri, but

her permanent address is 209 Culver Road, Rochester 7,

New York.

Tinka Strauss Solmssen report a second daughter, Gwen-
dolyn Marguerite, born February 28, 1944.

Rebecca Jane Taylor was married in 1942 to Doyen
Klein (U. S. Naval Academy), and her husband is now a

Lieutenant Commander. Rebecca is secretary to purchasing

agent. Globe Wireless, Ltd., and in her spare time is nurses

aide, does Navy Relief work, plays bridge, and belongs to

Naval Officers Wives Club. Her address is 2453 Larkin
Street, San Francisco 9, California.

Marjoric Thuma was married in 193 8 to Robert H.
Anning (Purdue), a steel salesman. He now is in the Navy.
Marjorie has two children, Robert Doan, 4, and Sydney
Helen, 1. She is interested in the Children's Hospital and
College Club. She and Bootsey Shirley Patterson and chil-

dren had had a good visit one afternoon while Bootsey was
still in Indiana. Marjorie Hves at 3 5 80 Raymar Drive, Hyde
Park, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mary E. Young (1625 South Elwood, Tulsa 5, Okla-
homa) was married in 1943 to John W. Van Siclen (Yale),

now a First Sergeant in the Tank Destroyer branch of the

Army. Mary is interested in Junior League and A.W.V.S.
work, golf and swimming.

It was perfectly grand to hear from each of you, and I

do express my appreciation to all those who wrote me and

sent in pictures and snapshots. We certainly have a bunch
of handsome children, girls! And I don't think any of us

looks much the worse for the wear of ten years (of course

we will overlook those few gray hairs and wrinkles!)

Questionnaires sent to 68 graduates brought in 57 replies

and in addition, we heard from 18 of 43 exes, so the report

covers 75 in all. 64 of us are married and have a total of

86 children—44 boys and 42 girls. Our husbands attended

40 different colleges. Twenty husbands are in the Army,
seventeen of them are commissioned with ranks from 1st

Lieutenant to Lieutenant Colonel. Two are non-commis-

sioned. The Navy claims twelve and ten of the group hold

commissions from Lieutenant (j.g.) to Lieutenant Com-
mander. Of the remaining group of husbands, we find

9 doctors, 6 lawyers, 7 manufacturers, 6 engineers, 4 in

insurance and 5 in business.

Our career girls, eighteen in number are doing a variety

of important and interesting jobs. There are, we are proud

to say 3 in the WAVES (all ensigns).

Best of luck to everyone, and let's hope that we can

enjoy our next reunion together at Sweet Briar.

Marcia Morrison Curtis
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Class of 1939— Fifth Reunion
BY Lottie S. Lewis

1WISH all of you could know how strongly tempted I

was to sit down and write individual answers to all the

grand responses I got to my plea for information. I have

had the time of my life for the past month or so—catching

up on everybody's news—and I just wish I could give a

verbatim report here. Unfortunately, that alone would

fill more than one issue of the News, so I'll have to con-

dense it the best I can.

The best description of the class as a whole is to say

that we are all busy war workers in one capacity or

another. There's not a member of the class who didn't

sound very busy, lery industrious, and very, very anxious

for the war to end. And I believe you'll agree with me that

the following list of activities ought to have some in-

fluence on bringing the end nearer.

To begin with, we have four girls who have joined the

Red Cross as Field Workers. Mary Jeff Welles, Nancy

Gatch, and Patty Bah have been overseas for some time,

and Janet Trosch wrote most enthusiastically that she had

been accepted and expected to leave soon. Janet is the only

one from whom I heard, but Mrs. Balz wrote a grand

account of Patty's travels. She is in India (or was, at that

time), loved her work, and was fascinated by the country.

Nancy's picture appeared in the Washington Star on

March 12 together with a report on her work in a hospital

in North Africa. Apparently she has brightened the life

of many a wounded soldier. Mary Jeff, staff assistant at an

aero club, announced her engagement recently to Sergeant

John Victor Pearson.

The addresses of the above group are: Patty Balz, 3 3609,

American Red Cross, A.P.O. 46 5, c, o Postmaster, New
York; Nancy Gatch, American Red Cross, 12th General

Hospital, A.P.O. 700, c o Postmaster, New York; Mary

Jeff Welles, HQ 8th Bomber Command, A.P.O. 634, c/o

Postmaster, New York; and I am sure that Janet's mail

will be forwarded to her from 82 Southern Parkway,

Rochester 7, New York.

And two of our Anns have joined the WAVES. Ann
Parks (Lieutenant (j.g.), Lynnhaven, Virginia) is sta-

tioned in Norfolk, and writes that she is gradually getting

things in running order at N.O.B. I can see the Admirals

all cow-towing. And Ensign Anne Benedict Swain (High-

land Avenue, Short Hills, New Jersey) was married on

April 1. I didn't hear from Annie, but everyone writes

glowing reports of the wedding and of the groom as well

as the bride. I'm not sure where they are stationed at pres-

ent, but since they're both Naval officers, I hope they're

on the same stretch of coastline.

That takes care of our "girls in uniform," but there is

plenty of other news, which will, of necessity, have to be

very much abbreviated.

Mary Elizabeth Barge Schroder (Mrs. William Henry,

44 V2 South Battery, Charleston, South Carolina) . . .

Mary Lib reports that Charleston is a marvelous place to

run into all sorts of people, and seems to be enjoying it.

Billy is a Junior Grade Lieutenant. Son Billy is three, and
Mary is one. Junior League, Sheltering Arms Association,

Tallulah Falls School Circle Board of Directors, Garden
Club.

Betty Barnes Bird (Mrs. William P., Washington, Con-
necticut) . . . Just home from a wild ten months of
running around the nation. Was married in December,
1942, and has spent her time since then in a series of
Army towns. Husband is a 2nd Lieutenant in the Signal

Corps. Has recently gone overseas.

Nancy Beanl Dix (Mrs. Parker D., Ill, 1213 Balton

Street, Baltimore, Maryland) . . . Secretary to the Rat
Control of Baltimore, and finds it fascinating. "Rats and
domestic duties" occupy all her time. Husband a Junior
Executive.

Sarah Belk (220 Hawthorne Lane, Charlotte, North
Carolina) . . . Expected a visit soon from Helen McCreery.
Red Cross Home Service, Junior League, Hospital Re-
ceptionist.

Betty Bell Wyman (Mrs. Richard M., 141 Columbia
Heights, Brooklyn 2, New York) . . . Husband, Dick,
who is a 2nd Lieutenant in the Transportation Corps, has

alreadj seen action in the South Pacific. Now seems fairly

permanently settled in New York, so Betty has gone to

work as secretary to the Advertising Manager of Time.
Has seen any number of Briarites since she has been in

New York.

Leila Bond Preston (Mrs. Joseph Stron, 1770 Northwest
Boulevard, Columbus 8, Ohio) . . . Joe has recently re-

ceived a medical discharge from the Army and has resumed
his work at Ohio State. Leila is busy with university activi-

ties. Saw Kay Ortel Osborne and Fay Menllcr Garver in

Montclair en route home, and expected Mardie Hodill Smith
for a visit soon. Little Theatre group.

Suzette Boil tell Hopkins (Mrs. Alfred F., Jr., Clyde's

Place, London Bridge, Virginia) . . . Has given up a job and
efforts to learn to play an accordion in favor of keeping

house, and a war-time job at the Courtney Terrace H.tel.

Husband is in the Army, with the 101st Cavalry at Fort

Story.

Polly Broun Sweeney (Mrs. G. C, 3133 Jackson Street,

San Francisco, California) . . . Unfortunately, didn't

receive her questionnaire, but writes that she and "Cup"
are now living in San Francisco, and love it. Saw little

of him last year, since he spent most of it in the South
Pacific; Lieutenant (j.g.) in the Naval Reserve.

Kay Bonsall Strong (Mrs. John V. R., c/o Mrs. Lynch,

807 E. St. Vrain Street, Colorado Springs, Colorado) . . .

Just a post card giving a brief account of extensive travels.

Is now in Colorado Springs for at least three months and
says it is a delightful place to live. Will mail another

questionnaire for Kay, too.

Mary Frances Buchanan Flowers (Mrs. Geo. H., Jr.,

Cedar Street, Durham, North Carolina) . . . George an

Army Major, serving in the Pacific for almost two years
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now. Mary Frances and George, III, (17 months) with

her family in Durham. Junior League, Red Cross Home
Service, church work.

Betsy Campbell Gawthrop (Mrs. Robert, Jr., 326 W.
Miner Street, West Chester, Pennsylvania) . . . Robert,

III (18 months) is a "coming all-American" and Robert,

Jr., (age not given), is a Corporal in Ordnance, stationed

in Washington, Pennsylvania, where Betsy visits him as

often as possible. Emergency Aid, USO, Red Cross, church

work.

Elizabeth Cheney Widhelm (Mrs. John, Barrington,

Illinois) . . . Husband, "Gus," a Commander in Naval
Aviation; twice awarded the Navy Cross for action in the

Pacific; commanded the dive bomber squadron aboard the

Hornet; mentioned in books, such as These Men Shall

Never Die by Lowell Thomas, and A Ship to Remember,
the Saga of the Hornet by Alexander Griffin. Birth of

William John, Jr., was almost an international event.

Walter Winchell and others broadcast the news m hopes

that his daddy would hear the news sooner.

Eleanor Claflin Williams (Mrs. Thomas B., Farm Street,

Dover, Massachusetts) . . . Tom is a Warrant Officer in

the Army, in Gulfport, Mississippi at present, soon to go

overseas. Claffy was with him when she wrote, expected

soon to go back to Dover to collect the children, Thomas,

Jr., and Susan. Program chairman of the Dover Garden
Club, Vincent Club.

Henrietta Collier Armstrong (Mrs. William B., 4270
Harris Trail, Atlanta, Georgia) . . . Husband an Army
Medical Corps Captain. Children, Penney (a year and a

half) and Bill (six months) "swamp" her. Junior League,

Garden Club, Medical Auxiliary, canteen work. Red Cross.

Elsie Day Sutherlin Mrs. William Marshall, 3 50 Plant

Avenue, Tampa 6, Florida) . . . Has been living in Tampa
for almost two and a half years. Now considers it home.
Bill stationed there as a Staff Sergeant in the Air Corps.

Son, Henry, now 13 months old. Elsie has seen Valeria

Gott Murphey in Tampa.
Doxie Dingman (240 E. 79th Street, New York, New

York and HoHoKus, New Jersey) . . . Assistant to Public

Relations Director, War Advertising Council, in New
York. Is a part of the outfit that tells the rest of us to

save waste paper, buy war bonds, etc. Has a secretary all

her own, and lists her "other interests" as "A Captain in

the Coast Artillery—who has been in the South Pacific for

past three years."

Charlotte Dunn Blair, (Mrs. C. Edward, 5 02 Aberdeen

Drive, Middletown 2 0, Ohio) . . . Edward in England as

a Corporal in Ordnance. Charlotte is struggling to keep

their home in shape (new roof, termites, etc.) and seems

to be doing a wonderful job as a mother. John Charles

Blair (14 months) has gained from a mere 4 pounds at

birth to a chubby 27. Gardening, painting, Hospital Wel-
fare Auxiliary, and knitting for soldiers.

Betsy Durham Goodhue (Mrs. Albert, Jr., 32 Orne
Street, Marblehead, Massachusetts) . . . Betsy and Albie

have just bought a house which was built in 1731. Albie

recently received a medical discharge from the Navy,
after three years in service. Son Tag (Third Albert Good-
hue) will be two in July. Junior League, Woman's Club,

Volunteer at Hospital, Officer's Club, and Navy League;
has been decorating day nurseries for charity institutions.

Ann Espaeh Weckler (Mrs. Harold Leonard, 413 5 Corn-
wall Drive, Berkley, Michigan) . . . Husband is chief

engineer for Briggs Turret Service Division; daughter
Susan now 2 months old. Ann reports that Julia Worfh-
ington Lombard is in Detroit with her comparatively new
husband, gives more details on Nancy Catch's work in

North Africa, etc., etc. Victory Garden, Photography,
Book Club, Red Cross, War Bond Drives.

Anne Dudley Flannery (2411 California Street, N.W.,
Washington 8, D. C.) . . . Working four days a week as a

nurse's aide. Saw Betty Barnes Bird and Julia RiJgley Pea-

cock at Julia Worthington's wedding. Junior League, Sul-

grave Club, Emergency Hospital Board.

Betty Frazier Rinehart (Mrs. Theodore, 715 Westwood
Drive, Clayton, Missouri) . . . Ted, a Major in the Air
Corps, has been stationed in Clayton for about 17 months.
Betty naturally has her fingers crossed. Golf, Red Cross

Motor Corps, Hospital Aid.

Lucy Gordan Jeffers (Mrs. William N., 303 Garden
Apartments, Norfolk, Virginia) . . . Bitsy holds the in-

fluential job of clerk at the Rationing Board in Norfolk.
Bill (Lieutenant, j.g.) has been in the Pacific for four
months. A.A.U.W., Junior League, Red Cross.

Ruth Harman Keiser (Mrs. Arthur L., Jr., 815 First

Place, Plainfield, New Jersey) . . . Art is a Captain in

Field Artillery, and Ruth reports that they have been
"moving around the southwest." Their present home (in

Oklahoma) had a large, fenced in back yard, so they
bought a cocker spaniel to put in it. Red Cross, Motor
Corps and Home Service.

Dutch Hatiber Crowe (Mrs. Joseph J., Jr., 201 East

Maple, Ottumwa, Iowa) . . . Joe is a Lieutenant in the

Navy. Daughter, Patty Lou, is ten months old. Has accom-
plishments like walking alone at so early an age) Dutch
writes that the three Crowes are "fine and happy here in

the cornfields of Iowa" and that there will be "four June
first." Officer's Club Activities, sewing and knitting for

Red Cross.

Mardie Hodill Smith (Mrs. Charles Vey, Fox Chapel

Manor, Pittsburgh 15, Pennsylvania) . . . "Courtie" (18

months) and Mardie are home with "grandma" for the

duration. Vey is in the South Pacific, Private in the Air

Corps. Mardie was planning an extensive trip in May, to

visit several Briarites. Twentieth Century Ciub (drama
committee), Presbyterian Hospital (gift shop work).

Jane Holden Walker (Mrs. Jack McComb, One Lake
Drive, Bay Ridge, Annapolis, Maryland) . . . Husband a

Lieutenant in the Navy. Interests: one small Irish setter,

golf, and affairs at the Academy. Spanish Group at the

Academy.

Happy James Wathen (Mrs. Richard B., 260 Cherokee

Road, Charlotte, North Carolina) . . . Home "for the

duration." Richard Hill Wathen (almost two) and Viola

Burden Wathen (four months) seem to keep mama on

the run. Dick is a Lieutenant (j.g.) and was home on leave

in February, but mostly keeps to the sea.

Mary Judd (College Station, Durham, North Carolina)

. . . Instructor in Physical Education at Duke University.
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Hopes to study physiotherapy this summer, so that she

can speciaUze in corrective physical education. Sees quite

a bit of Shanghai Gregory, who is interning at Duke Hos-

pital. Has little time for "other activities." A.A.U.W.

Kitty Lawdcr Stephenson (Mrs. Harry R., Jr., 7901

3 5th Avenue, Jackson Heights, Long Island, New York)

. . . Harry working as a special agent for the F.B.I. Kitty

had just returned from a visit to both their families. Loves

New York but would trade for the South. Red Cross.

Yvonne Legged Dyer (Mrs. Daniel L., 875 Fifth

Avenue, New York 21, New York) . . . Yvonne mailed

in her questionnaire almost immediately after the birth

of Suzanne Leggett Dyer, who arrived at "2:5 5 p.m." on

March 2 0, so that young lady occupied most of the space.

I saw her in February— she looked grand and was all

anticipation. Danny is a "sugar broker and economist."

Red Cross staff assistant.

Jane Lcii'h Kingsbury (Mrs. John E., Taft School,

Watertown, Connecticut) . . . Susan Lewis Kingsbury is

now three, and John teaches at the Taft School. Jane had

just heard from Patty Balz, who gave glowing accounts

of her travels (See above). School activities. Red Cross,

Junior League.

Elizabeth Love (Lynnwood Boulevard, Nashville 5,

Tennessee) . . . Bookkeeper and stenographer in her father's

branch office. Red Cross, Junior League.

Gracey Lucketf Stoddard (Mrs. Brooke, Route 1, Box

714, Tacoma, Washington) . . . Brooke is stationed at Fort

Lewis, First Lieutenant. Gracey has done her share of

moving since her marriage in July, 1943. I heard one

report of eleven moves in six weeks. Hope for her sake it

was an exaggeration. Incidentally, Gracey and Jean Mc-
Kenney Stoddard are sisters-in-law.

Helen McCreery, (2133 East 7th Avenue, Denver,

Colorado) . . . Wrote a note from New York, where she

and her mother were attending the D.A.R. conference.

Had seen Sarah Belk there, and planned to go down to

Charlotte for a visit.

Nancy McKee Hullett (Mrs. J. N., Dodge City, Kansas)

. . . Husband now a Sergeant in the Air Corps, normally

an accountant. Married in August, 1942.

Jean McKcnncy Stoddard (Mrs. John Caswell, 117 E.

77th Street, New York, New York) . . . Jean is back from

South America, while John "does his bit" as a volunteer

with the American Field Service. She had just gotten her

first letter from him when she wrote. Reports that he is

"apparently driving ambulances for the Fifth and Eighth

Armies" . . . and meanwhile Jean is holding down a job

with the War Department that is so hush-hush she can't

say a word.

Mary Mackintosh Sherer (Mrs. J. F., 9 Commonwealth
Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts) . . . Was married Decem-
ber 27, and "is just getting to the point where she raises

her head occasionally from the carpet sweeper and stove."

Joe is a Private temporarily, and was a medical student.

Mack's doing volunteer work as ass.stant to the director

of Volunteer Service at Boston Hospital.

Martha Mattbcus Munroe (Mrs. Stokes, Jr., 2130 Ros-

well Avenue, Charlotte, North Carolina) . . . Stokes is a

Major in the Medical Corps, has been overseas with the

Charlotte Evacuation Hospital for almost two years now.

Pat (Martha Matthews) is now fourteen months old and

a "perfect baby." Martha had just talked to Margaret

Bourke-White, who had seen Stokes in Italy and had

pictures. Flying, music. Junior League, nurses' aide, officer

of the N.C./S.C. Chapter of the 99's (Women's Flying

Club.)

Henriette Minor Hart (Mrs. Harrie E., 231 E. 76th

Street, New York, New York) . . . Harry is a Lieutenant

(j.g.), stationed in New York. Jane Wainwright is now
ten months old. I saw Henri in late February. Her energy

and cooking are amazing. Red Cross, Bond Drives.

Patty Moncure (Box 154, Richmond 1, Virginia) . . .

Formerly (for three years) Society Editor for the Rich-

inonJ Ncic's Leader, but now doing volunteer work. Re-

ports that Helen Cary Stewart now has two sons, the

elder with a Yankee accent, the younger with no accent

of any kind as yet. Woman's Club, Junior League, nurses'

aide.

Lee Montague Joachim (Mrs. Phillip Nance, "Merrie

Mill," Cobham, Virginia) . . . Husband Phil began service

with the Marine Corps as a Combat Correspondent on May
11. Lee is "home for the duration," and daughter, Virginia

Lee, is now three. Reparted that Margaret Hoyt was to be

married on April 29. Garden, Decorating slave cottage

for "house for my little family," Red Cross work.

Jean Moore (48 Stratmore Road, Great Neck, New
York) . . . Secretary to an account executive at J. Wake:'
Thompson Ccmpany (advertising agency). Now on fourth

year with the company. Jean reported on Anne Benedict's

wedding, and various other New York reunions. Mus!c,

knitting, nurses' volunteer at Roosevelt Hospital in New
York.

Marguerite Myers Glenn (Mrs. Frank Oliver, Jr., 2307
Crescent Boulevard, Dayton 9, Ohio) . . . Has been living

in Dayton for a year and a half. Husband, Frank, First

Lieutenant in the Signal Corps. Frank, III, had his first

birthday on March 2 3, and the Glenns consider themselves

fortunate to be together. Photography, Mothers and Babies

Club, music.

LilUan ^cely Willis (Mrs. Ralph B., Jr., 924 Hickman
Road, Avigusta, Georgia) . . . Lillian underscored "as busy
as two career women" with great emphasis. Rob Willis is

now a year old, (whiCh is probably adequate explanation),

and Peter is a Captain in Cavalry. Recording secretary of

the Junior League, Red Cross.

Jean Oliver Sartor, (Mrs. Emmett Alton, Jr., 4364
Richmond Avenue, Shreveport, Louisiana) . . . (Typical

defense worker" . . . Inspector of Army Ordnance Material,

Birmingham Ordnance District in Shreveport . . . With
Alton's family while he is away. Alton a Captain in Army
Finance, somewhere in Italy. Cheer Leader still active at

the ripe old age of fifteen.

Kay Ortel Osborne (Mrs. Robert Sanford, 44 Beverly

Road, Montclair, New Jersey) . . . Sent in her questionnaire

in the midst of moving. Husband Bob entered the Mer-

chant Marine that week, so Kay went home to the family.

Reports that Fay Mueller Garver is home for the duration

(Stockton Road, Verona, New Jersey) with son David, Jr.

Red Cross, Navy League.
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Jane Parker Washburn (Mrs. Roderick Randall, 5 05

Forest Avenue, New Rochelle, New York) ... Is learning

to cook. Was married in February, 1943. Husband Roddy-

is a Naval Leiutenant, and Tready Washburn's brother-in-

law. Jane reports further on Anne Benedict's wedding.

Red Cross work.

Elizabeth PcrkJiis Prothro (Mrs. Charles, Lbyd Cottage,

Plum Beach, Saunderstown, Rhode Island—for the sum-

mer) ... Children, Joe (five and a half), Kay (four) and

Vincent (one and a half) . . . Husband an Ensign in the

Coast Guard. Saw Janet Thorpe and Jean Moore recently.

Priscilla Rhodes Salmon (Mrs. William Albert, 3203

Market Street Road, Wilmington, North Carolina) . . .

Daughter, Virginia Alice, born March 3 0, 1943, then

weighed three pounds, thirteen ounces; now twenty-five

.

"
Husband a Lieutenant in Coast Artillery.

Julia Ridgcly Peacock (Mrs. Donald Evans, The Cor-

dova, Apartment 100, 20th Street and Florida Avenue,

N.W., Washington 9, D. C.) ... Executive secretary of

the Junior League of Washington . . . Sounds busy and

happy . . . Husband an Army Private. Travelers' Aid Desk

at Union Station in Washington.

Gertrude Robertson Midlen (Mrs. John H., 3 5 03 Valley

Drive, Park Fairfax, Alexandria, Virginia) . . . John H.

Midlen, Jr., born October 1, 1942. Shows promise of being

quite a talker, hence a lawyer like his Daddy. Jack a Major,

doing Judge Advocate General's work . . . Gertrude is busy

with Johnny "due to the fact that help is impossible."

Augusta Said Edwards, (Mrs. Richard Thomas, 340

Boulevard, Salem, Virginia) . . . Two sons, Richard

Thomas, III (aged three) and John Saul (six months) . .
.

Spent Christmas in Ventura, California, with husband, who

is a Junior Grade Lieutenant. There ran into Barbara Earl

Reinheimer, who was there to be with her husband, also.

Is now home again with the children. Music Clubs, presi-

dent of Roanoke Chapter of Sweet Briar Alumnae, Offi-

cers' Wives' Club, and (last year) various Red Cross

courses.

Julia Gray Saunders (5400 Tuckahoe Avenue, Rich-

mend 21, Virginia) . . . Secretary to Bridge Engineer in

the Department of Highways in Richmond, first and

only job since leaving Sweet Briar. Spends most of spare

time writing V-Mail. Fiance, Dick, was sent overseas in

March, 1943, shortly after the engagement was an-

nounced. Reports that Ellie George Frampton is living in

Richmond while Bill is in South America. Hostess and

Group Captain at U.S.O., Hostess at Officer's Club.

Jean Gray Scott MacNair (Mrs. J. Van, Jr., 320 Green-

way Lane, Richmond, Virginia) . . . Van a Lieutenant in

the Coast Guard, now at sea. John Van, III, 17 months

and an exact duplicate of his father. Scotty and Van, III,

had visited Shirley joiies Woodard in March. Shirley's

husband. Bunny, was then trying for the Army Air Corps.

Scotty busy with V-Mail and war maps. Junior Board of

Woman's Exchange, Red Cross.

Audrey Siebert Snyder (Mrs. Harry H., HI S. Man-

hattan Place, Los Angeles 4, California, but recommends

writing to 137 Senator Street, Brooklyn 20, New York)

. . . Harry a Lieutenant in the Army, expecting transfer

momentarily. His Colonel went to W. & L., so Audrey's

Sweet Briar days stand her in good stead. Ran into Mr.

Vcn Gehr at the Blood Bank, heard that Irene is with her

husband in Calcutta, India. Nurses' aide. Speech Rehabili-

tation for War Veterans (her work before the war), and

National Association of Teachers.

Mary Louise Simpson Bulkley (Mrs. B. Franklyn, 1210
Valley Road, Bridgeport 4, Connecticut) . . . Joel Simpson
Bulkley, born November 12, 1943. Also has a seven-year-

old stepson, Sherwood. Husband a Technician. Finds time

for a few books between feedings, formula making, etc.

Junior League, Board of Crippled Children's Workshop.

Lillian May Smith (370 85th Street, Brooklyn, New
York) . . . Radio Research Department of Young &
Rubicam in New York. Work consists chiefly of tele-

phone surveys. Books, letters, dressmaking, First Aid, mem-
ber of City Patrol Corps.

Robin Swartz Holland (Mrs. James Buchanan, II, R.D.

4^4, Norristown, Pennsylvania) . . . "Stranded in the

country with two small children—result: no extracuricular

activity" . . . The children: James Buchanan, III, two and
a half, Jay Christopher, fifteen months. Husband a

manufacturer.

Florence Swift Durrance (Mrs. Charles L., Jr., 1156 W.
Union Street, Gainsville, Florida) . . . Daughter Ann
Rawlings now four and a half months, leaves little spare

time. Husband a professor at the University of Florida,

now teaching Aer'al Geography to Air Cadets stationed at

the University. A.A.U.W., Twentieth Century Club, Vol-
unteer Clerk at Rationing Board, Red Cross.

Janet Thorpe (50 Heywood Road, Pelham Manor 65,

New York) . . . Secretary, Publications Department of

Girl Scouts (National Headquarters). Reports on loads of

Briarites in and around New York. Amateur milhnery and

photography. Junior League, Red Cross, Secretary for

Pelham Community Chest.

Phyllis Todd Ellis (Mrs. Edward P., c/o Mrs. Van
Winkle Todd, 167 Main Street, Matawan, New Jersey)

. . . "Top Wiring Man," which sounds like a real war job.

Talks glibly of power factors and recording voltmeters;

and has been wiring panels since Ted went into the Navy
two years ago. Also tends to a 73 acre farm, acquired in

November. Reports that Ann Hutchinson Fort is back in

Matawan with a handsome young son named Eric. Norman
is in the Army.

Mary Lane Treadway Washburn (Mrs. H. Stevenson,

Jr., 100 Oakland Street, Bristol, Connecticut) . . . Bond

sales representative at New Departure Division of General

Motors, Inc. (A-1 war plant, manufacturing ball bear-

ings), and loves it. Steve is a Naval Lieutenant, Tready

home for the duration. Red Cross nurses' aide, Hartford

Junior League, Bristol College Club.

Eleanor Vandrufi^, (1608 May Street, Union, New
Jersey) . . . Statistical work in the offices of the Weyer-

haueser Lumber Company in Newark. Writes, "Sounds

boring, but isn't." Announced her engagement on Christ-

mas Day to William J. Frizers. No definite plans, till they

find out where the Army sends him, etc. Red Cross.

Connie Wallace Price (Mrs. Samuel T., 28 Martin Farms,

Seaford, Delaware) . . . Husband a supervisor in a duPont

Nylon Plant. Samuel A. Price, IV, will be two on July
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4th. Victory garden, A.A.U.W., Church Auxiliary Guild,

Red Cross surgical dressings.

Bennett Wilcox Bartlett, (Mrs. Harry G., Jr., 402 Clay-

borne Avenue, Takoma Park 12, Maryland) . . . Husband

a Naval Lieutenant; son Harry now nineteen months old.

Reports that Betsy Thomas and Jean Riley were both mar-

ried in February. Plays, athletics, reading.

Cherrie W/llsoti Arrington (Mrs. John, Meadowbrook
Road, Darien, Connecticut) . . . Post card from Mrs.

Willson, saying that Cherrie had gone to San Diego with

husband John, who had been home for a brief leave after

sixteen months in the Pacific.

Julia Worthington Lombard (Mrs. Calvin Choate, 2452

Clifford Street, Detroit, Michigan) . . . Married January

2 9, 1944, husband a Captain in the Air Corps. Wrote

while Cal was on a brief trip overseas. Expected to return

soon to the "joys of housekeeping."

I'm sorry that I wasn't able to get in touch with so

many others, but this many responses is really marvelous

in these days of uncertain mail, and of most indefinite

addresses. As for me, I think it will give you a fairly good

idea of my activities when I say that I sent out the orig-

inal questionnaires while nursing two very small nieces,

and the reminders between sales at the War Bond Booth

at the local Woolworth's. This is being written while

listening to a combination of election returns, reports on
a beautiful local murder, and Frank Sinatra—and Mondays
through Fridays I work as secretary to the Personnel Man-
ager of the Erwin Cotton Mills. If there's anything you
want to know about arbitration, conciliation, and War
Labor Boards, just let me know. It's really a fascinating

job.

Five years ago today, we were in the throes of final

examinations; there was quite a large group of us who were

suffering from poison ivy as a result of the Dis-May
Court; we were all excited about Yvonne, Peg Ballard,

Dutch, and Jane Lewis, who had definite plans for mar-

riage, and Mary Lib was waiting to run around the table

at the Banquet. Miss Glass and the faculty were arrang-

ing for our graduation and—I believe—we had all finally

passed the Reading Knowledge tests. Erasmus the Eradi-

cator was bubbling away in the Senior Study with no

marked effects on the smoke; Happy had still not decided

what arrangements to make for the May Court dress that

adorned the light fixture in 204 Gray; Mack had turned

the powers of government over to Elizabeth Lee; the

Gym was still partially filled with handmade dogwood,
over which we had slaved; our huge tinfoil collection

had proved to be of no real monetary value; and we had

recently mailed the last available Farmers' Picnic post-

card from Ye Travellers' Inn in Amherst.

It doesn't seem like five years, does it? And wasn't it

fun? I know you're all as sorry as I am that we couldn't

have our reunion this year, but I hope that this account

will help to make you feel in closer touch. If you possibly

can, try to see the book with all the questionnaires,

pictures, and letters. I'll promise you the time of your life.

Surely, by 1949, conditions will be normal again, so

we'll have a doubly good reunion then. And, if it didn't

mean that we'll all be that much older, I would say that

I couldn't wait.

My love to all of you, and thanks a niillioii times for all

the grand reports.

191 4 ^944 (Continued from page 5

)

very cunning picture of a granddaughter, (Wendy Wick-
erham, belonging to Barbara, daughter of Marjorie French
Nevens). Marjorie was married in 1916 to Charles L.

Nevens, a graduate of Worcester Tech, and owner of an
Insurance Agency and they live in Grosse Pointe, Michi-
gan. Two daughters are married—Eleanor, 27, whose hus-

band, a sergeant in the Infantry, is still in this country;
Barbara, 2 5, graduated from Sweet Briar in 1941. Her
husband, a bombardier, expected to go overseas early

in June; Mayme June, 17, graduates from high school in

June, hopes to go to Sweet Briar, and Charles French, 14,

is in high school.

Erna Driver, Mrs. William P. Anderson was married in

1916 and lives in Pelham, New York. Her husband is a

graduate of Davidson and is in the coal business. The
Andersons lost both sons, one at the age of ten and the

other at sixteen. Erna has taken an active and vital part

in community affairs, social service work, canteen, woman's
exchange, and has served as officer in all of them. She is

eager for news of Ruth Maurice Gorrell and Eleanor Som-
meriille, Mrs. Raymond Hatch, whose present address is

unknown to the alumnae office, was last heard from in

New York.

Addie Eriin, Mrs. Eugene DesPortes, lives in Richmond,

Virginia. She was married in 1920. Her husband, a broker,

is a graduate of the University of Richmond. The Des-

Portes have three children: Eugene Surry, 18, was at

Davidson in 1943, and is now V-12 at the University of

North Carolina; William Ervin, 15, attends St. Christo-

pher's School, and Ilia Atkinson, 12, is at St. Catherine's.

Addie lists the Woman's Club of Richmond and Red Cross

work as her special interests in addition to the family and

home.

Eleanor F. Fiirinan, Mrs. Robert Watts Hudgens, lives

in Chevy Chase, Maryland. Her husband, a graduate of

The Citadel in Charleston, South Carolina, is an executive

in the U. S. Department of Agriculture. The Hudgens
have two children and a grandson, Robert W. Lewis,
age 3. Nelle Hoyt, Mrs. Walter E. Lewis, attended Sweet

Briar and George Washington University and Richard

Watts, Jr., is in the ninth grade of the Slade School, Olney,

Maryland. Eleanor has recently been chairman of the

Nutrition Committee of the American Women's Voluntary
Services of Chevy Chase.

Elizabeth Sutherland Chenoweth lives in Akron, Ohio.

She was married in 1917 to Mr. Lawrence Chenoweth,
Harvard 1912, who was in the Navy in World War I

and is now connected with B. F. Goodrich Rubber Com-
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pany. The Chenoweths have three children: Virginia

Haskell, Constance, and Richard Anderson, and a very

recent granddaughter, Judith Elizabeth. Virginia, Mrs.

Gerald Frederice, graduated from Wellesley in 1941 and

Constance, taking nurses' aide course now, will graduate

from Wellesley in 1945. Richard will graduate and get his

commission from Harvard in October, 1944 if he is

allowed to finish. He is going into the submarine branch

of the Navy. Elizabeth writes that she works at the Red

Cross and gas rationing board four days each week and

keeps house in between.

Dorothy Wallace Ravenel is the wife of a physician, Dr.

James J. Ravenel who graduated at the Medical College of

Virginia. Their two sons Henry Le Noble, 20, Medical

College of South Carolina, and James Jervey, 19, Clemson
College, are both in the Army now—Henry in the medical

division and James in the Air Corps. The Ravenels live in

Charleston, South Carolina.

1929—Atter Fifteen Years (Co„fhu,ed fwm page2i)

Anita Peters, Mrs. William Burleigh, present address un-

known. Anita did graduate work at George Washington

University and at the University of California in the field

of Psychology. Since then she has been a psychiatric social

worker with the Family Service Association, the Veterans

Administration, the Health Security Administration, and

the Walter Reed Hospital. Anita was married in London

in 1937 to Mr. Burleigh, a representative of the Standard

Oil Company to the Arabian government.

Ella Parr Phillips, Mrs. Samuel Jordan Slate, lives in

Roanoke, Virginia. After taking a business course, she was

a secretary in Columbia, South Carolina before taking a

position with the Broadcasting Company.

Alwyn Redmond, Mrs. Jack Barlow, address unknown.

Helen Schaumleffel, Mrs. Edwin H. Ferrere, has been a

case worker and volunteer director of the Family Welfare

Association in Indianapolis. Helen was married in 1929,

and has two sons, Harry Lane, seven, and Thomas Heaton,

four.

Mary Shelfon, Mrs. George M. Clark, was married in

1931 and she and her banker husband and son George, Jr.,

aged twelve live in Chattanooga. Mary is active in the

Junior League, Y.W.C.A. and the Red Cross.

Mary Lee Shepherd, Mrs. George Johnston Bradish, lives

in Richmond, Virginia.

Adela Shepherd, Mrs. Strudwick Nash, Jr., married in

1933 and has one daughter, Adela Kent, aged three. Her
principal interests have been civic and welfare work, Junior

League and the Red Cross.

Katherine Smith, Mrs. Garland C. Boothe, address un-

known.

Julia Thomas, according to office records lives in Wash-
ington, D. C.

Margaret Timmerman, Mrs. Nils HerslofI, studied jour-

nalism at Columbia and later wrote for The Nation maga-
zine and lives at 105 9 Lexington Avenue, New York.

Esther Tyler, Mrs. Harry Van Metre Campbell, lives in

Charleston, West Virginia. Married in 1931, the Campbells
have two children, Esther MacKenzie, twelve, and Hugh
Lyle, seven. Esther has maintained an active interest and
served on the Board of the Children's Theatre, Junior
League, and Garden Club, of Charleston.

Elizabeth Lee Valentine, Mrs. W. L. Goodwyn, before

her marriage studied at the School of Social Work at the

Richmond division of William and Mary, after which she

did volunteer work in this field. For two years then she

had a position in the Valentine Museum in Richmond. The
Goodwyns now live in Chevy Chase, Maryland.

Margaret Walton, Mrs. W. McLester, took a business

course the first year after graduation. She lives in Rich-

mond.

Huldah WHIiains, Mrs. Barron Proctor Lambert, lives in

Eccleston, Maryland.

Julia Wilson, Mrs. J. W. Killebrew, did community work
through the Children's Hospital, Community Chest, Junior

League and clinics for several years. She has recently been

a statistician for a firm of investment counselors in New
York.

Amelia Woodivard, Mrs. Maurice Davier, lives in Nor-
walk, Connecticut.

Cecil Woodward, Mrs. Johnson Hooton, was married in

1934 to Mr. Hooton, an executive in the power tool busi-

ness. They have a daughter, Nina, age five. Cecil did volun-

teer work for several years as a member of the Montclair

Junior League. They are now living in Evanston, Illinois.

Charlotte Whinery, Mrs. Willard Champe, died in

August, 193 8. She had one son, Richard George.

Alumnae Council Meetings

For the joint meetings of the outgoing and incoming

Alumnae Councils on Thursday and Friday, May 24 and

2 5, the following members were present: Katherine NIes

Parker, '36, new vice-president; Polly Bissell Ridler, '17;

Louise Hammond Skinner, '19; Isabel Wood Holt, '19;

Grace Merrick Twohy, '24; Mary Moore Pancake, '32;

Gerry Mallory, '33; Elizabeth Bond Wood, '34; Cary
Burwell Carter, '3 5; Elizabeth Johnston Clute, '3 5; Rose

Hyde Fales, '3 8; Molly Talcott Dodson, '3 8; Laura Graves,

42; Helen McMahon, '23; Martha von Briesen, '31; Eugen'a

Griffin Burnett, '10.
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Class Notes

3n mfmnriam
Edith Lichcr Vonnegut (Mrs. Kurt), Academy, May 14, 1944.

Martha Lee Williamson (Mrs. William W.) '25, June 10, 1944.

1912

Class Secretary: Louue M. Wilson, 2929

Connecticut Avenue, Washington, D. C.

Fund Agent: Carina Eaglesfiehi Milligan

(Mrs. John R.) Sunset Hill Road, New
Canaan, Connecticut.

A letter from Irene Williams Oliver gives

us some interesting news of herself and her

family. Her husband's work has taken them

all over the United States the past five years.

Now they are in St. Louis, near their old

home in Cape Girardeau. Two nieces have

attended Sweet Briar, Elizabeth Pierce Oliver

three years ago, and Julia Marie Dearmont

Fisher in 193 6. Irene's only son is a captain

in the Marine Corps and has been out in the

Pacific two years, on Guadalcanal and at

Tarawa and more recently in a New Zealand

hospital.

I have just received the following letter

from Carina EaglesficU Milligan:
"—My war efforts arc the side dishes

—

many and varied. In March I managed a

concert for the Red Cross at the Colony

Club in New York and we made almost $600.

Friday, Miss Anne Morgan, for whom my
sister Margaret worked in the last war and

I in the fall of '3 9 in France, is coming for

a drive for French books and clothes for the

French at our house. We have invited 2 5

people. Each guest brings a package, and these

are all sent to the Coordinating Counsel of

French Relief Societies in New York for

them to distribute to French sailors and

soldiers and the French in Africa and we
hope soon in France. Strange to say, I keep

having clients in my architecture and love it,

as always. Each job must have a WPB per-

mission.

In May my oldest friend, Edith Lieber

Vonnegut, my roommate at Sweet Briar, died

in her sleep.

I phoned Bertie Hettscl Pew in Philadelphia

recently, where I was on a lilac, tree, peony

and orchid tour for my horticultural in-

terests here, and her voice sounded as warm
and alive and attractive as in those Sweet

Briar days. I did not have time to see her."

As for myself, I am still in Washington
working for the General Accounting Office.

1918

Class Secretary: Elizabeth Louman Hall
(Mrs. Asaph B.) 866 Euclid Avenue, Elmira,

New York.

FunJ Agent: Vivienne Barkalou- Hornbeck
(Mrs. Stanley K.) 2139 Wyoming Avenue,

N.W., Washington 8, D. C.

My Christmas notes and the small batch of

cards 1 managed this spring brought in more
answers than I have had since starting this

job of class secretary.

Dear Girls,

I have not been able to reply

to the letters written by the

alumnae, so I take this oppor-

tunity to thank you for your

thought of me. With love and

appreciation.—Natalie M. Dew.

Eleanor Smith Walters called me from

Buffalo last fall and followed it up with a

chatty letter telling of weekends in New York

City. It has been a long time since Eleanor

and I were together.

Charlotte Seaier Kelsey, Katie Marshall

Shuler and Marianne Martin all answered my
Christmas cards. Charlotte's four boys are all

away, one flying in New Guinea, one flying in

Georgia, two in school at Choate and Exeter.

She does not enjoy the quiet of home now.

Katie writes that her daughter, Elise, was

married in San Francisco over a year ago.

Now there is a grandson. Think of Katie a

grandmother. Ann is looking for a job with

an airline, the youngest, Jean, is at the Uni-

versity of Arizona.

I certainly received Marianne's letter with

open arms. I've been casting bread on the

water in her direction for some time. It was

fun to know that she is keeping house with

two friends, one of them having a six year

old daughter. In addition they shelter a dog,

a cat and 20 chickens!! That sounds more
strenuous than a husband, son and one dog

to me! ! Marianne sees Ellen Wolfe Halsey

who has three daughters and lives in Leaks-

ville. North Carolina.

Both Cilia Gnggcnheimer Nusbaum and

Jane Pratt Betts answered my spring cards.

Cilia has a duration job at the Coast and

Geodetic Survey which takes 48 hours a

week. Her volunteer work at USO and the

household take up any slack. Both the boys

were at Sweet Briar for May Day, Bert, Jr.,

who is completing his N.R.O.T.C. at Uni-

versity of Virginia and Charles, 17, who has

left the University to volunteer in the service.

Daisy's daughter, Cecile Waterman, graduates

this year from S.B.

Jane is living at Avon Park, Florida, and

has two musical daughters. The older, Bar-

bara, is directing High School Bands. The
younger, Nancy, graduates from Brenau

College this year. Jane enclosed the program

of her senior recital and I was impressed to

say the least. Wish young Asaph would

progress to that stage!! Jane, herself, had been

working at a Primary Flying School, but with

the pressure easing up she managed a release.

It was good to hear from Dot Harrison,

Rachel Lloyd Holton and Rosanne Gilmore at

Christmas.

It's been so encouraging to hear from all of

you. I find it hard to find time to write many
letters but wish I could have a line on occa-

sion from each one to pass along.

A pleasant summer to everyone with some

of that rest I know you have all earned.

1920

Class Secretary: Caroline Freiburg Marcus
(Mrs. Herbert T.) Hopewell Road, Mont-
gomery, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Frances Kaiff Wood (Mrs.

Harrison) 90 Wilson Avenue, Rutherford,

New Jersey.

Calling all 1920*s, those nice but unfaithful

ones, and my one stand-by (one I said) who
came through with a grand long letter in

answer to my harried appeal for news. None
other than Ruthie Hitlburd Brown.

Now before I give you the news she sent,

may I ask that during the long, hot summer
months while relaxing, if you have time to

relax, you take a moment off from war work,

planting, canning or fanning yourself, in fact

anything that keeps you so tied down that

you cannot write us, tell us what you ARE
doing. Please let us have our news column
in the Fall number of the News. Don't forget

next year (can you imagine it?) is our 2Sth

reunion. So while there is still life and pep in

us, let's get together and discuss how we are

using them, or they are using us.

News! "Ted" Sloan Cole was married on
April 28 th to Mr. Robert T. Sewell of

Columbus, Ohio. I know you all join me in

sending hearty best wishes and congratulations

to them both. Ruth Hnlburd Brown passed

through Cincinnati with her husband last

February on her way to Pensacola, Florida

where they went to attend the graduation

from Naval Aviation School of their son,

Jack. From her description, the ceremony,

where he and HO companions received their

gold wings, must have been a most impressive

siftht. He was married the next day in the

Chapel at the base. Ruthie's daughter, Mary
Ellen, is a freshman at Connecticut College.

A slight disappointment for mother thai

daughter did not choose Sweet Briar until

she visited her this spring, and now Ruth
admits that had she not been to Sweet Briar

herself, she would have thought Connecticut

a perfect spot.

From the Alumnae Office comes word that

Helen Beeson Comer was a visitor on campus
over May Day. She visited the Wheatons for

several days, inspected and approved the
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changes and improvements in the past twenty-

four years.

The former May Queen was shy—caught a

glimpse of a handsome father and his daughter

in the May Court figure—familiar and re-

calling vividly the University of Virginia in

the twenties, but she remained anonymous in

the balcony!

Also from the Alumnae Office via La Vern

McGce Olney, we hear that Peg Tiirfier

Brown is doing a tremendous job as executive

secretary of the Red Cross in Stockton, Cali-

fornia and making a great success of it.

Must I write of myself, husband and chil-

dren to fill in a column and make up for you

girls whom I hope will send me news of

yourselves, which I know will be far more

interesting than anything I can tell. Well,

we here on the farm, (I say we in an editorial

sense, but I mean my husband) are all very

busy. Shipping milk daily, 'round about a ton

daily, out of a herd of beautiful, registered

Holsteins, and otherwise trying to help keep

the cogs of the food machine going. Our boy.

Nathan, to whom Ida Miissie Valentine was

wonderful when he was stationed at Camp

Peary, is in the Navy, somewhere in the

Pacific, and our eldest girl, Martha, left

recently for the Army Hospital at Camp

Breckenridge, Kentucky, as a Nurse's Aide.

The two younger girls keep busy before and

after school tending the horses and the shep-

herd dogs which we have been raising for

Dogs For Defense. Now that is only a bare

resume of our life; it may not be very inter-

esting, but if I don't hear from all of you,

I'll have to enlarge on farm life in the next

issue. I am bound to have a column.

You know living in the country is not like

city life. No postman to bring your long

wanted letters. When I tell you I go hope-

fully and faithfully to the post office two

miles away, once a day, and with gas ration-

ing, too, and then find nothing, maybe then

you'll put pen to paper. Everybody's life is

so full, and interesting these days. Let us all

in on yours. Until I hear from you, may I

remind you that Cincinnati is a railway

terminal and if and when any of you pass

through, please telephone me. If you are in

town any length of time, you are most

cordially invited to see us.

Best luck to you all,

(Caroline F. Marcus) Johnnie

1922

Class Secretary: Gertrude Dally Massie (Mrs.

Adrian M.) Purchase Street, Rye, New York.

Fund Agent: Morrell Jones Gibson (Mrs.

Philip P.) H17 Sixth Avenue, Huntington,

West Virginia.

I hereby enter a final plea for one of you

talented gals to take over this secretary job

for a while—a year anyway—then hunt for

someone else upon whom to thrust the re-

sponsibility. Very meagre news this time, but

a few people responded to my cards, and also

I happen to be in Pittsburgh and have talked

to "Bus" Fohl Kerr, who is trying to be my
rival in the laundry game, plus running an

efficient culinary department, and managing

a little tennis on the side.

Betty Hay Burnett is secretary at the Ellis

School in Pittsburgh. Burd Dickwn Stevenson

is a nurse's aide in Valley Hospital in Sewick-

ley, doing a grand job, also running her large

establishment practically single handed. We
had a very brief visit from Burd and Ted in

April. Beulah Norris has had a miserable

winter with a sinus infection, which caused

(or should I say cost) her a trip to Miami

Beach for two months. She is at home now,

busy with her garden.

Trot Walker Neidlinger is busy running

her strenuous household and her three tower-

ing daughters—urged us to come up to

Hanover for the summer where they have an

efficient nursery for the young, and lots of

good golf.

Here's hoping you all have some fun this

summer in spite of your multiple duties, and

if you can spare two minutes, do drop me a

line and furnish me with lots of news for

October's issue of the News.
Cheerio,

Gertrude Dally Massie

P.S.—My daughter played in her first big

recital May 20!

New Address:

Alice Barley Clendening (Mrs. Robert 2228

Carter Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota.

Class Secretary: La Verne McGee Olnev
(Mrs. Alfred C, Jr.) MS "G" Avenue,

Coronado, California.

Funcf Agent: Edith Miller McClintock (Mrs.

Oliver W.) One Magnolia Place, Maria nna,

Arkansas.

Sorry you did not get a letter in the last

issue, but I moved so many times that Helen

Mac's card saying that they had to have it

early did not reach me until after I had sent

it. Really just as well, as it was a stupid one,

for I had no address for anyone to answer a

card to. Please let me thank the five girls out

of the forty odd I wrote to, for answering

them this time.

Edith Miller McClintock has asked me to

express her thanks in this column to all the

sub-agents and class members who answered

her appeal for the fund this year. She said,

while we did not have anything like 100%
the results were very gratifying. Edith says

she has a lot of jobs (not a paid one in the

bunch )—chairman of the Surgical Dressings

for the County, has a Sunday School Class

and is one the Library Board. Her youngest

boy is graduating this month, and her oldest

is flying over the Mohave Desert, but expects

to go overseas soon.

Lydia Piircell Wilmer is back home in Rich-

mond since her husband went overseas, and

on her way home she stopped in Atlanta for

a visit with Virginia Stanbery Schneider. Vir-

ginia has a full time volunteer job with the

Red Cross as Regional head of nurses' aides,

and she was going to a meeting of some Na-
tional Red Cross Board in Chicago, just after

Lydia was there.

Willeta Dolle Murrin wrote from Colum-
bus, Ohio, where they have lived for about 16

years. Her husband is President and General

Manager of a big Storage Company and they

have one daughter 10 years old who is the

image of her daddy. She sees a couple of

Sweet Briar girls occasionally—not in the

class—Lillian Wood Waller, and Lucille Smith

Luidner. Willeta is doing a lot of Red Cross

and Camp Fire Girl work.

Mary Norvell Payne Millner's daughter

Norvell, now 1 8, graduates in June and is

going to Mary Washington College in Fred-

ericksburg next year. Norvell says Sweet Briar

is too near home for her! Margaretta Carper

MacLeod's daughter hopes to go to Sweet

Briar next fall. Vic, Jr., is 12 and going to

camp again.

Margaret Nixon Farrar is living in Al-

hambra, California. Her husband is with the

Hull hotel chain, and manages the May fair

Hotel in Los Angeles, too. They have just

celebrated their 20th wedding anniversary!

Gordon, their oldest boy, finished two years

of pre-medical schooling and now is a hospital

apprentice, 1st class in the Navy. He is sta-

tioned at the Naval Hospital, San Diego, and

gets home quite often. Their second son. Bill,

is 1 7 and a junior in high school and has

bought a small Standard Oil station, when the

owner was drafted, and operates it now suc-

cessfully after school and on Saturdays and

Sundays. He certainly sounds like a go-getter.

Jeanie, is their 1 3 year old daughter and is

in the eighth grade. Mama Margaret keeps

very busy keeping her family going, with

one day each week to the Red Cross, and

helping on all bond, Community Chest, and

Red Cross Drives.

As for the Olneys, after five and a half

months, we finally got a house back here in

Coronado. Came down in January to stay two
weeks, and stayed two and a half months in

five different places. Then Al went to far

places three days after we moved in the house.

As usual I went crazy over the subject of

flowers and planted 2 8 dozen in about three

days. The three days, I thought I was coming
down with the Red Measles, as Roberta had

them! I was really scared— even cooked

double food for two days, as I had no help

at all then.

Many thanks again, and please do it another

time. How about some of you others writing

me this summer?

New Addresses:

Gertrude Gecr Bassett (Mrs. C. Lodge) 77

Lochmoor, Detroit 3 0, Michigan.

May Jennings Sherman (Mrs. M. Jennings)

Branch Hospital, Cincinnati S, Ohio.

Lydia Pitrcell Wilmer (Mrs. F. P.) 817 W.
Grace Street, Richmond 20, Virginia.

1925

Class Secretary: Laura Graham Hunter
(Mrs. Harold F.) River Road, Rome, Georgia.

Fund Agent: Dora Hancock WiLLiAMi (Mrs.

Coleman S.) East Ferry Lane, Saugatuck, Con-

necticut.

For the little news I have for you this time

I'm truly grateful to the few of you that

answered my many pleas. Forgive me for my
neglect this past year. A new baby at my
tender age completely threw me off my
beaten path. Perhaps by next year I will have

become adjusted to a routine life again.

Yes it is another "He," the other two being

twelve and seven. Teddy the twelve year old,

goes to Camp Carolina this summer.

Amy Williams Hunter has been back in

this country from her home in England since

1940. Perhaps you remember the last letter
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we had from her while she was still there,

telling of her life in war time England.

Her husband whom she hasn't seen in four

years, is a Colonel in the Royal Army Medical

Corps. He is now in Burma in charge of a

Forward Treatment Unit for Malaria. Her

elder son, Peter aged fifteen is at St. Mark's

School, Southborough, Massachusetts. John

aged seven is with Amy at Point Pleasant,

New Jersey. Amy is recovering now from an

attack of rheumatic fever. She and her boys

are looking forward to going home to England

in the fall.

Frances (Murfy ) Engeman is somewhere in

North Africa with the Red Cross. She sent

me a snappy picture of herself in uniform.

Martha WooduarJ Van Patton is living in

Richmond now, only one block from Mary
Marshall Hobson, '24. Martha is hoping her

elder daughter, Martha Philips will go to

Sweet Briar in the fall.

I'm sorry I haven't news of more of you

and I know just how busy you all are now.

But let's make a real effort this summer for

the October issue next year and tell me all

about yourselves.

"Pop" Graham Hunter

As the Alumnae News was going to press,

word came of the death of Martha Lee

Williamson at her home in Charlotte, North

Carolina, on Saturday, June 10. Our deepest

sympathy go to Martha's mother, husband

and children.

New Addresses:

Frances Engeman, A.F.D., American Red
Cross, 81 Station Hospital, A.P.O. 763, c/o

Postmaster, New York, New York.

Mary Sturgis, Medical Division, 127 Bank
Street, Norfolk 10, Virginia.

Elizabeth MacQneni Nelson (Mrs. Harry

L.) 1.U7 West Haven, San Marino 9, Cali-

fornia.

Laura Darragh McConnell (Mrs. Paul) 1535

3rd Avenue, New Brighton, Pennsylvania.

1926

Class Secretary: Dorotht Keller Iliff (Mrs.

William S., Jr.) 3 3 05 Elmore Drive, Beverly

Hills, Alexandria, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Margaret Malone McClements
(Mrs. James B., Jr.) 5640 Aylesboro Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

This letter is going to be my swan song

but a very poor, short one because I've been

so swamped with household cares and chil-

dren's diseases that I didn't get any cards

out to you all and consequently have very

little news.

I talked to Ensign Marietta Darsie recently

and learned that she came to Washington a

year ago alter finishing her indoctrination

course at Smith College. She is living at an

Inn which has been taken over by the Navy
for Officers' Quarters and they have their

own mess in the building so that she doesn't

have to fight her way into the crowded
Washington restaurants. Her work is in the

Photography Division of the Bureau of Aero-

nautics and she is enjoying it very much. At
present she is working in the still picture

section where they edit photos from all the

war theatres and. Navy bases, put captions

on them and file them away in their library.

which is the depository of all official Navy
films.

Marietta took her annual leave last winter

and went to Fort Lauderdale, Florida, where

she had a grand time. She keeps fit by walking

to and from the Navy Building every day

and although they don't drill regularly, they

are practicing now for a big revue to be held

soon. Marietta says that, much to her surprise,

she is able to "take it" as well as the younger

girls!

Peg Reinhold was through here the other

day on her way back from a vacation spent

in Pittsburgh and Philadelphia. She saw Peg

Krider Ivey who is trying to arrange to get

back to England, and Betty Moore Rusk, who
is bearing up beautifully under the increased

responsibilities of her enlarged family.

Mew White Knobloch spent the day with

me recently and as she had just seen Dot tie

Hamilton Davis in Baltimore we did a lot of

catching up on news of each other.

A card from Marty Close Page says "the

ax has already fallen and "Lody" is now on

his way to Australia for the duration—where

he'll go from there no one knows. He is to be

Oil Terminal supervisor." Before he left they

spent eight days in Pittsburgh with their

families and old friends and now Marty is

back in Grand Rapids filling every minute

of her time with her five days of Volunteer

Red Cross work. Church work, being both

papa and mama to the boys and maid to the

house. She plans to go to Pittsburgh for the

summer and is looking forward to being on

the Hospital Guild Board next year.

Virginia Mack Senter writes that they spent

last summer at Gull Lake, Michigan, where

Billy, aged 8, learned to swim. This year he is

going to his first summer camp with hopes

of Camp Greenbrier in the years to come.

Since I last heard from Virginia her husband,

who is a captain in the Army, has been in

California where he was military advisor of

a Government Training film at Warner
Brothers. Then he went to the University of

Virginia to the School of Military Govern-

ment and in November was sent to England

where he has a grand assignment and is work-

ing hard but enjoying it.

Dottie McKee Abney has not been well this

past winter and has had to give up all her

activities for the time being. I know how
much the Pittsburgh Sweet Briar Club will

miss her and I know you all join me in wish-

ing her a speedy return to circulation.

Frances Dunlap Heiskell and I just had a

nice telephone conversation but she had no

news because, to quote her, "she has no chil-

dren and hasn't moved in years and doesn't

do anything interesting." But she did admit

that she is quite busy as secretary of the

Washington Chapter of Colonial Dames.
That's all the news I have and I am sorry

that I won't have the pleasure of hearing

directly from you any more and thanks a

million for the grand help so many of you
have given me by your cards and letters.

Goodbye 'till our next reunion!

New Addresses:

Edith Bregenzer (Mrs. Albert W. Wallace)

111 Keesler Circle, Biloxi, Mississippi.

Mildred Gribble (Mrs. Carl W. Seiler)

P. O. Box 1697, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.

1930

Class Secretary: Sally Reahard, 5 555 North

Meridian, Indianapolis 8, Indiana.

Fund Agent: Mary Huntington Harrison
(Mrs. Webster) Drake Road, Station M.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Well, it's war times, gals, and anything

can happen. This is going to be taking the

bitter with the bitter, just something to add
to Rationing, Selective Service and the Tor-
ments of the Times. Remember the manpower
shortage and realize that if your new corre-

spondent were any good she would be overseas

in uniform or coveralls rather than sitting

here dreaming up the scenes of her girlhood!

If you consult your '29 Briar Patch you will

find me staring out balefuUy, as though I had
planned this all the time. Mary Elizabeth, I

was known as in them days but since then
have changed, by a slight process of the law,

to Sally. (As you will notice, haven't had
much luck changing the last name! ) How-
ever my I.Q. must remain the same, causing

me to write Carolyn Martindale, after her six

months' supplication and offer to take over.

Let's hope it has made Mrs. Blouin happy, if

no one else!

She wrote me saying if I knew no news, to

ad lib with an autobiography as no word from
me in years. Being modest, I have been wait-

ing for some one to ask me something. So am
in favor of fuller and frequenter question-

aires. Be prepared now, and think up some-
thing. Have sent out feelers but so far no
answer even from my old roommate, "Muddy
Boots" Keeler, the Revere of our times. She

magnanimously shared her stall with me for

three years but it must have affected her

mentally as she retired to the country to

raise English Bull Dogs. The last I heard from
her she was farming at North Salem, New
York, in the old Keeler homestead and teach-

ing First Aid for the Red Cross. I was proud
to hear that, but thankful those mighty arms
weren't demonstrating artificial respiration on
me!

I'll bet my freshman apron she found
Marjorie Sturges who lives in nearby Green-
wich. Marje, what has happened to you? I

feel sure you are in the Armed Services as

I don't know anyone who would look so

nifty in those hats and caps. (Word has just

come from her mother that Marjorie has

gone overseas, a WAC Lieutenant. After

about ten years of conversation on the subject

I finally got busy and now have gone in for a

large, heavy-handed water-color binge and we
are running out of wall space. ( Advt.) Did
make the 37th Annual (after 37 years they

just don't care) Indiana Artists' Exhibit and

currently have a Magnolia painting hanging in

our local Museum. It must be that southern

influence . . . Now Sturges, you brag a little!

I have seen Merry Curtis Loving and Jane

Callison Smith only a few times in the last

fifteen years regardless of their being Hoosier

Hot Shots and surely making trips back to

Lay-Fay-Etie now and then. It is always a

wonderful experience and I think they are

funnier than Lum and Abner. When we have

our 20th reunion I hope we can engage them
for our floor show. Have any of you ever

forgotten the Dismay Court? I'm sure Miss
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Glass has not! She laughed as hard as I did

and we wiped our tears together.

Through a mutual friend I hear occa-

sionally about a couple of our notable "ex

'30's." Josephine Sonimcr Baker (Mrs. Lazare

Baker) lives on Kingsbury Place in St. Louis

and leads a busy life keeping house, caring

for her little boy Ronnie, aged one and a

half and being very active in Red Cross

Motor Corps. From pictures I have seen she

is very lovely and from a telephone conversa-

tion I find she has a satisfactory trace of that

Sweet Briar "something" we all must carry

away with us.

Another gone-but-not-forgotten is Katherine

Liffic Warren. I hear she is as full of life and

laughter as ever, keeping Paris, Tennessee on

the map and doing a fine job of raising two

little boys, Mitchum, Jr., and Billy. Her

husband is in the Navy.

Stop the presses! Some grand news from a

Charleston, West Virginia hospital bed, of all

places. Jane Cullisoii Smith has sent me three

postal cards and fortunately they all arrived

giving me the continued story in three install-

ments. She says that in addition to her two

girls, 11 and 7, she now has a son and heir

born April 29, "Jr., of course . .
."

Other news she gives me will be interesting

to all of you, I know. Now Diddy Mathews

Palmer may not have influenced your lives

as drastically as mine . . . Many sleepless

nights and hours of social agony, $3 5, and

untold hours of piano-pounding it cost me,

but though the course did not "send my
money back" it has prepared me to move

Mrs. Taylor Palmer to shed a salty tear when

I softly render "Our Dear Sister Class . .

."

in the key of F. The last I heard from Diddy

was 1937 and she, the hard-bitten newspaper

woman turned blushing bride. She has been

"camp-following" for a year now and is with

Captain Palmer at Breckenridge, Kentucky.

Taylor, Jr., must be around there somewhere

as Jane says Diddy has a son one and a half

years old . . . too bad Sweet Briar class of

'64, I hoped you might have "Betty the

Briarite's daughter.

You will be as pleased as I was to hear from

Harriett Williams. She says she is sure she has

"dropped ten years during the writing of this

letter" and I agree with her that talking

about Sweet Briar with friends we haven't

seen for fourteen years is a wonderful Youth

Restorer. Hattie has just resigned her job as

Parole Officer (Social Service work) at the

Medical Center for Federal Prisoners in Spring-

field and is living with her parents, keeping

house and looking after her nine-year-old son,

Nick. She says he Is a honey and admits he is

very good-looking which we can easily believe.

Her sister has been home for a year with her

son, Bill McCallum. Tacky 's husband is in

the Pacific, an Ensign, helping "supply the

Navy." Hattie says she would love to hear

from any of her old pals and I think she

would have time to answer somewhere be-

tween planting her Victory Garden and driv-

ing for the Red Cross.

From the Alumnae Ofiice comes this im-

pressive clipping concerning our author,

Martha LtT Poston. We quote, "The Girl

Without a Country," a book for girls from
12 to 16 years of age, a story of China by

Mrs. Trueheart Poston, is promised by Thomas
Nelson & Company, publishers for early fall

publication.

Dealing with the life of an American girl

in China, shuttled from that country to this,

holding allegiance to both, the plot is based

on observations of the author during her life

in China, where her parents, Dr. and Mrs.

Claude Lee, lived for many years. They are

now moving to Charlottesville from Clifton

Springs, New York, where they have been

living since evacuating from China. Mrs.

Poston is a niece of Rev. Richard Henry Lee,

rector of the Church of the Ascension, Am-
herst, and now lives near that place. She Is

the former Martha Lee, a graduate of Sweet

Briar College, and her husband. Lieutenant

Trueheart Poston, U.S.N.R., now on sea duty,

is the son of Mrs. F. W. Poston and the late

Mr. Poston of Lynchburg. They have two

children, Martha Trueheart Poston, 8, and

Charles Lee Poston, 2.

Mrs. Poston has published another book,

also based on her memories of China entitled

"Chung-Li," with colorful illustrations and

attractive text, published by the same firm

two years ago." Our congratulations, Martha.

Don't any of you Army wives ever come

to Fort Harrison, Camp Atterbury or Stout

Field? I spend most of my time working for

the "Homes Registry and War Housing

Center" right in the heart of the city, at the

"Crossroads of America" (Chamber of Com-
merce) but so far we have not had to use

our shoe horn to squeeze any Sweet Briar

alumnae into our overstuffed community. Do
come, I can offer free Trailer space in my
front yard! Sally

New Addresses:

Lieutenant Marjorie S. Sturges, L-203 864,

WAC Detachment, A.P.O. #7710, c/o Post-

master, San Francisco, California.

Elizabeth Thomason Griftin (Mrs. James

Arthur) 10444 S. Bell Avenue, Chicago 43,

Illinois.

Harriett Williams Cowell (Mrs. H. Will-

iams) 1100 S. Pickwick Avenue, Springfield,

Missouri.

1931

Class Secretary: Nancy Worthington, 926

West Grace Street, Richmond 20, Virginia.

fund Agent: Jean Cole Anderson (Mrs.

George D., Jr.) 2127 Fourteenth Street, South,

Birmingham, Alabama.
Springtime seems to be the season for

travel and has brought with it many pleasant

surprises in the form of visits from the Class

of 193 1. Fanny O'Brian Hettrick was here

for two days buying clothes for two of her

sons who are bound for camp this summer
(Can you realize they have sprung up so

fast?). It was grand to see her and for those

of you who have missed such a treat, I will

tell you that country life agrees with her,

her three sons, and husband.

Eugenia Burnett's wedding brought Madame
Johnson to Richmond and I wish that all the

members of the class could have enjoyed the

nice visit with our class sponsor that was my
pleasure. She is still bubbling with enthusiasm

and was then planning some special parties for

May Day the following weekend. From later

sources, I hear that the rain didn't mar the

attendance at her annual tea, nor the spirit

of the nice wedding breakfast she gave for

Polly Boze on Sunday.

En route from Sarasota, Florida, to Roa-

noke, was Nat Roberts Foster, who called me
up one evening. Having a previous engage-

ment that evening, I only saw her for about

fifteen minutes. Walter has been in the Euro-

pean theatre for twenty-one months and is

rather hoping to be able to come home at the

end of two years.

Jane Tucker Ferrell has been taking courses

since September toward her M.A., as well as

substituting for two months in the Latin

Department of Kearny, New Jersey, High
School. As if this weren't enough, she was

also president of the P.-T.A and has accepted

again for next year. "On the side," she says,

"I take care of the house and two children and

run a race with the clock. It keeps me thin!"

Margaret MacRae Allen is just back from

a visit to Lieba and gives me her new address.

Lieba's son David will be four in September

and I know he Is enjoying having his father

at home with him now.

Toole Rotter Mulliken writes "I still have

my husband and we still have our orange

groves. Am still doing volunteer work at the

Rationing Board and am also busy with

Garden Club work, being secretary and pub-

licity chairman. We have a grand vegetable

garden and four dogs—a wire-haired and

three pointers. Had a wonderful trip In Feb-

ruary to New York, Washington and The
Plains. Right now my house is filled with

gardenias and I love them, don't you?"

Virginia Cooke Rea was to leave on the

19th for the West Coast where her husband

is stationed. Fritz is now a Lieutenant ( j.g.

)

in the Navy and was assigned to the Marine

Base at San Diego, reporting there on April

1 0th. His patients are adults, (though he is

a pediatrician)

.

Jean Countryman Presba was not sure how
long her husband would be at home when
she last wrote, but was expecting to move
when the lease was up on May 1. I hope she

sends in her new address as soon as she knows.

On account of added responsibilities come
fall, this will have to be my last letter. I've

enjoyed hearing from all of you and shall

miss that a lot, but hope you will respond to

my successor's pleas with the same fine spirit.

Am leaving for Sweet Briar next Saturday

and will be there for Commencement. Aren't

you jealous? Then I have to move 34 years

of accumulation, as Daddy is retiring. You're

not jealous now, are you? Best wishes for a

healthy summer and a prosperous Victory

Garden.

New Addresses:

Peronne Whittaker Scott (Mrs. Robert)

Box 41, Wrights ville Beach, North Carolina.

Eleanor Faulk Cone (Mrs. Montie F.) 207

McClendon Street, West Monroe, Louisiana.

Anne Fischer Abry (Mrs. Charles R.) Old

Hill Road, Westport, Connecticut.

Laura Lee Sage Horner (Mrs. Junius M.)

Merrivale, Ormond, Florida.

Elizabeth MacRae Goddard (Mrs. Stephen)

2 8 East Oxford Street, Valley Stream, Long
Island, New York.

Virginia Cooke Rea (Mrs. Frederick Walter)

7419 Cuvier Avenue, La JoUa, California

—

temporary address.
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1932

Clais Secretary: Alice Dahncy Parker (Mrs.

John C, Jr.) Franklin, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Virginia Squihb Flynn {Mrs.

James) , 619 Ridge Avenue, Lawrenceburg,

Indiana.

I always knew my luck would have to give

out some time, but since my last batch of

postcards netted only two replies I'm bemoan-

ing the loss of my once potent rabbit's foot.

Anyway, the two who did answer had such

interesting things to say that they will happily

save the column from oblivion.

Alice Weymouth McCord was nursing her

fivc-year-oId's case of measles when she wrote.

Her husband (Alice's, not the five-year-old's!)

has been gunnery officer on a merchant ship

for fifteen months, and has been gone for

six months on his present trip.

I was greatly pleased to get a card from
Kay Oglcsby Mixson, who, judging by her

epistolary style, hasn't lost a bit of her erst-

while zip! I must say it completely undoes

me to be informed that Oglesby has a ten-

year-old daughter (not to mention another,

aged seven ) . This bit of news has made me
painfully conscious of what Mr. Worthington

recently referred to as "old man Anno
Domini. . . ."But to return to Oglesby—she

left Athens in 1940 and came to Augusta,

where Harry entered the University of

Georgia's medical school. This past December
he graduated, and is now on the University

Hospital staff. Along with the other medical

students who passed the physical requirements,

he joined the army, and at the end of his

year of internship he will take up active duty.

Oglesby brings these sparse facts to life by
saying, "Imagine my task, with two small

children, leaving home and comforts for an

adventure such as this. Harry had graduated

from Davidson with the minimum of science

requirements, so he had to take a year of

pre-med in Athens and Summer School. My
name isn't on the M.D. degree, but I feel it

should be!"

Kay added that Elizabeth Lockhart Beeson,

who was in our class one year as you re-

member, lives in Augusta and has a little girl

in young Kay Mixson's class at school. Her
husband is in the army. Isabel North Good-
win, whose doctor husband is in the Pacific,

is also in Augusta.

I am sure all of us share in expressing

sympathy to Virginia Squihh Flynn, whose
father died on May 3. "Squibby" has returned

to Lawrenceburg to live.

I was hoping to report by this time that

Betty Allen Magruder was out of bed, but

my mother wrote me the other day that she

had just been to see Betty Allen and found
her still ill. However, she expects to be up by

July, and in the meantime she is looking

fine.

For heaven's sake, gals, save your strength

for the next round and let me hear from you
when my forthcoming appeals go out!

Alice
New Addresses:

Katherine Oglesby Mixson (Mrs. Harry).
133 1 Highland Avenue, Augusta, Georgia.

Patricia Mason Stedman (Mrs. John C.)

1 512 23rd Street, S.E., Washington 20, D. C.

Class Secretary: Helen B. \£'olcott, 252 1

Connecticut Avenue, Washington 8, D. C.

Futiti Agent: Jacquelyn Strickland Dwelle
(Mrs. Edward, Jr.) 4810 Araphoe Avenue,

Ortega Terrace, Jacksonville 5, Florida.

Mary Frances Willis was married to Werner
Martin Kempe, U.S.N., on April 1.

B:tiy Cotter Gilmore announces the birth

of a daughter, Jere, born at the British-Ameri-

can Hospital, Lima, Peru, on March 29.

A note from Judy HalliBurtoti Burnett

says that she is enjoying a needed vacation at

Sea Island. Judy was very busy as president

of the C.D.V.O. all winter, in addition to the

strenuous job at home.

Ruth Bilhnau Lewis visited her parents for

several weeks in Carlisle, Pennsylvania, prior

to joining her husband who had been trans-

ferred to the U.S.N-T.C. in Gulfport, Miss-

issippi, for the time being.

Marie Schrocder Thomas and her Boston

terrier, Poopy, are keeping house in a Cape
Cod Cottage in Glen Echo Heights while her

husband works his way through the maize of

the Pentagon Building daily.

Hester Kramer Avery has turned up at Fort

Smith, Arkansas. Her first move with the

two children—and nursemaid—was to Mur-
freesboro, Tennessee where Hester enjoyed

Army life as it should be and so often isn't.

Then the Averys were stationed at Ft. Sill for

a short time, where Hester saw Mary Lee

Ryan Strother, '34, for an occasional game
of bridge. Major Jimmie has his own battalion

in a newly formed artillery group at Ft.

Smith, Arkansas.

New Addresses:

Marie Schroeder (Mrs. Cecil A. P. Thomas)
5 Wyoming Court, Washington 16, D. C.

Ruth Billman (Mrs. James B. Lewis) 256

South West Street, Carlisle, Pennsylvania.

Hester Kramer (Mrs. J. T. Avery, Jr.)

3915 Victory Circle, Ft. Smith, Arkansas.

Frances Martin (Mrs. William B. Burnett)

3 no Rodman Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.

Lieutenant ( j.g. ) Jane Lawder, 202 1 De-
lancey Place, Philadelphia 3, Pennsylvania.

Virginia Gott (Mrs. Paul W. Gilbert) Avon,
New York.

Ruth Gill (Mrs. Vallance A. Wickens) 7

Tryon Street, Albany 3, New York.

Mary Frances Willis (Mrs. Werner Martin

Kempe) 503 Falls Road, Rocky Mount, North
Carolina.

Margharita Curtze (Mrs. James W, Vicary)

219 Cherokee Drive, Erie, Pennsylvania.

1936

Class Secretary: Lillian Cabell Gay, (Mrs.

James R.) 224-B Park Avenue, Swarthmore,
Pennsylvania.

Fund Agent: Katie Niles Parker (Mrs.

Franklin P.) 46 Glen Road, Wellesley Hills,

Massachusetts.

Katie Niles Parker's husband is in India,

living alternately in city luxury and rural

squalor. He is riding a bicycle to and from
work— an occupation fraught with some
danger, as recently he rode out of his office

building entrance practically under a camel.

Virginia Camp Smith has been living in a

room at 120 South 5th Avenue, "Vi'ilmington,

North Carolina while Charles is stationed at

Camp Davis. Her brother was married last

summer and is now an overseas pilot.

Elizabeth Whayttc Helm has a daughter,

Suzanne, born February 2.

Janet Miller Mitchell has two little girls,

Elizabeth Alves, aged 22 months and Janet,

2 months old.

Martha Anne Haricy Gwinn has a third

child, another son, David Byrd, U.

Beth Cox Schmidt has a son, Remington
Osborne Schmidt, born February 5th. Beth's

brother. Lieutenant George Emerson Cox, Jr.,

is one of the four heroes of "They were

Expendable."

Abby Lesnick Leibowitz's husband is a sec-

ond lieutenant in the Army.
Mary Hesson Pettyjohn planned to at-

tend Sweet Briar Commencement as her

youngest sister donned cap and gown May
29th—the third S.B.C. graduate in her family.

Recently the Amherst County Alumnae
Association gathered at her new home near

Monroe for a nice meeting. Her baby is now
sixteen months old and walks alone.

Lucille Cox is rounding out another year

of teaching at the Amherst High School. To
Latin and English has been added a class in

Physical Education which news she feels will

reel Miss Rogers right over. She is taking

County Chairmanship of Junior Red Cross,

and you can figure out when she would have
time to roll bandages and knit!

Polly Rich took a vacation from work,
leaving her job to stay with her sister while

her husband was on maneuvers. In February
she returned East and began working for

Columbia University's Division of War Re-
search in the Empire State Building. It is

very interesting and secret work in the elec-

tronic field and she is thriving on it. I don't
know whether that is it or whether it's her
Sunday afternoons guiding tours for service-

men around different parts of New York
under the auspices of one of the YMCA's.
She has had lunch with Margaret MacRae
Allen a while ago when Margaret was on
vacation from Richmond and has seen Rissa

Holden and Mark Powell Doty.
Chic Gregory has resumed graduate work

in History at Harvard and Radcliflfe.

Yvonne Decker, after completing a course

at The Art Institute, went to Traphagen in

New York where she designed foundation
garments for two years. After the war started,

she became a draftsman for a year and is

now associate professor of Fine Arts at Wes-
leyan College in Macon, Georgia, teaching

Dress Desigij and Fashion Illustration.

Emily Bowen has been in charge of all

publicity for United States Employment
Service in Cincinnati, including a weekly
radio program which she wrote, directed, and
participated in—all to urge the women to

take war jobs. She is now waiting for a trans-

fer to the Signal Corps to do research in

cryptography. If you are in Washington,
look Emily up at Arlington Farms.

After those flashy careers I hesitate to give
out news of myself, but one interesting thing

has happened in our community that may
interest some of the Service wives. We have
several small informal groups that meet each
Friday night in one another's homes to make
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bandages for hospitals and to hold one

another's chins up while our husbands are

in the far corners of the world. Every girl

in the community has a chance of meeting

people and joining one of these groups, and

it does wonders for our morale.

Have a grand summer and be sure to write

us all about yourself.

Marriage:

Lillian B. Sprat t to Richard Allison. Bel-

lamy, Alabama.

Change of Addresses:

Adalyn Merrill, 95 J Laurel Avenue, Glen-

dale, Ohio.

Mrs. John Shannon (K. L. Broughton), 5 5

Chauncey Street, S. Weymouth, Massachusetts.

George Ann Jackwn Slocum (Mrs. Jon-

athan) 784 Park Avenue, New York 21, New
York.

Mary Agnes Young, c^o the American

Embassy, Ciudad Trujiilo, Dominican Re-

public.

Frances Gregory, 5 4 Concord Avenue,

Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Janet Miller (Mrs. William C. Mitchell)

5 88 South Hill Street, Griflin, Georgia.

1937

Class Secrc/ary: Harriet Shaw, 221 High-

brook Avenue, Pelham 65, New York.

Fund Agent: Kate Shaffer Hardy (Mrs.

Frank A.) c/o Mrs. E. P. Shafer, Hillbrook

and Glenview Roads, Bryn Mawr, Pennsyl-

vania.

The news is certainly skimpy this month
so I think we ought to start a round robin.

I have never been very faithful in keeping

chairs going but maybe it will be different

when I am on the starting end. Please don't

let the letter die en route because so many
of us are completely out of touch with one

another.

Molly Gruber Stoddart has a daughter,

Nancy Bronaugh, born March 4. She weighed

almost eight pounds. Ellie Snodgrass Park

writes that her husband who is in the pacific

has not yet seen his son, Houston Saffold, IIL

El lie has gone home to Washington for the

duration.

Polly Lambeth BlackwcU writes from her

father's home in ThomasviUe that she sees

Lillian Lambert Pennington and her husky
son Neiland often and occasionally gets to

Winston to see other Briarites.

Elizabeth Lee McPhail and her captain hus-

band are at Ft. Sill for a short time.

Nancy Nalle Lea, whose husband is now a

Major, is in Charlotte for the duration.

Jackie Cochran Nicholson and her husband

(a captain) and young Jacquelin were in

Alexandria recently for his five day leave.

May lesion Thompson is in Columbia,

South Carolina and Sid Gort Herpers is in

Durham to be near her husband at Camp
Butner.

I'm sure all of us will want to send our

deepest sympathy to Dottie Price Zeugner
whose husband was killed in action.

From the Alumnae Office comes word that

"Lolly" Kfdjcrn Ferguson has a daughter,

Anne Stuart, born March 23.

I am working down on Wall Street now
so I never see anyone and arh beginning to

feel like a mole due to the subway.

New Addresses:

Margaret Cornuell Schmidt (Mrs, W.
Clark) 536 Overhill Drive. University City,

5, Missouri.

Natalie Hopkins Griggs (Mrs. John E.)

20S7 North Glebe Road, Arlington, Virginia

(correction)

.

Jacqueline Cochran Nicholson (Mrs. Charles

T., Jr.) 213 Woodland Terrace, Jefferson

Park, Alexandria, Virginia.

Frances Kemp Pettyjohn (Mrs. Walker)

2812 Rivermont Avenue, Lynchburg, Virginia.

Barbara A. Mann Green (Mrs. Dwight)

874 Grove Street, Glencoe, Illinois.

Dorothy Price Zeugner {Mrs. John) 3407

N. Hilton Road, Baltimore, Maryland.

Helen Rae Wainwright (Mrs. Harris) 39

Carpenter Street, Manchester, New Hamp-
shire.

Anna Lawrence Kedfern Ferguson (Mrs.

Finlay, Jr.) 4815 South 3 1st Street, Fairling-

ton, Arlington, Virginia.

1938

Class Secretary: Claire Handersoti Chapin
(Mrs. Carroll H.) 22701 Fairmount Boule-

vard, Shaker Heights, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Janet Macfarlan Bergman
(Mrs. Charles H.) 136 Linden Street, Ridge-

wood, New Jersey.

Dear Kids:

I realize that I've been a very poor class

secretary this winter, so here's hoping I can

at least end the year with a bang! Next year

this job will be in the capable hands of Dolly

Nicholson Tate. I know I won't have to urge

you to drop her a line now and then.

Dorothy Tison Campbell has a new son,

James Batch elder, Jr., by name, who was

born on February 16th.—Another boy, Peter

William, dropped in at the home of Becky

Kunkle Hogue on April 18th.—Elinor Wilson

Gammon is the proud mama of a daughter,

Elinor Wilson, born on March 15 th. "Wilson's

announcement came from Lynchburg, I gather

that she is there at least temporarily. Here's

hoping that her Captain is there with her!

I'm a bit tardy on this next bit, but did

you know that Josephine Fiapp Willingham

has a son, Joseph, who is all of a year old?

"Joe" is with her husband in Norfolk, Vir-

ginia. Maud Tucker Drane is the proud mama
of a little girl, born on May the 8th. Hardy
is on duty "somewhere in the Atlantic," and

later on Maudie hopes to set-up housekeeping

in New York so as to see more of her husband.

My latest news comes from Lucy Talia-

ferro, who gives me a most pleasant surprise

every few months by taking the time to send

me a grand newsy letter. Lucy herself is busy

with a six-day-a-week job with the Air

Corps. This past winter she lived in New
York, but now has returned to Cranford for

the summer. During the winter months she

saw lots of Judy Bcmis Wills, who lived just

about a block away from Lucy. Judy is work-
ing for Ford Instrument, while her husband

is overseas as an intelligence ofiicer with a

fighter squadron.

Lucy has also seen M. J. Miller Hein, (ex

'3 8) who showed up in the big city with a

glorious "M.J." tan, after spending the winter

in Florida with her family. Her husband is

stationed in the Hawaiian Islands.

I hear that Betty Mead Smartt Johnson

stayed in Charleston with Clay until he left

for England, and now is back in her home

on Lookout Mountain.

Also through Lucy I learn that Mary
Thompson Ball is now at Fort Meyers, Florida,

where her husband is stationed with the Air

Corps. Although she loves it there, "Thomp-
son" is full of enthusiasm for their little

house which is waiting for them in Mont-

gomery when the war is over.

Through a mutual friend here in Cleve-

land, I hear that Jin Faulkner Mathews is

busy in Miami while her husband is overseas.

Typical of Jin, she's doing many things, fore-

most of which is managing an apartment

house and singing in a choir.

Kay Hoyt recently changed jobs and now
is working for a Hollander who sponsors

various exports and imports through adver-

tising. Kay is so enthusiastic about her job

that she's decided to learn to speak Dutch and

spends most of her spare time peeking into

a grammar book.

Hope Hastorf has been doing war work

in the chemistry laboratory of a Plastics

plant. Recently, however, she was forced to

stop because of an accident in which she

broke her leg. Here's wishing you a rapid

recovery, Hope.

From the Alumnae Office I hear that

Marion Broun Zaiser's husband, now a Lieu-

tenant Colonel in the A.A.F. has just returned

after a year and a half overseas in England,

Africa, Sardinia and Italy. With two year

old Alan, the Zaisers have just had three

weeks at Miami Beach before leaving for

Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio for an indefinite

stay.

Janet Forbush Fead, with her attorney

husband and small Susan Maxwell are living

in Foxcraft, a sub-division near Birmingham,

Michigan, where they have an extensive Vic-

tory garden. Helen Mac also reports that

"Eady" did not get down for the Alumnae
Council meeting at Commencement because

of commuting between hospitals. Her mother

has been at Johns Hopkins, and her fiancee,

back from overseas is now at a hospital near

Louisville.

That's about all for now, I managed to

keep busy with two daughters, house work.

Red Cross and gardening. At present, I'm

slightly confused by the array of paint cans,

scrubbing pails, unfinished curtains, and seed

catalogues that demand my attention. Spring

comes late in Cleveland, but when it finally

does arrive, we Ohioans really have to step

lively!

New Addresses:

Mary Alice Berckmans Canby (Mrs. David

B.) 1401 Broom Street, Wilmington, Dela-

ware.

Virginia Eady, Route 6, Box 242, Louisville,

Kentucky.

Dr. Lucy Jane Gregory, Duke Hospital,

Durham, North Carolina.

Alice Hooper, U. S. Marine Hospital, Gal-

veston, Texas.

Dolly Nicholson Tate (Mrs. John, Jr.)

Bristol Ferry, Rhode Island.

Jane Gray Stciens Scott (Mrs. Frank T.)

3 3 20 Riverside Avenue, Jacksonville, Florida.
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Dorothy Tison Campbell (Mrs. James B.)

Box 216, Manchester Center, Vermont.

1940

Class Secretary: Nida Tomlin Watts (Mrs.

Robert C. 262S Handasyde Court, Cincinnati

8. Ohio.

Fund Agctit: Connie Ciirrie Fleming (Mrs.

Richard E. Fleming) 698 West End Avenue,

New York, New York.

The last part of April, Dottie Campbell's

engagement was announced to Lieutenant

William Peter O'Connor, Jr., of Larchmont,

New York. Lieutenant O'Connor is at present

overseas, so the wedding will not take place

until after the war. Lieutenant O'Connor

graduated from Harvard in 193 8 and grad-

uated from Harvard Business School in 194'0.

On April 22nd, Jean Blount was married to

Gilbert Blount (pronounced Blount not

Blunt). The Blounts are now living in Provi-

dence, Rhode Island.

Connie Currie's wedding on May 6 to Rich-

ard Elliott Fleming took place in the St- James

Chapel of the Cathedral of St. John the

Divine. Parge was Connie's only attendant. No
further news of the Flemings at this point,

but will hope for more next Fall.

Hazel "Puckie" Sterrett's wedding to En-

sign William Acquilla Allen, U.S.N.R. took

place May 23 at St. Luke's Episcopal Church,

Hot Springs, Virginia. Further details are not

available yet. How about it Puckie?

Mary Miller Naquin and Cynthia Noland

Young are among those that have recently

returned to their families' homes, while their

husbands are on foreign duty. Mary reports

that Alice Gass is working for Parents Maga-

zine. Anne Waring Lane is still in Atlanta

with her year and a half old son, Dickey and

her husband. Mills. Cynthia says that Carl

left so suddenly that she was sewing on his

new "j.g." stripes right up until the last

minute. Her son Billy, now eighteen months

old is staggering in charm and bulk. Cynthia

plans to visit Cart's family in New Haven

this summer.

Connie Chalkley Kittler wrote a marvelous

letter for which I am very grateful. Last

July, the Kittler's were transferred from

Washington to Annapolis where Kit is now
taking an interesting two year course in Radio

Design at the Post Graduate School of the

Naval Academy. Connie's daughter, Cornelia

Winn is seven months old, has masses of black

hair and dark eyes. Kit and Tate Mason

(Beth's husband) have invested in a sailboat.

Therefore, Connie and Beth expect to be

yachting widows this summer. Olive Mae
Whittington stopped by to see Connie looking

very chipper in her WAVE uniform. Olive

Mae received her Lieutenant (j.g.) promotion

in March, and is still at work in the Wash-

ington Navy Department. Barbara Godfrey

Adams loves her work in California. Ruth

Collins Henry's son, Michael Collins was born

in October. They are living in Norfolk. Not
long ago, Connie met Jane Furniss' husband

who is a Major in the Army. He has been

transferred to Washington and was doing

some house hunting when Jane and their

young son arrived on the scene.

Mrs. Raymond shared with the alumnae

secretary a recent letter from Irene Vongehr

Vincent which we quote:

"I found the Sweet Briar catalogue and

picture book on my return from an arc he-

logical, ethnographical and pleasure trip to

the south. I sat down and, as they say, de-

voured them from cover to cover. But I was

horrified to find that there was not one course

on Russia (as such), on China, Japan, India,

or Indonesia. Is it true? Surely these countries

will affect America as much (or more) than

Europe. Surely today a course on Asia should

be compulsory. I think I feel this so strongly

because the Americans that come out here

are so very ignorant about the country. Even

more important than knowing a lot of facts,

of course, is to have the right attitude towards

foreign cultures and people, a new sort of

mental spectacles with which to view strange

people and strange customs. We are all too

prone to interpret new countries in terms of

O'lr life and our culture. I still do and yet

I've lived here all my life. (The baby is

interfering with this little lecture by making

odd noises, and the ayah has just carried her

off for her third bath today. It's so hot that

only frequent baths keep her from looking

as though she had a double dose of measles.)

There! I've completely lost the thread of my
ideas. I know that you, with your broad grasp

of the international situation feel as strongly

as I do about this.

I returned very jealous of the women of

the south. They wear the gracefully draped

sari in brilliant colors, with short blouses that

hit them just above the midriff, and they are

covered with beautiful gold and silver jewelry

—earrings, necklaces, bracelets, rings, anklets,

and even toe rings. The children are clad

only in bracelets and anklets. But, then, one

never looks naked in brown skin. Most people,

even in the largest city there, go barefoot or

wear sandals they just slip into. One removes

shoes before entering houses or even shops,

and sits on a matted floor. It is a delightfully

cool custom. I learned to do this very grace-

fully, and to eat with my fingers, much rr.ore

of an art than you might think, for one can

even manage soupy things by scooping quickly

and inhaling deeply. I was always rather

messy though.

I visited several rather famous temples, but

had a really hectic time, as communications

are so difficult. One walks, goes by pony cart

or bullocks cart (the bullocks are very tiny

and their horns are painted red and green

and tipped with little brass bells. In some

places the carts are painted baby blue and

decorated with pink flowers) , and by any

class—first, second, intermediate or third

—

on the train that one can get. My food I

bought from native restaurants, wrapped up
in a banana leaf. My greatest joy was to find

coffee everywhere—no tea for these people. I

stayed with poor people (we slept and ate on

the floor, and were up before dawn to beat

everyone to the village pump for our day's

water) , with a millionairess who had just

"done time" for political activities, and once

I was the guest of a native state, but it was

much less romantic than it sounds, only ter-

ribly, terribly luxurious. Everyone laughed at

me, for I went everywhere with an umbrella

Irene's daughter with her ayah.

under one arm (I can't bear topis) and a clay

water pot with my drinking water under the

other. One never carries one's luggage, of

course. That is carried on the tops of the coolies'

heads. (When I have traveled with the baby,

the coolies would put her and basket on top

of their heads, and thes shout in a loud voice

that a baby was coming.) This time I left

the baby behind with the ayah and (by the

day) a maternity nurse. But it was an agony

to leave her behind, and I think I showed her

picture to hundreds of people, in the manner
of all home-sick Americans. I tried to console

myself by saying that, to be a good orientalist

(horrible word! ) I should at least have to

sample all parts of the country. It is prob-

ably the most fascinating country in the

world; certainly it is the most varied. I hope

when you come you'll have time to go to all

parts of it. I shall be starting to work soon,

and my traveling days will be over."

Elizabeth Conover, writes that she is teach-

ing kindergarten in one of the public schools

of St. Louis for the duration and six months.

I am really California bound this time and

might even take over the San Fernando Valley,

if I have to wait there a couple of years!

'Nough said, until next fall . . . Good luck

to you all and here's hoping everyone has a

pleasant summer.

Nida
New Addresses:

Elizabeth Conover, 6803 Kingsbury Boule-

vard, University City 5, Missouri.

Emory Gill (Mrs. Carrington Williams,

Jr.) 5415 ary Street Road, Richmond 21,

Virginia.

"Nicky" Gockley (Mrs. Robert S. Mc-
Lellan, III) 10 Jerusalem Road, Cohasset,

Massachusetts.
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Mary Miller (Mrs. Howard Naquln) 42S

Arlington Place, Chicago, Illinois.

C. P. Necl (Mrs. George F. Mahoney) 204

S. Elm Street, Henderson, Kentucky.

Dr. Helen W. Taylor, Montreal General

Hospital, Central Division, 66 Dorchester

Street, Montreal, Canada.

1941

CUsss Scivctary: Doris Albrav, 18 Curtis

Place, Maplewood, New Jersey.

¥unJ A^cut: Anita Loving, 15 07 Labunumi

Avenue, Richmond, Virginia.

Deadline time has come and ^ono. and nary

a murmur from any of my de.ir classmates

on whom I've depended for some news. So . . .

if this issue contains next-tornothing from

'41, the blame lies on your own hands!

Dottie White wrote quite a while ago,

bringing me more or less up to date, and Pi

crashed through for which 1 am very grate-

ful. And there must end the acknowledg-

ments.

Met Dottie White and Barbara Holninn

>X'hitcomb in New York one Saturday about

a month ago, and wc had a marvelous time

chatting over old times.

Betty Irvine's engagement was announced

March 29 to Lieutenant Edwin Keith Phillips,

Jr., who, I believe, is now in the Engineer's.

Corps at Camp Sutton, North Carolina.

Rumor has it that Mary Anne Somervell

Brenza has presented the world with a daugh-

ter and we hear that her husband is in Jack-

sonville. Also Helen Mac writes me of the

marriage of "Shirts" Shaw to Lieutenant

Richard Micou Daniel, U.S.N.R. on May 13.

Dick has just returned from seventeen months

on the Persian Gulf and is now stationed in

Baltimore.

Lucy Purfoii Miller ran into Judy Davidson

in Newport- Judy is teaching grammar school

there.

Evie Cantey dropped me a postal not so

long ago. She is working at University of

South Carolina and is publicity chairman for

the Mental Hygiene Society. She planned to go

to Commencement to see sister Helen graduate.

Pi's letter was a most welcome surprise.

She is living in Louisville, which (I'm in-

formed) is "just across the river" from

Jeffersonville, Indiana, where Al is stationed

at the Q.M. Depot. Pi seems quite busy

taking care of daughter, Ingrid—now aged

six months.

And . . . for practically all the remainder

of news I'm indebted to Mrs. Von W.
Betty Joe is still working in Washington.

She is reported to be planning a trip to

Mexico this summer. Lucky girl!

Tatty Spaatz is Red Crossing in England

and Joan Meachani Gay, son Robert, and Gay
(who is doing some sort of hush-hush work
for the Army ) are happily ensconced in a

lovely apartment in Marblehead, Massachu-

setts.

Henny Norman is keeping quite busy as a

secretary at Westinghouse in Louisville and,

from all accounts, seems to be giving indi-

vidual members of the Army a good time as

well.

Hear "Swede" and Ellie arc in St. Louis,

Missouri where he is in Ordnance.

Pi says she's heard from Cynthia Faulkner

McConncU (who spends most of her time

traipsing around England after Dcrry). She

now has two offspring—Anthony, aged two

and a half, and Armanda, aged one and a half.

Pi proudly points out that Ingrid left her

with an aioir dii pois of 139/2. Perish forbid

—I do think she has lost her girlish figure.

Bobby Clark has finally given me the news

I've been waiting for. She was married to

Lieutenant Charles David (Dave) Hall, of

the Army Air Forces, on April 22. No address

has yet been furnished but I'm in hopes it

will be soon.

We hear that Miss "Bootsie" Taylor (eight

months old ) and Papa Lieutenant Taylor's

Navy life have kept Lillian t'oiilkes Taylor

very busy. They are still in Yorktown where

Skipper Tyler's ship is stationed. They see

Mary Ruth PUrwu Fischer and her husband

often.

Word has just come to the Alumnae Office

of the death in action of Decca Gilmer Con-

nell's husband. Decca 's friends will want to

join us in sending her heartfelt sympathy.

Please, won't all of you drop me a line

sometime around August so we can get caught

up on everyone for the fall issue. See you

again in October.

New Addresses:

Allen Bagby (Mrs. Hugh L. Macneil) 1049

Park Avenue, New York, New York.

Martha Jean Brooks (Mrs. F. T. Miller. Jr.)

62 5 N. Palm Street, Little Rock, Arkansas.

Elizabeth Colley (Mrs. Charles B. Shelton)

3840 Club Drive, Atlanta, Georgia.

Pi Dowling (Mrs. Alfred H- Von Well-

shcim) 405 N. 38th Street, Louisville 12,

Kentucky.

Margaret Gilchrist (Mrs. L. S. Livingston)

3 E. 49th Street, Savannah, Georgia.

Louise R. Hathaway (Mrs. J. Philip Doel-

ker) 1644 Scott Street, Williamsport 22,

Pennsylvania.

Lucy Ruth Lloyd, 213 1 Tunlaw Road,

N.W., Washington. D. C.

Joan Meacham (Mrs. R. F. Gay) 101 Front

Street, Marblehead, Massachusetts.

Cletus Milo (Mrs. Henry Edward) 7 Mont-

gomery Road, Scarsdale, New York.

Betty Joe McNarney, Quarters 12-A, Ft.

Myer, Virginia.

Barbara Nevens (Mrs. George B. Wicker-

ham) 1430 Bishop Road, Grosse Pointe 30,

Michigan.

Shirley Shaw (Mrs. R. M. Daniel) 132

West Lanvale Street, Baltimore, Maryland.

Chus Secretary: Catherine Coleman, St.

Katherine's School, Davenport, Iowa.

Viitid Agent: Eugenia Burnett Affel (Mrs.

Herman A., Jr.) 2025 Belmont Road, N.W.,
Washington 9, D- C.

This edition finds me at low ebb insofar as

news is concerned. I did get word, first from

one of the children here at the school and

then from Anne Morrison Reams, of the birth

of Mr. and Mrs. John Sawyer's son, Mrs.

Sawyer being none other than Jerry Geyer.

She and John are now living in Hopkinsville,

Kentucky, where he is stationed.

Annie reports that she and Bernie had six

wonderful weeks together in California. She

saw Dougie several times and also talked

S.B.C. with Kay Coggins. Also among those

present was Flossie Bagley Witt, who quite

impressed Ann with her simply elegant cook-

ing. Ann is now home in Lynchburg again.

Did all of you hear the news that Eloise

christened a ship named for her father? The

l/.S.S. English is a destroyer and was christ-

ened sometime in March.

Imagine my surprise when looking through

the Des Moines (Iowa) Register of May 9,

to see the face of Dot Malone looking up at

me from the sports section. The occasion was

the announcement of her engagement to Navy
Lieutenant Charles Yates, also from Atlanta.

Charles won the British amateur golf title in

193 8—hence the sports page- He is back in

the United States after fifteen months at sea

on destroyer duty.

Phoebe Overstreet sent news of herself after

years of silence. Last June she graduated from

George Washington University, is a Phi Beta

Kappa, and is now a teaching assistant and

working for her M.A. at Weliesley. She is

engaged—has been for some time—to Lieu-

tenant Charles Hibbard, Jr., of the Air Corps.

Charlie's being overseas has necessitated post-

poning the wedding "for the duration.'

Slug is now Pfc. Sanford—congratulations

—and is stationed in Washington where she

is using her Katie Gibbs training on a rather

eld and dilapidated typewriter. She has seen

Betsy Gilmer and Mike Trcmain and reports

that Mike is recovering beautifully from the

operation on his foot. "Gege" Moomaw, Pfc.

Sanford, and Pfc. Betty Hartman (the latter

two) were very handsome in summer uni-

forms at Commencement. They were on

campus long enough to catch up on all news

and have breakfast with Miss Sanford.

She also had dinner with Elsie Diggs Orr

and, according to Slu^, eight months old

Marshall is "highly intelligent and perfectly

adorable." She had a wonderful time with

them before Elsie and Marshall departed for

South Carolina,

Also assisting your harrassed secretary was

Phyl Sherman, who reports that Arkie Kin^

is now in charge of eighteen girls, that Jeanne

Sauyer Faggi is now in Colorado Springs, and

that she (Phyl) and Eddie are still working

for Altman's and Air-Reduction respectively.

From Lieutenant (j.g.) Ringer at long last

we hear by the grapevine. She is in Charleston,

South Carolina where she says she's getting

used to the little things that bite and fly and

which threaten to spoil an otherwise beautiful

spot. Her work is in Communications and

though the hours are terrific, they manage to

get along since their very pleasant apartment

is right on the Battery. "Ringer" finds time

for the Dock Street Theatre plays and has

recently had parts in "Stage Door" and

"There's Always Juliet."

Margaret Becker Schiltges is back in Indian-

apolis since her husband is overseas. She has

.1 job as publicity director for the Bobbs-

Merrill Publishing Company.
My warmest thanks to those of you who

wrote and my urgent pleas to those of you
who have not, to do so. I hope that next letter
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will be brimming over with news—at least

our rush season will be over.

Anne Chamberlain, 929 H Street, N.W.,

Apartment 1, "Washington, D. C.

Janet Honstouii Davis (Mrs. Piatt Walker,

Jr.) 10 Crane Street, Wrightsville Beach,

North Carolina.

Grace Lanier Brewer (Mrs. Carlos B.) c'o

Lieutenant Carlos B. Brewer, S.M.D.E.T.,

Fitzsimmons General Hospital, Denver, Col-

orado—temporary address.

Pfc. Helen J. Sanford, M.C.W.R., Co. H.

Bks. 5, Sq. Rm. 2, Henderson Hall, Arling-

ton, Virginia.

1943

Class Sccrcfary: Frances Taylor Trigg (Mrs.

Locke Hickman, Jr.) 5820 York Road. Rich-

mond 21, Virginia.

Class Secretary Pro tern: Virginia White, IS

Rio Vista Lane, Richmond 21, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Ensign Karen Kniskern,

U.S.C.G.R. (W) Box 164, Mercer Island,

Seattle, Washington.

Frances Taylor called time out this issue

since her days have been devoted to prepar-

ing for her marriage on June 10 to Ensign

Locke H. Trigg, Jr., who recently returned

from* attacking the Nipponese. She put me,

her nearest neighbor, in as a substitute to

piece together the many newsy tidbits you
sent her—so here goes. After Tay's wedding
they will settle in Atlantic City. Another on

our engagement list is Nancy McVay, who
breaks years of silence by announcing her

engagement to Clay Marsteller of Richmond,
Kentucky. Until her wedding, she will con-

tinue being a research analyst for the Cleve-

land Federal Reserve Bank.

Eugenia Burnett's April wedding proved to

be another reunion for our class of '43. Ann
Mcjunkin and Nancy Pingree, who was con-

veniently at the Farmington Country Club
with her family, came down. Fay Martin
Chandler, Camille Guyton Guething, and
Louise Moore Nelson brought with them their

respective husbands who said ahey were de-

termined not to miss another of their wife's

get-togethers. Camille and her husband, who
was best man at Eugie's, have vacated Atlantic

City to settle in Norfolk for a while. Fay

heads a Brownie Scout Troup and volunteers

in her spare time at the hospital information

desk. Lou has continued teaching music in

Charlottesville and gaily reports cooking is a

snap^yes, once you get the hang of it. In

fact all three of these happy brides could

discuss nothing but menus. Clare and Junk
had just made a surprise attack on Sweet

Briar campus on April fools day. New
approach?

Frances Gregg's worries were completely

solved on April 12, the day she married Lieu-

tenant Charles Wrede Petersmeyer. We'd like

to hear more news Gregg. Mary Carter was

our other bride when she became Mrs. Harry
Lee Richardson, Jr., on April 8, with Mar-
guerite Hume attending her.

Mr. and Mrs. William Gibson Harris (Jane

Hardy) now have a darling little boy named
for papa. That isn't all our children either.

Lucy Kiker Jones is proud to announce the

birth of a daughter, Patricia Ann, born April

H in Franklin, Virginia. Also Valerie Jones

Materne enlists her daughter, Merritt, born

last January, as a future Briarite.

Ensign Karen Kniskern, our only SPAR
representative (brave soul) is now situated in

a beautiful home, the Boet tiger estate on

Mercer Island near Seattle, Washington. It is

a beautiful city, writes Tookie, but it's

awfully far from everybody.

While working mothers slave at Niagara

Falls defense plants, Janie Findlay bravely

takes care of their pre-school age children.

Careers are claiming some of our am-
bitious classmates. Congratulations go to Anne
Noyes who has entered law school at the

University of Kentucky. Georgia Tech keeps

Sally Bryan busy working on dramatics and

Esther Jett journeyed down Mexico way to

prepare herself to be a foreign interpreter.

Barbara Prentiss Jones is working in an archi-

tect's office and Harriet Pullen has joined the

hard working U. S. Cadet Nurses Corps in

Baltimore. Ginger Munroe wrote Helen Mac
that she is teaching kindergarten in Newton,
Massachusetts. Forty-two children keep her

busy and though they seem a little young to

be impressed by "plugs" for Sweet Briar, she

continues to try. She saw Mr. Finch recently

at the Beaver-Exeter concert and says he has

taught those boys to sing beautifully.

All of you travel over the globe so much
it is hard keeping tab on your latest move-
ments, but I did hear that Fayette McDowell
has finally reached home from her Florida-

New York trip and now teaches everything

except arithmetic to the 2nd through the 5th

grades at Kentucky Home School. She wrote

me that Anne Williams is a nurse's aide now.

The last time I heard from Louise Woodruff
she had finished her course with the American
Airlines and was in Detroit. Give us a break

Weesie, where are you? A Chicago apartment

keeps Nancy Jameson Glass busy cooking and

housekeeping. Travel she will—yes Mary Law
went to Texas to visit Betty Wccnis Westfelt,

who has an adorable son, Pat Westfelt, Jr.

Speaking of Texas reminds me that Ouija

Adams has resumed work at the San Antonio

National Bank of Commerce after a bad

tumble from her horse. We always thought

you had your horses better trained than that!

Garden City was Marjorie Shiigart Dennehy's

last rendezvous with Rod, but I hear that

she is home to stay now since Rod has "gone

to sea."

Bear with your substitute please. My time

is up trying to piece together your grand

news. I am leaving my Medical College of

Virginia position to try my wares as a secre-

tary. Enrolling in a business school for a

summer course is the last place I expected to

end up. I'm surprised every time I find myself

looking forward to it, but I do.

New Addresses:

Jane Moller Gilbrctb Heppes (Mrs. George

P., Jr.) 179 Walnut Street, Montclair, New
Jersey.

Esther Jett, Londres 203, Mexico, D. F.

Mary Lampton Middleton (Mrs. Edwin G.)

3140 Lexington Road, Louisville, Kentucky.

Fay Martin Chandler (Mrs. Alfred duPont)

7200 Hampton Boulevard, Apartment 6B,

Norfolk 8, Virginia.

Catherine Parker, 1238 Ferguson Avenue,

Newport News, Virginia.

Betty Braxton Preston, 26 Alexander Street,

Princeton, New Jersey.

Harriet Pullen, Main Nurses' Home, Johns

Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore 5, Maryland.

Dorothy Stauber, c/o William A. Powe,

Edificio La Metropolitana 214, Habana, Cuba.

BROWN-MORRISON COMPANY
(INCORPORATED)

T^rinters Stationers

Everything for Your Office-^

718 MAIN STREET LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA
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Ayres, Dorothy Upington Tobin (Mrs. Warren Dillaway

Ayres) 147 Ridgewood Avenue, Glen Ridge, N. J.

Beuttell, Dorothy Louise, 632 Esplanade, Pelham Manor,
New York.

Blanton, Jean Dulaney, Bowling Green, Virginia.

Blessing, Barbara McNeill (Mrs. Randall) Box 5 9, Lake-
land, Florida.

Boericke, Beatrice Anne, "Deepdene," Wynnewood, Pa.

Bowen, Anne, Bramwell, West Virginia.

Bradley, Norma, 415 West 3rd Street, Lexington, Ky.
Brendlinger, Marguerite Matilda, 818 West Marshall Street,

Norristown, Pennsylvania.

Brenizer, Mildred Harding, 2218 Hopedale Avenue, Char-
lotte, North Carolina.

Brock, Mary Jane, 2629 Arden Road, Atlanta, Georgia.

Budlong, Constance Sue, 3 8 Chatham Arms, Chatham, N.J.
Burgess, Virginia Leslie, 2 800 Woodley Road, N.W.,

Washington, D. C.

Cantey, Helen Robertson, 1918 Seneca Avenue, Columbia,
South Carolina.

Christmas, Lucile Sibley, Whittier Apartments, 514 Burns
Drive, Detroit, Michigan.

Crump, Helen, 532 College Street, Macon, Georgia.

Denny, Dorothy Byrd, The Homewood Apartments, c o
Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Jones, Baltimore, Maryland.

DeVorc, Dorothy Jean, 1622 Avondale Avenue, Jackson-
ville, Florida.

Duncombe, Barbara Coleman, 52S Elder Lane, Winnetka,
Illinois.

Duval, Ellen Boyd, 3211 Grove Avenue, Richmond, Va.
Falk, Martha Jean, 5 04 North Moffet, Joplin, Missouri.

Farinholt, Betty Boyd, Pendennis Mount, Annapolis, Md.
Faulconer, Mildred Hudson, Amherst, Virginia.

Gans, Juanita Shaw, Goshen, Virginia.

Goodspead, Eleanor, 63 Melrose Place, Montclair, N. J.

Gordon, Margaret Eleanor, 10 East Oglethorpe Avenue,
Savannah, Georgia.

Gravatt, Helen Stevens, c o Rt. Rev. John J. Gravatt,
Columbia, South Carolina.

Griffith, Virginia Lee, 1703 South Road, Mount Washing-
ton, Maryland.

Hall, Virginia Curt.s, 61 Douglass Road, Glen Ridge, N.J.
Haverty, Betty Rawson, 1 5 Cherokee Road, Atlanta, Ga.
Hawkins, Mary S^oan, 410 Sixth Avenue, Hattiesburg,

Mississippi.

Hepburn, Alice Sarah, 39 Canterbury Court, Ottawa Hills,

Toledo 6, Ohio.

Herrick, Leslie Pevear, 180 Lincoln Road, Westfield, N. J.

Hesson, Hester Louise, Monroe, Virginia.

Hester, Frances Roberts, 3 58 Shiloh Street, Cincinnati, O.

Hoffman, Martha Lee, 85 5 8 Granby Street, Norfolk, Va.

Holmes, Sydney, 318 Warwick Avenue, Do.iglaston, N. Y.

Johnson, Alice Anderson, 11 Collier Road, Atlanta, Ga.

Konsberg, Louise Scott, 561 Hill Terrace, Winnetka, 111.

Lancaster, Alice Dabney, 1816 Park Avenue, Richmond,
Virginia.

Landis, Susanne, 2214 Sherman Avenue, Evanston, Illinois.

Lindsey, Martha Elizabeth, 208 East Fourth Street, Rome,
Georgia.

Lippitt, Anita Cowan, 622 Drayton Street, Savannah, Ga.
Long, Harriett Paulett, 141 South Colonial Avenue, Rich-

mond, Virginia.

Longino, Frances Stokes, 2982 Habersham Road, Atlanta,

Georgia.

Loveland, Florence Bell, 98 Clinton Avenue, Montclair,

New Jersey.

Mallory, Hannah Trowbridge, Warsaw, Virginia.

Moore, Ann, 717 North Mt. Pleasant Road, Mount Airy,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Norman, Sarah Alice, Monroe, Virginia.

Noyes, Virginia Macky, 1134 Michigan Avenue, Evanston,

Illinois.

Patton, Lois Gene, 160 East 48th Street, New York, N. Y.

Pettit, Frances Blatchford, 323 Pearl Street, Ottawa, 111.

Pretlow, Evelyn May, 5 5 Exeter Street, Forest Hills, N. Y.

Rice, Jane Ridgely, 3902 St. Paul Street, Baltimore, Md.
Rickards, Frances Murrell, North Shore Point, Norfolk, Va.

Ryan, Jean Chase, 101 Beverly Road, Montclair, N. J.

Sadowsky, Anastasia, 88 5 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Saunders, Marion Louise, 1042 Jamestown Crecent, Nor-
folk, Virginia.

Shanley, Marian Maull, 109 Mermod Place, Kirkwood,

Missouri.

Somervell, Susan Brehon, Quarters ^2, Fort Myer, Va.

Staples, Janet, 167 Southwood Road, Fairfield, Connecticut.

Stickney, Patricia Jean, 212 5 Mount Vernon Avenue,

Toledo, Ohio.

Taylor, Adeline Wright, Summerville, Georgia.

Tift, Catherine Hill, 23 5 The Prado, Atlanta, Georgia.

Vaughan, Elizabeth Jane, 333 Terrell Road, San Antonio,

Texas.

Waterman, Cecile Isabel, 901 South Orleans Avenue,

Tampa, Florida.

Watts, Virginia Anne, 2 97 S. Pleasant Street, Amherst,

Massachusetts.

Whitaker, Patricia Ann, 34 Whitfield Road, Baltimore,

Maryland.

White, Ernestine Lacy, 90 Douglas Road, Rochester, N. Y.

White, Mary Coleman, 608 West Washington Street,

Suffolk, Virginia.

Whitehead, Gertrude Khnlcy (Mrs. Thomas W., Ill)

Amherst, Virginia.

Wilkins, Emily Ann, 7747 Kingsbury Road, Clayton, Mo.
Willetts, Marjorie Roberts, 32 Forden Avenue, Westmount,

P. Q., Canada.

Williams, Elizabeth Berkeley Chauncy, The Chesterfield

Apartments, Richmond 20, Virginia.

Williams, Elizabeth Jane, 603 West Brow Road, Lookout

Mountain, Tennessee.

Woods, Anne Baker, 57 Park Avenue, Bronxville, N. Y.

Wocds, Marjorie Adelaide, 3 83 Reno Road, N.W., Wash-
ington, D. C.

Yocum, Marthalyn Rushing (Mrs. David M., Ill) 1222

N. Madison, El Dorado, Arkansas.



^^L UMJSIAE IN WAR SERVICES
This list includes the names of all Sweet Briar alumnae

reported to the Al uinnae Office by J line 1, 1944

RED CROSS OVERSEAS SERVICE
'Dorothy Job Robinson, '21 "Patricia G. Balz, '39

'Frances Engeman, ex '2 5 Nancy Gatch, '39

"Helen Weitzmann, '29 Katharine Richards, '39

Helen Smith Miller, '30 Mary Jeffrey Welles, '39

"Jane Greer Bender, '34 Katherine Spaatz, ex '41

MARINES
Janet Kimball Miller, '3 5 Barbara Godfrey Adams, '40

Marion Coles Phinizy, '40 Helen Sanford, '42

Elizabeth K. Hartman, ex '44

WACS
Virginia Towle, Academy Mary Petty Johnston, '40

Mary Craighill Kinyoun, '2 5 Martha Rector, '40

Louise Nelson, '30 Mary K. Warren, ex '40

"Marjorie Sturges, '30 Elizabeth Munce, '43

Jane M/Iar MacBride, ex '32 "Norma Bradley, '44

Ruth Kerr, '32 "Margaret Gordon, '44

Lillian Allison, ex '3 3 ""Alice Hepburn, '44

Madeline Hawes, ex '3 3 "Anita Lippitt, '44

Marie Le Pine, '34 ""Susan Somervell, '44

Helen Allen, ex '3 8 ""Janet Staples, '44

Ellen McClintock, '40 Kay Thomes, ex '44
•-

Marjorie Willetts, '44

SPARS
Edith Marshall Martin, ex '32 Karen Kniskern, '43

WAVES
Elmyra Pennypacker Coxe,

'

20 Vera Morey Searcy, ex '37

Mary Hampton Martin, ex
'

IS Anne Benedict, '39

Marietta Darsie, '26 Ann Parks, '39

Margaret Lovett, '27 Helen Anderson, '40

Anita Crews, '29 Mary Jane Burnett, '40

Dorothy E. Fowler, '29 Olivia Davis Macdonald, '40

Anne Gochnauer, '3 Betty Ivins, '40

Emma Riely, '30 Ohve May Whittington, '40

Emilie Turner, ex '30 Carolyn Custer, ex '41

Anne MacRae, '32 Joan De Vore, '41

•'Amy Davies, '34 Elizabeth McDade, ex '41

Gail Donohue, ex '34 Betsy Chamberlain, '42

Anne Marvin, '34 Eloise English, '42

Lucy Hoblitzell, ex '3 5 Elizabeth Hanger, '42

Jane Lawder, ex '3 5 Betsy Gilmer Tremain, '42

Ann Spiers, '3 5 Viola Miller, ex '42

June de Frees, ex '36 "Margaret Preston, '42

Elizabeth Hartridge, ex '36 Eleanor Ringer, '42

Lucy Gore, '37 Barbara Ripley, '42

Anne Lauman, '37 Alice Swenev, '42

Mary Jane Steiger, ex '43

Lack of space forbids the printing of complete information about these alumnae.

A series of articles will appear in the 1944-1945 Alumnae News. Please keep the

Alumnae Office informed of change in rank, station and other details.

"Additions since the list was last printed—February.
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^^LUMNAE IN WAR SERVICES
This list includes the names of all Sweet Briar alumnae

reported to the Ahimnae Office by June 1, 1944

RED CROSS OVERSEAS SERVICE
'Dorothy Job Robinson, '2

1

'Patricia G. Balz, '39

•''Frances Engeman, ex '2 5 Nancy Gatch, '3 9

=' Helen Weitzmann, '29 Katharine Richards, '39

Helen Smrfh Miller, '30 Mary Jeffrey Welles, '39

•'Jane Greer Bender, '34 Katherine Spaatz, ex '41

MARINES
Janet Kimball Miller, '3 5 Barbara Godfrey Adams, '40

Marion Coles Phinizy, '40 Helen Sanford, '42

Elizabeth K. Hartman, ex '44

WACS
Virginia Towle, Academy Mary Petty Johnston, '40

Mary Craighill Kinyoun, '2 5 Martha Rector, '40

Louise Nelson, '30 Mary K. Warren, ex '40

'Marjorie Sturges, '30 Elizabeth Munce, '43

Jane Milar MacBride, ex '32 '"Norma Bradley, '44

Ruth Kerr, '32 ''Margaret Gordon, '44

Lillian AUison, ex '3 3 ''Alice Hepburn, '44

Madeline Hawes, ex '3 3 ''Anita Lippitt, '44

Marie Le Pine, '34 ''Susan Somervell, '44

Helen Allen, ex '3 8 ''Janet Staples, '44

Ellen McClintock, '40 Kay Thomes, ex '44

Marjorie Willetts, '44

SPARS
Edith Marshall Martin, ex '31

! Karen Kniskern, '43

WAVES
Elmyra Pennypacker Coxe,

'
20 Vera Morey Searcy, ex '37

Mary Hampton Martin, ex \M Anne Benedict, '39

Marietta Darsie, '26 Ann Parks, '39

Margaret Lovett, '27 Helen Anderson, '40

Anita Crews, '29 Mary Jane Burnett, '40

Dorothy E. Fowler, '29 OKvia Davis Macdonald, '40

Anne Gochnauer, '30 Betty Ivins, '40

Emma Riely, '3 Ohve May Whittington, '40

Emilie Turner, ex '30 Carolyn Custer, ex '41

Anne MacRae, '32 Joan De Vore, '41

'"Amy Davies, '34 Elizabeth McDade, ex '41

Gail Donohue, ex '34 Betsy Chamberlain, '42

Anne Marvin, '34 Eloise English, '42

Lucy Hoblitzell, ex '3 5 Elizabeth Hanger, '42

Jane Lawder, ex '3 5 Betsy Gilmer Tremain, '42

Ann Spiers, '3 5 Viola Miller, ex '42

June de Frees, ex '36 '•'Margaret Preston, '42

Elizabeth Hartridge, ex '3() Eleanor Ringer, '42

Lucy Gore, '37 Barbara Ripley, '42

Anne Lauman, '37 Alice Swenev, '42

Mary Jane Steiger, ex '43

Lack of space forbids the printing of complete information about these alumnae.

A series of articles will appear in the 1944-1945 Alumnae News. Please keep the

Alumnae Office informed of changes in rank, station and other details.

''Additions since the list was last printed—February.
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TnJe ^ant to S^out ^han\s to you

For your share in the Alumnae Fund gift for 1943-44.

For helping to make possible the total of $9,159.10, which is a

record high for our Alumnae Fund, almost $3,000 greater than the

1942-43 Fund total.

For helping swell the total of individual Fund contributors to 969,

and for raising the per capita gift to $7.09.

We're thanking you

For this solid indication of your loyalty and interest in Sweet Briar,

evidence of your faith in her development and pride in her achievement.

The Alumnae Fund Committee

Gerry Mallory, Chairiiiau

Peronne Whifaker Scott, Assistant Chairman

Martha von Briesen, President of

Aliimtiae Association, 1942-44

Helen H. McMahon, Executive Secretary

of Alumnae Association
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Katherine Niles Parker, '36

New officers of the Alumnae

Association, elected in May for

two year terms, are Mrs. Webster

Harrison, president; Mrs. Frank-

lin Parker, first vice-president;

Miss Anne Mcjunkin, second

vice-president.

Anne Schilling McJunkin, '43

Dear -Jllumnae:

ONCE more a new president of the Alumnae Association sends you greetings and again these greetings

come to you in a period of scattered famiUes and other abnormal conditions due to the war. May it be

the last! However, the past three years have made us more cognizant of the value of college training. We
have been able to meet the challenge of those years and we find ourselves adjusted to many unexpected demands.

You have been very fortunate in having your President in residence on campus for the past two years and I

am counting on Martha's presence at Sweet Briar to help continue the close relationship between Helen

McMahon, Alumnae Secretary, and you and me.

Looking into the future, I think you will agree with me that there are several immediate tasks which must

concern us as loyal alumnae. First of all, there is the Alumnae Fund. This past year it reached an all-time high

of $9,159, under the able chairmanship of Gerry Mallory and her assistants, the unsung heroes who are the

Class Agents and sub-Agents. The Fund gift to the college went into the general endowment fund.

Richmond alumnae deserve special mention for their successful bond sales held in connection with the Fifth

War Loan Drive in June, during which time alumnae and friends contributed bonds to the Alumnae Fund whose

maturity value totals $3,044. Richmond has set a splendid example for other groups to follow.

This year, the Mary Kendrick Benedict Scholarship Fund is to become a part of the Alumnae Fund, and those

who were at Sweet Briar during Miss Benedict's administration will participate in this gift. As Miss Glass pointed

out in her letter to us in the June issue of the Alumnae News, "The chief source for scholarship aid is still an

appropriation from the general fund." As the number and size of endowed scholarships like the one which

is now proposed are increased, such appropriations can be reduced and the funds made available for other needs.

All other monies collected through the 1944-45 Alumnae Fund will be given as unrestricted gifts to the

college. Our goal and our hopes for the Alumnae Fund are high! The new Fund started, it is pleasant to

report, with the gift of a $5 00 bond, sent by the father of an alumna.

Another immediate task is to try to understand the changes in education which must come in the post-war

years and to stand staunchly behind the College in helping her prepare for those years.

We must face the fact that reunions cannot be held for some time, but we can continue to keep in touch

with our friends through the Alumnae News and Sweet Briar Day. We need also to remember that the capable

girls of our communities should know about Sweet Briar through us.

Sincerely yours,

Mary Huntington Harrison, '30

President, Sweet Briar Alumnae Association
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Recent Changes Place New Emphasis on Social Studies

BY Gladys Boone

Miss Boone, professor of economics and first Cliairman of the Division of Social Studies (194-2-44) is a graduate of the University

of Birmingham, England, and holds her doctor's degree from Columbia University, where she was the first Rose Sidgwick Memorial
Fellow. She has taught at Bryn Mawr and the Carnegie Institute of Technology and she was a lecturer at the Workers' Educational

Association Summer School at Oxford. Before coming to Sweet Briar in 193 1, Miss Boone had been Executive Secretary of the

Vt'omen's Trade Union League, Philadelphia, and she had also been assistant editor of the Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences.

Two years ago Sweet Briar embarked on a new venture

in integration of studies over a broad area, when the

departments, History and Government, Economics and

Sociology formed the Division of Social Studies. Although

the Division is very young and is still in a pioneer role, the

editor of the Alumnae News has asked that it should

report and introduce itself to the alumnae.

The set-up of the Division is based on the idea that the

Social Studies as academic disciplines can serve the citizen

of today more adequately if they offer the greatest possible

integration of the whole field as well as allowing for some

specialization and concentration. For the problems which

students, as citizens, face after they leave college call for

exact knowledge and rigorous thinking but they know no

boundaries which conform to conventional academic

courses and departmental lines.

The purposes of the Division are emphasized in its

organization. The four fields of study, economics, govern-

ment, history, sociology, became sub-divisions with a

faculty adviser for each. The Chairman of the Division

is appointed by the President of the college and holds office

for two years. Majors are now offered in each of the four

fields of study included in the Division. A basic course for

the Division was worked out and is called Social Studies

1-2, Iii/rocliictioii to Modern History.

Social Studies 1-2 is a development and adaptation of

the older History 1-2, European History. The material is

selected in the light of our aims to focus on understanding

of the present and also to provide a basic course for all the

Social Studies. The new course concentrates on the period

from 1500 to the present. It asks the students to consider

the importance of historical study for understanding of

our own times and emphasizes the development of institu-

tions which continue to have importance today. And it

calls for the reading of source materials which illustrate

the growth of economic, political, and social thought. So

the student who goes on with work in economics, govern-

ment, or sociology will already have made acquaintance

with Adam Smith and the rise of the laissez-faire phi-

losophy, with Hobbes's Leviathan, with Malthus and the

spectre of population pressing on the means of subsistence.

For the sources used, the students rely mainly on the

materials put out by the Columbia University Press for use

in the first year of the Cuiifeni piirary Civilization course

at Columbia. At Sweet Briar the course has been taught

by members of the faculty who are specialists in the field

of history. But also in the first two years lectures were

given to the whole group by all members of the Division

faculty. Such lecture subjects as "Political Theory from
Aquinas to Locke," "Economic Theory from Aquinas to

Smith," "The Constitution of the United States—a Political

Legacy," "Evolution and Social Progress" illustrate our

efforts to heighten the students' consciousness of inter-

relationships in the social studies.

In addition to Social Studies 1-2, which was "something

old and something new," other courses were instituted in

1942-1943 to carry out the general aims of the Division.

Nations of Latin America gives opportunity for study of

our neighbors to the south, and Studies in Spanish History

is designed to fill a gap in material of particular importance

in understanding the development of the American
continent.

In the historical field, it may be pointed out that Ancient

History may be offered instead of Social Studies 1-2 as a

general prerequisite for other divisional courses by students

whose special interests lie in that direction. This suggests

that while our emphasis is on preparation for citizenship

and understanding of the present, this aim has been con-

ceived in no narrow sense. A knowledge of ancient history

may well provide a valuable perspective from which to

view today's problems.

In economics and government, some of the new courses

cut across both domains, matching a parallel development

in economic and political life. Public Finance and Inter-

national Trade illustrate this point. In sociology a new
course in Delinquency and Crime offers help in understand-

ing one of society's most serious problems and one where

historical, economic, and political considerations are all

factors.

Even in the brief two years of the Division's life, there

has been one important course addition. Social Studies

101-102, European Geography, was offered for the first

time in 1943-1944, as a "regional survey of European

geography, with special studies of current European prob-

lems in relation to their geographic background." While

this supplied a long-felt need, the particular occasion for

its introduction was the consideration of courses and

grouping of courses by the Faculty Committee on Instruc-

tion with a view to their immediate bearing on the present

world situation. The course also has a special place in the

revised scheme for the Interdepartmental Major in Inter-

national Affairs of which Professor Raymond is chairman

and which is at present focused on regional problems.

Earlier in this article it was stated that the Division of
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Social Studies at Sweet Briar is still in its pioneer stage. It

seems too soon to appraise its usefulness fully and

objectively, but some claims can be made at this point.

Divisional organization has made possible majors with

emphasis in particular sections of the Social Studies field,

such as economics and government, which would have

been inadvisable if we had had one-man departments in

these subjects. While the set-up has helped to economize

the services of a small staff, it has also been used to give

students greater variety of instruction in each field, as

courses and instructors cut across old departmental lines.

The Division also offers the staff a vehicle for discussion

of common problems, for knowledge of related courses and

techniques in related fields. At the same time it emphasizes

the responsibility of being conversant with a wide range

of material in order to handle a subject effectively.

In the Social Studies, as in other fields, the deepening of

special interests demands continuous research. And much
of the subject matter calls for knowledge and training

derived from experience in community life, even as the

physical sciences need the use of laboratories. But if the

Division has tried to foster both research and active partici-

pation in public affairs, it is not making an innovation

here, but rather carrying on the traditions of the depart-

ments which composed it.

All the members of the Division staff are working on
long-time projects in the field of their special interests.

Miss Beard is chairman of a committee of the Southern

Sociological Association which is working on standard

tests for introductory courses in Sociology. Mrs Raymond
carries on her study of the first Lord Lytton's

political services, as a continuation of her series of

books on the English poet in politics. Miss Muncy has

recently completed her book on The Junker in the Prussian

Administration under William II, 1888-1914, which is

being published by Brown University. Miss Sanford adds

to her stature as a scholar in the field of ancient mediaeval

culture by her many current contributions to learned

journals. Mr. RohrLch is writing articles which range over

a broad field of public affairs, from Unemployment Com-
pensation to Zionism in World Politics. These may serve as

samples. They illustrate the broad and diverse interests of

the members of the faculty. A fuller list would reflect even

more clearly the varied educational backgrounds of the

group. Miss Muncy's study in Germany, Miss Sanford's

study of the manuscript collections in European hbraries

and in classical countries. Miss Boone's early education in

England, and Mr. Rohrlich's in Vienna all contribute to

the resources of the Division in training the citizen of

today, who is forced to be a citizen of the world as well

as of his state and his country.

On the other hand the growing emphasis on local and

regional studies in the academic world reminds us that

Sweet Briar and the Division also have a tradition of work

and pub'ication in such fields. Mrs. Raymond's most recent

book Captain Lee Hall of Texas, continues to receive

honors as a notable study of the southwest. Miss Eraser's

work on the letters of Arthur Lee has a particular interest

for Virginia as well as for national history. In an earHer

period there are studies by Miss Boone, such as Labor Laivs

in Twelve Southern States, and the pamphlet on Child

Welfare in "Virginia by Miss Beard and Mrs. Wailes.

Miss Beard and Mrs. Wailes continue also to be active

in public affairs in the state of Virginia. Among her many
activities. Miss Beard is now chairman of the Merit System

Council for the State Board of Public Welfare. She or-

ganized the Merit System (civil service) in Virginia several

years ago. Mrs. Wailes has recently been appointed a

member of the Board of Visitors of the University of

Virginia and Mary Washington College.

The war period has also drawn several members of the

faculty into the service of the federal government. Miss

Boone has been appointed a public member of panels to

hear disputes for the National War Labor Board. In the

academic year 1944-1945, Mr. Rohrlich will spend part of

each week in Washington, working with the Office of

Strategic Services. Mr. Wengert, who came to Sweet Briar

in 1941 as Associate Professor, Carter Glass Chair of Gov-
ernment, has been on leave of absence since 1942 to serve

the Office of Price Administration.

As the staff of the Division value opportunities for

research and for experience in community activities, so

they have tried to open similar opportunities to the

students. In this also they have carried on the tradition of

the component departments. Senior seminars offer acquaint-

ance with research techniques and possibilities of cultivating

special interests. In courses such as Labor Problems and the

Field of Social Work, trips to factories or social agencies

provide a laboratory for checking on knowledge gained

from books and classes.

From all of these particulars, it is hoped that readers of

the Alumnae News will be able to picture the Division

of Social Studies as an organization which has the vigor

and flexibility of youth but which is also rooted in the

traditions and particular needs of the College. And since

we look forward as well as backward and are always in

process of formulating plans for the future we would

particularly welcome questions and comments from readers

of the Alumnae News on the developments which have

been described here.

THE STAFF

Dora Neil Raymond, Chairman of the Division of Social Studies

1944-1946. A.B., A.M., University of Texas; Ph.D., Columbia

University. Professor of History. At Sweet Briar since 1925.

Belle Boone Beard, A.B., Lynchburg College; Ph.D., Byrn Mawr
College. Professor of Sociology. At Sweet Briar since 1931.

Gladys Boone, M.A., University of Birmingham, England; Ph.D.,

Columbia University. Professor of Economics. At Sweet Briar since 1951.

Jessie Melville Eraser, A.B., Columbia College, A.M., University of

South Carolina; A.M., Columbia University. Associate Professor of

History. At Sweet Briar since 1926.

Lysbeth W. Muncy, A.B., Vassar College; A.M., Ph.D., Brown Uni-

versity. Instructor in History and Government. At Sweet Briar

since 1943.

Eloise McCaskill Popini, A.B., Mississippi State College for Women;

M.A., Columbia University. Instructor in History. Sweet Briar, 1944.

George F. Rohrlich, Dr. Jur., University of Vienna; Diplome,

Consular Academy of Vienna; Ph.D., Harvard University. Instructor

in Economics and Government. At Sweet Briar since 1942.

Eva Matthews Sanford, A.B., A.M., Ph.D., Radcliffe College.

Associate Professor of History. At Sweet Briar since 193 7.

Bertha Pfister Wailes, A.B., Sweet Briar College; M.A., University of

Virginia. Assistant Professor of Sociology. At Sweet Briar since 1922.
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Announcing the

Mary Kendrick Benedict Scholarship Fund

THIS fall marked the launching of che

largest single project yet undertaken

by the alumnae, the Mary Kendrick

Benedict Scholarship Fund.

As a tribute to Miss Benedict, and to

perpetuate her name and her high academic

standards at Sweet Briar, the plan calls for

establishing a scholarship principal large

enough so that the income from it will

cover tuition fees, in which all of Miss

Benedict's devoted friends and warm
admirers could share.

To all the early students who knew
Miss Benedict and who, under her guidance

helped to build the foundations of the

Sweet Briar of today, it is not necessary

to point out the far-reaching significance

of Miss Benedict's contributions to the

college. But the present and future gener-

ations of students need to be made aware

of her achievements and her ideals.

Proposed last spring and enthusiastically

approved by the Alumnae Council, the

plan is now taking shape. Under the chair-

manship of Marion L. Peele, and with the

assistance of a committee consisting of

one member from the Academy and from

each of the classes from 1910 to 1919, the

campaign to raise the needed funds will

soon be under way. Dr. Connie M. Guion

has accepted with enthusiasm the chair-

manship of the faculty committee, and Dr.

W. E. Rollins is her right-hand man.

Miss Benedict herself was very pleased

to learn about the plan, and when it was presented to her,

she wrote in part:

"Your letter was a most delightful surprise. The estab-

lishment of funds for scholarships—large funds—was one

of my earliest dreams for Sweet Briar, and your message

brings to me that happy feeling one has whenever one

finds that dreams are coming true.

"No undertaking by the alumnae could be more valuable

than making a way for girls of outstanding ability and

integrity to go through college.

"... I am very proud of the Sweet Briar alumnae. Any-
thing that the Trustees, Faculty, and I ever did in starting

Sweet Briar came about because of the truly remarkable

response of the first girls, now alumnae, and the continued

measuring up to the Sweet Briar ideals of all of you who
have become alumnae throughout the years. Of course you

are the College—its purpose and fulfillment, and we look

to you with very great satisfaction.

"Your putting this scholarship foundation in my name
honors me very much, and I thank you from my heart for

allowing me to have this association with you."

Information about the Mary Kendrick Benedict Scholar-

ship Fund, which will be a part of the Alumnae Fund, will

shortly go out to all former students (through the class

of 1919) and to the faculty members who were at Sweet

Briar during Miss Benedict's administration. All other

friends of Sweet Briar's first president are of course wel-

come to share in this scholarship fund.
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Jane Greer Bender, '3 4 Margaret Milam, ex '35 Katherine Spaatz, ex '41 Helen Weitzmann, '29 Mary J. Vrr/Zc.? Pearson. '3 9

Nineteen Alumnae Serving Overseas with Red Cross

FAR from home, in India, Africa, Australia, England,

Hawaii, and on hospital ships, 19 Sweet Briar alumnae
are now serving in the Red Cross Foreign Services as club-

mobile operators, hospital recreation workers, medical social

workers, and staff assistants.

Among the first to go overseas was Nancy Gatch, '39,

whose father is Captain Thomas Gatch of the Navy. Nancy
went to North Africa two years ago as a recreation worker

and secretary with a hospital unit, having given up her

job in the legal department of the WPB to don the blue-

gray uniform of the Red Cross.

Her classmate, Mary Jeffrey Welles, was sent to England

soon afterwards, as a staff assistant in a recreation club.

She was married in England last month to Staff Sergeant

John V. Pearson, AUS. After her graduation from Sweet

Briar, Mary Jeff took her M.F.A. degree at Yale, in the

field of dramatics, and she had been a director of dramatics

at a camp in New Hampshire. Her parents, Lieutenant

Colonel and Mrs. Paul E. Welles live in Lexington, Virginia.

By October 1943, Frances Engeman, ex '2 5, Helen Smith
Miller, '30, and Katherine Spaatz, ex '41, had been added

to the list of Sweet Briar alumnae in the Red Cross Over-
seas Services. Widow of Lt. Paul G. Miller, Army Air

Corps, Helen went to England as a staff assistant, whose
duties are to serve on a clubmobile, bringing doughnuts and

coffee to men on manoeuvres or in camps far from local

recreation centers. Her home is in Sparkill, New York.

"Muffie" Engeman, of Flemington, New Jersey, was
dispatched to North Africa as a medical social worker,

having previously been employed as a medical social case

worker on the staff of the Hospital for Special Surgery,

and as a case worker with the Children's Aid Society, both

in New York.

Major General Carl A. Spaatz's daughter, Katherine, of

Washington, was sent to England as a clubmobile worker.

Before entering the Red Cross she was a secretary in the

office of the chief of the Air Corps at AAF headquarters

in Washington.

Katherine Richards, '39, Montclair, New Jersey, was the

next alumna reported to be overseas, as a staff assistant in

England. Kay had taught in the Little School, Englewood,

New Jersey, and had been a counsellor at Aloha Camp.
Shortly after America's entry into the war, Dorothy

Job Robinson, '21, joined the Red Cross as a recreation

worker in a service men's center, where her American
background made her particularly useful in welcoming
American soldiers and helping them to become acquainted

with their new surroundings. Dorothy, whose home has

been in England for many years, came originally from
Kentucky.

Patricia Balz, '39, Charlottesville, was the first Sweet

Briar graduate to be sent to India by the Red Cross. There

she is serving as a staff assistant in a club. For three years

after her graduation from college, Patty studied dancing

at the Humphrey-Weidman school in New York and was
a member of a troup of dancers.

A trained occupational therapist, with a certificate from
the Boston School of Occupational Therapy, Jane Greer

Bender, '34, enlisted in the Red Cross last year and was

soon sent to England as a hospital recreation worker. Jill

had worked as a occupational therapy aide for the Depart-

ment of Hospitals in New York City, and as a recreation

worker at Albany Academy. Her home is in Albany, New
York.

Helen Weitzmann, '29, a former employment inter-

viewer at New York University and later assistant director

of personnel, North Atlantic Area Office of the Red Cross,

went to North Africa as a staff assistant during the last

spring. Her home is at Mahwah, New Jersey.

Since June, nine more names have been added to the

Red Cross roll on the records of the Sweet Briar alumnae
office. Two of the recent additions are serving aboard

hospital ships, one in the Pacific and one in the Atlantic.

Barbara Munter, '32, whose home is in Seattle, is a hospital

staff aide, and Katherine McMahon, of Huntington, West
Virginia, has recently made her first trip to England as

field director of the Red Cross workers on the ship to

which she is attached. Kattie taught school in Huntington
and was a counsellor at Camp Alleghany, West Virginia,

for several years.

Janet Trosch, Rochester, New York, is the fifth grad-

(Conthuicd on page 1 S

)
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Post-War Education
As if applies to the Education of Women

BY President Glass

PRACTICALLY all the problems arising in the post-

war education of men will also arise in post-war

education of women, though not affecting so large numbers
in many categories.

The women overseas are in such small numbers in com-
parison with men that the cases of shocked and dislocated

personalities due to warfare will be very few. It is also

true that women in the services are older than men and

comparatively few of them are students who have inter-

rupted college study. Many have interrupted graduate or

professional study. There will also be women who have

become interested in college and professional education

because of experiences in connection with their service.

They will need advice, facilities, in some cases, for con-

centrating their preparation into a shorter period than

might have been given to it before the war. Courses the

year round and on an adult level of instruction will be

needed for them, and many of them will seek it in uni-

versities where the average age of students is nearer their

own than in the undergraduate college.

In universities and in co-educational colleges the aims,

methods and attitudes appropriate to men will dominate

the educational philosophy and practice, and women in

these institutions will in large measure adopt the same
points of view, and, whether they do adopt the points of

view or not, they will follow methods and procedures

adapted for the men students. This will be entirely accepted

by the women in professional and vocational education.

Such education is sought to fit one to compete or serve in

areas manned by men and women alike, and the same train-

ing is appropriate.

There have been more younger women in industry than

in the services. These women, if they come into higher

education on the college level, will doubtless choose where

they go on the basis of whether they want technical or

general education. If they want technical education they

will doubtless want it as fast as they can get it. The
assembly line has conditioned them to speed. If they want
general education, most probably they will want just what

a specific job at high speed of production has not given

them, a more leisurely education with time for digestion

and maturation and the evaluation process that can come
only after digestion and maturation.

Women, it is safe to say, will enter professions, business

and trades in greater numbers than before the war,

certainly if the high production for peace that is prophesied

is obtained. For the special kinds of work that the largest

number of women do, the training in food and nutrition,

teaching, secretarial work and salesmanship, is already well

established and probably will be given even greater numbers
of women than before the war. Some new kinds of work
—or new before the war and almost matter-of-course by

now—will be open to them, but almost all kinds of work
within women's strength were already open, some to a

large and some to a very small degree. The numbers of

women so engaged is the new feature.

To lit young women for such work, to train them in

skills, more facilities for vocational training must be avail-

able for them. The call is not so much for new education,

only more of it, and for larger numbers including both

men and women than previously.

Liberal education, however, will still appeal to great

numbers of women, and the increased need to understand

wide and changing relationships will supply a great deal

of the motive power to seek it and assimilate it. There will

still be women who do not enter business, industry or a

profession. There will still be women who take little part

in things outside their homes and their social contacts, but
this number will be sharply decreased, I believe. In increas-

ing numbers women will be active on boards, in committees

and civic and national affairs, in all sorts of serious volun-

teer work, and a new code for the volunteer was already

on its way in before the war. Good will and ignorance as

qualifications for volunteers were already outmoded. Civic

and community activities, if properly done, will demand
knowledge, facility in expression, ability to order material,

understanding of relationships. General education, espe-

cially if highly self-motivated, is an obvious way to get

such abilities.

Since this kind of education is meant for the whole
person it should range as widely and go as deep as will

develop any given individual. Need and opportunities in

professional and vocational education tip the scales in

favor of certain kinds for men and certain kinds for

women, though not any kind that will profit either is

inappropriate; in general education . . . hberal education

. . . the mind, the emotions and the character are con-

cerned, and the material that educates in these spheres is

human, neither masculine nor feminine. Methods and

motivations may vary, though I am one who thinks even

these vary less than some persons maintain.

Women who do not contemplate a profession or a job

concerned with a specific skill will seek this general edu-

cation still to fit them for participation in the hfe around

them as well as for the avenues of pleasure and satisfaction

that it opens. If they seek it in universities or co-educational

schools they may or may not modify it noticeably by con-

siderations of an occupation whether they go into one or

not. If they seek it in separate colleges for women, they

will, I think, be more inclined to bear in mind the kind

of person such education can make of them, the resources

it can supply and the background for after life that it

offers, whether a profession or vocation is adopted or

whether the woman centers her life in a home and the

ramifying activities of her community or in the intellectual

or artistic world, as her gifts may prompt.

(Continued on page 1 1

)
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Great Chinese Teacher Tells of Modern Miracle

A VISION of a new world, a

world which is already taking

shape before our very eyes in at least

one part of the globe, was brought to

Sweet Briar by Dr. Y. C. James Yen,

who last year was named as one of

ten 'modern revolutionaries' for his

great contributions to human welfare,

when he spoke in the Chapel on "Mass
Education and World Peace" on Fri-

day evening, October 20.

Great simplicity linked with deep

conviction characterized the slight,

graceful Dr. Yen's talk, in the course

of which he told the exciting story

of the Mass Education Movement in

China, from its beginnings to the

present day. Beneath the modest out-

lines of that story his audience felt

the dynamic strength of the whole
program of social reconstruction which
Jim Yen, as he is known to countless

numbers of his countrymen and to his many friends in

other parts of the world, has carried out during the past

20 years, gathering vastly increasing momentum after the

start of the war in China.

According to the small man whose shadow is long over

the vast expanse of China, a universal philosophy is not

only important, but it is absolutely essential to world

peace. A global outlook, and the realization that re-

education is necessary at home even more than abroad, are

prime requisites for the development of that universal

philosophy.

""The same four fundamental problems confront all of

the submerged peoples of the world, who comprise three

quarters of the world's population," Dr. Yen pointed out.

"Illiteracy, poverty, diseases, and misgovernment drag

them down, sap their vitality. Eighty percent of the one

billion people of Asia are illiterate, poorly sheltered, poorly

fed, at the mercy of diseases, and very badly governed.

"Three thousand years ago, one of our philosophers

taught that people are the foundation of a nation; if the

foundation is solid, the nation will enjoy tranquility. That
same lesson applies to the entire world. Three-quarters of

that foundation today is rotting. How could you then

expect to build a solid world on this foundation"? he asked.

""The most pressing fundamental task, he continued, is

the leveling upwards of the three-quarters. I do not believe

in the leveling down of the one-quarter, but I do believe

firmly in the leveling up of the lower three-quarters. We
must mobilize the resources, the minds, the techniques,

and the energies of the upper one-quarter to lift up the

remainder of the population."

Dr. Yen, himself a graduate of Yale and Princeton,

offers a plan for this leveling up of the submerged peoples,

a plan which he himself has tried for more than 20 years

in one district (Ting Hsien) in China which became the

laboratory of the Mass Education
Movement. With certain modifica-
tions, the plan, he believes, can be used
in all parts of the world where masses
of illiterate people are dragging down
the general level of civilization.

"'The first important step in this

process is education for enlighten-
ment. Not just any education, but
the right kind of education, to stim-
ulate the mind of the people. Once
this is started the other forces of social

reconstruction will develop naturally.

"Teaching basic learning is easy. In
our movement in China we spent only
six years on that part of the program.
We have, however, spent 16 years on
social reconstruction, educating the
people to reconstruct themselves."

In tracing the work he has directed,
Dr. Yen said, "There was great need
for the teaching of agricultural

methods, for improving and increasing the produce of the
land. That led into another problem, that of business
management, which the people must learn if they are not
to lose all the benefits they may gain through increased
production. Credit co-operatives and marketing co-
operatives were set up, giving the people a chance to

manage their business affairs themselves, and together.

Rural industries were needed and were developed, and
throughout the entire program, pubhc health work was
carried on among the people and then by the people

themselves.

'"After they have learned to run all these things them-
selves," Dr. Yen pointed out, "'they are ready to undertake

seJf-government, ready for political as well as social

democracy."

A basic approach to basic problems, which are uni-

versal, is the great need of today. Dr. Yen believes. Speak-

ing with great earnestness and with vivid, forceful gestures,

the man who is directly responsible for the fact that

millions of his countrymen have become hterate in the

last 20 years . . . emphasized his belief that a universal

philosophy of social reconstruction is the only factor which
can keep the world out of another great war. He does not

believe that a universal language is necessary but rather

that a few generally used languages, such as English,

Spanish, Chinese, and Russian, will help to make possible

a greater feeling of world unity in the future.

As a Yale classmate and intimate friend of Professor

Joseph E. Barker, head of the Romance Languages depart-

ment, Jim Yen found Sweet Briar eager to meet him and

ready with questions. During the day he spent on campus

he talked to many members of the community, and he

succeeded in sweeping Sweet Briar off its individual and

collective feet.
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On Qampus

SWEET BRIAR'S thirty-ninth academic session was
opened with the traditional formal convocation, on

Friday evening, September 15, with President Theodore H.
Jack of Randolph-Macon Woman's College as the speaker.

Under the title, "The Shape of Things to Come," Dr. Jack
told his hearers of some of the many problems which will

need to be solved in the years ahead, problems of the peace

itself, of economic reorganization in the world as well as

at home, of government and politics in this democracy,
and of problems which face educational institutions, par-

ticularly the liberal arts colleges.

Winners of the Freshman Competitive Tuition Scholar-

ships were announced, as follows: Marion Agnes Bower
and Closey Virden Faulkner, Richmond; Helen Blair

Graves and Jane Ransom, Roanoke; Frances L. Robb,
Williamsburg, who also won the Virginia Latin Tournament
Scholarship of $100; Elizabeth C. Bramham, Fort Thomas,
Kentucky; Mary V. Grigsby, Phoenix, Arizona. Virginia

Holmes, Whitehaven, Tennessee; Josephine R. Neal, Oak
Park, Illinois; Pamela J. Terry, New York; Caroline G.

Rankin, Louisville, Kentucky; Eleanor Belden Johnson,

Scarsdale, New York. Five of these girls are graduates of

public high schools.

Junior Honors, awarded to the highest ranking students

in the junior class, went to Dorothy Sue Caldwell, Tampa,
Florida; Beatrice Margaret Dingwell, Washington; Lois

Rosenzweig, Welch, West Virginia; and Margaret Gaines

Swann, Winter Haven, Florida.

The Roth Quartet opened the lectures and concerts series

for this year with a concert on Friday night, October 5,

and they played informally for almost two hours in the

A. A. Room of the gymnasium the next morning.

Dr. William Starr Myers, professor of political science

at Princeton, gave the first lecture, on "Democracy and

Political Parties," on the following Friday evening, and

the next week's speaker was Y. C. James Yen, originator

of the Mass Education Movement in China, an internation-

ally known educator who brought to Sweet Briar the excit-

ing story of his work in China and its significance for the

rest of the world. He spoke on "Mass Education and World
Peace."

Other important events on the fall calendar include a

piano recital by Rosalyn Tureck and a Thanksgiving

evening program by Ruth Draper.

Excitement ran high over the debate, "Resolved: that

Franklin D. Roosevelt shall be Re-elected" which was

sponsored by the Study and Discussion Groups on Post

War and Current Problems. Six students took part in the

debate, which was held in Grammer Common Room on

October 19.

To those alumnae who
have not had the good

fortune to meet them, we
present the Lymans, pic-

tured on the steps of

their hospitable home.

Both Dean Lyman and

her husband, Dr. Eugene

W. Lyman, professor-

emeritus of Union Theo-

logical Seminary, are

fond of receiving stu-

dents at their informal

Monday evening "at

homes" throughout the

academic year and they

are deservedly popular

hosts.

"Nine Girls" is the play chosen by Paint and Patches as

their first production this year, scheduled for October 26
and 27. This murder-mystery play, with its cast of college

girls who are spending a weekend in a mountain cabin, is

also the first production under the direction of Mrs. Eliza-

beth Worman Mogge, who is taking the place of Miss Lisa

Rauschenbusch, on leave to continue her studies at Cornell.

"Still Life with a Copper Pot," an oil painting by
Patricia Stickney, '44, was exhibited at Sweet Briar this

fall in the space designated for one-picture exhibits in

Academic. It is the first time since the picture-of-the-week

exhibit was started a year or more ago that an alumna's

work has been hung there.

Pat, whose home is in Toledo, Ohio, was graduated from
Sweet Briar last spring, with a major in International

Affairs. She studied painting in college under Edward M.
Linforth, and the still-life which is now on exhibit was
executed last year. It was one of four works sent from
Sweet Briar to the Virginia Colleges Art Exhibition at the

Museum of Art in Richmond last spring, where it attracted

considerable and favorable comment.

The composition is built upon a strong two-dimensional

pattern, with heavy hnes and desaturated colors contribut-

ing to its interest and integration.

Pat is now attending the New York School of Social

Work.

Cleaning House?

The seniors wish to rent caps, gowns and hoods.

Yours can be useful and profitable to the Alumnae
Office if you are willing to contribute them. They
will be kept in good condition for that time when
you will come back for reunion and march again

in the Academic procession.
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SPECIAL LIBRARIES
Betty Joy Cole, '2

1

Librarian, Calco Chemical Division, American Cynamid Co.

SPECIAL libraries are no longer in their infancy. They
came into being because there was a very definite

need for them and their growth has been increasing steadily

ever since their incep-

tion. Special libraries,

especially those in the

fields of business and

science, have an im-

portant role today and

will continue to have

one in the years to

come. The librarian

who is responsible for

the organizing and

functioning of such a

library is wide-awake,

keenly aware of the

many problems to be

faced, and is meeting

the challenge of a

shifting order with

poise and confidence.

A special library is

just what the name
implies—a library composed of a collection of material

which has been gathered for the purpose of meeting par-

ticular requirements. Such libraries are to be found in

government agencies, whether federal, state, or municipal,

departments of universities, museums, hospitals, historical

societies, research institutes, special departments of public

libraries, and in all types of business as advertising, banking,

newspapers, public utilities, insurance companies, trans-

portation companies, and manufacturing concerns. The
chief differences between a special and a pubHc library are

that the clientele served is fewer in number, their interests

are not as diversified as those of the general public, and

the collection does not attempt to cover as many different

subjects.

The objectives of all sjjecial libraries are the same: to

have information in the subject fields of interest on hand

and to have it readily available upon demand. Although

the particular means by which these objectives are obtained

may vary with the type of library and the ideas of the

person who is responsible for the functioning of the library,

the fundamentals of the work and the sort of work done

is similar in all.

The collection is the back-bone of the library. This is

made up of books, periodicals, pamphlets, catalogs, re-

prints, patents, clippings, photostats, and microfilms. Which

of these will be the strong and which the weak part of

the collection depends upon the type of library and the

sort of information required. A newspaper library's strength

is in the clipping file; periodicals and patents are the strong

points of the Hbrary in a chemical manufacturing com-

pany; while others will stress trade catalogs, government

publications, or some other form of material which is of
particular interest.

The selection of material must be made carefully to

ensure the acquiring of what is needed. It is not the size

of the collection but the quality of information that

counts. A book that is unused represents money thrown
away while one that is always "out" is earning its cost

many times over. No matter how excellent the collection

may be if the information contained in it is not readily

available, it is of little value. There must be a uniform
system of classifying, cataloging, and indexing of all

material in the library.

Classifying and indexing of material is an important
part of the librarian's work and must be done thoroughly.

To do this well, does not mean that one must work by
hard and fast rules but rather that the interests of the

organization must form the basis and be the guide. The
interests of the organization come first, last, and all the

time. Any rules or methods learned in training must be

adapted to fit the needs of the library rather than the

library being made to conform to rules.

The answering of reference questions forms a large

part of the library work. A reference question can be

considered as one which requires more or less search of

source material by a member of the library staff. The
amount of time required to answer such questions will

vary with the material available and how well the librarian

knows the sources.

It is impossible for any one library to have all the

material which may be needed. Therefore, it is up to the

librarian to know where material, which is not used fre-

quently enough to be a part of the collection, can be

obtained. A librarian never says, "I can't get it," until

every possible source and several impossible ones have

been exhausted.

Other work carried on in a special library is translation,

preparation of bibliographies, ordering of all library mate-

rial, "weeding out" material no longer of value, abstract-

ing, preparing a library bulletin, calling attention of

people to articles of particular interest, scanning all printed

matter received, keeping records of books and periodicals,

circulating periodicals to employees, maintaining a subject

file of material in the library, checking book orders issued

by other departments, subscribing to periodicals, keeping

up memberships in professional and business associations,

answering any and all questions, helping individuals find

information, suggesting material to those interested in

specific subjects, and encouraging the non-professional

person to make use of the hbrary. In addition there are

dozens of other things which may seem trivial but do a

great deal to make the library the first thought of anyone

who wants an answer to questions ranging from placing

quotations by unknown authors to the method used by

head-hunters for preserving their specimens.

The first requisite for this type of work is a good
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knowledge of the field of interest and some knowledge of

related subjects. With physical chemistry and chemical

physics, biochemistry and pharmaceutical chemistry, there

is an intermingling of the natural and physical sciences with

no definite demarkation between them. In the financial

field, foreign and domestic commerce, stabilization of cur-

rency, and laws affecting government revenues all have a

part. So it is with other fields, no one of which can be

segregated from those which are closely related or have a

t>earing upon the main subject interest.

Languages are important, especially so in scientific work.

The stand-by in the field of science is German because of

the vast amount of work done and reported. The coming

languages are Spanish and Russian due to the increasing

interest in Latin American trade and to the increasing out-

put of scientific literature from the Soviet. Some Latin,

Greek, or both will not come amiss. These will help in a

better understanding of the correct derivations of many
words and terms. In fact, almost any subject will prove of

use sooner or later in library work. For the rest, a broad

general education plus library training equips an individual

for a career in the special library field.

There are certain personal characteristics which are an

asset to the special librarian. The ability to meet and get

along well with all kinds of people, tact, patience, imagina-

tion, persistence, thoroughness, adaptability, and vision are

traits which are of inestimable value and are needed every

day. The detail which is necessary for the smooth function-

ing of the library takes patience and thoroughness; the

search for an answer which seems impossible to obtain needs

pcrserverance and imagination; the polite but firm hand
which is needed to get material back to the library de-

mands tact. Changes which result from new subject in-

terests or which are caused by a change in company policy

call forth your power to adapt yourself to present needs

or trends whatever they may be. The Librarian must have
the proper perspective of his job and see the relationship of

the work of his particular department to that of the

organization as a whole. The librarian must be trustworthy.

In private industry, there are many items of a confidential

nature of which the librarian knows. He must keep such

information strictly within the company and never reveal

in any way that he has any knowledge of such private

matters. To be alert to what may happen tomorrow, to

judge from trade notes, news items, government directives,

or any other source what may be important next week,

next month, or even next year requires vision. The librarian

must be able too to make use of what ability he has and, if

needed, to develop characteristics which he never thought

he had.

Post-War Education

(ContiiiucJ from page 7

)

What can institutions do to meet the needs of women in

education after the warl Admit them freely to study

anything that is taught if they are prepared to do the

work and tvish it. Teach them when in mixed classes exactly

as men are taught. Teach them, if in separate classes, with

the greatest skill and I'igor attainable and the highest form

of motivation that can be induced—and demand much of

them. Everything that she learns is useful to a woman
because society does not permit her to curtail her many-
sidedness even when she attains distinction in a specific pro-

fession. Young women in college should catch the meaning

and the force of this in their years of formal education.

Laura Drake Lill used to put in a very persuasive way the

need for women to open doors in their first leisure, as she

called the years of higher education, in order that they

might be able in their second leisure, after their children

are older and need an alive, wise, interesting rather than

a doting parent, to take up and carry on useful and

rewarding pursuits. Anything that can be done to induce

women to believe in the age of few or no servants and

plenty of gadgets that there is time and opportunity to

keep intellectual vitality alive is true education.

In the field of adult education it seems likely that

women will participate as much as ever they once did in

the women's club fashion, but now with more sustained

study on a more serious level of achievement.

America seems ready for a revival of interest and effort

beyond anything that has been done before in phases of adult

education, and much of it will be developed for women.
It looks probable that there will be need for the same

kinds of colleges as previously. Some will devote them-
selves to one kind of education, some to another, others

to a combination of one, two or three kinds, and the

universities will continue their wide offerings in as many
fields as they find themselves equipped to teach. All this

is as it should be. The only great pity would be for all

institutions to try to do the same thing. There will be an

impulse toward this, especially for the liberal and general

type to add vocational education under the sense of its

immediate need. There must be much vocational educa-

tion, and it can be given along with general education.

There must also be much general liberal education and it

gets a better show for the attention of the student when
it precedes the vocational, which has an immediacy of

appeal more easily recognized and measurable. The diversity

of many kinds of institutions and enough of them to teach

the students in not too enormous masses seem the im-

portant things.

Who will pay the bill?

Again this will be for women on the same basis as for

men—parents, the individual herself, contributing scholar-

ship-minded groups, the county or city, the state—perhaps

to a much greater degree than formerly, the Federal Gov-
ernment will pay the bill. I believe there is a better way
than by Federal funds, but I feel a bit lonesome often in

this belief when fellow-educators are discussing the matter.
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Our 'Sosom Swe/Is Ipoith T^ride . . .

THEIR sisters and their cousins and their aunts, not to

mention their mothers, seem to have exerted some
influence on 34 students who entered Sweet Briar this fall.

Ten are daughters of former students, 9 are sisters of

present students or alumnae, 12 claim alumnae as cousins,

and several have one or more aunts who once attended

Sweet Briar.

Two of the alumnae daughters, Closey Faulkner, Rich-

mond, and Helen Graves, Roanoke, were among the 12

winners of competitive freshman tuition scholarships.

Their mothers, Isabel "Fritzi" Virden and Margaret Bur-

well, were members of the same class, 1923. Sally Davis,

Columbus, Georgia, is another freshman whose mother
Louise Garrard, was in that class.

Edith Scannell, Mount Vernon, New York, is the daugh-
ter of Fanny Ellsworth Scannell, '21, who was president

of the Alumnae Association from 1940 to 1942, and
Elvira Rose Whitehead, Amherst, is the daughter of the

most recent graduate. Her mother, Gertrude Khisley

Whitehead, finished her interrupted college course this

year, having received her degree from Sweet Briar on
May 29.

Sylvia Yale Schively, Richmond, Indiana, is the daughter

of Helen Nicholson, ex '15; Margaret Milwee's mother,

now living in Montgomery, Alabama, was Margaret Cov-
ington, class of 1924; and Cynthia Ann Harding's mother
was the former Serena Giesecke, ex '26, of San Antonio,

Texas. Her aunt, Claire Giesecke Walker, graduated from
Sweet Briar in 1930.

Two former Academy students are now sending their

daughters to college, in the new freshman class. The girls

are Betty Leffel, Evanston, Illinois, daughter of Catherine

Poague, and Mary Florence Ludington, Pelham Manor,

New York, daughter of Mary Bedford Harris.

Following in the footsteps of older sisters are ten students

who matriculated this fall, three of whom have sisters in

the present senior class. Marion Bower, winner of a com-
petitive freshman scholarship, is the sister of Ann, editor

of the Sweet Briar News. Their home is in Richmond.
Martha Jean Frye, Hickory, North Carolina, will have

the help of her sister Mary Kathryn in getting acquainted

with her new surroundings, and Patricia Traugott's sister,

Mary Perkins, is one of the senior house presidents. They
are from Norfolk.

Drusilla Christian, Annapolis, is the sister of Anna
Ridgeway Christian, ex '44, Louise DeVore's sister, Dorothy,

was graduated in May and Constance Somervell's sister

Susan was also among the 1944 graduates. Her oldest

sister, Mary Anne Somervell, was graduated in 1941.

Mary Louise Lloyd, Downingtown, Pennsylvania, is the

younger sister of Lucy Lloyd, '41, who was president of

Student Government, and Nancy Moses, Little Rock, was

preceded at Sweet Briar by her sisters; Mary ex '34, and

Frances, '40, who is now Mrs. Lawson Turner, Jr. Faith

Mattison's sister Edith, was a member of the class of 1945,

and Malloy Wright, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, is the half-

sister of Irene Gage, ex '44.

When it comes to cousins who have attended or are

now attending Sweet Briar, Maddin Lupton, Chattanooga,

U. S. ARMY I'HOTO

WAC Captain Mary P. Johnston (Center), of New
York, is a spectator at the Eighth Air Force championship

swimming meet in England.

Captain Johnston is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry A.

Johnston, 40 East 8 8th Street, New York. She is a graduate of

Todhunter and Sweet Briar. She enlisted in the WAC in July, 1942,

and was commissioned upon graduation from WAC Officers Candidate

School at Fort Des Moines, Iowa.

She came to England in May, 1944, and since then has been a watch

officer in the War Room at headquarters of the Eighth Air Force. Her

duties are to receive and compile information on the daily operations

of Eighth Air Force fighters and bombers against Nazi targets.

claims no less than eight, and Eleanor Johnson, Scarsdale,

New York, also has quite a few relatives who are Sweet

Briar alumnae. Eleanor is a grandniece of President Glass.

Ann Minor and Elma Collins Lile, Seattle, are the

cousins of Maude Carson Tucker Drane, '38, and Lile

Tucker, ex '45, and also of Maria Tucker who is a sopho-

more. They are the daughters of Mrs. Minor Lile,

Sarah Pearre, Pikesville, Maryland, is a cousin of Jane

Goolrick, '41; Julia Ann Blakey, York, Pennsylvania, is a

cousin of Mary Frueauff, '37; Westray Battle Boyce, Pooles-

ville, Maryland, is Jessamine Boyce's cousin; Patricia

Cansler, Charlotte, North Carolina, is a cousin of Julia

B. Scott, A., and Jean Carroll, ex '41, and the niece of

Sarah Cansler, A.; Clarita Ann Fonville, Houston, is a

cousin of Laura Williams, ex '41; McCall Henderson,

Washington, is a cousin of Jane Collins, '37; Indiana Bain

Lindsay, Norfolk, is a cousin of Ethel Charles Lindsay,

'42; and Dorothy Williams, Greensboro, North Carolina,

is a cousin of Isabell Wade Reynolds, '3 3.

Constance Conover, Lake Charles, Louisiana, is a niece

of the late Elizabeth Conover Grattan, '31, and Mary Jane

Luke, Covington, Virginia, is a niece of Isabel Luke Witt,

'19.
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Miss Glass Heads W.S.S.F. Scholarships Given to Sweet Briar

NEWEST of Miss Glass' national offices is the presi-

dency of the World Student Service Fund, to which

she was elected last spring for a year's term. She had

previously served as vice-president of the organization.

The World Student Service Fund, whose present organ-

ization was begun in 1937, had its actual beginnings in

the first World War. The program was then known as

European Student Relief, since the work was largely con-

fined to the continent of Europe. Money was raised in this

country in the name of the Student Friendship Fund. In

192 5, International Student Service was created on the

foundation of European Student Relief, and in the period

between the wars it carried on student aid work.

Headquarters of World Student Relief are in Switzer-

land, with administering committees for student relief in

Geneva, Chungking, New York, and London. Appeals for

funds are made to college and university students and
faculties, and the money is spent on persons in those same
categories in many different parts of the world. Student

refugees, internees, and prisoners of war, are the chief

groups to whom aid is given. In China, for example, it

takes the form of supplementary food, work relief projects,

health aid, the establishment of Student Service Centers,

and hundreds of special needs arising out of special

circumstances.

Of the Student Service Centers now in existence in 12

university centers in China, most of which are extremely
isolated, one is being maintained this year through funds
raised last year at Sweet Briar by the students and faculty.

Located at Chekiang University, the Sweet Briar Center
provides a place where students may find room to sit and
talk, to read precious books and magazines, and where they
may find such necessities as a barber shop and bathing
facilities. Sweet Briar's gift of $1,5 00 made possible the

establishment of the Chekiang Center.

TWO named tuition scholarships have been added to

Sweet Briar's small and precious list of such gifts

during 1944, and both of them are of special interest to

alumnae.

The William States Lee Scholarship was awarded under

that name for the first time this fall, although a smaller

scholarship, given anonymously, had been available for the

past five years when Martha Lcc Williamson, '25, gave

$5,000 to establish a scholarship at Sweet Briar, stiptdating

at the time that she did not wish to have her gift made
public. Last January she wrote to Dean Lyman that she

had saved sufficient funds to double the principal, and that

she wished to have the scholarship named for her father.

Her very generous gift which came as an unsolicited

expression of her loyal interest in Sweet Briar, as well as

of her realization of the need for endowed scholarships,

was received only two months before her death in June.

The first holder of the William States Lee Scholarship in

its new form is Katherine Street, Chattanooga, a sopho-

more who was one of 15 members of her class to win
Freshman Honors at the end of the first semester last year.

The other endowed scholarship, which also carries a

principal of $10,000, was given by Mr. and Mrs. Ernest

Myers of New Orleans in memory of their daughter, Jean
Campbell Myers, '34, whose name it carries. By making it

possible for other girls to develop their capacities for learn-

ing much as Jean did at Sweet Briar, Mr. and Mrs. Myers

chose a fitting and far-reaching tribute to Jean's lively

spirit. The first holder of the Jean Campbell Myers Scholar-

ship is Leila Semple Fellner, North Branford, Connecticut,

a junior who held a Competitive Freshman Tuition Scholar-

ship when she entered Sweet Briar. Her special extra-class

interests are dramatics and writing; she has had leading

roles in several plays and she is a frequent contributor to

the Bramblcr.

Recent Gifts to the Library

DURING the past few months, the Mary Helen
Cochran Library has received several gifts of books,

welcome additions to the collection, from alumnae or

relatives of alumnae.

In memory of Karl Young, professor of English at Yale,

Mrs. Young has given The Warner Library, a standard
literary reference set consisting of 30 volumes, and a con-
siderable number of miscellaneous pamphlets, monographs
and reprints relating to English studies, in addition to

learned journals in the field of literature. All of them
were in the late Professor Young's library. Mrs. Young's
gift was proffered through Mrs. Karl Young, Jr., (Cynthia
Noland, '40.)

Approximately 100 books, including reference works,
novels, biographies, and poetry, were given to the Mary
Helen Cochran Library by Mrs. Charles T. Lee and her

daughter, Edna Lee Cox, '26, from their own library.

With money given to the Library by the Alumnae

Association in memory of the late William Bland Dew, the

following books have been purchased and catalogued:

Left Hand, Right Hand, by Osbert Sitwell; Against

Oblivion, by Sheila Birkenhead; Come Slowly Eden (a

biographical novel about Emily Dickinson) by Laura

Benet; Four Score Years, by G. G. Coulton. A number of

other books have been ordered, also in the category of

biography or autobiography, in accordance with Mrs.

Dew's preference, and the library is making a special effort

to include books about Virginians.

Another gift to the Library was sent by an alumna and
her husband at the time of Martha Lee Williamson's death,

in recognition of Martha's own great interest in Sweet Briar.

At intervals during the past year the Library has been

the recipient of books sent by alumnae, including a good
many which are gifts from Mary Clark Rogers, ex '13.

Among others, she included an autographed copy of

Wendell WiUkie's One World.
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Alumnae in the News
Margaret A. Ribble, M.D., who took her bachelor's

degree at Sweet Briar in 1913, has pubhshed a book "The
Rights of Infants." Her findings are based on eight years

of study and research in children's hospitals and maternity
hospitals in Boston, New York, and Vienna. It is Dr.
Kibble's contention that loving and caressing are as

physically necessary to infants as feeding, bathing, sun and
vitamins. Her book, published by the Columbia University
Press, was condensed into an article in the August, 1944,

issue of the Ladic$' Home Journal.

Bertha Pfister Wailes, '17, is one of four women
appointed by Governor Darden to the enlarged Board of

Visitors of the University of Virginia this summer. Her
appointment coincided with the incorporation of Mary
Washington College, Fredericksburg, as the woman's college

of the University.

This recognition of the work which Bertha Wailes has

for years been quietly carrying on in the county and in

the state is reason for congratulations. The list of her

activities and interests is too long to include here, but it

covers membership on the State Farm Labor Committee,
the Virginia Rural Health and Medical Care Committee;
Community Service Chairman of the county Price and
Rationing Board; member of the executive committee of

the Red Cross; past president of the Federation of Home
Demonstration Clubs.

At Sweet Briar, where Bertha began teaching German
and sociology in 1922, she is now assistant professor of

sociology and serves on two important committees, Scholar-

ships and Admissions.

President McVea was the first woman to invade the

masculine stronghold of the Board, having been appointed

for a four year term in 1922 and President Glass followed

her for a brief period.

From Washington comes news of the appointment of

Vivienne Barkalow Hornbeck, '18, as Dean of Women of

the American University. Dean Hornbeck began her new
duties on September 1 and she has already instituted a

plan whereby students are serving as volunteers in social

agencies in the city. Her staff consists of an assistant dean,

five graduate student assistants, and a secretary.

Hard on the heels of this news came word of her hus-

band's appointment as Ambassador to The Netherlands.

Vivienne hopes to be able to join him abroad at Christmas

time for a brief vacation.

Lucile Barrow Turner, ex '20, continues to work hard

at her favorite war job, entertaining service personnel

with her Negro songs and stories. Her full schedule proves

that the men (and women) are always clamoring for more.

As entertainment chairman of the American Red Cross

Camp and Hospital Council for Camp Pickett, at Blacks-

burg, Virginia, Lucile has arranged many programs and

has taken part in them, too. She has sung at the Stage Door

Canteen in Washington and in army camps as far west as

Texas. Her program in Cleveland last May, under the
auspices of the Sweet Briar alumnae club, was such a

success that she is having a return engagement November
17, and the Cincinnati alumnae are also going to give their

friends a chance to hear Lucile's unique entertainment
November 15.

In the world of beauty-business, Elinor Guthrie Mc-
Vickar, ex '21, is again making news. Since September she
has been advertising manager and director of the Dorothy
Gray Laboratories. For the past nine years she has been
associated with Harper's Bazaar, first as fashion editor and
more recently as beauty editor. Before that she was em-
ployed in the advertising department of Saks-Fifth Avenue.

Landscape architect Elsetta Gilchrist Barnes, '27, has

been named acting director of the Cleveland Garden
Center. Two years ago she served as assistant director.

The Garden Center is operated as a municipal project, in

connection with the city park system. For the past nine

years Elsetta has been associated with two other women in

the practice of landscape architecture in Cleveland, and
she has been the consulting landscapist for Sweet Briar as

well. She is also one of the two alumnae members on the

Board of Overseers of the College.

Virginia Franke Davis, ex '27, is touring the country
with the play, "Kiss and Tell," and she was interviewed by
the Richmond Times-Dispatch soon after the beginning of

her tour with the company. She had given up her career

in the theater several years ago, but resumed it this fall

with the hope of getting overseas eventually. Incidentally,

she is most eager to see Sweet Briar alumnae wherever she

goes. Watch for "Kiss and Tell" in your town.

Author Martha Lee Poston, '3 0, has published her second

book, "The Girl Without a Country," which is the story

of an American girl who grew up in China and remained

there after the war began, to help her medical miissionary

father. Martha's book, called a novel for teen age girls, is

published by Thomas Nelson and Sons, and it was chosen

as a Junior Literary Guild Book. Martha's first book, for

small children, was entitled Ching-Li. She has found time

to write several other children's stories while bringing up
her own children, Patsy and Charlie. Her husband. True-

hart Poston, is a Naval lieutenant on sea duty. Their home
is near Sweet Briar.

Portraits of young war heroes by Jean Van Vliet Spencer,

A., formed the major part of the opening exhibition at the

Creative Arts Gallery, Charlottesville, this fall. Mae Speed

Sexton, ex '26, and her mother entertained at tea at the

gallery in honor of the painter, who has executed portraits

of Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Whitney, among other prominent

New Yorkers.
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Success School for Alumnae Clubs

SOMETHING new under the sun has been invented in

the way of alumnae club projects!

Last spring the Richmond Alumnae Club undertook

to canvass its membership in connection with the Fifth

War Loan Drive, urging them to buy bonds for Sweet

Briar's endowment. Each alumna on the list was called on

by a member of the committee, with the result that 52

alumnae bought or pledged bonds or gave money toward

their purchase. Twenty-five of them had already con-

tributed to the Alumnae Fund earlier in the year.

Eleven parents and friends of alumnae also bought

bonds for Sweet Briar, bonds whose maturity value is

$3,044. Most of the bonds were Series F, but enough cash

was also contributed so that three Series G (interest bear-

ing) bonds could be purchased.

Anita Loving, '41, and her hard-working committee

deserve much praise and the Richmond Alumnae Club
is to be congratulated upon its success. The purchasers have

invested their money wisely and they have helped swell

the total of the Alumnae Fund for 1943-44 to a record

high.

Other clubs, please copy!

Singing for Sweet Briar is one of the things Lucile

Barrow Turner, ex '20, says she likes best to do, and

judging by the enthusiasm which she created at her first

benefit concert in Cleveland, sponsored by the Cleveland
Alumnae Club, Sweet Briar will see to it that she keeps

on doing just that.

Cleve'and heard Lucile in a noon-day program, and she

succeeded so well in winning her audience that the alumnae

knew they would have to have her come again, that their

friends who had heard her would be their best press agents.

Added feather in several caps was the fact that two other

women's organizations tried to engage Lucile for future

programs!

Mrs. Homer Jewett (Helen Pennock, ex '14) was the

able chairman of the committee which made the arrange-

ments and the hard work which she and her 12 cohorts

put into it was justified by their success. In her report

Mrs. Jewett wrote: "Our working group is small. We are

all ages . . . 90% of us are doing volunteer work two,

three or four days a week plus our own house work. So

having a Sweet Briar Benefit was just one more thing to

do and no one was very enthusiastic about the work
entailed. We knew you were counting on us to help again

this year, so something had to be done."

Fairly Good News Dept.

WE really meant it when we told you there was no

more Cauldon Sweet Briar china available, because

we had been told there wasn't. But we have just received

news of a limited supply of items which are still lying

around in the Boston warehouse of Jones, McDuffee and

Stratton. Orders will be filled in the order in which they

are received at the Alumnae Office! Here is the inventory:

Blue Green Mulberry .

per Item

Service Plates 13 $1.50

Tea Plates 21 12 1 1.00

Bread and Butter Plates 40 .75

Tea Cups
Tea Saucers 8 .5

Bouillon Cups 26 15 .90

Bouillon Saucers 26 36 .60

After Dinner Coffee Cups 77 .60

After Dinner Coffee Saucers 72 .40

Cream Soup Cups 18 9 1 .90

Cream Soup Saucers 18 9 .60

Teapot 1 1 4.00

Sugar Bowls 6 3.25

Cream Pitchers 2 2 2.25

Shipping charges will be collected on dehvery.

Make checks payable to the Sweet Briar Alumnae Asso-

ciation to cover china only.

That ladies, is an example of the loyal spirit which counts

for so much in alumnae affairs!

Result: Cleveland is having Lucile Barrow Turner again,

in a much larger hall, on November 17, and Cincmnati,

under the chairmanship of Nida Tomlin Watts, '40, is

sponsoring her first appearance there on November 15.

Mrs. Jewett, in speaking of other clubs which might

sponsor a Turner concert, concluded: "Urge them to do

it for their own benefit and pleasure. We need to hear

more people like her these days."

An encouraging number of alumnae clubs gave teas in

the summer for entering students. News came in about

these parties in Toledo, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Norfolk,

Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, and Richmond, and there may
have been others we hadn't heard about. The new students

reported that they enjoyed and appreciated the chance to

meet the alumnae and present students in their cities.

Flask! Glass !

Those tall Sweet Briar glasses you have been begging for can now be ordered at $6.00 per dozen ($.60 each) with this

difference in pattern: regular base instead of heavy sham base.

Ash trays ($.60) and cigaret boxes ($1.25) are also available, they say!

You will be billed for the glass and for shipping costs when your order is ready for shipping.

We have no idea how long this happy condition will last. Orders will be filled as received in the Alumnae Office.



Eleventh Annual Report of Alumnae Fund 1943-44
Total Gifts to the Alumnae Fund of the Sweet Briar

Alumnae Association $ 9,159.10

Gifts made direct to Sweet Briar College by three alumnae 6,05 0.00

Total of Alumnae Giving 1943-1944 $15,209.10
Gifts Classified by Allocation

To Endowment: 1942-43 1943-44

War stamps converted to G bonds, F. Bonds $4,973.75 $ 5,959.00

To the Current Funds of the College:

Cash gifts 1,839.37 3,200.10

Gifts Classified by Source
Gifts from individual alumnae 5,465.15 6,878.60

Alumnae Club gifts 761.88 1,048.00
(from 15 clubs) (from 12 clubs)

China, glass and magazine profits 370.21 2 57.50

From miscellaneous sources and friends of

alumnae 35.88 975.00

Number of contributors (including $ 9,159.10

all life members 926 1,103

Number of life members contributing to current Alumnae Fund 60

Contributors to the Alumnae Fund '43-'44 B.-nha Piiuer Waiics**

L.M. Life Member. 5""'. '^°,'^"'"» TaKaferro

,,,„,.^^, , 1^ -I . Bessie » huiet Towsen*
L.M.C. Life Member and Contributor m 1943-1944. ,„,„ .,
. r- i. 11 c c 1'18 S109.75* Contributors who have eiven lor nve years. ,,. . „ , , „ , , ^^„ ., , ,

°. - Vivienne Barkalow Hornbeck***'' Contributors who have given tor ten years. Uog Bowers Joel

(Beginning with class of 1910 the first name listed is the Cornelia Carroll Gardner. L.M.C.

Fund Agent '^"'>' fi"'"' Jose. L.M.
Cilia Guggenheimer Nusbaum

ACADEMY S361.75 Margaret Tkomas Kruesi, L.M. Dorothy C. Harrison"

Mary Armmrong McClary, L.M.C. L""''" Wilson* Elizabeth Loiiman Hall, L.M.

Clara Bakfr Baekus 191.3 S79.50 Catherine Marshall Shuler. L.M.C.

Anna Be,,ridge Leake. L.M.» .\,„„ pj^^;,. R„„ers Marianne Martin**

Gertrude B.lhuber, L.M. Eugen a Bufinglon Walcott. L.M. Margaret McVey, L.M.C.**

Helen Bracken Owen-Snuth, L.M. giijabelh Craven Westcott, L.M.
J?"'''

"™'' L.M.C.

Bessie Brown Lindsey Margaret Ballon Kirk. L.M. Charlotte Seai.er Kelsey

Nannie Claiborne Hudson Elizabeth Franke Balls**
Bessie M. S.ms

Emma Clyde Hodge, L.M. Elizabeth Crammer Torrey** Eleanor Smilh Walter, L.M.

Helen Dittenhaver. L.M. g^e Hardie Bell* ''*" "'""^"r Castner. L.M.C.

Margaret Duval Handy, L.M. Eleanor Koon Campbell* 1919 Sl.37.75
Claud.ne Crj^n Holcomb** Helen Lam/rom -Neiman, L.M. f,„ ^VLnd Agent
G.n.an Goodal Comer Lucille Marshall Boethelt. L.M. Henrietta Anderson. L.M.Mana Gar,h

'"f"-
>«• Mary Pinkerton Kerr** Katharine Block**

Edith Harper Collier* Frances Ruhardson Pitcher, L.M. Lois Cummins Schutte
Aylellc-^ «™ry Pcery, L.MX. Barbara Sliand. L.M. Elizabeth Eggleston*
Mary Herd Moore. L.M.C* Sue Slaughter. L.M.C.** ^vll Eikelman Hanf, L.M.
Mary JoAnson Jerman

1914 S31.60 Florence freeman Fowler. L.M.C*
Margaret Kaujman apain, L.M. „ r^-i t »* /^ *

Emilv Kersev L M G^ace Callan Bond Rosann^ Gilmore. L.M.C*
_ ,. / ,. , ''., ' . rivtip CnrrnU \llpn I M Louise Hammond Skinner**
Edith L,e6er Vonnegut EraCmX Anderson LM Elizabeth Hodge Markgrat, L.M.
Kathleen M. Logan Love. L.M. trna uriver Anderson, i..M.

t»„„-„ r„ „.J^ n., .„„
Marie Lorron Sims, L.M. Addie Ervin Des Fortes* Tenn e Looney Burton

H»zel Marshall Sterrett LMC* R""' Mofrice Gorrell L.M. L. El.zabeth ieieis Peters
Hazel Marshall bterrctt. L.M.C.

, , Isabel Luke Witt. L.M.C**
E. Bonner Means Baker, L.M. KcljeKan fatton, L.M. •

I' , «, I c J * Marior e French Nevens Mary McCaa Deal
Katharine Nicolson Sydnor* marjorie rrencn i\evens

n..r.^fl,,. iv^^i c,:.],
Marion L. Peele Laura .0.3 Muell. ^ulTlHeT'^r^M.
U^^ZpZr^^^' AKc" 5,f;-;°ZelfL.M.C.* Josephine P»,.„e Miller

Ru^h Sclabacker LM* "oris Thompson Reeves ?".''"'L^,'"';'"'
Sanders**

Ma ia sidv FrLer Henrietta Wasl.burn, L.M.* Came 7-»;,<,/er,o Scott**
iwaria c^paay rraser Alma Treveu Gerber. L.M.
Eleanor Steele Tnomas 1915 S31.25 i,^^,^, ^„„j Holt
Lucy Throckmorton Lelia Dew Preston* 109n SKn ^•;
Martha Valenl.ne Cronly. L.M.C ciare Erck Fletcher, L.M. ^ „

1920 S60.35

Dorothy Wallace Ravenel, L.M. Harriet Evans Wyckoff, L.M.C. Frances Ro.i? Wood
Helena Webster Scott, L.M. Rosalia B. Feder Sarbey Nancy Hanna. L.M.
Margaret Wilson Ballenlyne, L.M.C. j^^j.^^^^^ Grant LMC Margaret High Norment, L.M.C.

SPECIAL Sl.5.00 Jane" Cregorr Heyer RutHWu/W Brown*

Sarah Louise Arnold, L.M. Kathleen Hodge Curtis, L.M. p"" t^AWv Lvon
Caroline Fre.burg Marcus. L.M. Helen McCary Ballard

Helen A/to™ Smith
Grace L. Martin, L.M. He'en mchoUon Schively

Dotuiy Wallace LM C *
Grace Nicodemus Specht. L.M. Helen Pennock Jewitt, L.M.

l°Jb^} Webbll'a LMC
Margaret Whuman Lakin F""«» Pennypacker. L.M.C** '''^el reM Luff L.M.C.

Hattie Wilson Di.-s ^nne Schutte Nolt. L.M. ^''" Z.'''"J^"^,\,name iv uson u\„„s
m..,-,. t.,.,;^. r:=t,=- Mane Wiener Manz, L.M.

Hannah Workum Schwab, L.M. '^"'y Taylor Fisher
^"""'' Thomas Thomasson, L.M. 1921S105.50

1910,56.01) .\„na r.7/s Reed Gertrude PouZy Crawford
Frances Murrell R.ckards. L.M.<*

j,jg j^, jj r^^j^ ,,;,^„ Worden**
Marjorie Cooper Pr.nce*

r, .. . .. „ ^ Riisse Rlnnk-t Rntu
Annie Cumnock Miller* Zaiinda Broum Harrison* f ",*"' Ulanks Butts

M^ron'TtJl'* Margaret Banister** Juha^r.... Andrews*

Eugen.a Griffon Burnett. L.M.*- Lou- ^ „ l„,j** EUab ti Co e L.m

Louise Hooper Ewell, L.M.C* Margaret Eckart** n„„^;/ M.r«l,«ll T M C
Ann.e Pouell Hodges L.M.** «-'-! forbush Febiger. L.M.

p^^L CaJL
'

Mary 5co» Glass R-^h //.r.ey Keeling. L.M.C*
^'"h Le^ Boice LM

Adelaide Shnckev Mallorv** ^orys MyrConnell Faile ^}^^^. ^\Y ^°"'^' ^ V.*Adelaide :ihocKey Mallory
Fdicla Patton L M Matlie Hammond bmith**

1911 S13.00 Mary />.««rpacA-er' Davis**
Catherine Hanitch*

Alma Booth Taylor,** Fund Agent Lucy Taliaferro** Florence Ives Hathaway

Margaret Dressier Nohowel. L.M.* 10,7 -„ nn
^"^ McLemore Matthews**

Ruth Lloyd L M ** ^ Maynette i?o2e//e Stephenson*

Mary Virginia Parker. L.M.C. ^^^''^ ^"^^'' Ridler** Madelon SA.d/er Olney
Faye Abraham Pethick* Elizabeth Snoop D.xon**

1912 S20.00 Margery Cox White. L.M. OpI.eKa Short Seward*
Miss McLaws, Class Sponsor* Henrietta Crump, L.M.C* Frances Simpson Upson, L.M.C
Carina Eaglesfield Milligan Dorothy Crammer Croyder** Margaret Spengel Runge*
Hazel Gardner Lane** Mary Charlotte Kile Jenkins. L.M. Gertrude Thams, L.M.
Alberta Hensel Pew, L.M. Rachel Lloyd Holton, L.M.C Florence Woelfel, L.M.
Frances Matson Hardie, L.M.C* Ruth Mcllravy Logan. L.M.C. Ellen Wolf Halsey

1922 $51.00

Morrell Jones Gibson
Alice Babcock Simons*
Gertrude Dally Massie**
Ruth Fiske Slecgar*
Helen Leggett Corbett. L.M.
Margaret Marston Tillar, L.M.
Elizabeth Murray Widau, L.M.
Beulah Norris, L.M.C
Virginia Ranson
Grizzelle Tjionison**
Ruth Ulland Todd
Marion Ualker Neidlinger*

1923 S226.50

Edith Millrr McClinlock
Helen Burke Janney*
Margaret Burwfll Graves
Helen Cannon Hills

Dorothy Ellis Worley*
Mildred Feat hers ton*
Helen Gaus**
Gerlrude Geer Basselt. L.M.C
Jane Guignard T. orapson*
Katharine Hagler Phinizy
Elizabeth Hall Hatcher*
May Jennings Sherman
Fitzallen Kendall Fearing*
Marie Klooz. L.M.
Mildred LaVenturc McKinney**
LaVern M<sGee Olney**
Helen Mc Ma lion*

Louisa Newkirk Sleeble, L.M.C*
Dorothy Nickelson Williamson*
Margaret Nixon Farrar, L.M.
Lydia Purcell Wilnier*
Martha Robertson Harless*
Phyllis Schurman Nelson
Elizabeth Taylor Valentine, L.M.*^
Helen G. Taylor**
Elizabeth Thigpen. Hill**
Lorna Weber Dowling*
Katharine Wetser Ekelund*
Margaret Wise O'Neal**
Kati.erine Zeuch Foster*
Helen Zielsdorf Beuscher, L.M.

1924 S202.25

Florence Badtne Mountcastle*
Frederica Bernard, L.M.C
Willetta Dolle Murrin, L.M.
Ruth Durrell Ryan L.M.C
Byrd Fiery Bomar*
Caroline Flynn Eley**
Jean Grant Tavlor, L.M.C.
Helen Grill. L.M.
El.zabeth Guv Tranter*
Eleanor Harned Arp, L.M.C*
Harrell James Carringlon
Emily Jeffrey Williams**
Susan Johnston Jones
Kathryn Klumph McGuire. L.M.C,
Lorraine McCrillis Stott*

Marjorie Mann Thomas
Celia Marshall Miller

Mary D. Marshall Hobson
Grace Merrick Twoliy*
Dorothy Meyers Rixey, L.M.
Phyllis Millinger Camp, L.M.C
Bessie Clyde Mitchell

Frances Nash Orand
Margaret Nelson Lloyd. L.M.
Helen Rhodes Gulick. L.M.C.
Mary Rich Robertson
Eleanor Sikes Peters

Marian Taylor Scl-roth

Marion Swannell Wright
Ada Tyler Moss**
Josephine von Maur Crampton*
Florence Westgate Kraffert

Gladys Woodward Hubbard*

1925 S69.25

Dora Hancock Williams**
Jane Becker Clippinger**

Laura Darragh McConnell
Clara Belle Frank Bradley
Eugenia Goodall Ivey*

Cordelia Kirkendall Buckraan**
Martha Lee Will.amson**
Gertrude McGiffert MacLennan, L.M,
Elizabeth MacQueen Nelson*
Eleanor Miller Patterson**

Mary Nad.ne Pope Phillips**

Mary Irene Sturgia*

1926 S280.75

Margaret Malone McClements. L.M.C,
Rebecca Ashcraft McGinnis
Dorothy Bailey Hughes. L.M.C*
Anne Barrett Allaire*

Kitty Blount Andersen, L.M.C*
Mary Bristol Gral^am. L.M.
Mary G. Brown Moor
Virginia Carpenter Ellertson

Helen Carter Bailey

Martha Close Page, L.M.
Marietta Darsie

Helen Dunleavy Mitchell*

Frances Dunlop Heiskell*

Gudrun Eskesen Chase
Mildred Gribble Seiler**

Dorothy Hamilton Davis**

Tavenner Hazelwood Whitaker*

Jeanette Hopplnger Schanz*
Wanda Jensch Harris. L.M.
Dorothy A>//er Ilifif**

Margaret Krider Ivey, L.M.C
Margaret Laidley Smith**
Edna Lee Cox**
Mildred Lovelt Matthews*
Frances McCamish Mc.Neel
Joyce MacGrcgor**
Virginia Mack Scnter. L.M.C.
Elizabeth Matthew Nichols*
Dorothy McKee Abncy**
Elizabeth Moore Rusk L.M.
Helen Mutschler Becker*
Ellen Newell Bryan*
Henrietta Nelson Weston
Katharyn Norris Kclley, L.M.**
Lois E. Peterson Wilson*
Kathryn Peyton Moore
Dorothea Reinburg Fuller, L.M.
Catherine Shulenberger, L.M.
Virginia Lee Taylor Tinker**
Katherine Van Clevc Van Wyck*
Marion Van Cott Borg*
Ruth Will Beckh*

1927 $288.45

Claire Hanner Arnold
Maud Adams Smith*
Jeanette Boone**
Daphne Bunting Blair*

Theodora Cheeseman*
Caroline Compton*
Elizabeth Cox
Margaret Cramer Crane*
Margaret Eaton Murphy, L.M.
Elsetta Gilchrist Barnes, L.M.*
Cwin Harris Scott**

„ Ruth Lowrance Street, L.M.C
Elise Morley Fink, L.M.C**
Julia Reynolds Dreisbacli*

Jane Riddle Thornton**
Yenti Slater She.'by. L.M.
Nar Warren Taylor**
M. Eugenia Thomason*
Mary Elizabeth Turner Baker*

1928 S110.75

Anne H. Shepherd Lewis**
Page Bird Woods*
Katherine Brightbill Biltz*

Dorothy Bunting
Evelyn Claybrook Bowie*
Elizabeth Crane Hall*
Sarali Dance Krook*
Helen Davis Mcllrath*
Sarah Everett Lee**
Elizabeth Harms Slaughter
Marguerite Hodnett McDaniel*
Man on Jayne Berguido*
Susan Jelley

Sara McHenry Grouse*
Elizabeth Moore Schilling

Mary Nelms Locke*
Anne Lane Newell Whalloy*
El.zabeth Prescott Balch**
Elizabeth Robins Foster**
Grace Sunderland Kane**
Virginia Van Winkle Morlidge**
Jocelyn Watson Regen**
Jean Williamson Bridges
Lillian Lee Wood**

1929 S211.00

Lisa Guigon Shinberger**
Nora Lee Antrim**
Mary E. Armstrong Allen

Evelyn Ballard*

Mary Archer Bean Eppes**
Ellen Whiting Blake**
Anne Mason Brent Winn*
Belle Brockenbrough Hutchins**
Sue Herbert Brooke
Janet Bruce Bailey*

Mildred Bushey Scherr

Sara Callison Jamison*
Virginia Lee Campbell Clinch

Lou.se Chapman Planip

Kate Tappan Coe**
Louise Dailey Sturhahn**
Eleanor Duvall Spruill*

Meredith Ferguson Smythe*
Emilie Giese Martin**
Anne Gocbnauer
Hallet Gubelman**
Margaret Harding Kelly

Adelaide Henderson Cabaniss

* Eugenia Howard Jones
Josephine Kluttz Ruffin

Elizabeth M.nor Leivis Reed*
Polly McDiarmid Serodino*

Edna McGehee Pleasants

Helen Miller Mendel
Isabelle North Goodwin
Gertrude Prior**

Frances Bedford
Adela.de Richardson Hanger**
Mary Shelton Clark*

Constance Stanbrough French*
Josephine Tatman Mason*
Anna Torian Owens**
Susie Tucker Yates

Estlier Tyler Campbell**
Elisabeth Lee Valentine Goodwyn



Margaret ifeis'tger Prucler

Jane WHkinsuti Banyurd*
Amelia Ifoodward Davier*
Rachel L. Young

1930 S198.00

Mary Huntington Harrison**

Elizabeth Boone Willis*

Marion S. Bromfield Vrriier**

Elizabeth Copeland Norflcet*

Merry Curtis Loving*
Sopliia Dunlap Hunler*
EvaHne Edmunds Tlronia*

Ruth Hasson Smith**
Susan McAllister I..M.

Elizabetli Marston Creech*
Carolyn Marttndale Blouin**

Helen Mathews Palmer
Caroline F. Maury*
Mered.th Oakford Joi^nson

Gwendolyn Oholt Writer**

Wilhelniina Rankin*
Sally Rea'-ard*

Norvell Rover Oryuin

Lucy Shirley Olis

Eorlie N. turner*
Gladys Ifesicr Horton*
F'li/abetii Williams Gilniore*

1931 $138.75

Jean Cole Anderson*
Martha von Briesen**

Nancy Hancock Coe**
Virginia Cooke Rea*

J eau Countryman Presbu*
Naomi Doty Stead

Margaret Ferguson Bennett

Gertrude Lewis Magavern*
Martha McBroom Shipnian*

Elizabeth W. MacRae Goddard
Barbara Main Cooper*
Jean Ploehn Kaufmann*
Natalie Roberts Foster**

Helen Si/rt Mcllen**

Mary Swift Calhoun**
Martha Ttllery Thomas*
Marjorie Webb Marynov**
Peronne Whittaker Scott*

Nancy Worth in gton*

1932 S238.00

Virginia Squibb Flyn*

Dr. Mary Har'ey, Cass Sponsor

Virginia Bellamy Ruffin**

Susie Burnett Davis*

Elizabeth Clary Treadwell**

Alice Dabney Parker*

Virginia Finch Waller
Constance Fouler Keeble
Mildred G bbons**
C. Lenore Hancel Sturdy

Ruth Kerr**
Emma Knowlton Humphreys*
Anne A. MacRae
Charlotte Magoffin**

Letha Mxyrris Wood**
Barbara Munter**
Helen Nightingale Gleason*

Mary Moore Pancake*
Marcia L. Patterson**

Sarah Phillips Crenshaw*
Helen Pratt Gra£f

Ruth Remon Wenzel**
Edith Railey Dabney*
Sara Shallenberger Brown*
Dorothy A. Smith Berkeley*

Beatrice Stone DcVore
Ruth Thompson Wauchope
Elizabeth Vber Eby**
Alice Weymouth McCord*
Eleanor Wright Conway

1933 $403.19

Sue Graves Stubbs*
Enna Frances Brown**
Mary Buick*

Mary El zabelhC/emonsPorzelius

Jessie Cobum*
Doris Crane Loveland*

Jane Culhertson Peeples

Blanche Davies Barloon**

Elena Doty Angus*
Lois Foster Moore*
Elizabeth Stuart Gray**
Margery Gubelman Hastert*

Sara Houston Baker
Katherine Howze Maclcllan*

Margaret Imbrie*

Mary Imbrie*

Ella Jesse Latham*
Susan Johnson Simpson*
Lena Heath Jones Craig*

Gerry Mallory**

Helen Martin**
Jane Martin Person**
Katherine Oglesby Mixson
Mary Kate Patton Bmmfield*
Frances Powell Zoppa**
Frances Quinn Bond
Mary Bess Roberts*
Josephine Rucker Powell*

Jeanette Shambaugh Slein

Abigail Shepherd Bean
Gotten Skinner Shepherd

Charlotte Tainblyn Tufts*

Jean van Home Baber**
Virginia Vescy**
Langhornc Walts Austen*
Margaret Wayland Taylor**

Hetty Wells Finn**
Lois Ballenger

1934 S4 13.50

Eleanor Alcott Brom'.ey**

Helen Virginia Abshire Harlzog
Ruber ta H. Bailey Norris*

Helen Bean Emery*
Jane Bender*
Elizabeth Lee Bond Wood*
Nancy Butzner Lea veil*

Carolyn Carter Clark*
Elizabelh Collier Wardle*
Elizabeth Combs Carroll*

Eleanor Cooke Esterly**

Anne Corbitt Little*

Frances Darden Mus ck**

Julia Daugherty Musser*
Amy E. Davies*
Ah gail Donohue
Louise Dreyer Bradley*

Emily Emory Washburn**
Alice Garth Estill Rosemond*
Jane Forder Stribling

Virgin'a Foster Gruen*
Rosemary Frey Rogers**
Lydia Goodwin Ferrell**

Deborah Gale Bryer*
Fariss Gam brill Lynn
T elnia Hanifen Fried*

Helen Hanson Bamford**
Charlotte Hardin Armstrong
Betty Howe Dunker
Dorothy Hutchinson Howe
Mary Hutchinson Gordon
Ti erese Lamfrom Beck*
Marie Lange Gaskell

Martha Lou Lemmon**
Mary Dearing Lewis*
Emily Marsh Nichols*

Anne Marvin**
Elizabeth Mayfield Chapman
Katlerine Means Neely
Mary Skinner Moore*
Marc ia Morrison Curtis*

Mary Moses Lindsey*
Ruth L. Myers Pleasants*

Mary Nelson Becker
Margaret G. Newton
Elizabeth Ogilby Sands*
Marion Oliver Cooley
Cordelia Penn Cannon*
Ruth Pinkham Ni.\

Mary Pringle*

Mary Rogers Moser*
Margaret Ross Ellice*

Mary Lee Ryan Strother**

Julia Sadler de Coligny**

Elizabeth Scheuer Maxwell**
Alice Shirley Moore*
Julia Shirley Patterson*

Marjorie Smith Zengel*

Jean Sprague**
Marguerite 5 ffp/tens Sheridan*

Marjorie Thuma Anning
Bonnie Wood Slookey**

Miss M. Dee Long

1935 S289.50

Jacqueline Strickland Dwelled

Ray Adler Cochran -

Anne Baker Gerhart*

Dorothy Barnum Venter*
Laura Virginia Bobbin Shuffle*

Catherine Brandt Bryant*
Elizabeth Broun Trout

Em.ly St, C!a r Brown Carnan
Gary Burtvell Carter*

Allyn Capron Allee*

Peggy Carry Durland*
Elizabeth Crawford
Geneva Grossman Stevens*

Margharita Curtze Vicary*

Mary Dunglinson Day*
Sallie Flint von Kann
Ruth Gill Wickens*
Margaret Glover Paddock*
Virginia Gott Gilbert*

Juliet HalUBurton Burnett*

Cynthia Harbison Heye*
Beverley Hill Furniss*

Lucy Hoblitzell*

Elizabeth Johnston Clute*

Martha Jones Betts*

Janet Kimball Miller*

Hester Kraemer Avery*
Grace Langeler Irvine*

Alice Laubach*
Jane Lawder*
Jane Littleford Slegeman*
Alice McCloskey Schlendorf*

Jean McDaniel Cullen

Mary V. Marks*
Frances Martin Burnet*
Barbara Miller

Sarah Miller Adclraan*
Frances Morrison Ruddell*
Elizabeth Myers Harding*

Cliarlotte Olmsted GM*
Julia Pcterk n*
Sarah Rick Putnam
Mary Louise Saul Hunt
Susanne Strassburger .A.nderson*

Mary Templeton*
Lida Voigt Young*
Marion Walker Alcaro*
Mary Whipple Clark*
Maud Winborne Le.gh*
Helen Wolcott*
Rebecca Young Frazer*

1036 S185.50

Katherine Nilcs Parker*
Alice Andrews Fackert
Alice Benet Hopk.ns*
Elise Bowen**
Gloriana Burill*

Liil.an Cabell Gay*
Mary Virginia Camp Smith*
Margaret Campbell Usher*
Elizabeth Cocke Winfree
Jane Fox Dodson
Kathleen Donahue McCormack*
Corinne Fentress Gray*
Caroline Furniss Wolfe*
Frances Gregory*
Capel Grimes Gerlach*
Martha .i^nnc Harvey Gwinn*
Mary Hesson Pettyjohn

George Ann Jackson Slocuni*

Abigail Lesnick Leibowitz*

Margaret Lloyd Bus.*
Alma Martin Roinem*
Callicrine Mitchell Ravenscroft*

Elizabeth! Morton Forsyth*
Phoebe Pierson Dunn*
Elizabeth Pinkerton Scott*

Mary L. Poindexier W.ilingham**
Mary S. R ch*
Ruth Robinson Madison*
Jane Shelton Williams*
Marion Sim Re,d*
Aline Slump*
Martha Williams Tim*
Carrie Marshall Young Gilchrist*

1937 S160.50

Kate Shaffer Hardy*
El.zabeth Ball Fensom
Elizabeth Boyce Emmons
Margaret Cornwell Sciimidt*

Anna Mary Charles Straub*
Agnes Crawford*
Rebecca Douglass Mapp*
Kathleen Eshleman Maginnis

Mary Helen Frueauff Klein*

Mary Gruber Sloddart

Rosalie Hall Cramer*
Virginia Hard.n*
Barbara Jarvis*

Frances Kemp Pettyjohn*
Lil.ian Lambert Pennington*
Anne Lauman*
Elizabeth Lee McPhail*
Anne Lemmon*
Margaret MacRae Allen*

Barbara Munn Green*
Nancy Nolle Lea*
Helen Rae Wainwright*
Harriet V. Si.aw*

Ellen Lee Snodgiass Park*
Dorothy Stewart*
Marie Walker Gregory*
Helen Williamson Dumont*
Eleanor If'right Beane*

1938 S368.75

Janet Macfarlan Bergniann*
Cornelia Arm field Cannon
Frances Bailey Brooke
Jane Bemis Wills

Mary Alice Berckmans Canby*
Georgia Black Kievit

Marion L. Brown Zaiser*

Elizabeth Bowley
Ruth Chartcner*
Mary Jemison Cobb Hulse*
Frances Cordes HofTman*
Betty Dail Wilson
Harriet Daniel Herd*
Barbara Derr Chenoweth*
Virg.nia N. Eady*
DorotJiy Evans Haveron*
Frances J. fai//Arner Mathews*
Barbara Fish Schlebel*

Janet Grace Forbush Fead*
Bessie Lee Garbee Siegrist*

Elizabeth Conover
Mildred Gill Williamson
Dorot'iy Gipe Clement*
Winifred Hagberg St. Peter

Claire Handerson Chap in*

Josephine Happ Willingham*
Hope Hastorf
Helen Hays Crowley*
Shirley Haytvood Alexander*
Virginia Heizer Hickenlooper*

Helen Hesson Binns
Alice Hooper*
Katherine Hoyt*
Rose Hyde Fales

Rebecca Kunkte Hogue*

Lloyd Lanier Elliott

Adeie Letcher Harvey*
Howell Lykes Collon*
Nancy McCandlish*
Elizabeth McGuire Williams
Genevieve Marsh*
Marion Martyn Cabell*
Betty Moore Stowers*
Dolly Nicholson Tate*
Lucile Sergeant*
Pol'yaina Shotwell Holloway*
Jessie Silvers Bennett
Jane Gray Stevens Scntt

Kate Sulzberger Hechl*
Molly Talcoti Dodson*
Lucy Taliaferro*

Marjorie 1 haden Davis
Dorothy Ann Tison Campbell
Ida Todman Pierce*
Sarah Tomlinson Foscue*
Jane Townsend Herlihy
Maud Carson Tucker Drane*
Margaret Weimer Shepherd*
Janice Wiley .\dams*
Lucy Robb Winslon*
Pauline Womatrk Swan

1939 S354..'S0

Janet T'-orpe*

Patricia Balz

Mary Elizabeth Barge Sehroder*

Betty Barnes Bird

Nancy Beard D x

Sarah Wa kup Be!k
Bettina Bell Wyman*
Anne Benedict Swain*
Jean Black Best

Leila Bond Preston

Suzelle Boutell Hopkins
Mary Frances Buchanan Flowers
Betsy Campbell Gawlhrop
Elizabeth Cheney Widhelm
Eleanor Claflin Williams*

D anlha Clements*
Henrietta Collier Armstrong
Louise Corrigan Jordan*
Elsie Day Sullierlin

Eudoxa Dingman Cobb
Betsy Durham Good lue*

Anna Espach Weckler
Anne D jdiey Plannery*
Betty Frazier Rinehart

Rutli Harman Keiser*

Ethel Hauber Crowe
Martha Hodill Smith
Mary Jane Judd*
Catherine Lawder Stephenson*
Yvonne Leggett Dyer*
Jane Lewis Kingsbury
Lottie Lewis*
Eleanor Little Morfit

Elizabeth Love*
Gracey Luckeic Stoddard
Jean McKenney Stoddard
Mary Mackintosh Sherer*
Patty Moncure*
Jean Moore
Lee Montague Joachim*
Jean Oliver Sartor

Jane Parker Washburn*
Ann N.vison Parks
Elizabeth Perkins Prothro*

Julia Ridgely Peacock*
Gertrude Robertson Midlen*
Augusta Saul Edwards*
Jean Gray Scott MacNalr
Mary Louhe Simpson Bukley*
Florence Sivift Durrance*
Phyllis Todd Ellis

Mary Treadway Washburn
Janet Trosch
Eleanor Vandruff Frizer

Virginia Waer Busser
Eleanor Wallace Price

Bennett Wilcox Bartlett

Julia Worthington Lombard

1940 S355.15

Connie Currie Fleming
Miss Emily H. Dutlon
Ann Adam son Taylor
Ruth M. Beach
Adelaide Boze Glasscock
Mary Jane Burnett
Maria Burroughs Livingston

Margaret Caperton

Joy Carter Carrington
Elizabeth Conover
Helen Cornwell Jones
Marion Daudt Mc Bride

Olivia Davis Macdonald
Laura Dickie Neil

Margaret Dowell Cochran
Lois Fernley McNeil
Elizabeth Gockley McLellan
Ruth Goodwin
Elizabeth Ivins Raskins
Jeanne Harris

Jane Hopkins Hanes
Cora lie Kahn Ferro

Margaret Katterjokn McCollom
Clara MacRae Causey
Florence Merrill

Mary Miller Naquin
Mildred Moon Montague
Clara P. Neel Mahoney
Cynthia Noland Young
Marion Co'es Phinizy
Martha Rector
Margaret Royall Davis
Janet Runkle
Jacqueline Sexton Daley
Ann Sims
E!eanor Snow
Hazel Sterreit Allen
Beth Thomas Mason
Margaret Vallance
El.zabet'i Vanderbilt Brown
Irene Vongehr Vincent
Anne Waring Lane
Margaret Woods Giilelle

Evelyn Williams Turnbull

1941 S423.75

Anila Loving
Dor s Aibray
Margaret Anderton Dorlch
Frances Baldwin
Allen Bagby MacNeil
Dorothy Bennett Black
Martha Jean Brooks Miller

El.zabeti' Broun-Serman MacRae
Evelyn Canley
Frances Chic': ester

Jane Clark Hariri ck
Elizabeth Colley S elton

Margaret Craighill Dorney
Betty Vivian Grossman Kregel
Carolyn Custer

Eleanor Damgard Firth

S irley Devine
Mary Elizabeth Doucett Neill

Pair c a Dowling \onWeWshe'im

Katherine Estes

Lillian Fmclkes Taylor
Marie Gaffney Barry
Margaret Gilchrist Livingston

Ethel Gurney
Helen Gwinn Wallace
Cynthia Harrison Drinkwater
Emory Hill Rex
Barbara Holrnan Whitcorab
Elizabeth Hudson
Doris Huner
Betty Nell Irvine Phillips

Louise Kirk Headley
Louise Lembeck Reydel
Helen Anne Littleton Hauslein
Lucy Lloyd
Jane Loveland Byerts

Alice McBee
Betty Joe McNamey
Gertrude Marill

Barbara Nevens Wickerhani
Ann Pickard
Edna Schomaker Packard
Mary Scully

Shirley Shaw Daniel
Marjorie Soons Simpson
Patric a Sorenson Ackard
Lossie Taylor Noell

Margaret Tomlin
Betsy Tower
Elith Vongehr Owen
Frances Watkins
Helen Watson Hill

Marion Webb Sl.aw

Dorothy While
Marianne White Southgate
Frances Wilson Dowdy
Mimi Worthington
Wilma Zeisler

1942 S499.25

Eugenia Burnett Affel

Cynthia Abbott Botsford

Janet Lee Appell
Anne Barrett

Margaret Becker Schiltges

Frances Bovnton Drake
Ed.th Brainerd
Martha Buchanan Wadsworth
Grace Bugg Muller-Thym
Jeanne Buzby
Frances Caldwell Harris

Lucy Call Dabney
Elizabeth Chamberlain
Sudie Clark Hanger
Katherine Goggins
Catherine Coleman
Margaret Cunningham Allen

Nancy Davis

Barbara Engh Croft

Eloise English

Betsy Gilmer Tremain
Nancy Goldbarth Glaser
Laura Graves
Diana Greene Helfrich

Julia Groves
Margaret Gwyn
Betty Hanger
Shirley Hauseman
Ann Hauslein

* Jean Hedley
Susanne Hogue Deas
Janet Houstoun Davis

Alice King
Grace Lanier Brewer
Penelope Lewis
June Mclver
Dorothy Malone Yatea
Virginia Moomaw
Ann Morrison Reams
Joanne Oberkirch
Doris Ogden
Phoebe Overstreet

Patricia Potter

Eleanor Ringer
Barbara Ripley
Nathalie Ryan
Helen Sanford
Jeanne Sawyer Faggi
Phyllis Sherman
Alice Sweeney
Edna Syska
Jane Taylor Lowell
Anne Bundy Thurman
Virginia Thayer Boothhy
Sally Walke Rogers
Daphne Wi thing ton
Deborah Wood Davis
Douglas Woods

1943 §563.25

Karen Kniskrrn
Sarah Louise Adams
Margaret Baker Kahin
Brooks Barnes
Nancy Bean
Nancy Birkelhaupt Harris
Barbara Bolles

Cal'erine Bracher O'Connell
Barbara Briggs Holterhoff
Sally Bryan
Dorothy Campbell Scribner
Elizabeth Campbell
Elizabeth Corddry
Beth Dichman Smith
Katherine Doar Jones
Clare Eager
Lynn Emerick Huidekoper
Jane Findlay
Janice F.tzgerald

Annabelle Forsch
Charlotte Carber Rudulph
Muriel Grymes
Cam i He Guyton Guething
Elizabeth Hall

Rozeiia Hazard Dan forth

Pauline Hudson
Marguerite Hume
Ann Jacobs
Nancy Jameson Glass

Esther Jelt

Chesley Johnson
Primrose Johnston
Barbara Prentiss Jones
Lucy Kiker Jones
Dix.e Ross Kinne
Mary Law
Elizabeth Lawrie Kimbrough
Mary Belle Lee
Betty Leighton Lane
Elsi e McCarthy Samson
Fayette McDowell
Anne Mcjunkin
Nancy McVay
Fay Martin Chandler
Anne Wright Mitchell

El.zabeth Munce
Virginia Munroe
Irene Nagele Burkett
Karen Norris Sibley

Anne Noyes
Catherine Parker
Nancy Pingree
Braxton Preston

Harriet Pullen
Delia Read
Peggy Roudin Rubensohn
Page Ruth
Elizabeth Schmeisser

Marjorie Shugari Dennchy
EfEe Siegling

Frances Simmons McConnell
Byrd Smith Hunter
May Smith Burgees

Judith Snow
Harriet Swenson
Margaret Swindell

Dorothy Slauber
Carol Tanner
Frances Taylor Trigg

Virginia White
Gloria Zick

1944 S66.25

Barbara .\. Clark
Nancy Eagles O'Bannon
Eleanor Lamotte
Caroline Miller McCIintock
Carol Myers Hunter
Ruth O'Keefe Kobzina
Elizabeth Pierce Oliver

Sally Skinner Behnke

1945 S6.00

Sadie Gwin Allen
Jean Portmann
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GIVE MAGAZINES THIS YEAR
Make the ALUMNAE OFFICE Your MAGAZINE HEAUOUAHTERS

ALL ORDERS ARE TAKEN CARE OF PROMPTLY AND ACCURATELY.
MAGAZINE DELIVERIES ARE DELAYED NOW, COUNT ON RECEIVING

THEM 5 WEEKS AFTER SUBSCRIPTION IS SENT TO US.
Any Magazine (space permits only a partial list) can be handled for yon.

ANTIQUES (if ordered with other magazine

—

$4.75) $ S.OO

Two years or two one-year Christmas gifts 8.00

ASIA AND THE AMERICAS (if ordered with any other

magazine, $5.75) 4.00

Two years or two one-year Christmas gifts ... 6.00

ATLANTIC MONTHLY (if ordered with any other

magazine, $3.75) 5.00

Two years 8.00

Each one year 4.00

One-year Military Service Rate . 2.50

BETTER HOMES & GARDENS
Two years 2.50

Three years 3.00

Four years 3.75

Five years 4.50

CHILDREN'S ACTIVITIES
Two years or two one-year Christmas gifts 5.50

Additional one-year Christmas gifts 2.75

FORTUNE
Two years or two one-year Christmas gifts 17.00

Three years or three one-year Christmas gifts 24'.00

One year Military Service Rate 6.00

HOUSE & GARDEN
Two years 6.00

Two one-year Christmas gifts -. 7.00

Additional one-year Christmas gifts 3.00

VOGUE (renewal subscriptions only)

Two years 9.00

Two one-year Christmas gifts 10.00

Additional one-year Christmas gifts 4.00

NEWSWEEK
Two years, $7.5

NEW YORK HERALD-TRIBUNE or

.three $10.00

12.00

6.00

[ Daily and Sunday 17.00

years

Daily

Sunday
NEW YORK TIMES
NEW YORKER

Two years 9.00

One year Overseas Miniature Edition for servicemen

with APO or FPO addresses only 4.00

PARENTS' MAGAZINE
(if ordered with any other magazine) 1.75

Two years, $3.00 three years 3.75

Three one-year Christmas gifts 4.00

Additional one-year Christmas gifts 1.25

READER'S DIGEST—Special Offer—good to Jan. 15, '45

Only one year 2.75

Two years or two one-year gift subscriptions 5.00

Additional years, each 2.25

SATURDAY EVENING POST
Two years 6.00

One-year Military Service Rate 2.00

TIME
Two years (renewal subscriptions $7.50) 9.00

Three years (renewal subscriptions $10.00) 13.00

Additional one-year Christmas gifts 4.2 5

LIFE

Two years, $9.50 . , three years 13.50

Additional one-year Christmas gifts 3.50

One year Military Service Rate (subscriber's rank

and military address must be given) 3.50

Nineteen Alumnae Servin

(Continued

uate of the class of 1939 who is now overseas in Red Cross

uniform. She is a staff assistant in England.

Also in England as a staff assistant is Betty Bowley,
'3 8, of Spartanburg, South Carolina, who enrolled in the

Red Cross training school in June and was sent overseas in

July. Betty, daughter of the late Colonel Freeman W.
Bowley, West Point, spent the past year at Sweet Briar as

secretary to Miss Glass.

A recent arrival in India is Margaret Milam, ex '33,

of Dallas, Texas, who is a staff assistant. Before her appoint-

ment to the Red Cross service, Margaret was a Press Asso-

ciation editor in San Francisco and she was previously

society editor for the Dallas Morning News and a reporter

for the Dallas Times Herald.

Australia is the present location of Frances Chichester,

'41, of Fredericksburg, who is another staff assistant. Bebo

formerly worked in the advertising department of a Rich-

mond department store, and she has also been an employee

of the Richmond Newspapers, Inc.

First on the list to be sent to Hawaii is Cynthia Vaughn,

of Greensboro, North Carolina, who is serving as a

secretary. She worked for a number of years as a secretary

in the offices of the Vick Chemical Company, New York.

g Overseas with Red Cross

from page 6)

Alice Gass, '40, of Troy, New York, went to England
as a staff assistant this summer, having given up her

position as fashion advertising manager of Parents' Institute

Publications, New York. Catherine Via, ex '28, is now a

hospital recreation worker in the European area. Her home
is in Wadesboro, North Carolina.

In addition to these alumnae who are with the Red Cross,

Sweet Briar claims 26 WACS, 43 WAVES, 5 Marines, 2

SPARS, and six alumnae who are civilian employees of

various government agencies now serving overseas.

Of this last group, Penelope Lewis, '42, and Elliott

Lewis, '37, have been with the Signal Corps in North
Africa for more than a year. They are the daughters of

Dean and Mrs. Ivey Lewis, Charlottesville. Ann Pickard,

'41, of Lookout Mountain, Tennessee, is with the Women's
Air Raid Division in Honolulu, and Irene Yongehr Vincent,

'41, is working for OWI in India, where she makes her

home. Her husband is also in war service. Nancy Bean, '43,

of New Castle, Delaware, has just recently left for India

with the OWI, by which she has been employed in New
York since her graduation. Nancy McCandlish, '3 8, Fair-

fax, Virginia, has been in Egypt since June, in a govern-

ment agency.
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Class Notes

Jin iinnnnain
Kathleen Sexton Holmes (Mrs. George S.) Academy, December 15, 1943.

Edith Forbush, ex '18, June 23, 1944.

Charity Brewster Hithc Taylor (Mrs. Richard Tiers) ex '3 5, July 9, 1944.

1910

Class Secretary and FutiJ Agent: Frances
Murrell Rickards (Mrs. Everingham) North
Shore Point, Norfolk 8, Virginia.

I was taken by surprise to learn that the

new deadline for the class letter for the

October Alumnae News is September 20.

I can tell you only of those who live in

Norfolk, and those from whom I hear occa-

sionally. Please, as soon as you read this sit

down and write me something for the next

issue.

Marjorie CouPer Prince and her husband

have just returned from their vacation spent

in the mountains of North Carolina. They
are both well and I hope to see them often

during the winter season.

Annie Cumnock Miller is busy enjoying

her first grandchild, son of her daughter,

Anne. Now and then I can persuade her to

leave him long enough for a game of bridge.

I saw Eugenia Griffin Burnett at Sweet

Briar Commencement. She was there as a

member of the Board and I was there to see

my daughter graduate, a very happy and
proud mother. My only regret was that

neither my husband nor son could share my
happiness.

Nan Powell Hodges wrote me in June that

she and Dr. Hodges were having a restful

vacation in Wytheville. Her first year as

principal of Stuart Hall during these difficult

times was strenuous, but very satisfying. She
is no doubt busy this month with the opening
of the school for the second year.

I am distressed to report that Louise Hooper
E well's only son, Arnold, nineteen years of
age, was killed in action on D-Day. Sue
Slaughter, '15, and I drove out to "World's
End" to call on her and her husband two
days after the message came. We found them
bearing up bravely. She was wise in returning
immediately to her busy office at the Norfolk
Social Welfare Bureau.

My son is a first lieutenant in the 77th
Division, which is known as the Statue of
Liberty Division. He wrote me that he had
been in the invasion of Guam and had come
through safely. My daughter, Murrell, is busy
doing drafting in the army engineering
department.

Read the good news of our all time high
record of the Fund for 1943-44 and decide
now to continue your gift, and thereby re-

ceive future issues of the News, I hope to

hear from all of you before Christmas.

1912

Class Secretary: Louue M. Wilson, 2929

Connecticut Avenue, Washington 8, D. C.

Fiinif Agent: Carina Eagles field Milligan
(Mrs. John R.) Sunset Hill Road, New
Canaan, Connecticut.

Frances Matson Hardie's two sons are in

the service. Edward is in the Navy and has

passed with officer rating. Matson is a first

lieutenant in the Army, now in the South

Pacific after service in Africa, Palestine, and

this country. His wife is with Frances in

Ramona, California.

Frances writes, "Just to make things a little

more lively here I had my sixteen year old

niece from Tennessee, out for the winter.

When I was not teaching piano, keeping

house, or working at Red Cross rooms, I

found my mind occupied with high school

affairs.

I read with much interest an article 'The
Rights of Infants' by Margaret A. Ribble,

M.D. I should like to order copies of the

book (autographed, of course) so that I can

be sure my grandchildren will be brought up
successfully."

Marion Peele wrote me of the tea given

Saturday afternoon, September 9, by the Nor-
folk Chapter of the Alumnae Association, in

honor of the girls returning to Sweet Briar

and those who will enter as freshmen this

fall. There were about thirty-five present.

The party was at Mary McCaa Deal's home.
Mattie Hammond Smith assisted and Frances

Murrell Rickards told the girls of the opening

of the first fall session in September, 1906,

when she was a freshman.

Frances Sloan Brady's husband went back
into the Army over two years ago as a

lieutenant-colonel in the Chemical Warfare
Service. They were in Huntsville, Alabama
two years, until transferred to Edgewood
Arsenal recently. Frances has no children of

her own but several nephews, all in the

service.

Address:

Frances Sloan Brady (Mrs. Hugh S.) 714
Wyndhurst Avenue. Baltimore 10, Maryland

—

temporary address. Howardsvilie, Virginia,

permanent address.

1913

Class Secretary: Mary Pinkerton Kerr (Mrs.

James) Spotsylvania, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Mary Clark Rogers (Mrs.

Clarence) 205 Beverly Road, N.E., Atlanta,

Georgia.

I am teaching in the same school and am

fortunate in finding a place to live near by.

There is little else to report at this time.

This issue will be seen by everybody and I

hope it will inspire everyone to send a letter

or a card for our next number of the

magazine.

Can anyone give us information leading to

the whereabouts of round robin? If you have

it please add to it and send it on to some-
one else.

I hear that Margaret Ribble has written a

most interesting and stimulating book, The
Rights of Infants, just published by the

Columbia University Press. The book in con-

densed form is in the August Ladies' Home
Journal. Editor.

Best wishes and send us a letter soon.

Changes of Address:

Dorothy L. Bancroft, 266 South Douglas

Avenue, Elmwood, Springfield, Ohio.

Ruth Drew Knight (Mrs. Floyd) 324
North Fulton Street, Salisbury, North Caro-
lina.

Elizabeth M. Crammer Torry (Mrs. Don-
ald) Alden Park Manor, Philadelphia 44,

Pennsylvania.

1915

Class Secretary: Frances Pennypacker, 517
Main Street, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania.

Fund Agent: Leila Dew Preston (Mrs. W.
Ballard ) 5 82 Hallam Avenue, Washington,
Pennsylvania.

So far I have received eight returns on 48

postcards I sent you, rather a poor dividend

on two evenings spent in writing them! Those
of you who answered I thank from the bottom
of my heart.

I am delighted to hear from Helen Nichol-
son Shively that her daughter Sylvia is a

freshman at Sweet Briar this year. Her son,

Nick is at the University of Virginia in the

Naval R.O.T.C.

Jessie Darden Christian writes enthusiastic-

ally of the beauties of Sweet Briar. Her daugh-
ter Mary Whitley is in her last year at St.

Catharine's and hopes to go to Sweet Briar

next year. Lynch, Jr., is on a B24. Jessie is

busy with U.S.O. and Red Cross work.
It was a pleasure to hear from Clare Erck

Fletcher who is teaching music and keeping

house. Anne Louise is almost fifteen and
Clare would love to send her to Sweet Briar

when the time comes. Her sister-in-law and
my old roommate Georgena Scllars Erck is

still raising birds.

Helen Wills Reed is busy with volunteer

work. Her son Bill is a pilot on a B24 in

England. He was married last May in Texas
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to Ruth Helen Macintosh. Jane is a senior

at Gricr School and Ann is at Sweeney Day
School. J. F., Jr., is in the Medical Corps at

Fort Meade.

Helen Baker Waller did volunteer work in

the Army Air Corps Air Communications and

in Radar training of our Army Air Pilots

until the Norfolk Air Center was inactivated.

Now she is managing the Children's Depart-

ment of the Norfolk Museum. Her daughter

Theo Page Waller is in the WAC and sta-

tioned in Florida.

Dorothy Brothers Kelly and her husband

have been doing war work for the last two

and a half years. She took a course at Case

School of Applied Sciences in higher Mathe-

matics and drafting and until last June was

in the development engineering at Thompson
Products. Now she is preparing for postwar

housing in the portable house field. She has

bought a trailer house for the farm as they

were unable to finish their house.

On a card announcing the birth of a

grandson, whose mother is Sylvia Pcfhick

Maltby, Faye Abraham Pethlck tells me that

her son has been missing since June. They
have had news in a strange way that makes

them sure that he is safe somewhere but is

unable to write to them. She also said that

Elizabeth Vagc Royster's eldest son was killed

on Guam.
Louise Weisiger wrote in March that she

was taking her examinations for her doctorate

in New York later in the month. I haven't

heard from her since and must admit, to my
shame, that I haven't answered her letter yet.

Harriet Evans Wyckoff has two sons in the

Navy, Barney in the Naval Air Corps and

Evans on a submarine. Bernard was married

recently to Lt. Lucretia Boiling Woods,
WAVE, the sister of two Sweet Briar alumnae.

Margaret Grant is with the U.S.O. in the

Empire State Building in New York. She is

Director of the Division of Statistical and

Research Services at the U.S.O. National

Headquarters. Her division is responsible for

reports from the nearly 3,000 U.S.O. opera-

tions throughout the country. Her daughter,

Leslie is on the statf of the Armed Forces

Institute and has assisted in the preparation

of a manual and set of records to be used in

teaching music in the Institute. Margaret,

now sixteen, is a senior at Scarsdale High
School and feature editor of the school paper.

Harold, thirteen, is beginning high school.

Margaret Brooke is with the National Head-
quarters of the Red Cross in Washington,

D. C.

Catharine Burns Boothby is still at the

Mayo Clinic doing medical social work and

working closely with the local Red Cross

Home Service Section. She also has the most

beautiful geraniums in town.

The following was included in a letter to

the alumnae secretary from Enid Sipe Brent:

"In case any of my senile contemporaries are

interested, my hubsand is a Colonel in the

regular Army, now fighting mosquitoes in the

Georgia swamps, and in a perpetual rage be-

cause he isn't overseas. Our elder daughter is

a sergeant in the WACS, fighting the battle

of the Pentagon and in the same state of mind
as her father. Our younger daughter is now
twenty, a graduate engineer, working for

General Electric in Schenectady. Our young

son is at Fishburne Military School. I am
at home with my mother because I can't

live in a swamp and I do Red Cross work
and give blood when I can and save cans and

fats and paper and feel generally inadequate."

There has been no 1915 letter since last

fall because I was too busy to take care of

It. My mother was ill from December until

her death in May. Wc had a nurse in the house

most of that time and I was away all day

for six days of the week so I had no time

left for letters. I hope I will be able to do

better this year.

Change of Address:

Lelia Harrison Dciv Preston (Mrs. W.
Ballard) 3 8 E. Hallam Avenue, Washington,

Pennsylvania.

1916

Class Secretary: Felicia Patton. Beechmoor

Place, Catlettsburg, Kentucky.

Tiind Assent: Zalinda Brown Harrison (Mrs.

Galloway C.) S20I East 43rd, Seattle, Wash-
ington.

September 20, the deadline for class items

for the October Alumnae News slipped up
all too quickly and caught me, not napping,

but negligent in even attempting to rustle up
some news. Frankly, though, the results of

previous pleas for news in most cases have

been so poor that I lack the incentive to

keep up the pursuit. How many try-try-agains

constitutes a quota?

I fear I sometimes take advantages of the

kindness of Mary Pcnuypackcr Davis, my one

faithful correspondent of Sweet Briar days,

in supplying news for our 1916 space but

with her interesting family there is always

news. Her eldest son graduated in June from
Saint Andrews with high honors, received

the Founders prize for best scholastic stand-

ing record plus the character award for the

school. Mary is back in Pottstown, Pennsyl-

vania for the winter where her husband is

teaching in Hill School.

Come up, sixteeners, and let's hear some-

thing from all of you for the next issue.

Changes of Address:

Rachel Forbush Febiger (Mrs. Paul C.)

H39 44th Street, N.W., Washington 7, D. C
Rebecca Stout Hoover (Mrs. W. J.) 1908

Lewis Circle, Raleigh, North Carolina.

1917

Class Secretary: Bertha Pfisfer Wailes (Mrs.

Benjamin) Sweet Briar, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Polly Bissel Ridler (Mrs. Earl

S.) 608 Lindsay Road, Wilmington 280, Dela-

ware.

The class daughters are back, hard at work,

they claim. Two of them are seniors this

year, both majoring In science—^Jean Ridler

in chemistry and Marty Holton in physics.

Mary Lou Holton, the junior of the trio,

has decided on a government major, and thinks

that her international law course is going to

be most Interesting. We are indeed proud of

all of our daughters.

Jean Ridler was again awarded an honor
scholarship at Commencement as the highest

ranking member of the Junior Class. She

held the same honor as a sophomore. Both

Jean and her younger sister, Anne, worked
in the Wilmington Public Library this sum-

mer, and the two boys, Bill and Tom, now
seventeen, also had jobs. The boys had made
a boat which they were all of two years

building—and it was tried out by the whole

Ridler family at Scientist's Cliff on the

Chesapeake for two weeks. Apparently the

boat held up for no mishaps are reported.

Rachel Holton's son, Lloyd, now an ensign

In the Navy Air Corps, is somewhere in the

Pacific. Rachel and the two girls had a week's

lake cruise to Canada, and there was a very

quiet silver wedding celebration on September

1st. We are very sorry to hear that Rachel's

mother passed away suddenly in August.

Ruth Mcllravy Logan is busy with Red
Cross and USO activities. She is in a center

crowded with embarkation camps and receiv-

ing hospitals and speaks of the very great

amount of recreational work that needs to be

done there. We extend to her, also, our deep

sympathy for the loss of her father last year.

The Mcllravy 's Tarrytown home has since

been broken up, and Ruth's mother now lives

in Reno near her other daughter.

Martha Dardcn Ziesing spent June with her

sister, Mrs. Lynch Christian, in Lynchburg.
The visit seems to have been in the nature of

a rest cure, mostly in bed with the patient

on a strict diet. Jessie reports that Martha
left greatly improved. She entered her young
daughter at St. Catharine's in Richmond this

fall, and her son, Richard, now seventeen, is

at Haverford. In addition to her other war
activities, Martha says it is her job to haul

entertainers to hospitals for the wounded.
Apparently she finds this very satisfying,

especially when she sees patients warm up to

the entertainers, and when their apathy

changes to a new interest in life. Martha's

husband has been made manager of the Ladies

Home Journal, and I for one, will now read

it with even more interest.

Tom Whitehead tells me that he has just

had a note from Mary telling him that the

VanHynings are to return to Washington
shortly. Mr. VanHynIng had a position with

the Office of Defense, Health and Welfare

Services of the Federal Security Agency with

headquarters in Puerto Rico. Mary and the

three children were with him there.

Clara Belle Baker, one of our ex 17's, from
whom we are delighted to hear, now lives at

Mount Dora, Florida, and serves as Chairman
of the Home Service Corps of Lake County.

Her son, George, has recently been commis-
sioned Ensign USNR, and her husband is

Commander of Flotilla 10, U. S. Coast Guard.

As for me, my summer was spent

quietly on the farm, trying to make some
headway with the writing of the dissertation

which is still hanging over me. We had a

real drought in this section of Virginia, and

by the end of summer the several Victory

gardeners on Sweet Briar campus were quite

disheartened. My own garden was a partner-

ship affair planted on a creek bottom, and

since my partner was a very industrious

woman, I fared well—so well, in fact, that

my husband's gibes turned into comments of

respect. Ben and I could not get away except

for one or two short trips for which the local

ration board granted gas. During the last week
in August Miss Ramage and I represented

Sweet Briar at an educational conference held
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at Virginia Polytechnic Institute. The meet-

ings were most profitable, and we met a great

many interesting public school as well as

Virginia college people. At this point I feel

quite educated, but the feeling will not last

as I well know from past experience.

The best to all of you.

Bertha Pfister Wailes
Changes of Address:

Gertrude Piper Skillern (Mrs. F. H.) 97S

West 10th Street, Eugene, Oregon.

Class Secretary: Elizabeth Loiinian Hall
(Mrs. Asaph B.) i66 Euclid Avenue, Elmira,

New York.

Fund Agent: Vivien ne Barkidnw Hornbeck
(Mrs. Stanley) 2139 Wyoming Avenue, N.W.,
Washington 8, D. C.

An ordinary post card brought me the

best news in a long time. Eleanor Smith

Walters sent it to say that she had at last

heard from her sister in France. After trying

repeatedly to reach her for two years

through the Red Cross, a message came

through in Kathryn's handwriting "All well

and together." It was dated May 6, 1944.

Isn't that something!

Casey's letter in May delighted me, too.

I was interested to learn that her son was in

Italy and her daughter about ready for col-

lege. They just can't be that grown up! I'd

like to see Louise Case McGuire in her nurse's

aide uniform, too. I'll bet she can rub a

back and how! She loves the work but the

family doesn't!

When Mary Reed received my card in the

spring, she was ill. I trust she is back doing

her usual duties of caring for her mother and

keeping a finger in the community interests.

Here in Elmira we have been sitting out

a polio blitz. With isolation the password

of the board of health, movies, playgrounds,

baseball games, scouting and neighborhood

play have been banned. The family, with the

help of the radio, newspapers and magazines

has taken up the slack. Fortunately, we have

been able to play golf. Something for me
after ten or twelve years lapse I can tell

you. My score reads like the national debt.

Nevertheless, the scenery is fine and the exer-

cise beneficial. Witness the loss of twelve

pounds!!

The last letter from the Alumnae Office

brought the sad news of the death of Edith

Forbush on June 23, 1944. I shall miss know-
ing about her children's stories. The sym-
pathy of our class goes to her family at this

time.

I have asked the Alumnae Office to find

another secretary for I am obviously running

down. I shall answer all my letters though.

Thank you for your support.

Sincerely,

Betty L. Hall

1921

Class Secretary: Edith Durrell Marshall
(Mrs. Edward C.) 6326 Ridge Avenue Cin-

cinnati 13, Ohio.

Fund Agent: To be announced.

Dear Class of '21:

At long last "Shafe" has sent us a de-

scription of the wedding of our "class baby,"

Patricia Wad hams. She wore a pale blue suit

with matching hat and brown accessories. Her

sister Jane was her only attendant. The clip-

ping shows her to be a very pretty girl. She

was married to Lieutenant F. T, Sweet, U.S.A.,

of Cleveland, at the St. Lukes Episcopal Church

in Brockport, New York. The best man was

the brother of the bride, Charles H. Wadhams.

A reception at the Roxbury Inn followed

the ceremony. For awhile the bride was in

California with her husband, but when he

left for New Guinea she returned to mama
for the duration and is busy with hospital

work, girl scout troop and Nurses Aide. Shafe

more than made up for her delay with a

grand newsy letter about the Wadhams. Jane,

her middle child is nineteen and at Mills

College while her son, Charlie, is about to

finish his_"boot" training at Sampson. With
her children on their own she decided to take

a whirl at politics. She was nominated for

the New York Assembly, but because of a

redistribution of districts the plan fell through.

However the episode has left her undaunted,

for she says that she had so much fun that

in a couple of years she is going to try again.

Running true to form, she also does Nurses

Aide, helps with the War Loan drives, and

with Mike Thompson, does girl scouting.

Speaking of doing girl scout work, we are

quite scout minded with Ellen Wolf a com-
missioner, Lette Shoop very active in Suffolk,

Shafe and Mike in Brockport and I have been

vice-commissioner in Cincinnati for several

years. How about the rest of you; who else

is doing youth work or anything else that

is as much fun and as soul satisfying? (I

have three more letters to you via this medium,
so come across please with your news of your-

selves and families or others of our day).

Mike Thompson Winne's daughter, Alice,

is at Edgewood Park in Briarcliff this fall

and Robert is at Fort Breckinridge. Rhoda
Allen's daughter must be about to graduate

from Smith. She also suggests that we send

out a questionnaire to bring us up to date

with each other—like weight, percentage of

gray hair, etc. How about it—I'll send it

out if you say so and if you will tell me what
else to include beside the first two suggested

items. Thanks a million Shafe, for the grand
letter and may it not be the last!

Mike's card told about her children and

I know she will be lost with both gone this

winter.

I can always count on a note from Lette

Shoop Dixon, come time to get out this letter.

She had occasion to correspond with Mr.

Worthington last year, and in one of his

replies to her said, "your statement about

fright in a French class pales into insignifi-

cance when compared to the thirty-four years

of terror trying to teach all those gals at

Sweet Briar College." I can't imagine Sweet

Briar without Mr. Worthington. He certainly

will be missed. Lette's Betty is also growing

up. She is a junior in high school with hopes

to enter S. B. C. in 1946.

"Kat" Penneuill Lynch writes from Dover,

Delaware that she hopes the next time any

of you go through Dover, you will not pass

her by. Her days are filled with Red Cross

one day a week, U.S.O., hospital work, and

she trys to get in a round of golf a day. She

says she has not retained "that girlish fi^;urc"

— (have we all?)—and the hair is definitely

on the gray side. She has passed the Penncwill

height on to her offspring, for Jane aged 14,

is 5 7 with dark eyes and hair while

Howard, III, aged 10 is j' 2" and fair with

blue eyes.

My last note was from Laura Thompson
MacMillan who is now living in Alexandria,

Virginia while her husband is doing a chore

for the army. Her twin boys (at the time

of writing ) were on the verge of being in-

ducted into the army. Joe Ahara MacMillan's

husband is also in the service. If you recall,

Jo was bridesmaid for Laura and married the

best man, brother of the groorh!

In my next letter I hope to have news
straight from Sweet Briar, for in November
I go back to college for the Alumnae Coun-
cil meeting to which you so graciously helped

to send me. It really was very nice of you,

especially since my Ann is now a sophomore.

P. S.—This Is the only copy of the Alum-
nae News you will get this year if you do

not contribute to the Alumnae Fund, so if

you want to hear further (three more issues)

of the "girls" of '21, drop your dollars or

stampbook Into an envelope and send them
to the alumnae office at S. B. C. That may
not be a big Inducement but I hope next

time to have news of many more of you.

Changes of Address:

Julia Alhers Sparks (Mrs. Hyme) 320

East 72nd Street, New York 21, New York.

Catherine L. Cordes Kline (Mrs. Arthur
B.) 370 S. Highland Avenue, Pittsburgh 6,

Pennsylvania.

Florence Doii'dcn Wood (Mrs. Horace E.,

II) n4 Broad Street, Selma, Alabama (tem-

porary address).

Class Secretary: LaVern McGee Olney
(Mrs. Alfred C, Jr.) 145 "G" Avenue,

Coronado, California.

Fund Agent: Edith Miller McClintock
(Mrs. Oliver W.) I Magnolia Place, Mari-

anna, Arkansas.

I was away, meeting Al somewhere on the

West Coast when Helen Mac's card arrived

saying this letter was due 10 days before I

had thought. So, I sent air mail S.O.S.'s (with

enclosed stamp air mail postal cards) to the

people who lived nearest to me, or, the ones,

who I thought might answer.

Margaret Buruell Graves wrote me a grand

letter last summer—said it was too late for

the News—but just to show that her heart

was in the right place, suggested that we
start a scrapbook and send it to everyone.

Margaret said "Devote one page to each girl,

and send it around to have some kodak snaps

of girls, homes—children—pets, etc. Then,

let it end up in the alumnae office."

Anyone who is interested please answer my
next issue's cards—and say so if you like the

idea. Margaret said she had been in Richmond
in the spring—and had had lunch with Kit

Hancock (wish you would just answer one

card for me Kit—you never have). Margaret's

oldest daughter will be a freshman at Sweet

Briar. Margaret keeps very busy with her

Red Cross, O. C. D. work and housekeeping.
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Oh yes! she said that Lib Spillman's oldest

boy, Frank, is at Bainbridge, Maryland—for

boot training.

Jane Gui^nard Thompson went to Johns

Hopkins in late May to see an ear specialist,

and so, was able to stop at Sweet Briar for

Commencement — and had fun. Said Sweet

Briar was enchanting as ever. The Thompsons

had a visit this summer at the Beach, and

they are all fine. Jane has had a very full

fall schedule running a brick yard, church

auxiliary, P.-T.A. and "domestic activities

unlimited." Don*t we all have that?

Mildred Featherstone, sent me a picture and

clipping of Elinor Guthrie McVickar, ex '22.

She has been with Harper's Bazaar for 9 years,

first as Fashion editor, and then, as Beauty

editor. Recently she has been made manager

and director of the Dorothy Gray Labora-

tories. Mildred has been busy entertaining

friends from Port-au-Prince, Haiti, Florida

and Louisiana. She hears from Peg Spengel

Runge very often—who is living in Dallas,

Texas. Mildred sent me a lot of pink folders

of the new game that is so popular out here

on the West Coast. Photo Finish, a horse

racing game on paper—says the boys in the

service adore it. Sent the ones you sent me,

Mildred, out to Al's carrier for his boys.

Many thanks.

Marjorie Cannon Hills, writes from Pasa-

dena, that she has one son—eleven years old

—is a den Mother for Cub Scouts, and has

sold bonds for a year. Said there had not

been any Sweet Briar activities in her area

for over two years.

Edith Miller McClintock's summer con-

sisted mainly of Red Cross surgical dressings

and trying to end the war. She begs that all

of '23 try to support "the Fund" even better

than ever before this year.

I have been up the Coast a couple of times

to meet Al since I last wrote. One time I

got home at 9:30 one night—Al brought his

ship in here the next morning—and at 5:50

that afternoon had a pirty for the ship's

officers, wives, friends—90 of them—thev

came at 5:3 and some of them stayed until

12! But it was fun having them. The rest of

my summer, I devoted to taking the little

girls to the Beach Club. Have been unable to

do any Red Cross work steadily, as I have

had no help. But, have gotten a big kick

out of going to the U. S- O. at ni^ht (when
I could get a sitter) to "soda-jerk" for the

service boys. I thoroughly enjoyed that.

"Scuttle-butt" (Navy rumors) have been

working again so, maybe I will be somewhere
else when you next hear from me (have lived

in nine places this past year). But please

answer my question about the scrapbook. If

I send all forty of you an addressed and
stamped postal card, don't you think you
might put a line on it, and send it back?
If you don't, I hope your conscience hurts

you!

Changes of Address:

Martha Waller Kobcrtson Harless (Mrs.

Bert A.) Box 195, Westford, Massachusetts.

Isabelle Denting Ellis (Mrs. Robert R.)

Casilla 13 99, Lima, Peru, South America.

Catherine Wihon Nolen (Mrs. H. C.) 2085

Elgin Road, Columbus 8. Ohio.

1924

Class Secretary: Kathryn Khimph McGuire
(Mrs. Frederick) 2 597 Derbyshire Road,

Cleveland 18, Ohio.

Fund Agent: To be announced.

"Word has just come of the death of Muriel

MacLeod's husband, Brigadier General Edmund
W. Searby who was killed in France September

14. Muriel and their three children are living

now at 170 Bay Street, St. Augustine, Florida.

We send our deepest sympathy to Muriel and

her family.

Haven't heard from many of you so there's

not too much news. Here's all I know:

Delphine Norton Prescott after living in

New York ever since her marriage is moving

back to Cleveland. She's been living in Rut-

land in the country this summer.

Elizabeth Haniann Easly's young son.

Jimmy, is making quite a name for himself

in the equestrian world. Saw an awfully cute

picture of him in the paper not long ago

winning some event at the Chagrin Valley

Horse Show.

I hear that Mary B. Wilson Walker's hus-

band is an Engineer Officer in the Small Boats

Branch of the Army Transportation Corps.

Mary B. rented her home in Roslyn so is

back in Raleigh with her family for the

duration.

Florence Wesfgate Kraffert's husband has

been promoted to captain in the Air Corps.

She has been busy moving though still in

Fort Worth. The family took a vacation in

the west this summer to cool off from the

Texas heat.

Marion Siiannell Wright wrote that she

was wrestling with the problems of renovat-

ing their house. She was ill along with her

husband and daughters during the spring but

summer found them recovered and loving

El Paso more all the time. She spends what

time she can away from domestic duties on

activities as a Board Member of the Planned

Parenthood Association.

Grace Merrick Twohy paid her annual

summer visit to Cleveland and is staying

with her parents. Her daughter, Pat, was at

Mr. Worthington's camp and her younger

son at Camp Greenbrier. John is in the navy.

Bern Hulburd Wain was also here for a

few days. Life in Washington or in Alex-

andria to be exact, must agree with her

despite the dire things she told me of floods,

shopping problems, etc., for she looked prettier

and better than ever. Her two oldest boys

spent the summer in Davenport while she

and the youngest visited her sister in Rochester,

New York. Bern's oldest boy Bud, has de-

veloped quite a musical bent and is entering

the Eastman School of Music this fall. She

sees Dotty Keller Iliff, *26, quite a bit.

Had a nice letter from Elizabeth ?ape

Mercur. Pape like lots of us finds domesticity

with no help, a full time job. Her young
daughter sounds enticing.

I think we should al! thank Betty Guy
Tranter for the swell job she did on writing

us up for the June Alumnae News from
the questionnaires. How she did it with a very

young son plus being a housewife these days,

I'll never know.

I do have to add my items of personal

news which I'm mighty thrilled about. I'm

just home from the hospital with a two and

a half weeks old son born on September 1.

He weighed seven pounds and three ounces

and looks just like his Pop. He is Frederick

Thomas, III. and I'm glad to report mother,

son, and father are all doing well. We moved
ten days before the event and as the house

had to be completely redecorated, it was all

a bit confusing. I did manage to get off with

my husband for two weeks in July on a fishing

trip to Wisconsin with some friends.

Hope the coming winter will find us all

with a bit more spare time—would like to

hear from you all.

Changes of Address:

Byrd Viery Bomar (Mrs. William) Hills

Point Road, Westport, Connecticut.

Jean Grant Taylor (Mrs. William Ran-
dolph) 2007 Washtenaw Avenue, Ann Arbor,

Michigan.

Clara King Maxwell (Mrs. S. Worth) 2016

Brandon Circle, Charlotte 4, North Carolina.

Blanche Quincey Stubbs (Mrs. Sidney J.)

4323 McGirts Boulevard, Jacksonville 5,

Florida.

Hilda Schroeter, 132 S. 64th Street, New
York, New York.

Rebecca Snyder Garrison (Mrs. W. B.)

Armstrong Circle, Gastonia, North Carolina,

Ada R. Tyler Moss (Mrs. W. Robinson M.)

206 28th Street, Virginia Beach, Virginia

(temporay address)

.

Florence Wcsfgate Kraffert (Mrs. B. F., Jr.)

Titusville, Pennsylvania.

1925

Class Secretary: Laura Graham Hunter
(Mrs. Harold F.) 706 River Avenue, Rome,
Georgia.

Fund Agent: To be announced.

Our third child born a year ago August,

after a lapse of six years, disorganized my
"plan of life" so completely for a while, that

I neglected you shamefully last year. I will

make a noble effort to carry on this year, if

I can count on your help. Please remember

this issue only, goes to all alumnae. Alumnae
contributors only, receive the other three

issues. So mail that check today, before you

forget it.

The most exciting news which comes from
the alumnae Office, is that Virginia Franke Davis

has taken to the stage again, In the comedy
"Kiss and Tell." The play is on tour heading

south and west, getting to California during

the Christmas holidays. Ginna is eager to see

college friends and urges us to come back

stage to see her.

Elizabeth MacQucen Nelson has been living

in Pasadena, California for seven years with

her husband and two sons, aged sixteen and

thirteen. She says, "We have become more

California minded than the Chamber of Com-
merce. Mary Sailer Gardiner and Mildred

Strode Battle have visited me here."

Last fall at a football game in Atlanta,

Virginia Stanbery Schneider our May Queen

of '23, sat near me. She is lovelier looking than

ever. You can imagine what fun it was talk-
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ing S. B. days. The Schneider*s son Tommy,
is at Episcopal High School now.

I haven't heard from Francts (Muffy)

Engeman since List spring, but at that time

she was overseas with the Red Cross and

dearly loving her work. I have had a taste

of her work and can understand her feelings.

I finished the Grey Lady and Arts and Skill

courses at Battey General Hospital here this

summer and have been working there one day

a week since then.

Eleanor Miller Patterson and her family

spent a week in July at the beach and a week

in August in the mountains at Blowing Rock,

North Carolina. There she writes she spent

the nicest afternoon with Rebecca Syndcr

Garrison, *24, at her lovely summer home.

She says, "I hope I haven't changed anymore

than she has in twenty years. She really looks

just the same except in the place of long

brown hair, she now has a lovely short white

bob, and it is most becoming."

Eleanor has a son fourteen, who is an en-

thusiastic scout and a daughter, Eleanor, ten,

who is crazy about swimming and all out

door sports.

This summer, when my husband, two

younger boys (the oldest was at Camp Caro-

lina) and I were vacationing at Blue Ridge

Georgia, Frances Nash Orand, '24, and her

husband from Dallas, Texas visited us for a

few days and we spent most of the time

reminiscing of Sweet Briar and our friends

twenty years ago. The Orands have three

daughters who were at Camp Nekanawa for

the summer.

From the alumnae office we have the news

that Laura Darrah McConnell received her

master's degree in Education May 3 1, 1944

at Pitt.

A card from Amy Williams Hunter, writ-

ten the last of June said that she and her

two boys were going home to England, "prac-

tically any day now." I do hope she post-

poned it and so missed the terrible robot

bombing.

Changes of Address:

Frances Burnett Mellen (Mrs. Louis) 2150

Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington 7,

D. C. (temporary address).

Frances Engeman, A.F.D., A.R.C., 81 Sta-

tion Hospital, A.P.O. 763, c/o Postmaster,

New York, New York.

Cordelia Kirkcndall Buckman (Mrs. H. T.)

10J7 "Walker Avenue, Oakland 10, California.

Ella Polk Brough (Mrs. John A.) 105 East

53rd Street, New York, New York.

Juliet Selby Hill (Mrs. Pierre F.) Murvon
Court, West port, Connecticut.

Mary Sturgis, Onancock, Virginia.

Louise V. V^ade Kelley (Mrs. John W.)
62 5 II th Avenue, Huntington 1, West Vir-

ginia,

Mary Elizabeth Welch Hemphill (Mrs. S.

P.) 541 S. Marion Street, Lake City, Florida.

Amy Williams Hunter (Mrs. T. T. A.)

Brand House, Ludlow Solop, England.

1928

Class Secretary: Katherine Brightbill Biltz
(Mrs. Robert) 161 West Maple Avenue, Lang-
horne, Pennsylvania.

Fund Agent: Virginia Van Winkle Morlidge
(Mrs. John B., Jr.) 107 W. Orchard Road.,

Fort Mitchell, Covington, Kentucky.

Presenting Judy and Jody Cox (3'/2)>

Sweet Briar '61, who are living on campus

with their mama, Edna Lee Cox, '26, for the

duration. The Misses Cox are taking French

lessons from Mrs. Barker.

I must apologize for falling down on my
job for the last issue. It came at such a time

that I just could not get it in. I will do my
best to make up for it this year.

Being not at all modest, I will start by

telling of myself. I had a very fine summer

—what with no school teachers to room and

board, no school cafeteria to manage, I almost

had spare time on my hands. Mary Lou aged

ten and I had a very pleasant week at Cape

May the end of June when we attended the

Friends General Conference. I spent three

weeks with my mother and one week travel-

ing with my husband and lo the summer was

gone and here I am back in the midst of all

my duties again.

I was not besieged with mail from the

class of '28 during the summer, but I did

have a card from Judy Thomas who was

spending her vacation at Rehobeth Beach,

Delaware. She is working in Washington and

sees Virginia Culver Mann frequently. The
latter and her daughter spent the month of

August at Wildwood, New Jersey.

About a week ago I sent out five hurry

calls for news and two very hasty replies

returned. Grace Sunderland Kane writes that

she returned frim California in July to her

home in Laurel, Maryland. Her husband is

now lieutenant colonel and is on duty in

the Pacific area. On her way home she visited

Winifred West Madden in Lexington, Ken-
tucky. I am sure you will be sorry to hear

that Winnie's husband died over a year ago.

Grace reports that Winnie is running their

farm herself and has two grand boys aged

nine and eleven years who look much like

Winnie. Grace also has seen Alice Webb
Nesbitc in Washington recently. Alice is

working there while her husband is in the

service.

My other prompt card returner (some day

I am going to publish the names of those

who don't return cards) was Page Bird Woods.
Her husband is practicing corporate law in

Richmond where they are living. Chip, her

oldest son is fourteen years old and tops

Page by three inches and nineteen pounds
with chief interests in athletics, sculpturing,

raising pigeons, and building things. Bird,

their second son will be nine years old in

October. Page says he is tall and thin and

filled with the joy of living. He is interested

in piano, dolng-thlngs-for-peoplc, school work
and directing the mob of neighborhood chil-

dren in plays. Page says both boys have a

wonderful time together despite the difference

in their ages. She, like all the rest of us Is

busy with all the things that keep us busy

these days.

I do hope somebody will surprise me by

sending me news completely unrequested

sometime before the next issue. Maybe it

will be you.

Changes of Address:

Charlotte Conway Curran (Mrs. Frank J.)

5 00 West End Avenue, New York 24, New
York.

Katherine Owens Price (Mrs. Bain, Jr.)

2340 Calder Avenue, Beaumont, Texas.

Grace Sunderland Kane (Mrs. O'Neill) c/o

Mrs. A. P. Gorman, R.F.D., Laurel, Maryland.

1930

Class Secretary: Sally Reahard, 5525 North

Meridian, Indianapolis 8, Indiana.

Fund Agent: Mary Huntington Harrison
(Mrs. Webster) Drake Road, Station M, Cin-

cinnati 27, Ohio.

Take the load off your feet . . . here's lots

of news from those lost In the sea of matri-

mony, motherhood and merry menage. I really

believe, with the help of the O.P.A. I will

eventually be able to produce the ghosts of

all your former playmates. It has been won-
derful to hear these voices from our Flaming

Youth and I am inspired with the idea of

making house-to-house interviews later on.

Beware the return of the gasoline buggy!

Wanted

—

Briar Patch
1923 1925

1926 1928

The Library needs the above

copies of the Briar Patch to

complete its file. A card from

you addressed to the Alumnae
Secretary, before mailing the

annual, will prevent duplication.

Mac Macdonald Reynolds wrote me just

after I sent in the last letter. She was most
sympathetic and said the first thirteen years

of this were the hardest! She said that

"Snooks" Sanford Patten has four girls now
(two of them twins) and all very attractive.

She was recently president of the Junior

League of Chattanooga and I thought it was

interesting to hear that the League has been

headed by Sweet Briar gals for the last few
years. Besides Snooks, Mary Elizabeth demons
('3 3} was president two years ago, Tav
Hazelu'ood Whitaker {'26) is president now
and Ruth Lou rancc Street will be president

next year. Mac says there arc frequent re-

unions in Chattanooga. She saw Frances Har-
rison McGlffert who was visiting there in

the spring and says she has changed not at

all, that it could be 193 for what the years

have done to her. (Quel vitamin, Francie?)
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She has a little girl named Terry, three years

old. As for Mrs. Reynolds herself, she has,

besides a six year old son, what she calls the

most interesting job in the world, as Person-

nel Assistant at the Provident Lite and Acci-

dent Insurance Company and I imagine that

company has the most interesting Personnel

Assistant "in the world!"

I had a swell letter from Elizabeth Copc-

land Norfleet this summer. Her husband is a

master at the Academy at Woodberry Forest,

Virginia and a writer besides (I'm jealous!)

She has a little boy named Robin who is

four years old, lives in the country "without

telephone or trolley,'* cans the produce from

their farm, acts as secretary and leads the

singing in their local Sunday School, knits

for various patriotic organizations, is secre-

tary to the "horticulturally inclined" wife

of one of the heads of the school . . . and

still manages to get about. She went to Sweet

Briar in February 1943 with Elizabeth Clark

to hear a concert by the National Symphony
and had a grand time seeing all her old

friends on the faculty.

In July I heard from Evaline Edmands

(you should write her, she has the most

fascinating note-paper decorated with straw-

berries!) She said they were moving from

Saginaw to Chicago in August and hoped she

would see some Sweet Briar girls there. She

has been in the Motor Corps and expects to

continue some sort of Red Cross work after

getting settled. She was at Sweet Briar for

commencement in 193 9.

My greatest shock was to have a volume

from Katryne Blake Moore. All I could ever

discover was a vague "somewhere in Ten-

nessee" address and now we have a com-

munique direct from G.H.Q. She is living in

Norris, in the TVA community there and

says that though they live in the woods they

hit every activity from Red Cross and bad-

minton to dances and post-war planning.

When she arrived there she had two boys

named Blake (eleven) and Robbie (seven) but

evidently she needed another to chop wood
and tote the water, as a third little boy

arrived this summer on July 13 th and was

named Thomas Fulton Moore. I wish I could

relay the story of Katryne's adventures in

the overflowing Knoxville hospital ... do

recommend you write to her.

"Eagle" (Merry) Curtis Loving crashed

through, as I knew she would, with one of

her rare epistles. She said Miss Long had come
over on the bus from Sweet Briar one day

this summer to be a donor to the Blood Bank

and they had a good visit. Guess Eagle is too

busy doing Red Cross Home Service and
raising two little girl-eaglets, Louise (six)

and Frances (three) to get over on Campus
very often. She had had a letter from Alice

Tucker Jones Taylor, from Essex, New York.

Said her husband had taken a church up

there for a month and the parsonage was a

summer cottage on the lake. She has two boys,

Webb (nine) and Tucker (five) and they

were all having a grand summer. Tuck and

Eleanor Henderson Smith had a reunion in

New York City this spring. She said Elnah

looked marvelous, "stylish as usual," has two
children and lives in Aiken with her father.

Betty McCready Bardwell and Dougie Lyon

Althouse both answered my questionnaire

promptly . . . Betty said "a letter follows"

but I guess Nazi spies got that one as I have

not received it. She has a ninc-months-old

baby girl named Susie added to an admirable

family of Wendy (six), Mardie (four) and

Beckie (three). She lives in Archer, Florida

and the climate must agree with her as she

seems to find time for Red Cross work and

a bunch of hobbies. These include fishing

and playing a guitar. Can't you see her with

Susie on her knee, a guitar in one hand and

fishing pole in the other? No wonder she

hasn't written that letter!

Dougie lives in Wayne, Pennsylvania has

two girls aged ten and nine, also is a Red
Cross volunteer and amuses herself swim-
ming, playing bridge, and knitting. She visited

Sweet Briar in '3 8 and Betty was there in

'40.

Alice Barber Davidson has a son Stephen

who is 15 months old and takes "full time,"

she says. She lives in Aurora, Illinois and

until he arrived she had a job doing psychi-

atric social work.

Katherine Brown Chinn writes she has three

girls, Margery (ten), Sally (eight) and Kathy
(three) so we aren^t surprised to have her

listing "housewife" as her regular job. She

does volunteer hospital work in Wilmington.

Another Katherine you will all remember

well . . . Katherine Marr White, who lives in

Nashville with her two daughters, Georgeanna

and Lucile (ten and two years old) says "at

present . . . trying to live alone and like it

... is a job I am trying to make a hobby."

Her husband is a Colonel in G-2. Here's

hoping it won't be long now!

Now the best filler-inner of questionnaires

you ever saw turned out to be Sue McAllister.

I wish I could print a picture of the card

she returned, it surpasses V-Mail. It was sent

Alumnae friends of Mr. Worthington, for so many years chairman of the French
Department at Sweet Briar, will be interested in these Sweet Briar alumnae

DAUGHTERS AT CaMP AlLEGHANY, IN THE SUMMER OF 1944.

first row: Sally Austen (Langhorne Watts, '35), Susan Wilson (Elizabeth Tyler, Academy),

Tabb Thornton (Jane Riddle, '27), Elizabeth Wilson (Elizabeth Tyler, Academy), Mimi
Thornton (Jane Riddle, '27).

Second roiv: Julie Echols (Julia K. Albers, ex '21), Mary Ann McClements (Peggy Malone,

'26), Erwin Alderman (niece of Margaret Cucullu, ex '29), Betty McMullan (Elizabeth Wood,
'27), Margaret Patten (Margaret Thomas, ex '13), Sally McCoy (Martha Bachman, '27).

Top roil-: Kathleen McClements (Peggy Malone, '26), Jellis Kirkpatrick (Elizabeth Anderson,

Academy), Louise MacLeod (Margaretta Carper, ex '22), Nancy Houriet (Sarah Merrick,

'26), Patricia Twohy (Grace Merrick, '24), Anne Carrington (Harrell James, '24). Others

who were not there when the picture was taken were Betty Dabney (Edith Railey, '32),

Eleanor Ivey (Eugenia Goodall, '2S), Ann, Frances and Martha Smith, (Mattie Hammond, '21)

and Nancy Thouron (Margaret Cucullu. ex '29).

In addition to Mr. Worthington, owner and director of the camp, other Sweet Briar alumnae

on the staff are Jeanette (Dan) Boone, Jane Kiddle Thornton, Jinny Faulkner Mathews, Helen

Gravatt, Marjorie Woods, Helen McMahon, Head Counselor, and Jean Old and Martha Snuth,

present students.
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from Ragged Mountain Camp, Andover, New
Hampshire where she was woodcraft coun-

selor this summer and "having a wonderful

time." In 1945 she got her master's degree

at the University of Pennsylvania and taught

at the New Jersey College for Women (Rut-

gers University) . This fall she is to go to

the University of Ohio to study and have a

teaching Associateship in Sociology. On the

side she says she is painting portraits now
and then.

Marion BroinficlJ Verner hasn't forgotten

us, cither, after lo-these-many-years. She lives

in Brevard, North Carolina where she is busy

housekeeping and helping out with Red Cross

surgical dressings. She says she was at Sweet

Briar in 1937 and keeps in touch with Caro-

line Maury, Nancy Worthington, "Wilfred

Smith and others.

There is a possibility that some of you

have not heard the biggest piece of news of

all ... so I feel important telling you that

Mary Huntington Harrison is the new Sweet

Briar Alumnae President. Yassuh, right out

of our own back yard! By the way, she says

her back yard is full of horses, so you can

see she is a busy woman without extra-

curricular activities. Her three children are

now ten (Ruth), seven (H. Huntington) and

three (Edith) so I imagine these take up a

bit of her spare time, too, when she isn't at

work with the Girl Scouts, Red Cross or

Junior League. Her husband is now in Nor-
mandy with the Army Ordnance. I know
she would be pleased to hear from any of

you . . . her address is Drake Road, Station

M, Cincinnati 17 if you want to write and
tell her how proud we are.

Helen Harris Beard Huntington has just

sent a card saying that she is in Washington,
her job "Counselor, Hq. A.S.F. The Penta-

gon." In answer to the question about volun-
teer work she says, "After a S4 hour week?"
(No answer to that!) She has one child,

Warner Dare Huntington, II, called Stoney,

who is eleven.

Norvell Koycr Orgain writes that she has

nothing very interesting to tell—seems to

spend most of her time doing "homework,"
since she has no one of a darker hue to help

out. Last winter she did have a half-day job

while her children were at school. Her boy
is ten and little girl, six, so manages to keep
up a bit of volunteer work.

fre^^rx the alumnae office, came the news
that Lieutenant Marjorie Sturges, WAC, is

serving in the OSice of Information and Edu-
cation at a U. S. Army Post in Australia!

Yours,

Sally
Changes of Address:

Anna Blukc Moore (Mrs. Robert P.) Box
404, Norris, Tennessee.

Helen BearJ Huntington (Mrs. Beard)
Alban Towers, Apartment 202, 3700 Massa-
chusetts Avenue, N.W., >X'ashington, D. C.

Evaline EdmanJs Thomas (Mrs. Carl E.)

9726 S. Charles Street, Chicago 43, Illinois.

Margaret Hall Smith (Mrs. J. H., Jr.) H
Bow Road, Newton Center 5 9, Massachusetts.
Mary Lawrence Sessions (Mrs. Lee M.) 816

Whitlock Avenue, Marietta, Georgia.

Susan McAllister, \'i9 East Lane Avenue,
Columbus 1, Ohio (temporary address).

Helen C. Mathews Palmer (Mrs. Taylor)

T20 North 11th Street, Muskogee, Oklahoma
(temporary address)

.

Mildred Ross Vickett Bost (Mrs. C. C.) 20

Boyden Street, Bad in. North Carolina.

Josephine Kchi Stubbs (Mrs. Charles

Stephen, III) 3 2 Paget Road, Madison, Wis-
consin (temporary address).

Laura Lee Saf^c Horner (Mrs. Junius M.)

3 Cedarclitf Road, Biltmore, North Carolina.

Ensign Emilie Turner, BOQ A-54, NOB,
Norfolk 11, Virginia.

1931

Acting Class Secretary: Martha von Briesen,

Sweet Briar, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Peronne \^bit faker ScOTT

(Mrs. Robert H.) 6480 Beverly Road, Tea-

neck, New Jersey.

Dear Gals:

My proximity to the Alumnae office re-

sulted in this, because in an unguarded

moment I said that I would write the class

letter this month, pending the enlistment of

a new secretary. Nancy, after two years of

valiant spade work has resigned to devote

her spare time to helping her father with his

correspondence.

I must say I quite enjoy having a chance

to talk to you all again even though you
can't talk back. Lieutenant Lill arrived at

Sweet Briar this morning for a week's visit

and brought news of Ethel ^are Rutherford,

whom she met in Penn Station last night.

Ethel was on her way to Norfolk to spend a

short time with Frank, who has just finished

a course at the Armed Guard School there,

and will probably be sent to sea soon. She said

Ethel looked fine, and that her son and
daughter are getting along in years, both
being of school age now.

Cynthia Vaughn has gone into Red Cross

Overseas Service, the first member of ou r

class to do so, I believe. I don't have any
details as to what she is doing, or where, but
it's sure to be interesting.

Also in uniform though not that of the

Red Cross is Evelyn Mullen, whom I met in

Baltimore in May at an alumnae tea. She
looked very trim in her blue-grey suit, as

hostess and librarian at Aberdeen Proving
Ground, and she expected to be transferred

shortly thereafter to Camp Lee, near Rich-
mond. We had a brief visit and I enjoyed

hearing about her job, which sounded very
interesting.

Martha McBrooni Shipman always comes
through, bless her! Nancy sent me her last

letter, which was written from Salt Lake
City, where she and the children spent the

summer to be with Ship. They moved several

times in the course of a few months, from
one Navy officer's house to another while the

respective tenants went home on leaves, and
she is doubtless back in Troy now so the
cherubs can continue their schooling there.

Marty said she liked the city and especially

the people, who were very friendly and kind
to them, and the children enjoyed the sights,

particularly swimming in Salt Lake and go-
ing to a rodeo.

A Navy husband stationed in California
has also taken Ginny Cooke Rea to the far

west this summer. Lieutenant Fritz is on
duty near La JoUa, and bought a house there

for his family. Ginny spent three weeks
closing his office in Marion, Ohio, renting

the house, and packing, and then drove west

with her small daughter. She is delighted with
her new home and its convenience, and she

and Fritz have more time to be together than
they have had for years, for which they are

grateful as long as it lasts.

Surely it's not news to any of you that

everyone is moving these days! Jean Country-
man Presba and Bill bought a home in Win-
netka, and they were to be in it October 10.

They are having fun making plans for reno-

vations after the war, as you might have

guessed.

Nancy Worthington came to Sweet Briar

for a week the beginning of June and spent

all her time moving everything out of her

father's house and getting him off for Camp
Alleghany. Then she returned to Richmond
and guess what! She moved, from one apart-

ment to another. The most recent residence

is very splendid, according to all reports, and
Nancy shares it with three other career

women. Not only is it elegant in size and
appearance, but it comes complete with a

(Censored because of our new policy not to

mention domestic helpers or lack of them in

these columns for the duration. Ed.)

Ellen Eskridgc Sanders has a new daughter

to add to our growing list of '31 children.

She was born on August 16.

Oh yes, there are some more bits about

wives with husbands-in-service. Aggie Cleve-

land Sandifer planned to spend the summer
at Buzzard's Bay, to be near Bill who was
stationed in New Bedford, Massachusetts,

after having spent a year in Puerto Rico. Joe
Clegg, Mary Stuart Kelso's husband, was last

reported to be in England (May) having
been there since a year ago in March.

College opened with the usual bang this

fall, filled to the gills. Among the freshmen
is one who is of particular interest to our
class . . , Constance Conover, Beth's niece.

I am still holding up the walls in Reid, to

which the students returned this fall to find

it all beautifully painted, with light wood-
work, no less! new rugs, linoleum in the

corridors, freshly sanded floors, new shades,

renovated mattresses and pillows, and re-

finished dressers, chairs, and desks . . . the

works, in other words! You wouldn't know
the old place.

Sweet Briar is rather strange, too, without
Pop Worthington's length stalking in and
out of Fletcher. After 34. years on campus,
he's bound to be missed, although to all the

students who knew him in that long span

of years he will always be a part of Sweet
Briar.

My greetings to you all.

Martha
1932

Class Secretary: Alice Dabney Parker (Mrs.

John C, Jr.) Franklin, Virginia.

Vund Agent: Helen Nightengale Gleason
(Mrs. James A.) 3707 Daleford Road, Cleve-
land 20, Ohio.

Due to an accumulation in my family of

tonsillectomies and measles, and to the usual
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complete lack of help I was unable to send

out any cards this time. Please forgive me,

and accept the following assortment of news

which has come my way during the past few

months.

I had to hold over several postcards which

came too late for the last issue. Theda Shcr-

viati Newlin, swearing that she had "nothing

much of interest" to report, casually tossed

out the information that she has added a

fifth member to her brood (Just what would

be of greater interest than the the arrival of

No. 5?)! This new baby is Katherine, called

Katy; and while Katy's papa is (or was, in

May) in the Pacific, her mama is bossing the

dairy farm.

Bee Stone De Vore painted an alluring

picture of her little house with a robin's

nest in the rose arbor over the front door.

Even more dreamlike was her mention of

what is inside the house, i.e., a maid I The
children are a nine-year-old boy and a two-

year-old girl, and Bee's husband is now with

Collier's. She asked if it's true that Anne
Burr, who was in Katharine Cornell's "Lovers

and Friends," is a Sweet Briar girl. She is

—

Editor.

As of May, Betty Uher Eby was surveying

the rural scene with satisfaction, and was

anticipating a bigger and better Victory

garden and a steady position alongside the

pressure canner. She said she no sooner caught

her breath from housecleaning than she had

to rush forth to fight weeds and bugs; and

after a summer of this and the canning, she

and George expected to retreat for a week to

Cape Cod.

Sally Ainsiiorth Glass arose as it were from
the dead after a silence of over a year. She

is still in Atlanta, and since Dick has not

been snatched away by the army she counts

herself most fortunate. They spent about a

week at the Boxwood Inn last fall, and had

as completely satisfying a time there as Johnny
and I did this spring. (I loved Dick's thunder-

struck comment on the boxwood circle: "It's

like Stonehenge!") Sally's brother Harry, by
the way, was at the time of her letter with

Army Air Combat Intelligence in Hawaii.

Adelaide Smith Nelson, still in Pedro Miguel,

Canal Zone, sent me a charming snapshot of

her handsome husband and two chubby little

girls. She wrote amusingly of her struggles

with a West Indian maid who borrowed
money from her in order to pay the voodoo

man for his intercession with the devil. Ade-
laide says her older daughter, Rosalind, is

talking now—but entirely in Spanish.

Charlotte Magoffin has developed into a

first-class hausfrau. She has not only become
an expert laundress, but has even learned to

be a mean performer with the lawn-mower,
grass shears, and hand cultivator. (When she

wrote, she had turned over these lethal instru-

ments to an 84-year-old yard boy.) And not

content with all this, she and her mother
recently put up an astronomical quantity of

jam, jelly, and what not. All four of her

brothers are well and safe, and she mentioned
that Mort was in France and Bear in the

Marianas. Charlotte, her mother, and Susan
are going to stay home this winter, in the

hope that some of the boys may be able to

drop in.

MAGAZINES t

We are grateful to the many

alumnae who have sent their mag azine

subscript ions (both new orders and

renewals to the Alumnae office We
take all sub criptions! May we have

your ore er?

Flappy Pancake, one of the most thought-

ful of mortals, came across again with a

letter. She had just been to the Beach, and

wanted to tell me how much she had enjoyed

running into Katherine Scott Soles, her hus-

band and two darling children. Bud, Kate's

husband, a junior-grade lieutenant, was leav-

ing soon for New York, and Kate and the

young ones were going to her home in

Waynesburg, Pennsylvania. Flappy also passed

on some exciting news of Tiny Marshall Tim-

berlake: she has a little Wayt, born August

12 in Lexington, Tiny was expecting to return

to Staunton for the winter, as big Wayt was

soon going to sea.

Peggy Hall—this too came from Flappy

—

spent the month of July in Canada.

I had an announcement of the birth in

Baltimore of James Coker Linville on August

17, to Captain and Mrs. C. E. Linville

—

Susanne Gay to you. And I'm shamefully

behind the times in reporting that Nancy
Wilson Drewry's third child and second son

was born in April. Nancy, from all I can

gather, is so capable that the care of her

house, husband, and offspring is coped with

quite airily, and with the minimum of wear

and tear.

Helen Pratt Graff wrote a saga of mi'asles

for both children, a broken arm for poor

little Julie, and one or two ailments of her

own, but she seemed to be going strong never-

theless. The whole family went to Ocean City

for two weeks this summer, and there Hat
saw Frances Phillips La Motte, '3 3 , with her

curly-haired blond baby boy.

I have had a good summer myself, Johnny
and I got away for several days in June and
went to the Grove Park Inn in Asheville,

North Carolina for a meeting of judges and

lawyers from four states. It was a wonder-

ful break for me, and I revelled in every

minute of it. At the end of July we took

our annual trek to Charlottesville, all sixty

of us (four seem like at least sixty when we
pack up the car! ) , and stayed five weeks.

During that time, we left the little girls at

mother's for a week while we went to the

Bar meetings in Roanoke, and afterwards

visited friends on the lovely coo-ool mountain-
top. Johnny was finishing his second term as

President of the Virginia State Bar, and so

had a lot of work and responsibility, but I

had a grand time playing in the bridge tourna-

ment and being generally social.

In Charlottesville I saw Henrietta Bryan
Alphin, but unfortunately never got a look

at her year-old daughter Katherine. Henrietta

was temporarily filling in for a doctor's

vacationing secretary.

I am delighted to have good news of Betty

Allen Magruder, whom I saw frequently. She

is cured at
,
last, but as a precaution is not

going back to her medical work for some

time. In the meanwhile she is looking superb,

and hasn't lost a particle of her own indi-

vidual brand of zest.

Irene Kellogg was looking fine too, in spite

of having enjoyed poor health for a long

while. She has resigned her job at the Uni-
versity Hospital, and may go to Florida this

winter, so as to avoid the dire effects of the

Virginia climate on her sinuses.

Dot Smith Berkeley was in a state of quiet

bliss when I saw her, for Ed was coming
home that day after a long term of duty in

Puerto Rico. When I left Charlottesville, all

the Berkeleys were on the point of moving up
to Ed's new station at New London, Con-
necticut.

As long as I have only good news or bits

of gossip to relate I like being class secretary,

but I hate to be the one to pass on bad news.

You will want to know, however, that Mildred

Gibbons lost her mother in April. I was as

sorry to hear of this as I know the rest of

you will be.

Finally, I must tell you that in August,

Connie Fouler Keeble's husband was killed in

Italy. I saw Connie in Charlottesville, and her

bravery would be an inspiration to anyone.

Immediately upon receiving the news, she

went to work as a technician in the hospital,

and as far as I know she plans to stay on in

Charlottesville indefinitely with the two little

boys.

Alice
Changes of Addrtss:

Andrena AM! Murphy (Mrs. John J.) 1320

Grenox Road. Wynnewood, Pennsylvania.

Mildred Gibbons, 918 First National Bank
Building, Tampa 2, Florida.

Anna Gilbert Davy (Mrs. Hugh W.) 1246

King Drive, El Cerrito, California.

Elizabeth Hun McAllen (Mrs. Robert G.)

66 Battle Road, Princeton, New Jersey.

Eleanore Goodwin Evans (Mrs. E. Graham)
217 Gladstone Avenue, Aurora, Illinois.

Sally Shallenhcrger Brown (Mrs. W. L.

Lyons) Ashbourne, Harrods Creek, Kentucky.
Dorothy Smith Berkeley (Mrs. Edmund)

704 Rugby Road, Charlottesville, Virginia.

Beatrice Stone DeVore (Mrs. Robert T.)

S409 Washington Drive, Washington 16,

D. C.

Madeline Williams Blair (Mrs. Norman)
Box 33, Pittsford, New York.

1934

Class Secretary: Marjorie Lasar Hurd (Mrs,

E. R., Jr.) 5414 Hawthorne Boulevard, St.

Louis 4, Missouri.

Fund Agent: Julia Sadler de Coligny (Mrs.

Calvert) Sleepy Hollow Road, R.F.D., Falls

Church, Virginia.

We have three additions to the ranks of

potential Briarites for this issue. Dot Turno
Gardner had a little girl named Susan born

on June 6; her summer sounds anything but

festive being a busy little mixture of colic,

infection and no help. However, I was en-

couraged that she had even the time or

gumption to write and hope things are better

now . . . it's a cinch they couldn't have

been worse at the time of writing.

Kitty Means Neely's young daughter, Eliz-

abeth, better known to her friends and
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family as Bets, arrived with a flourish (ac-

cording to reports) on April nineteenth, has

dark curly hair and sounds pretty wonderful.

Sis Franklin Means has a little girl named

Satilla, III, and says she is by far the most

fun of anything yet. They have moved back

to Washington from Patterson Field.

Nan Rnsscll Carter and her three boys have

been in the country all summer having an

orgy of farming, canning and housework

plus trying to keep the boys isolated because

of the polio epidemic. The surprising thing

is that she is still alive to tell the story.

They are moving October first into Buffalo.

Helen Hanson Bamford writes that her family

is still intact, that Jill Bender when last heard

from was on her way overseas with the Red

Cross and that Mary Ann Page Guyol and

her husband (a lieutenant in the army) are

living in Washington where Page is assistant

editor of the Vcnnsyhania Central Airline

News.

Marcia writes of a pleasant summer part

of which was spent at Galveston, Texas.

Martha Lou says she went down to the Santa

Fe Fiesta this summer and it sounded per-

fectly beautiful.

Lib Scbeuer Maxwell and small Elizabeth

are home with her mother for the duration.

Her husband is in Emphrata, Washington;

brought to my attention that Connie Burwell

is now a contributing editor to Time.

Julie Sadler dc Coligny wrote a wonderful

card . . . all about Commencement and how
much fun it was. She and Jackie were the

only ones of our class to go back this year

and she said Jackie looked as young and

blooming as ever . . . quite a trick these days

plus three small children.

Lydia and her family are in Pensacola,

Florida where her husband is stationed. Ann
Corbitt Little and Louise are in Cairo, Georgia

with Lamar's aunt ; her husband is stationed

in the Pacific. Fran Dardcn Musick spent the

summer with her mother and children at

Virginia Beach and is planning to go back

to Norfolk for the winter.

I got a grand long letter from Deborah

Gale Bryer. She and her daughter, Victoria

are living at Arluwade for the sumnjer but

plan to join her aunt and father in Exeter

for the winter. Her husband is a Navy
doctor who was in the Mediterranean for ten

months and has been stationed in the Pacific

for the last six months.

Suzanne Mackay Russe had a little boy born

in August and has gone back to Georgetown
where her husband is stationed.

I have spent the same kind of summer
most everyone has, bent double over the wash
board or the sink and chasing the children

from pillar to post. Rhea is still at school in

Farragut, Idaho and expects to graduate in

November. From then on ??? I am making
a feeble attempt to keep up with your chang-

ing addresses so write either to me or the

office when you move. It's always good to

hear from any and all of you, so please keep

on writing.

Change of Addresses:

Helen Abshire Hartzog (Mrs. O. B.) 2600

Las Palraas Drive, Port Arthur, Texas.

Eleanor Alcott Bromley (Mrs. H. H.) c/o

Lieutenant H. H. Bromley, Quarters 41

,

Presidio of Monterey, Monterey, California.

Alice Burton Thomas (Mrs. Louis O.) 949

E. Fortification St., Jackson 5, Mississippi.

Anne Corbitt Little (Mrs. Lamar) 204

Fourth Avenue, S.E., Cairo, Georgia.

Elizabeth Collier Wardle (Mrs. Robert, Jr.)

2127 Siutland Terrace, S.E., Washington,

D. C.

Emilie Emory Washburn (Mrs. William,

|r.) 13 4 Bay Way Avenue, Bay Shore, New
York.

Virginia Foster Gruen (Mrs. R. D.) 5718

N. Delaware Street, Indianapolis 5, Indiana.

Lydia Goodwyn Ferrell (Mrs. Ralph, Jr.)

NAAS, Corry Field, Pensacola, Florida.

Frances Hallctt Denton (Mrs. A. A.) 8203

Gygax Road, Oakdale Farms, Norfolk, Vir-

ginia.

Charlotte Fiardin Armstrong (Mrs. C. H.,

Jr.) Box 18, Laurens, South Carolina.

Nancy Fiotcbkiss Boschen (Mrs. H. C.)

68 Greenacres Avenue, Scarsdale, New York.

Martha Lou Lemmon, 811 East Walnut

Street, Springfield, Missouri.

Jean Lydecker Roberts (Mrs. Melvin

MacD.) Russell Road, Chagrin Falls, Ohio.

Emily Marsh Nichols (Mrs. Clyde) 400

Van Houten Street, Paterson, New Jersey.

Mary Moses Lindsey (Mrs. Robert D.) 1214

Central Street, Evanston, Illinois.

Margaret Newton Hollis (Mrs. M.) 67

Bergen Street, Westwood, New Jersey.

Mary Ann Page Guyol (Mrs. Alexander)

119 Portner Road, Alexandria, Virginia.

Julia Shirley Patterson (Mrs. Fred G.) 1722

Enoree, Apt. fr3, Columbia 3 6, South Caro-

lina.

Nancy Russell Carter (Mrs. James, Jr.) 67

Windsor Avenue, Buffalo, New York.

Elizabeth Scheuer Maxwell (Mrs. Charles,

Jr.) 340 West y7th Street, New York 19,

New York.

Marjorie Smith Zengel (Mrs. Fred) 800

North Wayne Street, Apt. #104-, Arlington,

Virginia.

Rebecca Taylor Klein (Mrs. Doyen) 245 3

Larkin Street, San Francisco 9, California.

Mary E. Young Van Siclen (Mrs. John W.)
162 5 South Elwood, Tulsa 5 , Oklahoma.

1935

Class Secretary: Helen B. Wolcott, 2 521

Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, 8,

D. C.

Fund Agent: Gary Burwell Carter (Mrs.

Francis E., Jr.) Box 76, Route 7, Jacksonville,

Florida.

Our deepest sympathy to the family of

Charity Hulse Taylor, ex '3 5, who died in

Asheville, North Carolina on July 9, 1944,

and to Allyn Capron Allee on the loss of her

husband. Colonel Allee, who was killed in a

plane crash on May 3 1 in Boca Raton, Forida.

Allyn and her three children, Paul, 4; Mary
Allyn, 2 ; and Frank, 6 months; have moved
to Utah for an indefinite stay.

Claudia DeWolf is a cadet nurse and is

taking her training in New York City. She

bemoans the fact that her correspondence

has practically ceased since she began train-

ing but she did know that Alison Dunne
Harrison's second, a daughter, arrived in the

spring.

Helen Schneider vacationed off and on at

Rehobeth Beach this summer and on her

last junket she was expecting Sarah Turpin

to forsake her farming activities long enough
for a short visit by the sea.

From Hester Kramer Avery, momentarily

ensconced at 4002 Morris Drive, Ft. Smith,

Arkansas, comes news that Tish Rider Ken-

neny, ex '3 5, is working in La Jolla, California

and thinks that California is the place to

live. Tish traipsed westward after her hus-

band, who incidentally was one of the air-

borne who landed in Normandy, left for

overseas duty.

Bobby Miller, ex '3 5, has been appointed

a Staff Assistant for an overseas Red Cross

Club and after two weeks training In Wash-
ington, will leave for parts unknown. If she

has time between classes, shots, etc., I hope

to get a glimpse of her while she is in Wash-
ington. To join the Red Cross, Bobby left

a job with the Army Ordnance in Milwaukee,

where, since August 1942, she wrote the

weekly paper and did all the hiring of the

Ordnance Inspectors. When Bobby wrote, she

had just crossed the street to join the "two
Annies"—Anne Baker Gerhart and her eight

months' old daughter who was actively

scrambling around the floor. Anne says that

life for her is a round of household duties

and a few outside interests, and it is a life

which she loves.

Judy Peterkin writes: "I'm about to take

unto myself a job. Having been a volunteer

in Girl Scouting for several years, I decided

to make a try at it as a professional. I was

at Camp Edith Macy (the Girl Scout National

Training School for Adults, near Pleasant-

ville, New York) for five weeks this sum-

mer, taking training courses. I simply loved

it, even though it was awfully hot and we
worked pretty hard—classes, studying, etc.

I loved the camp life, especially without the

responsibility of a bunch of children, and

the course was terribly interesting and stim-

ulating." Judy will be a traveling executive

secretary and will go to small communities

which can't afford a year-round worker or

to communities where scouting is new, stay-

ing a month or two in each place to give

training and help with promotion, organiza-

tion and planning so that the community can

then carry on independently for the rest of

the year. Her home base will be the National

Branch Office in Cleveland, which is head-

quarters for West Virginia, Ohio and Ken-

tucky. She expected to be in the Cleveland

office the last two weeks in September, serv-

ing an apprenticeship, and then to start out

on her own about October 1. Judy reports

that Alice McCloskey Schlendorf's second

child, a daughter Anne, was born in June
and that Alice has moved from Shaker Heights

to Cleveland Heights.

Gen Crossman Stevens spent her summer
gardening, as a result of which the Stevens

boast a lovely flower garden of seventeen

varieties and a vegetable garden that has kept

them totally supplied with vegetables for

over two months. Leslie Gale and young

Edson soaked up the sun while their mother

worked and Gen says it is unbelievable how
they have grown.

I spent part of my dole of two weeks'

vacation stretched out on the sands at Cape
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May, New Jersey, and the rest, equally re-

laxed, with my parents in Richmond. I woke

up lon^ enough to chat with Mary Marks

one evening when we were lucky enough to

catch her in town between the numerous

trips which she took in connection with her

work on the Virginia State OCD program.

Word has just come that Mary has joined

the Washington ranks, in the Women's In-

terest section of the War Department Bureau

of Public Relations.

Ginny Goff Gilbert and her husband spent

two months at Spring Lake. New Jersey this

summer, but are now back at Chanute Field

where he continues to be an instructor in

the weather school.

Changes of Address:

Allyn Capron Alice, (Mrs. Edward) c/o

Colonel Capron, Ogden Arsenal, Ogden, Utah.

Anne Cockrill Wait (Mrs. Frank E.) 2120

Kavanaugh, Little Rock, Arkansas.

Claudia DeWolf, 419 West 114th Street,

New York, New York.

Eleanor Elliott Scott (Mrs. James Robert)

3 924 Sheridan Boulevard, Lincoln 6, Nebraska.

Virginia Gott Gilbert (Mrs. Paul W.) 805

S- Lincoln Avenue, Urbana, Illinois.

Janet K. Kimball Miller (Mrs. John DePew)

2S4 Tower Avenue, Waterville, New York.

Alice F. Laubach, 3 66 Lake Shore Drive,

Asheville, North Carolina.

Mary Marks, 130 B Street, N.E., Wash-

ington, D. C.

Frances Martin Burnet (Mrs. William B.)

3 5 10 Rodman Street, N.W., Washington 8,

D. C.

Georgiana Miller, 3408 N. Washington

Road, Fort Wayne 6, Indiana.

Barbara Milie, c/o Personnel Training

Unit, Services to Armed Forces, National

Headquarters, American Red Cross, Wash-

ington 13, D. C.

Charlotte Olmsted Gill (Mrs. R. L.) R. D.

5, Elkton, Maryland.

Ellen Fratt McGowin (Mrs. Earl) S908

Hurst Street, New Orleans 15, Louisiana.

Maud P. Winborne Leigh (Mrs. Southgate,

Jr.) 300 Colonial Avenue, Norfolk 7, Vir-

ginia.

Lida Yoigt Young (Mrs. Henry L., Jr.

)

2924 Nancy Creek Road, N.W,, Atlanta,

Georgia.

1936

Class Secretary: Lillian Cabell Gay (Mrs.

James R.) 22^.-B Park Avenue, Swarthmore,

Pennsylvania.

Fund Agent: Katie Niles Parker (Mrs.)

Franklin P.) 46 Glen Road, Wellesley Hills

82, Massachusetts.

Abby Lesnick Leibowitz and Lieutenant

Ben have announced the birth of Stephen

Harvey, June 11. Before Ben left the country,

he was allowed a leave to see his son, who was

also honored by a visit from his eighty-four

year old great-grandfather from Miami. These

tributes for being the first grandson and the

first great-grandson never seem to go to

Stevie's head—he just sleeps the whole night

through and learns lots of new tricks each

day. Every two weeks he dutifully poses for

his picture to be sent overseas to his daddy

and uncle.

Gallic Furniss Wolfe took Johnnie, aged

four and a half, and Martha, aged two and

a half, to Selma last spring and Callie's

mother returned for a visit. Their house

caught fire from some unruly excelsior in

the 6replace. Are you there, Gallic?

Carrie Marshall Gilchrist will be sending

Peter, aged five, off to kindergarten this year,

while Marshall, a<^ed two, will stay at home
to give Carrie plenty to do.

Grizy Dcrhiger Plater's husband has been

made Polish consul in Los Angeles, so Grizy

moved out in July.

Aline Stump, when news was last reported

of her by Alma, was contemplating joining

the Red Cross overseas service.

Phoebe Pierson Dunn and two adorable

daughters are living in Darlen, Connecticut.

Alma Martin Rotnem says they are adorable,

and she should know, because her son Ricky,

aged two and a half, already has his eyes on

Susie and has named his goldfish after her.

Alma taught last year and spent the summer
at Madison.

Speaking of darling children, you should

see the pictures Ruth Gilliam Viar sent of

her children with their Easter baskets. Neal

started kindergarten last year and Elizabeth

starts this September, only Elizabeth has the

advantage of all of Neal's information handed

down. Ruth says their enthusiasm over the

frog emerging from the tadpole carries her

back to Academic Lab where she, Katie Niles,

and Harriet Aycock used to cut 'em up

under Miss Harpster's watchful eye.

Marquart Poucll Doty has at the present

writing two children, Leete, aged four and

a half, and Barbara, almost two. Mark has

come through a hectic period as Barbara had

pneumonia at three months, and Mark herself

was severely burned by her pressure cooker

exploding. However, she's bravely canning

again and says modern medicine has cured

her up, leaving only faint scars. She seems to

have rallied in fine fashion, and they are

moving to the address given below this

October.

Lucille Cox is teaching a combination of

Latin and English in the E. C. Glass High
School in Lynchburg, Virginia.

Well, that is all the news that has come
during the summer. If you are missing your

best friend's name, will you write to her and

then send along whatever you can find? Or
better still, will you write us yourself? I

think you would if you knew what a boost

it gives each of us to hear from you.

Changes of Address:

Harriet Aycock McCusker (Mrs. Thomas
B., Jr.) 300 Highland Street, Milton 36,

Massachusetts.

Frances M. Baker Owen (Mrs. John Keller)

626 Preston Place, Charlottesville, Virginia.

Alice Van Y. Bcnct Hopkins (Mrs. Porcher)

c/o Lieutenant Colonel P. P, Hopkins,

USMCR, Base Artillery Battalion, Camp
Lejeune, North Carolina (temporay address)

.

Gloriana Burrill, 53 6 West 20ch Street,

New York 11, New York.

Mary Kate Crow Sinclair (Mrs. W. S., Jr.)

c/o Infantry Board, Ft. Benning, Georgia

(temporary address)

.

Anne B. Farr Foot (Mrs. John M.) Pen-

crebar, Callington, Cornwall, England.

Mary Himes Beddoes (Mrs. Arthur E.) 623

Highland Avenue, Toledo 10, Ohio.

Margaret Huxley Range (Mrs. Carl E.)

Christ Church Rectory, Denton, Maryland.

George Ann Jackson Slocum (Mrs. Jona-

than) 1020 Eldorado Avenue, Clearwater

Beach, Florida (temporary address).

Eleanore Krekcler Chrlsman (Mrs. A. S.)

37 Mott Avenue, New London, Connecticut.

Elizabeth Leitis Parham (Mrs. Russell) 259

Gholson Avenue, Henderson, North Carolina.

Catherine Q. Mitchell Ravenscroft (Mrs.

Kent) 13 5 Lafayette Street, Denver 3, Col-

orado (temporary address)

.

Janet Mdlcr Mitchell (Mrs. William C.)

5 88 South Hill Street, Gritfin, Georgia.

Mary Lee Poindexter Willingham (Mrs.

Winborn) 909 Vine Street, Chattanooga 3,

Tennessee.

Marquart Pouell Doty (Mrs. Harrison P.)

1249 California Road, Tuckahoe 7, New York.

Carol Straus Ney (Mrs. Joseph) 406 West
Park Avenue, San Antonio, Texas (temporary

address)

.

Betty Voight Quarles (Mrs. Henry) Com-
modore Apartments, 1983 Summit Avenue,

Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin.

Mary Virginia Wilson Richardson (Mrs.

Robert W.) 640 N. Portage Path, Akron,

Ohio.

1937

Class Secretary: Harriet Shaw, 221 High-
brook Avenue, Pelham 6 5 , New York.

Fund Agent: To be announced.

Have just received a card from Anne
Lemmon saying she will call me in New
York on her way overseas with the Red Cross.

Polly Lambeth Blackwell says she is back in

Washington again as her husband is no longer

in foreign service. I've had no word from
anyone else. I am still battling subway crowds

and find that Wall Street really is as thrilling

as it's cracked up to be.

Dean Lewis writes that Elliott and her

sister Penelope, *42, have been in North Africa

for more than a year serving as civilians in a

department of the government.

Nat Hopkins Griggs is in Montclair for the

present while her husband, a captain in the

army, is overseas. Nat sees Izzy Olmstead
Haynes often in New York and she reports

briefly that Betty Williams has been studying

nursing in Cleveland and that Peggy Harris

Clark is now living in New Jersey with her

husband's family.

New Address:

Nancy Nalle Lea (Mrs. Gilbert) c/o Mrs.

H. M. English, 3 520 Durham Street. Brown-
wood, Texas.

1938

Class Secretary: Dolly Nicholson Tate (Mrs.

John A., Jr.) 548 West End Boulevard,

Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

Fund Agent: Janet MacFarlan Bergman
(Mrs. Charles) 13 6 Linden Avenue, Ridge-

wood, New Jersey.

I think the elements bear a grudge against

me—as they always manage to produce a

honey of a hurricane each time I come east.

Both times I have come through unscathed.
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if you can call lack of electricity, water and

telephone, etc., "unscathed." Regardless I am
digging in today to tell you ot each other

and myself.

Think I'll take it by sections of the coun-

try, beginning with this lovely New England

countryside. Seems as though it's loaded with

Rebels. Dot Tison Campbell writes from Ver-

mont that Jim is in Albany—a T/Sergeant in

USMCR—but luckily gets home weekends;

also that Genie Whiteside Winton who is in

Plattsburg, New York with Ernie (just back

from the South Pacific) was to be on hand

shortly for the christening of Tison's 6-

months old Janie. Sarah Tomlinson Foscue

and Jimmie have been roving around Yankee-

land too, Buffalo, Long Island, and now
Harvard where Jimmie is furthering his Army
education. However, she plans to go home for

awhile in about two weeks. Fergie writes

from Framingham Centre near Boston of

*'Jake*' (John, Jr., almost three) and Nancy
(IJ/j) and their plans for fixing up their

farmhouse. After a summer at the Cape, she

is now busy freezing vegetables, etc. A won-
derful setup.

Naturally Lucy T. came through with a

beaut of a letter and grand news of herself,

still at the same old job after a grand vaca-

tion divided between Wilmington and the

Catskills. She mentioned in particular the

reunion of herself. Lew, Judy, and Macky
armed with snaps of Anne and David—dinner

at the Kungsholm—and Lew in the throes of

transporting her camp kids to camp over the

Fourth! Judy has an apartment uptown and

she and Lucy T. have frequent gettogethers.

Allan, Judy's husband, is a captain in Army
Air Intelligence and still overseas—has been

able to chat with Lucy's fiance over the

phone, but only once, even though they are

in the same locality. A card from Kay Hoyt
gives swell news of her job and her Dutch-
man boss. At last she is applying her French
as he frequently dictates in it. About a month
ago she ran into Louise Bailey Maguire whose
husband is in the Army in California. Adele
seems to be extremely fortunate in that her

husband who is a Lieutenant (j.g.) in Naval
Supply is stationed in New York City and
able to live at home again and enjoy with
her, Jonathan, Jr., a year old. My real scoop

is word that Janice's Bud is back after

eighteen months in China. On my last job

—

the Sth reunion issue—he was just leaving,

so I'm especially thrilled over this news. Wish
I could pass along all the marvelous sidelights

of his stay there, but "the times" and space

prevent. Before the first of the year Janice

and Bud and their son will be on their way
to South America to live. Our good wishes

go with you. Keep us posted! Alex tells me
her Margaret recently celebrated her first

birthday. They have been at Lake George
most of the summer.

On down the line . . . Barbara Croij Reese

is now with her family in Washington while

her husband, a Major in the Medical Corps,

is in New Guinea. She stays busy with Evan
Charles, Jr., who is 2 years old. And Babbie

Derr Chenoweth writes from Delaware that

she is visiting her family before returning to

Springfield, Missouri, and Arthur who is sta-

tioned at O'Reilly General Hospital there.

She and Chip, 14 months old, have been at

Highlands, North Carolina, visiting Arthur's

parents this summer.

Eylese Miller Latham is back home in Am-
herst—dear ol* Amherst—while her husband

is on maneuvers, but as yet hasn't seen Bessie

Lee Garhec Siegrist who also is in that vicinity.

Helen Hesson Binns is Welfare Superintendent

in Charles City County, Virginia and Mrs.

Wailes has recently invited her to talk to her

Sociology classes this year. Nice work, Helen.

Cards from Molly Talcoit Dodson and Jane

Kent Titus give much the same welcome

news. Each of them are in Richmond while

their husbands are out of the country, Molly

with two daughters (Archer and Harriotte

(two and one respectively), and Jane with

her son. Gene Brock Clement is also back

home while Hayden is overseas, and word

is that she has a lovely little girl; Mickey

McQuire (don't know her married name) is

living on a farm nearby and has two little

girls, and Sue Gibson Davenport and Steve

are in Charlottesville where he has a church,

and they have two sons. Ida Todman is in

Ft. Worth where Stu is stationed. Thanks for

such good news of the Richmond crowd!

Bobbie Fish Schiebel and "Shanghai" Greg-

ory have headquarters at Duke—Bobbie, the

wife of a surgeon on the staff of the hospital

there and Shanghai is really busy. She writes

that she plans to stay in Obstetrics and

Gynecology indefinitely. Shirley HaywooJ
Alexander is also in North Carolina—with

her family in Raleigh while Tom is in the

New Gerogia Islands.

Moving on down the southeast now . . .

Smeady and Betsy are in Chattanooga back

in her house, while Clay operates in and out

of London. Her biggest thrill is that of being

godmother to Nancy Old Mercer's daughter

Anne Eugenia, born May 22. Moselle is

"home with mama" while Quigg is working

frantically in a hospital in France. Their

Emily was born only six weeks ago and is

mighty cute—but scares her mother stiff!

Incidentally she is going to have red hair.

Cobbie and Frank are in Decatur, Alabama
still with their nine months old daughter, but

got away for a while to South Carolina

where they have a farm and to Ponte Vedra

this summer. In June she saw Connie McDiiffie

Turner in New Orleans. Cobbie's husband is

still training pilots.

Jo Happ Willingham boasts two sons, Joe

and John. They are back in Macon while

Spain serves with the Navy in France. Our
deepest sympathy to you, Jo, in the loss of

your brother on Saipan,

Up through Kentucky now . . . Thanks,

Eady, for the epistle. You gave me such good
news of Lloyd and yourself and the Kentucky
State Fair. Lloyd's husband has been on

a PT boat in the Pacific for sixteen months
and we hope will be home soon. Lloyd spent

the summer on her farm at Danville but

also has done a magnificent job—being Nurse's

Aide, secretary of Junior League and last

spring dug herself out of bed at four A.M.
every morning to do USO work ac the Air-

port. Eady was in New York during the

summer and had a good visit with Navy
Lieutenant Lill (Mrs. Bernice Lill to you)

and Stumpie who has a civilian job in Mrs.

Lill's office. Billy ficizcr Hickenlooper has

her hands full with Skip (ZV^ years) and Lib

( 10 months) plus canning from her garden

and working at Children's Hospital. Maud
Tucker Drane has a new daughter, Eleanor

Lile, born May 1 0th, but Hardy hasn't even

seen her as he is busy along the French coast

with the Navy. Maud says last word of Jim
was her departure from Miami for Camp
Alleghany via Denver! Kate Sulzberger Hecht
has a job In personnel at a war plant trying

to stay busy till Rudy returns. He has been

overseas eleven months and is now with a

General Hospital in France. Howell Lykes

Colton can proudly announce the birth of

her daughter, Kecnan, on August 10th. Richie

is almost two now and thinks his sister is his

own private toy. Howell tells me of Becky
Kunkle Hogue's son, Peter William, born

April 18th. Claire adds that Becky expects to

resume her Nurse's Aide work in October.

Moving west now . . . Alice Hooper is

still in Galveston, but leaves any minute

—

having just been sworn into the WAVES.
Ruth Harman Keiser visited her recently.

Vesta is also in Texas and last heard from
was at 131 W. Elmview, San Antonio. Eddie

is a liaison officer for various air bases, and

travels, but she is settled there and meets him
whenever possible. Edward was a year old in

June and pictures of him are adorable.

Frances Bailey Brooke and her husband are

at Fort Sill where he is a tactical officer for

OCS. She and Becky Panriill Gwin ('40) have

seen a lot of each other.

Brownie writes from California much to

my surprise, where Bob is Commanding Officer

of the Materiel Command Flight Test Base

at Muroc. Any of you who get the Junior

League Magazine can see a grand picture of

him in the September issue—just returned

from active combat in the Mediterranean

Theatre of Operations. Margaret Coleman
Ford likewise is basking in California where
she is living temporarily after packing and
unpacking from Florida to Oregon. Chick is

on a Baby Flattop and she is there hoping
to get a quick glimpse of him every now and

then. She recently ran into Nancy Old Mercer
on a ferry, but as yet doesn't know her

address. (Neither do I!)

The far northwest brings news of Winnie
Hagberg St. Peter and her husband, Stan,

who is a First Lieutenant in the Army Dental

Corps. Winnie was lucky enough to get to

S.B. before going west and spent two whole

wonderful days there. She hopes to get a job

as junior interviewer in the U. S. Employment
Service there in Olympia as soon as there Is

an opening.

And now for a quick jump across the

U. S. back to Bristol Ferry, Rhode Island

and some sorta personal news. Jack was sta-

tioned near Newport from January to June
and since then has been in Naval Supply

School at Harvard where he'll finish up the

end of October and probably go to sea. We
don't know yet, but if so, I'll head back to

my apartment in Winston-Salem (write me
there during the winter). So far we've been

very lucky in that we have a nice cottage

right on Mt. Hope Bay and Caroline has

almost doubled in size and strength since we
arrived. She'll be three in February. Jack
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gets home weekends but during the weeks

I have had a stream of guests, among them

Rilma and Janet Mac. Rilma had a short va-

cation from her work at Charlotte Memorial

and we most gummed ourselves to death.

Janet came down from Falmouth where she

spent the summer with Carl's family and

brought news that Carl is in New Britain

and also pictures of her adorable Nancy and

Skip .

Late Additions: Nancy McCandlish writes

trom Egypt: "As you can gather from my
address I am in the land of the Pharaohs. I

left home the first of June and so have come

to feel very much at home here.

A friend of mine and I have taken an

apartment and have an excellent 'Mahomet'

to cook for us. They all seem to be named
Mahomet or Abdul. I wish I could ship a

few home to my many relatives and friends

who could use them to good advantage these

days.

I am working hard but find time for fun

and such things as picnicking by the pyra-

mids and sailing on the Nile. If only Sweet

Briar had offered a course in Arabic—and if

only I had enrolled in it!

"

Anne Walker Newton writes that Anne,

Jr., born June 9 and her brother Blake keep

her busy forty-eight hours every day while

her husband is on duty in the Pacific.

Dot Elans Haveron is in Norfolk with

Wendy waiting for Frank's ship to come in

or go out. Nan Golden Moore lives quite

near her and she has recently seen Peggy

Roper and her little girl.

Claire's late letter is full of news of her

family—packing up the little girls for visits

to various members of the family this sum-
mer—fun, but not exactly restful. As the

new president of the Cleveland Sweet Briar

Alumnae Club, she is full of plans for the

club's big project—sponsoring Lucile Barrow
Turner. She was there last spring and was a

"howling success."

But summer has just about run out here

—and so have I! Many thanks for your swell

cards and letters. Keep them coming.

Loye,

Dolly Nick

P. S.—A contribution to the Alumnae Fund
will assure you of future issues.

Changes of Address:

Frances Bailey Brooke (Mrs. George M. Jr.)

601 '^4 Columbia Avenue, Lawton, Oklahoma.

Mary Jemison Cobb Hulse (Mrs. Frank W.)
Southern Airways, Decatur, Alabama.

Margaret Coleman Ford {Mrs. C. L., Ill)

I 109 F. Avenue, Coronado, California.

Barbara M. Derr Chenoweth (Mrs. Arthur

J.) 708 Coverdale Road, Wilmington 5 6,

Delaware.

Marion V. Fuller Kellogg (Mrs. David M.,

Jr.) 177 Boston Post Road, Weston 93,

Massachusetts.

Ella Jane Gregory Olmsted (Mrs. William

R-. Jr.) 7434 Churchill Avenue, Detroit 6,

Michigan.

Winifred Hagberg St. Peter (Mrs. Stanton

K.) 2201 S. Water Street, Olympia, Wash-
ington (temporary address)

.

Mary Ann Hensel Carr (Mrs. Louis B.)

1 60 Pleasant Street, Rumford 1 6, Rhode
Island.

Claire Hamh-rsott Chapin (Mrs. Carroll H.)

22701 Fairmount Boulevard, Shaker Heights

21, Ohio.

Helen Hays Crowley (Mrs. Frank J.) 2919

Attleboro Road, Shaker Heights 22, Ohio.

Eylese E. Miller Latham (Mrs. Arthur P.)

Route 2, Box 2S, Amherst, Virginia.

Betty Batsell Moore Stowers (Mrs. W. B.,

Jr.) 3 821 Bryn Mawr, Dallas 5, Texas.

Charlotte E. Riee Stafford (Mrs. Charlotte

R.) Room A204, Alabama Hall, Arlington

Farms, Arlington, Virginia.

Betty Mead Smarff Johnson (Mrs. H. Clay

Evans ) E. Brow Road, Lookout Mountain,

Tennessee.

1939

Class Secretary: Betsy Cainpbell Gawthrop
(Mrs. Robert S.) 326 West Minor Street,

West Chester, Pennsylvania.

Fund Agent: Janet Thorpe, 5 Heywood
Road, Pelham Manor 65, New York.

This will be short I fear as I haven't done

much in the way of keeping up with every-

body—but I do have a bit of news. Didn't

Lottie do a wonderful job on the reunion

notes? It's so hard to keep in touch with

people nowadays, and therefore I hope that

when the Alumnae Fund appeal comes this

year, '3 9 will respond en tnasse because in

addition to giving to Sweet Briar it's a good

way to get all the news there is in the four

issues of the Alumnae News. Helen Mac
has written that Betsy Campbell Gawthrop
will take over the class secretary job after

this letter, so please send all the tidbits to

her.

Saw Betsy Durham Goodhue and Mary
Mackintosh Scherer when I was at Navy
Supply Corps School in Cambridge last spring.

Betsy and Albie and young Tag are in

Marblehead, living in a wonderfully attractive

old house in the center of town which they

bought recently and are having lots of fun

remodeling. Mary Mac and Joe had an awfully

cute apartment on Commonwealth Avenue in

Boston. I hear that they were vacationing to

Sakonet, Rhode Island during the big storm

we had in early September but this time the

poor old Jersey Coast took a worse beating

than New England.

Saw Jane Parker Washburn at Ivy's wedding
in Plainfield on September 23. We had a fine

old S.B. reunion with the class of '40—Parge,

Connie, Hug, El Snow, Lo Per nicy MacNeil,

Barb Smith Whitlock and Muriel Barrows.

Ivy is now Mrs. William Chandler Haskins,

and both she and Bill are stationed at Lake-

hurst which is a definite break (sez me, sta-

tioned in Philadelphia with my husband in

the Pacific). Ivy will probably have the same

trouble I do with forms of address—Ned and

I have gotten mail addressed to Lieutenant

and Mrs. Ensign Edward Swain and Lieuten-

ant and Ensign Mrs. Swain! I admit it is

confusing, but just Lieutenant and Mrs. suits

me fine.

Jean McKenney Stoddard is working in

Washington now. Johnnie is in Italy with the

American Field Service, and I forgot to men-
tion that Parker's husband Roddy is still on

the high seas someplace. Won't it be grand

when they are all home to stay?

Henri Minor Hart and daughter Jane (who
is darling—I've seen a number of pictures of

her though I haven't actually seen her since

she was a really wee one) are going back to

Charlotte, North Carolina to keep house for

Mr. Minor and Ike while Harrie is out of the

country. H. hoped to get to the West Coast

to see Harrie off.

Gracey Luckeft Stoddard came east with

Brooke this summer before he went overseas

—there was a gay reunion with all the New
Yorkers here.

Janet Trosch is our latest American Red
Cross staff assistant and is now somewhere in

England, and Mary Jeffrey Welles was married

somewhere in England on August 7 to Staff

Sergeant John V. Pearson. This brings our

total overseas to six, a record which makes
all of us very proud.

And that's all I have in the way of news.

I like being at the Philadelphia Navy Yard,

and got a very definite break when I found

a darling unfurnished apartment a few weeks

ago—they don't transfer WAVES about very

much, so I decided to bring my things down
from Short Hills and have our apartment all

set when Ned comes home, which we hope

will be early in 1945, if only for a short

leave. My address is Mrs. E. S., Jr., 2020

Delancey Place, Apartment 3B, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania—and that's permanent (I hope

I hope) as the City of Brotherly love is where

we'll live when the Navy lets us both go back

to wearing civilian clothes.

I would love to hear from you or see you
if you ever get to Philadelphia.

Sincerely,

Anne
1940

Class Secretary: NiDA Tomlin Watts (Mrs.

Robert, Jr.) 2625 Handasyde Court, Cincin-

nati 8, Ohio.

Fund Agent: To be announced.

While hopefully waiting for a "hearin'
"

from you women, I started counting class

babies. Figures were never my forte, but the

total number seems to be thirty-one. To date,

there are seventeen beaux and fourteen belles.

Reba Smith Gromel's daughter, Patricia Ann,
arrived on July 20th. Reba's husband is at

Camp Peary and they have an attractive

house in Williamsburg. Reba saw Sally

Mitchell Clingerman and Libby Torrey Tread-

way when they were in Williamsburg this

summer. George Barret Mahoney, C. P. Neal's

son was born in Henderson, Kentucky on

July 31st. C. P. has gone to Denver to try

and solve the eternal problem of finding a

place to live while George, Sr., is stationed

at Lowry Field. Agnes Spencer Burke also

has a future member of the stag line. John
W. Burke, III, was born in Duluth on

August ISth. Ag is returning to Key West,

Florida in October. On my way through

Chicago this spring, I had a delightful time

with Mary Miller Naquin. Mary was fine

and she has since had a daughter, Susan, to

keep her company. Eleanor Bosworth Spitler's

daughter, Barbara is seven months old and

from reports seems to be thriving in Warrens-

ville, Ohio.
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Lieutenant (j.g.) Helen Anderson's engage-

ment has been announced to Bates Bryan from

Chattanooga. Mr. Bryan is in O.C.S- at Fort

Bel voir. The wedding will take place early

this fall. Midge Fleming is another bride-

elect. She will become Mrs. Frank Gray in

October. Florence Merrill's engagement has

just been announced to Lieutenant Colonel

Richard Blanton Pilkinton of Washington and

Richmond, now with the Army Air Corps.

The date for the wedding has not been set.

Ensign Betty Ivins' marriage to Lieutenant

\C'illiam Haskins took place on September the

2.1rd. Blair was matron of honor and Ivy's

sister, Patsy was maid of honor. There must

have been a grand S.B. reunion at the wedding

because Parge, Connie Ciirrle Fleming, Ell

Snow, Muriel Barrows and Lois Fcrnley

McNeil were among those present. Lois writes

that she had a quiet although active summer
following son Neil around. He has just started

walking and apparently is a "human dynamo."

Jackie Sc\fo>i Daley has been on the chase too

after her little Mike. They amuse each other

by throwing and then carefully picking up

toys. Jackie had a vacation in Scranton, Penn-

sylvania where her husband supplied in St.

Luke's Church for a month. Jackie says, "it

was quite an experience because that was

where John started out as a choir boy when
he was seven years old."

Jeanne Harris was nice enough to write a

marvelous letter. The following is from Irene

Vincent to Jeanne to me to you, "We spent

July in Tibet, living on unleavened bread,

eggs and K rations for days. (She and her

husband rode horseback over the British trade

route, battling leeches and mountains.) Herds-

men there live in black felt tents called yurts.

Every few miles are gompas (monasteries)

with gold leaf roofs. A woman can travel the

length and breadth of the country alone quite

safely—clothes, like ancient Chinese robes are

handsome. Everyone sings at work. Some smear

butter (black) on their faces to protect them-
selves against sun and wind, which is fiend-

ishly strong. Phari, the highest and dirtiest

town in the world is buried in its own filth.

No planes are allowed to fly over the country
and only mules and horses are allowed on the

plains."

Jeanne also heard from Dr. Helen Taylor

who is at Montreal General Hospital in Can-
ada. Helen said that the hospital is wonderful,

business is buzzing and that she is especially

interested in the maternity and "Gyn" divi-

sion. Jeanne is still with the Department of

Education at the Metropolitan Museum of

Art and is enjoying it more and more.

Ethel James is living with her sister in New
York and is working for Life magazine. Parge

is doing Nurse's Aide work five days a week
in Bronxville. Kay Hodge is a Gray Lady at

Camp Breckinridge. She was a camp counselor

this summer and visited Jane Bush Long.

After seventeen months in Mobile the Mon-
tagues (Mildred Moon) are located near

Brookley Field, Alabama. While in New
Orleans for a weekend, Mildred saw Mickie
Mitchell Giilis. Mickie has a job with Travelers

Aid. Emory Gill Williams has been searching

violently for an apartment in Dover, Dela-

ware as Canky is stationed there. So far, she

has not had much luck and is back in Rich-

mond. Eve Williann Turnbull will be in

Orange, Virginia until Knox returns from

overseas duty. Jane Hopkins Hanes is also

living with her family in Ticusville. Polly

Wyckoff Gust affson is among those living at

home now. Polly taught tennis in a summer
camp. Marion Dauiit McBride likes her work

as an assistant to an eye specialist in St. Louis-

Her husband has been away many months, so

here's hoping that she sees him soon!

And now news of our Army officers. Cap-

tain Mary Johnston has been in England

several months and finds her work highly

interesting. She says that the living conditions

are quite comfortable, but the weather Js

typical—which seems to mean bad- Mary has

seen Alice Gass who is abroad as a Red Cross

worker—Captain Martha Rector is an in-

structor at Fort Sam Houston. She has to be

dignified eight hours a day and likes it

—

well, the teaching anyway. She was assigned

CO the staff and faculty of the Adjutant

General's School, July 1st. Martha spent two
weeks at Fort Washington, Maryland and

then went on to Texas.

Janet Runkle spent most of the summer in

the east and then visited Ann Adamwn
Taylor. Maria Burroughs Livingston is back

on deck in Richmond for the duration or at

least while Henry is overseas. Baba MacRac
Causey is living across the street from Phoopy
with her father and uncle. Baba and Phoop)-

have already introduced their respective off-

spring to each other. Isn't it a bit early for

romance, mothers? Pete, Baba's husband was

home for six weeks, then returned to foreign

duty. We are all rejoicing with Kitty Estcs

Johnston because of Gilbert's return after a

two and a half years absence. I know how
she feels because I too was lucky enough to

see my husband. He was here for thirty days

and looked better than ever! We traveled

from coast to coast and enjoyed seeing Canny
and Merrill Pasco, Frances and Lawson Turner,
Polly Messingcr Asmuth (ex '40) and Coralie

Kahn Ferro. We missed seeing Coralie's hus-

band who is on leave at the present time.

My plans are not definite yet, but I am on
the prowl for a job.

This issue of the Alumnae News is free,

but come on and "give" so that you will

receive the next three issues.

NiDA
Changes of Address:

Mary Frances Barnhardt Calder (Mrs.

Duncan G., Jr.) 204 N. Union Street, Con-
cord, North Carolina.

Jeanne Braihhun' Dillon (Mrs. T. E.) 15 14

Van Buren Street, Wilmington 12, Delaware.

Maria Burroughs Livingston (Mrs. Henry
H., Jr.) 1100 West 43rd Street, Richmond
24, Virginia.

Constance Currie Fleming (Mrs. Richard

E.) Tulip Road, Llewellyn Park, West Orange,

New Jersey.

Katharine Ingles Hill Apperson (Mrs. John
S., HI) 116 Front Street, Schenectady 5, New
York.

Virginia Leggett Cameron (Mrs. Thomas
Brown, Jr. ) 2 1 S 9 1 4th Street, Troy, New
York.

Mary Miller Naquin (Mrs. Howard A.)

425 Arlington Place, Chicago 14, Illinois.

Mildred W. Mitchell Giilis (Mrs. J. W.,

Jr.) 176 Suter Place, Biloxi, Mississippi (tem-

porary address).

Frances Moses Turner (Mrs. Lawson W.,

Jr.) 1 n J Schiller Avenue, Little Rock,

Arkansas.

Cynthia Berkeley Noland Young (Mrs.

Kari, Jr.) 195 Everit Street, New Haven 11,

Connecticut (temporary address)

.

Margaret Royall Davis (Mrs. James Evans)

527 East 72nd Street, Apartment 2-B, New
York 21, New York (temporary address).

Clara Ambler Sasscer Chandler (Mrs. H.

C.) 4106 Beecher Street, N.W., Washington

7, D. C.

Jacqueline Sexton Daley (Mrs. John E.)

Box 247. Avon Park, Florida.

Janette A. Smith, 728 South Lee Street,

Alexandria, Virginia (temporary address).

K. Reba Smith Gromel (Mrs. George H.)

Toano, Virginia (temporary address) -

Anne C. Thomas Smith (Mrs. C. Capers)

Longview Farm, Martinsburg, West Virginia.

Beth Thomas Mason (Mrs. J. Tate, Jr.)

1 007 Dreams Landing, Annapolis, Maryland.

Kathleen Ward, 146 Ivyhurst Drive, Egg-

ertsville 21, New York (temporary address)

.

1941

Class Secretary: Doris Albray, 18 Curtis

Place, Maplewood. New Jersey.

Fund Agent: Patricia Douling von Well-
SHEiM (Mrs. Alfred H.) 43 12 Larkwood,

Louisville 1 2. Kentucky.

As we go to press this time, it is under

the greatest difficulty. I am unhappily en-

sconced at a small table, lined with candles,

pounding on a typewriter, and writing from
copy which I can see only with the greatest

difficulty. The hurricane has, in other words,

left the family with no electricity, and I

know now what it feels like to be bound to

the sacrificial altar, faced with row upon
row of candles. Any errors or ommissions

may be blamed upon the storm.

All of us will want to send our deepest

sympathy to Barby Nciens Wickenham

—

Wick, a bombardier was killed in action in

England, August 6. Barby has been at home,
but her mother wrote that she planned to

go to Pittsburgh soon, with Wendy.

Some of you have been wonderful. Franny
Baldwin and Dottie White, to each of whom
I should like to award a D.S.C. for their

unfailing loyalty and cooperation, have come
through again, and this time, I am happy
to say, we have added quite a few corre-

spondents to the list.

Colley wrote to inform the forty-oners that

on the Fourth of July she presented her

three-year old son with a baby sister, Eliz-

abeth Colley Shelton (also known as "Col-

ley"). The young lady met her dad only

once before he sailed for Italy. Colley also

supplied the news that Craigie has a baby

girl, Sharon Fontaine Dorney, born July

twenty-fifth, and Frances Bird Jones has a

son, Charles Swift Jones, HI, born sometime

in April.

By this time I am sure you all have heard

the gleeful news that Doucett is now a mar-
ried woman. The great day was August fifth,

and the lucky man is Lieutenant (j.g.) John
Edmond Neill. Lots of luck and happiness to

you both.
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Rumor has it that Louise Hathaway Doelker

increased the Sweet Briar enrollment for 1961

on June thirteenth when Stephanie Hatha-

way Doelker put in her appearance.

Franny Baldwin has made me turn posi-

tively green with envy by her statement that

she stopped off at S.B.C. on her way north

this summer. (P. S. She says it is still there

and just as lovely as ever!) On this trip

Miss B. also dropped in to see Mimi in "Wash-

ington, where she is working for the British

Air Commission. It seems that with all her

"jobs," Franny is having a good time.

The Baldwin late edition supplied the fol-

lowing tidbits: Ruth Hemphill DeBuys is

spending a month or two in Miami where

her Lieutenant (j.g.) husband is in school

there. Lillian Foiilkes Taylor is still in the

happy position of being with her husband

and baby, to say nothing of Tish Sieheh

Frothingham and offspring, who are in Jack-

sonville, Florida, with John, now stationed

at the Naval Air Station there. Kitty Esfes

Johnston's husband, Major Gilbert, has just

returned from two and a half years' service

in India and has seen their two-year old

daughter for the first time. Kitty and he are

in Miami now awaiting his assignment. Pick-

ard, last heard from when traipsing ofF to

Hawaii, has written Franny and is apparently

having a wonderful time.

Janie Clark Hart rich wrote during the

summer, telling of the arrival of her second

son, William Eugene Hartwich, on July 9th.

Edge's Ted has gone overseas and left Bobby

and Mommy home. However, the young'un

had almost an entire year in which to get

to know his Dad.

Decca writes that August 2, 1944 was the

great day of the arrival of Rollin Nichol

Conwell, III. According to her roommate,

Katherine Estes is working in New York, and

Scully, another of the trio, is planning on

coming up to the City and taking a job as

a Lab technician. Decca too hopes to come

up here to show the son to his paternal

garndparents. It should be a great day when

they all arrive.

Dottie White tells me that Frances Wat-

kins' engagement was annoujiced recently

in the paper to Pfc. William D. Centilli,

USA. Dottie saw Anita at Virginia Beach

this summer. It seems our Fund Agent is an

orphan, her family having gone to Central

America, to be gone for two years.

According to hearsay. Moo either has or

is going to be another of New York's crowds.

Douce wrote a perfect volume on her

travels. Libby Lancaster Washburn and son

are now m Corpus Christi wnere William is

stationed. Douce saw Erk one fine day during

the latter's lunch hour. Seems she has a new
job and likes it very much and also that

Lillian Brcedioic White is living quite near

her. Sylvia Pethick Maltby, two-year old son,

Peter, and husband arc living in WalHngford,

Connecticut.

Cynthia Drake recently announced her

engagement to Wilfred Huglie.

Lieutenant Lill, our esteemed faculty ad-

viser, is stationed in downtown New York,

and we manage to meet practically daily at

lunch time. Hardly a day goes by that she

does not ask about some one of the girls

from '41. She certainly looks impressive peer-

ing out from under that officer's hat.

The wax in the candles being low, having

still to get to bed with as few broken bones

as possible, and not being able to see what

I am doing anyway, to say nothing of having

run out of news, I shall desert you until the

next issue.

Bnt, please remember, the more who write,

the better the letter. My imagination is only

average—please help it out.

Changes of Address:

Virginia Allen Bagby MacNeil (Mrs. Hugh
L.) 293 South Grand Avenue, Pasadena 2,

California.

Barbara Burr Roth (Mrs. Paul K., Jr.)

Bright waters, Long Island, New York.

Helen B. Carmine Thompson (Mrs. James

U.) 123 West Springfield Avenue, Chestnut

Hill, Philadelphia 18, Pennsylvania.

Wilma Cavett Bird (Mrs. J. P.) 5473 Paty

Drive, Honolulu H, Hawaii.

Mary Elizabeth Doucctt Neill (Mrs. John

E.) 67 Church Lane, Scarsdale, New York.

Decca Gilmer Conwell. Jr. (Mrs. R. N.)

611 Park Street, Charlottesville, Virginia.

Martha Ingles Schrader (Mrs. John R., Jr.)

1631 Hillcrest Avenue, Orlando, Florida.

Betty Nell Irvine Phillips (Mrs. E. K., Jr.)

1 2 Westminster Court, New Rochelle, New
York.

Louise D. Kirk Headley (Mrs. Julien C.)

708 Prospect Avenue, Hot Springs, Arkansas.

Elizabeth Lancaster Washburn (Mrs. Wil-

liam C.) 415 Del Mar, Corpus Christi, Texas.

Joan Meacham Gay (Mrs. Robert) 101

Front Street, Marblehead, Massachusetts.

Elizabeth Brown-Serman MacRae (Mrs.

Colin) Theological Seminary, Alexandria,

Virginia.

Shirley Shaw Daniel (Mrs. Richard M.)

Rolling Ridge Apts., Ruxton, Maryland.

Jeanette Van DeVere Tobin (Mrs. William)

1024- Castile Avenue, Coral Gables, Florida.

Frances L. Wat kins, 2 Prospect Avenue,

Darien, Connecticut.

1942

Class Secretary: Catherine Coleman, St.

Katherine's School, Davenport, Iowa.

Fiincf Agent: Eugenia Burnett Afi-el (Mrs.

Herman A., Jr.) 2231 California Street, N.W.,
Apartment 3 08, Washington 9, D. C.

This issue brings forth much in the way of

news, for the summer has brought word from
many of you whom I had given up for lost.

Now I hope that the rest of '42 will emulate

the fine example set by so many of the sisters.

And, let me remind you here and now that

if you want to read of '42 and the rest of

Sweet Briar, you must send in your Fund
Contributions, for this is the only issue that

goes out to all alumnae. The College deserves

your support, as you well know, so let's make
'42 100%!

I believe that Polly Peyton Turner deserves

the first word, for Polly has set the current

class record, so far as I know, and she and

Carol are the proud parents of twin girls,

named Sidney Peyton (S lb., 3 oz.) and Mary
Craighill (4 lb., 14 oz.) on August 13.

Polly was, at last reports, frantically search-

ing for a second set of all of the necessary

equipment. She reports that Carol is at sea

again, and she is living at a new address.

I heard from Apple just after the last issue

went to press, and since then I have heard

from her again. She reports that Maudie

Headley Allen is now living in Springfield,

Missouri or was when she wrote in May,

while Craig was taking some courses at Drury

College. She also told me of the birth of

Dee Dee Naylor Spiegel's daughter, Carol Ann
in April. Janet Lee says that Ed Spiegel is in

Brazil on Navy duty and Dee Dee is living

with her parents. She had also seen Arkie

King and Vive Walker Montgomery. Apple

has been doing hostess duty at the Officer's

Club in St. Louis, and she seems to be keep-

ing very busy.

She also sent news if the birth of Charles

Warren Montgomery on July 28 th—yes

—

Vive is the proud mother. And she reports

that Maudie is back in Birmingham now.

Pat Potter sent me a card from Wright

Field, Ohio, where she has a fascinating job

expediting navigation shipments. At the time

Pat was in the midst of a month's leave of

absence, lucky person.

Among the ex's from whom I heard was

also Betty Dufiield. Duffy is going (has

gone by the time you read this) to Hartford

and her school position—29 third graders in

a public school last year, and this year she

is to have 33.

Eugie Burnett Affel finally broke her long

months of silence. At the time she wrote

she was in Richmond recovering from a strep

throat. She has been busy as usual, in fact

more so than usual, for, of course, her wed-

ding further added to her full schedule, and

she is still working for the O.P.A., now as

an administrative officer, listening to com-

plaints and trying to pacify people. She has

seen Pres, who, of course, looks very snappy

in her WAVE uniform. Eugie was the first to

tell- me of Lucy Call Dabney s new son,

Thomas Todd, HI, born August 1, and of

Debbie Wood's wedding September 23rd to

William Davis. She reports that Swede is still

at Lakehurst and Bundy in Cleveland.

Margaret Gwyn sent me a postal from

Mexico, and then a long letter of great in-

terest telling me about her experiences there,

and Flush certainly did have a gay time. The

lack of rationing of both supplies and men
in Mexico is something worth examination.

Flush also reported the addition ol Lawrence

Webster to the family of Army and Ed
O'Brien.

Another breaker of the long months of

silence was Betsy Gilmer Tremain. Betsy saw

Sudie Clark Hanger and Bill when they passed

through Washington on their rambling trip

to San Francisco. Sudie had pictures of Libba

with her, and Betsy reports that she looks

adorable. Sudie was to return home after Bill

went on sea duty, so that is doubtless where

she is now. While they were there, Slug also

visited the Tremains, and Pfc. Sanford (un-

less she has been promoted again) looked

wonderful in her "wearing of the green."

Betsy reports that Elsie Diggs Orr is at home
at present, because the Army sent Sam to

England on temporary duty, and England

now likes Sam too well to release him. By
this time Martha Buchanan Wadsworth and

young Martha should have joined Joe in the
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vicinity of Washington, for Betsy was expect-

ing them at any time in her letter of July

26th.

Gloria Saiijcrson Sartor not only returned

my postal, but wrote me a long letter. Lane

is now stationed overseas and she is back

in Shreveport working for the Shreveport

Journal. This summer she spent two weeks

vacationing at Atlantic Beach, Florida, but by

now she is doubtless back at her typewriter

again, awaiting the return of Lane from his

sojourn with Chennault's 14th AAF. Gloria

reports that Dot Myers is working for a

doctor in Winston-Salem and that Susan Greer

Hendrick is in Guatemala City, Central

America, where Angus is affiliated with Pan-

American.

Toppin Wheat is now in New Haven, Con-
necticut, where she is pursuing a business

course. She had seen Si Walke Rogers, who
also wrote me. Annie Barrett sent me a

postal from Myrtle Beach, South Carolina—

•

trying to make me jealous—she did.

Penny Lewis was in Africa still—as of

June 2, 1944—and reports that life is rather

broadening, not only mentally but physically

there. At the time she was restless and says

that the traveling bug has bitten her.

Cynthia Abbot i Botsford worked selling

bonds in the Apartment House and at the

Hospital. The Botsfords are very proud to

announce the arrival of Peter Gardner, born
October 2. Cyn wrote that Beas came through

New York in July with a terrific tan. Then
too she reported that Margaret Kelly Alter,

whose husband was killed in a plane crash last

summer, is now working at Young and Rubi-
cam's in Waco.

Rufus and Ted Fischer are still in York-
town, and Rufus reports that Duggins was, at

last reports, working as a file clerk in an

insurance office in Richmond. Rut Jacquot
returned my postal with the report that she

is still a newspaperwoman and in between
her reporting, she is also doing Red Cross

publicity and covering news ranging from
murders to covered dish suppers.

Annie Hauslein writes that Andy is still

overseas, but they will be married as soon as

he returns. Annie was assistant editor of an
industrial magazine until the end of July,
when the doctor ordered a complete rest-

Annie reported that Frannie Boynton Drake
and young Sandy were leaving for St. Paul
around the first of September to visit Carl's

family.

Si Walke Rogers spent most of the summer
around Virginia Beach and is now back in

Pikesville. After writing me a short note, she

then followed it with a card saying that her

brother Roger is now stationed at Rock
Island Arsenal and living in Davenport—so

I now have some contact with Sweet Briar

other than by mail.

Marion Mundy's engagement to Ensign

Seymour Robinson Young was announced in

June, and Barbara Bull's engagement to John
C. Pcake has been announced. Also that Jane

Taylor was married to Lieutenant Robert
LeRoy Lowell, USN, August 4, 1944.

Please all of you who have not written, do
so—and my undying gratitude to those of

you who did—and you did well.

Changes of Address:

Virginia Beaslcy, Windy Hills Farm, R.F.D.

#5, Athens 8, Ohio.

Eugenia Burnett Affel (Mrs. H. A., Jr.)

2231 California Street, N.W., Washington,

D. C.

Jeanne P. Buzby, Saint Mary's Hall, Bur-

lington, New Jersey.

Nancy Davis, 29 Edgcmont Road, Asheville,

North Carolina.

Elsie Dig^s Orr (Mrs. S. M., Jr.) c/o Diggs,

Robendale Road, Schenectady, New York.

Betty Duffield, 6 Montrose Street, Hartford

6, Connecticut.

Janet Houstoiin Davis (Mrs. Piatt W., Jr.)

224 S. 3rd Street, Wilmington, North Caro-

lina.

Betty Husscy Chapman (Mrs. Thomas M.)
1020 Valley Lane, Avondale, Cincinnati 29,

Ohio.

Genevieve Mtindy Lyttle (Mrs. Thomas)
Sweet Briar, Virginia.

Joan Myers Riese (Mrs. A. H., Jr.) 2033

Shirley Avenue, Augusta, Georgia (temporary

address)

.

Polly Peyioyi Turner (Mrs. Carol) 242 5

Morley Place, Seattle 99, Washington.

Jane May Taylor Lowell (Mrs. Robert Le-

Roy) 1229 S. 52nd Street, Philadelphia 43,

Pennsylvania.

Sally Walke Rogers (Mrs. John C, Jr.)

Pikesville, Baltimore 8, Maryland.

Elizabeth S- Williams, c/o American Red
Cross Station Hospital, Fort Knox, Kentucky.

Mary Miller Wheat, 244 Edwards Street,

New Haven, Connecticut.

Deborah Wood Davis (Mrs. William S.,

Ir.) 225 East 58th Street, New York, New
York.

1943

Class Secretary: Frances Taylor Trigg (Mrs.

Locke H.) 5820 York Road, Richmond 21,

Virginia.

Fund Agetit: Ensign Karen Kniskern, Box
164, Mercer Island, Seattle, Washington.

Although Clare Eager, Fay Martin Chand-
ler, Camille Guyton Guething and Louise

Moore Nelson were on hand at my wedding,
I'm afraid I was in too much of a dither to

gather many news tidbits, and I'm afraid I

don't know too much even now.
We were stationed in Atlantic City for a

while and now are up in the Maine woods
on a beautiful lake near Sanford—and this is

really rugged for our house has no running
water or other such conveniences. Passing

through New York, I talked with nurse

Brooks Barnes, Beanie, Libby, and Beth but
didn't get a chance to see any of them.

Since then (on July 27) Beth Dichman
was married to Lieutenant Bevin Smith, AAF
and from all accounts it was quite gay and
S.B.C. was well represented. Hear Brae Preston

was among those present.

Another wedding was Jane Gilbreth's to

George Paul Hepps, Jr., on May 20th and as

far as I know there's only one engagement this

time—Corinnc Howell to Pfc. William
Andrews Dale.

Clare Eager although busy getting ready

for her sister's wedding, wrote me quite a

newsy epistle saying both Effie Siegling and

Debbie Douelas had spent weekends there In

Baltimore. Debbie is working in an all girl

reform school—don't get the wrong idea

—

doing field work there as a part of her course.

She says she wants to go to Europe as soon

as possible and do rehabilitation work in

Germany. Speaking of such, Mary Law reports

that Nancy Bean still plans to go to India

—

no date however.

Norfolk must have been quite gay this

summer for I hear that Virginia White, Clare,

and Anne Mcjunkin all landed there at one

time or another. Camille Guyton Guething

has been traveling back and forth from there

to Blowing Rock, North Carolina when Navy
husband Ted goes in and out of port. Fay
Martin Chandler and Al have acquired a

sailboat, and Fay writes that this fall she

may teach school or take a course at the

William and Mary Norfolk Extension.

From Louisville we hear that Fayette Mc-
Dowell is no longer teaching for she plans

to go to Florida this winter—to work? Helen

Lawton is writing the society column for

• the Louisville paper and Anne Williams is

headed for Boston to take an occupational

therapy course.

Delia Read writes that she finished Katie

Gibbs in mid-May and after pounding pave-

ments for a while landed a job at J. Walter

Thompson's advertising agency in New York.

She seems to like it fine and likes especially

having every Saturday off!

Junk now has Muriel Grymes helping her

hold down Washington. Muie is there work-
ing for the O.S.S. Junk bumped into S.B.C.'s

former member of the English Department,

Mrs. Jackson, there a while back.

WAC Elizabeth Munce was in Richmond
this summer on a ten day leave before re-

porting back to Kansas. SPAR Tookle

Kniskern when last heard from was hitch-

hiking rides on planes back and forth to

Oregon—says she will be awfully spoiled

when she goes back to civilian life!

Dixie Kinne has resigned her position on
the staff of the Children's Aid Society to do
work for the Army Signal Corps in Wash-
ington.

Virginia White has stopped her business

course and she and her mother are en route

to California to live for a while with her

brother who is working there. Had a postcard

from her the other day from Colorado Springs

saying she had seen Frances Gregg Petersmeyer

in Memphis. Gregg and Wrede have been

living in a large house lent them by a bishop.

White also reports that Elizabeth Shepherd
Scott has a little girl—how old I don't know.
What about some news Shep?

We went up to Portland a few weekends
ago to see Judy Snow who is still working
at the shipyards although she was having

a vacation then. She says that Posy Hazard
Dantorth and Marjorie Shugart Dennehy are

planning to come up this way soon. Rod is

out at sea and so Shug has been in Richmond
most of the summer.

Helen Mac had a letter from Nancy Birk-

elhaupt Harris (who is still living in

Rochester) saying her husband is still in the

seed business so her father at Ft. Monmouth,
New Jersey is her soldier.
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Ouija Adams has stopped working at the

bank and plans to come east. Hope wc can

have another gay reunion at Step Singing

again this fall.

Changes of Address:

Margaret Baker Kahin {Mrs. George M.)

Echo Farm, Litchfield. Connecticut.

Polly Boswell, 205 Ridgemont, San Antonio.

Texas (temporary address)

.

Elaine Brimberg, 130 N- Oakland Road,

Arlington, Virginia (temporary address)

.

Carter Ciaybrook Booth (Mrs. Gordon B.

)

630 West 7th Street, Plainficld, New Jersey.

Roselle Faulcoitcr Pigg (Mrs. William Har-

vey) 2203 Fontaine Avenue, Charlottesville,

Virginia,

Harriet Gafes Barrow (Mrs. E. S., Jr.)

963 lOUh Street, Edmonton, Alberta,

Canada.

Jane Hardy Harris (Mrs. W. Gibson) 5206

Manning Place, N.W., Washington 16, D. C.

Pauline Hudson, Big Island, Virginia.

Elsie fackso)} Hamner (Mrs. H. R.) 807

Pershing Avenue, Lynchburg, Virginia.

Charlotte Johnson Barrett (Mrs. William)

261 N. Drexel Avenue, Columbus 9, Ohio.

Dixie Ross Kinne, 17 North Edison Street,

Arlington, Virginia.

Elsie AlcCarthy Samson (Mrs, Robert)

Front Royal, Virginia, c/o Mrs. Blair Mc-
Carthy.

Nancy MrVa^- Marsteller (Mrs. Clay)

Richmond, Kentucky.

E. Angela Marston, Tunbridge Road, Hav-
erford, Pennsylvania.

Anne Mitchell, 94 Fourth Avenue, New
York 3, New York.

Harriet Pullen, Hampton House, The
Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore 5, Mary-
land.

Byrd Smith Hunter (Mrs. Henry B., Jr.)

5 11 Graydon Park, Norfolk 7, Virginia.

Judith Snow, Falmouth Foreside, R.F.D-

?^4, Portland, Maine.

Marjorie A. Trosch, The Barbizon, 140 E-

63rd Street, New York 21, New York.
Anne S, Tweedy Ardery (Mrs. P. P.) 909

West Avenue, San Angelo, Texas.

1944

Fund A^ent: Marian Shanley, W.S.S.F., 8

Chatham Arms, Chatham, New Jersey.

Fund Agent: Marian Shanky, W.S.S.F.. 8

West 40th Street, New York 18, New York.

So here we are, like it or not, firmly

established in the venerable ranks. Seems funny
that we started that "not so slow" and "on
the go" business four years back—but accord-

ing to the nice fat letters and the quick phone
calls from lots of you—we're still at it!

Adeline Taylor heads the list. She was
awarded a scholarship to the new Foreign

Service Education Foundation in Washington
which opens in November.
Some engagements since May 29th arc those

of Betty Boyd Farinholt to Ensign James Tate
Cockrill, II, USN; Dotty Beuttell to Cadet
Calvin Otis Smith, USNR; Alice Lancaster

to Ensign Pierpont Buck, USNR. A pre-May
engagement is that of Joan Gipe, ex '44, to

Melvin Lewis. They plan to be married in

September.

Dot tie Tobin Ayres was one of the first

"almost graduates," and was married just a

An Invitation—
Dorothy job Robinson, '20

(Mrs. Norman O. Robinson)

sends a cordial invitation to

Sweet Briar alumnae, their

friends, brothers and husbands

in the service to come to see her

at Pen Bryn, Milford Haven,

England.

few days before graduation then came back

to S.B. complete with husband. Ensign Warren
Dillaway Ayres, USCGR, to get that diploma.

Martha Lee Fioffman was married to Ensign

Harry Ellington McCoy, Jr., USNR, July

22nd in Norfolk, and descriptions of the

lovely bride flooded the press. Pat Pat ton to

Lieutenant Donald Roy MacMannis, AAF, in

July—with a full complement of '44ites at

the New York wedding and reception. "Those
present were"—Jinny Hall, Nita Lippitt, Mary
White and Christmas as bridesmaids, and

Bowie, Brad, Susie S., Fence Williams, Tina

White, Margy Brendlinger, Lulu, E. B. Duval,

Skid, Dottie Tobin Ayres, C.S.B. and Mr. and

Mrs. Barker. Pat is now housewife-ing in

Florida as though she'd done it for years

—

Helen Cantey married Ensign West Pratt

Woodbridge, Jr., USNR, in June and
Pat Patton MacM. wrote that Louise Smith
Norton and "Nobby" were expecting Cantey
and West, now at Newport, Rhode Island

— for a visit in Norfolk. Pat Whitaker
was married in July to John Waters;

they honeymooned at Nantucket where Betsy

Gurley, '46, reported seeing them, but I

missed them by a few suntans. Another wed-
ding was Babe Loveland's to Lieutenant James
Raymond Swanbeck, USN, in June. Babe's

wedding too was well attended by '44s—Evie

Pretlow, Weesie Konsberg, Hattie Tavcnner,

Jean Blanton, Dottie Tobin Ayres, Leslie Her-
rick, Margy B., Goody and C.S.B. all were

there. A most recent wedding (unless this

morning's mail is going to be edifying) was
that of Mugsie Abrash to Arnold M. Salzberg

on August 5th.

Mimi Etheridge was married September
9th to Cadet Don George Booth of the Royal
Canadian Air Force. Minge Clarke married

Lieutenant Robert English Peach on August
9th and is living now in Jacksonville.

And now for the gossip
—

"clean of course"

as Lulu would say. Speaking of and for

Lulu, who is one of my very best "informers,"

she is doing herself right well as a cartoonist

with a regular monthly series about an amus-
ing adolescent named "Tina" for that new
young magazine "Seventeen," plus free lance

work for such places as Franklin Simons' and
pavement pounding for new markets. She
gave a report-in-full on the wedding of Mimi
Etheridge, ex ''14, to Cadet Don Booth, RCAF.
Lulu was maid of honor and Mary White
caught Mimi's bouquet! Mimi and Don are

in Canada now while he completes his training.

Mary White, after a summer of jobbing,

is on her way to New York and a session

with "Katy Gibbs." Shanley, who is one of

our prize packages in enterprise as a traveling

sccreary for the World Students' Service Fund
—has been in New York learning the ropes.

She's one of eight secretaries in the U.S.

—

her region, the South.

No direct news from "our" WACs—but

the group is at Oglethorpe, and the consensus

of opinion among them is that being a female

private is much like participating in an ex-

tended Freshman-Sophomore Day. Peg reports

that Hep is the pet of the regiment and keeps

them all in high spirits.

Leslie writes that she is striking out for

even higher education. She started working

on her M.A. in Child Education at Columbia

September 26th. Millie Brenizer is coming to

New York to O.W.L and "reliable sources"

report that Crump and Jane Williams will

share an apartment with her. Jody Willis

Leaman has a grand job at Roosevelt Hospital

—title: medical social worker.

Em Wilkins joins the Washington hopefuls

and plans to migrate to D. C. in October

with a stop-over at S.B.C. She didn't know
if Woods and Jane (conflict for Miss Williams,

it seems) would be there too or not. Also

—

Em has a plea for anyone who happens to

have an amethyst for a class ring. She's lost

her stone and would love to hear from anyone

who will part with one. Her address, until

the Capital gets her, is 7747 Kingsbury Boule-

vard, Clayton 5, Missouri.

Took a trip myself this summer and bumped
into many Briarites. Saw Betty Van Dusen

Chavet, ex '44, and Mary Bradcn Young, also

ex '44 in Omaha. Dusie was being a war-wife

at home with Junior League work on the

side, just waiting for Bill to come home. Mary
is the unconventional mama of a bouncing

(literally;) young (9 months) prize fighter

who answers to the appropriate name of

"Toughy" and leads her a merry chase. Visited

Kay Mensing, ex '44, in Milwaukee. She was

graduated from the University of Wisconsin

in June and is now working as librarian in a

Milwaukee bank.

Passed through Chicago, Evans ton, Win-
netka and points that way and most heart-

breakingly missed Dune's homecoming by a

day. Did manage a phone conversation with

numerous younger Duncombes and learned

that Dune was in Kansas (Ft. Riley) and

would return to earn her bread and butter

with Marshall Fields in Chicago. Heard from

her later that Sterling Netties Murray is

housekeeping for Bob in Pensacola. Phoned

Weesie Konsberg but she too wasn't home

—

gay group, these Mid westerners! Have heard

from her since that she and Jean Blanton will

head for Washington and government work
along the translation line—they hope. Evie

Pretlow is with the O.C.D. right at home
in Forest Hills. Susie Landis is in D. C. gov-

ernment jobbing -too—and very successfully.

Tried to call Jinny Noyes in Evanston, but

she had left for Radcliffe and her graduate

work,

A lovely fat letter from Giddy Whitehead

brought all news of S.B.C. without us. Could

hardly stand to read it, made me so home-

sick! Giddy, daughter Vira Rose, *48 (! ! !)

and Anne Beth Beard, '46, worked in Wash-
ington this summer for the Treasury Depart-

ment. Giddy claims that the country is con-
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sequcntly in a much better financial state.

She also wrote of many things highly remnis-

ccnt of September '40—the battery of assorted

tests for freshmen, the lake too low for

swimming', new paint in Reid—and also

that the rainy hey-days tradition of '44 has

passed on to '48.

Had a long letter from Mildred Faulconer

who was up to her ears in packing to leave

for a post at Ferrum Junior College, teaching

Latin and American Government. She had

just been maid of honor at Roselle's wedding

in Charlottesville. Mildred reported that she'd

seen quite a bit of Sarah Norman and Louise

Hesson, who were both still at home.

Marty writes from Joplin that she's having

herself a gay time playing "Do you know"

with the Camp Crowder forces. She got tired

of post-grad leisure early in July, so hied

herself to the USO and got a Travelers Aid

job. She'll be flying to New York on business

in October. Also—all who read please be

impressed—she has her own office and secre-

tary!

Hazel Fcllner. ex '44, is "in the midst of

some great chemistry paper" (how those

things do pursue us) and working for the

Osborn Zoology Laboratory in New Haven.

Another ex *44 making good is Barbara

Clark, who went on from S-B. to Tobe

Coburn in New York, then was a buyer for

Higbee's in Cleveland. Barb is now in New

York, living at the Henry Hudson, working

as statistician-chartist for the Central Han-

over Bank.

Jinny Burgess has been at home all summer

entertaining her acute sinusitis, but keeping

up with the world as usual in spite of it all-

She writes that Phyl Tenney Tenney, ex '44,

had a wee daughter, Mary Adams, on June

7th—a sort of D-day anti-climax. Young Mary

A. is a darling, looks as much like her ma as

a strawberry blond can look like a brunette

—and is already counting on bemg a member

of S.B.C. class of '60.

Snookie Woods had a strenuous time teach-

ing dancing at Pop Worthington's camp this

summer and danced so hard that she broke

an ankle and had to retire. Is almost as good

as new now, and about to start teaching

Sunday School. She met Jinny Lee Griihth on

a street car in D. C. and reported that she

too belongs to the government squad. Juanita

Gans is another and is at work for the

Treasury Department. Cecilc Waterman sum-

mered at Pennsylvania University and ran

into Miss Malz there. She and Dot Denny,
who is planning on a job now and a post-

war wedding, visited Juanita in Washington.

Millie Littlcford Camm, ex '44, is learning

to live the army way down in New Mexico.

Nancy Eagles O'Bannon, ex '44, is an army
wife too, stationed in Oklahoma City. She

and Whitney and Margie Eggers Perry, ex

*44, and Ray had fun together while all

were stationed there.

Dykie Watts is working at Fort MacPher-

son. Nancy Christian, ex '44, is in Norfolk.

Rickey has a drafting job there. Jeanne Glen-

non, ex '44, is a Washington-stationed WAVE.
Sally Skititu-r Behnke, ex '44, was graduated

from the University of Washington in Feb-

ruary with a B.S., and married Ensign Robert

Behnke, USNR, on March 28th. After five

months in Florida and now that Bob is at

sea. Sally is working as a technician at Over-

look Hospital and living chcz C.S.B. at 3 8

Chatham Arms, Chatham, New Jersey. (A

plug for us both!)

Ann Moore visited Libby Vaughan in Texas

and is now back home. Jane Rice is chair-

man of the College Board at McNeil's in

Baltimore, seeing that the young'uns dress

right. She's a lingerie buyer too.

Alice Lancaster came across with the Rich-

mond news—and so did E.B. Discovered the

dreadful fact that Alice, Fence W. and I are

all 4-F as far as the WAVES are concerned,

and must "forsook" the blue for green fields,

alas! Fence says she is "on the fence" and

without definite plans now, but hopes for an

apartment and job in New York. E.B. reports

that she is trying her luck with the WAVES
now, as is Jinny Hall, but neither of them

know anything definite as yet. Carlisle Mor-

rissette has been Nurse's Aide-ing every day

plus polishing off a business course, and is

about to start job hunting. Betty-Fence

Maury, her measles troubles gone and for-

gotten, has returned to S.B.C. Beside engage-

ment announcing, Alice Lancaster has been

working in Richmond for the Virginia War
Fund on publicity; she says it's wonderful

work, rather like our S.B. fund drives. Paulett

is "directing, etc." at the Children's Theatre

in Richmond for "The School of the Air" on

a series of programs to be broadcast this

winter.

Julie Tchou is with LB.M. in New York,

helping them plan a Chinese typewriter. She's

loving New York, but anxious for company.

She's living at the Evangeline House. Mary
Jane Brock summered in Quebec with New
York stopovers. She plans to return this fall

for French and Spanish courses. Pat Stickney

is at the Columbia School of Social Work

—

M.A.-ing.

Margy Brendlinger is now a 100% WAVE;
was sworn in in September and will head for

Smith, October 26th. She writes that Adeline

and Tee may join the Washington group;

that Lindsey is a Nurse's Aide. Longe is doing

personnel work for an Atlanta dairy. Gravy
"councilorcd" at Pop's camp — no broken

bones however, so it must have been at some
occupation less violent than Snookie's. She's

about to start a business course. Christmas

has a job in Detroit but Margy didn't know
what. Tina is Junior League-ing in Rochester,

but not yet sure of her other plans. I am in

the same boat and doing the same thing

—

and beginning job interviews {with distinct

qualms) next week.

Hattie Tavenner is in Woodstock, recuper-

ating after her business course, and deliberat-

ing among three job offers. Goody had a gay.

glorious and restful summer. She and Franny

Pcttit paid Bca Boericke a visit at her Beacon

Hill flat and learned that Bea dotes on her

occupational therapy work at Sargents. Franny

was at the Ogontz camp and stopped to visit

Goody on her way home and a secretarial

course. Speedy Saunders may be coming New
York-ward for a like course. Syd Holmes has

just finished one, is now on the lookout for

a job. Jean Ryan is all tied up with plans for

"the wedding," which will materialize some-

time in October. Goody herself is busy as a

bug with typing lessons, volunteer work

—

and being in rehearsal for two experimental

theatre group plays at once. Hannah is at

home in Warsaw, teaching the little War-
suvians the elements of Latin.

And that's the news as I know it. Please

let me know anything and everything for

publication—or otherwise!

Love to all,

Connie Sue
Changes of Address;

Jean Andrews Peterson (Mrs. Martin F.)

605 1 N. Bay Road, Miami Beach 40, Florida.

Norma Bradley, Private, WAC, A-3 08980.

Co. 11, 20th Regiment, 3rd WAC Training

Center, Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia.

Martha Minge Clarke Peach (Mrs. R. Eng-
lish) 924 Cordova Place, Jacksonville 7,

Florida.

Hazel Fellner, Canary Farm, North Bran-

ford, Connecticut.

Private Margaret E. Gordon, WAC, 308981,

Co. 11, 20th Regiment, 3rd WAC Training

Center, Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia.

Virginia Lee Griffith, 200 S Massachusetts

Avenue, N.W., Washington, D. C. (tem-
porary address)

.

Martha Lee Hoffman McCoy (Mrs. Harvey
Ellington, Jr.) #6 King Philip Drive, East

Greenwich, Rhode Island.

Beverly Holleman Richard (Mrs. Anthony
H., Jr.) 916 Park Boulevard, Baton Rouge,
Louisiana.

Elizabeth Hudson, 3528 Sixth Street, South,

Arlington, Virginia.

Mary jariis Cocke (Mrs. Albert K.) 1932
Lewis Mt. Road Charlottesville, Virginia.

Sterling Nettles Murray (Mrs. R. W.)
c/o Ensign R. W. Murray, TS-8B NATC,
Bronson Field, Pensacola, Florida,

Gene Patfun MacMlnnis (Mrs. Donald R.)

1317 Tournament Street, Fort Meyers, Florida.

Louise Smith Norton (Mrs. Robert D.)

5 5 02 Alson Drive, Norfolk 8, Virginia.

Private Janet Staples, WAC, A-30898S, Co.

11, 20th Regiment, 3rd WAC Training

Center, Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia.

Patricia Stickney, Studio Club, 77ih Street,

New York, New York.

Virginia Anne Watts, Quarters 9E, Fort

McPherson, Georgia.

Patricia Ann Whitaker Waters (Mrs. John
S.) 34 Whitfield Road, Baltimore 10, Mary-
land.
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"Sweet Briar Inside Out"
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ALUMNAE IN WAR SERVICES
This list includes the names of all Sweet Briar alumnae

reported to the Alumnae Office by October 1, 1944

RED CROSS OVERSEAS

Dorothy Jab Robinson, '21

Frances Engeman, ex '2 5

'Katherine McMahon, ex '2i

'"Catherine Via, ex '2 8

Helen Weitzmann, '29

Helen Smrfh Miller, '30

''Cynthia Vaughn, '3 1

'"Barbara Munter, '32

'"Margaret Milam, ex '3 3

Jane Greer Bender, '34

'"Betty Bo'svley, '3 8

Patricia G. Balz, '39

Nancy Gatch, '39

MARINES
Janet Kimball Miller, '3 5 Barbara Godfrey Adams, '40

Marion Coles Phinizy, '40 Helen Sanford, '42

Elizabeth K. Hartman, ex '44

Katharine Richards, '39

'•Janet Trosch, '39

Mary Jeffrey Welles Pearson,'39

'"Alice Gass, '40

'"Frances Chichester, '41

Katherine Spaatz, ex '41

Virginia Towle, Academy
"Helen Case Carroll, ex '22

Mary Craighill Kinyoun, '25

Martha Dabney Jones, '29

Louise Nelson, '30

Marjorie Sturges, '3

Jane Milar MacBride, ex '32

Ruth Kerr, '32

Lillian Allison, ex '33

WACS
Madeline Hawes, ex '33

Marie Le Pine, '34

Helen C. Neve, '37

Helen Allen, ex '3 8

Ellen McClintock, '40

Mary Petty Johnston, '40

Martha Rector, '40

Mary K. "Warren, ex '40

Elizabeth Munce, '43

Norma Bradley, '44

Margaret Gordon, '44

Alice Hepburn, '44

Anita Lippitt, '44

Susan Somervell, '44

Janet Staples, '44

Kay Thomes, ex '44

Marjorie Willetts, '44

SPARS
Edith Marshall Martin, ex '32 Karen Kniskern, '43

Elmyra Pcnnypacker Coxe, '20

Mary Hampton Martin, ex '2 5

Marietta Darsie, '26

Margaret Lovett, '27

Anita Crews, '29

Dorothy E. Fowler, '29

Anne Gochnauer, '3

Emma Riely, '3

Emilie Turner, ex '30

Anne MacRae, '32

Amy Davies, '34

Gail Donohue, ex '34

Anne Marvin, '34

Jane Lawder, ex '3 5

WAVES
Ann Spiers, '3 5

June de Frees Heelan, ex '3 6 '

Elizabeth Hartridge, ex '36

Lucy Gore, '37

Anne Lauman, '37

Vera M.Srflrr3'McGonigle,ex'37

Anne Benedict Swain, '39

Ann Parks, '39

Helen Anderson, '40

Mary Jane Burnett, '40

Olivia Davis Macdonald, '40

Betty li'ins Haskins, '40

Olive May Whittington, '40

Carolyn Custer, ex '41

Joan De Vore, '41

Elizabeth McDade, ex '41

Barbara Thompson, ex '41

Betsy Chamberlain, '42

Eloise English, '42

Elizabeth Hanger, '42

Betsy Gilmer Tremain, '42

Viola Miller, ex '42

Margaret Preston, '42

Eleanor Ringer, '42

Barbara Ripley, '42

Alice Sweney, '42

Mary Jane Steiger, ex '43

Ellen Boyd Duval, '44

Jeanne Glennon, ex '44

Please keep the Alumnae Office informed of changes in rank, station and other details.

'"Additions since the list was last printed in June.
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^e cant resist shouting - - -

"5^^ v^^t the cAlumnae are givingr

For

The Mary Kendrick Benedict Scholarship Fund

in two months, students who were here between

1906 and 1916, faculty colleagues and other devoted

friends of Sweet Briar's first president have given

$7,000

$12,000 WILL ENDOW THIS ANNUAL TUITION SCHOLARSHIP

For

An Unrestricted Gift to Sweet Briar

Members of the classes from 1920 to 1944 and

other warm friends of the college have given

through the 1944-45 Alumnae Fund - - -

$7,500

$12,000 IS OUR GOAL FOR THIS GIFT

8ach Individual Qift Is Important to 5'^eet ^riar
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Mrs. John H. Cronly
(Martha Valentine, Academy)

1416 Park Avenue, Richmond 20, Virginia

Mrs. Paul J. Kruesi

(Margaret Thomas, ex '12)

15 07 Edgewood Circle, Chattanooga, Tennessee

Mrs. Fred Skinner
(Louise Hammond, '19)

c/o First National Bank

Newport News, Virginia

Mrs. Homer A. Holt
(Isabel Wood, '19)

1585 Virginia Street, Charleston, West Virginia

Mrs. Edward C. Marshall
(Edith Durrell, '21)

63 26 Ridge Avenue, Pleasant Ridge

Cincinnati 3, Ohio

Members of the Alumnae Council

Mrs. Adrian M. Massie

(Gertrude Dally, '22)

Purchase Street, Rye, New York

Mrs. John Twohy
(Grace Merrick, '24)

442 Mowbray Arch, Norfolk, Virginia

Mrs. Allan C. Davis

(Dorothy Hamilton, '26)

301 Somerset Road, Baltimore 10, Maryland

Mary Moore Pancake, '32

The Orchard, Staunton, Virginia

Mrs. George Austen, Jr.

(Langhorne Watts, '33)

Route 4, Lynchburg, Virginia

Mrs. Donald B. Stookey
(Bonnie Wood, '34)

3 15 East 63th Street, New York, New York

Mrs. Warren W. Clute
(Elizabeth Johnston, '3 5)

Watkins Glen, New York

Mrs. Lewis Hudson Durland
(Margaret Carry, '3 5)

R.F.D. No. 1, Ithaca, New York

Mrs. Frederic William Scott

(Elizabeth Pinkerton, '3 6)

909 West Franklin Street, Richmond, Virginia

Mrs. E. Griffith Dodson, Jr.

(Molly Talcott, '3 8)

1524 Park Avenue, Richmond 20, Virginia

Laura Graves, '4,2

R.F.D. No. 1, Lynchburg, Virginia



"When our hearts were young and gay"



Yesteryear
BY Connie M. Guion, M.D.

1AM glad ch.it the Lord has not put upon me the order

that He gave Lot's wife! So much of the joy of life

would be lost to me if I could not "look back," especially

if I could not look back over my happy days at Sweet Briar

College.

In the fall of 1908, I stepped off #i6 with great mis-

givings. This was the beginning of Sweet Briar's third

year . . . she was indeed an infant in the academic world.

I had spent the past eight years in large, mature institu-

tions, hoary with precedents. The mold of the academic

and social life had been set. The reputation of these

colleges gave to their graduates a feeling of satisfaction if

not of superiority and certainly none of us would ever

have conceded that our alma maters ever doubted the

perfection and wisdom of their academic programs.

My misgivings about Sweet Briar came from my knowl-

edge of the academic standards of southern colleges. I had

been born, brought up and schooled in North Carolina.

When I tried to enter college I found I could go to any
southern college without question. But to enter Wellesley

I must have two more years in preparatory school. So, my
quandary was natural . . . had I come now to a college or

had I come to a southern finishing school? Was my new
work to fall below my academic ideals born at Wellesley

and nurtured at Vassar?

My question was soon answered by the attitude of the

student body toward the faculty and of the faculty toward

every phase of college life. The academic demands of the

faculty equalled those at Wellesley and Vassar even though

the student and subject might be of the academy. The
response of the student was of a similar high order but there

was a great difference in this college that arrested my atten-

tion promptly. Everywhere I was conscious of a spirit of

ownership or a better word is partnership, a spirit of jealousy

for the reputation of this growing young college. And the

strangest part of this situation lay in the fact that only a

handful of the student body were actually of college

standing and the academy had not yet been established.

But a girl's zeal for the college was not measured by her

knowledge of the arts and sciences. Her standards were
not measured by rock-bound precedents, set formulae.

Neither student nor faculty had any sign posts to guide

them. They must formulate their own plans individually

to fit into an overall plan. I soon realized that the criterion

for every proposition, be it for academic work or a May
Day Dance, was "Is this best for the College?" I was
surprised at the attitude of even the youngest girls, girls

who seemed all social foam, pleasure-bound for Washing-
ton and Lee. The underlying spirit in this new college was
a new experience to me. I found it in students and faculty

alike. The college was but two years old. How had it

attained so much pride in its future? Why did it guard so

jealously its reputation? These questions were insistently in

my mind and it was not long before I found the answer.

It lay in the character of the President of the college.

Mary K. Benedict was shy and reserved; she had none of

the southern gift of gab, that ease of salutation, that "hi

there" abandon. She had a keen sense of humor and appre-

ciated the ridiculous and the comical in human relations.

She was kindly and understanding in her judgments. She

had no prejudices, no dislikes, no favorites to an extent

that often made her appear colorless. But her actions were

guided by principles and her principles were founded on
wide experience in education among the highest type of

educators. Her attitude was governed by her knowledge
of life; her demands on youth were determined by her

wide and varied associations with students; her cooper-

ation with her faculty grew out of her experiences as

undergraduate, post-graduate student, as member of

faculties and head of a normal school. She knew the south

and the standards of its educational systems; she sympa-
thized with the struggles of the past and the ambitions of

the present. She understood people and she was a keen

appraiser of their values. By training she was a philosopher

and psychologist. This training gave to her an invaluable

background for her new work.

Mary Benedict came to Sweet Briar determined to fulfill

her agreement to be president of Sweet Briar College. A
college meant to her Vassar and Yale. She had an unwritten

agreement, too with Mrs. Williams and Daisy and I had

the feeling that they were an invincible trio. She cherished

Sweet Briar House, Daisy's garden, the Wind Break, all

the old Williams' dresses, the music box . . . everything

that was a heritage from that quaint little girl and her

lonely mother. Through her influence, the Sweet Briar

diploma carries on it the impress of the one granted Elijah

Fletcher from the University of Vermont.

Miss Benedict's ideals for Sweet Briar College were not

to build a replica of any existing college. Her aims were

to educate girls to meet the challenge of their generation

efficiently and effectively; to lead them to think clearly

and honestly; to set before them the principles of right

living. She chose a faculty of outstanding men and women
who joined together enthusiastically to help her attain her

ideals.

The student body had come to this southern college

from all over the country. Some were attracted by the

name, some by the mild climate, some by the beautiful

country, some because they would not go to school with

"the damned Yankees," some because they would not

leave Virginia, a few because they wanted a college educa-

tion and found it near at hand. None of them knew that

they were coming to a melting pot, where they would all

be melted into one common ambition ... an ambition

to make Miss Benedict's educational ideal for them come
true.

Miss Benedict's methods were unique in working with

both student and faculty. There was nowhere a feeling of

must; no petty interferences. I first realized this when I

stood outside Miss Benedict's office and heard the conver-

sations of the girls leaving her office. "Are you going to

Washington and Lee to the prom?" And the reply would
come, "No, I'm not going. I don't think my work is good

enough for me to spare the time. I told Miss Mary I'd

better not go this week." This was typical . . . she always

let the girls decide what they "ought" to do and they

usually decided right and were proud of it. She encouraged

them to develop their own government and rules of con-

duct; their own dramatic, athletic and social life. Above
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Honorary member of the Class of 1913, Miss Guion taught chem-

istry at Sweet Briar for five years before going on to further study in

the field of medicine. Her place at Sweet Briar is described in the

Briar Pafch of 1913, which contains the following inscription: "To
Miss Connie M. Guion, Our Friend, Comrade and Ever-Ready Guide,

We Dedicate This, our Senior Year Book, Not in a Spirit of Formality,

but as an Expression of Our Love and Admiration." For many years

she has been a physician, practicing in New York, and during the past

several months she has spent much time, energy and thought as chair-

man of the Faculty Committee for the Mary Kendrick Benedict

Scholarship Fund.

all she gave them a sense of responsibility and opportunity,

a sense of ownership in the college, and a broad vision of

the problems of a developing and growing college.

I had come to Sweet Briar from Vassar and Wellesley.

Maybe I had a sense of superiority as I jogged along the

macadam road in the old school bus. It didn't last long.

In a very short while I realized that the spirit at Sweet

Briar was something new, something thrilling, a pioneer

spirit with an impeUing challenge. The strange part was

that soon we were hurled along in our enthusiasm so that

we did not even realize that our stimulation and determina-

tion emanated from that quiet, reserved, forthright, sympa-

thetic philosopher, Mary K. Benedict.

Here I have sketched the debt the pioneers owed their

President. This debt has increased with every generation

of students and faculty. You of today are her greatest

debtors. You can absolve your debt only by upholding her

standards of right living and right thinking.

Benedict Fund

Progress Report

WHEN the Mary Kendrick Benedict Scholarship Fund
was launched last fall with an opening announce-

ment in the October issue of the Alumnae News followed

a few weeks later by a more intimate announcement in the

form of a folder mailed to all former students who were

enrolled at Sweet Briar between 1906 and 1916, even

those who looked upon the plan with the highest hopes

and optimism had no idea that the Fund would have passed

$7,000 by the end of February.

The very first gift came from Dr. Mary Harley, and a

day later came one for $1,000, from one of the early

graduates. They set the Fund off to a running start, and

within a very short time, before Christmas, the total had

reached $4,700. These gifts ranged from $5 to $1,000, but

all were prompted by the same interest, the same wish to

share in this recognition of all that Miss Benedict stood for.

Under Marion Peele's able chairmanship, representatives

from the Academy and from each of the classes in college

during Miss Benedict's administration took up enthusi-

astically the task of writing to all their classmates, to add

a personal reminder to those messages which had already

gone out, and a faculty committee, headed by Dr. Connie

M. Guion of New York, has worked hard to locate as many
of the former faculty members as possible, and to tell them

of the fund. Dr. Guion has been aided by Mr. Wallace E.

Rollins, Miss Caroline Sparrow, and Dr. Harley, all of

whom have written numerous letters to their former col-

leagues. A good many of them have already responded to

the appeal, in much the same spirit as have the alumnae.

Gifts have come from strangers who have had no con-

nection with Sweet Briar, but became interested in the

fund in conversations with one of the members of the

committee. Gifts have also come from several of Miss

Benedict's classmates at Vassar, who wrote that they were

prcud of her and wanted to have a share in this honor to

her. One member of the Board of Overseers, who knew
Miss Benedict in those early years at Sweet Briar, is also

listed among the contributors to this special fund.

Great as has been the progress up to this point, the goal

is not yet in sight. But it is hoped that every alumna of

the Academy and the first ten classes will be represented

on the final list of contributors to the Mary Kendrick

Benedict Scholarship Fund. If each one gives whatever

amount she can, no matter how small, the goal will be

reached and the scholarship will become a reality, so that

it may begin to serve its purpose next fall.

Miss Benedict herself said last summer when the schol-

arship fund was proposed to her, "The establishment of

funds for scholarships . . . large funds . . . was one of my
earliest dreams for Sweet Briar and your message brings to

me that happy feeling one has whenever one finds that

dreams are coming true."
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Past into Present . . .

'by Marion Peele, Chairman, Bcmtlict Scholarship Fund

SUCH spontaneous response has come in from so many
of the "old girls" and the faculty of the early years

at Sweet Briar since last fall when the announcement was

made of the scholarship to be founded in honor of Miss

Benedict, that I find myself almost removed from a world

at war and carried back to a Sweet Briar, far distant by

the calendar, but only yesterday to those who have written

so happily about it.

Those days cover a long period, from the time when we
wore high-topped shoes for tramping around in the red

clay, and skirts very nearly touching the ground, to a more

modern day when pictures of Rebecca Stout's 1916 May
Court seem not too out-moded. Little things, moments and

events which might have been forgotten long ago, varied

and delightful, each reflecting a very special personal

memory, a shining hour ... all have suddenly sprung out

of the shadows, reawakened by a word, bringing realization

of an inspiration that has remained throughout the years,

reawakening a love and appreciation that has never dimin-

ished. The words in the letters vary, but the tune does not.

I wish all of you could see the letters and notes which have

come in since November!

One mother tells of soothing her own daughter's fresh-

man homesickness by quoting Miss Benedict's calming

words to her, long ago . . . "You will probably cry again

next June. Girls generally cry when they come and cry

when they go." Another letter-writer speaks of "rolling

back the years and reliving again those golden, carefree

days, when we slept out in the little camp under the stars,"

and another says, "Miss Benedict is, one of the loveliest

persons in the world. She truly made a great imprint on

my life." Dr. Harley wrote, "bringing up a fund of

memories of those happy days of early Sweet Briar when

everyone lived in the future and knew everything that was

going on in the present."

All these, the little reminiscenses of every day that we

all delight in, as I read them over, go back to many phases

of life and work and fun in those earlier years and seem to

bring to a point the undercurrent that pervades them all:

that feeling of special pride and joy in having been some-

thing of a charter member in the beginnings of the fine

achievement that is Sweet Briar today. Time, nor families,

nor distance seems to dim the feeling of having had a rare

privilege, a very special opportunity to help set a precedent

or a pattern for the fine combination of excellence of schol-

arship, the completely generous spirit of putting a shoulder

to the wheel when anything needed to be done and seeing

it through, and the feeling of personal responsibility that

nothing less than one's best would do for Sweet Briar . . .

the combination which has continued through the years to

make its alumnae.

Some of you who have written so hearteningly and given

so generously to the establishment of the scholarship

foundation have already read Miss Benedict's fine appre-

ciation of the response which the scholarship project has

met ... I cannot resist quoting it often in my replies to

your letters . . . and I want to share with all of you the

following phrases taken from one of her inspiring letters:

"Perhaps it is because it is happening to me that I feel

these expressions of what the early Sweet Briar meant in

the lives of these girls who have responded by their gifts

and their interest and their willingness to help are very

unusual and really remarkable. You have no idea how
wonderful it seems to me . . . first, that the associations we
all had at Sweet Briar have meant so much and been so

enduring in the lives of the old girls, and second that the

interest in perpetuating in a tangible way the ideals of

scholarship and character that inspired us is so great as to

bring into being an actual fund. It makes me feel not only

'younger and gayer' for the rest of my life but mijre confi-

dent that ideals and other spiritual values endure and grow.

And doesn't a scholarship foundation say just that? And
doesn't it seem as if this accomplishment by all of you is

fitting into the present Sweet Briar most happily?"

In tlie early days, the hall of Sweet Briar House served also as the

entrance to the President's office.
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Religion at Sweet Briar

THERE is one phase of the group Hving at Sweet Briar

which is and has been over the years of great concern

and value to Sweet Briar women about which we seldom

write. I refer to the religious life of Sweet Briar. As in

other aspects of group life, in this realm it is easy enough

to chronicle the activities that are directly concerned with

the cultivation of religion and its fruits. It is far more

difficult to assess the i-cligious atmosphere of the daily life.

And yet, these two phases of life at Sweet Briar are to be

the subject of this article because they are important and

characteristic and not often reported to the alumnae.

There is a joint Committee on Church and Chapel made

up of eighteen students and nine faculty and other com-

munity members. This large committee meets four times

a year and in the intervals sub-committees on Preachers

and Services, the Altar, Church and Chapel Music, Chapel

Leaders, Publicity, Charitable Work Among Neighbors,

Lenten Services, support of non-local projects, and the

Budget function with consultation between the sub-com-

mittee chairmen and the chairman of the large committee.

President Glass, for questions of policy. These committees

indicate the range of the work.

Sunday sermons are held as they have been for years,

generally at eleven o'clock, sometimes at four-thirty. The

Order of Service has been printed and is distributed to the

congregation each Sunday. The service, after extensive and

recurrent scrutiny from time to time, in order that it may
be profitable to as many members of the community as

possible, remains after each discussion very much the same

modification of Morning Service in the Book of Common
Prayer. Non-Episcopal students seem to grow fond of the

service as the college service and prefer to keep it here

regardless of their varying home customs. Continued efforts

are made to increase the number of out-of-doors vespers in

spring and fall, with weather less cooperative than is

desirable.

Ministers from many parts of the country and of various

denominations are invited to the college to preach. The

preachers of each year vary, though many friends return

year after year. For the current year the list of preachers

runs: Rev. Elmore M. McKee, St. George's, New York

City; Dr. Vincent Franks, St. Paul's, Richmond; Dr.

Eugene Lyman, Sweet Briar; Rev. John H. Fischbach,

Westminster Presbyterian Church, University, Virginia;

Rev. Richard H. Lee, Ascension Church, Amherst; Dr.

Marion Benedict, Sweet Briar; Rev. S. Thorne Sparkman,

St. Paul's, Chattanooga; Dr. John C. Bennett, Union Theo-

logical Seminary, New York City; Dean Robert R. Wicks

of Princeton University; Dr. J. Edgar Park, President-

Emeritus of Wheaton College, Massachusetts; Rev. Robert

A. Magill, St. John's, Lynchburg; Thanksgiving Day, Presi-

dent Meta Glass; Dr. Reuel L. Howe, Virginia Theological

Seminary, Alexandria; Dr. Albert C. Outlet, Duke Uni-

versity; Rev. Kelsey Regen, First Presbyterian Church,

Durham, North Carolina; Rev. Bradford S. Abernethy,

Federal Council of Churches in America, New York City;

Dean Mary Ely Lyman, Sweet Briar; Rev. Albert Edwards,

Presbyterian Church, Orange, Virginia; Dr. John C.
Schroeder, Yale University; Rev. George D. Graeff, Trinity

Episcopal Church, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania; Dean
A. C. Zabriskie, Virginia Theological Seminary; Dr. Carle-

ton Barnwell, St. Paul's, Lynchburg; Dr. Edwin McNeill
Poteat, President of Rochester Divinity School, Rochester,

New York; Rt. Rev. Middleton S. Barnwell, Bishop of

Georgia; Mr. James T. Clcland, Amherst College, Massa-
chusetts; Rev. Charles H. Cadigan, Christ Church Cran-
brook, Michigan; Rev. Charles W. Sheerin, Church of The
Epiphany, Washington; Rev. C. Everard Deems, Livings-

ton Avenue Baptist Church, New Brunswick, New Jersey;

Dr. Benjamin R. Lacy, Jr., Union Theological Seminary,
Richmond; Dr. Harris Elliott Kirk, Franklin Street Presby-
terian Church, Baltimore, Maryland.

There has been a service of Holy Communion and sermon
on the first Sunday of each month and an early communion
service at eight o'clock on the third Sunday, which the

Rev. Richard H. Lee conducts. Mr. Lee, of Ascension
Church in Amherst, is closely identified with Sweet Briar

this year, doing also a week-day chapel service once a

month and every week taking some meal, in first one
refectory and then the other, casually with the students.

Both he and Mrs. Lee have made many friends among the

students and frequent Sunday nights find these students in

the Lee home on a delightfully informal basis.

The beauty of the services has been greatly enhanced by
the new altar cloths, cross, vases, candle sticks and new
communion service, with a chalice especially made for

communion by intinction, all anonymous gifts from a

friend of the college.

During the week there are services on Tuesday and
Friday and frequently one on Wednesday night sponsored

by the Y.W.C.A. The leaders at these services are faculty,

students, and other members of the community. At the

request of the students five members of the faculty have
consented to talk at week-day services the second semester

on their personal philosophies of life.

Lenten services are arranged five days in the week at

10:10 p.m. and these services are among the most popular

with the students. They, themselves, conduct them, with
President Glass asked to take Ash Wednesday and Good
Friday.

Attendance at all religious services is voluntary. Seldom
does the congregation crowd the chapel except for the

opening Sunday, Christmas Carols, Good Friday, Easter,

and Commencement. Roughly about one third to one half

of the group comes on Sundays and about one fourth on
week-days. There is a range from brilliant preaching to

adequate preaching, and from exquisite music to adequate

music, but uniformly the services on Sunday and on week-

days are marked with great sincerity and reverence. For

those who come the spirit of worship is there.

Brotherly concern for our neighbors prompts visits and

gifts to unfortunate and shut-in persons nearby. Mrs.

Blanks continues not very well, Mrs. Burford is still active

and about at Sweet Briar whenever the weather permits.
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The Jackson children are fast growing up as are the Lynes.

Aunt Ahce is just her same self, but Tommy is nearly

grown and the Tyree girls and boys are in school or at

work. Tommy Folsom is in the army, as are all four of the

Reese boys. Miss Glass, Dr. Will, Raymond Gregory, and

generally Sidney still make the Christmas baskets, and the

bonds with Sweet Briar are real to these friends.

The Y.W.C.A. participates in the religious life of the

college. Its president is on the Church and Chapel Com-
mittee, and all worship services are of concern to them, as

well as their program in social work which they continue

at the colored schools of the county, at the Indian Mission,

and elsewhere. The Church and Chapel Committee how-
ever has participated in recent years also to a greater degree

in social welfare work. Through it Sweet Briar gave to the

establishment of the venereal disease clinic in the county,

which is now a state subsidized and going concern, and

through it Sweet Briar is now helping to finance the

Maternal Welfare Clinic and the hot school lunch project

for county schools.

In Miss McVea's prayer written for the opening of

college, which has been used every fall for twenty years,

she prayed that we might be "large in soul and thought,

citizens of eternity." The Church Committee tries, as one

way to show its kinship with the world, to support each

year some good causes at a distance. Last year they gave to

the Missionary Medical College for Women at Vellore,

India; to the Leonard Wood Memorial Foundation for

Leprosy, and to the Covington Boy's Home, where our

Reese boys had such a good life for many years. The gifts

give a special occasion for our own education about the

activities helped.

The budget committee does its work early in the fall,

establishing the budget for the year and writing all mem-
bers of the community about the work of the Church and

Chapel Committee and its needs. The budget for the cur-

rent year gives the picture from the financial side:

Income
Balance on hand September, 1944 $258.41

($122.78 in savings account)

Sunday collections 727.00

Individual gifts 100.00

Total $1,085.41

Expenditures
School lunches $ 5 0.00

Charities 2 5 0.00

Amherst County Health 120.00

Flowers and candles for altar 60.00

Covington Boy's Home 5 0.00

Lenten pamphlets 30.00

Thanksgiving and Christmas Baskets 75.00

Outside Benevolences 3 5 0.00

Balance for next year 100.41

Total $1,085.41

When the Rev. Thorne Sparkman was at Sweet Briar in

October he was asked jointly by the Y.W.C.A. and the

college to stay over Monday and Tuesday for special chapel

services, discussions, and individual conferences. He was

most helpful and interesting in these various meetings.

Dean Wicks of Princeton has consented to do a similar

service next year.

For three years the discussion groups have included one

on religion. The group studied in 1942-43 the report from
the meetings of the Federal Council of Churches on A
Righteous Faith for a Just and Durable Peace; in 1943-44
A Christian Basis for the Post-War World by various

British authors under the editorship of the late Dr. William

Temple, Archbishop of Canterbury; and in 1944-45 the

Catholic, Jewish and Protestant faiths and how they can
work together. This group meets for study twice a month
and has an open meeting in each semester and sometimes

oftener. Mr. Sparkman, Mr. Abernethy, and Dr. Bennett

all took part in meetings of this group when on the campus.

This year the observation of Brotherhood Week will take

the form of a meeting when a Catholic, a Jewish, and a

Protestant student, each in conference with a faculty

member of the same faith, will speak. At a chapel service

that week, conducted by Dr. Marion Benedict, parts of the

liturgy of each faith will be used in the service.

No account of religious activities at Sweet Briar can

omit the contribution of the choirs at chapel and on
Sunday. Those who remember the services, when the choir

was lacking or not at the present high point of contribu-

tion to the worship, will especially appreciate this service.

All choir work is entirely voluntary, without academic

credit, but looked upon as a privilege and prepared for with

great care and concentration by the Sunday choir.

Last year some students asked to have a six o'clock

angelus rung and with a bell, that leaves much to be

desired—but it is the best so far attainable—this is rung
daily. For many persons it is a moment of prayer for their

dear ones in the armed forces, but in its very essence it is

intensely private and serves many different prayer impulses.

All members of the community were sent by the Church
Committee a little collection called America's Prayer

Minute for use if desired. The collection called The Fellow-

ship of Prayer, prepared each year by the Federal Council

of Churches for the Lenten Season, is also distributed to

the community.

An organization that has not previously participated in

sponsoring religious services has this year twice done so on

its own initiative. Tau Phi invited the Reverend Peter

Marshall of the New York Avenue Presbyterian Church in

Washington to come and speak to them, and when he was

here they arranged also a chapel service and later in the

day a Round Table, both of which were very largely

attended. Tau Phi also issued the call to a service of prayer

on Saturday afternoon, January 2 0th, to pray especially

for our country and its leaders. This service was conducted

by the Reverend Richard H. Lee and was largely attended

also.

It is significant that as many as 12 5 students a year

elect courses in religion when there is no requirement in

the subject. For the last seven years the graduating class

has had 77-88 members and of these 31 to 48 who were

not majors in religion, nor in the interdepartmental major

in religion and social problems, have at some time taken

(Continued on page S)
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Mid-Year Commencement, February 5, 1945
SWEET BRIAR'S third mid-year commencement ex-

ercises were held on Monday evening, February 5,

with Dean Harriet ElHott of the Woman's College of the

University of North Carolina as speaker. The four seniors

who received their degrees were Betty Maury, Richmond;

Edith Malone Parr, Fairfax, Virginia; Grace Reed Clark,

Sparta, Wisconsin; Mrs. Edward Tenney (Phyllis Tenney)

Washington, D. C.

Taking issue with the too-idealistic critics who are

already saying that all is lost for the future because their

own ideals are not being carried out today. Miss Elliott

said they "seem to believe that the moment the Germans

are driven out of a conquered nation that all the people

will suddenly agree on the kind of government they desire

and that almost over night that nation will become com-

pletely democratic . . . Some people seem to think that the

Allies can wave a wand over the world and perform a

miracle. I warn you not to be drawn into the camp of

those who may tell you that all is lost if a miracle does not

come to pass. It will take patience, careful planning and

time, much time, to bring any kind of order out of the

chaos which this terrible war has created."

While admitting that these are grim and terrible days.

Miss Elliott said she was not too pessimistic about the

future, "since I do know and believe that we have de-

veloped a tradition and retained ideals in America which

we pass on to young f)eople as a heritage of hope and

confidence."

As a basis for her hopes for the future, Miss Elliott cited

her own experience as a member of President Roosevelt's

.Advisory Commission to the National Defense Council, to

which she was appointed adviser for consumer interests in

May, 1940. She told her listeners, "This brief reference to

these facts is made, so that you may appreciate and never

forget what a free people accomplished in a relatively short

time. ... As long as I live I will always have the greatest

respect for our industrialists, labor leaders, military experts,

keen political leaders and courageous citizens who did

what today seems like a superhuman job."

That the military victory will not bring an end to our

opportunities and responsibilities, but instead that we shall

face even more difficult tasks in the post-war world, is

Miss Elliott's belief. In addition to the complexity of the

accumulation of national problems, especially in the lib-

erated lands, there is the "need for finding a way for the

nations of the world to live and work together. This dual

responsibility should make us even more careful about

jumping to conclusions and making statements which will

make the task of our statesmen even more difficult.

"If we are never permitted to experiment with a world

system," she continued, "we will never make a beginning

upon which we can build a better and more effective world

order." She also remarked that only intelligent leadership,

backed by an understanding public opinion, could win

some measure of success.

"In that tomorrow when I hope there will exist some

kind of world political organization, the youth of today

will have their great opportunity to do a better job than

we have done in creating a decent world order . . . My
warning against expecting the impossible does not mean
that we should abandon our goals of economic security for

all men, providing food, clothing and shelter for the

destitute of our world, working for the destruction of

racial discrimination and religious hatreds, advocating

political freedom in all nations, and thus contributing to

the coming of peace on earth and good will among men.

Hold fast to these great principles and ideals. Try to find

ways and means to bring them to pass, and pray as you

have never prayed before for the guidance you will need in

your effort to make life better, more spiritual and more free."

Religion at Sweet Briar (Confhnwj fwm page?)

courses in religion. Many of these students take two or

more courses, most frequently electing, in addition to the

literature of the Old and New Testament, courses in com-
parative religion and in modern problems in religion.

Through this election these students are sure to go more

deeply into religious teaching than is often the case in

public worship and sermons.

However difficult it is to speak of the spirit behind activ-

ities, some trial must be made to evaluate the religious

thought, feeling and action at Sweet Briar. I drop into the

first person, because I realize that here one can only say

what that individual recognizes and believes. I would put

sincerity and reverence toward things religious as the first

thing I am surest of in Sweet Briar's corporate religious life.

I think the persons who do not participate actively in it

would all agree on this. The spirit of charity and kindliness

prevails to a noteworthy degree among the whole group.

Deep worship and high, hard thinking is evident among a

considerable number. There is no irreligious teaching and

no spirit of scoffing or disrespect that I can find anywhere.
The degree of active religious experience and living varies

here as in the homes and communities from which these

people come, all the way from seeming indifference to deep
faith and much work. I think many students awake to an
adult Christian attitude toward living here at Sweet Briar,

and attain enlightenment and discipline in how to keep this

living alive and functioning.

We all hope for a suitable and commodious housing of

religious activities in the lovely chapel for which Mr. Cram
drew the plans before his death. But, meantime, we must
remember and live by "Is not the hfe more than meat?"
and continue to show that Christian living and Christian

worship are more than the house in which they are fostered.

So will Sweet Briar be worthy of the chapel when it comes.
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Sweet Briar alumnae, living and working in distant lands, write such interesting letters about their

surroundings and what they are doing, that we want to share them with other Sweet Briar Alumnae.
Lt. Marjoric Sturges, '3 0, addressed hers to Sally Reahard, and she tells of the life of a WAC in New

Guinea; Irene Vougcbr Vincent, MiO, who is living in India while her husband, a Red Cross worker, is in

China, wrote an equally interesting letter about her observation of that strange land to Mrs. Raymond;
and Nancy Gatch, '3 9, the first Sweet Briar alumna to go overseas with the Red Cross, tells of her career

in the service in a letter which was released by the Red Cross.

12 October, 1944

Dear Sally,

By devious paths your SB letter reached me, having

travelled all over the U. S. and out to Mother in California

(where she went to spend the winter and to date has not

returned)—through various APOs and at last to New
Guinea. Our stay over here is certainly a great deal more

pleasant than the U. S. of this past summer, if reports are

correct. The weather is ideal—cooler than a Greenwich

summer during the day, and always cool enough for

blankets at night. The country is fascinating from a

distance—-volcanic formations with little pointed hills

popping up here and there and the promise of the Owen
Stanleys very far off. There is not much jungle as the

natives burn off the kunai grass to chase the animals out

into the open and the army burns off the rest to chase

out the bugs.

The light drops fast with no time for sentimentalities

—and to drive along the road with burning tree stumps

here and there and one or two good grass fires sweeping

along in the distance, is a sight! These fires just burn them-

selves out at their own pace. The whole countryside

reminds me of those plastic relief maps, complete with

sponge trees, and a tired U. S. landscape after a scorching

summer.

This unit is near the shore. Sundays, on our day off, we
drive in jeeps down to the shore and board lakatois and

sail out to the off-shore islands. My pet island has a goodly

hill on it and trees and my what a beach! Australian cutters

and luggers put in here for the day. The lakatois give me
ideas. Certainly the Pacific is no choppier than Long Island

Sound and they would be a marvelous way of getting

around. They are made of two hollowed-out logs of un-

equal lengths with boards between them and a center

mast on one side of the craft with a square mainsail. They
are steered by a paddle thrust between the boards; and the

bow and stern serve as either as the occasion arises.

The natives are particularly homely with bushy, fuzzy

hair. Their saving grace is their love for flowers and leaves,

which they stick in their hair and arm-bands. The Aus-

tralian Constabulary units are manned by these Fuzzies

who wear green or khaki shirts and present arms very

snappily. By the way, they stand at attention every minute

they are on guard. They are a primitive people and have no
lore or music to their credit. We seldom see their women
except by a pot of fire on the fishing lakatois.

Our health is excellent. The much discussed malaria bug
doesn't bother to float around here, but atabrine "will be"

taken once a day. Some gals get yellow but not I. I don't

even get jungle rot, which is 99 -(-44/100 per cent man-

ageable. We have lost two officers to the States because

of it. The change of climate will cure them quickly.

Our food is pretty good at present. We have no milk at

all and fresh vegetables and fruit hardly ever. I remember
seeing lettuce five times in the last four months. Meat's

a problem too, and we've had our share of bully beef. It's

not as bad as boring, especially when dished up day after

day. There's lots of fresh butter and bread and jam though,
and we're gaining weight on it.

About my jobs—after OCS, June, '43, I was sent to

Ann Arbor to be personnel officer for the ASTP Units.

Poor thing—it's swan songing now, but was anything but
a year ago. Little Ann Arbor was overflowing with Army,
Navy and Marines and food was downright scarce. There
were over two thousand young hopefuls in the Army
program and just when I was beginning to breath easily

on the job, I was ordered to Detroit to work in Hq, which
among its various duties serviced District number 1.

Again I was the only WAC there and enjoyed that job

every minute, Sundays included.

Well, somehow I was fished out of the mob for SWPA
duty, having applied a whole year before for the European
theatre only. Here there are roughly one part officers to

two parts enlisted women on censorship jobs which have
to do with everything a woman of letters should know.
The actual censoring to me is nothing but eye-strain, but
my job pleases me as much as anything vaguely connected

with censorship ever could. After all my score of delectable

jobs is now two out of three which is a rare break. And if

we're needed here, then here's where we should be. Don't
get me started however, on what I think of women in this

Theatre of Operation. Now, of course, when we get to the

Philippines it will be a different story (I hope). Of course

there are the usual rumors of our unit's moving one day
and staying the duration and six the next. We get pretty

frothy about it because we were the first unit here and

now hundreds of WACS are north of us.

We live in barracks atop a hill and I have two room-
mates, Joan Van Hoy from India and New York, and

Anne Doering from China and New York. I couldn't have

picked out any better ones. We do our own laundry and

wear khaki pants and leggings for evening dress and

HBTs for work. Pants are definitely off my list as future

wearing apparel. It's punishment for having loved wearing

them in civilian life.

We take trips to Australian plantations (rubber, copra,

sugar) where the Americans are treated royally and we are

given pineapples, papayas, bananas and oranges. As you

can see we get lots of bananas. Heaven knows their supply

is not too abundant so that anything we're given makes
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for a bit of heartache. From the Air Force I managed to

scrounge an air mattress, which is my most cherished

possession. From the Engineers, Joan got two closets. I'm

now gold digging for an enamel cup, as our mess cups

get too hot for comfort.

Last Sunday I had the fun of going for a swim in a

jungle pool complete with waterfall, a five hundred foot

spill below us, and fringed with tropical plants. We also

have an Allied Officer's Club by the ocean where they

make leis and wristlets of waxy pink and white flowers.

There is dancing and dinner (of sorts if you must) to

be had.

All in all, it's surely an experience and, in spite of my
desires to get to India and Europe, I'm getting a lot out

of it and hope the Army is getting something out of me.

The gorier details will have to wait until I don't feel I'd be

courtmartialed for those things which I have said or left, etc.

While I was in Detroit I saw quite a bit of Serena and

almost saw Ruth H. When my overseas orders came,

Serena and Ruth and their husbands asked me down to

father Henry's club in Florida on my ten-day leave, which

I never got. You can imagine how I liked being left out

of that—war or no war.

Well, Sally, the best wishes to all of you over there. It

may interest you to know that this is where all your gas,

tires, planes, and nylon stockings are. And so—until next

we meet, when this hideous mess is over—good luck!

U. S. SIGNAL CORPS PHOTO

College days at Sweet Briar was the favorite topic for chatter

between classes at the Adjutant General's School, Ft. Sam Houston,
where the military paths of 5 Sweet Briar graduates in the Women's
Army Corps, recently crossed. Capt. Martha F. Rector, '40, instructor

in the WAC Recruiting Department at the Adjutant General's School,

talks over old times with students, Pvts. Margaret E. Gordon, Janet
Staples, Norma Bradley, and Alice Hepburn, all SB graduates of '44.

Dear Mrs. Raymond,

I just received your letter telling me that the bell and
earrings had arrived. I'm so glad you liked them, though
I was sorry not to be able to get a silver bell. You can
also get some fascinating, rather barbarous-looking, brace-

lets of silver. They are big, but since they are hollow, also

light. These are worn by the Nepalis. I sent Edith some
and she liked them very much. I also sent her some use-

less (though delightful) anklets with bunches of bells on

them, which can do double duty as a necklace when hitched

together, or tied on with velvet ribbon. Bombay is a much
better place to get interesting things; but there are some
nice things in our town.

The more you see of India the more you are impressed

by the fact that Indian women make their clothes do
something for them—the shiny black hair, simply parted

in the middle and worn in a knot or a plait, with a garland

of flowers for festive occasions (in the south, they wear
flowers every day, changing them as they fade) ; the red

or black beauty mark in the middle of the forehead; black

lines of kohl around the eyelids, making their enormous

eyes look even bigger; large gold or silver earrings with

little balls which quiver as they move; the sari itself is

so charming and graceful. It can be worn a number of

ways and makes fat people thin and skinny people look

bigger. On their arms they wear 'bangles', perhaps eight

or ten on each arm, wonderful on brown or golden skin.

Indians are more sensitive to gradations in skin color

than any people in the world—the result, doubtless, of

repeated invasions, which caused the system of "caste,"

which in Sanskrit means 'color', non-intermarriage and

non-eating with other groups of people. Although it is a

lifeless thing today, it did preserve the integrity of the

Indian way of life and the Indian spirit for four millenia.

But I didn't mean to get started on this, so back to the

Indian women. Even in the cities most women (who can

afford to) only wear sandles, and on holidays paint the

palms of their feet red. It is very effective. Unfortunately

the upper class women seldom wear anklets, but almost

everyone else does; these must always be of silver, since

gold is the purest of the metals and must not be con-

taminated by contact with the lowest portion of the body

—the feet. I almost weep when I compare the way we
look during the summer with the Indian women-faded

cotton dresses (one has to change two or three times a day

during the heat), bare legs, sandals (the litt'e Anglo-

Indian girls are favoring wedge-soled very high wedges

and dresses above the knees this year. It makes them look

very wanton). Then too we all get very pasty and pale.

The sun doesn't seem to tan you but only make you a

dirty yellow! Which brings me arcund to what I started

to tell you . . .

I'm up in Tung in the hills on leave! Tung is merely a

stop on the railway to Darjeeling and consists of tea

estates, three houses and betel-seller. I'm staying in one of

the tea bungalows, ostensibly to keep a weather eye on

a small English boy whose mother is in the plains. How-
ever, since he has a very competent Anglo-Indian 'nanny'

(to use the local word distinguishing them from the lower-
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in-the-social-scale native ayahs). I am indulging in an

orgy of eating, sleeping, sunning and letter-writing. I really

came up to get the baby out of the heat for a while, and

she has bloomed as quickly as those Japanese flowers you

used to put in water, a perfect renaissance baby with bright

pink cheeks, bright gold hair and dazzling blue eyes. I'm

even forgetting my former restraint in being the doting

mother, and get cross if people don't go into raptures over

her. An Anglo-Burmese friend is here with me (that is the

word for people who are mixed British and Burmese.) It is

a sad situation for they are usually more anti-Burmese or

Indian than pure Britishers. If they are light, they try to

pass for British, difficult because their distinctive accent

gives them away. If they are dark, they are even more

abusive of the 'natives'. Some of the more intelligent ones

are trying to show the others that their true welfare lies

in considering Burma or India their permanent home and

working for their good. Of course, these unfortunate people

are not accepted socially by the British, although the Indian

empire would collapse without them, since they form the

bulk of the police officers, railway officials and minor civil

servants. They are more fortunate than Eurasians with

Chinese blood, since the aryan features of the Indians are

the same—or better looking—than ours. I think this

started out to be a parenthesis. I'm afraid my mind is really

wondering today. My ayah's mother has come up from

Kurseong to visit her, and I am trying to keep an eye on

the baby. Also, I'm writing as though you were in the

armchair opposite me and we were just chatting.

For reasons that you will understand I can't go deeply

into the political situation here, interesting and confused

as it is. Perhaps though you are getting a better over-all

picture than we can get here. Do you read much of Shrid-

harani, now in New York? His My India, My America was,

I thought, charming. Kate Mitchell's book, now somewhat

out of date as it covers 1943, India Without Fable, was

excellent. It is proscribed here. Nehru is also good; Gandhi

extremely difficult for me to follow. India isn't Kke any-

thing you can imagine; no generalization holds, for it is a

patchwork quilt of different races, different customs and

religions, and people in every stage of development from

the stone age to the most modern. Once you have sensed

its charm (and this is true of China also), it is hard to

leave it for very long. With all her filth, corruption, and

problems, India is one of the most fascinating places in the

world. I'd like to take off about 10 years and see it all. I

abhor the big cities, and yet they have a fascination too.

John seems to enjoy his work in China, but I think he

misses the baby more than he had thought possible. After

all, I don't change and she does. 1 still have hopes of getting

there eventually, but the State Department is adamant

about keeping women out. Of course, the situation is

serious, but I have boundless faith (or perhaps it's wishful

thinking) in China's ability to hold out. I see that a lot

of "startling exposes" of the true situation in China are

appearing in the American press; they only show one side

of the coin, and it is as dangerous for the American public

to swallow those stories whole as it was to linger in the

Pearl Buck-Lin Yutang dream of a China, resurgent and

united, fighting the island dwarves with bare fists. After
all, in a country in which nationalism is so new the situa-

tion is not so cut and dried, and one simply cannot apply
American standards and terms of experience to a country
still, nationally, in its birth pangs. The memory of our
civil war should be too vivid for people to think that

countries like India and China can accomplish in years and
decades what took us centuries to do. Most Americans out
here do not realize the chaos that must result when a

centuries-old social system has received a body blow. Add
to that the civil war and selfishness. However, I could go
on endlessly about this. I practically have a private mis-

sionary society of my own to make the newly-arrived-in-

India realize that they cannot understand the country after

spending a few weeks in the biggest hotels in the biggest

cities. I know I'm bumping my head on a brick wall, but
I can't help myself.

I seem to have filled three pages with nothing very much,
but the Himalayan air seems to have made me very long-

winded (if that's what you are on a typewriter on a lazy

Sunday)

.

Affectionately,

Irene

From a recent newspaper account, a description of Nancy Gatch,
"3 9. broadcast by a wounded sailor from the Charleston Navy Yard,
gives us an idea of what she and others who are with the Red Cross

mean to the men overseas and on the hospital ships.

"Her name was Nancy. To the hundred or more
wounded Americans resting in a hospital somewhere in

North Africa, she was more than the conventional Red
Cross 'angel of mercy'.

She was warmth when the Mediterranean sun shirked its

duty as it often did. She was hope when the going was

toughest, when shattered arms and legs, sightless eyes and

broken spirits plunged young and ambitious souls into the

depths of misery and self-pity.

She was a touch of home when memory began its heart-

less work. The sight of her was like a quick trip to Kansas

City or San Francisco or Providence, Rhode Island.

She was definitely good medicine."

The wounded men who came back with the injured

sailor from a hospital in North Africa needed no further

details to know whom the broadcast referred to.

For the Red Cross Nancy has written a letter con-

cerning the move of their hospital to southern France

shortly after D-Day.

"It was in August just two years ago that I joined the

American Red Cross. My first assignment was with a gen-

eral hospital affiliated with Northwestern University, and

then stationed at Fort Benjamin Harrison. I'd first become

interested in Red Cross work because of my mother, who
heads the Navy Committee of volunteers who roll bandages

at Walsh House. Observing what was being done there,

I'd begun to have the feeling that I too ought to be doing

something. Having worked with WPB for a time and seen

something of war work from that angle, I felt I wanted

to see what war was like at closer range—to see it as it
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actually happened, and to be near the men who actually

did the fighting.

Later that year I sailed for overseas, and the day after

Christmas, 1942, I arrived in Oran, French Morocco. Like

everybody else during those first few months I got an im-

pression of North Africa that was totally at odds with

the picture of the country as I'd always imagined it to be.

The place seemed bitterly chill, and the constant heavy

rains were terribly depressing. I recall that we were eating

monotonously heavy rations too, usually out of doors.

Often there was such a downpour of rain that the open

"teapot" on the fire actually overflowed before we could

drink the tea!

There was the problem of converting a summer resort,

about 75 scattered villas of all sizes and descriptions strung

out along the shores of the Mediterranean, into an Army
hospital. They had to be cleaned and scrubbed and repaired,

then furnished with everything from hospital equipment to

Red Cross recreational materials. It wasn't an easy job

either, though there was a kind of satisfaction about the

work because one knew it was in preparation for fighting

men who had seen the worst side of war and deserved the

best.

During the latter part of the Tunisian campaign the

hospital was always full, and as soon as a few of the

patients left us others took their places. The summer,

there on the edge of the blue Mediterranean, was wonder-

ful. Many of our patients were able to get a great deal of

enjoyment from swimming. And the general morale of the

men always seemed to be unbeUevably high.

Later in the summer we began to get patients who had

come back from the Sicilian invasion; and still later from

Italy. The work never ceased to be hard, but invariably

also it was inspiring. Especially as it became evident that

Allied progress was increasingly good.

Then, late in November of 1943, it was decided that I

was more needed in a Naval hospital not far distant.

Though the new hospital was smaller, and was housed in

Quonset huts, both the personnel and the equipment were

above average. It seemed pleasant to be working for the

United States Navy moreover, for of course I'd been

brought up close to the Navy because of my father, so that

I now felt completely at home. The commanding officer

was Captain G. B. Tyler, a thoroughly delightful Virginian.

Nevertheless I soon began to feel that I was still too far

away from the real scene of Allied activity, and so I asked

for and got a transfer to an Evacuation Hospital in Italy.

This was just after the beginning of the push on Rome.
Field and evacuation hospitals follow closely behind the

combat forces of course, so now we are keeping pace with

the fighting divisions, until we were well north of Rome.
It was during this period, too that I first worked with Jean

McNeill, also from Washington, D. C, an association that

has been one of the happiest of my experience.

And finally, just prior to the invasion of southern France,

we were ordered back to a staging area, and knew that

something new and different was in store for us. You can

imagine how happy we've been that the landings here were

such easy ones, in comparison with earlier landings in

Africa and Italy, and that casualties thus far have been

relatively light. Southern France is a most wonderful spot,

and sometimes, when our hospital has little to do, the war
begins to seem very far away indeed.

Like most people over here, whether women or men, I

prefer life in the field. Long ago I became accustomed to

living in tents, to the wearing of fatigues; I'm also used

to packing up and moving forward often, sometimes on

Little more than a few hours' notice. We have periods of

great activity, of course, and then times of waiting. Our
hospital group is not a large one, and that perhaps explains

the feeling of closeness and friendship we have for each

other. Despite some of the things that have happened in

the past to the hospital (as for instance during the bitter

days on the Anzio beachhead), our morale is unquestion-

ably of the best.

I sincerely hope that the rapid progress of the Allies here

presages an early end to all that the world has been going

through the past few years. France is undeniably a great

improvement over Italy, in almost every way. The country

is a happier one; the people seem more truly responsive."

Send Your Books to Sea

"Few people fully realize hew long and drawn out spare time is at sea. We can't go down to the

corner for a soda or a highball nor can we go to the movies after work. Weekends are the same as

any other day to us." This letter, which was written by a purser on a Victory Ship to the American

Merchant Marine Library Association, continues, "You are doing a wonderful job and I hope the good

word gets around so that more of our Merchant ships may have more and better books."

Reading is the chief recreation of the 16 5,000 men who man our American Merchant ships on long

and dangerous voyages, most of which average about five and a half months. The men like good books

and read the same modern fiction and non-fiction that you read. When you have read your books send

them to sea via the American Merchant Marine Library Association in care of the Port Office nearest

you:
National Headquarters, 4^ Broadway, New York 6, New York; Baltimore 31, Maryland (Municipal Recreation Pier, Foot

of Broadway); Boston 10, Massachusetts (408 Atlantic Avenue) ; New Orleans 13, Louisiana (Dock Board Tool House, Poydras

and River); Norfolk 10, Virginia (406 East Plume Street); Philadelphia 6, Pennsylvania (Pier 4 South, foot of Chestnut

Street); San Francisco 11, California (105 Embarcadero) ; Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan (Old Weather Bureau Building) ; Seattle,

Washington (3203 East Marginal Way); Wilmington, California (638 North Avalon Boulevard).
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Dean Lyman Speaks to the Alumnae

Two developments in the on-going life of the Dean's

Office may be of interest to the alumnae. Both of these

are in the direction of spreading responsibility more widely

in the faculty circle.

The first concerns faculty advisers to students. Hereto-

fore the faculty advisers have signed the programs of their

advisees and have continued from that point on as each

was minded to do. Some followed the work of their students

very closely throughout the year. Others operated on the

principle that a student would seek out her adviser if she

needed help. The new plan calls the faculty advisers into

a closer relationship with advisees by asking for the recom-

mendations of each adviser for her advisees when the mid-

semester grades come in.

In the middle of each semester each instructor reports

to the Dean's Office all students whose work is below C.

These grades are now immediatey copied on cards and each

faculty adviser receives those of her own advisees. The
Dean then receives the counsel of the adviser of each

student thus reported and acts in co-operatipn with the

adviser to help the student. It may mean putting the

stiident on probation or on the restricted absence list, or

it may mean dealing with her in some quite different

fashion according to the adviser's counsel.

This continuing responsibility in an official relationship

throughout the semester draws the adviser and student into

a closer relationship, at the same time that it helps the Dean
to act with fuller knowledge of the student's needs, and

with responsibility shared to a greater degree with the

adviser.

A second plan for de-centralized responsibility has to do

with the social life of the college. In the academic year

194.^-44, a plan was instituted for a representative of the

faculty to live in each of the residence halls, and to assume

some definite responsibility for the social life of the house.

Miss Anne Pleasants Hopkins, Assistant to the Dean, has

her suite in Grammer; Dr. Lysbeth Muncy, Instructor in

History and Government, lives in Manson; Miss Martha

von Briesen, Director of Public Relations, is in Reid; Miss

Helen McMahon, Alumnae Secretary, in Randolph; and

Mrs. Rebecca C. Kerr, the Superviser of Halls of Residence,

in Gray. Mrs. Kerr also takes the responsibility for Carson.

An overflowing college this fall, together with the fact

that a faculty house was vacant in the Row in the grove,

led to the opening of a small freshman house of six there.

Miss Lydia Newland, Assistant Librarian, kindly consented

to act as the Faculty Representative in that house.

The Dean and her Assistant have felt greatly supported

during these last two years by these faculty and staff

members who have thrown themselves heartily into the

plan of making more gracious and home-like the daily

living in our residence halls. One of the best results of

this plan has been that it has opened a natural avenue to

more contacts between students and faculty members. Not
only do these Resident Representatives of the Faculty

entertain frequently and informally the students in their

own houses but they have arranged for dinner groups with
other faculty members as guests of the house followed by
coffee-hours for all the students to meet the faculty guests

in an informal social way.

This plan was worked out in full co-operation with the

Student Government Association. Student house presidents

and Resident Representatives of the Faculty have worked
together in a close and intimate way, to promote the best

possible family life in our residence halls. There has been

no diminution of responsibility for the Student Govern-
ment Association by this plan. It has rather led on to a

good sense of co-operative effort between faculty and
students for a common end—-the richest and most satisfy-

ing community life that can be secured.

As the alumnae come back to the college, I find that

one question often asked the Dean has to do with the

caliber of our students as compared with "the old days."

Students of the present college generation look young to

the alumnae. They dress more youthfully. First names
replace the more formal "Miss So and So" of earlier times.

Informality characterizes many of their ways of life, and

the question often comes from alumnae: Are they as

mature as we were in college? Do you think they are

learning character as well as book-learning in their years

here?

Four years of watching Sweet Briar students stand up
to the strains of war have given me the conviction not only

that they "can take it" but that taken by and large they

are resourceful, courageous, and unselfish in finding ways
to bear their part in the hard work of this war generation.

I could cite many an instance of the courageous meeting

of the anxieties, strains and even the bereavements that the

war brings; and many an instance of formerly unrevealed

moral fibre that crisis has made evident. Like all com-
munities. Sweet Briar has its weaker elements. No claim to

uniform excellence could be sustained, but looking at it as

a whole one who watches the response of this student

generation to the hard experiences and difficult responsi-

bilities which society has laid upon them finds much to

admire.

An illustration may serve to make concrete the spirit

and character of which I write. A graduate of less than a

year's standing, in bereavement through the war writes:

"I must tell you that the foundation that Sweet

Briar helped me build both in the business of how to

live day by day, and in the background of thought

which is a liberal education, has sustained me more

than even I can tell. It gave me confidence in myself

and the faith in life to know I miisf go through this

sorrow and try to live up to the love and hopes

invested in me."

Such an attitude in youth cannot but call out reverence

as well as admiration. This is our best. Others may not have

reached this height, but there is abundant evidence that
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many have measured up to their own best and have helped

to build the moral fibre of a generation on whom the

heaviest strains of this war have fallen.

Another question I often hear from alumnae is this:

"What can we as alumnae do to help Sweet Briar in other

ways besides giving money?" In any chance that I have to

speak directly to the alumnae, I feel like saying: "Keep the

business of Sweet Briar active in your communities. Keep

building up your own intellectual life. Adult education is

one of the focal points of all educational discussion today.

Make it happen in your community. Build tolerance and

informed public opinion in your town. Make democracy

a living force in your own community. Lead your neigh-

bors and friends forward into constructive thought on the

burning issue of our time; namely, America's participation

in the new world order."

A recent conference of educators at Lafayette College

opened with the assertion that lasting peace is the most

important issue before the world today, and summoned all

enlightened citizens to support of the Dumbarton Oaks

proposals, not because they are fully satisfactory, but be-

cause they are a beginning on which to build something

better. College graduates should be the advance guard to

give every citizen in our land a proper understanding of

these proposals already made for world security. Local

meetings for discussion of the proposals, study-groups in

clubs, churches and other organizations will carry forward

education in this most vital of all questions. Unless some

form of world organization comes out of this war then the

war will have been fought in vain, and students of another

college generation will go out again into the business of

destruction and death. Women college graduates, because

they are more remote from actual combat than men, have

an unprecedented opportunity for putting to service their

special privilege of higher education. Adult education for

///(/ This might be the watchword of every Sweet Briar

alumna for the years ahead. So will Sweet Briar's liberal

educational ideals continue as a living and potent force

through you who are its representatives the country over.

Mary Ely Lyman

TAe P/'esident of the '^oard Writes . . .

Miss Geraldine Mallory November 11, 1944

169 East Clinton Avenue
Tenafly, New Jersey

My dear Miss Mallory:

At the recent meeting of the Board of Overseers of

Sweet Bnar I was requested, as president of the Board, to

write to ycu congratulating the alumnae on the growth

of the Alumnae Fund, which increased from $6,813.12 in

1942-43 to $9,159.10 in 1943-44.

It is most gratifying to the Board to note this splendid

development of the contribution of the alumnae to Sweet

Briar College, and we want to take this opportunity of

expressing our appreciation to the alumnae, especially the

class agents and sub-agents.

With kind regards and many thanks, I am.

Yours faithfully, Beverley D. Tucker

''Enclosed Is My Gift..."

LETTERS, letters, letters . . . more than ever have

J come to the Alumnae Secretary this fall, accompany-
ing the increasing number of gifts to the regular Alumnae
Fund and to its current subdivision, the Mary Kendrick

Benedict Scholarship Fund.

Many of them show growing awareness of the special

qualities and values of liberal education, but others frankly

express only immediate curiosity about the doings of a

certain class as reported in the Alumnae News. Alumnae
who have been strangers to Sweet Briar almost since they

left here write to say that their daughters are almost ready

for college and they want to know what has been going

on at Sweet Briar.

Among the latest is this: "I thought you'd be interested

to know the enclosed check came from my husband in

France! Nice guy, I think . . . Jim should have all credit

as the amount was his idea completely and he sends to

Sweet Briar what he sends to Georgetown." The first check

to come to the Fund this year from overseas, and from a

husband at that!

A 193 graduate wrote: "The past year . . . was pretty

badly confused for me, so that, for the first time since my
graduation, I neglected to send my contribution to the

Alumnae Fund. A thorough housecleaning of my desk

turned up my unreturned pledge . . . Sweet Briar did need

my contribution, which I am enclosing. If it can be credited

to me for 1943, I'd be delighted. Also, I'm enclosing my
pledge of a War Stamp Book for 1944. I can hardly wait

for the day when I can again look in on Sweet Briar."

Having just completed her first year of work in an

industrial plant, a '43 graduate wrote, ".
. . while I can I

want to start paying Sweet Briar back for all I owe her.

I wish it were more because I suppose at this rate I'll feel

obligated forever . . . especially if I keep drawing on

memories as often as I do . . ."One of her former classmates

hastened to write, "Sorry to be so late with this year's

small contribution to the Alumnae Fund. (The letter was

written November 11. Ed.) I hope it's not too late to

bring me the October issue of the News. Whenever my
copy arrives husband, baby, and housework all are neg-

lected while I read it from cover to cover. My ex-classmates

seem to be uniformly bad correspondents and the News
is the only way I can keep posted on their various

activities."

Just before Christmas each year for several years has

come a note something like this, "It gives Gordon and me
a great deal of pleasure to enclose this check to Sweet

Briar along with our greeting to you." The very generous

check which is enclosed is all the more welcome because

it indicates a husband's interest in Sweet Briar too.

And best of all is the realization that the spirit which

prompts all these letters speaks even more firmly than

the letters themselves.
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Class Notes

1910

Class Secretary: Frances MurrcH Rickards

{Mrs. Everingham) North Shore Point Nor-

folk 8, Virginia.

Benedict Sc/juliirs/jit> Chairunni: Annie Pourll

Hodges (Mrs. W'illi.im T.) Stuart Hall,

Staunton, Virginia.

Since I have had no messages from any of

you for the winter issues of the Alumnae
News, I am using my space to tell you that

I have just talked to Marion Peele and learned

that the Mary K. Benedict Scholarship Fund

is growing rapidly and has already been more

than fifty per cent subscribed. Marion says

that she is receiving many letters not only

from the "old timers" but also from the

present friends, students and faculty of the

college, and of Miss Benedict. The letters

indicate a wide interest and much enthusiasm

for this our largest single project.

You no doubt read Miss Benedict's letter in

the October Nev(s and know how pleased she

was to learn of our plan because she said the

establishment of funds for scholarships was

one of her earliest dreams for Sweet Briar. Let

every one of us have a part in this fitting

tribute to our beloved "Miss Benedict," and

then help make her dream come true.

Class Secretary: Josephine Murray Joslin

(Mrs. J. Whitman, Jr.) 200 West Madison

Avenue, Johnstown, New York.

Fiitiil Agent anj Benedict Scholarship Chair-

man: Alma Booth Taylor (Mrs. Harry B.)

Berea College, Berea, Kentucky.

I know that the 1911 girls are all very glad

that a movement has been started, whereby

the name and memory of our beloved first

President will be kept alive. To us who knew

and loved her no reminder is necessary; for

future girls who naturally cannot realize the

wonderful contribution she made to Sweet

Briar, a concrete aid in the form of a scholar-

ship will make them conscious of it. None but

we who were there in the early days can

know of the trials and struggles she experi-

enced and the broad vision and enduring

fortitude she exercised to lay the right kind

of a foundation. The high standards which

Sweet Briar enjoys today arc the fruits of her

noble principles, correct guidance and ability

to shape the successful course the college has

followed.

I sincerely hope that the name of every girl

who attended Sweet Briar when Dr. Benedict

was there will be on the list of contributors

to the Mary Kendrick Benedict Scholarship

Fund.

Esther Keller Brown has made some big

changes in her way of living. She has disposed

of her house in Muncie, Indiana, her home for

forty years and her camp at Big Rapids,

Michigan, where she has spent summers for

the same length of time. She and her mother

arc now living in an apartment and Esther

is still teaching Latin and Spanish in Muncie

High School. Her new address is 21 Sj/^ S.

Monroe Street, Muncie.

Anne Ten Eyck Baker's only son Henry is

in the thick of it on the German line. Anne
is carrying on in her business in Johnstown.

I have been helping in the war effort in a

different way lately doing substitute teaching

in the Fonda High School since November
first. "Social Studies" something which I never

definitely trained for but thanks to the good

old background knowledge I acquired at Sweet

Briar, I have gotten by. Driving eight miles

each day with snow banks on either side as

high as the car has not been exactly fun but

keeping in mind the boys "over there," most

anything can be endured.

Best wishes to you all and send me some

news.

Address change:

Mrs. Ralph M. Brown (Esther Keller)

,

2M'.> South Monroe Street, Muncie, Indiana.

Class Secretary: Loulie M. Wilson, 2929

Connecticut Avenue, Washington 8, D. C.

Benedict Scholarship Chairman: Elsie Zaegel

Thomas (Mrs. I. C.) 200 Euclid Avenue

Sheboygan, Wisconsin.

No news of our own class this time but

this bit will be of interest to you all.

The Sweet Briar day tea in Washington was

held at Margaret Dressier Nohowell's lovely

home. She attended Sweet Briar before we
arrived but of course we often heard the

girls speak of her. Others of our con-

temporaries present at the tea were Henrianne

Early and Clyde Cranford Brantley. At the

business meeting, Elizabeth Green Shepherd's

daughter, Mrs. Henry Pepper Scott, III, was

elected president of the Sweet Briar Club of

Washington for the coming year.

During the meeting a report was given of

the progress of the Mary K. Benedict Scholar-

ship Fund, which thrilled the hearts of all of

us present who had the privile^;e of knowing

Miss Benedict and who have felt her influence

through the years. In talking to Sweet Briar

girls of later years who did not know her

personally, I am always impressed by the fact

that they feel as if they knew her. The influ-

ence of her personality and of her high

standards of scholarship will always be felt

at Sweet Briar. We who were there between

1906 and 1919 are thankful to have been

blessed by close contact with such a fine

person.

New address:

Mrs. Arthur Hitch (Virginia Etheridge)

902 Greenway Court, Norfolk 7, Virginia.

1915

Class Secretary: Mary Pinkerton Kerr (Mrs.

James) Spotsylvania, Virginia.

Benedict Scholarship Chairman: Sue Slaugh-
ter, 8 Pelham Place, Norfolk 7, Virginia.

Spending the Christmas vacation in Norfolk

was very pleasant and especially so for me
because I was able to attend the Sweet Briar

day meeting there, a tea meeting at Mrs. Jack

Twohy's home (Grace Merrick, '24) . There

was a very fine group of alumnae and students.

but I was disappointed not to see Sue Slaugh-

ter who was unable to attend because of her

mother's accident which necessitated her being

in the hospital.

Sue has sent me excerpts from a number
of letters that she had received in connection

with the Scholarship Fund being established

in honor of Miss Benedict. All of you have

heard of the plan and I am sure you will

join in the enthusiastic response that has come
in every letter. Each of us has her own special

memory of Miss Benedict at Sweet Briar and

of her influence on our thinking and in our

lives.

Could we possibly show in a finer way
our appreciation for Miss Benedict and what
she means to Sweet Briar?

Lucille Marshall Boethelt who lives near

Cleveland wrote of her regret at missing the

second concert by Lucilc Barrow Turner spon-

sored by the Cleveland Alumnae Club this

fall. She said she was so fascinating last year

that she knew her second appearance would
be excellent too. Lucille sees Margaret

Eafilesfield Bell often and says she continues

to be an inspiration to her always. Margaret's

daughter entered Vassar in September. She

reports too that Dorothy Peckwell Cremer's

husband is executive secretary of the Red
Cross in Cleveland.

Luciile's daughters are grown and she says

it seems strange to be thinking of college

again so definitely. Her remark that she would
love so to see Sweet Briar again in May is one

that all of us make often mentally and partic-

ularly when so many of the things we did

2re recalled to mind by these letters, the first

in many years from a number of you.

You will be sorry to hear of the death of

Margaret Boley Sullivan several years ago at

her home in Madison, Wisconsin. It was

Margaret's father who gave to Sweet Briar

the roses that grew over the Arcades.

Sue Hardie Bell writes from Glen Ridge,

New Jersey, "Your letter about the Benedict

Scholarship Fund was most interesting and I

am delighted to send a gift right away to the

Alumnae Oflice. I think it is a wonderful idea

and am sure all girls who knew and loved

Miss Benedict will want to have a share in it."

Sue is very busy these days with her daughter,

Hardie, and her two little boys living with

her while her husband is overseas. Her elder

WANTED
cHRISTMAS Cards

Pictures of your family, pets.

homes, are urgently requested

by the Alumnae Office for

permanent records of all a lum-

nae. Send them now to the

Alumnae Secretary Keep her on

your mai ling list.
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son Bill is a Major in the Army and has been

through the Solomons campaign. His wife

and little boy live on Long Island. Her young-

est son is with the Air Force in Italy.

Sue meets Ruth Howland for luncheon in

New York at least once each year when they

talk Sweet Briar and the early days. Ruth, so

young to be a teacher when she was at Sweet

Briar has made a name for herself in her field,

Biology.

Eva Horner Butterworth who lives in Rye,

New York, wrote Sue, "It was a pleasure to

make a gift to the scholarship fund, as I

always had a high regard for Miss Benedict.

It should not be difficult to raise the required

amount."

All of you will be interested in watching

for the film, "In the Meantime, Darling," in

which Mayo Thach Tarpley's son, Frank Lati-

more, is appearing.

The alumnae secretary has written me that

Margaret Thomas Kreusi is a new member of

the Alumnae Council and will serve for the

next two years. We send our congratulations

to this member of our class. Did you all notice

the very cute picture of Margaret, Jr., with

the camp group in the October Alumnae
News?

1914

Class Secretary: to be appointed.

Benedict Scholarshil) Chairman: Ruth Maurice

GoRRELL, Silver Hill, New Canaan, Connecti-

cut.

1915

Class Secretary: Frances Pennypacker, S17

Main Street, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania.

Benedict Scholarship Chairman: Harriet

Evans Wyckoff (Mrs. Bernard) 3252 S

Street, N.W., Washington 7, D. C.

Dear Classmates,

I have just returned to work after a two

months vacation the first three weeks of which

I spent in the Bryn Mawr Hospital. After the

first few uncomfortable days I had a wonder-

ful, restful time. The last week of my leave

of absence I spent in Wilmington, Delaware

and in Washington. While I was in Wilming-

ton I had a long chat over the telephone with

Polly Bissell Ridler, '17. She had also spent

part of the autumn in the hospital and was

just about recovered. In Washington I visited

my sister, Lt. Elmyra VcnnyPacker Coxe, '20,

and at a cocktail party consisting mainly of

WAVE Officers, Harriet Eians Wyckoff, '15,

Evelyn Plnmmer Read, ex '22, and I were

among the few civilians. Later we had a

delicious Sunday breakfast at Harriet's and I

had lunch with Evelyn.

In a Christmas letter Margaret Lewis

Thompson says that her son, Bob, will grad-

uate from high school this year and will go

into the Army Air Corps. Margaret has been

raising chickens.

I received a Christmas card from Ruth

Core Neff, ex '17, showing the whole family

grouped around the fire place, Ruth, her

husband, Jean, Ruth Ellen and young Arthur

Franklin.

Dorys McConnell Faile, ex '16, reports two

grandchildren, Lucy and David. Their father,

David, is in the Merchant Marine and Jack

is on an L.S.T. Sally, aged 15, is going to the

Ethel Walker School, Simsbury, Connecticut,

Dorys and Hall stopped at Sweet Briar last

spring and found it very lovely. Anne Schuttc

Nolt, '15, writes most enthusiastically about

Iier volunteer job in the Home Service De-

partment of the Red Cross. She says, "I have

charge of Family Allowances and Allotments;

help the families of service men present proper

evidence to the Navy Department and "War

Department. I can rattle off an affidavit now
as good as any lawyer and it is a very satisfy-

ing piece of work." She saw Henrietta Wash-
burn, '14, in Philadelphia during the fall.

Please look up the postcards I sent you last

September and send me news for the next

issue of the Alumnae News. If you have

postponed sending your contribution to the

Mary Kendrick Benedict Scholarship Fund
this is a reminder to send your check or bond

as soon as possible. I am sure this is a project

dear to everyone in the class of 1915.

Sincerely yours,

Frances W. Pennypacker.

Address Changes:

Mrs. G. S. Balfour (Anne Roberts) 1424

Avondale Avenue, Jacksonville, Florida.

Mrs. W. Ballard Preston (Lelia Dew) 918

South Aiken Avenue, Pittsburgh 6, Pennsyl-

vania.

1916

Class Secretary: Felicia Patton, Beechmoor

Place, Catlettsburg, Kentucky.

Benedict Scholarship Chairman: Rebecca
Stont Hoover (Mrs. Jack) 1908 Lewis Circle,

Raleigh, North Carolina.

I'm sure we of '16 which was the last class

to graduate under Miss Benedict will join in

wholeheartedly with the members of the other

classes in expressing our appreciation of her

services and loyalty to Sweet Briar in con-

tributing to the Benedict Scholarship Fund.

As Rebecca Stout Hoover said, "Everyone is

so glad there is finally some way to express

what Miss Benedict has meant to us."

January 1 8 finds me beautifully equipped

with i>en, paper, time, and the rulings :ind

directions at hand for compiling a class letter

for our alumnae secretary, Helen McMahon.
What more could one ask? Well, of course,

just nothing except something to write about

—in other words a response to pleas for "a

line from you." After all though a record of

silence was broken recently when a letter

came from Becky Stout Hoover. She is living

in Raleigh with her mother and her husband

who has been overseas for a year and a half

and is now back and stationed in Washington

so is able to spend an occasional weekend with

her. Becky's interests are gardening and mak-
ing hooked rugs and knowing Becky's ability

of old we know they are both done beautifully.

We extend to Helen Babcock Nevens our

deep sympathy for the loss of her husband in

September. Helen is living in Winnetka, Illinois

with a son and daughter while her elder son,

Charles, is in the service.

Margaret Lewis Thompson in her annual

Christmas letter says that her only son fin-

ishes high school this year and expects to be

called in the service. Margaret is living in

Lewiston, Idaho.

All attempts to muster up a tea party for

Sweet Briar alumnae on December 2 8 in Cat-

lettsburg were thwarted by a streak of bad
weather. The day preceding found us coated

with ice and our S.B. friends were unwilling

to risk their lives negotiating our treacherous

hill. Sweet Briar day in this region should be

in summer it seems.

Just as this was going in the mail a most

interesting letter came from Louise Bennett
Lord. Three of her sons are in the service.

Bennett, the eldest, is in the Navy, a Lt.

(j.g.). He was on a minesweeper in the Medi-

terranean for thirteen months and returned

in November for a thirty-day leave. Jim, the

second, is a sergeant in Military Intelligence

and is in France. Teddy, the third son, is a

private in the paratroops and is in New
Guinea. Peter, the fourth son, is still a school

bov and is in school at St. George's in Penn-
sylvania. Louise says she too would like to

have news from other "sixteeners."

1917

Class Secretary: Bertha Pfister Wailes (Mrs.

Benjamin) Sweet Briar, Virginia.

Benedict Scholarship Chairman: Polly Bissel

Ridler (Mrs. Earl S.) 608 Lindsay Road,

Wilmington 280, Delaware.

We belong to the college generation that is

being given an opportunity to establish the

Mary K. Benedict Scholarship. The welcome
news concerning this most appropriate way
of honoring one who has meant so much to

Sweet Briar and to each of us personally came
to us, also, from our fund chairman, Polly

Bissell Ridler. Incidentally, Polly did not men-
tion her recent hospital stay. However, we are

glad to see that she has recovered from her

operation sufficiently to take up at least one

of her many activities again, though I am
convinced, her great interest in the success of

the scholarship plan provided the real in-

centive.

As one of the campus alumnae (almost, at

least) I share with the others the thrill of

the rapidly growing fund which exceeds

$7,000 at present. Gifts have ranged from one

to a thousand dollars, and it is really very

exciting to get immediate news of additions.

So far, seven contributions have come from

1917, but, of course, we expect ours to be

one of the 100% contributor classes.

I regret very much to tell you that while

Rachel Lloyd Holton and her husband were

visiting their two daughters here at Sweet

Briar for the Thanksgiving weekend, they re-

ceived word that their son, Lloyd, had been

in a plane crash in the Pacific, and was re-

ported missing. This was confirmed by letters

later. He was serving as meteorologist in the

Navy Air Corps, and had recently been pro-

moted to lieutenant (j.g.)- Members of the

class of 1917 extend their deepest sympathy

to Rachel and her family in their loss.

Bertha Pfister Wailes, Secretary

1918

Class Secretary: Elizabeth Lowman Hall
(Mrs. Asaph B.) 866 Euclid Avenue, Elmira,

New York.

Benedict Scholarship Chairman: Vivienne
Barkalow Hornbeck (Mrs. Stanley K.) 2139

Wyoming Avenue, N.W., Washington 8, D. C.
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1919

Class Secretary: to be appointed.

Benedict Scholarship Chairman: Mary McCaa
Deal (Mrs. Joseph Douglas) St. Francis Lane,

Lochaven, Norfolk 8, Virginia.

1921

Class Secretary: Edith Durrell Marshall
(Mrs. Edward C.) 6326 Ridge Avenue, Cin-

cinnati 13, Ohio.

Fund A^ent: Ellen Wolfe Halsey (Mrs. J.

Gaius) Spray, North Carolina.

The double postcards which I sent out to a

few of you after Christmas in anticipation of

this letter brought results—not 100%— (I

think I'd faint if I heard from all of you at

once), but enough to make writing this

"composition" more than a resume of the

Marshall menage.

Frederika Hackman Maxwell came across

with a letter. She lives in Mt. Union, Penn-

sylvania where her husband practices medicine.

When Jane, her daughter was at Goucher
(she graduated in 1943) she saw quite a lot

of Dorothy Wallace. I used to see a lot of

Dot too when we did not have to bother with

gas rationing, for she used to drive via Cin-

cinnati to her home in Indiana for vacations.

Frederika's daughter is now a WAVE at

Patuxent River, Maryland Airfield. She also

has a son now in the Navy, stationed at

Trinidad. To keep herself busy, she fills her

days doing substitute teaching; Girl Scout

work; being superintendent of the Sunday
School Primary Department; and taking an

active part in the local A.A.U.W.

Julia Briincr Andrews, still living in Akron,
Ohio, also has one of each. Her daughter is

still a junior miss in high school, with lean-

ings toward specialization in art, while her

son, having finished the Navy V-12 program,

is now at Western Reserve Medical School in

Cleveland. Lucky you, Julia, to have your

boy so close at hand. At home she reports her

own activities, such as Draft Board work,

care of grandparents, age 89 and 79 re-

spectively, and serving as board member of

the Akron Children's Hospital. On the first

of March she is moving into a new home. As
you know, Julia's husband is with the Quaker
Oats Company and has been doing some inter-

esting work for the armed services. He and
another man invented a safe cylinder to blow
up life rafts, while another invention of his

was a specially designed container to hold

Quaker Oats foods that can be tossed into

the sea and floated ashore in the South
Pacific. I think our husbands would have a

lot in common, Julia, for Ed is a manu-
facturer of packing cases used entirely by
the Armed Forces and Lend-lease, to hold

anything from bullets and bandages to jeeps

and tanks. The only compensation he has for

not accepting another commission in the Navy
(he flew dirigibles for the Navy in World
War I) is the fact that his factory has been

"all out" for war since Pearl Harbor.

Shelley Rouse Aagessen (Grosse Pointe

Farms, Michigan) favored me with a Christ-

mas card. Shell was in Cincinnati last spring

settling her father's estate and I only had a

glimpse of her. You know she has a small

daughter, Alice Reade, named for her charm-

ing grandmother, whom wc all knew so well

during our years at Sweet Briar.

Mildred Ellis Scales wrote from her home
in Cocoa, Florida that her husband died last

fall after an operation, so she is living this

winter at the Brevard Hotel instead of open-

ing her house, as her daughter is a junior at

Barnard and her son is at Lawrenceville. She

is now resuming her Red Cross Motor Corps

work.

Maynette Rozcllc Stephenson's card came
last fall, too late for the October issue, so I

hope that this news from her is not stale.

I'll quote, "The Stephenson's life should be

used for material for a soap opera! We have

our ups, but the downs come inevitably.

Betsy was married over a year ago, a definite

"up" as her husband is any mother-in-law's

dream. Luckily, they have been stationed 20

miles from us for over a year. We've all been

waiting orders, but we've had fun this year.

Virginia, my ^2 child, is artistic and hopes

to be a designer after graduation from Stephens

College this year. I'm still active in Sonotone

work (an understatement) , but I've had the

same maid for four years and know that I'm

blessed. Aside from a bout with neuritis last

winter, I'm whole, but definitely aging!"

Then came a card from Marian Lincoln

Van Dyk. Her children number three—an

ensign in the WAVES, a son in the Air Corps

on Saipan, and a sixteen year old daughter

still at home. As for her own spare time. Red
Cross Chapter in Upper Montclair absorbs it

all. You certainly have done your share for

your country, Marian!

A card from Katherine Hanitch brought

news of herself, of Ruth Lundholm and

Sigrid Schold Van Schaack. "I am doing lab-

oratory work in a big county sanitorium

where we are glad to find that the war has

made no decided increase in the number of

patients. In June I went to my first national

convention of medical technologists at Chi-

cago. The M.D.'s and our group were allowed

to hold a convention providing we stressed

tropical diseases. I was proud to see so many
of my fellow-workers coming from all over

the country for three days of instruction.

You asked about Ruth Lundholm. She has

charge of the T. B. work at the state Minne-
sota Department of Health. Her cousin and

classmate, Sigrid, lives in Wilmette, Illinois

and visited her with her son this summer."
It has been such a long time since we heard

from the Minnesota girls. Thanks, Katherine,

for your prompt reply.

Gertrude Thams, still in Denver, is planning

to return for her 2 5th reunion—here's hoping

we can all get there by then! She has a Civil

Service job at the Fitzsimmon's General Hos-
pital "caring for around 2,000 employees

time off, both sick and annual." She says it

is a bit complicated, but loves the job, since

It is war work and it pays very adequately

too.

As always, I had nice Christmas letters

from Kitty Davis Baynum who like all of us

is up to her eyebrows in Red Cross, P.-T.A.

and keeping her husband and children toeing

the mark. Gert Anderson is still doing labora-

tory work for a group of Findlay, Ohio
doctors with visits to her brother's family in

New York state sandwiched in between. Jo
Ahara MacMillan is back in Chapel Hall,

North Carolina—her husband Is in the Navy.
Mrs. Ahara is an invalid and lives with Jo.

Young Josephine is at the University of North
Carolina.

As for myself I had a marvelous trip to

SBC in November to attend the Alumnae
Council meeting—thanks girls for sending me.
The weather was f>erfect. Never have I seen

the foliage so gorgeous. The meeting was most
interesting—and in addition I had a grand
visit with my child, who is a sophomore this

year. For the last day of my stay I had the

brainstorm to take Ann and a couple of her

friends up to Charlottesville on an "educa-
tional tour" to see Monticelio, Ash Lawn,
University of Virginia, etc. One has to go
these days by bus. Well, I can't go into the
harrowing tale here—but don't try a bus trip

in Virginia until after the war! We did get

there and back, in one piece, in one day, and
did get a hurried glimpse of the famous spots,

but what a scramble, mobs of people, and
coming back at midnight we sat four in a

seat made for two!

The young things in college today may
think they are inconvenienced by the war

—

but they "don't know nothin','" compared to

what we put up with back in 1917-1918.
Remember — "rainbow sugar," the 6 a.m.

train or none at all to Lynchburg, the terrible

flu epidemic, THE AIRPLANE, which landed

in the cow pasture and gave us all a thrill

(now they dip over the college every day)
—well I could go on and on, on that subject!

Here at home I have a few jobs, am president

of the College Club of Cincinnati, and on the

Girl Scout and Womans Club boards so I

seem to find my days rather full. Unless Uncle
Sam stops all civilian transportation I hope
to attend the spring meeting of the Council.

After writing this much, I had a nice talk

with Frances Simpson Upson. Her husband has

been ill almost all winter, so her activities

have been limited. However she is still chair-

man of the Womans Division of the City
Charter Committee, an important polit-

ical job here. In addition, she is on the board
of the League of Women Voters. Her son,

Tommy, is at Asheville School for Boys while
Carol is a Nurses Aide at Wakeman Hospital,

Camp Atterbury, Indiana.

With love and best wishes to you all

until—June.

Changes of address:

Mrs. Edward D. Andrews (Julia Bruner)
824 Delaware Avenue, Akron, Ohio.

Mrs. Austin Pearre (Mary E. Gould) 304
Upper College Terrace, Frederick, Maryland.

1922

Class Secretary: Gertrude Dally Massie
(Mrs. Adrian M.) Purchase Street, Rye, New
York.

Dear Class of 1922:

The only news of you that I have this time

should have appeared in the October issue.

I had a card from Lillie MaJdox Whitner
which arrived too late for the June issue.

Llllie wrote that she had been back to Sweet
Briar for a visit and was duly thrilled with
the many changes and improvements that

have taken place since we were in college.

Minnie Long Wilson has a government job

in Washington. Her oldest son, York, Jr., is
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20 and in the Air Corps. She had heard from

Alice Early Clendenning, who at that time

was on the faculty of the University of

Minnesota. Helen Case Carroll is a member of

the WACS and has been stationed at Fort Des

Moines, Iowa. Our congratulations, Helen.

I was delighted to hear that Isabel McCtuni

Hibbard, who has hitherto been listed as

lost, is living at 7 Chestnut Street, East

Orange, New Jersey.

I realize that all of us are busier than we

have ever been in our lives, still I am going

to ask you to answer my next cards with just

a line telling me of your activities. Sweet Briar

is interested in what you are doing, the

Alumnae generally are interested, and your

own class in particular is very much inter-

ested.

As a member of the Alumnae Council I

attended the fall meetings, November 1 and 2,

which were held in the AA Room of the Gym,

a perfectly lovely room, pine-paneled and

furnished in red leather—for the benefit of

those of you who have not been back recently.

Mary Harrison, our new president, presided

and we had some very interesting and enlight-

ening discussions. I think in many ways this

trip to Sweet Briar was the most enjoyable

one I ever had. The Campus looked positively

"manicured" and more beautiful than ever.

I had the opportunity of using the Library

which seems so very adequate after our one-

room job in Academic which we had to use

back in freshman days. I also visited several

classes which proved to be very interesting. I

attended a lovely service in Chapel the Sunday

I arrived. In fact, the only thing I can think

of that I didn't seem to find time to do was

to get on a horse. This was my first visit to

Sweet Briar in S years and I wish I could

convey to you the enthusiasm, pleasure and

pride that I seemed to feel this time. So I

am going to urge you whenever civilian travel

is again permissible and you are able to do

so, to plan a trip to Sweet Briar. I am sure

you will be repaid many times for the time

and effort.

And now please allow me .to call your

attention to the Alumnae Fund. If you have

not yet given or pledged for 1944-45, please

do so now. Let's have 1922's percentage of

total givers "conspicuous."

Changes of address:

Miss Margaret Ham, 141 Hawthorne Road,

Birmingham 9, Alabama.

Mrs. W. Floyd Keepers (Clara Hogans)

709 N. West Street, Wheaton, Illinois.

Mrs. W. Douglas MacMillan (Laura Love

Thompson) 1913 Seminary Road, Alexandria,

Virginia.

Mrs. William D. Reading (Margaret Garry)

2844 Weybridge Road, Cleveland 20, Ohio.

Mrs. Donald Royce (Laura Roberts) 604

N. Rodeo Drive, Beverly Hills, California.

192}

Class Secretary: Lavern McGee Olney (Mrs.

Alfred C, Jr.)

Fund Agent: Edith Miller McClintock
(Mrs. Oliver W.) 1 Magnolia Place, Mari-

anna, Arkansas.

Am sorry not to have gotten cards to you

all this time, but, I am moving again, and

have no address for answers. Al is due back

any day this week, and lias been ordered back

to the Bureau in W^ashington. He's not very

happy over it—but, I don't care where we go

as long as he goes too.

I managed to gather a little news from

some of my S.O.S. cards of September about

some we haven't heard from in a long time.

Muriel Milli^au Hoeven's husband is a Lieu-

tenant in the Naval Reserve, she has three

boys and Joan Rose, who is just six. She lives

in Aberdeen, South Dakota, and their avoca-

tion is a pure bred cattle ranch, and they

have fine horses too. Marjorie AUli/giiii Bassett,

and her husband have a daughter, Susan, who
is a Kappa Alpha Theta at the University of

Arizona, and a son, Clarke, at Lake Forest

Military Academy near Chicago. Their young-

est daughter, Harriet, is beginning high school

at home, Fargo, North Dakota. Marjorie is

County Chairman of the Red Cross, a full

time war job.

"A little bird" has just told me about the

lovely colonial type home, with columns up

to the roof, that Gertrude Geer Bassett and

her husband finished this past year. They are

lucky enough to be able to keep their boat

only a mile from their new home. The
Bassetts have four fine looking sons according

to all reports.

Now for a little news about "the Rich-

mond girls." Richie lives in the country with

her three sons, and doesn't get into town

often, due to gas rationing. Kit Hancock lives

in the suburbs in the opposite direction, and

is much in the same "gas" fix. Buify is very

active in Nurses Aide work, along with other

Red Cross work. Lydia Purcell is a busy

member of a group whose job is feeding

workers in some of the war plants in Rich-

mond. Frances Roscbro Duffy, and Mary
Marshall Hobson own the business Lydia

works for. In her other spare time, she does

canteen work and is president of the Sweet

Briar Alumnae Club. Her husband, Fred, is

still overseas. Many thanks Lydia, for all that

good news. One more bit of news: Fritzy

V/rdcu Faulkner's daughter, Closey, entered

Sweet Briar this fall—in fact won one of the

competitive Freshmen Scholarships as did

Blair Graves, daughter of Margaret Biirucl!

Graves. Louise Garrard Davis' daughter, Sally,

is also a freshman, so '23 is well represented.

Muriel MacKeuzie Kelly's soldier son who
was home last spring—in and out of Walter

Reed Hospital, as he had pneumonia, was back

on duty In Florida when I last heard. Her
high school son is learning to play the tuba

from a Marine Sergeant. Muriel herself is

doing substitute teaching in the high school

in Alexandria, Virginia.

Well, the world is a small place after all!

When Al was home in October for three weeks

(his Carrier In for repairs), we went out to

play golf. We joined another couple on the

course, Commander and Mrs. Henry James

White. Al had known him in Washington,

and also in the New Hebrides. Mrs. White's

voice (particularly), and looks kept worry-

ing me, and when she heard my first name
said, "I went to school with a girl named
LaVern from the deep South." It was Mary
Harman, and we hadn't seen each other in

23 years! Well, we had more fun "talking

things over," and I played quite a bit of golf

with her before she went back to West Vir-

ginia for Christmas. Her nineteen year old

daughter, Jane, has twin sons six months old

(their father is in the Pacific), and her older

daughter, Marjorie, is graduating from Sarah

Lawrence this year. Mary looks just grand
(not a gray hair), and is still lots of fun.

Changes of Address:

Mrs. Ward R. Hlcock (Alice Knoedler)

633 1 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Cali-

fornia.

Mrs. M. Chandler Hubbard (Mary Chand-
ler) Room 2208, 370 Lexington Avenue, New
York, New York.

1925

Class Secretary: Laura Graham Hunter
(Mrs. Harold F.) 706 River Avenue, Rome,
Georgia.

Fiiud Agent: To be announced.

We send our deepest sympathy to "Pop"
Graham Hunter whose father died suddenly in

January. "Pop" writes that she will have a

long letter for the March magazine she hopes.

The alumnae secretary has received word
of high commendation by General Arnold
and Major General Lynd for Lt. Mary Craig-

hill Kinyoun, WAC. Mary was graduated

fourth highest in a class of more than seven

hundred students from all branches of the

military service who attended the 17th Gen-
eral Staff course at the Command and General

Staff School, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. She

is on duty now in France. Our congratulations

and best wishes to you Mary!
Helen Mac had a letter from Ruth Pratt

Martin, the first since her graduation and it

was grand to hear from her. Ruth's husband,

Larry, is a Captain in the Marine Corps, some-
where in the South Pacific. Larry, Jr., 16

years old, is a junior in high school and Judy,
age twelve, is in the seventh grade.

Ruth has had a busy life trying her hand
at teaching, working in the children's depart-

ment at Saks, as a nurses aide at Wesley Memo-
rial Hospital, and again at Saks for the

duration. What wouldn't we all give to see

her and hear Ruthie sing again!

Mary Sailer Gardner spent a weekend on

campus this fall showing the college to her

very attractive daughter and a friend, who
hope to come as students later. Mary looked

very handsome and was amazed to have Miss

Long, Miss Ruby, and others recognize her

Immediately.

Changes of address:

Mrs. Wilbur H. Bauer (Lucille Smith) 5976
Wess Park Drive, Cincinnati 17, Ohio.

Mrs. Thomas O. McGee (Kathleen Newby)
561 East Main Street, Spartanburg, South

Carolina.

Mrs. Thomas A. A. Hunter (Amy
Williams) Broad House, Ludlow, Shropshire,

England.

Mrs. William G. Utterback (Lucy M.
Reaves) the Bon-Alr Hotel, Augusta, Georgia.

Early in December, Edna Lee Cox had word
of the death of her husband. Colonel Joseph

W. Cox, Jr., who was wounded on Leyte on

December 5 and died two days later. Colonel

Cox had been overseas since April 1943. Edna

and the twins are still at Sweet Briar.
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1928

Class Secretary: Katherine Brightbill Biltz

(Mrs. Robert) 161 West Maple Avenue, Lang-

horne, Pennsylvania.

Ftind Agent: Virginia Van Winkle Morlidce

(Mrs. John B., Jr.) 107 W. Orchard Road.,

Fort Mitchell, Covington, Kentucky.

This will be short as Christmas and other

activities so overwhelmed me that I didn't

even get any cards sent to you for news. You
are probably just as busy for you didn't send

any—except Betty Moore Schilling (Mrs.

Arthur) . Betty's third son, William Moore

Schilling, was born on January 2 and accord-

ing to reports is very charming indeed. Betty

also gave me news of Anne Lane Nenrll

Whatley (Mrs. Robert A.) who is living in

Presque Isle, Maine and is running her hus-

band's business while he is doing duty as a

lieutenant in the Air Corps. Anne Lane's

sister, Ellen's husband is in a hospital in a

German prison camp.

The Alumnae Office has also been helpful

in giving me the following news. Kay Emery

is married to Lt. Paul Conant Easton, U.S.

N.R., who was a professor at M.I.T. before

joining the navy. Evelyn Clayhrook Bowie

(Mrs. Gordon Lee) has a son Gordon Lee

who was born July 11, 1944.

I am sure each member of our class will

join me in an expression of sincerest sympathy

to Edna Lcc Cox whose husband lost his life

at Leyte.

Changes of address:

Mrs. Tracy Nesbitt (Alice Webb) Barcroft

Apartment, #22, 1117 South Wakefield

Street, Arlington, Virginia.

Mrs. A. W. Pierce (Elizabeth Kent Jackson)

1105 Eighteenth Avenue, South, Nashville,

Tennessee.

Mrs. Courtney Shands (Elizabeth Jones)

The Homestead, Chamberlain Road, Saunders-

town, Rhode Island.

Mrs. Randolph Turner (Frances Robinson)

280 Church Street, Wytheville, Virginia.

1930

Class Secretary: Sally Reahard, 5S2S North

Meridian, Indianapolis 8, Indiana.

Fitnd Agent: Mary Huntington Harrison
(Mrs. E. Webster) Drake Road, Station M,
Cincinnati 27, Ohio.

In my letter to Santa Claus this year I

asked particularly for a nice fat package of

Christmas cards from my ex-classmates in-

cluding little personal notes as to their status

quo. Alas . . . Now, rather than depend upon

St. Valentine or the Easter bunny I guess I'll

have to fly around dropping questionnaire

leaflets again.

Meanwhile the only Vital Statistic we have

is the marriage of Harriet Williams Cowell

to Dr. Lloyd H. Hershbergcr, in September.

I'll try to get her address.

A long letter from our WAC Lieutenant

Marjorie Sturges arrived too late for the

October edition so should be datelincd "12

October, 1944, Delayed." It is extremely in-

teresting in regard to the details of WAC life

in New Guinea, but more so, I think, in its

affirmation of how Sweet Briar gals Go Places

and Do Things. At the time she wrote Marjc

had a Censorship job (if Dr. Connor "cen-

sored" as much of her English composition

as he did mine, she had good early training!).

She says that after OCS, June, 1943, she was

sent to Ann Arbor to be personnel officer

for the ASTP, which is ... cr ... ah

. . . well, anyway she was soon moved to

Detroit to work in Headquarters. She was the

only WAC there and "enjoyed every moment,
Sundays included." Then, she says, she was

fished out of the mob for SWPA (I'll guess

this one, for $2 . . . "Southwest Pacific

Area"?) duty. The Lieutenant has gone a long

way from the aloof luxury of a single room

in Manson, where I last saw her, to the hill-

top barracks of a Pacific Island! Here she has

two roommates and thinks they are swell,

one from "India and New York" the other

from "China and New York." I suppose

Marje is from "Greenwich and New York,"

don't you? She says their health is excellent

and in spite of the food being boring, they

are gaining weight. She was very keen about

being moved into the Philippines and I hope

our next communique will be from there.

The Indianapolis group had a great treat on

December 28th, being honored at our Sweet

Briar Day luncheon with a most attractive

(editorial comment?) member of the present

Senior class. She is Margot Divine Enright,

super-salesman for Sweet Briar, and so con-

vincing in her enthusiasm I was ready to step

into my old Gym bloomers and start hitching

a hike to Lynchburg!

We were also very proud to have a high-

ranking member of the WAC, Major Ruth

Kerr (Sweet Briar, '3 2) who is stationed at

Headquarters of the 1st Troop Carrier Com-
mand at Stout Field, Indianapolis. I was so

flustered by all the gold buttons and orna-

ments I introduced her all around as "Miss

Kerr" but some of the brighter members of

our party caught on and covered up by ad-

dressing her most respectfully. I know many
of our class remember Ruth and will be inter-

ested to hear that she is doing a big piece of

work with inspiring enthusiasm and infectious

good humor.

Two of Martha Lee Postons's stories of the

Orient have appeared in national publications

recently. One, called "Teamwork," was written

for the international number of the American

Girl Magazine issued early in February, and

the other, "Her Unseen Bridegroom," was

syndicated in This Week, Sunday magazine

supplement of newspapers throughout the

country, on February 4.

CALIFORNIA BOUND?

Douglas Woods, '42, an-

ncunces that any Sweet Briar

alumna may telephone her at the

Hotel Fairmont, San Francisco

to inquire about alumnae friends

—and what's more, she w.ll get

hotel rooms for you, provided

you give her proper notice.

Changes of address:

Mrs. Edward Brush, Jr. (Myra Marshall)

Castle Hill, Lexington, Virginia.

Mrs. Bruce Frost (Eleanor Clark) 1040 Pel-

hamdale Avenue, Pelham Manor, New York.

Mrs. John S. Greenfield (Teresa Atkinson)

210 Florida Court, Gainesville, Florida.

Mrs. Asa B. Groves (Frances Moore) 4

1

9

College Avenue, Rock Hill, South Carolina.

Mrs. E. C. Harder, Jr. (Phyllis Gates) 114

Kenebcrry Way, S- E., Grand Rapids, Michi-

gan.

Mrs. Lloyd H. Hershberger (Harriet

Williams) (formerly Mrs. H. Williams

Cowell) 1100 S. Pickwick Avenue, Spring-

field, Missouri.

Mrs. R. M. Maxwell (Jean Taylor) 620

Lakewood Boulevard, Detroit IS, Michigan.

Mrs. Taylor L. Palmer (Diddy Mathews)
1700 Virginia Street, Charleston, West Vir-

ginia.

Mrs. Robert Rex Seeber (Dorothea Pad-

dock) 7 Avon Street, Cambridge, Massa-

chusetts.

Lt. Marjorie Sturges, L 203864, 5203 WAC
DET, APO 697, c/o Postmaster, San Fran-

cisco, California.

Mrs. Joseph F. Trent (Elizabeth Fergu-

son) 138 Alabama Street, Spartanburg, South

Carolina.

Mrs. W. W. Turrentine (Josephine Aber-

nethy) 514 Boiessvain Avenue, Norfolk 7,

Virginia.

1931

Acting Class Secretary: Martha von Briesen,

Sweet Briar, Virginia.

Fjtmi Agent: Peronne Whittakcr Scott
(Mrs. Robert H.) 6480 Beverly Road, Tea-

neck, New Jersey.

Pinch-hitting again, I am, but I promise

you this will be the last time I take my type-

writer on my knee to put together a few bits

of news about our class which have drifted in

since the last issue.

You will all be interested to know that

Nancy Worthington has taken over the direc-

tion of Camp Alleghany which her father has

owned for many years. She is still making
Richmond her headquarters but she has been

doing a good deal of traveling this winter

in connection with camp business.

Scene-designing is one of Split Clark's in-

terests, and when the Lynchburg Little

Theater put on their latest production,

"Candida," Split designed the set, which was

praised by all who saw it. She has been doing

scene-designing for the group for a number
of years.

Mr. Worthington sent us the latest news

about Dot Boyle Ciiarles, who is living in

London, Ontario, you remember. She manages

to find time to play a good deal of golf in

the summers, of course!, but knowing her

ability to do many things well, I have no

doubt that her family is not neglected. Her
son, Bobby, is ten, in the fifth grade, an active

Cub Scout, a devotee of the Y.M.C.A. and

also an avid reader. Anne, who is seven, is

chiefly active, according to her mother.

Marty McBroom Shipman is back in Troy
with her children, while Ship is still stationed

in Utah. She wrote that they had a grand

summer in Salt Lake City, having fun and ^

being educated at the same time. Her son,
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Shippy, is in seventh grade with clarinet

lessons as his latest extra-curricular activity.

He invariably practices when Jane is doing

her scales on the piano, and at those times

Marty says she begins to see why Ship wanted

to join the Navy!
Her letter also brought the news that Mary

Stewart Kelso Clegg's husband, Joe, was re-

leased from the army late last summer, after

he returned from 18 months of service over-

seas. When she wrote (in October) Stewartie

was still in Dayton and Mary didn't know
what Joe was going to do, or where they

would go next.

Ginny Cooke Rea's husband, Fritz, is chief

surgeon on an LST operating out of New
Guinea. His ship has been in the invasions of

the Philippines. Ginny and her daughter Ann
are living with her parents in New Philadel-

phia, Ohio, until April, when chey will go

back to their home in Marion.

Our new class secretary is none other than

Mrs. Frank Shipman of Spruce Hill, Troy,

Ohio, and I can assure you she is eager to

hear from all of you! Do send her a postal

and tell her what you are doing so she can

tell the rest of us in April.

My best to you all,

Martha (v. B.)

1932

Class Secretary: Charlotte Magoffin. Port-

age Point, Deerwood, Minnesota.

Fund Agent: Helen Nightingale Gleason
(Mrs. James A.) 3707 Dalcford Road, Cleve-

land 20, Ohio.

Dear Girls:

I hope I can do as well by you as Alice

has for so long—and that you'll do as well

by me, I might add. To my first batch of

requests for news I had grand responses, for

which I'm most grateful. And I'm giving fair

warning to those of you who don't answer,

that if you persist in tomb-like silence, I'm

likely to manufacture the most terrific items

about you in sheer desperation. Sitting up

here in the frozen northwoods can do wonder-

ful and fearful things to the imagination, so

to defend yourselves, you'd better come across!

First, for the girls in the Service. Mrs.

Munter wrote that Barbara is serving as a

Red Cross Hospital Staff Aide on the U. S.

Hospital Ship Comfort. At the time of the

Philippine invasion, the Japs attempted to

bomb the ship; Barbara wrote her family

that "the doughnut girls in Europe had

nothing on us" and that they were scared.

Which, I should say, they had a right to be.

By the time the next issue comes out, I hope

to have more detailed news, direct from Bar-

bara, if she can find a spare minute in her

very busy days.

Anne MacRae is still at the Naval Medical

Center in Washington, and has been promoted

to Lieut, (j.g.). She says she is constantly

meeting new people and her work is most

interesting. Besides that, she considers herself

among the luckier mortals for she and another

WAVE have an apartment, which, as she de-

clares, "Is really something for these times

in Washington."

Ruth Kerr, when she wrote, had just re-

turned to Stout Field after completing Com-
mand and General Staff School at Fort Leaven-

worth, Kansas, followed by a tour of all the

WAC bases. She was looking forward to a

leave and to getting home after the first

of February.

Sue Burnett Davis' card contained no news

of herself, but she did tell me that her hus-

band had been promoted to Lt. Col. last

summer. Connie Fouler Keeble's seven-year-

old son spent a weekend in December visiting

young Tradewell Davis, and Sue 'lowed as

how two boys the same age are quite a hand-
ful.

Sue sent news of Caralisa Barry Pollard,

whom she saw in Atlanta. The Pollards moved
to Atlanta this fall and Caralisa's husband is

teaching at Georgia Tech. They have two little

girls and have bought a home on Wesley Road.

Marcia Patterson is deep in her second year

of teaching Latin at Kent Place School in

Summit, New Jersey, and has 5 S students

struggling with first year Latin and "Oninis

Gallia in partes tres divisa est.'*

Bobbie Bennett Cullum is settled back in

Cambridge and hopes to stay put for a while.

Earl has returned after spending most of his

time since spring in England, and Bobbie

stayed with her family in South Carolina

while he was away. She saw Trudy Buist

Roberts and her two children, who were there

on a visit from Phoenix, and says Trudy looks

grand—"not a wrinkle!" In Washington she

saw Fran Sencindiicr Stewart, who has a war
job while Bill is serving in the Pacific. Mary
Archer Bean Eppes ('29) also lives in Cam-
bridge, and Bobbie has seen her several times.

Billie Hancel Sturdy is one of those people

who can get a whole volume on a postcard.

She and Mary and Anne Sturdy, aged 8 and

3 Vi years, are keeping house in Beverly Hills,

while Frederic, a Captain in the Marine Air

Corps, is somewhere in the Central Pacific;

he has been gone nearly two years. Although

she keeps staggeringly busy, Billie says her

only claim to fame is the fact that she has a

maid. (Billie, that makes you practically the

Woman of the Year.)

Virginia Bellamy Rufiin and her two chil-

dren, small Peter and Suzanne, are keeping

the home fires burning in Wilmington, while

big Peter, a Lt. Comdr. in the Navy, is sta-

tioned for an undetermined period at the

Naval Air Station in Charleston. The family

had a wonderful six weeks together in Charles-

ton last summer, and Virginia spent a week
with Peter in November. If Sweet Briar is

looking for siinnna cum laude material, let

me report that Suzanne Ruffin, at five, is

already in the first grade.

To Emma Knowlton Humphreys I'm in-

debted for a most newsy letter which Alice

forwarded. Emma has continued her study of

drawing and modelling. Year before last, she

had an oil portrait hung in a Jackson, Missis-

sippi, exhibition, before an unfortunate allergy

to oil paint got too strong to be disregarded,

and she had to give up working with oils.

She is now taking up water color, and is doing

crayon portraits and casting in clay, but is

kept from devoting too much time to art by

young Eleanor, aged eight, who is in the third

grade and takes piano lessons on the side.

The Charles Crawford family, which is

Franke, her husband and two girls, forsook

New Orleans for a two weeks' vacation in

Florida the end of November. Franke didn't

volunteer anything of her daily activities, but
on the side (thanks, Chubby) I hear that she

is most domestic. Eleanor did say that HalUe
Orr Barton, who lived in New Orleans for a

couple of years, has gone back to Austin,
Texas, since her husband is overseas.

Chubby Harrison Merrill was full of
newsy bits about herself and Mildred Hodges
Ferry. Chubby has two boys, 3 '/» and 2

1

months, who she swears "are equal to six

females," and keep her on an ear. (Can I

venture that they might inherit some of their

mother's vitality?) Her husband has given

up his practice for the duration; he is teach-
ing at Emory Medical School and doing re-

search on shock for the Government. Chubby,
like Billie, is one of those almost extinct

mortals that we all cast the green eye on:
she, too, has a maid—an unpredictable crea-

ture, according to her mistress, but a maid,
nonetheless.

Chubby passed on the item that Mildred,
whom she sees whenever she goes over to
Birmingham, keeps busy as a bee with civic

projects.

Her house, two children, the Blood Bank
and several other war activities keep Jane
Hays Dowler from having idle time on her
hands. Jane's husband was accepted by the

Navy, but has been twice deferred.

Irene Kellogg wrote from Miami Beach,

whither she went the first of October to

escape the sinusitis that had been making her
life miserable for months. The change did the

trick, I'm delighted to report. She has a job

as secretary— nurse— technician, which she

enjoys, and spends her spare time on the
beach. (About now, when I've swept snow
off the porches for the third day in succession,

I could slay anyone who mentions lying on
beaches.)

I had a long letter from Eleanor Wright
Conway, who must have 48-hour days, from
all she does. When she wrote, she and her

two girls were visiting her father in Scarsdale,

and the children were just getting over mild
cases of chickenpox, which they had acquired

immediately upon arriving at grandfather's!

Ted, El's husband, is still overseas, and El is

not theorizing when she says "it makes time

pass quickly to be so busy that I never get

caught up," for she has finished an eight

months' course in radio code and theory, sells

a line of cosmetics, spends her mornings
escorting Ruth to and from nursery school

and the afternoons escorting Laura to and
from kindergarten, and still manages to get

out and see her friends one day a week when
her cleaning woman comes. Ted is now a full

Colonel and attached to a H. Q. in France.

He sent EI the most fabulous collection of

gifts, including five bottles of French perfume
and silk stockings! (This is not a typo-

graphical error.)

Marion Malm Fowler also wrote a long

letter from Camp Le Jeune, North Carolina,

where the Fowlers were ordered a few months
ago. Mac completed a course in prosthetics at

the Navy Medical Center in Bcthesda and was
then sent to Camp Le Jeune as executive

officer and head of prosthetics at the camp
dispensary. Marion is delighted with their

quarters, which are right on the river. The
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Misses Fowler, Gall and Barbara, are eight

and near-six, respectively.

Marion sent news of Ginny Squibb Flynn,

who, since May, has been living at home with

her mother. Her husband, a Major in the

Army, is in England, having been overseas

for over two years.

Helen Pnitt Graff has had a hectic fall and

winter nursing her children through continued

sieges of colds and flu. She did manage to

have them well on Hallowe'en, and gave them

a whopping party that sounded worthy of

Elsa Maxwell and was such a success that she

finally had to send the guests home.

Tuie Groner Moreno is still sitting out the

duration in Washington, but toying with the

idea of going to California, now that Jack

is in the Pacific. Tuie says she keeps busy

taking care of Miss Suzy, aged 3, doing Navy
Relief Work, and keeping up on her reading.

She and Bee Stone DeVore see each other

often, and Tuie was full of bouquets for Bee's

husband and children. Tuie and Nell Tyson
('3 1) both live In the Westchester, and go

to lectures together in the winter. Tuie also

wrote of seeing Nancy W/lsoii Drewry fre-

quently.

Chickenpox was solidly settled upon Marj

Miller Close's household when she wrote, and

with four small fry, I'll bet Mamma Close

was having no small time of it. Marj says her

baby, who is a girl, is getting to be quite a

toughie, trying to hold her own with three

older brothers. Marj's husband is a Director

of Rationing for Canada and often goes to

Washington, but so far she has been much too

busy with her family and Red Cross to

accompany him on his trips.

I have a very cute snapshot of the two

Parker offspring which I was delighted to

receive from Alice. Young Alice, who looks

like her ma, started to school in the fall and

was promptly promoted to the second grade,

which isn't amazing to them as knows her

mother. Betsy, still at home, is the original

whirlwind, I gather, and keeps going at

fever pitch from morning to night.

I am sorry to have to tell that Adelaide

Smith Nelson is ill in a hospital in Tucson.

She returned in September from the Canal

Zone, the climate of which had been very

hard on her, and will have to spend several

more months in bed before she regains her

health. Her mother meanwhile is caring for

her two little girls, and takes them to see

Adelaide every day.

The Alumnae Office sent me the following

excerpt from a newspaper article: "Ruth
Overton christened with the traditional lather

of champagne the Navy's $60,000,000 Boxer,

the seventeenth Essex class aircraft carrier

built since Pearl Harbor." I don't know when
the ceremony took place, but it sounds like

quite a function, and a real thrill to the

bottle-cracker.

Several times in the past months, I've seen

Francie Harrison McGiffert ('3 0) in Duluth.

She has a little girl who is just about the

cutest trick I ever saw; at three, she com-

mands a vocabulary that would astound you.

Francie and Terry arc in Logan, Ohio, this

winter, with Turk, but will be back in their

Duluth house for the summer.

As for myself, I have literally gone to the

dogs. One of my brothers sent his ten-year-

old rheumatic hunting dog home to be pamp-
ered in a manner befitting his age and station;

we've made a house pet out of him and spoil

him rotten. To complicate matters, last sum-

mer I bought myself a water spaniel pup who
is the hugest, most strenuous animal you

ever saw; if you so much as look at him in

a friendly manner, he joyously hurls himself

on you with a vigor calculated to knock you

out. The two beasts are my chief extra-

curricular activity for the winter.

Many, many thanks, girls, for all the swell

contributions to this column. Please keep it

up; send me anything you know, whether

you get a plea from me or not.

Changes of address:

Mrs. Edmund Berkeley (Dorothy Smith)

Lighthouse Inn, New London, Connecticut.

Mrs. Richard C. Glass (Sally Alnsworth)

United Press Herald Building, Miami, Florida.

Mrs. W. MacDaniel Fowler (Marion Malm)
23 06 Paradise Point, Camp Lejeune, North

Carolina.

Miss Irene Kellogg, Casa Francesca, 1 120

Sixth Street, Miami Beach, Florida.

Mrs. Paul B. Keenan (Alice Boughton)

483 S S. 29th Street, Fairlington, Virginia.

Mrs. Charles Littlepage (Emily Maxwell)

General Knox Road, Colonial Village, Wayne,
Pennsylvania.

Mrs. James G- Pollard (Caralisa Barry)

29S W. Wesley Road, Atlanta, Georgia.

Mrs. Willis Nelson, Jr. (Adelaide Smith)

c/o Mrs. W. E. Smith, 2921 E. Fourth

Street, Tucson, Arizona.

Mrs. Robert E. Steman (Virginia Craig)

42 5 5 Ashland Avenue, Cincinnati 12, Ohio.

Mrs. Mensing West (Clara Manning) Apart-

ment 30, 216 North Baily, Fort Worth 7,

Texas.

1935

Class Secretary: Helen B. Wolcott, 2521

Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, 8,

D. C.

FiinJ Agent: Gary Burwell Carter (Mrs.

Francis E., Jr.) 4715 Cedarwood Road, Jack-

sonville 5, Florida.

A card from Barbara Miller, ex-'3 5 , an-

nounces: "Here I am in sunny Italy—with

my winter issue on." Bobby, a Red Cross

staff assistant, is assigned to a Clubmoblle

which is attached to an Air Force. She says

it Is a wild life, but she loves it.

Roberta Co^c Gerlach is the proud mother

of Sara Elizabeth, born December 13.

Hester Kramer Avery is back in her old

haunts—Norfolk—but hopes to be able to

dig In at Virginia Beach. Jimmie ,now a Lt.

Colonel, has left for overseas duty. Hester's

present address is 709 Graydon Park, #1,
Norfolk 7, Virginia.

Judy HaltiBurton Burnett writes that time

has a way of creeping up on one—her daugh-

ter started school this year. Judy Is vice-

president of the Junior League this year and

that activity coupled with her housekeeping

duties more than keep her on the run.

Mary Marks has just returned to Washing-

ton after a sweep through the South in con-

nection with her job at the War Department,

At a meeting which she and Miss Banister

attended in Atlanta who should come briskly

through the door but Miss McLaws. Mary
had a nice chat with her, said she was looking

just fine and is living with her sister, whose
husband is still a prisoner of the Japs. Mary
had hoped to see Rebecca Young Eraser, but

Becky and her husband were enjoying a brief

vacation in Florida.

Changes of address:

Barbara Miller, ARC Clubmoblle, 5th Wing
Hqs., APO 520, c/o Postmaster, New York
City.

Mrs. Reeve H. Betts (Martha Jones) 25 1

Grant Avenue, Newton Centre 59, Massa-

chusetts.

Mrs. Robert J. Carpenter (Virginia Morgan)
73 6 Coleman Place, Westficid, New Jersey.

Mrs. Robert Hackwell (Helen Carruthers)

945 Forest Avenue, Glendale, Ohio.

Mrs. A. E. Hess (Nancy Row) 249 Forkner

Drive, Decatur, Georgia.

Mrs. Stuart C. Hulbert (Jane Bryant) 62

Central Avenue, Hyde Park, Massachusetts.

Mrs. Werner M. Kempe (Mary Frances

Willis) 503 Falls Road, Rocky Mount, North
Carolina.

Mrs. Duryea Smith (Martha Jane Gipe)

2048 Richmond Road, Toledo, Ohio.

Mrs. Edwin Shuffle, Jr. (Laura Virginia

Bobbitt) R.F.D. #1, Box 188, Charleston,

West Virginia.

Miss Kathryn Marie Steiner, 4256 Rose Hill

Avenue, Cincinnati 29, Ohio.

Miss Elizabeth Stone, Cedar Point Drive,

c/o Morgan, Cincinnati 3 0, Ohio.

Mrs. Frederick Wintzer (Mary Dillon) 190

Brecks Lane, Wilmington, Delaware.

1936

Class Secretary: Lillian Cabell Gay (Mrs.

James R.) 224i-B Park Avenue, Swarthmore,

Pennsylvania.

FunJ Agent: Katie Nilcs Parker (Mrs.

Franklin P.) 46 Glen Road, Wcllesley Hills

82, Massachusetts.

The Barkers belong right up on the very

top line, because Mrs. Barker has just re-

ceived news from her family and all are

well. Her sister had to be evacuated and lost

everything, but Mrs. Barker writes, "Thank
God they are safe."

Now, with that wonderful news to start

on, I'll just whip right on through the rest

of the pile. Here's something else very good

and also very new—Captain and Mrs. Fred

W. Scott, (Elizabeth Pinkerton) Fred, Jr.,

and Alfred, proudly announce the arrival

on December 2 of a new recruit for their

team, Robert St rother Scott. Pinkie says he

started out being seven pounds of manhood
and likes to be called Strother.

Betty Cocke Wlnfree wrote in the fall that

Mary Agnes Young returned from Costa Rica

on account of her father's illness in June. He
died in July and she planned to live in Wash-
ington with her mother and work with the

State Department.

Aline Stump spent her vacation with Pinkie

at Royal Orchard and gleaned lots of summer
news which just missed the fall issue. Til

toss it in now and maybe it will help melt

away some of this ice and snow we've been

sliding around on for the last month. Logan

Phinizy Johns has a daughter, Mary Porter

and Mary Virginia Camp reported that Logan
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and Bill had been living in New Orleans on

the grounds of the Naval Hospital. When I

was in Richmond there was talk of Logan
leaving the baby with her family and trying

to follow Navy husband. Mary Virginia and

Charles are in Flemington, Georgia, but you
probably know that already as she's on the

job again helping Katie Nilcs Parker help you

to contribute to the Alumnae Fund.

Now to get back to Stumpy. She has de-

cided to stick by the Navy and is spending

two nights a week at the officer's club. "Mrs.

Lieutenant" Lill is located in the same office

building and through her Stumpy had a pleas-

ant evening with the Barkers and Billy Dew.
Dr. Barker taught one session at Columbia
Summer School.

Alma Martin Rotnem and little Rickey

spent the summer at Madison, Connecticut

and she is teaching at Chapins this winter.

Muggy Gregory Cukor has been working

as a section manager at Macy's until she can

join her Navy husband, Richard, again. Libby

Hartridge was stationed in Washington and

is probably a lieutenant (j.g.) by now. Capel

Grimes Gerlach and her Navy husband were

also stationed in Washington, but my letter

didn't find them. They have a little girl with

lots of gorgeous yellow curls.

Alice Bcnei Hopkins' husband, a Major in

the Marine Corps, returned from the Pacific

and was stationed in North Carolina. Maria

Gray Valentine Curtis and little Calvin have

welcomed Ted home from the Pacific and are

in Washington at present. Kitty Lorraine

Hyde spent a gloriously happy time at the

Flamingo Hotel in Florida — Navy hotel

(couples uilb children only) and little Janet

was one of two hundred babies in the cafe-

teria. Telay has gone west again and Kitty

and Janet are sweating it out in Richmond,
where I saw Marian Cox Luck at the Sweet

Briar Luncheon. The luncheon was very small

and quiet, coming in the middle of December,

1944, but we thought of all of you scattered

and busy with the business of ending the war
that keeps so many separated. It was good to

be together and think about all that Sweet

Briar has meant and all that it is doing to

maintain its leadership.

Now, the rest is all very new. Ruth Gilliam

Viar writes that Neal is in the first grade

and Elizabeth is In kindergarten and she is

very busy with lunches, etc. She has been

substituting in Lynchburg.

Margaret Smith Thomasson has been busy

with son Bill and is active in the Little

Theater in Lynchburg. She spent the holidays

in Philadelphia. Orissa Holden is still fasci-

nated with her personnel work and Polly

Rich is working in electronics for the Colum-
bia University Division of War Research. She

says she has had to move so much that a

little foxhole in Connecticut would be fine

now. Willietta Thompson Scofield's little

Tommy Is about a year old now. (There's no

connection, they just come that way in the

pile, which is dwindling now) . Evelyn Jones

Fuller's husband Maurice is overseas and she

is working for Standard Oil in Elizabeth,

New Jersey, and likes her job. Cabby Mitchell

Ravenscroft's husband is in the Pacific so she

is living in her brother's house, 135 Lafayette

Street, Denver 3, Colorado. Sparky now has

ATTENTION MAGAZINE
SUBSCRIBERS

The Alumnae Office will

gladly take care of new sub-

scriptions and renewals for all

magazines promptly. Remember
that publishers have inadequate

and inexperienced help now and
that all magazines are delayed.

They do come eventually.

a little sister, Lucille, just a year old, so

Cabby's time is all taken care of.

La Donobue McCormack wrote that her

four-year-old Jimmy is already an expert

skater (well, almost) and they spent Christ-

mas in Sheboygan. Gail Donohue is an Ensign,

stationed at Quonset Pt.

Marjorie Wing Todd has been traveling up
and down the coast to all the Marine Hos-
pitals with her husband and year old daugh-

ter and is now in Baltimore, and actually has

a telephone, Belmont 1 6 H , and would like

a ring from any 3 6'er who's there or passing

through.

Thanks to all of you for the good letters

—there's another issue in April if yours didn't

make this one—and remember, we always like

to hear from you. The best of good wishes

for the New Year.

1937

Class Secretary: Harriet Shaw, 221 High-

brook Avenue, Pelham 6S, New York.

Fund Agent: Dorothy Proiit Gorsuch (Mrs.

Robert W.) Kings Highway, Box M4, Chapel

Hill, Atlantic Highlands, New Jersey.

As usual I had a last minute scurry for

news, and for once had luck. I had a nice

chat with Peggy Minder Davis, with many
asides with her small daughter. Paul is now
a Lt. Colonel with the 1st Army In Belgium.

MIndy takes time oflf from housekeeping to

continue her language study at Berlitz school.

She has also been seeing quite a lot of Ginny
Rush Long, her cousin-in-law. Ginny 's hus-

band has never seen his child who will be

two in June. Sid Gort Herpcrs has been home
in Jersey a lot since her husband is stationed

at the Rehabilitation Camp at Lake Placid.

Recently, May Weston Thompson, Nat Hop-
kins Griggs, Petie Dyer Sorenson, Dot Proitt

Gorsuch and Mindy got together. MIndy says

May's son, Bart, Jr., Is adorable.

I called Grizzy Deringer Plater for news
but found the phone discontinued and no one

at her family's home. Address sent to Alumnae
Office in December—2327 80th Street, Jackson

Heights, New York—Editor.

You will all be saddened by learning that

Margaret Cornurll Schmidt's husband was

killed in a plane crash in India where he was

serving as a Major In the Army Air Corps.

They have a daughter, Ruthic, born last

March.

I have three marriages to report: Dottie

Price Zeugner on January 11 to Howland S.

Roberts, Margaret Sandidge to William L.

Mason and Lt. (j.g.) Vera Searcy to Lt. Joseph
R. McGonlgle, USN.

New additions are as follows: Allen, son
o{ Eddlna Newby Adams, June, 1944. Donald
III, son of Kay Eshehnan Maginnis, August,
1944.

From Pully Lamheth Blackwcll I learned
that Anne Lemmon is with the Red Cross.

Last fall I had a card from Beckey Douglass
Mapp telling me that George is on destroyer

duty in the Pacific. Beckey and her daughter
visited Petie Sorenson at Lake Seneca last

August. She also saw LoUie Redfern and her
baby. Lollie lives in Washington.

Lillian Lambert Pennington came through
with news that Marie Walker is keeping house
in Middletown, Rhode Island for her husband
just back from two years of P. T. board duty
in the Pacific. She also reports that Natalie
Lucas Chase had her third child in August.

As for me I am still commuting to town
every day and am planning to go to night
school at N.Y.U.—very unwillingly too. I do
some traveling for the firm so don't be sur-

prised if any of you get a plaintive phone call

from a railroad station.

New addresses:

Mrs. F. J. Herpers (Faith Marie Gort)
2020 Pershing Street, Durham, N. C.

Mrs. Gilbert Lea (Nancy Nalle) 906 S.

College Street, Charlotte, North Carolina.

Anne Lemmon, 3 9th General Hospital, APO
#715, c/o Postmaster, San Francisco, Cal.

Mrs. Charles Nicholson, Jr. (Mary Jacque-
lln Cochran) 1 704 Fifth Avenue, Kearney,

Nebraska.

Mrs. E. F. O'Shea (Martha Hardesty) 1606
Forest Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois.

Mrs. Howland S. Roberts (Dorothy Price

Zeugner ) 3 21 Taplow Road, Baltimore,

Maryland

1938

Class Secretary: Dolly Nicholson Tate (Mrs.

John A., Jr.) 548 West End Boulevard,

WInston-Salem, North Carolina.

Fund Agent: Janet MacFarlan Bergman

n

(Mrs. Charles) 13 6 Linden Avenue, Ridge-

wood, New Jersey.

First place this time goes to Eady who was

married Saturday, December 3 0, to Captain

Alfred H. Williams at St. Bartholomew's

Church in New York. Captain Williams, re-

cently back from the war zone is making
talks at various New Jersey plants on the

manpower shortage. They expect to get back

to Louisville sometime in February,

Right off the bat I must confess that my
schedule Is 'way ahead of me, and that for

many reasons I wasn't able to send each and

everyone of you "reply cards" as In Sep-

tember. However a number of you loyal

supporters came to my assistance—thank you!

—so here goes with the latest!

Your ex-secretary, understanding my plight

thoroughly, wrote a grand letter on short

notice, and herewith goes my gratitude to

her. It was a great shock to me to learn of

the death of Kate's husband, Rudy, in France

sometime in September, and I know all of

you are saddened by this. She is living with

her family In Chicago and last report was

planning on getting a job. We are grieving
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with you, Katie. As I told you in my last,

Janice was leaving shortly for South America

with Bud. Claire says they have left for Rio

but as yet she has received no description of

their surroundings.

Maude Tucker Drane had an exciting

Christmas, what with Hardy arriving in

New York two days before her sister Lile's

wedding on Christmas Eve. She remained in

Cleveland to be in the wedding, then prac-

tically ran from the church to the train

which took her to New York. Her plans

were to be there till after New Year's and

in the meantime Maude's sister, Maria (a

sophomore at SBC) was chief nurse and bottle

washer for the baby.

The Lucile Turner concert which our

Briarites put on in Cleveland November 17

was a tremendous success and Claire writes

that Becky Kiinkic Hogue was such a grand

help to her. Congratulations to our energetic

and ingenious bunch and more power to you!

Helen Hays Crowley continues very busy

with her children and new home, and Claire

tells me she is doing the same thing herself.

Visitors all during Christmas, houscguests, the

continual round of meals to be planned and

prepared, keeping her children crisp and clean

ha5 left her not resting up. but catching up

on washing and ironing all the guestroom

sheets, etc.!

Newest youngsters on the list are Dorothy

Gipe Clement, who arrived November 18, and

Fergie's third, Stanley Ferguson Lincoln, a

real sure-nuff New Year's baby. Dotty writes

that she is living with her mother In Toledo

temporarily, hopes to join John in Detroit

just as soon as they can locate a place to hang

their hats. Fergie admits that her plans for a

gay New Year's eve were rudely interrupted

but it was worth it!

As usual Lucy T. passed along the New
York news in a swell letter. She and Judy
still get together fairly often, though Judy

stopped work for awhile, and during that

time was able to pay Macky a visit in Weston,

Massachusetts. You will all be distressed to

hear of the death of Macky's mother in

November. She was visiting Macky at the

time and passed away very suddenly. We all

send our deepest sympathy to you, Macky.

Lew manages to get into the Big City fairly

often but stays busy with Sue Carol and

drumming up trade for Moss Lake Camp.

Then too, she and George have bought a stable

in New York where they can keep the horses

from camp during the winter—so, that has

interested her immensely.

M. J. Miller Hein now in Springfield,

Pennsylvania, is tremendously happy over Doc's

return after 21 months in Hawaii and thrilled

at being a family unit again. Clay Johnson

(Smeady's husband) also returned recently

from England and reported to Washington

where Smeady was about to join him.

About herself, Lucy reports that she still

loves her job at Air Force Headquarters even

though she has to rise at daybreak and work
six days a week. Her pride over the B-29's is

something! Her Charley is still at AAF Head-

quarters in Italy but after 23 months over

there should head home before too long. Those

gifts from Florence do sound "out of this

world."

Jin wrote from Miami on a Christmas card

that Bill is still in France and till his return

she is managing two apartment houses and

carrying on with her choir work, etc. In

September she visited at Sweet Briar and says

it's still as wonderful as ever.

Jessie also sent me a nice note on a Christ-

mas card from Statesville, North Carolina

where Ed is superintendent of the Carnation

Milk plant. Why don't you hop on the bus

to Winston once in a while, Jess? Would love

to see you.

Among the many Briarites who bump into

each other on Washington corners is Vesta,

though fortunately she is located domestically

in Silver Spring, Maryland. Eddie has re-

cently been transferred to the Capitol City

from Texas and after the usual weeks of

house hunting and hair tearing they located

a cute house in SS.

When I accompanied Jack to New York in

November to catch his ship, imagine my
great pleasure in discovering that Ves was

also in town. I skipped out to the Murray

apartment imrnediately and we had one of

the best bull session you ever heard. We
could hardly catch our breath in the two

hours I was there, and after I saw little

Edward, who is simply precious, it was all I

could do to drag myself away regardless of

train time!

It was a real disappointment not to see

Janet in the short while I was there, but

due to very distressing circumstances, she

was unable to get in. Perhaps some of you

know that her sister, Jean, whose husband is

a Lt. Colonel in India, contracted polio while

visiting with her baby last September in upper

New York state. Actually she didn't come

down with it till her return to Ridgewood,

but spent many painful weeks in a hospital

near there. Mac writes that the grandest

Christmas present of all was Jean's return

home from the hospital three days before

Christmas. She is improving somewhat and

hopes eventually to be completely recovered.

Carl is in Dutch New Guinea shoving sup-

plies off to the Philippines.

Rilma is the one SB chum that I ever run

into often. Being's how she is now my cousin

we have more reason than ever for first hand

news of each other. New Year's weekend she

visited me here at mother's and we had a gay

old time, but now she has returned to the

hospital X-ray department in Charlotte and

is hard at work. As for me, my days are

similar to those of the majority of you—very

routine, but spent in anticipation of my fella's

return. He left New York early in November
on a destroyer escort and is now in the South

Pacific, somewhere. My plans are to return

to Winston-Salem to our apartment shortly

after the first of February and resume house-

keeping there. Our stay here has been just an

extended holiday visit! Trust all of you will

come through with news of yourselves so that

the March 20 th letter will be a bit more
informative and gay!

Incidentally, a Victorious and Happier New
Year to each of you!

Changes of address:

Mrs. George E. Adams (Janice Wiley) c/o

Home Insurance Company, 21 Rua Alfandega,

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Miss Ruth Adele Frank, 22 5 East 73 rd

Street, New York, New York.

Mrs. E. W. Hasclden (Vesta Murray) 622

Wayne Avenue, Silver Spring, Maryland.

Mrs. William J. Heim (Marjorie Miller)

35-14. HOth Place, Flushing, New York.

Mrs. Franklin Hoffman (Frances Cordes)

3 5 Watson Court, Petersburg, Virginia

Miss Mary Jane Jones, C.A.A. Control

Tower, Petersburg Air Port, Petersburg, Vir-

ginia.

Miss Ruth B. Krauss, 407 Main Street,

Chatham, New Jersey.

Mrs. John K. McGrath (Martha Jane

Mooney) 40 Cavendish Drive, Canon's Park,

Edgeware, Middlesex, England.

Mrs. Blair G. Mercer (Anne Old) 3632

Bryn Mawr Drive, Dallas 5 , Texas.

Mrs. William Ridenhour (Elizabeth Burks)

602 Edgevale Road, Roland Park, Baltimore,

Maryland.

Mrs. James S- Robertson (Dorothy Grote)

4 Brentmoor Park, Clayton S, Missouri.

Mrs. Roger W. Tubby (Anne Williams)

8410 Manchester Road, Silver Spring, Mary-
land.

Mrs. Carl Zapffe (Denise du Pont) 6410
Murray Hill Road, Baltimore 12, Maryland.

1939

Class Secretary: Betsy Campbell Gawthrop
(Mrs. Robert S.) 326 West Minor Street,

West Chester, Pennsylvania.

FunJ Ageut: Janet Thorpe, 5 Heywood
Road, Pelham Manor 65, New York.

You all have been too wonderful about
writing and I only hope I can get across in

this mass formation the many joys and thrills

enlivening the postals you sent me. I'd like

to write you all. Lin Yutang says that the

civilization of a country can best be judged
by the mothers and fathers it produces. If it

is, you make America pretty much the

nuts! And for those of you, who like me,
think your life comparatively newsless, your
normal existence is indeed welcome.
We have lots of boys to report! Charlotte

Dunn Blair has two—twenty-one months, and
two months. Her husband is in France. Like-

wise Henri Collier Armstrong has Perry and
Bill, Jr., ages two and one respectively. Her
husband is in France too, after being in Italy

and Africa sixteen months. Mary Elizabeth

Barge Schroder, now in Charleston, South
Carolina, has been in Atlanta for a visit as

has Martha Fuller Leys. Helen Cary Stewart
and her two darling boys, Johnny and Cary,
aged three and a half and one and a half,

have an apartment in Richmond while big

John is overseas. He is a first lieutenant in

the Medical Corps—a full-fledged doctor.

Betty Barnes Bird's 9 pound 5 ounce lad

was born November 26!! She is living for the

present with her grandmother in Waterbury,
Connecticut while husband and father both
are in Germany. Congratulations, Betty. Stone-

wall Jackson sounds wonderful. And good
luck to you with all your men.

Also we are proud to report that Dusty
Rhodes Salmon's second child was born in

November, and Biz Lockett Lord's second son

in December.

Augusta Saul Edwards is the busy mother
of Tommy, three and a half, and Johnny, one
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year old while her lieutenant husband is on

a carrier in the Pacific. May he return safe

and soon.

Ottumwa, Iowa finds Dutch Haiihcr Crowe

after two whole years permanency (surely

unique!) with Lt. Joe, and Patty Lou, born

May 7, 194}, and Terry, born May 29, 1944.

Patty Lou is of course into everything, de-

lighting particularly in the gay pastime of

painting the house with flour. But mamma

says she's a real angel!?

Doxie Dingtfian Cobb met her husband at

Dutch's wedding. Alex is now in the Pacific,

after a summer at home. This is his second

term overseas, the first lasting three years.

Leila Bomi Preston is in Erie, Pennsylvania

where her husband is teaching at the Erie Day

School. Eleanor Brooks Preston was born

August 27, 1944. Congratulations. Mardie

Hodill says she's adorable.

Mary Will, two and a half years old, is of

course keeping her mother Shirley Jones

Woodard on her toes this year. Bunny is at

Fort Bragg, and Shirley is with her parents.

On his recent leave they paid a visit to Jean

Gray Scotf MacNair and Van in Richmond,

while Van was also on leave before going out

to sea.

Kitty Lauder Stephenson and Lois Lear

Stoope's husbands do the same work, so often

get together, with Jean Moore and Janet

Thorpe as well. And in turn, Janet and Jean

saw Julie Saunders in New York. Her fiance

Dr. Bill Michaux is still away. Jane Gray

Kent ('3 8) and Ellie George Frampton, whose

husband has been away for a year and a half,

Lottie Lewis and Jane Varker Washburn were

also among those present. Janie's husband has

returned after fourteen months, and has orders

to Be an instructor at Northwestern Uni-

versity. They enjoyed a second honeymoon in

Pinehurst, North Carolina. Lottie is working

at an advertising agency in New York. Janet

is doing secretarial work at National Head-

quarters of Girl Scouts in the Publications

Department and had some fun doing some

drawings for a magazine recently.

Ann Parks is still at the Naval Operations

Base in Norfolk, apparently working hard

and enjoying it.

Mary Lou Shupsoti Bulkley somehow man-

ages to help out with the Day Nursery in

Bridgeport with a one-year-old Jack of her

own. She made a survey of other Connecticut

nurseries, and it sounds interesting though

time-consuming.

I ran into Eleanor LUfle Morfit a year ago

on Fifth Avenue, and at that time T. Garrison

Morfit to me meant not a thing. She's now

in Beverly Hills, right chummy like with

Ronald Colman and Frank Sinatra, so much

so that she's actually hungry "for some girly-

girly chatter from S.B.C." It sounds grand,

Little Nell, and if I hitch-hike out, could

you arrange any introductions? Personally, I

find only girls up and down the block.

Martha Matthews Munroe visited Helen Mc-

Creery in Denver, who is busy with the Red

Cross, secretary of the Junior League, and is

in charge of the Kappan Service Women's

Lounge. Whew! Then in October, she was off

to see Lee Montague Joachim, with her family

in Charlottesville as Phil is in the Pacific as

a marine combat correspondent. She is busy

with the Red Cross, too. Lee and Virginia

Lee, aged three, then went to Charlotte for

three weeks, to visit Sarah Belk. Snookie

Robinson McGuire gave Virginia Lee a birth-

day party, where fun was had by all, adults

as well, which is saying something. Snookie

writes, in her usual vein, that her children arc

so cute that she's about to send them to

Hollywood immediately.

And while we're Charlotte conscious, Henri

Minor Hart, I chased up and down after you

in New York in December. Saw Marie Gaffncy

Barry ('41) just after she'd run into you at

Mark Cross'. Henri, at the time of her writ-

ing was seeking frantically, a house in San

Diego, where her husband was being sent after

being expressly ordered to Carpinteria, Cali-

fornia where she was in the perfect house.

A roof was apparently not found in San

Diego, so she and Jane, eighteen months, are

back with her family.

Happy Jam^s Wathen, still with her won-

derful faculty for achieving the unusual,

writes from Jeffersonville, Indiana, where she

christened an LST for her husband who is to

be skipper. What a grand break to have him

home for that. We join you in heartfelt bless-

ings for that boat, Hap. Richard, Jr., is two

and a half, and Vee, nine months. Dick has

been away a year, and is probably off again

by now.

Peggy Roper Willis is the mother of Mar-

garet Caroline, born July 4, 1943. She some-

how managed to grow and can a Victory

Garden and teach Ancient History to a po-

tential Briarite, too. She has an American

History pupil now!

Jane Micssner Beuchamp is in Raton, New
Mexico, mother of Suzanne, one and a half

years old. Her husband is a radio engineer

and she feels far removed from all aspects of

the war. Lucky girl!

Elsie Day Sutherlin is in Tampa, Florida,

where she and family have been for three

years. Henry is two years old, but that's old

enough for him to go visiting his grandparents

in Danville, Virginia all alone until his ma
and pa join him at Christmas.

Mardie Hot!ill Smith and "Court ie," aged

two, spend their time between her own family

and her in-laws, while Vey carries on his

island hopping in the Pacific.

Connie Wallace Price is still in Seaford,

Delaware, with husband and son. In a P. S.

she says "let me know if you hear anything

from my roommates." Come on roommates; I

know you're in Richmond, Virginia.

Lt. Commander (!) Bartlett is the spouse

of our Bennett Wilcox. He's in the Bureau

of Aeronautics in Washington. She's busy with

"Griff," their two year old son. Let me know
when you come to Wilmington to see Mabbie

Bcrckmans Canby.

Yvonne Leggett Dyer is in BronxviUe with

alas! no telephone. Suzanne, eight months old,

keeps mama on the job, but happily so. Almost

killed her to miss seeing you in Boston, Betsy

Durham Goodhue. Betsy, though she had no

news of herself, wrote what she could dig up

about others. Many thanks. So while in Boston,

we find Eleanor Claflin Williams hibernating

with Tim, three, and Susan, two. After spend-

ing the summer in Mississippi where her hus-

band trained for AAF Crash Boats, she's now
doing some Red Cross work.

Mary Mackintosh Sherer is busy at the
hospital and working for the Junior League.

Joe begins interning next July. Betty Frazicr

Rinehart s|>ent the night with her and Tready
a few weeks ago. She made a whirlwind trip

up there to be with her husband for about
two days. So many of you have gotten to-

gether and I feel a tremendous sort of kin-

ship between all of us. A small college's ad-

vantage—and it's a big one! My husband
and I visited Fraze ages ago, but at that time
she pulled a 27 (golf) on my struggling

Sergeant, and a hole in 2 to boot. And he
still liked her! She writes of "Biz" Lockctt
Lord's new baby boy born in December.
Ann Dearstyue became Mrs. James L. Corn-

well, Jr., this past July. She'd been doing

case work in St. Louis and just how she

ended up in Tulsa, Oklahoma is a mystery,

but she did.

Anne Hudtilcston Cheek is among the

"waiting widows." She's with her family and

James Cheek, III. who is so blond she has

trouble claiming him. Her husband has been

in Germany with Patton. We'll keep our
fingers crossed for you, Anne.

A returned husband, and as a Major, is

Mary Frances Buchanan Flowers'. He got back
from New Guinea November 1 , and saw his

two year old son for the first time. He's at

the Army Redistribution Station in Atlantic

City, so Mary Frances has forsaken her south-

land for a bit, and gladly!

Patty Moncure writes that she is still single

and still has the red hair. Kay Bonsall Strong

is in Pierre, South Dakota with her husband
who is stationed there.

Judy Judd has just finished the first six

months of a physical therapy course. She's

really thrilled with it. This means all her

theory work is behind her but she has three

months practical work before she's actually

finished. She's at home again and loving it.

Ruth Harman Kieser's itinerary is so re-

markable that I really can't go into the whole
thing. But after many partings with her hus-

band, they're still together, and now in Fort

Sill, Oklahoma again where she started. Quite

a coincidence that their house there got rented

to Becky Pannill Gwin ('40) . Ruth visited

Alice Hooper ('38) in Galveston, Texas and

has altogether toured the southwest.

And I live on in West Chester in the house

I've always lived in since I've been here. Bob
is still in Aberdeen, Maryland teaching men
who have been overseas two or three years

the organization of the Army! My son is

most diverting, but I'm busy with the emer-

gency Aid, and a group of us sew and knit

for the French and Belgians once a week.

And I'm at home to any of you, any chance

you can possibly get. Thank you again for

the wonderful postal return. Do send your

contributions to the Alumnae Fund, for this

is an up and doing class and there are lots of

things I'm eager already to tell you about

for next time. I'm hoping too that there'll

be news from our men overseas. I wish for

us all so many good things, and of course,

peace, a good peace, a strong one, and an

early one. Bless you all.

Betsy
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Deepest sympathy to Kay Bonsai! Strong

in the loss of her brother, John, a Captain

in Artillery in France.

Changes of address:

Mrs. Robert Mott Brown (Ann Lee Harri-

son) 313 Ramssy Avenue, c/o Harrison,

Hopewell, Virginia.

Mrs. Edwin B. Jordan (Louise Corrigan)

4404 N. Versailles, Dallas S, Texas.

Miss Diantha Clements, 99 Myrtle Street,

Boston 14, Massachusetts.

Mrs. Frank O. Glenn, Jr. (Marguerite

Myers) 23 07 Crescent Boulevard, Dayton 9,

Ohio.

Mrs. Russell Leeton (Alma P. Holland)

1217 Ann Street, Parkcrsburg, West Virginia.

Mrs. John Van MacNair (Jean Scott) 320

Greenway Lane, Richmond 2 1, Virginia.

Mrs. Reid Murphey (Valeria Gott) 618

Morgan Avenue, Palmyra, New Jersey.

Mrs. T. G. Morfit (Eleanor Little) 1S6 N.

Gunstan Drive Los Angeles 24, California,

(temporary address)

.

Mrs. Joseph S. Preston (Lclia Bond) 240

Shenley Drive, Erie, Pennsylvania.

1940

Class Secretary: Nida Tomliti Watts (Mrs.

Robert, Jr.) 262 5 Handasyde Court, Cincin-

nati 8, Ohio.

Fiitid Agent: Margaret Woods Gillette (Mrs.

Louis C.) 406 South Vine Street, Urbana,

Indiana.

Well, it would seem that we aren't going

to have a chance to pull out our crutches in

order to attend our fifth reunion. That re-

capturing of youth will have to be postponed.

However, let us hope that it will be next

year. In the meantime, buy those War BonJs

for yourselves and Sweet Briar.

Cynthia NolanJ Young has written two

meaty numbers from 1 9 5 Everit Street, New
Haven. She is there with Karl's family while

he is overseas. Young Karl is progressing

rapidly. In fact, he is already murmuring
sweet nothings to his bunny instead of his

mummy! Cynthia sent an attractive news-

paper picture of Anne Burr who is appearing

in "The Hasty Heart." Anne has the sole

feminine role in the play, which is getting

good reviews.

From the Alumnae Office I hear that Jon-

athon A. Brown, Jr., arrived November 2 1.

(Boot yaudcrhilt Brown in case you've for-

gotten) .

Parge Woods Gillette was married on De-

cember 1 1th to Lt. Louis Church Gillette.

They are living in Illinois as Lou is stationed

at Chanute Field. Parge says that she is tend-

ing a "lonely brown dawg and a squeamish

furnace." Don't forget Parge 's letter about

the Alumnae Fund. Blair has moved to a

charming house at S02 W. 7th Street, Rad-
ford, Virginia. All is calm on the Both front

except Blair is wishing for a washing machine.

Janet Runkle has been a resident Nurses Aide

at VC'akeman General Hospital, Camp Atter-

bury, Indiana for the past two months. Janet

is in an orthopedic ward and works at least

eight Hours a day, seven days per week. She

was home for Christmas, but returned to

Atterbury shortly thereafter.

Olivia Dai is Mac Donald broke her long

silence. She has resigned from the WAVES.

Olivia expects her seafaring husband home in

the near future. I am hoping that she will

stop over here en route to Louisville, Captain

Mary Johnston recently saw Mary Lee Settle

Weathersbee who has a job with the O.W.I.

in England. Mary also saw Alice Gass and her

husband. Flight Surgeon, Major Dornberger.

Mary will probably cream me for repeating

the following, but I think it is something all

of you should know about our former class

president. I quote from Mary's letter, "We
have been infested with a veritable orgy of

weddings here of late which, of course, is a

great boon to the social life. I went to a rather

fancy English one the other day—that is the

bride was English. It was really quite an

affair. I managed to commit at least one

faux pas, apparently, you aren't supposed to

smoke at the reception until you have toasted

the King. I had never heard of this custom,

so proceded to break it with alacrity as did a

few other ignorant Americans. However, we
were soon informed of our mistake by the

more worldly members of our group, so hastily

put out our cigarettes and hung our heads in

shame."

I am still delighted with my job as country

school'marm. I am number two teacher for

the second grade. I have to bone up every

now and then to keep ahead of the little

angels in Math.

Changes of address:

Mrs. T. E. Dillon (Jeanne Bradshaw) 18

Landers Lane, Swanwyck, New Castle, Dela-

ware.

Mrs. David Du Vivier (Patricia Murrill)

79 East 79th Street, New York 21, New
York.

Mrs. Byren Everett Gray (Jane Westphalen)

6 Treebrook Lane, Clayton S , Missouri.

Mrs. Richard B. Pilkinton (Florence Mer-

rill) 3111 Hawthorne Street, N.W., Wash-
ington, D. C.

Mrs. Lawson W.Turner, Jr. (Frances Moses)

1600 Battery, Apt. A, Little Rock, Arkansas.

1941

Class Secretary: Doris Albray, 18 Curtis

Place, Maplewood, New Jersey.

Fund Agent: Patricia Dowling von Well-
SHEIM (Mrs. Alfred H.) 43 12 Larkwood,

Louisville 12, Kentucky.

Word has just reached the Alumnae Office;

of the death of Lt. William A. Darney, Jr.,

(Margaret Craighill's husband). Lt. Darney
was a navy pilot. Margaret and her daughter

Sharon are at her family's home.

Margaret Stewart Wilson's husband, Lt.

David E. Newbold died at the station hospital

in New Orleans. He had been in the army
since August, 1 9+2. They have a 6 months
old daughter. Genie.

First among our surprises for this issue

is news of Helen Guinn Wallace. Helen's

little son is now three and a half years old,

she and Jackie and husband, Johnnie, have

bought a house in Arlington. Johnnie is work-

ing with the Statistical Control Division for

the Army Air Forces and Helen has been

doing quite a bit of Red Cross work.

Also a newcomer to these pages (according

to recent issues) is Louise Kirk Headley, now
the proud mother of two daughters. It seems

that Lillian Price was born on June 15, 1944,

and the four Headley s are now residing at

Hot Springs, Arkansas. Kirk says she manages
to see Martha Jean and Tommy every so often,

and Gaffney is back in Binghainton, since her

husband has departed for the Pacific.

Douce is now living in Newport, Rhode
Island with husband, Jack, who has been

detached from the Armed Guard and is now
training there. Douce says she expects to be

in Newport until about February, but her

permanent home address has also been changed,

so look at the end for that.

Was very much amazed to see Frances Wat-
kins in New York one day not so long ago.

She is home from Texas for a while but

expects to go back and help run her fiance's

ranch until he returns from overseas. She said

she had greatly enjoyed doing it.

Barbara Holman Whitcomb came down to

New York a few months a^o on a surprise

visit and Dottie White and she and I got

together and had a gay old time doin3 the

spots in New York. Barbara says that she

ran into Meach and Cyn Harrison Drinkwater

at the Sweet Briar day tea. And, speaking of

Meach, got a card from her. It seems that

she now has two sons, Bobby, two years, and

Gardiner (two months) , is living in Marble-

head, Massachusetts, her husband is a First

Lieutenant in the Army Air Corps, stationed

at the General Electric Company in Lynn.

In case some of you are as far behind in

the news as I was, please take note that

Frances Wihon is now Mrs. Clifford Dowdey,
husband being an author, they are living in

Richmond, and have been married since July,

1944.. Wilson came up to New York in

November, and we had planned a gala get-

together, but darned if she didn't get sick,

so we merely chatted, thanks to the Bell

System. She has sent me a couple of letters

from Bebo, each being very interesting, though

telling very little of herself. She apparently

is having a marvelous time, and wish I could

tell you all that she has recounted of her

adventures with the Red Cross, but space will

not permit.

Shirts Shaw Daniel has written twice (good

girl) and informs us that she and Dick are

living in Ruxton, a suburb of Baltimore,

where they have a darling apartment. Shirts

saw Mary White in Philadelphia in December.

Erk apparently is working as a private secre-

tary. She_ reports that Helen Anne has a son,

Jackson Armstrong, Jr., born in November.

That, however, is as complete information as

I have on the subject. N^w Year's Eve, Shirts

and husband went to the Brown-Sermans' to

a party, saw Cheech and "her adorable daugh-

ter" (home for the duration) , Lucy Lloyd

(who is working in Washington), and Judy
Davidson (her Dad having been assigned to

some work in Washington, and Judy and her

mother joined him there). Shirts mentions the

fact that she, like most everyone, has not

heard from Butch in ages. Do wish the young

lady in question would remedy that situation!

Dottie White, my never-failing source of

information writes that she saw Lucy Parton

Miller around Christmas, and that Lucy is

dividing her time between Cambridge and

Bronxville, where ever her husband is at the
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time. Joan Mvc'-^ Riese is now in Columbia,

South Carolina, where her husband is sta-

tioned, W'e could also do with a word direct

from her. Sylvia Vctbick Maltby now has two

offspring, but I don't know where she is

living.

Helen Mac sent me a few tidbits: that

Ellie Dawgard Firth presented the world with

Polly Louise on August 27, and Allen Bcighy

Macneil with Mary Allen on September 6.

Wilma Zeisler is managing a toy store in

Philadelphia, Betty Bartelt is designing movie

sets for Selznick Company in Hollywood (both

of them to be thanked very heartily for

doing something different and hence relieving

the monotony caused by us—secretaries all)

and Jimmy McBee is spending half time in

the library at Smith and is working toward

her Master's in History. More and more

power to you, ambitious!

Helen Mac also reports that Wilma Cavctt

Bird is being a very helpful alumna in far

off Hawaii. She checked over the alumnae

lists, sent corrected addresses, and promises a

reunion as soon as possible.

Wilma says life there has been comparatively

quiet and domestic for her. She was deferred

from evacuation by joining the Women's Air

Raid Defense, as is Anne Pickard. Wilma's

husband, Phil, is a captain in the army, con-

nected with Military Intelligence.

Sally Esler writes that she saw Barb Nvicin

Wickerham shortly before Christmas, so she

apparently has returned to Pittsburgh. Sal is

now Assistant Buyer in the Girls' Department

of Kaufmann's. She is enjoying her job im-

mensely, and is expecting to come to New
York to do some looking around, so perhaps

we can get together.

Edge writes that husband Ted is on Saipan,

son Bobby is getting positively {although she

admits she may be slightly prejudiced) beauti-

ful. Edge says that she heard from Cynthia

Falkner, who is now in Scotland with her

husband and two children.

Ran into Katherine Estes in New York
't'other day. She and Scully are both living

at the Barbizon, keeping their eyes open for

an apartment.

Finally, and last, but far from least, we
have heard from Bobby Clark Hall. Husband,

Dave left for overseas (pilot of a bomber)

in October, and Bobby has gone to Minne-

apolis to stay with her mother, as Mr. Clark

(not knowing his title, I shall play safe)

is now in Princeton, boning up on some

phase of "The Navy."

Not quite all—must tell you that Cynthia

Drake Hugli became such in November at

which time I saw Lou Lcmbeck Reydel. Lou
and baby. Chuck, are home, awaiting the day

the duration ceases to be a common word
and Charlie comes tearing home.

My sincere thanks to all of you who wrote,

and again a plea to those of you who did not.

A letter to me any time between now and

the fifth of March will be greatly appreciated.

Changes of address:

Betty Bartelt, 1628 Whitley Terrace, Holly-

wood, California.

Mrs. R. M. Daniel (Shirts Shaw) Rolling

Ridge Apartments, Ruxton 4, Maryland.

An Invitation—
Dorothy ]oh Robinson, '2

(Mrs. Norman O. Robinson)

sends a cordial invitation to

Sweet Briar Alumnae, their

friends, brothers and husbands

in the service to come to see her

at Pen Bryn, Milford Haven,
England.

Mrs. ClilTord Dowdey (Frances Wilson) S

North Second Street, Richmond 19, Virginia.

Mrs. David Hall (Bobby Clark) 2323 E.

Lake of the Isles Boulevard, Minneapolis,

Minnesota.

Betty Joe McNarney, 3133 Connecticut

Avenue, N.W., Washington, D. C.

Gertrude Marill, 3 33 Cedar Street, New
Haven, Connecticut.

Mrs. F. T. Miller, Jr. (Martha Jean Brooks)

S-Ml Hawthorne Road, Little Rock, Arkansas.

Mrs. Peter Platten (Helen Beaver) 100

Luzerne Avenue, West Pittston, Pennsylvania.

Mary N. Scully, c/o Barbizon Hotel, Lex-

ington Avenue and 63rd Street. New York,

New York.

Mrs. Joseph P. Thiriot (Ella Humphrey)
13 08 Colorado Avenue, Chickasha, Oklahoma.

Class Secretary: Catherine Coleman, St.

Katherine's School, Davenport, Iowa.

Fund Agent: Eugenia Burnett Affel (Mrs.

Herman A., Jr.) 2231 California Street. N.W.,
Apartment 308, Washington 9, D. C.

The deadline for this letter has caught me
in the frenzy of preparing for approaching

examinations as well as trying to keep up
with a correspondence course. I started out

by taking graduate work in education and am
now about to embark upon a history of this

school for further credit.

Several of you wrote me just too hue for

the last issue. Rufus is still in Yorktown,

and, during August Diana Greene Helfrich

dropped by to see the Fischers. Harry, who
wa5 with her, is to be stationed at Annapolis

for further study for a year and a half.

I know that all of you will want to join

me in extending our deepest sympathy to

Harriette Gordon Lowman, whose father died

several months ago.

Si Walke Rogers wrote me in September

that she was working for the Red Cross in

Baltimore. Just before I went home for vaca-

tion, Si's sister-in-law 'phoned to tell me of

the birth of the Rogers' daughter Deborah.

Our congratulations!

Shirley Hauseman reports that Alice King

and Dotty Hutchings visited her in August.

Dotty has recently been made a field engineer.

From Ann Hauslein, I learned ail about the

reunion of 3 03 Gray back in September.

Washington was the scene of the meeting,

and Annie reports wonderful things about

Slug, Betsy, and Martha—as well as Martha,

Jr. Annie herself was starting work in a toy

store in Ardmore, but did not know what
she was goin^ to do after Christmas.

At the time she wrote me (October), Daph
W'ithingcon was about to go into Red Cross

work, and has now arrived overseas. During the

summer, she and Frannie Boynton Drake
played some tennis in the good, old S.B. style,

and Daph reports that Sandy, like all of our
class babies, is perfectly adorable.

Ginnie Wilkinson Swanson wrote me all

about her life since she left SBC to go to

Texas. Her husband is a petroleum engineer,

•^o they are now in Arkansas surrounded by
oil wells and she and Bill are the proud parents

of Susan Virginia, born on the tenth of last

August.

Jerry Geyer Sawyer is another ex- who
wrote me this fall. She has been jumping
around the country and managed to meet
som.eone from '42 in practically every locality.

From what she tells me John Porter Sawyer,

Jr., is a thriving youngster—wouldn't vou
like to see all these class babies?

Phyl Sherman reports that she and Eddie

Syska are still entertaining soldiers and making
trips to Army Hospitals and similar places.

She told me about the big '42 reunion at

Debbie's wedding, at which, I hear from all

sides, the bride was radiant and lovely!

Ruth Hensley Gambles shares an apartment
in New York with two girls and between

Jo:;h's times in ports she is holding down a

job on the 8th floor at Bonwit-Teller's.

Working in the Sharonville Engineer Depot
as a classification analyst is taking up Jean
Hamer's time of late—she analyzes jobs and
determines their grades, which, as I understand

it, means their salaries. Another "ex" who
also sent me word via Christmas card was
Lois Hussey who is returning to Long Island

to work in the Museum of Natural History in

New York.

I know that you will all be interested to

hear that Penny Lewis has left North Africa

and is now in Europe—the last I heard she

had been to Capri and later to Rome, and, all

in all, she seems to be having a gay, old time.

The news from here until further notice

—

in this letter—is from Janet Lee Appell—and
Apple has really done me a good turn—so I

pass it on to all of you. First, Maudie Hedley
Allen is with Craig in Carlsbad, New Mexico,

though she does not know for how long. And,
I just noticed that Apple reports that Arkie
is no longer back in Cleveland, but, because

of illness, which has, fortunately become a

thing of the past, she returned to the vicinity

of Memphis where she has been helping Vive

Walker Montgomery take care of the latter's

lively young son.

Another working gal from '42 is Mary
Ellen Thompson Beach, who is in Evanston

with her family while Gaflf is busy P T boat-

ing in the Pacific, and from what Apple
reports, Gaff has been more than busy as he

was in on the landing in the Philippines.

Keeping house and raising two dogs are

occupying Frannie Meek Young, who, with

husband Bill, is now in Worthing ton, Ohio.

From Sally Schall comes the word that she

and Bill Van Allen were married on the

eleventh of November in Charleston. Bill,

who is a Lt. Comdr., is Mimi Galloway's

husband's skipper, so Sally and Mimi are

planning to share an apartment somewhere
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in Boston or New York, but as yet I know
not where, sorry.

Breaking the years' silence is Margie Trout-

VIan Harbin. She and Tom, who is now in

the Navy, have been doing a lot of traveling

of late, but now they are in Annapolis—with

Di and Harry Helfrich. Margie reports that

Frannie CalJucll Harris and Jim are still in

Tallahassee, with dog AWOL. Then too, Mrs-

Harbin reports that Butch Jackson is about to

go overseas with the Red Cross and that she.

Butch, has added accordian playing to her

list of entertaining accomplishments. My next

two items are relayed from Eugic to Margie

to mc—that Prcs is engaged to an Army
captain—please send me the name—and that

Harriette Gordon Lowman is a mother!

From the alumnae office comes news that

Joanne Oberkirck is now working in the music

library at N.B.C. Radio City, and that Marion

Mundy is Mrs. Seymour R. Young, And please

note Margie Harbin's address, isn't it

romantic?

Please write and tell me any and all news

that you have—and thanks to those of you

who have.

Change of address:

Mrs. Craig Allen (Maudie Headley) 1010

North Mermad, Carlsbad, New Mexico.

Mrs. John Dorrance (Mary Alice Bennett)

7 1 7 Glenvicw, Joplin, Missouri.

Mimi M. Galloway, R. T, Box 462, Mem-
phis, Tennessee.

Margaret Gearing, 1227 Second Street, New
Orleans, Louisiana.

Mrs. Thomas S. Harbin (Margie Trout-

man) 804 Dreams Landing, Annapolis, Mary-

land.

Mrs. Harry D. Helfrich, Jr. (Diana Greene)

R.F.D. #3, Box 829, Annapolis, Maryland.

Mrs. Angus G. Hendrick (Susan Green)

c/o Pan American Airways, Guatemala City,

Central America.

Mrs. Harry F. Lowman, Jr. (Harriette

Gordon) 3 241 R Street, N.W., Washing-

ton, D. C.

Mrs. Beverly G. Moore (Irene Mitchell ) 1

Magnolia Court, Greensboro, North Carolina.

Joanne Oberkirch, 183 Mill Spring Road,

Manhasset, New York.

Mrs. W. A. Parish, Jr. (Marion Robbms)
2916 Chevy Chase, Houston, Texas.

Mrs. J. H. Cameron Peake (Barbara Bull)

34 East 74th Street, New York, New York.

Mrs. Julian Rice (Mary Elizabeth Ward)
412 E. Bloomfield Street, Rome, New York.

Mrs. John W. Schiltges (Margaret Anne
Becker) 301 East Maple Road, Indianapolis

5, Indiana.

Mrs. William W. Swanson (Virginia Wilk-

inson) 711 West Main Street. El Dorado,

Arkansas.

Mrs. John P. Sawyer (Jerry Geyer) Rock
Falls, Illinois.

1945

Class Sccrffary: Frances TayU>r Trigg (Mrs.

Locke H.) 5820 York Road, Richmond 21,

Virginia.

Fund Agi'tif: Ensign Karen Kuiskern White
(Mrs. Robert) 6$ 19 Thirty-first Avenue,

N.E., Seattle. Washington.

Everyone is certainly on the move these

PLEASE
Send your wedding announce- 1

merit to your class secretary and

to the Alumnae Office.

PLEASE
Send a post card to the Alum-

nae Office when you move. In-

elude 2one number.

PLEASE
Send your baby announce- |

ments to your class secretary

and to the Alumnae Office.

days and it's hard keeping up with your

gallivanting especially since it's not confined

to this continent. Nancy Bean has flown off

to India with the OWl and Ditty Christian

is in England with the Office of Strategic

Services.

As for me I'm back in Richmond trying

to hold down the fort because Locke went
back overseas in October. Some of us did

manage to get together at the Patch the

weekend of the senior show and really had a

gay time. Clare, Junk, Delia, Camille, and I

were the only '43s that turned up although

we had planned on quite a mob. Camille

Guyton Guething was passing through this

way on her way back to the sunny south for

Ted had gone overseas. She writes that she

is now taking nurses aide and that she has

seen Donny Scott down there. Delia Read is

still with J. \C'alter Thompson and was taking

a night school course sponsored by the Adver-
tising Women's Club of New York.

Margorie Shugar t Dennehy was here be-

fore Christmas, and she and Rod trucked off

to Ottumwa, Iowa where Rod is now in

flight training. Virginia White and her

Mother left here this fall for Richland, Wash-
ington and have been having quite a gay time

out there living in a dormitory. White has

a job as a medical stenographer in a hospital

there. On the wa\' out she stopped by to see

Frances Gregg Petersmeyer in Memphis. And
recently she's been up to Seattle to visit

Tookie Kuiskcru White in her new suburban

home ... It seems that Tookie really is busy

being a SPAR and keeping house at the same

time. On the way home White plans to stop

by and see "Ouija" Adams who is still work-
ing at a bank in San Antonio.

As you probably know Tookie was married

on November I 1 to Robert E. White, Jr.,

Lt. (j.g.), who incidentally hails from Hono-
lulu. Mary Belle Lee wrote me a glowing ac-

count of the wedding . . . she. Janet Staples

and Anne Woods were bridesmaids, Mary Belle

has now left Quantico and is living in Wash-
ington and when last heard from was working

at the airport there.

Another exciting wedding was Judy Snow's

to Li, (j.g.) Arthur H. Benoit, November 25.

Nancy Pingree was the only one lucky enough

to get there, but even at that her train was

late and so she pulled in for the reception

only. Judy and Arthur then left for San
Diego. Now back in Boston Ping is a busy
nurses aide, doing work mostly in the neuro-
surgery and orthopedic wards. And bless pat

she's taking a course in "Listening to Sym-
phony" at the Adult Education Center.

Libby Corddry has announced her engage-

ment To Lt. Winihrop H. Jones and hopes to

be married in February. Barbara Prentiss Jones'

engagement to Peter Powers Hale has been

announced, and I hear that Barbara McNeil
Blessing is soon to become Mrs. Jerry Stumm.

As for the service wives that I've heard

from: Betty Lcightou Lane is now in Smyrna,
Tennessee. Chet finished his missions in Octo-
ber and is now taking an instructor's course.

Betty Laurie Kimbrough and Dick are in

Muskogee, Oklahoma. Kitty Doar Jones is

teaching civics, history, and government in

the social studies department in a Tappa-
hannock high school while Tommy is in

India. Fay Martin Chandler is still in Norfolk
with Al and is working afternoons in a Day
Nursery, and Byrd Smith Hunter is home
while Henry is away.

Primmy Johnston again comes to the rescue

with a newsy letter. She writes that Betty

Schmeisser is now a bacteriologist in a branch

health department in Cumberland, Maryland.

Scottie Simmons McConncll's husband is home,
Dixie Kinnie has a government job in Arling-

ton, and Janice Fitzgerald is not only teach-

ing music at St. Mary's school but also has

pupils at home. As for Primmy, she is still

doing social work and is now the secretary

of the Fairfield Public Welfare Association

and was attending night school at the New
York School of Social Work but stopped

after one semester.

Our Katie Gibbs girls are both working
in New York: Anne Mitchell is with the

National City Bank of New York and Katie

Parker is with the OWL Another banker so

to speak is Snookic Campbell who writes that

Janie Lampton Middleton is back in Louisville

now that Ed has gone overseas. Mary Carter

Richardson is back in her advertising office in

Atlanta as Production Manager, and is also

teaching a Brownie scout troop "which takes

all the Soc. and Psych I know," she says.

Mary Law has switched from airplanes to

newspapers and is working for one of the

Baltimore papers. Louise Woodruff is doing

graphic and statistical work for Thompson
Aircraft. Chesley Johnson is teaching at the

Country Day School again this year. Janie

Findlay has turned government girl and is

doing some kind of social service work in the

Pentagon and is living with Junk, Muie and

Anne Woods there in Washington.

Ann Jacobs has really taken to the air in

all sorts of ways. As you know Jake is an

Associate Editor of Young America Magazine

and writes a radio column, a girls' column,

a history page, and a record column—each

one once a week! She has appeared on the

radio program "Blind Date" as well as tele-

vision shows, and has interviewed all sorts of

people such as Fred Waring and Edgar Bergen

(and his 3 dummies). And then in the role

of war correspondent she is flying with the
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Air Transport Command through the Carib-

bean Defense area . . . We're promised a story

later.

Valerie Jotics Materne tells me the exciting

news of two new class babies . . . seems she

now has a second daughter as of December
17, and Nancy Buklchnupt Harris has a son,

Joseph Peter, born in November. Dottie Camp-
bell Scribner writes that by the time we had

graduated, her daughter, Kem, had been born

ind in November, 1944, a son, Jay arrived.

Dot tie sent a darling picture of Kem that I

wish we could print . . . says she will prob-

ably grow up to be a woman wrestler. Her
husband is in the English department at King

School in Stamford, Connecticut, and last

summer it seems she was in the wilds of

Maine as I was.

Other news from ex-M.3s is that Sarah

Belser is married to Lt. Jere D. Eggleston,

U.S.M.C. Cynthia Smith I hear is working

for the government in Balboa, Canal Zone,

and Maggie Baker Kahin got her B.A. degree

from Stanford in September. Louise Moore
Nelson is in Florida with Bruce now that he

is in the Navy. Jane Hardy Harris and her

husband and baby were visiting here during

the holidays . . . they have just boujht a

house and arc living in Washington.

Well, that's just about all that I could

scrape up in the way of printable news this

time, but another issue will be out in March,

so do write and let me know the latest.

Changes of address:

Mrs. Philip W. Buchen (Ann Lee Kremers)

601 Michigan Trust Building, Grand Rapids

2, Michigan.

Mrs. Jere Duncan Eggleston (Sarah Belser)

920 Laurens Street, Columbia, South Carolina.

Miss Jane Findlay, 2^25 Belmont Road,

Washington 9, D. C.

Miss Mary Belle Lee, 2809 Thirty-first

Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. (temporary)

Miss Catherine Parker, Apartment 8 East,

45 Fifth Avenue, New York 3, New York.

Miss Gloria Peniston, 711 Westfield Road,

Scotch Plains, New Jersey.

Miss Elizabeth Schmeisscr, 13 00 Bedford

Street, Cumberland, Maryland.

Mrs. Peter Scribner (Dottie Campbell) 361

Strawberry Hill, Stamford, Connecticut.

Mrs. Bevin Smith (Beth Dichman) 198

Columbia Heights. Brooklyn 2, New York.

1944

Class Secretary: Connie Sue Budlong, 3 8

Chatham Arms, Chatham, New Jersey.

FhhiI Agent: Marion Shanley, 109 Mermod
Place, Kirkwood 22, Missouri.

So—comes edition ^2, and the "GV" of

'44 is still going strong. Got many newsy
notes from the ambitious ones whose news

more than filled the offered postal—and a few

too-literal postals with just the bare essentials

filled in. Come on, gals, give!

A wedding heads the list of '44 doings . . .

that of Jean Chase Ryan to William Kehl in

Montclair last October. It was a fun-to-be-

at wedding and well attended by '44. Babe

Loieland Swanbeck, Helen Gravatt, and Sally

Hollerith, ex '44, were "among" the brides-

maids. Lulu Sadowsky, Ginny Hall, "Goody"
Goodspeed and CS.B. were the four other

S.B. guests who wept gently into their cham-
pagne when the orchestra played "Carry Me
Back!" After a Ponte Vedre honeymoon, Jean

and Bill are at home in Atlanta, where Bill

teaches.

Dot DeVore writes from Jacksonville that

she's doing ARC case work and loves it. She

was Sweet Briar Day chairman there. E. B.

Duval and Margy Brendlinger are now WAVE
Ensigns—and mighty impressive to see accord-

ing to those who have. They were commis-
sioned December 21st at Northampton. E.B.

is back there now doing further work in

Communications, Ginny Hall reports. Ginny
herself is studying the Emergency War Occu-
pational Therapy Course at Columbia U.—will

go on from there in March to an Army hos-

pital and wind up a graduate "O.T." by the

end of the year. Incidentally, I'm heading in

the same direction via the College of ^X'illiam

and Mary in Richmond, for the same course

starting February 3rd. Since the last letter

I've been a Jill of two trades. Spent two
months in a literary agency "editing, etc."

with strong emphasis on the etc. . . . and
since the first of the year have been doing

research at a Radio City advertising agency.

Do Junior League work as a "floor aide" in

the Orange Orthopedic Hospital on Saturday

nights. And now must start to gird my loins

for the Richmond trip , . . thought I'd

finished with the Sou. R. R. long since!

Had dinner recently in New York with

Goody, Pat Stickney, Syd Holmes and Fence

Williams. Syd is working in the Central

Typing Bureau at NBC, also in Radio City.

She said that Joan Oberkirk sits right around
the corner from her there, and that they've

lunched together. Fence W. was up from
Richmond for a Buyers Convention; she's

studying merchandising at Richmond Pro-

fessional Institute. Pat is still hard at work
on the M.A., and Goody is teaching Dra-
matics, entertaining Aussies each weekend and

spending her afternoons at the Officers' Club.

So far as we know, this was the only Sweet

Briar Day get together in this area, as the

regular luncheon mysteriously didn't material-

ize. Just had a phone chat with Goody and

visitor Bea Boericke. Bea has completed one

lap of her Physio Therapy training, and is

now waiting for assignment to an Army hos-

pital. They had just talked to Hannah Mal-

lory, down in Warsaw. Also talked to Dottie

Tohiii Ayres, who has done considerable jaunt-

ing around with husband Dill, but is now at

home in Glen Ridge while Dill's at sea.

Dot Denny writes from Baltimore that she's

working for the Department of Education,

doing aptitude tests in the Baltimore public

schools. She has the plummy advantage of

regular school vacations—a bliss unknown to

the garden variety careerist. Dot, Jean Blanton,

Susie Landis, Em Wilkins and Louise Konsberg

were at S.B.C. for this year's Senior Show

—

Harem Scantm by name, and enjoyed seeing

it and each other. Susie Landis had her fiance

John Lancaster (Alice's 1 st cousin ) there

with her. Dune reports that Susie and John
were married January 6th.

A highlight of the Christmas season here

was Lulu's party on December 23rd for

wounded servicemen. It was a wonderful idea

in many ways, and so successful that she

plans a repeat edition for the Navy in Feb-

ruary. In addition to the 75 servicemen and

the decorative assortment of Junior and Senior

hostesses—many Briarites were there. Mary
White wowed 'em all in her magenta May
Day number—and Staples and Neet Lippitt

were there a la WAC— Ginny Hall, Syd
Holmes and I were a strictly civilian con-

tingent. After the party we all adjourned to

the Sadowsky kitchen and hashed things over

with scrambled eggs till the early morning.
Gleanings from that quarter: Lulu is still

cartooning, and dancing with Hanya Holm at

her New York studio in spare time. Mary is

now an advanced student at K. Gibbs. Lulu
heard from B. J. Rogers Hammond, ex '44,

that she and Joan Gipe Lewis, also ex '44,

live in the same Toledo apartment house

—

and have great fun exchanging gossip and

recipies. Mimi Ethcridge Booth, ex '44, is in

Canada with husband Don, RCAF; and Mimi
is working for the Canadian Royal Mounties

—kinda superfluous, sez I, since she's got her

man!

Helen Caiitey Woodbridge writes from
Newport Rhode Island that she's thriving on
the rigors of her 1st New England winter.

They expect to be there till the middle of

February. West is teaching Helen how to skate

—with dire results.

Cpl. Alice Sarah Hepburn came across

with a grand long letter. (I love Hep, because

she's the only person who appreciated my
poem on the sent-out cards!) When she wrote,

Norma Bradley, Peggy Gordon and Janet

Staples were stationed in Baltimore, and she

and Neet Lippitt met them there. Alice is at

the Customs House in Philadelphia, recruiting

with her traditional vigor. She reports that

one of the WACS who came to SBC is her

senior officer—Captain Winant, a grand person

to work with in spite of the fact that she

drills the Customs House gang strenuously.

Hep as always sings on impulse—and the

effect should be good as a recruiting device.

The Richmondites reported with cheers on

Alice Lancaster's wedding. It was on Decem-
ber 9th at St. Paul's. Fence Williams, Betty

Maury, Carlisle Morrissette, Hannah Mallory,

Paulett Long, Ginny Lee Griffith, Susie Landis,

the Barkers and Miss Glass were the S.B.

guests that I know about. Paulett caught the

bouquet—so watch her! At last news Alice

and Pete (Lieut. Pierpont Blair Buck. USNR)
were at Key West. Another wedding ^f ours

is that of Dorothy Beuttell to Ensign Calvin

Otis Smith, USNR, in Pelham on December
26th. Met Janet Chcuery Conway, ex '44 on

the train to Pelham and we caught up on

two years' worth of news. She has a year

old son "Teddy," and in the time he doesn't

occupy—is doing Nurses Aide and finishing

up on the A.B. Janet said that Jeanne Roper,

ex '44, is now in Pelham too. We slipped and

slid on the Pelham quota of ice and just got

to the church in time and were glad not to

have missed seeing Dotty, who was a lovely

bride. The young Smiths honeymooned at

Buck Hills. Talked to Dotty's mother, who
said that Cal will go house hunting in Florida,

and that Dotty will be at home until she can

join him there.

Betty Maury who, I hope, survived the

ordeal of a solo comprehensive—will be with
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us in the A.B. fold by printing time. Libby

Vaughan is doing USO Travelers Aid work
in San Antonio—with Junior League work on

the side. Lib says that with all her S.B.

training, she slings hash like a professional at

the League Tea Room. Her latest project is a

trip up from Texas for Jean Bl an ton's wed-

ding. Ann Bowen has come to New York to

study at the Columbia School of Social Work.
Haven't seen her yet, but she sounds pleased

with her courses there. She and Millie Brcn-

izer are living at the same hotel. Goody and

Millie met ... in Boston!

Some of the nicest news I've heard is that

Sterling Nettles Murray had a small girl

child, "Young Win," who was born on

November 20th—and is already an accom-

plished eye-roller—a la mama, and is planning

on an S.B. education. Sterl is in Asheville now,

but hopes to return to Bob and Pensacola

with the babe at an early date. Another

happy ex '44 Ma is Bev HolU'tnati Richard.

She and Henry call the young'un "Chip," but

it's really A. H. R., Ill, after papa. Still

another is Jeannie Amhcws Peterson. She and

husband "Refe" (a Major with Air Transport

Command in Brazil ) are the proud possessors

of a little girl born in Miami in September.

Franny Pettit did a grand tour of these

U. S. this fall, and made a stopover in this

neck of the woods to call on Goody . . . and

in Boston to see Bea Boerlcke. Advertising in

Chicago is now Franny's forte; she's a layout

artist and copywriter in an agency there, and

likes the work tremendously. Louise Konsberg

writes from Washington that she's holding

down a War Department job there—as a re-

search analyst in the Military Intelligence

division. Weesie says there are many S.B-ites

there in her division— Em Wilkins, Anne
Woods and A. McJunkin among 'em. Weesie

and Jean Blanton have been living across the

street from Snookie Woods. Great event which
came up for them was the wedding of Jean

Dulany Blanton to Ned Stahl, which came off

in Bowling Green on January 27th. Jean is

leaving a lively and superinteresting job in

the Oflice of the Coordination of Inter-Amer-

ican Affairs—but for Ned, which makes it

O.K. She is in what in what M. L. Rushing

Yokum would call a "hizzy" with remote

control wedding plans . . . hopes for a large

S.B. attendance.

Pat Whitaker Waters seems to be combin-

ing marriage with several careers. USO, Red
Cross work, modeling at a Baltimore store

—

plus a glowing description of her prowess at

baking cakes and cookies ... so you see, she's

pretty busy. John is stationed close by . . .

thereby getting a chance to pass judgment on

Pat's baking results. Frances Hester in Cin-

cinnati tells that she met Millie Littleford

Camm at the S.B. Day luncheon there.

Frances is working in a bank in the credit

department, doing such awesome things as

analyzing financial statements—and liking it.

A communique from Millie said that she and
Bill (now 1st Lieut.) had the tremendous

luck to spend Christmas in Kentucky, and are

now back in Alamogordo in their new house.

Louise Smith Norton sent a fat and newsy
note from Norfolk where she and Knobby are

stationed. They saw Helen and West Wood-
bridge and Dotty and Dill Ayres there—and
all had a grand visit. Louise went up to

Washington and saw our WACS and Adeline

Taylor. Adeline's school is fascinating Louise

said, but poor A. is still writing papers on

Russia. Louise saw Phyl Tenny and her baby,

and said that wee Mary Adams Tenny is

adorable and as good as gold.

We have two new engagements that I know
of (and this is a subtle hint to let me know
such things pronto) . . . Lillian Craig Francis'

to Med. Student John Morrow, Jr., of Hous-

ton and that of Josephine Soule to William

Walker Claghorn.

Paulett Long says that her radio programs

for the Richmond Public Schools provide a

speedy, colorful and nerve-wracking week for

her—but she's in her element and doing a

beautiful job according to my southern in-

formers. Can hardly wait to see her In action.

She and Fence Williams upheld the banners

of P and P by acting in the Children's Theatre

Christmas Play . . . and for variety, "Pu"
directed the Church Pageant too. If she doesn't

watch out . . . Vitamins Phis will be asking

her for a statement.

My utterly humble apologies to Hazel Fell-

ner . . . who is not an "ex," but a dyed in

the wool S.B.C., '44. Marty Falk wrote while

throwing things into a bag for a New York
trip She planned a Rochester stopover for a

chat with Tina White . . . and will live at

the Harmony Hotel in New York while tak-

ing USO T.A.S. courses. Leslie Herrick is

living a Spartan life . . . rises at 5 to get to

school on time . . . she is part-time teaching

at the Horace-Mann Lincoln School in New
York and going to her classes in Early Child-

hood Education in the afternoon. Gets home
every evening at seven . . , but is crazy about

every minute of It, she declares.

Dune has been on a rampage . . . sick in

hospital for two months with some mysterious

malady following a trip to the Blood Bank . . .

but seems to be getting more and more chip-

per, and is now convalescing in Arizona . . .

ah, bliss! Do you all find that winter as such,

and as is in the northern places comes as

something of a rude shock after 4 mild Vir-

ginia winters? I've taken to woolies! Ginny

Lee Griffith finally broke down and took time

off to write a few letters . . . and the result

for me was perfect! She is with the Red
Cross in the Home Service Department . . .

gets home every weekend, and fills in any odd

moments with the abundant Washington

gaiety. She says that Jane Rice is doing social

work at a Baltimore Hospital, and that Ellie

La Motte, ex '44 Is working for her father.

Atlanta had a big event . . . Tee Tift's

wedding to James Tinsley Porter. All the

Atlanta gals were there . . . and I'll bet Tee

was a vision. Crump described the wedding
in detail . . . and It sounded extra lovely.

She and Betty Haverty were bridesmaids . . .

and Haverty caught the bouquet. Alice John-

son was there and so was Jane Williams. Alice

is busy with Junior League Provisional work.

Crump is getting ready to storm the gates

of New York again, and thinks maybe Jane

will come along. Haverty is Nurses Aiding,

Junior Leaguing and Girl Scouting. Frances

Longino. she said, is still at the War Nursery,

and M. J. Brock has plans of going to school

in Mexico.

Cecile Waterman is still at the University

of Pennsylvania, doing graduate work In gov-

ernment administration, and being a research

assistant in local government on the side.

Hattie Tavanner is teaching high school in

Woodstock . . . and says she is totally inter-

ested in her job, problem children and all.

Her roster of subjects is overwhelming . . .

general science, European history, American

lilstory, civics, physical education and short-

hand!

Giddy Whitehead writes from Amherst that

S.B. Day there this year was in the Senior

Parlor . . . and that she misses all of us. She

reports that the Freshmen voted to do away

with F-Soph, day next year . . . and that

everyone there Is studying like mad. With
her husband in Costa Rica and her son in bed

with a football injury, Giddy has been busy

as a bird dog being nurse-cook-and farmer

for the Whitehead household. Dykie Watts

sent a 12 pager up from Fort McPherson,

where she works in the Post Finance Office.

She saved up her days off, and went up to

Washington to visit Juanita Gans, and then

they both went down to SBC. She saw Jeanne

Glennon, now a WAVE Ensign, in Garfinkles,

and said that she hadn't changed a bit. and

looked right snappy in uniform. Marj WlUetts

was down to visit Dykie on a three day pass

in October. Looked fine, but had just re-

covered from a bout of pneumonia. High spot

of the year for Dykie (beside coming of age)

. . . she ate dinner on the train with none

other than Miss Meta Glass!

Please forgive any sins and ommissions this

time . . . this is being written from a bed of

pain (them tonsils!) . . . but I've enjoyed it

and really feel 95% better just from having

thought about all of you. Have been noticing

that none of the other class see's are as affec-

tionate . . . but . . . love to all anyway!

Connie Sue

Changes of address:

Miss Ann Bowen, 2002 Jefferson Street,

Bluefield, West Virginia (permanent address)

—Hotel San Carlos, 1 5 East 5 0th Street,

New York, New York (temporary)

.

Ensign Margaret Brendlinger, 3 900 Fulton,

N.W., Washington 7, D. C
Mrs. Carryl Britt (Ann Seguin) 749

Lerungston Avenue, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Mrs. William Camm (Mildred Littleford)

1 4 1 4 New York Avenue, Alamogordo, New
Mexico (temporary)

.

Cpl. Alice Sarah Hepburn A308982, 318

Custom House, Philadelphia 6, Pennsylvania

(temporary)

.

Mrs. Melvin Lewis (Joan Gipe) 2048 Rich-

mond Road, Toledo 7, Ohio.

Mrs. Bruce K. Nelson (Louise Moore) 503

S. Washington Street, Winchester, Virginia.

Miss Marion L. Saunders, 7449 Hampton
Boulevard, Norfolk 8, Virginia.

Miss Frances B. Pettit, 711 Superior Street,

Oak Park, Illinois (temporary).

Mrs. James Tinsley (Catherine Tift) 1058

Isabella Street, Coronado, California (tem-

porary).

Miss Cecile Waterman, 228 South 39th

Street, Philadelphia 4, Pennsylvania (tem-

porary) .

Miss Emily Wilkins, 6818 Oak Terrace,

Chevy Chase, Maryland.

Cpl. Norma Bradley, Cpl. Janet Staples,

Cpl. Margaret Gordon, 305 N. Charles Street,

Baltimore, Maryland.



ALUMNAE IN THE SERVICE
This list iiic Utdes the names of all Sic eet B riar Alumnae 1

reported to the Aliiniiiae Office by February 1, 194)

RED CROSS OVERSEAS
Frances Engeman, ex '2 5 Margaret Milam, ex '3 3 Nancy Gatch, '39

Katherine McMahon, ex '2 8 Jane Greer Bender, '34 Katharine Richards, '3 9

Catherine Via, ex '2 8 -Barbara Miller, ex '3 5
Janet Trosch, '39

Alice Gass Dornberger, '40
Helen Weitzmann, '19 "Harriet Hicok, ex '3 3

Helen Sm/V/) Miller, '30 Betty Bowley, '3 8

Cynthia Vaughn, '31 Patricia G. Balz, '39 Frances Chichester, '41

Barbara Munter, '32 '"Anne Lemmon, '37

MARINES

Katherine Spaatz, ex '41

Janet Kimball Miller, 35 Barbara Godfrey Adams, '40

Marion Coles Phinizy, '40 Helen Sanford, '42

Elizabeth K. Hartman, ex 44

WACS
Virginia Towle, Academy Madeline Hawes, ex '33 Norma Bradley, '44

Helen Case Carroll, ex '22 Marie Le Pine, '34
Margaret Gordon, '44

Mary Craii^tiill Kinyoun, '2 5 Helen C. Neve, '37
Alice Hepburn, '44

Anita Lippitt, '44

Susan Somervell, '44

Janet Staples, '44

Martha Dabney Jones, '29

Louise Nelson, '3

Helen Allen Stupp, ex '3 8

Ellen McClintock, '40

Marjorie Sturges, '30 Mary Petty Johnston, '40

Jane Milar MacBride, ex '32 Martha Rector, '40

Ruth Kerr, '32 Mary K. Warren, ex '40 Kay Thomes, ex '44

Lillian Allison, ex '3 3 Elizabeth Munce, '43

SPARS

Marjorie Willetts, '44

Edith Marshall Martin ex '32 K

WAVES
aren K nisl^ern White, '43

Elmyra Pennypacker Coxe, '20 June (/(' frees- Heelan, ex '36 Elizabeth McDade, ex '41

Mary Hampton Martin, ex '2 5 Elizabeth Hartridge, ex '3 6 Barbara Thompson, ex '41

Marietta Darsie, '2 6 Lucy Gore, '37 Betsy Chamberlain, '42

Margaret Lovett, '27 Anne Lauman, '37 Eloise English, '42

Anita Crews, '29 Vera M. Searcy McGonigle, ex '37 Elizabeth Hanger, '42

Dorothy E. Fowler, '29 Anne Benedict Swain, '39 Betsy Gilmer Tremain, '42

Anne Gochnauer, '3 Ann Parks, '39 Viola Miller, ex '42

Emma Riely, '30 Alice Hooper, '3 8 Margaret Preston, '42

Emilie Turner, ex '3 Helen Anderson Bryan, '40 Eleanor Ringer, '42

Anne MacRae, '32 Mary Jane Burnett, '40 Barbara Ripley, '42

Amy Davies, '34 Betty hins Haskins, '40 Alice Sweney, '42

Gail Donohue, ex '34 Ohve May Whittington, '40 Mary Jane Steiger, ex '43

Anne Marvin, '34 Carolyn Custer, ex '41 '"Marguerite Brendlinger, '44

Jane Lawder, ex '3 5 Joan De Vore, '41 Ellen Boyd Duval, '44

Ann Spiers, '3 5 Jeanne Glennon, ex '44

Please keep the Alumnae Office informed of changes in rank, station and other details.

'"Additions since the list was last printed in October.
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1945
WHEN Hilda Hude of Chattanooga

walks down the Dell to take her

place in the center of the platform on the

afternoon of May 5, she will become

Sweet Briar's thirty-ninth May Queen.

The crown of flowers will be placed on

her head by Doreen Brugger, Staten

Island, New York, she will receive her

scepter from Alice Nicolson, Washington,

and the flower garland will be placed

over her shoulders by Betty Healy,

Hampton, Virginia. Pastel-colored dresses

of taffeta fashioned with full skirts and

off-shoulder necklines will lend a flower

bouquet effect to the assembled court.

Immediately after the queen has been

crowned, she and her court will be enter-

tained by the King of Mardi Gras and

his followers, who will wind their way down into the Dell

chanting Mardi Gras songs, laughing and dancing. Gypsies

and clowns, wild animals and masked ladies, all will be in

the company. Songs by members of the college Glee Club

and a clown dance by ten members of the dance groups

will comprise the remainder of the entertainment for the

May Queen and the assembled company.

Supper on the lawns, with music furnished by the same

orchestra which will play later at the dance, will continue

the festivities and at 8:3 the first strains of dance music

will float from the gym, signalling the start of the long-

awaited May Day dance.

Led by the May Queen and her father, the May Court

figure is scheduled to begin at 9 o'clock. An hour later,

just before the intermission, the senior figure will take

place, led by the chairman of the dance, Esther Cunning-

ham, Scarsdale, New York, assisted by the senior presi-

dent, Anne Dickson, Virginia Beach.

Simplicity and economy, according to the chairman of

the May Day Committee, Frances Bickers, of Winchester,

Virginia, are the watchwords for the pageant and the

dance, even though it is the only dance of the year. Many

members of the May Court will wear the same dresses they

wore last May Day and some are borrowing dresses worn

by members of last year's court who have graduated.

Costumes belonging to Paint and Patches and the dance

groups will be used in the pageant.

As for beaus, many a father and many a teen-aged

brother will find himself whirling around on the gym-

nasium floor instead of sitting on the sidelines as he might

have a few years ago! Just now the girl who has a real date

for May Day is the envy of all the many who are still

trying, and it is safe to say that there will be a noticeable

dearth of stags. Gone are the days when one maiden

could round up sixteen lads for herself and a few chosen

friends!

Informal open-house parties will be held at the Boat

House on Friday evening and on Sunday afternoon, but

there will be no May Day Horse Show this year. Reason?

Manpower shortage.
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Chronic Dissatisfactions of College Women
BY Mary Shattuck Fisher

VIVID and helpful statements of problems frequently

come from people who not only recognize that prob-

lems exist but are actively taking steps toward their solu-

tion. One particularly articulate and sensitive alumna

—

writing about "the dissatisfactions of the economically

and educationally privileged women"—said:

"Basically the problem is some kind of gnawing dissatis-

faction—not all the time—but recurring—a feeling that

you are not doing all you are capable of doing, intellectually

or socially, a feeling of unsureness about what role in life

you want for yourself—whether you will ever be happy

competing with the status quo matron—i.e. social position,

private school for kids, junior league type of volunteer

work—even if you could; whether you have the guts to

renounce a lot of the things you were brought up to feel

were essential even if you didn't have them, in order to

chart a new course for yourself and your family. Un-
certainty especially during wartime as to what that course

could be."

Many of us recognize the accuracy of this description of

women's conflicts about themselves and living well enough

to feel that our own personal experiences must have been

known to the writer. However varied our own ways of

living are, our difficulties, too, have frequently resulted in

some kind of recurring—if not chronic
—

"gnawing dis-

satisfaction." We know, too, that these difficulties have

something to do with our doubts about ourselves, trying

to reconcile conflicting values, and "not knowing what to

do or how to do it" as another alumna has put it.

Problem of Reconciling Home and Career

The problem of reconciling different values may well be

taken first for these are the "conflicting loyalties and

warring needs" which Mr. Frank discusses. One "value"

which many college women have in common is expressed

in their almost universal need to do "something interest-

ing." For many this goal is the only thing they feel sure

about and it reflects a very important cultural concern of

this particular group that life should not be common,
mediocre or dull. For several decades "something interest-

ing" has meant a job "preferably in one of the arts" as a

graduate of 1930 puts it although, she adds, "people also

speak admiringly of someone who rises fast in Macy's." She

also reports that many members of 1930 who wrote capsule

autobiographies some years after graduation started out

abjectly . . . "I'm only a wife and uiothtr," or "Nothing
interesting to report—Vni married and have three children."

Dr. Mary Shattuck Fisher, chairman of the Vassar College Depart-

ment of Child Study and director of its Nursery School, has been a

member of the Vassar College faculty since 193 7. Throughout this

time she has also been associated with the Vassar Summer Institute and

for the past three years has been director of this project for the study

of family and community living. Dr. Fisher, herself a Vassar graduate,

has four daughters, two of whom are recent graduates of Vassar.

This article seemed to us to contain much food for thought for all

college women, and we are indebted to Dr. Fisher and to the Vassar

Alumnae Magazine for permission to reprint it.

Although it is of course true that many college women
have found that marriage and children are interesting and

even exciting, it would be unrealistic not to recognize that

the feeling that life is more interesting outside the home
persists. Daughters are still sent to college by mothers who
feel that life would have been happier and richer if they

could "only have had the advantages of a college educa-

tion." Their unfulfilled feelings about being "only a wife

and mother" naturally echo in their daughters' lives who

—

having graduated from college—find themselves living out

their days in ways that seem no different from their

mothers'.

Society Measures Success in Hard Cash

Many fathers still feel that "anybody can get married"

and that it is a waste of education to send a girl to college

who isn't going "to do something with it." Doing some-

thing with a college education usually seems to have some

connection with earning money. This is to be expected

since we live in a culture which has not yet reconciled its

success-in-terms-of-money values and its more basic demo-
cratic values.

In this connection several alumnae have pointed out

"the great gulf which quite often exists between the

woman (generally leisure class) who does volunteer work
and the woman who draws down a pay check." It is both

understandable and true that this gulf between women who
are wage earners and those who are not is particularly

crucial at the present time. Our reporter from 1930 illus-

trates this conflict as follows:

".
. . Not very long ago a friend visited me who is doing

well in the theatre, and was talking to another friend, who
is doing equally valuable work in the League of Women
voters. The first one was literally flabbergasted to find

that so many people did so much work without pay. It

didn't seem decent to her!

"Out here a tremendous amount of work (some of which
is really the function of local or state agencies) is done by

volunteers, at an appalling waste of time and energy, of

course, since volunteer organizations can't chuck out dead

wood, but have to carry it along. The work gets done,

though, and almost never by a woman who has been in one

of the professions before (a few have worked as secre-

taries). The business women and ex-business women stand

aloof, on the whole, scorning the volunteer as a fritterer

(which she quite often is) who doesn't turn up if she has

a cold in the head.

"If the girls who are working now (as we did in the

early '30's, through force of circumstance) come back and

have this attitude, a lot of good material will be wasted.

It will be equally bad if they do go into volunteer work
and are apologetic about it or if they resent being forced

to do voluntary work because they can't get paid work.

Maybe they won't come back with the feeling that paid

work is superior, but I have a hunch they're apt to.

"Maybe this is too elementary. I don't know."
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scribed), is still experimental. If it is successful in imbuing
students with scientific maturity it will be because of its

ability to integrate the sciences at the expense of a sound
understanding of any single science.

It is the second method which is employed at Sweet
Briar, as well as at most of the colleges and universities in

the country. Sciences have willy-nilly integrated themselves

in the present century, so that no one science can be taught

without reference to laws of another. For example, in

biology one cannot teach respiration or digestion without

reference to chemical reactions, to the gas laws, and to the

nature and structure of atoms.

Perhaps it would be well, at this point, to describe the

way in which science fits into the liberal arts curriculum

at Sweet Briar, and to attempt to evaluate our methods of

science teaching in the light of today's many discussions of

such fundamental issues as: the value of a liberal arts

education, the value of education in science, and the proper

methods of presenting science to students. Since my own
work at Sweet Briar has been in the Biology Department
I cannot speak with authority on all that obtains in other

science departments of this college, but I believe that as

far as basic methods and purposes are concerned cur science

instructors arc in agreement.

According to the rule of the Group Plan at Sweet Briar,

every candidate for a degree must have a certain numbe;
of hours' credit in each of four groups. Group I includes

the languages and literature. Group II the pure sciences.

Group III history, religion, and the social sciences, and

Group IV the arts. The grouping has been arranged not

with the idea that a student will "sample" these lines of

thought, but rather with the idea that she will become
thoroughly familiar with the type of thought discipline

which is characteristic of study in each of these groups.

Regardless of their major or elected studies, all students

have the advantage of the common foundation in educa-

tion offered by the Group Plan.

As for the sciences, at least 6 of the 12 hours offered

for graduation must be in a laboratory science, i.e. botany,

zoology, chemistry or physics. This requirement is based

on the assumption that no student is liberally educated

until she has had first hand experience with the laboratory

methods of science, and that she will be better able to cope

with problems of later life, either practical or academic, if

she has had some training in a scientific discipline. She will

elect the science which most suits her fancy or her needs,

but regardless of her choice she should learn, among others,

the following things: how to follow directions; how to

use her hands; how to make observations and how to record

them; how to express thoughts clearly either in speaking

or writing English equally well. She should learn a

certain amount of the history of science and of the great

men of the field and after a year's study she should be able

to comprehend at least a few of the great scientific prin-

ciples; also she should learn to look at the physical or

biological world about her with quite new eyes.

Since only a small number of Sweet Briar students major

in a branch of science, the introductory courses are pop-

ulated largely by freshmen who are fulfilling a require-

ment. These students are entitled to a sound foundation

in the branch they choose, and probably receive the same
solid background offered at any good college or university
in the country. It is possible, however, to suit the course
to their particular needs by pointing up certain phases of
the work which may have some practical value in the type
of life a Sweet Briar graduate is likely to lead. Since any
field of science has many ramifications the introductory
course is usually designed to acquaint the student with
the sub-branches by surveying the whole field. Thus, in

zoology, the student learns during her first term the ele-

ments of morphology and physiology, taxonomy, ecology,

histology and cytology, embryology, and genetics. Her
second term is spent in studying the taxonomy, morph-
ology, ecology, and evolution of the invertebrate groups.

The year is culminated by the study of organic evolution,

which, being such a very inclusive generalization, draws on
all the zoology she has learned to date. In the laboratory

she learns how to handle dissecting instruments and the

microscope, how to conduct simple experiments, how to

make and record observations; on field trips she grows
familiar with some of the fauna found on the Sweet Briar

campus. Although a specific example has been chosen the

same teaching philosophy is apparent in the other labora-

tory sciences offered at Sweet Briar.

Another concrete example might make our teaching

philosophy more clear. A student asked me the other day

what good it would ever do her to know that the earth-

worm had five pairs of hearts in segments seven through

eleven. I had to reply that that isolated fact would do her

no earthly good—it would neither help her to earn a living,

nor to catch a husband, nor to be a parlor success. I added,

however, that those five hearts illustrated a biological

principle evident in the evolution of all organisms includ-

ing man—whenever a grouping of identical units, such as

the segments of an earthworm, presents itself, division of

labor and specialization ensue, resulting in dissimilar units.

This happened when the first many-celled organism, re-

sulting from an aggregation of identical single cells, first

showed a differentiation among its cells; it happened when
organisms possessing a series of identical appendages evolved

into ones whose appendages were specialized for certain

functions, and differed from each other; it happened when
human beings realized that they could live more simply

and efficiently if labor were divided in a community and

certain individuals became specialized for certain functions.

I explained that once she understood the principle she

could forget about the five hearts, for then she would be

able to see how the principle applied not only in the limited

field of biology, but also in sociology and economics. If I

had had the time I might have explained to the student

that to understand this single principle well she must have

been Introduced to various representatives of all the animal

phyla, to have understood their various metabolic activities,

to have understood the basis of the argument between the

Cell Theory and the Organismal Theory, and to have un-

derstood the essence of the Theory of Evolution. I might

also have added that this was only one of many principles

being illustrated for her, and where this one might not

(Cuutiniu'd on page 1 1

)
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Mrs. Tucker Gives Rare Books

to Library

SIX privately printed editions of literary classics, four

of them from the press of the master printer, John
Henry Nash, have recently been presented to the Mary
Helen Cochran Library. The highly prized books were all

given originally by William Andrews Clark, Jr., as

Christmas gifts to the late William M. Lile, for many years

dean of the University of Virginia Law School. They were

sent to the Sweet Briar library by Dean Lile's daughter,

Mrs. Beverley D. Tucker, Jr., of Cleveland.

Mr. Clark, who was the owner of large copper mining
interests in Butte, Montana, was a graduate of the Uni-
versity of Virginia Law School in 1899, and several years

ago he gave the University the new Law School building

as a memorial to his wife. He was also the founder of the

Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, and was a patron of

other arts and civic projects.

The Mary Helen Cochran Library is especially pleased to

have these examples of the fine work of John Henry Nash,

who has been engaged in the printing business in San
Francisco since 1895. Nash's mastery of the use of types

and ornaments and in the handling of illustrations have

won recognition for his work in this country and abroad.

Since 1940 he has been professor of typography at the

University of Oregon, where he was previously engaged as

a lecturer from 1926 to 1939.

The four Nash volumes, three of which were privately

printed for the late Mr. Clark, are enclosed in heavy slip

cases, and the simplicity of their vellum backs belies the

beauty of what lies between their severe cardboard covers.

The Psalms of David, Elizabeth Barrett's "Sonnets from
the Portugese," Shelley's "Adonais," Gray's "Elegy" are the

titles of the Nash editions given by Mrs. Tucker. With
the exception of the first-mentioned title, the books are

printed with a minimum of decoration and rely on their

typography and on the texture and tone of the papers used

for their beauty and effectiveness. Not more than two
hundred and fifty copies of any of the titles were printed

by Nash, and some are limited to one hundred copies.

Each volume is of interest for the manner in which it is

printed, and three of them are accompanied by facsimile

copies of first editions. For example, the facsimile of

Adonais reproduces in size, type, and other details the first

edition of Shelley's poem as it was originally printed in

Pisa in 1821. Nash's modern edition of the same elegy was

published in 1922, "in Commemoration of the Hundredth
Anniversary of the Death of the Poet" and it is dedicated

by Clark to Nash himself as "another example of John
Henry Nash's exquisite and matchless typographical art."

Accompanying the large volume of the "Sonnets from
the Portuguese" is a separately boxed facsimile of the

original, stitched and without wrappers, about three by
six inches in size. Nash's edition has some observations and

a bibliographical note by Clark, and a frontispiece done in

The Library Steps

dry-point after a bas-relief of Elizabeth Barrett by Helen
Hall Culver.

Bound in grey-green paper covers, just as was the orig-

inal, is the facsimile of Thomas Gray's "Elegy Wrote in a

Country Church Yard" as the title page states, continuing

as follows: Printed for R. Dodsley in Pall-mall; And sold

by M. Cooper in Pater-noster-Row 1751 (Price Six-pence)

.

In his foreword to the modern edition of the Elegy, Mr.
Clark explains Gray's reasons for having the poem printed

privately and anonymously. The Nash edition also included

an introduction by James Southall Wilson, professor of

English at the University of Virginia and former editor of

the Virginia Quarterly Review.

The most ornate of the Nash volumes is the Psalms of

David, which bears the following inscription: "Here begins

the Psalms of David now newly imprinted by John Henry
Nash for his friends, and notably for his Jewish friends of

San Francisco. This is a fitting occasion for a tribute to

the men and women of San Francisco who proudly claim

racial connection with the royal singer of Israel. Our city

acclaims them for their distinguished patronage of music,

art and letters, no less than for their charitable and philan-

thropic generosity. Let me add my individual acknowledg-

ment, for to Jews of San Francisco I owe a debt of friend-

ship that can never be fully discharged." The printer also

explains that although the Gothic type used for this work
is hard to read, "the book has been done with the hope

that it will prove to be a typographical picture."

The two remaining volumes of the six given to the

library by Mrs. Tucker are from the press of Chester

Troan, Los Angeles, both of them privately printed also

for Mr. Clark. One is Poe's Annabel Lee, limited to fifty

copies, and the other is selected fables of La Fontaine,

printed in French, the text having been taken "from a

very scarce edition printed in Bouillon, Belgium, in 1776,

with plates by Bertin and Savart."
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James E. Michael, now a lieutenant in the Navy and

formerly instructor in speech and director of dramatics at

Sweet Briar (from 1938 through 1940), has written a

prize-winning play, "Something to Write Home About."

He was awarded $50 as third place winner in a contest

sponsored by the National Theater Conference for members

of the armed forces serving overseas. Lt. Michael, who was

a survivor of the Princeton after she was sunk in the

Pacific in October, is now stationed in New York.

philosophy or psychology or English, meanwhile, along

with those who are reading for honors in other depart-

ments, are withdrawing from the campus life to study for

comprehensives.

Sweet Briar's thirty-sixth commencement will be held

on Monday, June 4, in the gymnasium. President John W.
Nason of Swarthmore College will deliver the address on

that occasion.

Horses and riders alike received impetus from a week of

instruction under Capt. Vladimir S. Littauer, one of the

foremost authorities on riding in this country. Capt.

Littauer, who has been coming to Sweet Briar annually for

a short time in the spring or fall since 1938, was at work
every day with individual riders or groups, either classes or

volunteers, and all others who were interested were invited

to come and watch.

Other sports are having their day, too, what with class

tennis teams meeting each other in competition, baseball

drawing sizeable crowds on Tuesdays and Fridays, and

much activity at the lake in preparation for Lake Day
on May 1 1.

A sure sign that spring is at hand and June is not far

off is visible on the hand of every junior, who has been

flashing her new acquisition with modest zest at every

non-junior on campus ever since the big night a few weeks

ago when the rings arrived. Seniors who are majoring in

A joint recital, combining several two-piano numbers
with individual performances, will be given by two seniors,

Leila Barnes of Griffin, Georgia, and Alice Edwards, St.

Louis, on Friday evening, April 27. Both are majoring in

music and both have been pupils of Miss Miriam Weaver
throughout their four years at Sweet Briar.

Opening the program will be Bach's Sheep May Safely

Graze, arranged for two pianos by Howe. Miss Barnes will

continue along with a group of Chopin compositions:

Berceuse, Impromptu in A flat major; Two Mazurkas, B
major and A flat major; and Fantasie in F minor.

Miss Edwards will then play the following compositions

by Brahms: Two Intermezzi, B flat major and A minor;

Capriccio in B minor; Rhapsody in B minor.

The concluding number on their program is the gay

polka from Schwanda, by the contemporary composer,

Weinberger, which will be played on two pianos. Intro-

duction of these duo-piano numbers makes this the first

such recital given by two seniors at Sweet Briar.

Chicago Tribune Photo, Andrew Pavlin
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Chronic Dissatisfactions

(Continued from page 4)

uate school, or in an office do not necessarily give security

in family living. There is nothing like a three year old who
refuses to stay in bed, or an infant who won't finish a

bottle, or a husband who doesn't seem to feel that coming

home promptly for meals is really important, to challenge

a woman's morale! These are highly personal and emo-

tional experiences which—at first glance, or while one is in

the midst of the crisis—do not seem to be full of social

significance or to require intellectual ability. The situa-

tion is even more baffling if a woman has never had first

hand experience in caring for children, learning the ways

of growth, keeping house, and being "tied down." No
wonder the uninitiated college graduate is baffled and dis-

mayed by the emotional pitfalls of family living.

Home and Family Present Greatest Problems to Solve

The only solution to this impasse is again to develop a

new and sounder point of view. It really helps to know
that a home and a family of one's own present problems

for solving, and opportunities for disciphne and growth

—

even intellectual—that few other experiences in Lfe can

provide. The fact that by and large college graduates are

not well prepared for the transition from the discipline of

college to the disciplines of home life reflects current cul-

tural and educational short-comings rather than individual

limitations.

Liberal Education Provides Tools for Job

// is right at this point that a liberal college education

can be an unsuspected resource of greatest value—if used.

The capacities to respect differences, to be objective, to

study a problem, to withhold judgment, to accept facts,

to see important relationships, to have perspective, to

recognize what is good and of true value, and to enjoy and

share, are nowhere so needed as in family and community

life. A truly liberal college education develops these very

capacities and is, therefore, of basic importance for mothers

who are the first teachers of each generation, and private

citizens who will help communities work toward demo-

cratic solutions of their problems. The fact that so many
college women are apologetic about being "only wives and

mothers" is a distortion of values which must be corrected

by women themselves. And again the values and perspective

obtained in college can be used to save the individual and

serve the home.

Finally, one other aspect of women's chronic dissatis-

factions must be discussed in this context: self-doubts and

guilt feelings. One woman writes: "I am an ex-newspaper-

woman and Columbia Pulitzer scholar who has spent five

years trying to overcome a feeling of guilt at having be-

come a housewife instead of writing the great American

novel." Her number is legion. There are many such women
who showed particular promise in college. Their parents,

their professors, and they themselves had high hopes of

conspicuous achievement, as well as confidence in genuine

ability. Since unused abilities are among our heaviest indi-

vidual burdens, these women suffer most when what they

consider important achievement is delayed.

Self-Doubts Characteristic of Youth
From the psychological point of view self-doubts, or

guilt feelings, are keenest when there is marked discrepancy

between what is hoped for and what is achieved. The fact

that so many college graduates are unrealistic about what
is possible—are unaware how long and slow the process of

personal development and continued growth must be

—

is not entirely the responsibility of the college. To want
everything, to demand much of hfe, to expect great per-

sonal achievement, to be impatient of the common human-
ity of day-to-day living means also that one is young and

not yet disciplined by reality. To want a place in the

community and yet not respect the community, to want
children and yet to feel tied down are all inevitable parts

of balancing the complex equation of life.

Again the college woman has a distinct advantage over

women. Wanting to understand, feeling a part of the great

liberal tradition, acquiring the patience of the scholar,

developing unused resources are possible for all of us who
have had the discipline and the advantages of a college

education. In this way college discipKne becomes self-

discipline and "chronic dissatisfactions" can become a

means toward a sounder, more satisfying solution of

women's problems.

How Is Science Taught?

(Continued from page 6)

click another would, and the deepness of its penetration

would be a function of its applicability inside and outside

the field of zoology.

It seems to me that the method of teaching science em-

ployed at Sweet Briar has one great advantage over the

Survey Method, in that it has no limitations to its evolu-

tionary progress in attempting to give a scientific maturity

to students. In the Survey Method the integrating is done

by the instructor, and when the student gains integration

effortlessly she will likewise lose it effortlessly. The greatest

limitation is in the instructor's ability to integrate, for this

automatically imposes a limit to the student's under-

standing.

The Survey courses aim to teach the most important

scientific principles, but they have time to do little more

than define them. A principle, to have any depth of mean-

ing must be encountered in many guises, with many differ-

ent companions. The well educated student should under-

stand the essence of the principle before it has ever been

defined for her, in fact perhaps before she knows the

meaning of the term "scientific principle."

The understanding of principles is the chief aim of the

method used at Sweet Briar. A great principle is great

because it is a generalization which will grow along with

man's experience. No one person can ever understand all

of the possible applications of a single large generalization.

The instructor can neither order nor predict the area

through which the roots of the principles will grow as a

student finds these roots mingling with those of principles

learned in other fields of study, or in later life as the

student finds the principles clarified and growing even

more inclusive through new experiences.
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Former Student Writes from France
Alumnae who attended Sweet Briar in 193 1-32 will recall Antoinette Lt^iHIaiil Heslouin, who spent her

junior year here as an exchange student sent by the Institute of International Education. Evidence that

she has not forgotten that year is contained in the following letter, which was received by Mrs. Barker in

March. The letter speaks for itself, bringing a brief picture of a French family wrich has come through

many dangers and privations since 195 9.

Lyon, January 19, 1945

Dear Mrs. Barker:

Your card received in November when we were in Caen
gave me the greatest pleasure. I had been thinking of you
very often, wondering if you were still at Sweet Briar. So

many things have happened since we last exchanged news;

I reahze how long it was, since you don't know about

Father's death. He died June 27, 1940, just after the defeat.

... It was a sorrowful moment for us, for in addition to

our grief we were without news from Charles

—

(her hus-

band)—and Albert, Yvonne's husband. (Yvonne is An-
toinette's younger sister)—both of whom were with the

Army. . . . Louise's husband

—

(Louise is Antoinette's other

sister)—was convalescing; the town was still deserted,

everybody having fled ahead of the German advance. We
felt quite lonely. In our misfortune we were lucky to be

with Mother (the three of us) and to have been with

Father during his last hours. . . .

Not long after that I found myself separated from my
family by the line of demarcation, for I had gone to Lyon
to join my husband as soon as possible after his demobiliza-

tion. And two years went by before we were able to go
back to Normandy and visit our families. My brother-in-

law came back safely from the war, though he fought in

Belgium where his regiment was almost completely de-

stroyed, and fought again in France with another outfit.

Yes, these four years of war have been very hard from
every point of view. We were without news from our

friends and family in America. . . . But all that we had
undergone was nothing to compare with the weeks which
followed the landing of the Allies in Normandy on June
6. Both Charles and myself had been living with my
mother-in-law in the country in the Manche department.

We had left Lyon where living conditions had become too

difficult and where the bombardments were still to be

feared. We were living quietly in Hamelin, far from every-

thing. It is a small village 110 kilometers from Caen (near

Mortain) . My family had remained in Caen—Albert is a

professor of law at the University of Caen—and went
through the siege right on the spot. We never dreamed
that the Allies would land so near Caen.

Louise and her husband, after having spent eight days in

quarries in the outskirts of the city, were able to escape on

their bicycles and take refuge in the department of Loire-

et-Cher. They lived there up to the time when they could

go back to Caen at the end of August. They lost every-

thing they had; the building where they lived is nothing

but a pile of rubble now. Since the war Yvonne has been

living with Mother. She has an adorable little girl, Annick,

who is by the way my godchild, and who is now two years

old. Because of Annick and Mother, Yvonne and Albert

w ere not able to flee. It was dangerous, for bombs and

shells were pouring over the city and the entire region.

Albert who was a member of the Passive Defense and later

of the Relief Committee had to stay there. They had to

live in a shelter that Albert had dug in the garden, then

in the basement of the house where they had put beds,

though it was impossible to sleep. Finally they took refuge

in the halls of the Lycee Malherbe (adjoining the famous

romanesque church, (Abbayc-aux-Hommes) where thous-

ands of people had taken refuge under the symbol of an

immense red cross. They remained there for more than

seven weeks, without hygienic comforts, sleeping on the

floor, and in fear of being killed at any time. After the

liberation the English evacuated the population in the direc-

tion of Creuilly; there they slept under a tent, wrapped in

blankets, and ate like the soldiers—at least they were out

of the bombing area, and it was fortunately summer
weather. How unfortunate the Alsatian population must

be. They are going through the same thing now, and in

such a cruel winter.

Charles and I were more than two months without news

of the others. I was frantic with anxiety, and walked along

the roads questioning the refugees who were passing by.

Thanks to a family from Caen who had succeeded in leav-

ing the town and was going on foot to Brittany, I learned

that the section of the city where Mother lived was stand-

ing after the first bombardments. Even this news was a

great relief for we hoped that after these first bombard-

ments which had come as a surprise, our family had been

able to take refuge somewhere. When on August 22, Albert,

appointed general secretary for Calvados, came in a car

to tell us that the entire family was all right my happiness

was indescribable, for I had begun to give up hope, not

knowing when or how we could get news. More than

three-fourths of Caen is destroyed.

It is distressing and heartrending to see all those ruins;

in some places one cannot recognize anything. And to think

that most of our beautiful Normandy is in the same con-

dition! Mother's house though much damaged is still in-

habitable, and is even now sheltering a family of five who
owned ten houses in Caen, not a single one of which is

left. What misery. Yet they consider themselves fortunate

to be alive. When I saw Mother for the first time after

all that, she looked frightfully bad. She then spent a month
with us in the country, and got some badly needed rest. . . .

It is our share in the cost of liberation; it is a rather

small one in comparison to that of so many people who lost

everything—loved ones and possessions. . . .

When in Hamelin we saw the first American soldiers,

we were deliriously happy. We had been told that they

were in a httle neighboring village. We walked twelve

(Continued on page 24)
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Class Notes

Daisy

Ruth
GUGGENHEIMER (Mrs

Slater (Mrs. Walter

3n illFmnrtam

. Jerome Waterman) Academy. March 9,

W. Wilson) '22. March 3, 1945.

1945.

1912

Class Secrc/ary: Loulie M. Wilson, 2929
Connecticut Avenue, Washington 8, D. C.

Benedict Scholarship Chairman: Elsie Zaegel

Thomas (Mrs. I. C.) 200 Euclid Avenue
Sheboygan, Wisconsin.

I have just talked with Eleanor Furman
Hudgens, Rebecca Whife Faesch and Harriet

Evans Wyckoflf, so will pass on news of them.

Eleanor's husband is Associate Adminis-

trator of the Farm Security Administration

and they have lived in Washington for the

past six years. Their daughter, Nell, who
attended Sweet Briar in '3 8, is visiting them
now, with her four-year-old son. Their son,

Richard, attends the Hill School in Pennsyl-

vania.

Rebecca has a nine-month -old grandson,

Harry Hambleton, III. Her n!ece, Margaret

Ellen White, is a sophomore at Sweet Briar.

Harriet's son, Bernard, Jr., is on a trans-

port in the Pacific and her younger son,

Evans, is in Memphis beginning his flight

training in the Naval Air Corps.

In fairness to these three I should remind

you that they belong to classes more recent

than 1912.

Frances Sloan Brady has written me of the

death of her husband, Colonel Hugh S. Brady.

He was in the Chemical Warfare Service at

Edgewood, Maryland. Frances' plans are in-

definite at present, but she can be reached at

Howardsville, Virginia.

Changes of address;

Mrs. Bushrop Brush Howard (Margaret

Cobb) Cove Road, Oyster Bay, Long Island,

New York.

Mrs. Sam Hostetter (Velna White) c/o

White Lumber Company, Hutchinson, Kansas.

1913

Class Secretary: Mary Vinkerton Kerr (Mrs.

James) Spotsylvania, Virginia.

Benedict Scholarship Chairman: Sue Slaugh-
ter, 8 Pelham Place, Norfolk 7, Virginia.

The February issue of the Alumnae News
was especially interesting to 1913. The reports

from Marion Peele and our own "Miss" Guion,

the old snapshots of May Day, our room in

Randolph, the Biology picnic with Miss Noyes,

"Miss" Guion on the arcade, will inspire, I

hope, a number of letters from 1913.

Our capable chairman, Sue Slaughter, has

been good enough to send some items to me,

as well as doing her own work.

Sue has retired from the management of

the Norfolk Family Welfare Association

(where she has served for 28 years). She is

needed at home, and Sue writes that she has

gone in for housekeeping in a big way, as well

as doing church work and some volunteer

social work.

By- the-way, for any who may have for-

gotten their Southern dialect, remember that

in the South "Miss" is a term of affection.

One of my school girls asked if she might

call me "Miss Mary" and I was pleased. So

when we write or speak of "Miss" Benedict

and "Miss" Guion, we haven't forgotten their

degrees.

We extend our sympathy to Mary Tyler

Mayo whose husband died recently. Mary is

now living in Baltimore. I last saw her in

Westmoreland County in 1942. She was about

to be married then and I saw the house where

she was to live in King George County.

Changes of address:

Mrs. R. Stephenson Kelly (Reba Stephen-

son) Buzzard's Bay, Massachusetts.

Mrs. Wat T. Mayo (Mary Tyler) 1617

Park Avenue, Baltimore 17, Maryland.

Mrs. Donald G. Tarpley (Mayo Thach) 12

Patterson Road, Dayton, Ohio.

19H

Class Secretary: Frances Pennypacker, 517

Main Street, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania.

Benedict Scholarship Chairman: Harriet
Eians Wyckoff (Mrs. Bernard) 32 5 2 S

Street, N.W., Washington 7, D. C.

Three of you have answered my plea for

news. I was so glad to hear from Eloise

Birney Curry, ex 'IS, who writes from At-
lanta, Georgia. Both of her sons are in the

Pacific. Jack, a first lieutenant in the Marines,

has a three year old son. Her younger son is

a lieutenant in the Navy and is a navigator

on a C-S4 transport plane. Eloise is visiting in

her old home in Bradentown, Florida. (Her
present address is 2 5 04 Alton Road, N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.)

Besides being National Historian for the

Daughters of the American Colonists, Dor-
othy Taylor, ex '15, is Nutrition Chairman
for the American Red Cross Chapter of the

Oranges and Maplewood, New Jersey. She has

been a Block Leader and has worked in the

war bond drives.

Louise Weisiger, '15, writes that she has no
special news but is working hard, as we all

are in these war times.

In February I heard from Harriet Eians
Wyckoff, '15. She tells me that three gradu-

ates and one 'ex" of 1915 had contributed G
bonds to the Mary Kendrick Benedict Scholar-

ship Fund and that 1915 was rallying to the

cause in a noble way. I was delighted to hear

this and I hope that everyone in 1915 will be

heard from. It is a wonderful way to show
our love and appreciation for Miss Benedict,

and at the same time to give valuable aid to

our college.

I hope my cards will bring in more news

for the June Alumnae News.

Change of address:

Mrs. Curtiss Sprague (Elizabeth Baker) 108

Church Street, Tarboro, North Carolina.

1916

Class Secretary: Felicia Patton, Beechmoor
Place, Catlettsburg, Kentucky.

Benedict Scholarship Chairman: Rebecca
Stout Hoover (Mrs. Jack) 1908 Lewis Circle,

Raleigh, North Carolina.

The ink was hardly dry on my letter for

the February issue of the Alumnae News,
I'm sure, when along came a reminder that

March 20 was the deadline for the news for

the next issue. Time is whirling by too fast

for a 1916 class secretary anyway. The brief

interim between this reminder and the 20th

of March plus the excitement of a real old

fashioned Ohio valley flood prevented my
even attempting to write any one this time.

Connie K?issell Chamberlain has nobly saved

1916 from a blank space in this issue

for her letter came a few days late for the

February number but was most gratefully

received nevertheless. She suggests that her

news may be obsolete but even so it will be

most interesting. I only wish I could pass on
the letter verbatim for it is so "Connie-
esque"—full of her delicious wit and humor.
She has been doing Nurses Aide work a year

and a half and is on her way to her third

stripe—1,000 hours. She says she feels herself

in the train of noble women only a few
quickening strides behind Florence Nightingale.

She has both a son and a daughter in the

service. Betsy, her daughter is a Lieutenant

(j.g.) in the WAVES and is stationed in New
York and Rod, her son, is an Ensign in the

USNR and has been doing transport duty in

the Atlantic. Her youngest son, Stephen, is

scheduled to enter Yale in June.

From the Alumnae Office comes news of

Ban. As chief of the Women's Interests Section

of the War Department Bureau of Public

Relations, Ban has traveled throughout the

south, middle west and west, meeting with
representatives of women's organizations at

central points in each section. The leaders

of these organizations, ranging alphabetically

from the American Association of University

Women to the Young Women's Christian

Association, heard of the pressing problems
which will face the Army and the country
in coming months—information which they
will disseminate locally.

So much for this time and with higher

hopes for next.
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1921

CUss Secrel,iry: Edith DiirrM Marshall

(Mrs. Edward C.) 6326 Ridge Avenue, C.n-

cinnati 13, Ohio.

Fund Agnil: Ellen Wolfe Halsey (Mrs. J.

Gaius) Spray, North Carolina.

This time I am forced to be "short and

5,,eet"—the dozen of you to whom I sent

requests for news replied with dead s.lence!

Only Ophelia Short Seward—bless her heart

—answered with two post cards. She told

of her girls, Betsy Heath, age IS, and Susan

now 11. They are planning to go to SBC for

May Day. She also told a bit about her work

as a "Gray Lady" at the regional hospital at

Camp Lee and of her iob on the Petersburg,

Virginia, G.rl Scout Council. Speakmg ot

Girl Scouting, we here in Cincinnati have

iust had a huge pageant (2,5 00 scouts m it)

and for once I seem to have escaped one ot

the menial tasks and had the privilege of

sitting in a box with a few of the local

dignitaries! A number of Cincinnati Sweet

Briarites are in Scouting here, among them

our national president Mary Harrison, who

marched onto the stage with her troop.

Since I have so little news of our class-

mates, you might be interested to hear of a

few other "girls" from our day who live

near me. Elizabeth HoJgv Markgraf, 1919

lives around the corner (she and I roomed

together our freshman and sophomore years).

She has two handsome children, Hodge and

Betsy. I see her often as we do church and

club work together. Louise Pochat Hattersly

(ex '21) also is a neighbor, and also has two

children—Don, a very handsome Ensign in

the Navy, and Nancy, a charming imp with

Louise's twinkle in her eyes. Ruth UlUiid

Todd (ex '22) who roomed with Betty Cole

and me our senior year on second floor Gray

is as pretty and slim as ever. Her daughter,

Betty, is preparing for SBC as is Nancy Hat-

tersly. Marion Taylor Schroth (ex '24) is as

witty and jolly as ever; Dot Mo"'" R'^ey

(ex '24) has a son in the Air Corps who is

six feet six! Her daughter, Ann, is a "chip

off the old block" and she too is looking

forward to a career at SBC. My sister, Ruth,

who was a freshman our senior year, now lives

in Manhasset, Long Island. Her Nancy is in

high school, Mary is in the fourth grade, and

Winston is a cadet at the New York Merchant

Marine School, Ft. Schuyler.

I am looking forward with great eagerness

to the spring Alumnae Council meeting in

May. Sorry, Ophelia, it will not be over

May Day—I certainly would adore to see you

and your girls, but with inadequate housing

on the campus, at that time, as well as

transportation difficulties, we decided to hold

our meeting later in the month.

So until next time—and please return my

post cards!

1930

Class Secretary: Sally Reahard, SS2S North

Meridian, Indianapolis 8, Indiana.

Fund Agent: Mary Huntington Harrison

(Mrs. E. Webster) Drake Road, Station M,

Cincinnati 27, Ohio.

The most welcome breaks in my present

routine are the communiques from our '3 0th

Division, Sweet Briar Regulars, who seem to

be firmly entrenched, heavily armed and

Lost!!!
Please notify the Alumnae

Office if you know the present

address.

Helena Webster Scott, Acad-

emy (Mrs, L. B. Scott).

Ellen Hayes, 1914.

Mary Jones Nixon Nelson,

1919 (Mrs. George Nelson).

Catherine Towne Porter, 1919

(Mrs. Earnest Porter).

Antoinette Malet, 1920.

holding their positions, on the Home Front.

A certain number are A.W.O.L. but we expect

to find them by June.

I had a grand letter from Amelia Wilson

Corley saying, "Don't tell anyone who knows

me that I wrote; the shock might kill them!"

When I read that she is taking care of three

children, Andrew (9), Julia (7), and Harvey

(5), I decided her friends would be lenient.

Meme says she does have time for a Red

Cross Bandage class. This is very patriotic

and also not a bad thing for her to know
about, when she is playing Medical Corps to

her three little Confederates, charging the

sides of Lookout Mountain!

Gladys Wester Horton (Maplewood, New
Jersey ) wrote, saying her daughter Nancy

is now eleven years old, her son Billy is six.

She manages to do Girl Scout work, Service

League and P.-T.A. so we know that sheer

ennui is not her greatest problem! She had

just heard from Florence Lodge McCall (in

Cleveland Heights), her one-time roommate,

who said she had two boys, twelve and nine

years old and is startled to find that the

elder one is already taller than she. Now
Florence, you don't deserve this free plug,

having not answered my questionnaire. Make

amends and send me a full report for next

time.

Betsy Williams Gilmore also lives in Cleve-

land Heights and tells me she sees or hears

from Telia Barksdale Bailey, Mary Carroll,

Liz Copeland Norfleet, Sue Brooke, Ruth

Hasson Smith. Now why don't we make

Betsy the Class Secretary? She is an ambula-

tory Alumnae bulletin herself! She tells me

she has one child, a little girl 1 9 months

old, named Nell Williams Gilmore . . . and

is very domestic these days. Her hobbles in-

clude photography, gardening and needlepoint,

which I am sure are all beautifully done. Do
you remember how neat she was?

Now just let me tell you what Adelaide

Warn pier Kundahl wrote me. Adelaide said,

"Thanks for your card, Sally. It's nice to be

remembered." Isn't that taking the bitter

sweetly? She has a four and a half year old

boy, George, Jr., and a baby girl, Mary

Florence, aged eight months. Says no time for

hobbies but loves her garden. What I'd like

to know is "Does her garden love her?" or

engage in a sit-down strike like mine does.

Maybe in Washington there is no room to

sit-down. . . .

Shed a tear for poor Lucy Shirley Otis

(Wynnewood, Pennsylvania). Her favorite

pastimes of "horseback riding and sleeping"

are in her life no more, she tells me. She is

nursemaid, housemaid, scullery-maid and her

youngest child, Leon, Jr., is only 15 months

old. Lucy, Jr., is three and one-half years

but I doubt if she takes the place of a full

time servant!

Delma Chambers Glazier writes from Balti-

more, giving her status, heavily underlined,

as "Housewife." But she says she is serving

on the reception desk at the Home Service

of the Red Cross, where incidentally, she sees

Dorothy Hamilton Davis ('26). Delma has

two girls, Doris (11) and Betty (8).

I can read almost anything in the paper

without registering shock any more, but when
the postman handed me a card from Margaret

Talliaferro Battle I knew we were facing a

NEW ERA! She explained that Bon Air is

"near Richmond," being clever not to give

its exact location as she knew I couldn't fail

to include such a lovely sounding place in

my post-war itinerary. Her husband is with

the Navy in the Pacific Theatre and she has

a job as office manager of the Virginia Tuber-

culosis Association. I am so glad to hear that

she keeps in touch with some of our old

friends, such as Virginia Bellamy Rufiin, Nor-

vell Royer Orgain, Margaret Moncure John-

son, and think we should make her send in a

Virginia report, don't you?

Now, Lucy Fishburtie Davis, you really

made a fatal error! Not knowing the threat

of a Yankee Invasion, Lucy reveals that she

is occupied in "keeping house and taking

roomers." She doesn't realize what a long-

term Roomer she might have if the Class

Secretary should decide to set up headquarters

in Charlottesville, hallowed spot of our Girl-

hood Gambols! Lucy's husband is overseas

with Patton's Army; her little boy, Lawrence

Phillips Davis, is almost four.

Another Virginia reporter is Fanny Penn

Ford Libby, whose card comes from Lynch-

burg. (She never "got very far," did she?)

A very cheery little message saying she just

keeps house, sews, gardens, does her church

work and loves it all. She was on her way to

hear Dr. Glass speak before a joint meeting

of five D.A.R. chapters. It was to be a

Washington's birthday tea. Fanny Penn's little

Betty Dillard Libby is four now and maybe
has already decided to go to Sweet Briar,

who knows?

It is disturbing to see a postmark of Mobile,

Alabama on a gloomy day like this and know
that city is ablaze with azaleas while we
haven't even a pussy-willow! But it was good

to hear from Sophia Dunlap Hunter after so

long. Her husband is a Lieutenant (j.g.) in

the Navy Supply Corps and she is busy with

several volunteer jobs, two clinics and Red

Cross Canteen. Her little girl, Sophia Dunlap

Hunter will be five years old this month.

(Note temporary change of address.)

That famous female fugitive, Liz Stevenson

Tate, has evaded the unwritten law and will

not answer my queries. So I have set my spy

system to work and my agents have inter-

cepted a revealing letter, which we do not

hesitate to quote to you. We find that she

lives in a rural establishment on a "lot and
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a half" at the fascinating location of Mag-
nolia Place, Oleander, Wilmington, North
Carolina. Don't worry, I see those riding boots

beneath the crinoline! She is still our hearty

sportswoman, now raising Beagles and English

Setters. On her I Yz lot she has a stable, hen

house, kennel, buggy shed, garage and fish

pool, plus a house that "just suits" them
fine! Incidentally, she mentions a "little boy,"

which makes the set-up sound about perfect.

Liz says that she heard from Mona Sfoni'

Green recently saying that she is still work-
ing hard on the farm, the labor situation in

Wisconsin being no better than anywhere else

now. Said that TOO,000 pounds of butter were

produced on the farm last year and that they

hoped to do better next year. "Mildred Stone,

Head of Hockey"!

Hooray! A most gratifying letter from one

of our Navy gals, Emilie Turner. She is

Lieutenant (j.g.) and stationed at the Naval

Training Station at Norfolk. She says she gets

over to Richmond often and at St. James

Church she usually sees several alumnae . . .

Mrs. Mann Valentine, Mrs. John Cronly,

Norvell Royer Orgain, Lisa Guigon C29),
Nancy Worthington ('}! among these. Emilie

was home for Christmas and had a grand

reunion with her sisters, one of whom is a

Sergeant in the WAC. She says she is content

to do her seeing the world after the war,

having ridden from Roanoke to Chattanooga,

eleven hours, sitting on her suitcase!

Lisle Turner has just returned to Sewanee

after a visit with Emilie in Norfolk. She has

been an instructor in the Chemistry Depart-

ment since 1945 and I know you will be

proud to hear that she has the distinction of

being the first woman to serve on the faculty

of the University of the South.

Changes of address;

Mrs. W. N. Hunter, Jr. (Sophia Dunlap)
203 S. Georgia Avenue, Mobile 20, Alabama.

Helen Smith Miller, American Red Cross,

373 Fighter Gp. A.P.O. 15 1, c/o Postmaster,

New York, New York.

Mrs. A. R. J. Friedmann (Charlotte Coles)

403 1 24th Street, North, Arlington, Virginia.

Class Sarcfury: Martha McBrooni Shipman
(Mrs. Frank L.) 210 Ridge Avenue Troy,
Ohio.

Fund Agent: Peronne ^'bittaker Scott
(Mrs. Robert H.) 6480 Beverly Road, Tea-
neck, New Jersey.

Had I ever dreamed what fun this job

could be, I think I would have begged for it

years ago, however, when I think of my grades

in English Composition, I shudder at the

prospect of tackling such a job and 1 know
my past instructors must do likewise.

I am going to give you the news in order

as it came in to me, and I must say that I

have been quite elated as well as gratified

over the fine response.

My first reply came from Peg Fcrgtison

Bennett, who is living in Olivet, Michigan,
where Joe is teaching. She writes that "Lans-
ing and Battle Creek are just far enough
away to be tantalizing." Due to gas ration-

ing and two active sons. Dexter (10) and
Steve (4), she is more or less tied down.

Next came word from Caroline Heath

Tunstall. Since her husband is now serving

as a Technician Uh class with General Hodgei'

First Army, she has gone back to teaching at

her former prep-school, Miss Turnbulls, and

has also resumed her study of music. She

and her seven year old son are sharing a ioint

household with her sister and young daughter.

Jo Gibbs Du Bois is busy with her two

sons. Jack (S) and Larry (2). She mentioned

having been up to see Polly Swift Calhoun,

but I could not read particulars due to a

blot on the card for which the postman must

have been responsible. Since Jo lives on the

same street as Kay Taylor Adams, she sees

her quite often. Kay now has two little girls

—one four years old and another born last

November. I heard through Polly Woodward
Hill that Kay's husband who is in the Navy
was on the scene on "D" Day, but I do not

know any details.

Mary Lynn Carlson King came through

with a long letter which contained much
news—not only of herself but also of several

of our classmates. When Huger was still in

this country, Mary Lynn and her three

children managed to follow him, which meant

moving eight times in 1 5 months; and at the

time of his departure—having acquired a

fourth child in the interim—she had to trek

back home with the baby and two older

children in the throes of whooping cough

and no doctor available. It all sounded too

grim. Huger at this point has been away for

1 9 months, 13 of them in the Pacific. His

ship is a converted yacht and does patrol and

convoy work. When he gets into Pearl Harbor

he sees Cynthia Vaughan, who writes that she

has run into more acquaintances since she has

been located with the Red Cross there than

when she was working in New York. Mary
Lynn wrote that Cynthia had to work very

hard to gain the necessary weight in order

to pass the physical requirements, and so it

was a real thrill when she was accepted.

Meta Moore McCotter still lives in New
Bern, and had her second son last spring, but

Mary Lynn knew nothing more about her.

Mary Lynn was in New York in the fall

—

missed seeing Tillie Jones Shillington by three

days—but did see Ginny Keyser who is private

secretary to an attorney and has a stunning

apartment which she decorated herself.

Jean Cole Anderson wrote me a sizable

volume in which she covered various activities

of her family during the last few years. It

would certainly make "good copy" but I am
afraid I don't have enough space here to

devote to it. However, I am happy to report

that she has kept her sense of humor in spite

of many trials. Her two children— 10 and 6

—keep her quite busy, but she manages to

find time to be Art Director for the Kinder-

garten Church School.

Natalie Roberts Foster has been wintering

in Sarasota, Florida. Her husband has been

overseas for the past two and a half years.

Her permanent address is still Nestle Brooke,

Roanoke, Virginia.

Dot Boyle Charles sent me a note from
London, Ontario. She mentioned her two
children—Anne (7) and Bobby (10)—also

the fact that her mother had been with her

for a most pleasant visit; but what caught

my eye was the disclosure that she has that

most coveted of all possessions—a maid!

Phoebe Rowe Peters is now living in Oak
Ridge, Tennessee, where Ralph was sent as a

civilian by Eastman Kodak to supervise certain

activities. She and the two boys joined Ralph

last May. Her activities consist of being chair-

man of the Red Cross and singing with a

group of Madrigal Singers.

Helen Shn Mellen's husband is with the

Combat Engineers overseas and when last

heard from was in Luxembourg. She and her

son, John, are in Westfield, New Jersey, and

while John attends nursery school, Helen does

volunteer work at the hospital. Ellen Eskridge

LITTLE SWITZERLAND, NORTH CAROLINA

Formerly owned by

Miss Marie G. Dwight, Charleston, South Carolina

EitMhhed in 1914

For Girls 7- 1

5

This is a small camp with registration limited to 6 5 campers.

Carefully selected counselors direct swimming, land sports,

campcraft, dancing, riding, nature study, handcrafts, and

dramatics.

Requests for catalogues and further inforinatioji

should be addressed to the owners and directors:

Jeanette Boone, '27 Helen H. McMahon,

Sweet Briar College, Sweet Briar, Virginia

'23
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Sanders is kept quite busy with a son {A^/z)

and a daughter (6 months). Also her sister

and mother-in-law live with her and hold

war jobs.

Jane Tucker Ferrell's most important news

was the arrival of a son, Thomas Benjamin,

born October 4, 1944. She also has a boy

(10) and a girl (7); so with P.-T.A., church

activities and Red Cross, the days are not

quite long enough for her.

I was quite thrilled over the response I

got from the exes in our class. Harriet Wilson

McCaslin wrote me a nice long letter. Her

husband is a doctor and they have two little

girls, blonde blue-eyed and curly-haired

—

they sound like perfect miniatures of their

pretty mother. She mentioned having seen

Virginia Tabh Moore in her lovely new home

in Richmond a couple of years ago. She has

two children, a boy (10) and a girl (8).

Her husband is now a lieutenant commander

in the Navy.

She also told me news of Mary Kobhnon

Burke who has two children and is living in

Ardsley, New York. I am wondering if Mary

has had the time to carry on her art work.

The last I heard of her she was designing

patterns for wall paper and quite success-

fully too.

Helen Laurane Vander Horst is absorbed

in domestic duties, having two small children.

Since her name precedes Margaret Lcc Thomp-

son's in my list of graduates, I was quite im-

pressed with the coincidence of their addresses

—not only the same city, but the same street.

I mentioned the fact in my cards to them,

but apparently they had not discovered one

another as Helen wrote back for particulars.

Helen had seen Martha McCoiven Burnet when

she was home in September due to her mother's

death.

A nice letter from Martha told me of

having tentative plans to move from Fayette-

ville to Greensboro. When she went over to

look for a house, she had luncheon with Mary

Lynn and Virginia Hail Lindley, '32. She also

made the acquaintance of their children of

whom she wrote glowing reports. Since Martha

has three of her own, 1 can see why she would

be interested in meeting the "young fry."

Another "ex" heard from is Elizabeth Matter

Vose, who has been living in Silver Spring, a

suburb of Washington these past eight years.

She has two children, a girl (7) and a boy

(S)' Her main outside interest is attending

two Parent Education Study Groups—one at

her daughter's school and one at her son's

cooperative nursery school.

Sally Perry Dorfeld met with a most un-

fortunate accident in September, 1943, when

a huge highway truck smashed into her

kitchen and to use her own words: "prac-

tically knocked me into another world." She

sustained many broken bones and was in the

hospital for many months and then had to

return this fall "for more fixing." I know
you all join me in wishing Sally a rapid and

complete recovery from this last siege in the

hospital.

Mary Frances Kihelda§er Kuhn's family

now consists of Tommy (9) Sara (8) and

Judy (2) so between being cook, maid,

gardener and laundress, her time is well filled.

She mentioned having seen Betty Burgess Wise,

ex '32, frequently last summer.

Tillie Jones Shillington sent me quite a

newsy letter. She has two boys, (10 and 12)

and a girl (5). Imagine "little Tillie" with a

family that size and age. Libba S^rihling Bell

and husband and two boys live quite near

Tillie and they all see each other often. She

also mentioned that Mary Leigh Scatoti Mars-

ton had come through St. Louis last summer
en route from the west coast after seeing her

husband off, but Tillie was away at the time.

Mary Leigh's husband is now a colonel. More

recent news of her came from Nancy Worth-

ington who had seen her in Richmond. At

present she is studying interior decorating at

Richmond Professional School, a branch of

William and Mary.

And speaking of Nancy, she has resigned

her job with the State Planning Board and is

giving her full time to assisting her father

with his camp. She spent two weeks in Florida

making plans with him and she has done

quite a bit of traveling on camp business.

She mentioned having seen Virginia White,

ex '31, last September at the concert which

the Sweet Briar alumnae sponsored at the

Parking Lot Canteen for service men.

Ginny Cooke Rea and daughter, Ann, have

spent the winter with her family but plan to

move back into their own home April 1. She

has had a part time job with the Red Cross

which has worked out f)erfectly since there

is an excellent nursery school which Ann
attends. Ginny and Fritz have maintained

their home in La Jolla with the hope that he

will be back in the country before too long.

According to Ginny 's most recent report, he

was on an L.S.T. and was in the Leyte

invasion.

Isabel Bns/j Thomasson has had two busy

years serving as president of the Junior

League of Mobile, which has been "a most

interesting and stimulating experience." When
attending the Junior League Conference in

New York two years ago, she met a number
of Sweet Briar girls, among them Martha

Tillery Thomas and Janet Carr G.eer. Isabel

has two boys (7 and 3).

Since Janet lives in Dayton, I run into her

quite often. She has three children—two boys

and a girl—all most attractive. I also see

Elizabeth Greer occasionally. She has been

working at the Dayton Power and Light

Company for the past few years.

From Birmingham way came a card from

Mary Nice Jemison who writes that her hus-

band is a Lieutenant (j.g.) in the Navy and

is serving at present on an L.S.T. She also gave

me news of Martha Hcmlerson Goings who
has made quite a name for herself as one of

the most outstanding art teachers in Birm-

ingham. She has a little boy aged three.

Peronne W hiitakcr Scott came through with

a nice long letter including snapshots of her-

self (not looking a day older than in Sweet

Briar days), her little boy and her fine look-

ing husband, who is now a major. While her

husband remained in the states, she covered

quite a lot of territory with him. They spent

a year on the West Coast, then came back to

the East Coast where they had a summer at

Wrightsville Beach. Just now she and her

son are settled in an apartment in Teaneck,

New Jersey, having sold their home at Saddle

River.

Ginny Qnintani Bond still has an amazing
amount of energy in spite of being the mother
of two active boys aged three and five. Her
extra-curricular duties consist of canteen

work for the Buddies Club one night a week
and Red Cross staff assistant one day a week

—

along with falling easy prey to many odd
jobs which come her way.

I had written Ginny for Mary Stewart

Keho Clegg's address since I knew that she

and Carolyn had joined Joe in Boston right

after Christmas. In the meantime Stewart's

father died quite unexpectedly in Florida

where he had gone for the winter. Stewart

had planned to join her family there, but due
to this circumstance she came back to Dayton.
She plans to return to Boston in a few weeks
and her mother hopes to join her later.

A Christmas note from Aggie Cleveland

Sandifer told me of her father's death in the

fall and a letter this week gave me full

particulars of her whereabouts. Bill is a lieu-

tenant in the Navy and since returning from
Puerto Rico, he has been stationed at New
Bedford, Massachusetts, and they are living

in Marion, which is only about 80 miles from
Boston. No doubt Aggie will manage a re-

union with Stewart and Ginny soon. Aggie
sold her house in Alexandria and her present

home sounds lovely, surrounded by several

acres of land which makes it perfect for the

two little girls, Prudence and Jennifer.

I saw Polly Woodward Hill when I was in

Cincinnati last fall. She was expecting her

family Thanksgiving and hoped to join them
in Florida after Christmas. She has two darling

little girls, Jane and Barbara.

Ethel Ware Rutherford has joined the

great horde of service wives, her husband

being a lieutenant, USNR, with the armed
Guard and at present is at sea. She manages

a little Red Cross work but her two children,

Ann (5) and Tommy (4) plus a dog occupy
most of her time. She mentioned seeing Bar-

bara Main Cooper quite often as she is an

active Nurses Aide at the hospital there.

As for my own family, most of you know
that Ship went into the Navy in November,
1943, and that he is stationed at the Naval

Supply Depot at Clearfield, Utah. The chil-

dren and I spent a wonderful summer with

him in Salt Lake City but returned to Troy
last fall. Ship joined us for a short leave at

Christmas, his first leave in a year. We are

hoping to be with him again this summer if

he is fortunate enough to stay in this country.

The children have certainly been my main-

stay. Shippey has learned how to handle our

obstinate furnace and his next feat will be

learning to use the power mower. Jane wields

a wicked dish rag and can make a bed as well

as I do, so I guess some good things do come
out of this life we service wives lead. As to

my activities, I do canteen work, hold a small

job for the Girl Scouts, knit a little for the

Red Cross, and am chairman of membership
for the Navy League,

I believe that covers the news I have

gleaned during the past couple of months.

The best I can wish all of you is that March
21 really will mean the "beginning of spring"
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and that you will come out of hibernation and

feel inspired to write me news of yourselves

for the June issue.

Changes of address;

Mrs. W. S. Sandifer (Agnes Cleveland)

Box 432, Marion, Massachusetts.

Mrs. Joe Clegg (Mary Stewart Kelso) 128

Chestnut Street, Boston, Massachusetts.

Mrs. Ralph Peters (Phoebe Rowe) Oak
Ridge, Tennessee.

Mrs. Frederick W. Rea (Virginia Cooke)

6^0 Bexley Avenue, Marion, Ohio.

1932

Class Sccrc/ury: Charlotte Magoifin, Port-

age Point, Deerwood, Minnesota.

Fund Agcuf: Helen Nifihtingale Glhason
(Mrs. James A.) 3707 Dilcford Road, Cleve-

land 20, Ohio.

Along with housecleaning and tending your

Victory gardens, I hope spring will imbue

a few more of you with the energy to drop

an item or two in my lap. If you could see

how my limpid pools light up when I get

mail, you wouldn't have the heart to deprive

me!

Back in February, I had a letter from Anna
Gilbert Davy who, with husband and two

children, lives at El Cerrito, just above San

Francisco. Her life is taken up with house-

keeping, gardening, and toting hers and the

neighbors* children to and fro, but she says

she has been able to overcome country living

by going into San Francisco to the Town
Hall lectures, and attending a few symphony
concerts. When she wrote, she was hoping

for a visit from her mother and father,

whom she hadn't seen in over two years.

Letha Morris Wood wrote that she and Lee

and Nancy are just waiting for Jack to come

home; he is still in the Navy and has been

in Puerto Rico for well over a year. Also in

the Navy is Alice Weymouth McCord's hus-

band, and she, too, along with her two small

fry, is "sitting it out." To continue with our

Navy group, Dot Smith Berkeley wrote that

she and Edmund are loving New London,

where they've been since the end of August,

'44. She passed on the news that Stuart Groiicr

Moreno had spent Christmas in New York
with Jack's family, and that Jack is the

executive officer now on an aircraft carrier.

Also according to Dot. Nancy Wilson Drewry
and her children are living with the senior

Drewrys in Petersburg while Jack has a posi-

tion on the west coast.

Millie Gibbons writes that she has no news

as she has been doing nothing but working

and has stayed right in Tampa while everyone

else has stayed away. Henrietta Brymi Alphin

says she, too, is without news, because of an

over-abundance of domestic duties. She saw

Peggy Wayland Taylor ('33) at a Red Cross

meeting a while ago.

Flappy Pancake had items about other

people. (How about yourself, hey?) Virginia

Bellamy Ruffin, she tells me, spent her tench

wedding anniversary in Charleston with Peter.

Flappy had also heard that Bobbie Bennett

CuUum's brother, Allen, who was a Navy
doctor, was killed recently in the Pacific.

Bobbie I'm sure you know that you and your

family have the deepest sympathy of all of us.

Helen Nightingale Gleason is busy being

maid of all work and mother to young

Michael, aged two. Jim is in France as a Staff

Judge Advocate, and now has the rank of

lieutenant colonel.

Pat Mason Stedman's news is a saga of many
illnesses; she wrote from the hospital, where

a strep throat had put her. In April, '44,

when her daughter (the first girl after three

boys) was four months old, Pat had an

appendectomy, and the next day contracted

virus pneumonia. After she recovered from

that, she had a tonsillectomy, and the first of

August was stricken with polio, which kept

her in bed for three months. I'm glad to

say that the only effect of the polio is a

slight weakness in one leg. In December she

had bronchitis for a month, and then the

strep throat in March. Pat, it's all a run of

horrible luck, and I know the rest of the

girls join me in hoping the penicillin treat-

ment cures you of everything and that you

stay out of the hospital from now on.

Betty Allen Magruder is now over her

illness of last year, and although she still has

to be careful, she is working part time at

the University Hospital, in the Medical Clinic

and the Cancer Prevention Clinic. The latter

has just recently been established. Betty Allen

wrote that Sally Ains north Glass and Irene

Kellogg have had reunions in Miami, whither

Sally moved a few months ago.

Connie Fowler Keeble is still in Charlottes-

ville. She was forced to leave her job as labora-

tory technician in January, for her maid left

and she had to resume the role of house-

keeper for her two children.

"After all these years" (it says here in her

letter), Doris Hodgdon Wenning finally had

a daughter, who was a year old on March 28,

is named Mary Susan, and looks like her

daddy except for her red hair. Her older

brother, Sheldon, will be nine in June. Doris

is single-handedly holding down Wenning's

Furniture and Decorations in Stamford, for

in February Frank accepted a position with a

war plant. So Doris is carrying on alone,

which, along with housework and caring for

her children, "takes a bit of doing."

I was so glad to get from Miss McMahon
a letter she had from Barbara Munter, A.R.C.

Barbara writes "I am enjoying my Red Cross

work very much and find that living on a

hospital ship is most agreeable. After six

months in the South Pacific, we were

fortunate in being ordered to take a load of

patients back to the States right before the

holidays, so I was able to have Christmas in

Seattle with my family. I talked with Jane
White Burton on the phone when the plane

stopped in Portland . . . All goes well with

her and her family."

All goes well with us, too. At the present

moment, three of "the four fighting Magoffins"

are stationed in the United States, which is a

break, for we can always hope that one or

another of them will turn up on leave, if

only for a day.

This winds up my spring crop of news. If

anyone feels the urge to take pen in hand,

please address the envelope to me.

1934

Class. Secretary: Marjorie Lasar Hurd (Mrs.

E. R., Jr.) 42y North Hanley Road, St. Louis

S, Missouri.

Class Agent: Julie Sadler de Coligny (Mrs.

Calvert) Sleepy Hollow Road, Falls Church,

Virginia.

Again the time has come to report on the

doings of our select little group and as usual

I shall lead off with the birth announcements.

Nan Russell Carter is the outstanding mother

of the famous class of '34—her fourth child

arrived on January 22 and much to every-

one's delight was a young lady named Sally.

Nan writes in a nonchalant tone about a

deadly winter and the very strenuous doings

of her three boys, and I have it on good
authority (Kitty Hamill) that they are

strenuous in addition to being very attractive.

Bonnie Wood Stookey's second baby was a

boy, named Jeffrey Wood, born January 21.

Bonnie wrote that she went to Virginia Eady's

wedding in December. Marcia Morrison Curtis

has a second son, too; Robert Lee was born

December 29 and everything seems to be going

along according to schedule at the Curtis

house.

Another addition to a future May Court
in the Briscoe family—Betty Siiftle Briscoe

being the proud mother of Miss Elizabeth Cox
who arrived December 2. I'm sorry about that

"Charles" business. Betty. I know just how
your husband feels, being married to a gent
whose name is Rhea as in "Bus" Rhea.

Helen Hanson Bamford had her third son,

William, Jr., on February 10 and at the time

of writing was enjoying the fleeting luxury
of a nurse. She said she had had a letter from
Jill Bender from England where she is doing
Red Cross work. Jill says it's rugged but she

is holding up. Jill had seen Louise Green-
iicod's husband, Charley Lippett.

Elizabeth Collier Wardles has a little boy,

Charles Collier, born on December S.

I received a long letter from Julie Sadler de
Coligny who reports that she has her hands
full with her new daughter, Anne Powers,
born October 13. Julie asked to say the fol-

lowing to all and sundry. If the shoe fits, et

cetera: "My message about the Fund is this:

This coming June marks the

Letirement of Miss Adeline Ames,
who has been teaching botany

to Sweet Briar freshmen (and

advanced courses to upperclass-

men) since 1920. All of Miss

Ames' friends who are Interested

in learning about plans to honor

her in a small way may write

to Miss Hilda Harpster, Depart-

ment of Biology, Woman's
College of the University of

North Carolina, Greensboro,

North Carolina.
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the sub-agents are writing a lot of letters and

postals whether they are appreciated or not

and so far, we are lagging behind our very

fine record of last year. So please dig down
in your pockets, if you haven't already, and

remind any of your friends who may be

missing the very good-looking February

Alumnae News that just arrived, that all

they need to do to get theirs is to attend

to the little matter of a contribution. I

want to take this opportunity to express

my appreciation to the swell bunch of sub-

agents who have helped me contact all of

you. They are the unsung heroes of the

Alumnae Fund and if Lasar and Helen Mac
will bear with me, I should like to tell you

who they are: Marcia Mormon Curtis. Smut

MayficlJ Chapman, Jackie Bond Wood, Eleanor

Cooke Esterly, Helen Hatison Bamford, Bonn e

Wood Stookey, Lib Scheucr Maxwell, Sis

Franklin Means and Lou Dreycr Bradley."

Julie said that Lib and her husband had

spent a Sunday with them last fall and she has

also seen Mary Moore about to take off for

Red Cross camp in Georgia. Then Marion

Gtcaltney Hall wrote that M.M. was at Camp
Wheeler and was coming in for a weekend

with her. Marion's husband is with the Pacific

Fleet and she and Frank, Jr., are in Macon

until May when they will go to Biddeford

Pool, Maine. She has seen Cecile and plans to

see Connie Burwell in New York on her way

to Maine.

Rosemary Vrey Rogers is the editor of the

sales organ for Kroger Company. She wrote

that Lou Bradley and her husband were

stationed in Cincinnati all summer but are

on their way to California now. Katherine

Hanna, ex '34, is curator of the Taft Museum
in Cincinnati.

Ruth Pinkham Nix is doing volunteer work.

Infant Welfare to be exact, at the hospital

in Evanston, also P.-T.A. and housework and

reports all is well with them. Marjorie Smith

Zengel went to Louisville in the fall to visit

her parents and keeps busy with her two

little girls, Janie and Mary Kay.

Emilie Emory Washburn has gone to visic

her family in Virginia while Bill is at Robins

Field, Georgia, at Staff School; she is planning

to leave Kathie with the grandparent; and

go over to Macon for two weeks. Eleanor

Alcott Bromley has moved to Grass Valley

where her husband is stationed with the Army.

It sounded pretty darn pioneerish when she

said it had been an abandoned mining-town

and she had had to learn to work a wood
stove.

Lib Ogilby Sands is back in Washington

with Billy while her husband is on a carrier

in the Pacific. She told me that Martha Lou

is living with Dee Taylor Simkov in Arling-

ton and working in the State Department.

Dot Turno Gardner's tetter had to be

slightly censored—just let us say that she has

been VERY busy with her two small daugh-

ters in Oklahoma City. Ruth Myen, Pleasants

spends her spare time doing volunteer work
for the Junior League—the Family and Child

Service Agency and also working with the

Children's Radio Committee of the Com-
munity Council.

Anne Corbitt Little's husband has been in

the midst of the Philippine fighting, first

Leyte, then Mindoro and has been cited and

awarded the Bronze Star for meritorious

achievement, he was also promoted to lieu-

tenant colonel which is all very swell and I

know how proud she must be. Anne is doing

volunteer work at the Finney General Hos-

pital in Thomasville, Georgia,

Kitty Marshall Hamill and family are in

Washington where her husband is at the

National Airport in the Airway Traffic Con-
trol. She sees Eleanor Kuit Mattern frequently

and had lunch with Jean Sprague. Jean works

in the Archives in Washington.

Becky Strode Lee keeps busy with her two

little girls but manages to find time for social

and volunteer work. She wrote that in March
the Richmond Sweet Briar Alumnae Club had

sponsored a concert by Lucile Barrow Turner

to raise money for the Alumnae Fund.

Nancy Butzner Leavell is still in Culpepcr

with Anne. Byrd is a major with the medical

service and has been in Italy 3 months.

Nancy and daughter went to visit Jane Morr}-

SGH Moore for a week; Jane has two little

girls.

The Hurds are back in St. Louis, for good

this time. The Navy presented Rhea with a

medical discharge for Christmas and he now
has a job as advertising manager with the

American Automobile Insurance Company. Wc
have moved to the above address and they are

going to have to carry me out of this house

—nine moves in as many years is enough.

Please keep on writing even if you think

you haven't news. It is always good to hear

from all of you and it's the only way we can

all keep in touch. Yours for a happy and

early spring wherever you are.

Changes of address;

Mrs. Robert Hamill (Catharine Marshall)

2700 28th Street, N.W., Washington 8, D. C.

Martha Lou Lemmon, 59 North Bedford,

Arlington, Virginia.

Mrs. Alexander Simkov (Delia Ann Taylor)

59 North Bedford, Arlington, Virginia.

Mrs. William Sands (Elizabeth Ogilby)

4840 Bradley Boulevard, Chevy Chase, 15,

Maryland— (temporary)

.

Mrs. Harry H. Bromley (E'eanor Alcott)

104 South School Street, Grass Valley, Cali-

fornia— (temporary)

.

1935

Class Secretary: Helen B. Wolcott, 2 521

Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, 8,

D. C.

Fund Agent: Cary Burwell Carter (Mrs.

Francis E., Jr.) 4715 Cedarwood Road, Jack-

sonville 5, Florida.

Can it be that our approaching Tenth re-

union prodded memories or some such ? Any
how, some of our more close-mouthed pals

opened up.

From Marion Walker Alcaro comes the

following word: "My own achievements, aside

from maintaining the status quo, are abso-

lutely nil. At the moment I'm pinch-hitting

in my husband's office since his nurse has

gone to war, and with my vast knowledge

of medicine and office procedure you can

imagine what a whizz I am. Fortunately

Joe is a patient soul. You could describe

me as incompetent but willing. I have

nothing startling to report about my two
sons either. Tony, the oldest, is in third grade

and Fred, the baby, is thinking of walking.

Tony has a Barrymore streak in him that

revels in dramatic scenes; he can wring the

last ounce of drama out of any situation. This

keeps things from getting monotonous around

our house. I don't know where he gets it. For
a while we thought that Fred was going to

be the quiet type, but now he has turned

out to be a rip-snorter too. We could prob-

ably trace this back to some ancestor of

Joe's. Another funny thing—both our chil-

dren are blond and blue-eyed. We can't

account for that either." Marion is anticipat-

ing a trip to Washington this spring to see

her new niece. Hope I 11 see you then, Marion.

Jerry Johnston Clute has emerged from
three months of snow and hibernation in the

frozen north to report that all is well.

Martha Jane Gipe Smith is back in Toledo,

living with her mother while her husband, a

Navy lieutenant, is out of the country. She

now has three sons, 6, 4> and 2 and is looking

forward to sending them to the University

of Virginia to squire around the daughters of

her friends. Before Gipe's husband went over-

seas, they were stationed in Corpus Christi,

Texas where she saw several Briarites, among
them Elizabeth Ogilby, '34, and Betty Weems
Westerfeldt. The Smiths were thoroughly sold

on the Lone Star State and hope to return

after the war. Betty Fox Moon's husband is

also in the Pacific—Betty accompanied him to

California and ran into Phoebe Pierson y
'3 6,

who was there with her husband.

Charlotte Olmsted Gill writes that she has

a daughter, Mary Rogers, born June 2, and in

November, Charlotte, her four children, her

mother and "a very sweet girl from West

Virginia who came along to help out with the

kids" piled in a station wagon and headed for

the West Coast—La Jolla to be exact—to join

Charlotte's husband who is in the Navy and

attending yeoman's school. Charlotte says that

all the tales you hear about the housing

shortage on the West Coast are true, but they

managed to get three rooms in a hotel for the

first week, and by buying, were able to obtain

a furnished house in a nice neighborhood,

one block from the beach. They are painting

and fixing up like mad and have opened an

unofficial USO, with anywhere from two to

fifteen sailors as weekend guests. In addition

to her entertaining, Charlotte has also taken

on a Scout troop.

Betty Myers Harding is working hard at

her job and with that and letter writing keeps

very busy—her husband is a cargo operations

officer at a big base in the Philippines.

Katherine James Hall, ex '35, has two chil-

dren—Elizabeth (4) and John, Jr. (2). They
are now living at 5 7 Crescent Circle, Wil-

mette, Illinois. Her husband is a lieutenant

in the Navy and stationed at the Naval

Armory in Chicago, Illinois.

Jane Bryant Hurlbert writes that she and

her brood of three—a girl and two boys (the

youngest boy, Richard Bryant having arrived

last October) have moved in with her father-

in-law while her husband, a naval officer, is

in San Francisco awaiting sea duty. Jane was

in New York for three months last summer
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and there saw Billy Crane Goodfellow and

her family who had also bidden her husband

goodbye for the duration. In the fall, jane

was in Norfolk and saw Becky Huber. Jane

says that the title of "President of the Boston

Sweet Briar Club" was conferred on her last

year, but the secretary Blanche Duiia who
has only one child does all the work.

Via the grape vine comes news of Gary
Btiruel! Carter. Cary, having been in Florida

three years, claims that the Carters are mem-
bers of the AEF—Americans Exiled in Florida.

She has a son, Francis E., Ill, one year old,

and a daughter, Anne, 3 Yi years old, who has

curly blond hair and hazel eyes. Also via

grape vine 'tis heard that Virginia Morgan
Carpenter and Ginny Bohbitt Shuftlc are

mamas. If I get more details, I'll pass them
on.

Gen Grossman Stevens sends word of

another Curtze-Vicary wedding: Margie

Curtze Vicary's brother was married to Louise

Vicary this winter. Margie was matron of

honor and her daughter, Carolyn, 5 J/z* was

flower girl. It sounded like a very lovely

wedding. Ruth Gill Wickens has moved to

Albany—exact location unknown.

New addresses:

Charlotte Gill Olmsted, 396 Kolmar Street,

La Jolla, California.

Hester Kramer Avery, Giles Cottage. 3 6th

Street and Oceanfront, Virginia Beach, Vir-

ginia.

1938

Class Secretary: Dolly Nicholson T.ite (Mrs.

John A., Jr.) S48 West End Boulevard,

Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

Fund Agent: Janet Macfarlan Bergmann
(Mrs. Charles) 136 Linden Avenue, Ridge-

wood, New Jersey.

I have two gems of letters which I want
to tell you all about. Dail (Mrs. Robert Adair

Wilson) wrote back in February such a swell

one telling me all about herself and Bob. They
are living in Chevy Chase and though they

undergo the vicissitudes of crowds, shortages,

etc., she feels lucky to have him with her

still, for he is at the top of the draft list

and comes up for deferment again in Jun^.

So that terrible unsettled feeling of suspense

will be hanging over them for the fifth time.

Bob is a lawyer specializing in labor law and

has to travel a lot. Little Dail who is two
and a half now has given them both a lot

of anxiety because of a dreadful case of

eczema since he was a baby. But after numer-
ous tests and a period of hospitalization he is

outgrowing it now.

Dail also tells me of Cess Janscti Kendri.k
whose husband Charles is overseas. In the

meantime Cess and her two boys are with

Mr. Jansen in Denver. Billy Heizer Hicken-
looper is living in Cincinnati. She has two
children. Latest word is that Lloyd Lan.rr

Elliott is in Rhode Island with Nate who at

long last is home from the seas and stationed

there.

Bobbie Naumann Lynge and her husband
who is in the Marines and recently returned

from Hawaii are living in Laguna Beach, Cali-

fornia. Dotty Selhcrt Smith is living in Lans-

ing, Michigan, with Bud and her two boys.

Bud is with the Olds Powder Plant there.

Dail gets to see Anne Luck Lancaster every

now and then, but not often enough.

And then Dail closes her letter with an

apology for not giving me much news!

Imagine! Just look at the above—and accept

my very deepest thanks.

Dorothy Grofe Robertson, ex '38, is living

with her parents in St. Louis while her hus-

band is with the Army in Hawaii. She is

working at The Wool and Tweed Shop.

Helen Hesson Binns has an interesting and

important job as Superintendent of Public

Welfare in Charles City and New Kent

Counties, Virginia.

The other letter is one which will be as

fascinating to each of you as it was to me.

I must admit frankly that I didn't get it

first hand but Lois Ballenger to whom it was

written kindly sent it along to me through

Helen Mac. It is from Marty Moo«('v Mc-
Grath who gives as vivid a picture of war-

time living in England as I've seen or heard.

By your leave, I'll just quote from it—it's so

interesting. "I had a quiet giggle when I read

your note T am sure you are kept pretty busy

with your little family and various war
activities'! Christopher, you should see me.

I certainly haven't any time for war activ-

ities—I've got two boys now, the baby, Terry,

will be six months old tomorrow, and Michael

is two years and five months so what with

the cooking, housework, diaper washing and

caring for them plus my poor husband (who
doesn't get overmuch attention any more)

my hands are full and I'm busy from 7 a.m.

until 10:30 p.m. when I've finished giving

Terry his last bottle and can collapse into

bed. When I think what a lazy so-and-so I

used to be and how I loved lying in bed until

at least 1 0:00 a.m. it makes me roar w^ith

laughter—and no doubt it is the best thing

that could have happened for me. . . So mu;h
has happened during the past few years that

it hardly seems credible that I have been

away from home five years and five months!

. . . Had a most unpleasant time last summer
as I was in Kent with John's family when the

now famous (or infamous) flying bombs ap-

peared on the scene. The first night they cam^
over we were all of us up all night as we had

no idea what was happening. Little Michael

slept through everything, even when a

week or so later the windows were blown

out, all he did was jump in his sleep.

I jumped too, plenty, but didn't sleep. As
they came over intermittently all day and

night we didn't get much sleep especially as

for the first few weeks we had dozens of

huge anti-aircraft guns all around us and the

noise of them alone was something. You
should see the bits of shells and shrapnel we
found in the garden. It was a darned nuisance

as well as frightening as I couldn't take Mike
for a walk or anywhere farther than a quick

run to the house as the things came over any

time ... so he had to stay indoors most of

the time. He got so he could hear them

coming before anyone and would run to

where I was sitting saying "More doodle-

bug, Mommy" and stay very close to me. I

hated to see him getting nervous but there

was nothing one could do except pick him
up and run for shelter when the guns and

tracer bullets all started firing from the sur-

rounding fields. For the first time in his life

I had him sleep in my room so all I had to

do was put my hand out and quiet him. When
the guns opened up he'd leap around in bed

like a fish out of water but if I just put a

hand on him he'd quiet down. He got so

finally he'd reach out himself half asleep and
just say 'Hand, Mommy'. I'd hold hands
with him and he'd go oflf to sleep again. I

can't tell you how it upset me to see what an
effect subconsciously the thing was having

on him. Needless to say worrying over him
and the constant lack of sleep didn't do
Terry much good. It took us three months to

get Kim really doing well, but now thank
heavens he's fat and cheerful . . . We get

very few bombs nowadays and after spending
seven weeks in the quiet of Scotland where I

took the children when Terry was six weeks
old, Mike has forgotten all about them and
is back to his normal tough self. All we get

now is the dickens of a loud bang now and
then from these rockets, which aren't much
fun but I prefer them to the flying bombs
as you can't hear the rockets coming and
there isn't the same suspense as when a buzz
bomb was coming, then its motor stops and
you start counting and waiting for it to

drop— ! ! The nicest part for me of having

this war finished will be the knowledge that

I no longer need worry about Mike, Terry
and John except for the normal worries of

measles, street cars, etc.; but when every

minute of the 24 hours you have the idea

somewhere in the back of your mind that at

this very instant some bloke in Holland may
be pushing a button and by the time I've

written to the end of the page it may land

—

there isn't much peace of mind to be had.

What absolute heaven to put your children

to bed at night and know they are safe until

the morning—that's what I long for more
than anything!"

So, if any of you like myself get jsetty

little theories of self pity every now and then,

just refer to the above, and realize that we
here in the good old U. S. have more to be

thankful for than we could count every

minute of every day. That's about how I

feel on the subject, anyhow.

This wasn't intended as a sermon, by the

way. so rll just wish you loads of luck and
happiness, and hope for lots more news of

each of you for the June issue.

Addresses:

Martha Jane Mooney (Mrs. John Keswick
M:Grath) 9 Stone Grove Park, Edgeware,

Middlesex, England.

Betty Dail (Mrs. Robert Adair \i'ilson)

45 16 Stanford Street. Chevy Chase, Maryland.

Margaret C. Kearns, 2917 Eric Avenue,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
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1939

Class Secretary: Betsy Campbell Gawthrop
(Mrs. Robert S.) 326 West Minor Street,

West Chester, Pennsylvania.

fund Agent: Janet , Thorpe, SO Heywood
Road, Pelham Manor 65, New York.

Some grand letters came in and I think we
can catch up with a lot of people. I, for one.

had quite lost track of Elizabeth Love. After

college she went to business school, started as

file clerk, and is now private secretary to the

district manager of a wholesale coal company

in Nashville. She has also kept up her Junior

League work, and helps regularly at the

crippled children's hospital.

And a letter from Kay Bonsall Strong,

whose husband is a (frozen) 2nd lieutenant

in the Air Corps, a statistical officer. During

the past two years they have roamed from

Orlando, Florida, up to Cambridge, Massa-

chusetts, out to Colorado Springs, and then

to Pierre, South Dakota. Now he is at Browns-

ville, Texas, and Kay is at home. Her brother,

a major at 25, was killed in action in France,

August 3 0. I know everyone joins me in

sympathy for Kay and her family.

Mary Jeffrey Welles Pearson's letter came

just about an hour too late for the last issue.

My card went all the way to England and

back before finding her at Lexington. She

says, "Among the nice things that came

through the mail while I was overseas was

the Alumnae News. It was particularly in-

teresting to know that so much emphasis is

being laid on Social Studies, and I almost ( !

)

wish I could enroll again and take some of

those courses." Her husband is still overseas

at 8th Air Force Headquarters. She continue;

to be amazed with the comforts of the

U.S.A.—the luxury of central heating and

home cooking and roofs that don't leak after

living in Nissen huts without much fuel, and

eating army chow or British rations. She is

all praise for th& British acceptance of ration-

ing and the war in general. She says that

many families have practically adopted

Americans, treating them as they would their

own sons, sharing their last spoonful of sugar

or last morsel of meat with them. Often a

Red Cross volunteer will spend ten or more
hours daily on a war job. These volunteers

are of all classes. Jeff didn't do any acting,

but she sang for services at the chapel occa-

sionally, and songs and duets for the G.L
floor shows and dances. At one camp the

Chemical Warfare Company asked her to

help them out on a little show to demonstrate

new Gas Protective Equipment, so an original

script was cooked up which she directed.

There were six performances; the play in-

cluded everything from a gas attack to a

male strip tease and Seeing Eye Dog. She tells

of one amusing evening when the kindling

gave out and no cooking could take place on

the stove, the plumbing went wrong, the hall

fuse even blew out. But she seems to have

loved every minute of the nineteen months
she was there, and realizes the valuable ex-

perience she gained. And she pleads quite elo-

quently for more workers. "Personnel short-

age is so pressing that some Camp Clubs and
Aero-Clubs are now staffed with only one

American girl instead of the necessary two.

Just common sense and a sincere interest in

people are the fundamental prerequisites." If

anyone is interested, do write Jeff for details.

Cherrie Willson Arrington was reunited

with her husband last March after 16 months
in the Pacific. After twenty-one days leave

at home they went to the west coast and had

seven glorious months in San Francisco, Los

Angeles, and San Diego while his ship was

under construction. He became a lieutenant

commander in April. He is now back in the

Pacific, as an executive officer of a new de-

stroyer. Cherrie is with her parents in New
York City now, and sees Lottie Lewis, Jean

Moore, and Janet Thorpe once a week for

lunch. She saw Shirley Jones Woodard and

her cute daughter when she was in Rocky
Mount in December. Her young brother, a

first lieutenant, who was pilot of a Liberator

with the 15th Air Force is a prisoner some-

where in Germany.

Florence Swiff Durrance is the wife of an

Assistant Professor in the College of Educa-

tion at the University of Florida, and they

live in Gainesville, a delightful college town.

Her daughter, Ann Rawlings, aged 15 months,

is the center of all her activities. She spent

an evening with Pop Worthing ton recently

reminiscing about Sweet Briar days.

Bettina Bell Wyman and husband have been

in Brooklyn for over a year. He is in the

Planning and Control Division of the Overseas

supply part of the New York Port of Em-
barkation. They have a lovely apartment over-

looking the water in the Bay Ridge section

of Brooklyn, and have been housekeeping for

the first time with their own things. She

works from 9:30 to 1:00 with a small invest-

ment counsel in Wall Street. She's been doing

a limited amount of Junior League work,

which now consists of going to the Bay Ridge

Day Nursery. Ages ago her husband was over-

seas, so she fully appreciates the present set-

up. For any wandering 3 9ers up that way,

she gladly offers all hospitality.

Gracey Luckett Stoddard received on Feb-

ruary 27 five letters, the first in months
from her husband, then with the guerillas in

Manila, who at that time hoped to be with

the Americans soon. She reports that Gracey

Brooke Stoddard at the age of one month
weighed eight pounds, one ounce. The first

two months of her married life, Gracey had

to make twelve moves. That must be some

kind of a record, don't you think?

Viola James Wathen is back in Charlotte,

while her husband "skips" on an LST in the

Pacific. But they had several weeks together

in New Orleans before he left where they

nearly ate themselves into obesity in those

glorious restaurants. She ran into Dee Arnjield

Cannon and Peggy Gearing down there. She

and Henri Minor Hart, also in Charlotte now,

have been taking a Red Cross Home Nursin;^

course, and both get wicked gleams in their

eyes if anyone so much as sneezes. Nancy
Nalle Lea and Lib Lee McPhail are there too,

and she pictures Charlotte as a citadel of love-

lorn ladies. Vee, her one year older, thoroughly

enjoyed her birthday party and Happy says

both children are still the most fascinating

things in the world to her.

Eleanor Wallace Price is kind enough to

write of what she knows about others. Vir-

ginia Wcllford is living in New Jersey and
working in Philadelphia. Delia Meade's brother

has been badly wounded and is in the Walter
Reed Hospital. So sorry, Delia, and we all

hope that things will go well with him.

Betsy Durham Goodhue is another good re-

porter. She's on her way to Richmond soon,

for she is tired of digging out of ten feet of

snow. She says that Eleanor Claftiti Williams

came back February 26 from a second trip

to San Francisco to say goodbye to Tommy,
who has really gone now.

Mary Treadway Washburn is working at

New Departure, a large branch of General

Motors. She averages six drives a year—Red
Cross, Community Chest, War Bonds, etc. She

says it's hectic, but really fun and she has

gotten to know all types and nationalities,

and every day she has a chance to realize that

"People are Funny." She says Yvonne Lcg^ett

Dyer's Suzanne is darling, but resembles

mommy or daddy not at all.

Jean Olitcr Sartor is very busy making
shells in her defense job, which she has been

doing for fourteen months. And she says it's

work! For nine months she was a government

inspector and then resigned to go to work
two weeks later as a company inspector. That
was eleven hours, six days a week, and for

six weeks they worked twelve hours a day

every day. She seeks defects in the shell

cavities, and usually finds three thousand!!

a day. Imagine it. I'm wondering who checks

on J. They are making 81 mm. mortar shells

now. Her husband, Alton, is a captain in the

finance department of the LL Corps of the

Fifth Army. He has been overseas for twenty-

two months and right behind the front lines

every second. This unit was the first finance

unit in Sicily, the first to cross the Volturno

River, and the first in Rome, and was accord-

ingly commended by General Keyes for meri-

torious service on August 21, 1944. You
certainly are the kind of team that helps us

get this war over with. Glad J.O. finds the

time to ride Cheer. She says he'll be sixteen

this spring, and they'll both be getting home-
si:k for S.B.C, as I suppose many of us do

especially in the spring.

Gertrude Robertson Midlen and husband are

the proud proprietors of a HOUSE, bought

recently, but alas! they can't move in until

May. It sounds like a cozy mansion. Her
Johnny is fast approaching two and a half,

is thirty -eight inches tall, and weighs thirty-

five pounds. In other words, he's a brute, and

is fairly bulging with all he is learning about

this strange and wonderful world. She writes

that Eleanor Vandniff Frizer is in Sussex

while Bill is in the Pacific. And Julia Wortfj-

iiigtcn Lombard is still in West Dearborn,

Michigan.

A nice long letter from Suzette Bon tell

Hopkins—from July to October she and her

husband lived in Clarksville, Tennessee, near

Camp Campbell. He went overseas in Novem-
ber, and she returned to her parents in Wash-
ington. She's working for UNRAA as secre-

tary to the head of the training center at the

University of Maryland. They train people to

be sent overseas. She spends part of the week
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at the university and part in Washington,

thereby working with two sets of people. She

saw Margaret Vallancc, '40, and Ethel James,

'41, who is taking the ARC training course

before going overseas as a staff assistant in a

few weeks. Pleased, Mary Jeff? Sounds inter-

esting, Suzette. I'm wondering if you get to

speak any French at all.

In a letter from Betty Banns Bird that

just came, I find I made some mistakes in

her behalf. Her father is NOT overseas. She

is in >X^ashington and her son, Stonewall

Jackson, now weighs 16'/^ pounds at the

a*^e of three and a half months.

Another late letter came from Lucy Gsrdan

Jeffers. She's working at the Rationing Board

while Bill is in New Guinea. She's expecting

him back In July when his eighteen months

will be over. She says that Lu Martin is in

Norfolk, and has a very interesting job with

Veterans Rehabilitation Program in the edu-

cational section. Her father gave up quite a

large medical practice to get into the Army
and is now in Honolulu.

I feel we have some truly worthy repre-

sentatives in our class, don't you all? Good

luck to everyone of you. Let me thank once

more those who wrote such elegant letters. If

I have done any kind of credit to them, you

can see how widely they'll be enjoyed. It

would be grand to hear once from everyone.

Changes of address:

Janet Trosch A.R.C. 40727, Clubmobile

Group B. A. P.O. 50S, c/o Postmaster, New
York.

Mrs. George H. Flowers (Mary Frances

Buchanan) 1 8 North Lafayette Avenue,

Ventnor City. New Jersey (temporary).

1940

Class Secretary: Nida Tomlhi Watts (Mrs.

Robert, Jr.) 272 5 Handasyde Court, Cincin-

nati 8, Ohio.

Fund Ageti/: Margaret Wooiis Gillette
(Mrs. Louis C. ) 406 South Vine Street,

Urbana, Illinois.

Something lush in the way of flowers should

go to Polly Boze Glascock for her splendid

cooperation with this sorry department. Polly

did some excellent research work in our

"missing persons bureau." She discovered

Clara Call Frazicr out walking with her two
handsome sons. Polly said that Clara, as always

looked grand. Bill, Sr., has been overseas

since August and Clara is living in Richmond
for the duration. Aleise McMiiin Young and

her son are also living in Richmond while

George Is at sea, Aleise was in Boston recently

visiting Anne Conant.

Polly told me that the Richmond Alumnae
Association presented Lucile Barrow Turner
in a recital the first week in March. It was a

great success in every way and the gross

receipts were impressive. That is easy for me
to understand, because Cincinnatians who
heard Mrs. Turner are still talking about her

fine performance here. Mary Frances Barii-

harJi Calder sent Polly a snapshot of her son,

Duncan, and Jane Waflthalcn Gray also sent

one of her boy, Ronnie. Polly says that they

both are exceptional examples of young
America. And now for Polly herself. She is

still doing a grand job teaching French at St.

Catherine's. The Richmond round-up wouldn't

be complete without news of Maria Burroui>hs

Livingston and Ann Aiiamson Taylor. It Is

wonderful to be able to report that Ann's

husband. Bob, is back in this country. At

present they are at the Redistribution Center

in Miami while waiting for Bob's new assign-

ment. Madame Livingston's (Phoop's) "he-

vcnt" happened in January. Henry, III, already

weighs eleven pounds and "growls like a lion

for his food night and day." Phoopy says

that her good neighbor, Clara MacRac Causey

is in Florida with her husband's family. (The

news has just come that Lieutenant Com-
mander and Mrs. Causey have a daughter,

Margaret Cameron, born March lA—Editor).

Blair Bunting Both's new house in Radford

sounds like a dream. It is Cape Cod type with

a pine panelled den and a complete up to

date kitchen. WAVE Bettie Iihis Haskins is

having a big time at Lakehurst, New Jersey.

She and Bill and another couple have taken

a cottage at Bayhead for the summer. Muriel

Barrows is going into the Red Cross and went

to Washington, March 17, to take a special

course. Parge Woods Gillette is still in Illinois

and starts her day at 4:00 a.m. Parge's energy

and etiiciency goes on in all fields. She is doing

a marvelous job on the Alumnae Fund. Try to

help her out. Remember, too, that contribu-

tions from the class of 1940 are really a Fifth

Reunion gift. Moreover, only contributors

receive copies of the Alumnae Magazine.

Reba Smith Gromel is trying to keep up

with her eight months old daughter, Patsy.

The Gromels are living in Toano, Virginia.

Sally Mitchell Clingerman's daughter, Suzanne,

was born in November. Mona Spnrlock Fitc

became a mama on January 19. Her daughter

is named Linda Ann.

Eleanor Bosuortb Spitler really did right

by all of us. Her letter was like a shot in the

arm to this poor old dead tired column. I'm

sure that everyone will be glad to know that

Eleanor's husband, Kirk, is recovering at D^l-

ray Beach from his serious operation. Eleanor's

Nurses Aide training was a help when he was

in a Boston hospital. While in Boston, Eleanor

had dinner with Virginia Monroe and saw

Barbara Hoi man. Margaret Don ell Cochran
visited Eleanor. Since her hu;band has been

out of the country, Margaret has been taking

an interior decorating course and Spanish

dancing with Jeanne Harris in New York. She

is established in a penthouse there.

Ann Sims didn't give any "poiional news,"

but she gave a list of "stills." Rurh Beach is

still at Overlook Hospital in Summit. Sarah

Mayo Sohn is in Cambridge. June Fiirniss

Simpson is in Arlington, Virginia. Marion
Daudt McBride is working in St. Charles,

Missouri.

Jeanne Harris has just returned from a

super holiday at Chateau Frontenac. Her de-

scription is too good to miss. "It's such a

quaint medieval little town—steep, narrow
streets, turrets and spires on all the little

shops as well as the huje chateau. The town
is filled with Scotch high landers and lovely

French women who have a real old fashioned

prettiness about them. The children are too

beautiful to describe. They have such big

eyes and fat rosy cheeks. They give you
expectant smiles beneath fur hoods, wear

pastel wools and long black stockings."

Jeanne skiied everyday at Lac Beauport. On
the way back, she stopped in Montreal to see

Helen Taylor who is a doctor at the General

Hospital. Helen will be at Doctors Hospital

in N.Y.C., as of May IS. Jeanne brings news
of another interesting member of our class,

Irene Vongeher Vincent who has recently

been in Kashmir. She tells of the lattice win-

dowed houses and countless ancient buildings

and of living in a houseboat and traveling

around in a shikari (taxi) with embroidered

divans and white canopies!

Josephine Taylor, ex '40, with the pretty

brown eyes, was married in January to Lieu-

tenant (j.g.) Norman Carlson. Elizabeth

Conover, ex '40, announced her engagement
to John Bradford Colby. No date has been

set for the wedding. At present Mr. Colby,

who is in the Army Air Corps, Is stationed

in Galveston, Texas, and Libby took a trip

there In December.

Kay Hodge is at home (Henderson, Ken-
tuc:ky) continuing her Gray Lady work at

Camp Breckinridge and doing staff assistant

work at the Red Cross. C. P. Nicl Mahoney's
husband, George, recently got his "wings" as

a gunner on a B-17. C. P. is planning to join

him soon in Tampa. Kay was most enthusi-

astic about C. P.'s son, George Barrett.

I'm sure that all of you will join me In

extending deepest sympathy to Olivia Daris

MacDonald whose husband. Lieutenant Robert

MacDonald has been reported missing in

action.

Changes of address:

Mrs. David K. Spitler (Eleanor Bosworth)
22S7 Woodmere Drive, Cleveland Heights 6,

Ohio.

Mrs. William Frazier (Clara Call) 3 509

Stuart Avenue, Richmond, Virginia.

Mrs. Rodney D. J. Weathersbee (Mary Lee

Settle) 142 East S2nd Street, New York,

New York.

Mrs. George W. Young (Aleise Bruce Mc-
Minn) 58 Lock Lane, Apartment 4, Rich-

mond, Virginia.

Mrs. John W. Henry (Ruth Collins) 5 59

Marchant Road, Norfolk 5, Virginia.

Mrs. Bowen McClaugherty (Ethel Bowen)
San Carlos Hotel, ISO East 5 0th Street, New
York, New York.

1941

Class Secretary: Doris Albrav, 18 Curtis

Place, Maplewood. New Jersey.

Fund Agent: Patricia Doiilnig von Well-
SHEiM (Mrs. Alfred H.) 62 5 West Washing-
ton Street, Petersburg, Virginia.

Spring is in the air and I've got spring

fever, so if this is not up to par, blame it on
the weather. However, I do have quite a bit

of news for you. I have seen both Sally Esler

and Edge since the last issue. Sally, now being

Assistant Buyer in the Girls' Department at

Kaufman's, Pittsburgh, came up to New York
to scout around in the markets. We managed
to get together on a Sunday afternoon, then

we got inspired by the thought that Scully

was in town, got in touch with her, and we
all finally ended up together, having a mar-
velous chat. Not two days later I received a

letter from Edge saying she was coming down
to the City for a few days, so Dottic White
and I met her for dinner one night. As she
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was about to dash off to the theatre, we did

not have much time, but we did meet Bobbie

(her offspring)—courtesy of Kodak only

—

and found he lived up to Mama's ravings,

which is saying a great deal!

You all probably know by this time that

Franny Baldwin is now a part of the Major

and Mrs. Meade Whitaker combination. They

were married February tenth, and I under-

stand Mimi went down to make sure every-

thing went well. The Whitakers, so far as I

know, are now living in Quantico, Virginia.

Shirts writes that she and Dick have been

entertaining extensively, and that her "cul-

inary art" has been tested almost to capacity.

Shirts, lucky girl, has heard from Dedore. I

really think we should have some news of our

erstwhile secretary. Please, Dedore?

Dottie White writes that Joan Myers Riese

is now living in Florida, with son, Barry, Al

having gone overseas in January. Joan and

Barry expect to be there until late M.S. Hard

life!

Helen Watson Hill and George are now

members of the Junior Chamber of Commerce

of Rochester. Helen sounds unbelievably

domesticated. Thanks to a letter which she

wrote Edge and which Edge was good enough

to send me, we have the following news;

Sylvia Pefhick Maltby now has two sons, the

youngest of which is three or four months.

Anne Boroughs (and Pete) O'Connor are still

together at Great Lakes Naval Station, where

Anne has a job. Houstie, apparently, has

settled down with a house and child, but

where, goodness only knows.

Edge wrote after I had seen her to say

that Betty Joe was now working in the

Pentagon Building, that Ellie Damgard Firth

and Swede are now convinced that Molly

(last time it was printed as "Polly," which

Pi informed me was far from correct) is be-

ginning to look like her mom. Edge says

Bobbie's first word was "Granpa," which

pleased grandpa and would have irked Mama
more except for the fact that the second

word was Mama—which he says to the "wall

or the doorknob," according to Edge.

Craigie dropped me a note telling of Wilma
Zeisler's marriage to Mr. Henry Lee, on

February fourteenth, on which occasion Jean

Nehring was maid of honor. The Lees are

taking up residence in Philadelphia. Craigie

also said that she had spent a week in New
York with Fanny Bird Jones and Master

Charlie, aged ten months. Craigie also had

lunch with Gertrude Marril and says that

she looks marvelous.

And now, how's about some miscellaneous

tidbits from Helen Mac? Anna Bitting

Whitaker Bartel had a daughcer by the same

name on August twenty-first. Eunie Foss was

married March 29 to Sergeant John L. Sneed,

III, of Lynchburg.

Heard some very disturbing news about

Betty Blount Kempson. Last April she came

down with poliomyelitis, spent two weeks in

an iron lung, and has been in Warm Springs,

Georgia since June. Blount says she is finally

getting back the use of her legs, but is having

some trouble still with her arms. I am sure

you will all join me in wishing her a very

speedy and thorough recovery. It also seems

quite logical to suppose that she would like

to hear from you—any and all. Mrs. B. A.

Kempson, Jr., Georgia Warm Springs Founda-

tion, Warm Springs, Georgia.

Barb Hoiman Whitcomb has been travel-

ing around the country to quite an extent.

Her youngest sister's husband was killed in

Belgium in January, and Barb has been with

Helen since then.

Edie Vongchr Owen married First Lieuten-

ant Richard Bridges on February tenth. Dick
is a pilot in the Army Air Corps, has been

overseas, and is now stationed at Victorville,

California. The bride and groom live in the

mountains about fifty miles from the base.

Lou Lcmbeck Reydel called the other night.

She is listening to Chuck's first words and

generally managing to keep busy. Do Huner
is skiing and working on her Master's at

Columbia at night.

Pi writes that the von Ws are now back at

Camp Lee, Virginia. Al is getting ready to go

overseas, and Ingrid and Pi are staying there

until he does. Pi says of Ingrid, in her own
inimitable style

—
"She's getting very pretty

—doesn't look at all like me, for which I'm

thankful—and is an easy child to manage,

praise be!" Pi says she heartily approves of

Edge's Bobby, of whom she saw quite a bit

while back in Utica. She also informs us that

Piney Martin is in California with Pat, having

left her daughter home with Grandmother.
You have all been rery good about writ-

ing lately, and believe me, I appreciate

it with all my heart. Won't some of you
people from whom none of us have heard in

so long please drop me a line. Any letters

received between now and May fifteenth will

be of value for the June issue.

Changes of address:

Mrs. Richard Warren Bridges (Edith Von-
gehr) 899 Rim of the World Road, Crestline,

California.

Mrs. Henry R. Lee (Wilma Zeisler) 547

Hansel Road, Wynnewood, Pennsylvania.

Anita Loving, 907 Westwood Avenue, Rich-

mond 22, Virginia.

Betty Miessner, R.F.D., Morristown, New
Jersey.

Mrs. H. L. Parsons (Jennis Ross) 601

North Line Street, New Orleans 20, Louisiana.

1942

Class Secretary: Catherine Coleman, St.

Katherine's School, Davenport, Iowa.

Fund Agent: Eugenia Burnett Affel (Mrs.

Herman A., Jr.) 223 1 California Street, N-W.,
Apartment 508, Washington 9, D. C.

This letter will begin gaily on the note of

wedding bells, rung first in Lafayette, In-

diana, where on the twenty-third of De-

cember, Pat Potter became the wife of Cap-

tain Henry David Roach of the Army Air

Corps Reserve,

From the alumnae office comes news of the

wedding on the seventeenth of March of Ann
Hauslein and Thomas Garland Pocterfield.

Any details will be received gladly and will

be printed in a forthcoming issue.

On February 26, Miss Hope Elizabeth

Helfrich arrived, weighing in at 7 pounds 2

ounces. Di writes that she will undoubtedly

be a member of the class of '65.

Rene Mitchell Moore's mother wrote me
that Ann Barrett had just been visiting Rene

and Beverly in New York. Annie herself

wrote Helen Mac that she is at Station Hos-
pital, Camp Fannin, Texas. Her enthusiasm

for her job should inspire other qualified

Nurses Aides to go and do likewise. She wrote

"This is the grandest work there could be.

Do advise graduating Nurses Aides to go

into it. We live right on the post in the

nurses' barracks, work the same hours as they

and at times are in complete charge of a

ward. I have malaria cases at present. We
have officer status and resulting privileges

such as eating in officers' mess and member-
ship in the officers* club."

The rest of the rather brief epistle for this

month is from Penny Lewis: (This was
written on the tenth of February, and since

then she has moved on to France, from which
she is sending me French jokes to try out my
reading knowledge.) "Now we are 24! I

thought of you yesterday, even intended to

drop you a line, but didn't get around to it

(an obvious remark). I celebrated quietly

—

no cake or anything like that this year.

"El is in Bari at present, but I hope to see

her ere too long. (El is her sister, class of

'37). I was in Bari for awhile myself. The
natives of that city are without doubt the

most unattractive people I've ever seen. They
are dirty, bitter, ill-mannered people! That
was a strangely Fascist place, and I have

never decided whether the people were un-

pleasant and so took to Fascism or whether
they were the result of Fascistic training—an

interesting question.

If you agree with me that what we need

is a bigger and newsier class letter for June,

please write immediately. My best to you all.

Change of address:

Mrs. Harry D. Helfrich, Jr. (Diana Hope
Greene) Apartment E-1, Perry Circle USNA,
Annapolis, Maryland.

1943

Class Secretary: Frances Taylor Trigg (Mrs.

Locke H.) 5820 York Road, Richmond 21,

Virginia.

Fund Agent: Ensign Karen Kniskern White
(Mrs. Robert ) 6 5 29 Thirty-first Avenue,

N.E., Seattle, Washington.

With spring here, all the birds on the wing,

and love in bloom, weddings again comprise

most of my sketchy news of '43. Sally Bryan

wrote me a glowing account of Tish Hall's

wedding which took place in Atlanta on Jan-

uary 20. Tudy Hall and Sally were the two

attendants. The lucky guy was Major Norman
B. Bennett, Jr., of Winston-Salem who had

just returned from 26 months in England as

a bombardier. Tish and Norman are tem-

porarily stationed in Midland, Texas, and

Ouija writes that she has seen them both in

San Antonio.

Last minute news has just come at this

point—Ping's engagement has been announced

to Dr. Emerson Hadiy Drake, graduate of

St. Paul Academy and Yale, class of 1938

and Columbia Medical School. He is now a

resident surgeon at the Massachusetts General

Hospital. Dr. Drake is a brother of Franny

Boynton Drake's husband.

And on April 1, Junk announced her en-

gagement to Ensign Frank Briber from Den-
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ver, Colorado, graduate of M.I.T. class of

1943. The wedding will take place May 3rd

in Charleston.

Kitty Doar Jones came through here a

couple of weeks ago on her way to New
Haven for Barbara Prentiss Jones' wedding to

Peter Powers Hale on March 2. Kitty and

Annabelle Forsch were to be bridesmaids and

from the description of their dresses, etc., the

wedding must have been extra lovely. Prentiss

says Peter expects to be in New Haven in-

definitely and they have gotten an apartment

there. Lucky, lucky people! Kitty is back in

Tappahannock still teaching in high school

and she really has a full schedule for she

teaches five classes a day. Tommy is in India

with the cavalry.

By the time this goes to press Page Ruth

will be Mrs. James W. Foster, Jr., {he's a

lieutenant (j.g.) in the Navy) for she is

being married Easter Monday in Baltimore,

and Harriet Pullcn and Effie Siegling as brides-

maids will be there to catch the bouquet.

Page and Jim will live in Washington.

From various sources I hear that Dot

Stauber is married, but details so far arc

missing. All I know at this point is that the

name is Howard Anderson and that they are

living in Havana.

Another bride since last issue is Libby

Corddry Jones (Mrs. Winthrop H.) who is

now in California. While Winn was at sea

she stayed on a ranch and sent back glowing

accounts to us easterners. Then they were in

San Diego for awhile and I think that they

are now in Tacoma, Washington. Must be a

lot of merry '43 reunions on the west coast

these days for I hear that Judy Snoii Benoit

is temporarily in San Diego also. Virginia

White I do believe has deserted 'ole Virginie'

for she and her mother have rented a little

house in Richland, Washington, and she is

still working there as a medical secretary and

having a very gay time. Tookie Kniskcrn

White when last heard from was sunbathing

in La Jolla, California (with probably far

better results than our annual arcade bakings)

where Bob was to be stationed for a short

while. She said that she had run into Barbara

Briggs HolterhofF who was visiting her sister

there. (Ralph had been in Europe since June.)

Had a grand newsy letter from Byrd Suiifh

Hunter who says that when Henry left last

April she came back to Norfolk and is now
working as a book-keeper for H. B. Hunter
Company (Henry's father) during the morn-
ings and so has time for volunteer work in

the afternoons . . . and before long she'll be

a Nurses Aide. She's spent a weekend in

Franklin with Lucy Kiker Jones, Willie and

adorable little Patsy in their lovely house

which they have just built. By the way,

another class baby is Carter Claybrook Booth's

son, John Stephen Booth, born January 14.

Other items via Byrd are that Bonilee Key
Gavin (ex '43) has a little boy, Marguerite

Hume is doing Red Cross work, and Esther

Jett is working for her father in Norfolk.

Caroline Miller McClintock's husband is back

after 18 months overseas and they are now
stationed in Las Vegas, Nevada. Charlotte

Garber Rudulph is home with mama until

her husband comes home.

Clare Eager, again to my rescue, writes

that Mary Law is still with the Baltimore

Nens Post covering big fires, thefts, etc., and

Nancy Pingree has been in St. Paul visiting

Phoebe Su-eney Woolley and Franny Boyuton

Drake.

Lynn Eninierick Huidekoper is living out-

side of Toledo in Perrysburg where Huide is

working for the Plaskon Company, but they

think that before long they will be moving

on—probably to Chicago.

Ouija Adams writes that Anne Tiivedy

Arder (ex '43 ) and her lieutenant colonel

husband (who just recently returned to the

states) are now in Florida and that Elsie

McCarthy is working at Front Royal, Vir-

ginia. Ouija has changed from the Securities

Department to the Personal Loan and Bond
Department in the bank for the forthcoming

7th Bond Drive.

Sally Bryan is doing Nurses Aide eight

hours a dav in the Charity Hospital in At-

lanta. She says that Debbie Douglas has been

sick in bed for months . . . we certainly arc

sorry to hear that but hope by now that

you're all well, Debbie.

Richmond has been nil as far as Sweet

Briar news goes, but we did have one won-
derful reunion recently when Lucile Turner
gave a concert for the alumnae. Carol Tanner
was here that week on a sort of vacation from
the University of Virginia where she is work-
ing on her Ph.D. . . . more power to you,

Carol! And just as I was writing this Fay

Martin Chandler called up as she was passing

through on her way to Washington where Al

is going to attend some sort of photographic

interpretation school for a couple of months.

That's all for now. I've been so up to my
neck in this Red Cross Campaign that I

haven't been the world's best correspondent,

but hope that by the June issue I'll have just

gobs of news, so please do write.

Changes of address:

Mary Whitten Christian, D.S.S. Detach-

ment (Main), A.P.O. 413, c/o Postmaster,

New York, New York.

Mrs. Arthur H. Benoit (Judith Snow)
2 S 02 B Street, San Diego, California ( tem-

porary) .

Mrs. Robert E. White, (Karen Kniskcrn)

The Colonial. La Jolla, California (temporay).

Mrs. Bevin Smith (Elizabeth Dichman) 420
West 24th Street, Apartment SF, New York,

New York.

1944

Class Secretary: Connie Sue Budlong, 3 8

Chatham Arms, Chatham, New Jersey.

Fund Agent: Marion Shanley, 109 Mcrmod
Place, Kirkwood 22, Missouri.

News this time is mighty scarce. Such as

it is was obtained through great help from
the faithful. I'm up to my ears (and some-

times just the least little bit beyond that) in

Army Occupational Therapy Training here in

Richmond—and loving it. At the moment,
I'm waiting for Paulett and Mr. Long to

come pick me up as Pu, Fence, Williams and

I are going to SBC for the weekend, spring

play, reun-ing, etc. Will submit a report on

the Patch in my next communique.
The most recent and exciting news juu

arrived—Julie Tchou was married March 2 5

to James Ling in New York.

Of course I'm full of Richmond news this

time. We had a grand get-together ushering

at the Lucile Barroiv Turner Concert last

month, under Pu's able directorship. E. B.

Duval (Ensign, WAVE's) was home not so

long ago, looking ju>t right in her uniform.

She's stationed in Washington, D* C. now.
Ensign Marguerite Brendlinger is there too,

and reports a fondness for the District though
she hadn't expected to like it at all. Margy
has seen many '44s. She had dinner with

WAC Janet Staples, had seen Adeline Taylor,

who is still hard at work in school there

—

and was planning to go to Bowling Green for

Jean Blanton's wedding. Jean was married to

Edward Stehl, AUS (better known to us as

"Ned") on Saturday January 2S. Quite a

large class contingent was there— I missed

it by virtue of the 48 hour week. From all

reports, the bride was a beauty and the

wedding a lovely one.

Bride of the month (March) was Snookie

Woods, who was married to Major Rushton
Williamson, USMC, March 3 in Washington.
Have heard nothing about the wedding as

yet—knew about it only from a New York
Times write-up that Barbara Clark, ex '44,

sent down in a long and newsy letter. Am
hoping for a report from Snookie herself

soon.

Another exciting event was getting a V-
letter from Persis Ladd, ex '44, now in Eng-
land with the O.S.S. and enjoying it tre-

mendously, except that she was recuperating

from pneumonia in an Army hospital when
she wrote. Persis is in a plight—would love

to send and get mail from you all, but has

lost her address book somewhere in her in-

ternational shuffle so can't make any first

moves herself. I'll include her address so you
can help her fill up her new address book.

Had a chance (thanks to Helen Mac and
Miss Crawford) to read some excerpts from
a letter of Pvt. Marje Willetts. WAC. Marje
gave a wonderful resume of what had hap-

pened to her since Christmas, and up to her

present training period at Camp Crowder.
I'd love to quote the whole letter for you,

but will have to be content with a small part

only. "Returning to Oglethorpe, I found my-
self with orders to report here within the

next three days. Camp Crowder is a city in

itself. Men—in hundreds—appear everywhere.

The change is good for a time after training

women at Oglethorpe ... I am at school

here in the Ozark Plateau Area. I can say

very little about my actual work. Almost
everything we learn is of a "confidential

nature" or of a higher classification—that is

"secret" or "top secret." The material with

which we work is kept under combination
locks, an armed guard, and barbed wire. We
are not permitted to take notes of any type in

class. My memory is being well exercised, even

over taxed on occasion." Sound pretty excit-

ing, don't you think?

Alice Hepburn is doing hospital re-

cruiting work, and finding it a "wonderful
post-grad course in human nature." She's still

in Philadelphia, living with her top sergeant,

a girl from Texas, and taking those singing

lessons in spare time.
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Had news by a very roundabout route (via

Millie Littleford Camm. quoting a letter from

Virginia Noycs . . . who must really know)

that Frances Hester is engaged to Pvt. William

Dornett, studying medicine at U. of Cin-

cinnati. Hattie Tavenner is engaged to Lieu-

tenant Thomas Clausin, USA, and will be

married soon. Martha Lee Hoffman McCoy
and husband Mac are in Rhode Island, where

he is instructing in the Midshipman school

there. Martha Lee is keeping busy with a job

plus housekeeping. Pat Pattou MacMannis just

sent in her card from me in January, but is

forgiven since it followed her from Florida

to California. She's housekeeping with a

vengeance—on two electric plates! Lulu

Sadowsky ( my New York correspondent

}

writes that no one is up to much—except

that Sidney Holmes lost a "full" wallet, and

that she and Betty Maury had a fine time

together while Betty was visiting at Gov-

ernor's Island. Ginny Hall, finished with her

primary training in Army O.T., is in a Penn-

sylvania Army hospital for her inter neship.

Mil'-ie Brenizer has left N.Y. for Charlotte,

and Anne Bowen is firmly established at the

San Carlos and going to the N.Y. School of

Social Work, where Pat Stickney is too. Alice

Johnson Fessenden is in California with her

husband. Lieutenant William Fessenden,

Marine Air Corps. "Hospitality House Party,"

that brainchild of the Sadowsky family, is

all £et for another party for servicemen

—

this time at the St. Regis Roof—for Army,
Navy and Marines! If it's half as nice as the

last one, it'll be loads of fun for everyone

there. Jane Williams and Mary King, ex '44,

are up in the yankee territory—working with

airplanes at M.I.T. and living in an apartment

in Boston.

Betty Maury, back in Richmond with her

SBC degree, is working for the Times-

Dispatch. Carlisle Morrissette has a new Red
Cross job doing some kind of social research,

and spends her spare Saturdays hostessing at

the Navy League. Pu, Fence Williams and I

see her there nearly every week. A 'ice Lan-

caster Buck is back in town, working hard

on her Chamber of Commerce job. Hannah

M::llGry came up from Warsaw and her LaUn
and Government (!!!) classes for a weekend

with Alice, and it was so good to hear the

Mallory voice! Fence Williams spent a week

in Portsmouth, Virginia, doing her practice

teaching for the graduate course in mer-

chandising she's taking at Richmond Pro-

fessional Institute. She got a great bang out

of her pupils (high school age) and I'm sure

they enjoyed her! She just finished playing

Miss Persimmon (complete with a flight via

wire!) for the Children's Theatre Group
production of "Mary Poppins."

Dot DeVore has been working for several

months with the Red Cross as a case worker

or field representative. I'm sorry that limited

space prevents my sending verbatim a recent

report from her, because her experiences arc

many and varied. She has even had a little

boy left in her care—and unable to locate

his father, she took the child home with her,

fell in love with him and was heartbroken

when his father finally came for him. She is

quite enthusiastic about her work and I'm

sure she's doing a beautiful job.

Louise Hesson is teaching school in Elon

and likes it very much. She has only 22

pupils, but each one of 'em seems to be a

live wire. Nancy Christian is at SBC catching

up with us. I was staggering out of my last

class down at the Medical College of Virginia

last week (6:00 p.m. and ran plump into

Giddy Whitehead, down from Amherst for a

T.B. Seminar. Giddy is Amherst County T.B.

representative and doing a good job at it. On
the side she catalogued the S.B. music library

(untouched since the days of Daisy—almost)

and reports that she unearthed enough copies

of "Ave Maria" to pave a road from the

Boxwoods to the Pearly Gates—with plenty

to spare for detours. Babe Lovcland Swanbeck

is back home in Montclair while Ray is at

sea. She and Eleanor Goodspeed see each other

quite often. Dotty Bent tell Smith and hus-

band, Cat, are in Ft. Lauderdale for a phase

in Cal's flight training. She says she does get

to see him once in a while—but not often.

Kay Mensing, e.x '44, writes from Milwaukee

that she's still with the Marshall and Isley

Bank there, but now in the "Coupon Depart-

ment"—which sounds mighty impressive to

me. Kay reports that Barbara Fnrhush Ross,

ex '44, was in Milwaukee visiting her parents-

in-law not long ago.

Corporal Peggy Gordon had a chance to be

in Savannah for two weeks while brother

Arthur was home, WAC 'Neet Lippitt was
there too, and last reports from Brad were
from Florida, where she was vacationing from
the WAC routine, soaking up sunshine and
losing her bronchitis! Helen Cautcy and West
Woodbridge have migrated to Norfolk, and
Louise Smith and Knobby Norton are still

there too. Latest news from Dune has her

back from Arizona ("a wonJcrful place:")

under the Duncombe roof, well recovered

from her mysterious malady. Latest news
from Susie Somervell—she's in England!

—

and Sterling Nettles Murray stopped off for

a visit at SBC on her way north to join Bob.

And so goes the news for thi; issue. I'll naw
put on my hat and leave for SBC to deliver

the goods in person. Wish you all could com^
along!

Changes of address:

Persis Joan Ladd, O.S.S. (Det. Main) APO
41 }, c/o Postmaster, New York.

Juanita Cans, 2110 19th Street, N.W.,
Apartment 6, Washington, D. C.

Ensign Marguerite M. Brendlinger, 3 900

Fulton, N.W., Washington 7, D. C.

Mrs. D. R. MacMannis (Pat Pat ton) Sq.

A 421 B.U. Box 603, Munroc AAF, Munroc,
California.

Mrs. C. O. Smith (Dotty Beuttell) 2901

South Federal Highway, Ft. Laude.dale,

Florida.

Pvt. Marjorie R. Willetts, A-308986,
ASFTC WAC Det., Camp Crowder, Missouri.

Pvt. Susan B. Somervell, A 308984, APO
13268, c/o Postmaster, New York.

Cpl. Janet Staples, A 308985, 305 North
Charles Street, Baltimore, Maryland.

Frances Pettit, 10 West Elen Street, Apart-

ment 601, Chicago 1 0, Illinois.

Harriet Tavenner, Woodstock, Virginia.

Anne Bowen, San Carlos Hotel, 15 East

5 0th Street, New York, New York.

Former Student Writes from France

(Conf'nuicd from page 12)

kilometers to sec them and later that afternoon the first

soldiers in jeeps went by our house. Everybody was on the

road to acclaim them, to throw them flowers. And they,

though tired and covered with dust, returned our greetings

and gave candy to the children. On following days we were

able to speak to a lot of them. They were amazed to be so

well received after all the ruins they saw on their way. In

Hamelin there had not been either bombardments or fight-

ing. We had only been alerted during the battle around

Mortain, and had spent several nights in a laundry fixed

up as a shelter.

Everybody was so happy liberated from the Germans,

and everybody hoped for a quick end of the war. Alas!

the war is still going on. The winter is very severe and the

restrictions severe. Let's hope that 1945 will bring the end

to our sufferings; it is the ardent desire of everyone; but

we are free now, we must not complain. . . .

Now that it is possible to write I am asking you to write

us a very long letter. I long to know what has become of

you. Are there many changes at Sweet Briar? Will you give

my best regards to Miss Glass, Miss Dutton and to all the

professors I have known.

We came back to Lyon on Christmas Eve. Life is as

difficult as before but Charles must start work again. He
is director of a garage in town. We live in the suburbs, and

right now it is not an advantage on account of transporta-

tion difficulties. We have a car, which is very fortunate

because the garage is on the other side of the city. Charles

appreciates it all the more in that we are having very cold

weather, with an average of 10 below zero (centigrade).

How is Mr. Barker? Has he finished his thesis? Write

me quickly please about yourselves and about your family

in France, . . . Charles joins me in sending our most

affectionate greetings.



ALUMNAE IN THE SERVICE
This list includes the names of all Sweet Briar Alumnae

reported to the Alumnae Office by April 1, 1945

Frances Engeman, ex '25

Katherine McMahon, ex '28

Catherine Via, ex '2 8

Helen Weitzmann, '29

Helen Sm/f/j Miller, '30

Cynthia Vaughn, '31

Barbara Munter, '32

Margaret Milam, ex '33

RED CROSS OVERSEAS

Jane Greer Bender, '34

Barbara Miller, ex '3 5

Harriet Hicok, ex '36

Betty Bowley, '3 8

Patricia G. Balz, '39

Anne Lemmon, '37

'Jane Williams, ex '37.

Nancy Gatch, '39

Katharine Richards, '39

Janet Trosch, '39

Alice Gass Dornberger, '40

Frances Chichester, '41

'Ethel James

Katherine Spaatz, ex '41

''Sally Jackson, '42

'Eliot Jeffords, ex '42

''Daphne Withington, '42

MARINES
Janet Kimball Miller, '3 5

Marion Coles Phinizy, '40

Barbara Godfrey Adams, '40

Helen Sanford, '42

Virginia Towle, Academy
Helen Case Carroll, ex '22

Mary Craigtvll Kinyoun, '2 5

Martha Dabney Jones, '29

Louise Nelson, '30

Marjorie Sturges, '30

Jane M/lar MacBride, ex '32

Ruth Kerr, '32

Lillian Allison, ex '33

Elmyra Pennypacker Coxe, '20

Mary Hampton Martin, ex '2 5

Marietta Darsie, '26

Margaret Lovett, '27

Anita Crews, '29

Dorothy E. Fowler, '29

Anne Gochnauer, '3

Emma Riely, '3

Emilie Turner, ex '30

Anne MacRae, '32

Amy Davies, '34

Gail Donohue, ex '34

Anne Marvin, '34

Jane Lawder, ex '3 5

Ann Spiers, '3 5

Elizabeth K. Hartman, ex '44

WACS
Madeline Hawes, ex '33

Marie Le Pine, '34

Helen C. Neve, '37

Helen Allen Stupp, ex '3 8

Ellen McChntock, '40

Mary Petty Johnston, '40

Martha Rector, '40

Mary K. Warren, ex '40

Elizabeth Munce, '43

SPAR

Edith Mars/jall Martin, ex '32

WAVES
June lie Frees Heelan, ex '36

Elizabeth Hartridge, ex '36

Lucy Gore, '37

Anne Lauman, '37

Vera M. Scarry McGonigle, ex '37

Anne Benedict Swain, '39

Ann Parks, '39

Alice Hooper, '3 8

Helen Anderson Bryan, '40

Mary Jane Burnett, '40

Betty liins Haskins, '40

OUve May Whittington, '40

Carolyn Custer, ex '41

Joan De Vore, '41

Norma Bradley, '44

Margaret Gordon, '44

Alice Hepburn, '44

Anita Lippitt, '44

Susan Somervell, '44

Janet Staples, '44

Kay Thomes, ex '44

Marjorie Willetts, '44

Elizabeth McDade, ex '41

Barbara Thompson, ex '41

Betsy Chamberlain, '42

Eloise English, '42

Elizabeth Hanger, '42

Betsy Gilmer Tremain, '42

Viola Miller, ex '42

Margaret Preston, '42

Eleanor Ringer, '42

Barbara Ripley, '42

Alice Sweney, '42

Mary Jane Steiger, ex '43

Marguerite Brendlinger, '44

Ellen Boyd Duval, '44

Jeanne Glennon, ex '44

Please keep the Alumnae Office informed of changes in rank and station.

''Additions since the list was last printed in February.
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Commencement, 1945, was different in several ways, even from the previous war-time observances of this

traditional ceremony: it was held in the chapel for the first time in many years; the spectators were fewer

in numbers than ever; there were fewer alumnae than at any time since 1942 when reunions were cancelled.

Events for the weekend began with the alumnae luncheon for the seniors on Saturday, with half a dozen

alumnae playing hostess to the class of 1945 and to the special guests. President Glass, Dean Lyman, Mr.
Lyman, and Mr. and Mrs. Wheaton. Three alumnae mothers of graduates, were present with their daughters:

Eula Weakley Cross, Academy; Polly Bisscll Ridler, and Rachel Lloyd Hoi ton, both '17.

Edna Lee Cox, '26, spoke to the seniors for all the alumnae, and the alumnae who heard her were proud of

her indeed. She began by telling the fledglings that "Sweet Briar alumnae are an interesting and interested

group of people. They are younger than most colleges' alumnae, since the oldest graduated only 3 5 years ago.

She told them briefly the history of the Alumnae Association, which has only had a resident alumnae secretary

since 1926, and of the development that has taken place within the organization since then.

"Sweet Briar alumnae are more widespread geographically than most alumnae groups, which adds immeas-

urably to their power and widens their point of view. They are cordial and friendly . . . they appreciate and

love Sweet Briar . . . most of them appreciate Sweet Briar intelligently."

Continuing, Edna said, "You are Sweet Briar to the people in your community ... to your parents and

those who knew you before you came ... to the younger girls who are choosing colleges and who either will or

won't apply here because you came ... to the leaders of civic and educational and war work groups in your

city who are looking for college trained women on whom they can depend ... to your boss in that new job

... to your husbands and your children and all the hundreds of people you'll meet casually at dinner parties and

dances and teas and on trains and in buses. Sweet Briar has done enough for each one of us so we should try to

the best of our ability to represent her fairly, proudly and honestly as we go out in the world."

In closing, she quoted from an address made by President Hopkins of Dartmouth to a graduating class a

few years ago, paraphrasing it to ht Sweet Briar: "Tomorrow begins a new relationship between Sweet Briar and

yourselves. In the large, mutual positions will be reversed. Instead of the College being responsible for your

welfare, you will become responsible for that of the college. What you seek to do, what you achieve, and

what you are will become a part of Sweet Briar's heritage. In your departure from residence within these halls,

the College goes out with you, not knowing whither you go, but going confidently and proudly."

Miss Glass and Mrs. Lyman both spoke briefly to the seniors, giving them other slants on their newly

attained positions as alumnae and as members of larger communities of men and women whose talents and

training are all needed for the common welfare of those communities.

The sun filtered down through the elms and mimosas in Sweet Briar gardens for Miss Glass's garden party

at five on Saturday afternoon. Dean Lyman and members of the faculty and staff helped her receive the guests,

sophomores served refreshments, and everyone agreed that it was a lovely party.

On Sunday morning the seniors marched into Chapel in their caps and gowns to hear the baccalaureate

sermon, given by Dr. Harris Elliott Kirk of the Franklin Street Presbyterian Church, Baltimore. Dr. Kirk told

them that the older generations look to the young with hope, and that all must work together to build a better

world. He pointed out that the special qualities of woman's mind, those which make her zealous in the pursuit

of ideals, are the very qualities needed for the task which lies before the people of the world.

Final step-singing took place at five on Sunday afternoon, without benefit of the alumnae classics of melody

and the "cracked old throats'. As the shadows lengthened in the dell, shortly after 6 o'clock. Miss Glass con-

ducted brief vesper services there. The night air was chilly and the stars were bright in the sky when seniors

and sophomores began the brief Lantern Night ceremony at 1 that evening.

Commencement Day—Monday—was probably the coolest in Sweet Briar's history and the exercises pro-

ceeded comfortably. President John W. Nason of Swarthmore College talked to the seniors about the Virtues

of the Single Mind, which he defined as distinction, zest, and direction.

"By singleness of mind I mean doing one or a few things because one wants to do them, resisting the

common enemy of all distinction—the deadening influence of unnecessary conformity to convention,—having

an aim in life worth pursuing . . .

"Your first obhgation is to live an interesting life not because it will have value to others but because it

is important to yourself. . . . Whatever you do, do it with gusto and zest."

Too much conformity to convention, he continued, hampers the element of individuality within the frame-

work in which our lives are lived, all too often the result of such conformity is that we let ourselves be stulti-

fied by its demands.

Certain goals must be set, he said, to do what is worth doing, but the individual must be aware that the

achievement of goals is possible only at a price. "The scale of activity is not important . . . but we can all add

an element of enthusiasm, of individuality and of direction to our own lives," he concluded.

Congratulations, sad farewells, last-minute packing, and then it was all over. By mid-afternoon the campus

had already lapsed into its summertime quiet.
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TheSweet Briar Alumnae Association

Presiitetif

Mrs. E. WEBSTrR Harrison
(Mary Huntington. '50)

l)r.ikc Ru.id, Station M, Cincinnati 27, Ohio

Piisf President—Martha von Briesen

Sweet Briar, Virginia

Vice-Prcsidetit

Director of Alu mnae Cliihs

Mrs. Franklin P. Parker

(Katharine Niles,~76)

46 Glen Road, WellesleyTTTlls 82, Massachusetts

Second Vice-President

Mrs. Frank Edward Briber

(Anne Mcjunkin, '45)

1443 7th Street, New Orleans, Louisiana

Excciltiie Secretary and Treasurer

Helen H. McMahon, '23

Sweet Briar, Virginia

Chairman of the Alumnae fund
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Glimpses of Commencement Weekend

In traditional confusion, the seniors gave their caps and gowns to the juniors at the end of final Step-singing on Sunday

afternoon, surrendering the Golden Stairs to them at the same time {upper left). The Class of 1947, ready to make the

dash for the Junior Bench (/('//, center). Part of the academic procession: Miss Glass, Dr. Rollins, Dr. Kirk, Edna Lee

Cox '26, (alumna member of the Board of Overseers) Dean Lyman, Dean-emeritus Dutton, Miss Morenus (lower left)

.

Four new alumnae, Frances Estes, Sarah Temple, Jean Moores, Alice Edwards (upper right). Sophomores with hoods

getting ready for the procession (lower right). These lively snapshots were taken by Mr. W. Huston Moores, father of

Jean Moores.
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Benedict Scholarship Nears Completion

WONDERFUL is the only word for describing re-

sponse to the Benedict Scholarship Fund! When it

was begun last fall, it was with the hope that it might be

completed in time for presentation at this commencement.

In May, however, the fund was still some distance short of

the goal of $12,000 and that, plus the fact that travel

restrictions made it impossible to invite to Sweet Briar all

those who would like to be here for the event, forced post-

poning the presentation of the gift.

In making this decision, the Committee felt confident

that those who have been so interested in the progress of

the Scholarship Fund would understand the reasons for the

postponement. It also felt that they should have a report

of the Fund as it stands today.

When this magazine went to press tne Benedict Scholar-

ship Fund had reached $10,610 in cash, war bonds and

stamps; in addition pledges outstanding amounted to $500.

That means graduates and non-graduates. Special students

and Academy 'girls', faculty members who are still at

Sweet Briar and many who left here years ago, staff mem-
bers who are second to none in their loyalty to Sweet Briar,

classmates of Miss Benedict's who graduated from Vassar

in 1897, colleagues on the faculty at Connecticut College

who knew her while she was dean there ... all these and

others too numerous to classify have sent gifts. It was

obvious, from the notes and letters which accompanied the

gifts, whether they were small or large, that the senders

were all equally happy to have a share in honoring Sweet

Briar's first president.

Miss Benedict, characteristically, considers the entire

project a tribute to the pioneers . . . students, faculty

members and others who had a hand in the beginning of

Sweet Briar. Recently she wrote, "I hope you reahze that

for me this Fund is in honor of Sweet Briar 1906-1919,

each and every person, for each one counted in what we
were able to do ... I can't take the raising of the fund

as honoring me individually, but look at it as honoring all

-the pioneer workers. For that reason I am eager to see the

best possible consummation."

Since the entire project is so closely associated with

founders, the Committee feels that Founders' Day would

be a most appropriate time for presenting the Fund to the

college, and it is their fervent hope that all the pioneer>

will be listed and that the total amount will be in hand

by that time. Whether or not the presentation could

actually be made next fall will then depend upon travel

conditions and other circumstances.

In the meantime, the Committee on Scholarships is

already making plans for the day when the hrst Mary
Kendrick Benedict Scholar is to be selected. Miss Benedict

was asked to outline the qualifications for the scholarship,

which she has expressed as fo'lows: "To an upperclass

student of high academic standing and personal integrity,

who in the judgment of the Committee, gives promise of

an outstanding career of service."

She amplihed this brief statement as follows: "You ask

me to outline the 'qualifications of the Benedict Scholai-

ship' and I am glad to have the opportunity of expressing

myself on the matter. I have written out my idea of the

qualifications of the girl whom I should like most to help

to get a college education.

"High academic standing—intellectual ability— is not

enough. Honesty, right-mindedness, devotion to truth,

freedom from personal bias, makmg ideals real, ability to

weigh values, for all of which I can't find a better word

than integrity—are to me more important than scholarship,

but do involve intellectual power.

"I also feel that giving and doing something for the

world is the purpose of an education, and the girl I should

like most to help will want to give rather than to get. She

wants her training primarily because life is some sort of a

mission. Perhaps my condensed statement implies that

the girl must plan to have a career in the ordinary

sense of the word. I do not mean that. I have known
many persons who have had outstanding careers of

service in their own homes, in school rooms, small com-
munities, hospital wards, literary work, or research, with-

out popular acclaim—in fields large or small too numerous

to name."

In a letter to Marion Peele, Miss Benedict wrote: "As

you say, I feel that there were many girls at Sweet Briar

in 'Yesteryear' who would have qualified for the scholar-

ship as I tried to formulate the qualifications, and I feel

that out of so many more, there must be even more in

today's group. It might be a little harder to find those

girls in the larger group, because the qualities I would look

for are not those that count toward prominence in the

community. That is why I think it is a good idea to have

the scholarship given to a junior or senior, and not to the

classes below. If it were given to a sophomore, the com-

mittee would have to award it when the girl was still a

freshman and I think it would be hard to be sure about

the girl. I was a little afraid my formulation might make

it seem as if I were trying to find some one who is very

unusual, and I hope it won't be understood in that way."
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A Commencement Address
BY Miss Glass

WE ARE told that this is the time of courage; of

crisis; of self-sacrifice; of vision, without which

the people perish; of hard work.

We do not hear, in public speeches, that this is the time

of marriage—and yet marriage is no longer in the registry

offices, churches and homes only. Marriage is in the army,

the navy, and the marines, in government offices, in

factories, in colleges, and even in schools—in fact, in the

air. These marriages are greeted with the usual sentiment,

with unusual forebodings—for good cause—^and with a

fervent hope and a disinclination to think or to look far

ahead.

Perhaps this is why what I want to talk to you about

takes on the aspect of a marriage which W2 can celebrate

with as high hopes as any, and with confidence to rejoice

at the union and to contemplate with satisfaction all seven

children that will compose this family.

It is the wedding of Minerva and Mercury, and we shall

let Catullus sing the first chorus:

O thou, Urania's heaven-born son,

Who'se loved abode is Helicon;

Whose power bestows the virgin's charms

To bless the youthful bridegroom's arms;

O Hymen! friend of faithful pairs,

O Hymen! hear our fervent prayers.

Ye virgins whom a day like this

Awaits to greet with equal bliss.

Oh! join the song, your voices raise

To hail the god ye love to praise.

O Hymen! god of faithful pairs,

O Hymen! hear our earnest prayers.

I shall tolerate no lifting of the eyebrows as at a new
bit of scandal in the elopement of the Goddess of Learn-

ing and the God of Action, in its many phases—business,

transportation, communications, and, I might add, acqui-

sition. It is true that no poet has written a marriage hymn
for this pair, nor has history recorded the family tree.

There are so many important things that historians have

not recorded. Such learning and such civilization as we
have is the indisputable testimony to this family.

We have appropriated Catullus' hymn for them, and it

looks as if we must turn his stanza for little Torquatus into

a chorus, recurring for all seven of the precious children

of this marriage:

Let Young Torquatus' look avow
All Manlius' features in his brow;

That those who know him not, may trace

The knowledge of his noble race;

And by his lineal brow declare

His lovely mother chaste as fair.

The first child was Sophia, the ideal older sister, the

embodiment of the wisdom that comes when knowledge is

fulfilled in action. Whenever Phi Beta Kappa members
foregather it is to celebrate her, and for some years when-
ever they have foregathered they have requoted Mr. Emer-
son, saying, "Action with the scholar is subordinate, but it

is essential. Without it he is not yet man. Without it

thought can never ripen into truth;" or saying, "A great

soul will be strong to live as well as strong to think. Docs

he lack organ or medium to impart his truths He can

still fall back on this elemental force of living them. This

is a total act. Thinking is a partial act."

We all know that knowledge which remains locked in

self-satisfaction is cheated of its birthright, and that action

that is hurried before knowledge is ripe is disastrous. The
thing that we want to do in this year and this day is

to act as if we knew it. We are in desperate plight for

speed, and we are attuned to destruction and to waste.

Can we talk at such a time of waiting for knowledge to

ripen? The invading forces of the Allies seemed to think

that we could. In many of our national enterprises we seem

to be in doubt of it. Action outstrips knowledge, and the

thing is to do over again, with added complications and

only perhaps, with more wisdom. Can we remember our-

selves in our own lives and in our joint lives—and we
know how closely knit we all are at the moment—that

wisdom is the elder sister, and that her advice is priceless,

and that consultation with her is an obligation against the

future as well as a privilege in each quandary.

The first son of this family when they lived in Rome his

parents called Facultas. It is a more musical name than

we use for him here in America, where he is so honored as

Efficiency—probably called "Eff" by his fellow Rotarians.

He draws on knowledge and action and wisdom, and adds

speed to the combination, and exercises himself by repeti-

tion, and gains that something added which comes with

each cycle of repetitions. What has he to say to a group

of young women who have made a considerable start on

their life-long acquaintance with knowledge and who
recognize wisdom as available counsel? Eft has become a

judge in America. One thing he says in no uncertain terms,

"Your happy carelessness is not enough." "We just did not

think" is not a valid defense in his court. In proportion as

you have had opportunity to learn to think, to form the

habit of thinking, and to test thought by experiment, in

this proportion is the severity of his judgment against you.

We college people have been arraigned—in an almost end-

less list of crimes—as unab!e to read fine print and follow

it, as content with half-performance finished with an in-

gratiating smile, as believing that no one could be so cruel

as not to allow a few more days for completion, as poor

self-starters. If these things are true—and the accusation

comes from those who have encountered them—we have

cut Efficiency publicly, though we claimed that he be-

longed to our class in college. His prestige, however, is so

high in the public mind that it will not be he but li'e

who suffer from the broken acquaintance.

What is the theory, how does it apply in the circum-

stances, how accurately and speedily can it be put into

profitable practice, are the questions facing men and

women in the armed services, in industry, in organization
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and .idministration, in liouscliold management, In produc-

ing a play, in cooking a first dinner and making the baby's

daily schedule, in providing for recreation and spiritual and

intellectual growth. Eff is a great help in all this.

The domination of this son tends to dehumanize his

followers, but none the less he cannot be disregarded. It

is good that we know that Vigor belongs to this god-

sprung family too. He is so much like his father, able to

conquer distance and hardship by land and by sea. You
will remember that Mercury's winged feet carried him

with greatest speed "over hill, over dale, through bush,

through brier" as he kept gods in touch with gods and gods

in touch with men and men in touch with men.

He arranged business here and there and yonder; he took

what was needed to the place where it was needed; he was

canny as to supplies. In his messages there were the greet-

ings of Sophia as well as the speed and finish of Facultas,

but what characterized him most was his adequate and

debonnaire manner. Now Vigor has it too. There is a

tlame-like quality that at one time flashes and at another

glows, a zest in learning as well as in doing that proclaims

him no less his mother's son than his father's. He too says

things to the young women of all times and likewise to

you. Some groups at some times he bids to keep going, and

he travels hand in hand with Facultas. Again he comes

alone with Minerva's smile on his face, making one know
that the surety of knowledge really underlies all profitable

going here and yon. You are a doing generation and in the

days ahead you will need that surety for your own life,

and, if Vigor is with you, you will find time to get it for

yourself and many times to add to the sources of it for

other people.

I am fond of talking about leisure in solution, though,

I must confess that the picture of leisure in nice, long, un-

broken pieces often dazzles my fancy. 1 am more familiar

with leisure in solution. It may be in varying quantities,

from the ten minutes

—

oiiwii ads.it—that you wait for the

person with whom you have an engagement, to the one,

two or three hours that you wait in uncongenial surround-

ings for a train, or, by luck, in your own spot when you

know that the train is late, and, decisions and arrangements

all made, bags packed, you are as nearly absolutely free as

one gets in daily life. But times of leisure are many more

than these seemingly unprofiitable ones. The thing needed

is to recognize them as leisure and, with Vigor's aid, to use

them in refreshing study, planning and creating.

When Leonie Villard, a professor of English in the

University of Lyons, France, was with us at Sweet Briar

she inspired many of us to believe that in any busy life

intellectual vitality can grow and bear fruit. I remember

the story of one lady of her acquaintance living in Paris

with a home and family, civic responsibilities, many social

obligations, who found and used these leisure periods,

irregularly of course, now of shorter and now of longer

duration, in which she pursued a subject in which she was

interested until she woke up to find herself an authority

on it and ab!e to put this authoritative knowledge at the

disposal of others. We have known all along how many,

especially English and French, public men in high and

demanding positions have been also scholars in mathematics

or literature or history or what not, but there is a kinship

with this lady in the circumstances of our lives that en-

courages us to believe that we too may keep alive, develop

and exercise our intellectual powers that have had in oar

long education such care and training. Another lady, this

time in Philadelphia, I believe, who has all the same demands
of family, friends and civic duties, carries on her experi-

ments with small fish housed in the upper hall, a source of

boundless interest to the children and of profit to the

society of ichthyologists. I never forget the impression

made on me by what the preparation of a dictionary of

Latin inscriptions did to Dr. George Olcott and his family

over a period of many years. It did pa'pable good, down
to the experience of the six year old, who had a task within

her interested and precocious ability. I knew an artist who
was training herself to do pick-up work, as she called it,

in painting, and she was surprising herself with what she

could do with it.

You are about to be caught in a demanding time when,

if ever, you will feel that you must put your all into work
that has to be done. I would not have you do otherwise,

but I would have you keep the attitude of mind that

expects study of the less immediate or of the more im-

mediate all your life long. There is every indication that,

when the war is over, your daily life will be largely Without

servants, but with many gadgets raised to higher im-

portance in domestic economy than ever before. There will

be time—not always, but appreciable time if your eye is

focused to see it. Use it, in accordance with your gifts, in

study, in artistic production, in research and discovery.

Any education which enables you to do so is education

indeed.

We have been talking about time to study and time to

accomplish, and we count on Efficiency and Vigor to help

us. Both of them have an urgency about them that may,

by their very demands for speed, warp judgment and

bring disappointment. Life is immediate, but life is a'.so

long, and mankind lives sub specie aefcniitafis. It was the

power to cope with this that little Patientia brought to the

family. She is so full of courage and hope that her name,

when it signifies "putting-up-with" is very misleading.

She has the far view. She and Sophia exchange g'ances, and

the whole family goes on its way without such haste but

also without stop. The goal seems nearer and strength we'ls

up inside the rest to reach it.

When they were living in such fashion as this, along

came the twins, Gaudium and Laetitia. This family, with

its true marriage of Learning and Action and with Wisdom

and Efficiency and Vita ity and Patience, deserved the

twins, and with them came the heart-lilting charm that

just the word "twins" seems able to impart. As they grew

up, of course, Gaudium showed a boy's natural vim. He
took the rest of the family out of themselves, until a

whoop of clear joy seemed the proper expression of th;

moment. And there sat Laetitia, with her quiet half smile,

a little to one side of her mouth, and she savored the joy

so deeply that she did not have to say much about it. The

(ContinncJ on Ihi^f 22)
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Gift of Greenhouse to Honor Miss Ames
BY Anna Mary Chidester, '45

O'
kN learning that Miss

Adeline Ames, head of

the biology department,
planned to retire this

June after 2 5 years of teach-

ing at Sweet Briar, a group

t ™™_jH °^ students decided that we
^^^HHjHr J^'*l^l wanted to do something to

^PP^^^ jZ^^lH^j express our appreciation to

^^^L 1 ^pBB '^^'^° ^^^^'^ talking it over

^^^BBH %a: "^f^ ^^ concluded that some gift

to the college would please

Miss Ames much more than a personal gift to her. Since

she had often remarked how much Sweet Briar needed a

greenhouse for its biology department, we decided that

that would be an ideal gift.

By numerous individual gifts from students on campus,

from alumnae who majored or took advanced courses under

Miss Ames, and from other friends at Sweet Briar, a fund

large enough to build a greenhouse ($1,000) was raised.

Mr. A. G. Smith, Jr., of the U. S. Department of Agri-

culture, stationed at Blacksburg, helped choose a site for the

proposed structure. In order to have a convenient supply of

heat and water, as well as a clear spot not surrounded by

trees, he advised that the greenhouse be built west of the

laundry. We hope that the greenhouse can be erected this

summer, and Mr. Smith will stop at Sweet Briar during

the construction to help supervise the building work.

This greenhouse will fill a need long felt at Sweet Briar.

The general botany classes will be able to conduct physi-

ology experiments on growing plants. More advanced classes

in taxonomy will be able to study plants not native to this

region. Doubtless there will be an aquarium providing a

constant supply of algae for study.

Miss Ames has already expressed her thanks and appre-

ciation of this gift to the college in her honor. The green-

house will serve the double purpose of showing the appre-

ciation of many of us students past and present to Miss

Ames and of improving the equipment of the college.

In acknowledging the gift Miss Ames has written:

"Yaiir note ainiouiicing that some of my students, past

and present, had contributed toward a grcetihouse fund,

came as a great surprise. It was a very nice thought. Any-
thing to improve the_botanical work at Sweet Briar is

pleasing to me, for I shall afivays be interested in the

progress of the college.

The facilities of a greenhouse will enable the depart-

ment to make the class work more interesting and to offer

courses hitherto impossible to give. The greenhouse may
not aspire to orchids, but 1 hope that plenty of geraniums

and tomatoes, for dissecting and inoculating, may be

grown there, that fern gametophytes and Hepaticae may
find a home under the benches, and that even some Oscil-

latoria may oscillate over the damp soil.

I assure you that many happy recollections of my
students will be with me through the years.

My sincere thanks to you all.

Adeline Ames.

Honors Awarded at Commencement

SEVEN of the 77 seniors in the class of 1945 were

graduated with honors. Ann Bower, Richmond, and

Anne Warren, Greenwich, Connecticut, who had been

enrolled under the Honors Plan of Study for the past two

years, received Honors in History. Five others won general

honors; their names and their major subjects are as follows:

Anna Mary Chidester, Toledo, cum laude, (pre-medical

sciences); Ann Gladney, Dallas, cum laude (art); Ruth

Longmire, Temple, Texas, cum laude (international affairs) ;

Jean Ridler, Wilmington, Delaware, magna cum laude

(chemistry) ; Margaret Swann, Winter Haven, Florida,

magna cum laude (pre-medical sciences). Margaret com-

pleted her college course in three years at Sweet Briar, with

summer sessions at the University of Tennessee and the

University of Richmond.

The Manson Memorial Alumnae Scholarship for the

coming year was awarded to Beatrice Dingwell, '46, Wash-
ington. Bea, who is the new president of the Y.W.C.A.,
has been head of the Misioncs this year, a member of the

Choir and G.ee Club for three years, and she has served on

a number of committees. A graduate of the Sidwell Friends'

School in Washington, Bea entered Sweet Briar on a Com-

petitive Freshman Tuition Scholarship, won Freshman

Honors at the end of her first semester in college, was one

of four members of her class to receive Junior Honors at

the beginning of the past year, and she has been on the

Dean's List every semester.

The Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award was given this

June to Ellen Coalter Gilliam, Lynchburg, who was chosen

for this recognition by a committee made up of students

and other community members. Ellen, to whom Miss Glass

said in presenting the award, "You have lived in this com-
munity as one whose daily life is a reflection of high

spiritual quality," has participated in many student activ-

ities. This year as president of Tau Phi, she led the group

in an unusually lively program; as Chairman of the War
Service Committee, she saw to it that all phases of that

committee's work functioned as smoothly as possible, fol-

lowing up all suggestions for new work opportunities with

speed and skill. Being a nurses' aide herself, she was instru-

mental in organizing the other 14 students who have earned

that title for weekend service in the Lynchburg Hospital.

In addition, she has been a class officer, business manager
of the Briar Patch, a cabin leader, member of Q.V., and

on the Orientation Committee for three years.
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Many Gifts Received During Past Year

SWEET BRIAR'S friends remembered her generously

during the past year, as the Hst of gifts read by Miss

Glass at Commencement indicates. Numerous books, a

painting, a horse, and a mirror were included among the

miscellaneous items, and in addition there were gifts of

money totaling $41,448.

The alumnae had contributed, since July 1, 1944, the

princely sum of $20,5.' 3 which represented the combined

gifts to the Alumnae Fund and its counterpart, the Mary

K. Benedict Scholarship Fund. On June 4, when Miss Glass

read the announcements, $9,500 had been designated for

the Benedict Scholarship, $4,000 for the general endow-

ment, and $6,8 3 3 as an unrestricted gift to the college.

(Since that date the Benedict Fund has grown to $10,610

.ind the Alumnae Fund to $11,071.

Friends of the college, parents of students and alumnae,

profits from student enterprises, class gifts, proceeds from
the Bookshop . . . together these accounted for an addition

to the general endowment funds of $19,165 in the past

year. The auditorium fund, too has grown by $950.

Finally, there is the fund of $1,000 for a greenhouse,

representing the gifts of alumnae who majored under Miss

Ames, those who took advanced courses from her, students

now in college, and other friends who wished to share

in this tribute to her teaching career at Sweet Briar.

The lovely mirror mentioned above is hanging in the

west bedroom of Sweet Briar House. It was given by Mrs.

L. L. Lloyd, mother of Elsie Lloytl Tandy, ex '15, who
died in March, 1942. The riding horse was a gift of Mr.
Floyd Knight, Lynchburg, and has been riden by students

all year.

AHIGFiLY-VALUED addition to the Sweet Briar art

collection is a water-color painting by Maurice
Prendergast, distinguished American artist, which was
given to Sweet Briar by the painter's brother and sister-in-

law, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Prendergast of Westport, Con-
necticut. It was received late in May and hung in Gray
where it can be seen by all visitors.

Aside from the beauty and value of the painting itself,

it has a special significance because Mr. and Mrs. Prender-

gast have been the guardians of Antoinette Le Bris, '45,

ever since she came to this country from France on a visit

in the summer of 1939.

"Salem Harbor" was painted by Maurice Prendergast in

1922, two years before his death. It depicts one of his

favorite subjects, a beach scene with people on a bright

summer day, with the summer sea and sailboats in the

background. The first impression is one of gaiety and

charm, of color used to give design and form. Soft grey-

greens, translucent whites, a wide range of blues, reds

ranging from soft orange to vermilion and rose, all are

combined harmoniously and apparently spontaneously.

Critics have said that he was an original artist because

he was of no school and founded none, and he has been

widely recognized as one of the great water-color painters

of this country. Many maintain that he reached a high

point of technical perfection, particularly in his later

works, of which this is one.

Charles Prendergast, who lived, worked and traveled

with his brother for many years, is also an artist. He has

won critical approval with his highly decorative panels,

although his works have not frequently been publicly

exhibited.

QUITE a few gifts from alumnae have been welcomed
during the past year by the Mary Helen Cochran

Library, according to Miss Janet Agnew, librarian.

Eight purchases were made with funds given by the

Alumnae Association in memory of William Bland Dew.
Following Mrs. Dew's suggestion to select biographies, the

newly-acquired books, which have all been appropriately

marked, include: Come Slou'ly Eden (Emily Dickinson)

by Laura Benet; Against Oblivion (Joseph Severn) by
Sheila Birkenhead; Fourscore Years, by G. G. Coulton;

Archibald Cary of Ampfhill by Robert K. Brock; Dai id

Glasgow Farragut (2 volumes) and Virginia Born Presi-

dents by Charles Lee Lewis; The Vanishing Virginian by

Rebecca Yancey Williams; The Young Jefferson by Claude

Bowers. The five last named are fitting additions to the

library's collection of biographies of Virginians.

The first books marked "bought with the income of

the Jean Campbell Myers Fund," given to the library last

year by the class of 1934 on the occasion of its tenth

reunion year, have been placed in circulation recently.

They are a two-volume edition of Horace Walpole's Corre-

spondence with Mary and Agnes Berry and Barbara Cecilia

Seton. Annual future purchases will be made possible with

the income from the fund, which has reached $4 5 0, and

the library anticipates the addition of other desirable books

which it could not otherwise purchase.

Many other gifts have been made to the library by

alumnae in the past year, the most recent being four

special purchases for the Browsing Room ordered by

Martha Lou Lemmon, '34. More than 100 books were

given by Edna Lee Cox, '26, and others whose names are

entered in the gift book are Helen McMahon, '2 3; Mary
Clark Rogers, ex, '13; Rachel Lloyd Holton, '17 and her

sister, Ruth Lloyd, ex '11. The latter two gave an interest-

ing set of plates entitled The Birds of America. Printed in

1873, the 69 plates were drawn from life by Theodore

Jasper.

Virginia Cunningham Brookes, '3 5, sent a copy of SAy

Master, by Frank Cunningham, and Margaret Wilson

Ballantyne, Academy, continues to send complete annual

files of Fortune magazine to the library. An unusual gift,

consisting chiefly of monographs and reprints of articles

on many phases of English literature, was given by Mrs.

Karl Young of New Haven, whose daughter-in-law is

Cynthia NolanJ Young, '40. These publications, and a

complete set of Warner's Library of the World's Best Liter-

ature, also given to the library by Mrs. Young, were

formerly in the library of her late husband, professor of

English literature at Yale for many years.
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Louise Hdojht Eweli,

THIS brief resume of your letters, interesting as they

are, seems a poor substitute indeed for a real reunion.

However, for the duration we will make the best of it.

Ann Poiifll Hodges, principal of Stuart Hall at Staunton,

Virginia, writes that there is little to tell us about herself

except that her days from beginning to end are busy. She

loves her work and the association with girls in the adoles-

cent years. The school has been filled to capacity both

years with many applications refused because of lack of

space. The girls can be carefully selected and do well when

they enter college. Dr. Hodges' health limits his activities

but he enjoys Staunton where he has made many friends.

Frances MiirrcU Rickards writes that her daughter,

Murrell Rickards, who was graduated from Sweet Briar in

1944, has been with the U. S. Army Department of

Engineering in Norfolk since her graduation. Garry

Rickards, her son and also 1910's first son, has been

awarded the Silver Star for gallantry in action at Leyte,

Philippine Islands, on December 22, 1944.'''

Annie Cumnock Miller writes that she is leading a busy

Hfe in these war days when so little help is available. Her
daughter, Annie, has now gone to California to join her

husband. Commander E. J. Huxtable. He arrived in San

Francisco last December, one of the survivors of the ill-

fated carrier Gambler Bay. He was in command of the

squadron of aviators who took off without ammunition

and with only machine guns put the Jap fleet to flight. He
was at home in Norfolk for Christmas and at that time

saw his little ten months old son for the first time.

Eugenia Griffin Burnett writes that she has just returned

from Sweet Briar for the meeting of the College Board of

Directors and of the Alumnae Council. She said that she

always returns with renewed enthusiasm and faith in the

college and in the alumnae. Her son, Charlie Burnett, Jr.,

enlisted in the Naval Reserve—the first V-7, during the

summer of 1940 when he was a junior at the University

of Virginia. He graduated at the University in June, 1941.

He is now serving as a Lieutenant on an aircraft carrier.

Her oldest daughter Eugenia graduated from Sweet Briar

in 1942 and was married in April, 1944. She lives in

Washington. Her husband, Herman A. Affel, Jr., a grad-

uate of M.I.T., works in the Ordnance Department of the

Navy. Her younger daughter, Judy, is a sophomore at

Sweet Briar this year. Griffin, her youngest son, is a stu-

dent at the Episcopal High School now.

My life has been so changed by the death of my dear

son, Arnold Hooper Ewell. He has received the Purple

Heart posthumously. His citation reads that he gave his

life in line of duty, in action in the defense of his country

during the invasion of Normandy. Surely no finer epitaph

could be penned than that. After all, life is so short that

it is not so important wl.Kn we die as how we die. His young

wife is a cadet nurse at Norfolk General Hospital and I

am caring for the dear baby boy, Arnold Edwin Ewell, II,

who was born after his father's death. I have given up my
work with the Norfolk Social Service Bureau as I felt I

was more needed at home now.

"Sinci; this w,i', written, the sjd news of Capt. Rickard's death on Okinawa on May 1 has been received. He had been overseas more than a year.

3r3f «5f» «

"The first five" (minus

Eugenia Griffin) pose with

Miss Benedict after the first

Commencement.

Left to ii}>/jt: Frtinct's Mnrii-ll

Annie Cumnock, M/.v.v BfncJuf,

Loiihf Hooper, Nun Poitrll.
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After Thirty Short Years
Margaret Grant

WHAT a genuine pleasure it has been to hear from
so many of the 1915*ers! Each questionnaire and

letter that came in response to my appeal conjured up a

nostalgic picture—like a "flash back" in the movies—of

the Sweet Briar we knew when our hearts were young and

gay. When transportation becomes simpler, each one of

you must make a pilgrimage to the Alumnae Office at Sweet

Briar and look through the Class Book in which all the

replies will be assembled and kept. And incidentally, all

the procrastinators who did not reply in time for the

Alumnae News deadline please send your questionnaires

and snapshots to me anyway (see address below), to be

included in our Book.

Forty questionnaires were sent to our six graduates and

to thirty-four ex-lS. Twenty were returned, five from
graduates and fifteen from those who did not graduate.

Among the twenty who replied (bless their busy hearts),

seventeen were married and of these fourteen boasted

thirty-one children—sixteen sons and fifteen daughters

—

all interesting, talented, charming, and virtually perfect

(like my own children, of course). Two husbands, eleven

sons and two daughters are in the Armed Forces. Quite a

record

!

Six of those who replied said that they have jobs but

every single one gave evidence of a busy life—busy with

families, Red Cross, USO, hospital or war work of various

kinds.

Catherine Burns, was married in 1930 to >X^''alter M. Boothby (Har-

vard) and now lives at 703 Tenth Avenue, S. W., Rochester, Minnesota.

Her husband is a physician and Catherine reports a job in Medical

Social Service, at the Mayo Clinic. She also finds time for gardening,

politics (progressive!) and for committee work on the Minn;sota

State Conference of Social Work and the local Community Chest.

Lelia Dctf married Ballard Preston (V.P.I.) in !919 and lives now

in Kenbridge, Virginia. Her husband whose profession is advertising,

is now a captain in the Army and his work is in public relations. Her

daughter Betty Braxton Preston, one of our Sweet Briar 1943 graduates,

is now with the College Entrance Examination Board, Princeton, New
Jersey. And W. Ballard Preston, Jr., is with the Army Air Corps at

Sheppard Field, Texas. In addition to moving about rather frequently

(keeping up with the Army, I suppose), Lelia is trying to master

the touch system.

Marjorie Du Sbiinc, since 1920 Mrs. Frank Stedman, now lives at

208 South 28th Avenue, Yakima, Washington. Daughter Phyllis, 22,

an X-ray technician in an Army hospital, is married to a bomber pilot

now in the South Pacific. Marjorie herself keeps busy with Red Cross,

Women's Club, and the presidency of the Women's Auxiliary of the

F.piscopal Church.

Clare Erck married William Fletcher (Harvard and Cornell ) in

1921. They live among their orange blossoms at Leesburg, Florida.

Young Anne Louise, 15, plays piano and sings (following her mother's

example) and is studying ballet. It's fine to know Clare has continued

her active interest in music and has been teaching. Still Interested in

swimming too. Remember when Clare was our own Annette Kellerman?

Harriet Eiam, Mrs. Bernard Wyckorf of 32S2 S Street, N. W.,

Washington, D. C, is the same gal we so admired when we elected

her president of Student Government. I know this, not from her

questionnaire, but from the evidence of my own eyes and ears when

I was in Washington recently. With Bernard at the piano, and a crowd

of friends around, singing the old and new favorites, and Harriet

looking after everyone, one can see their home is a center of friendliness

and cheer. J. Bernard, Jr., 22, Ensign U.S.N.R., was recently married

and is now in the Pacific. Young Theodore Evans, 20, is an air cadet

flying at Memphis, Tennessee. Harriet finds time for work as hospital

aide and for the Auxiliary of the Episcopal Church, as well as activ-

ities with the Literary Club, Garden Club and with a singing group.

Rosalia Fcder became Mrs. M. D. Sarbey in 1924 but has been a

widow for five years and now lives in Bay Village, Ohio. Young Martha
F., 13^2, and Helen F., 10, doubtless have inspired their mother with

her interest in the Girl Scouts. The questionnaire was sent from
Arizona where Rosalia and the girls were enjoying a bit of ranch life.

From Frances Pennypacker we have word of Martha Hhtcs who
married David L. Dixon. Martha's son, David, is a captain in the

Infantry at Camp Claiborne, Louisiana. Her daughter, Martha, is doing

postgraduate work at the University of North Carolina in the School

of Social Science. Her son, Wait, is helping to make history as a pilot

of an A-20 in the Philippines. Last year Martha and her daughter went

down to San Antonio to see him receive his wings. She saw Clara

Root Wortha tu Taylor (Mrs. Howard) and met her husband and

daughter.

Agnes Hood married Herman A. Groncmeycr in 1916. Their home
is in Clarksburg, West Virginia, where Mr. Gronemeyer is manager of

a plant of the E. I. duPont de Nemours Company. Daughter Eliza-

beth Ann is now Mrs. Philip Ast, III. of Staunton, Virginia. Jean

Fleming, graduated from Randolph -Macon last June, is in personnel

work, and John Hood is a naval cadet.

Helen McCary, married in 1920 to Wiley Perry Ballard, lost her

liusband last September. Her home is at 2867 Habersham Road, At-

lanta, Georgia. Two sons are in service—Wiley Perry Ballard, Jr., 22,

an Army Glider pilot, holds the rank of Flight Officer. McCary
Ballard, 18, is now in boot camp at Great Lakes, Illinois. Helen keeps

life full with work for the Red Cross (canteen) and as president ol'

the Garden Club,

Katherine Mizc was married to Alvin J. Accola (University of Mis-

souri) in 1918. Her husband is a banker and they live at S35 Stellar

Avenue, Pelham Manor, New York. Son John, 22, Is an Ensign in the

Navy; Rosemary, 19, is a Junior at Swarthmore, and Robert, M, is

at Phillips Exeter Academy. Katherine does work for the Red Cross

Blood Bank, the O.C.D. and the Manor Club.

Helen Nicholson married Yale Roots Schively (Cornell ) in 1921.

Their home is at 225 South 20th Street, Richmond, Indiana. Young

Nicholson Roots Srhively, 21, N.R.O.T.C., at University of Virginia,

will be commissioned June 24. Sylvia Yale Schively, 18, is a freshman

at Sweet Briar. I had the good luck to be visiting Sweet Briar a few

years ago when Helen was there and it was grand to talk over our

salad days together. Now, with a daughter at Sweet Briar, Helen has

been there several times this year, taking time off from her usual

activities as organist and choir director (remember how she used to

charm us with her songs?), and from work for USO, Red Cross and

the Women's Club.

Helen Perinock, married In 1919 to Homer M. Jewitt (Kenyon

College), now lives at 2680 West Park Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio. She

ha? two sons: Lt. (j.g,) David W. P. Jewitt, 24, U.S.N. R., and Lt.

Robert M. Jewitt, 19, Army Air Forces. Helen also works for USO
and the Red Cross and finds time for the Women's City Club, and

the Women's Committee of the Cleveland Orchestra.

Frances W. Pennypacker reminds me that one of her Sweet Briar

ambitions was a "rich, handsome husband" but nevertheless, she has

had a full and interesting life in "single blessedness." She lives at 5 17

Main Street, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania. She is Supervisor of the

Pooling. Shelling, and Ccntrifuging departments of the Reichel Labora-

tories of Wyeth, Inc., at Kimberton, four miles from Phoenixville. Her

departments prepare plasma and penicillin for use and prepare vaccmes

and many other essential things of like nature. What a satisfaction

it must be to be doing something so necessary and useful!

Hattie Lei Red of 1412 South Boulevard, Houston. Texas, sent a

very sketchy little report to the effect that she teaches math in Lamar

Senior High School. Wish we had more news!
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Anne Elizabeth Robert i married Grovcr Stevenson Balfour (Sewanee

College) in 1917. Daughter Betty Knight Balfour is now Mrs. Lewis

H. Marks, and has presented us with our only reported granddaughter,

Anne Balfour Marks. Anne lives at H41 Dunsford Road. Jacksonville,

Florida, and is wrapped up in her work as a Christian Science Prac-

titioner.

Anne Schuttc has been Mrs. Leroy Hoffman Nolt since 1923, and

lives at 331 East Orange Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania. Her husband

is president of the B. B. Martin Company. Anne is very much occupied

as a volunteer in the home service department of the American Red

Cross and as secretary of the Visiting Nurse Association. Just at present

she is busy with plans for building a new house and having the time

of her life.

Enid Si^c in 1918 married George W. Brent (University of Virgin'a)

Her home is in Harrisonburg, Virginia, but her reply came from

Partridge Inn, Augusta, Georgia. Her husband is a colonel in the

Army. She reports three children: S/Sgt. Barbara Brent, WAC. 24;

Marion Tabb Brent, 21, mechanical engineer; and George William

Brent, 14, cadet. Enid keeps herself out of mischief by working for

the Red Cross and other war work.

Dorothy W. Taylor, 1 f7 Halsted Street, East Orange, New Jersey,

sent a very neatly typed outline indicating a busy life in war work,

and an impressive list of patriotic and civic offices which she has held.

At the present time she is national historian of the National Society

of Daughters of the American Colonises, state registrar of the Hugue-

not Society in New Jersey, and Federation Secretary of the Women's

Club of Orange.

Emmy Thomas is now Mrs. Eugene M. Thomasson. Her husband, a

Yale graduate, is a broker. They live at Riverview, Chattanooga, Ten-

nessee. Emmy, with her characteristic energy, is doing work for the

Red Cross, Junior League, Onaf Day Nursery, and the Sugar Board.

Anna Duncan Wilh was married in 1922 to Josiah F. Reed (Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania). They live at 508 North 2nd Street, Harris-

burg, Pennsylvania, where her husband is a physician and surgeon.

Anna proudly lists four children: 1st Lt. William M. Reed, 21, pilot

AAC; Josiah F. Reed, Jr., 20, discharged from the Army, now a

medical student at the University of Pennsylvania; Jane E. Reed, 17,

senior at Grier School; and Ann W. Reed, 13, in the eighth grade at

Sweeney Day School. Anna is a member of the Red Cross Motor Corps

and of the Hospital Nurses' Training Corps.

My own questionnaire notes that I was married in 1917 and again

in 1927. Like all the others I am pretty proud of my three children:

Leslie Grant Marsh (Barnard 1939), now Mrs. Leslie C. Bieglow, is

anxiously awaiting the return of her husband who has been in the

North African, French and German campaigns and is now eligible for

discharge; Margaret Grant Schneider, 17, graduates this June from the

Scarsdale High School and will be going to college next year; Harold

Grant Schneider, 14, is finishing his first high school year. After a

rather long and varied career in research for the Twentieth Century
Fund, the Social Science Research Council, the Carnegie Corporation,

and an interesting administrative job as executive secretary of the

Berkshire Music Center at Lenox, Massachusetts, and director of

Statistical & Research Services at the USO National Headquarters,

Empire State Building, I am soon to be associated with the National

Planning Association in Washington, D. C. I have been fortunate in

that my work has given me opportunities to travel both in this country

and in Europe before the war and I might say that I have never had

a dull moment.

I could never tell all of you how much I appreciate your cooperation

in getting together our class news. I really consider that I was very

fortunate in being asked to conduct this little survey and thus to have

been afforded a glimpse into the past that we shared together and into

the infinite variety of our present-day lives.

Fifteenth Reunion
Josephine Reid Stubbs

IT IS hard to believe that fifteen years have gone by

since we donned our caps and gowns for the last time

and thankfully received the hard-worked-for sheepskins.

So much has happened to alter the world during the 30*s

and 40's that I suppose we have changed with it—but

progressively, I hope, towards a broader conception of

human values, not only in our personal lives, but in relation

to all other peoples.

Josephine Abcrnethy Turrentlne, with us for two years only, lives

in Norfolk. Her daughter, 16, is the first born to a member of our

class. She hopes to graduate from high school in June and will be

ready for college in September. There is also a son, Billy, Jr., who is

now 12. Her husband was in the publishing business but is now
Commander on an Army Transport. Her main interests are the

USO, churchwork, D.A.R., U.D.C., Business and Professional Women's

Club, Women's Club, etc. Jo has the distinction of being one of the

few women who is a Field Deputy of Internal Revenue in the Treasury

Department. In other words she has solved the mystery of the Income

tax. We are proud to claim her as a member of our class!

Serena A//rs Henry lives with husband, Thomas, and her two

attractive daughters in a lovely home at Grosse Polnte, Michigan. Tom's

firm does printing for the automobile industry. Serena is always in

the midst of any organization which promotes discussion. Well do I

remember the "bull sessions" Into the night in our undergraduate days!

Jette Baker Davidson lives in Lynchburg. Her children are James,

Jr., 11, Suejette, 10, and William Scott, 5. Her husband is a banker.

Besides her three active "little responsibilities" her main interests are

Church, Junior League (of which she is the local treasurer) , Red

Cross, USO, and bridge.

Alice Blake Crane (Abie) lives in Madison, Wisconsin—I am happy

to say—as I have been a "camp follower" resident here for the past

year. Her husband, Frank, is a teacher par excellence at the University

of Wisconsin. Abie carried on a thriving mimeographing and piano-

graphing concern until the arrival of little Jeremy, now 4 months

old. At the moment she has given herself a "six months leave of

absence." She loves sailing, gardening, skiing, schnauzer dogs and shoot-

ing the rapids in the north woods. I have Able to thank for decipher-

ing my scrawl and sending this document to the Alumnae Secretary

in its final typewritten form.

Betty Boone Willis is aiding and abetting her husband in his war

effort by doing a very "hush-hush" job in Military Intelligence. He is

a Lieutenant in the Navy, now serving on a hospital ship, and she is

living in Arlington, Virginia.

Elizabeth Carnes has the very Interesting address of SK 2c, Box 17,

N.A.A.S., Cecil Field, Jacksonville, Florida. Before the war she had a

secretarial job with the American Can Co., in New York. Now she is

in the Navy as a storekeeper 2nd class working In the Supply Office

of Naval Auxiliary Air Station, Cecil Field. Thank you for the grand

snapshot, Betty, in your snappy WAVE uniform.

Delma Chambers Glazier resides in Baltimore with husband, George,

who is sales promotion manager of American Oil Company, and

daughters Doris, 11, and Betty Ann, .8. Her main outside interests are

Red Cross, Home Service Corps, and the Woman's Club.

Charlotte Coles Friedmann calls Troy, Ohio, home but at the present

is living with her captain husband and small daughter, TonI Louise,

lYz, at Arlington, Virginia. Charlie and I have a bond In common

—

as both of our husbands graduated from the Air Corps O.T.S. in

September 1942 at Miami Beach. Imagine my surprise to find a fellow

camp follower from Sweet Briar at the graduating exercises!

Elizabeth Copeland Norfleet writes that she leads a busy existence as

wife of a teacher In a boys' school at Woodberry Forest, Virginia. Her

son, Robin, 5, she describes as a "healthy, happy, super-dynamic and

garrulous" little boy. Her interests lie in church work and music

—

and she knits and does other Red Cross work. She also serves as private
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secretary tu a feminine horticulturist of some note who contributes
regularly to magazines, and conducts a book review for the students.

Elizabeth has either heard from or seen recently the following Sweet
Briarites—Betsy Williaim Gilmore, Elizabeth Clark, '51, Marie Wulkvr
Gregory, '3 7. and Ida Moore Luke.

Evaline EJinunJs Thoma now lives in Chicago where her husband,
Carl, is occupied with the merchandising of furniture. Her main
interest is in doing Red Cross work. A few weeks ago she had luncheon
with Louise Lutz, '29.

Lucy Vhhburuf Davis lives in Charlottesville with her four year

old son, Lawrence Phillips. Her husband, who is a lawyer in civilian

life, is a Pfc. with the Heavy Infantry, 9th Army.
Jacqueline Hix Barnard sent such a cute snapshot of her blond

little two year old Margaret Mae. Very good May Queen material, I

should say! She lives in >X'ise, Virginia, where her husband is a sales-

man. Her chief outside interest is being president of the Wise Study

Club.

Mary Hiiii/ing/on Harrison, president of the Alumnae Association,

enclosed an excellent picture of her attractive home in Cincinnati,

Ohio. Her husband is a major in the Army Ordnance Branch. She is

apparently carrying on at home—well occupied with her three off-

spring, Ruth, 11, Mary describes as an "individualist, non-conformist,

naturalist and pugilist," Hunty, 8, as "just boy;" and Edith, 4, as

"ditto Ruth." In addition to family interests she is a Girl Scout Leader,

does sewing for the Red Cross, rides, and maintains an active interest

in Sweet Briar. It sounds as if life was far from dull for Mary! Of
other Sweet Briar friends she writes that she visited Agnes Sproul and
her two children on her farm near Staunton last October. Then she

had a delightful time at Bebe Gilchrist Barnes' home a few weeks ago.

Her husband and Bebe's have returned from overseas.

Ruth HwssGri Smith, our former May Queen, is a Pittsburgh resident

where husband John is president of the Farmers' National Bank. She

has one daughter. Patsy, 7, who promises to be the Queen of 'S9. She

is too modest to give much information about herself—but I know
she is still interested in music and in children's educational problems.

Last winter she and Serena Ailcs Henry with their children took a

trip to Florida tor a little sunshine and fun.

Mercer Logan Jackson Wellford resides in Seaford, Delaware, where

her husband is supervisor of duPont Nylon. What an enviable position

in this age of missing hose! Her children Beverly, 7, Bob Carter, S,

and Mercer, 6 months, are all "perfect when asleep." Other interests

are gardening, fishing, golf, church work, Red Cross and volunteer

OPA work.

Elizabeth Chapman }ohm foil Cook lives in Atlanta, where her

husband is vice-president of a publishing company. Her hobbies are

music, art, gardening and dress design. She has many civic activities.

She is on the Board of Directors and a member of three committees of

the Y.W.C.A., vice-president of the Nacoochee Rabun Gap Civic Club,

a Red Cross Staff Assistant, teaches typewriting to amputees in the

Occupational Therapy Department at Lawson General Hospital, is

program chairman of the Garden Club, member of Service Group and

Omnibus (charitable) and "other stuff." Elizabeth has seen several

Sweet Briar friends lately. Among them were Teresa Atkinson Green-

field and her first son (the second being born in March ) and Mary
Kate Patfon Bromfield ('3 5) with her two little girls. She also spent

a grand week-end with Memc Wilson Corley at her lovely home on

Lookout Mountain where she lives with husband Andrew and her

three children.

Lindsay V rent is Woodroofe has four beautiful little daughters who
keep her busy while Major Bob is overseas. He has been a chaplain with

the Roosevelt Hospital Unit for over two years. Before the war, he had

a position at St. Bartholomew's, so Lindsay has stayed on in New York

for the duration.

Alice Tucker Jones Taylor has two sons; Frank Webb, H, whom
she describes as "blonde and fat and a prospective landscape artist;"

and Sydney Tucker, 6, "blond, thin and a prospective preacher."

Her husband is rector of St. Paul's Church, Albany, New York. So it

is natural that her interests lie in church work and missions—which

Tucker writes may "sound dull but are thoroughly delightful."

Martha Lee Poston and her two children. Patsy, 9, and Charlie, 5! 2,

are living close to Sweet Briar in their home on the old Amherst Road.

Her husband, Trueheart, who is an architect, has been in the Navy
for several years. He is a lieutenant, now on duty in the Pacific,

Martha has been doing a great deal of writing in recent months. In
addition to her book, "Girl Without a Country," which won the
Junior Literary Guild Award at the time of its publication last

November, she has sold the following short stories: "Her Unseen
Bridegroom," published in This Week, and then in the Toronto Star
weekly, WelJon's Ladies Journal, London, and the Sydney, Australia,
Morning Herald; "Magic Crayons" which was in the March issue of
Child Life. In June the first of five installments of "The Eighth Horse"
will appear in Boys Today, under the pen name of Lee Marshall. A
forthcoming issue of Story Parade will carry "Long Nose," and "Wong
Tai-tai and the Mouse" will soon be printed in Viinny Book, published
by the Parents' Magazine Press.

Alice Leigh Caples sends a grand snapshot of herself with her two
offspring, Martin Leigh, 6, and Ann Lloyd, 5. She says they are "very
large for their age, but then I am no shrimp and neither is my
husband." Martin, Sr., is an electrical engineer in civilian life but is

now a Navy ensign in the Pacific. At the moment she is living at

Washington Crossing, Pennsylvania, but she expects to "move at any-
time." Her outside interests are community affairs, Red Cross, Girl
Scout Council Instructor in Surgical Dressings, P.-T.A., War Bond
Drives, "but mostly an eternal battle with dishes, dirty clothes and
dust." I really enjoyed the newsy letter Alice Leigh sent with her
questionnaire. She said one of her most vivid memories was the fun she
and I had struggling with heavy scenery and properties for dear old
"Paint and Patches." And I agree with her that it was "good training

for the present."

Virginia Leigh Witsell lives in Ft. Smith, Arkansas, where her hus-

band is manager of the Fire Company's Adjustment Bureau. She has

two sons—Leigh, 10, and Gilbert, 7. The oldest boy will attend Culver
Woodcraft Camp this summer while Virginia and the youngest will

take an apartment on the Jersey coast. In August her husband plans

to join his family for a cruise from Montreal up the St. Lawrence and
Saguenay Rivers. Virginia's outside interests are the Cub Scouts and
Red Cross work as a staff assistant.

Mary Douglas Lyon Althousc sent two attractive photographs of

herself with her two youngsters. It sounds as if they are following

in mother's athletic and scholastic foosteps. Mary Wayne, 10, has just

won a cup in swimming and has been an honor pupil for the past

five years. Carolyn, 9, is a good swimmer and diver and has been an

honor pupil the past four years. "Dougie's" husband is a mining

engineer in Wayne, Pennsylvania. Her main interests are gardening,

swimming, surgical dressings and knitting. She has seen several Sweet

Briar friends lately. Had a delightful visit in April with Betty McCrady
Bardwell and her four little blond daughters in Mt. Dora, Florida. She

frequently sees Marion fayne Berguido who lives nearby. Played

bridge recently with Lee Sidman Smith, '29. Also sees Patsy Jones

Muldaur occasionally—but Patsy is fairly well tied down with a young

baby in addition to her active young son and daughter.

Mary Macdonald Reynolds has one son, Jasper, her pride and joy,

now 7. She says "he looks like me, sad to say"—but I can imagine

nothing cuter than a little-boy version of "Mac" who was the campus

tomboy. She has a job as personnel assistant in the Provident Life and

Accident Insurance Company and, in addition, edits the employee

publication. Mac's hobby is a War Library (her own) which consists

of a collection of books, newspapers and magazines. She is also an

active member of the Junior League.

Elizabeth Marston Creech is a resident of Bethesda, Maryland. She

has three children: Imogene, 9, Martin, S, and Jay, 5. Her husband

has a position with the C. & P. Telephone Company. Whenever she

happens to have a maid "Lib" helps out on the local Rationing Board.

Last month Rosalie Faulkner Loving, her husband and 2 little girls

visited the Creeches for a week. Kitty Welty, ex '54, who has one

daughter, Mary, 5, lives in Arlington, so "Lib" sees her quite often.

Carolyn Martindalc Blouin lives in Montclair, New Jersey. She

describes her children Denny, -iyz, and Debby, 5, as full of peculiar-

ities which she hopes are "inherent to the majority of small fry of

their immature years." Her husband is an advertising account execu-

tive. Carolyn seems to be busy caring for her family, a dog named

"Corky," a cat named "Mulligan" and six chickens, happily nameless.

She does church work for the Central Presbyterian Church, belongs

to the International Relations Study Group of the College Club, and

is press chairman for the Montclair League of Women Voters.
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Helen (Diddy) Mathews Palmer writes that she is living in Charles-

ton, West Virginia, while her husband, formerly an insurance man,

is a captain with the Field Artillery, overseas. Taylor Langeston Palmer,

Jr., 2', 2 she describes as "very cute and active but good and obedient."

"Diddy" had a job from 193 S until 1942 as Society Editor of the

Charleston Daily Mail. Now her main interests arc planning her post-

war life and reminiscing about the good old civilian days after two

years of "camp following." She is also a member of the Junior League.

Caroline Fontaine Maury lives in Louisville, Kentucky, where she

has a strenuous full-time job teaching 4th graders. She also dees USO
work, knitting and church work and is a member of the Louisville

Woman's Club. Besides her teaching she has charge of taking a gro.ip

of 8 to 12 year olds numbering between 40 and 60 to seven symphony

concerts a year. She should feel proud of doing this job so successfully

over a period of years. From Sherrill BromficlJ Verner, Carolyn has

heard that Wilfred Smith McConnell is back in Asheville with her

children.

Susan McAllister lives in Columbus, Ohio, where she teaches sociology

at Ohio State University. According to Sue she spends "two-thirds of

her time studying the same subject." Her chief interests are the

"nearest social cause," athletics and painting. She hears from Cate

Williams sporadically. Cate lives in New York where she does free-

lance translating work. She also keeps in touch with Barbara Lewis

Howard (ex-'29) who has six boys and one girl!

Betty McCraiiy Bardwell has recently moved to Mt. Dora, Florida,

where her husband is owner of the Lake County Fuel Company and

vice-president and manager of a firm making trench mortar shells. In

addition to having four children: Wendy, 7; Mardie, V/2\ Beckie, 4;

Lane, 1 Vz, Betty has learned to play a guitar, to fish and hunt.

Edwina hlieh'Js Justin is living in Newark, Delaware, but due to

so many uncertain conditions, she gives Denton, Maryland, as her

addre:s. Her husband was a teacher but is now a Pfc. in the Army.

She teaches the first grade in Newark. Her interests lie in the theatre

and books. She is a member of the University Drama Group and does

Red Cross work.

Gwendolyn Olcott Writer lives in Nyack, New York. She has two

daughters—Pamela, 5 J/2, and Penelope Douglas. Her husband is a

lawyer but expects to be in the Army by May 15—definitely as a

private. She was teacher, athletic director and secretary at her old

prep school, Dwight, for eight years prior to her marriage. Her main

interests are politics, sports, hospital organization. She was Republican

committeewoman and Girl Scout Head before the increase in family.

Gwen sees Nancy Games Jaeger occasionally but she is busy with war

work and her two sons.

Wilhemina Rankin of Wcstfield, New Jersey, works in the testing

laboratories of an aircraft assembly plant. She handles all routine office

work i.e. stenography, keeping track of laboratory jobs, particularly

"rush" jobs, working out a system of filing, etc. Her outside activities

are assorted but she is particularly interested in the Community
Concert Association.

Sally Reahard has been too modest about her accomplishments, 1

fear. I hear her water colors and portraits have made her a prize-

winning artist of note. She also writes Braille for the blind, is putting

on a Junior League Children's exhibit this month and is in charge of

decorating the Indianapolis League Headquarters. Besides that she is

up to her ears in war work, as follows: she is Red Cross Staff Assistant,

co-chairman of the Emergency Housing Committee, clerk at Ration

Board headquarters, works in War Housing and Homes, Registry

Office and cuts silhouettes of servicemen at the USO.

Norvell Koyer Orgain lives in Richmond, Virginia,- where her hui-

band is with the Morris Plan Bank of Virginia. She has two children

—

Norvell Stuart, 7, and John Barton, III, 11. She still manages to be

vice-president and placement chairman of the Junior League and is a

member of the Volunteer Service Board, William Byrd Community
Home Board, Woman's Club of Richmond and is secretary of the

Church Circle.

Jean Saunders lives in Garrison-on-Hudson, New York. She is now
a chemist in the testing laboratory of the Fleishman Plant of Standard

Brands, Inc. Since her graduation, Jean has done the following inter-

esting work: volunteer Social Service for Red Cross, teaching riding,

3rd grade, nursery school, hospital service, crafts and nature study.

Her outside interests are horses, gardening, art and her nieces and
nephews. She is also a member of the Home Service Committee of the

Red Cross. It might be of interest to you who remember Jean and her

inseparable companion, Nicodemus, that her old pony still lives at the

age of 32 years!

Elizabeth Stevenson Tate writes that her husband is a banker in

Wilmington, North Carolina. Robert, Jr., age 10, is a "very satis-

factory child, and believe it or not, doesn't like horses." Evidently not

at all like mother! Lizzie Peck has a job in the Cross Seed Company
where she is bookkeeper, accounting clerk and office manager. Her
main interests are breeding field trial English setters and gardening,

and she does volunteer work in the local hospital at night. Liz has news
of Margaret Taliaferro Battle who lived in Wilmington for a year as

secretary and general manager of the Emergency Way Housing Com-
mittee. Her husband is a Seabee stationed at that time in the Marshalls.

Mildred (Mona) Stone Green sent a grand letter and cute snapshots

of her three children with her questionnaire. She describes Ann, 13,

as "full of pep, boy-friend age," planning to "go to Sweet Briar in

1949." Joan, 11, is a brown-eyed blond who loves school and hopes

to go to Sweet Briar in 19S0. Charles, 7, is busy "shooting Japs.."

Miona's husband is a dairy farmer who maintains a large place near

Marshficid, Wisconsin. Mona calls herself the emergency hired man,
tractor driver, bookkeeper, chief publicity agent and salesman of

purebred Holsteins. She belongs to the D.A.R. and P.E.O., is a Nurses'

Aide and serves on the Women's Sewing Committee of Army Personal

Affairs Division.

Marjorie Sturges is a lieutenant in the WAC—last reported in New
Guinea. Her address is 5203 WAC Detachment, A.P.O. 697, c/o
Postmaster, San Francisco. A year ago she was stationed in Detroit

where Serena Ailes Henry and her friends saw to it that her "off-duty

hours" were far from dull. Recalling Marge's affinity for fun, I can

well believe that she has brightened up her corner of the Army!
Jean Taylor Maxwell lives in Detroit with her daughter, Nancy, 10,

a "black-eyed blond." Nancy is active in athletics but thinks she

would like to be a singer. Jean is interested in music, civic matters

and war work. She is on the state executive committee of A.W.V.S.,

the executive board of Naval Armory Recreation as chairman of

junior hostesses and the executive board of the War Chest of metro-

politan Detroit.

Elizabeth Thomascn Griffin lives in Chicago where her husband is

a newspaper executive. She has two children; Elizabeth (Libby) 10,

who is "studious, conscientious, intelligent, and reliable"—and Emory
Arthur, 7, who is "gay, carefree, and charming." Tommy's main
activities, besides her family, are with the Girl Scouts, Sunday school,

and P.-T.A.

Emilie N. Turner, Lieutenant (j.g.) USNR, is Ship's Secretary at

the Officer's Training School, Naval Training Station, Norfolk. Her
other duties include being division officer for WAVES of the Activity

(there are not many), standing WAVE station duty and a watch in

the school library once a week.

Mary Walker Northam lives in Washington, D. C, where her

husband is an engineer. Little Margaret Walker, 6 months, is a jolly,

blue-eyed baby. Mary's main interests have been Red Cross surgical

dressings and church work.

Evelyn Ware Saunders hasn't wandered far from Sweet Briar. She

lives in Amherst where her husband is a surveyor and farmer. She is

continuing her job as superintendent of Amherst County Welfare

Department.

Eunice Wattcrs Coolbaugh has one daughter, 1 Yz, named Sara Ann.

Her husband is a mechanical engineer in Fayetteville, New York. She

occasionally does substitute teaching at the Fayetteville High School.

Her main interests are gardening and bridge—and she is treasurer of

the Syracuse-Elmira College Club. Last August she heard from Adelaide

Wampler Kerndahl that she had a daughter, May Florence, born July 1.

Elizabeth Williams Gilmore (Betsy) lives in Cleveland Heights, Ohio,

and her husband is a financier. She has one daughter, Nell Williams,

2. Her main interests are pliotography, gardening, interior decoration

and the Cleveland Humane Society.

Josephine Keid Stubbs is your rambling reporter who had thought

to leave well enough alone by remaining silent about the past 1

S

(Continued on page 13, column 2)
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y/ii ^:z-^oitr ifeatA at <:~>weet nuit

BY Antoinette Le Bris, '45

AT TWENTY-ONE, four years appear as a sizable slice out of one's

life. There is no doubt that college years make a tremendous im-

pression upon the course and quality of the life that is to follow. Yet

they pass so rapidly. Now that the time has come to leave, it seems ap-

propriate to make a recapitulation of these four years at Sweet Briar;

more so for me perhaps than for anyone else because as a French girl

stranded in a foreign country at the outbreak of the war, they have

meant a great deal.

When I came to Sweet Briar in the fall of 1941 as the beneficiary

of the Foreign Refugee Scholarship, little did I realize what these four

years would mean to me. At that time I was by no means newly arrived

from France. In July 1939, I had come for a month and a half visit with

friends of my family but before the time of my visit had expired, the

war had been declared and ships were held up in New York harbor.

Circumstances worked out so that the most logical decision to take

was to have me stay in this country until the war diminished in

intensity. As we all know, it steadily became worse. France

fell in June 1940 and since then all communications with

my family in Paris were practically stopped except for a

trickle of smuggled-out news. From September 193 9 till

June 1941 I attended Hdlside School in Norwalk, Con-

necticut. There I learned to speak English and to familiarize

myself with American ways. By the time Sweet Briar

offered me the opportunity to complete my studies, home-

sickness had been reduced to a hard little shell that pricked

out once in a while and my new surroundings had lost their

foreign aspects in my eyes.

However, even then, I knew very little about American

colleges and had to feel my way around, but my lucky

star had not abandoned me. The Barkers receiv.ed me with

open arms and my roommate from North Carolina (her

strong drawl was quite new to me) made me feel quite at

home with her southern friendliness. Sweet Briar's spirit of

welcome was lacking in no one, students or faculty mem-
bers. Very soon I realized that my lot was not as hard as

that of some of my classmates whose homesickness was

heartrending.

For me Sweet Briar's charm also resides in the natural

beauty of its campus. The hills have in themselves an

atmosphere of enfolding procectiveness. In this congenial

community it was impossible not to feel at home.

It is difficult to draw a line between what I have gained

from Sweet Briar and what other contacts have taught me.

But the fact is certain that what I have learned here in-

tellectually and in ways of living has also served to in-

tensify and make more worthwhile everything I have done

elsewhere. It will continue to be so all my life. It is very

difficult for me to take an objective view of Sweet Briar

and try to decide what I think is good and bad in the

whole, because I feel so much like a part of that whole

myself. And this is perhaps the key to my attachment to

this college where I have found a place. The same oppor-

tunities were open to me as to other girls. Not always did

I use them to full advantage, but when I tried I did my
best. The student government really gives a chance to

every student to develop leadership, a sense of responsibility

and of organization. It gives a chance for constructive,

creative thinking and Sweet Briar girls may well be proud
of this set-up.

At Sweet Briar, I majored in International Affairs and
it opened to me a vast horizon of facts and speculations,

s:metimes depressing but always fascinating. When this

major was first established in 1943, my hope was to join a

relief organization and do reconstruction work in France,

but to my chagrin, my age prevented me from going

overseas. I shall use what I have learned, however, in a gov-

ernment job as junior geographer in the War D;partm;nt.

Thanks to the generosity of the alumnae, I was made the

recipient of the Maiison Memorial Scholarship for 1944-4 5.

May I take this opportunity to thank every one of you for

your kindness. In the future, wherever I may be, there

will always be within me a special feeling for Sweet Briar;

and no matter what I could do, the debt I have contracted

here can never be repaid.

{GonfiiiiicJ from I'd^c 12)

years. However, various well-meaning friends have put the pressure

on to tell all—so here goes! My husband, Stephen, ordinarily an in-

surance executive, is now a Major in the Army Air Corps. Fortunately

I have been able to tag along for the past three years—first to Miami

Beach, then to Gulfport, Mississippi, and now to Madison, \('isconsin.

Our family is also with us: John Townsend, 4, who recites Shake-

speare in glib fashion, and—from his interest in electrical gadgets

—

will certainly be a "second Edison," and Ethel Stephanie, 6 months,

who is still "just baby" but very charming. As for my outside inter-

ests, I recently decorated the Wives' Club Room at the Truax Field

Officers' Club and I love to play golf when I have a free moment. In

Kansas City I am active in the Children's Relief Association, Junior

League, Community Chest and Red Cross drives and the Kansas City

Art Institute. In the Army, surgical dressings and Gray Ladies Corps

take up my time.

I want to thank all of you who sent back the questionnaires, the

snapshots and personal letters, for your wonderful cooperation in

making possible this Hth Reunion of our class. Out of 180 question-

naires, 43 were returned. Your college and your friends appreciate

your loyalty to Sweet Briar and your continued interest in former class-

mates. Eventually I hope you will all be able to see this completed

record in the alumnae files or you may write the alumnae secretary to

lend it to you after September 1.
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Ten Years Have Passed By
Elizabeth Jobfisfon Clute

WHAT fun I've had making this report about each

and every one of the class of 193 5 I could locate.

Even though we can't all gather at Sweet Briar this June
to discuss the years since we left college, there is a perma-

nent record in the Alumnae Office of a'l those who
answered the questionnaire. Wonderful pictures of our-

selves, our children, our husbands, and homes arc on file

and I hope you will all enjoy looking at it some day. Also

there is a chart which tells at a glance married names,

hemes, number of children, jobs, husband's jobs and col-

leges and whether or not in the service, etc. Here are a

few statistics I gathered concerning us: number of grad-

uates answering questionnaire—48, exes—24; number of

married graduates

—

76; number of children—40 boys, 32

girls, 2 sets of twins; profession or jobs— 1 concert singer,

1 art librarian, 1 research chemist, 5 secretaries, 1 teacher,

1 Girl Scout advisor; our husbands are doctors, lawyers,

business executives, teachers, bankers, chemists.

I do appreciate all the information you sent me and only

wish this survey could be a complete one. I regret that

reports from Dorothy Barry Ketcham, Anne Baker Ger-

hart, Jessie Davis Hall, Ruth G/llilaml Kistler, Sarah Miller

Adelman, Ellen Pratt McGowin, Carey Snow Garrison, Sue

Strasslmrger Anderson, Agnes Williams Ellis, and Rebecca

Yoii?7g Frazier, came after the report for the magazine was

mailed. The questionnaires, letters, and delightful pictures

will be added to our class book as will others that come in.

Isabel Anderson (Mrs. Donald Comer, Jr.) Countryside, Summit,

New Jersey, was married in 1936 and has two boys Donald 6 and

Charles 4. Her husband (University of North Carolina) is in the

textile business and Isabel docs Junior League and Red Cross work.

Dorothy Craig Barnum (Mrs. Josiah G. Venter) 20S Clinton Avenue,

Apartment 8C, Brooklyn 5, New York, writes of her daughter Mary-

Louise age 6 who is quite a swimmer and can row a boat. Dot and

her husband (Navy Lieutenant Commander) have a lovely home on

Johnson's Point in Branford, Connecticut. She sent some grand pictures

and says since they are stationed in Brooklyn she is temporarily out

of the usual run of activities. The Commander attended the U. S.

Naval Academy.

And here comes the first set of twins to my knowledge, Barbara

Benzinger (Mrs. Herbert Lindsley) 230 N. Terrace Drive, Wichita 8,

Kansas, has Herbert, age S, David and Philip identical 3 year olds, and

Barbara I Yi- This fine family {wonderful pictures, Barbara) keep

Mrs. Lindsley rather busy while her husband works as vice-president

of the Farmers and Bankers Life Insurance Company. He attended

Wichita University and the Wharton School, University of Pennsyl-

vania.

From Cary Bur well. Alumnae Fund agent for 193 5 (doing a very

good job, I might add) you will probably find out that Cary and

Nick will be in Iowa City. The Carters were married in 193 8 and

have Anne 3 3^4 and little Nick 14 months. Navy Lieutenant Carter

went to Virginia and was a teacher and coach before the war at the

Oilman School in Baltimore.

Emily Brown (Mrs. Charles W. Carnan, Jr.) 61S Aledo Avenue,

Coral Gables, Florida, married Buck (Virginia) in 1939 and they have

two daughters, Alice 5 and Lida 28 months. When not a Major in

the A.A.F. Corps of Chaplains, Buck is an Episcopal Rector. Right

now the entire Carnan family is in Florida where the Major is

hospitalized.

From 62 Central Avenue, Hyde Park, Massachusetts, comes word

from Jane Bryant (Mrs. Stuart C. Hurlbert). Her children range

from Stuart, 6, through Cynthia Jane, 4, to Richard, 6 months. Jane's

husband, a lieutenant in the Navy, attended Amherst and Jane, in

addition to caring for her family, is president of the Boston Sweet
Briar Alumnae Club.

Helen Carruthers (Mrs. Robert Hackwell) is at present at 1229

Royal Street, Key West, Florida, where her husband, an Episcopal

clergyman, is a Lieutenant (j.g.) with the Chaplains Corps.

On March 30, 1945, Mrs. and Mrs. M. F. Highsmith (Kathleen

Casey) 1825 Hunt Point, Richland, Washington, had a son, Samuel.

She writes " *Tis thrilling to be parents after nine years of having

just a Pomeranian dog named Suzy Q." Kathleen's husband is a security

agent with duPont and attended George Washington University.

Anne Cockrill (Mrs. Frank E. Wait) lives at 5817 Hawthorne Road,

Little Rock, Arkansas, and has a girl, Anne 7 years and a boy Frank,

Jr., 4 years. She works in the Junior League and is a Nurse's Aide and

her husband is in the fire insurance business. He attended Washington

University in St. Louis.

At 3 6 Northgate Park, West Newton 65, Massachusetts, is Roberta

Cope (Mrs. Clinton A. Gerlach). She was married in 1941 and her

husband is draftsman from "Worcester Tech. Sara Beth was born in

December, 1 94A:

Betty Courtney (Mrs. Charles L. Case) 15 Norwood Avenue, Sum-

mit, New Jersey, has a very cute 6 months old son, Charles. She

married Charles Case in 193 8 and he is in the insurance business. Betty

is interested in the Summit Playhouse and does Junior Service League

and Red Cross and volunteer hospital work.

Florence Crane married Charles Goodfellow in 193 6 and lives at 403

Claremont Place, Cranford, New Jersey. Ensign Goodfellow went to

Dartmouth and N.Y.U. and was a banker before joining the service.

Helen, age 4 Vi and Chuck 1 '/: keep Florence busy in addition to

gardening, etc.

Elizabeth Crawford, 205 West 57th Street, New York 19, New
York, has achieved great success as a dramatic soprano. She sent some

marvelous folders and press notices and pictures of her work in this

country and Mexico, and I hope that we can all hear her in concert

sometime.

Gen Grossman (Mrs. Edson Stevens, 1412 N. Blair Avenue, Royal

Oak, Michigan) came through with a lot of news and pictures. Her

little Leslie is 5 years old and I could spot her as her mother's very

own. Edson, Jr., is over a year old and walks! Ed and Gen were

married in 1937—he went to Princeton and is manager of an insurance

inspecting company.

From 219 Cherokee Drive, Erie, Pennsylvania, comes a grand response

from Margharita Curtze (Mrs. James W. Vicary) married in 1934.

Her husband went to Williams and M.I.T. and is an engineer with the

Erie Enameling Company. Three children, Charles, S'/z; Carolyn, 6;

and Thomas, 3
'/2 ; keep their Mommy busy along with P.-T.A. work.

The two oldest children are keenly interested in music.

Mary Dunglinson (Mrs. Franklin K. Day. Jr.) 20 Mountain

Avenue, S.W., Roanoke, Virginia, has a little girl, Mary, age 4/2, and

her husband who attended West Virginia University is Chief of Per-

sonnel of Norfolk and Western Railroad.

Way out in California is Alison Dunne (Mrs. Huntington Harrison)

at 274 Oak Avenue, San Anselmo. With Hunt a Navy lieutenant,

Alison says she is "stuck on a hillside with two children, a few dogs

and several chickens," but loves it and the Lieutenant is still in this

country. Hunt went to Dartmouth and was with the Singer Company.

Hester Catherine England lives at 201 Second Street, Jackson, Michi-

gan, and is the treasurer of the Industrial Metal Abrasives Company.

Hester is also in the Red Cross, A.A.U.W. and does Home Nursing.

Way down in Daytona Beach, Florida, is Sallie Flint (Mrs. Clifton

von Kann). She lives at 245 Tarrogona Way and she and her Lt.

Colonel husband were married in 1938. Curt is two and a half and

will be west Point '63. Sallie is on the Junior League Board and does

Red Cross and war work.
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A wonderful picture from Betty Fox (Mrs. ^''arren Moon) 2447
Pemberton Drive, Toledo 6, Ohio, of herself and cute Tony 7 and

Lynn 5. Warren is an Ensign on a battleship and went to Williams.

Foxy has a Victory garden and does junior League and hospital work.

Ruth Gill (Mrs. Vallancc A. Wickens, Jr.) lives at 7 Tryon Street,

Albany 3, New York. She was married in 1957 and has two sons, 3

and 2. Her husband is executive secretary of Family Welfare and wen',

to Centre and the University of Chicago.

Julia Gillespie (Mrs. Sherman A. Jensen) is at present at 2310

Joplin Avenue, Joplin, Missouri. She was married in 1941, has a cute

little girl, Janet Elizabeth, 2, and her husband is a Captain in the

Signal Corps.

From Betty Moon I learned that Martha Jane Gipc (Mrs. Duryea

Smith) Is at her mother's in Toledo with her three boys while Dur
is in Attu as a Navy Lieutenant in Ordnance. (Sorry. Gipe but your

questionnaire was returned to me)

.

And now I have to take back what I said about twins previously in

this column for Margaret Glover (Mrs. Hal Bradley Paddock) 3042

North Hackett Avenue, Milwaukee 1 1, Wisconsin, tells me of her

girls, Betty and Polly, who are almost S. Also she has Billy 7'/2, a

piano student. Her husband is a wholesale tobacco jobber and attended

the University of Oregon.

Ginny Gott is Mrs. Paul W. Gilbert since 1941—and lives at SOS

S. Lincoln Avenue, Urbana, Illinois. Before Lieutenant Gilbert was in

the Army, he was a college professor, and his own colleges were Duke
and Rochester University. Ginny works part time doing research and

reference work at the Richer Art Library, University of Illinois, besides

Red Cross, numerous Army wives clubs, etc.

Judy HalliBurton (Mrs. Oscar W. Burnett) lives at 1907 Madison

Avenue, Greensboro, North Carolina, and has Miranda 6 and Timothy

Brooks, 4. Oscar and Judy were married in 193 7 and he is an invest-

ment banker having attended Mercer University. Judy has her finger

in everything—it would take pages to list all of her fine wo-'k. It is

most inspiring to know of a gal doing such a good job.

Betty Hamilton (Mrs. Madison Hunt) 10 Hillside Road, Claymont,

Delaware, writes of her son, Spencer, aged 4, and a curly headed little

girl, Helen, almost 2. Betty and Madison (University of Illinois) were

married in 193 8—he is a research chemist with duPont.

Beverley Hill married John Furniss in 1940 and they live at 2207

N. Broad Street, Selma, Alabama. John Is a public accountant and

went to the University of Virginia. Young John is 3 and keeps Beverley

busy along with church. Red Cross and Charity League work.

Joyce M. Hobart (Mrs. L. M. Bullard) Gcrmantown, New York,

sends a picture of her cute little redhead, Nancy, age 3. Her husband

Is a teacher and attended Massachusetts State and Joyce puts in a

small note after telling of her work in the Red Cross and P.-T.A.

Gen Howell (Mrs. William W. Gist) is with her husband in Santa

Barbara but is heading for 6 1 20 Morningslde Drive, Kansas City,

Missouri, soon. She has a boy, Daniel 5, a girl Coralyn, 4. and WilLam.

Jr., 20 months. Gen's husband is a physician from Washington Uni-

versity and is now a Lieutenant Commander for the Navy Medical

Corps, flight surgeon on an aircraft carrier.

Jean Imbrie was married in 1936 to Donald S. Frey, Penn State and

Yale Law and they live at 711 Auburn Street. Takoma Park, Mary-

land, with their three boys; Donald, age 7; Richard, age 4; and

Robert, age l^j. Jean says they are carbon copies of one another. She

has few spare moments but manages to do Red Cross work and local

church work.

A slight account of myself—marrl;;d in 1940 to Warren Wakeman

Clute, Jr., Watkins Glen, New York—Cornell. We have a little girl,

Ann Stratford, 4 years and a little boy, Edward Smith, 2 years. Our

home overlooks beautiful Seneca Lake and as you can gather I'm a

housewife and mother doing my bit in the Red Cross, church, and on

various committees.

Doris Kendall married E. E. Richards in 1^42 and lives at 1428 E.

Colfax, South Bend, Indiana. Ann Kendall Richards is 6 months old

and requires her mother's time except for Junior League and hospital

work. Doris' husband went to Dartmouth and Harvard Business and

is with the Studebaker Corporation.

Janet Kimball (Mrs. John DePew Miller) 254 Tower Avenue, Watjr-

ville, New York, would like the matter of her being in the Marine

Reserve straightened out. She is not and came no closer than to being

accepted the da\ before her army husband came home wounded from

overseas. So the Marine career was ended and she and her husband have
purchased a home and business in Waterville, New York.

Elizabeth Klinedlnst and Charles McGavran were married in 1941
and are. at present, at 63 5 East Ocean Boulevard, Long Beach 2,

California. Captain McGavran is a physician in the Medical Corps
attached to the Air Force. He went to Wooster College.

Hester Kraemer (Mrs. James T. Avery, Jr.) writes from 3 6th
Street and Ocean Front, Virginia Beach, Virginia, of her boys, John, 3,

and Richard, 21 months old. Her husband Is a lieutenant colonel In

the Field Artillery and attended V.M.I, and Johns Hopkins. Hester
has recently purchased a home In Bon Air. Virginia, near Pat Williann
Rand. Colonel Avery is In France.

Grace Langeler married Vess Irvine (Washington and Lee) in 1936
and they live at -1.45 Wolfs Lane, Pelham Manor 65, New York. The
Irvines have two little girls.

Alice Laubach at 3 66 Lake Shore Drive, Asheville, North Carolina,

is a research chemist at the American Enka Company, rayon manu-
facturers.

In August, 1942. Jane Lawder now at 265 South 22nd Street, Phila-

delphia 3, Pennsylvania, joined the WAVES and is now a lieutenant

(j.g.). She is assigned as supervisor of the Blood Plasma Bank of the

Naval Hospital in Philadelphia and finds the work very interesting.

Ruth Legum (Mrs. Richard Marcus) 3 100 Hilton Street, Baltimore

16, Maryland, has two girls, Gail Lee 7, and Susan, almost 4-. Her
husband is a manufacturer and attended Washington and Lee, and
Ruth's main outside interest is on the Women's Executive Committee
of the War Finance ofiice.

Jane Uttlcford Stegeman, Crow Hill Fort Thomas, Kentucky,
married Bob on the day the rest of us graduated in 1935. He went to

Wisconsin and is in a war plant now. Robert, Jr., 7 years and Marjorie,

4 years, are very handsome children and keep Janie occupied along

with her Red Cross work.

And from Banks McPherson (Mrs. F. Gwyn Harper, Jr.) at 29 Oak
Drive, Durham, North Carolina, comes a darling picture of Anne,
age 3. Gwyn Is a Navy lieutenant In the Pacific and was a lawyer

from North Carolina and Harvard. Banks does clerical work at the

hospital besides Junior League and Red Cross Nurse's Aide duties.

If anyone wants a trip around the Pentagon Building, see Mary
Marks, 130 B Street, N. E., Washington 2, D. C. She is an Information

Specialist with the War Department, Bureau of Public Relations.

Frances Martin and Wm. B. Burnet were married in 193 4 and have

a ten year old daughter, Ann. They live at 35 10 Rodman Street,

N. W., Washington 8, D. C. Frances' husband is a corporal in the

Transportation Corps and went to the University of Virginia.

Virginia Morgan (Mrs. Robert J. Carpenter) lives at 736 Coleman
Place, West field. New Jersey, and has a wee daughter with "all per-

fections, no peculiarities." A new house and new baby keep "Ge Ge"
busy. Her husband went to ^'illlams and Is in the steel business.

Pood Morrison (Mrs. \i'arren T. Ruddell) 432 VC'est Hampton
Drive, Indianapolis, Indiana, was married in 1938 and her husband

attended DePauw and Harvard Business School. He is an automotive

wholesaler and he and Pood have "two normal little darlings full of

fun, sweetness, and the devil." Nancy, age 4, and Steven, age 2. Pood

is in the Junior League and a very active member of Children's Bureau

Board.

Betty Myers and Kenneth B. Harding were married in 193 8 and live

at 17 Monmouth Court, Brookllne, Massachusetts. He is from Harvard

and is Lieutenant Cammander in the Navy. Betty handles correspondence

from all over the world connected with the administration of the

Christian Science Organization in Boston.

Martha Neuensch wander is married to Lieutenant Melvin Founds

(U. of Va.) and lives at the Schenley Apartments. Pittsburgh. As a

Navy housewife she is following her husband as long as he stays In this

country. (Barbara Clute Turner is my sisjer-ln-law, Martha!)

And out at 4223 So. Lookout, Little Rock, Arkansas, are Eugenia

Peek and her University of Virginia husband, Willis W. Johnson, Jr.,

married in 193 9. I'm going to pull a boner by not knowing whether

Genie Peek Johnson l\'z years is a boy or girl but I presume a boy.

Am I right. Genie? Lieutenant Johnson (Navy) is a Food Broker and

Eugenia works for the Red Cross and the Junior League.

Julia Peterkin's business address is in care of the Girl Scouts,

National Branch Office, 7829 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio, She

is a special Field Advisor for the Girl Scouts and travels in West
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May n, 1945

Mrs. E. Webster Harrison, President

Sweet Briar Alumnae Association

Sweet Briary Virginia

Dear Mrs. Harrison:

I wish to convey to you an expression from the Board of Overseers of Sweet Briar

College of their great appreciation and gratitude to the alumnae of the college for their

generous gift of the current year. This has represented hard work and much inspirin]g^

collaboration, and the Board sends its thanks to all of the alumnae who have participated

and especially to those who have guided the efforts in this undertaking—Miss McMahon,

Miss von Briesen, Miss Mallory, and Miss Peele.

The Board will have great satisfaction in administering a scholarship in honor of

Dr. Mary K. Benedict, the first President of the college. It likewise takes both encourage-

ment and satisfaction in the growing support that comes annually in the Alumnae Fund.

Sincerely yours,

Rowland Lea

Secretary, Board of Overseers

Virginia, Ohio and Kentucky giving leader training and meeting

with councils, etc.

Marie Schroeder is Mrs. Cecil A. P. Thomas. She is at 5 Wyoming
Court, Washington 16, D. C. Her husband is a Major and an engineer

from M.I.T. and Purdue. Cappy, (Cecil, Jr.,) will be a year next

August and Marie's other interests include quite a collection of

pressed glass.

Isabel Scriba, 73 Second Street, Garden City, is doing secretarial

work for the Arjny and headed for Fort Worth, Texas, about May first.

Another service man's wife is Alma Sitfinwm Rountrey who was

married to Corporal William in 1942. She is with the War Department

at Fort Monmouth, New Jersey—something secret and highly inter-

esting. Alma is living with a group of girls at 1 Roseld Avenue,

Apartment A-^, Deal, New Jersey, while her University of Virginia

husband is on Luzon.

Carey Snow married Derald Garrison in 1939 and they live in

Wahiawa, Oahu, TH. with two sons, Derald, Jr., 4, and Stephen, 2.

They watched the Japs bomb Wheeler Field and Carey says that's

enough excitement for a lifetime. Her husband went to the Uni-

versity of California and manages a section of a pineapple plantation.

Frances Spiller (Mrs. George M. Merrill) lives at 102 E. Chestnut,

Chicago 1 1 , Illinois. Her husband was an accountant from Texas

Christian University but now is a Captain in the Army.

Jadkie Strickland (Mrs. Edward Dwelle, Jr.) 4810 Arapahoe

Avenue, Jacksonville, was married in 1937 and has three children,

jfacquelyn 6, Sif^an 3 and Edward 1. Ned (Davidson and Harvard)

is a Navy lieutenant and before entering the service was a realtor.

I imagine Mr:. Dwelle is quite busy with her music, gardening, Junior

League, etc., and taking care of her very attractive home and family.

Harriet Taylor (Mrs. Walter H. Leo) 4912 So. 2 8th Street, Arling-

ton, Virginia, sends pictures and writes of son Johnny 3 and her

Army Captain husband (U. of Missouri). The questionnaire I had

sent her had five addresses on it when Harriet finally received it. She

has been on the move with the Army.
And from our Student Government President of 193 S, Lida (Mrs.

Henry Lane Young, Jr.) 2924 Nancy Creek Road, N. W., Atlanta,

Georgia, comes word of two daughters, Lida 6 and Elane 5. Henry is

with Bell Aircraft; he went to college at the University of North
Carolina. Lida is in the Red Cross, Garden Club, church and war
activities.

In New York while this was being written I ran into Marion Walker's

husband, Dr. Joseph Alcaro, down at the New York Eye and Ear
Infirmary. They have two children, Tony, 85/2, whom Marion believes

is the class baby (can any other '3 S graduate beat that) and Frederick

14 months. The doctor went to the University of Wisconsin and he

and Marion have a home at 8 5 Summit Avenue, Dover, New Jersey.

Pat Whitford (Mrs. Nicholas E. Allen) 188 College Avenue, Staten

Island 10, New York, writes from Atlanta where she is visiting with

Sandra, age 2. Nick has been overseas since a year ago last January.

He is a Lieutenant Colonel and is Judge Advocate for the 82nd Air-

borne Division.

Four wonderful snapshots from Mary Whipple (Mrs. Donald R.

Clark, ns Pelham Road, Rochester 10, New York) Saralynn, age 6,

looks to me like her mother and Donald, age 4, is very cute. Mary
was married in 193 7 to her banker husband who went to Williams

and Harvard. Red Cross work, Rochester Children's Day Nursery,

Civic Music Drive, gardening and reading keep Mrs. Clark busy.

Suzanne Wilson (Mrs. Evan M. Rutherford) lives at 6867 Crandon
Avenue, Chicago, 49 and has a boy and a girl. Her husband is in

advertising and went to Illinois and Missouri.

Mary Willis, Oakwood Lodge, Piney Point, Maryland, was married

on April 1 , 1 944 to W. Martin Kempe, Dartmouth and formerly

with Eastern Airlines. He is now in the Navy and Mary is teaching

in the Great Mills High School.

Dr. and Mrs. Southgate Leigh, Jr., 300 Coloni.nl Avenue, Norfolk

(Maude Winborne) were married in 193 6 and have two girls and a

boy. The doctor went to the University of Virginia.

If you keep up with Sweet Briar you know that Helen Wolcott is

at 2S21 Connecticut Avenue, N. W., Washington 8, D. C. Besides her

job as secretary to the Director of the Division of Administrative

Services, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (that's

quite a title, Helen) Wooley does Red Cross and USO work.
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After Five Years
BY Mildred Mitchell Gillis

MANY, many thaftks for your grand letters and
questionnaires. I appreciate your splendid coopera-

tion which helped endlessly to make this news review for

our fifth reunion possible. I wish that I could write to you
all individually; but since that is impossible, please accept

my sincere thanks as expressed here.

Unfortunately, many questionnaires were returned with

"no longer here," "moved," and other such notes, and

others I'm afraid just got lost. However, what with every-

one on the move as we are today that is understandable.

Of the 168 questionnaires sent out, 69 were returned. Of
the 90 graduates, 51 questionnaires were returned com-
pleted, 10 graduates were reported on by others, 5 were

returned for improper address. From the non-graduates,

18 questionnaires were returned completed, 6 were re-

turned for improper address, 9 were reported on by others.

I was unable to send questionnaires to 9 since the Alumnae
Office has no address for them.

From the 69 questionnaires received, I discovered that 47

of the members of the class are married, and 29 have

children. There are 36 children in all with 19 boys and 17

girls. Thirty of the husbands are in service, 1 5 in the army
and 1 5 in the navy. Twenty-eight of these husbands are

officers and two are enlisted men. Fourteen are in war work.

We can rightly be proud of the war efforts of our class.

There are ten members who are in service, four in the

army, four in the navy, and two in the marine corps.

We can boast ten nurses aides, 19 active volunteers

in the Red Cross, and 12 active volunteers in the

USO. We have two members in the Red Cross overseas and

three with the OWI. There are others I am sure but these

totals have been taken from the questionnaires and reports

of others only.

I wish you could see the pictures and read all the letters,

but I am compiling a book which will be in the Alumnae
Office before long and we can all look it over at our next

reunion, or it can be sent to any of you who get together

before that time.

Ann Adamson (Mrs. R. H. Taylor) Chatham Hills, Richmond, Vj.

Ann was at home for a short visit at the time she wrote to me, but

was planning to go to Miami Beach very soon in search of an apartment

for her and husband, Bob, who has recently returned from the South-

west Pacific. He is a doctor—at present a captain in the Air Corps.

Ann did Nurses' Aide work while Bob was overseas.

Virginia Allison (Mrs. Hubert Benbury Haywood, Jr.) 3908 Seminary

Avenue, Richmond, Virginia.

Rcba Smith Gromel ran into Ginny about three weeks ago in Miller

and Rhoads Tea Room in Richmond. Ginny's husband is a flight

surgeon and is overseas.

Jane Baker (Mrs. H. L. Grant, III) 758 "D" Ave., Coronado, Calif.

Jane was married in May, 1942. Henry is a lieutenant in the navy,

submarine branch. Jane is working as a welfare and recreational

worker at the Naval Training Center, San Diego. She is interested

in athletics and is a member of the San Diego Club.

Muriel G. Barrows, Station Hospital, Camp Shanks, Orangeburg, New
York, or home address—920 Woodland Avenue, Plainfield, N. J.

Muriel was busy with her first assignment as a Red Cross worker
on a military post. She had had training in Washington before going
to Camp Shanks. She says that her work is really very interesting and
varied. She is correctly called a Social Service Worker, but says that

she is a combination Dorothy Dix, lawyer. Dr. Anthony, and real

estate agent. She was present at Ivy's wedding last September and says

that that was really a gala SBC reunion.

Ruth Beach, 47 HiUcrest Avenue, Summit, New Jersey.

Ruddie is working as a laboratory technician at the Overlook
Hospital in Summit. Her main interest at present is a marine whose
name she did not give me. She has been doing Red Cross work, and in

any other spare minutes is riding and knitting.

Rosemary Bjorge (Mrs. Richard E. Johnson) Severna Park, Maryland.
Ruth Mealand writes that she saw Rosemary, her freshman year

roommate, in Washington recently. Rosemary was in Severna Park,

Maryland, where she and her husband, Lieutenant Commander Johnson,
USN, (Annapolis graduate) are living.

Jean Blount (Mrs. S. G. Blount) 420 Elizabeth St., Greenville, N. C.

Jean married Samuel G. Blount In April, 1944, a doctor, and at

present a lieutenant in the Army Medical Corps. Jean is working as a

buyer for the Blount-Harvey Company. She is learning to play golf

and bridge in her spare time.

Eleanor Bosworth (Mrs. David Kirk Spltler) 22S7 Woodmere Drive,

Cleveland Heights 6, Ohio.

Ellie and Kirk are back in Cleveland after spending some time in

Florida where Kirk was recuperating from a serious operation. Little

Barbie is a year old now and she is walking all over the place. Ellie is

busy with Junior League, Nurses' Aide, and medical social work when
time permits.

Adelaide Boze (Mrs. J. A. Clascock, Jr.) 2211 W. Grace St., Richmond.

Polly and Jimmie are living in Richmond with Mrs. Boze at

present. Jimmie is a lawyer who graduated from Yale. Polly is teaching

French to the girls at St. Catherine's School and in her spare time is

writing book reviews for a Richmond paper. She is secretary of the

AAUW and also a member of the Woman's Finance Committee
of Virginia.

Blair Bunting (Mrs. Richard J. Both) 7th and Berkley, Radford, Va.

Blair was married in May, 1942. She has one little girl, Mary Blair

Both, si.\teen months old. Blair says that Mary Blair is very large for

her age and she hopes she is not heading for her daddy's six feet, four

inches. Her hair is "hopelessly straight" and she has wonderful big

blue eyes. Blair was doing Nurses' Aide work before little Blair was

born and at present is secretary of the Women's Auxiliary of Grace

Church.

Ann Burr (Mrs. Walter Coy) 14S W. 12th St., New York 11, N. Y.

Ann is a most successful actress, at present playing the only

feminine role in "The Hasty Heart." Earlier in the season she appeared

briefly in "While the Sun Shines." Last year she played all season as

the "other woman" with Katharine Cornell and Raymond Masscy in

Lovers and Friends. She did considerable election campaigning, and

keeps busy with bond drives, and Red Cross. Ann sees very few Sweet

Briar girls except Mary James, '41, and Mary Lee St'ffli- Weathersbee,

and a few others when they go backstage after a performance to see

her. She wishes more would do so!

Maria Burroughs (Mrs. Henry H. Livingston, Jr.) 1100 West 43rd

Street, Richmond.

Phoopy and Henry are the proud parents of Isabel Church, one year,

eight months, and Henry, III, three months. Isabel's picture convinces

me that she is a beautiful child. Papa Livingston is a captain in the

Army Air Corps overseas.

Jane Bush (Mrs. Eugene Mitchell Long) 949 Johns Road, Augusta, Ga.

Jane and Gene, Jr., were enroute to Texas to visit Eugene's family
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when she wrote. Little Gene is a perfect clown with a perpetual gay

spirit according to his mother. How could he be any other way?

Eugene is a graduate of V.M.I, and is a captain in the army artillery.

Jane's interests at present, aside from her family, are Travelers' Aid,

Junior League, nursery school, golf, and occasional nurses' aide.

Mariana Bush (Mrs. Robert Ruiledge King, Jr.) 949 Johns Road,

Augusta, Ga.

At the time this q -.cstionnai e reached Mariana, she and her daughter

Mary were at home in Augusta. They were waiting for Bob to get

organized somewhere so that they could join him.

Clara Call (Mrs. Charles \t'. Frazier, Jr.) 3 509 Stuart Ave., Richmond.

Clara and Bill have two darling boys, Charles William, III, who

will be four in May and Norman Call, seventeen months. There is a

wonderful picture of Clara and the children that you all must see.

Papa Bill is overseas as a captain with the Field Artillery.

Dorothy Campbell, Barbizon Hotel, New York. New York.

Dot tie's engagement to Captain William P. O'Connor of Larch-

mont. New York, was announced in April, 1944. Bill is somewhere in

the South Pacific and Dottie is living in New York and going to the

New York School of Social Work. After Bill first went overseas, Dottie

did Child Welfare Work professionally and decided to go to graduate

school which is proving most interesting. She wants any of you who

are in New York at any time to get in touch with her.

Clemmy Carter(Mrs. J. R. Murray) 190 East End Ave., New York, N.Y.

No news from Clcmmie direct, but Jeanne Harris says that she is at

the above address. Her husband is a lieutenant in the Coast Guard.

Joy Carter (Mrs. Philip CarrJngton) 199 East Kings Highway, San

Antonio, Texas.

Joy's husband is a captain in the infantry with the Third Army in

Europe. She is working in a secretarial position, doing a bit of tutoring

in Latin and English on the side. She does USO work. Red Cross work,

and Junior League whenever possible.

Cornelia Chalkley (Mrs. F. W. Kittler) 7 Kirkley Rd., Annapolis, Md.

Connie, Kit, and Winkie, born November II, 1945, are in Annapolis.

Kit is a Lieutenant Commander in the Navy. Little Winkie is fat and

jolly with bright brown eyes like her Pa's. She is definitely the sociable

type, not the least bit shy. Last summer Beth Thomas Mason and her

husband and Connie and Kit saw a good bit of each other. Connie

says that Barbara Godfrey Adams is still in California at the Marine

Corps Air Station, Santa Barbara, and Olive May Vt'hittington is hoping

and expecting to be sent from Washington overseas.

Ruth Collins {Mrs. John W. Henry) SS9 Marchant Rd., Norfolk 5, Va.

Ruth and John have one son, Michael, born in October, 1945. John
is in the Navy and according to Connie Chalkley Kittler the Henry
family will be in Annapolis in July while John takes some courses.

Constance Cleary, 'Seven Gables," Ponca City, Oklahoma.
Connie worked for the government in San Antonio, Texas, until

January, 1 944-, when she resigned because of ill health. She has been

home since that time. She is fine now and busy doing Nurses' Aide.

Ann Conant (Mrs. John H. ^'eaver, Jr.) 1^0 Beacon Street. Brook-

line, Mass.

Ann was a WAC until August, 1943, and spent the winter of 1944

in Denver. John is a captain with the Tenth Mountain Division (ski

troops) . Ann has been flying and now has her senior Meteorology

Instructors' ticket. Aleise McMhni Young with George, Jr., visited

Ann in February.

Elizabeth Conover, 6805 Kingsbury Blvd., University City i. Mo.

Libby is kindergarten teacher in one of the large St. Louis County
schools and likes it very much. She has done some USO work in her

spare time. Sees Jane Westphalen Gray quite frequently,

Helen Corn well (Mrs. Homer D. Jones) 556 Overhill Drive, Uni-

versity City S, Mo.

From Lois Fernlcy McNeil I learned that Helen and Homer have

a precious son. At this point Helen is waiting for the fleet to come
in so she can ship to the coast.

Constance Currie (Mrs. Richard E. Fleming) Tulip Road, Llewellyn

Park, West Orange, New Jersey.

The Flemings have a darling garage apartment in West Orange, and

at the time Connie wrote she and her husband were busy helping their

landlord and landlady spray the fruit trees. Dick is a graduate of

Princeton. At the moment he is working for International Nickel

Company of New York.

Marion Daudt (Mrs. T. W. McBride) 329 N. 6th St., St. Charles, Mo.

Marion was married in December, 1941. Tom is a lawyer by pro-

fession, but just now is a lieutenant in the Navy. Marion is working

as assistant to an eye specialist. She does Red Cross work, is a member

of the AAUW and is on the publicity committee of that organization.

Ann Dawson, Box 185, Kinston, North Carolina.

Jean Blount writes that she saw Ann in Greenville twice recently.

Ann is interested in getting into rehabilitation work after the war.

Laura Dickie (Mrs. William Neil) 500 Riverside Dr., New York, N. Y.

Nan and Bill are the proud parents of one son, fifteen months old.

Papa Bill is an attorney, now with the Army Air Corps, as a second

lieutenant. From the picture I received the Neils can rightly be proud

of their son.

Margaret Dowell (M.s, John P. Cochran) Barbizon Hotel, New York.

Margaret's husband, a naval ensign, is now somewhere in the South

Pacific. While he is away Margaret is studying at the New York
School of Interior Decorating.

Jean Erskine, 2 5 00 Washington Avenue, Racine, Wisconsin.

Mary Miller Naquin writes that Jean is engaged to an army lieu-

tenant whom she met at Mary's wedding.

Katherine Estes (Mrs. Gilbert Johnston) Arlington, Virginia.

Sorry I cannot give you Kit's full address. Gilbert has returned

from overseas and they are living in Arlington now. I saw Kit and

Kathy last summer and Kit looked fine and Kathy is adorable.

Lois Fernley (Mrs. Henry S. McNeil) Hickory Road, Cedar Farm.

Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania.

Lois and Hen have a son, Neil, who was born in August, 1943. He
loves animals and wants Mama to buy him horses, cows, etc. Hen
works with pharmaceuticals and chemicals and Loi uses extra time

that she has collecting for Red Cross, United Funds Campaign and

other organizations.

Blanch Fleming (Mrs. F. B. Gray) H78 Vinton, Memphis, Tenn.

I didn't hear from Midge, but did see her last summer while she

was in Gulfport as a counselor for the Gulf Park College Summer
Camp. She looked just the same.

Jane Furniss (Mrs. O'W. D. Simpson) 602 Lauderdale St., Selma, Ala.

Ginny Lcggeff Cameron writes that Jane has one son, Delk. Jane and

Jeannetta Smith see each other often.

Alice Gass (Mrs. G. R. Dornberger) 42 Maple Ave., Troy, N. Y.

While Alice was overseas with the Red Cross she met and married

Major Dornberger who was then commanding oflicer of an Air Evacu-

ation Squadron. George is a doctor and is in the Medical Corps of

the Army and Alice is in Troy with her family now. After the war
the Dornbergers will probably live in Rochester, Minnesota, where

George has a fellowship in surgery at the Mayo Clinic.

Emory Gill (Mrs. Carrington Williams) 54H Cary Street Road.

Richmond 21.

Phoopy writes that Emory and Little Emory are in Richmond at

this point waiting for an opportunity to join her husband in Texas.

Mary Grant (Mrs. Rudolf Mochs) 19 Academy St.. Liberty. N. Y.

Mary and her husband and little Bob, born December 24, 1942,

are at present living in Brooklyn, New York. Rudolf is a radio

technician.

Betty Hammer (Mrs. Donald C. Morrell) 341 Woodland Drive. Bright-

waters, N. Y.

Betty and Donald have one son. born May 12, 1945. He is very

blue eyed, very blond, and really "pretty cute." Donald is a lieutenant

in the Navy stationed in the South Pacific. Betty and Clara Cull Frazier

correspond regularly. Betty also has a daughter, Susan, born April 2 8.

Jeanne Harris. 5^5 Riverside Drive, New York, New York.

Jeanne is in New York and has a job as staff assistant in the division

of Lending Collections, Metropolitan Museum of Art. Her chief in-

terests outside of her work are Spanish dancing and Columbia Uni-

versity. I have a fine picture of Jeanne for our reunion record.
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Nnncy Haskins, 901 Oak Street, Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Nancy was in Chattanooga when she wrote to me. Her sister was

in the May Court this year and Dr. Haskins and Nancy went to see

her Nancy has been doing Red Cross work. Nurses' A.de, ra.lroad

c.nteen and teaching Sunday School. She was magazme eduor for the

Junior League and is a member of the Art Assocation.

Kay Hodge, 23 S South Elm Street, Henderson, Kentucky.

Kay writes that three fourths of her time is spent as a volunteer

for the ARC as a Grey Lady. She works at Camp Breckmr.dge.

Jane Hopkins (Mrs. P. Huber Hanes) .30S West Main Street, Titus-

ville, Pennsylvania.

lane was married in 1941. Her husband, Huber, is a lieutenant in

the Navy, at present o^-erseas. Jane is back in Titusville, busy domg

Nurses' Aide work. She and Eve Will,.,,,,, Turnbull are good corre-

spondents and try between them to keep up on the news of SBC.

Huber and Knox are very good friends and have been overseas about

the same length of time.

Mary Frances Hazelton, Apt. 6H, 5 01 Taylor, San Francisco 2, Calif.

1 had a very newsy letter from Hazy who is domg OWI work in

San Francisco, and likes her work a lot. She has eight weeKs of night

shift which means retiring behind black masks from four a.m. till

noon then four weeks of days during which she attends conferences

•

like mad, kicks up her heels and takes sleeping pills for obviou; reasons.

By night she writes world news—a complete round up—hence she can

recite the obscure islands of the Pacific, and towns of Burma. By day

she writes news of the United States, hence can recite congressional

procedure and Charlie Chaplin's antics by rote. Her scripts are trans-

lated into another language and beamed to the Far East. For "security

reasons" she cannot divulge the country. Hazy certainly sounds busy,

to say nothing of doing a grand job.

Elizabeth Ivins (Mrs. William Haskins) 9W Hillside Avenue, Plain-

field, New Jersey.

Ivy's wedding in September was certainly a "get together" for

many of the class. Hug, Parge, Nickie, Ellie Snow, Lo Fernley, Blair,

Connie Currie, and Muriel Barrows were all there. At present Ivy is

a lieutenant (j.g.) in the Navy, and husband. Bill, is a lieutenant.

They are both stationed at the Naval Air Station in Lakehurst. Our

Ivy is on Clearance Duty which means she is clearing planes for

flight. Bill is an Aircraft Combat Intelligence Officer. From all reports

the Haskins are very busy and happy.

Mary Petty Johnston—Captain—Hqs. VIIl Air Force, A.P.O. 63 4,

c/o Postmaster, New York, New York.

No news from Mary Petty when this report had to go in. Alice Gii."

Dornberger writes, however, that she saw her several times in England.

She is a captain in the WAC and Alice says she looked wonderful.

Coralie Kahn (Mrs. Michael Patrick Ferro) 3 764 Shafter Avenue,

Oakland 9, California.

Coralie and son, Michael, Jr., arc waiting for husband Mike to come

in from time to time. Mike is a lieutenant in the Navy. Little Mike,

aged 13 months has reddish hair and brown eyes.

Margaret Katterjohn (Mrs. C. R. McCollom) Corydon Rd., Henderson,

Ky.

Margaret was married in September, 1940. She and Charlie have two

little girls, Margaret Elizabeth, who will be four in October, and

Patricia Ann, who will be two in July. Patty was named for Patsy

Joblin, Margaret's first year roommate at SBC. Charles is an orchardist.

Margaret wrote that C. P. (Neel) Mahoney had been in Henderson

with her baby, George Barret, but left for Florida, April 27th for a

brief visit with George as they have been unable to find quarters at

his new station for her and the baby. Margaret asked me to tell any

of you who travel on U. S. 60 and go near Henderson to look her up.

as she lives five miles south of Henderson on the highway.

Helen Larmon, 33614, APO 492, c/o Postmaster, New York, N. Y.

I had a letter from Helen's mother telling me that Helen is with

the Red Cross in India. She is a staff assistant and her letters are

tremendously interesting—all about her work there and the country

itself. I have given you the address Mrs. Larmon sent to me so that

you can write to her.

Aim. News

Virginia Legget (Mrs. T. B. Cameron, Jr.) 2159 14th St., Troy, N. Y.

Ginny is in Troy where Tom is an instructor in chemistry at

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Ginny's interests are primarily dra-

matics and music. She is secretary-treasurer of the Church School at

the Methodist Church in Troy.

Kathryn Lubs, 1900 Greenhilt Avenue, Wilmington, D.'laware.

Kitty is to be married in June to Harold F. Furber. She gave up her

job last month. Harold is a chemist with the duPont Company. Kitty

writes that she still likes to play golf and is also interested in Spanish.

She has done some Spanish and French translation work and is a

member of the Spanish Club of Wilmington.

Clara MacRae (Mrs. Beverly D. Causey, Jr.) 161 5 Preston Road,

Alexandria, Virginia.

Baba was married in November, 1940. The Causeys have two
children, Beverly Douglas, III, born January 6, 1943, and Margaret

Cameron, born March 1-!., 1945. Papa Causey is a lieutenant com-

mander in the Navy at this time stationed in Washington. He is a

history teacher by profession.

Ruth Mealand, 3 3 04 Sutton Road, Shaker Heights 20, Ohio.

Ruth is a ticket agent for the United States Airlines in Cleveland.

Beginning April 23 she was to go to the Traffic School for three

weeks' course. Her outside interests include art, USO and Red Cross

volunteer work. Ruth has seen quite a few alumnae at Sweet Briar

meetings in Cleveland.

Mary Miller (Mrs. H. A. Naquin) 425 Arlington Place, Chicago, 111.

Mary and Susan Lee, 7 '/a months old, are living at present at 31

Westminster Road, Baldwin, Long Island, New York. Howard is a

doctor, at this point a lieutenant in the Navy stationed in the Pacific.

He returned to the states in November, 1944, but has gone again.

Sari Mitchell (Mrs. John W. Clingerman) 209 Pine Ridge Edgeworth,
Pennsylvania.

Sally has one daughter, Suzanne Mitchell, 5 months old. John is a

Navy lieutenant, a civil engineer in civilian life.

Mildred Moon (Mrs. W. L. Montague) 160 PinehiU Dr., Mobile. Ala.

Mildred, Bill and their son arc all living in Mobile where Bill is

stationed. He is a captain in the Air Corps. Little Will is 18 months
old. Mildred's war work includes Red Cross, Junior League, and

Nurses' Aide, and she spends hours in her flower and vegetable garden:.

Frances Moses (Mrs. Lawson W. Turner, Jr.) 1600 Battery, Apart-

ment A, Little Rock, Arkansas.

According to Mose her daughter will be three in June, her name is

Mary Moses Turner, and she has already been to Sweet Briar and wants

to live in Reid. Lawson is with the Seventh Army in Europe. He is a

major now and Mose was anxiously following the Seventh Army
when she wrote. She spends a good bit of time at the Red Cross Blood

Bank. She wrote me from Lynchburg where she was visiting Lawson's

family and looking forward to a visit with Beth.

Cynthia Noland (Mrs. Karl Young, Jr.)

No news from Cynthia but Phoopie tells me that she is in Richmond
with her son, Billy, visiting her mother for awhile.

Rebecca Pannill (Mrs. Lawrence P. Gwin).

Clara Cull Frazier tells me she had a letter from Becky about a

month ago. Becky was in New York with her family for the duration

or until she goes to Houston for part of the time. Becky and Clara

were at Fort Sill, Oklahoma, three years ago together.

Louise Partrick.

Jackie St'v/OM Daley wrote that she had talked with Louise's mother

and learned that Louise was living in Chapel Hill. She shares a house

there with some other girls and is doing library work which she likes

very much.

Marion Phlnizy, Lieutenant—W.O.Q., M.C.A.S., Cherry Point, N. C,

Phin sent me her questionnaire, but I guess she was too busy to

write in detail. She is a Marine lieutenant and is Purchasing Officer

for the Post Exchange at this Marine base.

Hortense Powell, 201 East 96th Avenue, Johnson City, Tennessee.

Hortense is teaching Spanish in Johnson City High School, and

finds it most interesting. She has a private pilot's license now. Her war

work is done on the entertainment committee at the Veteran's Hos-

pital. Hortense attended Mr. Roosevelt's fourth inaugural and saw
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Margaret Banister and her mother at one of the receptions at the

Mayflower. She met some interesting and important people in Wash-
ington that weekend and says that it was a never-to-be-forgotten

experience.

Martha Rector, Captain, T 09th AAFBU, Grenier Field, Manchester, N.H.

Martha was recently commanding ofiicer of the WAC Squad O,

Mather Field, California. She was previously an instructor in the

Adjutant General's office. She likes her work very much and from

all reports she is doing a fine job. Wait till you sec the picture of

her in uniform.

Margaret Royall (Mrs. J. E. Davis) 20S W. Ash St., Goldsboro, N. C.

Maggie was living in New York when she wrote. However, Jimmie

will be leaving New York Hospital around July 1 for active duty

and she will go home. She has been working as a clinic aide in the

New York Hospital Medical Clinic.

Janet Runkle, Waterman General Hospital, Camp Atterbury, Indiana.

Columbus is a resident Nurses' Aide at Camp Atterbury and lives

in the nurses' quarters. She works eight hours a day, seven days a

week and loves it. She also is in the Junior League, secretary of the

board of Central Community House, vice-president of the Pleasure

Guild of Children's Hospital, and does Red Cross work.

Clara Sasscer {Mrs. Harrison Chandler) 4106 Beecher Street, N. W.,

Washington 7, D. C.

Clara was married in April, 1944. She is working now as a clerk in

the office of the Federal Consultant (Manufacturers Representative)

in Washington. Mr. Chandler is an aeronautical engineer and is with

the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.

Helen Schmid (Mrs. William H. Hardy) 2740 Lake Drive, Grand
Rapids, Michigan.

Hug and Bill have two sons, Billy, Jr., 2, and Edwin Alexander

(Sandy) 10'/2 months old. Billy talks all of the time and sings a little

off key. She gave me some story about Glory, Glory, I'm a Chung
Mung being his favorite. Bill is with the Hayes Manufacturing Com-
pany. I wish you could see the picture of the Hardys.

Jacqueline Sexton (Mrs. J. D.) 64 Oswego St., Baldwinsville, N. Y.

Jackie, Jack and their two boys, John Michael, 26 months, and

Christopher Emerson, 4 months, are all living in Baldwinsville. Both

of the children have red hair and are handsome. Jack is an Episcopal

minister and Jackie is kept busy with the children and church work.

Ann Sims, 604 South 21st Street, Fort Smith 21, Arkansas.

Ann has a job as manager of a book shop and library in the town's

largest department store. When time permits she does USO work and

is president of the local Business and Professional Womens Club and a

member of the AAUW.
Barbara Smith (Mrs. James P. Whirlock) 703 Salem Avenue, Eliza-

beth 5 1, New Jersey.

Barbara writes that she and Jim have one little boy, James, Jr.

—

almost three. Jim is in the Navy as a lieutenant. He was in the adver-

tising business before going into service. Barbara is active in Red
Cross and Junior League.

Janetta A. Smith, 728 South Lee Street, Alexandria, Virginia.

Janetta is going to Lake School in Washington where she is taking

shorthand and typing.

Rcba Smith (Mrs. George H. Gromel) Box 265, Toano, Virginia.

Reba was married November 7, 1942. She and George have one very

sweet looking daughter. Patsy, who will be a year old in July. Patsy

is an active, healthy youngster who has big blue eyesi dark lashes and

looks like her daddy. George is a naval lieutenant in charge of a

Dental Clinic at Camp Peary.

Eleanor Snow, 81 Eastwood Street, East Orange, New Jersey.

Ellie is in Newark most of the time where she is working as secretary

to one of the buyers. Western Electric Company. She does all types of

odd jobs there, such as running bond drives, and writing a monthly

news-letter from the company to the boys who are in service. Ellie

sees Connie Ciirric Fleming about every week, as she lives right around

the corner from her. She also sees Ivy and Bill, and Loi and Hen.

Ramona Spurlock (Mrs. Calvin Ward Fite, Jr.) S21 Wilkinson Street,

Shreveport, Louisiana.

Mona was married in June, 1942. She has one little girl, Linda Ann,

born January 19, 194S. Calvin is a lieutenant colonel in the Air

Force. He was a flyer before the war. Mona's interests are Nurses' Aide
work, raising collies, and watching for the postman.

Josephine Taylor (Mrs. N. C. Carlson) 2216 Fifth St., Port Arthur,
Texas.

Josie is a bride of six months; she and Norm were married January
22, 194S, and at present they are living in Port Arthur, where Norm
is stationed. He is a lieutenant in the Navy and has recently returned
from the South Pacific.

Dr. Helen Taylor, Doctors' Hospital, East End Ave., New York, N. Y.

No news from Helen, but Jeanne Harris tells me that Helen is on
the staff of Doctors' Hospital and we know that she continues to be

a credit to her college and class.

Beth Thomas (Mrs. James Tate Mason, Jr.) R.F.D., Happy Valley
Farm, Bluefield, West Virginia.

Tate went to sea last November so Beth and her two girls, Laura
Elisabeth, three, and Ann Stuart, one, are in Bluefield. They
have a cunning little cottage on the farm near Beth's parents' home.
Tate is a Lieutenant Commander in the Navy Medical Corps. Beth's

activities include reading, cooking, sewing lessons, learning to play the

piano. She is on the board of directors of the AAUW, member of the
Y.W.C.A., and rolls bandages for the A.R.C. Beth reports that Anna
Mae has been home for a month or so and Bobby (Stuart, USNR,
Lieutenant Commander) is home on his last leave before overseas duty.

Nida Tomlin (Mrs. R. C. Watts) 262^ Handasyde Court, Cincinnati.

Nida is living at home at this point. After the war she expects to

be back in Lynchburg. Bob is a lawyer, now in the Navy as a lieu-

tenant. Nida is teaching as an assistant in the second grade at Lotspeich

Private School, but still finds time for War Chest, Red Cross, War
Fund Oflice and City Charter Committee. She wrote recently:

"Frances Mosa Turner and I made the eight-thirty a.m. bus to

Sweet Briar (believe it or not dcpt.). Mr. Mangiafico was on the bus

also and we enjoyed a chat with him. Although it was only March
at that time everything seemed to have burst into full bloom already.

I can't remember ever seeing the campus look more beautiful. "We
thought of all of you and wished again that it was possible to have

our Fifth Year Reunion. Everything at Sweet Briar seemed very much
the same. The postofiice was crowded with a hopeful group. A coke

and nabs still appeared to be a popular breakfast at the Inn. That
sweet little old lady Mrs. Burford was sitting at the corner of the

library surrounded by her jonquils and lilacs. As you doubtless know,
Miss Ames is retiring this year, and Mosc and I were especially glad

to have the opportunity to see her. The following is told to eliminate

your positive fears about the advancing years! Mose was sitting on the

bench outside of the Information Office. A dear young thing passed

and said, "Hey. Coin' away for the weekend?" After recovering from
the first thrill of mistaken identity. Mosc answered gaily, "No, I'm

just going to town."

Elizabeth Vanderbilt (Mrs. Jonathan Brown) 4029 Benton Street,

N. W., Washington, D. C.

Boots has one son, Jonathan, Jr., born November 2 1 . 1944. Her
husband is in the Navy as a lieutenant. Boots has time for tennis and

swimming, and is a member of the Junior League of Engicwood, N. J.

Kathleen Ward. 146 Ivyhurst, Eggertsville, New York.

Kathleen is teaching advanced math at Amherst Central High
School, Snyder, New York, just outside Buffalo. She got her master's

degree in education from the University of Buffalo this past February

and is taking a breathing spell now. She is a member of the Pi Lambda
Theta (honorary education fraternity)

.

Ann Waring (Mrs. Mills Lane, Jr.) 2 W. Muscogee Ave., Atlanta, Ga.

Ann has two children, Mickie, (Mills, 4th) ZYz years old and Anita

VC^aring, 6 months. Mills is a banker, graduate of Yale. The children

keep Ann pretty busy just now, but she is active in Junior League.

Jane Westphalen (Mrs. Byron Everett Gray) 6 Trcebrook Lane, Clayton

S, St. Louis, Missouri.

Jane and Everett and son, 22 months old, are living In Clayton.

Everett is an engineer with Curtis Wright Corporation. He is a graduate

of Lehigh and \C'ashington Universities. Jane is busy with "Ronnie"

and her house and garden.
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flame glowed in Laetitia but it flashed in Gaudium, and the

two were eternally tagging now mother, now father. They
had as much fun with one as with the other, and they

would never have developed into their true selves had they

lost cither parent. Be sure to take these children into your

homes. Perhaps some day you will encourage them to visit

your friends—they are so dominant—but you cannot abide

their absence long. It is simply worth your while to

recognize them and give them their rights.

They may surprise you by being so utterly at home in

your studies and all your creative efforts. Cicero consciously

was their host when he turned to literature. He says:

"... I think you would hold that no mental enjoyment is

so broadening to the sympathies, or so enlightening to the

understanding. Other pursuits belong not to all times, all

ages, all conditions; but this gives stimulus to our youth

and diversion to our old age; this adds a charm to success,

and offers a haven of consolation to failure. In the home
it delights, in the world it hampers not. Through the

night-watches, on all our journeying, and in our hours of

country ease, it is our unfailing companion."

Strangely enough, these children like hot suds and shin-

ing glass and silver, and when you have just managed to get

everything done on time and have caught the bus, there

sit the little imps beside you. Their companionship is a bit

like that of a dog. All you have to do is to notice them

and talk to them. There are times—and maybe all of you

will know such—when they take complete charge of you

and of the occasion, and all your participation is a sharp

drawn breath of thankfulness for them.

This family, anyone would know, is a fine one, but not

as fine as it could be, not as fine as it was after Gratia, the

seventh child, was born. Its members were all so vital that

it often seemed difficult to compose their claims, but Grace
knew just how to do this. With her advent harmony grew
day by day. That blessed proportion without which de-

lightful and precious things can fail in their ministry she

shed on all about her. Somehow, subtly, it was she who
prompted father to be still a bit, and mother to speak, and
Efficiency to produce a quizzical smile at his own self-

satisfaction, and Vigor to hold out his hand to the twins.

Into the intercourse of the group came intimations of the

divine from farther back than Zeus, from Chronos himself,

still alive and more truly the father of gods and men than

his viceroy. The family knew whence they sprang and

Gratia kept them in touch with their source.

I can picture you saying to yourselves, "Why on earth

has that woman taken a place on a train to come to us with

such a tale?" I believe that this tale—strained allegory as

it is in spots—holds the substance of what we all need in

the midst of this terrible war and in the equally demanding
days after it. This marriage and this famliy can be yours,

whether you yourself marry or not. If you do marry you

can wish for little more in marriage than this. If you live

alone, you can find happiness with this adopted family as

you could in no other way, and the world today in its

sickness and sorrows and tomorrow in its convalescence,

and thereafter in the full bloom of health, will be richer

for every individual who identifies himself with Minerva's

and Mercury's way of life.

Evelyn WillianTi (Mrs. Knox TurnbuU) Orange, Virginia.

Eve and Knox were living in Richmond before the war, but Knox
is overseas as a lieutenant in the Navy now and Eve is back in Orange.

She says that Orange does not have many people and she is on most of

the village committees. She is in the Junior League, a member of the

Junior "Woman's Committee and a Red Cross volunteer. A portion

of her time is spent weeding the garden and learning about farming.

Margaret Woods, (Mrs. Louis C. Gillette) 406 South Vine Street,

Urbana, Illinois.

I expect that most of you have heard from Parge recently in behalf

of the Sweet Briar Alumnae Fund! She is at present with her husband,

a captain in the Air Corps, stationed at Chanute Field. Parge is a

Nurses' Aide, and I don't see where she gets time for the Alumnae
Fund, too. P.S.—I understand that Parge and Lou have a tandem

bicycle!

Irene Wycoff (Mrs. David Gustafson) 13 Barclay St., Poughkeepsic.

Polly is working as a reception secretary at St. James Church in

New York and is living at 865 Madison Avenue. Dave is a corporal

in the Air Corps. Polly is a member of the Junior League, and that

with her work, keeps her busy.

Irene Vongeher (Mrs. John B. Vincent) c/o Office of War Informa-

tion, A.P.O. 465, c/o Postmaster, New York, New York.

Irene's questionnaire arrived just in time to be included in this

report. She has one daughter, born in India eighteen months ago. Her
hair is platinum and she has blue eyes and a dumpy figure. Natalie

(her name) knows two Hindustani words at this point. John was a

journalist before the war and now is working for the U.S. O.W.I, in

China. Irene was also with the O.W.I. Her only formal work since

then has been helping out in the local Y.M.C.A. and writing. Irene

and the baby are in India fighting a losing battle to join John. Irene

has been able to work in a few sightseeing trips since living in India

—one to the south, one to Tibet, one to Kashmir, and one to the

Buddist shrines and sites in northern India. She says it is a fascinating

country if you don't have to stay put.

I wish that I had news of all the others, but maybe some will send

it to me too late for this report but it can be included in the book.

I am in Biloxi, Mississippi, with my husband, James Watson Gillis, Jr.

"Wats" is stationed at Keesler Field as assistant air inspector for com-

munications. He was in Radio. Transcription, and Recording business

in Buffalo before the war and finds his work here very interesting.

I have a job as caseworker for the USO-Travelers Aid. It is a fascinat-

ing work and I like it so much. Wats and I have a darling little house

at 176 Suter Place. It consists of a living room, bedroom, kitchen, and

bath. It is elegant for an army wife in Biloxi and I do appreciate it.

I really must stop as this is already too long, but many thanks again

and my best to you all. I am looking forward to our next reunion

when we can get together instead of hearing the news through letters.
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Nancy Moffett, '29, May 22, 1945.

Frances Quail (Mrs. William F. Eaton, ex '3 1 ) April 4, 194^

1917

Class Secretary: Bertha Pfsfcr Waii.cs (Mrs.

Benjamin) Sweet Briar, Virginia.

Benedict Scholarship Chairman: Polly Bish'I

RiDLER (Mrs. Earl S.) 608 Lindsay Road,

Wilmington 280, Delaware.

Though there were no oflicial reunions this

Commencement, three members of 1917 —
Polly, Rachel and I, with the three husbands

—Earl R idler, Hoyt Hoiton and Ben Wailes,

had a table for dinner in the Refectory on

Sunday, June >rd, and enjoyed the occasion

thoroughly. Like many other parents the

Holtons and the Ridlers came on for gradua-

tion at the last moment, and it really was a

happy event for all of us to see two 1917

daughters get their degrees at the same time-

When Jean Ridler was awarded a magna ciini

lande, one of the two granted to members of

the graduating class, not only her parents,

but the rest of 1917 present, were ready to

burst with pride. Jean has a job as librarian

in a large industrial chemical plant. Her read-

ing knowledge of languages, as well as her

chemistry major, has given her a fine back-

ground for the work, but she deplores her

inability to command Russian as yet. Martha

Holton is also planning to continue her

science, and looks forward with much interest

CO her work in a physics research laboratory

next fall. Mary Louise Holton graduates in

June, 1946, and Polly's youngest daughter,

Anne, will enter Sweet Briar that September,

so 1917 will continue to have representation

here, I am glad to say.

To return to Commencement—on Sunday

afternoon we heard that Mary WhifchcaJ Van
Hyning and her husband were at the White-

heads for an overnight stay, so between

vejpers and Lantern Night the entire 1917

contingent—this includes husbands—crowded

into our old Ford and clattered over to

Amherst to see the Van Hynings. They now
have a home jn Falls Church, Virginia, and

besides looking after a house and family,

Mary teaches at American University, train-

ing hospital workers for military welfare

service with the American Red Cross. Her

husband, Conrad, is to leave shortly for

London which will be headquarters for him

as Deputy Welfare Administrator of U.N.R.

R.A.

Please note that 1917 can point boastfully

to a 40% class reunion plus husbands. It was

lots of fun, but we missed the rest of you.

Bertha Pmster Wailes

1921

Class Sccrefary: Edith DnrrcH Marshall
(Mrs. Edward C.) 6326 Ridge Avenue, Cin-

cinnati n, Ohio.

Here I am at Sweet Briar—and what a

treat it is to be on the campus! Except for a

few showers, the weather has been perfect,

warm sunny days and cool nights. The laurel

and the roses near the arcades are masses of

bloom, and a blue haze hangs over the tops

of the Blue Ridge. Again from the bottom
of my heart I thank you for electing me to

the Alumnae Council so that I can enjoy

Sweet Briar each spring and fall. It is a real

treat!

We have had quite a whirl these past few

days—two full days of Alumnae Council meet-

ings plus a delightful picnic at Gert Prior's

home. Briar Hill, and a tea at the Wheatons'
(Mr. Dew's successor). The Wheatons live in

a charming house near the main road across

from St. Angelo. After tea we had dinner in

the Refectory with Miss Glass. And speaking

of meals, Mrs. Brown has really "put her best

foot forward" for us all the time we have

been here. Everything has been delicious. In

addition to the above festivities, we have had

coft'ee with Helen McMahon, coffee in Ran-
dolph parlor with members of the faculty,

walks in the gardens, horseback riding—in

short, "a good time has been had by all."

Incidentally, next year is our 25th reunion.

I do hope the restrictions will be off, and we
can all come back for the grand occasion.

You will find many changes (not only in

ou.-selves, for the years do roll on) all for

the better on the campus I can assure you,

but not enough to make it unfamiliar to any

of you. If we are not able to return, I hope

we can all chip in (a part of the train fare at

least) and add it to the Alumnae Fund as

our reunion gift.

"From "our day" Gert Dally Massie, '22,

and Isabel Wood Holt, '19, are here also and

it is grand to see familiar faces on the campus.

I also enjoyed seeing Miss Long, Mrs. Dew,
who now is living in Amherst, Miss Morenus,

and Dr. Ames. The years seem to change

them very little. It is wonderful to come
back and have them greet me by name after

all this time. Oh yes. Miss Sparrow has been

here for a visit—she looks so well and happy.

She now lives in Richmond.

From Sweet Briar I am going to New York
for a glimpse of my sister, Ruth, who lives

on Long Island, and also my two aunts

—

quite

a trip for just one week, but it has been

worth it. Sweet Briar in the spring is worth
travelling a thousand miles to see, to feel,

and to relax in.

Change of address:

Mrs. Arthur B. Kline (Catherine Cordes)

1336 Indian Rocks Road, Belleair, Clearwater,

Florida.

1922

Class Secretary: Gertrude Dally Massie
(Mrs. Adrian M.) Purchase Street, Rye, New
York.

Fund Agent: Morrell Jones Gibson (Mrs.

Phillip) H17 Sixth Avenue, Huntington,

West Virginia.

We announce with deep regret the death

of Ruth Slater Wilson, in Des Moines, Iowa,

on February 13th. Her husband, two daugh-

ters, and a son survive.

In response to my last cards, I had a very

full reply from Helen Anderson Henkels who
lives in Wellesley Hills. Helen has four chil-

dren, three boys, aged 11, 9, and 7, and one

daughter, iYz. In addition to what she lists as

"usual activities," Helen has time for Nurse's

Aide work, Hospital Committee, League of

Women Voters, and gardening. When she

wrote, her immediate problems were four cases

of chicken pox, housecleaning, opening their

summer house.

I have no other news for you, but I do

want to give you some news from Sweet Briar.

1 have just returned from the spring meetings

of the Alumnae Council, which were held

May 1 6th and 17th. The meetings were en-

thusiastically attended, and we accomplished

a great deal under the able leadership of our

president, Mary Huntington Harrison and our

secretary, Helen McMahon. I wish you

could realize the extent of the work that

is carried on for us all by the Alumnae
office. It really is astounding. And right here

and now, let me urge you to send your

correct addresses to the office. It is most im-

portant that the records be kept up to date,

and also we are most anxious to have news

of your activities.

I arrived on campus two days before the

meetings and had a grand time relaxing and

tnjoying the beauty of my very favorite spot.

I just wish that somehow you could all man-
age to get back for a visit. It is refreshing to

me that in spite of many external changes

there are still the little things that are

peculiarly Sweet Briar. We were entertained

royally, (never have I tasted more delicious
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meals) had opportunities to meet old and new
members of the faculty, and left feeling

greatly stimulated as well as satisfied that in

progressing. Sweet Briar retains the charm of

old traditions.

And now my best wishes for a fine summer,

and please let me hear from you soon.

P.S.—I (fill manage to view Sweet Briar

from the back of a horse twice during this

visit, and it was really glorious!

Change of address:

Mrs. John G. Hibbard, {IsabcUe McCann

)

501 Third Street, Marietta. Ohio.

1925

Class Sccrc/aty: Lavern McGi'f Olney (Mrs.

Alfred C, Jr.) 4805 Bradley Boulevard, Chevy
Chase, Maryland.

Futtii Agent: Edith Miller McClintock
(Mrs.- Oliver W.) 1 Magnolia Place, Mari-

anna, Arkansas.

Here I am, back in Washington.

Al finally returned from the Pacific, and

we drove across country, buying a small

Austin coupe in Memphis—to help us out on

the gas situation back here—and towed it

back of the car. It slowed us down a lot. but

is a joy here.

The first Sunday we drove down to Annap-
olis for Chapel, and the first person I saw was

Mary Harmon White, with her husband. He
is on temporary duty in Washington. I liad

last seen her in Coronado, in December.

We stopped for a few minutes at S.B.C. to

say "howdy" to Helen McMahon. She looks

fine, and told us about the grand girls' camp
in North Carolina that she and a friend,

Jeanette (Dan) Boone, '27, have bought. Best

of luck to you, Helen Mac—and all mothers

of camp age daughters take note.

I talked to Ethelwyn Clarkson Shade—with

us our freshman year—at one of the stores

here recently. Her oldest daughter, Betty,

who married Lieutenant Charles Webster

Johnson a bomber pilot, is the proud mother

of a new son, Kenneth Webster Johnson, born

on May 1 6. Her younger daughter, Tcnncy,

is going to Hollins next year.

Marie Klooz has a very interesting sounding

job: she works in the War Department, on an

assignment for a special group attached to the

Chief of Air Staff Office. This past year fhe

has been very active with the Silver Spring

branch of the Association of American Uni-

versity Women. She was chairman of th>2

International Relations Committee, and led a

special study group. She was likewise the state

chairman of the Maryland State Division of

the A.A.U.W.

Margaret Bur well Graves and her youngest

daughter, Betty, went to S.B.C. for May Day.

She said the girls in the court were beautiful,

but that it was a typical May Day, as they

all nearly froze. She's getting a big kick out

of her daughter, Blair, being at Sweet Briar.

Blair came home recently for a weekend,

bringing five girls with her! Surely admire

your ability to feed so many girls, Margaret.

Mary Norveil Payne Milner spent several

days in Williamsburg this spring with her

daughter, Norvell, who is at Mary Washing-

ton. The rest of the Milner family (especially

her two Vies) are busy competing with each

other over their Victory Garden. Mary
Norvell is president of the Woman's Auxiliary

of her Episcopal Church in Danville, and is

vice-chairman of the Red Cross chapter.

Edith Miller McClintock's oldest boy has

been flying in China for almost a year, and

her youngest son graduates from Blair this

year, and will soon be going into the service.

At present she is chairman of the Red Cross

Kit Bag program, along with a number of other

volunteer jobs.

I need lots of help if I'm to write a letter

for the October issue—three (3) answers

from thirty (30) cards! How about it?

1928

Class Secretary: Katherine Brightbill Biltz

(Mrs. Robert) 161 West Maple Avenue, Lang-

horne, Pennsylvania.

fund Agent: Virginia Van Winkle Morlidge
(Mrs. John B., Jr.) 107 W. Orchard Road.,

Fort Mitchell, Covington, Kentucky.

I am sorry to have neglected you in the

last issue, but at the time the letter was due

I was taking an enforced rest from all activ-

ities. It was too bad because I had three

letters from people we have not heard from in

some time.

The first was from Susan Jelley who is in

charge of the Long Island department for

"Previews Incorporated." This means she in-

spects all of the properties—most of them the

"super" variety—writes all of the promo-

tional material, plans sales campaigns, and

corresponds with some seven hundred brokers.

Sounds like quite a job—the kind from which

she really earned the vacation that she had

this winter—three weeks in Colorado Springs.

Another letter was from Marguerite Hod-
nett McDaniels (Mrs. J. G.) She has been at

Cherry Point, North Carolina, for some time

while her husband was stationed there He
left for the Pacific area late in March and

she and her family—Marguerite, ten years,

Harriet, five years, Stuart, three years, and

George, nine months—have moved back to

Atlanta. Marguerite reports having seen Peg

Reinhold who is Red Cross Field Director at

Cherry Point.

The third letter was from Kitty Leadbeatvr

Bloomer (Mrs. Howard B., Jr.) who is living

on a farm known as Shore Acres, Lorton,

Virginia. Her husband runs and publishes a

newspaper in Arlington, Virginia. They have

two boys—five and seven years—and she says

the details of daily living consume all of her

time.

Marion Jayne Berguido (Mrs. Carlos, Jr.)

has a fifth daughter who arrived April 24

and whose name is Jill. Marion gave me the

address of one of our classmates who has been

lost—Kay Meyer, who is now Mrs. Robert

Manshel, Redding Connecticut. Kay has spent

the winter in South America, but will be at

the Connecticut address by summer.

I am sorry I have no further news. I hope

you will have as pleasant summer as possible

and I am sure it will be a busy one for all

of us. Any news you send to me will be

gratefully accepted and will appear in the

October issue.

New addresses:

Mrs. J. H. Locke (Mary Nelms) Sycamore

Road, Walling ford, Pennsylvania.

Mrs. Donald John Horn (Dorothy Megin-

niss) 47 Euclid Avenue, Albany, New York.

Mrs. William Gurley (Helen Shaner)

Lincoln Center Hotel, Miami Beach, Florida.

Mrs. William Bernhard (Elizabeth Failing)

174 Summit Avenue, Summit, New Jersey.

1929

Class Secretary: Sally Callison Jamison
(Mrs. John R. ) 6 1 6 Ridgewood Drive, West

Lafayette. Indiana.

Fund Agent: Lisa Guigon Shinberger (Mrs.

John Baird) 1125 West Franklin Street, Rich-

mond, Virginia.

Have you missed us in print? Most of you
must have given your all (including your

secretary) last year as I have had practically

no word from you this year.

Mary Shvlton Clark sent in her question-

naire after the deadline for our fifteenth re-

union issue so I will start by giving you the

news of her. She and George have a son,

George M. Clark, Jr., age twelve, who entered

McAllister school last September. Mary's hus-

band is the president of a bank In Chatta-

nooga. Besides being what she terms a slavey,

she does church work and farming, Y.W.C.A.
work, is interested in the Art Association, is

a member of the Junior League, and a Red
Cross staff assistant.

Jane Wilkinson Banyard's son Richard Otis

Banyard, was born October 7, 1944.

Lisa Guigon Shinberger's husband, Colonel

John B. Shinberger was seriously wounded in

both arms in France last fall. He has recovered

suf^ciently for limited service and will return

to combat soon.

Lucille Burks was married in August, 1945,

to Major W. Howard Hopkin. They are living

on R.R. 5, Franklin, Indiana. Her husband

is the Post Engineer of Camp Atterbury.

Libber Lankford Miles, her husband and

three children drove through from the state

of Washington to Greenville, Delaware, in

May. They will be there permanently, as

Johnny has completed his work in Washing-

ton. They stopped with Meredith and Fred

Smythe in Louisville for several days on the

way home. I understand that all available cots

in the neighborhood were commandeered for

the occasion. The Miles' also visited for several

hours with Esther Tyler Campbell in Charles-

ton, West Virginia, and therein lies a sad

story. I was visiting my sister Jane Smith at

the time. The very morning that the Miles'

were there. Libber called Jane who happened

to be down town at the time. I answered the

phone in my best butler's voice and announced

formally that Mrs. Smith was not in. Neither

of us recognized each other's voice. A few

minutes later I called up Esther to tell her

that I was in town and she had her cook say

that she was busy with callers. All this time

we were only three blocks distant. That will

teach me to leave my name or to use my
natural voice.
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Esther has a darling daughter, Dorothea

Hammond, born last November. Dorothea has

all the social graces of her mother and father

as even at the tender age of six months she

smiled and jabbered at us for several hours

one afternoon. Ksther and Harry arc moving

into a larger hou^e in May or June.

While in Charleston, I saw Diddy Matthfus

Palmer who is staying with her mother for

the duration as her husband is overseas. Her

two year old son is a handsome blond with

the most elegant black eyelashes on record.

Last fall Jamie, Mace and Jo Tatmau Mason

and I spent a wonderful weekend with Belle

Brdckcnirouy^h Hut chins and her family. We
all had Sunday breakfast with Louise Harncil

Ross and her husband, June. A hilarious time

was enjoyed by the entire charming group.

Between trains in Cincinnati, I called Polly

McDiariniil Serodino. She says that she is

taking her son, Peter up to Torch Lake,

Michigan, where he will spend the summer in

camp. Polly will spend the summer in Chatta-

nooga, Tennessee, with her husband who is

engaged in work there for several months.

Meredith Fvrj^iisott Smythe and her family

will spend the months of July and August at

Torch Lake. Meredith has just returned from

Washington where she was the Louisville dele-

gate at a conference of the League of Women
Voters.

From the Alumnae Otfice comes the news

of the marriage of Annie Perry Neal to

Captain Charles Foster Huntting of the Army
Air Force. They are- living in the Touraine

Apartments. 1630 R Street, N. W., Washing-

ton 9, D. C.

This is positively my last appeal for a

successor to my job as class secretary. This is

my sixth year and I think it is time that

some more widely traveled person or some

one with better qualifications or just some

one else should succeed me next year. Couldn't

we make it a one year term? Think it over

and don't all speak at once.

New addresses:

Mrs. Samuel Armstrong (Katherine Miles)

Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania.

Mrs. Nelson Williams Carter (Elizabeth

Payne) 1615 Mt. Vernon Avenue, Petersburg,

Virginia.

Mrs. R. H. Plamp (Louise Chapman) 1029

Cardinal Drive, Louisville 4, Kentucky.

Mrs. E M. Sturhahn (Louise Dailey) Box

86, Route 1, Clifton, Fairfax County, Vir-

ginia.

1931

Class Secretary: Martha McBroom Shipman
(Mrs. Frank L.) 2 10 Ridge Avenue, Troy,

Ohio.

fiiiiJ Assert/: Plronne \i'/ji/ftiker Scott
(Mrs. Robert H.) 6484 Beverly Road. Tea-

neck, New Jersey.

The first news I have to impart concerns

Elizabeth AlcRiie Goddard whose card arrived

too late for the April issue. She and her hus-

band and 4'/) year old son had spent a won-
derful year together, having been reunited

after three years. At the present writing he

was expecting to be sent out again into the

"wide, wide world" as a liaison officer. "Liebe"

mentioned having seen Nancy Coe who works

at the library in Englewood, New Jersey. A
brief note from Nancy contained no particular

news but it is always nice to have my cards

acknowledged. Makes me feel that you arc all

cooperating.

Naomi Dofy Stead, ex '3 1 , sent me the sad

news that her brother, Captain Chas. E. Doty,

Jr., died on February 23 of wounds received

while fighting in France. I know you all join

me in sending her our deepest sympathy.

Naomi was hoping to see Rena Rae Tyrolcr

Fisher who lives at Harbor Hills, Ohio, not

far from Lakewood.

Virginia Cooke Rea and daughter, Ann.

were moving back to Marion May 1st after

having spent the winter with Ginny's family

in New Philadelphia. Her husband is still on

an L.S.T. and writes most interestingly from

Manila. His was the first craft to enter

Manila Bay.

A card from Westcott told me of visiting

in Texas on a large stock farm. Her husband

has been overseas for 19 months and most

recent word of him came from Marseille.

Kay Taylor Adams, ex '31, wrote me a nice

card in which she told me of having had Tee

Kelly Larkin and her husband visit her last

fall. Tee's husband is now in the Pacific. Since

Kay's husband is still with the Atlantic

Fleet she manages to see him every few

months.

A letter, simply overflowing with happi-

ness, came from Marjorie Wehh Marynov, in

which she told me of having been reunited

with her husband last January 13th he had

just returned from 27 months overseas, Mar-

jorie worked for the War Department in

Washington for a year. At present her plans

are uncertain as her husband is waiting for

reassignment.

Harriet Wihoii McCasHn, ex '31, has added

another member to her household—namely,

William Scott McCaslin, born April 24, and

right on the heels of her announcement came

a nice letter from Mary Robinson Barber,

ex '31, whom you will remember as Harriet's

roommate. Mary is the proud mother of

Ansie 7, Bimmie 4, and Roddy 2. In the first

years of her marriage she assisted her husband

in the art and designing of hand printed

wallpaper which was produced under the name

oi Robinson and Barber, Inc.

The next pair of roommates I heard from

were Polly Swift Calhoun and Jo Gibhs

DuBois. To quote Polly's card verbatim {just

in case some of you think you are busy

)

"garden twice as big as last year, when we

canned 800 jars. Not enough farm help, so

am delivering milk on the route. Two children

in school and big enough to help, and two

little boys at home tag along." Aside from

running the dairy, Polly and her husband are

kept busy managing their apple farm.

Jo wrote that Peronne Whiftaker Scott and

son, Bobby, had stopped for a visit enroute

to join husband. Bob in Augusta, Georgia.

Perry had already written Isabel North who
lives there; also expected to stop at Sweet

Briar on her way down.

Natalie Roberts Foster is back in Roanoke,

having spent the winter in Sarasota, accom-

panied by her sister, Mary Bess. While there

siie r.m into Mary Brooks Biirnhart Carlton,

'3 3 who had come down from Chattanooga

for a visit.

Fanny (O'Brian) and Ames Het trick and

three sons, John 11, Barilett 8, and George 4,

have moved to Lynchburg. With the gas situa-

tion what it has been, it is a great relief to

be in town although Fanny writes that "city

life has certainly gone to the boys' heads."

She sees Split Clark occasionally and Split

is making the stage sets of the Little Theatre.

Nancy Worthington was over and spent an

afternoon with Fanny. A card from Nancy
in this morning's mail tells me of her activi-

ties at Camp Alleghany where she is busy

"scrubbing an eight-room farm house and

getting ready for opening of camp, June

29th."

Dot Ayres Holt, ex '31, came through with

a grand long letter. However, I was saddened

by the news of Fran Quail's most untimely

death which occurred in April. Dot gave me
none of the particulars other than that she

leaves three small children.

Since Eda Bainbriilge McKnight lives in

Hartford, Dot talks to her quite often, but

the gas shortage has kept them from doing

much visiting.

Dot is still full of the old exuberance. She

and Jack and their ten year old son went to

the Laurentians for skiing last winter and Dot
broke her ankle, so as a result of being

"grounded" for many weeks, she took up
sewing, which proved most fascinating. At
present the lure of the garden is stronger

than that of the sewing machine so Dot and

her Swiss maid are busy putting in the

flowers and vegetables for summer.

With luck your next correspondence from
me will come from Salt Lake City—as the

children and I plan to leave in two weeks to

join Ship. In closing, let me wish all of you

a pleasant summer.

Changes of address:

Mrs. Donald Kinney Angell (Katherine

Knerr) 14.14 Westwood Lane, Philadelphia

3 I , Pennsylvania.

Mrs. Philip Gay Smith (Laura Howe) 96

Euclid Avenue, Hastings, New York.

1932

Class Secretary: Charlotte Magoffin, Port-

age Point, Deerwood, Minnesota.

FunJ Agent: Helen Nightingale Gleason
(Mrs. James A.) 3707 Daleford Road, Cleve-

land 20, Ohio.

In the first place, I have some good news

this time. I had a long letter from Adelaide

Smith Nelson, who is recovering from her

illness by leaps and bounds. The doctors have

told her that her record of recovery is almost

unheard of. and naturally she is much en-

couraged.

Ginny Squibb Flynn is still living in a rosy

glow created when Jim came home for fifty-

two days this spring, after thirty months

overseas. He went back to his station at Ninth
Air Force Headquarters in France, and has

recently been made a Lieutenant Colonel. Inci-

dentally, he holds the Bronze Star.

Theda Sherman New 1 in reported that news
in her family was just as when she last wrote.

"Jack is still on a carrier in the Pacific and
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I am still running dairy farm and house and

ihe Five—or fhey are running me!" It occur-

red to me that anyone with her hands as full

as Theda's, who still had the time to answer

my card, is news in herself.

Connie Fowler Keeb!e has her time taken

up with her two boys, but manages to sec

Betty Allen Magruder and Henrietta Bryan

Alphln occasionally. She wrote that Dot Smith

Berkeley and her family hope to make a visit

to Charlottesville this summer when Edmund
has his leave.

Alice Bonghtoti Keenan, is now living in

Arlington, Virginia, while her husband, a lieu-

tenant in the Navy, is stationed in Washing-

ton. She has two boys, aged four and nine.

Betty Vher Eby had just emerged from

spring housecleaning when she wrote. Winter

practically isolated the Ebys for months, with

snow drifts five and six feet high; after having

a bull-dozer plow out their road three times,

they just gave up with the fourth blizzard

and let the drifts stay. There is a brand of

woe with which I can fervently sympathize.

Her job with the Signal Corps in Washing-

ton keeps Fran Scnchidiier Stewart busy. She

says it's fun, too, but prevents her seeing

people.

Nancy Wilson Drewry is not in Petersburg

at all, as I told you previously. The Drewrys

are all in Alexandria, where the three children

keep Nancy happily busy. The day she wrote

was ilieir first sunny one after weeks of rain,

and Nancy was obviously jubilant.

I had a grand letter from Edith Ruilcy

Dabney, with little items about several people.

She had heard from Eleanor Fratike Crawford,

who had had a letter from Betsy Hun Mc-
Allen. Betsy's husband is a major in the

Army, and is stationed in Texas. Betsy has

bought a house in Princeton and settled down

there for the duration. Edith regretted missing

Mary Chenault Van Wrinkle when she was in

Lexington on Junior League business. The list

of Edith's "chores" leaves me winded: a

thirteen year old daugnter and an eighteen

months old son to care for, gardenmg. Nurse's

Aide work two days a week, and Red Cross.

No wonder she says she pants from one task

to the next.

News of the latest arrival among '5 2-ers

comes to me via Virginia Fineb Waller, who
reports that Elizabeth Dougbtic Bethea is a

proud mamma for the third time, and that

this time it's a boy. Her two girls are five

and three. Virginia herself is busy with her

two boys, aged eight and eleven, works for

the USO and on all the war bond drives, and

on the side, manages to find time to play the

piano.

And a letter from Barbara Munter: "I

really had all sorts of good intentions of

answering when I first received your letter,

but shortly after that our ship met with a

frightful experience which you have no doubt

read about in the newspapers. Of course, that

meant we were very busy for a while after

that. Soon after disembarking our patients we

put out to sea where we have been ever since,

so there has been no way to get a letter off

to you sooner.

"I have enjoyed my work on the U.S.S.

_ Hospital Ship Comfort a great deal, and it

has been a very satisfying job. The Red Cross

has kept us well supplied with everything

from toothbrushes to musical instruments to

pass out to the patients. You know how nice

it is to be able to give things away, especlallv

when, to some poor soldier, a toothbru-ih

represents his one and onlv possession. I have

always felt so completely safe on our lighted

ship. It was a tremendous shock to discover

that the Japs would intentionally hit us in

such a cruel and dishonorable way."

Please, everybody, do lots of exciting things

this summer, so you'll have some juicy items

to send me for the October issue.

Change of addresses:

Lieutenant (j-g.) Anne MacRae, USNR,
Epidemiology Unit #80, U. S. Naval Hospital.

San Diego. California.

Mrs. James R. Hardy (Hildegarde Voelcher)

270 Morris Avenue, Mountain Lake, N. J.

1934

Class Secretary: Marjorie Lasar Hurd (Mrs.

E. R., Jr.) 42 5 North Hanley Road, St. Louis

S, Missouri.

Class Agent: Julie Sadler de Coligny (Mrs.

Calvert) Sleepy Hollow Road, Falls Church,

Virginia.

If anybody has a victory garden, I don't

want to hear about It and I don't care if the

FBI gets wind of this either; we inherited a

garden without the yard men that go with it

and I am in a tottering condition, so bear with

me while I try to make sense out of the cur-

rent news.

Some belated cards from last time tell me
that Eleanor Cooke Esterly and her husband

had a short vacation at Palm Springs this

winter; that Lib Scheiter Maxwell is still

working for Campbell -Ewald and that she

and Chuck spent a weekend with the de

Colignys last fall; that Lou Lemmon spent

two months in Washington working for the

State Department and has left to hold down
a job at the American Embassy in Rome.

Bonney MacDonald Hatch writes that her

husband has been a full colonel for a year and

they are living on the post at Patterson Field,

Ohio. Nancy Bntzner Leavell is in hopes that

Byrd, who has been overseas two and a half

years (in Africa and then in Italy) , will bj

coming home soon since the good news in

Europe was announced. Tacky 's husband, a

lieutenant (j.g.) who has been in Hawaii two

years, has just gotten home and tliey are

going to be stationed in New Orleans. Tacky
contracted undulant fever last summer but

seems to be on the mend now.

Nan Carter and her husband managed a

three-day vacation, their first in two years,

and it sounded grand . . . at an old inn in

the country . . . a lot like SBC, she said.

Marie Lunge Gaskell writes that there has

been a great deal of Illness in her family this

past winter but she has been luckier than

most as her husband is still home and she has

lived in one house eight years . . . quite a

record, I'd say. Community activities, garden-

ing and music keep her busy along with her

two boys.

Bonnie Wood Stookey and her husband have

bought a house in Hascings-on-Hudson and

will be settled there after August first. Dot
and Nat Gardner spent a weekend in Dallas

this spring; said that Lou and Jack Bradley

stopped by one weekend. I understand that

Jack has been discharged from the Army and

they are trying to decide where to locate.

A grand letter from Julie says that little

Anne is fine and is going to have yellow curly

hair! She and Calvert went to New York in

April where she saw Lib and Bonnie and

bumped into Connie Burwell on the street.

Mary Walton has a new son, Schuyler William,

Jr., born November tenth; she also keeps busy

with the Fairfax County Community Chest

and a public playground program.

Hanson writes that Miss Fogg (remember
her?) had her third little girl; that she and

B:ll have started playing badminton again;

that Mary Ann Page Guyol had met Janet

Nicholson's husband in Washington; and that

two of her boys had been exposed to scarlet

fever and at the time of writing she was
sitting in a state of apprehension as to the

outcome of same.

Jane Forder Stribling told me that Fran

Da rden Musick has another baby and I am
sure she said it was a girl.

Nothing exciting has happened to the

Hurds; this gardening routine definitely dulls

the mind I find when I need all my wits

about me to rassle red points. Hope everyone

has a gay, cool summer and please let me
know if you change your address.

Changes of address:

Dorothy Andrews, 47S0 Red Road, Miami
34, Florida.

Dearlng Lewis, IIOS Bedford Avenue, Alia-

vlsta, Virginia.

Mrs. Philip Hatjh (Bonney McDonald)
F.A.T.S.C, Box 266, Patterson Field, Ohio.

Mrs. George Chapman (Elizabeth May-
field) 248 Center Avenue, Apartment 5 A,

New Rochelle, New York.

Mrs. C. P. Strother (Mary Lee Ryan) c/o

Captain C. P. Strother, F.A.S. Staff, Fort Sill,

Oklahoma.

Mrs. Donald Stookey (Bonnie Wood) 3 5

Summit Drive, Hastlngs-on-Hudson, New
York.

Mrs. Lawrence Littrell (Mary Evelyn

Wood) Amherst, Virginia.

Mrs. Frances H. Hastings (Elizabeth

Philips) n2 Corbin Avenue, New Britain.

Connecticut,

Martha Lou Lemmon, Accounting Division,

U. S. State Department, American Embassy,

Rome, Italy.

Mrs. Edward Lawrence Miles (Betty

Henigbaum) 601 Liberty, Elkhart, Indiana.

Mrs. Robert H. Caughey (Ruth Anna
Blllingsley) 4346 North Ardmore Avenue,

Milwaukee 1 I, Wisconsin.

Mrs. Henry S. Lynn (Farlss Gambrill)

2 83 6 South Wood Road, Birmingham. Ala.

Mrs. J. W. Bradley (Louise Dreyer) 311

Pemberton Avenue, Plainfield, New Jersey.
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Class Secn-itiry: Lillian CuhcH Gay (Mrs.

James R.) 224i-B Park Avenue, Swarthmore,

Pennsylvania.

fund Agent: Katie Niles Parker (Mrs.

Franklin P.) 46 Glen Road. Wellesley Hills

82, Massachusetts.

"It's a Boy," writes la Donahue McCormack,

announcing her third son's arrival on May
20th. Ensign Gail Donahue^ ex '34, was mar-

ried in June to Lt. Comdr. Lute L. Orvery.

Martha Williams and Jack Tim proudly

announce another Sweet Briar candidate,

Ellen Hartpence, born March 13.

Sonia Parmelee, born January 10, is a happy

addition to Mark Pouell Doty's fai'nily. Leete

is now five, and Barbara, two. Major Jack is

stationed in Washington.

Alice Bene/ Hopkins' chief occupation now

is three months old Alice Hopkins. Christie

is four and attending kindergarten. Porcher

is a Lieutenant Colonel, and Alice hopes to

join him at Qaanclco where he is at Command
md Staff School to spend the last few days

with him before his second shift overseas.

Peg Campbell Usher's Don has been with

the Navy in Washington since last August.

In order to house their two children—the

latest Don, Jr., born in January they've bought

a house. See address below.

January seems to have been a busy month
as Betty Cc.eke Winfree had her third child

a daughter, and Jean Gilbert Moister had a

son, Roger, Jr.

Mary Agnes Young is working in the Stare

Department and attended the Mexico City

conference. Although she worked very hard

she is reported to have had a wonderful time.

Elise (Betsy) Bowen is working at the

Army Air Base for the Red Cross Field

Director. She finds the work most interesting

and is working entirely with the able-bodied.

Betsy's new street address in Greenville is

given below.

Dorothea McClure Mountain has a sixteen

months old daughter, Sandia Sue, named

for the Sandia Mountains in Albuquerque

where Dot and Bill lived for a year. Bill has

now been in England with the Air Service

Command for almost two years and is pretty

anxious to return and meet his daughter.

Mona Heiirs Holly has a daughter almost

three and lives in White Plains, New York.

Fran Baker Owen's letter is so jam-packed

with news I'd like to quote it verbatim

—

"Charlotte Lee Lauck, '3T, has a house in

Charlottesville"now; her three children Billy,

Mary Willoughby and Claude are darling.

Betty Lee Kopper (Mrs. Sam) is also here,

staying at "Piedmont," the lovely old home

where her sister-in-law, Mrs. Marshall Lee

and parents live. Mary Cary Lee also lives at

"Piedmont," so there is a jolly reunion of

the whole Lee clan.

"Sydney Millar Baker has been visiting

Nancy Brusiiell Holdcrness in Tarboro, North

Carolina, where Syd's cute daughter Judy met

Nancy's three redheads: Haywood, Jim, and

Zelle. I wish I could have added my two and

a half year old daughter. Marshall, to the

collection of bouncing babies.

"I'm still waiting out the war with my
family in Charlottesville. John is in Panama

as Asst. Chief Surgeon at a huge base hospital.

We had him home for 30 days' leave Christ-

mas. He hadn't seen his daughter for 2 years

and 2 months, but within an hour's time they

were the coziest couple you ever saw . . .

I didn't get to the S.B. luncheon this pa it

December as John was here. I hear it was a

huge success. "Toppin" Wheat was chairman."

Thanks a million Fran—that was wonder-

ful.

Can you believe it—another baby. Maria

Gray Valentine Curtis announces the arrival

of Ted, Jr.

Well, that's the very latest news flash till

next fall. There's nothing new here as I am

still sweating out that promised furlough

for Major Jim who's been overseas some

thirty odd months. Be sure to start gathering

news for our class reunion next June, and

thanks for the swell letters this past year.

Marriage: Lyle Davidson Glass to Sergeant

Willard Pierce Young, March 28, I94S.

Changes of address:

Mrs. William Gregg (Betsy High) Jericho

Manor, Apartment 236, Jenkintown, Penn-

sylvania.

Elise Bowen, 107 Williams Street, Green-

ville, South Carolina

Mrs. Donald Usher (Peg Campbell) 8^4
Lynwood Place, Chevy Chase, Maryland.

Mrs. Martin H. Markworth (Betty Jane

Warren) 1737 West 32nd Street, Erie, Penn-

sylvania.

Mrs. Joseph Chappell (Annette Harley)

3813 W Street, S. E., Washington 20, D C.

Mrs. Allan S. Chrisman (Eleanor Krekeler)

U. S. Naval Hospital, Bainbridge, Maryland.

Mrs. James Stevens (Jane Coolidge) ^749

Kenwood Avenue, Chicago 3 7, Illinois.

Mrs. Hugh Mc. Shwab, Jr. (Lois Keller

Wolfe, S 608 Brennan Lane, Chevy Chase,

Maryland.

Mrs. Karl H. Beyer, Jr. (Annette Weiss)

381 Bala Avenue, Cynwyd, Pennsylvania.

Mrs. Frederic William Scott (Elizabeth

Pinkerton ) Box 1 5 , Loudonville, New York.

Mrs. John Shannon (Elizabeth Broughton)

614 Boissevain Avenue, Norfolk, Virginia.

Mrs. Harry Kopplere Lacey (Elizabeth

Chapman) 3 1 Gloucester Street, Boston 16,

Massachusetts.
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Class Secretary: Harriet Shaw, 221 High-

brook Avenue, Pelham 65, New York.

Fnml Agent: Dorothy Front Gorsuch (Mrs.

Robert W.) Kings Highway, Box H4, Chapel

Hill, Atlantic Highlands, New Jersey.

Just received a note from Polly La in heth

Blackurll telling of the birth of her second

girl, Ruth Crist. Her husband was in the

Philippines when he received the news and was

able to celebrate the good news with Dolly

Nichohon Tate's hu band,

Lt. Anne Lau man's engagement to Major

Donald Sedgwick Bussey, A US, has iust

been announced.

From the Red Cross I have learned that

Jane Williams has arrived in India to serve

the armed forces as a Red Cross staff assistant.

Until her A.R.C. appointment she taught at

Chevy Chase High School in Bethesda, Mary-

land. I also understand she has a B.S. and an

M.A. from Columbia University.

Isabel Olmstead Haynes has a son, Frederic,

born in March. I hear from Mary Helen

Fnieauff Klein that Isabel is stii! doing a very

fine job. I've tried to phone her several times.

Mary Helen says she is keeping busy with

teaching Braille and working at two canteen

stations. She had just heard from Sissie John-

son and from Jane Collins who is still in

Washington.

Sue Matthews Powell is at home in New
Orleans while her husband is in the Pacific.

Edwine Schmidt Mill is the mother of a

son born about six months ago.

Marie Walker Gregory writes that she is

back at her parents' home, Woodberry Forest,

Virginia, until Gray returns.

I had a nice letter from Anne Lemmon's

mother telling how much Anne enjoyed her

work in New Zealand. Her letters are now
coming from New Caledonia.

New addresses:

Mrs. H. Franklin Kreuzberg (Dorothy Day
Green) 1600 Myrtle Street, Washington 12,

D. C.

Mrs. Charles Nicholson, Jr. (Mary Jacque-
lin Cochran) 133 1 South 21st Street, Lincoln,

Nebraska.

Mrs. Louis Ward Locke, Jr. (Elizabeth

Sicard) 288 Genesee Street, Utica, New York.

Mrs. Edwin T. Hughes (Doris Lucile Rob-
inson) 3S25 77th Street, Jackson Heights,

New York.

Mrs. William Beane 3rd, (Eleanor Wright)

6 Gibbs Street, Charleston. South Carolina.
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Class Secretary: Dolly Nicholson Tate (Mrs.

John A., Jr.) S48 West End Boulevard,

Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

Fund Agent: Janet Macfarlan Bergmann
(Mrs. Charles) 136 Linden Avenue, Ridge-
wood, New Jersey.

This is coming to you from the sunny
(and I do mean sunny) state of Florida,

where Mother, Caroline and I made a hasty

crip to the beach. The necessary change of

address has caused some delay in the onrush
of your letters to me, but I'm still hoping

for more correspondence. Please!

First place naturally goes to the most recent

bride, and so I present Mrs. Edgar Allen

Prichard—formerly Nancy Montague Mc-
Candlish, whose wedding to her army lieu-

tenant took place in All Saints' Cathedral,

Cairo, Egypt, on April 17.

On the other hand the newest arrival is

David Bush Canby, Jr., who put in his

appearance, Tuesday, May 8, and his proud
mama (Mabby Berckmans) is so pleased that

he timed liis arrival so that they could be

home for sister Ann's third birthday. In

addition to such happy celebrations, Mabby
writes that she is greatly relieved over a

successful operation which Dave had to under-

go a few days ago. He hadn't been well for

some time, but now is on the road to recovery.

We are so glad, too. Junior League, Travelers'

Aid work and the Art Center are Mabby's
pet hobbies when she has the time, particularly

the Curative Workshop (mainly occupational

therapy) there in ^'ilmington which will get

underway this summer.
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A postcard from the inmates (?) of third

floor Gray sounded like worlds of fun. Lucy

T., Lew, Judy. Kay and Adele (the only

second floor member admitted! ) on their way
for cocktails, lunch at the Algonquin, and to

see Anne Burr in "The Hasty Heart," ail had

a word—and how I would love to have been

along. Adele wrote of her second son (Stephen

Henry) born February 1 8, and we all send

happy greetings!

I hear via the Alumnae Oflice that a son

was born May 12 to Winifred Haghvr^ St.

Peter. His name—John Treadwell St. Peter.

Cobbie tells me that she and her husband

and little girl are in the midst of moving

from Decatur to Birmingham where they

have bought a grand home—three years old

with a million rooms so we can all go to see

her. What are we waiting for, gals?

A note came in from Jinny Faulkner

Mathews giving all her plans and news. The
end of May she is finishing up her church

singing job (solo every other Sunday), Red

Cross Home Service (every Monday) . Junior

League, and most of all managing apartments

for her father. The summer manager takes

over June 20, when she and her family go

north, so all must be put in readiness. Jin is

headed for Camp Allegheny as Dramatics

Counselor again, but will leave when Bill gets

home from Germany. Maud Tucker Drane,

husband and baby will arrive in Hollywood.

Florida, June 1, and Ann Adatusou Taylor is

living in Coral Gables, so while I am down
this way, I hope to see them all.

Dottie Gipe Clement with her small daugh-

ter and husband is now living in Wyandotte,

Michigan, just outside Detroit where John is

stationed and in her tenth home since army

life started. And the Cincinnati news is that

Billy Hcizer Hickenlooper, Lloyd and Dail

were planning an early get-together. Billy's

Skip (3'/i) an<i Livy (1/^) plus a new

puppy are a handful, but she still manages

to help out at the children's hospital.

Alex writes from Schenectady that her life

runs pretty much the same—same husband,

same baby, same apartment! But she's happily

content and helps the OPA checking ceiling

prices.

Janet Mac got an early start to the cape

this summer, arriving at Falmouth the end of

April. Nancy and Skip are growing up while

she and Carl wait for V-J Day. He is still

"over"—on a little island south of the Philip-

pines shoveling supplies off to important points,

but on the move so much he hasn't received

any of his Christmas packages, recent mail or

anything. You will all be happy along with

me that Janet's sister who had polio last

summer is improving greatly.

Barbara Fhh Schiebel writes from Durham,
North Carolina, that she and her husband

have purchased a summer home at Roaring

Gap where she hopes to get re-acquainted

with her hard-working doctor husband this

summer. Sounds wonderful. Barb, and I

hope to see you there myself. Shanghai

Gregory is doing a grand job at Duke Hospital

as assistant Resident in obstetrics and gyne-

cology and she and Barbara run into each

other fairly often. The latter is a Nurse's

Aide on her floor. Good news too is that Hope

Hastorf joined the Red Cross April 2, and

by now is probably overseas doing an ad-

mirable job.

Changes of address:

Mrs. John K. Clement (Dorothy Gipe)

142S 20th Street, Wyandotte, Michigan.

Mrs. David B. Canby (Mary Alice Berck-

mans) 1401 Broom Street, Wilmington, Dela-

ware.

Mrs. Stephen P. Davenport, II (Sue Gibson)

General Delivery, Inskip, Tennessee.

Mrs. Charles L. Ford (Margaret Coleman)

23 Shirley Road, Newport News, Virginia.

Mrs. E. W. Haselden (Vesta Murray) 3801

4th Street, S. E., Washington, D. C.

Mrs Francis Haveron, Jr (Dot Evans) 219

South Harrison Street, East Orange, New
Jersey.

Mrs. Frank W. Hulse (Mary J. Cobb) 21

Ridgeview Drive East, Birmingham, Alabama.

Elizabeth Saunders, 12i East 72nd Street.

New York 21, New York.

Mrs. Allan C. Wills (Judy Bemis) lOS

East S7th Street, New York 11, New York.

Mrs. Richard C. Colton (Howell Lykes)

416 Wynnewood Road, Pelham Manor, New
York.

Mrs. Stanton St. Peter (Winifred Hagberg^

415 St. James Place, Chicago 14s Illinois.

Mrs. Walter Stevenson, Jr. (Katheiine

Gardner) 407 South 18th Street, Quincy.

Illinois.

Mrs. William A. Polster (Ruth Pfingsten)

63 70 Waterman Avenue, St. Louis 5, Mis-

souri.

Mrs. Charles H. Bergmann (Janet Mac-

farlan) 107 Moorland Road, Falmouth Massa-

chusetts (temporary) until September IS.

1939

Class Secretary: Betsy Ca/upbell Gawthrop
(Mrs. Robert S. Gawthrop, Jr.) 326 West

Miner Street, West Chester, Pennsylvania.

FunJ Agent: Janet Thorpe, SO Heywood
Road, Pelham Manor 6S, New York.

It is with the deepest regret that I announce

to you the death of Henrietta Collier Arm-
strong's little boy. Bill, Jr., in December. He
was just past his first birthday. He died very

suddenly. I know each one of you join me in

sympathy to Henny who is still awaiting the

return of her husband who has been away

almost three years in Africa and Italy. She

and her daughter Penny, age two and a half

are indeed experiencing grim days.

Four babies to announce. Katherine Bon sal I

Strong's daughter Katherine Bayard Strong

arrived on Sunday, April 15. Kay thinks her

hair will be reddish gold, and says she has

long and beautiful fingers. Her daddy expects

to fly east from Brownsville, Texas, about th.'

first of June, and they will have a christening

on June S.

And I received a cunning card announcing

the birth of Nancy McLeod Cobb, daughter

of Doxie Dingnian and Alex Cobb, on March

14, 1945. At the time of its receipt, Alex had

left Hawaii and was on his way "down under."

Virginia Waer Busser had a second daughter

on February 24, 1945, named Karen Kay.

Her first born is now two years old. Sounds

like good S.B. material and I trust they

realize the significance of that rose.

Jim and Audrey Ferguson Kussmann be-

came papa and mama on March 3 1, to a son

named Roy. Jim is in the Navy Air Corps and

is now overseas. She traveled around the U.S.

in true Navy wife style before he left.

And while we're concerned with babies,

Gracey Luckett Stoddard had the photo-

graphed foot of Gracey Brooke parachuted to

her guerilla husband on Luzon. He was one of

the five, by the way, who took part in the

exciting arrangements for the rescue of Gen-

eral Carlos P. Romulo's family from behind

the Japanese lines. They had been fleeing the

Japs for three years. Brooke went over in a

submarine and his job was to establish guerilla

stations. Being with the guerillas, little news

got through to him, so you can imagine his

excitement over the stork-impersonating air-

plane.

Jane Leuis Kingsbury spends all of her time

taking care of Susan who is just four, though

she tries not to neglect Ted too much. He is

eight months old, and so good natured she

finds it hard not to take advantage of him.

Her husband is an instructor at the Taft

School, and thev lead a regular dormitory

life.

Lee Mon fugue Joachim and Virginia Lee,

four years old, spent the winter with her

mother-in-law at Miami Beach. Of course the

sun and beach were made to order for Ginny,

and she reveled in both. Lee saw Miss Glass

in Charlottesville during the Christmas holi-

days, and had an enjoyable chat with her.

Husband Phi! was still on Saipan in March,

and thereby missed Two Jima, an invasion in

which the 2nd Division of Marines did not

participate.

Jean Kodenbaugb Soleliac lived in Florida

for eighteen months, but is now in Haverford,

Pennsylvania. Her husband is on active duty

with the Navy, stationed somewhere in the

Hawaiian Islands. She has a baby girl born

last December 7. A reproduction of her

father who has yet to see her. While in Key

West, Florida, Agnes Spencer Burke, '40, and

her husband Jack had an apartment in the

same building and they had some grand times

together. The Burkes have a son born last

August. In Haverford, Jane often sees Wllma
Zeisler Lee and Helen Anne Littleton Haus-

lein, both of '41.

Mary Louise Simpson Bulkley wrote in

March that Joel, was trying hard to walk

alone. She mentions that Kay Ortel Osborne

is home with her family while her husband

is with the Merchant Marine. And she gener-

ously tells of the doings of Janet Trosch who
is in a clubmoblle group attached to the 1st

Army, and was in Belgium when she wrote.

When the counter-ofl^ensive came in December

they were given thirty minutes to pack and

leave. She doesn't say where they went, but

they were billeted with private families with

a little stove in the kitchen for heat and few

sanitary conveniences. For two weeks, they

had no baths and underwent a daily strafing

by German planes, one of which they saw shot

down on Christmas Eve. In the town where

she now is they are in the best hotel, but

enjoy no water pressure between 8 a.m. and
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7 p.m. They had all received their Christmas

presents a month late and were celebrating in

good style. She finds it fascinating and thor-

oughly enjoys it all.

Betty Frazicr Rinehart has been busy en-

tertaining brother George, absent two and a

half years, and his wife whom he brought

home with him from Oregon and the Frazier

family have been looking forward to meeting

her since last September. George had never met

Fraze's husband, Ted, so that they hit it off

beautifully was very fine. She also keeps busy

with the Motor Corps.

Ruth Harman Reiser is a true blue alumna.

She thought Irene Vongehr's letter particularly

wonderful in the March issue, (I did too) and

passed it around for the other Army wives to

see. She and her husband left Fort Sill in

February and drove to Hattiesburg, Mississippi.

They went from winter to glorious spring in

three days. Her husband is in the field for a

month, but she sticks around hoping that he

may get off for a few hours from time to

time. She writes that Mary Jane Judj
was going to Warm Springs, Georgia, for two
months beginning the first of April. Judy
was then to go to New York for the month
of June—all this in connection with her

physio-therapy work. Alice Hooper, Ensign,

'3 8, is stationed in Jackson, Mississippi, ninety

miles north of Hattiesburg where Ruth is.

I have meant to mention for ages that

every now and then Martha Lane Wurk's path

and mine cross. Her husband has received a

medical discharge, and they live in Wynne-
wood with their one year old daughter. Like

Fraze, she is the sport enthusiast, and she tries,

and successfully, to sell her husband on horses

and hunting.

I saw Natalie Harris Wheatley the other

day at Best's in Ardmore. Her husband

is stationed at the Philadelphia Navy Yard,

and they live in Narberth. She told me
that she and Robin Swart z Holland often

got together, and a letter from Robin

confirmed the same. Their husbands were in

Penn, together, they were married within a

month of each other, and they've matched

each other child for child right along. Robin

has two boys, three and a half and two, a

small house in the country, "very little help,

but a heck of a lot of fun."

After a little scouting, finally found Norma
Gordon Rixey on her father's farm in Vir-

ginia, where she has been since Ibby (regular

Navy, remember?) went overseas in October.

She has two daughters, Barbie, five, and

Phyllis, three. For the last three years they

were in Lakehurst, New Jersey. Ibby is now
Captain of a blimp squadron in North Africa,

and should be home fairly soon. He is a

Lieutenant Commander. Skip has been taking

flying lessons, and hopes soon to make her

cross country to Lynchburg, and certainly

plans to fly over S.B.C. She's been doing real

manual labor on the farm but loves it, and of

course she realizes it's grand for the children.

She saw Jean Black Best and Mary Milnor

Deland la^t winter. Jean's husband was lost

two years ago while enroute from EnglanJ

to spend Christmas with her. She's keeping

house for her father in Montclair with her

two sons.

Boots Vamlvrbilt Brown gave me Skip's ad-

dress. She can get a tremendous lot on a

postcard! Among other things, she manages to

say she's pretty fed with the food and sitter

situation. Jonny, now five months, has finally

mastered the spoon pretty well, however.

Changes of address:

Mrs. Arthur L. Reiser, Jr. (Ruth Harman)
408 12th Avenue, Hattiesburg, Mississippi.

Mrs. Franklin Rixey {Norma Gordon) Far-

Icy Acres, Brandy, Virginia.

Mrs. John I. Wheatley {Natalie Harris)

40 Norbrook Avenue, Narberth, Pennsylvania.

Mrs. Harris E. Hart {Henri Minor) 325

Cherokee Street, Charlotte, North Carolina.

Mrs. Joseph I. Crowe, Jr. (Ethel Hauber)
32 S East College Street, Iowa City, Iowa.

Mrs. Robert S. Osborne (Catherine Ortel)

44 Bcverely Road, Upper Montclair, New
Jersey.

Mrs. John H. Midlen (Gertrude Robertson)

5019 45th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Mrs. Donald Evans Peacock (Julia Ridgely)

1117 North Charles Street, Baltimore, Mary-
land.

Class Secretary: Doris Albray, IS Curtis

Place, Maplewood, New Jersey.

Fund Agent: Patricia Douling von Well-
SHEiM (Mrs. Alfred H.) 62 5 West Washing-
ton Street, Petersburg, Virginia.

Let's start off by welcoming to the fold, in

chronological order the following new recruits

for S.B.C. and its neighbors.

Linda Gwinn Wallace—February 4, 1945

(Helen Gwinn Wallace).

Chesara Sperry Frothingham— March 1 0,

19-1.5 (Tish Scihcls Frothingham).

David William Packard—March 3 1. 1945

(Edna Schomakcr Packard).

Jean Brooks Miller — April 7, 1945

(Martha Jean Brooks Miller).

William Edward Byerts, III—April 8, 1945

(Jane Loi eland Byerts).

Tish writes: "I'm sitting out in the middle

of the Mojave desert in California and having

just moved into our tepee with two babies,

am living quite primitively." Comments on
above: Edna now has two boys, and she was
very much afraid that when she left the

hospital, she would have to do a complete

overhauling job on the older, as he has spent

the time that his mother was away with his

maternal grandparents. Janie Loveland says her

family is running a nursery, as Babe (her

younger sister—for those of us with short

memories) also had a son on May thirteenth.

Janic's Bill is now a major, based on Tarawa,
where he is in charge of an A.T.C. base.

Cheech has a new daughter, the details of

whose arrival I do not know. It is only thanks

to Shirts that we have that much information,

Niartha Ingles Shrader provided us with an-

other young man on April tenth (and this

news comes to you through courtesy of Helen

Watson Hill).

Our wedding list is extremely short this

time: ^"ilma Zeisler of '41 is now Mrs. Henry
R. Lee and Anita Loving was married on

May 19 to Lt. Co!. William Fielding Lewis,

back from the southwest Pacific. He is now

attending Command and General Staff School.

Our engagement list is equally short: Mimi
Worthington of '41 will probably very soon

be Mrs. Campbell Foster. And the very best

of wishes to you and Captain Foster, Mimi.
According to Franny Baldwin Whitaker, your
choice is excellent!

Now that we have the headline news off

wc can settle down to a friendly discussion

of what's what with the rest of the clan.

Helen and George Hill (Watso to us) have

bought a house in Rochester. They are expect-

ing to move in sometime in August.
'Twas a very pleasant surprise to receive a

letter from Gertrude Marrill. She is still at

Yale, working for her Ph.D., where she has

finished almost all the courses necessary and
now lacks only a subject for her dissertation.

Anyone feeling helpful may write her at the

address given below.

My never-failing sources of news, Franny
Baldwin Whitaker and Dotiie White, write

even if only to say "don't know nothin'."

Even that is greatly appreciated. Franny says

she and Meade are very happily settled in a

lovely apartment on the post, and that it

fortunately is sufficiently close to Washington
so that she and Mimi can get together rather

frequently. Dottie has provided us with Joan
Myers Riese's address and says Barbara Hol-
man ^"hitcomb is going to spend the summer
at Falmouth, and Craigie at Cape May.

Shirts is becoming more and more valuable

to me as a source of news. She spent the day

not long ago with Emory Hill Rex and the

twins, seventeen months old, whom Shirts says

are adorable. She also said that Lillian and
Tyler have been in Florida, pending Tyler's

leaving, while Emory Rex is home with her

family, as Dan is at sea. Shirts' letter, which
was written May tenth, said that she and

Dick were about to celebrate their first wed-
ding anniversary the following weekend. Many
happy returns, old thing! She also said that

Ann Teal (ex '41) lives in Ruxton, but is

now working in Florida.

\i"as talking to Bobbie Burr Roth the other

day. Her husband is a Warrant Officer, now
in the Pacific. Cynthia Drake Hugli is living

in Milburn, New Jersey, having a wonderful

time mixing business and hou;ekeeping.

If you don't write me the news, there isn't

much I can do—my crystal ball is getting

tired out. Many, many thanks to all of you

who have written during the course of this

year, a pox upon those of you who have con-

tinually ignored my prayerful postals, and a

plea that )'ou all deluge me with notes this

summer. Have a marvelous summer, and

please, let's have lots of news for the fall issue

which goes to all alumnae.

New addresses:

Ethel James, 54652, American Red Cross,

A.P.O. 465. CO Postmaster, New York. New
York.

Martha Jean Brooks Miller (Mrs. F. T.)

5423 Hawthorne Road, Little Rock, Arkansas.

Jane Loveland Byerts (Mrs. W. E.) 98

Clinton Avenue, Montclair, New Jersey.

Frances Baldwin ^'hitaker (Mrs. Meade)

Quar. 0-3 M.B., Quant ico, Virginia.

Frances Watkins, Box ISS, Del Rio, Texas.

Gertrude MariU, Yale Univ., Dept. of
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l*sych., 33 3 Cedar Street, New Haven, Conn.

Edna Schomaker Packard (Mrs. John) 1270

Palmer Avenue, Schenectady 8, New York

Joan Myers Riese (Mrs. A. H., Jr.) 924

N. Atlantic Avenue, Daytona Beach, Florida.

Mrs. David E. Newbold (Margaret Stuari

Wilson) 1901 Beech Street, Texarkana, Ar-

kansas.

Mrs. E. A. Bosl, Jr. (Laura Blount Will-

iams) 5 101 Byers Avenue, Fort Worth 7,

Texas.

Mrs. William C. Washburn (Elizabeth

Lancaster) 147 Mt. Auburn, Cambridge,

Massachusetts (until September).

Mrs. William Fielding Lewis (Anita Lov-

ing) 60S Short Street, Weston, Missouri

(temporary).

1942

Class Secretary: Catherine Coleman, 83 3

Avenue E, Fort Madison, Iowa.

Fund Agent: Eugenia Burnett Affel (Mrs.

Herman A., Jr.) 2231 California Street, N.W.,

Apartment 308, Washington 9, D. C.

It is pleasant to be able to report a lot of

news. So, to begin in the order received

—

Dotty Hutchings returned my card and re-

ported that she is now her father's junior

partner and still bending her bones over a

drafting table.

Di Greene Hclfrich sent me a cute picturt-

of Hope Elizabeth—at the ripe old age of

four weeks—and Di reports that the infani

has her mother's mouth and chin, but other

than that looks like her father.

Chookie Groves told me of her engagement

and subsequently I have received the an-

nouncement of her marriage to Captain

Robert Vincent Martin, Jr. Bob is stationed

at Hunter Field, so Chookie is still in Savan-

nah, I believe. Her early plans were that Dot

Malone Yates was to be her matron of honor

and Anne Barrett to be an attendant.

Janet Lee Appell crashed through with an

account of a visit to New York, at which

time she saw Phil Sherman, who is managing

to keep more than occupied with her work
at Alt man's plus working evenings tor the

Red Cross, the USO, the officers' club, or

chaperoning high school parties. Apple re-

ports that both Eddie Syska and Phil went

down to Philly for Annie Hauslein's wedding.

From the same source came a report—first

hand—of Sally Schall, of whom I heard glow-

ing reports. Sal had beec in Norfolk with her

husband, but is now at Mullet Lake, Michi-

gan. From Sally, Apple learned that Barbara

Freking is reported to be on the west coast,

but this is pure rumor, not fact.

I know that all of the rest of '42 joins me
in extending to Alice King and her family our

sympathy over the death of her brother

Buddy, who was killed in action.

Kay Coggins writes from Yale, where she

is getting her master's degree in nursing and

managing to keep busy with a vast array of

subjects. Kay would, of course, love to see

any of you who manage to stray in the direc-

tion of New Haven.

Sally Walke Rogers is keeping occupied with

young Deborah, who is like all the young of

'42 a darling! Toppin Wheat had been visit-

ing her, and they must have had a grand

reunion. Si was the first to tell mc that Jeanne

Sauyer Faggi's husband is home after having

been wounded, and he is now to be on limited

duty in this country for a year, which will

give him an opportunity to be with his young

son—born February 24th.

Breaking the silence which has hung over

the Lowman domicile since that fateful June

9, 194-2, at which time we entered "the wide,

wide world," Harriette Gordon Lowman
writes that Harry is now in Germany and

tells me that Kathie, the Lowman heiress, is

iiow the proud possessor of two teeth, a de-

lightful smile, and a powerful set of lungs.

Harriette reports that she has heard from

Bambi Ryan, who is in the midst of trying

to decide between Washington and New York

as a field of operations. Also from Harriette

is the news that Duggins is being fitted with

contact lenses which means that she gets to

Washington quite often.

Over the bridge table at Edie Braincrd's,

Harriette learned that both Kay Coggins and

Nancy Davis had been visiting Edie, but

Harriette was not lucky enough to get to see

them.

Annie Hauslein Potterfield is now in Rich-

mond, where Tom is studying at the Medical

College of Virginia. She reports that Helen

(Slug) Sanford and Betsy Gilmer Tremain

were both on hand for her wedding, as well

as those mentioned above. Lucy Byrd (Lamb)
Hodgei Fuller and Allen, also at the Med'cal

College, live in the same apartment building

that Annie and Tom inhabit, and Annie says

that young Allen, Jr., is the most beautiful

baby she has ever seen— (Wouldn't it be fun

to get all of these class offspring together

and have a baby show?)—also that she has

seen Grace Bugg Muller-Thym, who is hard

at work at th-* Service Man's Wives Club,

while Harry is In the Pacific. More news via

Annie: "Butch" Jackson is still in England

with the Red Cross, and she has been entei-

tained by Lady Astor; Betty Hanger has been

transferred from Great Lakes to Charleston;

Ringer is now in Hawaii. Margaret Dunbar

Pense, Bob, and young Bobby—seven months

old—are in Columbia, South Carolina, exact

address not given.

Another to break the silence of the past

three years is Sudie Clark Hanger, who now
has two children, the second being a son born

January twelfth, named William A., Jr., and

called Bubby by sister Libba. Bill is in the

Pacific now, but he did have a thirty day

leave when Billy was just five weeks old.

Sudie sends word of the birth of Flossie

Bagley Witt's little girl on the third of

May, and that Elsie Diggs Orr's husband, Sam,

is now a lieutenant colonel stationed in Ger-

many. Sudie is back in Greensboro living with

her mother.

From Anne Morrison Reams comes a first

hand report of Lt. (j. g.) Eloise English's

wedding on the twenty-seventh of April

—

the groom Lt. Comdr. Tom Da vies, of the

Navy Air Corps. After the military wedding

the lucky couple went to Nassau for a two

weeks' honeymoon.

Anne is now a reoorter on the afternoon

p3per in Lynchburg and seems to love the

work.

From Miss Eraser, via the Alumnae Office^

comes this word from Polly Peyton Turner—"Carol got home for thirty days to see

the twins. His ship was sufiicientlv damaged
that it had to be abandoned; and after spend-

ing a night in the water during both storm

and enemy attack, he was miraculously picked

up less than two hundred miles from the

enemy coast."

From the Alumnae Office comes news of

the birth of a boy, Robert LeRoy Lowell, Jr.,

to Jane May Taylor Lowell on May 24, 194S.

More surprises—Bobbie Ettgh Croft wrote

of the birth of William Crosswell Croft, Jr.,

on February 7th. Crosswell is another of the

fathers who are at present in the Pacific.

Bobbie sent me additional news of Polly and

Carol Turner, both of whom are together in

New York ai this time and hope to be there

all summer.

This time I even have news of myself—for

with some qualms and many regrets I am
going to forsake the halls of St. Katherine's

this coming September and head westward to

get my master's—at Mills, where I was lucky

enough to get a complete tuition and resident

fellowship in the department of Philosophy

and Religion. Please, all of you, write me
here until the first of August, then, until

the middle of September, your safest address

for me is 833 Avenue E, Fort Madison, Iowa,

and, after the middle—the fifteenth—of Sep-

tember—Graduate House, Mills College, Oak-
land 13, California.

My fervent thanks to all of you who were

so wonderful about writing this time, and

this is an appeal for more and more letters

each and every member of '42.

New addresses:

Mrs. Carol Turner (Polly Peyton)—S30

E. 88th Street, Apt. 3F, New York.

Mrs. William Crosswell Croft (Bobbie

Engh) 41 N. Broadway, Irvmgton, New
York.

Mrs. Carlos B. Brewer (Grace Lani^jr) c/o

Mrs. Sterling S. Lanier, Jr., Route 3, Hop-
kinsville, Kentucky.

Mrs. Allen Fuller (Lucy Hodges) 919 Kent

Road, Apt. 3, Richmond, Virginia.

Mrs. William T. Baker (Margaret Leon-

ard) 609 Boissevain Avenue, Norfolk 7, Vir-

ginia.

Mrs. Robert Thurman (Anne Bundy) 2822

E. 1 3 2nd Street, Apt. 4. Cleveland, Ohio.

Mrs. William A Hanger (Sudie Clark)

1001 Country Club Drive, Greensboro, North

Carolma.

Mrs. Thomas Potterfield (Ann Hauslein)

917 Kent Road, Richmond, Virginia.

Mrs. H. F. Lowman, Jr. (Harriette

Gordon) 3241 R Street, N. W., Washington,

7, D. C.

Miss Kathryn Coggins, 62 Park Street, New
Haven, Connecticut.

Lt. (j.g.) E. W. Hanger, U. S. Naval

Hospital, Navy Yard, Charleston, South

Carolina.

Miss Joan King, 5 020 Sunset Drive, Kansas

City 2, Missouri.

Miss Alice King, Forrest City, Arkansas,

Mrs. Robert V. Martin, Jr. (Julia Groves)

P. O. Box 670, Savannah, Georgia.
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Ciass Secretary: Frances Taylor Trigg (Mrs.

Locke H.) 5 820 York Road, Richmond 21,

Virginia.

Fntiti Agent: Karen Kiiisktm White (Mrs.

Robert) 6S29 Thirty-first Avenue, N-f,.,

Seattle, Washington.

With spring I'm glad to say that lots of

your fancies turned to letter writing, and ho.

how I've enjoyed your delightful letters! I

wish that I could print each of them in full;

but instead will jusc try to do them justice

by passing on a few tidbits.

The newspaper account of Anne Mcjunkin's

wedding May 3, to Ensign Frank Briber, Jr.,

sounded so lovely. Clare Eager was there and

promises to write more later. Junk and Frank

after honeymooning in Edgewater, Mississippi,

are now stationed in New Orleans.

Then, too, there have been many glowing

accounts of Margaret Swindell's wedding (now
Mrs. Morgan Paul Dickerman, Jr.) which

took place in Wilson, North Carolina, on

April 2 8. It was really quite a '43 reunion

for among her bridesmaids were Primniy

Johnston and Helen Bloomberg Allen. Byrd

Smith Hunter, Esther Jett, and Janice Fitz-

gerald were on hand for the gaieties.

Have just heard, a bit late, of Shirley

Sprague's marriage on February 27 to Cecil

Buik (Lt. Royal Navy Volunteer Reserve).

Shirley plans to trip off to England soon if

he gets shore dutv. Also B.irbara McNeill

Blessing is now Mrs. Jerry Stumm.
Nancy Pingree has chosen June 20 for her

marriage to Dr. Emerson H. Drake. Ping has

been visiting around of late and has seen

many Patch gals—among them Brooks Barnes

who, by the way, is now president of her

class at Presbyterian Hospital.

New York seems to be the meeting place

these days. Helen Lawton was there visitmg
her aunt and we hear that Debbie Douglas

was there for awhile after her five months'

seige of rheumatic fever. Fayette McDowell
took time off from her nurse's aide duties

(she works two days a week in the Nichols

General Army Hospital and three days at a

civilian one) to attend her sister's graduation.

While there she saw "Jake," Brooks, Effie, etc.

She saw Dodie Cheatham who was in the hos-

pital and says Dodie has had to stop working

and return home. Katy Parker has an apart-

ment with seven other girls and Anne Mitchell

is doing secretarial work there. Beth DichmiUi

Smith has an apartment while awaiting her

husband who is in Jamaica . . . added prob-

lem: she is one of the million awaiting tele-

phones. Enroute home Fayette stopped off in

Washington to visit Mary Belle Lee who got

her a plane reservation home.

Mary Belle is still with United Airlines and

writes that she sees lots of the flying Briaritcs

there at the airport. Just recently she saw

May Gardner Smith Burgess whose husband

was flying out to the San Francisco Confer-

ence. (Carter was released from the Army
upon his reurn to the states to attend the

Conference. He is now with the State Depart-

ment, and so they will be living in VC'ash-

ington soon.) And via Mary Belle's brother

we hear that Ditty Christian is having a fine

time in London (she's with the OSS) although

she says that it's no easy life.

And speaking of aviation our Tookie

Ktiiskern White flew back east on the plane

with none other than Humphrey Bogart!

Tookie has resigned from the SPARS and is

now back in Swart hmore while Bob is out

Pacific way. Our other service gal, Elizabeth

Munce, is now a corporal.

But Ann Jacobs has us all beat, for her

rtying trips with ATC have taken her to

Army bases in Trinidad, Porto Rico, British

Guiana, Natal (Brazil) , Ascension Island,

Haiti, Jamaica, and Havana. Certainly wish

I could quote the terribly interesting articles

she has written about her trip so that all of

you could enjoy them, too. However she's

doing several broadcasts on her trip so maybe
you can tune in on one. Jake's still meeting

all sorts of interesting people such as Bob

Hope, Shirley Temple, Kathleen Norris, etc.

And via her we learn that Weezie Woodruff is

still doing statistical work in Cleveland.

Skip Bracher O'Connell runs into our New
York clan every now and then, but between

her job in the Bacteriological Department of

a Venereal Disease Research Laboratory and

her Red Cross work she's most busy. Oakie is

in the Philippines, she writes.

Camile Guyton Guething has toured quite

a bit of late. Ted was back in the States for

awhile and they took in Detroit, New York,

Washington, and some skiing in Canada before

ending up in Seattle. Now latest report is

that she is back home again in Miami.

Betty-Potter Kinne is holding forth in Cali-

fornia and her job as librarian for the Cali-

fornia Packing Corporation (better known as

Del Monte to you housewives) . She is also

secretary for Calpak's Service Organization

(a kind of USO for the ex-employees in the

service) and as such meets numbers of re-

turned veterans. She writes such exciting bits

about the Conference and the gesticulating

delegates . . . seems the Claremont where she

lives is also the residence of the Arab dele-

gation—flowing robes and all! Before leaving

for her vacation she was to attend a party for

none other than Margaret Suinilcll Dickerman

and Paul. Small world n'cst-rc pas}

Ann Noyes is now a third of the way
through her law course at the University of

Kentucky. She is one of the few students

writing for the Kentucky Law Journal and is

doing research on the laws of homicide, so

turn your murder problems over to .'Vnn!

Also she is on the entertainment committee

for the Student Bar Association which keeps

her very busy. She sees Snookie Campbell every

now and then in Lexington and writes that

Marguerite Hum;; is working for the Red

Cross—packing prisoner of war food packages

and doing personnel york.

Barbara BoUes is a caseworker for the Red
Cross Home Service in Toledo and on the

side is the Prisoner of War Consultant. The
Red Cross recently sent her to Washington

to attend a P.O.W. conference.

Fay Martin Chandler is in Washington

temporarily and has an apartment near the

Anacostia Air Station where Al attends

school. She sees quite a bit of Janie Findlay,

Muic Grymes, and Tish Oni Elliot. (Tish's

baby, Ord Elliot, is now ten months old and

from all accounts is adorable.)

Fay writes that Janie Lamptoit Middleton

is in Louisville and that Ed was on Iwo
Jima. Pat Rohincau Vandever is back in Miami
while Bill is at sea. Enroute home from the

coast Pat saw Mary Love Ferguson Sanders in

Dallas and Frances Gregg Petersmeyer in

Memphis.

While Roselle fauiconcr Pigg's husband is

in Italy she's living in Charlottesville and

working for the State Welfare Department.

Roselle, Pauline Hudson, and Elsie McCarthy
Sampson had a reunion at Sweet Briar for

the National Symphony Concert.

Mary Carter Richardson is still the editor

—as member of the Atlanta Junior League

Bjard she is editing "The Cotton Blossom,"

the Junior League monthly news. She writes

that Karen Norris Sibley's husband has been

a prisoner in Germany for over a year now
and has not yet seen his little Maria. (Note:

this was written before VE Day.)

Harriett Pullen is now in the midst of her

psychiatric nursing experience at Johns Hop-
kins and writes that she's probably Army
bound when she finishes in December. She

>ays that Cynthia Smith (ex '43) is back in

San Antonio for a vacation from her censor-

ship job in Balboa, Canal Zone. Harriet says

that Page Ruth Foster and Jim are now living

in Washington.

Nancy Jameson Glass has been moving

around of late. She left Chicago in March
and is now in St. Louis where Bob is stationed

at Lambert Field. She writes that Dot Friday

(ex '43 ) is working there for the Red Cross.

Esther Jett, working for her father, still

gets a chance to use her Spanish, for besides

reading and writing letters in said language

she has been conversing with the Cuban sea-

men. She says that Janice Fitzgerald is still

teaching music there in Smithfield and com-
muting once a week to Raleigh where she

teaches at St. Mary's.

And for a few scattered tidbits: Angela

Marston is doing volunteer work, Anne
Williams is in Rome, Georgia, doing occupa-

tional therapy, and Louise Peake is teaching

school in Hawaii. Nancy McVay Mars teller

is living in Richmond, Kentucky, while her

husband is overseas. Maggie Baker Kahin was

getting her masters in foreign commerce at

George Washington University while her hus-

band was in France, but from change of

address I see that she is now in Connecticut.

We have two new class babies: Frances Scott

Simmons McConnell's nine pound, seven ounce

superman, David Moffat, was born April I 1.

and Elsie Jackson Hamner's second was a little

girl, Susan, born March H.
I know you all will want to join me in

expressing our deepest sympathy to Elsie

whose husband, Pete Hamner, was killed in

Pacific action April 6.

I didn't believe it until 1 saw it with my
own eyes, but Virginia ^X'hite has returned

home from the west coast! Enroute home she

visited Ouija Adams in San Antonio and saw

Chesley Johnson in New Orleans . . . White

and I will be nurse's aiding this summer.

Marjorie Shugar f Dennehy and Rod came

through Richmond recently on their way
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from Iowa to Pensacola. Slug writes tliit

they arc all settled there now in a cute little

bunj^alow.

"Well kids," as Findlay would say, this Is

more or less my swan song, for I think yo.i

might enjoy a little new talent in your news

for awhile after putting up with me for two

years. I've had such fun doing it though,

and all because you all have been so marvelous

about writing, and I've loved everyone of those

grand letters . . . don't forget me altogether

please, but do keep up the good work and

write often to our new secretary. Once again

thanks a million!

New addresses:

Mrs. Robert K. Glass (Nancy Jameson)

5137 Maple Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri (tem-

porary).

Mrs. George Kahin (Margaret Baker) Echo

Farm, Litchfield, Connecticut.

Cpl. Elizabeth Munce, A-308820, Sq. B.

272, AAF bu(S.S.), TAAF, Topeka, Kansas.

Mrs. Roderick Dcnnehy (Marjorie Shugart)

Route -^2, Box 82 8, Pensacola, Florida (tem-

porary) .

Mrs. Frederic Potts Moore {Jane Gregory)

643 Palisade Avenue, Yonkers 3, New York.

Mrs. Eric Sellix (Isabel Gardner) 125 Sun-

set Avenue, Ridgewood, New Jersey.

Mrs. Frank Edward Briber, Jr. (Anne Mc-
Junkin) 1443 7th Street, New Orleans,

Louisiana.

Mrs. James William Foster (Page Rutli

)

1661 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W., Washington,

D. C.

1944

Class Secretary: Connie Sue Budlong, c/o

Occupational Therapy Department, Moore

General Hospital, U. S. Army—4th Service

Command, Swannanoa, North Carolina.

¥nu(t Agent: Marion Shatiley Jacobs (Mrs.

William Lockhart)

.

So—we're celebrating our first birthday as

SBC alumnae. And hasn't it been a year

though! We've hatched careers, gotten en-

gaged, married—and have even had some

official '44 babies!

I'm in an utter tizzy as usual—th s

and my eleven (count 'em) exams arrived

with an awful simultaniety. Apologies to you

all for lack of cards sent out; I promise a

reformed policy for the fall edition. Many
thanks to those whose spirit moved them to

send in "unsolicited" letters, they were all

wonderful and most newsworthy.

Since all things should come in the proper

order (first things first) the latest crop of

engagements. Jane Rice wrote from Baltimore

to tell of hers to Thomas Coatsworth Mc-
Pherson of Atlanta. The wedding will be

June 28th—he will get his M.D. in March.

A second engagement is that of Lucille

Christmas to Major William Souther Brewster.

This "Bill" is an M.I.T. man, and was two

years in China on General Stillwell's staff.

Their wedding took place in Washington on

June 2nd. And—Fence W. and I walked

innocently into Longs' for cocktails not so

long ago—and were greeted by the sight of

an S.B.C. ring sitting on a little velvet

pillow—with a lovely solitaire and an Ensign's

bars. Can you guess? Paulett Long and Ensign

Ganson Powers Tagger t, USNR. The wedding

will be in Richmond on June 3 0th—and Pu
wants everyone within a possible range to

come.

Three weddings that I know of: Marian

Shan ley's marriage to Reverend William

Lockhart Jacobs, in Kirkwood on June Sth.

Marian and Bill have "a brand new furnished

apartment in Newport, Arkansas, a black

cocker named 'Tucker St. George', and a

broken down Ford named 'Gracie'." That

of Betty Boyd Farinholt to Ensign James

Tait Cockrill, USN. the 27th of April in

Baltimore; and Mildred Brcni/er to Major

Edwin Flemming Luca^, Jr.. AAF, in

in Charlotte on May 1 9th. Haven't had any

first hand descriptions of these affairs, but

have a good imagination, and know both

must have been lovely brides.

Most fun for us—as proxy aunts, are the

two '44 babies that arrived most appropriately

on Mothers' Day. James Raymond Swanbeck,

Jr., son of Lieutenant and Mrs. James Ray-

mond Swanbeck, is now "at home" in Mont-

clair with Mom Babe Loicland. Carl Gilbert

Behnke, son of Lieutenant (j-g.) and Mrs.

Robert Joseph Behnke, is out in Seattle.

Washington, with Mother, (Sally Skinner, ex

'44) Grandmother, and Greatgrandmother.

Guess we can't rope the little fellas in on an

S.B. education, but they'll make wonderful

husbands for a couple of S.B.C. "6? graduates.

My New York correspondent
—

"lulu" to

you all—says things are pretty much as usual

in that area. She took a trip to S.B.C. back

in April and had a heavenly week there, com-

plete with "an ignominious part in the Spring

Dance Recital"—and a hysterical session with

Cpl. Janet Staples, down on weekend furlough.

Janet has a super and most unusual psych

assignment at Camp Pickett, Virginia, and

according to all reports is doing a grand job.

Back in New York. The Sadowsky's favorite

brainchild, "Hospitality Houseparty, Inc." is

all set for another party this one on June

18th. If any of you are ever around when

the H.H.P.'s are in function—do go. The
parties are for wounded servicemen — are

unique in their friendly atmosphere, and by

far tops of their kind judging by all I've

attended.

Nancy Eagles O'Bannon was home in

Owensboro, Kentucky, for a short visit while

her handsome husband Whitney was at Lang-

ley field near Richmond, taking a brush-up

course. I had Whitney on a sort of lend-lease

proposition for my Easter escort. All my
fellow students sighed in unison when we
walked into St. Paul's . . . reflected glory,

alas, but fun. Nancy and Whit are now
back in Oklahoma City, where he ij stationed.

Local (i.e. Richmond—and how I'll miss

the place) news: of course we're all excited

about Paulett's wedding coming up. She and

"Gunner" plan to stop by in Des Moines to

see Peg Gordon and Brad at Ft. Des Moines

on their way to San Diego. Fence Williams

has polished up her R.P.I. Store Service Course,

and is now negotiating with the ARC. She

has been having a glorious time, reminiscent

of P & P sez she—being a lowly messenger

in the Richmond Opera Group's presentation

of Kobln Hood, Alice Lancaster Buck has

been on leave from the C. of C, visiting Pete

in Boston. Carlisle Morrissette is working so

hard at her ARC casework job that we hardly

ever see her. Sydney Holmes was down to visit

Pu and jaunt to S.B.C.

Beside her big news, Shanlcy's letter was
full of newssome gossip. She's through now
with her work with the World's Students'

Service Fund, and will soon settle down to

the comparatively calm job of being a min-
ister's wife. Lucy Loic Elmer has a sweet

little girl, Virginia Mason Elmer. Her husband
Warren has been in Germany—is now a para-

trooper captain. Margaret Eggers Perry is

still on hand in Kirkwood; husband Ray is in

Burma with the Air Corps. Ginny Gowan, is

learning the whys and wherefores of labora-

tory technique at Barnes Hospital in St. Louis.

Marthalynn Rushing Yocum went through
there not long ago and reported that she and
David are settled in "a cottage of their own
with red rose wallpaper and a blond cocker"

—in Little Rock. As Arkansas goes, she and
Shanley will be almost—neighbors.

Betty Farinholt Cockrill and Jim are in

California. Just to be official, Shanley re-

ported that the '44 fund is coming along

very well, but that there are still 22 who
haven't pledged or paid. Tsk, tsk. Such lack

of "I.V"—and to think the poor, benighted

things don't get to see the Alumnae News.
Come on, gals, support '44 and that Alum,
sponsored scholarship we're so proud of! Kay
Mensing writes from Milwaukee that things

there are pretty quiet. Dotty Beiittell Smith
and Cai are on their way to "somewhere in

Texas" Corpus Christi, I think) and expect

to be there at least 6 months. Bea Boerlcke

—with her Physio practice for the Army well

on its way, finally crashed through with a

letter. She writes that she is stationed in

Louisville, Kentucky, surrounded she says

—

"by men of every size, shape and denomina-
tion and having a wonderful time playing

little sister, big sister, and mother to them."

Had a wonderful visit up at S.B.C. with

Fence and Paulett last month.

Changes of address:

O/C Norma Bradley, Officer Candidate

School, Class # 5 8, WAC Training Center,

Fort Des Moines, Iowa.

Connie Sue Budlong, c/o Occupational

Therapy Department, Moore General Hospital,

U. S. Army—4th Service Command. Swan-

nanoa, North Carolina.

Mrs. William S. Brewster (Lucille Christ-

mas) 1816 45th Street, N. W., Washington

7, D. C.

Juanlta Gans, 2110 19th Street, N. W..

Washington, D. C
O/C Margaret E. Gordon, Officer Candidate

School, Class #5 8, WAC Training Center.

Fort Des Moines, Iowa.

Virginia Hall, c/o Occupational Therapy

Department, Deshon General Hospital, Butler,

Pennsylvania.

Mrs. William Fessendem (Alice Johnson)

c/o Lt. William Fessendem. MAG 3 5 MCAJ,
El Centro, California.

Marian Saunders, Heatherington Apart-

ments, #810, 1421 Massachusetts Avenue,

N. W., Washington, D. C.



Senior Class, 1945
Agee, Kathryn Leigh, 1020 Rittcr Park, Huntington, West

Virginia.

Barnes, Leila Gilliam, Griffin, Georgia.

Bcrrier, Virginia Anne, 2 5 40 Massachusetts Avenue, Apart-
ment 205, Washington, D. C.

Betts, Audrey Teal, 888 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Bickers, Frances Yager, Winchester, Virginia.

Bower, Ann Carmichacl, 319 Greenway Lane, Richmond,
Virginia.

Bowley, Mary Ainlcrsuii (Mrs. Freeman W. Bowley) c/o
General J. W. Anderson, Fort Sill, Oklahoma.

Boykin, Elizabeth Joseph (Mrs. Raymond Boykin) 1440
5. Perry Street, Montgomery, Alabama.

Brugger, Doreen Frances, Dongan Hills, Staten Island, N.Y.
Buchanan, Susan, Forest Hills, Durham, North Carolina.

Carbaugh, Betty Carolyn, 124 Hilldale Drive, Chatta-

nooga, Tennessee.

Chapman, Wyline, 1410 Wynnton Drive, Columbus, Ga.
Chidester, Anna Mary, 263 3 Meadowwood Drive, Toledo

6, Ohio.

Clark, Grace Reed, 400 East Oak Street, Sparta, Wisconsin.

Cocke, Betty Rupert, Lyon, Mississippi.

Cox, Carol McNeir, Kennedy Warren Apartment, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Cross, Louise Weakley, 32 08 Pine Ridge Road, Birming-

ham, Alabama.

Cunningham, Esther Elliott, 16 Autenrieth Road, Scars-

dale, New York.

Davis, He'en, Shore Road, Port Washington, New York.

Decker, Virginia Baird, 1101 Brandon Road, Roanoke, Va.

Dickson, Anne Talbott, 36th Street, Virginia Beach, Va.

Dillard, Evelyn Dixon, 317 South St. Asaph Street, Alex-

andria, Virginia.

Edens, Huldah Holladay, 8 53 ^'est University Parkway,
Baltimore, Maryland.

Edwards, Alice C, 6918 Columbia Avenue, University

City, St. Louis, Missouri.

Enright, Margot Divine, 4450 Park Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

Estes, Frances Swann, 10 Glen Iris Park, Birmingham, Ala.

Etheridge, Eugenia Munnerlyn, 621 Orange St., Macon, Ga.

Fagg, India Dolores, Kernersville, North Carolina.

Farr, Edith Malone, Fairfax, Virginia.

Feazell, Nancy-Ellen, Mount Hope, West Virginia.

Cans, Virginia, Goshen, Virginia.

Gaylord, Isabel Jordan, Fort Hill, St. George, Staten Island,

New York.

Gearhart, Alice M., 204 Mermont Apartment, Bryn Mawr,
Pennsylvania.

Gill, Edith Page, 410 Cornwallis Avenue, Roanoke, Va.

Gilliam, Ellen Coalter, Langhorne Road, Lynchburg, Va.

Gladney, Ann, 5 501 Bryan, Dallas, Texas.

Gray, Martha Elizabeth, 141 Monticello Avenue, Annap-
olis, Maryland.

Grayson, Elizabeth Dantzler, 15 01 Langhorne Road,

Lynchburg, Virginia.

Hall, Ruth, 29 West Andrews Drive, Atlanta, Georgia.

Haskins, Mary Fiske, 901 Oak Street, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Hazen, Harriet Jane, 2 Linden Avenue, Wheeling, W. Va.

Healy, Elizabeth Turner, 609 Bridge Street, Hampton, Va.

Hemphill, Mary Kathryn Fryc (Mrs. Samuel H. Hemphill)

15 37 12th St., Hickory, North Carolina

Herbert, Mary Baldwin, 329 Edisto Ave., Columbia, S. C.
Hicks, Elisabeth Hemphill, 2 6 High St., Cambridge, Md.
Holton, Martha Eleanor, 2318 Densmore Drive, Toledo, O.
Hude, Hilda, 205 N. Hermitage Avenue, Lookout Moun-

tain, Tennessee.

Jones, Margaret Boyd, Naval Engineering Experiment
Laboratory, Annapolis, Maryland.

Keddy, Marian Burks, 214 Quaker Lane, Alexandria, Va.
Kconce, Marjorie M., 703 Slattery Boulevard, Shreveport,

Louisiana.

Krause, Elaine DeWitt, 318 East 3 0th St., New York, N. Y.
LeBris, Antoinette Francoise, c/o Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Prendergast, Westport, Connecticut.

Longmire, Ruth Mary, 1309 North 9th St., Temple, Texas.
Mcjunkin, Jane Euwcr, 1611 Virginia Street, Charleston,

West Virginia.

McLean, Ann Carter, 4 Summit Place, Belle Haven, Alex-
andria, Virginia.

Matton, Frances E., Alta Vista Road, Louisville, Kentucky.
Maury, Elizabeth Bell, Tuckahoe Apartment, Richmond

21, Virginia.

Mills, Julia A., 293 8 Albemarle Street, N. W., Washington.
Moores, Mary Jean, 108 South Kensington Place, Spring-

field, Ohio.

Morgan, Joanne Thoburn, 1538 Quarrier Street, Charles-
ton, West Virginia.

Nicolson, Alice Whitcomb, 4347 Forest Lane, N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

Osborn, Virginia Latimer, 2 5490 East River Road, Box
136A, Grosse He, Michigan.

Parrish, Caroline, 315 North Church Street, Marion, Va.
Pender, Elizabeth Jordan, 812 Stocklcy Gardens, Norfolk,

Virginia.

Porcher, Harriet Latta, 615 Morehead Avenue, Charlotte,

North Carolina.

Price, Catherine Lytle, Route 1, Upper River Road, Louis-
ville, Kentucky.

Reese, Taylor Beale, 12 Peck Street, Attleboro, Mass.
Ridler, Jean Bissell, 608 Lindsay Road, Wilmington 280,

Delaware.

Swann, Margaret Gaines, P. O. Box 232, Winter Haven,
Florida.

Symes, Mary Emilie, Rua Paul Redfern, 24A, Ipanema,
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Temple, Sarah Ann, 901 Vine Street, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Tenney, Jeane Phyllis (Mrs. Edward C. Tenney) 591

Arlington Village, 1 5 00 South Barton Street, Arling-

ton, Virginia.

Tepe, Elizabeth Skerry (Mrs. John Bright Tepe) 905

Stuart Road, Westover Hills, Wilmington, Delaware.

Traugott, Mary Perkins, 1516 Blandford Circle, Norfolk,

Virginia.

Walker, Anne Carter, Orange, Virginia.

Warren, Anne, Field Point Circle, Greenwich, Connecticut.

Whitaker, Virginia Branch, 1048 Arbor Road, Winston-
Salem, North Carolina.

Willcox, Harriet Gale, 5 37 Pembroke Ave., Norfolk, Va.

Wright, Christina, 54 North Main Street, Rutland, Vt.

Zulick, Elizabeth Albright, North Warren Street, Orwigs-

burg, Pennsylvania.



^ylLUMNAE IN THE SERVICE
This list includes the names of all Sweef Briar Aliiniiiae

reported to the Alumnae Office by June 1, 194^

Frances Engeman, ex '2 5

'"Margaret Reinhold, '2 6

Katherine McMahon, ex '2 8

Catherine Via, ex '2 8

Helen Wcitzmann, Dew, '29

Helen Sniitlj Miller, '30

"Eva Sisson, ex '3

Cynthia Vaughn, '3

1

Barbara Munter, '32

RED CROSS OVERSEAS

Margaret Milam, ex '33

Jane Greer Bender, '34

Barbara Miller, ex '3 5

Harriet Hicok, ex '36

Anne Lemmon, '37

Jane Williams, ex '37.

Betty Bowley, '3 8

'"Hope Hastorf, '3 8

Patricia G. Balz, '39

Nancy Gatch, '39

Katharine Richards, '39

Janet Trosch, '39

'"Helen Larmon, ex '40

Frances Chichester, '41

Ethel James, ex '41

Katherine Spaatz, ex '41

Sally Jackson, '42

Eliot Jeffords, ex '42

Daphne Withington, '42

Marion Coles Phinizy, '40

Barbara Godfrey Adams, '40

Virginia Towle, Academy
Helen Caie Carroll, ex '22

Mary Craig/vll Kinyoun, '2 5

Martha Dabney Jones, '29

Louise Nelson, '30

Marjorie Sturges, '30

Jane Milar MacBride, ex '32

Ruth Kerr, '32

Lillian Allison, ex '3 3

MARINES

WACS

Helen Sanford, '42

Elizabeth K. Hartman, ex '44

Madeline Hawes, ex '33

Marie Le Pine, '34

Helen C. Neve, '37

Helen Allen Stupp, ex '3 8

Ellen McChntock, '40

Mary Petty Johnston, '40

Martha Rector, '40

Mary K. Warren, ex '40

SPAR

Edith Mars/yall Martin, ex '32

Elizabeth Munce, '43

Norma Bradley, '44

Margaret Gordon, '44

Alice Hepburn, '44

Anita Lippitt, '44

Susan Somervell, '44

Janet Staples, '44

Kay Thomes, ex '44

Marjorie Willetts, '44

Elmyra Peimypacker Coxe,

Mary Hampton Martin, ex

Marietta Darsie, '2 6

Margaret Lovctt, '27

Anita Cre'ws, '29

Dorothy E. Fowler, '29

Anne Gochnauer, '29

"Elizabeth Carnes, ex '30

Emma Riely, '3

Emilie Turner, ex '30

Anne MacRae, '32

Amy Davies, '34

Gail Donohue, ex '34

Anne Marvin, '34

Jane Lawder, ex '3 5

Ann Spiers, '3 5

Please keep

WAVES
20 June i/f Frees Heelan, ex '36

2 5 Elizabeth Hartridge, ex '3 6

Lucy Gore, '37

Anne Lauman, '37

Vera M. Searcy McGonigle, ex

Anne Benedict Swain, '39

Ann Parks, '39

Ahce Hooper, '3 8

Helen Anderson Bryan, '40

Mary Jane Burnett, '40

"Ann Cauthorn, '40

Betty h'/ns Haskins, '40

Olive May Whittington, '40

Carolyn Custer, ex '41

Joan De Vore, '41

the Alumnae Office informed of changes

'•"Additions since the list was last printed

Elizabeth McDade, ex '41

Barbara Thompson, ex '41

Betsy Chamberlain, '42

Eloise Eni^lish Davies, '42

'37 Elizabeth Hanger, '42

Betsy Gilmer Tremain, '42

Viola Miller, ex '42

Margaret Preston, '42

Eleanor Ringer, '42

Barbara Ripley, '42

Alice Sweney, '42

Mary Jane Steiger, ex '43

Marguerite Brendlinger, '44

Ellen Boyd Duval, '44

Jeanne Glennon, ex '44

in rank and station.

in April.
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M^minadons c^re in Order

SIX months from now it will be time to vote for new officers (president and vice-president) of the Alumnae
Association and new members of the Alumnae Council. In order that the ballot to be presented to the members

for this election . . . it's a long ballot, remember . . . may list a group of nominees widely representative of geographical

regions as well as of class groups, the Nominating Committee has a great deal of work to do.

The Alumnae Council last spring designated Pittsburgh as the center for the 1945-46 Nominating Committee,
and Margaret Maloiic McClements, '26, accepted the chairmanship of the committee. The following members were

then appointed: Elizabeth Fohl Kerr, ex '22, Ruth Tay/orFranklin, '2 5, Mary Copclatiii Sturgeon, '29, Sue Kelly

Flannery, '33, Martha Williams Tim, '3 5, and Martha HoJill Smith, '39. The Committee has already begun its work.

Names of possible candidates will be welcomed by the Nominating Committee, especially if they are accompanied

by some listing of qualifications, activities, positions held, etc. Send your suggestions as soon as possible to Mrs. James
B. McClements, Jr., 5640 Aylesboro Avenue, Pittsburgh 17, Pennsylvania.

Council members are expected to attend the two regular meetings each year at Sweet Briar, for the consideration

of alumnae business and to gain a greater understanding of the college, its progress and its problems. The larger

Alumnae Council which came into being in 1940 has already proved its value beyond any doubt. Unfortunately,

there are as yet no funds available for meeting travel expenses of the Council members, but they stay at Sweet Briar

as guests of the college for the meetings.

In conjunction with nominations and coming elections, attention is called to a proposed amendment to the

constitution of the Alumnae Association that has been adopted, after long consideration, by the Alumnae Council

and is now ready to be submitted to the members of the Association for approval or rejection.

Proposed New Amendment The Present Amendment
Article VI, Section 2. The Nominatin;; Committee shall present Article VI, Section 2. The Nominating Committee shall present

a slate consisting of two (2) candidates for President and two (2) a slate of not more than thirty (30) and not less than twenty-four

candidates for first Vice-President, all of whom shall be graduates. (24) nominees of whom at least four-fifths shall be graduates.

They shall also present a slate of not more than thirty (30) nor Additional nominations may be sent to the Alumnae Secretary within

less than twenty-three (23) nominees for members-at-large of the four (4) weeks after publication of the Alumnae News, if accom-

Alumnae Council, of whom at least four-fifths shall be graduates. panied by signatures of fifteen members together with the written

Nominees for President and first Vice-President who are not elected consent of the nominee.

automatically become members of the Alumnae Council. Additional

nominations may be sent to the Alumnae Secretary within (4) weeks

after publication of the Alumnae Ne«'S, if accompnied by signatures

of fifteen (IS) members together with the written consent of the ^ . _ , , , ,, r ,.„, r l
Section }. Each member sh.Tl vote tor (18) of the nommees

to serve on the Council. Each member shall indicate on the ballot

Section }. Each member may vote for the President, first Vice- her preference for President and first Vice-President from among

President, and fourteen (14) of the nominees to serve on the Alumnae the graduates on this list of eighteen (18). The nominee for each

Council. office receiving the largest number of votes shall be elected.

In addition to these revisions, the ballot itself has been revised, and under the present recommendation it will have:

Two nominees from the Academy (one to be elected)

Eight to twelve nominees from the classes 1910-1929 (six to be elected)

Nine to fifteen nominees from the classes 1930-1944 (seven to be elected)

Alumnae will be given an opportunity to vote on this constitutional change before the end of this year, and

the balloting for the new officers and Council members will take place in May. Eligible voters for these elections are

those who have contributed to the Alumnae Fund during the current year (1945-46).

According to the constitution, amendments may be approved by mail ballot by a two-thirds majority of the

ballots cast, provided notice of such proposed change shall have been sent to the entire membership at least one'

month prior to the balloting. (Th.s issue of the Alumnae News goes to all former students.)

The changes presented for adoption were drawn up in order to insure a better proportionate representation of

the Academy, the early classes, and the more recent classes on the Council. The number of alumnae in ths classes

1930-45 is by far the largest of the three groups and is entitled to more representation on the Council. At the same

time it is desirable to make certain that a given number of Council members will be chosen from the earlier classes

and the Academy.

Provision for seating on the Council those candidates for President and first Vice-President who are not elected

to those specific positions was felt to be another distinct improvement. The present method of balloting allowed for

no such certainty and the Council felt that nominees of the calibre required for these officers would in any case be

valuable members of the Council and should serve on it whether or not they were elected to office.
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JhyirKolowiTrTieiifj resiaemil ass

ALL the persons concerned for Sweet Briar do so much

talking and planning about endowment, and the

alumnae have shown themselves in all such efforts so

interested that I have been asked, on the basis of my
twenty years at Sweet Briar, to write, for this group

especially, some discussion of endowment in general and

Swee Briar's endowment in particular.

Endowment seems to be an acknowledged part of

any foundation and the history of foundations goes far

back and covers many kinds, much farther back than

the endowment for public education at Teos by Polythrus

or Boulagoras' permanent corn foundation in Samos. Then

the history comes on down through the religious founda-

tions, monasteries, nunneries, orphanages, homes for ill or

old, colleges and schools so familiar in England and obtain-

ing everywhere, to the modern kinds that make themselves

keenly felt in present day life, the learned and philan-

thropic foundations, all endowed, numerous enough to

justify the publication of American Foiiinla/ioiis which

lists no less than 2 52 in the United States.

It seems stuffy to develop at length why a foundation

has an endowment, when every activity of every day's

life keeps us in mind that things must be bought and

that there must be some money to do the buying. The
argument in connection with colleges depending on

students' fees for all the needs of an institution or depend-

ing upon income from invested funds recurs from year

to year—though never too convincingly as to dependence

solely on students' fees.

Education is different from an organized business

which is expected to build its own reserves for investment

and income therefrom. Business has gauged its success on
profits in money, for all its regard to sound products

and useful service. Education must gauge its success on

personal qualities and intellectual discernment and crea-

tiveness developed in individuals. Society needs educated

citizens too desperately, certainly according to American
philosophy and practice, to allow education to be limited

by monetary profit to the educating institution, on which

it can run and grow to meet new demands.

Our whole system of tax supported schools bears

witness to this. The endowment of such institutions is

the tax payer and the income from endowment the taxes.

The money is taken from all citizens by law to endow
these schools. The privately supported institutions can

depend upon no law, only on appreciation, faith, affection

and perspicacity of the persons who think the institution

worth supporting. Both kinds are public institutions with

their obligations to public service in the education of

citizens. The one group takes money for its support;

the other asks for it.

Of course there are people who believe that all persons

should be educated by the group of institutions that takes

the money. This group does educate by far the largest

number of citizens, with surprising success in the face

of the enormity of its task. Why should we have any
other kind? Chiefly, we believe, because of the freedom
with which the privately supported group can experiment,

deal with selected groups, modify procedure, and reach

students as individuals in a way much more difficult for

the state supported institutions with less privilege to

choose students and methods.

In the growth of education in the United States these

pace-setting institutions with greater freedom in procedure

have contributed greatly to educational validity. They
have a way also of dealing with an individual that prob-

ably made you and your parents choose one of them for

your education. If they are valid and valuable institutions,

support for them needs no argument. Mankind being what
it is, getting support for them needs ingenuity. Hence
methods of money-raising and campaigns, adopted for

all the causes in America which we undertake to maintain

on freely given support.

What should be done with this endowment income
that cannot be done with annual income from fees? There
is little argument for education unpaid for by those who
have the money to pay for it. There is great need for

education free or subsidized for those who do not have
the money to pay for it, and who can and will profit

by it. Hence endowment to enable an institution to give

certain students more than they pay for is justified by
the citizens educated with this money. It always calls

for delicate balancing to find whether the education has

been worth the money. In some individuals possibly no,

in others most certainly yes. In the group as a whole I

think the verdict would undoubtedly be in the affirmative.

Institutions have grown constantly more careful in

giving attention to this balance and are each year evolving

ways to audit the accounts and profit by what the audit

shows. The administration of scholarships and fellowships

is a very careful business in colleges and foundations and

I have heard from the large experience of the Guggenheim
Foundation that its faith in the worth of scholarships

grows each year.

The giving of money in scholarship form does not

make the institution a more valid agency of education.

It only extends hereby the education that it gives to

different people from those to whom it would give this

same education if it went only to persons who could pay

its full costs. The character and ability of the persons

chosen to hold scholarships constitute the advantage of

such expenditure to society and to the individuals who
can be society's strong assets.
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The scope of the education given at any one time

may often need to be extended, its quaUty improved by

more or more gifted personnel, by newer and better and

more material equipment. Conceivably the students of

any year might be charged twice the fees of the preceding

year to furnish money for such expenses. That is what

is done in effect by increased appropriations in any given

year to a tax-supported institution. The great difference

would be in the reaction of students and parents. When
a tax appropriation for a specific object is increased its

significance is often lost in the bulk. As American life

and American psychology run, can you not easily picture

what the reaction by students and parents to such a

demand would be from varying fees year by year to meet

the changes in cost of extension and Improvement, in

additional faculty members, additional library sections,

additional buildings, a new power plant needed after fifty

years' service, a new sewerage system demanded, and so on.

"Why should my daughter pay for a sewerage system to

last fifty years when she is there only four years?" Well,

why should she? Why should a group of people who have

finished college help pay for a sewerage system when they

may never return to the campus again? Why should a

man or woman who has never been to that college, never

had any member of the family there, pay for it? Of course

the only answer is because they think the work done by

the college worth supporting and because they wish

continuing generations of students to profit by it at its best.

As for your own college, here is the history in brief

of the long and hard efforts that have produced its

endowment. Let us keep in mind the technical meaning

of endowment as the term is applied to colleges and

universities. It is money invested in operations other than

those concerned in the running of the institution, from

which dividends come into the annual income. The restric-

tion of funds invested in other operations than the running

of the college is to prevent the failure of this income

precisely at the time when the running of the college

needs extra funds and would not produce in its operation

any dividends. That is why dormitories, income-producing

but the income depending on the success of the college,

cannot be designated as endowment.

The same thing holds for real estate rentable only to

employees of the college, clearly income-producing, but

liable to loss if the college encounters difficulties in its

running that cut the ability of the college to pay the

salaries from which the rents come. When we speak of

endowment at Sweet Briar we mean money invested in

outside operations.

From Mrs. Williams' estate when settled there was

available $545,891.64 to found a college. With this money

a plantation was transformed into a college; roads, power

plant, water system, barns, stables, four dwellings, two

residence halls for students, an academic building, and a

refectory were built—truly a remarkable accomplishment.

After these expenditures $5,700 for many years remained

as the part of Mrs. Williams' bequest still in endowment.

This was increased, by the sale a few years ago, of some

distant woodland to $20,528.25.

In the first year of the college the students formed

a plan to raise money for endowment. Someone has been

forming plans and carrying them forward ever since.

In 1925 the endowment totalled $131,358.17. By steady

gifts annually and by special efforts in 1928, 1940 and

1941 it reached on July 1, 1945, $793,307.71.

Some of the improvements in Sweet Briar that this

growing endowment has made possible are: increase in

the number and attainments of faculty members—from

11 in 1906 to 5 5 in 1945—now attracted to the college

not only by the opportunities for good work, but by an

established annuity plan and sabbatical leaves; increased

library from 11,000 to 62,594 volumes and increased

library service from a staff of one to a staff of six with

additional student assistance; establishment of majors in

both music and art, delayed previously for enlarged staff

and equipment; the restoration of the heat, water and

power services; the installation of an up-to-date sewerage

system, and countless other major projects.

With its present plans. Sweet Briar would be in a

strong position with an endowment of $2,000,000. The

second million has a reputation of coming more quickly

than the first.

<tJM^iss Glass Receives LL,. ©.

at Wilson College Anniversary

When Wilson College, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania,

observed its 75th Anniversary on October 12 and 13,

Sweet Briar's President Glass was given an honorary Doctor

of Laws degree. The citation which accompanied this

recognition was as follows:

"Meta Glass, graduate of one sister college and president

of another, able administrator, gracious presiding officer,

and wise counselor, loyal supporter of the cause of higher

education for women and exemplar of that continuing

spirit which marks the educated person, whether man or

woman, I confer upon you the honorary degree of Doctor

of Laws."

Miss Glass, who was one of two women similarly hon-

ored on this occasion, spoke on education for citizenship

in a panel discussion which presented aspects of

"Citizenship for Peace" on Friday evening, October 12.

On the preceding Saturday, October 6, Miss Glass

spoke at the luncheon given by the New York City branch

of the A. A. U. W. in honor of Dean Virginia Gildersleeve

of Barnard College, upon completion of the $40,000 Inter-

national Fellowship Endowment established by the branch

in her name. Miss Glass is chairman of the A. A. U. W.
Fellowship Endowment Committee, which is directing the

estabhshment of similar endowments in branches through-

cut the country.
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Cincinnati's Taft Museum
Katherine Hanna, ex '34, Curator

THE opportunities, activities and duties of the Curator

of a museum are most varied and interesting,

especially when they center in a historical house with
an important collection of art objects.

Cincinnati's Taft Museum, or Martin Baum house,

was the former residence of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Phelps

Taft. It was opened as a public museum in December,
1932 and although its collection is small, it rivals in

quality that of many a larger and more celebrated museum.
A magnificent series of portraits and landscapes by such

masters as Rembrandt, Turner, Goya, Gainsborough and
Corot and many other masters are hung on the walls

throughout the house. The early Renaissance is represented

by the jewelry of that magnificent age, pendants fantastic

in design, of gold enriched with enamel and precious

stones, as well as intaglio crystals. Contemporary with the

jewelry is a most complete collection of French enamels

of the 16th century, preceded by several earlier examples.

Eighteenth century decorative arts are delightfully

represented in a most rare and precious collection of small

watches and snuff boxes, those little things so cherished

at the courts of the Georges and at Versailles.

In keeping with their interest in the 18th century,

Mr. and Mrs. Taft shared an interest in the sea trade of

the far east. The China trade and its influences are reflected

in the collection of porcelains of which the Taft Museum
is justly proud. Here arc represented the famille noire,

the famille verte, famille rose, the sang de bceuf, claire

de lune, descriptive of colors which have been incorporated

into every porcelain collector's vocabulary.

The house itself was constructed in 1820 for Martin
Baum, one of Cincinnati's early citizens. It was subse-

quently the home of Nicholas Longworth, David Sinton
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Phelps Taft. The latter presented

it with their private collection to the Cincinnati Institute

of Fine Arts and the people of Cincinnati. Thus the

century old tradition of culture and hospitality that

surrounded the house as a private dwelling has been main-
tained for the public.

The house is an excellent example of the architecture

of the early nineteenth century and its furnishings are

of the period. The window treatments in the museum are

among its most interesting and authentic details, with

hangings in the strong colors fashionable in that era. These

fabrics were imported by Americans and it is natural that

such chintzes, damasks, and prints would have been used

in such an important house as the Martin Baum house. The
Taft Museum has a collection of quilted toile hangings

second to none in any museum in the United States. The
many fine pieces of furniture from the workshop of

Duncan Phyfe contribute materially to the period feeling

and are an important supplement to the porcelains and

and paintings.

The Taft Museum opens its doors for many public
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Editor's note: Miss Hanna, too modest to include in the article any details about her

activities as Curator of this interesting museum, was more explicit in a letter. "Since

July 1 and continuing through October IS, added to my many duties here at the Taft,

I have been Acting Director for the Cincinnati Art Museum and the Art Academy . . .

There are always so many lectures to be organized . . . and at the moment I am
planning an extensive exhibition which will open October 2. It is planned to interpret

the Taft porcelains and will consist of Chinese Imperial Robes, palace hangings, paintings

and numerous other objects that will lend themselves well to our porcelains. Then, in

the smaller galleries I am doing the Chinese influence in Europe and America . . . lectures

to be planned, publicity, posters, etc.. . .the title of the exhibit is Imperial China and

the Sea Trade.

*T have also been rather busy with the Red Cross Arts and Skills Corps of Cincinnati

and Hamilton County of which I am chairman. We have a group of volunteer artists

and craftsmen working at Ft. Thomas, Kentucky, which is an Air Force Convalescent

Hospital. . . .

"This is an interesting job. One works with schools, club groups, relief groups and

all manner of people who are finally learning that they can gain so much from museums.

I love watching them learn and helping them to see some of the little things that so

many miss."

Katherine Hanna

meetings. Here in the room off the garden many Cincin-

natians have dehghtful experiences entertaining their

clubs and organizations. In galleries on the first floor, we
have brought in the past years exhibitions directly con-

nected with the war effort. We felt that it was important

for all who are far away from the war to know what it

looked like. The museum has brought to its public by

means of photographs, paintings and drawings, the face

of the war as seen through the eyes of painters and photog-

raphers. In the midst of the war program however the

museum has not neglected its work in the peaceful arts

which are, of course, its primary concern, and it has been

extremely active in exhibition and educational activities

which have no direct relation to the war.

cz^/uall en VacaiLon^

Gertrude Bilhuber, Academy

HAVING survived such rigorous jobs as heading a

department of physical education for women at

one of the state universities for four years and being an

editor of a monthly magazine for another four, I suddenly

decided it was high time to do something on my own
before the wheel-chair

r
era began.

For years my partner

and I had been pestered

by our friends and their

friends for data on vaca-

tion places we had visited

and liked and it seemed

to us there was a real

need for a bureau which

would help people find

the right vacation spots

in this country, especially

since most travel agents

were concerned with Europe and had never explored this

wonderful country of ours. First hand information, was of

course, an essential in such a project, so we gave up our

jobs and got the old car out of the garage.

Vacation Advisers was finally born in 193 5 after a

year and a half of exhaustive and exciting trips criss-cross

across the country where we made innumerable contacts

with hotels, inns, ranches, etc.—some good, some indifferent

and some bad. We certainly became "hotel tasters" in a

big way. No rolling stones ever rolled harder than we did

to accumulate our data; we are still rolling, for we keep

continually checking and re-checking our places and

discovering new places. We now represent well over five

hundred hotels and inns from coast to coast, and our

office is crammed with folders, time tables and an immense

amount of detailed data. Our particular pets are the small

unadvertised inns and the western ranches; we have devel-

oped a large business in the west.

We interview some 3,000 clients each year—all ages,

shapes and sizes and all with problems of one kind or

another. We have learned a lot about the public and the

hotel manager and the intricacies of being the go-between.

(I'd like to start a training course for ioyne managers.)

Our bureau is still small and very personal and I hope

it remains so, for the average person appreciates the

personal touch so infrequently found in these hectic times.

We shall never become rich at selling vacations but the

satisfaction we gain from the sincere appreciation of our

clients—many of whom have been with us since we began

the office—is something which has no price tag on it.

Naturally we are a reservation office and our livelihood

depends on our bookings. We continue our policy of no

service charge nor any increase in rates and we do our

best to answer all the problems which Mr. Anthony does

get. Much of our work is truly a labor of love.

We have now extended our service to include Mexico,

Bermuda, South and Central America and the West Indies,

and Europe is just around the corner. However, the main

emphasis is still on the good old U.S.A. which to my mind

is the best and most beautiful place in the world for a

vacation. Just take a look around the campus at Sweet

Briar and you will see what I mean.
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(Rome, 1945

"Late in the afternoon a palace messenger brings

mail to my little room which overlooks the

garden of palms and oleanders."

—from the letters of Martha Lou Lemmon.

THIS line ought to be as good a text as any for a small

composition about Rome. Also, now that I have
written it, I have a heartening glow of surprise upon seeing

in print a quotation from my, until now, non-existent

works.

Doesn't it suggest delightful visions? Can you see me
reclining on a couch of shell-pink silk while olive-

skinned maidens cool my temples with fragrant attars

brought from Africa? Can you see the fleet-footed minion
of the Palazzo Margharita draw a sealed parchment from
his Moroccan pouch and back out in a half salaam after

he has presented it? I swear I can, and that after I have
been working in a palace for three months.

Every word of that line is true, but what a gay
deceiver I would be to leave you and your imagination

alone with it. The palace is a palace, all right; everyone

says so. There are six enormous floors and two beautifully

wrought elevators with red cushioned seats plying between
them. There has been sufficient power for this phenomenon
for almost a month now, though the elevators take you
up only. And in the palatial corridors you can look about

and see signs that say—in Italian, which somewhat eases

the shock
—

"Don't spit on the floor. And don't swear

either." Where we work is refined, see?

The palace messenger is a big kindly man from Texas
(who never backs out) and the garden of oleanders has

been ringing for days with shouts and bellows from men
who have come to take away the last remains of Fascism

from the building. After the war, the National Fascist

Corporation of Agriculture which did business here had

to move out rather quickly and left tons of Fascism's

greatest contribution to a needy country: waste paper

—

histories of Fascism, letterheads and manuals on how to

be a veterinary.

On every hand there are the most startling contrasts

in Italy. If it isn't junk among the oleanders it is some-

thing else. If you are an American—ah! Sunny Italy, old

Father Tiber, Roma Aeterna! There is the outdoor opera

at the magnificent ruins of the Baths of Carracalla or the

concert in the Basilica of Maxentius where ybu can turn

your head and see the moon rising over the Colosseum or

stroll along the ancient Roman Forum during the inter-

mission. Movies are available by a mere showing of the

passport and dancing abounds in requisitioned hotels. The
streets are full of American and British soldiers as well as

Polish, Brazilian, French, South African and a jeep full

of turbans and beards from India still makes my mouth
open.

On the way into town in the morning you can look

down on more history than you could read about in a year.

You pass the Villa Aurelia where Garibaldi directed the

defense of Rome against the besieging French, then a big

monument of him and further down a war-like equestrian

Martha Lou Lemmon, '34, on the steps of the former American
Academy in Rome, where she is living. She has been working in the
American Embassy in the Italian capital since May.

Statue of his wife, Anita, which is referred to as "Pistol-

packin' Mama" in certain khaki-clad circles here. Then
you take a sharp corner at the church of San Onofrio
where Tasso lived and died. Next you pass by St. Peter's

well-known memorial and perhaps see some cars going
by with "SCV" on the license, for "Stato della Citta

Vaticana." When you circle the Castel San Angelo you
can ponder many things, depending on how well educated
you are. I am only smart enough to think of Hadrian
stuck away in the bottom and Tasca leaping off the top

and some ill-defined (in my mind) Pope making a quick
get-away on the high bridge over the moat to the Vatican.

Then, there is the Cafe Greco on your left, where Goethe,

Byron, Mark Twain and others used to sup, and in a

moment you are out in the Piazza du Spagna looking

straight at the house where Keats died and Shelley lived.

If you can stop to go in there the lady who shows you
about says that the relics were all removed during the

war and taken to a remote spot for safe-keeping, to the

old monastery on the top of Monte Cassino. What could

be safer! When it appeared that almost any other place

could be, one of the monks there packed the manuscripts,

books and pictures into two large suitcases, thumbed a

ride in a German truck and brought them all back to Rome.

You can go to the beach in a requisitioned Fiat, to

Cassino in a weapon-carrier. Lake Bracciano in a station-

wagon or go to the Adriatic coast in a B-I7 to dance

at an isolated officers' club (which, to be truthful, is

somewhat less than half as glamorous as it sounds.) You
can live at the American Academy where a culinary poet

in the kitchen makes C-rations remind you of the way
Ann Batchelder's page looks and reads. (A mess committee

was organized to give helpful hints to her on American

(Continued on Page S)
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^ooks follow the c^rmy Overseas
Evelyn D. Mullen, '31

1 VOLUNTEERED for library work with our overseas

forces back in March when the Army decided to send

Hbrarians over to the Zone of Communications and was
cold first that I would go April 1, then May 1—and then

it became a plain case of the Army's "hurry up and wait"

system. I was finally flown over here July 26, landing in

Paris where I had one day's breathing spell then was

ordered to the Army Information and Education Staff

School for a week's course. This school is in Paris (it

moved to Oberammergau last week) where officers and

men who are to run the education activities of the Army
are sent for a week's schooling. We had classes eight hours

a day and were housed at International House at Cite

Universitaire on the outskirts of Paris. There were five

of us librarians in the class and the other 450 students

were combat officers and men. We had one day's grace

after that before we came down to Seckenheim (a suburb

of Mannheim) and only seven miles from Heidelberg, the

7th Army headquarters. That day was spent waiting for

a plane to Mannheim at an airstrip outside Paris.

We are billeted in Seckenheim (Sept. 2) which has

partly been taken over by the Special Service Section and

has been re-named Special Service City. It is where the

7th Army has all its Information and Education Schools,

Athletic School, Show School, and Soldier Show School.

Right now we are "sweating out" our regular assignments

as we each go by ourselves to an area or division to set up

libraries. I am slated to go H 0-2 00 miles north to some-

where near Kassel. I was originally slated for the 3rd

Division but all the re-deployment subsequent to the

Japanese surrender has moved everyone around so that I

may have a geographical area rather than a division. We
hope to go out this coming week and I am certainly anxious

to get out in the field. There are only eight librarians in

the 7th Army so far and since we are the first civilians

(other than Red Cross) to arrive, no one has known what
to do with us. Our billets here are not too

bad but we haven't seen sheets or a pillow since leaving

the United States and we only had running hot water the

week we were at Cite Universitaire. We do have mattresses

on our beds here which is a vast improvement over a

canvas army cot.

Heidelberg is practically undamaged except for the

railroad yards (our damage) and the bridges (German
damage) but it is no longer the peaceful town I visited

the summer of my junior year. My first ride in Paris was
in the back of a weapons carrier which made me feel rather

like a guillotine victim in a tumbril, but since then I've

become accustomed to almost any kind of transportation

and I'm very adept at climbing into anything from a

C-47 to a 2 J/2 ton truck.

Since I can drive a car I am supposed to be getting

a bookmobile later on. The Army is converting some 2 JA

ton trucks and I've seen the first and it is beautiful. They
will be a necessity in our work as the forces will be so

scattered with a little security patrol at this bridge and

another one at a factory, etc., plus the larger installations

at command points. Each truck has a soldier driver but

they are required to have an assistant driver so the librarian

has to be it. I wish I'd been raised in the north when the

men tell me that the Kassel area has from three to six feet

of snow from November to April.

Rome, 1945 (Continued from Page 7)

cooking but after typing Italian labels for the various

cans the committee thoughtfully retired from active

service and the cook continues producing miracles with

canned stew, powdered eggs and some nice-smelling weeds

she brings in from the back lot.)

Not all Americans do just these things but they are

what I have done. Also, I might mention, I work in the

American Embassy. As a custodian and calculator of

tables and averages on living costs and wages I am con-

stantly reminded of the Italian's-eye-view, which is much
less delightful. It is immensely difficult, in fact, to write

gaily of the sight-seeing one can do when there are the

most deeply disturbing, abjectly depressing conditions and

problems all around. You can, indeed, catch a ride to

Venice in a jeep, but on the way you might stop in Rovigo

to eat at a battered little hotel where the inn-keeper tells

you that the Allies bombed his town forty-nine times,

then he gives you a pathetic half-smile that says, "Excuse

me if I am not fond of Americans."

The devastation from bombings you have seen many
pictures of, but the daily worrisome irritations in Rome
are bad enough. For instance, gas is strong enough to

cook with for only an hour and a half a day. Transpor-

tation is a terrific problem. Even elegantly dressed ladies

(in pre-war garments) climb rickety little ladders into

the back of small trucks which take the place of busses

that the Germans made off with. A man will pedal about

with his wife sitting sidewise on the rear of his bicycle

and a child on the crossbar in front of him. One great

spectacle was a motorcycle with three men on it and the

last man had a bicycle across his shoulders.

A meal in a civilian restaurant cost one of my Italian

friends more lire than a round-trip by bus from New
York to San Diego had cost in 1935. The best present

you can give an Italian now is a cake of laundry soap

—

especially since it is so scarce in the United States too

—

and a light-bulb is more welcome than a necklace of

emeralds. The rationed food is so inadequate and the

black market so rampant—in fact absolutely necessary

to get even the minimum food essentials—that it makes

you remember our rationing system as a model of per-

fection and order.

A few months here makes a vastly interesting and

exciting life but it is apt to prove more befuddling than

inspiring in one's efforts to produce a notion of where to

begin to unsnarl the tangle the world has got itself into.

Maybe an atomic rocket ship to the moon can solve the

problem of getting someone far enough away from the

situation to gain a new and revelational perspective on

the planet Earth. I hope so.
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I Found a Career!
Connie Sue Budlong, '44

IF
A career is doing things you like to do and enjoying

the process thoroughly, then this is one, and it's fun
being a career woman.

Seven months ago I sat in a dreary zoo lab in Richmond
—with a skull in my lap, a tibia in one hand, a rib in the

other—and had flashbacks, like a dying person in a movie.

Only this was worse. I knew I was very much alive. The
picture I could see best was that fatal D warning in Miss

Hague's Zoo 1 ; then I had an awful feeling that this

occupational therapy business I'd gotten myself involved

in was Scientific with a big S, and that I wasn't, not even

with a small one! Through my four months of academic

training this feeling grew but never quite became over-

whelming. Now that I'm well launched into my eight

months of interneship, I can look back and laugh at

myself—but with reservations and the knowledge that

staying on the scientific ball is a must.

Occupational Therapy sounds new but it goes back

to Galen and probably even further. In the simplest sense

O. T. is the science of beneficial activity. I could go highly

technical and explain all the ins and outs of the profession,

but this has been done in neatly devised manuals. More
understandable is the tale of how occupational therapists

are trained for emergency service. For four hectic and

happy months I lived in Richmond and divided my waking

hours between Richmond Professional Institute's School

of Occupational Therapy and the Medical College of

Virginia. My class, all embryonic civil servants and god-

children of the Surgeon General of the United States

Army, had twenty assorted females in it. The only thing

that we had in absolute common was an interest in people,

and the desire to channel the interest into something con-

structive. We ranged in age from twenty-one to thirty-

five, with the scale weighted in the upper brackets. We all

had college degrees, and except for the young sprouts

recently out of school all had impressive amounts of

experience—teachers, artists, architects, even a lady welder!

After we got our class schedule sheets, my desire to

be an O.T. faltered and I died a little, for mine looked

something like this:

Budlong, Constance S. S/P3 Richmond Professional Inst.

College of William and Mary
Classes for half semester are indicated by (-). Schedule to

be effective Monday morning. Hours will be announced

later . . . etc.

Anatomy-Physiology

Pathology-Orthopedics

Psychiatry-Neurology

General Medical and Surgical Conditions

Pediatrics

Kinesiology

After my hand stopped shaking I could see a chaste

little note at the bottom of the page saying that by virtue

of the fact that I had majored in college psychology, I

would be excused from Abnormal Psychology!

It was hard and good training. We sped from class

to class, leapt from the Institute into a sardine-crowded

bus for the afternoons at the Med. College, muttered the

Orthopedic Application

Theory of O.T.

Social Problems

Woodwork (Shop)

Printing (Shop)

Minor Crafts

PHOTO BY S. ARMY SIGNAL CORPS

Instruction in handcrafts is a large part of the work Connie Sue

Budlong, '44 is doing as an apprentice occupational therapist in

an Army hospital.

names of bones on the way to meals, slept with medical

dictionaries under our pillows, and went through strange

musc!e-locating gyrations in public—to the amazement
of the uninitiated. We had a six-day week of classes with

study at night, for four months.

Then our class was scattered from Santa Barbara to Bos-

ton; I landed at Moore General Hospital, Swannanoa, N.
C. It's a lovely place, set deep in a valley of the Smokies,

not far from Asheville. The O.T. department is, I think,

probably the nicest in any Army hospital.. There are

twelve therapists: a director, five staff members and six

student internes. We work in three service divisions:

Diversional, Functional and Ward Service. We live in

Nurses' Quarters, eat in Duty Officers' Mess—and work
hard. Until recently we worked a 48-hour week—in

uniform. (Sundays we are off duty and 100% civilian,

spending the time to catch up on things like letters, sleep

and the interminable procession of white stockings to

wash and get dry.)

Our work begins at eight. For the student this work
is divided in accordance with her assignment to one of

the three services. After six weeks of craft technique

training my first assignment was to Ward Service. This

meant trotting literally miles along slippery corridors

(each one is nine-tenths of a mile long "they" say)

lugging a basket of tools and craft fixings to carry out

a diversional therapy program for bed-bound patients.

I had for my own "Corridor 200 A—odd numbered

wards." Thus around forty-five bed patients scattered

through seven wards depended on me for "somethmg
to do beside lie here and read." "My" patients were

orthopedic traction cases, gastro-enterological, tropical

disease and a ward of assorted WAC's thrown in for the

feminine touch! I made ward rounds, seeing each patient

twice a day, keeping up with the variety of projects that

that many different individuals would concoct, bringing

new materials, instructing—and having much too inter-

esting a time to call it "work" or "job." This is where

that word career fits in so nicely.

(Continued on Pai^c 10)
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Inspecting B-29S, Woman's Work
The following letter, written last spring to Elizabeth Morton Forsythe, '3 6, gives such a good picture

of war's pressure in an aircraft factory that it is reprinted below, almost in its entirety.

Elizabeth Wall Saunders, '36

IT ALL came about quite by accident. The housing short-

age in Seattle was, and still is acute. When I arrived, I

walked the streets for three weeks looking for any kind of

dwelling; nary a nibble. We were 41st on one waiting list,

72nd on another. (The sub-let we were living in was only

ours for 30 days.) We were desperate; then I saw an ad in

the paper for a job at a new Boeing plant in Renton, 12

miles from Seattle with the added inducement of a house

in a nearby government project.

Quick as a flash I was in the employment office, had

accepted a position and a house (sight unseen). The fol-

lowing day Gene and I rode out in the moving van and

surveyed our new abode. Our house was one of 2,500

identical units (camouflage browns, and greens, and

mustards) built on a sandy hill—not a blade of grass, a

shrub or a tree in sight—just po'es and electric wires as

far as the eye could see, stray dogs and cats, an occasional

baby playing in the gutter, and sand, sand, sand, which

the wind whipped up and tossed in every direction. Inside

our shack was unpainted—just a rough plaster finish. Our
only source of heat was a coal stove in the "parlor" com-
plete with sooty smokestack spiraling to the ceiling. We
were months without hot water. At that time the nearest

store of any description was two miles away down a steep

incline; no buses ran in the evening or all day Sunday.

Seattle, although only 12 miles away, was (and still is) a

three hour round trip. All mail was general delivery and

we stood in long queues at the post office, bank, grocery

store, and "meat" market, as Renton with a peace time

population of 4,000 has expanded four or five times her

normal size. There are 9,000 people in our project alone.

Several of our neighbors have never worn shoes or known
indoor plumbing, that's a fact. I could tell stories all night.

As we have no car, our bicycles (I have the one I

brought home from St. Andrews) have been a godsend. We
cycle out into the countryside for fruits and vegetables and

can them until the wee hours of the morning. The produce

in the markets is not up to standard because the Japs did

most of the farming in this area.

Although living conditions are not ideal, our working
conditions could hardly be improved upon, I think. We
have a beautiful huge air-conditioned plant with indirect

lighting; the stone floor is kept immaculate by a hundred
or more maintenance women. Along the entire width of

the plant giant doors roll up to reveal directly in front of

us the waters of Lake Washington and the dark pines of

Mercer Island. Not even in the Mediterranean have I seen

sunsets to match those before our very eyes, and wlien

the flight apron is shimmering with silver B 29s, it is

sumpin'! ! We work seven days a week (sometimes we
have one Sunday a month free), all holidays (except

Christmas) and have had no vacation in the two years

we've been here, but the work is fascinating beyond words.

There is always something new to learn, and the enormous

responsibility keeps us on our toes. Since I've been in the

plant, I've inspected in some fifteen shops— protective

finishes, shearing and routing, drilling, blanking, forming

heat-treat, then sub-assembly—spotwelding and riveting

—

then armament bench (testing machine guns and O.K.ing

their installation in the gun turrets), and now final

assembly.

This last is my love. I stamp off and seal the last section

of the plane—the tail gunner's compartment—I check the

guns, electrical and radio installation, dehydrating and
oxygen systems, sight and controls, as well as all the

gunner's equipment (seat, footrest, first-aid kit, ash tray,

etc.) Needless to say, I stamp off each unit with a prayer

that if necessary, the emergency door functions perfectly

and that the tail gunner is saved.

We have no social life whatsoever, have made no friends.

Working swing shift (4:00 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.) is not
conducive to play and as we have no telephone and no
car, we read for relaxation and toast our tees at our
parlor stove. We walk the two miles to work without fail

—in rain, shine, sleet or fog—wearing slacks and carrying

lunch buckets. That is my favorite time of the day. We
ride the plant bus home, look at the stars, glance at the

news, and pop into bed.

I Found a Career!
(Continued from Page 9)

My latest assignment is to the Functional Shop where
the occupational therapy is treatment of a highly special-

ized sort, given to patients only upon prescription by a

medical officer. Here ambulatory orthopedic and tropical

disease cases are treated to improve and restore function

through some sort of creative activity. Each activity

is given careful analysis to determine the sort of exercise

it will give to the affected part or parts, then day to day

reports are kept on the patient's work. It is fascinating

to watch a patient become so absorbed in his work that

he will forget how stiff his elbow is—and work like a

beaver on his loom. He gets some creative pleasure and
a tangible result in the thing he makes—and the old

elbow gets a subtle workout.

So much for my past and present as an O.T. Future will

mean several more months of hospital training in the re-

quired fields, then an examination for national registration

—and chances for being part of a career that can be both

put into and received from, a most satisfying sort of thing.
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Give Me a "Bird Dog
Ellen Howison Christian, '16

THE sport of field trials is one that does not get much
publicity and no one knows much about it except the

fraternity, but its devotees are legion. There are clubs

all over the country which put on one-course trials every

spring and fall, as well as the National Championship run
at Grand Junction, Tennessee, and other championship

stakes run in Canada, the Grouse Championship in Buffalo,

New York, the National Amateur Championship, etc. It

was not apparently considered important enough for the

O.P.A. to put a ban on it, so under some difficulties, field

trials have continued even during the war.

All that is needed for a field trial is sutficient fairly

open country for a dog to run in, game birds such as quail

or ringneck pheasants which are liberated on the course

if not enough native ones are available, two judges, and
the dogs and their handlers—and of course horses. Horses

have been the major problem of field trials since the war
began; such terrible hacks turn up, and not enough of

them. I have ridden mules and ponies more than once,

rather than miss seeing my dog run.

It is hard to explain the fascination of this sport to

an outsider, but once the bug bites you, you are lost. Men
will spend their last penny to have a dog they think is

good trained by a professional handler, (my husband
"Country" Christian is one) and pay the entry fees in

-trials. All they get out of it is a trophy if the dog wins

and the thrill of watching "Country" run the dog in

competition; if it does not win, there is the effort to make
up an alibi because it didn't!

What I like about it most is the fact that you are

dealing with something alive, and I've always loved

animals. When you work with bird dogs you soon come
to realize that each one is different and has to be handled

and trained differently. Sometimes in the fall when we
have as many as seventy-five dogs in the kennels being

trained, visitors will go around looking at them with me,

and I'll call each dog by name. The visitor will say, "How
in the world do you tell them apart?" It is just as easy

as for a school teacher to know every member of her class.

Of course my husband does all the real training of the

dogs, teaching them to stop at command, to turn to the

whistle and hand signal, to be steady to wing and shot,

and all the technical part of the business, and I am just

the "little dog under the wagon" so to speak. I don't

have to help very often with the feeding, as we have two
men who work for us in the busy season, but I work
the puppies on foot, and cut the dogs loose for him when
he is working a brace, and take them up when they come
in, and stop kennel fights if I am en the place alone and

one starts, and raise little quail and ringnecks to liberate,

and keep house and cook for a steady succession of dog

men who come with their dogs and always spend the night,

and can vegetables and make patch-work quilts, etc., etc.

It is a very busy life, and just about as different from what
I had been used to when we came out here to live as can

be imagined.

I don't have much time for music and books, believe

me! We have 1000 acres of land west of Staunton in the

Deerfield Valley between two ranges of the Alleghany
Mountains and it really is beautiful. It gets cold in the

winter—often water in a glass by the side of my bed

freezes solid at night—and we have no running water

or furnace. We do have a pump in the kitchen, which
helps, and we have REA electricity. When we came out

here twelve years ago we had to carry water from the

spring and use coal oil lamps, so now I feel that we are

quite civilized! We are thirty miles from the nearest rail-

road and express office. We don't lack company, though,

as plenty of people have found the way to our door and
are always welcome. We farm some as well as work with

the dogs, and have our own hams and bacon, butter, eggs

and milk, and vegetables of course. The house is nearly

100 years old, a big frame building with all the room in

the world, and I would like right now to extend an invi-

tation to any alumna who feels the urge to take to the

wilds to come and spend a week or so with us! I mean it.

I could keep on forever telling about some of the

outstanding dogs we have had and their performances,

and the grand people we have met in the field trial game.

It is a truly friendly, democratic lot. Senator Homer
Ferguson of Michigan has a dog with us, Emerson Wald-

man who wrote "Beckoning Ridge", a great many doctors

who seem to have a special fondness for dogs, garage men,

hotel keepers, with not much in common but their interest

in bird dogs, but that is enough. Everyone is Tom or Harry

to each other an hour after meeting. And such tall tales

of what their dogs have done! I sit around and listen and.

laugh inside at them! The terms are quite a language in

themselves, and just as hard to learn as French or German,

really. I pulled a lot of dumb remarks when I first began

going to trials, but I can reel it off with the best of them

now, and is it fun!

And when Miss Pilot Doone snaps into an end-for-end

point in the bird field after running a whale of a race,

and "Country" gets off his horse and puts up her bird

and shoots and she never moves a muscle, and the gallery

is watching intently, some of them hoping she will break

and their dog will have a chance, and I know that old

Lady (which is her kennel name) is in the money again

—

well, I'm so pleased and proud of both Lady and her

trainer that I wouldn't change places with anyone in

the world!
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New Faculty and Staff Members

SWEET BRIAR opened its fortieth academic session on Friday,

September 14, with nine new faculty members and seven new-

comers to the staff, all of whom were introduced by President Glass

at the opening convocation.

Miss Lisa Rauschenbusch, who had been at Cornell for a year of

graduate study, returned to Sweet Briar to resume the teaching of

speech and drama and the direction of Paint and Patches' productions.

Miss Rauschenbusch now has her master's degree from Cornell, and

she has completed some of the requirements for her doctorate.

Also back at Sweet Briar is Mr. Egbert Wengert, associate pro-

fessor and holder of the Carter Glass Chair of Government, who has

been on leave of absence since March, 1942, During the past three and

a half years he has been in the Oflice of Price Administration in Wash-
ington. He holds A.B.., LL.B., and Ph.D. degrees from the University

of Wisconsin.

Following the retirement last June of Miss Adeline Ames, who
had been teaching botany at Sweet Briar since 1920, Miss Carrolle

E. Anderson was appointed to the department of biology as assistant

professor. A Ph.D. graduate of Cornell in 1940, Miss Anderson holds

B.S. and M.S. degrees from Massachusetts State College. She has

taught there as well as at Cornell and at Adelphi College, where
she was chairman of the department of biology for four years.

In the absence of Professor Belle Boone Beard, who is engaged

in research studies in Nashville, Tennessee, this year under a Julius

Rosenwald Fellowship, Mrs. CoUerohe Krassovsky, who was on the

Sweet Briar faculty in 1941-42 while Mrs. Bertha Wailes was on
leave of absence, was appointed associate professor of sociology. She

holds three degrees from the University of Michigan, and she has

also studied in Berlin and in Paris.

Another addition to the faculty this year who is not a stranger

to Sweet Briar is Miss Sarah Thorpe Ramage, assistant professor of

English who is taking the place of Miss Johanne Stochholm during

the first semester. Miss Ramage, a graduate of Sophie Newcomb
College, holds her master's degree from Bryn Mawr and her Ph.D.

from Yale. She has taught at Sweet Briar several years and at the

University of Connecticut. With her sister, Miss Ethel Ramage, she

has made her home at Sweet Briar for many years. Miss Stochholm,
associate professor of English, spent the summer months engaged in

special studies at the University of Chicago and she has now gone

to Columbia College in New York to continue her work.

In the Division of Social Studies, Mr. Roscoe R. Oglesby has

been appointed lecturer in economics and government. He has a

master's degree from the University of Virginia, and he has nearly

completed work for his Ph.D. degree at Duke University, where
he has been teaching for the past two years.

Mr. Robert C. Smith is the new member of the faculty in the

art department, holding the rank of associate professor. He holds

three degrees from Harvard, and he has lectured and taught at

Columbia University and at the University of Illinois, His field- of

special study has been Latin American art, and during the past

year he has been Keeper of the Archive of Hispanic Culture at the

Library of Congress. Previously he served as director of the Hispanic

Foundation there.

The new instructor in chemistry is Miss Louise Monack, who
has her bachelor's and master's degrees from the University of West
Virginia. She served as an assistant in organic chemistry there before

taking a position as chemist with the duPont company in Buffalo,

New York.

Two new instructors have been added to the staff of the physical

education department. Miss Carol Dunger, a graduate of the Univer-

sity of Iowa with a master's degree in physical education, is taking

the place of Miss Edith Betts, who resigned in June to enter the

Red Cross and is now engaged in her new work in an army hospital

in France. Miss Dunger's past experience includes playground super-

vision, instruction in a high school, and a graduate assistantship at

the University of Iowa. Miss Nan Rogers is tKe new instructor in

dancing who has taken the place of Mrs. Frances Da vies Wessells,

who also resigned in June. A graduate of the Woman's College of

the University of North Carolina, Miss Rogers has been teaching

dancing in Houston for the past four years.

On and Off Campus

Sweet Briar opened its fortieth session this fall with

146 new students, the smallest number in many years,

owing to the unusually large number (295) of registra-

tions of students who were at Sweet Briar last year. Two
foreign students were admitted, one from Amsterdam and

one a Spanish girl whose home is now in Cuba. (Their

pictures and further details concerning them will appear

in the February Alumnae News.)

Professor Andre Morize of Harvard spent a day at

Sweet Briar early in October, speaking to the Faculty

Club on Sunday afternoon about conditions in France and

the tasks which confront that country in the immediate

future as well as about the long-range rehabilitation pro-

grams. Professor Morize also spoke to a group of students,

in French, that evening, giving them more details about

war's effects on young people of their age in France and

in the other occupied lands.

The Student Funds Committee opened its annual com-
munity drive for the support of the National War Fund,

the World Student Service Fund, and Sweet Briar's endow-

ment on October 18. The goal for the drive has been set

at $5,000, the amount raised last year. Shields Jones, '46,

Rocky Mount, North Carolina, is the chairman.

A 14-year old French boy, Guillaume Pello, has been

adopted by the class of 1947 for one year. He and his

family were driven from their home in Brest by bombard-

ments, and he is now living in a refugee center for children

at Coat au Doch, Brittany. His new foster-sisters have

had a number of interesting, charming letters from the

lad, who knew only that he had been adopted but not

that his new family consisted of more than 100 girls. By
this time he should have received that startling informa-

tion, however.

Vivenne Barkaloif Hornbeck, '18, has resigned from

her position as Dean of Women at the American Univer-

sity, Washington, in order to join her husband. Ambassa-

dor Stanley K. Hornbeck, at his post in The Hague,

Holland.

A 194! graduate of Hollins, Miss Margaret Barnwell, has been

appointed assistant in physics this year. She majored in physics and

mathematics at Hollins.

The library staff has two new assistants this year. Miss Katherine

Lindeman, a graduate of the University of Illinois library school

and of MacMurray College, and Miss Lucile Fizer, a graduate of

William and Mary with special library training.

Mrs. Evelyn S. Munger, who served as secretary to Dean Lyman
in 1942-43, has returned to Sweet Briar as assistant to the registrar.

During the past two years Mrs. Munger has been assistant to the

president of Briarcliff Junior College. (Mrs. Munger's black cocker

spaniel, Cindy, is back, too.

Since August H, the Boxwood Inn has been under the manage-

ment of Mrs. Elizabeth Jones, who was engaged in war work in

Washington before coming to Sweet Briar. For a number of years

she owned and operated Fairview, an inn near Asheville, North
Carolina.
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Twelfth Annual Alumnae Fund Report, 1944-45

FUTURE historians looking for items of interest con-
cerning the progress of the Sweet Briar Alumnae

Association will sit up and take notice when they come
upon the story of what happened in the year 1944-45.

They will not be struck by the fact that for the third

successive year no alumnae reunions were held, and they

will not be surprised to read that alumnae clubs declined

in activity, owing to the more urgent demands of other

causes. They will not be startled to read that Sweet Briar

china was no longer obtainable from England, and that

only a small number of alumnae groups observed Sweet

Briar Day, in comparison to the number recorded in other

years.

But they will surely be struck by the figures in the

final Alumnae Fund report, especially if they are suffi-

ciently astute to realize the full significance of those

figures in relation to the facts listed above. Part of the

figures reveal the success of the biggest single project

ever undertaken entirely by the alumnae, for Sweet Briar.

In the course of one year, former students who at-

tended Sweet Briar between 1906 and 1916, faculty

members who were at the college during that time, and

a few other people gave sufficient funds to endow the

Mary Kendrick Benedict Scholarship, in honor of Sweet

Briar's first president. Although the scholarship endow-

ment was not entirely completed by July 1, 1945 (when

the Alumnae Fund's fiscal year ended) it was finished in

time to be presented on Founders' Day, October 26, 1945.

As this is being written, plans have been completed

for the ceremony of presentation on that day. Miss Benedict

herself will be there; Marion Pcele, chairman of the

project, will present the scholarship to the college; Dr.
Connie M. Guion will speak, representing the early faculty.

A good many other faculty members and alumnae will

be on hand for this important event.

Surely the historians will read with interest the story

of how two of those alumnae, Margaret Thomas Kruesi

and Margaret Eai^lesficlJ Bell, raised several hundred
dollars for the scholarship during the summer. Mrs. Bell,

a landscape architect, gave a series of lectures in Chatta-
nooga, all arrangements for which were made by Mrs.

Kruesi. Their venture was even more successful than they

had hoped.

Meanwhile, the regular Alumnae Fund under the chair-

manship of Gerry Mallory, '33, was designated this year

as an unrestricted gift to Sweet Briar. It flourished

with equally astonishing results. Alumnae in the classes

192 through 1944, with no special incentive to spur

them on, gave a sum which almost equalled the Benedict

Scholarship endowment. These classes alone gave more
money to the Alumnae Fund this year than the total

amount given the preceding year through the Fund by
alumnae from all classes.

To sum it all up, more alumnae than ever before gave

more money than ever before to their college, showing
that they realized her needs at a time when they were

called upon to give their utmost to many causes through-

out the world. That is the story in brief. Here are the

figures:

1943-1944 Alumnae Fund

Number of contributors 963

Number of graduate contributors 718

Number of non-graduates contributors 245

Number of Life Members 130

Life Member contributors 1943-1944 52

102 alumnae from the classes 1910-1919

and the Academy gave $ 573.96

861 alumnae from the classes 1920-1945 gave 6,304.64

Individual gifts total $ 6,878.60

Miscellaneous gifts 975.00

Glass and magazine profit 275.50

Gifts from 12 alumnae clubs 1,048.00

3 alumnae gave directly to college

Total of alumnae gifts

$ 9,159.10

6,050.00

$15,209.10

1944-1945 Alumnae Fund

Number of contributors 1,295

Number of graduate contributors 865

Number of non-graduate contributors 371

Number of Life Members 130

Life Member contributors 67

212 alumnae from the classes 1910-1919, the

Academy, and 50 friends gave for the

Benedict Scholarship Fund $12,000.00

1035 alumnae from the classes 1920-1945 gave 10,205.70

Individual gifts total $22,205.70

Miscellaneous gifts and magazine profit 89.30

Gifts from 12 alumnae clubs 1,147.28

$23,442.28

49 alumnae gave to Greenhouse Fund
in honor of Miss Ames 405.00

Total of alumnae gifts $23,847.28
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The Mary Kendrick Benedict Scholarship Fund

Marion L. Peele, Getteral Chairmun

Eugenia Bnffingtoti Walcott, Vice-Chairman

Academy Martha Valctitine Cronly

1910 Nan Powell Hodges

1911 Alma Booth Taylor

1912 Elsie Zaegel Thomas

1913 Sue Slaughter

1914 Ruth Maurice Gorrell

19n Harriet Evans Wyckoff

1916 Rebecca Stoiif Hoover

1917 Polly Bissell Ridler

1918 Margaret McVey

1919 Mary McCaa Deal

faculty

Connie M. Guion, M. D., Chairman

Wallace E. Rollins Mary Harley, M. D. Caroline L. Sparrow

Academy

Mary Armstrong McClary. L.M.C.
Anna Barley Baldwin
Julia Beville Yerkes
Gertrude Bilhuber L.M.C.
Helen Browne Hobarl*
Lydia Surge Stewart

Emma Clyde Hodge, L.M.C.
Margaret Cobb Howard
Marjorie Couper Prince**

Nellie Davidson Thomas
Marion H_ Dearborn**
Nell Dearborn Reed
Jessie Dixon Say I or

Ruth Dowd Goss
Martha Easley Shott

Faye Elliott Pogue
Mary Ervin Townsend*
Fanita Ferris Welsh
Elise Gibson Carney
Ruth Gibson ' Venning
Claudine Grij^n Hokomb**
Edith Harper Collier*

Mary Harris Ludington*
Edwina Hensel Wharton-Smith
Eloise Hirst Couper
Helen Hobbs Duvall

Claudine Hutter

Katliarine Lanier Jones
Virginia Lazenby O'Hara
Margaret Lewis Thompson
Delia Lindsay Bogart

Marjorie Lindsay Coon
Hazel Marshall Sterrett. L.M.C*
Bessie McNeer O'Neal
Mabel McW one Harrah*
Anne Ellis Mered.th
Evelyn Molly Bradshaw
Juliet Parris Gill

Elsie Parrish Wcddell
Marion L. Peele

Catherine Poague Leffel

Margaret Potts Williams**
Anne Richardson Cheek
Lois Riihardson Murdock
Julia Scott Cramer*
Virginia Shoop Phillips

Eleanor Stone Gates

Dorothy Swan Lent*
Vera Timpson
Martha Valentine Cronly, L.M.C.
Henrietta Wadsivorth Boggess
Bessie U heless Mercer
Eudalia While Lohrke*
Margaret Wilson Ballantyne, L.M.C.
Laura W oodbridge Foster

Special

Elizabeth Preston Cocke
Elkanah East Taylor

Mildred Harris!

Dorothy C. Harrison**

Mary Herd Moore L.M.C*
Irene Milholland McClelland
Serena Matter Schell

Ceorgena Sellar Erck
Jul.ana If kite hill Funke
Linda Wright

1910

Annie Cumnock Miller**

Eugenia Griffin Burnett L.M.C.**
Frances Murrell Rickards. L_M.C.**
Annie Powell Hodges, L.M.C.**
Adelaide Schockey Mallory**
Maiy Scott Glass

1911

Alma Booth Taylor**

Pattie Gary Cecil

Margaret Dressier Nohowell, L.M.C*
Margaret Eaglesjield Bell

Ruth Lloyd. L.M.C**
Josephine Murray Jos tin

Mary Virginia Parker. L.M.C.
Anne Ten Eyck Baker

1912

Mary Browning Burt
Virginia Etheridge Hitch**
Hazel Gardner Lane**
Frances M\itson Hardie, L.M.C*
Margaret Thomas Kruesi, L.M.C
Loulie Wilson*
Elsie Zaegel Thomas

1913

Eugenia Buffington WalcotI, L.M.C
Mary Clark Rogers*
Margaret Dalton Kirk, L.M.C.
Ruth Drew Knight
Henrianne Early**
Virginia Ely Arthur
Elizabeth Franke Balls**

Elizabeth Crammer Torrey
Sue Hardie Bell**

Helen Hibbard Reed
Eva Horner Butterworth

Ruth Houserl
Helen Lam from Neiman. L.M.C*
Vivian Mnssman Groves
Mary Pinkerlon Kerr**
Margaret A. Ribble
Bernice Richardson Campbell
Frances Richardson Pitcher, L.M.C
Sue Slaughter, L.M.C**
Mary Clifton Tabb George
Mayo Thach Tarpley
Mary Tyler Mayo
Rebecca White Faesch*

1914

Clara Brooks Trickelt

Alma Eisendrath Me issuer

Addie Ervtn DesPortes*
Marjorie French Nevens*
Elizabeth Green Shepherd
Ruth Maurice Gorrell, L.M.C
Abbie Munroe May
Rt-bekah Patton. L.M.C
Lucille School field**

Alice Swain Zell, L.M.C**
Henrietta Washburn. L.M.C*
Katherine Wilson Sellers

1915

Catherine Burns Boothby*
Marjorie DuShane Stedman
Clare Erck Fletcher, L.M.C
Harriet Evans Wyckoff, L.M.'c
Rosalia Feder Sarbcy
Margaret Grant, L.M.C*
Jane Gregory Heyer
Agnes Hood Cronemeyer
Louise Kimball Hardin
Lucy Lantz McKinley
Mrs. Lee L. Lloyd ( In memory

of Elise Lloyd Tandy)
Helen McCary Ballard

Helen Nicholson Schively

Helen Pennock Jewilt. L.M.C
Frances Penny packer, L.M.C**
H. Lei Red
Anne Roberts Balfour

Jessie Rucker
Anne Schutte Nolt. L.M.C,
Dorothy W. Taylor
Mary Taylor Fisher

Emmy Thomas Thoniasson. L.M.C
Louise P. Weisiger*

Anna if ills Reed

1916

Margaret Banister**

Louise Bennett Lord**

Zalinda Brown Harrison*

Antoinette Camp Hagood
Margaret Eckart**
Rachel Forbush Fobiger. L.M.C
Ruth Harvey Keeling, L.M.C*
Ellen Howison Christian*

Estella MacFarland Fox
Maria Neville Brown*
Felicia Patton. L.M.C
Mary Pennypacker Davis**

Edna Rigg Brown
Constance Russell Chamberlain
Rebecca Stout Hoover

1917

Faye Abraham Pethick*

Mary Bissell Ridler**

Henrietta Crump, L.M.C**
Martha Darden Ziesing**

Margaret Gibson Bowman**
Dorothy Crammer Croyder**
Jane Henderson*!
Floy Huntley Oliver*!

Constance Krieg

Rachel Lloyd Holton, L.M.C/
Ruth Mcllravy Logan, L.M.C'.*

Bertha Pfiiter Wailes**
Inez Skillern Reller*

Genie Steele Hardy
Ruth Watkins Taliaferro*

Mary Whitehead VanHynlng
Bessie tThittet Towsen*

1918

Ruth Boettcher Anderson
Iloe Bowers Joel

Cornelia Carroll Gardner. L.M.C*
Louise Case McGui re

Dorothy Day Engstrom
Amy Elliot Jose, L.M.C
Mrs. W. P. Forbush ( In memory of

Edith Forbush)
Corinne Gibbon Woollcott

Cilia Guggenheimer Nusbauni
Marian Hill Ginther

Elizabeth Lowman Hall, L.M.C.
Margaret McCIuer
Margaret McVey, L.M.C**!
Grace Mar Bain Ladds
Catherine Marshall Shuler. L.M.C
Marianne Martin**
Ellen Otven Muir
Ruth Plain Huntress

Jane Pratt Belts

Mary Reed, L.M.C.
Charlotte Seaver Kelsey
Bessie M. Sims*
Eleanor Smith Walters. L.M.C
Ida Walker Castner, L.M.C**
Elizabeth N. Wilson

1919

Katharine Block**
Ellen Bodley Stuart

Elizabeth Eggleston*

Rosanne Gilmore, L.M.C*
Louise Hammond Skinner**!
Isabel Luke Witt. L.M.C.**!
Mary McCaa Deal*

M. Idctle McPieal Covington
Josephine Payne Miller*

Caroline Sharpe Sanders**
Carrie Taliaferro Scott**

Isabel Wood Holt

1920

Rebecca MacGeorge BenneK

ex 1921

Dorothy Whitley Welton

ex 1922

Helen Shurileff Kelley

Faculty and Staff

Jessamine Chapman Williams
Anna Lewis Cole
Caroline Hill Crawford
Ethel Gushing Gardner
Connie M. Guion, M. D.

Josephine Guion Hunt
Frances Hadley
Mary Harley. M. D.

Virgil Laurens Jones
Nancy W. McFarland
Virginia Randall McLaws
Eugenie M. Morenus
S. Gay Patteson

Martha Plaisted Sax ton
Wallace Eugene Rollins

Mildred Selfridge Orpet
Caroline Noble Shaw
Caroline L. Sparrow
Louisa Stone Stevenson

Ruby S. Walker
Aileen Ward
Elsie West McLean
Hugh S. Worthingion

Additional Contribitors

Ruth Allen

Agnes Benedict

Zaimira Biaggi

Antoinette N. Bracket!

Martha von Briesen

Alverna Burdick

Elizabeth Buxton Styron

Ralph D. Cole

Natalie Manson Dew
J. Gabriel Feldman
Elizabeth H. Harris

Elizabeth Hartshorn

A. Parks McCombs. M. D.

Beatrice Shaw McGiU
Mary C. McKee
Helen McMahon
Gerry Mallory

Edna V. Moffett

C. Raine Pettyjohn

.\nna S. Richey

Grace Clark Straight

Alice W. Thomson
.Anna B. C Tripp

Grace L. Tweedy
Carolyn Verhoeff



Contributors to the Alumnae Fund '44-'45

L.M. Life Member.
L.M.C. Life Member and Contributor in 1944-1945
* Contributors who have given for five years.
*'' Contributors who have given for ten years.

1920

Helen Beeson Comer
Nancy Hanna. L.M.
Margaret High Normenl. L.M.C.**
Gerald ine Jones Lewis*
Rebecca M'cGeorge Bennett
Ida Massie Valentine*

Elmyra Pennypacker Coxe*
Frances Raiff Wood*
Evelyn Redfield Grant
Dorothy Wallace. L.M.C.**
Rosalie Weaver
Isabel K'ebh Luff. L.M.
Marie Wiener Manz, L.M.

1921

Madeline Bigger

Russe Blanks Butts
Elizabeth Cole. L.M.
Catherine Cordes Kline**
Edith Durrell Marshall. L.M.C*
Ruth Geer Boice. L.M.
Eleanor Gould Pearre
Catherine Hanitch**
Mary McLemore Matthews'*
Katherine Pennewill Lynch
Maynette Rozelle Stephenson*
Frances Simpson Upson. L.M.
Elizabeth Shoop Dixon**
Ophelia Short Seward**
Ruth Simpxon Carrington

Margaret Spengel Ruoge*
Gertrude Thams. L.M.
Ethel Wilson Hornsey
Florence WoeUel, L.M.
Ellen Wolf Halsey

1922

Alice Babcock Simons*
Gertrude Dally Massie**
Elizabeth Fohl Kerr*
Elizabeth Hay Burnett
Clara Hogans Keepers
Helen Leggett Corbett, L.M.
Catharine McCann Becker
Margaret Marston Tillar. L.M.
Margaret Menk West*
Elizabeth Murray Widau. L.M.C*
Beulah Norris. L.M.
Virginia Ranson*
Katherine Skenehon Child*

Grizzelle Thomson**
Ruth Ulland Todd
Marion Walker Neidlinger*

1923

Margaret Burwell Graves, L.M.C
Isabelle Deming Ellis*

Dorothy Ellis Worley*
Mildred Featherston*
Helen Fo.isum Davidson
Gertrude Ceer Bassett. L.M.C*
Jane Guignard Thompson**
Elizabeth Hall Hatcher*
May Jennings Sherman*
Fitzallen Kendall Fearing*
Marie Klooz, L.M.*
Frances Lauterbach*
LaVern MisGee OIney**
Richie McGuire Boyd*
Helen McMahon**
Catherine Meade Montgomery
Edith Miller McCIintock
Louisa Tieu'kirk Steeble. L.M.*
Margaret Nixon Farrar. L.M.
Lydia Purcell Wilmer*
Phyllis Schurman Nelson
Elizabeth Taylor Valentine. L.M.C**
Helen G. Taylor**
Elizabeth Thigpen Hill**

Lorna Weber Dow ling**

Margaret Wise O'Neal**
Katherine Zeuch Forster**

Helen Zielsdorf Beuscher, L.M.

1924

Frederica Bernhard. L.M.C*
Florence Bodine Mountcaslle*
Marie Brede Brown
Willetta Dolle Murrin. L.M.C.
Ruth Durrell Ryan. L.M.
Byrd Fiery Bomar*
Susan Fitchett**

Caroline Flynn Eley**
Jean Grant Taylor. L.M.

Helen Grill. L.M.
Elizabeth E. Guy Tranter**
Eleanor Homed .\rp, L.M.C*
Emily Jeffrey Williams**
Kalhryn Klumph McCuire. L.M.C
Muriel MaiLeod Searby*
Grace Merrick Twohy**
Dorothy Meyers Rixey, L.M.
Mary Millard Webb
Phyllis Millinger Camp. L.M.
Margaret Nelson Lloyd. L.M.
Helen Rhodes GuUck. L.M.
Mary Rich Robertson*
Josephine von Maur Crampton*
Gladys Woodward Hubbard*
Elizabeth Woollcolt Stanier

1925

Katherine Agard
Jane Becker Clippinger**
Frances Burnett Mellen*
Clara Belle Frank Bradley*
Margaret Freeman Sherdahl
Louise Gibbon Carmichael
Eugenia Goodall Ivey*
Dora Hancock Williams**
Margaret Hague Pfautz
Cordelia Kirkendall Buckman**
Gertrude McGiffert MacLennan. L.M.
Margaret Masters Klauder
Eleanor Miller Patterson**
Mary Nadine Pope Phillips**

Mary Reed Hartshorn*
Mary Sailer Gardiner**
Mary Irene Sturgis*

Helen Tremann Spahr
Mary Elizabeth Welch Hemphill*

1926

Martha Bachman McCoy
Dorothy Bailey Hughes, L.M.C*
Anne Barrett Allaire*

Kitty Blount Andersen. L.M.C**
Mary Bristol Graham. L.M,
Mary G. Brown Moore
Martha Close Page, L.M.'

Estelle Droege Roesch*
Helen Dunleavy Mitchell**

Frances Dunlop Heiskell*
Dorothy Hamilton Davis**
Tavenner Hazelwood Whitaker**
Jeanelle Hoppinger Schanz*
Wanda Jensch Harris, L.M.
Dorothy Keller Iliff**

Margaret Krider Ivey, L M.
Edna Lee Cox**
Frances McCamish McNeel
Dorothy McKee .\bney**

Joyce MacGregor**
Virginia Mack Senter. L.M.
Margaret Malone McCIements. L.M.C
Elizabeth Matthew Nichols*
Elizabeth Moore Rusk. L.M.
Helen Mutschler Becker*
Ellen Newell Bryan**
Kalharyn iVorru-! Kelley L.M.C**
Lois E. Peterson Wilson*
Margaret Posey Brubaker
Dorothea Reinburg Fuller, L.M.
Elizabeth Rouniree Kellerman
Catherine Shulenberger, L.M.
Mary Elizabeth Stoddard Frary
Virginia Lee Taylor Tinker**
Ruth Will Beck'h**

Marion Van Cott Borg*
Cornelia Wailes Wailes**
Margaret White Knobloch**

1927

Maud Adams Smith*
Jeanette Boone**
Daphne Bunting Blair*

Theodora Cheeseman*
Caroline Com p ton**

Margaret Eaton Murphy. L.M.
Elizabeth Forsyth*

Virginia Franke Davis

Elsetta Gilchrist Barnes, L.M.C**
Claire Manner Arnold*
Catherine Johnson Brehme
Ruth Lowrance Street. L.M.C*
Rebecca Manning Cutler

Elisabeth Mathews Wallace
Mary Montague Harrison

Elise Morley Fink. L.M.C**
Julia Reynolds Dreisbach**

Jane Riddle Thornton**
Yenti Slater Shelby. L.M.
losephine Snowden Durham*
Nar Warren Taylor**
Elizabeth Williams Cadigan
Virginia Wilson Bobbins**

1928

Page Bird Woods*
Katherine Brightbill Biltz**

Evelyn Claybrook Bowie*
Frances Corner Huffard*

Elizabeth Crane Hall*
Sarah Dance Krook*
Helen Davis Mel Ira th*

Harriet Dunlap Tow ill*

Sarah Everett Toy**
Louise Horned Ross*
Marguerite Hodnett McDaniel*
Marion Jayne Berguido*
Mary Lee Glazier

Sara McHenry Grouse*
Elizabeth Moore Schilling*

Barbara Lewis Maxwell
Mary Nelms Locke*
Anne Lane Newell Whatley*
Elizabeth Prescott Balch**
Elizabeth Robins Foster**

Anne H. Shepherd Lewis**
Grace Sunderland Kane**
Virginia Van Winkle Morlidge

Lillian Lee Wood**

1929

Nora Lee Antrim**
Evelyn Ballard*

C Mary Archer Bean Eppes**
Ellen Whiting Blake**
Dorothy Boriz Davis

Anne Mason Brent Winn*
Belle Brockenbrough Hutcluns**

Janet Bruce Bailey**

Sara Callison Jamison"
Virginia Lee Campbell Clinch*
Louise Chapman Plamp
Kate Tappan Coe**
Louise Dailey Sturbahn**
Meredith Ferguson Smythe**
Emilie Giese Martin**
Hallet Gubelman Knowles**
Lisa Guigon Shinberger

Elizabeth Hilton*

Virginia Hodgson Sutliff**

Amelia Hollis Scott*

Martha Dabney Jones*
Margaret Kneedler Fellows
Elizabeth Minor Lewis Reed*
Martha Mauptn Stewart

Polly McDiarmid Serodino**

Gertrude Prior**

Adelaide Richardson Hanger**
Mary Shelton Clark**

Natalie Sidman Smith

J osep hi n e Tatm an Mason*
Anna Torian Owens**
Susie Tucker Yates
Esther Tyler Campbell**
Margaret Weisiger Procter

lane Wilkinson Banyard**
Amelia Woodward Davier**

1930

Serena .4 lies Henry*
Marion S. Bromfield Verner**
Elizabeth Carnes*
Delma Chambers Glazier

Elizabeth Copeland Norfleel*

Merry Curtis Loving**
Evaline Edmonds Thoma*
Frances Harrison McGiffert

Ruth Hasson Smith**
Mary Huntington Harrison**
Evelyn H. Jackson
Jacqueline Hix Barnard
Elizabeth Johnston Cook*
Alice Tucker Jones Taylor**

Martha Lee Poston*
Mary Douglas Lyon Althouse*
Susan McAllister, L.M,
Myra Marshall Brush
Elizabeth Marston Creech
Carolyn Mortindale Blouin**
Caroline F. Maury*
Gwendolyn Olcott Writer**
Wilhelmina Rankin*
Sally Reahard*
Josephine Reid Stubbs*
Jean Saunders*
Lucy Shirley Otis

Helen Smith Miller**

Mildred Stone Green
Elizabeth Thomason Griffin

Jean Taylor Maxwell*
Emilie N. Turner*

E. Lisle Turner*
Evelyn Ware Saunders*
Gladys Wester Horton**
Elizabeth Williams Gilmore*

1931

Violet Andersen Groll

Dorothy Ayres Holl*

Martha von Briesen**
Isabel Bush Thomasson
Nancy Hancock Coe**
Jean Cole Anderson*
Virginia Cooke Rea*
Jean Countryman Presba*
Naomi Doty Stead*
Ellen Eskridge Sanders
Margaret Ferguson Bennett*
Josephine Gibbs Du Bois**
Nancy B. Hunter
Matilda Jones Shillington**

Mary Stewart Kelso Clegg
Gertrude Leu'is Magavern*
Martha McBroom Shipman**
Elizabeth MacRae Goddard*
Evelyn Mullen*
Fanny O'Brian Heltrick**

Virginia Quintard Bond**
Natalie Roberts Foster**

Mary Robinson Barber
Mary Leigh Seaton Marston*
Helen Sim Mellen**
Mary Swift Calhoun**
Martha Tillery Thomas**
Nell Tyson
Ethel Ware Rutherford*
Marjorie Webb Marynov**
Peronne Whitaker Scott

Harriet Wilson McCaslin
Pauline Woodward Hill

Nancy Worthington**

1932

Dr. Mary Harley

Virginia Bellamy Ruffin**

Margaret Bennett Cullum*
Susie Burnett Davis*

Alice Dabney Parker**

Elizabeth Doughtie Belhea*

Virginia Finch Waller
Eleanor Franke Crawford*
Mildred Gibbons**
Stuart Groner Moreno
Lenore Hancel Sturdy

Sarah Harrison Merrill

Jane Hays Dowler*

Ruth Kerr**
Emma Knowlton Humphreys*
Charlotte Bird Magoffin**

Emily Maxwell Littlepage

Letba M<orris Wood**
Barbara Munter**
Helen Nightingale Gleason*

Major James A. Gleason

Mary Moore Pancake*
Marcia L. Patterson**

Sarah Phillips Crenshaw*
Helen Pratt Graff*

Edith Railey Dabney*
Ruth Remon Wenzel**
Frances Sendndiver Stewart

Sara Shallenberger Brown*
Theda Sherman NewHn*
Virginia Squibb Flynn**

Hazel Stamps Collins

Ruth Thompson Wauchope*
Elizabeth Uber Eby**
Alice Weymouth McCord**
Eleanor Wright Conway

1933

Virginia Alford Johnston
Frances Atkinson*

Margaret Austin Johnson
Jacqueline Billard

Martha Boss Luxford
Enna Frances Brown**
Mary Buick**
Mary Clemons Porzelius*

Jessie Cobum*
Doris Crane Loveland*
Nevi! Crute Holmes*
Blanche Davies Barloon**
Elena Doty Angus*
Elizabeth Giesen Lindsay
Sue Graves Stubbs
Elizabeth Stuart Gray**
Margery Gubelman Hasten**
Julia Harris Toomey
Emma Hills Melville**

Sara Houston Baker*
Kalhrina Howze Maclellan*

Ella Jesse Latham**

Ruth Kimmey Carnell*

Gerry Mallory**
Mr E. B. Mallory
Helen Martin**
Jane Martin Person**
Anne Marvin**
Elizabeth Vann Moore*
Mary Kate Ration Bromfield**

Frances Powell Zoppa**
Mary Bess Roberts**

Josephine Rucker Powell*
Gotten Skinner Shepherd
Charlotte Tomblyn Tufts*
Jean van Home Baber**
Langhorne Watts Austen*
Hetty Wells Finn**
Virginia Vesey**

1934

Dorothy Andrews**
Eleanor Alcott Bromley**
Ruberia Bailey Norris**

Jane G. Bender*
Elizabeth Bond Wood*
Connie Burwell White
Nancy Bulzner Leaveil*
Carolyn Carter Clark*

Elizabeth Collier Wardle*
Eleanor Cooke Esterly**

Anne Corbitt Little*

Frances Darden Musick**
Louise Dreyer Bradley

Deborah Ehaugh Smith*
Virginia Foster Gruen*
Rosemary Frey Rogers**
Deborah Gale Bryer*

Fariss Gam brill Lynn*
Elsa Gerstacker Allen

Lydia Goodwyn Ferrell**

Thelnia Hanifen Fried*

Helen Hanson Bamford**
Charlotte Hardin Armstrong
Betty Howe Dunker*
Dorothy Hutchinson Howe*
Marie Lange Gaskell*

Marjorie Lasor Hurd**
Martha Lou Lemmon**
Bonny McDonald Hatch*
Emily Marsh Nichols**

Mary Skinner Moore*
Marcia Morrison Curtis*

Ruth L. Myers Pleasants*

Mary Nelson Becker
Cordelia Penn Cannon**
Anne Russell Carter*

Mary Lee Ryan Strother**

Julia Sadler de Coligny**

Elizabeth Sckeuer Maxwell**
Marjorie Smith Zengel*

Jean Sprague**
Marguerite5?epAens Sheridan*

Rebekah Strode Lee

Elizabeth Suttle Briscoe**

Rebecca Taylor Klein

Bonnie Wood Slookey**

1935

Ray Adler Cochran*

Isabel Anderson Comer*
Anne Baker Gerhart*

Dorothy Barnum Venter*

Dorothy Barry Ketcham*
Catherine Brandt Bryant**

Emily Brown Caman*
Jane Bryant Hurlbert*

Gary Burwell Carter*

Helen Corrulhers Hackwell

Peggy Carry Durland**
Elizabeth Courtney Case*

Elizabeth Crawford
Geneva Grossman Stevens**

Virginia Cunningham Brookes

Margharita Curtze Vicary*

Jessie Davis HaH
Mary Dunglinson Day*
Catherine England

Sal lie Flint von Kann
Elizabeth Fox Moon*
Gretchen Geih Troup
Ruth Gill Wickens*
Ruth Gilliland Kistler

Margaret Glover Paddock**
Juliet HalUBurton Burnett*
Cynlhia Harbison Heye*
Beverley Hill Furn iss**

Joyce Hobart Bullard

Lucy F. Hoblitzell*

Genevieve Howell Gist

Rebekah Huber*
Mary James Howe
Elizabeth Johnston Clute**

Martha Jones Betts*

Elizabeth Klinedinst McGavran*



Hester Kraemer Avery**

Grace Langeler Irvine*

Alice Laubach**
Jane Lawder*
Jane Luileford Slegenian*

Alice McCloskey Sclilendorf**

Banks MK-Pherson Harper

Mary V. Marks*
Frances Martin Burnet*

Virginia Morgan Carpenter*

Elizabeth Myers Harding*
Martha Neuensch wander Founds
Charlotte Olmsted Gill**

Julia Peterkin**

Ellen Pratt McGowin*
Sarah Miller Adelman*
Frances Morrison Ruddell*

Eugenia Peek Johnson*
Barbara Rhodes Brown
Letitia Rider Kennedy
Mary Saul Hunt
Marie Schroeder Thomas*
Isabel Scriba

Carey Snow Garrison

Frances Spiller Merrill

Susanne Strassburger Anderson*
Harriet Taylor Leo
Ann Temple Benton*
Mary Temple Ion**
Li da Voigi Young**
Marion Walker Alcaro*

Mary Whipple Clark*

Adelaide Whitford Allen

Katharine Williams McCoUum
Agnes Williams Ellis

Mary Willis Kempe
Maud Winborne Leigh**

Helen Wolcott**

Rebecca Young Frazer**

1936

Alice Andrews Fackerl

Frances Baker Owen
Elise B. Bowen**
Gloriana Burilt*

Lillian Cabell Cay*
Mary Camp Smith*
Margaret Campbell Usher*
Elizabeth Cocke Winfree
Kathleen Donohue McCormack*
Marquarl Powell Doty*
Corinne Fentress Gray*
Caroline Furniss Wolfe*
Ruth Gilliam Viar*

Frances Gregory*

Capel Grimes Gerlach*

Martha Harvey Gwinn*
Mary fJesson Pettyjohn

Orissa Holden*
Margaret Huxley Range**
Abigail Lesnick Leibowitz*

Margaret Lloyd Bush*
Alma Martin Rolnem*
Dorothea McClure Mountain*

Catherine A/ifcAp/ZRavenscroft*

lane Moore Johnson*
Elizabeth Morton Forsyth*

Katherine Niles Parker*
Logan Phinizy Johns*

Elizabeth Pinker.ton Scott*

Mary L. Poindexler Willingham**

Margaret Robertson Densmore*

Ruth Robinson Madison*
Jane Shelton Williams*

Marion Sim Reid*
Aline Stump*
Anne Thomson Smith
Elizabeth Tomlin Jewell

Mary Elizabeth Troy*
Elizabeth Wall Saunders

Martha Williams Tim*
Carrie Young Gilchrist*

1937

Henrietta Arthur Skinner

Elizabeth Ball Fensom
Frances Bogle Shea
Margaret Bradley Forsyth*

Agnes Crawford*
Nina Cauthorn Jarvis*

Anna Charles Straub*

Margaret Cornwell Schmidt*
Criselda Deringer Plater

Rebecca Douglass Mapp*
Harriet te Dyer Sorenson

Helen Frueauff Klein*

Mary Gruber Sloddard*

Rosalie Hall Cramer*
Virginia Hardin*
Natalie Hopkins Griggs*

Barbara Jarvis*

Frances Johnson Finlcy*

Lillian Lambert Pennington*

Mary Lambeth Blackwell

Anne Lauman Buseey*
Elizabeth Lee McPhail*
Margaret MacRae Allen*
Susan Matthews Powell

Margaret Merrill Haskell

Barbara Munn Green*
Nancy Nolle Lea*
Dorothy Price Roberts*

Dorothy Prout Gorsuch*
Helen Rae Wainwright*
Anna Redfern Ferguson*

Virginia Rush Lang*
Kate Shaffer Hardy*
Harriet V. Shaw*
Ellen Snodgrass Park*
Dorothy M_ Stewart*

Marie Walker Gregory*
May Weston Thompson*
Helen Williamson Dumonl*

1038

Frances Bailey Brooke
Louise Bailey Maguire
Jane Bemis Wills

Mary Berckmans Canby*
Elizabeth Bowley Phillips*

Marion Bro-wn Zaiser*

Ruth Chartener*
Frances Cordes Hoffman*
Betty Dail Wilson

Harriet Daniel Herd*
Barbara Derr Chenoweth*
Virginia Eady Williams*

Frances Faulkner Mathews*

Barbara Fish Schiebel*

Barbara Ferguson Lincoln*

Janet Forbush Fead*
Marion Fuller Kellogg

Bessie Garbee Siegrist*

Mildred Gill Williamson
Dorothy Gipe Clement*
Claire Handerson Chap In*

Josephine Happ Willingham*
Helen Hays Crowley*
Shirley Haywood Alexander*

Virginia Heizer Hickenlooper*

Alice Hooper*
Katherine Hoyt*
Jane Kent Titus

Rebecca Kunkle Hogue*
Adele Letcher Harvey*
Howell Lykes Colton*

Nancy McCandlish*
Elizabeth McGuire Williams

Janet Macfarlan Bergmann*
Marion Martyn Cabell*

Marjorie Miller Heim
Betty Moore Stowers*

Vesta Murray Haselden

Dolly Nicholson Tate*

Anne Old Mercer*

Lucile H. Seargeant*

Poilyanna Shotwell Holloway*
Molly Talrnti Dodson*
Lucy B. Taliaferro*

Marjorie Jhaden Davis

Dorothy Tlson Campbell*

Ida Todman Pierce*

Sarah Tomlinson Foscue*

Jane Townsend Herlihy*

Maud Tucker Drane*

Annie Wallace Buchman
Margaret Weimer Shepherd*
Janice Wiley Adams*
Lucy Robb Winston*

Pauline Womack Swan*

1939

Clarice Bailey

Mary Barge Schroeder*

Betty Barnes Bird

Sarah Belk*

Bettina Bell Wyman*
Katharine Bonsall Strong*

Leila Bond Preston*

Suzetlc Boutell Hopkini

Betsy Campbell Gawthrop
Mary Buchanan Flowers*

D antha Clements*
Henrietta Collier Armstrong

Elsie Day Sulherlin*

Eudoxa Dingman Cobb
Betty Frazier Rinehart*

Valeria Goll Murphey
Ruth Harman Keiser*

Martha Hodill Smith*

Anne Huddles ton Cheek
Viola James Wathen
Shirley Ann Jones Woodard*
Catherine Lawder Stephenson*
Yvonne Leggett Dyer*
Jane Lewis Kingsbury
Eleanor Little Morfit*

Elizabeth Love*
Mary Mackintosh Sherer*

Mary Milnor DeLand
Patty Moncure*
Lee Montague Joachim*
lean Moore*
Jean Oliver Sartor

Jane Parker Washburn*
Ann Parks*

Elizabeth Perkins Prothro*
Gertrude Robertson Midlen*
Augusta Saul Edwards*
Julia Gray Saunders
Mary Louise Simpson Buckley*
Florence Swift Durranee*
Janet Thorpe*
Phyllis Todd Ells*
Ma ry Treadway Wash burn*
Bennett Wilcox Bartlelt*

Julia W orthington Lombard

1940

Miss Emily H. Dulton
Ann Adamson Taylor*
Helen Anderson Bryan
Muriel Barrows
Ruth Beach
Jean Blount Blount
Eleanor Bosworth Spiller

Adelaide Boze Glasscock*
Blair Bunting Both
Anne Burr Coy
Maria Burroughs Livingston

Jane Bush Long
Mar. ana Bush King
Clara Call Frazier

Dorothy Campbell O'Connor
Margaret Caperton
Joy Carter Carrington
Cornelia Chalkley Kittler

Constance Cleary

Ruth Collins Henry
\nne Conant Weaver*
Elizabeth Conover
Helen Cornwell Jones
Conn.e Currie Fleming
Marion Daudt McBride*
Olivia Davis Macdonald
Nan Dickie Neil

Margaret Dowell Cochran
Katharine Estes Johnston
Lois Fernley McNeil*
Anna M. Feuchtenberger Sluart

Betty Frantz

Alice Gass Dornberger

Emory Gill Williams

Elizabeth Gockley McLellan
Barbara Godfrey Adams
Ruth Goodwin*
Betty Hammer Merrell

Jeanne Harris

Nancy Haskins Elliot

Mary Frances Hazleton

Georgia Herbert Hart

Alverta Hill Thompson
Jane Hopkins Hanes
Elizabeth Ivins Haskins

Mary Petty Johnston
Margaret Katterjohn McCoIlom*
Carrington Lancaster Pasco

Clara MacRae Causey*
Aleise McMinn Young
Ruth Mealand
Elizabeth Mercer Hammond
Florence Merrill Pilkinton

Mary Miller Naquin
Mildred Mitchell Gillis

Sari Mitchell CUngerman
Mildred Moon Montague
Frances Moses Turner
Clara Neel Mahoney
Cynthia Noland Young
Marion Coles Phinizy

Hortense Powell

Martha Rector*
Martha Royall Davis*

Janet Runkle
Helen Schmtd Hardy
Jacqueline Sexton Daley
Barbara Smith Whitlotk
Reba Smith Gromel
Eleanor Snow*
Agnes Spencer Burke
Ramona Spurlock Fite

Helen W. Taylor

Josephine Taylor Carlson

\nne Thomas Smith
Beth Thomas Mason
Margaret Vallance

Elizabeth Vanderbilt Brown*
Kathleen Ward
Anne Waring Lane
Mary Katherine Warren*
lane Weslphalen Gray
Eve Williams Turnbull

Margaret Woods Gillett?

1941

Doris Albray
Allen Bagby MacNell
Frances Baldwin Whitaker
Dorothy Bennett Black
Betly Blount Kempson
Martha Brooks Miller

Elizabeth Brown-Serman MacRai
Evelyn Canley
Angela Cardamone O'Donnell
Helen Carmine Thompson
Phyllis Carr Beinhorn
Wilma Cavett Bird

Jane Clark Hartrick
Elizabeth Colley Shelton
Margaret Craighill Domey
Betly Grossman Kregel*
Shirley Devine
Joan DeVore
Betty Doucett Neill

Patricia Dmvling von Wellsheira
Katherine Estes
Lillian Fowlkes Taylor
Marie Gaffney Barry
Decca Gilmer Conwell
Ethel Gurney Betz

Helen Gwinn Wallace
Emory Hill Rex
Barbara Holman Whitcomb
Ella Humphrey Thiriot

Ethel James
Betty Irvine Phillips

Louise A^iVA: Headley
Elizabeth Lancaster Washburn
Louise Lembeck Reydel
Helen Littleton Hauslein
Lucy R. Lloyd

Jane Loveland Byerts
Anita G. Loving Lewis
Alice McBee
Betty Joe McNarney
Gertrude S. MariU
loan Myers Riese

Edna Schomaker Packard
Laetitia Seihels Frothingham
Shirley Shaw Daniel
Marjorie Soons Simpson
Patricia Sorenson Ackard
Lossie Taylor Noell

Margaret Tomlin
Betsy Tower Bennett
Houston Trippe
Edith Vongehr Bridges

Frances Walkins
Helen Watson Hill

Marion Webb Shaw
Anna Whitaker Bartel

Dorothy F_ White
Marianne White Southgate
Mary Erskine White
Frances Wilson Dowdy
Margaret Wilson Newbold
Mi mi Worthington Foster

Wilma Zeisler Lee

1942

Cynthia Abbott Botsford
Janet Appell Phillips

Anne Barrett

Virginia Beasley

Alice Bennett Dorrance
Frances Boynton Drake
Edith Brainerd

Grace Bugg Muller-Thym
Anne Bundy Thurman
Eugenia Burnett AffeJ

Jeanne Buzby
Lucy Call Dabney
Sudie Clark Hanger
Katherine R. Coggins

Catherine Coleman
Virginia Cummings Davis

Nancy Davis
V.rginia Duggins
Barbara Engh Crofl

Betsy Gilmer Tremain
Nancy Goldbarth Glaser

Harriette Gordon Lowman
Laura Graves
Diana Greene Helfrich

Julia Groves Martin

Margaret Gwyn
Jean Hamer
Jane Hamilton McNaughton
Betty Hanger
Louise Hannoch Gersten

Ann Hauslein Potterfield

Shirley Hauseman
Jean Hedley
Ruth Hensley Cam bios

,

Dorothea Hutchings Price

Susanne Hogue Deas
Sally Jackson
Ruth Jacquot

Alice King
Grace Lanier Brewer
Mary Lewis Lewis
June Mclver
Dorothy Malone Yates
Ann Morrison Reama
Genevieve Mundy Lyttle

Marion Mundy Young
Doris Naylor Spiegel
Doris Ogden Mount
Elizabeth M. Park
Polly Peyton Turner
Patricia Potter Roach
Margaret Preston

Barbara Ripley
Gloria Sanderson Sartor

Helen Sanford
Jeanne Sawyer Faggi
Sally Schall van Allen

Phyllis Sherman
Edna Syska
Jane Taylor Lowell
Mary Thompson Beach
Margaret Troutman Harbin
Sally Walke Rogers
Deborah Wood Davis
Douglas Woods

1943

Sarah Louise Adams
Margaret Baker Kahin
Brooks Barnes
Nancy Bickelhaupt Harris

n Martha Bobbitt McTigue
Barbara Bolles

Catlierine Bracher O'Connell
Barbara Briggs Holterhoff
Sally Bryan
Dorothy Campbell Scribner
Elizabeth Campbell
Mary Carter Richardson
Dolores Cheatham
Mary Whitten Christian

Elizabeth Corddry Jones
Beth Dichman Smith
Katherine Doar Jones
Deborah Douglas
Clare Eager
Roselie Faulconer Pigg

Annabelle Forsch
Charlotte Garber Rudulph
Cam i He Guyton Guething
Elizabeth Hall Bennett
Rozelia Hazard Danforth
Pauline Hudson
Marguerite Hume
Ann Jacobs Pakradooni
Nancy Jameson Glasg
Esther Jett

Primrose Johnston
Chesley Johnson
Lucy Kiker Jones
Valerie Jones Materne
Betty -Potter Kinne
Karen Kniskern While
Mary Lampton Middleton
Caroline Miller McClintock
Mary Law Taylor

Mary Bell Lee
Betly Leighton Lane
Elsie McCarthy Samson
Fayette McDowell
.\nne McJunkin Briber

Angela Marston
Fay Martin Chandler
Anne Wright Mitchell

Harriette Morris Haller

Elizabeth Munce
Virginia Munroe
Karen Norris Sibley

Anne Noyes
Merriam Pa/:kard Hubbard
Nancy Pingree Drake
Braxton Preston
Harriet Pullen

Peggy Roudin Rubensohn
Page Ruth Foster

Elizabeth Schmeisser
Marjorie Shugart Dennehy
Effie Slegling

Byrd Smith Hunter
Judith Snoiv Benoil

Harriet Swenson
Margaret Swindell D.ckerman
Carol Tanner
Frances Taylor Trigg

Virginia White
Gloria Zick

1944

Muriel A brash Salzberg

Dorothy Beuttell Smith
Jean Blanton Stehl

Helen Bloomberg Allen

Beatrice Boericke
Norma Bradley
Marguerite Brendlinger
Mary Jane Brock
Elizabeth Bryant Robb
Connie Sue Budlong
Virginia Burgess
Helen Cantey Woodbridge
Lucile Christmas Brewster
Barbara Clark
Helen Crump
Dorothy Denny
Dorothy DeVore
Barbara Duncombe
Ellen Boyd Duval
Nancy Eagles O'BannOD
Margaret Eggers Perry
Betty Farinholt Cockrill

Mildred Faulconer
Hazel Fellner

Joan Gipe Lewis
Eleanor Goodspecd
Peggy Gordon
Helen Cravatt

Virginia Griffith Morton
Virginia Hall

Antoinette Hart
Betly Haverty
Sloan Hawkins
Alice Sarah Hepburn
Leslie Herrick
Louise Hesson
Frances Hester

Martha Hoffman McCoy
Sally Hollerith

Anne Hynson
Alice Johnson Fessendeo
Persis Ladd
Eleanor B. Lamotte
Alice Lancaster Buck
Martha Lindsey
Mildred Littleford Camm
Paulelt Long Taggart
Florence Loveland Swan beck
Hannah Mallory

Ann Moore
Carlisle Morrissett

Carol Myers Hunter
Sarah Norman
Virginia Noyes
Ruth O'Keefe Kobzina
Gene Patton Mac Mann is

Franny Peltit

Evelyn Pretlew
Jane Rice McPherson
Murrell Rickards
Martha Rushing Yocum
Anastasia Sadowsky
Marion Saunders
Marion Shanley Jacobs
Sally Skinner Behnke
Louise Smith Norton
Janet Staples

Kay Steil Neese
Patricia Stickney
Adeline Taylor
Phyllis Tenney Tenney
Catherine Tift Porter

Elizabeth Vaughan
Mary Walker Van de Water
Cecile Waterman
Virginia Anne Watts
Patricia Whitaker Waters
Ernestine White
Emily Ann Wilkins

Marjorie Willetts

Chauncey Williams

Jane Williams
Marjorie W oods Williamson

1945

Barbara Beislle

Barbara Bourke S to vail

Jane Clarke Morrow
Louise Furber
Mary Kritser

Edith Mattison Henderson
Jean Portmann
Ann Richey
Dale Saylor

Sara Smith Christie

Jane Spiegel

Lile Tucker Bell

1946

Alan Mott

1947

Virginia Shackelford

1948

Catherine Vance



Fund Agents and Sub-Agents, 1944-45 Alumnae Fund

Sweet Briar's Alumnae Fund, which was started in 193 5, made
steady but slow progress during the first ten years of its history.

This was rather to be expected, because it takes several years to

make any large group of p>eople, scattered as the alumnae are

throughout the country, understand the principles and purposes

of a project such as this.

The eleventh annual report, published in 1944, showed a grati-

fying increase in both the number of givers and in the total amount
given, and the 1944-45 Alumnae Fund far surpassed it from every

point of view.

To what is this success attributable? It would be unfair to credit

it entirely to any one factor, but it is undoubtedly true that the

major share of the credit should go to the class agents and sub-

agents, women who are just as busy as their classmates, but who
have made time for writing the all-important letters about the

Fund to you and you and you.

To these unsung heroines the college and the Alumnae Associa-

tion owe a debt of gratitude and appreciation. Their names follow:

1920

Frances Raiff Wood
Rosalie Weaver
Dorothy Wallace
Eleanor Stone Gates
Margaret High Norment
Mary Crabbs Shaw

1921

Ellen Wolfe Halsey

1922

Morrell Jones Gibson
Betty Hay Burnett

Elizabeth Murray Widau
Helen Anderson Henkels
Li Hi as Shepherd Williamson

1923

Edith Miller McClintock
Alice Knoedler Hickok
Clare Robertson McCutchan
Beth Hall Hatcher
Ellen Brown Nichols
Katherine Zeuch Forster

Dorothy Ellis Worley
Phyllis Sckurman Nelson

Martha Robertson Harless

1924

Helen Rhodes Gulick
Florence Bodine Moun teas tie

Elsie Wood von Maur
Emily Jeffrey Williams
Lydia Kimball Maxim
Betty Woolcotl Stainer

1925

Wo Fund Agent

1926

Margaret Malone Mc CIem en Is

Martha Bachman McCoy
Dorothy Bailey Hughes
Gudrun Eskesen Chase
Dorothy Hamilton Davis

Jeanetle Hoppinger Schanz
Edna Lee Cox
Lois Peterson Wilson
Ruth Will Beckh

1927

Claire Hanner Arnold
Jane Brown Hood
Sarah Jamison
Theodora Maybank Williams
Elizabeth Cates Collins

Pauline Payne Bachus
Mary Meade Bailey

Margaret Eaton Murphy
Mildred Wilson Garnetl

1928

Virginia Van Winkle Morlidge
Mary Lee Glazier

Page Bird Woods
Frances Coyner Huffard

Margaret Fuller Riggs

Lou se Horned Ross
Elizabeth Robins Foster

1929

Lisa Guigon ShJnberger
Janet Bruce Bailey

Nan Torian Owens
Eve Ballard

Mary Bean Eppes
Elizabeth Lewis Reed
Mary Shelton Clark

Martha Maupin Stewart

Peggy Kneedler Fellows

Jane Wilkinson Ban yard

1930

Mary Huntington Harrison
Betty Boone Willis

Gwen Olcott Writer
Lucy Shirley Otis

Betsy Williams Gilmore

1931

Peronne Whitaker Scott

Virginia Cooke Rea
Matilda Jones Shillington

Elizabeth MacRae Goddard
Martha McBroom Shipman

1932

Helen Nightingale Gleason
Mary Moore Pancake
Marcia Patterson

Jane Hays Dowler
Mildred Gibbons
Elizabeth Uber Eby

1933

Sue Graves Stubbs
Jane Martin
Helen Martin

Mary Kate Patton Bromfield

Blanche Davies Barloon
Mary Buick
Nevil Crute Holmes

1934

Julia Sadler de Coligny

Helen Hanson Bam ford

Satilla Franklin Means
Elizabeth Scheuer Maxwell

Richmond Club Bond Gifts

May—September, 1 944

Academy

Anna Beveridge Leake
Elizabeth Preston Cocke
Fanny Mxller Williams
Maria Spady Fraser
Lucy Throckmorton
Martha Valentine Cronly

Eugenia Griffin Burnett 1 910

Patty Gary Cecil 1911

Jane Henderson 1917

Margaret McVey 1918

Isabel Luke Witt 1919

Ida Massie Valentine 1920

Alice Webster Speight

Lydia Purcell Wilmer 1923
Elizabeth Taylor Valentine

Susan Fitchett 1924
Mary Marshall Hobson

Ruth Will Beckh 1926

Mary M^ontague Harrison 1927
Eugenia Thomason

Page Bird Woods 1928
Lillian L. Wood

Nora Lee Antrim 1929
Lisa Guigon 5hinberger
Elizabeth Lewis Reed
Frances Redford

Elizabeth Gorsline 1930
Norvell Royer Orgain

Katharine Minor Montague 1922 Nancy Worthington 1931

Frances Powell Zoppa 1933

Rebecca Strode Lee 1934

Mary V. Marks 1935

Elizabeth Pinkerton Scott 1936

Agnes Crawford 1937
Margaret MacRae Allen
Marie Walker Gregory

Anne Adamson Taylor 1940
Adelaide Boze Glasscock
Ruth Goodwin
Clara MacRae Causey

Anita Loving Lewis 1941

Grace Bugg Mullcr-Thym 1942
Virginia Duggins

Antoinette Hart ex 1944

Other Richmond Contributors

Jackie Bond Wood
Elizabeth Mayfield Chapman
Eleanor Cooke Esterley

Bonnie Wood Stookey
Louise Dreyer Bradley

Marcia Morrison Curtis

Helen Bean Emery

1935

Cary Burwell Carter

Isabelle Anderson Comer
Mary Whipple Clark

Ray Adler Cochran
Anne Baker Gerhart

Elizabeth Miyers Harding
Mary Marks
Geneva Grossman Stevens

Alice Lauback

1936

Katie Niles Parker
Caroline Furntss Wolfe
Elise Bowen
Elizabeth Morton Forsyth
Margaret Huxley Range
Kathleen Donohue McCormack

1937

Dorothy Proul Gorsuch
Dorothy M, Stewart

Anne Lemnion
Mary Helen Frueauff Klein
Rebecca Mapp
Anna RedJem Ferguson
Elizabeth Lee McPhail
Nancy Nolle Lea
Lillian Lambert Pennington

1938

Janet MacFarlan Bergman n

Mary Alice Berckmans Canby
Georgia Black Kievet

Helen Hayes Crowley
Dorothy Gipe Clement
Virginia Heizer Hickenlooper
Katherine Hoyt
Adele Letcher Harvey
Molly Talcott Dodson
Lucy Robb Winston

1939

Janet Thorpe
No Sub-agents

1940

Margaret Woods Cilette

No Sub-agents

1941

Patricia DowUng von Wellshein
Angela Cardamone O'Donnell
Shirley Shaw Daniel
Frances Baldwin Whitaker
Shirley Devine
Anita Loving Lewis
Helen Watson Hill

Dorothy White

1942

Eugenia Burnett A0el
Lucy Call Dabney
Ann Hauslein Potterfield

Edith Brainerd

Julia Groves Martin
Margaret Troutman Harb n

Phyllis Sherman
Diana Stout

Jean Hedley

1943

Karen Kniskern White
Sarah Louise Adams
Brooks Barnes
Jane Findlay

Fayette McDowell
Anne Mcjunkin Briber

Elizabeth Munce
Effie Siegling

Elizabeth Corrdry Jones
Annabelle Forsch
Virginia White

1944

Marian Shanley Jacobs

J ean Blanlon Stebl

Helen Cantey Woodbridge
Helen Gravalt

Virginia Griffith

Alice Johnson Fessenden
Jane Rice McPherson
Louise Sm iih Norton
Catherine Tift Porter

Ernestine White
Nancy Eagles O'Bannon
Sterling Nettles Murray

Contributors to Greenhouse Fund
Although building materials are still difficult

to get, the greenhouse, made possible through the

gifts of friends of Miss Ames upon her retire-

ment from teaching last June, may be an actual-

ity before the end of this year.

The fund, which was begun in March, had
reached $1,000 in June. Students, former stu-

dents and other friends of Miss Ames contributed

to it. Any alumnae who may not have heard of

the project last spring, and who wish to join in

honoring Miss Ames, may send their contribu-
tions to the Alumnae office. (Checks should be
made payable to 'The Greenhouse Fund.')

Mrs. A, B. Guigon
Dabney S. Lancaster
Raymond V. Long
Dr. Hunter McGuire

Dr. Stuart McGuire
^Irs. William Moncure
W. F. Powers
Archibald Robertson

Buford Scott

James Scott

Anonymous

Gertrude Geer Bassett 1923
Helen H. McMahon
Phyllis Payne GathrigSt
Jean Grant Taylor 1924
Emily Jeffrey Williams
Mary G. Brown Moore 1926

Edna Lee Cox
Jeanette Boone 1927

Madeline Brown Wood
Theodora Cheeseman
Hilda Harpster

Ruth Lowranee Street

Robins Rich Adams
Nar Warren Taylor
Dorothy Bunting 1928

Gertrude Prior 1929
Adelaide Wampler Kundahl 193C
Evelyn Ware Saunders
Martha von Briescn 1931

Helen Pratt Graff 1932

Mary Buick 1933

Emily Giesen Lindsay
Helen Martin
Anne Marvin
Katherine Oglesby Mixon

Nancy Butzner Leavell 1934
Kitty Marshall Hamill
Elizabeth Scheuer Maxwell
Joyce Hobart Bullard 1935
Letitia Rider Kennedy
Eleanor Rust Mat tern

Louise Damgard Eichelkraut 1936
Betty Fox Moon
Catherine Mitchell Ravenscroft
Margaret MacRae Allen 1937
Hope Hastorf 1938

Mary Judd 1939

Lillian Neely Willis

Bennett Willcox Bartlett

Ruth Beach 1949

Adelaide Boze Glasscock
Betty Bartelt 1941
Elizabeth Lancaster Washburn
Mary Scully

Mary A. Somervell Brenza
Helen Sanford 1942
Brooks Barnes 1944

Frances- Scott Simmons MrConn ell

Nancy Eagles O'Bannon
Elizabeth Vaughn
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IN ANSWER to the letters announcing the Benedict Scholarship

project, sent out to members of the faculty who were at Sweet

many of them who have been away from Sweet Briar for many years.

Briar during Miss Benedict's adminst ration, news has come from

___ Miss Jessamine Chapman (Mrs. Richard H. Williams), 60S N.

}4th Street, Corvallis, Oregon. For 21 years she has served as head

of the department of nutrition at Oregon State College.

Miss Anna Lewis Cole, Hendersonville, N. C. Miss Cole visited

in Lynchburg a year ago and although she did not go to Sweet Briar,

she had news of it from Mr. Rowland Lea, a member of the Board

of Directors.

Miss Caroline Hill Crawford, Crescent City, Florida.

Miss Ethel Cushing Gardner, Eastford, Connecticut.

_ Dr. Connie M. Guion, 147 East 5 0th Street, New York. Miss

Guion, who has been the very active chairman of the Faculty for

the Benedict Scholarship, is a prominent physician in New York. She

is scheduled to speak at the Founders' Day exercises when the scholar-

ship is presented to the college.

Miss Josephine Guion (Mrs. C. E. Hunt) 443 Kentucky Avenue,

Berkeley, California.

Miss Frances Hadley is professor of English at Milwaukee-Downer

College, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where she has taught for many years.

Dr. Mary Harley, Hotel Lucerne, 201 W. 79th Street, New York.

Dr. Harley, since her retirement from Sweet Briar in 1935, has con-

tinued her studies, chiefly at the Museum of Natural History in New
York. Dr. Harley was also active on the Faculty committee for the

Scholarship and she intends to be at the Founders' Day ceremonies.

Virgil Laurens Jones, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkan-

sas. Dr. Jones resigned in 1939 from the deanshlp of the University,

which he held for 12 years. In 1943 he was retired from the English

staff as professor emeritus, but during the war he continued to teach.

One daughter, (she was born at Sweet Briar) whose husband is in

the army, is living at home with her parents and her small baby;

another, Dorothy, who attended Sweet Briar one year, lives in New
York now although in peace times her husband teaches mathematics

at Harvard. Dr. Jones wrote also that his gift was "a very small

tribute to the conscientiousness and thoroughness with which Miss

Benedict laid the foundations for Sweet Briar College. I have never

forgotten the fact that Miss Benedict always sustained the teachers

in anything that meant serious work on the part of the students."

Miss Nancy W. McFarland, Mary Baldwin College, Staunton, Vir-

ginia. "I recall with great pleasure my two happy years at Sweet Briar,

and the great inspiration that came to me from my every contact with

Miss Benedict. I am indeed happy to have a small share in establishing

this scholarship which will honor her and her great work at Sweet

Briar College."

Miss Virginia McLaws, 73 6 Piedmont Avenue, N, E., Atlanta,

Georgia. Miss McLaws, who taught art and art history at Sweet Briar

until her retirement in 193 8, now makes her home with her sister.

Miss Eugenie M. Morenus, Sweet Briar, Virginia. Miss Morenus is

the only member of the early faculty who is still teaching at Sweet

Briar, her career having spanned the administrations of all three of

Sweet Briar's presidents. Although she no longer has Toby, Miss

Morenus rides occasionally, looking very trim in her white linen habit.

Miss S. Gay Patteson, Sweet Briar, Virginia. Miss Gay and Miss

Mattie have their home at Sweet Briar, as most alumnae know, and

they are always delighted to see former students.

Miss Martha Piaisted (Mrs. E. F. Saxton) Canaan, Connecticut.

Mrs. Sax ton's note told nothing about herself except that she had

recently lost her husband.

Dr. Wallace Eugene Rollins, Sweet Briar, Virginia. Since his retire-

ment from the deanship of Virginia Theological Seminary in 1940,

Dr. Rollins and his sister have made Sweet Briar their home. He has

taken a great interest in the Scholarship project and has been very

active on the committee.

Miss Mildred Selfridge (Mrs. Edward Owens Orpet) 3579 Hollister

Avenue, Santa Barbara, California. Mrs. Orpet wrote at some length

about the work which keeps her and her husband very busy. He is

a horticulturist, and they raise a variety of choice fruits which they

ship to all parts of the country. Unfortunately, further details are

omitted here because Mrs. Orpet's letter was sent on to other faculty

members.

Miss Caroline Noble Shaw, 271 Beacon Street, Boston Massachu-

setts.

Miss Caroline L. Sparrow, 1827 Hanover Avenue, Richmond, Vir-

ginia. Miss Sparrow has been another enthusiastic worker for this

scholarship. She makes her home with her sister in Richmond, and

comes to Sweet Briar occasionally, to the delight of all of her friends

on campus. Typical of Miss Sparrow, she has recently written "I enjoy

being retired, I enjoy the status, it is sprinkled with small delights.

I relish leisure; it tastes well on the tongue." She looks as though it

agreed with her, too!

Miss Louisa Stone Stevenson, 45 Princeton Street, Lowell, Massa-

chusetts.

Miss Aileen Ward, Ogontz School, Pennsylvania.

Miss Elsie West (Mrs. William McLean) 254 North Mountain

Avenue, Upper Montclair, New Jersey.

Mr. Hugh S. Worthington, Camp Alleghany, Greenbrier County,

West Virginia. Mr. Worthington retired in June, 1944, after 34 years of

teaching French at Sweet Briar. He spent the winter in Florida and

the summer at his camp in the Alleghanies. Nancy has been assistant

director of the camp and Bill, a Navy lieutenant, is about to be

discharged from the service to begin law practice in Lewisburg, West

Virginia.

Mrs. William B. Dew, Amherst, Virginia. Mrs. Dew has a cozy

apartment in Amherst, which commands a wonderful view of the

Blue Ridge. She comes to Sweet Briar often, and she spends a part

of every year with Polly Gary and her family in New Jersey. Mrs.

Dew hopes the alumnae won't overlook her when they come to campus.

Miss Ruby Walker, Sweet Briar, Virginia. Miss Ruby is still in

the Book Shop and she has a warm welcome waiting for every 'old

Sweet Briar girl.' She and Miss Winnie and two brothers. Dr. Will

and Mr.Ted, make their home together on the hill beyond the dairy.

jTetlers to the Edito?^ Depa7'tment

"Our class hasn't had a letter in the Alumnae News for a year. Why don't you get a new secretary?"

"Tm so busy with my home and family and other interests that I just can't serve as class secretary, but

I am always interested in news about our class and those other classes which were in college when we were."

The words go 'round and 'round and the alumnae secretary, whose job it is to keep everything running

smoothly, especially in the class notes section of the magazine, keeps on trying to get class secretaries so

that all classes will have news to read.

Take this fall, for example. Letters were written to 22 alumnae between September H and 27, asking

them to take over the duties of class secretary for 14 different classes. By the latter date, 10 had declined to

serve, (granted they all put forth good reasons) and the remainder had not replied. If there is no letter from

your class in the Alumnae News, this is the explanation!
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Class Notes

3n mpmoriam

Elkanah Easf Taylor, Academy Margeret Mahoney Goldsmith, '28

Marian Bowles Harvey ex '23 Mary Louise Turpit, ex '38

Academy

SecTctary: Miss Marion Peele, 602 Fairfax

Avenue, Norfolk 7, Virginia.

Marion Peele has agreed to take on the

duties of secretary for the Academy alumnae,

after she has completed her work as chairman

of the Benedict Scholarship Fund; the follow-

ing notes were taken from letters written by

some of the contributors to that fund.

Mary-Martha Arnntrotig McClary, who
lives on a farm in Windsor, Vermont, has

three daughters. The oldest, Patsy, 16, is in

Milton Academy and will be ready for college

next fall. Sally, 14, is at Concord Academy,

where she is a sophomore. Susanna, 8, is in

fifth grade, loves the farm, likes to milk the

cows and ride the ponies.

Speaking of her life in Vermont, Mary-

Martha wrote: "I just love living in the

country and would hate to go back to city

life. Time never hangs heavy on my hands

for there is always so much to do."

Fanita Ferris Welch wrote about her two

daughters, the older one having graduated

from Vassar in April, 1944. She then entered

the WAVES, and was commissioned an ensign

in October a year ago. Her younger daughter

is at Wells College. Fanita wrote, " I tried

to interest them in Sweet Briar but fortu-

nately or unfortunately they wanted to go

to college in the north where they could

ski, both being enthusiasts. The reasons arc

varied these days in picking a college."

Mary Harris Ludington has a daughter,

Maydie, at Sweet Briar; she is a sophomore.

Last spring Mary and her husband and young

son spent a few days on campus with Maydie.

From Anna Louise Richardson Cheek, who
lives in Charlottesville, came the following:

"My own daughter, 'Ellie George,' went two

years to Sweet Briar and my step daughter-

in-law took her degree there. So we are carry-

ing on. I have one twelve year old at Saint

Anne's here."

Margaret Potts Williams has been at Sweet

Briar several times lately, once last spring and

again this fail. Her niece, Eleanor Potts, is

a sophomore this year, and Margaret says she

has thoroughly enjoyed having the excuse

to come to Sweet Briar for a few days at

a time. She also spoke of her pleasure in seeing

old friends in Amherst,

Marion hopes that Academy Alumnae will

send her news of themselves and their fam-

ilies, so that the Academy letter in the Feb-

ruary issue of the Alumnae News will really

be a news-letter.

I9I0

Class Secretary: none.

FunJ Agent: Eugenia Griffin Burnett (Mrs.

Charles R.) 5 906 Three Chopt Road, Rich-

mond 2 1, Virginia.

191 1

Class Secretary: none.

Fund Agent: Alma Booth Taylor (Mrs.

Harry B.) Berea College, Berea, Kentucky.

1912

Class Secretary: Loulie M. "Wilson, 2034

16th Street, Washington, D. C.

FunJ Agent: Elsie Zaegcl Thomas (Mrs. 1.

C.) H North Point Drive, Sheboygan, Wis-

consin,

All of us old-timers would like to attend

the presentation to the college of the Mary
K, Benedict Scholarship on Founders' Day
for this is a significant occasion and one which

will attract many of our old friends of early

Sweet Briar days.

A letter from Frances Matson Hardie

gives some news of her scattered family. Her

son, Edward, is in the Navy. Her younger

son, Matson, was awarded a Bronze Star on

Leyte for helping rescue 47 wounded under

enemy fire. Her brother, who is an engineer,

helped in the war effort by building airfields

in England and in the Pacific area. Frances

now has four grandchildren.

Frances Sloan Brady is Resident Head of

the Kappa Alpha House at Rollins College.

At present she has 16 boys, all veterans, under

her care.

Edith Hyslop Waller's daughter, Edith, was

married a few months ago in Norfolk to

Lieutenant Robert Crosby Hill, U- S. N. R.,

of Seattle, Washington, where they will make

their home when he returns from the Pacific.

Edith writes that she recently spent the day

in Richmond with Mary Erwin Townsend and

Addie Erwin Dcs Portes.

Annette Davis Wise has a son, a former

student at Harvard, who is a lieutenant (j.g.)

in the Coast Guard. She also has two daugh-

ters, one of whom attends William and Mary
College.

1915

Class Secretary: none.

Fund Agent: none.

1914

Class Secretary: none.

Fund Agent: none.

1915

Class Secretary: Frances Pennypacker, 517

Main Street, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania.

Fund Agent: Lucy Lantz McKinlay (Mrs.

Harry) 236 Glenwood Road, Englewood, New
Jersey.

How I would love to be at Sweet Briar for

Founders' Day this year! Wouldn't it be

wonderful to see Miss Benedict, Miss Guion,

Dr. Harley, Dr. Rollins, Miss Sparrow, Miss

Morenus and Marion Peele and a lot of us

"old girls" all together? I am not surprised

but very happy to hear that the Fund has

gone over the top so splendidly.

A fine letter from Harriet Eians Wyckoff
brings news that her son Evans has his dis-

charge from the Navy and Barney has applied

for a permanent commission in the Navy.
She asks if I remember Lei Red, which I most

certainly do. We sat next to each other in

chapel freshman year. She is teaching mathe-

matics in Houston, Texas. Helen Nicholson

Shiveley and her husband were in Washington

the week Sweet Briar opened after taking

Sylvia back for her second year. Harriet says

"Helen is just as pretty and young looking

and as much fun as ever! Helen's son Nick

is on the cruiser Pensacola and probably

somewhere near Japan. Recently Harriet has

heard from Jessie Rucker who is still living

in Paris, Texas. At the end of her letter

Harriet says "What do you think? Barney

just called on long distance from San Fran-

cisco!" His ship was in port and they were

leaving next day for Okinawa.

Another fine letter from Margaret Grant

tells us the exciting news that she is now
Dean of Students and Assistant to the Direc-

tor at the Eastman School of Music of the

University of Rochester. She has always been

very much interested in music and her exper-

ience at the Berkshire Music Center was a

happy step toward this goal. Her daughter

Leslie has a position with the National Foun-

dation for Infantile Paralysis in New York

and is expecting her husband home any day

now. Margaret is a freshman at Barnard

College and Harold is a sophomore at the

Lenox School, Lenox, Massachusetts.

In May, Louise Weisiger received her

doctorate from Columbia University. She

spent the month of August at Sweet Briar

visiting Miss Gay and Miss Mattie Patteson.

Now she is chairman of Public Affairs in the

Business and Professional Women's Club and

plans to conduct a citizenship school this

winter.
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We are glad to hear that Virginia Towle
is now a Lieutenant in the WAC.

Changes of address;

Margaret Grant, Eastman School of Music,

University of Rochester, Rochester, New-

York.

Lieutenant Virginia Towle, L 522009, Sta-

tion Hospital, Camp Beale, California.

1916

Class Secretary: Felicia Patton, Beechmoor

Place, Catlettsburg, Kentucky.

Fund Agent: Louise Bennett Lord ( Mrs.

Albert) 1 82 Hillside Avenue, Englewood,

New Jersey.

1917

Class Secretary: Bertha Pfhtcr Wailes (Mrs.

Ben) Sweet Briar, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Polly Bissell Ridler (Mrs.

Earl) 608 Lindsay Road, Wilmington 280,

Delaware.

Mary Louise Holton, the only class daughter

of 1917 at Sweet Briar this year, insists that

there is nothing of interest to report con-

cerning the Holtons except that the family

took a St. Lawrence boat trip to Saguenay,

Canada, this summer. They were gone ten

days and enjoyed it thoroughly.

Mary Whitcbcad Van Hyning's husband

has gone to England which is headquarters

for him as Deputy Welfare Administrator of

U.N.R.R.A. Mary has given up her training

job at American University, also the house

in Falls Church, and hopes to be in an apart-

ment shortly—exact location as yet unknown.
A letter from Fa ye Abraham Pethick to

Polly was passed on to me, also one from
Margaret Gibson Bowman. Faye writes that

husband Harry is back with the Standard

Vacuum Oil Company, "at 26 Broadway
this time, instead of in the Orient." Both

like New York. Being near their two daugh-

ters may have some bearing on this. One lives

in an apartment house across the court with

a nineteen month old baby daughter, while

the other is not too far in Connecticut with

her two young boys.

We are distressed to hear that their son

has been missing since June, 1 944. His air

medal and presidential citation were sent to

his wife at Southern Pines in March. He was

one of the naval dive bomber pilots who ran

out of fuel before getting back to their

carrier, the Wasp, after the attack on the

Japanese fleet in the first battle of the Phil-

ippine Sea.

Margaret Gibson Bowman says that with

both husband and only son in the army, she

has been to so many places for the past

two years that she considers herself a regular

camp follower. For one year she lived near

Raleigh, and admits that she found North
Carolina so pleasant that the prospect of

returning to New York did not interest her.

However, now that her husband has been

transferred to Governor's Island, they are

again occupying their apartment at the Hotel

Barclay which they kept for fear of finding

themselves out on a curb since the Bronxville

home was rented for the duration. Margaret

spoke of seeing Rebecca Stout Hoover while

in North Carolina, her lovely home, and

famous garden of wild flowers.

As you know, the Mary Benedict Scholar-

ship Fund is to be presented to the College

on Founders' Day, and I am hoping that 1917

will be well represented among alumnae re-

turning for the occasion.

Class Secretary: none.

Fund Agent: Cornelia Carroll Gardner
(Mrs. Kinloch N.) c/o Comdr. Gardner,

Uh Naval District Headquarters, N.O.B.,

Norfolk, Virginia.

1919

Class Secretary : none.

Fund Agent: Rosanne Gilmore, MM
Terminal Tower, Cleveland 13, Ohio.

Isabel Luke Witt, '19, and her family: Isabel

the younger, Foster, Luke, Jack, and Lindsay

seated in front.

1920

Class Secretary: none.

Fund Agent: none.

1921

Class Secretary: Edith Durrell Marshall
(Mrs. Edward C.) 6326 Ridge Avenue, Cin-

cinnati 1 3, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Gertrude Thams, 7020 East

12th Avenue. Denver, Colorado.

Get out your piggy banks and start saving

—next June is our 2 S th anniversary and we
must all be there! Many of you have not been

back since our hoods were tossed over our

heads—what you have missed! Let us all plan

to go back to the Briar be we ^'halt, lame or

blind" and renew our youth! Just a whiff of

that mountain air, a glimpse of the Blue

Ridge, a walk through the dell, a dip in the

lake, roses and honeysuckle and boxwood,

chats with old friends—all will make new
women of you! I know, for this past year

as your representative on the Alumnae Council

has done that for me. Only a broken leg

would keep me home from the twice yearly

meetings spring and fall, the loveliest times

of the year in Virginia.

I have just had a letter from May net te,

our class president, which is really a message

to you all. Here it is: "The middle of Sep-

tember and my thoughts turn as always to

Sweet Briar. It seems I must pack my trunk

putting in my heavy white sweater with the

narrow belt, black stockings, the sailor hat,

24 inches broad to rest on my big hair buns.

a hockey stick and my beloved dark blue

"Bradleys" with the Dutch linen collars. As
I look back I don't know especially what it

was that made Sweet Briar occupy such a

large place in my memory and in my heart.

In retrospect I discount its beauty and even

what I tried to learn there, and know now
it was the people I knew there, and it was

there I learned to know the basic kindness

inherent in others. This I owe to each member
of the Class of *2I. It was your welcome
to me left over from '20 and feeling very

forlorn, that has influenced my life.

"This long-winded preamble leads to the

hope that we may all meet at Sweet Briar for

our 2Uh reunion. All the more, I realize we
live in our children. My only personal news
concerns mine. My older daughter will make
me a grandmother in December and my
younger, Virginia, after being graduated from
Stephens, is studying Interior Design at the

Chicago Art Institute. Bring your pictures

with you to Sweet Briar and let's do a bit of

boasting! Till then, my very best to each

of you."'

In May, too late for the June copy of the

News, I had a note from Betty Morris Cole-

man, who was in our class our freshman

year. She lives in Delafield, Wisconsin, 3

miles out of Milwaukee. In the summer they

stay at their home on Lake Nagawicka, where
during the war they raised vegetables, rabbits,

chickens, pigeons and lambs for their own
table. (Wish I had been your neighbor for the

duration Betty!) She and her husband cele-

brated their 2 5 th wedding anniversary in

January. (Congratulations.) Her only child

John, is married and has been with the 277th

Engineers in Germany. Like most of us she did

Red Cross work of various kinds, besides

gardening, and has kept up her interest in

riding.

A note from Kate Cordes Kline gives us

her new and p>ermancnt address as 320 Betty

Lane, Clearwater, Florida. After following her

husband hither and yon (he was in the army)

they decided that a warm climate was what
they wanted for their old age! He also spent

two winters in France and England, where

the weather was decidedly on the chilly side,

so from now on it is the Florida sunshine

for the Klines. She may not be on hand for

the reunion as she has to go to Culver to

see her son Frank graduate in June. (My son

Ed, Jr., graduated from Culver Summer School

this August.)

Halle Moore Crisler still lives in Clarks-

dale, Mississippi, where her husband is district

attorney. She says that for several years all

they have known is "war and cotton," but

that now the war is over they are taking

a few week-end trips. She also says the

"latch string hangs out" for their friends,

so when you are driving in her direction she

has a room all waiting for you. Thanks Halle.

"Tay" Taylor Corley finally wrote

me a grand note. It is so long since any

of us have heard from her! She has four

boys! John is a fighter pilot. P-Sl , had a

short time in Italy, and is now fuming away
the time at Napier Field, Alabama. Hank is

a second classman at Annapolis and is very

"Nav-ee," while Buck is a plebe at West
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Point. Sandy is still at home and in high

school. The Corleys live in the country at

Midlothian. Virginia. Tay, you of all people

ought to be able to make the reunion. She also

says Laura Thornpwn MacMillan is still in

Washington. (I tried to call Laura when I was

there between trains last spring.)

A card from Marian Shajcr Wadhams re-

ports that all is well with her and her family.

She expects Charles, Jr., home for Christmas

—he has been in Tokyo Bay. Of her two

daughters, Pat is at Belvoir with her husband

and Jane is a junior at Wells. Shafe is still

up to her old tricks of running things. She

has been to Albany recently on a Victory

Loan Drive, where she met a friend of

Rhoda's who said she was more beautiful than

ever! Take a bow Rhoda. See you in June,

Shafe.

A couple of weeks ago I had a visit from

Gere Paiily Crawford and her husband. They

had come down to Oxford, Ohio, with their

daughter, Mary, who is a sophomore at West-

ern College, It was quite a thrill to see Gert

again and to meet her husband. Elizabeth

Hodge Markgraf and Carl came over for the

evening and we had a grand time reminiscing.

This seems to be all the news that I have for

you this time, and 1 am sorry, for this is the

only issue which goes to you all. The other

three numbers are sent only to those who
contribute to the Alumnae Fund. So if you

want to keep up on the activities of your

alma mater, send your gift whatever its size

to the Alumnae Office. Also please do write,

use that post card I sent to each of you

—

being a class secretary is so dull when you

neglect me. In the meantime, include that

trip to Sweet Briar next June for our 2Uh
anniversary in your 194.6 schedule.

1922

Class Secretary: Gertrude Dally Massie

(Mrs. Adrian) Purchase Street, Rye, New
York.

Fund Agent: Burd Dickson Stevenson (Mrs.

F. J.) Route 1, Blackburn Road. Sewickley,

Pennsylvania.

1923

Class Secretary: none.

Fnnil Agent: none.

1924

Class Secretary: Kathryn Klunijih McGuire
(Mrs. Frederick T. Jr.) 2597 Derbyshire

Road, Cleveland 6, Ohio.

Fund Agent: none.

I haven't heard much news from you all

but here's what tid-bits I have gleaned. Carol

Flynn Eley has moved to Echo Inn at Hen-
derson ville. North Carolina. Muriel MacLeod's

address is now R.R. 3 6, York, Pennsylvania.

Delphine Norton Prescott has moved back to

Cleveland permanently. Her girl and boy

are now in their teens.

There's a bit of news from Davenport

—

Marnie Ficnigbanm DeLescaille's daughter

Betty-Lou was married this summer. Elsie

'Wood von Maur, El Fiarned Arp, and Dodie

von Maur Crampton all went to the wedding.

I know you'll be sorry to hear that Dodie's

mother died this summer. Her daughter, Ger-

trude, enters Vassar this fall and El's son,

Louis, Jr., is in the Navy and is stationed

at Great Lakes. Bern Hulbnrd Wain and her

family spent their summer vacation at the

sea shore in Delaware.

I had such a nice note from Gladys Wood-
uard Hubbard. Her one and only child is

in the army of occupation at Frankfurt.

Germany. Gladys spent her summer at Moose-

head Lake in Maine. She has kept up her

active interest in music ever since Sweet

Briar days taking both voice and piano les-

sons. She belongs to two musical clubs and is

a member of the board of a Music School in

Hartford.

Florence Westgatc Kraffert is in Bryn Mawr
at the moment at 349 Millbank Road, where

her major husband is busy with terminating

war contracts for the Air Corps. Nancy, her

daughter, is a junior at Bryn Mawr. and

Dick, her son, graduated this June with high

honors from Hill Preparatory School. She

sees Shiney Bodine Mount castle quite often

and reports that she is fine.

I am starting a busy winter as chairman

of the Women's Committee of the Cleveland

Playhouse. Otherwise I'm completely domestic

—would love to hear news of you all, so

why not write?

Changes of address:

Mrs. J. R. A. Hobson (Mary Marshall)

204 West Turney Avenue, Phoenix. Arizona.

Mrs. Henry Prescott (Delphine Norton)

18900 Shelbourne Road, Cleveland, Ohio.

192S

Class Secretary : none.

Fund Agent: none.

1926

Class Secretary: none.

Fund Agent: Katharyn Norris Kelley
(Mrs. Stillman F.) Babson Park 57, Mas-

sachusetts.

1927

Class Secretary: none.

Fund Agent: Claire Manner Arnold (Mrs.

Wylie) 2410 Vernon Drive, Charlotte. North

Carolina.

1928

Class Secretary: Katherine Brighthrll Biltz

(Mrs. Robert) 161 West Maple Avenue,

Langhorne, Pennsylvania.

Fund Agent: Susan B. Jelley, 3 1 East 61

Street, New York.

1929

Class Secretary: Polly McDiarniid Serodino

(Mrs. Pierre) 312 East Mid vale Avenue,

Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Fund Agent: Belle hrockcnhrotigb Hutchins
(Mrs. John S.) 250 Birch Street. Winnetka,

Illinois.

By far the most outstanding news I have

is 3 little piece that will make you chuckle

—

Anne Mason's son won a tennis tournament

at camp this past summer! It should be given

a prominent place on the Sweet Briar records,

and Anne Mason herself is eager for all pub-

licity on the subject. John Winn is in China

on detached service with the Chinese Air

Force and hasn't even seen Anne Mason. III.

Having scoured central Kentucky, greater

Cincinnati and Charlottesville for a place to

rent, Anne Mason finally bought a home in

Covington, Kentucky.

I was so glad to have such a grand response

to my mimeographed letter, which was the

best I could do at such a late date. Polly

even wrote me a long letter, which was

most welcome, for we haven't done any

better lately than a few lines on a

Christmas card. The Serodinos have moved to

Chattanooga and are liking it a lot. She has

signed up at the University to take courses

in typing and history, and by the time she

does that and chauffeurs Peter around, there

isn't time to be lonesome for dear old Cin-

cinnati. Polly says she'll take a try at the

secretary's job for a sp>ell. It's grand of her

to do it, and when she makes her call for

news, be ready with the latest tidbit.

1 hadn't heard anything from Pet Sheppard

in years, so was delighted to get word of her.

She lives in Winston-Salem and has a boy

eight years old, a little girl of four, and a

Navy lieutenant husband, now stationed in

Washington. Hodgson reports that her hus-

band, also in the Navy, is now on the staff

of the Commander in Chief of the Atlantic

Fleet. She says she put both children in camp
this past summer and was in Boston and

Portland, Maine, "following the old man
around." She also had a week with Libber

who is now back in Greenville, Delaware, and

hopes she won't ever be any place else. Libber

says that John was atomic bombing for the

two years they disappeared into the west, and

several other people confirmed it for me.

Libber says that the most important thing

that has happened in her life at the present

time is the return of her old cook.

Lisa is in Richmond and reports that her

husband is in Tokyo with the Eighth army,

and that it is his first full duty since he was

wounded a year ago. Anne Conway writes

from Danville that she is looking forward

—

about eight years to the time when her

daughter will be entering Sweet Briar. When
I think that twenty years ago right now we
were freshmen, it gives me a terrific shock.

Anne is eager for news of Crews and Dot
Fowler. Can anyone help?

Hallie Gubleman left the spinster ranks

of '29 and became on August 3 the bride

of David Robert Knowles. She says that after

trying the east, the south, and the west, she

is now north, and she means NORTH.
Hallie said she spent the summer at Torch

Lake but missed Polly and Gussie; she found

out too late that they were there. No other

news of our Gussie, except that Sally Callison

reports seeing her at Torch Lake this summer
with her three children. Sally says of herself

that she is up to her neck keeping house

without any servants, doing Scout work and

teaching Sunday School. Sally has taken care

of this column for six years now, and has

done a good job. We'll promise her some
respite but she may have to take over again-

Sally didn't report on her visit to the May
Queen, but Belle says that she and sister Jane

and Jane's two daughters visited her a couple

of days this summer
—

"a snappy cute outfit,"

says Belle. The beautiful Mrs. Hutchins is
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as energetic as she is lovely—she is our newly

appointed Fund Agent.

Claire Hoyf Gaver reports from Fairlawn,

New Jersey, that her news is house-wifely and

routine. She has three boys which keep her

busy. Jo Tatman Mason says that her doings

wouldn't make exciting copy either—that

she and her boys were at the seashore in

Connecticut, and the oldest offspring, Joan,

spent the vacation at a horse-back riding

camp in Vermont. Jo reports that as a rider

Joan is a distinct improvement on her mother.

Ella Parr Phillips Slate is with her parents

in Roanoke while her husband is in England

doing radio work with the BBC. She has a

three year old being primed already for Sweet

Briar. Ella Parr's father is the Bishop of our

diocese of Southwestern Virginia, and a very

fine Bishop he is. Amelia Mollis Scott lives

in Lynchburg and I get a chance to see her

once in a while. She is Commissioner of the

Girl Scouts there, does a lot of church work
and keeps so busy, what with husband Tom,
daughter Sue, and son Dudley, that you have

to catch her on the wing. Amelia lives near

Fanny O'Brian Het trick, who moved to the

big city from Piney River last winter.

Nan Torian Owens has a brand new son,

Hubert Bond, Jr., and her daughter Sarah is

four years old. Nan says that she and her

husband built their own home in Athens

about five years ago and they seem to be

pretty permanently settled. Hubert, Sr., is

head of the Landscape Architecture Depart-

ment at the University.

Eleanor Dniall Spruill and her three child-

ren are in Cheraw, and expect father Jim
home from Washington the first of the year

when he expects to set up his own law office.

Eleanor says that she has finally sunk into

the class called housewife and what with no

nursemaids and such—we know how she

spends her time. Adelaide Henderson Cabaniss

is back home in the south after spending all

last winter in California with husband Bill

and two children. Bill Cablniss is the executive

officer of the 27th Seabees and had been in

the Pacific for two years. While in San Fran-

cisco Adelaide said she covered the Conference

for the Augusta Chronicle^ which must have

been fun. She saw Lou Lutz in Chicago on

her way back from California. Now she's

busy as president of the League of Women
Voters in Augusta.

Louise Dailey Sturhahn has moved to Level

Green Farm, near Manassas, Virginia,

and hopes that any gals touring below

Washington will stop in. Ed Sturhahn

is now an ex-major and is in the Department

of Commerce in Washington, doing work
with the Civil Aeronautics Authority. Louise

says that they have had such a good time

remodeling the 200 year old house on their

place.

Helen Weitzman Dew is in Washington with

the Red Cross. She was in North Africa doing

all sorts of things that Red Cross people are

called upon to do, and met her husband there.

He turned out to be a cousin of Polly Cary
Dew's, Robert Waller Dew. They expect to

be living in Fredericksburg soon. She reports

that her hair is all white and Polly reports

that hers is too!

Capt. Louise Nelson,

'30, is one of 14 mem-
bers of the WAC to

wear the Legion of

Merit, which she re-

ceived in June, 1 945,

in Paris. Capt. Nelson,

recently returned from

two years overseas,

spent the first in Eng-

land in command of

a WAC detachment

and the second in

Paris. There she worked
with the Army Medi-

cal Corps, on the com-

pilation of medical

records at the Paris

Hdqts. She was given

the Legion of Merit in

recognition of her out-

standing record as

company commander
in England.

ARMY SIGNAL CORPS PHOTOGRAPH

Katie Coe has been with Best and Company
in New York for seven years. She says she

saw Mary Archer Bean Eppes about two

months ago on her way back to Cambridge,

Massachusetts, from her sister's in Pennsyl-

vania. Katie said she had a nice day with her

and her two boys. Mary Archer reports the

visit to Bucks County and the tale that her

boys thought her sister's new daughter, born

on V-J Day, ought to be named "Victoria

Japonica." Katie also wrote that Helen Smith

Miller was due back from Europe any day.

And that reminds me Kay Close has been

in Tulonville, France, but expected to go

to Germany soon to work in a camp for

displaced persons. She'd probably like to

hear from all of us. It's a grand piece of

work she is doing.

A card from Eve Ballard from Charleston,

West Virginia, says she has recently resigned

as chairman of the staff assistants of the local

Red Cross chapter and is doing some work
with the West Virginia Merit System.

I am Red Crossing in Amherst County,

where I have been doing the Home Service

work for more than two years. I am still

helping in the Biology lab and playing hockey

with the campus characters, although Polly

asked me in her recent letter, "How in the

world can you still play hockey?" I don't

know, and to be sure it isn't the same brand

it was 20 years ago.

It was swell to get so many answers to my
letter and I wish you would all remember

I'd be delighted to have you visit at Briar

Hill any time you can get back to the Patch.

Gert Prior, Secretary pro tern.

Changes of Address:

Anne Mason Brent (Mrs. John Winn) 10S8

Emerson Road, Covington, Kentucky.

Hallet Gubelman (Mrs. David Robert

Knowles) 3 11 Front Street, Boyne City,

Michigan.

Louif-e Daily Mrs. Edward M. Sturhahn)

Box 86, Clifton, Fairfax County, Virginia.

Kathryn Close, UNRRA, APO 7^7, c/o
Postmaster, New York.

Class Secretary: Sally Reahard, 5 52 5 North
Meridian Street, Indianapolis 8, Indiana.

Fund Agent: Gwendolyn Olcott Writer
(Mrs. George S., Jr.) 21 Fifth Avenue,

Nyack 3, New York.

A weak little voice from your past this

time. Jo Stubbs did an exhaustive job of

research for the June issue. I find "nobody
home" when I send my questionnaires. How-
ever, I have two welcome notes you will be

glad to hear.

Florence Lodge McCall wrote from Cleve-

land saying her two boys, Michael and James
are now 13 and 10. I imagine they are taking

her full time as her other activities were

unmentioned!

Mary Laurence Sessions appeared on deck

with the information that she has seen many
Sweet Briar gals lately, including Sarah Mca-

dor Little, Elizabeth Johnston Cook, Sarah

de Sdssnrc Heath, Teresa Atkinson Greenfield,

Sue Burnett Davis and Marguerite Hodnett

McDaniell. Mary says that her son Donald

is 7 years old at this point and besides her

domestic activities she does volunteer work
in the Junior League Speech School in Atlanta.

Her sister, Helen Lawrence Vanderhorst is

moving to Germantown, Pennsylvania.

Change of address:

Eleanor B. Williams, MacDonald Bros.,

10 High Street, Boston, Massachusetts.

1931

Class Secretary: Martha McBroom Shipman
(Mrs. Frank L.) 210 Ridge Avenue. Troy,

Ohio.

Fund Agent: Peronne Whittakcr Scott

(Mrs. Robert) 648 D, Beverly Road, Tea-

neck, New Jersey.

My news this month has come chiefly from

cards that came in after the deadline in the

spring.

Peronne Whittaker Scott recounted her

most recent Itinerary, which included a stop-
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off at Sweet Briar, also one in Augusta and

later temporary quarters at Spartanburg,

South Carolina, while Bob was stationed at

Camp Croft. Because of housing conditions

at Fort Benning, she was not able to follow

him there, but returned home around June 2.

I am hoping by this time Bob has been re-

leased and has been able to join his family.

You will all be interested in a card I re-

ceived from Cynthia Vaughan, telling me oi

her work in Hawaii. She is secretary to the

Director of the Hawaiian, Marshall & Gilbert

Islands and to use her own words, "even

though we are far from the combat zones

and lead the most comfortable life, still we

arc close enough to meet and talk with the

boys just back from these operations and feel

we are helping in a tiny way—I have been

here just a year and expect to stick it out

until that grand day." Perhaps Cynthia is

back in the States by now. If so, I hope she

writes me and gives a more detailed account

of her work.

Another member of our class who has

arrived on foreign shores is Evelyn Day
Mullen. Since her letter appears elsewhere

in the magazine, I won't take up space here

other than to say, "Thanks, Evelyn, for such

an excellent report and please write me again."

A round-robin letter which includes Nancy
Worthington, Martha von Briesen, Jean

Countryman Presba, and Virginia Cooke Rea

came to me in Salt Lake in the early part of

August. It covered several months as Mart

was writing of her busy days at Sweet Briar

prior to May Day and Commencement. I

certainly experienced a wave of nostalgia.

Nancy was quite involved in getting her

father's camp opened up for the summer and

I am anxious to hear what kind of a season

she had.

Jean was still busy with her new home

and Ginny had just moved back to her own
home after having spent the winter with

her family. Her husband, Fritz, was still

in the Pacific but hoped to be home by

Thanksgiving as his ship was coming in for

repairs. Since that news came to me before

the war ended, he may be home permanently

by now.

Received an announcement from Mary
Robinson Barber of the arrival of her fourth

child, Bruce Atchison Barber, born July \4:

She writes that he gives promise of being

"a real red-headed Scotchman." I would say

that Mary has her hands full with no help

and Ann, 7, Helen, 4, and Gerard, 2, also to

care for, but what a wonderful family!

Theda Sherman Newlin sent news of

Blanche Vandenberg Shoaf who is now a

Navy wife and lives in Washington. In De-

cember her first child, William Walter Shoaf,

Jr., was born. Thanks for the information,

Theda, and how about some news concern-

ing yourself?

As for my own activities—the children

and I were able to join Ship for another

perfect summer in Salt Lake, returning here

in time for school. While in Cincinnati early

in September, I ran into Jane Muhlberg Hal-

verstadt and Lucy Moulthrop Alexander, '3 3

—and both looked as though they could still

qualify for the May Court, even though

ALUMNAE AUTHORS

If you have published any

books, theses, magazine articles,

etc., please send copies to the

Mary Helen Cochran Library

at Sweet Briar. The library

wishes to build a collection of

alumnae publications.

several years have elapsed since tliey were

members.

In closing, let me add the fervent hope

that by the time you read this column, you

who have had husbands overseas for so many
months will be reunited with them once

more. It has been a rugged four years, but

here's to bigger and better days ahead.

Oh yes, and one last request. If any of

you have news for me, don't wait for a card

requesting it, but send it pronto. Since I do

not type and handle all correspondence in

longhand, it would help so much to hear

from you, unsolicited, so how about it gals

—but soon! Your contribution to the Alum-
nae Fund will bring the other three issues

of the Alumnae Nevps.

1952

Class Secretary: Charlotte Magoffin, Por-

tage Point, Deerwood, Minnesota.

FitniJ Agent: Marcia Patterson, Kent

Place School, Summit, New Jersey.

I didn't have time to send out cards to

nearly as many of you as I wanted to this

time, but I must say that those I did write

to gave me a grand response.

Susanne Gay LJnville wrote that she and

thirteen months old James have just moved
from Sharon, Connecticut, to New York
City, and have an apartment at I East End
Avenue. Her husband, a captain in the Army,
sailed from San Francisco about a week before

the Japs surrendered, but at the time she

wrote, he was still in the grip of the censors

and she had no idea where he was.

The card I had from Alice Dabney Parker

reminded me of that head of a pin somebody

put the Twenty-third Psalm on—one more

comma would have run off the edge com-
pletely! The Parkers literally opened the

season at Virginia Beach, and spent a week

relaxing in a big way. Later in the summer,

Alice took the children and went to Char-

lottesville for a seven and a half weeks' visit

with her family. She found time to take up
piano again, and enjoyed it more than ever,

and says now "we're trying to get a piano

so I can keep it up in my feeble way." In

mid-September Alice and Johnny took the

children to the Beach and introduced the

ocean to them for the first time

—

quite an

event.

Alice sent me a pretty complete report on

everyone she saw in Charlottesville. Betty

Allen Magruder has a job at Presbyterian

Hospital in New York City, working on

psychosomatic medicine, in which she is

vitally interested. I'd like to hear more of

this, and shall make a point of doing so anon.

Irene Kellogg is back on the job in Miami
Beach after a vacation in New York State

and Charlottesville, and, according to Alice,

was looking and feeling in the pink of co-

dition. The children of both Henrietta Bryan

Alphin and Nancy Wilson Drewry came in

for some very flattering remarks by Alice

—

I think it's safe to publish that much, even

at the risk of creating a couple of vain

mothers.

Anne MacRae, our WAVE, is hoping not

to be one by the end of another few months.

She has been in San Diego for the past half

year, working in Epidemiology which has

consisted largely of entomology, and she has

combed the countryside in a jeep, doing insect

surveys. After several years in uniform, Anne
says her only post-war plans are "frills and

feathers," and I can't say anyone will blame

her.

Sue Burnett Davis was bubbling over with

the news that the Davis family is out of the

Army and back in Atlanta. Young Tread

is in the second grade, and Sue has agreed

to be "grade mother" for the year. She isn't

quite sure what that means, but it sounds

like quite some responsibility.

Sue passed on the very agreeable piece of

information that Hazel Stamps Collins has a

new little girl, born about the middle of

September.

"Flappy" Pancake said she had heard in

a vague way that Mildred Larimer is in Spain

on a government job. Does anybody know
anything more definite about this? Also ac-

cording to Flappy, who saw the item in the

paper ( well, we have to ferret out the dope

some way, don't we?) Trudy Buist Roberts

and her family visited in Lexington this

summer. Tiny Marshall Timberlake is still

living with her family in Lexington, but will

return to Staunton as soon as Wayt is dis-

charged from the service.

Alice Weymouth McCord and her children

returned to Flushing from a wonderful vaca-

tion at the Weymouths', just in time to put

young Louise in school, Alice's husband is

now in Japan, but he has more than enough

points, so he may be home shortly.

Eleanor Wright Conway had had word that

Ted was sailing for home, and was in a

lather, expecting the door to open almost

any minute. Ted is a colonel and in the

regular Army, so the end of the war doesn't

mean he'll be getting out, but after three

and a half years overseas. El was very hopeful

that he wouldn't be sent over again. The

Conways' two daughters are both in school,

having recovered in the 'nick of time from

mild cases of whooping cough.

I haven't heard from Helen Pratt Graff

since July, but at that time she was recuper-

ating from an operation, and the grandmoth-

ers were caring for her two children.

By now, the Ruffins are "civilians" again,

which news Bellamy was thrilled to impart.

Peter was in the Navy for four and a half

years, so his family is really ecstatic to have

him at home again. Virginia took the children

to Charleston the end of June and spent five
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weeks with Peter, and on August II, he was

promoted to full Commander. The Rufiins

had their own private kind of V-J Day. In

the excitement of the radio announcement,

Suzanne (aged six) fell backward out of her

chair and cut her head badly on a door, so

that in the midst of the victory celebration,

Virginia had to tear into town in the car,

taking her injured child to the doctor. They
did manage to do a little belated celebrating

after Suzanne was bandaged up, but Virginia

said that after waiting all these years for

V-J Day. she felt as if she'd been hit by an

atomic bomb, instead of having heard that

the war was actually over.

Bellamy mentioned having seen Susalee

Bclser Pegues ('33 ) and her cute seven year

old daughter in Charleston, and also Marian

Tabor Maybank, who has just had a new
son, her third child.

The Magoflins are still "as you were."

Our big news (and I have to kick myself even

yet to realize it's a fact) is the reality that

the war is over and my four brothers are

all o.k. My young sister entered Mills College

this fall, three of the boys hope to get leaves

in November to come home for deer hunting,

and we're looking for my Navy brother by

Christmas. I don't anticipate getting East

before next year, but when I do start that

Grand Tour, it's going to be a dilly, and I

intend to call or see everybody!

Changes of address:

Mrs. Frank Davis (Sue Burnett), 1091

Stovall Boulevard, Atlanta, Georgia.

Mrs. C. Edwin Linville (Susanne Gay), 1

East End Avenue, New York, New York.

Mrs. John J. Murphy (Adrena Abell), 601

Greenwood Road. Raleigh Court, Roanoke,

Virginia.

Mrs. Park Edmund Ticer (Courtenay

Cochran) , 213 Woodland Terrace, Jefferson

Park, Alexandria, Virginia.

Mrs. Carl Meinig (Mary Catherine De-

Long), 603 Trent Avenue, Wyomissing,

Pennsylvania.

Mrs. W. Burton Keeble (Constance Fow-
ler), 1 Stadium Road. Charlottesville, Vir-

ginia.

Mrs. Charles A. Crawford (Eleanor

Franke), 73 Neron Place, New Orleans 18,

Louisiana.

Major Ruth H. Kerr, L-in016, WAC
Staff Section, Headquarters CAP, Boiling

Field. Washington 20, D. C.

Mrs. Leslie A. Jonas (Carol Miller), 6^00

North Hoyner Avenue, Chicago 45, Illinois.

Mrs. John Lindley (Virginia Hall)

304 Irving Place, Greensboro, North Caro-

lina.

1933

Class Secretary: Frances Powell Zoppa (Mrs.

Charles) 3 6 Pocahontas Avenue, Richmond,
Virginia.

Fund Agetit: Sue Graies Stubbs (Mrs. Will-

iam K.) 1100 Riverside Drive, Monroe, Lou-

isiana.

Ladies, I am really jubilant over the fol-

lowing results of my "last resort." Those of

you who didn't answer, please feel contrite

and rush me some news for the next issue.

Thanks!

Sue Johnson Simpson doesn't think you'd

be interested but she has three sons. That is

something in anybody's life! In addition to

raising beaus for future Briarities, she has

just finished a two year term as president

of the Junior Charities, a local organization.

Langhorne Watts Austen has recently wel-

comed her husband back from three years

overseas duty. We rejoice with her and her

three children.

Lois Foster Moore writes from Cincinnati

where she has been with her Navy husband

for three years. They and son Jimmy, aged

two, hope to return to New York and civilian

life before Christmas. Thank you, Lois, for

your astounding news about Marge Gublcmati

Hastert. She has a boy and twin girls. Lois also

writes that Ruth Dat ies Young has been liv-

ing in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, with her

husband this summer. He expects to be re-

leased from the Navy soon.

I wish the snapshot of Frances (Pat) Atkin-

son enclosed with her letter could be

printed here. She looks quite young and chic

as secretary to the District OPA. For a

hobby. Pat designs bookplates for her friends.

From the Alumnae Ofiice, we hear that

Katherine Gochnaiier Slater has a daughter,

Anne Fitzhugh, born May 31, 1945.

Nevil Crutc Holmes writes a newsy letter

from Houston, Texas. She has a new daughter

to her credit, too, Helen Vaughan, born last

Christmas. Warwick Rust Brown with her

"Reverend" husband and three children has

just visited Nevil. I believe the Browns live

in Waco. Texas. Nevil also writes that she

has seen Anne Spencer who works in Mobile,

Alabama, for Waterman Steamship Lines.

Anne was traveling and enjoying life.

Dott Brett Prentiss is also doing her part

to furnish Sweet Briar girls with beaus. She

has two sons that "give her a perpetual race

with the clock." The Prentisses live in Kent,

Ohio.

Ted Clary Treadwell has a little girl and

a new baby boy. She has recently given up a

"career" to take on the "domestic drudge,"

but seems to like the latter fine.

That's all the news from out of town,

Ladies. Here in Richmond, Jo Kncker Powell

is awaiting her soldier husband, Lewis, who
has been almost three years in the European

Theatre. He is now a full Colonel and has

been awarded the Legion of Merit and the

Bronze Star. Jo has two little girls. Jo and

Penny. As for me, I have a husband due

back from the Navy soon. We have two

little girls, Suzanne and Nancy, whom I

spend my days trotting to school, danring,

dentist, and birthday parties. I try to do

a lot of outside things too, so there's little

time to sit and count the wrinkles. Have
enjoyed hearing from these prize few and

hope for more and more mail. Am I opti-

mistic?

Changes of address:

Mrs. Harold Osterman (Mary Spalding)

1129 Floyd Avenue, Richmond, Virginia, i

Mrs. Martin Burks (Rose Beverley Bear)

4 1 6 Allison Avenue, Roanoke, Virginia.

Mrs. Sydney Stein, Jr. (Jeannette Sahm-

baugh ) 5 5 3 7 Woodlawn Avenue, Chicago,

Illinois.

Mrs. Ralph A. Emling (Marjorie Morse)
701 West Market Street, York, Pennsylvania.

Mrs. St. Clair Bromfield, Jr. (Mary Kate
Pat ton) 2208 Lipscomb, Amarillo, Texas.

Mrs. Donald Livingston Gipson (Madeline

Le Pine) 1 Lake Street, Monticello, New
York.

Mary Bess Roberts, Box 224, Route 7,

Roanoke, Virginia.

Mrs. Robert R. Wilson (Adah Montayne
Barber) 3 881 Porter Street, N.W., Washing-
ton, D. C.

Mrs. Barney T. Myers (Alice Smith)

Brookside Hotel, 54th and Brookside, Kansas

City 2, Missouri.

Mrs. Robert Lee Cashing (Dorothy Hedges)

1 Fairfield Drive. Short Hills, New Jersey.

Mrs. Robert Wiemer (Betty Gates Atta-

way) 801 Robinson Place, Shreveport, Lou-
isiana.

1934

Class Secretary: Marjorie Lasar Hurd (Mrs.

E. R., Jr.) 42 5 North Hanley Road. Saint

Louis 5, Missouri.

Class Agent: Julie SaJler de Coligny (Mrs.

Calvert) Sleepy Hollow Road, R. F. D..

Falls Church, Virginia.

I want to make two corrections right now
about babies; I said that I thought Fran

Darden Musick's third baby was a girl. Well,

it was a boy, Richard Morgan, born March
26, 1945. Fran writes that she and Jack had

their first vacation in two years this summer
and spent a wonderful week with two other

couples in the country.

The other error was about "Miss" Fogg

I said she had three girls; she hasn't, she has

a boy and two girls. Helen Hanson Bam-
ford wrote me that, and also said that Jill

is back from England.

Emilie Emory Washburn has a second little

girl, Susan Emory, who was born September

ninth; her husband is stationed in Ogden.

Utah, and Emmie is at Bay Shore with the

girls.

Kathleen Spillcr is now Mrs. James E.

Gillis, Junior, as of December twenty-second;

her husband is a Captain and is now in

the Pacific.

Connie Bur well left the Foreign News re-

search department of TIME last October to

become executive assistant to the director

of editorial policy for that magazine; then

last August she left New York for London
where she was married to William Wesley

White who is on the staff of TIME in the

London ofiice. At the time of writing Connie

expected to continue working for TIME in

the foreign ofiice.

I know the whole class would like to

extend its deepest sympathies to Anne Marvin

who lost her father last summer. Anne re-

signed from the WAVES at that time and

is now with her mother in Charlottesville.

Lib Sc/jcuer Maxwell says her husband is

out of the Army; she saw Mary Sue Fender,

ex '34, married to an A.A.F. Captain, one

Nathan Stewart Miller, in New York in

August. Chuck gave the bride away and Lib

says Sue was a dream in green satin; remem-

ber her red hair.' Lib saw Julie, Mary Neill

and Lou Bradley in Washington this summer.
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Nancy Butzucr Lea veil was waiting

for , her husband co return from Italy;

he was on his way at the time she

wrote. She put in a very strenuous (it seemed

to me) summer breaking a young horse, and

says that small Anne is about to get a pony
all her own when she reaches the fifty-

pound mark.

Kitty Marshall Hamill writes that Debbey
Ebatt^b Smith has a little girl, Caroline

Griffith,, now about two years old and that

Eleanor Ru\i Mattern, '3 S has a little boy,

John Rust. She, Bob and the baby stay well

and in one place.

Mitzi Fried has been quite ill but spent

the summer in Maryland and I hope is well

by now.

Julie is class agent again and asks that all

of us give generously and at an early date

this year; it will save everyone a lot of time

and effort if we do . . . especially Julie, who,

like most of us, has her hands pretty full

with just everyday doings. Calvert is out of

the Army and they expect to be back in

New Orleans after December first.

Jackie Bond Wood and crew bought an

old house on the bluff along the James River

but neglected to give me the new address;

maybe the Office can supply it. She saw Cal-

vert and Julie this summer and said Julie

has the handsomest and best-beliaved children

in all the world.

Marjorie Smith Zengel and her family have

moved back to New Orleans. Jean Sprague

writes from Washington that she is still

doing business at the same stand; ditto for

Marcia and her family in Temple, Texas.

Nan Carter Russell and her cousin plus nine

children spent a busy summer in Clarksburg

canning, gardening and swimming. I hate

to even mention this but she told me they

had to throw away two hundred quarts (yes,

that's what she said) of canned fruit because

Karo didn't do the trick. That bit of news

really spoiled my day. Bonnie Wood Stookey

is busy with her new house and the two little

boys and plans to go down to Sweet Briar

in October for the Council Meeting.

Judy Daugherty Musser left Florida with

Bill and Jan in July and finally ended up in

Frankfort to stay there while Bill is away;

she writes that he is now in Samar, one of

the Philippine Islands.

The summer passed very pleasantly for

us except for a hectic two weeks when David

had pneumonia; I was baffled by his having

pneumonia in the hot weather and it was

about over before I came to my senses. The
children are in school and I am in the same

old comfortable rut and doing nicely. Keep

me posted as you gradually get back to

where you were before the war and PLEASE
give to the Fund.

Changes of address:

Mrs. Ernest M. Wood, Jr. (Jackie Bond)

1 Denver Place, Lynchburg, Virginia.

Mrs. William W. White (Connie Burwell)

TIME and LIFE Ltd.. Dean House. 4 Dean

Street, London, England.

Mrs. William Musser (Judy Daugherty)

359 South Jackson Street, Frankfort, Indiana.

Mrs. Nathan S. Miller (Mary Sue Fender)

1102 Robeson Street. Fall River, Massachu-

setts.

Mrs. James A. Hirshfield (Marjorie Prentis)

19413 Argyl Oval, Rocky River, Ohio.

Mrs. Fred Zengel (Marjorie Smith) 45 10

South Carrollton Avenue, New Orleans, Lou-

isiana.

Anne Marvin, Box 1 576, University, Char-

lottesville. Virginia.

1935

Clttss Secretary:

Fund Agent: Dorothy Barry Ketcham
(Mrs. Gordon) 5 30 Seminole Avenue, Ora-
dell, New Jersey.

Don't ask me why this has to happen to

me or you for that matter, but here I am
pinch-hitting as a class secretary and won-
dering what the War Department would say

if it sent a snooper about to see how I'm

earning the tax-payers' money! If it's my
own taxes I'm spending that's all right, but

I'd hate to bring down the wrath of you
other ten-year olds.

News is scarce since this is one of those

hurry jobs and besides you wouldn't answer

any inquiries without considerable respect

for the prospective printed word, so I shall

have to put my regulars and irregulars on

the spot for you. Sue Strasshurger Anderson
has moved from Stamford to Breezy Hill

Farm in Wilton, Connecticut. The farm
sounds charming and how happy her hus-

band's bees must be to have acres of apple

trees on the home lot. Sue plans to do some

pulling out, building on and painting up

from time to time when she isn't cultivating

the asparagus or melting butter for its

appearance on the dinner table.

Beverley Hill Furniss is visiting this month
in Annapolis. She and the two boys, John
and Allan, who made his appearance in May,
drove up from Selma and her husband will

come up later to drive them back. She said

Callie Furniss and family are about to move
to Atlanta.

It seems that Helen Wolcott spent her

vacation bumping into old friends. At Vir-

ginia Beach she saw Arnold Sitsong Jones and

her handsome three year old son, and in

Richmond she and Hester Kracntcr Avery
lunched together. Hester has three boys now,

the latest being James T. the Third, and they

are living in Bon Air just outside of Rich-

mond.

Sarah Turpin keeps on with her work for

the hush-hush Office of Strategic Services and

has come back to the hurly-burly in the city

proper after spending the summer living with

friends out in Georgetown.

Helen Wolcott threw a nice dinner party

a few weeks ago so I got a glimpse of Helen

Schneider. You should have seen her bonnet

with fuschia veil!

Harriet Taylor Leo has left Arlington and

presumably is back in Kansas City now. I

blush to admit that I allowed vacations and

trips (business) to interfere and didn't get

to see her at all. Forgive me, Hattie.

Becky Young Fraser doesn't write but I

see by my job files that she is the new presi-

dent of the Atlanta Junior League which

undoubtedly is enough to keep her whirring.

Sometime ago Ginny Gott Gilbert was in

rhapsodies at being near home again. Her
husband had been transferred to West Point

and they were living just off the post and
planning all sorts of jaunts through the East.

So there you have it gals and I'll bet

you'll wish someone with real sense and time

to cultivate good habits would take over

this job so that pages of chit chat would
greet you the rest of the year. And don't

forget all those juicy bits I'm leaving out

will come forth in the December issue so

remember the Alumnae Fund and give gen-

erously.

Mary Marks

1936

Class Secretary: Lillian Cabell Gay (Mrs.

James R.) 244-B Park Avenue, Swarthmore,

Pennsylvania.

fund Agent: Katherinf. Nilea Parker (Mrs.

Franklin P.) 46 Glen Road. Wellcsley Hills

82, Massachusetts.

1957

Class Secretary: Harriet Shaw, 221 High-
brook Avenue, Pelham Manor 65, New York.

Fund Agent: Dorothy Prout Gorsuch
(Mrs. Robert W.) Kings Highway, Box 154,

Chapel Hill, Atlantic Highlands, New Jersey.

After having sent out more than a dozen

cards to gather news, one answer came back

to me. Please write me a penny card before

the next issue (before January) or better

still if you get to New York, call me at

the office—Bowling Green 9-8120.

Lee Hall Cramer, my lone card answerer,

spent most of the summer at her farm, having

persuaded her father to do some business

traveling for her. Fred is expected home for

Christmas from duty in Amberg, Bavaria.

He will probably come to a new home as Lee

hopes to move to Garden City this fall. She

told me that Nina Can thorn Jar vis' husband

Harold is safe after being reported missing

—

wonderful news.

I had a long letter from Ellen Lee Snod-

grass Park in July. She also enclosed a news

article and picture of her with her son,

Houston, the "spitting image" of Mom. Ac-
cording to the article Ellen Lee was awarded

a four year scholarship at National University

School of Law. Kappa Beta Pi, legal sorority,

granted the scholarship to our sum ma cum
laude graduate on the basis of scholarship

before they knew she was the widow of a

former Washington district lawyer who died

fighting on Saipan. National University was

Houston's alma mater also.

Ellie also wrote that she saw Betty Williams

several times this summer. Betty is an army
nurse, 2nd lieutenant, and at the time was

stationed at Newton D. Baker Hospital in

West Virginia. Betty, Ellie, and Jane Collins

Corwin went to Anne Lauman's wedding to

Donald Sedgewick Bussey and now lives in

Arlington, Virginia. I also heard from Ellie

that Margaret Holcomb MacMillan is living

in Beverly Hills, Alexandria, Virginia, with

her three children. Norma Rogers Cook and

two daughters are also in Washington.

Helen Williamson Dumont is living in

Jersey while her husband is on Army duty.
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Polly Lambeth Blackwel! reports a peaceful

summer at Roaring Gap in company with

two lively daughters. Wingfield has not yet

returned from the Pacific. Polly was saddened

by the death of her brother-in-law in a plane

crash in Florida early this spring.

I wish I had more news to report, but that

hinges on your "giveability." Please let me
hear from you because I'm sure there will

be many changes of address in the next few

months. Send the new addresses promptly to

the Alumnae Office and remember that the

October issue only comes to all of us unless

we contribute to the Alumnae Fund.

Class Sccrc/ary: Dolly Nicholson Tate (Mrs.

John A. Jr.) 548 West End Boulevard,

Winston-Salem 5, North Carolina.

Fund Agent: Janet Macfarlan Bergmann
(Mrs. Charles) 156 Linden Street, Ridgewood,

New Jersey.

There's so much news that I can't seem

to relegate anybody or anything to first

place. Naturally V-J Day was the greatest

news of all, and thanks for this blessed deliv-

erance from war is uppermost in our minds!

The next place goes to peace plans so here's

what my faithful correspondents are doing.

Fergie writes from Framingham Centre,

Massachusetts, that she and her brood (Jake,

4, Nancy lYz-, and Stanley 7 months) spent

two weeks in July and two weeks in August

at the Cape where she enjoyed being a lady

of leisure with no cooking or housekeeping.

What with hers and Mason's brothers receiv-

ing their discharges, she feels that they are

at last realizing peace times again.

After a silence of many months, Macky
Fuller Kellogg came through with news of

her vacation this summer—and it is really

good to hear from you, ol' gal! She had a

month in Stamford with Anne {A-Vz) and

David (2) and then a week in Provincetown

along with Moulton. But the biggest news

is of their plans to build on a lovely acre

given to them by Moulton's family near

their place. They are planning excitedly to

start work in the spring.

Moving on down my stack of returned

postals, I find one from Gertrude Alcxanderson

Young, Schenectady, who tells of her vacation

at Lake George with her husband and without

her two-year old. And Elinor Wilson Gammon
writes from Hempstead, New York (phone

Hempstead 7180M) that Graham is still at

Mitchell Field, and plans to sit tight for a

while, alt ho he could get his release at once.

Ellin, 18-months-old daughter, absorbs all

her time. Adele Letcher Harvey seems to be

in the same predicament, but with two boys.

Fortunately Jon is still stationed in New
York with the Navy, and lives at home just

like a civilian! What is that, anyway? It's

been so long I can't remember.

Lucy T. came through with a long letter

and all the news. It seems that in July

she, Adele, Judy and Kay got together

to celebrate Robbie's being in New
York and had a grand reunion. Lucy Robb
has been taking a librarian's course at Colum-

bia during the summer, in preparation for a

grand job at the library of the Theological

Seminary in Alexandria. For vacation, Lucy
T. and Judy went to Eastern Point, near New
London, and had a grand time relaxing in

Judy's mother's garage apartment, where they

kept house (that's a professional gal's idea

of a vacation, you housewives!). Charley

(Lucy's fiance,) is still in Italy and should

after 30 months of it, arrive most any day

at which lime there will be wedding bells.

Alice Hooper (Ensign, USNR) at last re-

port was awaiting orders in New York City

where she has been stationed for ten months.

After her last leave in Texas, she drove her

car back and en route managed to drive

around Sweet Briar campus which of course

looJced as lovely as ever. Alice has been in

the same office with Mrs. Lill.

Janet Mac has been spending the summer

at Falmouth with the Bergmanns. Camp Ed-

wards is nearby and she has been able to do

some hospital work there. Carl is still in the

Pacific.

A short card from Hope Hastorf tells me
she is just back from ETO with the Red

Cross, at home in Westfield, and plans still

indefinite. Also back at home in West Orange

is Dot Evans Haveron with her two off-

spring, Wendy and Frankie III (8 months).

Frank's ship has been in for repairs after

Atlantic duty, and was due to head for

the Pacific.

Jin Faulkner Mathews wrote from Charles-

ton, West Virginia, after another summer
at Camp Alleghany, but I guess by now is

back in Miami Beach. Bill is doing occupa-

tion duty in Germany, and may be home

before Christmas. Molly T. Dodson, Grif

and their children have been happily reunited

and are living in Alexandria, Va. Grif landed

on the West Coast in April and Molly reports

Lloyd Lanier Elliott held her hand in Cincy

where she was waiting to meet him. Only Yz

point keeps them from being civilians again

and then they plan to settle down in Roa-

noke for good.

Eyiese Miller Latham announced the birth

of Stanley Arthur on July 17, and fortu-

nately the proud papa has arrived home from

Europe to spend a 30-day leave with them.

By now a number of you already

know of Shangai's marriage on August

17 to James Chalmers Marrow. Peace

and the promise of a discharge in

90 days, along with their wedding, brought

almost more excitement than they could

stand. She is back at Duke finishing her ob-

stetrical and gynecological training while her

non- medical husband finishes up Army life.

Barbara Fish Schicbel has been back and forth

between Durham and our lovely nearby

mountain resort—Roaring Gap—where she

and Max have bought a house.

Jessie Silvers Bennett and her husband are

leaving North Carolina, and the Carnation

Milk plant at Statesville. for Jersey City,

Louisville, and Old Gold cigarettes, with

whom Ed will be affiliated. By the time you

read this Shirley Hayu-ood Alexander will

have a civilian husband again. Tom left

Luzon around September 1 and naturally they

are excited, after four years of Navy life,

over settling down in Raleigh once again.

About the middle of August I got a most

welcome letter from Vesta, written to my sur-

prise from Columbia, where she has dug in

since Eddie left for overseas in July, and

where she's looking for a house to settle in

after three years of moving. Right in the

middle of all that turmoil of moving from
Washington to South Carolina, she lost her

grandfather, a grand old man, and we all

send sympathy, Ves.

Margaret Coleman Ford's card sounds so

happy, and well she might be! Chuck re-

turned from Guam with forty days accuma-

lated leave, and they have thoroughly enjoyed

it at Pawley's Island. He is in business in

Georgetown with his uncle but hopes to have

his own soon. Tales of swimming, fishing and

crabbing make me really envious. Another

happy wife is Jo Happ Willingham, because

Spain got back to Macon with a 3 0-day leave

after sixteen long months in Europe. He is

busy now at Great Lakes doing demobiliza-

tion work—and they hope he can demobilize

himself soon.

Brownie writes "the big news of us is that

our second son, Kent Ames, was born here

(St. Pete) June 10...Alan is now 3/2 and

oh so proud of his new brother . . .Since Bob

is in the regular army (a colonel now) the

pjeace won't put a stop to our meanderings.

In fact, after a year as C. O. of Muroc Flight

Test Base, California, (after returning from

Italy) he's now heading for Greece as military

attache. Meanwhile the boys and I are here

at the beach, hoping the War Department

will let us join 'Daddy' in Athens soon."

Also at the beach was Cobbie Hulse, when
seh wrote from Ponte Vedra, along with the

family and maid. At home she spends her

time housekeeping, doing League work and

nursing. Some interesting news arrives from

Mary Thompson Ball, who has been in Mont-

gomery since April (when Major Charlie left

for Berlin!) and at this point she's in New
York attending classes in writing at Columbia.

Ambitious creature! Recently Thompson visi-

ted Connie McDuffie Turner and her three

children in Mobile.

My teeth nearly fell out when Smeady

came through with a card. Thanks, honey,

and congratulations on your prospects of

being a civilian again, and returning to the

Southland from' Seattle. Smeady, Clay and

Betsy have been in the West since February,

and while there have seen Louisa Grace Prince

and Polly Poe Richmond.

Moving on down my pile of p.c.'s I see

that Billy Heizer Hickenlooper spent four

weeks in Michigan with her children, but

she and Bo hope to get off by themselves

for a week in the fall, probably in Chicago.

Billy reports that Lloyd is with Nate at

Lake Ontario, where he's stationed.

Maud Tucker Drane was so excited that

I could hardly read her card, but happily

I can make out that Hardy has been cited

for helping sink a German sub last spring,

that he's a Lieutenant Commander, and that

he's got the points and the orders to come

home from the Pacific. Guess he's back now
and we do hope you've found a house to

settle in, Maudie! and that as the story goes,

you'll be happy ever after. . .
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The newest baby is Babbie T>vrr Cheno-

weth's daughter, Emily Frances, born August

8. Chip is two now and so proud of his sister.

Arthur is stationed at O'Reilly General Hos-

pital still, doing neuro-surgery, and they

expect to be there in Springfield for quite

a while. But after the Army they head for

Birmingham—fast.

Dor G//IC Clement is still in Wyandotte,

Michigan, but believes John's discharge is

not too far off. She tells me Janet Forhush

Fead has sent news of the birth of her third

daughter, Beverly Janet.

From Urbana, Illinois, comes word of Sarah

Totnlinson Foscue. She, Jimmie, and little

Jimmie (10 months old) are living there

while big Jim is stationed at Chanute Field-

Prospects of good football games there sound

mighty exciting. Also in Illinois, but Chicago,

is Winnie Hagbcrg St. Peter, with her small

son, Johnny, while Stan is in the Pacific,

a captain in the Medical Corps on Guam.

He has been gone since February but when

at last he will come home and get "out,"

they hope to return to California to settle

somewhere on the peninsula, near San Fran-

cisco, and never travel again! The snapshot

of you and Johnny is so sweet, Win—I wish

all of you could see it.

And last, but far from least is news from

Janice WiUy Adams, from Rio de Janeiro.

I have sent her entire letter to Helen McMa-
hon. (Lack of space forced postponement

to February issue. Editor.) Her best news was

the birth of Ellen on May 11—a real little

''Brasiliera."

As for me, I see Rilma often. We're both

fine—working hard, she at the hospital in

Charlotte, and I at my housekeeping. Caro-

line is a continual joy, and yet a demon too.

You mammas know how it is! Jack is still

in the Pacific, Philippine area, but since

convoy and patrol work is almost finished,

and Jap subs accounted for, he should be

home before too long—I hope. In the mean-

while, I'm holding down my same apart-

ment in Winston-Salem, and hoping to hear

from each of you often.

Don't forget your contributions to the

Alumnae Fund.

Changes of address:

Mrs. George E. Adams (Janice Wiley)

,

Avenida Atlantica 98, Apartment 41, Rio de

Janeiro.

Mrs. Charles A. Ball (Mary Thompson),

709 Felder Avenue, Montgomery 6, Alabama.

Mrs. C. L. Ford (Margaret Coleman), c/o

C. L. Ford & Sons, Georgetown, South Caro-

lina-

Mrs. James Foscue (Sarah Tomlinson), H06
South Race Street, Urbana, Illinois.

Mrs. Graham Gammon (Elinor Wilson),

Hempstead, New York.

Mrs. E. W. Haselden (Vesta Murray) 1832

Heyward Street, Columbia, South Carolina.

Hope Hastorf, 108 Harrison Avenue, West-

field, New Jersey.

Mrs. Francis Haveron (Dot Evans) 25

Silver Spring Road, West Orange, New Jer-

sey.

Ensign Alice Hooper, USNR, 4S0 West 24th

Street, Apartment 3C. New York II, New
York.

Mrs. Clay Johnson (Betty Mead Smartt)

Lookout Mountain, Tennessee.

Mrs. G. H. Longstaff (Lew Griffith) Eagle

Bay, New York.

Dr. Jane Gregory Marrow, Duke Hospital,

Durham, North Carolina.

1959

Class Si'ircfary: Betsy Caju^bcll Gawthrop,
(Mrs. Robert S. Gawthrop, Jr.) 326 W.
Miner Street, West Chester, Pennsylvania.

Fund Agent: Yvonne Leggctt Dyer {Mrs.

Daniel L.) Alger Court, Apartment 5 6,

Rivermere, Bronxville, New York.

Well here we go fellas, and the beginning

of another year makes me somewhat nostalgic.

Oh, to have put more into those college days

that now seem to have been so brief, and

alas, so long ago.

Since I'm writing this, I'll take the pre-

rogative of heading the list with ME. Yes,

on June 18, Elizabeth Dumesnil came into

the world. It's all too, too lovely—a boy

and a girl, and apparenty nice ones. They're

healthy anyway. Beth's beginning to coo and

carry on adorably.

Jane Meissncr Beauchamp has a son born

way last March, who looks like his mama,

grey eyes and dark brown hair, Jane was

given, furthermore, on Mother's Day, a Dal-

matian pup, and at the time of her writing,

she was planning to move to Santa Fe.

Jane Holdcn Walker had a little boy Feb-

ruary 4. She is living with her sister and

brother-in-law, while her husband is on active

duty in the Pacific. Jane has been with her

sister since the year she and Jack spent in

Annapolis, where he took a post graduate

course. The sister, whose husband is away

too, had a baby in January, so they had a

time pacing the hospital corridors for each

other. Jack has been away five years.

On June 4, Eleanor Wallace Price had a

son, James Bruce. Her oldest, Sam, is a brute

of a boy. Tears out the telephone from his

grandmother's wall and that kind of thing.

She is still living in Sea ford, Delaware, and

I know at one point was caring for a nephew

along with her own flock.

And on June 9, Anne Dearstyne Cornwell

had a little girl, Susan Taylor. She was to

come East soon after writing to visit both

her family and her in-!aws. Cherry, she

writes, is with the Red Cross, and doing

rehabilitation work in Massachusetts, which

she likes very much.

Bennet Wilcox Bartlett had a little girl,

Anne, on May 3 0. Says she's good as gold,

so Bennet takes advantage of her to con-

centrate more on Griff who is all boy and

a handful. She says that being in ^'^ashing-

ton at the time of the peace news was an

experience in itself. "Mobs of cheering, milling

millions." Even here in little old West

Chester, the Quakers were kicking up their

heels high, wide and handsome. As is the

case with so many others, the Bartletts now
wonder when and if they will get out of the

Navy. Anne Bartlett was born in Baltimore,

and Shirley %haif Daniel went to see Bennet

while she was there. She's with her husband

in Ruxton, Maryland

Ellie George Frampton had a little girl on

August 16, named Anne, Betsy Durham Good-

hue writes. Ellie is living in Richmond.
Kitty Lawdcr Stephenson became the proud

parent of Susan Jane, June 26. She and her

husband already think she's beautiful enough

to be May Queen in '6 S , and lead Fancy

Dress at W. & L. the same year.

Lois Lear Stoops had her second little girl,

Wendy, on June 2, the proud pop's birthday.

And Kay Ortel Osborne has a little Phyllis

as of April 20. Her husband is radio officer

for the Maritime. Kay was very ill with

rheumatic fever after the baby's arrival, but

is much better now, though she must take

it easy. Leila Bond Preston was vacationing

with her, when Bob suddenly appeared for a

3 day leave, although Kay didn't even hope

to see him before Christmas. Lelia writes

beguilingly of Susan, Kay's eldest, and Kay
writes handsomely of Eleanor, Lelia's little

girl, who will be a year old August 27. She

is brown-eyed and "pretty as they come."

Joe Preston has been working on his master's

at Columbia,

Kay further writes that Lill Smith is work-

ing for the foreign news department of the

Chicago Daily News. She does the rewrite

for their correspondents, and it sounds like

a truly exciting job. Janet Trosch, she says,

is still in Czechoslovakia, anxiously awaiting

a transfer to the Pacific theater, but she

knew she had to stay over at least two years

before being transferred.

Marguerite Myers Glenn has another boy,

and so far his 2 Yz year-old brother seems

to like him. Husband Frank has recently

been made a captain in the Air Force. Char-

lotte Dunn Blair visited her in May with her

two sons while her husband was in France.

She was heading for Cape Cod for the sum-

mer.

Mardie Hodill Smith and Court ie spent

the summer with Mardie's grandmother in

Chatauqua, New York. Vey was still in the

South Pacific, having been gone for over 20

months. In August he was heading for his

eighth island, which Mardie feared would be

Okinawa.

Fay Mueller Garver is living in East Green-

wich, Rhode Island, while David continues

his studies in naval aeronautics. There she

met Betty Cheney Widhelm, whose husband

is a Lieutenant Commander.

Eleanor Claflin Williams spent the summer
in Coh asset while Tom spent his in Borneo,

Betsy Goodhue writes. They have just bought

a dream house in Dover, Massachusetts. Betsy

says that Julie Saunders is in Richmond
awaiting the return of her Dr. Michaux.

Yvonne Lcggett Dyer spent the summer
in Southampton, Long Island. Suzanne loved

the wind and waves as all children do. Tready

visited around, after having been with her

family for two weeks at the Cape. Gracey

Luckett Stoddard was with her in-laws at

Garden City, Long Island. Jean McKenney
Stoddard and her husband are now living

in Lima, Peru. They left New York in May.

Yvonne says that Henri Minor Hart and

Harrie are living in Scarsdale now.

Lottie Lewis is secretary ing in New York,

and though she has occasional aspirations of
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being a copy writer, she's still not career-

minded enough to convince herself she'll be

anything but a secretary. She and Janet

Thorpe and Jean Moore often lunch together

on Mondays.

Elizabeth Vtinderbilt Brown writes that

Jonny is on the verge of sitting up- She was

kind enough to send a most interesting clip-

ping from a Washington paper about Nancy
Gatch, which my darling son promptly tore

into shreds. But I do know that Nancy is

back from her European travels with the

Red Cross, looks beautiful as ever, and has

had some marvelous experiences. I did get

that far. I'm so apologetic, Nancy. Won't

you write and help me out? Boot's husband,

Jonathan, telephoned me recently from 3 0th

Street Station in Philadelphia, saying that

he expects to be out soon, and he sort of

thinks they may be up in this neck of the

woods. He was in the steel business.

Bitsy Gordon Jeffers had dinner with the

Browns while she and her husband were

visiting her brother in Washington. Bill arrived

in New York on July 1 S where she was wait-

ing for him. They had a glorious two weeks

there, seeing all the plays they wanted and

eating at various strange places. Then they

visited Bill's 9S-year-old grandmother in Balti-

more before going on to Boots'. The Jeflfers'

plan to live in New York if possible. Bitsy

writes that Ann Parks is now a full lieu-

tenant. Says she doesn't know what her plans

will be now, but she always expects the

extraordinary, "become a woman explorer,

or something." Anne was about to apply

for foreign duty.

Kay BonsalI Strong writes from Grand

Island, Nebraska, where she had been for ten

days with her husband John, having left the

baby at home. John is now a full lieutenant.

He was expecting to pull out soon, but at

that time peace was only rumored.

Ruth Harman Keiser writes from Hat ties-

burg, Mississippi. She ran into Clara Call

Frazier, '40, whose husband was there with

the 9 5 th division. Says that Judy Judd is

back in Rochester, Minnesota, teaching physio-

therapy at the Mayo clinic after her three

months of observation work at Warm Springs,

Georgia and New York. Art Keiser thinks

that he may end up in the army of occupa-

tion.

Betty Frazier Rinehart spent three weeks

in Canada. Ted is a Lieutenant Colonel now.

Think of it. She dropped in on Jane Parker

in Chicago. Fraze always manages those soc-

iabilities that most people are in too much
of a hurry for.

Dutch Hauber Crowe and Joe are now in

Iowa City, orders for the west coast having

been miraculously cancelled in April. She and

family had a long awaited visit east in August.

She says Doxie Dingman Cobb's husband is to

return soon. Mary Browcr Henderson and her

two boys are settled outside of Winnetka. Cer-

certainly sorry I didn't see you when you were

in Newark, Delaware, Dutch. I went to visit

my brother-in-law the day your letter came.

Mary Barge Schroder's husband is in the

Pacific, or was when she wrote. He is Intel-

ligence and Operations Officer on Admiral

Carl Holden's staff aboard a cruiser. Like

everyone else she's busy speculating when
Bill will get back. She lived in Charleston,

South Carolina, for two years while he was

stationed there. Now she and Bill, 4
' 2, and

Mary, 2J/z, are in their Atlanta home again.

She says that Henriette Collier Armstrong's

husband returned from Europe in June and

was stationed in 'Lawson General Hospital

outside of Atlanta.

From the Alumnae Office comes news of

the birth of a daughter, Margaret Robertson

Midlen, to Lieutenant Colonel and Mrs. John
Holbrook Midlen (Gertrude Robertson.)

I know you all join me in deep sympathy
to Virginia Wellford whose brother John
died in August. He entered the army as a

private and at twenty he was a lieutenant.

Changes of address:

Miss Lottie Lewis, 148 East 4Sth Street,

New York, New York.

Mrs. Arthur L. Keiser, (Ruth Harman)
81S First Place, Plainfield New Jersey.

Mrs. James L. Cornwell (Anne Dearstyne)

142 Forrer Boulevard, Dayton 9, Ohio.

Mrs. Roderick R. Washburn (Jane Par-

ker) 81 8
1/2 Forest Avenue, Evanston. Illinois.

Mrs. Wade Volwiler (Anna Catherine

Davies) 1 00 Queensbury Street, Boston 1 5

,

Massachusetts.

Mrs. Richard M. Wyman. Jr. (Bettina Bell)

Overseas Supply Division, San Francisco, Port

of Embarkation, Oakland, California.

Miss Nancy Gatch, 5 2 Gra mercy Park,

New York, New York.

1940

Class Secretary: Nida Tomlin Watts (Mrs.

Robert, Jr.) 2625 Handasyde Court, Cincin-

nati 8, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Margaret Woods Gillette
(Mrs. Louis C.) 57 Park Avenue, Bronxville,

New York.

Hats (if you have a new fall one) off to

Madames Burke and Livingston. Both of my
former roommates rallied to the noble cause

and wrote informative letters. Phoopy Bur-

roughs Livingston and I had a wonderful

evening of girlish chatter in New York this

summer. The old queen hasn't lost her punch
in spite of a vivacious daughter and a sturdy

young son who walked at nine months.

Phoopy's husband, Henry, had a short leave

in this country after a long tour of overseas

duty. Ironically, he went overseas again on

V-J Day. Now, however, he is expected home
by Christmas. Agnes Spencer Burke is eagerly

awaiting the return of her husband. Jack

who went to the Pacific area in June. In the

meantime, Ag is busily occupied with Jack

III in Duluth.

Janet Runkle and Bettie liins Haskins seem

to get around more than anybody else. Janet

spent the summer at Point O'Woods, Fire

Island. Becky Pan nil I Gwin, Connie Currie

Fleming and her husband Eliot visited Janet

there. Then Janet returned the visit and

stayed with Connie and El at their cute

garage apartment in Lewellyn Park. On this

trip, they drove over to see Parge Woods
Gillette and husband Lou who are living in

Bronxville until this coming spring. Our two

travelers, Ivy and Columbus actually met

each other in New York City. From all re-

ports. Ivy is very slender and looks most
attractive in her uniform. Like so many
others, she is hopefully waiting for her hus-

band to get home from Pearl Harbor. Ivey

went from Lakehurst to Wilmington and

saw Blair there when she was visiting the

family. Blair Bunting Both and Dick are

moving to Fairville, Pennsylvania. Blair, Jr., is

now at the one syllable stage and mama says

that her hair refuses to curl. Oh, well, Blair

you should worry—they have such fine per-

manents these days. You will never have to be

concerned about that little girl. She doesn't

need anything else—what with those big

blue eyes. Back to Columbus and Janet Runkle
who will continue to do Nurses Aide work
at home along with being Education Chair-

man for the Junior League.

Now for Richmond round-up. Cynthia

Noland Young and son, Karl, are still living

at the Nolands while Lieutenant Young is

in Europe. Cynthia sees Ginny Allison Hey-
ward often and recently met Reba Smith

Gromel. Reba is living in Toano, Virginia,

as her husband is stationed nearby. Ann
Adamsou Taylor and her husband. Captain

Robert H. Taylor are stationed at Coral

Gables, Florida. Captain Taylor is serving

in the Miami-Biltmore Hospital for returned

air corpsmen. Ann does Nurses Aide work
in the same hospital, besides running a very

attractive apartment. Emory Gill Williams

and her daughter Emory Dabney are in Rich-

mond with the Gills. Canny Lancaster Pasco,

Merrill and her two sons, Merrill, Jr., and

Dabney, are in Richmond visiting the Lan-

casters. I had the pleasure of seeing the Pascos

this summer at Fort Myer, and must say

that those Pasco boys are terrific. At Canny's,

I saw Kitty Estes Johnson, daughter Kathy

and husband Gilbert who had just had the

thrill of being discharged from the Army
after a lengthy and admirable service. They
expected to go back to Birmingham to live.

Baba MacKae Causey, son Beverley, daugh-

ter Margaret, and husband are happily situ-

ated in Washington, D. C. Aelise McMinn
Young and her son are still living in Rich-

mond (Lock Lane Apartments.) She expects

her husband back home fairly soon.

As usual, Ann Sims did not fail me! Ann
is back at work in Fort Smith, Arkansas,

after a well deserved vacation of two months.

She is President of the local Business and

Professional Women's Club. Aside from her

numerous other duties, Ann is training a

new Cocker pup. She is hoping that Ruth

Beach will be able to visit her shortly. Ruth

resigned from her job in order to return to

school. Virginia Leggett Cameron is as busy

as ever keeping house. Captain Martha Rector

was still in Calcutta, India, the last that Ann
heard. Gwen Whitnwre Shaeffer, who was the

nurse at the Infirmary during our S. B.

sojourn, called Ann not long ago. Gwen, her

three year old daughter and husband, Karl,

were en route to Missouri for a vacation.

It was grand to be brought up to date on

Jean Tyree Willman via her letter to the

Alumnae office. Jean had excellent reasons

for her five years of comparative silence. She

was at Pearl Harbor on December 7th, went

through the evacuation to the mainland, had
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a wounded husband, who is well now. In

addition to this, Jean wrote that she has

made "various wild chases across the country,

has had a baby girl, but did have a peaceful

summer in the country." Last year in Nor-
folk, Jean attended a Sweet Briar tea with

Ruth Collhn Henry whom she has been able

to see fairly often. Martha Ingles Schradcr

has just left for Panama to join her husband.

Rosemary Bjorgc Johnson is living in Annap-

olis while her husband attends the Post-

graduate School there.

Jane was swell enough to take over for the

Bush sisters and also reported news of other

Georgia people. Marianna Bush Long, and her

two daughters are enjoying a vacation in

North Carolina preceding her husband, Bob's

army discharge. Lieutenant Marion C. Phinizy

was still stationed at Cherry Point, North
Carolina, but was released the first of Octo-

ber. Georgia Herher t Hart spent the summer
at her family's home in Virginia. Her daugh-

ter, Beck, is almost three years old.

Jane Bush Long is in Augusta because she

can't find a place to live at Fort Sill where

her husband Gene is stationed while taking

a course in the Artillery School. Jane wrote

that Margaret Dourll Cochran's husband.

Jack, has returned to the states and is now
in the Navy hospital at Bethesda, Maryland.

Teetie MacKinnon is in Chicago visiting her

brother and his family.

Ethel James wrote such an interesting letter

to Mrs. Lyman that I am sure you all would

want to know what she said about her life

and experiences as a Red Cross worker in

India. ".My first three weeks here were par-

ticularly exciting because I was able to sec

a good deal of Irene Vongchr Vincent who
has been out in the east with her husband

since graduating from Sweet Briar. We both

decided that although five years have passed

since we last saw each other, neither one of

us has changed a bit. She was very busy taking

care of her daughter and driving a canteen

for the British, but she introduced me to

quite a bit that I might otherwise have

missed.

"1 am fascinated by India and hope that

ril have a chance to see a good deal of it

in the next year or so. As we drive into town

we pass camel caravans—the animals plod

along with their heads held haughtily in the

air, bells around their necks and legs jingling

with every step. Their drivers usually curl

up on their loads and go to sleep. The city

we are near is fascinating—it's a busy seaport

and everything from boats to liberty and

naval ships clog the harbor. All the houses are

painted different pastel hues—my special fav-

orite is pale lavender with white balconies and

grill work. Sacred cows and goats wander

at will on even the busiest streets. The Indian

women wear colorful saris which are the most

graceful feminine attire I've ever seen. And
everywhere are the filth and indescribable

smells which the natives seem not to notice.

"Although wc are far from the War, we

feel very useful because the men lead boring

and uneventful lives in this desert region.

We are in the midst of planning a Rodeo for

the Fourth of July. We've even managed to

"Moonlight requistion" signal flares which

will make a more impressive fireworks display

than any of us has seen for several years.

^'e've borrowed cattle from the British and

mules from the Army.
"I had hoped to get back to Sweet Briar

before leaving the States. However, I shall

look forward to a big reunion after the War."

I am sure that that reunion after the war

is on a lot of our minds and that it will

take place and be a huge success in the not

too distant future.

Coral ie Kahn Ferro, husband Micheal and

son Mike, Jr., are visiting Coral ie's family

in Hamilton, Ohio. Mike is on terminal leave

from the Navy. All of the Ferros are in great

shape and will return to live permanently

in San Francisco.

Jane Hopkins Haines and one old dead

tired Nida T. Watts are in the same boat

with a couple of million other people. In

other words, we too are anxiously wailing

for our Navy husbands to get back for good.

It would seem that they are coming from

the Pacific by way of the pony express! My
summer was spent attending Columbia Uni-

versity Teacher's College. I saw a lot more

of the books than I counted oh, but it was

a marvelous experience. I also saw Peggy

Caperton before she left New York City to

work for the Red Cross at a hospital near

Providence. I'm still teaching school and will

continue to do so until that "big day" comes

along.

Thanks again for your cooperation re.

this column. Please don't forget your little

love notes (in check form) to the Alumnae
office. This is the only issue of the Alumnae
News for those who forget.

Weddings:

Jean Rosslynn Erskine to Lieutenant Com-
mander William C. Harris.

Jane Nelson Goolrick to Major Thomas
Whitehead Murrell, Jr., of Richmond, Vir-

ginia on August 2, 194.5, at Frcdricksburg,

Virginia.

Dorothy Louise Campbell to Captain Will-

iam Peter O'Connor, Jr., in New York City

on July 28, 1945.

Martha Janney Smith to Lieutenant Charles

Austin McGowan, USN, on June 29. 1945.

Births:

Nickie Gocklvy McLeilan had a son born

in June, 1 945.

Anne Conant ^X'eaver had a daughter born

in the middle of July.

Lois Fcrnlcy McNeil's daughter was born

June 24.. 1945.

Ruth Collins Henry's son was born August

17, 1945.

Changes of Address:

Mrs. James Addison Glascock, Jr. (Polly

Boze) 1123 West Avenue, Richmond 20,

Virginia.

Mrs. John P. Cochran (Margaret Dowell)

3026 Newark Street, >X'ashington 8, D. C.

Mrs. J. W. Gillis. Jr. (Mildred Mitchell)

405 North Fulton Street, Fresno, California.

Captain Martha F. Rector, 1300th AAFBU
Headquarters I.C.D., A.T.C. A.P.O. 192, c/o

Postmaster, New York, New York

Mrs Robert Kellogg (Mary Martha Carson)

863 Spaulding Avenue, \i>"ichita, Kansa-

Mrs. Donald Willman (Jean Tyree) 4
Washington Square, New York 3, New York.

Mrs. Fred Warren Kittlcr (Cornelia Chalk-

Icy) c/o O. H. Chalkley, Ware Neck, Vir-

ginia.

1941

Class Secretary: DoRis Albray, 18 Curtis

Place, Maplewood, New Jersey.

Funii A^ent: Patricia Douling von Well-
SHEIM (Mrs. Alfred H.) 17 Higby Road,

Utiea 3, New York.

Hallelujah brethern! War's over, people

coming home, a fair degree of normalcy re-

turning—summer's over, and we are getting

back to work. In the midst of all the recent

world-shaking events, my small bits of news

may seem rather trite and meaningless.

Anita Loving and Lieutenant Colonel Will-

iam Fielding Lewis became Mr. and Mrs. on

May 19. They were at Fort Leavenworth until

August 1, went to Salvador to see Nita^
family, who could not get to the wedding,

and then Bill was on his way over again.

(This is all thanks to Dottie White, who
also says Judy managed to gee down for the

wedding.)

Franny BalJuin "VC'hitaker, reporting still

in her usual faithful manner, reports that

Meade and she are now living in Washington,

and he has been fortunate enough to be chosen

to finish his law training (at George Wash-
ington University) by the Navy, so they will

be in Washington for about three years.

Franny suggests we use her home address

until she gets settled, however. She says she

is seeing quite a bit of Mimi and Campbell

Foster. Hear that wedding was quite some
fun. Shirl and Peg also were in it. Franny,

being wedding-minded, tells me that Pickard

is now back and has become the better half

of the Lieutenant Commander and Mrs.

Thomas F. McCarey combination and is living

in Chattanooga, and that Betsy Tower married

Charles Randolph Bennett on August 1 8.

Pi announces that Alfred Henry Von
Welisheim, Jr., is the best news she has to

report. He arrived a week after Al left the

country for Okinawa. She says that Edge
is hopefully expecting Ted home before

Thanksgiving, Meach is struggling along with

her two sons, "both of whom are beautiful

children." And—here is some real news Pi

had a letter from Cynthia Falkncr McCon-
nell's mother saying that Cynthia expects to

be over here by Christmas with her two
children.

Before we go any further, I know that

you will all join me in extending sympathy
to Bobby Clark Hall. Dave was lost last

spring. Bobby is back home with her mother

and is planning to take a secretarial course.

Barbara Holman Whitcomb's husband. Bill,

is back home. She spent the summer on the

Cape, says she ran into Judy Hoeber, who is

with the Red Cross at Camp Edwards, and

informs us that Mary Anne Somen ell Brenza

expects her husband home by Christmas.

Much to my surprise we have heard from

Joan Myers Riese. She has, according to the

"itinerary" she sent me, been living all over

the United States since Al was drafted. At
the present time she is in Norwich, Connect-
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icut, although she neglected to give me the

address. Fine way to ask anyone to come see

you! Al has now gone to Camp Butner,

North Carolina. He is a captain but is still

working on his points for discharge, while

Barry is working on his walking and talking

technique.

Shirts, another of my "faithfuls" was aston-

ished when I informed her of having seen

announcement of Butcli's marriage in the

Tribune. Previous to that Butch had been

assisting in physical education four afternoons

a week at St. Mary's and working mornings

at the Red Cross headquarters. The lucky

man, by the way, for those of you who did

not see the notice, is Lieutenant John Betz,

Jr., on leave from the Pacific, and the great

day was August 18.

Shirts saw Bennett Wilcox Bartlett ('39)

and her new daughter in the hospital in June,

and later met the baby's father, who is a

Lieutenant Commander in the Navy. They
are stationed in Washington.

Shirts and Dick are planning a rapid return

to civilian life, as he has more than enough

points to get out, and when the great day

arrives, the Daniels will return to Philly

where Dick will return to the Atlantic Re-

fining Company, but they expect to live with

the Shaws until something besides a pup tent

offers itself for shelter (temporarily 908

Mount Holyoke Place, Swarthmore, Pennsyl-

vania.)

At the present time Dedore is at the Naval

Air Station, Honolulu, being one of the first

WAVES to be assigned to the ATS, Pacific

Wing. She is on duty with the Link Trainer

section and is helping train the pilots who
fly the Douglas Skymasters and Consolidated

Coronados!

We at last hear news of Charlie Daven-

port—seems she has been in Italy since June,

serving as an American Red Cross Staff

Assistant.

Lou Le HIbeck Reydel's in seventh heaven,

as Charlie came home this summer and is now
back in civvies. They are enjoying their child

and, incidentally, looking for somewhere to

live.

A long time ago Edie Vougchr Bridges

wrote me. She said that Betty Blount Kempson
(who, by the way is a great deal better) had

returned to Kemp and Barry. Blount saw

Evie Cantey and found that the latter was

working at the University of South Carolina

in the publicity department. Edie and Dick
have apparently become quite attached to

California.

Helen Watson Hill and George have moved
into their new home and are enjoying it to

the utmost. Helen says Martha Ingles Shrader

has a son and that her husband is in Panama,
where she will join him if he does not get

home. Also—at long last—news of Jimmy
McBee. She is teaching-fellow in the History

Department at Smith and is also working

on her thesis.

Well, that seems to be about all for this

time. By scraping the bottom of the barrel,

I have, however, found this thought. The war
is over—reunions may not be impossible

—

June, 1946, would be the year for our fifth

—

sometimes husbands and bosses like to know
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Joan DeVore, '41, Sp. (T)2c, one of the

first WAVES assigned to the Naval Air Trans-

port Service, Pacific Wing, in Honolulu.

about time off in advance—why not start

thinking about it now?
See you in the next issue (February) if you

contribute to the Alumnae Fund.

New addresses:

Barbara Scarlcs Parrett (Mrs. Gaylord), c/o

Thomas M. Searles, Post Office Box 482,

Rosemont, Pennsylvania.

Charlotte Davenport, S8508 ARC, Area 10,

APO 512, c/o Postmaster New York.

Franny Baliiwin Whitaker (Mrs. Meade),

Apartment 5 16, 4801 Connecticut Avenue,

Washington 8, D. C.

Betty Bartelt, 6323 W. Sixth Street, Los

Angeles 3 6, California.

Betty Blount Kempson, (Mrs. B. A., Jr.)

2 54 W. Gonzalez Street, Pensacola, Florida.

Anita Loving Fielding, (Mrs. William) 605

Short Street, Weston, Missouri.

Mimi Worthington Foster, (Mrs. James)

3 5 01 Idaho Avenue, N. W., Washington,

D. C.

Cletus Milo Kilzer, (Mrs. Henry) 16

Knollwood Road, Tuckahoe, New York.

Louise Duff Maverick, (Mrs. Albert) 2280

Calder Avenue, Beaumont, Texas.

Helen Watson Hill, (Mrs. George) 214

Bakerdale Road, Rochester 12, New York.

Bobby Clark Hall, (Mrs. C. D.) 720

Willow Road, Winnetka, Illinois.

1942

Class Secretary: Catherine Coleman, Mills

College, Oakland 13, California.

Fund Agent: Anne Hauslein Potterfield

(Mrs. Thomas ) 917 Kent Road, Apartment

2, Richmond, Virginia.

This letter is being written amidst all the

confusion of opening days in college, and it

takes me back to that day, seven (short, to

me) years ago when all of us—and the rains,

remember?—descended upon Sweet Briar. And,

not that you need to be told. I am finding

more than ever that my undergraduate work
at Sweet Briar College was of priceless worth!

But here it is seven years later and for the

first time in six years the world has not been

embroiled in war. Although not of major
significance to the world in general, do you
realize that we shall now, in 1947, be able

to get together for our fifth reunion? I am
so anxious to see all of you, but in the

meantime do let me hear from you and do

send in your Alumnae Fund contribution in

order that your contact with '42 and the

rest of the alumnae may not be broken.

First on the list are two wedding announce-
ments: on the first of August in Short Hills.

Doris Ogden was married to Mr. Wadsworth
Walton Mount. I hope to have more details

about "Ogie" in the next issue. For that

matter I ho^e to have more news about many
of you—what has happened to my cards?

Then, on August 2 5, Dorothea Hutchings
became Mrs. Paxton Stanley Price. Paxton
is a lieutenant in the Marines.

May 3 1 found Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Shelor

Harbin (Margie Troutman) the proud par-

ents of Thomas Shelor, Jr.—-another date for

May Day, some years hence.

I actually have two letters each from Sally

Waike Rogers, Penny Lewis, and Dougie

Woods. Si writes that she is kept busy con-

stantly with either young Debbie, who talks

—

though her mother alone understands her—
and her Home Service work. In June Si went

up to New York where she saw Polly Peyton

Turner and the twins, who are darling, as

well as Carol, who was still in New York.

And here I must confess that I had a long

letter from Polly which arrived the afternoon

I left Saint Katharine's and after looking high

and low I am still without it. My apologies

to you as well as to Polly, and I shall hope

she will be good enough to remedy the situa-

tion. However, Si reports that Polly moved

to Williamsburg in September. Also in New
York while Si was there were Cynthia Abbott

Botsford and her son (very cute too), Mar-

garet Kellcy Alter, and Betsy Chamberlain.

In June Bobby Ripley was reported to be a

lieutenant (j.g.) stationed at Ream Field, San

Ysidro, California, and Laura Graves was

working at the Lynchburg Ration Board. In

August Si saw Ruthe Hemley Camblos it

Virginia Beach, and Si thinks John may soon

be home. When he does, they plan to sertle

in Washington.

Penny, after spending V-E Day in Casenta.

Italy, was back home in time for V-J Day.

When she landed in New York, she saw Cora

Smith, who is living there with her parents

at an address as yet unknown to me. Toppin

Wheat is now at Johns Hopkins studying

nursing, and Penny reports the birth of Betsy

Gilmer Tremain's first, but further details

save that the middle name is Gilmer ire

lacking.

Dougie is still in San Francisco, but I have

not seen her yet, as she is in Tacoma christm-

ing a carrier—she even flew up by NATS.

In early June I heard from Shirley House-

man, and then I talked to her while in

Chicago. "Arkie" King was there, too, at

the time but I did not know it until too

late. Shir! works across from the hotel where
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I Stayed, but I had a luncheon engaj^cment

and was there on school business, so we iie\'cr

did get together. In May Shirley visited the

Kings, and reports that Alice is doing vol-

unteer work at the Army Kennedy Hospital

in Memphis and has also taken on a Girl

Scout troup. In Memphis she saw Vive \\^tt(kcr

Montgomery and her son. Vive is also doing

volunteer work at the hospital. From the

same source comes the news that Glorii

Sandersou Sartor is still society editor of the

Shreveport paper while Lane is in Chin.i

—

has been for sixteen months—and that Nancv
GolJharth G laser has a daughter, Elizabeth

Lee (to be called Beth) born April 17.

A letter from Daph \('ithington has just

reached me. She is at present (or was Auv;uit

JO) in B!ak, Netherlands East Indies, doing

club work for the Red Cross. She went thjrc

in March after two months in the Personnel

Department at Hollandia, Dutch New Guinea.

Her work is directing a Casual Camp Club

which offers a place to play cards and other

games, has ping-pon^ tables, a craft shop, and

a canteen, with programs planned for most

of the evenings to break what would other-

wise be a dreary life. I note that at the end

of the letter she reports that the Camp was

to be turned over to the Army the following

Saturday, after which she was to ^o to

Manila for reassignment.

My cards did net news of Anne Biituly

Thurman who is now in Green iboro. North

Carolina, where she and Bobby own "the

perfect lot" and are planning to build as soon

as possible. Bundy has seen Sudie Clark Hanger

and her two children as well as Jess Boycc

Bowles who has just had her second little boy.

She (Bundy) also reports that Carl Drake.

Frannie Boyn ton's husband, is "back out"

again. Although the Thurmans have no per-

manent address at present, the one below will

always reach them.

That's all for now, but I'm hoping for

a letter brimming over with news in February

so—don't forget the Fund

!

Changes of address:

Penelope Lewis, Pavilion II, East Lawn,
University, Virginia.

Catherine O. Coleman, Mills College, Oak-
land 1 3, California.

Daphne Withington. APO 920, c/o Post-

master, San Francisco, California.

Mrs. Robert Thurman (Anne Bundv) 908

Johnson Street, High Point, North Carolina.

1943

Class Sccrcfary : none.

Fund Agent: Brooks Barnes, Maxwell Hall,

179 Ft. Washington Avenue, New York 3 2.

New York.

1944

Class Secretary: Connie Sue Budlong. O.

T. Department, Moore General Hospital,

Swannanoa, North Carolina.

Fiitui Agent: Marian Sbanlcy Jacobs, (Mrs.

VX'illiam L.) Bjx 41, Newport, Arkansas.

News from '44 is slim, since everyone's so

busy that writing time is a scarce commodity.
I feel more or less isolated for even the old

faithfuls like Lulu let me down this time.

I can see where I'm going to have to call my
trusty printing press into action and send

out another batch of double (your postage

paid, lady) postals.

I had first hand reports on both Sterling

Nettles Murray and Ann Mitchell Betty, ex

'44s, from their mothers who say the girls

are happy, domestic and maternal. Hope to

see Sterl soon, for Mrs. Nettles said she'd be

in Ashe vi lie any day now. Big news is that

of Jinny Lee Griffith's wedding September

22, to Major Copeland Morton, Jr., AUS.

After months of deep silence Jean Ryan
Kehl finally came through with a communique
on what's gone on since the last time I saw

her ... on her wedding day. She and Bill

are in Atlanta, both working hard. She re-

ports that being a faculty wife is good sport,

though she's the junior member of the group.

Have seen nor heard nary a whisper about

the Richmond gals since I left there the end

of May, At last tabulation Carlisle Morrlssette

was happy in her Red Cross job, and ardently

putting the principles of B.B.B. to work.

Fence Williams spent the summer at home
at Rock Hill, and is now getting into some

position stemming from her merchandising

training—some kind of rehabilitation pro-

gram I believe. I had tea with Carlisle and

E. B. Duval the day before I left, but they

had no news of selves or of our newspaper-

woman B. Maury. Paulette was of course in

a complete stew at that point . . . and I've

had no news from or of the Taggerts since.

Nancy Eagles O'Bannon, ex '44, is home
in Kentucky, with Whit overseas bound. Sally

Skinner Behnke, ex '44, is at home in Seattle,

being kept extra busy with Carl Gilbert, the

Behnke heir, now aged four months. Eleanor

Goodspeed, our most busy butterfly writes

that all goes well in Montdair, says her

summer was "a whirl of frivolous frivolities

but all in all not bad." Frances Hester says

things in Cincinnati are not at all lively,

that she's still working. Barbara Clark, ex'44.

Is banking in New York and filling in spare

time with more work toward her degree. How
she does so much at once—and so well is a

thing of wonder to me. Saw Lulu and Bowen
for a brief moment at the Bi Itmore while

I was in New York in early June. Both were

as gay as grigs and good to see.

From the Alumnae Office comes news that

Jane Rice was married to Thomas C. Mc-
Pherson June 28, 1945, and that Peggy

Gordon and Norma Bradley are lieutenants

now.

After an especially deep silence Hazel Fellner

^ent a fat wonderful letter to catch up on

her doings. She left Yale and the lab at the

end of March and has since been working

in an architect's office doing such impressive

things as postwar planning—and enjoying it

tremendously. Sterling and the baby Win
Murray visited her in late May . . . Dottie

Tohin Ayres was there too for a weekend.

Dill is at sea, and Dottie's back from San

Diego and living at home. Ann Woods, the

most silent of them all, is—I hear, still in

D. C. Believe that I've already reported that

Marty Falk became Mrs. Harry T. Vallery

in late May, and since has been living in El

Paso. And there was a rumor that Barbara

Duncombe was heading eastward the middle

of last month.

Have heard most indirectly of the two
Omahaites—Betty Van Dusen Chavet and

Mary BraJen Young both ex '4-1—from my
aunt, who sees them from time to time—on

such occasions as climbing in and out of the

country club pool. Millie Littlcford Camm
has been moved a la Army to Greensboro,

North Carolina, where Bill is now stationed.

On their way east the Camms stopped in

Oklahoma City to call on the O'Bannons,

but since Nancy had left for Kentucky, that

plan sizzled. Ruth O'Keefe Kobzina wrote

from Carthage, Missouri, where she and hus-

band Bob are now stationed. Me, I'm working

up a storm and reveling in this new 40-hour

week business—and like everyone else con-

nected with "the armed forces," expecting

to be shipped somewhere any minute. Any-
way, after reading these poor anemic words,

hope you'll be moved to noble compassion . . .

and WRITE!!!!

Changes of Address:

Jean Ryan Kehl (Mrs. William B.) 153 1

North Morningside Drive, N. E., Atlanta, -

Georgia.

Ruth O'Keefe Kobzina (Mrs. Robert A.)

206 West 9th Street, Carthage, Missouri.

Mildred Littlcford Camm (Mrs. W. T.)

c/o Mrs. Frank Camm, 200 McCauley Street,

Chapel Hill, North Carolina.

Patricia Stickney, 8 East 68th Street, New
York, New York.

Mrs. R. D. Norton ( Louise Smith ) 408

Emerson Avenue, Aspinwall, Pittsburgh 1 5,

Pennsylvania.

Louise Konsberg, c/o Colonel J. L. Guion,

3 3 15 Fessenden Street, N, W., Washington,

D. C.

Frances Pettit, 323 Pearl Street, Ottawa,

Illinois.

Adeline Taylor, Summervllle, Georgia.

Mrs. William Lockhart Jacobs (Marian

Shanley ) P. O. Box 41, Newport, Arkansas.

Mrs. Edwin F. Lucas, Jr. (Mildred Bren-

izer) 641 1 Three Chopt Road, Richmond,

Virginia.

Mrs. Harry Thomas Vallery (Martha Jean

Falk) c/o Captain Harry T. Vallery, AAA
School. Box 1365, Fort Bliss, Texas.

Class Secretary: Jodie Morgan, 1538 Quarrier

Street, Charleston, West Virginia.

Fund Agent: Mary Haskins, 901 Oak Street,

Chattanooga, Tennessee.

For the past two weeks I have found my-
self waking up in the middle of th^* night

trying to figure out just how I could begin

this so-called "column" In the most journal-

istic fashion. I had thought of beginning a

la Mcjunkin with
—

"Greetings friends, won't

you come in for a kindly thought— ? Hum-
mmmm—?" But I didn't have room Tor the

usual footnote to give her that due credit

—

and so, here I sit with my notes and yellow

pad (such "gentle" reminders of the more-

academic side of SBC) ready for a little chat.

I can't tell you how funny I felt the

morning of September 13 when I realized I

was not on my way back to Sweet Briar

—

and being very "emotionally unstable" I be-

gan to realize how strange it was going to
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be not to see you all this fall. But it helps

so much to hear all about what everyone

is doing.

Right after graduation Mcjunkin, Zu Zulich

(these last names are required by the big

boss—not because I think that you have for-

gotten already— ) , Hedy Edwards, and Sarah

Temple descended upon Virginia Bsacli and

it seems they had quite a gay time. Jean

Moores went to visit Perk Traugott and before

returning to the backwoods of Ohio she had

a jaunt down to Nags Head, North Carolina,

to visit Susan Buchanan. I got to Nags Head
just before Jean left. No sooner had Jean gone

than a hurricane arrived. The wind was blow-

ing "only" 5 miles per hour, so they said,

but it practically blew mc off my feet—so

you can imagine—it was really quite an

experience. The water never even got under

the house which disappointed Susan terribly.

After I left Nags Head, I stopped off in

Norfolk for a few hours and talked to Lovah

Willcox and Perk Traugott who were

sitting at home waiting for Charlie Jones

(Ade Jones', '46 brother) to call. Lovah was

just starting off on her career for the month

as apprentice telephone "answerer" for her

father. After leaving Norfolk (this sounds

like a. travelog) I went to Connecticut for a

little visit. I saw ol' Diddy Gaylord. She had

just recently had luncheon with the former

Susie Landis, Lou Furber and Audrey Belts.

She said Edie Page Gill had just been in

New York for a visit before heading south

to partake of Ca'baugh's so'th'n hospitality.

I also saw Anne Warren just after she had

gotten back from the Adirondacks. Anne was

expecting Anne Bower to come for a visit

and they were going job and apartment hunt-

ing in New York. On my way home from

Connecticut I stopped in Washington and

saw Ginny Berrier and Lyn Dillard. I arrived

just in time to hear the news of Julie Mills

engagement to "Jake." And while we're speak-

ing of matrimony, the last of June, Jeanne

Jones was married to Lieutenant Robert Cross-

man in Syracuse, New York.

I had a post card from Slug McLean and

El Gilliam from Hot Springs, Virginia, in June

and later another one from Camp Patrick

Henry. It seems they both got a job at the

camp "recording, rating and routing" tele-

phone calls for the boys just back from
overseas who were there from two hours to

two days. Slug and El also saw (besides those

millions of returning soldiers) Betty Healy.

Martha Holton was busy this summer at Girl

Scout Camp in Defiance, Ohio. She was the

water front instructor there. Toni LeBris and

Betty Grayson were both in Washington dur-

ing the early part of the summer getting jobs.

They were living together over on I9ih

Street. Toni, from what I hear, works for

Army Intelligence and Betty Grayson is

now at the Library of Congress. I know you

all will be sorry to hear Betty was called home

by the death of her mother. I speak for the

whole class when I send her our love and our

regret that we couldn't be closer so as to

help in some way.

I had a letter the other day from Pani

Williams (Mafton, to those of you who don't

know the latest) and she is living in Phila-

delphia now. She was married July 1 4 and

Tick Clark and Susie Thomason were in her

wedding. Pani says that she and Hugh have

an apartment just across the street from the

University of Pennsylvania where Hugh will

be going to Medical School this fall. She has

just recently seen Ticky who is living outside

of Philadelphia while her Dad is at the Valley

Forge General Hospital. (By the way the latest

news of Ticky is that she is to be living in

New York this fall. Sorry I don't have her

address to give you.)

Wasn't it nice that Caroline Parrish didn't

have to go all the way out to California to

be married. She and Bobby (Seager) were

married on August 14 right in Marion,

Virginia. Lovah Willcox and Mary Herbert

were bridesmaids and Huldah Eden was

lucky enough to get to the wedding.

Jean Ridler's new job sounds impressive,

she is in the Technical Library of Calco

Chemical in New Jersey, translating and mak-

ing bibliographies in the research department.

Just got the big news of Estie Cunningham's

engagement to Bob Shay. Don't know any

more particulars as I got the news by means

of the grapevine.

Pooch Porcher was off to Florida at the

beginning of the summer and I hear she had

quite a good time. Later on Pooch and Tutte

Hall went to Myrtle Beach for a week. Steve

Nicolson was off to Rhode Island the early

part of the summer, and a few people got as

far as the hills of West Virginia. Perk Trau-

gott came to visit Mcjunkin and Pende^' came

to see Kagee just after Kagee had been to

Norfolk to visit her. Hilda Hude was in Nor-

folk, too. Then Hedy Edwards visited Sarah

Temple and they went with Jane Williams,

('44) to Sea Island. -Franny Estes has also

been in Chattanooga for a visit. Mary Haskins

breezed down to Nags Head around the end

of the summer to see Susan Buchanan and I

hear that Leila Barnes was in Massachusetts

for awhile.

And now summer is over and everyone is

settling down. Zu Zulick and Gearhart were

in Washington job hunting. And just the other

day I heard (merely idle rumor) that Zu has

A job as an efficiency expert ( ?) with the

Curtis Publishing Company ("what ain't

dat?") Susan Buchanan is considering a veeery

interesting job. Her uncle, who coaches the

Duke football team, has asked her to help

tutor the boys in Mathematics and English

every evening from 7 to 8 p. m. (a rather

routine job, n'est-ce pas?). Hilda Hude is

teaching at G. P. S. in Chattanooga this fall.

She's teaching English to seventh and eighth

graders and is in charge of the Glee Club.

Mary Haskins has started teaching, too. She's

luckily gotten something right in her field

{no, not religion or social work)—she's teach--

ing twenty-two children how to take their

afternoon naps (a subject which she excells

in— ) . Tutti Hall is now a reservationist in

the City Ticket Office of Delta Air Lines and

I hear that Dickson has the same type of

job with PCA. I saw Kagee in Huntington

the other day and we had quite a long chat.

She left for New York the first of October

and is to be there all winter doing some

veeeeery interesting work (the main duties of

which Kagee is keeping a 'civilian secret')

.

And now for the news from one of our

"foreign correspondents." Symes is now back

in ye' olde Rio and has a U. S. government

job. On the side, she teaches Sunday School

to "ten year old devils." To quote:

"I'm trying to get them interested in

getting to Heaven but it's a struggle." Symes

seems to be having a very gay social life.

Her latest "friend" is a grand tennis player

—

(and have you ever seen Symes play tennis?).

Now to close with the latest matrimonial

news. Julie Mills was married to "Jake" just

a few weeks ago. Anne Carter Walker and

Carol Cox were bridesmaids. Anne Warren,

Doe Fagg, Slug McLean, Marian Keddy, and

Lyn Dillard were all there. Barbara Runk was

married on September 8 to Roy Hall and they

are now living in Pittsburgh. Lib Love is now
Mrs. Charles Orth. They were married in

Burlington on the 18th of September.

And so it all goes. Hope to be hearing from

some more of you this fall. By the way if

there are any complaints or corrections to be

made—just let me know— !.

Changes of address:

Kathryn Leigh Agee, 32 East 68th Street,

New York City.

Mrs. Roy Hall (Barbara Runk), lOS Archer

Street, Lincoln Park, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Antoinette Lebris, 1227 19th Street, N. W.,

Washington, D. C.

Mrs. Hugh Williams (Pani Matton), 3811

Spruce Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Jean Ridler, 1 1 ^ Cherry Avenue, Bound

Brook, New Jersey.

On the Calendar at Sweet '^riar

October 5—Andor Foldes, pianist.

October 12

—

Should Russia Expand in Eastern Asia?

debate between Hallett Abend and Dr. H. H. Chang.

October 2 5 and 26—Paint and Patches presents Jim

Dandy by Wilham Saroyan.

October 26—Founders' Day. Presentation of the Mary
Kendrick Benedict Scholarship endowment.

November 2—The English Duo Singers.

November 16—Richard Lahey: In an Artist's Studio.

November 22—Thanksgiving. Iva Kitchell, dance humorist

December 1—Senior Show.

December 14 and H—Paint and Patches production.

December 16—Christmas service.
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issue of

FEBRUARY, 1946

will nave

the list of nominees for the offices of President and Vice-president

of the Alumnae Association and for membership on the Alumnae

Council. . . .

a complete account of Founders' Day and the presentation of the

Mary Kendrick Benedict Scholarship to Sweet Briar. . . .

Your gift to the 1945-46 ALUMNAE FUND

brings you the February, April and June issues of the

Alumnae News

makes you a voting member of the Alumnae Association.

Your Gift . . .

WILL HELP INCREASE SWEET BRIAR'S ENDOWMENT



The SWEET BRIAR CALENDAR
21 Thotographs of ^'tfeet '^riar

NOW READY FOR DELIVERY

Attractively boxed

Edition is limited

$1.00 Each =-

Order now to insure delivery for Christmas

AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR ALUMNAE CLUB

OR

THE ALUMNAE OFFICE AT SWEET BRIAR
Make checks payable to the Sweet Briar Alumnae Association

Add 2 5c for maihng
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Tne Meta Glass Fund ror Endowment

ON FEBRUARY J , THE 19-i6-4.6

ALUMNAE FUND REPORTED

836 INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS

58,3 4 TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS

To Honor . . .

•»»

MISS QLASS

SWEET BRIAR' S PRESIDENT

FOR TW^ENTY ONE YEARS

$21,000 FOR ENDO>JC^MENT IS THE ALUMNAE GOAL

Your Gift . . .

STRENGTHENS SWEET BRIAR



AJlcdic Vote J\lcowl

Ballots for the election of the new President and Vice-President of the Alumnae Association, and for

the members-at-large of the Alumnae Council are scheduled to be sent to all alumnae in April. Before they

can be printed, it is necessary that voting members of the association express their approval or disapproval

of the proposed new amendment to the constitution, printed in the October issue of the Alumnae News
and reprinted below. According to the constitution, amendments may be approved by mail ballot by a

two-thirds majority of the ballots cast, provided notice of such proposed change shall have been sent to

the entire membership at least one month prior to the balloting.

Proposed New Amendment The Present Amendment
Article VI, Section 2. The Nominating Committee shall Article VI, Seclion 2. The Nominating Committee shall

present a slate consisting of two (2) candidates for President present a slate of not more than thirty (30) and not less than

and two (2) candidates for first Vice-President, all of whom twenty-four (24.) nominees of whom at least four-fifths shall

shall be graduates. They shall also present a slate of not more he graduates. Additional nominations may be sent to the

than thirty (30) nor less than twenty-three (23) nominees for Alumnae Secretary within four (4) weeks after publication

members-at-large of the Alumnae Council, of whom at least of the Alumnae News, if accompanied by signatures of

four-fifths shall be graduates. Nominees for President and first fifteen members together with the written consent of the

Vice-President who are not elected automatically become mem- nominee,

hers of the Alumnae Council. Additional nominations may be

sent to the Alumnae Secretary within (4) weeks after publi-

cation of the Alumnae News, if accompanied by signatures

of fifteen (IS) members together with the written consent of Section }. Each member shall vote for (18) of the nomi-
the nommee. nggs to serve on the Council. Each member shall indicate on

the ballot her preference for President and first Vice-President

Section .3. Each member may vote for the President, first from among the graduates on this list of eighteen (18). The
Vlje-President, and fourteen (14) of the nominees to serve on nominee for each office receiving the largest number of votes

the Alumnae Council. shall be elected.

In addition to these revisions, the ballot itself has been revised, and under the present recommendation

it will have:

Two nominees from the Academy (one to be elected)

Eight to twelve nominees from the classes 1910-1929 (six to be elected)

Nine to fifteen nominees from the classes 1930-1944 (seven to be elected)

The changes presented for adoption were drawn up in order to insure a better proportionate repre-

sentation of the Academy, the early classes, and the more recent classes on the council. The number of

alumnae in the classes 1930-44 is the largest of the three groups and is entitled to more representation

on the Council. At the same time it is desirable to make certain that a given number of Council members
will be chosen from the earlier classes and the Academy.

Provision for seating on the Council those candidates for President and first Vice-President who are not

elected to those specific' positions was felt to be another distinct improvement. The present method of bal-

loting allowed for no such certainty and the Council felt that nominees of the calibre required for these

offices would in any case be valuable members of the Council and should serve on it whether or not they

were elected to office.

Please mark and return this ballot at once to the Alumnae Secretary, Sweet Briar Virginia.

n I am in favor af the proposed new amendment. Article VI, Sections 2 and 3.

n I am opposed to the proposed new amendment. Article VI, Sections 2 and 3.

Signature Cla
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New York

Mrs. Warren W. Clute, Jr.

(Elizabeth Johnston, '5 5)

Watkins Glen, New York

Mrs. Lewis Durland
(Margaret Carry, '3 5)

R. F. D. 1. Ithaca, New York

Mrs. Frederic William Scott

(Elizabeth Pinkerton, '36)

909 West Franklin Street, Richmond 20, Va.

Mrs. E. Griffith Dodson, Jr.

(Molly Talcott, '38)

1001 Second Street, S. W., Roanoke, Virginia

Laura Graves, '4.2

R.F.D. No. 1, Lynchburg, Virginia



My dear Mrs. Harr'nviv.

Your ivirc ami letter baic been rcceivcil ic'itl.i much appreciation for yuiir kind

thought of me. I haie great admiration and affection for many of the Sweet Briar

alumnae—as indii iduah. And it is with the greatest pleasure that I now bate an

opportunity of knowing and working ivith you as an organization.

For about fifteen years I have been aware of the Siveet Briar alumnae as more

loyal and enthusiastic about their college than any other alumnae group Fi'e known
in this country. And with good reason! For there is indeed a quality of mind and

spirit engendered at Sweet Briar which I bcliei'e is quite unique.

I am as sorry as all of you that Miss Glass felt that she should resign. But she is,

happily, so much a part of the college—in symbol and in fact—that she can never,

in the truest sense, really take her leaie of those halls and hills.

It will be a great pleasure to meet you. I hope it ivill be soon.

Most sincerely,

"^AV^ \ ^cX^c^-^i^Cl^A,^
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BY THIS time even the most distantly-removed

alumn.i of Sweet Briar has heard of Miss Glass'

resignation and of the appointment of her successor, Dr.

Martha B. Lucas. Most of the alumnae, however, don't

know how the news which stunned the community was

announced on that momentous day, November 15, 1945.

Shortly before 10:.?0 that morning, news was spread

over the campus that Miss Glass had called an important

meeting of the community to take place at noon. Spec-

ulations as to its purpose were heard on all sides; the

students seemed to think that their Christmas vacation

would be (a) lengthened, (b) shortened, (c) spent on

campus. Some even thought Miss Glass was going to

announce a gift of a million dollars to the college!

Everyone was in the chapel when Miss Glass walked

onto the platform and said, simply: "I have some impor-

tant news to tell you which concerns everyone at Sweet

Briar, and I want you to know it before it appears in the

newspapers. As a member of the Board of Overseers of

Sweet Briar College, I am authorized to inform you that

the Board has accepted the resignation of Meta Glass as

president of the college, and has appointed Dr. Martha

B. Lucas as her successor."

Tense silence greeted these words. People had heard

Miss Glass say that she contemplated resigning at the end

of this year, but as long as the announcement had not

been definitely made, the students had not been greatly

concerned. Now here it was, suddenly a fact; it was with

mixed emotions that students, faculty and other members

of the community concentrated their attention again on

Miss Glass' words.

She told her listeners that the resignation and the ap-

pointment were both effective July 1, 1946, and then

she told them something about Miss Lucas and her qual-

ifications. When she asked whether they would like to

have a chance to meet their new president before she

came to assume her office, the reply was immediate and

enthusiastic. "All right," smiled Miss Glass, "we'll invite

her to come in the spring and we'll have a party for her."

That was all. It took less than ten minutes to tell.

But its consequences have deeply stirred the students and

the alumnae, who have long been proud of Miss Glass'

administration of their college.

Platen <=r+Luituiae ^ I leetin
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Boston alumnae and Miss Lucas became acquainted with

each other at a tea given at the Junior League on Febru-

ary 15, when Helen McMahon, alumnae secretary, and

Jeanette Boone, '27, acting registrar, were also guests of

the group. Miss Lucas scored a hit with her friendly

manner and her keen interest in Sweet Briar. She declined

the invitation of the club president, Betsy Tower Bennett,

'41, to address the group, saying that she preferred to talk

to all the members individually.

Helen Mac and Dan brought news of the campus, doubly
welcomed because they were the first college visitors Boston

has had in a number of years. All in all, according to

Katherine Nilcs Parker, '36, (Association vice-president,

remember?) it was a most enjoyable informal gathering.

y^otiiicii jTriiA I I inter ^ I leetiita

After a lapse of five years, the midwinter meeting of the

Alumnae Council was resumed with a two-day session at

Sweet Briar on January 30 and 31. Plans for commence-
ment, progress of the Alumnae Fund, report of the Nomi-
nating Committee, possible changes in the constitution

... all these were matters for discussion. Those who at-

tended were: Mary Huntington Harrison, '30, president;

Katherine Niles Parker, 3 6, first vice-president; Anne Mc-
juiikin Briber, '43, second vice-president; Margaret Thoina'i

Kruesi, ex '12; Louise Hammond Skinner, '19; Edith

DiirrcU Marshall, '21; Gertrude Dally Massie, '22; Grace

Merrick Twohy, '24; Mary Moore Pancake, '32; Laura

Graves, '42. Helen McMahon, '23, executive secretary;

Martha von Briesen, '31, past president; and Gerry Mal-

lory, '3 3, Alumnae Fund chairman, also attended the

meeting.
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A scholarship of $1,100 for an entering student,

covering tuition, room and board for a year, was made
available last November for the first time. This is the

largest scholarship which has ever been offered by Sweet

Briar.

The scholarship is intended for an outstanding student

who has definite educational purpose and who would be

unable to finance her college education without this sti-

pend. According to the announcement which has been

sent to all secondary schools in Virginia and to many in

other states throughout the country, application for this

special scholarship is to be made by school authorities in

behalf of such students as might be able to meet the qual-

ifications. Thesa inquiries were to be in the hands of the

committee not later than February 1.

In addition, twelve competitive tuition scholarships of

$450 are again made available for excellent students who
compete successfully in the April tests of the College

Entrance Examination Board. Preference in six of these

awards is given to Virginia students. Two scholarships

of $100, one in Latin and one in French, are open to

competitors in the Virginia Latin and French Tourna-

ments conducted annually by the Virginia Classical and

Modern Language Associations.
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Benedict Scholarship||Given to College

Dr. Mary K. Benedict

FOUNDERS' Day, 1945, marked an important mile-

stone in the history of Sweet Briar, a linking of past

with present, of beginnings with present-day, which can-

not but serve to strengthen the college itself. For the

alumnae, it also marked the successful completion of

their biggest single project to date, the Mary Kendrick

Benedict Scholarship Fund, an endowment of $12,000.

The day itself . . . October 26 . . . was perfection,

its warm sunshine being all the more appreciated because

it followed a number of rainy days. For a few hours,

however, there was mounting anxiety and dismay in the

hearts of all those who were waiting to welcome the guests

of honor, Miss Benedict herself and Miss Guion, when
word came that their train was several hours late.

Their joy was all the greater, then, when the guests

arrived in the chapel, some three quarters of an hour

after the exercises had started. Their appearance on the

platform, following the address of Dr. Kathryn McHale,
director general of the American Association of Univer-

sity Women, brought the entire assemblage to its feet

in an outburt of joyous welcome. To say that this was

a dramatic homecoming is an understatement!

After that, the day was even better than perfection.

Miss Guion had barely time to adjust her hastily-donned

academic costume when she was introduced to the audi-

ence by Miss Glass, and she rose to speak. The students,

who overflowed into the rear entrance of the chapel,

strained to hear every word; they found themselves trans-

ported back to the first decade of the college's life and

they shared, as they never had before, the fun and hard-

ships that went into that period. The 'newcomers'

to the community, including faculty and others, had the

same experience, while those alumnae and faculty mem-
bers who themselves were among the pioneers relived the

days Miss Guion described so well. This is what she

related to them:

It is my delight to be back here and it is a rare privilege for

me to tell you about the part played by Mary K. Benedict in the

destiny of Sweet Briar College. That the Alumnae Council of 1944

voted to establish the Mary Kendrick Benedict Scholarship Fund

bears witness that her influence has continued through the past

twenty-eight years to impress itself upon this college. Her pioneer

spirit has inspired Helen McMahon and Martha von Briesen to

correlate the work of all the committees of yesteryear with the

college of today. For me it has been a great adventure to cooperate

with Miss Sparrow, Dr. Harley and Dr. Rollins under the stimu-

lating guidance of Marion Peele. It has been a unique experience to

have an appeal for money answered with such joy. Every reply has

been testimony to the belief of faculty and students in the enduring

contribution made by Mary K. Benedict to Sweet Briar College.

This institution, as you well know, is the fulfillment of the will

of Mrs. Indiana Fletcher Williams, wife of James Henry Williams.

Her object in life, after the death in 1884 of their seventeen year

old daughter, Maria Augusta, was to perpetuate the memory of

this beloved child. She chose to found this college to educate endless

generations of young girls as a memorial to their happy little" Daisy.

She specified that this school was to be built here on this plantation

where her family had lived so richly until their grief overwhelmed

their joy in life.

When Mrs. Fletcher died in 1900, her estate became the property

of Sweet Briar Institute under the direction of a Board of Trustees.

These men had high ideals and they formulated a broad policy for

the establishment of an institution of learning of the highest order.

They gave to the work their best thought and strength but they

were not experienced educa,tors. The task was a peculiarly technical

and difficult new venture. We can all appreciate how puzzled were

a bishop, two ministers, two lawyers, and two businessmen when
they faced the execution of "Miss Indie's" will. All they had were

two plantations, two beautiful old houses, stocks and bonds, and the

general direction to educate young girls to become useful members
of society.

It was a tough proposition to compound these items into a respected

and valuable degree of Bachelor of Arts. We can understand the

mistakes made in those early years, even though they had serious

consequences. For example, considerable sums of money were spent

to build a dam across a red mud stream to form a lake; to enlarge

Mt. San Angelo to house the president a mile from the college; .to

stock the farm with cows and pigs, and to plant crops to feed the

college community. None of these expensive projects produced a

Chapel, a library, a laboratory. On the other hand they were con-

tinuous liabilities with no paternal Father in Washington and a

triple A to supply subsidies for their farm deficits. In the meantime
this embryonic college could boast only of two dormitories, a
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refectory, a power plant, and an empty academic building. There

was no preparation for the intellectual life which was due to begin

in a few short months. Two men had been appointed to the faculty

—Dr. John McBryde as professor of English and Dr. William Berk-

eley, professor of Chemistry. A book of views and a sketchy pros-

pectus had been printed but there was no catalogue describing any

planned courses of study.

These were indeed crucial days for the future of "Miss Indie's"

dream. The Board of Trustees realized this and set about analyzing

the ditHculty and concluded chat they needed an educator of exper-

ience and administrative ability. They found Mary Kcndrick Bene-

dict and she found this college and set it on its road to achieve the

broad principles of "Miss Indie's" will, which the Board of Trustees

had given Miss Benedict as their objective.

Miss Benedict arrived in Sweet Briar in June, 1906, fully aware

of the serious problems that she must face immediately and she

had formulated plans to solve them. She found there was only one

student, Lillian Lloyd of Lynchburg, enrolled for admission. When

the Board of Trustees met the day of her arrival, her first request,

therefore, was for $S,000 for advertising the new college. The

appropriation was granted and a campaign started by Miss Benedict

with the aid of an expert firm. Dr. John McBryde, the professor

of English, lived on the campus. He was a well known educator in

this state and Miss Benedict at once realized what valuable services

he could render in publicizing the college. He visited the secondary

schools throughout the state and secured their cooperation in his

effort to interest students to enter Sweet Briar.

On September 27, 1906, thirty-six boarders and fourteen day

students from Amherst Court House were enrolled. Thus it was

that fifty girls came to be our first student body. While the work

of enrolling students progressed, Mary Benedict faced the great

unknown problem that had been uppermost in her mind from the

beginning. Of what would the student body be composed? Would

it be high school graduates? Would they be trained to meet the

requirements of a full-fledged college? Would they be serious stu-

dents or sociai-lights? Naturally these questions could not be answered,

for the student body was still ephemeral. How could a course of

study be planned? There was no student body and there were only

two members of the faculty. She bent every effort to secure both,

and in the meantime she knew she must be prepared for September 27.

It was characteristic of her that she could answer a theoretical

problem with a practical solution. She decided to formulate a four

year curriculum of study equal to that of the best colleges and she

published the first catalogue of Sweet Briar College with an outline

of the requirements for graduation with an A.B. degree. She never

permitted this standard to be bent for any student. Instead she

provided courses to fit the needs of the special student.

At this point I should like to emphasize one of the greatest

services Miss Benedict ever rendered this institution. In "Miss Indie's"

will she stated that this school was to be named "Sweet Briar Insti-

tute." Miss Benedict realized early in 1906 that this name was a

serious handicap. Before the first catalogue was issued she pleaded

with the Trustees to change the name to Fletcher College—this, of

course, was "Miss Indie's" maiden name. The lawyers decided this

could not be legally done. She then tried to have the name changed

to Sweet Briar College and again met a legal impasse and so today

this is still legally Sweet Briar Untitutc, but academically it is Sweet

Briar College, because Mary Benedict so issued the catalogues. You
of today are so accustomed to Sweet Briar that you cannot appreciate

how we were twitted about "Sweet Briar Rose College," "Lily of the

Valley College" and why not "Virginia Creeper." The name is no

longer a liability because it stands in the world for a splendid

academic achievement and it represents for us the beautiful ideal

for which we worked. Bui even today I am sure that any girl looking

for a college would be repelled by "Institute." Miss Benedict so

convinced the Trustees in 1906. Further, she emphasized to them
that mountains, farms, a lake, brick and mortar could not produce

an institution whose degree would be of the least value in the

recognized academic world. She made them realize that a degree

of value depended on a good faculty, a good student body, and the

requisite physical equipment.

Dr. Connie M. Guion

How much easier It would have been for her to build here a

charming "finishing school." It would have been a great success by

merely capitalizing the glorious setting, the climate, the picturesque

fox hunts and the incomparable graces inherent in this Virginia.

But she had set her ideals for the college at the level of her Alma

Maters—Vassar and Yale. She was well aware that the reputation

of the college, and therefore the value of its degree, would depend

first and foremost on its faculty. She therefore set about to obtain

men and women from the faculties of leading colleges. If possible

she selected those with connections in the southern states so that

they would understand and be understood in this proud Virginia.

Thus she established a direct link between the traditional college

faculties and the handful of teachers here, and Sweet Briar became

a subject of interest in the college world at once. Her progress was

watched, it was approved and her students and her degree in four

years, won a place in the academic world second to none.

But I have run ahead of my story and I want to go back to

September 27, 1906, when those half hundred girls arrived—every

one of them was a problem that Miss Benedict considered her personal

responsibility. She studied them as individuals, she learned their

home environment and their interests, their ambitions and their

capabilities, their experiences and their needs. She found that only

a few could matriculate as college students and she made up her

mind during registration days what courses each one should study.

What is more, she decided how to lead each one to u-ant the courses

that were really needed. She personally made out each schedule and

she arranged the classes so that every girl could follow the program

without any conflicts. This was a Herculean task. She sat up all

night before opening day working over the details. About } a.m.

she heard mutterings outside her office window and saw a colored

man looking at her, then she heard his stealthy footstep on the

porch. As the doors were rarely locked she hastily grabbed her

schedules and her kerosene lamp and went quickly up the stairs

to her bedroom. There behind locked doors she finished the schedules

as the sun rose. It was too late to go to bed, so she changed from

her dinner clothes to a suit and in her usual leisurely manner walked

to the academic building, posted the schedule of classes and appeared

at breakfast so fresh no one realized she had not been to bed. Thus
began the first opening day of Sweet Briar College. So effectively
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had every detail been planned that no one remarked on the absence

of conflicts.

In succeeding weeks lite was not so simple that it was barren.

Jennie Hurt has said of it, "The road was long and hard, there

was disorganization on all sides, the ideal college that was written

about was not found ready made." It would have been easy for

Miss Benedict to lay before the faculty and student body the ideal

plan of organization of the college life—to propose a student govern-

ment association, a YWCA, a dramatic and an athletic association

with full fledged rules and regulations. Such a procedure would have

speeded up the formation of a typical school life. But speed was

neither the philosophy nor psychology of her ideal for Sweet Briar.

She felt the most important phase of the growth of the college lay

in the development of the character of each individual rather than

in the mechanics of the college. She encouraged the faculty and

student body to work out their own salvation, giving them suggestions

and encouragement and freedom of action. They scarcely realized the

quiet guidance that was forming this college into an amazing spiritu.l

mould even in those first months. The place was pervaded by an

atmosphere of zeal, earnestness, right ncss, ownership and a sense of

responsibility in the building of this young college. Miss Benedict

had succeeded in launching her ideal but the future depended on

new students and new faculty. In the next few years almost every

girl who applied for admission was accepted, for every dollar of

income was needed. The college had been made poor by inadvisable

spending and tuition must supply what the college lacked in endow-

ment. The number of students prepared for college work was small

—even the third year there were only twenty-six among the one

hundred and eleven students. This fact never was hidden either

within or without the college. On the contrary, in the catalogue

the students were listed as "College students" distinct from "specials"

and courses were provided in the curriculum to meet the needs of

each group. Although it was thus necessary to separate the student

body, there was never any division in the loyalty and devotion of

the two groups to the college or to each other. These "specials"

were really special in the life and heart of the college.

Although the student body could not be chosen, the members of

the faculty were. They were selected with infinite care for their

fitness to enter into the life and special needs of the college. The

record made by them exemplifies one of Miss Benedict's unusual

gifts. She knew how to choose the right person for each job and

how to develop his talents and give him confidence in himself and

in her. Take Marion Peele for example. Miss Benedict showed genius

when she entrusted Marion to guard her office door and her office

secrets. Marion's loyalty was equaled only by her efficiency. I would

like to tell you of the part each one played in the development of

the college but I have not the time. I must emphasize, however,

that every one was give a special job to do and was expected to do

it unhampered, undirected. Each one was given encouragement and

assistance at the psychological moment. Each was given credit for

the work accomplished. Thus the faculty and the students together,

under the leadership of Miss Benedict, worked toward a common
goal, the building of this college.

This same spirit was transfused into the Board of Trustees. Mr.

N. C. Manson and Mr. Charles E. Heald of Lynchburg couldn't stay

away. It was a bleak Sunday when Mr. Manson's happy laughter did

not ring out in the refectory and around the campus. He was the

staunchest friend this college ever had and he was beloved univer-

sally because of his own great capacity for friendship. He always

admired Miss Benedict's ability to meet every emergency and he

trusted her judgment in the conduct of the affairs of the college.

He went to her one day during the first year and said our bank

balance did not allow us to pay the teachers' salaries and they must

wait. Miss Benedict told him squarely that could not be done if

we were to obtain a good faculty and build a first-class college.

She convinced him and he said, "Come Hell or high water" he would

see that the salaries were paid promptly. He signed his first personal

note at the bank for this college and we borrowed. He signed others

year after year, but they were for less and less and when Miss

Benedict left we had no bank loan. Other members of the Board

were further away and could not come so often nor know us by

name. But each one was carried along by the spirit of the place and

gave to it his best thought and time.

Those on the fringe of the academic life caught the spirit of

enthusiasm, too. Mr. Dew behind his desk was always alert, always

wise in his quiet advice. Mr. Watts, our carpenter, was tireless in

his good works. He had no formal education but he was well tutored

in human relations. He had his own language, too picturesque to

fade from our history. He built us "flatforms" for the May Queen's

throne; he constructed desks in the "epidemic" building. Mr.

Martindale, Miss Carroll, Miss Mattie, Miss Dix, old Bias—each worked

tirelessly to make our lives happy and comfortable.

So it was in the early days that a conglomerate group of young

girls with high school but not a college preparatory education, a

handful of college girls, a faculty from many colleges with many
interests, a lay Board of Trustees, executives, workers, were all im-

pelled by one common ideal through the influence of Mary K. Bene-

dict. She in turn, seemed always compelled by the force of ''Miss

Indie" to infuse into this college the ideals set forth in her will.

Through this irresistable comradeship Sweet Briar College became

a recognized college at the end of three years, and in June, 1910,

the first senior class consisting of five students received the first

Sweet Briar diplomas just one hundred years after Elijah Fletcher

graduated from the University of Vermont. As you know, the first

diploma was a replica of Elijah Fletcher's. In the third year our

students transferred to Vassar, Wellesley, and elsewhere with full

credit for every course recommended by our faculty. Our standing

was still further advanced in 1914 by the separation of the pre-

college group and the formation of The Academy under Mrs. Hill.

These students were housed in Grammer, entirely divorced from the

college. As the college grew spiritually and intellecturlly so it devol-

oped physically. In 1908 Randolph was built, in 1909 Manson
was completed with the first adequate hall that could be used for

assemblies: Chapel, plays, concerts, student gatherings; for our first

Founders' Day on November 19, 1909, and for our first commence-
ment in June, 1910. In 1913 Grammer was built. Thus in six

years three new dormitories were added.

By now you must have an insight into the character of this Mary
Benedict whom we are here to honor. I want you to see her as we
did in 1908. This college was always her responsibility and she

knew instinctively what was going on at all places and at all times.

You could look out over the campus, down the halls of any build-

ing by day or by night and see a tall figure moving here, there, and

everywhere. She was unafraid over the campus on the blackest night.

She slept alone in Sweet Briar House although others might hear

"Miss Indie's" ghost roaming about every room. She had no physical

fear. She and I were walking down the gravel walk when the hand-
some, dehorned farm ram charged down upon us. I struck him a

blow with a suitcase I was carrying and ran behind a small cedar

tree. Miss Benedict stood her ground with a closed umbrella with
the point aimed at him, caught him between the eyes and countered
him down the walk until she too was near a cedar tree. Quickly
she gave him the slip and jumped to safety. No one appreciated

the ridiculous more than she and her account of this adventure
brought gales of laughter over the campus.

She always had a delicious sense of humor and a contagious smile

even if she was the subject of the mirth. This was especially striking

because she was essentially a very shy person. Every old girl remem-
bers her laugh at Founders' Day when she would answer the boys'

praise of Sweet Briar, "but you ought to see Sweet Briar in the

spring." In fact it was usually a duet by Miss Benedict and the girl

"you ought to see Sweet Briar in the spring." Miss Benedict was
courageous. "Miss Indie's" old colored servant said of "Miss Indie,"

"if things went 'gainst her or fer her hit was all right." This also

characterized Miss Benedict's sound philosophy in her conduct of

affairs. Often things went "agin" her but she never lost hope or

faith in the ultimate goal nor did she allow anyone else to become
pessimistic. She transfused her courage into faculty and students.

She stimulated them to be independent and resourceful without
committing herself to any false promise. When I walked into the

room that was to be the chemistry laboratory I was bewildered.

There was no running water, no table sinks, and only a few benches
and two tables and two desks. The desks were about the height of my
shoulders. They were painted with Mr. Heald's famous logan stain.

Every time I set a bottle down the stain came off and a ring remained.

How in the world could I teach chemistry and physics with this
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primitive equipment? In desperation I went to Miss Benedict. She

didn't seem disturbed, she didn't seem even surprised. She said

quite frankly thr.t the college had no money to spend on the lab-

oratory "just now." She seemed quite convinced, however, that I

could make some feasible plan to remodel the room into a satis-

factory laboratory. Before I realized it I was certain it was my
responsibility to build and equip the laboratory table. I told my
troubles to Mr. Watts and he said he'd ''slip over to the Epidemic

Building and see what we could do." I borrowed his ideas and his

saw and began cutting ten inches off the bottom of the long desk.

I had to do it at night to avoid disrupting the classes on the floor

below. One midnight I was sawing away when the lab door swung
open and in walked Miss Benedict and Mr. Heald. They said they

had come up to see why there was a light in the building at that

late hour. (The electric plant was turned off at ten o'clock in those

days.) I was sure Miss Benedict had maneuvered Mr. Heald's visit.

He was quite abashed to find a woman member of the faculty

carpentering at midnight. Next day Mr. Watts appeared and soon

my laboratory had two tables with running water and sinks, a

hood and everything else I wanted.

It was always like that. Miss Benedict left you to decide your

problem and when she saw you were bent on a worthwhile plan and

willing to put your energy into it she would step in at the psycholog-

ical moment and assist in its completion. Thus she never failed to

leave you with a new inspiration and a new confidence In her lead-

ership. She was honest, forthright and expected you to be the same.

She knew what she wanted for this college and nothing made her

falter in her determination to attain it. She knew it would take

longer to let the college grow through the development of the

ideas and Ideals of the faculty and students working together than

it would take for her to set up the prototype of the well established

colleges in the framework of this new institution. She did not

want any imitations. Rather she preferred this college to be the

expression of the individual and personal accomplishments of the

faculty, students, Trustees, and all who labored to make it a success.

Above and through it all, her vision, her insight Into the needs

of the college for all time, her courage, her patience, her humility,

her unyielding honesty, her frankness, her capacity for keen analysis

of a situation, her appraisal of an individual's abilities, of winning
an individual's confidence, of leading an individual unknowingly into

the right action in life—these characteristics of Mary K. Benedict

made this college what it is today—the fulfillment of the dream
expressed in "Miss Indie's" will:

"It shall be the general scope and object of the school

to impart to its students such education in sound learning,

such physical, moral and religious training as shall . . .

befit them to be useful members of society."

And so I say that Miss Benedict kept the faith with "Miss Indie."

Then came the great moment for the presentation of

the gift itself, a presentation which was made by Marion
Peele, to whom Sweet Briar is greatly indebted for her

inspired chairmanship of this entire undertaking. Address-

ing Miss Glass, members of Sweet Briar today, and some of

yesterday, Marion said:

"At just this time last year, announcement was made of the plan

proposed by the Alumnae Council to found at Sweet Briar a scholar-

ship as a tribute to the first President of the College, and to be

named In her honor the Mary Kendrick Benedict Scholarship, In

thinking of this proposal It was understood that the times were out

of joint, and the problems and pressures on so many hardly to be

faced. But it was believed too, that as a people we accept the prob-
lems and go forward In spite of them to build toward the future.

This, with the assurance that what we sought to build was an ac-

knowledgment to a woman whose hopes and aspirations had always
been bound inseparably with broader educational opportunities for

young women, made us feel certain our plan would succeed.

"It has. Today, among all the other days of various designations,

V-E Day, V-J Day, we celebrate our own V-B Day, Victory for

Benedict Scholarship Fund. This victory is the result of the happiest,

most spontaneous response that those of us who have joined in the

effort to bring It about have ever known. The depth of understand-

Marion L. Peele

ing in the organization and

planning for this expression by

Martha von Briesen and Helen

McMahon, with the warm and

generous collaboration of the

committee of early faculty

members under Doctor Guion's

inimitable leadership, the loyal

and devoted effort of the alum-

nae representatives of the classes

of 1910 through 1919. includ-

ing the Academy group, have

made this froni the beginning

a thrilling experience. Those

days when the college was

young and smaller made possible

for us a close association with

our President and gave us the

^ift of a memory to carry

through the years that has

resulted in this tribute to Doc-

tor Benedict. Perhaps it can

best be expressed in the words

of one alumna who wrote: 'We
give money to establish the

Benedict Scholarship, and I'm

sure many alumnae feel, as I

do, that the gift is too small.

We of the earlier years of Sweet

Briar had what we cannot give to any girl of the future who wins

the scholarship—association with this truly great woman.'

"And so, Miss Glass, at the request of the Alumnae Association I

have the honor and happiness to present to you for Sweet Briar Col-

lege, this fund, in full, for the establishment of a scholarship founda-

tion, which so many of us of an earlier day, alumnae, faculty, and

friends, join In giving with all our hearts as a tribute to Mary Ken-

drick Benedict, our beloved President."

In reply Miss Glass said simply:

"In the name of Sweet Briar College, I accept the Mary Kendrick

Benedict Scholarship with a sense of the great service it will be to

students in the years to come. We have always known that what Miss

Benedict did at Sweet Briar was foundational and of lasting effect.

We have grown and blossomed in spots, and she says she likes the

blossoms that have come. There are other buds to open and we trust

that she will like those as well. The students who will hold the

scholarship named for her, have an Inspiration in that fact alone."

Then Miss Benedict rose, and expressed in the following

words her own feelings:

"The establishment of this Foundation, its inception, its progress

and its successful completion, have given me a delight that is beyond

words.

"When, in June, 1944', I received a letter from the Alumnae Coun-
cil saying that they would like to establish a Scholarship Fund
Foundation which should be a gift from the Sweet Briar of 1906-

1919, and which should bear my name, my joy went way down to

the very depths of my soul. When, in June, 1945, another letter

told me that the fund was all but completed, that joy and a whole

lot more began to bubble up from the depths of my soul, and it has

been bubbling up right along and will continue to bubble for the

rest of my life.

"I wish for all of you the happy experience, that has been given

me. of learning that as the years come and go they do, whether we
become aware of it or not, pass on in a forward direction things of

highest value which return, not as memoriees but as real forces that

go on working regardless of time. Years do not waste or destroy.

They conserve and build.

"My deepest gratitude to each and every one connected with this

accomplishment which makes a chain linking Sweet Briar's past to

its future."

Following the exercises in the chapel (Dr. Harley, Miss

Sparrow, Miss McLaws, and Miss Morenus were in the
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faculty procession, in addition to Miss Benedict, Miss

Guion, Marion Peele, and Mr. Rollins, who pronounced

the invocation and the benediction), everyone went up
to the Monuments, where a short service was held and

the seniors put flowers on the graves of Daisy, Miss Indy

and Mr. Williams.

Luncheon in the Refectory came next, followed by an

informal reunion in Randolph parlor, where the alumnae

had a chance to talk to each other and to Miss Benedict

and Miss Guion. The years rolled away and the past

became only yesterday.

Pretty soon it was time to go to the reception, where

Miss Glass, Miss McHale, Miss Benedict, Miss Guion, and

Mary Huntington Harrison, president of the Alumnae

Association, received the faculty and other friends in the

west parlor of Sweet Briar house. Everyone agreed that

it was quite the nicest Founders' Day reception in years

and years! After supper almost everyone went to the

play, Jim Dandy, which was the first student production

of the year.

Thus the day itself came to an end, but for those who
were here it is safe to say that it will never really end.

In all its dignity and laughter, its golden perfection, it

will always remain a day apart, full of the joy of dreams
come true.

Miss Benedict and Miss Guion, who were Miss Glass's

guests at Sweet Briar House, remained until Sunday even-

ing, so those alumnae who didn't have to hurry away
continued the reunion on Saturday and Sunday. Dr.

Harley, unfortunately, had to return to Charlottesville

on Friday evening, but Miss Sparrow and Miss McLaws
stayed on, joining Miss Morenus' luncheon party on Satur-

day. Past and present members of Paint and Patches were

delighted to learn about the early days of that organization

from Miss Guion on Sunday, and both Miss Benedict and

Miss Guion managed to talk to quite a number of the

students now in college.

Among those who had joined to make possible the Mary
Kendrick Benedict Scholarship, the following attended the

presentation of the gift on Founders' Day: Elizabeth

Anderson Kirkpatrick, Margaret Banister, Eugenia Biif-

ington Walcott, Alma Booth Taylor, Nellie Davidson
Thomas, Marion Dearborn, Nell Dearborn Reed, Amy
Elliott Jose, Harriet Evans Wyckoff, Florence Freeman
Fowler, Marjorie French Nevens, Elizabeth Green Shep-

hard, Eugenia Griffin Burnett, Claudine Griffin Holcomb,
(Continued on Page 9)

Miss 'Benedict '\>9rites .

"Your letter, bringing its cluster of messages, reached me in that seienth heaven

of delight where I have been ever since I found myself seated in that familiar chapel—
old friends and neiv friends beside me, behind me and before mc. My first thought was

how wonderful it was that we beginners had come back to Sweet Briar with a gift

to bestow which you had brought and I was to share. Nothing is nicer than to have

a gift to bestow on someone or something that means a lot to you. Then, as 1 listened

to Miss Glass, Marion, and Miss Guion, the early years came back and I realized that

the best things in them had been passed along from year to year and were here, not as

memories but as fulfillments. There were two thingss first, what is in Sweet Briar's

work and life, its spirit which had stayed; and second, what is in our alumnae group,

1906-1919, their life and spirit, which they say goes back to those beginning days.

"Then, next, as I sat there I turned from looking around for the faces I knew
to the faces of the girls in front of me. They were so happily responsive to all that

was said about Sweet Briar's beginnings that I felt not at all that we were an old past

gazing on a young present but that they were a young present that was looking at us

as associates they were glad to know and welcome as belonging always at Sweet Briar.

Those feelings that came as 1 sat there during the exercises were intensified during my
whole visit. The joy of being with so many of you at Sweet Briar again, and the grand

gift that reaches out to the future, was increased by that other side—the present girls.

I don't think anything ever succeeded as this has—but maybe I am prejudiced."
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Sweet Briar Day - December 28, 1945
ONCE more, in cities large and small from one end ot

the country to the other, Sweet Briar Day was ob-

served on December 28 as a time for talk about Sweet

Briar. In most places, there were students now in college

who brought the latest news from campus to the alumnae.

Naturally, Miss Glass' resignation and the appointment

of her successor. Miss Martha B. Lucas, held first place

among the topics discussed.

In far-off Lima, Peru, two Sweet Briar alumnae met for

luncheon that day, just as did others in San Francisco,

Seattle, Chicago, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Boston, Chatta-

nooga, and in two score cities across the land.

Washington had Miss Glass as guest of honor, and more

than fifty attended the tea given at the Washington Club,

at which Miss Glass spoke informally. Dr. Harley and

Bertha Pfisfcr Wailes, '17, were visiting firemen in Char-

lottesville, much to the delight of others who attended the

luncheon. Dr. Harley is taking work at the University,

'not for credit,' she adds.

Isabelle Dcm'ing Ellis, ex '23, sent this account of Sweet

Briar Day far south of the border in Lima: "The luncheon

table was set with really lovely rose linen, roses in

the center and the Briar Patch of '3 8 was propped up,

showing a lovely view of Sweet Briar," (Jean McKeriney

Stoddard, '39 hostess, was editor of that Briar Patch.)

"The atmosphere was certainly with us . . . We had a

wonderful time."

Debutantes held the stage that day in Atlanta, but

Betty Haverty, '44, reports a successful morning coffee

gathering in her home, to which half a hundred alumnae

and Atlanta's present contingent of students came.

Sweet Briar's color movies were shown in Chattanooga,

where Hilda Hude, '45, managed a very successful lunch-

eon, and in Boston, where a score of alumnae and several

guests saw them, preceding tea, at the Harvard Faculty

Club in Cambridge.

Norfolk reported 'the best meeting we've ever held,'

a luncheon which was attended by forty-five. Rosemary
Ashby, '46, brought news of the college, and Louise Ham-

iiioiiil Skinner, '19, brought down the house with her

account of Founders' Day. A member of the Alumnae
Council, she also gave the Norfolk alumnae a brief rejwrt

of the Council's last meeting.

Edith Diinrll Marshall, '21, another Council member,

showed her Kodachrome slides of Sweet Briar after

luncheon in Cincinnati, and Alumnae president Mary
Hitntiugtnn Harrison, '30, spoke to the group about

activities of the association. Helen McMahon, alumnae

secretary, brought a similar account to the alumnae
who met for luncheon in Huntington, W. Va.

Richmond's luncheon, to which 50 came, was en-

livened by a report of campus news given by Judith

Gary Burnett, '47; a talk on The Youth Conservation

Program, by Mrs. J. L. Blair Buck; and a talk on School

for Veterans, by Chauncy Williams, '44. In Lynchburg,
2 3 assembled for luncheon at the Columns, and guests

included half a dozen members of the faculty.

San Francisco had a luncheon, and made plans for

another gathering in February at the home of one of the

members. Savannah reported 'Although few in number,

(8) we agreed that it was the most successful celebra-

tion we have ever had.' Four alumnae met for luncheon

in Seattle, and Tampa's chairman reported, 'We had a

very enthusiastic luncheon. There were only 12 . . . we
were fortunate in having two present students who told

us about Dr. Glass' resignation and the appointment of

Dr. Lucas. We regret very much the loss of 'Miss

Meta' but we feel fortunate that Sweet Briar will have

such a president as Dr. Lucas is reputed to be.'

Flu and bad weather in many parts of the country

made inroads on attendance totals, but there is no doubt

that the chairmen, almost unanimously, considered their

gatherings to be successful, informal meetings.

Cities not already mentioned in which Sweet Briar

Day was observed include: Annapolis; Asheville; Au-
gusta, Ga., Birmingham; Charleston, W. Va.; Charlotte;

Detroit; Durham, N. C; Jacksonville; Louisville; Mem-
phis; Milwaukee; Philadelphia; Roanoke; Rochester,

N. Y.; Toledo; and Wilmington, Del.

Benedict Scholarship Given to College

(Continued from Page S)

Eloise Hirst Couper, Louise Hammond Skinner, Mattie

Hammond Smith, Rachel Lloyd Holton, Marjorie Undsay
Coon, Isabel Lnke Witt, Marianne Martin, Margaret

McVey, Frances Mnrrell Rickards, Elsie Palmer Parkhurst,

Mary Virginia Parker, Juliet Parris Gill, Margaret Potts

Williams, Marion Peele, Nan Powell Hodges, Caroline

SharfK Sanders, Sue Slaughter, Rebecca Stout Hoover,

Isabel Wood Holt, Dr. Harley, Miss McLaws, Miss

Morenus, Miss Mattie and Miss Gay Patteson, Mr. Rollins,

Miss Sparrow and Mrs. Dew.

Additional gifts to the Mary K. Benedict Scholarship

Fund since the report in the October Alumn.^e Nems.
Juliet Parris Gill, Academy
Mayo Tbacb Tarpley, '13

Doris McConnell Faille, ex '16

Edna Rigg Brown, ex '16

Elsie Palmer Parkhurst, ex '17

Charlotte More Meloney, ex '18

Dr. Connie M. Guion

Miss Katherine Harvey
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Report ot the Nominating Committee

The Nominating Committee of the Sweet Briar Alumnae Association presents the following slate for your

approval. We have attempted to select a group of representative alumnae, well diversified geographically and

by classes. Their term is for 2 years, 1946-1948. Additional nominations may be sent to the Alumnae Secretary

within four (4) weeks after the publication of the February Alumnae News if accompanied by fifteen

(15) signatures of members together with the written consent of the nominee, according to the revised con-

stitution adopted in June, 1941. A short biographical sketch of each candidate will be given in the April issue

of the Alumnae News. Ballots will be mailed to all alumnae in April.

TERM—1946-1948

Candidates for President

Marian Shafer, '21 (Mrs. Charles Wadhams) 112 Adams

Street, Brockport, N. Y.

'EHzabeth Pinkerton, '36 (Mrs. F. W. Scott) 909 West

Franklin Street, Richmond 20, Va.

Candidates for Vice-President

-Edith Durrell, '21 (Mrs. E. C. Marshall) 6326 Ridge

Avenue, Pleasant Ridge, Cincinnati 13, Ohio.

Katherine Blount, '26 (Mrs. Fred Andersen) Bayport,

Minnesota.

For Members-at-Large of the Alumnae Council

''Martha Valentine, Academy (Mrs. John H. Cronly)

Chesterfield Apartments, Richmond 2 0, Va.

Fanita Ferris, Academy (Mrs. Vernon M. Welsh) 1180

Westmoor Road, Winnetka, 111.

'•"Margaret Thomas, ex '12 (Mrs. Paul J. Krucsi) 1507

Edgewood Circle, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Louise Bennett, '16 (Mrs. Albert C. Lord) 182 Hillside

Avenue, Englewood, N. J.

Carrie Sharpe, '19 (Mrs. Marion C. Sanders) 5 85 Union

Street, Wytheville, Va.

'Isabel Wood, '19 (Mrs. Homer A. Holt) 1585 Virginia

Street, Charleston, West Virginia.

'"Louise Hammond, '19 (Mrs. Frederic H. Skinner) North

Shore Road, Algonquin Park, Norfolk, Va.

'"Gertrude Dally, '22 (Mrs. Adrian M. Massie) Purchase

Street, Rye, N. Y.

Jane Guignard, '23 (Mrs. Broadus Thompson) P. O.

Box 480, Columbia, South Carolina.

'•"Grace Merrick, '24 (Mrs. John Twohy) 422 Mowbray
Arch, Norfolk, Va.

Gladys Woodward, '24 (Mrs. L. Marsden Hubbard) 210

Terry Road, Hartford, Conn.

Eleanor Miller, '2 5 (Mrs. WiUiam B. Patterson) 3 09

North Ridgeway Drive, Greensboro, N. C.

Ellen Newell, ex '26 (Mrs. Wright Bryan) 2513 Peach-

tree Street, N. E., Atlanta, Ga.

Dorothy Bortz, '29 (Mrs. J. Graham Davis) 200 Hast-

ings Street, Pittsburgh 6, Pa.

Amelia HoUis, '29 (Mrs. Thomas K. Scott) 3606 Ply-

mouth Place, Lynchburg, Va.

Ruth Hasson, '30 (Mrs. John S. Smith) 204 Lingrove

Place, Pittsburgh 8, Pa.

Norvell Royer, '30 (Mrs. John B. Orgain) 1920 Han-
over Avenue, Richmond 20, Va.

Sara Shallenberger, '32 (Mrs. W. L. Lyons Brown) Ash-

bourne, Harrods Creek, Ky.

Marjorie Burford, '3 3 (Mrs. OUinger Crenshaw) 613

Marshall Street, Monroe Park, Lexington, Va.

Lida Voigt, '3 5 (Mrs. Henry Lane Young, Jr.) 2924

Nancy Creek Road, N. W., Atlanta, Ga.

Rebecca Young, '35 (Mrs. James N. Frazer) 565 West
Wesley Road, N. W., Atlanta, Ga.

Alma Martin, '36 (Mrs. Ralph A. Rotnem) 330 East

79th Street, New York 21, N. Y.

Eve Williams, '40 (Mrs. Knox Turnbull) 3404 Park

Avenue, Richmond 21, Va.

Lucy Lloyd, '41, Valley Brook Farm, Downingtown, Pa.

Virginia Beasley, '42, Windy Hills Farm, R. F. D. #3,
Athens, Ohio.

Ann Hauslein, '42 (Mrs. Thomas G. Potterfield) 917

Kent Road Apartments, Richmond, Va.

'"Anne Mcjunkin, '43 (Mrs. Frank E. Briber) 1630 Park

Road, N. W., Washington 10, D. C.

Respectfully submitted,

Margaret Malonc McClements, '26 Chairman
Elizabeth Fohl Kerr, ex '22

Ruth Taylor Franklin, '2 5

Mary Copelancl Sturgeon, '29

Sue Kelly Flannery, '3 3

Martha Williams Tim, '3 5

Martha Hoilill Smith, '39

'Now serving on the council.

Alumnae Candidates for Board of Overseers, Sweet Briar College, 1946-52

Every three years the alumnae nominate one of their number as a candidate for the Board of Overseers of the

College, to serve a term of six years. Two candidates are selected by the Alumnae Council, from a list which includes

names proposed by alumnae clubs, and their names and qualifications are then presented to the membership.

The term of Edna Lee Cox, '26, will expire in May, and the other alumna member, Elsetta Gilchrist Barnes, '27,

will continue to serve until 1949.

The April issue of the Alumnae News will include short biographical sketches of the two candidates, Margaret

Banister, '16, and Louise Hammond Skinner, '19.
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I Saw Women at War
Wright Bryan

The editor of The Atlanta journal, husband of Ellen

Newell, ex '26, tells some of his experiences as a war

correspondent in Europe. Reprinted by permission of the

Agnes Scott Alumnae Quarterly.

IT WAS mid-August of 1944 and we were on the road

to Paris. From the moment the Allied forces broke

out of the Normandy beachhead and started fanning out

across France, Paris was the objective of every war

correspondent.

It was not so with the armies. Paris to them was

incidental. General Eisenhower's objective at all times

was the destruction of the German army as a military

force. Geographical places were incidental.

I wrote in one dispatch during the rush across France

that "the glittering name of Paris" was obscuring the

true mission of our forces, which was to eliminate Ger-

many's power and will to resist.

But for individuals, and especially for war correspon-

dents who knew that Paris was one of the most beloved

cafntals of the civilized world and that its liberation

would be a great symbol of the success of Allied arms,

the city itself became a goal.

John MacVane of the National Broadcasting Company

and I spent the better part of several weeks jockeying for

position as the armies approached Paris and finally, with

luck on our side, managed to get into the city on the

morning of its liberation with the advance elements of

General LeClerc's French Second Armored Division, which

was fighting as part of an American corps and was

assigned the mission of going into the center of the city.

A few days before all this took place John and I, with

a GI driver, were pushing our jeep eastward along one

of the poplar-lined roads of central France. Ahead of us

was a big U. S. Army two and one-half ton truck. It

was just like anv other GI "six-by-six" truck, except that

painted on the canvas tarpaulin was: "American Red

Cross Clubmobile Service."

After several miles we were able to come alongside

the truck. To our disappointment, there were no girls

in the front seat, but only two GIs.

But my eagerness to see Eliza and Jess, whom I had

not met since we left England, indicated how they had

come to represent for me the work that American women
were doing in the battle zone. I finally met them in

Paris the following week and we watched together the

celebration of Paris' freedom.

Shortly after I arrived in England in the autumn of

1943, to report the air war and to wait for the invasion

of western Europe, I had received a note from Eliza. She

welcomed me to the ETO, and added, as a postscript, "If

you want to see GI life from an interesting angle, spend

a day with us in the clubmobile."

I decided that was a good hunch. My first day in the

clubmobile I had so much fun that I spent three days there

instead of one, and later went back again to help give

some Christmas parties for personnel at the air bases which

that particular clubmobile was serving.

No one who wasn't there can ever comprehend what

the work of those Red Cross girls and hundreds of others

like them meant to the American soldiers overseas. It was

a little touch of home every time those girls brought their

clubmobile onto an American base.

They brought coffee and doughnuts and home-town

newspapers and swing bands on their phonograph. But

most of all they brought the wisecracks and the banter of

American girls to a dreary spot that seemed—and was

—

very far from home.

At that time the clubmobile was rigged up In a cum-
bersome old British truck, driven by an English civilian.

Not long after that Eliza and Jess left the air base to

prepare for clubmobile work on the continent of Europe,

serving the ground forces as they advanced.

Then the clubmobile apparatus was set up in one of

the big GI trucks, because that was the only type of

vehicle sturdy enough to keep up with the armies. The

girls learned to drive and service the trucks, and they went

along with our troops all the way across Europe.

The clubmobile was only one phase of the Red Cross

work; and Red Cross work was only one small phase of

the manifold job that American women, overseas and at

home, did in this war.

The American army and navy nurses formed another

group which was always close to, and sometimes actually

in, the battle lines.

But even with our knowledge of the tremendous job

that American women did in the war, how they kept their

homes together, and did industrial jobs, and went over-

seas with our forces, we still have only a faint compre-

hension of the mobilization of women in European

countries.

Less than an hour after we landed in Glasgow after a

voyage from New York we saw British women handling

baggage and servicing railway locomotives on the line

which led to London.

After I had been in England a few weeks and had seen

how ri cry British woman had a war job, I remarked to

the commander of an American heavy bombardment

group, "I've seen British women doing every type of work

I can think of except digging ditches."

"Look there," was his reply as he pointed out the win-

dow of his office.

Just outside the little Nissen hut which constituted

the station headquarters were a dozen or so English women
in overalls, up to their knees in mud, digging a drainage

ditch to help make that air field usable.

Later I learned how all the British women were reg-

istered with the government for war service and how they

were directed into the proper jobs by much the same type

of procedure that our Selective Service used to enroll men
for the armed forces. The story of how British women
kept all the public services of London functioning through
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the blitz is one you have read elsewhere, but it cannot

be over-emphasized.

On the continent of Europe we were to see how the

French women never let the tides of battle deter them

from tending their homes and farms. The first battle of

any consequence which I observed was the fighting by

the British and Canadian forces for the town of Caen

on the left flank of the Normandy beachhead.

As we were stretched out in a wheat field along a ridge

overlooking the town, waiting for the offensive to begin,

a prim old French lady in a black silk dress, carrying a

large black handbag, strode up the road toward the front

line. Nothing stopped her. We watched with amazement

as she unconcernedly walked through a crossroads on

which the German artillery was zeroed. The last we saw

af her she was proceeding along the ridge and over the

hill with bullets whizzing around her in every direction.

I'll wager she reached her destination, which must have

been her home and family.

Many months later, after I had been a prisoner of war

in Germany and Poland, we were liberated by the Russian

Army and saw the part that Russian women played in its

prowess. Some of my friends saw a Russian tank outfit

in the front lines, commanded by a women officer. That

was rare, but Russian women were everywhere just behind

the lines. Twelve of us Americans spent three weeks in

a Russian military hospital near Warsaw.

Virtually the entire staff of that hospital consisted of

women. We met a male colonel who was commanding offi-

cer and another who was chief surgeon. All the other staff

members we met were women. The doctor in charge of our

ward was a woman, a major in the Russian medical corps.

Katie was a middle-aged woman from Leningrad who
spoke a little English and served frequently as our inter-

preter. She had lost her father and mother, her brother,

her husband, and her son in the siege of Leningrad. She

knew why Russia was fighting the war.

All the Russian women warriors were not so grim. I

remember one night, in the staff car on our train which

carried a thousand liberated prisoners to Odessa, an

American major teaching a Russian WAC to sing "Pistol

Packing Mama."
And then, when our ship took us out through the

Bosporus and the Dardanelles, there was the American

woman who came on board at Istanbul. She was a

teacher in a college there. Since there was no U.S.O., she

had set one up, and, like the Red Cross girls elsewhere,

was giving a taste of home to the American soldiers who
came through Turkey.

She told us about the American and British flyers, in-

terned in Turkey when that country was neutral. They
were in the same hotel with some German diplomats. They
had fun at the hotel dinner dances bribing the orchestra

to play "God Bless America" and "There'll Always Be

An England," and then watching the expression on the

German faces.

She, like so many others, had the saving ingredient of

humor, to salt the tenderness and selflessness with which
«he served our soldiers.

New Sweet Briar Plates

WE'RE almost afraid to mention it, because it seems

too good to be true, but the beautiful fact is

that the day is coming when it will again be possible to

buy Sweet Briar china!

It's a long story, beginning with the news in 1940

that Cauldon potteries in England could no longer send

china; when the dealer's supply in Boston was exhausted,

that was the end. Then began a lengthy period of cor-

respondence, of discussion at Alumnae Council meetings

to select the view and flowers for the border, etc., etc.

After some two years of strenuous effort, the new design

has emerged; it was approved at the winter meeting of

the Council with enthusiasm!

The new plate will be made by Wedgwood instead of

Cauldon but in the same size and with the same gadroon

edge. It will come only in blue and mulberry, because

those two shades are almost identical with those used by
Cauldon. Wedgwood green, on the other hand, is much
lighter than Cauldon's green.

Instead of having a standard border design, it will have
a new one, drawn to our specifications, with Sweet Briar

roses, magnolias and laurel in handsome combination.

New, too, is the center drawing. Sweet Briar House is

still featured, although from a slightly different angle,

showing more of the portico.

We think the whole is unusually lovely and we are

impatient to complete all the steps necessary before we
can send out announcements with the new picture so that

all of you can see it too.

Here's the bitter with the sweet: it may take two years

to get delivery on the first orders! Please don't send in

your order until you receive the announcement with de-

tails about prices, shipping costs, etc.

College Calendar of Events

February 8—Dr. Irwin M. Tobin, State Department

—

Britain Turns to the Future.

9—-Midwinter Dance.

16—Faculty Show.
22—Dr. John Somerville

—

A Vhilospher Looks at

Soiiet Russia.

March 1—Senior Organ Recital. Helen Graeff, '46

3—The National Symphony Orchestra.

8—Senior Piano Recital. Anne Hill, '46.

9—Dance Concert. Sweet Briar Dance Groups.
14-16—Institute on Post War Reconstruction in an Era

of Atomic Power.

15—Carl Carmer

—

The Caralcadc of American Legend.
22-23—-Paint and Patches presentation: The Sea Gull by

Chekhov.
29—Kirkpatrick and Schneider, harpsichord and

violin concert.

20-2 8—Spring Vacation.

April 13—Glee Club Concert.

May 4—May Day.
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Of Interest to You . . .

Margaret Banister, '16, was the speaker at the Fresh-

man Honors Convocation on Thursday, February 14;

her address was titled "A Power and a Grace." The names

of freshmen whose grades for the first semester were all

Bs or who had a better than B average, were announced

at the start of the convocation, and at the conclusion the

girls were guests of honor at a luncheon given in the Re-

fectory. Ban, who is chief of the Women's Interest Sec-

tion of the War Department Bureau of Public Relations

(whew!), is the first alumna to be chosen as a speaker

for this occasion and she acquitted herself very well.

The freshmen whose names are on this year's Freshman

Honor List are: Dale Doran, Wellesley Hills, Mass.; Nancy
Frantz, Enid, Okla.; Ann Lane, Washington; Martha

Query, Concord, N. C, Katharine Royal, Washington;

Jean Taylor, Fairfax County, Va.; Emilie Thornton, Rose-

mont. Pa.; and Margaret Woods, Charlotte, N. C.

Miss Glass combined pleasure and business when she was

in Cleveland early in January to attend the annual meeting

of the Association of American Colleges. She was guest

of honor at a luncheon given by the Cleveland alumnae.

Once in every student generation comes the Faculty

Show! The latest success was called "Pleased to Meet

You," and it was presented to a full house on Saturday,

February 16. Almost every member of the faculty and

staff took some part in the production, and the stars in-

cluded Miss Glass, Dean Lyman and Mr. Wheaton. Be-

ginning with the scene in the Information Office for

which Miss Eva Sanford served as author and star, it

went on to a laboratory setting where a number of stu-

dents were "studying" for exams. Then came a hilarious

scene in the Dean's Office, followed by a ballet of Aes-

thetes vs. Athletes. Next on the playbill was The Extra-

Committee Murder, a one-act drama, and a Faculty

Meeting served as the grand finale. Duets, a sextet, and a

chorus in which the audience joined, added to the gaiety

of the evening.

The opening of the second semester on February 4

saw the return of Miss Johanne Stochholm, associate pro-

fessor of English, who had been absent on six-months'

leave. Last summer Miss Stochholm attended the Uni-

versity of Chicago, going to classes and observing meth-

ods and curricular trends, and in September she went to

Columbia College to continue her studies. She returned

"feeling very much exhilarated" by what she had learned,

she reports. For the past two years Miss Stochholm had

served as chairman of the faculty Committee on Educa-

tional Trends, which made careful studies of new devel-

opments and changes in other colleges, as well as of Sweet

Briar's program.

For the first time since 1942, Sweet Briar had a Mid-
winter dance complete with flowers, decorations, a.nd

DATES. Five hundred or more dancers swirled happily

around the gym. Under the chairmanship of Elizabeth

Hooks, Memphis, the sophomores gave a very successful

dance on Saturday, February 9. It was preceded by a tea

dance in the Refectory that afternoon, and by a buffet

supper for girls and their beaux.

Sweet Briar's treasurer, Mr. Don C. Wheaton, is one of

three new directors of the Lynchburg Trust and Savings

Bank, elected in January. Mr. Wheaton, a member of

the Board of Trustees of his alma mater, Kenyon College,

is chairman of its Investment Committee.

A three-day institute, entitled Post-war Reconstruction

in an Era of Atomic Power, will be held at Sweet Briar

March 14, 15 and 16, under the auspices of the Committee

on Public Discussions. Co-chairman of the committee are

Barbara Hood, '46, and Mr. Egbert Wengert, associate

professor of government. Students have voted to remain

on campus that weekend, and classes will be suspended.

Emphasis during Friday's main sessions and panel discus-

sions will be centered on the national scene and on Satur-

day it will be shifted to the International.

Dr. Louisa Stone Stevenson, who taught chemistry at

Mount Holyoke College for thirty years, retired last June
as professor emeritus. Miss Stevenson was associate pro-

fessor and head of the chemistry department at Sweet

Briar for two years before she went to Mount Holyoke
in 1915. An article in the August, 1945, issue of the

Mount Holyoke Alumnae Quarterly paid high tribute to

Miss Stevenson's inspired teaching as well as to her many
other contributions to the college life.

Sweet Briar's thirty-ninth May Queen is Shields Jones,

'46, of Rocky Mount, N. C, who was elected on Tuesday
night, February 12. Shields is the younger sister of Shirley

Jones Woodard, '39. On Wednesday, February 13, the

students elected the three honor attendants. Flora Cam-
eron, San Antonio; Marjorie Christian, Lynchburg; and

Barbara Hood, Memphis. Later that same evening the 21

new members of the May Court were elected by the former

members. All the excitement was concentrated into 24

hours!

"Take a deep breath; hold it. Don't move. That's all."

Over and over again, five hundred and eighty-three times,

to be exact, those words were spoken by the technicians

who operated the X-ray photographic unit of the Lynch-

burg Anti-Tuberculosis Association during its three-day

visit to Sweet Briar in early February. Every employee

of the college, every resident of the community except

the students who entered in September (they had to have

X-rays before coming) had a stereoscopic chest X-ray

taken at the low cost of 70 cents per person. By vote

of the faculty it became required for all, and the entire

group will be X-rayed annually. Sweet Briar is the first

community in this region to have made this important

health measure all-inclusive.
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Class Notes

Sally Watson Tebo, Academy Dorothy Day Engstrom, ex *18 Marian Bowles Harvey, ex '23

Academy and Special Students

Secretary: Marion Peele, 602 Fairfax Ave.,

Norfolk 7. Virginia.

Ic has seemed to me, too, that there should

be some representation in the News of the

comings and goings, and accomplishments of

the Academy and Special Group, of which

there are quite a number up and down the

land. However, 1 didn't think the job would

be wished on me, but since the Benedict

Scholarship brought word from so many of

you. the Alumnae Office thought I might do

the reporting. Thoughtlessly, though, they

didn't provide any leisure moments when I

could get in touch with you. Won't each of

you please write me about yourselves and

the others whom you see and from whom
you hear?

Founders' Day, as it is written up in this

magazine, will interest all of you I know; our

only regret was that more of you could not

be there to have a part in such delight, and

to see Miss Benedict's and Miss Guion's

sparkling happiness in Sweet Briar, old and

new. Eugenia Buffin^ton Walcott wrote that

it had "given her back her girlhood," and it

would have done the same for each of you.

Martha Valentine Cronly, who, as you

know, was so untiring in the work for the

Scholarship, could not be present for the

Alumnae Council meeting or for Founders'

Day, as both her Johns, senior and junior,

were returning from miltiary service.

On the way home last week from Christ-

mas in Atlanta I had the nicest visit on

the train with Virginia Sboop Phillips,

and you can imagine in those miles to

Suffolk, where she was going to visit her

mother and sisters, we covered a lot of ter-

ritory. Virginia is so much the same, keenly

interested in her life and her home just out

of Albany, Georgia, and her daughter's two

children. Of course she is looking forward

to the return of her young John, who will

be associated again with his father in busi-

ness. Virginia told me that she and a piano

seldom meet these days. Can't you almost

see and hear Miss Young's profound dis-

approval? Remembering many concertos that

are friends of mine through her, I feel dis-

appointed myself.

Many of you will remember the Hensels,

Alberta and Edwina, and how almost ex-

actly alike they were. Young Alberta Hen-
sel Pew is a freshman at Sweet Briar this

year. A little note came from Virginia

Lazeuby O'Hara while we were gathered at

the college for Founders' Day, telling of her

happiness in having a part in the Fund, and
her realization of the value of those care-

free days. She had lost her only son, a flier,

over Germany. Jeanne Alexander is living

in Lynchburg again, with her mother, since

the death of her husband, about a year ag'.'.

How many there are who have such sorrow.

One of the most interesting things that

comes up in conversation with many of vou

and also in your letters is the face that so

often you run into old Sweet Briar, here

and there, and what a bond it remains.

Changes of Address;

Mrs. Arthur C. Ambler (May Barber) 85

Edgemont Road, Asheville, N. C.

Anna Louise Childress, 400S Bowser, Dallas,

Texas.

Mrs. Sidney L. Fisher (Marjorie Kohn)

care Reliable, 19 West 2 6th Street, New
York 10, N. Y.

Mrs. H. Gibbons Gilbert {Hortense Gib-

bons), 1911 Marshall Street, Houston, Texas.

Mrs. Ralph James (Sarah Louise Smith)

,

Box 149, Clarks Summit, Pa.

Mrs. E. W. McMillin (Margaret Ellen

Davis), Hardy Road, Lookout Mountain,

Tenn.

Mrs. Builford A. Morse (Isabel Barton),

2S00 West Lake Isle Boulevard. Minneapolis

5, Minn.

Mrs. A. B, Peterson (Clarissa Starling),

2982 St. John Avenue, Jacksonville, Fla-

Miss Jessie Rucker, 5H South Ninth Street,

Paris, Texas.

Mrs. J. C. Sammons (Frances Rov/se)

,

Edcouch, Texas.

Miss Eleanor Staley, 293 6 St. Paul Street,

Baltimore 18, Md.

Mrs. Victor vonGemmingen (Bessie Scott)

,

262 3 South Lynn, Arlington, Va.

1910

Class Secretary: Frances Miirrell Rickards

(Mrs. Everlngham), North Shore Pointe, Nor-

folk 8, Virginia.

Fund Secretary: Eugenia Griffin Burnett
(Mrs. C. R.), 5906 Three Chopt Road, Rich-

mond 21, Virginia.

1913

Class Secretary: Mary Pinkerton Kerr (Mrs.

James) Spotsylvania Court House, Virginia.

Fmuf Agent: Sue Slaughter, 8 Pelham

Place, Norfolk 7, Virginia.

We should appoint a new class secretary,

as I am a poor excuse for one. I do, how-
ever, have some interesting letters, some
from my own correspondence.

All of us, I know want to send our sym-

pathy to Frances Richardson Pitcher, Ruth
Drew Knight, and Bessie Grannner Torrey.

Frances writes that her younger son, Lynn
Richardson Pitcher, was killed in action in

Germany. He was in the 328th Infantry,

Co. F, 26th Division, 3rd Army. He was all

through the Battle of the Bulge, was one of

the few in his company to come unharmed

through the Christmas battle.

"Then our older boy, A. M. Pitcher, or

"jock" as everyone calls him, is a Lieut,

(j.g.) communications officer on the Wal-
ton in the Pacific. Jock was graduated

from Amherst before going to Midshipman's

School. Lynn had only a half-year of col-

lege and then a year at the Art Students

League in New York.

"Alice Dennis, seventeen, is a sophomore

at Vassar.

"My husband did very intensive work In

the various government arsenals and In the

summer of 1945 decided he must have some

rest, so we moved to our summer home in

Vermont. We are now settled permanently

in that part of the world and love it. Our
little village cannot even boast of a post

office, so Londonderry, Vermont, is our ad-

dress but we live in Landgrove Village.

Mayo Tbacb Tarpley and her husband also

have a home there as well as Jeanne Low-
cry Felton and Hathaway "Wright Rhine-

hart. Our latest S. B. home-owner is Rachel

Forhusb Febiger. Elizabeth Green Shepherd

also spends much time with us there. Mayo's

and Elizabeth's children and ours have al-

ways been very close. I wonder] if you know
that Mayo's daughter carried away many
honors at Mills College. She is now Mrs.

John Conger ( married one of our Jock's

best frends). Mayo's son, whose stage name
is Frank Latimore, is now in Hollywood
under contract to M.G.M."

Ruth Drew Knight (Mrs. Floyd Knight)

wrote to Sue Slaughter. Ruth's son, a lieu-

tenant commander, was the executive officer

on the submarine Bonefisby reported miss-

ing July 29, "so near the end. He was In

the class of '40 at Annapolis and had al-

ways been in the Pacific. His wife has been

wonderful. Their child was born October 13.

I hear from Henrlanne Early and Virginia

Shoop and hope both will come to see me
before long."

Bessie Grammer Torrey lost lier mother
whom many of you will remember, as she

visited Sweet Briar with Dr. Grammer who
was chairman of the Board of Overseers.

Bessie sends photographs of her husband,
herself, and her son, "Buzz." Her son is in

Germany as an engineer officer in the Air

Force.
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A letter from Mayo Thach Tarpley speaks

of her interest in the Mary K. Benedict

Scholarship Fund.

Ruth Houscr apologizes for procrastina-

tion then adds, "I don't suppose there is

a single one of us who has carried in her

heart all these years a more lasting or

more complete appreciation of Miss Bene-

dict's character and charm than I. Inarticu-

late as I have always been in this connec-

tion, it seems that now I have found a small

way of expressing the affection and regard

I felt and still feel for her. Wouldn't it be

wonderful if we could all slip back there

and be just as we were 32 years ago?"

Space obliges me to condense a letter

from Mildred Harris, which I would like to

give in full. Mildred teaches physiology and

hygiene in the Woman's College of North

Carolina, in Greensboro. She writes: "I hearti-

ly approve of the scholarship and am glad

to .have a small part in honoring Dr. Bene-

dict. The memory of my association with

her, even that one year, has been an in-

spiration through the years and I have

thought of her many, many times with af-

fection and pleasure.

"I seem to have taken root here in Greens-

boro where things go along about the same

with me in spite of the changes going on

in the world. Of course all these things

affect my heart, my thinking, and even my
teaching; and in my family the war has

brought changes although none of my
nephews have been killed and only one seri-

ously wounded."

I attended the Sweet Briar luncheon in

Norfolk and saw another member of 1913.

Sue Slaughter.

Sue did a spk-ndid job with Marion Peelc

on the Mary K. Benedict Scholarship Fund.

She is keeping house for her mother, as well

as serving as finance chairman of the Wom-
en's Commit te on Racial Cooperation and

chairman of recruiting social workers in rhe

Hampton Roads area.

From a letter to Marion Peele from Clara

Linda ^X'^right: "I am still trying to inspire

the young La Jolla music pupils with a love

of and zest for music study. Along with

piano I have classes in music appreciation.

From my piano I look out in the deep blue

Pacific just a block away. Nature does her

best to distract both teacher and pupil. I am
still dreaming of being at Sweet Briar for a

wonderful rest and inspiration one of these

days."

Elizabeth fraukc Balls wrote before Christ-

mas that her husband returned from Ger-
many where he had been for months with

F.E.A. and that Kent Jr. would marry Phoebe
Conroy of Upper Darby. Pa., December 26.

He has been in the Navy and will continue

medical school after his marriage.

Corinne Dickinson and Adelaide Wheless
(Mrs. Fishback) are still lost and we would
be glad to luve their addresses.

1914

Class Secretary.

Fund Agent: Ruth Maurice Gorrell, (Mrs.

E. S.) , 70 Convent Avenue, New York,
N. Y.

1915

Class Secretary: Frances Pennypacker, J 17

Main Street, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania.

Fitinl Agent: Lucy Lantz McKinlay (Mrs.

Harry) 236 Glenwood Road, Englewood, New
Jersey.

My winter letter is usually based on Christ-

mas messages so it includes news from Briar-

ites from other classes as well as from those

of 1915.

Miss Benedict writes: "I thought of you at

Founders' Day at Sweet Briar. You must

have heard what a wonderful time we had.

There is more sense of the unchanging as-

pect of life at Sweet Briar than at any other

college I know, due, I guess, in part to Sweet

Briar House and the boxwood—and the girls

who come back are just the same too."

Harriett Eians Wyckoff also spoke of

Founders' Day and of "Miss Guion looking

very handsome, with snow white hair and

very dark brows and eyes—of course Miss

Benedict, little changed,—Eugenia Buffiugton

Walcott, a little older but much the same

and as dear as ever."

Too late to be included in my last letter

came a postcard from Anne Schu/te Nolt

from Arkansas. She and Pete were taking a

trip of several weeks through the south. They
have sold their house and are living tempo-

rarily with Anne's mother but expect to

build as soon as possible. Last Sunday Anne
phoned from Lancaster to say that the

weather was keeping her and Pete away
from an "at home" which the three "Pennies"

were giving that day. She and Pete were

about to leave for another trip through the

south. (Editor's Note: She stopped at SwL-et

Briar for a very brief visit.)

Polly Bissell Ridler, '17, was the only Sweet

Briar guest who was able to get to the party.

Dorys McConnell Faile reported that her

two sons were at Pearl Harbor December 1

and hope to be home soon. David will return

to college and Jack has four years of college

ahead of him. Her daughter. Sallie, expects

to go to Rollins College in Florida although

Dorys is trying to sell her Sweet Briar.

Margaret Leu is Thompson was expecting

hr son, Bob, home for Christmas from Kees-

ler Field, Mississippi.

Louise Wcisiger was expecting Miss Gay
and Miss Mattie Patteson for Christmas.

Miss Howland wrote that Miss Hull had

undergone an operation in May and was quite

well again.

Faye Abraham Pethick whose son, Dick,

was lost in the Pacific, expects to have his

wife with them this winter. Faye's daugh-

ter, Sylvia Pethick Maltby, ex '41, has had

pneumonia and pleurisy and grandmother
Faye has been taking care of Peter for

three weeks.

Ruth Core Netf 's Christmas card shows

charming silhouettes of her three children,

Jean, Ruth Ellen, and Arthur Franklin.

December first I gave up my job, expect-

ing to be a lady of leisure but it took me
no time at all to find that there is no such

thing as leisure! In the last two days I have

had foisted upon me the trcasurership of twi)

eleemosynary institutions and I foresee no
in the laboratory of a local hospital.

Hlmyra Pennypacker Coxe '20, is home

until the middle of January when she goes

to the University of Wisconsin to take some

special courses in Personnel Management.

Mary Pennypacker Davis lives only twelve

miles away so drops in quite frequently. Her

oldest boy, Bill, is stationed at Camp Shelby,

Mississippi, but now is home on furlough.

The middle boy, Dick, is a freshman at col-

lege and the youngest, Jim, is in Fourth

Form at Hill School.

Change of Address:

Mrs. L. H. Nolt (Anne Schutte), 43 2

College Avenue, Lancaster, Pa.

1916

Class Secretary: Ellen Houiwn Christian

(Mrs. R. E.) Deerfield, Virginia.

Fund Agent- Louise Bennett Lord (Mrs.

Albert) 182 Hillside Avenue, Englewood,

New Jersey.

1917

Class Secretary: Bertha Pfister Wailes (Mrs.

Ben) Sweet Briar, Virginia.

Fnnd Agent: Polly Bissell Ridler (Mrs. Earl

S.), 608 Lindsay Road, Wilmington 20, Del.

1918

Class Secretary and Fund Agent: Cornelia
Carroll Gardner (Mrs. K. N.), Fifth Naval

District Headquarters, N. O. B., Norfolk,

Virginia.

1919

Class Secretary: Isabel Luke Witt (Mrs. T.

Foster), River Road. R. F. D. 13, Richmond,

Virginia.

Fund Agent: Rosanne Gilmore, 15 14 Ter-

minal Tower, Cleveland 1 3, Ohio.

To begin with, Founders' Day at Sweet

Briar was simply thrilling. I won't attempt to

write about it because I understand there is

to be an article in the magazine. There were

three members of our class back—Louise

Hammond Skinner, Isabel Wood Holt, and me
—and also Mattie Hammond Smith who, I

always feel, ought to be a member of our

class. Louise. Isabel Wood and Mattie all have

daughters at Sweet Briar . . . Louise Skinner.

Julia Holt, and Martha Smith, and I have a

niece, Jane Luke. Between trying to keep up

with the alumnae, trying to keep up with the

students, and our social activities which in-

cluded tea at Dean Lyman's, tea at Mr, and

Mrs. Wheatons'. and the reception at Sweet

Briar House, we really had a busy time of it.

1 understand Louise Skinner has just bought

a darling new home in Norfolk and moved in

just before Christmas.

I had a nice letter from Elizabeth Eggleston.

She says she keeps busy keeping house for her

father, who is ill much of the time, and keeps

interested in life on the Hampden-Sidney
campus.

Josephine Payne Miller is back in Richmond
since Pete is out of the army.

As to my own activities, I continue to keep

busy taking care of my home and raising my
family. There has been no one to run the car

but me since before the war so when I tell

you that some weeks I make as many as four

trips a day between home and the two scliools

you will believe I have become quite proficient

as a taxi driver. Like everyone else. I am short
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of help and when what 1 have get sick, as

seems to have been the case most of the fall,

I become cook, bedmaker. and clothes washer

in addition to taxi-driver. I am thankful, how-

ever, to be driving my boys to school instead

of writing them at the four corners of the

earth.

Please, everyone, be ready to write me news

of yourselves when I send out cards for the

next issue of the magazine.

Changes of Address:

Mrs. Peter O. Miller (Josephine Payne)

M03 Hanover Avenue, Richmond, Va^

Mrs. Fred H. Skinner (Louise Ham-
mond) North Shore Road, Algonquin Park.

Norfolk, Virginia.

1920

Class Secretary: none.

Ftaid Agents Frances Raiff Wood (Mrs. Har-

rison), 90 Wilson Avenue, Rutherford New

Jersey.

1921

Class Secretary: Edith Durrell Marshall

(Mrs. Edward C.) 6326 Ridge Avenue, Cin-

cinnati 13, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Gertrude Thams, 7020 East

12th Avenue, Denver, Colorado.

Here I am back at Sweet Briar! The

Alumnae Council meets this week so Mary

and I came down a day or so before the

meeting to relax a bit after the strenuous

holidays. Exams are in full session so the

campus is very quiet. A heavy snow fell the

night before we arrived and every twig and

leaf is covered with white—the country side

is simply gorgeous. I am sitting here in Mar-

tha von Briesen's office and it is hard to con-

centrate, for I am constantly glancing up to

snatch a glimpse of the beautiful view

from her window.

Since my last letter to you in the October

News, I have heard from a number of you.

Thanks for returning my cards and for the

letters. Florence Dowilen Wood is still in

Selma, Alabama, where her husband is teach-

ing French pilots. They expect to be there

for some time—until Washington declares

the emergency to be over. Flo herself keeps

occupied with her small son and color pho-

tography, is in charge of bandage-making

at Craig Field, is secretary of the Craig

Field Woman's Club, and in the Public Re-

lations ofl&ce for C. F. of the National A.A.T'.

Wives. What do you do with your spare

time, Flo? I do hope you will be back

next June with a grand collection of your

colored slides of your travels to show us!

Lette McLemore Matthews came back to

the campus last summer to show it to her

seventeea-year-old daughter. Lette is still

working at the Naval Hospital in Norfolk

as a volunteer. She expects to be back for

our 2 5th reunion next June.

We all send our sympathy to Flo Woelfel

for her mother's death last Christmas. Flo

has left the Chen-Yu company, where she

had a position for so long. She, too, expects

to be here next June.

Lette Shoop Dixon has promised to be on
hand also. Gertrude Thams from Denver is

coming so is the rumor on campus. Gert inci-

dentally has made a superb class Fund Chair-

manthis year—orchids to you, Gert!

I've missed Ophelia Short Seward every time

she has come to the campus lately. She came

to show the college to her daughter who is

at Kent Place School in Summit, New Jer-

sey. The school is not far from Kitty Daiis

Baynum's home, so Ophelia has seen some-

thing of Kitty and her family on her trips

to New Jersey. A card from Kitty told me

of the grand reunion they had last fall.

Kitty's daughter is at Endicott Junior Col-

lege.

Ruth Gccr Boice writes that her child.

Gratia, loves S. B. C. I met her at a tea last

fall which Helen Mac gave for the Alumnae

Council and to which she invited all the

daughters. It was more fun to try to pick

out traits of their mothers in the offspring.

Gratia is a most attractive girl, resembling

Ruth somewhat, but she did not inherit the

red hair. We'll see you in June, Ruth.

Madeline Bigger, too, is going to take in

the big event for the class of '21, provided

her job as secretary to the Board at the Col-

legiate School for Girls in Richmond does

not conflict. I agree with you, Madelaine,

it will be good to swap stories.

Kat Pcntiewill Lynch tells me that her

daughter goes to Penn Hall. Does anybody

else have a daughter there, she asks. Come
on, Kat, twenty-five years is not too long

for a class reunion—a glimpse of the Blue

Ridge from the campus and the smell of

the roses will rejuvenate you.

Jo Ahara MacMillan tells me that she and

her sister-in-law, Laura Thompson MacMil-
lan, have returned to their old home in

Chapel Hill, North Carolina. Both of their

husbands have been in the service.

And now, last but not least, I had a

twelve-page letter from Shelly Rouse Aages-

sen. Shell may not write for years, but she

made up for lost time in one swoop! She

lives out Michigan way, Grosse Pointe to

be exact, and she claims that life in the

Aagessen family is most strenuous for an

"old lady like her" who has a five-year-old

child to trot after.

The important dates are June 1, 2, 3.

make your reservations with the alumnae
office not later than May 15.

Changes of Address:

Mrs. Louis MacMillan (Josephine Ahara)
P. O. Box 166, Chapel Hill, N. C.

Mrs. W. Douglas MacMillan (Laura
Thompson) P. O. Box 166, Chapel Hill,

N. C.

Mrs. Margaret Runge (Margaret Spengel)

Adolphus Hotel, Dallas 1 , Texas.

The following are lost—do any of you
have their addresses?

Alice Clark Evans

Marion E. Evans
Katherine Haukins Baker
Georgia Millard

Emma Burleson MacDonnell
Adelaide Rendleman
Ernestine Shayler

Rosaline Schladerniutuit Now land

Claire Taylor

Sarah Tolar Stover

Nina Wechselbaum

1922

Class Secretary: Gertrude Dally Massie

(Mrs. Adrian) Purchase Street, Rye, New
York.

fund Agent: Burd Dickson Stevenson (Mrs.

F. J.) 2 5 97 Derbyshire Road, Cleveland 6,

Ohio.

Greetings to you for 1946 and sincere

apologies for no letter last time.

I was delighted to hear from Betty Murray

Widau, who now lives in Northfield Illinois

after living in Kansas City for 13 years.

Betty has two daughters, Joan—16—a junior

in high school who is entered at Sweet Briar

and Janet— 13—a freshman in high school.

Following the "modern trend" Betty is run-

ning her house and garden single-handed.

Belated congratulations go to Beulah Norris

Ingles who charged me for not reporting her

shell-making during the war. Sorry, Beulah,

I never received your reply to my card of

queries.

"Bus" Fohl Kerr writes that all is well

in Pittsburgh but warns me that worries

about a son during his childhood are as

naught compared to those suffered when foot-

ball comes into his life. "Bus" has two sons

Charles and Bill.

Selma Brandt Mussler is still pursuing her

musical career. She and another Pittsburgh

musician gave a two piano recital last fall

for the Winchester-Thurston Alumnae Asso-

I have just talked to Ruth Fiske Steegar

who is a part-time librarian in the BronxviUe

library. Ruth entertained Julia Benner Moss

and family over Thanksgiving. Julia's daugh-

ter, Darby, has finished her schooling and is

now teaching physical ed in Media, Pennsyl-

vania. Gertrude Whltmore Porteus lives in

Bronxville.

We are delighted to have Burd Dickson

Stevenson take over the job of Alumnae Fund
Agent and right here and now let me urge

you to give her your wholehearted coopera-

tion. We should all realize that we have the

obligation of loyal support to our Aluinnae

Association. The strength of the Association

is dependent entirely upon the strength of our

loyalty.

P. S. You should congratulate me for not

having mentioned a single Adrian. All are

well and flourishing, thank you, and vying

with one another for first place in the

Massie turmoil.

Changes of Address:

Mrs. Roland Burt (Aline Morton) 408

South Wardle Avenue, La Grange, III.

Mrs. William D. Reading (Margaret Barry)

Novelty, Ohio.

Miss Margaret Ham, 78 3 Fifth Avenue,

South, Birmingham, Ala.

Mrs. Frank T. Bumbaugh (Ethel McClai'.i)

5 121 Ellsworth ,Pittsburgh, Pann.

Mrs. York Wilson (Minnie Long) 2034
16th Street, N. W.. Washington, D. C.
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1923

Class Secretary: LaVerne McGce Olney
(Mrs. Alfred C. Jr.) 711 North Overbrook

Drive, Alexandria, Virginia.

Fiirtii Agi-tit: Fitzallex KftiJull Ffaring

(Mrs. Lamar M.) 266 Old Colony Road.

Hartsdaie, New York.

I had two nice unsolicited letters this

time—one from Mildred Featherstone with

news of Peg Sperificil Runge in Dallas. Texas;

Hellen Rallow in Phoenix, Arizona; and of

Leona Tagatirf Cloud of Orleans. Indiana.

whose two sons have been overseas for some

time—one hospitalized.

The other letter came from Lima, Peru.

and Isabellc Dcmiit^ F.llis. It is most inter-

esting—this is the third time that she, her

husband and two sons have been down there.

Isabelle and the boys stayed in Henderson-

ville, N. C, while Bob (who is a civil engi-

neer) was building the Naval Air Base at

Jamaica; later he was in charge of a big

defense job in Cuba. He was given the award

for "Meritorious Civilian Service" by the

Navy Bureau of Ships and Docks. Last Janu-

ary after they were back in Peru, Mrs.

White, the wife of the American Ambassador

to Peru, and Lady Forbes, wife of the British

Ambassador formed an Anglo-American Round

table. There were five w^omen from each

colony besides themselves and Mrs. White

asked Isabellc to be one of the Americans.

Hurrah for S.B.C.! She said they had most

interesting discussions. The American Em-

bassy, staff, and colony had a most impressive

memorial service for President Roosevelt.

Isabelle had found one Sweet Briar girl to

have luncheon with on December 28 (Sweet

Briar Day in case you have forgotten)—
Jean McKcnny Stoddard '3 9. Jean has lived

in South America before which makes

another bond between them.

News from Marie Klooz comes in a letter

to Miss Glass: "Things were a long time

straightening out for me, but now I am in

the Division of International Organization

Affairs in the Department of State. The

work promises to be intensely interesting dur-

the next few months. I am happy to be

back in "politics" again after spending so

many months in economics and science."

Helen McMahon writes that she and Dan

had a most successful first season last summer
at their camp at Little Switzerland, North

Carolina. The camp now called Glenlaurel,

well known in the south for thirty years, is

a beautiful spot and "has everything," Helen

vows. It is on the Blue Ridge Parkway, so

if you are passing that way, remember that

the latch string is out from June H to Sep-

tember 5.

Helen also reports that the very attracti\ e

sons of Virginia Sfatthcry Schneider and

Grace Merrick Twohy '24, have been on

campus this year—and that Jackie, son of

Dot Loictt Stevenson has won several tennis

championships in Huntington.

I wish more of you would drop me a letter

—please do.

Changes of Address:

Mrs. Frederick P. Wilmer (Lydia Purcel!)

1921 Stuart Avenue, Richmond 20, Va.

Mrs. William Dudley Lemon (Ellen Paige)

Box 447, Eustis, Fla.

Mrs. Bolivar B. McCutchan (Clare Robert-

son) Hotel Henry Clay, Ashland, Ky.

Mrs. Robert Delancy (Polly Venable) 1100

North 14th Street, Ft. Smith, Ark.

Mrs. Chester S. Shade (Ethelwyn Clark-

son) 63 1 J George Street, Chevy Chase H,
Md.

Mrs. W. F. Kelley (Muriel Mackenzie) 174

Hawthorn, Birmingham, Mich.

Mrs. Tom M. Gathright. Jr. (Phyllis

Payne) c o The ^^alnut Park Plaza, Phila-

delphia. Pa.

1924

Class Sfcrc/ijry: Kathrvn Klnmph McGuire
(Mrs. Frederick T. Jr.) 2 5 97 Derbyshire

Road, Cleveland 6, Ohio.

FutuI Agcfit: Florence BoJiiic Mountcastle
(Mrs. Frank P.), 41 Aberdeen Road, Eliza-

beth. New Jersey.

192t

Class Si'cre/ary: Frances B/irtnf Mellen
(Mrs. Louis), 2232S Calvercon Road. Shaker

Heights, Ohio.

Finn/ Agi-nf: Dora Hancock Williams (Mrs.

Coleman), East "Ferry Lane, Saugatuck, Conn.

1926

Class Sfcre/ary: none.

Fiifiii Agcfi/: Katharyn Norris Kelley
(Mrs. Stillm.in F. ) Babson Park 57, Mas-
sachusetts.

1927

Class Si-cirfary: Margaret Cramer Crane
(Mrs. William Burdett, Jr.). SO Verplank
Avenue, Stamford, Conn.

FiinJ Af^etif: none.

1930
Class Sccrcfary: Sally Reahard, S52S North
Meridian Street. Indianapolis 8, Indiana.

FitnJ Agent: Gwendolyn Olcott Writer
(Mrs. George S.. Jr.) 2 1 Fifth Avenue,
Nyack 3, New York.

You will all be interested to hear that

our WAC Captain Marjorie St urges is really

getting around. She is now in Tokyo, hav-

ng moved there from an assignment in

Manila, her mother says. I am hoping for

a direct report from her enlarging on this

intriguing information before our next

meeting. She is still in the Censorship de-

partment and no doubt has become most

discreet, but perhaps she will send us some

interesting sidelights.

I had great hopes of giving you condensed

\ersions of the Personal Histories of our

various Service gals and sent what I thought

were eloquent appeals to their friends near-

by, but the fish ain't bitin' this season. Espe-

cially in Richmond, I might add.

While in Cincinnati just before Christmas

I had a grand talk with Mary Huntington
Harrison but did not get to see her. She

was snow-bound in the suburbs, having furn-

ace troubles and nursing one child through

the chicken pox, or some such. I wonder if

she had a "merry" Christmas!

All you bums to whom I wrote intimate

personal letters in December are unprint-

able names in my Black Book for not an-

swering. What are you waiting for, round
trip telegrams? The one perfect lady among
you was Teresa Atkinson Greenfield who
wrote me a very nice note on New Year's

Day, starting the year off right! She says

she and her two boys are camping out in a

garage apartment in Atlanta, and she still

has no permanent address. Her husband is

waiting for his discharge in California . . .

here's hoping he is home soon and we will

hear from them again when they are settled.

A note from the Alumnae office says that

Gwendolyn Olcott Writer has a son born

Sept. 11. named George S. Writer.

Changes oi Address:

Capt. Marjorie Sturges, L 203 864
CIS. GHQ. AFPAC. Adv. Ech.

CO PM, San Prancisco, Calif.

APO No. SOO.

GLENLAUREL
A Camp for Girls 7-14

Little Switzerland, North Carolina

formerly

Camp As You Like It

This is a small camp with registration limited to 6 5 campers.

Carefully selected counselors direct swimming, land sports,

campcraft, dancing, riding, nature study, handcrafts, and

dramatics.

Recjtiesfs for catalogues and fiirfhir information

should he addressed to the owners and directors:

Jeanette Boone, '27 Helen H. McMahon, '23

Sweet Briar College, Sweet Briar, Virginia
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Mrs. J. W. Chinn (Katherine Brown) 2616

West 16th St., Wilmington, Del.

Mrs. John C. Cook (Elizabeth Johnston)

1 02 1 Grant Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

Mrs. Ronald McClintock (Anne Lewis)

127 West Main St., Danville, Va.

Mrs. Gustave Jaeger (Nancy Gaines) Box

917, Chappaqua, N. Y.

Mrs. John Greenfield (Teresa Atkinson)

1 112 Peachtree St., Atlanta, Ga.

Mrs. Harry VanBibber Gammon (Jarvis

Seele) 701 West Orman, Pueblo, Colo.

Mrs. William P. Witsell (Virginia Leigh)

CO T. D. A. B., Kennedy Bldg., Fort

Smith, Ark.

Mrs. Robert W. Woodroofe, Jr., (Lindsay

Prentis) 64 Eldredge Street, Newton S8,

Mass.

Mrs. Bruce McKennan (Phyrne Tanner)

1101 University Avenue, Pala Alto, Calif.

1931

Class Sccri'fary: Martha McBroom Shipman

(Mrs. Frank L.) 21 Ridge Avenue, Troy,

Ohio

Fiinil Aginf: Peronne Whitaker Scott (Mrs.

Robert) 648 D, Beverly Road, Teaneck, New
Jersey.

Before sinking into a complete state of

collapse as a result of a wonderful but most

hectic Christmas, I want to record the few

items of news gleaned over these past months.

I was happy to learn from Marjorie Wcbh
Maryanov that her husband was released from

the army on November 20 and they have

been enjoying a vacation in her mother's

home. After the firs: of the year he will take

some "refresher courses" and then set up

private practice in the spring and to use

Marjorie's own words "have that home they

have dreamed of for five years."

Nancy Worthington sent me an account

of her "doings" which included helping the

city Missionary earlier in the fall; also she

was busy on camp work and planning to

leave on business for Fredericksburg and Wash-

ington around December 19 and then spend

Christmas in New Jersey. Sounds like a

full calendar, but an interesting one.

Isabel Bush Thomasson moved last Septem-

ber from Mobile to Montgomery, Alabama,

where her husband has gone into business as

a railroad contractor. She had seen Mary
Nice Jemison and Martha Hemlcrson Goings

(both ex '3 1) in Birmingham at a football

game early in the fall. Mary's husband was

still in the Pacific as I have reported before,

and Martha has become a talented artist and

won quite a place for herself.

Helen Sini Mellen wrote that she expected

her husband home in January; at the time I

heard from her he was still at Camp Chicago,

Dear Paris.

Peg Ferguson Bennett has spent the winter

nursing sick children. Steve, the five year old,

I' ad to have penicillin via the hypodermic
needle, which Peg had to administer herself.

Peg is doing part time work for the dean; also

they had just had a most delightful visit from
Max Weber, the famous artist.

lean Cole Anderson's cards always give me
a lift because her "household problems" seem

to be so parallel to my own. At her last

writing she was struggling to get oft to

Marietta fror Christmas, taking the whole

family and visiting both hers and her hus-

band's parents.

I always feel that I should record Polly

Suift Calhoun's cards verbatim, otherwise I

don't feel that I do her justice for she still

takes the honors for accomplishing the most

of any female I know. Her husband had

pneumonia in the fall and the four children

had mumps, but Polly managed to carry on

with the local school board, sew for Euro-

pean Relief and help deliver milk when the

uncertain farm labor gave out. Also, they had

just installed a new walk-in freezer which

entailed a lot of extra work. Now, gals, go

back to your household duties and stop

stewing!

Oh yes, Polly had seen Jo Gibbi DuBois and

two cute boys. When she worked that in,

I'm sure I cannot imagine!

A card from Polly Wooihiani Hill told me
of having visited Dot Aycrs Holt and her

husband last summer at their home in Hamp-
ton, Connecticut. I have seen a picture of

Dot's home which was once an old Inn and

it is fascinating. Jack is mayor of the town

and Dot is in charge of the choir at church.

Having been through a siege of flu this win-

ter Polly and Bob were considering Florida

in January as Polly's family have a home m
Palm Beach and who wouldn't jump at a

chance to get out of this Ohio weather?

A note from Ginny Cooke Rhea told me of

her husband's most recent activities. He has

been in China, mainly Shanghai, taking

Chinese troups to occupy Formosa. His latest

orders were for Guam. He hopes to be home
in a couple of months and I certainly hope

I can pass on that good news. Ginny and Ann
had spent Christmas in New Philadelphia

with her family but planned to return to

Marion after the first of the year.

From all accounts, the house that Mary
Stewart and Joe Clegg bought at Peaches

Point, Marblehead, Massachusetts, occupies a

most heavenly spot and Mary Stewart has done

a super job of decorating. She writes that they

battle the elements when there is a "north-

easter" and enjoy the brilliant sunshine on

their beautiful blue ocean the rest of the

time. She also mentioned that they were look-

ing forward to a visit from Virginia Derby
Howse (ex '3 1) and her husband in the late

fall. Incidentally, Ginny's Christmas card was

the most attractive of any I have seen for

many a day.

Now for the news from this particular

vicinity. First I am sorry to report the death

of Elizabeth Greer's father which occurred

the latter part of October in Dayton.
In December I saw a most attractive pic-

ture of Janet Carr Greer (Elizabeth's sister-

in-law) in the Dayton paper. She has been

president of the Dayton Junior League this

past year.

Imagine my surprise when the phone rang

one Sunday afternoon and it was Natalie

Roberts Foster and her husband. Walter is

a lieutenant colonel now and since returning

from overseas has been assigned to Wright
'Field so he and Natalie are living in Dayton.
They made such a hurried call on us that

particular Sunday that Nat and I did noC get

lu do much visiting but we promised our-

selves a real "gab-fest" after the holidays.

As some of you probably know, Ship re-

turned home for good the eighth of Novem-
ber, which was much sooner than I had ever

dared hope for. So, in spite of flu, no help, and

"sitter trouble" we had the most wonderful

Christmas you can imagine and are finally

settling down to a normal life once more.

In closing, let me reiterate—please do not

wait for me to write you. If you have cards

from me that you have not had time to

answer, hunt them up and send them in

pronto. It will save me time and a lot of wear

and tear on the right arm. How about it, gals

—won't you cooperate?

Changes of Address:

Mrs. Joseph Clegg (Mary Stewart Kelso)

73 Pond Street, Marblehead, Mass.

Mrs. Walter S. Foster (Natalie Roberts;

Apartment A-1, 123 1 Glendale Avenue, Day-
ton, Ohio.

Mrs. Stephen Goddard (.Elizabeth MacRae)
1204 West 42nd Street, Richmond 24, Va.

Miss Gertrude M. Hickin, 15 83 Mistletoe

Drive, Cleveland, Ohio.

Mrs. Sanford Levkotf (Isabel Solomon) 409
24th Street, Santa Monica, Calif.

Mrs. Ralph Peters (Phoebe Rowe) 7S

Magee Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.

Mrs. William S. Sandifer, Jr. (Agnes Cleve-

land) 746 N. Church Street, Spartanburg,

S. C.

Mrs. Alfred P. Thomasson (Isabelle Bush.)

105 Thomas Street, Montgomery, Ala.

1933

Class Secretary: Frances Powell Zoppa (Mrs.

Charles) 3 6 Pocahontas Avenue, Richmond,
Virginia.

Fuud Agent: Sue Grates Stubbs (Mrs. Wil-
liam K.) 1100 Riverside Drive, Monroe,
Louisiana.

Having just attended the Sweet Briar Day
luncheons, you are probably full of news and
find this column stale. The Christmas season

has eliminated replies to my cards, but those

of you who sent letters late in the fall will

have your turn, now. Thank you for being on
file for this issue.

Sara Houston Baker wrote a wonderful
newsy letter. Her husband has recently been

transferred to Decatur, Illinois, where they

are living in a small house with little cabinet

space, no washing machine, and no help. Sara

has two children, 3^ years and 20 months,
and finds that time on her hands is a thing

of the past. Sara also writes that Carolyn
Wilson Hunt had her third child this past

summer. Mary Austin Johnson writes from
Chattanooga that her army husband has re-

turned from two years in Italy. They have
three daughters aged five, three and two. We
certainly are a loyal class producing so many
girls! Margaret says she only holds the dull

sounding title of housewife. But don't we all?

Mary Kate Patton Bromfield has been fol-

lowing "Bing" around the country during
the war years. In October she was in Texas
awaiting his return from overseas. Mary Kate
has two little girls, seven and five.

Hetty Wells Finn has a new son which adds
up to three children for her. Her husband.
Dr. Fred, is now practicing in New York and
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is glad to be out of the hospital routine. Hetty

has relayed lots of news. She writes that

Anne Marvin has received her discharge from

the WAVES and is living with her mother in

Charlottesville. We sympathize with Anne in

the loss of her father. Charlotte Tatublyu

Tufts is living in California with her three

sons. Charlotte's husband is vice-president of

an advertising agency. Martha Boss Luxford

also lives in California and has two children.

Mary Buick is somewhere in the Pacific with

the Red Cross as a staff aid. I'm sure all envy

her sucii an adventure. Gerry Mai lory has

done wonders with the Alumnae Fund and

wc all owe her a vote of thanks. Enna Frances

Brown is still living in New York and being

a very good friend to Hetty. Wish you were

twins, Enna. Enna visited Marge Burford
Crenshaw in Lexington. Virginia, recently.

Kitty Houzc McClellan and her husband

have left army life and returned to their

home in Lookout Mountain, Tennessee. The

past few years have been spent in Washington

and New York. Know they are glad to settle

down once again. A cousin of yours has moved
a block from nic, Kitty.

Mary SpalJ/H}i Osterman lives in Richmond
with her husband and two children. Mary
recently visited in South Carolina and saw

Henrietta Mcltou Durham. Helen Terry

Eagles, and Carol SLifcr Sibly, who has three

little girls.

Marietta Derby Garst who lives in Buenos

Aires has recently visited in Richmond with

her three children. When questioned about

the revolutions in that country, she says she's

been too busy having babies to take notice

of them. Doesn't that sound like her?

Jo Riiikcr Powell's husband is back from
the war, and they recently enjoyed a second

honeymoon at Sea Island, Georgia. Since then

all glamour has departed while they searched

for a needle in a haystack in the shape of a

house. One has finally been located and Jo is

busy getting settled once again.

My husband expects to be discharged from
the Navy in February, and wc hope for a re-

acquaintance trip too if such a thing as a

nurse can be found for our little girls. With
the teacher shortage so acute, I have been
substituting in the first grade this winter and
have really found it fun.

Changes of Address;

Mrs. George Austen, Jr. ( Langhorne ^'atts)

21 Hawthorne Road. Brookline, Mass.

Mrs. Malcolm Baber (Jean Van Home)
662S Lincoln Drive, Philadelphia 19, Pa.

Mrs. G. C. Campbell (Mary Margaret
Garver) 811 >X'est 61st Terrace, Kansas City,
Mo.

Mrs. Wendell Campbell, II (Betty Jane
Schlenck) Frederick Lane, Kirkwood 22, Mo.

Mrs. John Dicke. Jr. (Margaret Anne
Guppy) 10 Dogwood Road. West Orange,
^^. J.

Mrs. Joel Hurt. Ill (Anne Phillip Ridley)
13 18 South 3 1st Street, Birmingham, Ala.

Mrs. Leigh Johnson (Dorothy Eaton) 90c.

Overbrook Road, Westover Hills. Wilming-
ton, Del.

Mrs. Bradford Kdmond Palnu-r (Sara
Eleanor Brown) 69 Edwin PLice. Asheville
N. C.

Miss Mary Bess Roberts, 2211 Oak Street,

Newport News, Va.

Mrs. Frederick W. Sieman (Mary Neville)

3M North Washington. North Platte, Neb.

Class SiTri'ftiry: none.

fiiiiti Agcn/: Dorothy Barry Kf.tcham (Mrs.

Gordon) S3 Seminole Avenue. Oradell, N. J.

Class Svcrcfary: Harriet Shaw, 221 High-

brook Avenue, Pelham Manor 65, New York.

Fiiuif Agctit: Dorothy Prout Gorsuch

(Mrs. Robert W.) Kings Highway, Box 154,

Chapel Hill, Atlantic Highlands, New Jersey.

I have just returned from a weekend in

Washington where I had a nice visit with

Ellen Lee S»Oi/,i?ni.vs Park. Mothering and law

studying obviously agree with her. She fre-

quently sees Briarites

—

recently Jackie

Cochran Nicholson who had just lost her

father. Incidentally, the Alumnae Office would

like to know Jackie's latest address. Mail for

her has been returned from Lincoln, Neb.

My cards produced results for once. Becky

Douglas Mapp is back in Accomac after a

year in Boston. George Walter was released

from the Navy December I and is resuming

law practice. Becky has two daughters, one

three and the other two months old. She saw

Peter Dyrr Sorenson whose husband was also

recently discharged from the Navy. The
Sorensons are settling down in Atlantic High-

lands, N. J.

Nancy Nallc Lea says that Gil is back with

Time. They are living in Princeton until

they can occupy their new home next Sep-

tember. Bibby and Anne keep things lively

for her.

Dot Green Kreutzberg's husband, who was

wounded, is back in private practice. He re-

ceived both the Purple Heart and Silver Star.

Day is in kindergarten this year but Jackie

being only three is still very much at home.

Anne Lemmon says she is glad to be home
from Red Cross duty on Saipan and has not

yet decided what to do with herself.

Dot Price Roberts wrote a long letter tell-

ing of her pleasant new life and of her young
stepson, who is three. Hal is back from Coast

Guard duty. Dot reports having seen Peggy

Harris Clark and Brad last spring. Both their

husbands are again at home and both have

small daughters. Johnnie Jones has been doing

very successful radio control work according

to Dot.

I am sure all of us were sorry to hear of

Miss Glass' decision to resign and yet she has

done more than her share in giving us all so

much of herself these past years. Our best

goes with her.

193 8

Avenida Atlantica 98

Apartment 41

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Dearest Dolly:

My appreciation of your news letter in

the Alumnae magazine has been so thorough,

it seemed now my due to give some news from
this part of the Americas.

We are just rounding out our eighth month

in Rio, and are beginning to feel as if we

truly belonged. Perhaps the fact that wc are

already the parents of a small Brazilian has

something to do with our feeling at home
here. The country now has an undeniable

claim on us, and we on it. Ellen, born on

May II, happily chose to arrive on her Dad's

birthday, making it wholly impossible for her

mother to go through with making what was

planned as the most alluring birthday cake

of all time.

There has been no exaggeration of the

beauty of Rio, and it is not a beauty that is

exhausted after the first few views of it. It is

something that becomes more and more appar-

ent the longer one stays on. Probaby it is

so lasting because it is an entirely natural

kind of beauty. Man has had almost nothing

to do with it except, in some instances, to

impair it somewhat. I have always longed to

live the year-round beside the sea, though I

never supposed that dream would materialize

in a city such as this. Rio is unique be-

cause it is such an outdoor city. There is

none of that dark, closed-in-grimy feeling

that ordinarily accompanies being in a city.

The mountains themselves are within the city

limits, and the sound of the sea subdues all

the small and disagreeable noises, ^'ith each

day more and more ships pass "in our front

yard" and it stirs the imagination to wonder
at their ports of origin and destination. What
a joy it has been to see the neutral, dismal

color of wartime exchanged for shining white.

Rio is not as foreign as I supposed it would
be. In many ways the adjustment to be made
is nothing. I suppose that is true of all the

really cosmopolitan spots all over the world.

I do not mean that the city is without color.

When newcomers arrive and remark on

things, then it is that I become aware of

how much has become so much a part of

everyday life for us that we no longer take

any particular notice. There are the sounds

of the street-criers, each one highly individual.

There is the clop-clop of the wooden sandals

worn by the working people. There are the

trolleys so fantastically laden with people that

almost no trolley is apparent. And the people

are ever-fascinating. The color problem as we
know it is non-existent; in that sense here is

democracy in its purest form.

Life here on Copecabana Beach is a veri-

table paradise for children. Most of their

waking hours are spent on the sand and in

the water. My Michael remains a blond from
the perpetual sunshine, which is rather start-

ling, considering the coloring of his parents

and his own dark skin and black eyes.

Little by little we are learning the language

of the country, which is Portuguese. It is, of

course, a simple process for Mike. He speaks

without any self-consciousness whatever, and
with perfect imitation. This is my first ex-

perience at learning a language by ear, rather

than from a text. I know so many words by
sound whose exact spelling I have yet to

learn—a fine situation of embarrassment for

a former English teacher to find herself in.

I like the language immensely, and find it

more adequate at expressing elusive meanings
sometimes than our own. One great obstacle
to learning is the fact that so many Brazilians
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know English and want to use It. And the

English they know sounds so much better

than our Portuguese!

One great truth to be deducted from hv-

ing abroad, and I mean really settling down

among another people, is that people are

amazingly alike. Fundamentally we all care

about the same things. Going to the movies

here has shown me that above all. We laugh

at the same things, cry at the same things,

the reactions are similar and simultaneous.

Speaking of movies here, the dialogue is In

English, with written subtitles in Portuguese.

I find I am exhausted at the film's end by

trying to absorb the written language and the

spoken language both.

Brazil is now in a wonderful stage, and I

use the word in its more literal sense, mean-

ing there is a lot to be wondered about. This

is a country in the making and the most

advanced stages of our civilization and the

most primitive stages can be seen in vivid

contrast. Almost anything seems possible in

the future for this country. The question is

will it fulfill its potentialities? Our own

country developed in such an incredibly short

span of time, it is difficult for an American

to justly guess about another country whose

nature is not the same.

As so many Americans have been led to

discover in these past few years, one never

knows how intensely he is an American until

he goes abroad from his own land. One's per-

spective improves enormously and things are

seen in their, proper relationships perhaps for

the first time. There is no question about

the greatness the U. S. has to give, or shall

we say share with the rest of the world. But

there is also lots of room for that greatness

to become even greater by learning from

others, or at least pausing in our bustling life

to perceive what they have to offer. I have

been ashamed of the behavior of many sup-

posedly intelligent Americans here. They fail

utterly in getting what there is to be gotten

out of life here because in their minds, and

they speak said minds freely, there is no

place like New York City.

Oddly enough, I think the thing I mar-

velled at most upon my arrival was the

abundance of bananas after their scarceness

at home. There are varieties without number,

and veritable curtains of them hang before

every vegetable shop. The little children con-

sume untold quantities. Mikie has been known
to eat four at one sitting (this sitting being

on the floor of the shop itself.) It's fool-

hardy to take a child marketing here. The
Brazilians all love children and cannot resist

catering to their every whim. Each shop

means a new process of stuflfing for the child.

These last few days have found us hanging

on every word of the short wave broadcasts

from San Francisco. I think and think about

what the events transpiring now will mean

to the country and to family and friends. It

isn't so long ago that Bud came back from
China, so I can imagine the homecomings

easily enough.

If somehow you could manage a reply, I'd

love it. Otherwise, I'll look for news of you

and the others in the next Alumnae News.

Janice Wiley Adams, '3 8.
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Class Secretary: Betsy Campbell Gawthrop,

(Mrs. Robert S. Jr.) 3 26 W. Miner Street,

West Chester, Pennsylvania.

¥iiud Agent: Yvonne Leggett Dyer (Mrs.

Daniel L.) Alger Court Apartments. ^G,

Rivermere, Bronxville, New York.

This is being written in Louisville, but my
only Kentucky contribution is that I've seen

Gracey Lucketf Stoddard and Brooke. They

have gone on to visit his parents on. Long

Island. Brooke finally reached Louisville be-

fore Christmas where he met his nine month

old daughter for the first time. I saw Virginia

Eady Williams, who lives atop a garage and

entertains all of Louisville often.

I invited myself to the Sweet Briar Day

luncheon and had a marvelous time. I knew

one or two people out of the thirty there,

gazed envyingly upon some freshmen and

sophomores, once more reckoned that Sweet

Briar really has nice girls and vowed never-

more to miss the 28th. None of our class was

there.

Jean McKeriuey Stoddard wrote from Lima

where I at last caught up with her. She

thinks it quite the most fascinating place in

life, and she's sure we'd all be intrigued by

the ancient Inca and continental atmosphere.

Peru is full of charms and Lima is really

festive, she says. (The Stoddards have just

moved to Ecuador.—Ed.)

Kitty Laivder Stephenson is back at Tay-

lors, S. C, with Steve practicing law as

before. She visited her family in Texas for

five weeks and now hopes to be settled FOR-
EVER.

Eleanor Claflin Williams had a wonderful

summer in Cohasset. Tim is four, Susan 2 1/2,

and they'll all move back to a new house in

Dover after being away for 2 years—in Bos-

ton, Mississippi, and California. Her husband

has been in the Philippines, and is expected

to return shortly.

Jean Oliver Sartor gave up her defenso job

in June and spent the summer with her

family, to be with them for almost the first

time in two years. She had a grand month at

Atlantic Beach, Florida, and then two weeks

in the North Carolina mountains where she

was busy painting. Alton is due home from
overseas, and she is awaiting him in Shrove-

port.

Julia Gray Saunders and Dr. Richard An-
derson Michaux were married in December
shortly after Dr. Michaux returned from the

Pacific area.

Robin Suartz Holland and Nat Harris

Wheatley are both mothers of seven month
olders, the third for each of them.

Jane Parker Washburn and Roddy have a

Linda Parker, born November 17. They've

been in Evanston, but will return to Connec-
ticut in February. Roddy was released from
the Navy January H.

Doxie Dhigman Cobb's Alex is back, and

he and Nancy are fast becoming acquamted.

Happy James Wathen's Dick is too, and spent

his first Christmas with the children. I believe

they're planning to stay in or near Charlotte.

Kay Bousall Macculoch's John has just been

released from the Army. They are in Morris-

town, temporarily and he's been commuting.

She sent me a picture of Kaybee who at 6

months looks at least a year old and a little

beauty. Boot Vaiuferhilt Brown and Jonathan

and Jonny are in Englewood with her parents.

Papa has left the Bureau of Ships. Bitsy

Gordau Jeffers is now living in New York

where Bill is working as a civilian. And Betty

Frazier Rinehart and Ted are settled at last

in a darling house rented from a friend of

Ted's who is still in the service. They're also

borrowing their furniture, so it's a pleasant

set-up. She says Tulsa is a beautiful city

—

modern and clean, and the people very

friendly.

Boot sent a clipping announcing the engage-

ment of Patty Balz to Major Patrick Russell

Vincent of the 1st Punjab Regiment, Indian

Army. He has been with the Indian Army
for five years. Patty met him during her two

years with the Red Cross in India. I received

a particularly interesting letter from her

written way back in September, too late for

the last issue. Her work was in rear echelon

areas, and her first assignment Bombay, where

the work was in a clubmobile. Due to the

irregularity of schedules, there was a delight-

ful informality about it all, much Chinese

restaurant eating in a lovely and interesting

city. She mentioned many interesting tours,

among them one to New Delhi, probably the

most European and cleanest of Indian cities.

Next door to it is Old Delhi, dating from

the time of Shah Gehan, builder of the Taj

Mahal. In it one can find all the sounds,

sights, smells and filth of an Oriental native

quarter. She then went to Khanspur Rest

Camp, 7000 feet up in the Murree Hills on

the fringe of the Himalayas. Boys came here

for two weeks leave from different parts of

the theatre, a refreshing spot after the heat

and unbroken flatness of the plains. She spent

two leaves at Kashmir, and lived luxuri()usly

on a houseboat near Sronagar which is built

along the river and on canals. And she's glad

to say she saw the Taj Mahal, for it is

beautiful.

She reports that Ann Cauthorn is a WAVE
stationed in Washington. Augusta Saul Ed-

wards is living in Salem with her two sons

waiting for Dick's return from the seas.

Ruth Harman Keiser's Art has been in Camp
Butner, Durham, North Carolina, and hoped

to be out the first of the year. She was wait-

ing for him in Plainfield. She saw Dusty
Rhodes Salmon, and her husband but not her

two lively children.

Anne Huddleston Cheek spent the summer
in the mountains with her child.

A grand letter from Judy Judd—quite a

triumph. She was at Warm Springs, you
know, at the time of Mr. Roosevelt's death.

Says that everyone felt a personal loss, for

he was a beloved member of that community.
She was helping prepare the patients for a

minstrel show they were going to give him
at the time—a command performance. All

was set and the cast had just finished black-

ing up when the news reached them. Judy
observed and learned as much as she could of

their methods of treatment there, then went
to New York in June where she observed at

the Institute for Crippled and Disabled, and
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tried lo caccli up on methods ot pliysical re-

habilitation. She returned home (Rochester,

Minn.) on a Saturday night and Monday be-

gan a strenuous teaching program with a class

of 4-3. Judy is also trying to work out some-

thing for post-operative chest cases. She saw

Ensigns Alice Sweeney and Alice Hooper

while in New York, and one day she met

Miss Ames in a hospital in Rochester.

Grace Robinson McGuire is now the

slightly frantic mother of three.

Meanwhile I rush up and down stairs, and

Bob gnashes his teeth at his prolonged stay

at Aberdeen. Good wishes to you every one

as always. Do keep me in the know, if but

snatch ily, for I love to hear irrespective of

this,

1940

Class Secretary: Nida Totnlin Watts (Mrs.

Robert, Jr.) 100 Madison Street, Lynchburg,
Virginia.

Fund Agent: Margaret Woods Gillette
(Mrs. Louis C.) T7 Park Avenue, Bronxville,

New York.

Somebody should have been mean enough
lo keep a statistical account of my opening

apologies during the last five years. This time

I am forced to admit that I have been unable

to dig really deep for news. Please note my
change of address and try to understand. We
arent* there yet, but we're getting closer

every day. After the initial struggle of finding

a place to live, we had to do it the hard wty
and hit a few snags. Also, I have been

traveling on and off since October. As a re-

sult, this report is based entirely upon your
Christmas cards, news from the Alumnae
oifice, and remembered bits of conversation

with other members of our class.

Mary Petty Johnston is back in New York
and her engagement to Louis Wood Bedell

,

who was recently discharged as a captain

from the Canadian army, has been announced.
Olivia Davis MacDonald is living m

Louisville with her nice grandmother, Mrs.
Kent. Olivia's Junior League job is recreation

work for potential juvenile delinquents. More-
over she is taking child psychology in prepa-
ration for opening a cooperative nursery
school. Perhaps Hug $chmid Hardy and Mary
Miller Naquin would like to enter their small
fry in Olivia's school. Both Hug and Mary
have very fine looking children according to

their pictures. The Hardys spent Christmas
in St. Louis as did Blair Bunting Both and
Helen Cornm-ll Jones. To return to Mary,
her husband, Howard, is still with the Naval
R.O.T.C. and is stationed at Portland. Jane
Baker Grant and her husband. Hank, spent
their first Christmas together in over three
years. They now have an attractive house,
a dachshund puppy and one hundred and
and seventy-five strawberry plants.

This fall, much to my surprise and delight.
I ran into Beth Thomas Mason in Chicago.
Maybe I should say that we stumbled into
each other. We were on the same train, but
didn't realize it until Beth sighted me being
thrown out of a cab at a Chicago station.

We were on the same marvelous mission—

•

namely meeting our returning husbands. Be-
fore they arrived we did them some damage

in various t urniiurc departments. Bcth's

"wait" was a lot longer and more hectic

than mine. Finally, however, Commander
Mason appeared and they departed to search

for a place to live in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Dr. (as of November) Mason will be located

there for several years. A few weeks later the

Masons turned up in Lynchburg and sj.cnt

several hours with Frances Moses Turner and

Lawson. Mose and Lawson will live perma-

nently in Lynchburg and are at present with

Lawson's family at Old Hlkton Farm. Beth

told me that Ann Fcitchtenherger Stewart has

a handsome son who was born last summer.
I was fortunate enough to see Jane Goolrick

Murrell and Tommy when they were attend-

ing a medical convention in Cincinnati.

Tommy expects to practice medicine with his

father in Richmond.
Agnes Spencer Burke and Jack are back in

Washington trying to keep up with Jack, Jr.,

who is a most appealing and active child. He
might even out-smart mama and papa!

The following bit of news is quoted from
a newspaper clipping in case some of you
missed it: "Mary Katherine Warren's wedding
to Lt. Colonel John W. Griggs, H, took place

December 15. 194S, at Alexandria, Virginia.

A reception followed at the Shoreham Hotel,

Washington. The bride, a first lieutenant in

the V^'AC, was on terminal leave, and has

served in England. Col. Griggs will take up
his duties as Deputy Attorney General of

New Jersey upon retirement from the Army.
He is grandson of the late John W. Griggs,

Governor of New Jersey and Attorney General
of the United States."

Lt. and Mrs. Donald C. Morrell (Betty
Hammer) have a daughter, Susan, born last

April, so this may be stale news to some of

you. Susan is their second child.

Marion Coles Phinizy has recently received

her discharge from the Marine Corps, where
she served thirty months as a lieutenant. She
is now back in Augusta, Georgia.

We all send our deepest sympathy to Eve
Williams Turnbull who lost her father in

November. Eve is back in Richmond now.
Jeanne Brudshaiv Dillon has a new daughter,

Nancy Bradshaw, born December S.

1941

Class Secretary: Doris Albray, 18 Curtis
Place, Maplewood, New Jersey.

Fund Agent: Patricia Dowling von Well-
SHEiM (Mrs. Alfred H.) 18 Higby Road,
Utica 3, New York.

Roll out the royal purple and welcome
home DEDORE!
We have, in fact, many people to welcome

back to these pages this time, as some of
our silent members have finally come to light.

However, 1 heard from Dedore around Christ-

mas time that she expected to be home for

the holidays, having ended a very successful

Navy career. Her greatest desire, she said,

was to relax and do some traveling to see

old friends, and we all hope she gets arou.id

our way.

First and foremost among those not heard
from for too long is Lucy Lloyd. After I had
written many cards requesting news, I finilly

got down on my knees (both of 'em) and
begged, and it worked. She went to Bei»v

1 ower's wedding in August, and coinineiit.s

that B. T. looked lovely, that her husband's

name is Charles R. Bennett, and he is sfill

in the Navy.
Lucy says she has been in Washington fur

two and a half years, making maps for the

Army, but has now returned to the life ot

the country gentry and is working as a

volunteer for the Visiting Nurse. She sug-

gests that if any alumnuts pass through her

parts and desire a good country meal and a

"pleasant walk through the meadows", she

is the gal to look up. According to latest

reports received by "Legs," Lillian Breedloic

White's husband is home. Checch !s living

with her father awaiting Mac's return.

Cheech and Mac are the proud parents of

two little ones—the latest being Marion

Montague, who arrived April 21.

Piney Martin Patterson also answered my
card with a nice long letter, for which I was
extremely grateful. Piney reports that she is

practically snowed in, in rural upstate New
York. (Might pause to remind you all of the

significance Mary James once gave that phrase

in a song popular on S. B. campus for at

least once on a particular fateful Election

Day) . The Pattersons got back to Norfolk
for Christmas, where Piney managed to run
into Anne Bundy Thurman. Fay, Plney's little

sister, had her baby the Sunday after Christ-

mas and very nicely named it Alpine Douglas
Chandler, making her the third generation

Alpine in the family. Seems an ex-G.L, a

Norfolk native, showed Piney some pictures

of Charlie Davenport, taken in Italy. She js

reported to be on her way back, or already

back. Last summer, while the Pattersons were
in Coronado, etc., they were in the same hotel

with Libby Corddry Jones, and the gals used

to tear into the dining room just about tv/o

minutes before the doors closed for the

breakfast hour, reminding Piney of other

days! "Pat" is now out of the Navy, and they
are living in a cute little house just

out of the city limits of Lockport, N. Y.
They are on an R. F. D. route and lack

garbage collection. For Piney's security in her

home town I shall omit her tale of their

means of overcoming this difficulty.

Edie Vongebr Bridges has taken up resi-

dence in West Lafayette, Ind., where Dick
is going to Purdue and where they are lucky
enough to have an apartment. Pat Potter

Roach is also there, waiting for her husband's
return from the Pacific. Mary Ann Somen ell

Brenza and Bill are now in Chicago, where
he got a job almost as soon as he returned
from the Pacific in September.

To go back to Mary James—any of you
girls living in or around New York will have
the pleasure of seeing her in a play with
W^alter Huston, "The Apple of His Eye."
which opened on Broadway February 5.

Franny Bald u in Whitaker sends news and
addresses for quite a few of our class. Franny
and Meade went to Birmingham for Christ-
mas and saw Lillian and Tyler and Ruth
Hemphill and John Debuys, all now living in

Birmingham. Tish and John are still in

California, Mimi and Campbell are in Louis-
ville, Ky., Pick and Husband (Mr. and Mrs.
T. F. McCarey) are at Long Beach, Calif.

Craigie and Sharon are living in Washington
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as are Emory Hill Rex, husband and twins,

and Martha Jean, Tommy and Tommy, Jr.,

are expecting to move to D. C. shortly.

Tommy is also an ex-Army man now.

Helen Wafso'i Hill writes that Anne

Borough O'Connor and Pete have bought a

house in Montrose, N. Y., Martha lu^la

Shrader and son have joined Jack in Panama.

Janet Homfoun Davis and Piatt have bought

a new home in Houston. Helen and George

have been playing good Samaritans to people

searching for a home in Rochester, so they

have been quite busy entertaining house guests

for six weeks.

Edge and Ted have bought a house in

Syracuse and are trying to get settled. Ted

got home November 24, and is now back in

business and probably working hard while

Edge and Bobby are trying to settle In the

new house.

Sally is still carrying on her career as a

buyer in Kaufman's and says that she noted

Scully's engagement announced in a Pitts-

burgh paper to Lt. (j-g.) James Burt Olney.

I know you will all want to extend to Mary

sincere sympathy on the death of her mother

recently.

Barbara Hohuati Whitcomb wrote the fol-

lowing information: Bill leaves Gushing Hos-

pital for Devens immediately, after which

gala event, around the 2 1 st. Mr. and Mrs.

Whitcomb expect to go on a jaunt to New
York City. Young Sir William is now two

years old, and is giving his mom some trouble

in keeping up with him. Barb says she saw

Meach at the S. B. Day luncheon, at which

movies, taken during our junior and senior

years, were shown much to the envy of others

present. Meach and sons are still living in

Marblehead, keeping Pop company while he

is working at M.I.T. with the Army.

Pi is still waiting for Al to return—he

being one point and one month from dis-

charge. Pi says that Cynthia Falkner Mc-
Connell did not get passage in time for

Christmas, but hopes to arrive in March.

Betty Blount Kempson writes that she is

back home, has a marvelous cook and a good

nurse for Barry. Betty is getting along pretty

well now, and was just about to take a trip

up to Warm Springs for her check-up which

comes four times a year.

My old stand-by, Shirts, really gets around.

She had lunch with Tookie Kniskeni White

and a couple of others back in November.

Tookie and Bob, and son, Terry, have an

apartment in Swarthmore. Shirts also reports

having seen Cheech at that game of all games

—Episcopal High vs. Woodberry Forest! "She

looked wonderful" is the comment. Shirts

also saw Eugie Burtic// Affel at the same

game, and was highly disappointed not to be

able to find Nida Tonilin Watts, reported to

be among those present. All these lucky people

who had S.B. Day luncheons! Shirts saw

Helen Anne at the one in Philly, and H. A.

showed her some pictures of a reportedly

darling son. Carolyn Custer, now out of the

WAVES was also there. Shirts and Dick are

still house hunting. Dick has decided to leave

his old firm and has started with Houdry
Process Corp. Just as he was discharged he

was promoted to Lt. Commander and was

awarded a citation from the Secretary of the

Navy, with the Commendation Ribbon.

From the Alumnae office comes news of

the following weddings: Frances Hitch was

married to Ensign Forest Burns Vick, Octo-

ber M. 194S; Martha Goode Mclntyre was

married to Robert K. Toerge, on December

1

,

1945; and Decca Gilmer Conwell was

married to Mr. Robert Leigh Frackleton.

January 5, 1946.

Except for new addresses that seems to

clean up the news I have for this time. Do
hope all of you are counting on coming back

for our fifth reunion. Remember by the time

we have the next one, we will all look so

much like old hags that we will be afraid

to reappear before our loving classmates, so

let's all get out this time before we fade too

visibly.

Thanks a million to all of you who wrote.

Please keep up the good work.

1942

Class Secretary. Catherine Coleman, Mills

College, Oakland 13, California.

Ftind Agent: Anne Hauslein Potterfield

(Mrs. Thomas) 9 1 7 Kent Road, Apartment

2, Richmond, Virginia.

Too late for the last issue was the news of

Dotty Hutchings' wedding on August 25 to

Marine Captain Paxton Price. From Shirley

Hauseman, I hear that Alice King was one

of her attendants. Another wedding that

missed that issue was that of Doris Ogden
and Wadsworth W. Mount on August 1. A
letter from "Oggie" reveals that her sister

was her only attendant at a home wedding.

Their honeymoon was spent on a thirty-six

foot cutter sailing from Southport, Connecti-

cut, up Long Island Sound as far as Martha's

Vineyard and back. Wad, by the way, is an

Amherst graduate, who has been engaged in

secret war work.

When she wrote in early October, Oggie

was making plans to go to Jessie Marr's

wedding to Herman Strahman, a very close

friend of Wad's. Oggie was to be matron of

honor at the big event which w^as scheduled

for October 20.

Another August wedding was that of

Janet-Lee Appell to George Aloysius Phillips

(Lt. U. S. A.)—the date, August 7. October

claimed the weddings of two more members

of M'2 : on the seventeenth Ruth Jacquot

became Mrs. Rone Brenton Tempest, Jr. (he

is a lieutenant in the Army Air Force) , and

on the twentieth, Anne Barrett and Captain

Dawson Orme George, Jr., were married. My
cousin sent me a clipping about Anne's wed-

ding, and, as you would expect, she was a

lovely bride. Among her bridesmaids were

Julia Groves Martin and Marion Kobbins

Parrish.

For the records, Betsy Gihnvr Tremain's

daughter answers to the name of Carolyn and

was born in August. Word has just come of

the arrival of Eleanor Boynton Drake,

daughter of Franny and Carl Drake.—Ed.

In November, DougJe Woods and I had

lunch together in San Francisco, and I heard

of her engagement to Lt. Comdr. Charles

Worth Sprunt, a graduate of Harvard Medi-

cal School, who subsequently received his

wings as a flight surgeon at Pensacola, and.

after having been stationed in the South

Pacific is now to be in Boston. The last I

heard, the wedding was planned for March.

At that time Dougie was busy working in a

bookstore in San Francisco. The VC'oods arc

back in Washington, D. C, now.

Anne Hauslein Potterfield wrote me of her

return to the portals of higher education. She

has enrolled at the University of Richmond
and is doing work in history, just in case she

ever wants to work for her M.A. On top of

all her other undertakings, she has also re-

entered the ranks of the hockey players;

when she wrote in late September, the Rich-

mond team was planning to get up to Sweet

Briar to play the Campus Characters.

Polly Peyton Turner was an angel and

wrote me again, after I confessed that I had

lost the last letter. She must have her hands

full with the twins and a house sans heat or

hot water but equipped with fleas and some

of the furniture of the previous tenants. In

addition, Polly is working for Colonial Wil-

liamsburg as a hostess at the exhibition build-

ings about three and a half days a week. If

any of you get to Williamsburg, Polly says

to call 49 5; she'd love to see you.

From the Alumnae Office comes word from

Betsy Park, who writes: 'T am writing this

letter from Shanghai, China, where I have

been now for three weeks. I am working for

the State Department—Foreign Service and

have been assigned to Shanghai for two years.

"We (she and Delia Read, '43, had the

good luck to meet and make the trip to-

gether) had a fine trip over and a most

interesting one, having stopovers of two to

three hours on Guam, Hickman Field, and

Okinawa. I think we were most fortunte in

visiting these islands so soon after the end

of the war. We flew from Hamilton Field

to Shanghai in a C-54 ATC plane.

"Shanghai has really come through the

many years of war here and the Japanese

occupation very well. There are many restau-

rants, clubs and other types of entertain-

ment functioning to their full extent. Living

quarters are very comfortable and life on the

whole is very agreeable. At the moment there

are many army and navy persons in Shanghai

awaiting ships to carry them back to the

States. On hearing their tales of life in the

interior of China and life prior to the end

of the war, we can begin to realize fully that

China has really had a very bad time these

last few years. Yet, most of the Chinese

seem to go around with smiles on the faces

and appear to be a very industrious, resource-

ful race of people."

From the home front comes word from
Rufus Pierson Fischer that she and Ted are

still in Yorktown but are planning on medi-

cal school just as soon as he is released.

They have a family of two cats, Chung
Mung and Chung Ming!

Working for the government at the Shar-

on ville Engineer Depot is proving a liberal

education to Jean Hamer, who reports that

the location of the depot in an old cornfield

results in alternating glue in wet weather

and dust in hot.

A Christmas card from "Slug" Sanford

reported a lack of news; modesty seems to

have prevented her mentioning that she has
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risen from tlic ranks to the position of

lieutenant. Our congratulations, "Slug."

From a letter from ex-Lt. lileanor Ringer

who is now back in A she vi He: "I liave been

wandering around since you last heard from

me. For the last eight months I have been

in Hawaii and it was a thrilling experience

to be in those gorgeous islands and the Navy
work there was extremely fascinating. VC'e

were at the largest radio station around and

were in on everything the fleets w'ere doing.

It was hard, and the work didn't let up until

the beginning of December. Communications

never seems to cease its around the clock

labors and it was a close-up of the war with-

out its dangers. But when I got my points

I was ready to get out of the Navy—three

years to the day from the day I reported for

active duty till I was given my terminal

leave. All they say about the islands is true.

Their beauty is unsurpassed, the colors are

the most vivid I have ever seen and the

climate is ideal."

I am praying that some of you will write

me unsolicited letters. Frankly trying to hold

a fellowship and get an M.A. in one year

does not leave much time for sending out

postcards—and I cannot resist opportunities

to drop the academic burden for a little out-

side diversion. However, a month at home
over the holidays was most welcome.
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Class Secretary: Clare Eager, Charlesmead

Road, Govans, Baltimore, Maryland.

Class Secretary pro tcm: Anne McJunkin
Briber (Mrs. Frank E.) 3823 Beecher Street,

N. W.. Washington, D. C.

fund Agent: Brooks Barnes, Maxwell Hall,

179 Ft. Washington Avenue, New York 12.

New York.

Having been about the worst correspondent

in the world of late I was thrown for an

embarrassing loss when asked to whip up some

news of the class of '43 for this issue of the

Alumnae News. Since it is now too late to

write and receive answers from any of you.

I'll just pass on my supply of information.

However, if all of you were as disappointed

as I to find our class missing from the last

issue, perhaps even this last minute contri-

bution will be welcome.

Everyone will be delighted to hear that

"Snookie" Campbell and her red-head finally

got together. She and Lt. William Logan
Shearer were married on January 8 in Lex-

ington, Ky. Snookie always had such a good

time at weddings and undoubtedly this one

was no exception.

December 3 appears to be a popular

"birth" day for our class. On that date

B. J. (Leighton) and Chet Lane announced
the birth of Chester Howard Lane, IIL That
same day Fay Martin and Al Chandler be-

came proud parents to Miss Alphine Douglas

Chandler. Fay writes that "Douggie" has

dark hair and blue eyes. Al, now a civilian, is

doing graduate work at Chapel Hill. Fay
et al plan to join him there as soon as he

locates a place to live (the eternal problem).

A daughter, Lynn Nelson Huidekoper, was
born September 15 to Mr. and Mrs, Prescott

F. Huidekoper (Lynn Emerick). And in No-

vember Lt. and Mrs. Richard M. KImbrough

(Elizabeth Lawrie) announced the birth of a

son, Richard Murphy Kimbrough, Jr.; and

Nancy B'tckelbaupt Harris announced the

birth of Sheldon, her second son.

"Ouija" Adams writes that she resigned

her position with a San Antonio bank shortly

before Christmas. Her holiday activities

sounded extremely gay. She writes that

"Tookie" Kniskern White finds herself con-

tinu.illy busy since the arrival last October 9

of Robert Elder White, IIL "Tookie's" hus-

band, Bob, is now out of the service.

Nancy Pingrev Drake went to San Fran-

cisco late last fall in order to be on hand

should Em's ship come into port. Em, a doc-

tor, is on a hospital ship now making a run

to Yokohama. "Ping" has an apartment and

claims to be developing her culinary arts.

She also has a job at Lanz. Em was in port

for ten days the first of December and is

expected again in February.

Janie Findlay returned to her Niagara

Falls, that great chemical center (these kind

words are for her benefit alone) the middle

of last December, resigning her position with

the Community Activities Office in the War
Department in Washington.

"Muie" Grymes, who has worked for the

Office of Strategic Service in Washington, for

the past year and a half, has at the date of

this letter decided to resign and join her

family on a two month trip to Arizona. She

plans to return and find another job at the

end of that time.

Betty Wccms Westfeldt and her family are

now living in Boulder, Colorado, in a recently

purchased house. Pat is attending the Uni-

\ersity of Colorado Law School.

Page Ruth Foster wrote Helen Mac: We've

been having a very busy time lately. Jim is

no longer Lt., USNR, but just the usual

"Mr" and has enrolled at George Washington

University, going back to get his A.B. after

four years in the Navy. We're greatly excited

over the whole plan, and as he's changed

to a new major—art—we'll be in \C'ashing-

ton—school and work (for me! ) until May
of 1 947 anyway. I have a very good part-

time job with the Red Cross at National

Headquarters, so we haven't many free

moments."

Prentiss }o>ics Hale says that Peter is still

working for the City Plan Commission of

New Haven, teaching a graduate course at

Yale, and doing architectural commissions

on the side. She helps with the latter as much
as possible and has even become a committee

woman in a mild sort of way—one a state

and one a city group, and both concerned

with the subject of housing.

Alice McBee in a letter to the Alumnae
Office: "My new job as a Teaching-Fellow in

the History department at Smith, plus a

seminar in Greek history, plus my thesis has

kept me constantly on the jump."

Janice Fitzgerald is teaching piano at St.

Mary's Junior College in Raleigh, North

Carolina, this year and says that it is lots

oi fun, and she keeps continually busy.

Virginia White is teaching in a nursery

school and does Nurses' Aide in the afternoons

and also teaches arts and skills at the McGuire
Hospital in Richmond.

The Alumnae Office also proudly informs

me that Ann Noyes has had several articles

published in the Kentucky Law Journal.

Word comes from the Alumnae Office of

three more weddings: On October 1. 1 94S

.

Polly Boswell was married to Lieutenant James

A. Fosdick, AUS, in Evanston, III.; January

2(* Posy Hazard married Edward Sheldon

Potter; and January 3 Marjorie Bloch's wed-

ding to Captain Marion Owens took place.

Frank and I are still in Washington, D. C.

At last we have found an apartment to

occupy the first of February at which time

our present lease expires. We have changed

residence so often that I am fast becoming

an authority on all the various bus and street

car routes of this town. We hope soon to get

to Denver for a visit with Frank's family.
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Class Secretary: Connie Sue Budlong, O.

T.. Occupational Therapy Department, Box

181, Kennedy General Hospital. Memphis 1 5

,

Tennessee.

rnml Agent: Marian Sbanlcy Jacobs. (Mrs.

William L.) Box 41, Newport, Arkansas.

Deadlines always do the worst sort of

things to me! This one has snuck up with

unusual speed. This time I write from Mem-
phis, where I'm stationed at Kennedy Gen-

eral Hospital, liking it tremendously and

hope to remain here "permanent h'"—as long

as O. T.'s are needed anyway.

A note from Helen Crump, doing adver-

tising research for Ivey and Ellington in New
York, says that she is getting along beauti-

fully. She saw Dune on Madison Avenue not

so long ago to the great surprise of both.

Dottie Tobin Ayres is temporarily a Wall

Streeter, working at Guaranty Trust till Dill

gets home. Tee Tift Porter and her husband

were in New York visiting, also Jane Wil-

liams. Anne Bowen is still hard at the social

work She and Crump live not so far apart

and sec each other often.

The Sadowskys threw their usual Christ-

mas doings for wounded service men—their

Hospitality Houseparties, Inc., has been a

boon to many in the last few years. Lulu,

Crump, Skid Holmes, Mary White and Ginny
Hall all made it this year. I managed a four

day leave and flew home with many exciting

hours of being grounded in assorted airports

between Memphis and New York. Em Wilkins

is still in Washington.

This morning I had a wonderful New
Year's note from Weezie Konsberg, still hard

at work in Washington with the Vi'ar Depart-

ment. She too made it home for the holidays,

and reports seeing Snookie Woods Williamson.

Snookie and husband Rush are living in Win-
net ka while he is stationed in Chicago.

There's a strong rumor about that the

silent Marian Saunders (no news of her since

May 3 1, 1944) was married to Lieutenant

Commander William Montgomery In Norfolk
on New Year's Eve. About another silent one

—Fence Williams is now careering with

vengeance in Richmond. She has an apart-

ment at The Chesterfield, and works for the

State Board of Education, Fence reports that

the social whirl in Richmond is up to par

and that there have been "whole torpedo

squadrons in the apartment!"
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The dependable Duncombc is in .i new

home in Winnetka. spending her time taking

piano lessons, doing two days per week, R. C.

Arts and Skills work, and spending a third

day with combat cases from the Great Lakes

Hospital. Momentarily lost track of Sterling

Nf/tli's Murray, when she and I left North

Carolina simultaneously, but on different mis-

sions. Had "greetings from civilians" at

Christmas though, so that sounds like good

news for Bob. SterPs daughter is as winsome

as an offspring from the Sterl and Bob combi-

nation should be.

Paulette Lo)is Taggart and Gunner are "in

a little cottage on Narragansett Bay." They

sound happy as grigs. A report has come that

our gal Bea Boericke is now a lieutenant in

the Army and doing physiotherapy in Louis-

ville, Kentucky, at Nichols General Hospital.

Mary Jane Brock spent the holidays in

Florida. I missed seeing Goody at Christmas,

for she was in Boston. Her life (even as

yours and mine) has been hectic—her latest

was being Pinocchio in the Junior League's

Children Theatre trooping performance.

Ginny Griffith Morton and Copie are settled

in an apartment. Hoppy Woodard writes that

she is a regular "yankified southerner" after

spending six months on Long Island doing

research work. She was home in Wilson the

last time I heard from her. Guess the fact

that I'm embarking on my sixth year in the

South marks me as a southern yankee!

An extra nice surprise was a letter from

Janet Chenery Conway. She, French, and son,

Teddy, spent the fall at the beach while

French was stationed at Virginia Beach.

Janet said she had seen much of Martha Lee

Hoffman McCoy and Rickey Rickards. One

of the nicest things she mentioned was having

visited Dotty Bvuit^H Smith and seeing Dotty

and Cal's brand new daughter.

Jeanne Glennon {Ensign WAVES) will be

married this spring to Captain William

Frederick Harris, USMC. Her engagement

was announced just before Christmas. Jeanne

is stationed at the Navy Department in

Washington. Barbara Clark is becoming a

banafide New Yorker. She is still there living

at the Henry Hudson and working with

Central Hanover Trust, plus many and

complicated courses at New York University.

Nancy Eagles O'Bannon is still in Owensboro

expecting Whitney home for keeps sometime

in January.

Anita Elmes was married January 19 to

John Gibson Hendrie and they will live on

a ranch in Wyoming. I saw Nippie last year,

but this is the first news I've had of her

since.

Martha Lee Hoffman McCoy is pinch-

hitting at school teaching until Mac gets

home. She's teaching "low fifth" which

sounds formidable, but seems to enjoy it im-

mensely. Hannah Mallory is teaching still

and says that it is fun, except when grading

time comes. I had a postal from Persis Ladd

in Salzburg, Austria. She's still with the

O. S. S. there and sent "love to anyone you

see."

Lulu Sadowsky tripped to California in

the late fall—wish I could repeat her letter

re trip^—it had that good old Sadowsky

swish. She ran into Wilhelmina Cullen in

Houston and she is now Mrs. Robertson.

In Chicago Lulu and Dune got together and

wrote postcards to their respective sisters at

SBC. The visit to SBC Lulu described as "a

visit to LOST YOUTH" and I think I

know whereof she speaks.

The ever faithful Jean Ryaii Kehl h.is kept

me in stitches via airmail over her domestic

life. She tackles amazing things like 16 pound

turkeys and 100 shrimps and seems as calm

as a June day about it all. She and Bill are

settled in Atlanta and Bill is still beating

math into hundreds of young men. On the

side he's beating piano technique into his wife.

The marriage of Frances Hester to William

Henry Dornette, AUS, was announced in

October. Antoinette Hart's engagement to

Lieutenant Herbert H. Moore, Jr., was an-

nounced December 8, and Lucile Randall is

married to Lieutenant John Southerland,

USNR, of Montgomery, Ala.

Pat Piitfon MacMannis has officially entered

her daughter Gay (born June 16) in the *44

archives. Last thing I heard, Pat, Don and

Gay were deep in the wheat-fields of Kansas,

but hoped to be home for good by Christmas

time.

Phyllis Anderson is now a very able medi-

cal illustrator at Walter Reed Hospital. She

and "Speedy" Saunders Montgomery share

an apartment in Washington until Com-
mander Montgomery's return.

A daughter, Karen Shealor Neese, was born

to Kay Stiel Neese November 25, 1945. And
that's all my news for this time.

Class Secretary: Jodie Morgan, 1538 Quarrier

Street, Charleston, West Virginia.

Pund Agent: Mary Haskins, 901 Oak Street,

Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Here it is January and what a glorious

feeling to be able to relax and enjoy the

"after-Christmas season" without those home-

sick pangs and those weary pre-exam evenings

in the library gallery until the wee small

hours. It's not that we all don't love and

miss Sweet Briar but just about this time

last year we were all wishing we were just

where most of us are now,

I made a visit to our old alma mater around

the first of October. I arrived at 6:45 one

morning (a terrible time to appear on the

scene of one's fond and happy memories.) I

spent half the day on campus (taking great

glee in browsing through Good Housekeeping

while everyone was off to classes) and the

rest of the day in my favorite dentist's office

in Lynchburg. I talked to El Gilliam while

I was in town. She's now teaching sixth

grade in a school in the county. That eve-

ning after a delicious dinner of Manhatten

meat balls and butterscotch pudding I was

oft to Washington to Wash Ferrier's wedding.

While in Washington I saw Steve Nicolson

(who is now taking a business course), Tony
LeBris (whom I only got to see for a minute

—she seems to like Washington) and Betty

Grayson (who was married December 20 to

Major William Greer who teaches economics

at West Point. They will live at West Point).

I saw Julia Mills Jacobson and Jake, and

bumped into Peggy Booth one day in the

middle of "Woodies." Peggy was headed for

home after having worked for Army Intelli-

gence. I hear that she now has a job with

Eastern Airlines in Charlotte. I saw Ginny

Berrier several times and stayed with Lyn

Dillard for a few days. Lyn was working at

a branch bank at the airport in Alexandria.

On my way home from Washington I stopped

at Sweet Briar again. Lyn went down too

and we saw Anne Carter Walker while we

were there. Just missed hearing the first step

singing but I don't think that I could have

stood it without ole' '45 holding down those

Golden Stairs.

I hear that there were a few of our class

back for Founders' Day. Chickie Chidester

was there to give moral support to P and P

with their play "Jim Dandy" which I hear

was wonderful. Chickie is now at work in

a hospital and writes "I'm now an expert at

painlessly pricking fingers." She says the

work is anything but dull routine. She also

teaches Sunday School and she says that yhe

learns as much as the children do.

Martha Holton and her Mom stopped by

here on their way to Sweet Briar. After

Founders' Day, Marty, Lib Hicks and Doe
Gaff drove down to visit Doe. They took a

little jaunt up to Hickory one day and saw

Mary Kathryn ¥ryc Hemphill. Sam is now a

civilian and so the Hemphills are settled in

an adorable apartment. From Doe's house the

gals toured up the east coast stopping in

Washington where they saw Betty Grayson

and then on to Baltimore where they saw

Huldah Eden and Becky Stokes. Then they

were off to Wilmington to visit Jean Ridler

and to Philadelphia to see Betty Gray. Martha

stayed awhile with Betty who is in Occupi-

tional Therapy School. Betty is to have

seventeen months' training in crafts, book-

binding, printing, metal work and carving.

She sounds very enthusiastic about it all.

While Martha was in Philadelphia, Lib and

Doe went on to New York. Doe, bless her

heart, was the one who wrote me all about

this wonderful trip and to hear her tell about

herself and Lib in New York is priceless.

They saw Frances Brantley in Lord and Tay-

lor's one day. They stayed a few days with

Elaine Krause and the rest of the time they

spent with Caroline Parrish Seager.

Elaine has a wonderful job as music
librarian at the American Broadcasting Com-
pany. She gets to know all the celebrities free

of charge. Caroline has an apartment in

Bayonne, New Jersey, and is working for

American Telephone and Telegraph while

Bobby is out at sea. She was expecting him
home before Christmas. From New York Lib

had to go home but Doe and Marty were off

again, this time to Marty's home in Toledo.

Around the middle of October Mary Has-

kins was in New York to see her sister,

Nancy Haskins Elliot off to India. (Nancy

was married in August by deed and the

latest word is that she got safely to India

and was married "again" December 3 to "her

David." I know those who know Nancy will

be pleased to hear that.) Alice Gearhart and

Zu Zulich went to New York and they had

a fine reunion with Mary and Diddy Gay-
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lord {who came in from Statcn Island). I

hear thai the loudest screams ever heard on

Times Square was made by "our Alice" when
she suddenly found herself h>st from the rest

of the group and being escorted down Broad-

way by an unfamiliar sailor.

I hear that Pooch Porcher, Sarah Temple

and Beck Avery all made a trip to the big

city around the first of November. I'm com-

pletely convinced that New York is the place

for us to "reunion." Why don't we all meet

under the clock at the Biltmore in 19H?

Along with the wonderful newsy letters

from some of you, I've gotten some "info"

here and there from the S. B. News. ( I must

acknowledge my sources). It seems that Lovah

Wiilcox, Betty Healy and Anne Carter
Walker were all up for the senior show, which

from all reports must have been pretty good.

Lovah has been teaching math, arithmetic and

science at Miss TurnbuU's Schtx)! in Norfolk.

I had a note from her just before Christmas.

She said that third floor Gray was not quite

the same as she left it. It was much quieter

and this year so far they have had no trouble

with absent-minded seniors who go off across

campus for a chat while their bath water

drips down to the second floor.

I hear that Jeanie Moores was there on her

way to or from Annapolis around the first

of December. She now has a job translating

South American correspondence for the Buf-

falo-Springfield Road Roller Company.

The middle of December caught me on

the train again. Ole' ABNAB { Always

Bridesmaid Never A Bride) Jodie was oflf to

Helen Davis' wedding along with Ginny Ber-

rier and we had a gay time. In New York
at the Stork Club (my debut there) I just

happened to turn around and see Fred Astaire

sitting practically in my lap ("practically"

being half a room away). We also bumped
into the "shadow of" Katherine Agee at the

Biltmore. Kagee's been in New York since

the first of October and she really looks

wonderful—like a Power's model or such

—

all dressed in black with even a Hat on. Had
time to chat with her for a minute. She ran

into Bev Turner one day only to find that

she lived in an apartment just a block away
from Kagee's. Bey graduated from Barnard

last June having majored in German. Kagee

also saw Franny Hitch Vick who is working

in Alt man's while her husband is in Japan.

Franny told Kagee that Jean Portmann grad-

uated from the University of Cincinnati and
is working toward her master's degree. Well,

to go back to Hel's wedding—it was lots of

fun. Our bridesmaids dresses were a little on

the snuggish side but Ginny and I managed
to hold our breath long enough to get down
the aisle and back, however it did prevent both

of us from catching the bouquet. Herb
Wohlers, the groom, is a peach. He was

working in a chemical plant in St. Louis,

Michigan, where he and Hel will be living.

Just before the wedding, as I was getting

out of the car at the church—who should I

see but Diddy Gaylord, Alice Gearhart, Zu
Zulich and Leila Barnes. Well—I could barely

stand it. I naturally tripped gracefully ( ?

)

over my skirts almost into the nearest snow
bank. Then there was that usual soft gentle

"HELLO" that all Sweet Briar girls so

heartily greet each other with. After the

wedding reception we all went into town on

the train. Trying to get those gals away from

that reception was almost impossible. Gear-

hart had found a man who could speak

Russian and Zu had found a man, so I'm

sure you can visualize our difficulties. We
finally got to town and had a nice long chat

with everyone.

Zu told me all about her new job with the

Curtis Publishing Company. She takes time

studies which means running around with a

little stop watch deciding how long it would

take the average person to do a certain job.

It all has to do with psychology which of

course makes it old stuff to Zu. She lives in an

apartment in Philadelphia just a few blocks

away from Pani Mutton Williams.

Gearhart is taking a business course in antici-

pation of a job. Leila has a wonderful job at

Riverdale School of Music. She is an appren-

tice under Mr. Richard McClannahan, a

supervisor of practice (a thankless job, no

doubt) and helps with the administration

work of the school.

Diddy and I spent most of our time com-
paring her nephew with my niece. She is now
leaching pre-school children at the St a ten

Island Day School.

Huldah Eden is working at Johns Hopkms
Hospital as a medical social work aide. She

says "the work is fascinating and the grati-

tude of your patients when you do even

something small for them is overwhelming."

Ann Bower has a very interesting and

quite unique job. She is working in the cata-

logue department of the Aletropolltan Art

Museum in New York, She's in the research

department where she looks up information

on articles concerning armor, American fur-

niture and American silver that have already

been authenticated. Anne must find out who
made the articles, under what conditions

they were made and to whom they belonged.

( I hope no antique lovers happen to read this

or poor Anne will probably have great heaps

of fan mail and much extra-curricular re-

search looking up the latest dope on family

heirlooms.)

Pani Mutton Williams is doing reference

work too at the University of Pennsylvania

Library and is sure she will soon be eligible

for "Information Please." She saw Ellen

Dodson, Becky Stokes and Betty Carbaugh
when those three southern belles were up
north for a football game.

Carol Cox is a correspondent for Red
Cross which Carol says merely boils down to

being a channel through which field directors

overseas get in touch with boys' families and
vice versa. She does most of her work in

radiograms. By the way she was visiting

P^ggy Jones in Annapolis this fall and saw

Jay Skerry Tepe and her husband Jack.

Cocke is going to business school uid is

living in an apartment in Memphis. Mary
Herbert is taking music again and is going

to business school too. She plans to enter the

University of South Carolina to study mu^ic
in preparation for entering Yale .lext year.

Margie Koonce is at Chapel Hill doing grad-

uate work in psychology at the University

of North Carolina. Red Etheridge has been

studying at the Long Island College of

Medicine. She is one of 19 women in a class

of 112. She has an apartment in Brooklyn

and expects to be there for four years.

Cuddles Keddy took a course this summer in

Vocational Guidance. She has a job with the

District Public Assistance Board in Wash-
ington. Ginny Decker is doing social work
with the Roanoke Department of Welfare.

Ginny Whitaker is teaching Latin at a

private school in Winston-Salem. T a yl o r

Reese and Ticky Clark have a divine (accord-

ing to all reports) cottage on an estate in

Alpine, New Jersey. They even have a maid!

Franny Freeman is waiting to go overseas

with Special Services. Cappy Price is working

at one of the radio stations in Louisville.

Pooch Porcher is home raising chickens but

Pooch says they still haven't produced any-
thing the size of an egg. Pender seems to be

taking a business course. Perk Traugott is

housekeeping, helping at the day nursery and
with her old P and P training is offering her

services to the Norfolk Children's Theatre.

My sister ran into Slug McLean in Richmond.
She is now working for a doctor but thinks

that she and her family will soon be movmg
to Norfolk. I hear that Ginger Osborn is

working in Detroit at Monsanto Chemical
Company as shipping clerk. Tutti Hall seems

to like her job with the airlines "especially,"

says Tuttie, "with the Christmas bonus

check on the way."

I had such a nice long letter from Audrey
Betts last week with much news. She says

Lib Loic Orth and her husband are living

around the corner from her on 76th Street.

Not long ago she was down in the village to

see Susie Laiiiiis Lancaster and her husband
and their little daughter, Kathy, born De-
cember 1 4. Audrey is working for some in-

dustrial designers. She seems to be their "Man
Friday" for she is secretary, receptionist,

book-keeper, and general utility girl.

I mustn't forget the latest news from
South America. Mary Symes is now working
at the American Embassy in the statistics

department, recording and filing Brazilian

import and export statistics. Her heart seems

to be right in her work. She even explained

to me a few of the very unique Brazilian

statistics.

And now for the matrimonial section.

Metsy de Butts was married to Lt. George
Page from Texas. Nancy-Ellen Feazell and
Bob Kent were married October 25- Jane
Thompson is now Mrs. Richard Sherrill. Estie

Cunningham was married December 22 to

Bob Shay. Taylor Reese was in the wedding.
Bob and Estie are going to live in Char-
lottesville while Bob does graduate work at

the University.

S O R R Y !

Lack of space prevents listing

new addresses tor 37, '39, '40,

'41, '43, '44 '45. These will

jppcar in the Apri 1 issue.
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SPEAKING OF ALUMNAE CLUBS Miss Glass

THE GREAT growth of volunteer associations for

good purposes poses a real question for any individual

as to how many and what ones she will participate in. A

woman's relation to her college is a unique one. Yet there

is question here also to what extent she will be active in

the more or less family group that exists to enjoy, to

support and to make known her Alma Mater.

The relationship is a bit family-like. The enjoyment to

be got from college and a college club is very much like

the pleasure that comes from revisiting a home or talking

with others, whose home it also was, about the queer things

that stick in family memories. It is great fun incidentally

when it happens. It is not strong motivation to seek op-

portunities for such re-living—certainly not too often.

Even family gatherings are apt to be more satisfactory

when they occur because of something to be done.

What does one do for one's college? Show it some

interest in keeping in touch with its life. Because it is very

important for a college to be truly understood, see that

its real character and aims are known among one's own

acquaintances and, even on occasion, extending this to the

general public. Stand by it when in daily life or in crisis

it needs support, money, service or patronage. Make for

it friends because of the kind of education and attitude

toward life its daughters show.

What place has a college club in bringing to pass any

of these aims? It is, first of all, an avenue through which

to make effective each person's individual share in the

whole accomplishment. At a meeting now and then the

information that allows one to keep in touch with college

life, often the personal touch with one who has just been

there, is easily gained. The activities of a club do proclaim

the attitude and effectiveness of the women who have gone

to the college, although each woman in her unconscious

daily life portrays this too. The club offers a real oppor-

tunity for succeeding generations of young girls to learn

of what the college has to offer from persons in her own

town with a vividness and conviction lacking in prmt.

Finally, though not any more importantly than the other

activities, the club offers a channel for financial support

from friends and well wishers of the college who are not

alumnae. Such interest and support initiated by active

clubs IS the very foundation of outside interest in a

college. Every educational institution knows that to try

to interest generous and educationally-minded individuals

in the institution in a city in which the alumnae have dem-

onstrated no easily seen activity and interest of their own

is next to hopeless. And this is as it should be. How can

the outsider judge the vitality of an institution except by

first-hand knowledge of it, or by first-hand knowledge of

the people who staff it and those who attend it? Sweet

Briar is young enough and small enough and poor enough

to need wider and truer acquaintance everywhere. It is

never afraid of being better known. It always needs to be

known for what it is. Why have Sweet Briar Clubs? Is it

not too plain to belabor?

What kind of a program should a Sweet Briar club

attempt? First of all, that kind of program which the

members want and think will attain these aims. If I were

a member I should want one that had the membership of

all possible Sweet Briar alumnae in the city, of all ages

and circles. Sweet Briar has never sought uniformity. Then

I should want a club that did not meet too often. Life is

especially demanding in this decade and other claims

are many. Maybe three or four times a year, maybe even

once a year. Several meetings would care for electing offi-

cers, would bring members up to date on fresh, really

significant information about the college; would allow

arranging some public activity, ambitious or modest, that

offers the community a chance to recognize the interest

and the ability of the Sweet Briar group; another would

serve for acquainting young students with the college in

its proper light and interesting them in considering it for

themselves.

The once-a-year program demands a special arrangement

and is most likely to succeed in a relatively small group

who can all be reached by telephone and who all agree to

carry on with the required job when the call comes. I

once belonged to a group that had no stated meetings and

no officers. It was called "Behind Maria." Maria was a

Deaconess in the mountain section of that state. She had

needs, often sudden and acute, in her work. She made them

known to any one of the group and the recipient of the

call spread the news, assigned parts in meeting the call,

got the necessary work done—it was often considerable

—

by many hands, called a meeting to hear the interesting

bits about the venture and what Maria had to say about

cur response or even circulated the letters and the club

settled back to await the next call. But that club had life

in it and knowledge of the work and a sense of responsi-

bility in each individual.

From the point of view of the college a club with onl)-

a president, or whatever she may be called, to whom a

letter can be written, is of value, and club values vary

all the way from this minimum to untold influence for

the reputation and support of the college.

The program that has been set out seems not beyond the

strength and time and ability of Sweet Briar women. How
many clubs will Sweet Briar have in June, 1947?
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Student Gilovernmen t President

An alumna daughter, Judith Gary Burnett, was

elected president of the Student Government Asso-

ciation for 1946-47. She is to take oftice this month.

Judy, who is the daughter of Eugenia Griffin

Burnett, '10, is following in the footsteps of her

sister, Eugenia Burnett Affel, '42, who was president

of Student Government her senior year.

A graduate of St. Catherine's School in Rich-

mond, Judy entered Sweet Briar as the holder of a

Competitive Freshman Scholarship. She was elected

president of her class that fall, joined the Glee Club,

played varsity hockey, was on her class basketball

team, and won a place on the Freshman Honor List.

As a sophomore Judy was president of Manson and

she was named on the Dean's List. At the beginning

of this year she was elected to Tau Phi, and to the

vice-presidency of her class. She is head of tennis,

sings in the Choir, played on the varsity hockey and

basketball teams, and she was one of three juniors

chosen for listing in Who's Who Among Students

in American Universities and Colleges.

Judy's friendly manner, her co-operative spirit,

her wide range of interests, her undoubted ability to organize and to carry out plans, and her popularity

with her fellow students give promise of a good year for Student Government.

May Queen - 1Q46
Sweet Briar's fortieth May Day festival will be

held on Saturday, May 4, when Shields Jones,

Rocky Mount, North Carohna, will be crowned in

the west dell. The May Queen and her 36 atten-

dants will bid their guests to witness the pageant,

which is to be a pantomime representing the Judg-

ment of Paris. Directed by Elinor Clement, president

of Paint and Patches, approximately forty students

will take part in the pantomime, including dancers

and a chorus in addition to the principal characters.

Shields, besides having the distinction of being

elected May Queen, has taken part in many college

activities, among which can be listed Q.V., Advisory

Council, Funds Committee, advertising staff of the

Sweet Briar News, Orientation Committee, and the

May Court for three years previous to this. As
chairman of the Funds Committee this year she has

taken charge of the community drive for $5,000

(National War Fund, World Student Service

Fund, Sweet Briar Endowment) ; supervised the

operation of the Patch Box; directed several

other money-raising projects which have yielded

funds yet to be distributed. As president of

the Chung Mungs, Shields also directed the Red Cross drive among the students, who contributed

$1,000. She is furthermore, the sister of an alumna, Shirley Jones Woodard, '39.
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Once again recognition has come to Miss Glass and

through her to Sweet Briar. The University of North

Carohna chose to honor her with its honorary LL.D. de-

gree on the occasion of its Sesquicentennial anniversary,

Saturday, April 13. It's a feather in Miss Glass' cap and in

Sweet Briar's to win such approbation from a neighboring

institution which has long been recognized as outstanding

among universities in America. The citation read:

"For twenty-one years the creative president of a

distinguished college of liberal arts for women, effective

exponent of classical and humane studies, and a leader of

the university women of America for the organization of

peace in the world."

On the day before she went to Chapel Hill to receive

this degree, Miss Glass addressed the North Carolina state

meeting of the A.A.U.W. in Durham. She spoke on

"Fellowships," a subject in which she has long been

interested. At present Miss Glass is chairman of the Fellow-

ship Endowment Committee of the A.A.U.W. She spoke

on the same subject at the meeting of the Virginia

A.A.U.W. in Wytheville on April 5. A week earlier she

represented Sweet Briar at the annual meeting of the

Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools in

Memphis and while she was there she was entertained in-

formally by several alumnae.

suggested then and there to furnish material for many
issues. Among the subjects which have been discussed in

the Newsletter are the history of the college, the history

and achievements of the Alumnae Association, courses of

study, health conditions, college finances, planning and

prep-aration of food, information about faculty members
and their backgrounds. That the parents have felt the need

for such a channel for getting information about Sweet

Briar which they want and which their daughters almost

never give them, has been indicated by their responses to

the first issues.

When the announcement of Miss Glass' resignation

appeared in the Neu^sh'tfer, a number of parents promptly

suggested that the parents aid in establishing a gift in

honor of Miss Glass. Because Sweet Briar's endowment has

always been a matter of great concern to Miss Glass her-

self, and because the alumnae had already launched their

efforts to make a substantial gift to endowment in honor

of Miss Glass, the Parents Committee was in favor

of opening the way for the parents to contribute to en-

dowment at this time. Contributions and pledges are now
being solicited through letters and a small pamphlet sent

out under the auspices of the Parents Committee.

Like the Alumnae Fund this year, all gifts from parents,

made in recognition of Miss Glass' services to Sweet Briar,

will become a part of the general endowment funds of the

college.

An invitation issued and accepted last November
materialized into a dinner party for Miss Glass, given by

the entire community, exclusive of the students, in the

Refectory on Saturday evening, April 27. Songs, including

Gaiideamus Igittir and the finale from the faculty show,

Pleased to Meet You, and several other musical numbers

and other informal entertainment made up the evening's

program. Flowers and evening dress added color to the

party.

<=>wcet ^tiar ilJateitts L i?niiiitltee

Under the sponsorship of the Sweet Briar Parents

Committee, composed of fifty-two parents of present

and former students, a Newsletter for parents was inaugu-

rated in February, 1945, and has been published at frequent

intervals since then.

The Newsletter itself grew out of conversations between

Mr. Wheaton, the college treasurer, and parents who were

visiting on campus. A preliminary survey of the parents

of all students then in college indicated enthusiastic sup-

port of the proposed Newsletter, and enough topics were

)Uc/i /t> <=r>/. ,=r+ltA;tewi

Once again Sweet Briar girls . . . three lucky ones . . .

arc making plans to go to St. Andrews University for their

junior year! Sir James Irvine, principal of St. Andrews, last

fall renewed the invitation of his university to a limited

number of Sweet Briar students. When word finally came

that it would be possible to get passports and arrange

passage, the faculty selected Patricia Traugott, Norfolk,

Patricia Cansler, Charlotte, and Virginia Holmes, White-

haven, Tennessee, as the three who were to be privileged

to go.

Patty Traugott will read for honors in modern European

history, Pat Cansler in English and Virginia Holmes in

sociology.

How do they feel about going? Scared and thrilled all

at the same time!

For the first time since 1942, Sweet Briar had a real

spring vacation. It extended from March 2 to 2 8, and

students and faculty rejoiced in a short respite from the

usual spring turmoil.



Looking at the Institute

BY Lysbeth W. Muncv'"

Aliiiiiinif Newh

SHOULD we draw on our American heritage and step

forward promptly with a dynamic democratic way

of action for the world or should we say that we are

through with all that, sit back and wait what comes? This

was the basic problem that speakers, discussion groups

and midnight debaters wrestled with throughout the

Institute on Reconstruction in an Era of Atomic Power

which was held at the College from March 14 to 16. The

Institute was planned, arranged and brought into being

by the Committee on Public Discussions, under the

leadership of Mr. Egbert Wengert, faculty chairman, and

Miss Barbara Hood, student chairman.

Miss Glass opened the Institute on Thursday evening,

March 14, and set it in its proper perspective relative to

Sweet Briar's 1942 Institute on National Needs and Re-

sources and the whole educational process. She emphasized

our present obligation to learn, think and speak out and

our anticipation that a concentrated, cumulative study of

our national and international problems would be an

especially effective stimulus to clear thinking and right

action. Miss Glass then introduced the keynote speaker of

the Institute, Mr. Stephen Raushenbush, brother of our

Miss Lisa Rauschenbusch. He is also an author, teacher,

engineer and, at present, a member of the Power Division

of the Department of the Interior.

In bold strokes Mr. Raushenbush sketched a broad and

challenging framework for the Institute. His speech was

buoyant and provocative, filled with the imagination and

confidence of a true pioneer. He set forth our problems in

the form of three basic questions:

1. How can we get along with the world; can we

create a dynamic peace and win the fight against

sudden death?

How can we grow within ourselves and carry for-

ward human development?

How can we find serenity of mind and heart and

re-integrate personalities broken up by our big

cities and big factories?

Atomic power has not created these questions, he said,

it has simply speeded up both the growth of the problems

and the timetable of solutions. "We know now that we
cannot only lose the peace—we may also lose a world."

2.

3.

^'Miss Muncy, instructor in history and government, came to

Sweet Briar in 1943, just after she had received her Ph.D from Brown
University. She attended school in Lausanne. Switzerland, for a year

before entering Vassar, and while she was in college she took a summer
course at thq University of Heidelberg. Graduate study for a year at

the University "of Berlin in 1934-3S led to the choice of her doctoral

thesis subject, The JKuker in the Prussian Aii ministration under

William II, ISSS to 1914, which was published by Brown University

in 194+.

Miss Muncy is adviser to the International Relations Club, faculty

resident in Manson, a member of the College Council, and she is the

honorary member of this year's freshman class, 1949.

But Mr. Raushenbush is exhilarated by the possibili-

ties opened up by atomic power and assumes that the

future is a good future. He anticipates that within thirty

years atomic power will have made the wastes of India,

Egypt and West Africa blossom like Elysium through the

development of large-scale irrigation plants. The languid

populations of these areas will be "shocked by cold

weather" through air-conditioning systems in their fac-

tories, offices and homes. We may get not only a wealth

of foodstuffs but also great new additions to our culture

by the development of these backward areas of land and

mind.

Mr. Raushenbush is, however, soberly realistic about

our own responsibilities in the shaping of the future and

he asked a number of searching questions:

Are we prepared to share atomic energy and help in

the advance of these areas or are we going to let someone

else, possibly some authoritarian country, do it and get

the credit?

Should we handle atomic energy in an imperialistic way?

Are we grown up enough to grow?

Can we have full employment and peak production

democratically or must we have either government or

private monopolistic controls?

Can we reach agreement on national questions?

Should we work eight hours a day, six days a week or

should we slow down and have pleasanter lives and

satisfying jobs?

Mr. Raushenbush concluded by saying:

"So much in the settlement of these problems depends

on what we bring to them. We already have a heritage of

civilization and a democratic tradition. We can solve our

problems this way or we can say that democracy can't

help us and go another way."

On Friday morning soon after nine we tackled some of

the problems that had been broadly stated the night before

and the Institute moved easily into its first full day of

sessions. Classes were suspended on Friday and Saturday

and students and faculty gave up everything in order to

devote their full attention to the lectures and discussions.

The student body had voted to make March 15-16 a

closed week-end. The Daisy Williams Gymnasium had

been converted into a large lecture hall, complete with a

platform lectern, loud speaker and hundreds of folding

chairs. All participants received a mimeographed program
of events supplemented by several pages of "Program and

Discussion Notes," carefully selected and edited by the

Committee, which were helpful in provoking and guiding

thought and discussion.

We devoted our attention on Friday to domestic issues

and policies and Mr. Warren E. Hall, Jr., of Atlanta,

southern regional attorney of the American Federation of
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Labor and former O.P.A. official, sounded oflf with a series

of questions bearing on our economic and political prob-

lems of reconstruction. He asked, "De we want as a nation

to accept responsibility for full employment or to dodge

it due to states' rights and private enterprise?" In partial

reply Mr. Hall said he believed that private enterprise

could provide full employment "with government need-

ling." Another question was: "Do we want to keep our

government on a basis of broad principle or do we want it

to degenerate into narrow politics where Republicans and

Democrats combine to "get the administration" and

destroy the two-party system?"

Mr. Hall's question on finance
—

"Should we keep high

tax rates during the threat of inflation or should we sur-

render to selfish demands?"—was excellently developed by

Mr. Walter W. Heller from the Division of Tax Research

of the Treasury Department. He made clear that our im-

mediate policy should be one of high taxes in order to

retire some of the debt and reduce the amount of credit

money, thereby easing inflationary pressures. But he also

insisted that the long range tax policies must attack

hoarding and get income into production and consumption

even, if necessary, through public expenditures in order to

ensure that the proceeds of technological improvements

flow into the hands of the many and demand is sustained.

Mr. Ben Handler of the Twentieth Century Fund spoke

briefly to Mr. Hall's questions.

The morning meeting broke up at 10:45 and faculty

and students gathered in groups of fifteen or twenty at

faculty homes or in the dormitory parlors to talk over in-

formally the issues raised by the speakers. Each group had

a student leader who invited two or three of the faculty

and staff to join her group. Discussion was lively and the

students showed themselves eager, skeptical, baffled and

searching—just like the rest of us. On the whole they

also showed a gratifying amount of information and good

judgment although some were over-cautious in their

response to the issues of the future. Talk led inevitably

to questions. These were written down and placed in the

question box in Gray Parlor to be sorted and assigned to

the speakers for the afternoon session.

We reassembled in the gym at two o'clock where the

morning's speakers directed their attention to the piles

of questions that had come in. Mr. Karl deSchweinitz,

director of the Committee on Education and Social

Security of the American Council on Education, gave a

rousing talk on Social Security. He prefaced his speecli

with an illuminating observation made by Sir William

Beveridge when he was in Washington: "You people in

the United States are afraid of your government. We
know how to use our government." Mr. deSchweinitz then

defined social security as "using our government to meet

human needs." He launched into an ardent plea for

socialized medicine, pointing out that the Sweet Briar

infirmary system provided a kind of socialized medicine

for our community, supported by college fees instead of a

government insurance tax. He also advocated the extension

of old age and survivors insurance to the remaining two-

fifths of our population which are now outside. Mr. de-

Schweinitz was besieged with questions about medical

care insurance but he insisted that the plan's provision for

flexibility, freedom and cheapness would forestall any

individual hardships and make it a boon for all.

Carl Carmer's sparkling and informing lecture on the

"Cavalcade of American Legend," given in the Chapel on

Friday evening under the auspices of the Lecture and

Concert Committee, brought sheer pleasure and refresh-

ment along with a finer appreciation of the vigor and

originality of our American folklore. With many a

humorous tale and scholarly reference Mr. Carmcr de-

veloped the thesis that "even in our short history we have

built up our own type of folk imagining, poetic as well

as amusing." He made abundantly clear that exaggeration

or "lying was a frequent characteristic and pointed out

that because we have had so much hard work to do it has

been only natural for us to think up strong men who
could do prodigious tasks with ease and who would "always

know what to do." Such were Peter Francisco of the south,

Paul Bunyan of the north woods and Pecos Bill, the

greatest cowboy of the west, "who didn't know he wasn't

a coyote until he was eighteen." Mr. Carmer brought his

discussion of American legends into the full stream of

international affairs by the important observation that

"the folk literature of every country has basic similarity

with the folk literature of every other country." We
were heartened by this reference to the deep, spontaneous

unanimity of human kind and encouraged to learn to know
each other through our folklore. Mr. Carmer also left us

with the hope and confidence that a people who had pro-

duced folk heroes to do big jobs on the American frontier

would be able to think up a new hero capable of great

achievements on the higher level of international coop-

eration.

On Saturday morning sessions were resumed in the

gymnasium as we turned our attention to "America's

Future in the World of Nations." Mr. Charles D. Swartz,

a physicist who participated in the production of the

atomic bomb and who is now connected with the Asso-

ciation of Manhattan Project Scientists, launched the

discussion on atomic power. He accomplished a wonder

almost as great as atomic energy itself by making crystal

clear in forty minutes both the physical principles of

atomic energy and its possible peacetime and wartime

uses. He gave a sober estimate of practicable peacetime

applications of atomic energy in the near future and pointed

out that atomic fission is still a very expensive source of

fuel. He thought that the radioactive materials which

were by-products of atomic fission could be very helpful

in biological, particularly medical, research and were the

most promising consequence of the whole atomic energy

development. His observations on wartime uses of atomic

energy were even more sobering. He pointed out that the

main secret of the atomic bomb, namely that atomic

bombs could be made, was out on August 6, 1945. More-

over, the official Smythe report tells which process was

successful in making them. The only remaining secret is

the actual technical details of production. Once another

country has worked out these engineering details it would
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take only three years to get into production. Mr. Swartz's

conclusions were:

1. Atomic energy makes destruction terrible and cheap.

2. There is no such thing as an adequate defense.

i. There is no possible way for the United States to

maintain a monoply of the atomic bomb or atomic

energy whether we tell or not.

In response to the question whether international con-

trol of atomic energy by the UNO was good and possible

Mr. Swartz replied that such control was quite feasible

and absolutely imperative. He urged civilian control here

plus overall UNO control and closed with the plea,

"Write your Congressman."

Mr. Alfred Fernbach of the University of Virginia

followed Mr. Swartz with a keen and realistic appraisal

of the problems of our foreign policy. He underscored

the need for a prompt re-thinking of our long range

plans to obtain them and urged that we modernize our

international outlook to keep up with our scientific

advance and the existence of "one world." This, he said,

is not the job of the State Department or the Secretary of

State alone; in a democracy it is the job of all of us. He
urged full commitment to the UNO and world co-opera-

tion and begged for some patience with the inconsistencies

and vexatious mistakes made in the very difficult day to

day give and take of our foreign relations. He compared

our anomalous attitude toward the UNO with that of

the American frontiersman. We can't defend ourselves any

longer and we need a sheriff but we still carry our own
guns and that makes the sheriff's job very difficult. In

conclusion he said, "We must trust and not distrust; we
must aspire to a world where all can survive."

Mr. Fernbach was followed by Mr. Ray Thurston and

Mr. Philip Bagby, both of the State Department, who
spoke freely and informatively on the Far East and the

UNO respectively.

The general meeting adjourned at 1 1 o'clock and we
reassembled in our small groups to consider problems

raised by the morning's talks. Discussion was more sober

and exacting because of the hard facts laid before us dur-

ing the morning. Students were unanimous in their

realization of the urgency of clear thought and responsible

action and generally agreed on the need for international

co-operation but there was a variety of opinions as to the

means and extent. Many blunt and penetrating questions

were prepared for the speakers at the afternoon session.

Crowds filled the gymnasium to hear the answers from
our forthright and well-informed panel. As the afternoon

wore on many of us reflected on the virtues of plain living

and high thinking while we shifted position on our hard

collapsible chairs. The Institute developed fortitude, too.

At four o'clock Mr. Wengert drew the Institute to a

close with a summary of the essential thought which had

run through all the sessions and bound them together. He
described this thought as a recognition of the need to re-

construct our society on the basis of the fundamental

values of our western heritage in order thereby to con-

serve them and live from them as we have in the past.

He emphasized the need for thought, imagination, courage

and action to keep our values vital and creative so that,

through us, they will set the pattern of the future.

The burst of applause that followed Mr. Wengert's

closing words was a sure evidence of the community's

hearty appreciation of the Institute. Student response,

from the starry-eyed eagerness of the freshman to the

cool, discriminating judgment of the senior was generally

enthusiastic. One freshman said when describing her dis-

cussion group, "We talked and talked about everything;

we never realized before that we were so intelligent." The
faculty, too, were appreciative of the stimulus to thought,

vision and consciousness of individual responsibility that

was generated by the Institute. A particularly gratifying

recognition of its worth came from the speakers them-

selves. When asked what we could do to promote recon-

struction they replied again and again, "Study, think,

hold Institutes such as this . .
."

The Institute has Indeed made a contribution to the

education of all of us who shared it. We are deeply grate-

ful to the Committee on Public Discussions for its well-

planned program and fine panel of speakers and I, for one,

hope that Sweet Briar will build a tradition of periodic

Institutes on these tried and worthy foundations.

-X-i^e yyledn et <=>peak at <—>weet u^tia

Dr. Lise Meltner, world-renowned Viennese scientist

whose fame springs from her research in atomic physics,

spoke at Sweet Briar on "The Structure of Matter" on

Wednesday evening, April 17. Dr. Meltner, who came to

this country in January from Stockholm, where she has

been carrying on her research since she fled from Germany
in 1938, is a visiting professor at Catholic University. She

came to Sweet Briar upon the Invitation of Dr. Hlldegard

Stiicklen, professor of physics, who first met Dr. Meltner

in Zurich a good many years ago.

Recently honored as the "woman of the year" by the

Women's National Press Club, this slight woman is ac-

claimed as one of the first scientists to split the atom and

as the one who set down the mathematical calculations

which have become invaluable in performing that operation.

The lecture, originally planned for the chapel, had to

be changed to the gymnasium in order to accommodate

students from HoUins, Randolph-Macon and other insti-

tutions who wanted to share the privilege of hearing Dr.

Meltner.

Dr. Meltner was guest of honor at a luncheon given by

Miss Glass on that same day and in the afternoon the

Faculty Club gave an Informal tea in her honor.
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Alumnae Candidates for Board of Overseers

Sweet Briar College, 1946-1952

np'HE BY-LAWS of the Sweet Briar Alumnae Association provide for the choice and election of alumnae candidates

for the Board of Overseers of Sweet Briar College. The Alumnae Council submits the names of two nominees. The

elected candidate will succeed Edna Lee Cox, '26, whose term expires in June, 1946.

In reaching their decision members of the Council were guided by factors judged important in an alumna member

of the Board of Overseers. An alumna member because of her background knowledge of Sweet Briar as a student, can

bring much that is valuable to the Board. Her interest in Sweet Briar should have been apparent since her college days

and she should have shown since a genuine desire to know her college thoroughly; she should be willing to study and

understand its aims and policies and thus to contribute to Board discussions much accurate information about things in

the college world. If she can also interpret the college to the public and from her comparatively greater leisure than that

of business men, give her time and her talents to such interpretation and its consequent responses, she will indeed be

giving real service. It is a job more than it is an honor, though it is that too. The term of office is six years and in that time

an alumna member can grow increasingly valuable to the Board and to the College.

Margaret Banister, 1916,

Washington, D. C.

Sophomore class treasurer;

Y.W.C.A. cabinet; asso-

ciate editor Sweet Briar

magazine; president Junior

class; treasurer Student
Government; vice - presi-

dent Y.W.C.A.; business

manager Briar Patch; pres-

ident of Student Govern-

ment.

President Alumnae Asso-

ciation 1918-19, 1926-30;

member Alumnae Council 1932-34; president Washington

Alumnae Club 1945-.

Ordnance division of the War Department 1918-19.

Child Labor Tax division of the Bureau of Internal

Revenue 1919-22.

Attended Columbia University 1922-24.

Editor Democratic Bulletin published by Women's

National Democratic Club 192 5-28.

Assistant editor of the Washingtonian 1928-32.

Director Public Relations Sweet Briar College 1932-42.

Chief of the Women's Interests section for the Bureau of

Public Relations of the War Department since 1942.

Louise Hammond, 1919,

(Mrs. Frederick H. Skin-

ner), Norfolk, Va.

Y.W.C.A. cabinet; Paint

and Patches; president

Senior class.

Member Alumnae Coun-

cil 1930-31 and 1944-46;

member nominating com-

mittee Alumnae Associa-

tion 1934; regional chair-

man Sweet Briar campaign

for Building and Endow-

ment 1941.

Graduate work, sociology. University of North Carolina.

Officer Tidewater Garden Club.

Member Community Chest Board, U.S.O., Council of

Social Agencies, Community Concert Association.

Organized and managed Hospitality House, a center for

service men in Newport News.

Stylist and consultant, department store.

Assistant manager of hotel in Florida.

Manager of commissioned Naval Officers Club, Norfolk.
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Of Interest to You . . .

Everyone is on tiptoes, waiting for the arrival of Miss

Lucas. She is to pay her first visit to Sweet Briar since her

appointment to the presidency, during the week after

May Day. It is to be a purely social visit. Several dinner

parties are being given by Miss Glass and others, where

small groups of faculty members will make her acquaint-

ance. The seniors are planning a tea at which Miss Lucas

will be the guest of honor, and out-going and incoming

Student Government officers will have dinner with her one

evening after which they will escort her to Grammer

Common Room where all students who wish to meet her

may come for an informal gathering.

Lenten excerpts from Handel's Messiah were sung by

the glee clubs of Sweet Briar and the University of Vir-

ginia in a joint concert at Sweet Briar on Saturday eve-

ning, April 13. The choruses and incidental solos were

directed by Miss Agnes McLean of Sweet Briar and Stephen

Tuttle, director of the Virginia club.

Seventy Sweet Briar girls traveled to Charlottesville for

one rehearsal and sixty Virginia men came to Sweet Briar

the following week to rehearse. The concert is to be

repeated early in May at Charlottesville as a part of the

musical festival.

One of the most delightful concerts given at Sweet

Briar in a long time was that of Alexander Schneider and

Ralph Kirkpatrick, who play the violin and harpsichord,

respectively. Their concert on March 29 presented some of

the beautiful music of the eighteenth century just as it was

written for these instruments. Two sonatas by Mozart and

one by Bach and a colorful suite by Couperin made up

the program and at its close the stage was crowded with

members of the audience to whom Mr. Kirkpatrick oblig-

ingly explained the technique and the workings of the

harpsichord.

A charming portrait of Miss Benedict, painted by

Miss McLaws, was sent as a gift to the Alumnae

Association by Miss Benedict early in March. It shows her

as a young woman, in cap and gown, a dark blue hood

across her shoulders. The background is a soft blue, and

the frame very appropriately has touches of the same blue.

It is altogether delightful, and all alumnae who visit Sweet

Briar will want to stop in the reception room on the first

floor of Fletcher to see it.

Miss McLaws wrote: "I painted it in the spring of 1940,

from a picture which was in the Briar Patch and from

memory and from a desire to do justice to such a fine

woman whom I love and admire." Miss McLaws, who

taught art at Sweet Briar almost from the beginning

(1908), retired in 1937. Her most recent visit to Sweet

Briar was last Founders' Day.

Photog7^aph of <;JMiss Benedict

All those who would like to have a copy of the

photograph of Miss Benedict which appeared in the

February Alumnae News should get in touch with

Helen McMahon, Alumnae Secretary. Orders are

now being taken.

Paint and Patches ended the season in a blaze of glory

with a truly outstanding production of Chekhov's drama,

The Sea Gull, on April 5 and 6. The translation by Stark

Young, the same one which the Lunts introduced in 193 8,

was "used.

The actors showed surprising maturity of understanding

of their roles and a real appreciation for shades of meaning

in the lines; their interpretation was skillful and the entire

production was distinguished by its quality. Those who
have seen other Paint and Patches productions directed by

Miss Lisa Rauschenbusch have grown to expect all of those

things, but in every respect The Sea Gull set a new high.

Jessie Strickland, Crutcher Field, Elinor Clement, and

Leila Fellner had leading roles, all of them appearing for

the last time as members of Paint and Patches, and all

playing their parts handsomely. The other members of the

cast, Sarah Olivette Royster, Anne Webb, McCall Hender-

son, Catherine Cox, Constance Conover, and Elizabeth

Caldwell, also acquitted themselves admirably.

The sets, four in all, were a joy to the beholder and

proved again that miracles can be accomplished on that

tiny platform in Fletcher Auditorium that serves for a

stage. Perhaps the most appealing of the sets, which were

designed by Barbara Golden (president-elect of Paint and

Patches) and built under the direction of Polly Kent, '46,

was that of the first act, a wooded park at dusk. Then
there were the costumes, which also added a great deal to

the production. Louise Lloyd, '48, and a crew working

under her direction, contrived some truly handsome dresses

and wraps for all the women in the cast. Three or four

costume changes were necessary for each one.

The miraculous results are doubtless more evident to

those who live at Sweet Briar and can watch the production

in its various stages of development; they see the scenery

being put together on the grass, outside the auditorium,

their nostrils are assailed by the unpleasant odors of scene-

paints, they trip over the flats and properties in the narrow

hall back of the stage, and they wonder how order can

ever be brought out of such chaos. It always is, somehow,

and in the case of The Sea Gull, the finished product was

exceptionally well ordered and beautiful.
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Student Officers Elected

Student elections for a great many different offices were

held on March 19, and as a result the following students

were chosen to positions of leadership for 1946-47:

Student Goicrnmeiit

Vice president Katherine Street, Chattanooga

Secretary Eleanor Bosworth, Memphis

Treasurer Patricia Traugott, Norfolk

House Presiilcuts

c (Ernestine Banker, Kingston, Pa.
Senior »

(Sara Bryan, Chattanooga

(Jane Leach, Milwaukee
Junior -jjane Miller, San Gabriel, Calif.

[Sally Davis, Columbus, Ga.

June Eager, Baltimore

sister of Elizabeth, '45; Marion Bower is the sister of Ann,
'44; Mary Louise Lloyd's older sister is Lucy, '41; Isabel

Zulick is the younger sister of Betty, '45; and Margaret

Redfern is the sister of Anna, '37.

Sophomore

The Athletic Association

President

Vice-president

Shirley Levis, Rockford, 111.

Ernestine Banker, Kingston, Pa.

Secretary Jane Luke, Covington, Va.

Treasurer Westray Boyce, Washington

Y.W.C.A.
President Margaret Munnerlyn, Jacksonville, Fla.

Vice-President Natalie Hall, Erie, Pa.

Secretary Alice Joseph, Montgomery, Ala.

Treasurer Maddin Lupton, Chattanooga

Paint ami Patches

Barbara Golden, Columbus, Ga.

Anne Webb, Concord, N. H.

Marion Bower, Richmond

President

Vice-President*

The Briar Patch

Editor

Business Manager

—

Mary Louise Lloyd, Downingtown, Pa.

Sweet Briar News
Editor Catharine Fitzgerald, Union City, Ind.

Business Manager . Frances Ulmer, Jacksonville, Fla.

The Brambler

Editor Katherine Munter, Washington

Business Manager

—

Sara Ann McMullen, Fort Totten, N. Y.

r/v Students' Handbook
Editor Shirley Gunter, Montgomery, Ala.

Business Manager Natalie Hall, Erie, Pa.

Orientation Committee Chairman

—

Isabel Zulick, Orwigsburg, Pa.

Senior Class President Elizabeth Knapp, Dayton, O.

Discussion Chairman Martha Camblos, Big Stone Gap
Social Committee Chairman

—

Patricia Hassler, Thomasville, N. C.

Funds Committee Chairman Margaret Redfern, Norfolk

Relief Committee Chairman

—

Mary Stuart McGuire, Richmond
Glee Club President Suzanne Fitzgerald, Union City, Ind.

Among those elected are a number of sisters and daugh-

ters of alumnae. Patricia Traugott is the sister of Mary
Perkins, '45; Sally Davis' mother is Louise Garrard, ex '2?;

June Eager is the sister of Clare, '43; Alice Joseph is the

New Positio7i Open

in Alumnae Office

Because of expanding activities and development

of the Alumnae Association, a new position has been

created.

The position, assistant to the Alumnae Secretary,

offers a variety of interesting work with increasing

opportunities. Applicants should be proficient in

typing; journalistic experience is desirable.

Applications and inquiries should be sent immed-
iately to Helen H. McMahon, Alumnae Secretary,

Sweet Briar, Virginia.

Admiral Speaks of Far East

The Manchurian Situation was the subject of a talk

given by Vice Admiral D. E. Barbey, former commander
of the Seventh Amphibious Force, at Sweet Briar on Friday

evening, April 12.

Admiral Barbey, who was in the Pacific theater of war
from the beginning of the campaign in the southwest

Pacific, commanded the Seventh throughout its existence,

carrying the armies of MacArthur from Australia to New
Guinea, the Philippines and Borneo. His force staged and
completed 5 6 major assault landings in two years.

After the Japanese surrender. Admiral Barbey conducted

the occupation landings in Korea and North China and un-

til he relinquished command of the Seventh Fleet in China

in January he had for several months carried on the delicate

negotiations between the Nationalist and Communist and
Russian forces in Manchuria. Generalissimo Chiang Kai-

shek personally decorated Admiral Barbey with the Special

Grand Order of the Cloud and Banner, an honor awarded

to only four other foreigners.

College Calendar ot Events

May 4

May 10

May 11

June 1

June 2

June 3

May Day
Horse show, 10 a.m.

May Day Ceremony, 3 p.m.

May Day Dance, 8:30 p.m.

Lake Day
Gala Night

President's Garden Party

Alumnae dinner for seniors

Baccalaureate Sermon

Final Step-singing

Vespers

Lantern Night

Commencement exercises
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Class Notes

3n ilfmnrtam
Ina Larkitn Edwards, ex '10

First president of Student Guiernment

Class Secretary: Mary Pinkerton Kerr (Mrs.

James) Spotsylvania Court House, Virginia.

Fiiiiil Agent: Sue Slaughter, 8 Pelham

Place, Norfolk 7, Virginia.

The "round robin" was enjoyed greatly and

I am sending it on. If you would like to add

your name to the list, please write to me, or

to Sue Slaughter, and we will send it to you,

as well as to those members of 1913 who are

already on the list.

We are glad to have Mary Tyler Mayo's

correct address. It is 3 748 Tudor Arms Ave-

nue, Baltimore 11, Maryland.

Rebecca White Faesch writes: "Life moves

along very quickly. I have a twenty-month

old grandson; he and his mother were with

us 'till just before Christmas, when his father

came home from overseas. My other daughter

will be married this summer. I see quite a lot

of Eleanor Furman Hudgens, who just be-

came a grandmother for the second time,

her daughter's second little son."

A letter from Helen Lamfrom Neiman says,

"It Was truly thrilling to find your 'air mail'

letters when I came back from Schenectady

where I had been spending some time with my
daughter, Betty Gene, her husband, and my
grandchild, Joan Beth. I was so sorry about

Bessie because I have been fighting back so

hard since March 10, 1942, and I think I

realize a little of what Bess has been through.

I still have a long way to go, but I'm work-

ing again part time and spending about half

my time in bed. It was grand to hear about

Miss Benedict, Miss Guion (they'll always be

that to me). Miss McLaws, and all the girls

and I did enjoy the letters so much ... as

I read the letters my mind traveled back to

Sweet Briar, and I could see Miss Guion biting

on a piece of grass when we weren't working

parts in a play out right, and how fortunate

we were to have Miss Benedict in Philosophy

and those days didn't seem so far off either."

Bessie Frat/ke Balls' son was married in

December. She writes with enthusiasm of

Berkeley and the hospitable Californians. She

says, "I could rave on and on, but should stop

and rave about Sue Slaughter. She has been a

wonder and everyone in our class should be so

grateful to her."

1919

Class Secretary: Isabel Luke Witt (Mrs. T.

Foster), River Road, R. F. D. 13, Richmond,

Virginia.

Fund Agent: Rosanne Gilmore, MM Ter-

minal Tower, Cleveland 13, Ohio.

Due to the press of circumstances, I was a

little late sending out my cards but was

delighted to receive three answers to them
very promptly so that I have a few bits of

news for you.

Dorothy Valentine MacKain wrote me a

nice letter telling about her very interesting

family. She writes that her husband is a

broker on Wall Street and their two sons are

twenty and eighteen. She writes, "My oldest

son, Frank, was a sergeant in the Infantry,

Third Army. He was recently discharged

after receiving four battle stars, Good Conduct
Medal and Bronze Star. Now he has resumed

his studies at Columbia University. My
younger son, Val, is in Radar School at

Corpus Christi, Texas. When he is eventually

discharged he hopes to go to Cornell. I wish

I could get back to Sweet Briar some day

soon but if I pull myself away from Trank

at all this year it will be to go to Texas."

I also had cards from Elizabeth Eggleston,

who writes that she has no news but just

wanted to report among those present, and

Little Wood (Isabel Holt). The latter and her

family have had a siege with the 'flu so

spring and the warm sunshine can't arrive too

soon for her.

I see Nicketi Johnston Miller occasionally.

Her son and one of mine are near the same

age so we attended the same Lower School

football games last fall.

The Hammonds, Lukes, and Paynes have

been together again. Louise and Mattie paid

mc a visit last month and Josephine Payne

Miller, Phyllis Payne Gathright and Lucia

Allen Adair were all out to tea with them, a

good Covington gathering as well as Sweet

Briar.

Ellen Boilley Stuart writes, "With one boy

in Germany and the other headed for Japan,

I was all for painting my way through the

war, if I could find a job that I could do at

home. I found it when I sold a wallpaper

design to Katzenbach and Warren in New
York last year (Katz is the man that Rocke-

feller got to do the Williamsburg walls) and

ever since I have been making hand-painted

designs on order for them, copies of 'Mountain

Temple' scenic and my 'Tendril' designs.

Also, this fall, I started designing for the

Celanese company . . . fabrics for drapery

and shower curtains and hope later to get

into dress fabrics . . . when, if, and as I

ever find the time, which is another way of

saying that it's too much fun to stop."

Flo Freeman Fowler writes, "For the past

five years, I have been driving trucks, busses,

station wagons, 'disaster units' and almost

anything on wheels for the Red Cross Motor

Corps—attaining that wonderful rank—top

sergeant. The bars on my service ribbon testify

to about four thousands hours of active

service. I loved every minute of it. I also

taught First Aid and rattled the skeleton with

as much glee as we did in Dr. Harley's senior

physiology class. Have also been working to-

ward the establishment of Child Care Centers

for the children of working mothers." She

hopes to go to Sweet Briar for May Day when
she goes down to drive Dr. Harley back from
her winter in Charlottesville. Flo says she

almost bursts with pride and joy each time

she goes back "for the present at Sweet Briar

is such a satisfactory fulfillment of all our

dreams for its future."

Keep the news coming girls and I'll be glad

to pass it along to the magazine.

1921

Class Secretary: Edith Durrell Marshall
(Mrs. Edward C.) 6326 Ridge Avenue, Cin-

cinnati 1 3, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Gertrude Thams, 7020 East

12th Avenue, Denver, Colorado.

Dear Class of '21

:

Well, the time is drawing near for the "big

day" for '2 1 : June I, 2, and 3. So dust off

the old suit case in preparation for the train

ride—or by car, if you have one which has

withstood the wear which it has had to en-

dure these past four years. I know you received

Maynette's handbill and the questionnaire.

Please send the latter to me promptly—and

with pictures please, just snaps will do. We
are going to assemble them all in a class book,

and send it around to those who cannot return

for the anniversary, just as the classes did

who could not "re-une" during the war. So

far I have had returns from Ruth Simpson

Carrington, Flo Woelfel, Rhoda Allen Worden,
Elizabeth Shoop Dixon, Gert Thames, Gert

Anderson, Madelaine Bigger, Fran Simpson

Upson. Get busy, you who have not replied,

let's make the story complete. Ophelia Short

wrote and asked for more details concerning

the class gift, so I will answer her and any

others of you who might like to know more
about it. It has been customary in the past,

for classes which hold reunions, to make some

kind of a gift to the college—money, books

for the library, or some other article which

would be of use to the Alma Mater. The
ideal is to match each individual gift with

the number of years out of college—in our

case $2 S.OO apiece. However, any sum, small

or large, whatever you feel you would like to

give, will be acceptable—the amount will not

be listed. The reason that a cash gift is espe-

cially desirable this year is that there is an

effort being made to complete the first million

dollars in the endowment fund. The endow-

ment lacks a sizable amount, so any addition

to it at this time is especially welcome. Each
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contributing class receives credit, and each

individual also receives credit as a contributor

to the Alumnae Fund as well, for every penny

you send to the Alumnae Fund Roes directly

to the Endowment of the College. The Alum-

nae Office is supported by the College from

its operating fund and not by contributions

of the alumnae. In other words, the reunion

gift will go directly to the Endowment of

the College as part of the Alumnae Fund of

the year. I hope that this does not seem too

involved, but I can assure you that the class

I had a letter recently from Dot ]oh

Robinson. She is back teaching school now
that the war is over, but hopes to be able to

come back to the U. S. A. for a visit this

summer. On the back of Flo Woelfel's ques-

tionnaire she said that she has a new job.

It is with a new company, Nappon Labora-

tories. She is in charge of the office of pur-

chasing, and says it is very interesting to

work with a company from its inception as

she did before with the Chen-Yu and Tabu
Company. She hears from Mary Munson wlio

teaches at a college in Jacksonville, Illinois,

and also from Phoebe Evans who lives in

Pittstown, Pennsylvania. Rhoda Allen saw

Mil Ellis Scales recently, who seems to be the

same old Mil—full of fun as ever. Rhoda was

at S.B.C. for Founders' Day last fall, glam-

orous as ever.

Lette Shoop will be back in June, as she

finds that her child's graduation does not

conflict with the reunion dates as she originally

thought. Gert Anderson will be down from
Findlay, Ohio, and I hope our class agent,

Gert Thams can make it from Denver. Oh,
yes, I nearly forgot, we are having a special

class dinner in Lynchburg at a charming place

called the "Columns". It is new since "our

day", and is on Rivermont near Randolph-

Macon. This is about all for this time—but

please make your reservations at once, for

first come, first served, and we do not want
to be crowded out by other classes.

So I'll be seeing you

Edith
Changes of Address:

Mrs. Catherine Meade Montgomery, Moore
General Hospital, Swannanoa, North Carolina.

Mrs. John S. Worden (Rhoda Allen), 9

Hugenot Drive, Larchmont, New York.

1923

Class Secretary: LaVerne McGcc Olney
(Mrs. Alfred C. Jr.) 711 Overbrook Drive,

Alexandria, Virginia.

Fund Agent: Fitzallen Kendall Fearing
(Mrs. Lamar M.) 266 Old Colony Road,

Hartsdale, New York.

I sent out about thirty odd cards and have

one answer. Lorna Weber Dowling writes that

her boy Bobby graduates from prep school

this year, and will soon be eighteen.

I talked to Marie Klooz this past week; she

still has her grand job. She joined the Florida

Avenue Meeting Friends (a Quaker church)

in March, 194S. Muriel MacKenzie Kelly's

oldest boy came home in April from the

service, and her youngest son is a freshman

at Michigan. She has lived in almost as many
places as I have this past year.

I tried to get in touch with Hannah Keith

Howze with no success so Dr. Howze may

still be in the service. If you see this, Hannah,

please let me know where you are.

I have also talked to Ethelwyn Clarkson

Shade, who lives in Bethesda. Maryland, Her
husband is still with the R.F.D.

Rebecca Janney Trayer lives here in Alex-

andria, as does Helen Burke Janney, who mar-

ried Becky's brother. Helen's daughter is at

the University of Michigan; her oldest son is

just back from two and a half years with the

Navy in the South Pacific. The youngest son,

fourteen, goes to school here. At present

Helen and her husband arc in Florida. Becky's

husband is with the Department of Agricul-

ture, and has just returned from survey trips

to England, France, and Germany. They have

two sons, fifteen and thirteen.

Helen McMahon reports that she spent a

delightful week-end recently in Columbia,

South Carolina, with Jane Giii^nard Thomp-
son, combining camp business and gardens. She

had luncheon with "Miss Anne" Maybank
(Mrs William L. Cain) and Alice Babcock

(Mrs. Charles Simons) .Jane has two com-
pletely charming little boys. Broadus and Alec,

and Alice has three equally captivating sons,

Charlie Jr. and the twins, Jim and Arthur.

Miss Anne's daughter Eleanor was busy en-

tertaining so she missed seeing her. 'Twould

seem that a boys camp would be more in order

if Helen and Dan would interest many of

their alumnae friends.

As for the Olneys, we have lived in three

different counties (around Washington) in

the eleven months we have been here! We
have had nice trips weekends only to Annapo-

lis, New York, and Pennsylvania (Army-Navy
game). We may leave here in June, so good-

ness knows where you will hear from me
next. But please answer my cards next time!

Change of Address:

Mrs. M. F. Kelly (Muriel MacKenzie),

3205 Central Drive, Fort Wayne, Indiana.

192S

Class Secretary: Frances Burnet Mellen
(Mrs. Louis), 22325 Calverton Road, Shaker

Heights, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Dora Hancock Williams (Mrs.

Coleman), East Ferry Lane, Saugatuck, Con-

necticut.

It's awful to start our first class letter in

ages with an apology, but the truth is I'm in

Biloxi, Mississippi, having flown down here a

week ago, quite suddenly, to spend two weeks

with my mother. In the haste of my de-

parture I forgot to bring the rules pertaining

to class letters—so I'm afraid Helen Mac will

have quite a struggle with this one. I'll do

better next time—with your cooperation. Just

to show you that my intentions were honor-

able I'll report that I sent every graduate

—

and quite a few "ex's"—a double post card,

and had five answers and one letter. Here's

an orchid for you Mary Nadine Fope Phillips.

"Popie" spent two days in New York last

month with Margaret Cramer Crane, '27.

They spent most of their time in restaurants

and just talking, as they hadn't had a visit

since before Marg was married. Young Freddie

Phillips is now in the first grade and arrives

home at noon, thereby monopolizing most of

his mother's time, as maids and daytime sitters

are non-existent. (Where, oh where, have I

hcird this before?) The Phillips are looking

forward to a visit from Flora Pope Bruce,
'28, and her three daughters, during spring

vacation. I see the Bruces occasionally and can
report that the children are adorable.

Louise Gibbon Carmichael writes that her

daughter, Lou, and Virginia Whitlock Cobb's
daughter, Virginia, hope to enter Sweet Briar

in 1947. They hope the girls can pass the

entrance requirements, but I'm sure all of

us who knew the mothers have no fear on
that score. Won't it be fun to go back to

visit and look up daughters of our classmates?

Do any of the rest of you have a daughter
ready to enter? Which reminds me I must
register my Mary Ann for the fall of '49.

She's had no other thought than Sweet Briar.

Eleanor Miller Patterson writes, "My family
of four, two Browns and two Eleanors, are

fine and the Juniors are about to catch up
with the Seniors! Brown Junior is nearly

sixteen years old and is six feet tall. Eleanor
Junior is twelve and we have an addition to

the family, "Pedro," an adorable Cocker
Spaniel. Captain Mary Craighill Kinyoun and
her husband. Lieutenant Colonel Kinyoun,
came through Greensboro recently just back
from France and on terminal leave. They
looked very fine in uniform." Don't you
wish Mary could find time to write us about
some of her experiences?

Jerry McGiffert MacLennan drove to

Florida in November with her daughter, Ann,
and stopped at Sweet Briar, She says every-
thing was lovely. Miss Ruby looks the same
as she did twenty-five years ago when we first

met her. She remembered Jerry at once and
said she would know her child anywhere.
Ann, who has always said she was going to

the University of Minnesota, was much im-
pressed with Sweet Briar, Don Junior is at

the University of Minnesota and John, a

Senior in High School. The MacLeannans ex-
pected to visit Florida again in March. What
luck!

Ruth Taylor Franklin insists there is noth-
ing new or startling about her life: I quote:
"I'm doing what millions of other women are

doing, attempting to raise a family, standing
in line for groceries, plain living with plenty
of interest, thanks to our children." Who and
how old are your children, Ruth? Tell us

more about them.

Mary Reed Hartshorn declares there is

nothing new to tell about her family but in

the hope of having a class letter again she

wrote anyway saying. "We are living in the
same place. My husband works in the same
place and I keep busy trying to buy and
cook enough food to fill up four hungry
people. Ann has one more year at high school

and then is going somewhere to college but
wc don't know where. I'd love to have her

go to Sweet Briar so I could go back to visit.

I have never been back, Teddy finishes

eighth grade this June and hopes he will grow
about four or six inches this summer so he

will be big enough for high school football

next fall."

Now if you will bear with me for a mo-
ment I'll report on my own family. Lou
came back from Germany in October and
we spent a glorious month in Washington
while he was in the process of getting out
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of the Army. Then with mixed emotions we

gave up our tiny apartment and came back

to running a house and a business in Cleve-

land. Our son, Louis Junior, enlisted in the

Coast Guard last summer and is now in San

Francisco Harbor on an LST. It's been a

wonderful experience but I hope he's out by

fall The Alumnae Ofiice sends word thai

Marion Grfcuc Buckelmueller is working as a

chemist in a local plant in a control labora-

tory five mornings a week, and afternoons

and Saturdays as industrial editor for the

same organization. On Sunday she has a

Sunday school class, and in between times

fills in spare moments with marketing, weed-

ing, and rearing two little girls, Gretchcn and

Trina, age seven and ten.

In a recent letter "Deedie" Kh-kcudail

Buckman writes, "My oldest son is still in the

Pacific on a destroyer escort and tells me it

is still not safe because they are blowing up

mines. He has been in Okinawa, Japan, and

Korea."

My deepest thanks to all of you who wrote,

and I'll expect to hear from the rest of you

too before the next issue.

Changes of Address:

Mrs. Archie G. Adams (Georgia Martin)

,

Batesville, Arkansas.

Mrs. Harold C. Meeks (Almena Perkins)

611 Delgado Drive, Baton Rouge 14,

Louisiana.

Mrs. Francis Crawford (Catherine Mei-

necke), 912 North Woodlawn, Kirkwood 22,

Missouri.

Mrs. F. A. Van Patten (Martha Wood-
ward), 2251 Bancroft Place, Washington,

D. C.

Mrs. Thomas A. A. Hunter (Amy Wil-

liams), 2 Mill Road, Eastbourne, Sussex,

England.

Mrs. Erwin Fleming (Anna Eve) , 826

Johns Road, Augusta, Georgia.

1927

Class Secretary: Margaret Cramer Crane
(Mrs. William Burdett, Jr.), SO Verplank

Avenue, Stamford, Conn.

Fund Agent: Claire Manner Arnold (Mrs.

Wylie H. Arnold), 2410 Vernon Drive.

Charlotte, North Carolina.

Hello everybody! Your ready responses

have more than repaid any effort on my part.

I hope to answer all of your grand letters.

Thanks to Jo SnouJen Durham and Evie

Anderson TuU and Martha Ambrose Nun-
naliy for their generous offers to assist; they,

no doubt, will hear from me—and you from
them.

Through special arrangements you are all

getting this issue of The Alumnae News.
Right here I will quote Helen McMahon from

a letter she wrote me: "To your questions

about alumnae dues, for shame! In 1933-

1934 definite dues were abolished in favor of

the Alumnae Fund. Under this plan, followed

by most colleges, an alumna gives what she

wishes to give at any time during the college

year. We estimate that it costs at least $3.00

with the present number of annual contribu-

tions to give the alumnae all the services

that are available through the alumnae office.

Anything above that amount is a gift to the

college. Gifts range from one dollar to five

hundred under this plan, rather than the usual

$2.00 under the dues system. Those who arc

able can and do give more than most of us

could afford. The growth of the Alumnae
Fund has been thrilling to watch in the last

five years. It indicates, we hope, a growing

appreciation for our kind of college and a de-

sire to contribute to it through the Alumnae
Fund." See that it continues and approves.

As you know The Allimnae News comes

with your annual contribution to the Alumnae
Fund—the publication period being from
September through June—so pour a lot of

good news into this column so that your

classmates will pour a lot of money into the

Alumnae Treasury, not only for the sake of

their Alma Mater, but to get the latest news
about themselves and their friends. You can't

tell when you will be mentioned by "Hear-

say."

I know you are all just as pleased and

proud as I am, that so many of you coop-

erated in assembling the following historical

facts.

We are back to life and on the map! Look
see where—it's been a long, long time! Brief

facts are the order this time.

Eleanor "Babe" Albers Foltz from Fort

Smith, Arkansas, married Thomas Prize Foltz;

Tulane University, Mayo physician. Present

address is 10871 Ohio Street, Los Angeles,

California. They have two children; Tom

—

8, Harry—6.

Lois Allen Perkins from Cleveland, 2649

Princeton Road, Cleveland Heights, Ohio.

Married Jack F. Perkins; D.K.E., Western
Reserve. He is with the T. W. Grogan Com-
pany Real Estate. They have two children:

Allen 14 and Susan 10. Lois, after two years

at S.B., went to Flora Mather College and

graduated from there.

Camilla Alsop Hyde from Richmond. Pres-

ent address, Edgewood Lane, Charlottesville,

Va. Married Edwin Hyde, Furman Univer-

sity; profession—banker. They have one child,

Camilla, 13 years old.

Martha Ambrose Nunnally, 1640 York
Road, Memphis, Tennessee. Married James

D. Nunnally, University of Mississippi, in

the manufacturing business. Two children,

Alice 12 years old; David 11.

Evelyn Anderson TuU from Westfield, New
Jersey. Present address, 19H Glencoe Street,

Denver, Colorado. Married Richard Tull, Le-

high and Denver University; ex-engineer, now
a lawyer. Three children, all boys; Robert 9,

Paul 4, John 2. "Evy" says that they love

Denver, and that she'll be glad to take anyone

on a conducted tour, between trains, if they

will call her up. "The back seat will be full

of boys, but they're real polite— (at times)."

Ann Piitton Thrasher's husband stopped by

to see them recently.

Ruth Aunspangb Daniels from Norfolk
Virginia. Present address, HM Glenwood
Avenue, Raleigh, North Carolina. Married

Frank A. Daniels, University of North Caro-

lina; in the newspaper business. Two children;

Frank, Jr., age 14, six feet tall, and Patsy, 12,

five feet.

Betty Bacbman Hardcastle from Monte lair,

New Jersey, Present address, Honeywood
Drive, Nashville 5, Tennessee. Married Ken-

drick Hardcastle, Jr., Vanderbilt and Cornell.

Business, Tennessee Metal Culvert Company.
Two boys, Kendrick III, age 13, and John B.,

almost 1 0. Betty is going to Gloucester,

Massachusetts, this summer. I hope many of

us will see her on her way.

Genevieve Black Newton lives in Seattle.

Her husband, James E. Newton, is an attor-

ney; Michigan and Harvard Law School.

They have two daughters.

Jeanette Boone from St. Clair, Pennsylvania.

Present address. Sweet Briar College. "Dan"
is Assistant Registrar. She and Helen Mc-
Mahon bought Camp Glenlaurel, Little

Switzerland, North Carolina, last year. Bebe

Gilcbrist Barnes wrote of her visit to the

Camp last fall, "Drove down from college on

the new Blue Ridge Parkway which goes

directly to Little Switzerland, It is a beautiful

location, grand mountain views, amazing

vegetation, ferns up to your waist, rhodo-

dendron and laurel high above your head

and beautiful virgin timber all about. I am
certainly envious of Dan and Helen with the

prospect of spending their summers in such

an ideal spot."

Laura Boyntotj Rawlings from Waco, Texas.

Present address, 656 West Woodland Street,

Ferndale, Michigan. Married J. Mott Raw-
lings; Princeton '21, Johns Hopkins '2S.

Physician. Three children; Laura Bassett 12,

Sarah Esmond 1 1, Boynton 10.

Janie Broun Hood from Asheville, North
Carolina. Present address, Greenville, Ten-
nessee. Married Frank Hood, Jr.; Vanderbilt

University. Business, chair factory. Three

children; Frank III, 14; Mary Ann, 11;

Betsey, 4.

Madeline Brown Wood from Hopkinsville,

Kentucky. Present address. Walnut Hill.lFarm,

Route 3, Hopkinsville, Kentucky. Married

McFarland Wood, Captain USN, United States

Naval Academy '23. Two children, Mc-
Farland, Jr., 16; Beth, 13. Madeline says,

"Mac was in the Pacific all during the war.

He was home on leave once in four years, in

August 1 944-. We haven't see him since. Now
he is on Okinawa but hopes to get home
some time in April or May."
Daphne Bunting Blair from New York,

N. Y. Present address, 11 Devens Road, Wor-
cester 6, Massachusetts. Married Lawrence K.

Blair, Amherst '2 S , Missouri '27. Personnel

Manager, Warren Telechron Company. Two
boys; Lawrence Jr., 7y2\ Robert Bunting,

3 !/2.

Elizabeth Cafes Wall from Spartanburg,

South Carolina. Present address, Country

Club Road, Spartanburg, South Carolina.

Married S. Maupin Wall, University of

Florida. He is a construction engineer in

civilian life. Just out of the Army after four

years, some of which were spent in the

Pacific. He was in the Engineer Corps as a

Lieutenant Colonel. Elizabeth has stayed in

Spartanburg during the war, but expects to

open their house in New Canaan, Connecticut,

this summer.

Marian Chaffee, 4U7 Swarthmore Avenue,

Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, is secretary to the

Managing director of the Delaware Blue

Cross Hospital Plan, working and living in

Wilmington during the week.

Theodora Cheeseman is at 40 Walnut Ave-

nue, Wyoming IS, Ohio. Theodora was on
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the staff of the Public Library of Cincinnati

for ten years but was forced to give up her

position about two years ago because of her

health.

Mary Elizabeth Close Gleason, 184 West

Hutchinson Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Bowdoin University. Business, Pure Natural

Waters Company. Three children: Harrison

III, 1 5 ; Clifton Close, 1 1 ; Cathryn Ann.

Pauline Cloud from Hamlet, North Caro-

lina. Present address, Box 795, Fayetteville,

North Carolina. She is keeping house for her

brother as well as helping him with his busi-

ness. On the side she is raising miniature

beagle hounds.

Louise Collins Schroeder lives at 137 Pine

Grove Avenue, Summit, New Jersey. She has

two boys, Edward, age 13, and Billy, 9.

Caroline Compton from Vicksburg, Missis-

sippi. Present address, 2408 Drummond Street,

Vicksburg, Mississippi. "Compy" says: "Both

Compton brothers are back now, so I'm ac-

tually able to get going again and steadily, at

the painting, after three years lapse. Am hard

at work trying to get caught up on back

orders."

Dorothy Conaghan Bennet from Cleveland,

Ohio. Last address, 17015 Lamand Boulevard,

Shaker Heights, Ohio. Heresay: She has moved
to the country near Cleveland.

Elizabeth Council from Hickory, North

Carolina. Address, 1007 Thirteenth Avenue,

Hickory, North Carolina.

Elizabeth Cox from Louisville, Kentucky.

Present address, 205 8 Eastern Parkway,

Louisville, Kentucky. In the last few years

Elizabeth has been President of the Junior

League twice, and is now executive Secretary.

She gets to Sweet Briar about once a year, in

the summer. The new President of Sweet Briar,

Miss Martha Lucas, used to live next door to

her, at her grandmother's so Elizabeth has a

keen interest in her.

Margaret Cramer Crane from Cleveland,

Ohio. Present address, SO Verplank Avenue,

Stamford, Connecticut. Married William B.

Crane, Jr., Dartmouth, Lehigh. Pressed Steel

Company. Two children, Billy III, almost 8

;

Catherine, "Candy", almost 6.

Virginia Daiics Nettles from Clifton Forge,

Virginia. Present address, H6 Alleghany

Street, Clifton Forge, Virginia. Married Jo-

seph E. Nettles.

Esther Dickinson Robbins from Flushing,

New York, now lives at 19 Vandyke Drive,

Wilmington, Delaware. Married Buckley C.

Robbins, University of Michigan. Business,

DuPont—in Cellophane. Two children, Buck-

ley H., yYz; Stephen S., 16 months.

Margaret Eaton Murphy from Gulfport,

Mississippi. Present address, 20 Fernwood Road,

Larchmont, New York. Married Robert A.

Murphy, Steamship business. Two children,

Bobby, 13; Jimmy, 11.

Eleanor Eriin Bullock from Mobile, Ala-

bama. Present address, 3854 Old Shell Road,

Spring Hill, Alabama. Her husband, Claude
Curtis Bullock, is an automobile dealer. They
have two children, Curtis 15, Ervin 12.

Alice Eskcsi'ii Ganzel from ^'estfield. New
Jersey. Present address, Old Farm Road,

Darien, Connecticut. Married Edwin P. Ganzel,

Syracuse University. Business, General Foods.

They have two girls, Alison, 10, and Penny, 2.

Elizabeth Forsyth, 3215 Cliff Road, Bir-

mingham, Alabama. She says that she has no

news of herself but I'm sure she is holding

back.

Virginia Vrankv Davis, 3 32 East 5 3 rd

Street, New York 22, New York. Her hus-

band, Walter Davis, is an actor, director and

producer. One boy (step-son) Davis, age 24.

He is at present a Captain in the Coast

Artillery, Anti-Aircraft. stationed in Panama,

but hopes to be out soon. They are a theatrical

family, David having had two years in a

Broadway show before the war and Virginia

is now playing Mrs. Archer in the U.S.O.

camp show "Kiss and Tell."

Dorothy Garland Weeks from Brooklyn,

New York. Present address, 129 Roxbury
Road, Garden City, Long Island, New York.

Her husband, William C. Weeks, Jr., is with

the Schumacher Textile Fabrics Company.
They have two children, Joan Garland, 14,

and John D'Arcy, 15.

Elsetta Gilchrist Barnes, 65 16 York Road,

Parma Heights Village, Cleveland, Ohio. Her
husband, Dr. Richard Edward Barnes, Brown
University, Western Reserve Graduate School.

Major, U. S. Army until June 1, 194-6, is an

orthodontist. "Bebe" writes, "I was at Sweet

Briar for the fall Alumnae Council meeting.

Dottie Ham and Bobby Rich drove down and

it was so nice to see them again and meet

Bobby's delightful daughter, Mary, a fresh-

man. Bobby looked and acted just as in

College and seemed more a sister than a

mother to her daughter. It was such a shock,

a it^ weeks later, to learn of her tragic

death."

Helen Goffigan Wills from Cape Charles,

Virginia. Present address, 200 Oakwood Place,

Lynchburg, Virginia, married Waller G. Wills,

V.M.I. They have two children, Helen and
Waller, Jr.

Janet Green Joslyn, 3 26 North Grove
Street, Lock Haven, Pennsylvania. Married

Charles S. Joslyn, West Point. He is in brick

manufacturing business, formerly flood con-

trol, Wilkes Barre, Pennsylvania. Two chil-

dren, Allen, 10; Lois, 6.

Margaret Green Runyon from Summit,
New Jersey. Present address, 3 9 Bedford Road,

Summit, New Jersey. Husband, Henry W.
Runyon, Jr., graduate of Pratt. Sales Engineer,

Worthington Pump and Machinery Corpora-

tion, Harrsion, New Jersey. They have two
boys, John Barton, 13, and Robert Sherwin,

12.

Emilie Hal sell Mars ton. Present address

208 East 39th Street, Baltimore 18, Maryland.

Her husband, John Haines Marston, Hampden-
Sydney College, wholesale floor covering busi-

ness. They have one daughter, Nancy Lee. 16.

Ex-Wilburn Hampton Rogers, 618 Madison
Heights, Tupelo, Mississippi. Husband, Van
Kincannon Rogers, University of Virginia,

manufacturing business. They have one child.

Van Jr., 16.

Claire Manner Arnold from Atlanta,

Georgia, is now at 2410 Vernon Drive,

Charlotte, North Carolina. Her husband,

Wylie H. Arnold, Georgia Tech. Business,

American Telephone and Telegraph. They
have one chilid, Julia Munroe, age •\Vz. Claire

moved recently to Charlotte from Scarsdale,

New York. Hearsay: She is now vacationing

in Florida.

Catherine Johnson Brehme from Norfolk,

Virginia. Present address, 13 1 Alvarado Road,

Berkeley 5, California. Husband, T. Hall

Brehme. Jr. Business, Walton N. Moore Com-
pany. Two chilidrcn, Mary Archer, 8; Hall, 6.

Emily Jones Hodge from Sistersville, West
Virginia. Present address, 4 Riverside Drive,

Wilmington, Delaware. Married Hanson H.
Hodge, Swart hmore. Business, DuPont Com-
pany. Two children, Robert H., 12; Sara

Ann, 8. Emily is busy house hunting.

Margaret Leigh Hobbs from Petersburg,

Virginia. Present address, Mansfield Avenue,

Darien, Connecticut. Husband, Robert Bas-

kerville Hobbs, University of Virginia. Banker,

Bankers Trust, New York. Two children,

Margaret Ramsey, 13; Robert, Jr., 10.

Margaret Lovett from Huntington, West
Virginia. Present address, 4718 Twentieth
Road, Arlington, Virginia. Lily is a Lieutenant

Commander in the WAVES, stationed in

^X'ashington, D. C.

Ruth Lowrance Street from Ponca City,

Oklahoma. Present address, 519 Arcadia Ave-
nue, Chattanooga 3, Tennessee. Her husband,

Gordon P. Street, Cornell, is President of the

Wheland Company. Two children, Frances,

16; Gordon, Jr., 7. Ruth and her husband
planned to take Frances to Sweet Briar the

weekend of April 19. They wanted her to see

what a beautiful place it is in the spring and
hope she will choose to go there. Ruth has

been president of the Chattanooga Junior
League this year. She sent a most charming
colored snapshot of her children and herself.

Elizabeth Uick Hammond from Middle-

burg. Virginia. Present address, Stevenson,

Maryland. Her husband, Hall Hammond,
Johns Hopkins University and Gilman. He has

his own law firm and is Deputy District At-
torney General for Maryland. Ibby keeps

mighty busy. She has recently completed her

term as President of the Federated Garden
Clubs of Maryland and is now its Conserva-

tion Chairman. She has been serving on the

Governor's Maryland Roadside Council; Ham-
mond-Harwood House Board, Canteen at

Hospital, Women's Civic League of Baltimore,

etc., etc. She sent a couple of snapshots too.

Her garden looks simply gorgeous and she

looks the same as in '27, which is something

to be proud of.

Jane MacKain Allen. No address.

Rebecca Manning Cutler from Spartanburg,

South Carolina. Present address, 7 Gracie

Square, New York 28, New York. Husband,
Howard W. Cutler, Middlebury College, also

graduate work at University of London.

Business, Public Relations. One child, Ann
More, 2y'2- Rebecca is a lawyer and is with

Milbank, Tweed, Hope, Hadley and McCloy.
1 5 Broad Street, New York.

Elizabeth Matheus Wallace from Charles-

ton, West Virginia. Present address, c/o United

Fuel Gas Company, Charleston, West Virginia.

Husband, Harry A. Wallace, Dartmouth,
D.K.E., President of United Fuel Gas Com-
pany. They have three children, Elizabeth

Mathews, 13 {entered in S.B. class of '50),

Harry A. Ill, 10; William Burdctte, 3.

Theodora Maybank Williams from Charles-

ton, South Carolina. Present address, 3414
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Habersham Road, Atlanta. Georgia. Husband,

Joseph High Williams, Georgia Tech and Har-
vard Business School. Business, Crown Food

Products Company, Atlanta. When Joe was in

the army, stationed in Montgomery, Tootie

saw a lot of Billy Quisenberry.

Mary Meade Bailey from Danville, Virginia.

Present address, S02 West Front Street, Bur-

lington, North Carolina. Husband, William

Bailey, Jr., Chapel Hill, North Carolina.

Business. Prentice-Hall, Inc. One child, Billy,

6.

Elizabeth Miller Allan from Cincmnati.

Present address, 1 1 Brooklands, Bronxville,

New York. Husband, Russell H. Allan, Wis-

consin University. Business, Standard Brands

—

Fleishman Distilling Corporation.

Bettie has recently given up her Nurses

Aide work in which she has been very active

the last few years. Just returned from a two-

months trip including Cincinnati, Memphis

and Chicago. She has been spending her sum-

mers in Gloucester, Massachusetts (Bass

Rocks).

Marion Miller Barbee, present address.

Box 506, Warrenton, Virginia. Husband, W.
Witt Barbee, Randolph-Macon College. Busi-

ness, Field Supervisor, Standard Oil Company
of New Jersey. She says, "Not a thing running

around the house but a Cocker named 'Patsy'."

Millicent M/lligun Hitchman, Box 172,

Balboa Island, California.

Mary Moutiis.uc Harrison, 2516 Monument
Avenue, Richmond, Virginia. Married Holmes

Conrad Harrison, Virginia Episcopal School,

Secretary of an insurance company. Two
children, Mary Winston, 9y2\ Holmes III,

Elise Morley Fink from Birmingham, Michi-

gan, now lives at 96 Cloverly Road, Grosse

Pointe Farms 3 0, Michigan. Her husband,

George R. Fink, is President of the National

Steel Corporation. They have four children,

Peter Rupert, 12^2; Elise Lammert, 10; John
Morley, 6; and Margaret Ann, 41/2. Elise's

step-daughter, Martha, is Mrs. C. B. Gorey, Jr.

Her step-son died while in service in the

Pacific.

Louise Notman Patterson. Present ad-

dress, 63 Pennridge Road, Pittsburgh 1 1,

Pennsylvania. Husband, Shepard H. Patterson,

Dartmouth. Three children, Anne, 17; Jean,

1 3, James, 6.

Gretchen Orr Swift from Cincinnati, Ohio.

Present address, 22 Garden Street, Boston,

Massachusetts. Husband, Henry Swift, Har-
vard and Harvard Business School. Business,

Reconstruction Finance. Children, twins, Julie

Staples, 16, and Adcle Staples, 16. Gretchen

stopped by Sweet Briar last June to register

the twins. They were moving to Boston from
Texas at the time. She is now doing psychiatric

social work with the Veteran's Administration

in Boston. Helen McM. and Dan Boone had

luncheon with Gretchen on a recent visit in

Boston.

Anna Patton Thrasher from Chattanooga,

Tennessee. Present address, 1501 East Maple
Road, Indianapolis, Indiana. Her husband,

Thomas R. Thrasher, University of Tennessee

and University of the South, Episcopal

minister.

Pauline Vayuc Bachus from Toledo, Ohio.

Present add ress, 23 3 Kevin Place, Toledo.

Husband, Foster E. Bachus, Owens Illinois

Glass Company; for past three years has been

in the Army Air Corps. Released February 6,

1946. Pauline teaches Spanish and is the Ad-
justment Adviser at DeVilbiss High School,

She has lived in Mississippi, Texas, and South
Dakota while following the army.

Roberta Perrin Adams, Present address,

Barnum, Minnesota. Husband, Chester De-
Forest Adams, Harvard '28, lawyer. Two
children. James DeForest, 8; Lynnc Gibson.

Vivian P In nth Palmer from Terryville,

Ohio. Present address, 1017 Gesell Avenue,

Glendale, California. Husband, S. Copeland

Palmer, Jr., Swarthmore. Scott Paper Com-
pany. One child. Samuel Copeland 111, 11

years old.

Elva Qn/seiiberry Marks from Montgomery,
Alabama. Present address, 301 South view

Avenue, Montgomery. Alabama. Husband,

Major W. M. Marks, Air Corps Reserve, died

in 1943. Two children, William Marks, S^s;

Ralph Stanley Marks, 4lz-

Jane Riddle Thornton. Present address, 1S17

Grove Avenue, Richmond 20, Virginia. Hus-
band, Barbour N. Thornton, V.M.I. '23.

Business, Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone

Company. Two children, Mary Maylen

(Mimi), 11; Frances Tabb Gordon, 8.

Robins Rich Adams, deceased, November,

1945. Bobby's two daughters, Mary and Jane,

are with their father in Baltimore.

Mary Kent Rabbins Ailing from Daytona

Beach, Florida. Present address, 8 3 East Second

Street, Corning, New York. Husband, Roger

Ailing, Ken yon College '24. Episcopal Minis-

ter. Just released from Pacific duty where he

was Chaplain USNR. They have two children,

Lee, 15; Roger, Jr., 12.

Florence Shortan Poland from Little Falls,

New Jersey. Present address, 34 Plymouth

Road, Summit, New Jersey. Husband, Addison

B. Poland, Brown University '25. Business,

Prudential Insurance Company (Real Estate).

Last September Shorty drove to Toronto with

Add on a business trip and enjoyed getting

acquainted with "Upper Canada", the Uni-

versity of Toronto and their "super"

Museum.

Mary Louise Schre/iier Botts. Address,

Bay Village, Cleveland, Ohio. Husband John

Botts. Business, Miniature Furniture. Three

children, John, II; Edward "Ted", 8; Hillory

(little girl), 2.

Helen S/nyier Talbot from Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania. Present address, 3 Fara Drive,

Stamford, Connecticut. Husband, Donald Tal-

bot, Middlebury College. Business, New York
Telephone Company. Three children; Peter, 8;

Davis, 3; Jean Elizabeth, 6 months.

Nancy Sherrill Moses. Deceased.

Josephine Sriou-deu Durham from Washing-

ton, D. C. Present address, 25 15 Forest Drive,

Des Moines 12, Iowa. Husband, Kenneth Dur-
ham, Washington and Lee. Last fall Kenneth

bought a new business, named it Snowden,

Inc., and so is in the slip, gown and play-

clothes business. The plant is in Osceola, 45

miles from Des Moines. They have four chil-

dren: Taylor Rogers II, 12; Mary Snowden,

9 ; Richard Snowden, 5 ; Louise Spears, 5

.

"Joe" may come East in April. If she does we
will have some sort of a reunion celebration in

Stamford. She likes everything about the

West except the weather, and is on the P.-T.A.
Board and Civic Music Board.

Virginia Stephenson from Superior, Wis-
consin. Present address, 7-E Gilman Street,

Madison, Wisconsin. Since college, Virginia has

been doing social work in Minnesota and then
in her home state, Wisconsin. In between
"jobs" she has attended the University of

Chicago. School of Social Service Adminis-
tration and is now working on her thesis. She
is as present Child Welfare Consultant with
the State Bureau for Handicapped Children,

Department of Public Instruction, with head-

quarters in Madison. Except during the sum-
mer she travels throughout the State. She

visited Peg Williams Bayne in 1943 and has

seen Bass Boyiiton Rawlings on several occa-

sions. This fall she saw Genevieve Black New-
ton when she was home on a visit.

Virginia tells us the sad news that Eleanor

Jane Orchard passed away this fall after a

long illness. For a number of years she had
been teaching mathematics at high school in

Superior.

Nar Warren Taylor from Memphis, Ten-
nessee. Present address, 83 1 East Morehead,
Apartment 807, Charlotte, North Carolina.

Taylor is now the Headmistress of the Char-
lotte Country Day School and is doing a

superb job, we hear.

Mary Thomson Harrod. Present address,

5621 Kemp Road, Dayton 3, Ohio. Husband,
Garrett Reed Harrod, Georgetown College,

Kentucky. M.A. from Wittenberg College,

Springfield, Ohio. He is a science teacher. Two
children, Martha, 16; Frank, 8.

Constance Van Ness from Little Falls, New
Jersey. Present address, 128 East 61st Street,

New York, New York. This is the address of

her most attractive apartment; she goes home
or on a jaunt, weekends. Connie would like

to see any or all of us for lunch any week
day at one o'clock. Call Plaza 3-3 181, Alex-

ander P. Morgan, Architect.

Mary Kelly Vizard Kelly from Mobile, Ala-

bama. Present address, Wakeman Road. Darien,

Connecticut. Her husband, William T. Kelly,

Jr., Yale '28. Business. American Brakeshoe

Company. They have three children; William

III, 15, at Andover; Douglas, 13, Eugene, 8.

Sara Von Schilling Stanley from Hampton,
Virginia. Present address, Boulder Brook, Mid-
lothian, Virginia. Husband, James S. Stanley,

Cornell. Business, gasoline. They have three

children, Jimmy, 8; Peter, 7; Meredith, 3.

Cornelia Wailes Wailes from Salisbury,

Maryland. Present address, 2 804- 34th Place,

Washington, D. C. Husband, Edward Thomp-
son Wailes.

Jane Warfield. Deceased.

Edna Warren Tucker from City Point Vir-

ginia. Present address, 63 Cooper Lane, Larch-

mont. New York. Husband, Douglas Tucker,
Atlanta Law School. Business, Insurance At-
torney. They have three children, Lucy Penn.

13; Douglas, 11; John Randolph, 2 days when
she sent the card in recently. We ought to

do something special for her!

Ruth Whelun Horan (Mrs. David Horan).
No address.
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ElizabetK "Beth" Williunis Cadigan.

Present address, Christ Church Rectory,

Bloomficid Hills, Michij^an. Husband, Rev-

erend Charles H. Cadigan, Amherst '27,

Episcopal Theological Seminary, Alexandria.

Virginia '3 0. They have three children,

Joanne, 15; Judy, 12; Charles Richard, 9.

Charles preached at Sweet Briar last May.

Betty Williams Simmons. Present address,

Poundridge, R.F.D. T, RJdgefield, Connecticut.

Husband, Charles E. Simmons, Dartmouth.

Contracting manager for Bethlehem Steel.

They have four children, Jane, 12; Betsey, 8;

Sally, S; Charles, Jr., 5.

Margaret Willitims Bayne from Scarsdale,

New York. Present address. Lochhaven, Nor-

folk, Virginia. Husband, Arniistead Bayne.

University of Virginia. Business, building sup-

plies. Two children. Charles, Jr., II; Margaret

Cot ten, 9.

Mildred "Kitty" Wilson Garnett. 1411

Claremont Avenue. Norfolk 7, Virginia. Hus-

band, Theodore Stanford Garnett, Jr., Univer-

sity of Virginia. Business, lumber and

construction. Two children. Theodore III;

Maria Tyler, 6.

Virginia Wilson Robbins from Cape Charles.

Virginia. Present address, 6 1 Drake Road.

Scarsdale, New York. Husband, Edward D.

Robbins, Yale, Harvard. Lawyer. Two chil-

dren, Virginia, "Ginger", Sj-'z; Edward, Jr., 1.

Elizabeth Wood McMullen from Edenton,

North Carolina. Present address. 1120 \C'est

Avenue, Richmond. Virginia. Husband.

Charles G. McMullen, Marion Institute, United

States Naval Academy, University of North

Carolina. Two children, Betty Wood, 13 ',2;

Charles Grise, 7.

1929

Class Secretary: Polly McDiarmiJ Serodino

(Mrs. V. Pierre) Box 469, Summertown, Sig-

nal Mountain, Tennessee.

Tnnd Agent: Belle Brockenbrongh Hutchins
(Mrs. John), ISO Birch Street, Winnetka.

Illinois.

No one was more startled than I was to

read in Gert Prior's letter in the Fall issue

that I had consented to be Secretary of the

class! Warning to all underclassmen: Pick

your roommates with care! With some help

from you all, I will try to equal Sally's good

work, although that's a big order.

Inasmuch as I have just returned from a

vacation and find the dead line upon me. this

will have to be mostly about myself. I love

living in Chattanooga, but as in most cities,

it has an acute housing shortage. When we
found, just after Christmas, that we had to

move, near panic resulted. Just when the peak

of desperation had been reached, and we were

about to choose between a tent and a sta-

tionary street car, who should rescue us but

Jane Poindcxivr Steward, ex '2 8. We are now
living in her mother's summer home on Signal

Mountain, which we love. I'm sure all twenty-

niner's will be interested to know Jane is no

longer that famous sophomore who plagued

Randolph basement in our Freshman hazing

days. She is as pretty and young as ever, with

a very attractive husband and a small son,

aged nine.

I spent one afternoon pumping Mary

Shelton Clark for information about you all,

but she evidently is as poor a correspondent

as I am. Her very, very brown locks were

quite a contrast to my silver ones.

I'm sorry I didn't know as I came through

Athens, Georgia, that Nan Torian Owens lived

there. Aside from enjoying talking to her, I

might have gotten some news.

Our illustrious League of Women Voters

President, Louisville, Kentucky, Meredith

Ferguson Smythe, by name, had an interesting

experience lately. When Helen Gahagen Doug-
las (Mrs. Melvin Douglas) was scheduled to

make a political speech in Louisville, Mere-

dith was asked to meet her and make the in-

troduction to the audience. Due to the plane

being very late, they roared through Louis-

ville traffic with a police escort on a very

thrilling ride, and before Meredith had caught

her breath, she found herself on the rostrum.

I've heard elsewhere that she did a fine job.

Word has just come of the arrival of Mary
Baird Shinberger, second daughter for Lisa

and Baird.

Mary Archer Bean Eppes writes of having

lunched with Virginia QuintarJ Bond at the

Junior League recently. Ginny is serving as

a member of their Education committee. The
Eppes have bought an interesting old house in

Cambridge and see Dorothea Paddock Seeber,

who is studying at RadcHtfe, Bobbie Bennett

Cullum, and Blanche Dacies Barloon, who live

nearby. Beany continues to be busy doing a

thousand and one things.

Katherine Smith Boothe has suddenly ap-

peared on the scene, having returned a ques-

tionnaire to the Alumnae Office this fall

which was sent to her in 1941, and turned up
after a recent move. She writes "after a

pleasant 2 years in Akron, Ohio, we are at

last permanently located here (276 Sandwich

Road, Plymouth, Massachusetts) and hope

that any Sweet Briar friends who come this

way will look us up. The Boothes have two
sons. Garland C. Jr., 13, and Robert Lee, 7.

I wonder how many of you found your-

selves in the same boat with me, being so

startled to learn I was not one of the com-
paratively few 23 members of our class of 82

who had contributed to the Fund this year.

I am enclosing my check with this letter,

which means I will receive the April issue of

the Ne>xs, plus the one I missed. Hope you

all follow suit.

Sally's letter urging us all to come back

for graduation this year put new blood in my
veins. Let's all make the supreme effort and

go. We want to help initiate Miss Glass on a

future twenty-one years, as successful as her

past twenty-one years have been.

We hear that Martha Dabney Jones is

teaching English at North Carolina State

College. Raleigh, North Carolina, until June S,

1946.

Please write me some news for the June

issue. But remember, I have to receive it be-

fore May 20th! I shall still be at the above

address and soon after that 1 may not have

any address at all, so hurry!

P.S. Gert Prior would love to have any. or

all, of you visit her June first, second, and

third.

1930

Class Secretary: Sally Reahard, 5 52S North

Meridian Street, Indianapolis 8, Indiana.

fund Agent: Gwendolyn Olcott Writer
(Mrs. George S., Jr.) 21 Fifth Avenue,

Nyack 3, New York.

By threats of blackmail I have succeeded

in gathering news from four of our old

friends. The other twelve I wrote this month
must have pure consciences or poor memories!

Mary Moss Powell declares she leads a

"quiet circumspect life" and says her activi-

ties, in addition to being chief and sole cook

and bottle-washer for her family, include

being Secretary on Admissions for Roland

Park Country School and Placement Secretary

for the Baltimore Junior League. Her son,

Pete, is eight; her daughter, Carolyn, is ten,

and attends the Roland Park School, where,

incidentally, Miss Glass made the Com-
mencement address two years ago. Moss says

she saw Patsy Jones Muldaur in the fall and

they are moving back to New York from
Philadelphia when school is out. I hope this

doesn't mean that Patsy has not managed to

finish school, after all these years . . . though

I suppose that happens when you get mixed

up at an early age in Cafe Society.

Louise Boiling Nelson has recently married

William Hugh Redd. They will live at Tay-

lor's Creek, Hanover County, Virginia.

Margaret New Polikoff wrote from New
York saying that she had just returned from

a gay jaunt to Nassau, her first vacation since

the war began. She did volunteer work in the

Officer's Service Committee for three and one

half years and is now a "lady of leisure".

However, I can't imagine the Lady having

much leisure with a son nine, and a daughter

thirteen!

Had a nice note from Nancy Pickett Bost.

She says she is teaching the Sixth grade in a

Badin, North Carolina, public school and was

lucky enough to "stay put" during the war.

She has not seen any of her S.B. classmates

in years and says she is looking forward to

the news in this issue of the News. Now,
aren't you lazy dopes ashamed for not return-

ing my FREE postal cards.

Jane Calltson Smith never lets me down.

If she doesn't have any S.B. news she gives

out with tidbits concerning various ex-boy-

friends, etc. She says she is carrying on with

her housework at the same old stand and

that her family has not increased since the

last reporting. She sees Diddy Mathews
Palmer, who at present is nursing Junior

through a case of chicken pox and expecting

her husband home this month. That's a dandy
welcome sign the Board of Health has tacked

on her door for the returning veteran!

Yours,

Sally
1931

Class Secretary: Martha McBrooin Shipman
(Mrs. Frank L.) 21 Ridge Avenue, Troy,

New York.

Fnnd Agent: Peronne Whitaker Scott (Mrs.

Robert) 648 D, Beverly Road, Teaneck, New
Jersey.

The response this time was gratifying, espe-

cially since I heard from several of our class

who have not written for a number of years.
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Three" cards came too late for the January

deadline so here goes for that news first.

Around the latter part of December, \t'est-

cott's husband. Major Earl Hale, returned

from 27 months duty in Africa, Sicily, Italy

and France, "looking younger and trimmer"

than when he left. His terminal leave ex-

tended until March 10, and in the meantime

he and Westcott were planning a vacation

somewhere.

Nancy Coe had to give up her job at the

Public Library in Englewood, New Jersey,

due to illness at home. She was thrilled by a

picture Theda Shcrttmn Newlin had sent at

Christmas of her "five beautiful children."

The only girl who has tied Theda for family

honors is Trudy Lewis Magavern, but more

about her later. To add Nancy's own words,

"Theda's children are lovely enough to appear

in the Succt Brair News. Wliy not send us a

snapshot for our Class Record Book, Theda

—

and you likewise, Trudy.

My apologies to Split Clark who sent me a

card in January, which I mislaid until re-

cently, and my grateful thanks for her most

prompt reply to the last batch of cards. Split

is embroiled in the usual number of activities

—Red Cross and Little Theatre work taking

the lead. Just recently, she heard the National

Symphony at Sweet Briar which, she said, was

grand; also her description of Sweet Briar as

"positively beautiful" gave me a feeling of

real nostalgia for a glimpse of it. Both she

and Nancy Worthington, who has just paid

a visit there, wrote of Fanny O'Briau Het-

trick. Fanny has been housebound all winter

due to being ill herself and having had to

nurse all three boys through a virus infection.

Fanny, you had better start fortifying your-

self for our ISth Class Reunion—remember

how we descended on you last time?

Natalie Roberts Foster is still in Dayton and

expects to be there for some time. Walter has

had to be in Washington several times so

Natalie has made a few short trips to Roanoke.

However, I managed to catch her long enough

for luncheon at Rikes. She told me Helen

Sim Mellen's husband was expected home very

soon; then a card from Helen announced that

he had come from Antwerp on a Liberty ship

which took 18 days, arriving home February 8.

They had spent a short vacation in Atlantic

City and were once more settled in civilian

life.

Another husband recently returned from

overseas is Carolyn Heath Tunstall's. At pres-

ent, he is working in Bristol, Virginia, but

due to the housing shortage Heath has not

been able to join him but has continued her

teaching job at Miss Turnbull's in Norfolk.

Heath enclosed her new address, adding that

she hoped Bristol was permanent but not this

particular address as she had heard it was a

"dog house," but no doubt, she is settled in

same by now. She also mentioned that Mildred

Larimer, '3 2, had been in Spain on a govern-

ment job.

Peronne Wbittaker Scott writes that Bob is

still in the Army with present quarters in

Chicago, but he hopes to be out by July 1.

In the meantime, she has been kept busy

driving for a Nursery School—some 40

youngsters between the ages of 2 and S. She

covers about SO miles a day, regardless of

weather. That is certainly a worthy project

—

and how those mothers must love you, Perry!

Ginny Qniutard Bond made up for her

neglect by sending me two closely written

cards. Having no help, her public life is a

thing of the past. Both boys are in school now,

but Teddy, the youngest, has been ill for two
months and although back in school, faces an

adenoid operation in the spring. Ginny still

manages to get to the theatre occasionally

since the season has been particularly good this

year. Also, she hopes to get a garden going

soon and later, play some golf—if the boys

prove to be good caddies.

She mentioned that the Cleggs had been

there for a party New Year's Eve. More
recent news of Stewartie came from her

mother who told me that Carolyn had been

very ill with virus pneumonia and would not

be returning to school this winter, but

Stewartie hoped to take her to Florida. Maybe
she will include Dayton in her itinerary and

I will obtain some first-hand news from her

then.

Jane Tucker Ferrell keeps busy with her

three children—the youngest being 17 months.

On the side, she does P.-T.A. work, partici-

pates in church activities and substitutes at

the high school. Two years ago, she took some

courses toward her master's degree, which she

hopes to complete in the near future.

After coaxing Mart von Briesen for news

about herself these many months, she finally

admitted to having had an exhibit of 32 of

her photographs (enlarged) in the Mary
Helen Cochran Library from January 6 to

February 16. Little did I dream when Mart
took snaps of our class reunion in '41, that

five years later she would have made such

strides.

Nancy Worth ington has been traveling the

Atlantic Coast Line since Christmas and just

recently included Sweet Briar in her itinerary,

having been homesick for it for almost a year.

She saw Mart and talked on the 'phone to

Fanny and Split; also she had seen Carolyn

Martiudale Blouin, '3 0, in New Jersey and had

hoped to see Jo Gihbs DuBois but missed this

connection somehow.

A card from my old faithful. Peg Ferguson

Bennett, told me that things have livened up

considerably on the campus since the return of

so many veterans to school, but housing is

inadequate there as it is elsewhere. She and Joe

are making plans for a week's visit in New
York, taking the two boys along and using

the Easter Holiday as an excuse. Peg asked

for Peg Fry's address. Can anyone supply it?

My files have her listed "address unknown."
A card from Naomi Doty Stead, ex '3 1, told

me of havnig visited with her husband and

daughter in Fredericksburg, Virginia, just

recently and how disappointed she was in not

getting to catch a glimpse of Sweet Briar, but

maybe she can do that, come June, if plans

go through for our class reunion. Her son,

Billy, is spending six weeks on a ranch in

Tucson due to a serious allergy.

I know you will all be as happy as I was

to learn from Ginny Cooke Rea that Fritz is

back in this country and at present they are

occupying the house they bought in La JoUa,

California, before he went to sea. He returned

the middle of January and after IS days leave.

reported to Great Lakes where he was re-

assigned to San Diego. As he had to be there

in eight days, Ginny had one day in which

to pack and make ready for the drive West.

I'll bet Ginny could write a book about her

experiences as a war wife, and it should make
good copy.

Now for news of three girls who have been

silent for much too long a time. Jane Bikle

Lane wrote that she had given up her job

—

except for editing her magazine (which sounds

like a full-time job to me) and is now a

complete housewife and enjoying the leisure

hours, except for the worry entailed from
having to find a place to live, their present

home in Rittenhouse Square having been sold.

Jane, please write in more detail about your

magazine!

A card from Toole Rotter MuUikin thrilled

me because her life in Winter Haven, Florida,

sounds like Utopia. She and her husband own
a number of orange groves and they live in a

cabin (the oldest in Winter Haven) in the

center of one of the groves and right on a

lake. They have fresh vegetables and ilowers

all the year around and just recently her one

blooming camellia won a blue ribbon. Along

with keeping house and playing tennis two or

three times a week, she is vice president of the

Garden Club, secretary of Red Cross, and

secretary of the Church Guild.

And now about Trudy Lewis Magavern—

I

know you will all be as thrilled as I was to

learn of the arrival of Trudy's fifth child, a

little girl born January 30. Her family in-

cludes two boys and three girls, and she is

hoping some of the girls will attend Sweet

Briar. Remembering Trudy, I'll bet they are

potential candidates for the May Court. Trudy
sees Al Barrous Francisco, ex '31, whenever

she is in Buffalo; also Reggie Foster Askew,

ex '3 0, who lives quite close to Trudy's sum-
mer place.

Ship and I were in Cincinnati early in

January and saw Polly and Bob Hill. Due
to illness, Polly had sent Bobbie, her youngest,

to Florida to visit in her family's winter home.

Polly planned to go down for two weeks but

could not be away longer because of Jane's

school.

I also ran into Marge Lee in Pogues and I

really owe her an apology for I did not

recognize her until I had passed her.

I saw Janet Carr Greer in Dayton last week
and she had also seen Marg in Cincinnati and

learned that her husband is still overseas but

is expected home soon. How about some first-

hand news, Margie?

Except for my shopping tours to Dayton
and Cincinnati, I spend most of my waking
hours in the kitchen. If you could see my
almost six-foot son you would understand why
—not that Jane is any piker when it comes to

size. In spite of Scouts, Brownies, music les-

sons, choir practice and other church activi-

ties, they manage to help me a lot at home.

Our newest addition to the family is a German
short-haired pointer which Ship hopes to have

trained for hunting by fall. He, along with

a mongrel black and tan that the children

brought home from Utah, round out our

family circle, and a lively one it is!

I thought there was nothing left for Polly

Swift Calhoun to learn about the farm, but
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her last card tells me that aside from painting

a dirty house, she is learning to cut up and

wrap meat, make sausage, livcrwurst and

scrapple.

I seem to be a sucker for these secretarial

jobs as I now find myself corresponding sec-

retary for our Church Society so if I bog

down a little on the cards, you will know why.

Thanks again for your cooperation and please

continue the good work!

Changes of Address:

Mrs. Hugh N. Page Tunstall (Carolyn

Heath), 143 2 Windsor Avenue. Bristol, Vir-

ginia.

Mrs. Frederick >X'. Rea (Virginia Cooke),

7419 Cuvicr Street, La Jolla, California.

Cynthia Vaughn, 130 East Smith Street,

Greensboro, North Carolina.

Mrs. Murray F. McCasUn (Harriet Wilson)

Oak Hill Farms, R.D. 2, Allison Park,

Pennsylvania.

1934

Citisi Si'crc/ary: Marjorie Lauir Hurd (Mrs.

E. R., Jr.), 42 S North Hanley Road, Saint

Louis 5, Missouri.

Fiifuf Agcnf: Julia SaJlcr De Coligny (Mrs.

Calvert), 36 Hillside Avenue, Mount Kisco,

New York.

Spring seems to have set up permanent
residence once more around here and I. for

one, am giad. Bits of spring-like information

come drifting in from time to time as in the

very nice telephone call I had last month from
Martha Lou Lemmon's mother. She brought

me up to date on her roving daughter who
seems to have decided to settle down like most

of us biddies. Lou is engaged to William

Frederick Stohlman. professor of History of

Art and Archaeology at Princeton, and they

are to be married in Springfield, Missouri, in

June or July. Lou met him in Rome where
he was on a leave of absence working as assist-

ant to the cultural attache at the Embassy;
she hopes to be home by May and proceed with
the doings.

Julie is settled in Mount Kisco and said she

had seen Lib and Bonnie and Alva Root Brand;

also said to ask anyone within shouting dis-

tance to look her up, please. She also said

that our percentage of the Fund is shamefully

low and will everyone who hasn't contributed

please send her money to Julie or direct to the

Alumnae ofiice at Sweet Briar. If you read

the report in the last News you will see what
wonderful strides we made during the war
years and it would seem too bad to sag now
when the money does so much good for so

many.

Bonnie, Lib, Julie and practically everyone

who knew her well, are all very excited over

Mary Moore's wedding to Dr. Carter Redd
Rowe on April 27; but I haven't heard from

the lady in question and so I can't give you

any more information. Bonnie said she sees

quite a bit of Dot Hufchhnon Howe and Lib

said Mary McCalluin Neill is due any day in

New York. Betty Suttlc Briscoe wrote that

Mary's husband returned from England last

July and the Neills visited them; she and her

husband were about to take off for a two-
weeks vacation in Bermuda.

Bonney MacDonald Hatch's husband is out

of the Army and received the Army Com-

mendation ribbon; they are back in Muncie.

Cordelia, after three years of living in Balti-

more, Little Rock and Pasadena, is back with

her brood in Greensboro, North Carolina,

where they have built a new house. Judy
Daughcrfy Musscr has reclaimed her husband

from the Navy and they are living with Bill's

mother in Indiana, Pennsylvania, until their

own house is remodelled.

Margaret Kosv Ellice says life on a farm
in the winter is beautiful but quiet al-

though it sounded active enough to me.

Small Larry is in school but turned up with

the measles the day that Peggy had planned to

have lunch in town with Emily Marsh Nichols

and Dot Ventner.

A card last September from Eleanor Alcotf

Bromley said she was convinced that they

tvould see the last man separated from Beale

before they left Grass Valley, California.

The Bromleys are back in Cleveland now

—

Editor. Tacky enjoyed her stay in New
Orleans where Mac was stationed at the Naval
Supply Depot; he was discharged December
first and when I last heard from her, they

were in Springfield and hoping to locate

thereabouts.

Heleji Hanson Bamford writes that all her

brothers arc now out of the service; also

that Jill Bender is back in New York. All

is well with them for the moment. Mary
Walton is busy with her three small children
and said that Eleanor Rust Mattcrn has moved
to Lansing, Michigan, where her husband is

an architect.

Fran Danfcti Musick is into her third case

of mumps so she obviously hadn't been any-
where or done anything very flighty lately; she
had heard that Anne Corbitt Little had a

little girl. Suzanne Middleton, born February
ninth, and they are living with Anne's mother
in Suffolk.

I had a grand letter from Betty Carter
Ciark last October; she had weathered a series

of mumps through the summer, but they all

recovered in time to take the children to

Michigan for two weeks. Then she and Bill

took a motor trip through New Hampshire
and home by way of New York and Phila-

delphia; then to Indiana for a wedding. Heard
from Mary Moses Lindsay and she and her

husband were back in Little Rock.

Mother and I sneaked off for ten days in

February to New York. We acted just like the

proverbial tourists, and had a world of fun
shopping, going to the theatre and all the

other things you are supposed to do in New
York but which I never had time to do when
I lived close by. I talked at length to Emilie
Emory Washburn; Bill is out of the Army
and they are in Bay Shore with their two
little girls. I had hoped to see Lizzie Seldcn
Stainbrook as we have been by-passing each
other for the last ten years but, with my
usual luck, I discovered she had left for Vir-
ginia four days before we arrived.

Nathaniel and Dot Tnrno Gardner and

their two little girls stopped over with us for

a day on their way to East Orange last

December, but we were quarantined with

mumps when she came through in February

on her way back to Oklahoma City.

Will you alt please keep in touch with me

about your new addresses? So many cards that

I send out are returned and I would appreciate

hearing directly from you—and don't forget

the Fund.

CuANcrs ov Address:

Mrs. Archibald Cannon, Jr. (Cordelia

Penn), 2006 Dalton Road, Greensboro, North
Carolina.

Mrs. Daniel B. Esterly (Eleanor Cooke)
2730 Lorain Road, San Marino. California.

Mrs. Calvert de Coliginy (Julia Sadler) 36

Hillside Avenue, Mount Kisco, New York.

Mrs. Philip Hatch (Bonney McDonald)
3 124 ^'cst Gilbert Street, .Muncie, Indiana.

1938

Class Secretary: Dolly Nicholson Tate (Mrs.

John A., Jr.), 1348 Queens Road, Charlotte,

North Carolina.

fund Agent: Janet Macfurlun Bergmann
(Mrs. Charles) 136 Linden Street, Ridgewood,
New Jersey.

There's no use beating about the bush!

BIG NEWS is the announcement of the birth

of Becky Kunkle Hogue's triplets, two boys
and a girl born last October 12. How I wish
I had first-hand news to pass along to you
readers, but naturally you can all understand
that Beck's time for corresponding is no more!
Claire informed me, however, on a Christmas
card that Becky and the babies were all doing
splendidly, and that they'd moved back to

Ashtabula, no doubt for some much-needed
assistance. Congratulations are certainly in

order!

As for Claire, she and Carroll have a son,

Chris, born in January, and of course are

thrilled over their grand family, now two
girls and a boy. They have recently bought
Claire's mother's house, for additional room,
after finding her mother an apartment.

After a silence of many moons, Wileyna
Upsbaiv Kennedy (ex '3 8) writes from their

plantation outside Eufaula, Alabama, and tells

me of the birth of their son, David, now a

year old. Robert, the elder, will be four in

July. Dee Arm field Cannon, another ex '3 8,

has been visiting her sister in Winston-Salem,
and we had a grand reunion. She and Gene
will live in Asheboro, North Carolina, where
Gene will practice medicine after being an
army doctor for the past four years.

Another welcome voice from the dim. dark

past is that of Lucile (better known as

"Toto") Sergeant. She is still working at

Wright Aeronautical as an engineer, and more
specifically as editor of the Experimental

Daily. "The Daily is a progress sheet of ex-

perimental testing and carries a technical

article now and then when I feel ambitious."

At the time of her note to me, Toto was re-

cuperating from ptomaine poisoning which
certainly is no fun. However, she tells me she

sees Ruth Chartener off and on, hears from
Miss Cole occasionally who is at Connecticut

College, and from the Scotts who are now at

Syracuse University.

My plea for news was pitiful so I did glean

word from a few who have wandered from
the fold. M. J. Miller Hein came through with

a postal to tell me how happy the three of

them are in their new six-room bungalow at

Bayside, Long Island. Her 2|/2-year old son

keeps her on the jump, but at present she's
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recuperating from an appendectomy. Fritz

Cordis Horfman is happily battling with boxes

and crates, after being away from home for

five years, and now settled in her house in

Pittsburgh. Frank is a civilian doctor again

after 4 i-» years in service and fifteen months

overseas. They have a daughter, Christiana,

three years, and a rebel son, Frank, Jr., born

in Richmond last August 5.

I'm also glad to report on Helen Hays

Crowley, who writes that she is next in line

for a Ford, and therefore she hopes to take

Jimmy to Florida where she will join her

mother and Carol, returning after May 1.

Her husband, Frank, stays busy all the time

with his chemical business, "Twurl," makers

of a home permanent wave kit, also with a

plating company which he bought the first

of the year.

This from Moselle U'^on/o' Fletcher
—

"Yep,

Quigg is out, and working at the hospital

here in Chattanooga. I'm nursing Emily (age

20 months). Quigg and I are seeing Smeady

and Clay tonight." A reply postal from Babbie

Derr Chenoweth says she and family are

awaiting spring impatiently in their country

home outside Springfield, Missouri. Arthur is

still at O'Reilly General Hospital and prob-

ably won't be out of the Army before fall.

At that point they will go to Birmingham

where already they have a home in the process

, of construction. Her chief joy and occupation

are Em (six months) and Chip (2/i years).

From the Deep South comes news of Polly

ShotiicH Holloway—in Baton Rouge, Louis-

iana, where Robert is assistant director of

Civil Service for the state. Susan, three, is the

image of her Dad, although a platinum blonde.

Like me, Polly is hungry to see the old alma

mater—and perhaps by tenth reunion we can

all make it. Start planning now!

Janet Macfarlan Bergmann excitedly an-

nounces the purchase of a house recently in

Hohokus, New Jersey, in a lovely new neigh-

borhood. They expect to move into it in

April. Carl got home in November and

speaking from first-hand knowledge. I think

they both look wonderful. Saw them in New
York in January, when Jack and I had a fling.

(Must confess that's why you didn't get a

newsletter from me in the February News).

Mac also says she saw Peggy Criiikshauk

Truxtun (*57) recently who looked marvelous

despite her siege with polio.

Dot Thon Campbell says she's still in the

land of the living, in Manchester Centre, Ver-

mont, where Jim is practicing law (after being

discharged from the Marine Corps last May)

and she is busy with Jamie, now two years,

and church work, etc. For the longest I won-

dered where Nancy Old Mercer was—then

came a card before Christmas, and a more

recent "reply", saying she and Blair and little

girl, are in Dallas, where they were about to

buy a pale green brick house, so naturally

were stewing about furniture, samples of this

and that, etc. Before Christmas Nancy saw

Ida Todman—and had fun bulling—but

Toddy has left, so she has no Briarite contacts

at present.

If you want to hear of a busy housewife,

just take this in. Jo Happ Willingham has

her husband home again, is busy keeping house

for him and her two boys, with Junior League

and church work interspersed. Not at all

daunted, she has a Sunday School class of

high school children which she finds "most

interesting and stimulating." Another busy-

body, as usual, is Jin Faulkner Mathews, who
at long last has her Bill back and is settled

in their apartment in Charleston, West Vir-

ginia, learning to cook, and also doing her

choir work. And Jin has a radio program

—

female chatter for fifteen minutes, for a

month {while the regular girl is in the hos-

pital), which involves script writing too! In

December Jin and Bill stopped by to see me in

Winston-Salem during one of our renowned

southern freezes, but despite the weather we
had a swell reunion, and both looked so happy,

on their way to Florida after Bill's return

from 2 J/2 years overseas.

Jessie Silvers Bennett and husband are now
in Jersey City where Ed is learning the

tobacco business from P. Lorillard Company.
However, this month they go to Louisville to

make their home and promote Old Golds.

Another ex-Army wife is happy! Barbara

Cross Reese writes glowingly of the Poconos

and East Stroudsburg. Pennsylvania, where she

and her civilian husband have just boyght a

home.

Some kind anonymous soul returned my
card to Rose Hyde Fales in Washington with

this info
—

"Rose and the children are in Lon-
don with Mr. Fales—they arc all well." Vesta

says she's devoid of news, but will have an

announcement to make in April for the June
issue. And Sarah Tomlinson Foscue writes

from High Point, North Carolina, that she,

her husband and 1 6-months old "Junior" are

with her mother till living quarters are avail-

able. Same old story with everyone—I wish

you luck.

It's good to know that Nancy McCaiidhsh

Prichard and husband are home from Egypt,

"out" and happily located in Charlottesville,

where he is studying law. And Shanghai

Gregory Marrow says she's been tied down,

hand and foot, and has seen no Briarites. Her

obstetrical and gynecological work at Duke
will continue another year.

Lucy Taliaferro Nickerson had the grippe,

but sat up in bed and penned me a gem. Of
course you readers must know that Charley

got home in October and there was a wedding

pronto (after all those three years overseas),

and a honeymoon in Canada. Luckily they

found a darling one-story, 2 bed-room house

in Colonia, New Jersey, in the woods, yet

near the station, with badminton court, etc.,

etc. Lucy also tells me Lew has another little

girl, and Isabel Frankc De Graaf a second son.

Isabel and husband are settling in St. Peters-

burg where he'll be in the real estate business

with his father.

Back in Roanoke and definitely settled

are Molly, Grif, Archer and Harriotte. Wish

all of you could see the picture Molly sent me
of their two little girls—they are adorable!

Seems as though I always have to wind up

with myself, but I do have to give you first-

hand report on Dot Thomas Upton who is

home again in Winston-Salem with Luther and

their lovely little Bette, after four years'

service in the Navy, stationed at Annapolis.

Rilma carries on with her splended work at

Charlotte Memorial Hospital, with a jaunt to

New York or elsewhere thrown in occa-

sionally. Happy is she now that the GM strike

is settled for soon a blue convertible Buick

will be on its way to her, a Christmas gift

from her parents. I hope to see her often

for (getting around to me) it looks as though

we'll be living in Charlotte for a while. Jack

has a new job with a securities corporation,

and at present we're in his mother's home,

while she visits friends in Arizona. My fella

got home the day after Christmas, and after

a fine trip to New York, we're beginning to

settle down, while looking desperately for

you-know-what, a place to hang our hats!

Keep me posted—and remember you've

gotta giie to get. A gift to the Alumnae Fund
will bring you this choice epistle four times a

year!

Dolly Nick
Addresses:

Lucy Taliaferro (Mrs. C. C. Nickerson)

,

Glendale Road, Colonia, New Jersey.

Claire Handerson (Mrs. Carroll Chapin),

22449 Westchester Road, Shaker Heights 22,

Ohio.

Rebecca Kunkle (Mrs. Frederick Hogue)
Chestnut Drive, Country Club, Ashtabula,

Ohio.

Rose Hyde {Mrs. Herbert P. Fales). 3 8

Maitland Court, Lancaster Terrace London
W. 2, England.

Barbara Cross (Mrs. Charles Evan Reese)

,

162 East Brown Street, East Stroudsburg.

Pennsylvania.

Jessie Silvers (Mrs. Edgar Bennett), The
Brown Hotel, Louisville, Kentucky.

Molly Talcott (Mrs. Griffith Dodson), 1001

Second Street, S. W., Roanoke, Virginia.

Nancy Old (Mrs. Blair Mercer). 3632 Bryn
Mawr, Dallas 5, Texas.

Wileyna Upshaw (Mrs. Robert Kennedy),
Roseland Plantation, R. F. D. 2, Eufaula,

Alabama.

Polly Shotwell (Mrs. Robert Holloway),
2183 Hollydale, Baton Rouge IS, Louisiana.

Frances Cordes (Mrs. F. D. Hoffman), 1376
Sheridan Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

M. J. Miller (Mrs. William J. Hein, Jr.),

35-39 203rd Street, Bayside, Long Island.

Lucile Sergeant, 92 Ralph Avenue, White
Plains, New York.

Dolly Nicholson (Mrs. John Tate, Jr.),

1348 Queens Road, Charlotte 4, North
Carolina (temporary)

.

Class Secretary: Betsy Campbell Gawthrop,
(Mrs. Robert S. Jr.) 326 W. Miner Street,

West Chester, Pennsylvania.

Fund Agent: Yvonne Leggett Dyer (Mrs.

Daniel L.) Alger Court Apartments, 5G,

Rivermere, Bronxville, New York.

There's very little, but rather tremendous

news is that Tommy and Eleanor Claftin Wil

Ham's house burned down. He was only home
from Manila ten days, and this was a beauti-

ful new big house bought last fall. All of their

clothes burned and some of their best furni-

ture, but no one was hurt and half of the

house was saved. What rotten luck in this

roofless age.
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Mary Mackintosh Sherer's doctor husband,

Joe, goes into three years of Army practice in

June, and eighteen months of it will be over-

seas. 1 believe Mac plans to go with him.

All of this is from Betsy Durham Goodhue,

one elegant correspondent: Albie is orticially

"retired" from the Navy now; she is going

back to Virginia for a month's sojourn in the

near future. She'll no doubt run into Mary
Frances Biuhiniini Flowers, for she and George

arc settled in their new house in Richmond.

She often sees Julie Saunders and Jean Gray
Scoff McNair and Cannie Lancaster Pasco,

who lives but a few blocks away. George III

is keeping her very busy.

Another discharged husband is that of

Bennett Wilcox Bartlett who is now with the

Bureau of Aeronautics in Washington, so she

thinks they're settled pretty permanently

there. They hope to move into the new house

they're building around the first of April; so

of course, she's eager for that date to roll

around, as are the two active kiddies.

Doxie Diiiffinan Cobb writes that that

heretofore elusive feeling of old married con-

tentment was just beginning to steal o'er

them when Alex had to move to Trenton, so

once again she's with her family, and he's in

a rooming house in Trenton. He had pneu-

monia at Christmas, and Nancy, her one-year-

older, the grippe—her first peace time New
Year's. She saw Ethel Hauhcr Crowe in

Newark. At that time Joe expected to be sent

to Guam, and Dutch and her children were

planning to stay with her family. The tone

of Doxie's letter expresses what so many of

us feel; i.e., how grand it is to have these

husbands at home and underfoot. Do hope

you will find a house in Trenton soon, Doxie,

and many thanks for your letter.

Bob came home on Washington's birthday,

and that fine gentleman cook a very back seat

in our household. And such domestic en-

thusiasm! He really had me running. Those

S:30 awakenings have become less frequent and

liis energies are finding legal outlets now, but

there was a brisk week. Rob accepts his con-

tinued presence graciously, for Papa's strict,

but Beth has him pretty well under control.

We went to Eleanor Wallace Price's son's

christening recently. That woman must feed

her children Wheatics and percomorphum, and

more of the same. They are handsome, robust

children, and I do mean sturdy. Sam has her

pug nose and glorious blonde curls, and be-

guiling freckles, and Jimmy's a coming some-

thing or other. Lovely party and upon request

I'll send a delectable cheese and garlic recipe

her mother spread before us.

And just back from a grand spree in New
York with Lucy Gortian Jcffers and Elizabeth

Vandcrbilt Brown, and their respective hus-

bands. Bitsy is thinner and looks the more

sophisticated consequently, but is the same

ebullient and refreshing demoiselle. All saw

Dream Girl together, after a frantic struggle

across Fifth Avenue midst its St. Patrick

celebrations, and it is delightful. (By the way,

Mary James is Walter Huston's leading lady in

Apple of His Eye, a privilege and thrill for

any aspirant. . . . And who should be behind

the scenes when it played in Philadelphia but

Mr. and Mrs. Linforth!) Spent the night with

Boot and Jon and their precious Jonny, and

marvelled throughout the evening how it

could be six years since we'd been on campus
—gleaned that Anne Parks is still a WAVE,
full lieutenant, and still in Norfolk. Lu Mar-

tin is back again after her war exile in Michi-

gan with her doctor father.

Ruth Harman Reiser has a daughter, born

January 20, 1946, Janet Trosch is at present

a secretary with Time magazine. Mary Welles

Pearson writes, "My husband is a banker, not

a preacher, but there's no preacher here (St.

Peter, Minnesota) at present and there is a

housing shortage, so here we are!"

Lillian Ncely Willis has a second daughter,

Harriet Davies. born January 29.

Changes of Address;

Mrs. John L. Arrington (Cherrie Willson),

}4A- Pomona Avenue, Coronado, California.

Mrs. Legrand Elebash (Lucy Bowers) , 6i

East 80th Street, New York, New York.

Mrs. Edward P. Ellis (Phyllis Todd),
R. F. D. I, Box 137, Keyport, New Jersey.

Mrs. Arthur L. Reiser, Jr. (Ruth Harman),
8

1

S First Place, Plainfield, New Jersey.

Mrs. John Leys (Martha Fuller), Boons-
boro Road. Lynchburg, Virginia.

Mrs. Paul Masoner (Margaret McCoy), 912
North Sixth Street, Garden City, Kansas.

Mrs. John V. Pearson (Mary Welles),

Swedish Lutheran Parsonage, St. Peter, Min-
nesota.

Mrs. Brooke Stoddard (Gracey Luckett).
2419 Longest Avenue, Louisville, Kentucky.

Mrs. Wendell Stoops (Lois Lear), 1691
Pontiac Street, Denver, Colorado.

Janet Trosch, 140 East 63rd Street. New
York 21, New York.

Mrs. Charles Edward Blair (Charlotte
Dunn) 114 Park Avenue, Bronxvillc, N. Y.

Mrs. G. H. Flowers. Jr. (Mary Buchanan)
3 06 Tuckahoe Boulevard, Richmond, Va.

Mrs. Norman W. Fort. Jr. (Ann Hutchin-
son) c^o Hutchinson. 211 Main Street, Mata-
wan, N. J.

Mrs. Frank Glenn, Jr. (Marguerite Myers)
Cranguyma Farm, Long Beach. Washington.

Mrs. Daniel B. Griffen, Jr. (Natalie Elliott)
P. O. Box 13 7, Charlottesville, Va.

Mrs. Harris E. Hart (Henriette Allen
Minor) Ogden Avenue, White Plains, N. Y.

Mrs. William K. Kirschner (Mary Alice
Groom) Apartment 69. 404 Ludlow Avenue.
Cincinnati 20, O.

Mrs. Charles Prothro (Elizabeth Perkins)
2109 EUingham Drive. Wichita Falls. Tex.

Mrs. Roderick S. Rooney (Mary Spear)
IIOS Van Burcn Avenue, Eastport, Md.

Mrs. H. R. Stephenson, Jr. (Catherine
Lawder) Rockwold. Taylors. S. C.

Mrs. John C. Stoddard (Jean McKenney)
c/o Panagra. Quito, Ecuador, S. A.

Mrs. Ralph B. Welles (Lillian Neeiy) Pine
Needle Road, Augusta, Ga.

1940

Class Secretary: NiDA Tomlin Watts (Mrs.
Robert, Jr.) 100 Madison Street. Lynchburg.
Virginia.

FnnJ Agent: Margaret Woods Gillette
(Mrs. Louis C.) 57 Park Avenue, Bronxville,
New York.

All of you good "wimmen" certainly re-

member what a beautiful Virginia spring can

do to one. Well, it's done it to me, and I

haven't stirred around enough to gather all

of the existing news. However, there are some
very exciting tid-bits.

Mary Petty Johnston and Janet Runkle will

both be married on May fourth. Mary will

become Mrs. Wood Bedell in New York and
will reside in Richmond, and she has done the

unbelievable—that is to say, she has three

apartments lined up! While in Richmond re-

cently. Mary had lunch with Jane Goolrick

Merrill and talked with Eve Williams Turn-
bull, who is also living in Richmond. Mary
wrote too that she had seen Ann Burr recently.

Ann is in a new play. West of the Moon,
which will open in Washington. Janet Runkle
will marry Robert M. Wells of Beverly Hills. Los

Angeles, California. Columbus says that Bob
is going to make a perfect Sweet Briar hus-

band—interested in "all the girls," etc. Bob
and Janet are going to be farmers, as he is a

graduate in Agriculture from the University

of California. Benadinc Newby, last heard of

in 1940, will be a bridesmaid. Marion Coles

Phinizy married Thomas Barton Jones on
March 9, 1946. Sorry not to have more de-

tails on this subject.

Anne Conant Weaver (Mrs. John Weaver),
ex "40, of 3 8 William Street, Hempstead, Long
Island, has a daughter who was born last July.

Parge Woods Gillette has already entered her

daughter, Louise Church, in Sweet Briar.

Louise was born March 17 and weighed nine

pounds.

Martha F. Rector is now on terminal leave

and will receive her discharge on April M.
She was a Major in the WAC and served as

staff director in the India-China Division.

Major Rector was a huge success in many
fields, but will always be remembered for a

prune and pickle party that she gave in India.

Elizabeth liins Haskins was discharged from
the WAVES on November 7, 1945, with the
rank of Lieutenant (j.g.).

Elizabeth Conover is teaching kindergarten
in a lovely St. Louis County School. She had
a nice trip to Chicago, Philadelphia and New
York during spring vacation.

Coralie Kahn Fcrro is still living in San
Francisco, but at present is in Hamilton. Ohio,
due to the illness of her father.

Ann Waring Lane, ex '40, writes that she,

husband Mills, Anita and Nickey are per-
manently established at 2 West Muscogee
Avenue, Atlanta, Georgia. Ann was anxious
to track down Mary Miller Naquin. The last

recorded address for her is Mrs. Howard Na-
quin, Route 3, Box 324A, Corvallis, Oregon.

Mary Katherine Warren Griggs (Mrs. John
W. Griggs II) will be at 300 Highland Ave-
nue, Ridgewood, New Jersey, until July, 1946.

After that time, her address will be 150 Sheri-

dan Terrace, Ridgewood. New Jersey.

Frances Moses Turner and Lawson have just

purchased a very attraceive house in Lynch-
burg. However, they will not be able to move
into it until next fall. Mose tells me that Beth
Thomas Mason has at last found a place to

live in Ann Arbor, Michigan, and that Mar-
garet Royal Davison is residing in Goldsboro,

North Carolina, while Jimmy is overseas.

Margaret recently met him in Seattle for a

short time.

Helen Comuell Jones, ex '40. had a son,

Jonathan Cornwell, on February 6.
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As for me. it's a pleasure to go from the

dishpan to the broom and back again. We do

have high hopes of attending Mary Johnston's

wedding. Now that we are more or less settled

here, I hope that any of you that come to

Sweet Briar will try to stop by 100 Madison

Street, Lynchburg.

Chances of Address:

Mrs. G. R. Dornberger (Alice Gass), c/o

Dr. G. R. Dornberger. Mayo Clinic, Rochester,

Minnesota.

Mrs. William Lasley Montague (Mildred

Moon), 64 Fort Wood Apartments, Chatta-

nooga 3, Tennessee.

Mrs. William Chandler Haskins (Elizabeth

Ivins), Box 98, Groton, Massachusetts.

Mrs. William A. Allen (Hazel Marshall

Sterret) Oakley Farm, Hot Springs, Va.

Mrs. Richard Both (Blair Bunting) Fair-

ville, Chester County, Pa.

Mrs. Jonathan A. Brown (Boot Vanderbilt)

172 Maple Street, Englewood, N. J.

Mrs. John W. Burke, Jr. (Agnes Spencer)

Valley Vista Apartment, Belmont and Ash-

meade Place, Washington, D. C.

Mrs. Beverley Douglas Causey (Clara Rei^d

MacRae( 161 S Preston Road, Alexandria. Va.

Ann Cauthorn g/3, Legal Office, PRNC
Headquarters, Navy Yard, Washington 25,

D. C.

Mrs. John Sewell Cheek (Anne McCarthy)

934 Troy Avenue, Dyersburg, Tenn.

Mrs. John P. Cochran (Margaret Dow^U)

2310 Connecticut Avenue, N. W., Washing-

ton, D. C.

Mrs. James Addison Glascock, Jr. (Polly

Boze) 2211 West Grace Street, Richmond 20,

Va.

Mrs. Henry Grant (Jane B.ikcr) 4W Idora

Avenue, Vallejo, Calif.

Mrs. Albert Grossarth (Constance Ann
Williams) I2S East Avenue, Quincy, 111.

Mrs. David B. Gustafson (Polly Wyckoff)

3 Barclay Street, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Mary Frances Hazelton, 75 S Santa Ynez,

Palo Alto, Stanford Campus, Calif.

Mrs. John William Henry (Ruth Whisler

Collins) Edgewater, Md.

Mrs. Homer Daniel Jones (Helen Corn-

well) 24. Lorenzo Lane, La Due, Mo.

Mrs. Robert R. King, Jr. (Mariana Bush)

Huntington Inn, St. Petersburg, "Fla.

Mrs. Sherman John Leonard (Anna Shinn)

Route 1, Box SSS, Los Altos, Calif.

Mrs. Eugene Mitchell Long (Jane Bush)

1061 Katherine Street, Augusta, Ga.

Mrs. Robert MacDonald (Olivia Davis)

1847 Lauderdale Road, Louisville, Ky.

Ann Marie Mildon. 222 Central Park,

South, Gainsboroguh Studio, New York.

N. Y.

Mrs. Donald C. Morrell (Elizabeth Ham-
mer) 341 Woodlane Drive, Bright waters,

N. Y.

Mrs. Thomas W. Murrell (Jane Goolrick)

Hampton Hills, Richmond, Va.

Mrs. Howard N a q u i n (Mary Miller)

Route 3, Box 524A, Corvallis, Oregon.

Mrs. Robert E. Perry (Marjorie Peggs) 66

Eakins Road, Numsey Park, Manhasset, Long

Island, N. Y.

Mrs. Robert Raymond Stuart. Jr. (Anna

Mae Feuchtenberger) Box 604, Blueficld.

W. Va.

Dr. Helen Taylor, Doctors' Hospital, East

End Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Mrs. John B. Vincent ( Irene Vongehr)

R. R. 7, Angling Road. Kalamazoo, Mich.

Mrs. John H. Weaver (Anne Conant) 1120

Beacon Street, Brookline, Mass.

Mrs. Carrington Williams, Jr. (Emory

Gill) 5415 Cary Street, Road, Richmond 21,

Va.

Eve Williams (Mrs. Knox TurnbuU) 3404

Park Avenue, Richmond 21, Va.

Mrs. Gilbert Hume Woodward (Stuart

Hensley) c^o Dr. Charles Hensley, 2 5 Fair-

mont Road, Asheville, N. C.
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Ciass Secretary: Doris Albray, 1 8 Curtis

Place, Maplewood, New Jersey.

Fund Agent: Patricia Douling von Well-
SHEiM (Mrs. Alfred H.), 1222 Kemble

Street, Utica, New York.

It is really a shame that the reviewer is not

worthy of her subject, but she will, I assure

you, attempt to do her very best. All this in-

troduction is merely another way of inform-

ing you that I have been granted a personal

interview with a Broadway star, which I shall

now relay to you. Star: Miss Mary James.

Place: Her dressing room—Biltmore Theatre,

New York City. Mary is leading lady in Wal-
ter Huston's new show, and a very commend-
able performance she gives. Sally Esler came
up from Pittsburgh, Dottie White and I met

her for dinner, and when we found that she

was going to be here for several days, we
dashed over to the theatre and purchased some
tickets for two nights hence. We left a note,

informing her of our intended presence and
requesting the privilege of a personal inter-

view after the show. The man in the box

oflice was quite amused when we informed him
we were college classmates of Mary's, and
promptly said, "Oh, Sweet Briar!" Mary, as

I said above, did a superb job. We had a

marvelous chat while she removed the grease

paint.

Word has just come that Bebo Chichester's

wedding to Lt. Richard Duhart Hull,

U.S.N.R., will take place this spring. Sorry

I have no more details.
,

"First among those from whom we have not

heard in ages is Cynthia Harrison Drinkwater,

who dropped me a postal in answer to my
plea for news. She was leaving the following

day for Hot Springs, and said she was look-

ing forward to sniffing Virginia air.

My three especially good stand-bys all came

through, so we shall start with Franny BalJ-

uirt Whitaker's news. She says she told me
everything she knew that was fit to print for

the last issue, so all she can add Is that she

saw Martha Jean's child—Jean—a darling lit-

tle girl. However, it is people like Franny,

who write whether or not they have much
news, who keep me going.

Now to Shirts, who says she finally caught

up with her three lost roommates—two by

letter, and the other by seeing James in the

aforementioned Apple of His Eye when it

played in Philly. Dedore wrote that she is once

again a civilian and is thoroughly enjoying it.

She had seen Mimi and Peg Tomlin. Then

Butch finally came through with a bit of mail.

Butch and Johnny were apartment hunting

(as what married couple is not these days?)

and arc temporarily living at Johnny's family's

home in the interim. Shirts said that Wilma
Zcisler Lee and her husband are moving to

Asheville, North Carolina, very shortly.

Then to Dottie White. We certainly had a

marvelous time seeing Sal, and we wouldn't

mind at all if her job brought her up more

often. Dottie says that Helen Watson Hill

wrote her that Bobby Clark Hall was planning

to leave very soon for California to get a job.

Doucett writes that Jack is now a college

traveler for Henry Holt, Publishers, and is

covering New York and New England. They
were going to visit the Hills. Sylvia Pethick

Maltby has certainly had her share of troubles.

She had pneumonia, and pleurisy, her two

children had abscessed ears, pink-eye, and flu,

their house has been sold, and they have no

new one to move into when they are evicted

on March first, and a week after Syl got home,

she fell and broke her elbow. I suggest we all

keep a list of these things on our mirrors for

a dreary day.. It will probably make an April

shower look like a June day.

(You probably noted that I talked too

much last issue, and consequently there was

no room for addresses. You gals have all been

wonderful, and I imagine that the importance

of our first item will allow us the extra

space required by it.)

Marion Dailey Avery answered my card and

imparted the joyful news that Lup got home
on Christmas Eve. They spent some time

traveling and are now settled in a summer
cabin out of Chattanooga, which, however,

they do manage to keep warm. They saw

Colley and Charlie Shelton in Atlanta in

January and talked to Gayle. While in Ken-
tucky the Avery's saw Louise (Kirk) and

Julian, who were leaving the next day for

Tallahassee, Florida, where they are going to

farm. They reputedly have two darling little

girls.

Scully is at home, taking care of her Dad
and doing the spring cleaning, and inci-

dentally waiting for Luke to come home from
the Pacific.

Edie VonGehr Bridges writes that her new
bambino, born January twenty-first, is

Stephan Alan, and quite a night-owl, which

is not helping Mom to keep that young, fresh

look. Edie reports having received a letter

from Carolyn Custer, who is now out of the

WAVES and is back home. Mary Anne
Sonicrirll Brenza wrote that she spends all her

time looking after little Ann.

Pi dropped me her usual "hasty note,"

which, however, is always welcome. Al got

home February fifteenth, which event was fol-

lowed by a mad ten-day whirl to Philly, New
York and Boston, and which included a

glimpse of Meach, who, according to Pi, has
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changed very little. Ingrid apparently likes

Pop pretty well, and Pi says Al was so aston-

ished at his son, whom he had never seen,

that all he could say was "Gosh!"

Had two totally unsolicited letters this

time. That is really a record. One was from

Marge S,oou>, Simpson, who now lives at 3 8

Waverly Place, Little Falls, New York. Marge

said she was writing in the anticipation that

for the reunion I would want news of each

member of the class. .She is quite right,

and I would like you all to take note of that

fact right now! Marge now has three children,

Peter, who will be five in April, Peggy, who
will arrive at three years in the same month,

and the latest addition is William, born on

his Dad's birthday, January seventh (1946).

Marge and Sam have bought a house, and will

welcome all S.B. comers.

Our second of these miracle letters comes

from Douce, who rightly calls me to task

for not sending her any postals. Trouble is,

I can't send them to you all, and I do try to

cover all the groups as nearly as I can

—

chough, of course, sometimes no response

checks my aims.

When Douce wrote she was in Brunswick,

Maine. She and Jack had spent the previous

weekend at Exeter Inn, and she had seen Mr.
Finch, she thought, but she was afraid to

speak to him. Later she ascertained that it was

he. She said that after finding out that it

was Finch and no other, she understood why
the choir was so good. Jack was separated

from the Navy in November, and Douce is

now traveling around with him where his

job takes him. Douce, should your pen feel

like ambling around her way, should be ad-

dressed at 1 Glenwood Road. Scarsdale, New
York.

Now, here's something I should like to say

—has nothing to do with any news of anyone,
but I think you have all been perfectly won-
derful about cooperating with me and supply-
ing news for this magazine—after all, without
you, it could not exist. Some of you have
commented upon the fact that you think I

have done a good job. It is you who deserve

the thanks and praise, anyhow, just let me
say "thanks a million."

From the Alumnae Oftice comes the news
that Wilma Caiett Bird has a son, Philip

Cavett, born February 24, 1945, and that

Barbara Thornpsoti Church has a daughter,

born February 14. Shirley Shaw "Shirts"

Daniel wrote that she and her husband have

just bought a H 0-year-old stone farmhouse
near Swarthmore. After getting possession on
April S, they will start the job of face-lifting,

although the house now has oil heat, elec-

tricity and water. Shirts seems very pleased

with the four fireplaces—two downstairs and
two upstairs—all with lovely old mantlepieces.

She reports that the Philadelphia alumnae are

giving a bridge benefit on April 3.

Changes or Addrlss:

Katharine Spaatz, 206 Duke Street, Alexan-
dria, Virginia.

Mrs. Philip Bird (VC'ilma Cavett). 22)5

Harden Drive, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

Mrs. Julien C. Headley (Louise Kirk), Bull

Run Plantation. Tallahassee, Florida.

Mrs. Lupton Avery (Marion Dailey) 3 29

Stoner Avenue, Paris, Ky.

Mrs. Charles R. Bennett (Betsy Tower)

271 Western Promenade, Portland, Me.

Mrs. William Brenza (Mary Anne Somer-

vell) Flossmoor, 111.

Mrs. Richard Warren Bridges (Edith

Vongehr) 219 Wiggins Street, West Lafay-

ette, Ind.

Mrs. William Edward Byerts, Jr. (Jane

Loveland) 1110 Redondo Blvd., Los Angeles,

Calif.

Mrs. Richard M. Daniel {Shirley Shaw)

908 Mt. Holyoke Place, Swarthmore, Pa.

Mrs. John P. Doelker (Louise Hathaway)

CO Hathaway. Robert Morris Hotel, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

Mrs. Albion C. Drinkwater (Cynthia Har-

rison) 3 8 Lincoln Street, Hingham, Mass.

Mrs. James Foster (Mimi Worthing ton)

2601 Lindsay Avenue, Louisville, Ky.

Julia Hoeber, c/o American Red Cross,

U. S. Convalescent Hospital, Camp Edwards,

Mass.

Mrs. David C. Hall (Barbara Clark) 72U

Willow Road, Winnetka, lU.

Mrs. B. A. Kempson, Jr., (Betty Blount)

4

1

7 West Brainerd, Pensacola, Fla.

Mrs. William F. Lewis (Anita Loving)

41 19 Kensington Avenue, Richmond, Va.

Mrs. Lorton S. Livingston (Margaret Gil-

christ) 12 Hibiscus Avenue, Savannah, Ga.

Lucy Lloyd, Valley Brook Farm, Downing-
town, Pa.

Mrs. !Frank T. Miller, Jr. (Martha Jean

Brooks) 3 14 Eastover Road, Charlotte, N. C.

Mrs. Charles Edward Noell, Jr. (Lossie

Taylor) Cole Road, R. F. D. 3, Durham.
N. C.

Mrs. Edward L. O'Donnell (Angela Carda-

mone) 5 03 Hillsboro Parkway, Syracuse,

N. Y.

Mrs. Eugene F. Patterson (Alpine Martin)

Mrs. "William P. Spencer (Mary Catharine

Waddell) 3 2 Gen-Green Avenue, Trenton,

N. J.

Mrs. Daniel Rex (Emory Hill) 4018

Southern Avenue, S. E., Washington 20. D. C.

Mrs. John Llewellyn Sneed (Eunice Foss)

122 5 Clay Street, Lynchburg, Va.

Mrs. T. F. Southgate, Jr. (Marianne White)

3 525 77th Street, Jackson Heights, N. Y.

Mrs. Alfred H. von Weltsheim (Pi Dow-
ling) 17 Higby Road, Utica, N. Y.

Mrs. William Wiele Whitcomb, Jr. (Bar-

bara Holman) 6 Middlesex Street, Wellesley

81, Mass.

1942

Class Secretary: Catherine Coleman, Box

258, Mills College, Oakland 13, California.

Fufid Agent: Anne Hausletu Potterfield

(Mrs. Thomas). 262 Kent Road. Wynewood.

Pennsylvania.

Just too late for the last issue of the

News, I heard from Ruth Hcnsley Camblos

of the birth of Joshua Fry Bullitt Camblos,

Jr. Josh, Jr., was born on December 29

(weight 8 pounds, 9\z ounces). Ruth wants

to tell any and all of you who are in the

vicinity of Norfolk to stop in and see her.

A letter from Penny Lewis reveals that she

is still in Charlottesville, or was, as of Feb-

ruary. She is now resting up after her sojourn

in foreign parts.

Peggy Ciinning/jaiii Allen reports that she

is the mother of Margaret Morton Allen, born

October 12, 1945. Her husband. Bob, has ar-

rived back from his duty in China, and the

two of them are now hunting for an apart-

ment in Knoxville.

Next on the list is Nancy Davis, who re-

ports that she is still teaching school—high

school English—in Asheville. She and Ringer

had lunch together recently. Ringer has re-

ceived her discharge from the WAVES and

has traded Hawaii for North Carolina.

A long, unexpected, and most welcome

letter from Rut Jacqiiot Tempest provides

some news of herself and others of '42. Rut
reports that Di Greene Helfrich and Margaret

Gwyn managed to get to her wedding, with

Flush flying up from Texas. Rut and Rone
are now living in Ruth, Nevada, population

practically nil from what she says. Rone, by

the way, is from Denver, a graduate of the

Colorado School of Mines. His mother gave

them a car for a wedding present, so they

managed a month-long tour of four thousand

miles, taking in New Orleans, Santa Fe, and
Denver. Life in a mining town sounds as if

it would be loads of fun, at least as Rut
describes it. None of their furniture arrived

for six weeks, so they slept on box springs

and mattress on the bare floor. Now, however,

they can entertain guests with Wedgewood
and Spode—on a Sears and Roebuck unpainted

table.

From Saint Petersburg, Florida, comes word
from Anne Chamberlain. "Cleo" has left her

position in the Office of the Chief Signal

Officer in Washington. While she was there,

she and "Chookie" Groves (unmarried at that

time) worked on the same post and saw each

other from time to time. Cleo saw Arkie King
in Saint Petersburg at Christmas time, and she

and Nan Taylor spent August together in

New York, where they saw Joanne Oberkirch,

who works in the music library of NBC.

Sadie Clark Hanger wrote in spite of the

work of two children. Libba is now two and a

half. anJ Billy is one. Needless to say, they are

a handful. Bill and Sudie are looking for a

place to settle. She sees Bundy a lot, and Renee

Mitchell Moore recently moved to Greensboro.

Renee has a son who is now four months old.

At the time Sudie wrote (early February),

Swede was expected for a visit in the near

future. Betty Hanger visited Sudie and Bill

for two days at Christmas.

Another welcome and unsolicited letter

arrived in February from Anne Hauslein

Potterfield. Annie has just finished a semester

of graduate work in history, which she en-

joyed immensely. Tom was to receive his

degree in a month, and then the two were

heading for Philadelphia for his internship, so

doubtless they are there by now. Annie has

seen Grace Bugg Muller-Thym, Lucy Byrd

HoJges Fuller, and Virginia Cummings Davis

for bridge. She also reveals that Betsy Gilnnr
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Tremain named her daughter Carolyn, called

Lyn for short. Both Grace Muller-Thym and

Anne Morrison Reams are among those who
have welcomed their husbands back from the

service. Annie's final message comes from me
too ... do send in your money for the

Alumnae fund. If you know anyone who has

not done so, spread the news. Annie reports

that '42 is not doing so well this year, so let's

get on the ball!

A letter from Mary Alice Bcuuctt Dor-

rance gives news of the birth of her second

son. Benne wrote that through Mary Stone

Moore Rutherford she had heard that Bittie

Grumpier Nolting was now living in Fairfax,

Virginia. Stony was expecting Julian home at

any time. Benne is now living in Gladwyne,

Pennsylvania.

Another house-hunter is Anne Barrett

George. She and Orme arc in Houston at

present, however, but they are planning to

move to San Antonio. Marion Kobbins Parrish

is back in Houston now, and Al is out of the

army. Annie also reports that Virginia Wright
has an adorable son, but she does not reveal

Ginny's married name.

From Edie Brainerd comes some news from
Washington. Edie resigned from the O.S.S.

last June. During the summer she managed
to get a grand vacation in Alaska. In Novem-
ber, she went to work for the National Tour-
mg Bureau of the American Automobile Asso-

ciation. She is in the editorial unit. Edie saw

Duggins on one of the latter's visits to Wash-
ington, and she has seen Harriette Gordon
Lowman and Kathie.

Another busy mother is Margaret Becker

Schiltges. Elizabeth Anne (Beth) was born

on November 3 0, and she weighed 7 pounds

and 7 ounces. Bill got his official release from

the navy the day the baby was born, and is

back in Indianapolis as an accountant for

Herdrich and Boggs. They are lucky enough

to have an apartment, with a place for the

baby to play!

By the time you read this, Dougie Woods
will be Mrs. Charles Worth Sprunt. The

wedding is on the twenty-sixth of March at

St. Alban's in Washington.

Kay Coggins is back in San Francisco on

leave from Yale at present. She managed to

get out a couple of weeks ago for a play and

dinner here at Mills, and we had a grand time

"remembering." I have intended to get over

to see her, but I just finished my thesis (it

still has to be typed), and it is over two hun-

dred and fifty pages long, so you can guess

that I have had little free time. In addition,

I have to make plans for next year. Those of

you who are in the neighborhood of Virginia

and the east coast may be seeing me by fall.

A letter from Eloise English Davies invited

any of you who are in the vicinity of Chevy

Chase, Maryland, to stop in and visit her.

I want to thank all of you who have writ-

ten. Those of you who have had postals from

me, please reply, and those who have not,

don't wait to hear, just write anyway. My
address will remain: Box 5 28, Mills College,

Oakland 13, California, until the end of May.
Then it will be: 833 Avenue E, Tort Madison,

Iowa, for the summer.

Changes of Address:

Mrs. T. D. Davies (Eloise English), 4844

Bradley Boulevard, Chevy Chase, Maryland.

Mrs. J. W. Schiltges (Margaret Becker),

301 East Maple Street, Indianapolis, Indiana.

Mrs. J. T. Dorrance, Jr. (Mary Alice Ben-

nett), Monk Road, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania.

Mrs. R. B. Tempest, Jr. (Ruth Jacquot),

Box 504, Ruth, Nevada.

Mrs. Robert Allen (Margaret Cunningham)
2 02 Scenic Drive, Knoxville, Tenn.

Mrs. Thomas Todd Dabney (Lucy Call)

3415 Gloucester Street, Richmond 22, Va.

Janana Darby, ARC, A.P.O. 5 00 c/o Post-

master, San "Francisco, Calif.

Mrs. Piatt Walker Davis, Jr. (Janet Hous-
toun (2620 Pittsburg Street, Houston, Tex.

Mrs. Carl B. Drake, Jr. {Frances Boynton)

694 Lincoln Drive, St. Paul, Minn.

Mrs. John B. Faggi (Jeanne Sawyer) Box

129, Sandwich, Mass.

Mrs. H. T. Fischer, Jr. (Mary Ruth Pier-

son) N.M.W.S. No. 566, Yorktown, Va.

Mrs. J. Watts Martin (Charles Lindsay)

101 Dinwiddie Street, Portsmouth, Va.

Mrs. Robert V. Martin, Jr. (Julia Groves)

Tondee Apartments, East 37th Street, Sa-

vannah, Ga.

Mrs. Joseph R. Mighell, III (Alice Wil-

liams) c'o C. D. Bowser, Chatsworth Gar-

dens Apartments, Larchmont, N. Y.

Mrs. Wadsworth W. Mount (Doris Ogden)
Beech Spring Drive, Apt. 2-C, Summit, N. J.

Elizabeth M. Park, Foreign Service Clerk,

c/o American Consulate General, Navy 3930,

F.P.O., San Francisco, Calif.

Lt. Helen J. Sanford, M.C.W.R., W. R.

Bn., B.O.Q. 906, Parris Island, S. C.

Mrs. Rone Brenton Tempest, Jr. (Ruth

Jacquot) 400 Baynard Boulevard, Carrcroft,

Wilmington, Del.

Mrs. C. A. Turner ( Polly Peyton ) 5

Indian Spring Road, Williamsburg, Va.

Glass Secretary: Clare Eager, Charlesmead

Road, Govans, Baltimore, Maryland.

Fund Agent: Brooks Barnes, Box 301, 622

168th Street, New York 32, New York.

With many thanks for all your cards, I

make my first stab at this secretary business

and keep telling myself that after this year's

blank for '43 , anything will sound interest-

ing, but if not, just bear with me until I

get into the swing, and in the meantime, do

send all the sensational things you can think

of.

I was pleased to hear that so many hus-

bands are back and civilians again. Mary
Garter Richardson has been second-honey-

mooning in New York City and it sounds as

though Elsie McGarthy Samson and her hus-

band, who just got back from India, are

going to take up there where the Richardsons

left off. Elsie says that after that they still

have dreams of South America. Weezie Wood-
ruff Angst's husband has been discharged, and

Cha Garber Rudulph's John is back from

China. Weezie, by the way, got married on

V-J Day. Beth Dichnian Smith and Bevin are

among those newly re-united couples who are

off spreeing, as are Jody Willis Leaman and

husband. My guess is that Libby Gorddry Jones

and Win arc up to the same thing, though

I've heard nothing directly. (A hint, Eliza-

beth.) Also, Mary Laiv Taylor and Stuart are

off to Nassau.

Harriette Morris Haller's Bob is back, but

no place to live. If it's any consolation to

her, she's by no means the only one who
wrote that. Sandy Packard Hubbard and Tom.
who is out and working in New York now,

solved that problem by living in a basement

—

the janitor's 2 by 4 bachelor apartment, so

there's an idea for you. Sandy is Red Crossing,

Junior Leaguing, and occasionally sees Beanie

and Tish Ord Elliott in town. She also saw

Val Jones Macerne and Bub, both looking very

well. Tish and young Ord are going to join

Ed in Cleveland when they find a place to

live. Judy Snow Benoit has also managed to

beat the housing shortage, but then comes

the problem of baby sitters—because in case

you didn't know, Judy has a big baby girl,

Anne Michelle, born August 23. And speak-

ing of babies, we have a couple of new arrivals,

M. G. Smith Burgess has another daughter,

Mary Wysar Burgess, and Betty Wecms West-

feldt has another son, Wharton. M. G.'s hus-

band is with the State Department now, but

will join Trans-World Airlines soon. She writes

that they are living in Arlington at present,

but hope to buy a house in Washington.

(Well, they can dream, can't they?)

I wish I had room to repeat the descriptions

of all these oflfspring—how many ceeth, curly

hairs, rolls of fat, and individual noises they

have. "Tookie" seems to have a particularly

giant-like one, which apparently keeps her

hands full in Cambridge while Bob goes to

Harvard Business School. Karen Norris Sibley

is there too with her daughter. Jimmie is at

Law School. Other husbands back at school

are Janie Lampton Middleton's Ed, who is

finishing law at the University of Louisville,

and Tay's Locke, who is at the University of

Richmond. Besides being thankful that she is

not the one hitting the books again, Tay is

working at the same nursery as Virginia

White.

The teaching bug has also hit Fayette Mc-
Dowell. She is a resident teacher at the Gulf

Stream School at Delray—in charge of the

boys' dormitory. I think they are small boys,

but if I can trust the word of some friends

of hers and mine, a certain little Mohammedan
prince has been giving her a lot of trouble.

(I wouldn't be surprised if the friends weren't

giving more.) Anyhow, Marguerite Hume
wrote that Barbara Bolles is driving to Florida

with hopes of seeing Fayette, so we'll see what

she has to report later. Marguerite, who is

working at WHAS in Louisville, also had news

of Louise Peak, who is in Hawaii with the

Red Cross, and of Katy Parker, who now
works for the True Comic Magazine in New
York. Katy and Anne Mitchell attended

Ginger Monroe's wedding in Boston,

"Shug" and daughter, Joan ( who also has

a pug nose), after a stay in Richmond, have

rejoined Rod in Coral Gables where he will
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be Stationed until May at least. She wrote mc

from there and said among other things that

Posy and her husband, Shell Potter, arc honey-

mooning in Havana. Lynn Enicrick Huidc-

koper is in Milton, Massachusetts, where Huide

is working. Margaret Suimicll Dickerman is in

^X'allingford, Connecticut, and Lucy Kikcr

Jones is apparently well settled in Franklin

with Willie and daughter, Patsy. Harriet

Swenson says that Lucy has a darling new

home. She also wrote that Betty Belle Launder

has been doing a lot of singing and has a

radio program in Kansas City. And while we're

in Kansas City, Missouri, I'll tell you that I

heard from Gloria Zick, and she seems to be

one of the best loafers there. She plans to

show Florida her talent in that direction

toward the end of March.

All the little wives write that they are

being so domestic, but I think that Dottie

Ciinipheil Scribner wins the prize. Ann Jacobs

Pakradooni deserted even that glamorous job

she had for domesticity. She says she is doing

some volunteer work on the side, and also

sees quite a bit of Debbie Douglas and Diddy
Christian. Diddy is in New York, but headed

for Philadelphia soon. I saw Debbie myself

and we had lots of fun exchanging our

meagre news. She has almost finished at Haver-

ford and still hopes to get to Germany doing

rehabilitation work. She says Dixie Kinne still

has her job with the Signal Corps and that

Angela Marston is with the Red Cross.

I also saw "Snookie" at a party the other

day. She and Logan are at Princeton now and
both look radiant.

Camille Guyton Guething is in Grosse Point

where she has seen Lawrie several times, and

Gregg wrote me from >X'ashington, where her

husband, Wrede, was stationed after getting

back from the Pacific. She says she saw Shep

in VC'ilmington. Fay reports that Byrd and

Henry Hunter are house hunting in Norfolk

and that Esther Jett is at Virginia Beach. I

also hear that Betty MacConnack Johnson is

still running her husband's business in Grand
Rapids.

Big news comes from Charleston, South

Carolina—Eftiie is engaged. The young man
she trapped is Lloyd Guyton Bowers, Jr., of

Columbus, Georgia. Her card was so funny

that every time I reread it I am tempted to

let this whole column lapse into a typical

Aints and Asses script, which reminds me that

Munce is out of the WAC and living in

"Hoosier territory" (Indianapolis) with her

family. Effic and Brooks are now graduate

nurses, and Brooks is working in pediatrics at

the Medical Center in New York. She hopes

to go to Honolulu in June or July. Harriet

Pullen will finish her training here at Johns

Hopkins in June and then plans to go home
and loaf awhile.

I don't know what I am going to use for a

climax, but I suppose I might as well give

you all the excitement along the romance

line at once. Our other engagement is Chesley

Johnson's to James Amerman Dale, an ex-

major, "tall, blonde, handsome, and a pretty

nice guy," she says. The wedding will prob-

ably be this summer, and in the meantime,

Chesley is having a wonderful time driving

trucks and other things at Camp Merriewood

in North Carolina, where she is assistant to the

director. You could never get me to swear it

isn't "sour grapes" to say so, but you've got

to admit that we single gals have a little more

variety in our activities. "Ouija" Adams, for

instance, is preparing to be a duchess (just

pretend, of course) at the big Fiesta in San

Antonio, Roselle FauUoncr Pigg is working for

the Albemarle County Welfare Department;

Brae Preston still has that job in Princeton;

and Anne Noycs is writing bigger and better

articles for the Kentucky Law Journal, of

which she is co-editor. She will graduate in

June and then take her bar exam. Betty

Schmeisser has a very good and interesting

job here in Baltimore with the Health Depart-

ment; the silent Bean is working for LIFE;

Primmy Johnson is still doing social work

tn Greenwich; while yours truly continues to

draw up those plans that end up on the

bottom of the Chesapeake Bay.

I was sorry to hear that Peggy Roudin has

been sick, and also I know you will all want

to join me in extending sympathy to Carol

Tanner and "Junk." who both lost their

fathers this winter.

It really was fun hearing from and about

all of you. The only thing I don't like about

the job is that shuffling through these cards

brings back all too clear recollections of term

papers, and now that I am finished, I see that

I obviously haven't learned to condense yet.

Louise Woodruff Angst reports that her

husband is with the New York branch of the

American Car & Foundry Company. Louise

is doing Red Cross Staff Assistance work three

or four days a week. Was in St. Louis with

her husband at the time the letter was written

and saw several St. Louis alumnae.

Changes of Address;

Mrs. John Edward Angst (Louise Wood-
ruff), 108-02 72nd Avenue, Apartment 3-C,
Forest Hills, New York.

Brooks Barnes, Box 3 01, 622 >X'. 1 68 th

Street, New York 3 2, New York.

Mrs. Arthur H. Benoit (Judith Snow), 29

Forest Park, Portland, Maine.

Mrs. Alfred Chandler, Jr. (Fay Martin),
213 Cameron Avenue, Chapel Hill, North
Carolina.

Mrs. James W. Foster (Page Ruth), 2717
South Wayne Street, Arlington, Virginia.

Mrs. Winthrop Jones (Elizabeth Corddry),
401 East 62nd Street, New York, 21. New
York.

Mrs. David McConnell (Frances Scott Sim-
mons), 419 North Oxford Street, Arlington,

Virginia.

Mrs. James M. Sibley (Karen Norris), lOA
Belle vue, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Mrs. Robert E. ^'hite (Karen Kniskern),

Apartment 488, 988 Memorial Drive, Cam-
bridge 3 8, Massachusetts.

Nancy Bean, 398 East Und Street, New
York, N. Y.

Mrs. Alfred du Pont Chandler, Jr. (Fay

Martin) 5320 Edgewater Drive, Norfolk, Va.

Dolores Cheatham, Le Roy Hospital, 40

East 61 Street, New York, 21. N. Y.

Janice Fitzgerald, No. 594, St. Mary's

Junior College, Raleigh, N. C.

Mrs. Robert King Glass, Jr. (Nancy

Jameson) 764 Potomac Avenue, Buffalo 9,

N. Y.

Mrs. Peter Hale (Prentiss Jones) 5 1 J4

Trumbull Street, New Haven, Conn.

Mrs. William G. Harris (Jane Hardy) 1039

Fishers Lane, Winnetka, III.

Esther Jett, 3 1 1 Raleigh Drive, Virginia

Beach, Va.

Mrs. Edwin Middleton ( Mary Jane Lamp-

ton) Harrods Creek, Kentucky-

Jane Norton, Meridian Hill Hotel, Room
404, 2601 16th Street, N. W., Washington 9.

D. C.

Mrs. Dikran S. Pakradooni (Ann Jacobs)

"Arnecltffe," Merion Avenue and New Gulph

Road, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Mrs. Arthur E. Potter (Elizabeth Barbara

Brabeck) 3 00 Hayward Avenue, Mt. Vernon,

N. Y.

Mrs. Herbert P. Rubensohn (Peggy

Roudin) 333 West i6th Street, New York,

N. Y.

Mrs. Robert F. Samson (Elsie McCarthy)
1925 Starrs Avenue, Utica, N. Y.

Mrs. B. Lynn Sanders (Mary Love Fergu-

son), Route 6, Box 5 5 5, Dallas 6, Texas.

Mrs. H. P. Scott, III (Elizabeth Shepherd)

8 Red Oak Road, >X'ilmington. Del.

Virginia White. 15 Rio Vista Lane, Rich-

mond, Va.

Anne Williams, 1416 Willow Avenue.

Louisville 4, Ky.
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Clasi Secretary: JoDiE Morgan, 15 38 Quarrier

Street, Charleston, West Virginia.

FiiriJ Agent: Mary Haskins. 901 Oak Street,

Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Well, here I am off on another spree and

this time in Chattanooga. I'm now sitting in

the Haskins' "morning room" typing away

madly between luncheons, breakfasts and din-

ner parties—such gaiety I've never seen. I'm

off to all these parties while poor Mary
teaches her little kindergarten children how to

sleep. I went over to watch Mary's technique

the other day and it's the same thing she

tried on me for four years, but these small

children seem to take it all right well. The
reason I decided to take off on a trip right

now Wis to see Mary before she set out on

her tour of the world. This summer she and

her dad plan to go to the Medical Convention

in San Francisco and then on to Mexico. Then
next fall she's off to India to see her sister

Nancy—so it was a visit with her now or five

years hence.

Susan Buchanan wrote not long ago saying

she was off to New York and she'd come by

Charleston for a visit and then we would

set out for here. However, Susan practically

took up residence in New York (kept writing

that this doctor was the nicest man, and I

never could quite figure out whether he was

good for her health or heart). Anyway, New
York was all the further she got along the

way.
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Mil Carothers is living with the Haskins

now. She's just gotten out of Red Cross and

has taken a job as "receptionist" in one of the

antique shops of the South.

Beck Avery, Sarah Temple, Mil, Mary and

I were off last week-end to Atlanta to see

Tutti Hall take the fatal step. She was mar-

ried to Bob Peckham at home Saturday evening

at eight o'clock. Tutti was the same as ever,

completely enjoying the reception and going

around to make sure that everyone else was

having a good time. After a honeymoon m
Daytona Beach, they will live in Asheville,

North Carolina. Leila Barnes and her brother,

Grant land, were up for the wedding too.

Leila is now back home and has taken on a

Girl Scout Troop along with several other

civic activities.

I had a chat with Hilda Hude the other

day, and she gave me lots of '45 news. She

stopped by Sweet Briar on her way to mid-

winter dances at Virginia. She and Frances

Brantley stayed wtih Estie Cuiiiiinghatn Shay

while in Charlottesville. They saw Perk

Traugott and Anne Dickson. Dickson is now
working in the Gift Shop at the Cavalier

Hotel at Virginia Beach and loves it. Wyline
Chapman was in Chattanooga for New Year's

and I hear that Hedy Edwards was back for a

visit then too. Gloria Lupton will be here in

a day or two for a visit with Beck Avery.
Carbaugh was down for a visit with El

Dodson in Miami awhile back and Edie Page
Gill was there at the same time. They just

missed getting to Franny Bickers and Buck
Pinnell's wedding which took place in Palm
Beach on the fourteenth of February.

Hilda also told me the nice news that

Irene MacDonald Hill has a little girl, Anna
Marie. Hilda heard from Betty Cocke a few
weeks ago from Avon Park, Florida, where
she was basking in the sun for a month (no

doubt preparing herself for the ordeal). I

hear that Sheila Moore is soon to graduate

from Mills in California. Taylor Reese has

left the big city and has been visiting Liz

Joseph Boykin in Montgomery, Alabama. I

hear that Doe Fagg has been working at her

father's tobacco warehouse during the big

auction. Ruth Longmire has been the hardest

gal to get in touch with. I have made several

attempts in vain and have just lately heard
by means of the grapevine that she has been
visiting in Chattanooga, Washington, D. C,
New Ybrk, Sweet Briar, Charlotte, and
Columbus, Georgia. She and Manda Parsley

arc headed soon for Sadie Gwin Allen's

wedding.

Doreen Brugger is working at the Marine
Hospital, Staten Island. New York.

Anne MacFarlane Clark and her husband

are living in Washington now, and both of

them are going to school. Betty Grayson Geer

and her husband are there also. I had a big

post card from Kagee Agee the other day.

She is in Washington with her sister, Eleanor,

and is working in the State Department just

across the street from where Ginny Berrier

works. Kagee has seen Steve Nicolson several

times, and Steve is now working for the

British. I was so excited to hear of the mar-
riage of Tony LeBris to Paul Maynard. I'm

$orry I don't know any more details about

Tony. Peggy Jones has decided that Washing-

ton is just too dull for her and so she has

moved to Charleston, West Virginia (where

things are always gay).

Lyn Dillard has been spending the past

month in Miami with her mother, living a

life of sun bathing, eating, dates, dancing, and

sleeping. . . . She was even off to Havana for

a week-end!

A letter from Pani Matton Williams reports

that she and Hugh are still in Philadelphia,

but they have now moved to a new apart-

ment on the third floor of a private home
there. Hugh was out of the army the 1 6th of

March, but they will be staying on there for

the next three years. This summer they are

both going to North Carolina to be coun-

sellors at Camp Merriewoode.

Poor Zu Zulich is now apartment hunting,

since her nice roommate has a husband soon

returning from the wars. Alice Gearheart has

been in New York training for TWA and

loving it. After two weeks of such training

she goes back to a Philadelphia office. To
quote Gearheart, "Millions of ex-servicemen

are taking the training course, and we're all a

very congcfiial group, to say the least." Betsy

Smythe was in Gearheart's class, and they both

saw Ann Gladney while she was there on a

recent visit. Diddy Gaylord writes that she

had dinner with Kagee and Ruth Longmire
one night and then went to the theater with

Susan Buchanan. Diddy says that she has just

heard from Lou Ferber who is soon to be

married.

It is with deep regret that I tell you of

the death of Jane Mcjunkin's father, after

several months' very serious illness.

Gus Hazen has been teaching in a neigh-

borhood high school in Wheeling. Chemistry

has been her subject, but I believe that Gus

is considering more school for herself next

year. She seems to think that she can do better

with a Master's. She's thrilled to death that

one of her pet pupils wants to go to Sweet

Briar. Through Gus came the news of Ann
Richey's marriage which took place around

the 3 0th of March.

Nancy Christian is attending the University

of Honolulu.

Jean Moores still has her job translating and

she says that on the side she is learning finer

points of housekeeping and dishwashing.

Through a friend of mine who moved to Rio

de Janiero I heard that our Mary Symes might

be moving back to the States sometime this

summer. I hope that rumor turns out to be an

authentic one. Poochie Porcher wrote briefly

the other day and I just want you all to hear

what that ol' gal is doing. Get settled in an

easy chair, because I know that it will wear

you out just to hear about it. To quote Pooch,

"I have been up to my teeth lately with

Junior League work, Medical Social Service

work, Y.W.C.A. (yes, that threw me for a

loop too; don't think that she won't hear from
me about that, and here she could have

learned so many things at S.B.C. to help her

with that work). Hospital Receptionist, Red
Cross Drive, teaching Sunday School—and

taking week-end trips to the mountains."

Have you ever?

Before I sign off I want to remind you that

Graduation in June is to be a Reunion time

for our class. It would be such fun if we
could all try to work vacations, or a little

week-end trip to include the old Alma Mater.

A one year reunion will be so nice because

we will not have quite forgotten the old

graduation feeling ourselves and we will still

be able to recognize each other! Hope to see

you at Sweet Briar June first.

Changes of Address:

Kathryn Agee, 1437 Somerset Place, N. W.,

Washington, D. C.

Leila Barnes, Griffin, Georgia.

Anna Ridgeway Christian, Quarters B,

Naval Base, Pearl Harbor, T. H.

Betty Cocke, 539 South Barksdalc Street,

Memphis, Tennessee.

Mrs. Lawrence Jacobsen (Julie Mills), 3 585

South Stafford Street, South Arlington, Vir-

ginia.

P^ggy Jones, South Hills, Charleston, West

Virginia.

Mrs. Robert S. Peckham (Ruth Hall), Co-

burn Apartments, AsheviUe, North Carolina.

Beverly Turner, 15 East 69th Street, New
York 21, New York.

Sadie Gwin Allen. Route 1 7, Box 1 5 90,

Houston, Tex.

Leila Barnes, Riverdalc School of Music,

New York 63, N. Y.

Anne Bower, East End Hotel, 78th Street,

and East River Drive, New York 21, N. Y.

Betty Cocke, 2946 Southern, Memphis,

Tenn.

Elene Essary, 20 1 Connecticut Avenue,

N. W., Washington, D. C.

Mrs. William Geer (Betty Grayson) 1809

G Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.

Betty Gray, 2200 Delancy Place, Phila-

delphia 3, Pa.

Mrs. Samuel Hemphill (Mary Kathryn

Frye) Oakwood Apts., 15th Street, Hickory,

N. C.

Mrs. Lawrence Jacobsen (Julia Mills) 3 585

South Stafford Street, South, Arlington, Va.

Ann Carter McLean, 219 Tenth Street,

South Richmond, Va.

Mrs. Charles Orth (Lib Love) 19 East

76th Street, New York, N. Y.

Ann Tyler Parsons, 43 1 Country Lane,

Louisville 7, Ky.

Mrs. Robert Seager, II (Caroline Parrish)

105 West 3 9th Street, Apt. D-4, Bayonne,

N. J.

Margaret Swann, East End Hotel, East

River Drive at 78th Street, New York, N. Y.

Mrs. John Tepe (Jay Skerry) 1510 Dela-

ware Avenue, Wilmington 6. Del.

Mrs. Robert M. Wilson, Jr. (Ellen Doug-
las Gray) 13 08 Avondale Avenue, Richmond
22, Va.

Mrs. Herbert Wohlers (Helen Davis) St.

Louis, Mich.

Betty Zulich, 4107 Walnut Street, Phila-

delphia, Pa.



'^hank you

FOR GIVING TO THE ALUMNAE FUND, designated this year as

the Meta Glass Fund for Endowment.

For being a person who can see what a contribution to Sweet Briar's

Alumnae Fund can mean, not only to you personally but also to that

almost indefinable something . . . education for the future.

You are getting this magazine either because you gave to the Alumnae

Fund or because you are a Life Member.

777/s Year's Goal is $2I,000 of which $ll,700 is in hand

SOME ALUMNAE HAVE NOT GIVEN.

Perhaps you have a wayward friend who is lost in an abyss of ignorance

. . . not getting the latest news in the magazine, and not knowing how

much the Fund needs contributions.

you Can "^elp . . .

By giving your shy and backward friends a gentle hint . . . for us.

ALUMNAE FUND COMMITTEE.



NEW

SWEET BRIAR

PLATE

by

Wedgwood

^ere it is,

the design for the new Sweet Briar plate, the result of

lots of time, thought, discussion and correspondence over a period of

two years. Word is being impatiently awaited concerning the length of

time it will take to make the necessary engravmgs, and the date when

the first deliveries of plates from the Wedgwood potteries may be

expected. The plates will be made in mulberry and blue, Wedgwood
shades which are almost duplicates of Cauldon (the former china was

made by Cauldon) ; the Wedgwood green is very different and the

Council voted not to have it.

The drawing was made from many photographs, by an artist employed

by Jones, McDuffee and Stratton, distributors of the china. Look closely

at the border and see that it is as distinctly Sweet Briar's own as is the

center design . . . the flowers are sweet briar roses, magnolia and

mountain laurel.

Yon will receive notice ivheu the time comes for orders. Please be patient

a hit longer!





This was a very special Commencement, one th.u will be remembered with fondness by those who

were at Sweet Briar and one that will go down in the annals of the college as marking several important

milestones.

It was, of course, the last commencement for Miss Glass as president of Sweet Briar; it was also, as

the alumnae pointed out to her, her own Sweet Briar commencement, although it had taken her twenty-

one years to reach that goal which other graduates usually reach in four years. It indicated, as Bishop

Tucker pointed out in his address, a time for rejoicing and gratitude that Sweet Briar, for twenty-one

vears, has had the rare good fortune of having Miss Glass as its president. There was a strong sense of

all that Miss Glass had brought to Sweet Briar during those years, of the strengthening of the work which

had been so ably begun by her two predecessors in the presidency, of the singleness of purpose which has

characterized her administration of the affairs of the college.

This commencement was also the first since 1942 for which alumnae were invited to return to Sweet

Briar, to renew friendships of years gone by, to view again the peaceful beauty of the campus, and to

gain a fresh sense of what is happening at Sweet Briar that is significant. They came, in moderate num-

bers, to take part in the program of events for the weekend: the first annual meeting of the Alumnae

Association in four years, and the induction of Elizabeth Pinkcrton Scott, '36, as its new president; the

Garden Party in the Boxwood Circle late Saturday afternoon and the coffee party for the seniors after dinner

that evening, where Kitty Blount Andersen, '2 6, introduced the members of the Board of Overseers, the

Alumnae Council, the alumnae daughters among the graduates, and the Class of 1946, whose members

were promptly invited into membership in the Association. Miss Glass was a guest of honor at this party

and, just as she always has at the alumnae banquets of other years, she spoke informally to the group.

On Sunday morning there was the baccalaureate service, with its excellent sermon given by Professor

James T. Cleland of Duke; in the afternoon, alumnae voices were raised at final step-singing once more;

Miss Glass was heard in a lovely vesper service under the trees in the lower west dell; and later, in the

soft night air, the music of Lantern Night drifted over the campus.

Commencement, 1946, was also important to Sweet Briar because it was the time for announcing gifts

to the college which were unusually generous in their aggregate. Alumnae, student organizations, par-

ents of present and former students, members of the governing boards and other friends swelled Sweet

Briar's endowment by SI 01,1 31 in the past year. Of this total, $100,000 was designated as the Meta Glass

Fund, given in recognition of Miss Glass' significant contributions as president. It was with a feeling of

triumph that the alumnae listened to the announcement that $21,000 went into the Meta Glass Fund

as the gift of the alumnae, who had set and met their goal during the year. These were the tangible

evidences of the realization among Sweet Briar's friends that education needs practical, continuous sup-

port as greatly as it needs sound ideals if it is to serve those who need and seek it.

The important aspects of this commencement served only to strengthen the feeling that it was not

so much an official series of events as it was a large family reunion, one in which there were many small

pleasures and one from which its participants departed with renewed faith in the family, in which that

faith outweighed the tinge of sadness which comes with all parting.
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Erratum

We sincerely regret the omission in the Alumnae Fund report
in the October Alumnae News, of the two asterisks denoting that
Elizabeth Crammer Torrey, '13, had been a contributor to the Fund
for more than ten years.

Mrs. John H. Cronly
(Martha Valentine, Academy)

Chesterfield Apartments, Richmond 20, Virginia

Mrs. Paul J. Kruesi

(Margaret Thomas, ex '12)

M07 Edgewood Circle, Chattanooga, Tennessee

Mrs. Frederitk H. Skinner
(Louise Hammond, '19)
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Lucy Ruth Lloyd. '41
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Mrs. Frank E. Briber

(Anne Mcjunkin. '43)
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Alumnae who attended the commencement exercises hstened with interest to the announcements of

special honors, the Mary Kendrick Benedict Scholarship, the Manson Memorial Alumnae Scholarship, and

the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award, since the first two were made possible by gifts from the alumnae

and the winner of the latter was the daughter of an alumna.

The first holder of the Mary Kendrick Benedict Scholarship

is Anne Neville Webb, of Concord, New Hampshire. In making

the announcement, Dean Lyman explained that th; S 12,000

endowment for the scholarship was presented to the college last

Founders' Day and that it represents the gifts of former students,

faculty colleagues and other friends of Sweet Briar's first presi-

dent. Miss Benedict. Qualifications to be met by the holder of

this scholarship include high academic standing, personal integ-

rity, and evidence of a purpose for service.

Anne, who will be a senior in September, fully measures up

to these qualifications. In addition to working for part of her

ccUege expenses and maintaining a scholastic record which has

enabled her to win a scholarship each year, Anne has taken an

active part in various campus activities. Chief among them is

Paint and Patches. She has had roles in a number of plays; she

also served as assistant to the director for one of this year's pro-

ductions. She was elected vice president of the club for the

coming year, having been its treasurer this year. Dancing is

another of Anne's extra-class interests. After heading Dance
Group this year, she

was made a member of

Choreography this spring. Church and Chapel Committee ha;

also claimed her for two years as a representative of her class.

Katherine Louise Street, Chattanooga, is the winner of the

Manson Memorial Alumnae Scholarship for the coming year,

it was announced by Dean Lyman.

Katie,, who will be a senior in September, happily fills the

qualifications outlined by the alumnae for this scholarship which

they give each year in memory of Mr. N. C. Manson. She entered

college on a Competitive Freshman Tuition Scholarship and at

the end of her first semester at Sweet Briar she was named on

the Freshman Honor List. She has been on the Dean's List

every s^ester since then, and at the beginning of last year she t^^
was one of four in her class to win Junior Honors. r^
Her qualities of leadership have been recognized by her fellow

students, for they have elected her vice-president of Student

Government for the coming year, and president of Tau Phi.

This year she served

as treasurer of Student

Government and she was chosen as a

of the May Court.

To Josephine Thomas, a member of the graduating class, went

the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award, given under the auspices

of the Southern Society of New York in recognition of high

spiritual qualities reflected in daily living.

In presenting the award. Miss Glass read the following cita-

tion: "Because you have lived in this community in such a way
as to make those who know you feel strong spiritual values in

your life, I confer upon you the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award
to your encouragement and that of us all."

Jo's mother, Josephine Cafchiiigs Thomas, ex '22, and her

lather were present to see her receive the Award, for which she

was chosen by a committee of students and other members of

the community.

During the past year Jo has been house president of Carson,

a member of Tau Phi and a member of the May Court.

member of Tau Phi and
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when Miss Glass leaves Sweet Briar July 1, it will not

be to settle into a rocking chair! Instead, she has hopes of

reclining in a deck chair, en route to London to attend

the first post-war meeting of the Council of the Inter-

national Federation of University Women, scheduled to

take place July 2 9 through August 1.

Transportation, passport, and other problems still re-

main to be solved as this is written, but Miss Glass is

hopeful that all will be taken care of in time for her to

get to London by the date designated. She is convenor of

the Finance Committee of the I.F.U.W., a post she has

held since that committee was organized almost ten years

ago.

While Miss Glass was president of the American Asso-

ciation of University Women from 1933 to 1937 she at-

tended two meetings of the I.F.U.W. Council, one in Buda-

pest and one in Krakow, as well as two general conferences

in London.

Miss Glass also hopes to go to St. Andrews while she is

in Great Britain. At present three Sweet Briar girls are

planning to attend the University of St. Andrews during

the coming year, the first to go since before the war.

Sweet Briar, Virginia

June 4, 1946

Dear Alumnae:

At this first chance to speak to all of yon, I uant to

tell you what a grand job I think you did with your Alum-
nae Fund gift. By your generosity and the hard work of

the Fund Committee you hit your full $21 ,000 goal on the

Sunday night before Commencement. I was glad on

another count that 1 had been 21 years at Sweet Briar.

Your gift made the Meta Glass Fund possible. Of course

I thank you as Meta Glass for that. No less do I thank

you for the lovely brass fender and fire screen which

will adorn my new sitting room.

I shall count on seeing as many of you as wll call mc
next year in Charlottesville on your journcyings up and
down—and always with joy.

I am off to attend the Council meetings of the Inter-

national Federation of University Women, being a Con-
venor of the Finance Committee, in London the last of

July, for a short stay. I hope to pay Sweet Briar's respects

to St. Andrews University before coming back.

The best of everyth'ng to all of you.

Faithfully yours.

C utcneait S/uJ,,

Eleanor Bosworth, '47, has been chosen as one of 2 5

American students to attend the International Student

Service Conference at Girton College, Cambridge, England,

from July 22 to 29. The conference aims to make plans

for the reconstruction of the student life of Europe. Fol-

lowing the meetings in Cambridge, Eleanor will accompany
a small group of delegates to the Continent to observe

student conditions at first hand. She has chosen to spend

the three weeks in France.

First Sweet Briar student to go abroad for study since the

war's end is Mary Lou Wagner, a sophomore from Floss-

moor, Illinois, who plans to sail June 19 for a summer of

study at the University of Zurich, Switzerland. Classes be-

gin on July 8 and continue through August 2 3, four weeks

to be spent in Zurich itself and two in an Alpine village.

Mary Lou expects to devote herself to intensive study of

German. Her sister, Betty, a student at Vassar, is also

among the group of approximately 60 students going to

Zurich.

The resumption of the University of Delaware's Forsign

Study Plan is now quite definite, and four Sweet Briar

students have been accepted for admission to the group
which is to spend the year at the University of Geneva,
Switzerland. These are: Mary Louise Lloyd, Dowingtown,
Pennsylvania; Mary Hoxton Pierce, Annapolis; Caroline

Rankin, Louisville; and Ceciley Youmans, Bozman, Mary-
land. All are French majors, and they will read for honors

upon their return to Sweet Briar for their senior year. They
expect to sail for Europe late in the summer.

,:^i}iii}ti I L'cn

Five seniors received their bachelor of arts degrees with
honors this year, as follows: Adelaide Butler, Florence,

South Carolina, cum laudc; Dorothy Sue Caldwell, Tampa,
Florida, magna cum laudc; Beatrice Dingwell, Washington,
D. C, cum laud?; Leila Semple Fellner, North Branford,

Connecticut, magna cum laudc; Beverley Randolph, Char-
lottesville, cum laudc.

Adelaide Butler and Beverley Randolph majored in art;

Bea Dingwell, the Manson Scholar, majored in chemistry;

Leila Fellner, sister of Hazel, '45, majored in English; and
Dottie Caldwell, who is the sister of Francis Caldwell
Harris, '42, majored in psychology.

Announcement was made at commencement of the

winners of the $100 Honor Scholarships given annually to

the highest ranking students in the freshman, sophomore
and junior classes. Eleanor Bosworth, Memphis, distin-

guished herself by winning the scholarship for the third

successive year. Patricia Cansler, Charlotte, won the sopho-
more scholarship and Martha Ellen Query, Concord, North
Carolina, won the freshman award.
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1AST AUTUMN, when I was attending the meeting

J of the Board of Overseers of Sweet Briar College, I

made the unguarded statement in conversation with Miss

Glass that I thought it would be a good academic reform if

commencement addresses were abolished. I had no sooner

reached home in Cleveland than I received a letter from

Miss Glass recalling that statement and calling upon me

to make amends by giving the address at Commencement.

It confronted me with a difficult decision. Either I would

have to eat my rash words and accept, or disobey a request

of Miss Glass and decline. As President of the Board of

Overseers, I have learned that the latter is impossible; so

here I am, eating my words and standing before you as

your commencement speaker.

As a matter of fact, despite my statement about com-

mencement addresses, I am glad that Miss Glass asked me

for this particular year; because this is no ordinary Com-

mencement. This commencement represents the climax

of twenty-one significant and eventful years in the life

of Sweet Briar College. Twenty-one years ago Sweet Briar

was learning to walk and to feel at home in the college

field; but in these twenty-one years Sweet Briar has grown

up, come of age, acquired poise and assurance and a sense

of purpose. That maturity for colleges, as in the case of

individuals, is in some sense the product of time and exper-

ience; but an incalculable factor in hastening the process

ir, the influence of some personality, who inspires and guides

us to measure up to our best. Sweet Briar has had that rare

good fortune during the past twenty-one years, through

having as its President Miss Meta Glass. I know that she

will call me to order, if I say all that I would like to say:

but I will for this once assert my independence as President

of the governing board, and say on behalf of the Board of

Overseers and Directors, on behalf of the Faculty, of the

students, and of the alumnae, that we are deeply grateful

for the imprint of her character and personality, of her

intellectual leadership and of her common sense (which is,

alas, so uncommon) upon Sweet Briar. Moreover, we would

assure her that she will continue to inspire those who come

after her to try to measure up to their best.

While it is natural that these times of transition and

change in the life of an institution should have about

them a touch of sadness, the instinctive shrinking from

parting with familiar and well-established relationships:

yet the dominant note should be a note of thanksgiving for

a glorious chapter in the history of Sweet Briar College,

and appreciation of the fact that a chapter well written

prepares the way and excites our interest for the new chap-

ter that is about to begin. The best tribute we can pay to

any leader is to see to it that there is no break in the con-

tinuity of the work which she has initiated, but that it

goes on to render increasing service under her successor.

As we pay our tribute to Miss Glass for all that she has

meant and has given to Sweet Briar, I know that she not

BY Bishop Beverley D. Tucker

only joins with all of of us, but leads us, in assuring Miss

Martha B. Lucas that this work shall go forward to new

achievements, as Miss Lucas takes up the writing of the

next chapter.

As the author of that rash statement about commence-

ment addresses which I cited at the beginning, it becomes

me at least to make this commencement address short

and sweet. I cannot conclude, however, without one word

of greeting and congratulations, to those of you who grad-

uate this year, in the same class with Miss Glass. I know
that you will always cherish that as one of the proud asso-

ciations of your Commencement.

At graduation, we are given a coveted diploma which

certifies to the successful completion of the required course

of study. There is a momentary elation in securing this

outward and visible sign of the mental discipline we have

undergone. And as the years go by, the lasting impression

of our college life tends to center in the friendships we
have made with a group of undergraduates, in the influence

of some strong personality in the administration or the

faculty, and, more than all, in an attitude towards living

which the corporate spirit and tradition of the college have

wrought into the texture of our being.

Some colleges have this gracious spirit and manner which

comes from the mellowing influence of age and a few domi-

nant personalities. Sweet Briar, though young in years as

colleges go, was somehow born with this spirit by reason

of its beautiful physical setting of hills and dales, of box-

wood and forest trees, and has been blessed in its youthful

years with three wise and farseeing presidents in Doctor

Mary K. Benedict, Doctor Emilie Watts McVea, and Doc-

tor Meta Glass. You do not have to argue about it; you

do not have to boost it with the tinsel of athletic successes,

nor with the staggering figure of material equipment and

endowment. It is something you do not talk about in boast-

ful and high-sounding terms, .any more than you speak

about your own family; you assume it and cherish it as

a deep loyalty all your days.

On this occasion, then, I would not venture to give

expression to any prophecies, in the manner of valedictories,

about the world upheaval and revolution, which furnish

the environment into which the graduates of today will

have to fit themselves; nor would I attempt to speak words

of wisdom upon the theory and practice of the several

arts and sciences in which you have been undergoing disci-

pline. You have been learning something of the theory from

experts during the past four years, and a lifetime of prac-

tice lies ahead of you. There is, however, a third principle,

which carries over into every vocation and holds good in

every age. I mean what is technically called the ethics of

a vocation. Every trade and profession has its code of

ethics, and the code as such may be acquired by rote. There

is, however, the unwritten spirit,* the higher loyalty of a
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vocation, which cannot be codified; which the man or

woman must himself or herself embody.

The fundamental principle in the higher loyalty of an

education is the Socratic dictum, "Know thyself"—or, as

we may put it, the integrity of the individual. In a chang-

ing social order, in the midst of a world upheaval and

revolution, the sure rock on which any stable society is

founded will prove to be none other than the simple, un-

divided integrity of individual men and women, the units,

the atoms of human society.

I care not how well versed we may be in the arts and

the sciences, nor how highly organized may be the methods

and the techniques of relating person to person, the result

will be human chaos without the core of individual integ-

rity. The best devised schemes for the ordering of the

social life of a people, the most idealistic covenants of inter-

national accord or of world government, depend, in the

last analysis, upon the integrity, the trustworthiness of in-

dividuals: "that chastity of honour which feels a stain lll<e

a wound."

As you go forth today as graduates of Sweet Briar Col-

lege, you will take with you your several diplomas signed

and sealed by Meta Glass, President of the College, a high

honour indeed. The mental discipline which they symbo-
lize will no doubt prove of some value in equipping you,

if need be, to make an independent living; but what you
will value through life as the surpassing gift of your col-

lege is the fashioning of your mind and your character

towards the art of living: the single eye for the higher

loyalties of life. You will soon forget much of the detail

of your learning and your discipline, but the hallmark of

your education, which will abide, is the reality contained

in the old adage:

—

"To thine own self be true.

And it must follow, as the night the day.

Thou canst not then be false to any man."

aecuiLaatcute <z~>ietnioit

Alumnae who heard the baccalaureate sermon were

deeply impressed by the message given to the graduates by

Professor James T. Cleland of the Theological School of

Duke University. At their request, the following digest

of Mr. Cleland's sermon is offered for those who were

not so fortunate as to hear him.

For a number of years Mr. Cleland has come to Sweet

Briar annually. Before going to Duke last year as university

preacher and professor of homiletics, he was on the faculty

of Amherst College, to which he came from the University

of Glasgow. A native of Scotland, he is a graduate of Glas-

gow. He received a master's degree in theology from Union

Theological Seminary, New York, and then returned to

Glasgow to teach.

In his sermon to the seniors, Mr. Cleland pointed out

that "it is not wise for a scholar to ignore the heritage of

religion or to refuse its spiritual strength," and he brought

a present-day application to his text, "The fear of the Lord

is the beginning of wisdom."

Calling attention to five areas of ethical conflict which

were conspicuous in the '2 0s and early '30s, and which

were a part of the background of today's parents and

teachers, Mr. Cleland summed them up as follows: first,

the struggle between imperialism and the increasing self-

assertion of subject peoples; second, the mounting tension

between the white and non-white races throughout the

world; third, the conflict between the principles of na-

tionalism and universallsm In world affairs; fourth, the

feud dominating the field of industry between the tradi-

tionalist capitalist enterprise and a rising socialist economy;
last, the debate between advancing secularism and a spirit-

ual interpretation of human existence.

The foreground, Mr. Cleland went on to say, is total

war, "but in not a single fact did the alignments of allies

and enemies in this war coincide with the lines of cleavage

in the five areas of conflict. The outcome of the war has

not solved the five major Issues, nor any one of them. Now
that the war is over, we have to face the old problems,

given a new intensity.

"As graduates of a liberal arts college, what weapons
of the mind and the spirit do you bring into these arenas

of ethical conflict? From our courses, scientific, literary

and philosophical, we should have gained a sense of history.

We know that change is inevitable, and therefore the last

word will not be spoken In our time. A sense of history

will give an objectivity to our interpretation of life. We
have gained, too, a feeling for democracy, which is not

merely a system of electing a government but an apprecia-

tion of the fact that 'a man's a man for a'that.' We live

in a time of revivified democracy—strangly enough typi-

fied by two men, Mr. Churchill and Mr. Roosevelt, who
both pronounced democracy with an aristocratic drawl.

And we have too, if we are real scholars, a sense of hu-
mility. Someone has said that the task of the college is to

make us exchange natural ignorance for learned Ignorance:

and when humility and ignorance come together, religion

is close at hand. Our religious tradition is that of the

Jewish-Christian faith which has always had within Itself

a sense of history and a feeling for democracy. It gives to

both cosmic significance.

"To the old problems which the war ignored you must
now turn. Because of your years here yoil may bring to

their solution a sense of history and a confidence in de-

mocracy. But it is not wise for a scholar to Ignore the
heritage of religion or to refuse its spiritual strength."



New Board Member

By unanimous vote of

the Board of Directors,

Margaret Banister, '16, was

elected to the Board of

Overseers for a six year

term, as the successor to

Edna Lee Cox, '26. Miss

Banister was chosen as the

nominee of the alumnae as

a result of the balloting

during May.

"Ban" is well qualified

not only to represent the

alumnae but also to fur-

ther the best interests of

the college, as a member of the Board of Overseers.

Throughout the years since she herself was a student, she

has kept in close touch with Sweet Briar and she has par-

ticipated in many phases of its development.

For ten years, from 1932 to 1942, she lived on campus

as the first director of Public Relations. She gave up that

position to enter the Women's Interests Section of the

Bureau of Public Relations of the War Department, and

for three years she has been its chief. For the past year

she has been president of the Washington alumnae club,

also.

While she was in college, Ban was president of Student

Government and two years after her graduation she was

elected president of the Alumnae Association. She was re-

elected to that office in 1926 and held it for four years.

Then, in 1932, she was elected to the Alumnae Council

for a two year term.

The alumnae may well congratulate themselves upon
having Margaret Banister and Elsetta Gilchrist Barnes, '27,

as their representative members on the Board of Overseers.

Speaking for the alumnae, we want to thank Mrs. Cox
for the valuable service she has given to Sweet Briar during

the six years she was a board member. She brought to this

service her many talents, her never-failing interest in the

development of the college and a great deal of well-directed

energy in pursuing that interest.

The Alumnae Office will buy:
Sweet Briar China
Green, Mulberry, Blue

Dessert Plates
Tea Cups and Saucers
Bread and Butter Plates

After Dinner Cups and Saucers

Please notify the Alumnae Secretary if you are in-

terested in disposing of any of your Cauldon Sweet
Briar China.

Alumnae Netvs

Officers, Council Members Elected

Elections this spring resulted in the choice of new officers

for the Alumnae Association, a new Alumnae Council, and

a nominee for election to the Board of Overseers. More

than 460 ballots were received before the date set for the

end of the voting period, indicating that many more alum-

nae participated in the selection of representatives than at

any time previous to this year.

Elizabeth Pinkerfoii Scott, '36, North Garden, Virginia,

is the new president of the Association and Edith Durrcll

Marshall, '21, Cincinnati, is the first vice-president. Adeline

Munce Jones, '46, Charleston, West Virginia, second vice-

president, was elected by the senior class.

Council members re-elected include: Martha Valentine

Cronly, Academy, Richmond; Margaret Thomas Kruesi,

ex-'12, Chattanooga; Louise Hammond Skinner, '19, Nor-

folk; Isabel Wood Holt, '19, Charleston, West Virginia;

Grace Merrick Twohy, '24, Norfolk; Gertrude Dally Mas-

sie, '22, Rye, New York. Anne Mcjtinkin Briber, '43,

second vice-president for the past two years, was elected

as a member of the Council this year.

New members of the Council are: Marian Shafer Wad-
hams, '21, Brockport, New York; Katherine Blount An-

dersen, '2 6, Bayport, Minnesota; Amelia Mollis Scott, '29,

Lynchburg; Ruth Hasson Smith, '30, Pittsburgh; Norvell

Royer Orgain, '3 0, Richmond; Sally Shallenberger Brown,

'32, Louisville; Lida Voigf Young, '3 5, Atlanta; Alma
Martin Rotnem, '36, New York; Lucy Lloyd, '41, Down-
ingtown, Pennsylvania.

Benedict Scholarship Growing

When the Mary Kendrick Benedict Scholarship Fund

was presented to the college on Founders' Day, 1945, it

had reached the goal of $12,000 which had been set for

it.

But the scholarship principal has not stopped growing.

Gifts are still being received from alumnae who want to

join in honoring Miss Benedict and who for one reason or

another didn't manage to do so last year; some have added

to their original gifts. Today the endowment for this

scholarship which is named for Sweet Briar's first president

has reached $13,219. As it grows, the principal makes pos-

sible a larger stipend each year. In the event of further

decline in returns from investments, a sum sufficient to

cover tuition will still be assured. For those reasons, addi-

tional gifts will continue to be welcomed.

Since the previous report listing contributors to this

scholarship was published, the following have joined the

ranks: Alberta Hensel Pew, Academy; Ethel Shoop God-

win, Academy; Mary Clark Rogers, ex-'13; Vivienne

Barkalow Hornbeck, '18; Lois Cummins Schutte, ex-'19;

Helen Beeson Comer, '2 0.
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AFTER thirty-seven

years as a member of

L 4

the Sweet Briar faculty

the longest record yet—Dr.

Eugenie M. Morenus, Profes-

sor of Mathematics, is retir-

ing this year. She will live

in her native town of Cleve-

land, New York.

Dr. Morenus holds the de-

grees of Bachelor of Arts

and Master of Arts from

Vassar; and Doctor of Phi-

losophy from Columbia University. She has studied also at

the Universities of Chicago, California, and Gottingcn. In

1927-28 she held the Anna C. Brackett Fellowship granted

by the American Association of University Women, and

spent the year at Cambridge University, England. Her piib-

lished studies in Mathematics are: "Some Curves Connected

with a System of Similar Conies," and "Geometric Proper-

ties Completely Characterizing the Set of All the Curves

of Constant Pressure in a Field of Force."

Coming to Sweet Briar in 1909, the fourth year of the

College, Miss Morenus is familiar with its history in the

making. Indeed, she has helped to make its history and to

record it. For thirty years she has been a member of the

Executive Committee, and the secretary of that Committee

and of the faculty. In her well-kept secretarial books may
be found an accurate and authoritative account of all their

proceedings. For twelve years she was also chairman of the

Committee on Instruction, helping to make curriculum

changes, conserving the tried values of old patterns of edu-

cation but welcoming new ideas and interrelated programs.

Advanced Standing, College Council, Academic Functions,

Catalogue, Scholarships, Schedule, Church and Chapel

—

on and on goes the list of the committees on which she

has served long terms. The wonder is that she could have

endured so much and found time for her teaching. Yet her

classes ever came first in her attention; and she was exact-

ing in her standards for herself as well as for her students.

They will remember gratefully her conscientious and enthu-

siastic teaching and her concern for their advancement.

Miss Morenus was one of the original members of the

Sweet Briar branch of the American Association of Uni-

versity Women, was the first president of the branch, and

has held some office in the branch or state nearly every

year since. Several times she has served as Chairman of the

Fellowship Fund and has been resourceful in means for

raising money. For five years she was Chairman of the

Education Committee of the Virginia Division. Some of

the special studies made in the state during those years

pertained to advanced study, vocations, and avocations of

graduates of women's colleges, the education of handi-

capped children, the training of social workers, library

projects, and the importance of foreign language study in

schools and colleges.

But her interests and talents have been varied. Some of

the older alumnae will recollect the time when she was

the head of riding and will visualize her trotting along on

her beloved "Toby," leading groups on vacation trips as

far as Crabtree Falls or Natural Bridge. Others will recall

her histrionic roles in the days when the faculty had the

courage to give such plays as "She Stoops to Conquer,"

"The Old Lady Shows Her Medals," and "You Never Can
Tell." That her dramatic instinct still remains strong was

evident this year in a faculty melodrama as she carried

precision instruments about looking for clues to the mur-
der. Numerous alumnae share memories of going to her

apartment for tea or Sunday morning breakfast and look-

ing at her collection of snapshots. If the history of Sweet

Briar were to be told in pictures, her collection would

furnish a goodly supply. Her kodak albums reveal her also

as an experienced traveler. One may follow her, for in-

stance, on her trip around the world in 1934-3 J, a sab-

batical year. In the Alumnae News for December, 193 5,

may be seen reproductions of some of her pictures taken on

this trip. Particularly impressive is one of her standing in

front of a temple of Bali. Read her article "Dipper to

Cross and Back," and catch her joy when the southern

stars "swam into her ken" and when she pointed out on

the way home northern stars new to Australian acquain-

tances on deck.

Miss Morenus is the last member of the faculty who
taught at Sweet Briar during President Benedict's adminis-

tration, and her career covers the whole of President

McVea's and President Glass' administrations. No other

member of the present faculty has watched Sweet Briar

grow up. No one left knows so many traditions or stories

that begin "When we used to."

Students, alumnae and faculty join in wishing Miss

Morenus a well-deserved rest in her home by placid Lake

Oneida. When the wintry winds blow cold around the

Finger Lakes we hope that she will come back to the

milder clime of Virginia and Sweet Briar. And we promise

not to ask her to serve on a committee or to read "the

minutes of the last meeting."

Dee Long.

Gifts

when Miss Glass returned to her upstairs sit-

ting room in Sweet Briar House following the

Board meeting on June 1, she found an antique

brass fender and a modern brass-bound screen in

place before the fireplace, with a note telling her

that they spoke for the alumnae as a parting gift

of love and appreciation.

To Miss Morenus the alumnae presented a hand-

wrought silver link bracelet mounted with moon-
stones, as a token of their affection and their

gratitude for her long years of service to the

college.



Alumnae News

Gift to Sweet Briar

It was like music to hear Miss Glass read the announce-

ment of gifts at the commencement exercises this year!

Sweet Briar's endowment has grown by $101,131 during

the past twelve months.

Of the amount received this year, $100,000 given by

alumnae, student organizations, parents of present and

former students, faculty members and other friends of

Sweet Briar and of Miss Glass, has been named the Meta

Glass Fund for Endowment. In recognition of Miss Glass'

21 years as president of Sweet Briar, the alumnae reached

the goal of $21,000 which they had set for the Alumnae.

Fund. As its twenty-fifth reunion gift to the college, the

Class of 1921 gave $500 to the Alumnae Fund. These were

included in the larger sum given in honor of Miss Glass.

Other special gifts included an initial contribution of

$5,000 to establish the May Weaver Scholarship Fund,

presented by Mr. Robert A. Weaver, Cleveland, a member

cf the Board of Overseers; a gift of $2,000 to be used in

the music department, from Mr. P. J. Edwards of Harris-

burg, Oregon, in memory of his wife, Ina Larkjn Edwards,

who was the first president of the Student Government

Association at Sweet Briar; additional gifts totaling $2,5 5 3

for the Mary Kendrick Benedict Scholarship, which have

come since commencement last June; a gift of $200 to the

fund for building a greenhouse, which was established as

a tribute to Miss Adeline Ames at the time of her retire-

ment from the faculty a year ago; $1,700 from the Stu-

dent Funds Committee, for general endowment.

In addition to the gifts of money, there were others

which have enriched the college also. Among those which

went to the library were subscriptions to the Limited

Editions Club, the Heritage Club, and the Literary Guild,

gifts from the father of a student. Other friends and

alumnae presented books for the Browsing Room, sub-

scriptions to special periodicals, and a set of prints for use

in the art collection.

Four of this year's graduates are alumnae daughters:

Mary Lou Holton, daughter of Rachel Lloyd Holton, '17;

Adeline Munce Jones, daughter of Nancy Mitiice Jones,

Academy; Ellen Robbins, daughter of Maude Taylor Rob-

bins, Academy; and Josephine Thomas, daughter of Jose-

phine Catchings Thomas, ex-'22. Adeline Jones was elected

by her classmates as second vice-president of the Alumnae

Association. At the same time, Dorothy Sue Caldwell was

elected class agent for the Alumnae Fund and Dorothy

Corcoran was chosen as Class Secretary.

A light note was injected into the Commencement exer-

cises by Miss Glass, following the address in which Bishop

Tucker referred to this as her commencement year. She

reminded the class secretary not to forget her when she

solicited news from the members of '46!

Classes Open to Veterans

Sweet Briar's enrollment next fall may include the names

of men for the first time, if veterans of World War II take

advantage of the opportunity which is being offered to

them.

By decision of the Board of Directors, following the

recommendation of the faculty, men veterans who live

within commuting distance of the college and who can

meet the entrance requirements will be admitted to classes,

their numbers limited only by the classroom space and

laboratory equipment available after the women students

are provided for. Naturally the men would not become

candidates for the degree, but they would be expected to

maintain a full course of study.

Sweet Briar, in making the decision to admit men stu-

dents for the first time, wishes to help those who are unable

to find accommodations in over-crowded institutions and

who desire to begin college immediately or to resume study

which was interrupted by entrance into service. The action

was taken in response to a request made by the Veterans

Administration Branch Office in Richmond.

Earlier this year, Sweet Briar made strenuous efforts to

temporarily increase its regular student body by admitting

5 additional women. That meant temporary housing and

additional teachers. After exhausting every possibility, the

plan had to be abandoned because it was found that mater-

ials were too difficult to obtain and too costly even if they

could be obtained.

Comprehensives for All . . .

By the spring of 1948, almost all seniors at Sweet Briar

will be required to take written comprehensive examina-

tions in the field of their major study, according to the

announcements in the 1946-47 catalogue.

Although such examinations have been a requirement

for all candidates for honors since 1931, and for all seniors

majoring in English, philosophy, and psychology for several

years, it was not until this spring that they were adopted

by the faculty for the departments offering the following

majors: art, biology, chemistry, economics, French, govern-

ment, Latin, physics, religion, Romance languages, sociol-

ogy and Spanish. Interdepartmental majors in American

problems, international affairs, political economy, bio-

sociology, classical civilization, drama, premedical sciences,

religion and social problems, and revolution and romanti-

cism have also adopted comprehensive examinations.

The chief advantage of such examinations is their em-

phasis on integration of the material covered in courses in

the field of the student's major interest and the relation to

other subjects as well.
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Report of the Alumnae Association President

June, 1944-1946

IN REVIEWING the meetings of this Council during

the past two years I am impressed with two thoughts;

in the first place, we have done a tremendous amount of

talking on various and sundry subjects; and in the second

place, a considerable amount of action has resulted from

our discussions.

The previous Council recommended to us a revision ot

the Constitution to provide a new form of ballot. Molly

Talcott Dodson acted as chairman of that committee and

the present form (that used in the recent election) was

presented to the Council, accepted and voted upon by the

Association. This form was designed to insure a better

proportional representation of all classes on the Council.

Another problem which we inherited from the previous

Council was that of the Sweet Briar china. The Cauldon

china was no longer obtainable so we decided to change to

Wedgwood. Martha von Briesen headed the committee to

handle the china problem, aided by Helen McMahon, Edna
Lee Cox and Katherine N/7cs Parker. An entirely new plate

was made up with changed border and new center design.

Mrs. Parker had many personal interviews with Jones, Mc-
Dufee and Stratton in Boston and in January, 1946, a

sketch was finally accepted by vote of the Council. Orders

can probably be filled in 1948.

In order to keep ourselves informed, we have had six

speakers during the past two years. Miss Glass has met with

us several times, bringing us up to date on the "state of the

College." Mrs. Lyman gave us an interesting picture of the

work carried on by the Dean's office and Mr. Wheaton has

spoken on the college investment policy and on the Parents'

Committee, which he has been so successful in organizing.

Mrs. Raymond outlined the extent of the emphasis on the

Far East to be found in the Sweet Briar curriculum. Her
study was the outgrowth of a letter from an alumna now
living in India deploring the lack of attention given the

Far East in the course of study at Sweet Briar. Mrs. Ray-
mond stated that the college recognized the gap and was
trying to remedy it with the present limited resources and
facilities.

Mrs. Cox talked in great detail at several meetings on

admissions at Sweet Briar outlining the procedure and

thoroughness with which prospective students are con-

sidered. Miss Mary Pearl, chairman of the Faculty Com-
mittee on Instruction, spoke on "Present Curricular

Trends."

Under the able chairmanship of Gerry Mallory the

Alumnae Fund has grown tremendously. In 1944 an asso-

ciation goal was decided upon, with emphasis on increas-

ing the number of contributors. At that time the Council

also voted to give the Fund, except those gifts which were

especially designated to the Mary K. Benedict Scholarship

Fund, as an unrestricted gift to the College to be used

where needed. Stamp books have been used for the past

three years and proved a satisfactory means of making a

pledge to be paid by May 15. During 1944-45 there were

24 agents and 147 subagents in the classes of 1920 through

1944. $11,847 was contributed over and above the Bene-

dict Scholarship.

At its spring meeting in May, 1944, the Council ap-

proved the plan to honor Sweet Briar's first president. Dr.

Mary K. Benedict, with the establishment of a scholarship

in her name. Funds for the scholarship were to be sought
from alumnae who were here during Miss Benedict's admin-
istration, 1906-1916. Following the approval of the plan

by Miss Glass and Miss Benedict, the organization was set

up and the appeal was to be made during the college year

1944-45.

The general committee was composed of Marion Peele,

Special, general chairman; Eugenia Buffi,ii\{ton Walcott,
'13, vice-chairman; Martha Valentine Cronly, Academy
chairman; and Dr. Connie M. Guion, chairman of the

faculty committee, who was assisted by Dr. W. E. Rollins,

Dr. Mary Harley, and Miss Caroline Sparrow. Class chair-

men included: Nan Powell Hodges, '10; Alma Booth Tay-
lor, '11; Elsie Zaegel Thomas, '12; Sue Slaughter, '13; Ruth
Maurice Gorrell, '14; Harriet Eians Wyckoff, '15; Rebecca
Stojif Hoover, '16; Polly Bhsell Ridler,' '17; Margaret
McVey, '18; and Mary McCaa Deal, '19.

The scholarship foundation was presented to the College

on Founders' Day, October 26, 1945, when Miss Benedict,

Dr. Guion, Marion Peele and alumnae and faculty of the

early days were present to participate in the Founders'

Day exercises and to honor Miss Benedict. This Fund con-

tinues to grow and the capital has now reached $13,219.00.

The first Benedict Scholar is Anne Neville Webb, '47, of

Concord, New Hampshire. A copy of the list of donors

was presented to Miss Benedict.

The Fund goal for 1945-46 was set at $21,000 in recog-

nition of Miss Glass' twenty-one years of service to Sweet

Briar. Reuning classes were urged to consider making

their reunion gifts to the college a part of the Alumnae

Fund this year. Edna Lee Cox has been responsible for

special gifts to this Fund. Miss Mallory has made an at-

tempt to establish new Fund files, bringing them up to

date and adding to the cards pertinent information that

would prove helpful to the class Fund Agents.

In 1944, 4,700 questionnaire cards were sent out by the

Office inquiring whether the addressee wished to continue

to receive the Alumnae News. 1,757 were returned, of

which number 15 5 did not feel that the October issue

should be sent to non-contributors. In connection with

the magazine, the advertising plan approved by the Amer-

ican Alumni Council was discussed, a policy was dis-

cussed and followed.
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The Council voted to increase the Manson Memorial

Scholarship given by the Alumnae Association to a full

tuition scholarship and that after June, 1946, all alumnae

club contributions should be used for endowing a perma-

nent fund for the Scholarship, in order to eliminate this

item from the annual budget of the Alumnae Association.

In June, 1944, Miss Glass made known her intention

of resigning in 1946 and Bishop Tucker wrote to the

Council requesting that we interest ourselves in finding

and suggesting the names of possible successors to Miss

Glass. A committee was formed and several very good

suggestions were made by alumnae.

Some alumnae have written letters expressing a desire

to have the time of Sweet Briar Day changed because the

Christmas holidays are such a busy time for everyone. The

Council spent considerable time and thought on this matter

and voted to continue having Sweet Briar Day on December

2 8 because it is one of the few traditions which has become

firmly established and because no one date is satisfactory

for everyone.

Because of Mrs. Lill's absence and the resulting pressure

put upon the Registrar's Office, the material for Alumnae

Representatives on Admission was not circulated among

Council members until early in 1946. However, the

Council continues to favor this plan and I am sure will

once again be willing to take the examinations and act as

Representatives on Admission whenever called upon.

Last fall Helen McMahon and Martha von Briesen made

up a beautiful and very practical engagement calendar to

be sold by the Alumnae Association. The results of the

sale were rnost gratifying.

After the subject of the need for sending College repre-

sentatives to preparatory schools had come up in several

meetings, a letter was sent to Miss Glass and to Bishop

From Europe to Sweet ^riar

Beth Jansma, Amster-

im dam, and Maria Ortega y

^^^ Gasset, Havana, are Sweet

• "^S- ^BTJ -mi^^ Briar's first post-war for-

J}9r9-A\ WJM^M eign students. Beth at-

^^^^^'1 ^^^ g^ tended Sweet Briar on an

A.A.U.W. grant, and she

has now returned to Hol-

land. Maria was given a

college scholarship and her

other expenses were fi-

nanced by Student Government. She will return to college

as a sophomore in the fall.

Tucker in July, 1945, recommending that the College

inaugurate such a program. Miss Glass requested that the

President give her more reasons covering this need and

Mrs. Marshall prepared such a list at the President's request.

These reasons were presented to Miss Glass, and she signi-

fied her interest in seeing such a program undertaken by

the administration of the College.

At present the Alumnae Office is understaffed and under-

equipped. The Council discussed the need for long-term

planning for the Office and the Alumnae Association and

an outline of such plans was made and presented to Miss

Glass and to Bishop Tucker. As a result of this action,

Miss Glass has recommended that there be an assistant to

the Alumnae Secretary.

In closing, I want to tell you all how much I have

enjoyed working with you for Sweet Briar.

Mary Hinitiugtoii Harrison.

Carter Glass

The death of Carter Glass on May 2 8 touched Sweet Briar in many ways. His connections with the

college were both official and personal and they extended over a long period of years. He was among the

first to be appointed to the Board of Overseers when that body was formed in 1927 and he was re-ap-

pointed for two additional six-year terms, the second of which drew to a close just at the time of his death.

Sweet Briar's only endowed professorship, the Carter Glass Chair of Government, was established in

recognition of his great contributions to the welfare of this country as a statesman. The actual presenta-

tion of the professorship to Sweet Briar took place on the late Senator's birthday, in January, 1940, a

festive occasion which he enjoyed as much as those who had come to pay him homage. In thus honoring

Carter Glass, Sweet Briar also is honored.

The alumnae extend sympathy to Miss Glass, to Mary Scott Glass, ex-' 10, and to other kinswomen

who are alumnae of this college, in their bereavement.
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From China to Sweet Briar

ALMOST a year after Sweet Briar first heard of her

l\. through the Institute of International Education,

Isabel Soo-Pao Dzung arrived on campus shortly after the

start of the second semester. Isabel had journeyed half way

around the world to continue her education at Sweet Briar,

after many months spent in trying to arrange for her

acceptance as a student here and for transportation from

Chungking.

Isabers chief interests are drama, English, art and music

and she says she hopes some day to return to China to teach

or to write because she feels there is a great opportunity as

well as a need for those who can interpret China to English-

speaking peoples.

In a few short months, Isabel has become very much a

part of Sweet Briar, which she says she finds altogether

beautiful and very interesting. The following article, which

she wrote for the Siiref Briar News recently, tells some-

thing about her contrasting college experiences in China.

When 1 first entered college in my own country, the war was already

well on its way; therefore, I had never known the normal college life

in China. There are different types of colleges there: government uni-

versities, state universities, private and missionary colleges. Some are

for men, some co-educational, some exclusively for women. As far as

I know they are all based on the credit system, directly adopted from

the United States. Life in ditferent types of colleges naturally differs

more or less. I do not pretend to know about them all. It is more to

my ability to give you faithfully my personal experiences.

I first went to the St. John's University In Shanghai, one of the few

American missionary schools that had been able to carry on in the

occupied area. In St. John's Japanese courses were set up by military

orders. One or two of the halls were "borrowed" for offices and quar-

ters. Eyes straight ahead, books in arm, we passed the bayonets of the

Japanese guards silently every day. The lectures went on; the library

was quiet. Now and then some men in civilian attire or uniform came

in and looked around, but classes were uninterrupted. Somehow there

was a restlessness in the air. Today you might see your friends

—

tomorrow they left without saying goodbye—to the interior.

In May, 1943, before the final examinations of my freshman year I

myself started for Chungking. In April. 1944, I registered at the

National Central University in a suburb of the temporary capital.

The National Central University belongs directly to the Ministry of

Education. It moved in with the Government from Nanking, where

it had been called the Highest Educational Institute. But the C.U. I

knew was rows of flimsy temporary cottages built around the slopes

of a low hill, a separate section from the pre-war campus of the

Chungking University.

The temple-like Economic Hall, the fortress-like Science Hall of the

Chungking University contrasted with our monotonous, gloomy rows of

slate roofed, black walled match boxes incongruously. (In Chungking
nearly all the houses were painted black for camouflage.)

Yet on second look they were not so arrogant after all; windows
had been broken by air raids, the grounds had huge holes, and you had

to keep your eyes on your feet while walking. That recalls to my mind
the air raid alarm howling in the deep of the night, throwing every-

body out of bed; the acute memory of 5,000 students and faculties

groping through the steep, narrow path that led to the air raid

shelter; hours on foot in the stone cave, safe, but damp, dark, chilly

ind over-crowded. Also that waterfall on the other side of the KJaling

River. There is a pool there where the students used to go to swim.
Once a bomb hit it directl>' and a score of boys and girls w^re boiled

Co death.

Uahcl Dz/ing

In the dormitories students were limited to the barest necessities:

four double bunks, four desks and eight stools in a room for eight.

Even then one had to tilt the stool when another wanted to" squeeze

by. When the army was retreating, and one after another cities were

falling, students from hastily dispersed colleges streamed in. They
slept on the desks at night before new dormitories were patched to-

gether. Before seven in the morning, crowds of us breathed the per-

petual fog of Chungking while waiting for the library to open. There

were not sufficient seats for all.

From all parts of the occupied area, my school mates were homeless,

and depended entirely on the Government allowance which never

caught up with rising prices. Letters from home were rare, one in six

months, perhaps, or none at all. Wistful eyes in gaunt faces looked

into other wistful eyes. We were more often silent than not. Cases of

nervous breakdown and tuberculosis aroused no surprise, just sad

compassion.

Then 1 remember times when whole classes of boys were drafted,

the current joke of nun classes, girls with tears in eyes watching

braver girls march away. The bugle sounds clear to me yet, different

tunes for rising. clAses and so forth.

I had loved the moment when everyone on campus stood still at

the sound of the bugle accompanying the lowering flag. Of course I

also remember the musical recitals, amateur operas, school plays that

were really carefully worked out and presentable. Yet they had not

left as deep an impression as the austere life, and the stubborn courage

of the people.

When peace was declared, a professor half jokingly said, "You will

soon be able to go back to the original campus and enjoy the soft, red

leather chairs in the library that is going to be rebuilt for you." I

am not very sure, however, that it would really be so enjoyable.

I should have missed what I learned from the National Central Uni-

versity, one of the war-time colleges in China, things that could not

be learned elsewhere.
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Faculty and Staff Dinner for Miss Glass

THE NEXT thing to having been present at the dinner

given for Miss Glass by the faculty and staff on April

17 is the following account of the party which was writ-

ten by Miss Lisa Rauschenbusch of the English department

for The Sii'cct Briar News.

Statf and faculty, past and present, united to make last Saturday

evening a gala event which "Miss Meta" may like to remember as a

token of their profound admiration and affection for her, and of the

fact that they will miss her very much after her retirement in June.

The festivities began with the reception given by the Misses Patteson

at The Venture for Miss Glass, the Committee on Plans for the evening

(Mrs. Lyman, chairman; Miss Crawford, Miss Long, Miss Morenus.

Mrs. Raymond and Mr. Connor), and the others at the speakers' table.

"Miss Gay" and "Miss Mattie" Patteson have watched Sweet Briar

grow ever since its birth in 1906.

At seven o'clock the big refectory rapidly filled with Miss Glass'

108 elegantly-dressed hosts and hostesses. Many former members of the

faculty and staff had come to Sweet Briar for the occasion; Miss Mar-

garet Banister, Dr. Emily Dutton, Dr. and Mrs. Preston Edwards, Mr.

and Mrs. John Finley, Mrs. Jane Jensen and her sister, Miss Mary

Weatherlow, Dr. Janet MacDonald, Miss Mary Marks, Dr. and Mrs.

George Rohrlich, Mrs. Ewing Scott, Miss Caroline Sparrow, and Miss

Ruth Stevens.

Each of the thirteen smaller tables (thirteen is Miss Glass' lucky

number) had its flowers and candles; the speakers' table had great

bouquets of pink snapdragons and festoons of fern. Mr. Rollins, Miss

Sparrow, Miss Morenus, Miss Dutton, Mrs. Lyman, Mrs. Brown, an4

Mr. Lyman took their places at the speakers' table. Then Miss Glass

made a grand entrance in pink satin, on Mr. Connor's arm, while

everyone rose and sang Hail, All Hail To Our Miss Mcfa, the finale of

the recent faculty show.

After a grace by Mr. Rollins, everyone turned his attention to a

banquet which was one of Mrs. Brown's miracles.

Mr. Connor was master of ceremonies for the program. Miss Umbreit

and Mr. Zechiel led off with a clean, brilliant performance of three

Mr. Rollins, Miss Spurraw, Mrs. Raymond, Miss Glafis, Mr. Connor, Miss Morenus, Miss

Dittfou, Mrs. Lyman, Mrs. Brown, Mr. Lyman.

Hungarian waltzes by Brahms, originally written for four hands. It's

I great pity that the whole community could not have heard them.

Miss Morenus made the first speech of the evening, a briefly-told,

amusing panorama of Sweet Briar's history since 1909, the year Miss

Morenus joined the faculty, and more especially of the problems Miss

Glass has conquered since her inauguration in 192 J. In the spring of

that year, Miss Morenus remembered, everyone turned out to take a

sharp look at the prospective President; on the inauguration day In

the fall, academic gowns flapped wildly in the high wind. On Miss

Glass' tenth anniversary, the faculty staged a Platonic dialogue in

honor of its classical President: Miss Dutton was Socrates himself,

herself.

The prolonged applause for this speech was a tribute partly to its

over-all merits; partly to Miss Glass, whose "boundless energy," inge-

nuity, ability, and scholarship the speech had honored; and partly to

Miss Morenus, whose own retirement in June is also a very dismal

prospect.

Mrs. Brown then rose to present the staff's present, in a speech

which would rate a cool A in any public-speaking course in the coun-

try; a speech of successfully sustained humor, with a serious conclu-

sion. The staff, she said in effect, having fought, bled and nearly died

with Miss Glass through many crises, had been greatly concerned for

her immediate future. They had now settled this future: after a good

deal of difficulty they had enrolled her in "The Greenberg Secretarial

School" of Lynchburg. (Here a very, very beautiful Smith-Corona

portable typewriter was set down in front of the President.) "Mr.

Greenberg," Mrs. Brown continued, had made some difficulties: he had

wished to be satisfied as to the candidate's (1) Educational background;

(2) Grammar, spelling, and punctuation; (5 ) Morals.

In re (1), the staff had cited Miss Glass' eight honorary degrees;

so much for educational background. In re (2) they had to confess

that they had no recent direct evidence, gr., sp., and punct. commonly
being edited by Miss Ballenger, but they promised that if the President

needed to, she would swot up on these subjects. (Here a copy of

Fowler's A Dictionary of Modern English Usage and of The Complete
Secretary's Guide, or some such work, were grandly set down on top

of the typewriter.) In re Morals (3), " Mr. Greenberg" wanted to

know: (a) What about that correspondence with that Virginia gentle-

man having the same P. O. number at the

University? and (b) What about all those

absences from campus?
The staff met these last queries too; how, we

shall never know; but we must be gratified to

learn from Mrs. Brown that Miss Glass is IN
the "Greenberg School," somehow. Also, her

board, including bones for Meg, has been

arranged for, and a room on Court street

engaged (share the bath with ten others).

Mrs. Brown concluded with an entirely se-

rious and touching tribute to Miss Glass' cour-

age a nd common sense, as the staff has very

well known it, through very difficult years.

Miss Glass replied that: (1) she has always

wanted a typewriter (and in fact had ordered

one); (2) Four fingers on a typewriter had

served her before this and might again; and

(3) She had lived on Court Street before this,

for some ten years—sharing the bath with 1 3

.

Mr. Connor made the concluding speech. He
began with a short view of Sweet Briar when
Miss Glass came here 2 1 years ago; music and

gymnastics carried on in Grammer; the library

in the present Music Building; Elijah's Road
a tangle of honeysuckle except for Red Top;
the grass growing where the gymnasium and

the library now stand; and calls to Lynchburg
very few because there was a toll charge.

But the body of his speech concerned Miss

Glass. Twenty-one, he said, is the age when
'youth enters into a full realization of its

powers," as Miss Glass is now doing after her
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Meredith Collection Catalogued

A professor's hobby which grew into a valuable collection

of books and manuscripts and other items by and about

George Meredith is being featured in an exhibit now on

view in the Mary Helen Cochran Library. This, the library's

most treasured collection of a single author's works, has

just been completely catalogued, although it has been in the

library for a number of years. In addition to books and

manuscripts, it includes pamphlets, periodical articles, por-

traits and clippings about Meredith's life, his writings, his

home and his friends.

In 1924, when Elmer James Bailey came to Sweet Briar as

professor of English, he brought his collection with him.

It had grown out of his life-long interest in Meredith, an

interest which had also led to his writing many articles

about him and a book entitled The Novels of George Mere-

dith. After teaching at Sweet Briar for two years Professor

Bailey resigned. He died not long thereafter, willing every-

thing in his Meredith Collection to Sweet Briar.

Especially prized are the 3 1 first editions of Meredith's

works, the earliest and perhaps the most valuable of which

is a copy of his Poems, published in July, 18 51, by J. W.
Parker in London. This small book bears the inscription, in

Meredith's stepmother's hand, "M. Meredith, from my
affectionate Step-son George Meredith."

Manuscripts in the collection consist of a number of

letters, a page from an early draft of Lorii Oniioiif and

His Aminta, and a translation of a few lines of the Iliad.

Four complete sets of Meredith's works include the edi-

tion de luxe, 1896-1912, in 39 volumes; the library edition

in 18 volumes, published between 1897 and 1910; the 2 9

volumes of the Memorial edition, published between 1909

and 1911; and the standard edition, 1914, in 17 volumes.

There are also separate editions of many of this English

author's novels, poems, essays and letters, including, in some

cases, translations of the books.

There are, for example, a good many separate editions of

The Ordeal of Richard Feirrel, among them the first

edition in three volumes, published by Chapman and Hall,

London, in 1859; a two-volume edition issued in 1875 in

the Tauchnitz Collection of British Authors' series; a Chap-
man and Hall edition of 188 5. There is also the edition of

1906, published by the Century Company in New York
in the "English Comedie Humaine" series and a 1917 print-

ing of the Scribner edition for the Modern Student's

Library. Foreign printings included are a translation into

Czechoslovakian, by Dr. Borivoz Prusik, which was issued

in two volumes in 1902 in Prague. A much earlier trans-

lation, into French, was the work of E. D. Forgues, which
appeared in installments in the Revue des Deux Mondes
in Paris in 1865. Two German translations of the same

work are also catalogued in the collection, one of them by

Julie Sotteck, published in Berlin in 1904, and the other

by Felix Paul Greve, printed in Minden, Westphalia.

Most of the 45 items in the Meredith collection were

gathered by the late Professor Bailey, although some have

been added by the Mary Helen Cochran Library since it

came into possession of the collection. The holdings also

include more than 150 books written about Meredith in

the form of biography, criticism or a combination of the

two, such as "George Meredith, his life and art in anecdote

and criticism," by John R. Hammerton, published in 1911

in Edinburgh, and a French equivalent, "George Mere-
dith, sa vie, son imagination, son art, sa doctrine," by
Constantin Photiades, published the preceding year in

Paris.

One item which is of special interest, and which was
greatly valued by Professor Bailey himself, is a bronze

medallion of Meredith's profile, the work of Theodore

Spicer-Simpson, whose autograph it carries. Accompanying
notes indicate that the artist began his work using a photo-

graph as a model because of the author's reluctance to

pose. After meeting Spicer-Simpson, however, Meredith

posed for the remainder of the work. Only three medal-

lions were struck from the matrix before it was destroyed.

The other two are owned by the British Museum and by
Lord Morley, respectively. Among the portraits there is

also an etching by Jules Reich, a portrait on vellum by
Watts, and a caricature by Max Beerbohm.

Although the collection has not been compared, item for

item, with other Meredith collections, it undoubtedly
ranks well among the outstanding holdings, of which the

best are in the British Museum, Yale, Harvard, and the

Library of Congress. Sweet Briar's is especially rich in first

editions and periodical releases of some of the early novels,

which make it of interest and value for anyone doing
research on Meredith.

21 years as President of the College. She, and her administration, have

been characterized by bravery ("all the Glasses have courage"); by
vitality; and by intelligence ("if Frank Sinatra is The Voice, Miss

Glass is The Mind"). He offered a scroll, composed by Mrs. Raymond
and illuminated in gold by Mr. De Rocco, which promises that by
early summer Miss Glass shall have a Strombcrg-Carlson radio-

phonograph and records of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony—her present

from the faculty.

The scroll concludes with the wish that Sweet Briar might confer

(jn Miss Glass her ninth honorary degree, for which the citation would
be "President, companion in our joys, consoler of our sorrows, our
leader and our friend, SUMMA CUM LAUDE."

The finale of the program was the singing of diNjrjmin ifi'fur,

uanding. with the third stanza altered to read:

Vivat academia! vivant professores!

Vhaf prtieses Alc/a!

Seinpi-r sit hi fioru!

But Miss Glass wouldn't have it: she rose to say th

still read, "Semper shit in flora"—a graceful turning

the singers.

Then everyone rushed to shake her hand and try

much she would be missed.

at the song must
of the tables on

to tell her how
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Alumnae Registered at Commencement
Academy-1910

Clnudine Griffin Holcomb
Martha Valentine Cronly

Annie Cumnock Miller

Eugenia Griffin Burnett

Frances Miirrcll Rickards

1917-1920

Rachel L/oy(/ Holton, '17

Louis Hammond Skinner, '19

Ruth Hulhiird Brown, '20

Isabel Webb Luff, '20

1921

Josephine Ahara MacMillan

Gertrude O. Anderson

Katherine Davis Baynum
Edith Durrcll Marshall

Ruth Geer Boice

Mattie Hammond Smith

Florence lies Hathaway
Mary McLemore Matthews

Louise Pochat Hattersley

Shelley Rouse Aagesen

Maynette Rozclle Stephenson

Marian Shafer Wadhams
Madelon Shidlcr Olney

Elizabeth Shoop Dixon

Ophelia Shorf Seward

Frances Simpson Upson

Mary Taylor Corley

1922-1925

Gertrude Dally Massie, '22

Margaret Burwell Graves, '23

Marie S. Klooz, '23

Nancy Foster Allen, ex-'2 3

Martha Lobingicr Lusk, '24

1926

Kitty Blount Andersen

Mildred Gribble Seilcr

Dorothy Hamilton Davis

Wanda Jensch Harris

Edna Lee Cox
Peggy Malone McClements

Ehzabeth Moore Rusk
Margaret Reinhold

Ruth Taylor Franklin

Ruth will Beckh

1929

Mary Archer Bean Eppes

Mildred Bronaugh Taylor

Kate T. Coe
Amelia Hollis Scott

Polly McDiarmid Serodino

Mary Shelton Clark

1930-1931-1932

Delma Chambers Glazier, ex '30

Mary Huntington Harrison, '3

Mary Macdonald Reynolds, '3

Elizabeth Clark, '3 1

Ellen Eskridge Sanders, '31

Natalie Roberts Foster, '3 1

Mary Frances Wcsfcott Hale, '3 1

Nancy Worthington, '3 1

Eleanor Franke Crawford, '32

Sarah Harrison Merrill, '32

Mildred Hodges Ferry, 'ex- 3 2

Mildred Larimer, '32

Mary Moore Pancake, '32

Sally Shallcnberger Brown, '32

Theda Sherman Newlin, '32

1933-1938

Gerry Mallory, '33

Bonnie Wood Stookey, '34

Peggy Carry Durland, '3 5

Marjorle Griffin, '3 6

Ruth Gilliam Viar, '3 6

Martha Anne Harvey Gwinn, ex-'36

Elizabeth Pinkerton Scott, '36

Mary Virginia Camp Smith, '36

1941

Martha Jean Brooks Miller

Evelyn R. Cantey

Elizabeth Colley Shelton

Margaret Craigh'll Dorney

Joan Devore

Emory Hill Rex
Louise Kirk Hcadley

Helen Anne Littleton Hauslein

Lucy Ruth Lloyd

Shirley Shaw Daniel

Margaret A. Tomlin

Tish Seibels Frothingham

Helen Watson Hill

1942-1945

Anne McVeigh Chamberlain, '42

Anne Dickson, '45

Leila Barnes, '45

Martha Holton, '45

Jean Moores, '45

Jane Mcjunkin, '45

Jodie Morgan, '45

Mary Perkins Traugott, '45

SALUTE . . .

Hats off to '21! They came to their twenty-fifth

reunion, 17 of them, and they sang two of their

own college songs at Step-singing, to the delight

of all who heard them. They also deserve special

mention for their class gift of $5 00 which was

presented to the college by Maynette Rozelle

Stephenson at the program which followed the

coffee party on Saturday evening, June 1. Florence

Ives Hathaway was chairman for the special re-

union gift; the report shows that 39 members of

the class joined in the reunion gift. Edith Durrell

Marshall was the very able chairman of the re-

union itself, which included a class supper on
Sunday night at the Columns in Lynchburg.

JVew Positio7i Ope?i

i?i Almn7iae Office

Because of expanding activities and the develop-

ment of the Alumnae Association, a new position

has been created.

The position, assistant to the Alumnae Secretary,

offers a variety of interesting work with increasing

opportunities. AppKcants should be proficient in

typing; journalistic experience is desirable but not

essential.

Applications and inquiries should be sent immed-
iately to Helen H. McMahon, Alumnae Secretary,

Sweet Briar, Virginia.
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Class Notes

3n il^moriam
Martha Chapman, ex '15 (Mrs. George Howland) April, 1946

Helen Crawford, Academy (Mrs. William H. Hopkins) December 1945

ACADKMY AND SPECIAL STUDENTS

Sccrvtary: Marion Peele, Spciitii, 602 Fair-

fax Avenue, Apartment I-C, Norfolk, Vir-

ginia.

Already, with Academy and Special notes

in their beginning. I am joining in that chorus

of pleas from the Class Secretaries that all of

us have been reading for so many years

—

"Won't you please write me about yourselves,

with any little extra bits of news about any

others that you may have heard?" We know
you read these little items about friends,

classmates, and maybe about some of the

later groups whom you don't even know, and

added information about yourself and your

family will be just as interesting to all the

rest of us!

Claudine Griffin Holcomb was the only one

who responded to cards sent out for news of

the Academy, and she said while she knew
nothing special about Academy members,

she would tell us what she could. She wrote:

"Elizabeth Gicoi Shepherd (1914) was in

Roanoke for a wedding Easter weekend and

spent Easter afternoon with me. She is just

the same old Lizzie and it was so nice seeing

her.

"Lois Richarthou Murdock, my room-mate,

still lives in Sewickiey, Pennsylvania. She has

two sons and the younger one, Porter, re-

turned in December after 26 months overseas.

The other one, Billy, works in Akron, Ohio.

It was the first time since 1940 they had

all been together, so you can imagine how

happy she was.

"I'm a 'housewife' and believe me, that is

truly what I am. It is a good thing I took

Domestic Science at Sweet Briar, for it is

certainly a help! I do all the cooking, and it

looks as if I shall have to do it for some

months to come, for no one wants to work

here. We have had a victory garden for the

past three years, and with my Grover's help,

we have done lots of canning. The flower gar-

den has been neglected. My war work is over,

but I'm still on a Price Rationing Board.

"Last Saturday we went to the little town of

Fincastle (about 20 miles) and saw Margaret

Preston, Eugenia Burnett, Junior's, classmate

—

1 942—married. She lives in Havana, Cuba,

but came back to her father's old home to

be married. The quaint little church was

lighted with candles and kerosene lamps, and

it was a very lovely affair. A reception at the

old home followed, and there I saw Mrs.

Raymond from Sweet Briar."

It doesn't seem we are doing so badly for

news when I tell you that Elizabeth Cocke,

of Richmond, recently received honorable

mention from the Poetry Society of Virginia

for her beautiful quatrain Guhlcn Wayi,
which was read at the annual meeting of the

Society at ^C'illiamsburg. May 4th. Elizabeth

came to Norfolk to visit that weekend, and

I'm sorry to have missed her, for you can

be sure I'd have asked her permission to

include the lovely four lines for all of you

to enjoy. I understand Joseph Auslander, the

poet of the day at Williamsburg, singled them

out and mentioned his own pleasure in them.

Helen Baker Waller is another who wins

Poetry Society laurels from time to time,

and at present is secretary of the Norfolk

group.

Sue Slaughter told me of meeting Hazel

Marshall Sterrett at Warm Springs last sum-
mer; her home is nearby at Hot Springs. Sue

described her as a handsome and very proud

grandmother—her daughter's first child was

born about that time.

We heard from Clara Brooks Trickett while

the Benedict Scholarship was in process of

growth and development and she insisted that

she belonged in the Academy rather than as

an ex-member of a class. How delighted we
are to include her, and to hear from Jane
Gregory Heyer of Clara's charming daughter

who graduated recently from Radclitfe (loyal

Clara wishing somewhat it might have been

Sweet Briar)

.

I have just learned that Clara made a gift

during the year to the University of Virginia

Law School in memory of her father. Judge
Sidney Brooks of San Antonio, Texas. She

said her father remained devoted to the Uni-
versity, held Dr. Minor, who was Dean of

the Law School when he graduated in 1894,
in such high regard, that she wanted to make
the gift, which is in the form of a cash award
to an outstanding law student each year.

Lucy Catlett is an ex-member of 1914, but
I feel sure she is willing to be quoted in our
letter. She wrote she had spent one memor-
able evening with Miss Martha Lucas, Sweet
Briar's new president, and felt "sure no better

President could be found." All of you who
knew Lucy will be sorry to know of the loss

of her father during the winter. All of us

who knew her remember their close and con-
genial companionship.

As yet I haven't had an opportunity to see

Cora Gregg Bellamy, who recently acquired
a house at Bird Neck Point, near Virginia
Beach. She tells me the house was only par-
tially completed and her time and efforts

have been spent in trying to find and get
possession of materials to finish it. She has
moved in. though, and her address so far is

General Delivery, Virginia Beach.
Save up your news during the summer and

let me have it in the fall so the Academy
can be well represented in the October issue

of the Alumnae News, which you remember
is the only issue which goes to everybody.

1915

Class Secrcfury: Marv Piukerfnn Kerr (Mrs.
James) 408 Warren Crescent. Norfolk 7,

Virginia.

fniiJ Ageiif: Sue Slaughter, 8 Pelham
Place. Norfolk 7, Virginia.

The "round robin" of class letters has

almost completed its journey. If anyone else

would like to see it please send a card to me.

or to Sue Slaughter.

Lucille Marshall Boethelt writes that her

daughter, Betty, has received a scholarship at

RadclifTe. It is a scholarship which is "con-

tinuous on condition of sustained scholastic

achievement," which we are sure she will

carry on through her course and our con-

gratulations go to Betty.

Our house at Charlottesville is rented to

a young professor and his family, so I am
going to my old home in Norfolk for part

of the summer. I had the pleasure of seeing

Dr. Harley and Fernc Kash Lafon when my
son came from Fort Meade and drove me tu

Charlottesville recently.

I am looking forward to seeing friends in

Norfolk and hope you will write me there.

1915

Class Siirefary: Frances Pennypacker, S17

Main Street, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania.

Fiittil Agent: Lucy Lan/z McKinlay (Mrs.

Harry) 236 Glenwood Road, Englewood, New
Jersey.

I have received a revised list of our class

and on it are eighteen names that were not

on my previous list, so I sent cards to all of

them and have been rewarded, so far, with

four very welcome replies. The first was from
Marjorie liu Shane Stedman who lives in the

beautiful Yakima valley where "the cHmatc
is marvelous—two months of winter, a long

lovely spring, a nice summer with cool nights

and only a week of really hot weather and
then a beeootiful long autumn." We will be

right out, Marj! Her one child, Phyllis, is

married and her husband has now returned

from the South Pacific and they are living

in Seattle. Marj is busy with Community Club.
Church and Red Cross work. Henrietta

Wadsworth. who roomed with her in 1911-!2,

has been a widow for a number of years and
remarried last summer.

I am very sorry to have to report the

death of Martha Chapman Howland on April

twenty-fifth after a long illness. I sent her

husband a note of sympathy from 1915.

In April I drove to Washington and spent

a night with Harriet Eians Wyckoff. I heard
all the details of last Founders' Day which
were most interesting. Harriet's son Barney
is still in the Navy and Evans is back at the

University of Virginia.

It was nice to hear from Jane Gregory

Heyer. She has two children, Jane, who is

twenty-two and graduated from Vassar last

year and is doing graduate work in English

at Columbia and is ambitious for a Ph.D.,

and George, Jr., aged fifteen and in his first

year at Exeter. Jane lost her husband nearly

two years ago so spends a good part of her

time in the East to be near her children.

Lei Red writes that she has done nothing

very glamorous nor exciting through the years
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(How many of us have?). Her main job has

been teaching math in the Houston schools.

A few of her students have gone to Sweet

Briar and have done very well. She has

traveled extensively, to Alaska, to Hawaii,

three summers in Europe, a cruise to Buenos

Aires with a flight across the Andes and a

return up the west coast. She spent four sum-

mers at Columbia and took her master's de-

gree in 193 8 and had been the first woman to

receive the B.A. degree from Rice Institute.

During the war she has been doing lots of

knitting and some surgical dressings and

assisting in rationing besides writing to four

brothers in the Service and keeping the house

going. Lei, I don't think you need make any

apologies. You have certainly had a busy, in-

teresting and useful career.

Rosalie FcJer Sarbey has two daughters,

Martha, aged 14, and Helen, aged 11. They

all spent last winter in Key West where the

girls carried on their studies. Before returning

they spent several weeks in Havana, living off

campus in a student house of the Cuban

University. They learned to rhumba and speak

some Spanish. Rosalie has recently had a letter

from Charlotte Kile Jenkins who is resting in

California after an operation. The Sarbeys live

on the clitfs of Lake Erie at Bay Village, Ohio.

Logan Love, the son of Kathleen Logan

Love, has been stationed at the Valley Forge

General Hospital for the past three weeks. He

is a most attractive young medical lieutenant

and has a beautiful and charming wife, Jane,

and an adorable baby dau.ehter, Nancy, aged

five and a half months. Logan expected to be

here eleven weeks but the Army has changed

his mind. This week he left for Texas. His

mother and father drove down from Syra-

cuse recently to take his wife and baby home

and I am looking forward to having them

as my guests overnight. I have not seen Kath-

leen since we were at Sweet Briar.

I am busy gardening, keeping house, getting

ready for the paper hanger and in March

relieved the Technician at one local hospital

while she was honeymooning. Add to this a

little Red Cross and Church work, keeping

the accounts of the Community Nursing

Service and writing minutes for the Altar

Guild and the Music Club and you will see

why I am not the "lady of leisure" I had

fondly dreamed of being last autumn.

1918

Class Secretary and Fund Agent: Cornelia

Carroll Gardner (Mrs. K. N.) Fifth Naval

District Headquarters, N.O.B., Norfolk, Vir-

ginia.

All of you will want to join me in extend-

ing sympathy to Vivienne Barkalow Hornbeck

whose mother died suddenly in May while

she was living in Washington. Vivienne re-

turned from The Hague at the time and

expects to be in this country for several

weeks.

In a recent letter Bessie Sims writes that

she will receive the degree of Bachelor of

Theology from the Philadelphia Divinity

School on June 6th; following this she will

return to China as soon as possible. She is

anxious to resume her work after an enforced

sojourn of five years.

Charlotte More Meloney expects her son

home from Europe. He was with the OSS.
Her daughter, Charlotte Marian, is studying

at the Traphagan School of Fashion in New
York. She has already completed two years

at Syracuse University.

Charlotte keeps in touch with Helen

Broune Hobart who lives in Evanston, Illi-

nois. She has two daughters; Emily, who
graduated from Wellesley In June, and Joey,

who plans to enter Kendall Hall, Peterboro,

New Hampshire, in September. Helen lost her

son. Bob, in an accident on Lake Michigan

last fall just six months before he would
have completed work for his medical degree.

A few years ago Helen took a two-year

course in Agriculture at the University of

Wisconsin to prepare herself to manage a

large farm she owns at Waupaca, Wisconsin.

I know our class will be grieved to learn

of the death of Dorothy Day Engstrom

(Charlotte More's roommate at Sweet Briar).

When she passed away last fall, she left two
daughters: Mary Elizabeth, now married, and

Sue, a student at Stratford College, in Dan-
ville, Virginia.

Marianne Martin and Ellen Wolf Halsey

attended Founders' Day at Sweet Briar and

were happy to see Miss Benedict again.

Marianne remarked on her ability to remem-
ber something about all the "old girls." Amyc
Elliot and her husband were there also.

Betty Lownian Hall writes that she is very

Interested in the Children's Theatre Council;

in fact, she is the president for this year and

next. The project has popular support as

evidenced by a seasonal sellout in the fall for

2,200 seats, to view the coming attractions.

Even with this, Betty has time for advisory

work in the Sunday School and time to enjoy

good music.

Gladys Gi/liland Brumbach writes that she

still lives in Van Wert, Ohio. Her daughter,

Nancy, is a student at Abbott Academy,

Andover, Massachusetts, and her son, David,

is in the Navy, now stationed on Guam.

Cilia Guggenhehner Nusbaum has one son,

Bert, back from duty In the Pacific. He will

lesume his studies at the University of Virginia

next fall. Her other son, Charles, is a cadet

midshipman, first class, in the Merchant Ma-

rine Academy at King's Point.

Hannah Workum Schwab writes that her

oldest girl, Nancy, has graduated from Wis-

consin and now is assistant manager of a

cafeteria. Her second daughter, Joan, a junior

at Purdue, is majoring in Child Care and

Recreation. Her oldest son, John, is Joan's

twin; he is in the Army stationed at Fort

Knox, Kentucky, after serving overseas; her

younger son, a sophomore in high school,

takes active interest in scouting and school

activities. Hannah gives much time to the

Red Cross Canteen Service. During the war

she gave six days a week and even now gives

three to this work, which she has been active

in ever since the other war (a record, I should

say!).

Cornelia Doremus Knlpher writes that she is

still working on her war job of making in-

struments for radio and radar testing, and

loves her work. Her son, Fred, Jr., has been

out of the service since December; he was a

pilot In the Army Air Corps, a commander

of a B-29. Carolyn, her daughter, is a WAVE
pharmacist's mate, 1st class, stationed at

Memphis Naval Hospital. In September when

she receives a discharge, she expects to enter

college and take a degree in Surgical

Pathology.

We have been in Norfolk at the Naval

Station since last June and like it very much.

Frances Is a Junior this year at Sweet Briar.

She gets home often for visits, and from her

accounts, our college is even bigger and better

than in the good old days! 1918!!

1922

Class Secretary: Gertrude Dally Massie
(Mrs. Adrian) Purchase Street, Rye, New
York.

Tnni Agent: Burd Dickson Stevenson (Mrs.

F. J.) Route I, Blackburn Road, Sewlckley,

Pennsylvania.

We are in the midst of commencement fes-

tivities, the first, you know, since 1942, and
I only wish you all could be here to enjoy
everything with us. Sweet Briar seems more
beautiful than ever before. The foliage is truly
luxuriant, and the honeysuckle is positively

intoxicating. Tonight there were various pic-
nics of reunion classes, and a few of us

"extraneous" alumnae went down to the lake
for a picnic on the new boat house top deck.
If ever Paul's mountain in the afterglow was
lovelier, it would be hard to imagine. I de-

cided immediately that it would be a perfect
spot for our special celebration next year at

our 25th reunion. And right here and now
let me urge you all to make plans for coming
back next commencement. Please delve into
your scrapbooks and find some of our old
class songs and learn them, if you can, as we
shall have to work hard to come up to the
standard set by the class of 1921 today at
step-singing.

I attended chapel today and heard a most
inspiring Baccalaureate sermon by Professor
James T. Cleland of Duke University. After
step-singing there was the lovely, peaceful
Vesper service conducted by Miss Glass, down
in the dell. Perhaps because she leaves us as

President this June the service, as well as the
other Commencement events, seem to be more
impressive, more significant, and I feel so very
fortunate in being able to be here.

I could go on and on, but space does not
permit. I haven't much news from many of
you, but Trot Walker Neldlinger sent me an
interesting letter from Helen Hodgkins Fln-
gerhuth who lives in Zurich, Switzerland,

which I quote for you:

Feldegg St. 80

Zurich, Switzerland

"I believe, according to the last five-year-

old register, that all three European Sweet
Briar girls have landed here together

—

Martha McHenry Halter, '2S, Marie Weincr
Manz, '20, and I. We get together at the

American Women's Club here once in a while.

Martha has been here for a long time—

I

think 17 years, but I only met her 2 years

ago, as she lives out in the country and it is

complicated for her to get in, especially dur-
ing the war when we were not allowed to

use our cars, except on special permits, doc-
tors, police, etc. Besides, I never knew her at

S.B. although we are about the same age. Her
husband has a weaving mill and they live out
there. My meeting with Marie was really quite

a coincidence. I went to a city office to tend
to some red tape and the man who arranged
it for, me said that his wife was American
too and that they had just refugeed from
France. His father had a hotel down on the
Riviera and he, as a Swiss, had had to come
home for military service. So I asked him to

bring his wife in for a drink. I recognized a

familiar face immediately, but couldn't place
her, so after the usual where Is your home,
how long have you been In Europe, how old

are your children, etc., we suddenly both hit

upon Sweet Briar. They had rather rough
going for a while in France—standing in line

two hours for a pound of eggplant and no
gas to cook it on after she had it—but now
they are nicely set, in a pretty little house
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with a nice big vegetable and flower garden.

She has two children, an almost grown boy

who is in agricultural school and a very pretty

girl in the teens. Her husband has a very

good job, so there is one family that is com-

pletely on its feet again. There are so many

of these refugee, repatriate, expatriate, emi-

grant, internee, escapee, fugitive, etc., trage-

dies around us all the time. We had over

100,000 in the country at one time which

was a big load on a small country with no

natural resources of any kind, except a few

cows and some wood. However, we were

very lucky and actually suffered no real

hardship. Everyone always had plenty to eat;

we wore the clothes we had and even with

the rationing nobody ever looked funny. The

fuel shortage is the only really disagreeable

thing—nothing to heat with except rubbish

which doesn't give any warmth and ruins

the chimneys. I have to have the chimney

sweep every three weeks; usually I have him

only once in the spring. The Swiss are so

sensible and everybody cooperates and is

honest, so that the restrictions were put on

in time and came so gradually that we did

not feel them very much. If anyone had told

me six years ago that I must cook with one

egg a month, two pounds of meat and a half

a pound of butter, etc., I would have quoted

Mr. Goldwyn in one word—Impossible. Our
solid backbone was potatoes, apples, and sar-

dines, three things that will be orf my menu
for the next ten years.

Just to get personal—I was married twelve

years ago, after living in Italy for eight years.

My husband is Swiss, a heart and lung spe-

cialist and we have three boys, II, 10 and 4,

all platinum blonds. We live in an old house,

over four hundred years old, which is very

lovely, but "donne beaucoup de travail."

The domestic problem seems to be the same

all over—no maids. I have finally been re-

duced to keeping house with two men, a 24

year old bicycle mechanic with a hole in his

chest who can no longer do heavy work and

a 70 year old retired coachman. I do the

cooking and the old boy helps me, dumps
the garbage pail, gives me good advice and
greets the guests with "Good evening, beauti-

ful lady." The young one does the housework
and steals our cigarettes and liquor. So there

you have it, but it is all very clubby and we
manage somehow and hope for the future

(and some German or Austrian maids!).

There are about 80 American women left

in Zurich, all married to Swiss. We have a

club and meet twice a month and drink tea,

talk our own language, and exchange news
from home. It is very nice and we are all

very congenial. Being so shut in and sur-

rounded and cut off from all communication
for so many years has brought us much
nearer to each other than we would have

been normally, when each of us would have

stayed in the circle of our Swiss husbands.
They are the fanciest and most variegated

assortment I have ever seen. We drag all

these "alien spouses" (as the State Depart-
ment so delicately calls them) together once
or twice a year for Thanksgiving or the

Fourth of July.

Well, so much for all of that. You know
I would love to hear from you. I don't know
whether you actually remember me. Do you
still play the banjo? I haven't heard from
anyone for years. I used to hear from Stuart

Case and Helen Lcggett and Elizabeth Pickett,

but I don't know what has become of any
of them now."

Please write to me this summer and give

me some news of your activities and again

let me urge you to start a penny bank col-

lection for your trip next year.

Class Secretary: Kathrvn Kluuii>b McGuire

{Mrs. Frederick T., Jr.) 2597 Derbyshire

Road, Cleveland 6, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Florence Bodiue Mountcastle
(Mrs. Frank F.) 41 Aberdeen Road, Elizabeth

3, New Jersey.

You all must still be awfully busy as I

haven't heard from many of you but I'll pass

along what news I know.

Elizabeth Sparrow Harshman writes that

for the last four years she has been living in

Albuquerque. New Mexico. Her husband was

a Commander in the Navy and was stationed

there before he left for the South Pacific.

They have just returned to Cincinnati and

are now living at 3 68 8 Grovedale Place. Her

daughter, Patt, aged 18, will be in her sopho-

more year at George Washington University

and her daughter, Joan, aged 16, is a Junior

in High School.

Susan Fitchett is in her third year at St.

Catherine's School in Richmond. She spent a

weekend at Sweet Briar this spring visiting

Madame Johnson and was greatly impressed

by the concert given by the combined Glee

Clubs of Sweet Briar and the University of

Virginia.

Betty Guy Tranter took her four year old

son to Florida this winter and had a wonder-

ful time.

Marion Swaunell Wright's daughter is doing

some quite remarkable art work (taking after

her Mama) under Carillo Gonzales. He was

planning an exhibit for her this spring.

Swannee has been keeping her talents in the

world of drama from getting rusty by writing

and directing a "mellerdramer" for the Fron-

tier Fair. I understand that during rehearsals

her son fell from the top of the Wells Fargo

Express and Ginny Lee Campbell's daughter

blew the main fuse in a manner she has yet to

confess. Never a dull moment with S.B. off-

spring.

Shiney Bod'me Mountcastle and family took

a trip to North Carolina this spring. On their

way back they stopped at Sweet Briar and

Woodberry Forest (shades of one of our best

class romances). Her daughter, Anne, is en-

tered for 1 947. Shiney said she had bumped
into Mary B. Wihoti Walker and spouse at

the esculator in the Pennsylvanii Station one

night and that Mary B. looked like a million

dollars (guess she hasn't changed a bit)

.

Florence Wcstgate Kraffert and husband re-

laxed at their home in Southern Pines this

spring after all their many moves during the

war.

Shiney also wrote that she was going to see

Byrd fiery Bomar shortly and that she had

seen Byrd's niece, Anne, from Cleveland while

at Sweet Briar.

Jean Grant Taylor had a grand motor trip

in April, all the way from Michigan to Vir-

ginia, taking in an amazing number of inter-

esting places for the benefit of her two sons.

Bill and Jim. Bill, aged 17, is 6 feet tall, still

interested ir\ weapons and history, and James

Keith, 9 years, enjoys life as it comes. He
plays the violin, sings in the choir and is a

cub scout.

Just when other husbands were getting

home, the Government sent Randolph, Jean's

husband, to the Marshall Islands to do the

Plant Survey on the Bikini Atoll. Jean and

the boys will be at Woods Hole again this

summer.

I had a nice trip with my husband last

month out to Sacramento, Portland, and Seat-

tle and am going conventioning with him to

Atlantic City in June. The only way I seem

to manage a vacation is to tag along on busi-

ness trips. Would love to hear from more of

you more often.

1925

Clasi Secretary: Frances Burnett Melen
(Mrs. Louis) 22325 Calverton Road. Shaker

Heights, Ohio.

Fund Agent: Dora Hancock Williams (Mrs.

Coleman) East Ferry Lane, Saugatu^k, Con-
necticut.

Just a bit too late for the last issue, a

grand letter arrived from Mary Liz Welch
Hemphill, She and Stuart are back in Dan-
ville, Kentucky, where he is an M.D. and

rushed to death. Her husband was in the

Navy 39 months with the rank of Com-
mander. Part of that time, about two years

I think, they spent at Lake City, Florida,

and were close friends of some friends of

mine. Lou and I met Stuart and Mary Liz

in the Governor's Palace at Williamsburg a

few years before the war. Let's do that again

soon Mary Liz. I have the wanderlust, not

that it's likely to do me much good.

Barry Greason Coop>er is still living In

Essex Fells, New Jersey, but her husband left

the middle of November for Cairo, Egypt,

where his headquarters will be and he will

travel in the middle east for six months.

A most interesting letter arrived from

Martha McHcnry Halter which I think you'd

enjoy exactly as she wrote it.

Grueneck, Thurgau
Switzerland

March 25, 1946

"Your card of February 22 reached me

last week. I am glad to write you a letter.

1 think your job as our class secretary must

be rather thankless. At least as long as I had

the Alumnae News the space allotted to

2 5ers was generally blank or sparsely filled. I

always regretted this because I was so hungry

for news of everyone, and there never was

any. I have been in Switzerland for thirteen

years now without having been back to

America. From the time of the landing in

Africa until December '44 (two years) I had

no mail whatsoever from home, and it seemed

to me a very great deprivation. I tried to

picture life in America, and wondered what

everyone was thinking and doing. Just before

Christmas I received an Alumnae News, the

fall issue, so elated at last to have something

from Sweet Briar, and I turned immediately

to the back part to read our news, and it

was again a blank. So then I turned to the

beginning and read to the end, and it was

thrilling! I learned what some people were

doing; to some extent I was able to realize

the changes which had come with the war,

and I felt as if I had had a visit to Sweet

Briar, and had seen many dear, familiar faces,

and had trod again the old, sweet paths. I

sent this News to Helen liodgskin Finger-

huth who lives in Zurich, an hour from
here. Helen was at Sweet Briar only one year,

and I believe she was in the class of '22.

Afterwards she studied art in New York and

Italy where her family moved In 1924, She

has been in Europe ever since, and married

a Zurich doctor In 1933. She has not been

in America since 1931, so she is just about

as homesick as I am, and. of course, was ju;t
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as glad to read the Nevi's as I was. Being shut

off from the world as we were for six years

made us feel almost as if we were in prison,

and being able to make contacts again was

one of the sweetest rewards of peace for us.

Now it is almost a year since the long-

wished-for news was broadcast over the radio,

but our life here has by no means returned

to pre-war standards. Only this month is

gasoline free again so that one can drive a

car. Most foods are still rationed, and travel-

ing in Europe is only for diplomats and

business men. But just the same we all look

hopefully westwards and think that ships will

soon be plying the ocean and bringing us

nylon stockings, and then best of all taking

us back home for a visit. I plan to go in

the autumn if I have to swim, and I plan

to take my three boys with me (!2, 7 and 2)

and show them the "land of the brave and
the free." This part of their education has

been neglected much too long. See what you
can do, Frances. I write this to everybody at

home.

We see many Americans in Switzerland

now, boys here on leave from Germany,
France, Italy. They are all very happy to be

here, but all are homesick. One sees them
everywhere. At the moment many are in the

mountains learning to ski, and they have lot^

of fun.

I wonder now if I have helped you out

any. There isn't any exciting personal news
to send you. My days are busy ones, but un-

dramatic. My husband runs a textile factory,

and we live really in the country, and one

would think that we should have much
leisure, but I am always wishing there were
more than twenty-four hours in a day. The
war brought everybody lots of extra duties,

and here as everywhere else there were always
collections and things to pack, and Red
Cross work, and children to be cared for from
all over Europe. They usually stay three

months with Swiss families. It was a wonder-
ful idea, and the Red Cross has brought
thousands here in the last years. To have a

change from normal routine I go quite often
to Zurich. There is an active American
Women's Club there, good lectures, and con-
certs. Now let me hear something about you
and everybody. To me the tiniest fragment of
news would be such a pleasure and I send love
through you to all.

With all good wishes and warm greetings."

Clais Secretary: none.

Vund Agent: Katharyn Norris Kelley
(Mrs. Stillman F.) Babson Park 5 7, Massa-
chusetts.

This interesting letter from Dorothy Fiiir-

bairn Abdill came to Dot Bailey Hughes.
We quote it with pride.

—

Editor.

As you see, I am back in Alexandria, Vir-
ginia, again. Your "reminder" followed mc,
or rather followed the trail of addresses of
last year, and finally arrived.

I have often thought of writing a bit of
news and sending it along to the Alumnae
Association, but truly my lite has been the
kind that continually diverts from chosen
paths.

As you perhaps know, I was married to a

"regular" Navy officer, class of '24 from
Annapolis. In December of 1944 he lost his

life in the invasion of the Philippines. At
that time I was in San Francisco so that we
might have an occasional chance to be to-

gether in case of a flying leave trip to the

West Coast from the South Pacific area. I

have three daughters, aged 17, 13, and '>V2\

so you can understand how many problems

and responsibilities there have been, not to

mention heartbreak. I would like sometime

to send the last citation received posthumously

by Ev. He was a captain—Chief of Staff to

Admiral St ruble. They commanded the am-
phibious group famous for initial landings

in the Southwest Pacific: the group that

paved the way and carried General Mac-
Arthur to the Philippines. Ev also helped to

plan the campaign of strategy and maneuvers
that brought the war to such an unexpectedly

sudden end.

Well, life goes on and what I want to tell

you and our old friends of Sweet Briar is

that when we were in Hawaii in 1 940-41 I

attended several meetings of alumnae. It was

a most pleasant surprise to meet Lib Rountrcc

Kellerman. She must have been there during

Pearl Harbor, because I sailed out by trans-

port in a "blackout" to bring the children

to the mainland on December third; and

when we were half-way to San Francisco

Pearl Harbor was bombed and a ship was

sunk close to us. My husband was not with

me but off on the high seas, though under

orders to report in Washington for duty.

Hence we eventually found ourselves in

Alexandria—shore duty for the second time

in this area.

At present I am working in the Depart-

ment of State as a counselor and head of the

Activity Unit of the Personnel Relations

Section of the Division of Personnel. I have
interviewed several Sweet Briar girls, and it

is always a pleasure to talk about Sweet Briar.

Next year I hope to take my middle-size

daughter (finishing her freshman year in high
sechool now) to the May Day celebration

with the hope of her attending Sweet Briar

in September of '49.

Mary Jane, aged 17, is graduating this June.

She has outstanding musical ability, especially

voice and piano, and hopes to go to a con-
servatory in the fall.

My baby will be six years in August. She
attends an all-day private school and is now
in the first grade.

During these last (almost nineteen) years

since my marriage I have lived in the follow-

ing places: China (north, south and middle) ;

the Philippines; Hawaiian Islands; Panama;
New London, Connecticut; Newport, Rhode
Island; Long Beach, California; San Fran-
cisco; and Alexandria.

Eleanor Caldwell MuUican was another
classmate I found in San Francisco living at

Parkmerced where we lived. Her husband is

an Army officer. This is a small world."

Dorothy Fairbairn Abdill

1927

Class Secretary: Marcarht Cramer Crane
(Mrs. William Burdett, Jr.), SO Verplank

Avenue, Stamford, Connecticut.

Fund Agent: Claire Manner Arnold (Mrs.

Wylie) 2410 Vernon Drive, Charlotte, North
Carolina.

Thanks to all of you who are getting

this News because if you have it, it means

you are one of the loyal Alumnae and have

contributed to the Fund. The more readers

I have the more anxious I am to collect news

for you. This secretary will welcome any

corrections, suggestions, or complaints—so

don't hesitate. Had we had a secretary sta-

tioned at The Homestead, Hot Springs, the

last ct)uple of months wfe would have had the

real low-down on several of our friends.

Elise Morlcy Fink and her husband and one

child, Peter, 12, were there the first week of

April. Kelly Vizard Kelly and her husband

were there at the same time as Belle Brocken-

broHgh Hutchins, '29. Lib Ma/hews Wallace,

Jo Snouden Durham and husbands and

Libbo's three children enjoyed being together

there too. Jo did come East, stopped at S.B.

on the way up to New York. She tells us

that S.B. is more beautiful than ever. Miss

Ruby, Miss Crawford, Miss Fraser are much
the same, and that Mrs. Wills looks as young
as ever. Helen Mac and Dan look grand, and
that Dan completely captivated them all with

her charm and poise.

Babe Albers Foltz writes that they expect

to be in California for a year anyway, per-

haps permanently. I wish I had the space to

quote all of Babe's grand long letter. She has

been so many places I don't wonder that we
lost track of her for awhile. Tommie, her

husband, accepted the offer of an association

in Dr. Stevens' office in Beverly Hills. Dr.

Stevens is a very fine Mayo surgeon and was

Tommie's chief of surgery when they were

in Norman, Oklahofna. Tommie was in the

Navy 3 Yz years and in the Pacific area dur-

irig some of that time. He was discharged

just before Christmas, a commander. Dr.

Stevens' and Dr. Foltz's patients are many
of them famous movie stars—including Bing

Crosby and Bob Hope. After much hunting

the Foltzs were forced to buy a furnished

house. Babe had been in Beverly Hills three

weeks at the time she wrote. The maid she

brought with her became homesick and went
home and both boys had measles. Babe says

that except for being on the skinny side, IM
against her usual 13 S—she is in the pink and
that her disposition is good except when she

is in the kitchen and then she goes berserk.

Mary Elizabeth Close Gleason lost her

father last year. Her sister Kathryn '29 went

back to Germany, July 1945, with the

UNRRA and is in the Displaced Persons

Division. She is at present in Blomberg. Mary
Lib tells us that Martha Close Page's '26

sister, Betty Runnette, lives in Westport.

Connecticut.

Evelyn Anderson TuU was visiting her

mother in Westfield, New Jersey, recently

and she had her two older boys with her.

Alice Eskesen Ganzel saw her at a tea given

by "Goody" E. Chase, '26.

Alice Eskesen Ganzel had a very nice tea

party including Margaret Leigh Hobbs, Kelly

Vizard Kelly and myself. We are all very

happy to find ourselves practically neighbors.

Kelly has just returned from a trip including

Hot Springs, New Orleans, and Mobile. She

hoped to see Eleanor Eriin Bullock but time

didn't allow. Alice planned to spend the

weekend of May 1 9th with Dot Garland
Weeks.

Margaret Green Knnyon has a cruiser and

may sail up Stamford way this summer.
Claire Manner Arnold spent some of Feb-

ruary and all of March in Florida.

Sarah Jamison, during the war was a Naval

Supervisor at the Shell plant in Charlotte.

She is now working in a Book Shop.

Margaret Leigh Hobbs spent the first two

weeks of April at the Hillsboro Club at

Pompano, Florida, with Mr. and Mrs. Walter

Brown. Walter is the brother of Flo. ex-'2 8,

and Charlotte, ex-'30.

Lieutenant Commander Margaret Lovett,

"Lily" to us, came up to Darien, Connecti-

cut, for Flo Brown's wedding to Colonel

Sumner Wilson Elton on April 20. At that
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time L!ly said that she was getting out of

the WAVES this summer but as yet had no

immediate plans.

Betty Miller Allan has taken up golf very

seriously. My husband and I spent a week-

end with them in Bronx villc recently. Bet tic

hopes to see Betty Biichniau Hardcastle in

Gloucester this summer.

Helen Smyscr Talbot and three children

expect to spend the summer in Harwichport,

Cape Cod, where her family has made their

permanent home.

Nar Warren Taylor's school, the Charlotte

Country Day School, includes both boys and

girls, pre-school through High School—about

130 pupils. Nar Warren became Headmistress

in the fall of 1945. She spent May Day
weekend at Sweet Briar visiting and inter-

viewing prospective faculty members for the

school.

Virginia Wilson Robbins and Maggie Lciy^h

Hobbs enjoyed an afternoon together recently.

Virginia's new home is very attractive and

even with her two small children she keeps

it as neat as herself, a major feat we think!

Vital Statistics—too late for last issue.

Beatrice Carsou Arndt, 501 Grove Lane,

Philadelphia. Married David Butler Arndt;

he is in the advertising business. Two boys,

David IS, and Peter 10. They were on cam-
pus recently and had a brief visit with Miss

Rogers.

Virginia Duvia Nettles, 2704 Grove Ave-

nue, Richmond. Married Joseph E, Nettles,

University of Richmond. He is Publicity

Director of the Universitv of Richmond. Two
children, Virginia 10, William S. Virginia

moved recently from Clifton Forge to Rich-

mond.

Millicent Milli^au Hitch man, Box 1 72,

Balboe Island. California. Married W. H.
Hitchman, Public Relations. Two boys, James

13, and John 10,

Marjorie Static Neighbors, 2221 Edwin
Street, Fort Worth, Texas. Married DeWitt
Neighbors, University of Texas and Johns

Hopkins. Physician. Two girls, Carolyn llYz,

Nancy 10.

Julia Kcynolt/s Dreisbach, 908 Kinnaird

Avenue. Fort Wayne, Indiana. Married Robert
N. Dreisbach, Indiana University, Chemical
Engineer, Magnavox Company. Two children,

Georgia Lee 16, Jerry Lou 14. Julia hopes to

send Georgia to S.B. year after next.

Mary Elizabeth Turner Baker, Longview,
Upper River Road, Louisville, Kentucky.
Married Lisle Baker, Jr., Centre College,

Danville, Kentucky. Four children, Elizabeth

12, Louise 10, Robert 3, Mary Stuart 1.

1929

Class Secretary: Polly McDiarmid Serodino
(Mrs. V. Pierre) Box 469, Summertown, Sig-

nal Mountain, Tennessee.

¥nnil Ag,cnt: Belll Brockciihrmi^h Hutchins
(Mrs. John S.) 250 Birch Street, Winnetka,

Illinois.

Ooh—it was wonderful hearing from so

many of you. It seemed like yesterday that

we were all back at Sweet Briar, with no

seventeen years in between. I do wish, though,

that the College had given classes in pen-

manship, or me one in reading, as I've had to

practically stand on my head, ekeing out

every last bit of information. Maybe the

cards weren't large enough. Sue Tucker Yates

took care of that by writing a long letter,

and Sally Callison Jamison, bless her heart,

by filling out three cards.

Mary Archer Bcuti Eppcs writes of being

settled in their own home, finally, in Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts. At the time of her

reply, she was in the midst of designing a hat,

of radish rosettes, on a pie pan base, trimmed
with endive and scallions, to wear to the

Junior League Garden Club. She sounds like

the same old fun-loving Beanie.

Habit was too strong for Athlein Benton

Lawton who began her card "Dear Sally."

She lives a life of skiing and ice skating at

Saranac Lake, New York. Recently she has

done some mathematics tutoring to veterans

seeking college entrance. One more evidence of

how smart our class is!

Anne Mason Breitt Winn and John arc go-

ing in for farming in a big way. They are

returning to Lexington, Kentucky, where

they have purchased a lovely old home; Anne
says "it has nine fireplaces, with not a Rook-

wood tile in the lot." Her moving day coin-

cides with our reunion date, so she is sorry

not to join us.

Katy Coe has a grand job at Best & Com-
pany in New York, and plans to vacation at

Cape Cod this summer.

Anne Conway Whitehurst, instead of giv-

ing us any news of herself, reports having

seen Dotty foliffe Urner, who is still as at-

tractive as ever, the mother of a girl, 11, and

a boy, 5.

Mary CopelanJ Sturgeon reports no news

except measles and missing front teeth, in her

family of three charming little girls. (I in-

serted the "charming" because I've seen them
and I know.)

Louise Dailey Sturhahn has been laid up
with acute arthritis, a result of German
measles, of all things. Her daughter, a fresh-

man in high school, has now all kinds of

honors, and son Ted keeps busy with airplane

models.

Janet Bruce Bailey is having fun remodel-

ing an old country place near Mendenhall,

Pennsylvania. Her son Peter is now 13 and

daughter Anne is almost 10. She says she saw

Peggy Knecdier Fellows this spring, who has

two young sons.

Sarah DoJgen Gordon moved last fall to

Wilmctte from Spartanburg. She saw Izzy

North and Tom Goodwin as they came

through on their way to Mayos where Tom
was to take a refresher course after four years

in the Navy. Izzy's card reports that they, the

Goodwins, are back home now in Augusta,

Georgia. She said that her son North II gave

them all a bad scare last month when he and

another child were fencing, using knitting

needles as weapons, and he ran into one with

his mouth open and punctured his pharynx.

Izzy says, "After an emergency operation,

and a very anxious time, he is now well

again, thanks to good doctors, good drugs,

and the good Lord." Our sympathy to you.

Izzy, for such a harrowing experience.

Eleanor Dm all Spruill became the mother

of her second son, and fourth child, on April

Fools' Day! I do hope he can manage some

real birthday parties, with real presents, as

he gets older. His name is Walker Djvall

Spruill, and I can well imagine his arrival

makes Eleanor pretty busy.

Dorothy Towler is now out of the Navy,

and is working as Executive Secretary of the

Patent Department at the Norton Company
in Worcester, Massachusetts. Anne Goch-
nauer has also been released to inactive duty

from the Navy, after four years. She is now
at home in Upperville. Virginia, before taking

on another job. She visited Nora Lee Antrim
recent Iv in Richmond.

Lisa Guigon Shinberger is "pleased as

punch" with her second baby girl, born
March 26t'h, Baird is home from Japan, on
leave now, and hopes to have duty in the
States. We'll all hold our thumbs for you
Lisa.

Virginia HoJ^'son Sutliflf, Bob, and the
children are now well on their way to Kodiak.
Alaska, where Bob is to be in command of
the Air Station. They were planning to stop
off and see Sally on their way to Seattle. It

sounds very thrilling to me.
Peg HarJin,^ Kelly, with her husband and

two daughters, has moved back to Birming-
ham where he is with the du Pont Company.
They plan to go to Colorado this summer.

Betty Hilton was at Sweet Briar for a day
last month during May Day weekend.

Amelia Mollis Scott is one up on the rest

of us as she lives in Lynchburg and was
present at Commencement without any
trouble.

Gene Howard Jones writes from Phila-

delphia that her husband is taking some
obstetrical work at one of the hospitals there,

but they hope to be back in Norfolk by
summer. They have two daughters, aged 6

and 2.

Claire Hoyt Gavcr is kept busy with her

three young sons. Chip, Jimmy and Dean.
They live in Radburn, New Jersey.

Martha Dabney Jones says that her work
this year at North Carolina State College,

dealing mostly with veterans in their twenties

and thirties, "will ease me gently back from
the colorful experiences of my Army days to

the cloistered, academic life of St. Mary's",
to the faculty of which she will return next
fall.

Lou Lutz is in her seventeenth year at the

Art Institute of Chicago. She is Secretary to

the Director, and loves her work. She and
two other girls have a six room apartment,

but even more important, they have a swell

maid, Bernice!

Marie Be mis Hoar, with her husband and

two children have moved to 320 North Merri-

mac, Clayton, Missouri.

Belle Brockenbron}i,h Hutchins, on a recent

trip to Hot Springs, managed to squeeze in

visits with Sally in Lafayette, Jane Callison

Smith, '3 0, in Charleston, and Mary Lee

Shepherd Bradish, in Richmond.
Margaret Moncnrc Johnson was wonderful

with lots of news of others, but none about

herself.

Ella Parr Phillips Slate is vacationing, on

the beach at Westport, Connecticut, with her

four-year-old, Sally, while her husband Sam
commutes back and forth to New York City.

Adelaide Richardson Hanger's big news is

that Whit is home again, after being in

E.T.O, for 23 months, and for the past year

being Military Governor of Passau, Bavaria,

Germany.

Jo Tafman Mason writes she is looking for-

ward to coming to Commencement, the more

so for leaving behind five steady weeks of

chicken pox.

I loved the long letter from Sue Tucker

Yates. Her family consists of Ogburn, Sr.,

Ogburn, Jr., Il'/S; Scott Tucker, 9; and a

little girl. 3. (I'd hate to misspell her name,

but I simply cannot read it. Sue.) They have

recently acquired a farm, located near Ashe-

boro. North Carolina, and while the children

and their Dad ride horseback, fish, and hunt.

Sue is kept busy supervising the remodeling

of the old New England farm house.

Another new farmer in our group is Lib-

ber Lankford Miles. Essie Tyler Campbell
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wrote licr card while visiting Libber .iiid s.iys

"It is a charming old house, hoary with age

and atmosphere." I think all of us farmers

ought to have our own special S.B. reunion

some time. Wouldn't we have a lot to talk

about? From Libber's Essie was going on to

visit Elizabeth Lee Valentine Goodwyn in

Chevy Case.

Nan Toriiin Owens has to go through

Chattanooga when she visits her parents in

Sewanee, and she had better call me up.

From far off Nova Scotia comes word of

Jane Wilkinson Banyard. Her husband is spll

in the Canadian Navy. They've been there

seven years and will hate to leave when the

time comes. They have two sons, the youngest

being nineteen months old.

Margaret Wcisigcr Proctor writes from

Arlington, Virginia, that her four children

keep her busy. I can imagine so, the youngest

being only two months old. Why didn't you

tell us the names and ages of the others

Whiz?

Louise Chupnian Plamp's letter has just

come, stating that her twin daughters, Bar-

bara and Lydia, BriariteS of 'S5, are going

to Helen Mac's and Dan Boone's camp "Glen-

laurel," this summer. To quote Chappie, "I

feel as though I was born twenty years too

soon, as it is simply a super sounding camp."

Now, I'm finished with the cards, and have

loved hearing from every one of you. I'm

tempted to answer many of them, curious

about left out details, or to congratulate the

ones whose big news I haven't printed. Be

sure and let me know for the fall issue. My
address remains the same throughout the

summer, as we merely moved next door. Good
luck to all.

1932

Class Secreiury: Charlotte Magoffin, Port-

age Point, Deerwood, Minnesota.

Fund Agent: Marcia Patterson, Kent Place

School, Summit, New Jersey.

Those alumnae who were in college when
Marcelle Dominique Perrot spent a year at

Sweet Briar will be interested to learn that

the Barkers have had several letters from her

since the end of the war. Her husband is at

home again, and they are living near Mar-
seille. Their children are Martine, almost S,

and Dominique, 2. In case any of you wish to

send food or clothing to Marcelle and her

family, the address is as follows: Mme Maurice

Perrot, Chcmin des Deux Portes, Martigues

(Bouches du Rhone) France.

The sad news of the deaths of two of

Charlotte Magoffin's four brothers was, un-

fortunately, omitted from the last issue of

the News. Although all of them had been in

the service and had returned safely, the

youngest was killed in a plane crash last

October and the oldest was drowned in Jan-

uary. Charlotte asked to be relieved of the

duties of class secretary for a few months,

in order to devote herself to more personal

matters. Editor.

1933

Class Secretary: Frances Powell Zoppa (Mrs.

Charles) 3 6 Pocahontas Avenue, Richmond,

Virginia.

Fund Agent: Sue Graves Stubbs (Mrs. Wil-

liam K.) 210y Island Drive, Monroe, Louis-

iana.

The following letter from Mary Buick

reached the office in April.

—

Editor.

Sixth Division Ami)- Headquarters

APO 6, c/o Postmaster

San Francisco, California

April 14; 1946

Dear Fran:

It's about time I dropped you a line about

my whereabouts though you may not be our

class newsgatherer by now. I haven't seen an

Alumnae News since I left home.

In January I returned to Manila and trans-

ferred from Hospital Service to Club so that

I could come further West and here I am in

Chinhoe, Korea, at the southern tip of the

country.

Chinhoe was a former Jap Naval Base

—

their most important one in Korea though it

is not used as a port now. I love it here and

think it is one of the most beautiful spots

I've been in. We arc henimed in by mountains

on three sides with the sea cluttered with

islands on the fourth. Right now it is cherry

blossom time and it is like being in fairyland.

Everywhere you look are Japanese cherry trees.

I am intrigued by all the strange sights I sec

and Korean customs. Individually, I like them,
and I wish you could see and hear me trying

to converse with them with a few words of

English, a lot of o.k.'s with v.irious inflections

and much sign language.

We are reported to have one of the nicest

clubs in Korea and I'm convinced that we do.

It was a former Japanese Watering Inn, two
stories high. One enters the club by going

through a rock garden full of evergreens,

rocks and stone figures. This is all enclosed by

a high bamboo fence. I am one of four girls

and am in charge of the Canteen. We now
have about 2,600 men in the Area so we are

kept quite busy, since the Red Cross is the

only place in town which is not off limits

due to small pox. There is very little for the

fellows to do and they do not share my love

for Chinhoe at all. Most of them now are

fresh over from the States and about nine-

teen and twenty years old.

The four of us have a very attractive Japa-

nese style home and two Korean girls to clean

up after us and do some of our laundry.

When fresh meat comes in we dine like

kings and queens for a few days and then

return to field rations for a good many more.

On my way here by airplane I stayed

overnight on Okinawa and was in Japan for

a week, twice getting into Tokyo. What I saw

of Japan I loved and my eyes fairly bulged

trying to take in everything. I am hoping

that I'll get a chance to have a look at

Shanghai before I return to the States.

1934

Class Secretary: Marjorie Lasar Hurd (Mrs.

E. R., Jr.), 42 S North Hanley Road, Saint

Louis S, Missouri.

Fund Agent: Julia Sadler de Coligny (Mrs.

Calvert) , 3 6 Hillside Avenue, Mount Kisco,

New York.

Several new arrivals in our midst : Helen

Bean Emery has a little girl, Mary Archer,

who was born hst August on V-J Day; she

and her husband have sold their farm and

are remodelling a farm house just two in-

stead of twenty miles from Bethlehem, Penn-

sylvania, and hope to move in in June.

Alice Estill Rosemond has a little boy,

Saint Julien, Jr., born March 11; her hus-

band is out of the Army and they are plan-

ning to build. Farriss and her husband are

back in Birmingham where he has resumed his

former job as vice-president of a bank.

Farriss has two little bovs, Henry, Jr., who

will be two July 4 and George GambriU, born

March 3.

Lydia Goodwyn Fcrrcll and her family are

back in their old home in Richmond. She

and her husband saw Mary Walton when
they were in Washington in March.

Marion Gwalfncy Hall and her husband arc

building a new home in Macon now that Frank

is out of the Navy; she hopes to go to Hinds-

dale, Illinois, in July for her brother's wed-

ding. She sees a lot of Cecile Birdscy Wade.
Ruth Myers Pleasants and Clif went to Nassau

in March and saw Cotton Skinner Shepperd in

Miami on their way back.

Jackie Bond Wood is seeing LIFE for the

first time in five years; her maid up and got

married and Jackie is involved to the teeth

with the three children and a large garden;

how well I know! Nancy Butzner Leavell and
brood are settled in Charlottesville where
Byrd practices and teaches at the University

Hospital. Nan tells me that Mary Moore's

husband. Dr. Carter Rowe, lived next door

to her family in Fredericksburg. Carter and
Mary will live in Boston where he will prac-

tice orthopedics.

Alice Shirley Moore writes that she and

Boots broke up their bachelor girl existence

in Columbia last fall when their husbands

came home. Julia and family are living in

Chapel Hill where her husband practices,

and Alice and her husband are living with

his family in Lykesland, South Carolina, and

they hope to eventually build their own home
on the place.

Dot Andrews' family sold their house in

Albany last summer and are permanently

located in Horida. Dot keeps busy with her

new five-gaited show horse and the kennels.

Says they have about 2 5 dogs now not count-

ing the 17 puppies.

Jill Bender writes that she was thirteen

months in England and then was shipped to

the Pacific after V-E Day where she spent

six weeks in Hawaii. She is now located in

New York working for the Division of Re-

habilitation for the State Department of Edu-

cation.

Nan Russell Carter and family are re-

modelling their house in the country where

they hope to move soon for the summer.
EUie Alcott Bromley and family are back at

their old address in Shaker Heights and her

husband has been stationed at Crile Hospital

which is now closing so their plans are vague.

Queer things happen. Helen Hoffecker

Roehm was reminiscing about our May Day

pageant . . . remember The Bird Sanctuary?

and then darned if Dot Turno Gardner didn't

send me a picture of Hotfie and Nancy Butz-

ner Leavell and me capering around in Eliza-

bethan garb looking particularly simple. Hoffic

and family are still in Lancaster. Dot has been

ill this spring and I hope is better now. Thanks

to both of you for a wonderful twenty

minutes of harking back; I stretched it out

even farther than that because I called Katty

James Hall, ex-'3 5, and we shrieked some

more over it.

Bonnie Wood Stookey loves her suburbanite

existence, her planting being continually

thwarted by painters and exterminators who

stamp and spray; the joys of home-owning

... I have ojten wondered about it since we

bought our house. She sees Lib and Chuck

quite often. Lou Drcyer Bradley visited the de

Colignys for a weekend, and she and Jack are

now settled in Plainfield, New Jersey.

Martha Lou's wedding is scheduled for
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June 22. Her mother wrote that they plan-

ned to sail April 4 and hoped to be home by

May 2S.

Ruth Piuklsam Nix and Milt are fixing up

their house in Evanston and it keeps them
pretty busy. Eleanor Cooke Estcrly has a

third little girl, Elizabeth Anne, born Octo-
ber 6, \9AS. Cookie and her husband plan to

go to San Francisco for the American Medi-
cal Association Meeting in June and then to

Carmel for a week . . . their first vacation in

two years.

No special news from Marjorie Siiiifh

Zengel except a change of address . . . this

time for good, she hopes. Ditto from Anne
Marvin. Betty Carter Clark and her three

boys went to Florida for two weeks this win-

ter and then by herself to Indiana where she

saw Mary Lewis Nelson Becker, Helen Clos-

scti Hendricks. Bonny McDonald Hatch and

Jo Fink Mecks and respective children. Kay
Means Neely and her husband have bought a

summer home on a tiny lake near Scranton,

Pennsylvania, where Rod is establishing a

new factory; they hoped to move May 15

in a flurry of new curtains et al.

Mitzi Hanifcn Fried has been all over the

wide world from her card; Fort Lauderdale,

summer in Maryland, Boca Raton in Decem-
ber, at the shore in February, over to New
York in M-rch, \C'ashington in April and is

now getting the two boys ready for camp
in June,

Tacky writes that she and Mac have set-

tled permanently in Springfield where he has

gone into business for himself.

I have been straining at the seams all the

while I have been writing this because May
Day is scheduled for this afternoon at Julie's

school, and I think I am safe in estimating

the humidity at 98%. If it would either just

pour or shine I'd be satisfied. Julie is to be a

Seashell which just seems to suit her present

contours. I have no news; I am involved
solely with my daughter these days ... a

birthday party for 18 nine-year-olds is on
the docket for Saturday. This may well be my
last communication to the outside world, but
I still have enough strength left to tell you
how much I appreciated the marvelous re-

sponse this time. I think it was an all-time
high and I know it must make the column a

lot more entertaining for you all ... I know
it does for me. Please stay with it.

195 6

CUii Secretary: Lillian Cabell Gay (Mrs.

James R.) 114 llth Avenue, S. W., Rochester,

Minnesota.

VunJ Agent: Katie Niles Parklr (Mrs.
Franklin Peabody (46 Glen Road, Wellesley
Hills, Massachusetts.

Can you believe it—the time has come to

celebrate the tenth anniversary of our grad-

uation from college life into the responsi-

bilities of homes, careers, community, national

and international affairs. While it is disap-

pointing that more of our class members are

not planning to be present for this occasion,

it is heartening to learn of so many happy
family reunions taking place all over the

country.

Aline Stump writes that Libby Hartridge,
who is now out of the Navy, recently visited

a friend in Texas and the two of them have
decided to go to California where they hope
to find jobs. Stumpy visited Elizabeth Pinker-

ton Scott during the Thanksgiving holidays near

Albany. In January, or thereabouts, Fred was
discharged from the Army and, if reports be

true, they are farming at North Garden,

outside of Charlottesville. Pinkie was in Rich-

mond during most of the war years, and was
busy with Freddie, Alfred and Strother, with

time for the Board of Symphony Society,

Virginia League for Planned Parenthood, Red
Cross Blood Donor Service, Community Fund,
etc., as you have seen from the slip announc-
ing her nomination for President of the Sweet
Briar Alumnae Council. Other Richmonders
recently reunited with their ex-Navy hus-

bands are Logan Phinizy Johns and Katherine
Lorraine Hyde.

Margaret Gregory Cuckor's husband is also

just out of the Navy and Stumpy is very glad

to find they are to be next door neighbors.

George Ann Jackson Slocum has precious

twins, a boy and girl about a year old, and
also an older son, all glad to have their daddy
home again. They expect to move to Beacon,

New York, where John, a doctor, will help

his father in his practice. Stumpy's news of

Marion Taylor Brawley dates back to last

Christmas, at which time her husband was
released from the Navy and they were back
in Greenville, South Carolina. Alva Root
Bound's husband, Charlie, who had been a

Lieutenant Commander in the Navy, is once
again a civilian, and they are happily re-

united in their home at Mt. Kisco with their

son and two daughters.

t^rankie returned from India last October,

and Katie Niles Parker says things are really

looking up around Wellesley Hills.

Cabby Mitchell Ravenscroft has been busy
getting settled in her home which she

and Kent bought over the telephone from
Colorado Springs just after he was released

from the Navy. Sparky is now in the first

grade and seems to love it and Lucille is two.
Cabby saw quite a bit of Betty Fesser Mac-
leay and her three children who were living

in Boulder, Colorado, while Dan was over-
seas. Cabby also saw Dina Neii-by Adams
many times in Denver and played bridge with
her sister Bencdine, who was at Sweet Briar

after we left.

Virginia Camp Smith spent much of the

war years following her soldier husband

through Georgia and Texas, but returned to

Franklin, Virginia, for a happy reunion with

her brother just back from India, and then

had a grand shopping spree in New York.

She and little Mary Lindsay, eight months

old, are staying in Franklin waiting for

Charles to amass enough points to get out

of the Separation Center in Arkansas where

he is working. She writes that Marjorie Wing
Todd has been living in .Norfolk with her

parents. Her husband was released from the

service, accepted a residency in a hospital in

Miami, and just before Christmas they were

happily reunited as he is now resident at the

Norfolk General Hospital. Betsy High Gregg
also lived in Norfolk for a while during the

war while her Navy doctor was stationed

there. Kin Carr Baldwin has two children, a

good looking boy named Bob and a daughter.

Stuart, who's just like Kin. She and Bob have

a lot in Norfolk and hope to build soon. Bob
is a legislator from Norfolk in the Virginia

General Assembly.

Sara Donghtie Crile writes that my card

caught her with a house full of guests and

'flu, this in January. She and her husband love

living in the country and the idea of being

In Virginia. They are located about 18 miles

from Charlottesville right in the Blue Rid"e
Mountains and not far from Sweet Briar.

They have two additions to their household,

Cotton their daughter, born in July, and

Nicky their bird dog. Sara writes that Mavis
Green Thro has another daughter and lives in

Rockford, Illinois, "where her husband is

doing things about building solar houses."
Mary V. Wilson Richardson is living in Hud-
son, Ohio, with her son and daughter. Sara
has seen Frances Baker Owen who spent the
war years in Charlottesville while her husband
was in the Navy. He Is back and they have
been busy trying to find a place to hang their
hats in Baltimore where John will practice
medicine.

Yvonne Decker is in her third year as a

teacher of design at Weslyan Qinservatory at

Macon, Georgia, and her pupils arc in demand
for fashion illustration and merchandising
jobs. She has a small apartment, and to quote:
"While it's distinctly the garret variety, I

love every square inch of it. It's the studio
couch and 'I can let your have a chair' type,
but I've gone to town with a paint brush and
the result is on the cheerful side, with apolo-
gies to Peter Hunt."

Ruth Gilliam Viar writes that she is busy
as ever looking after her family, teaching,

painting the house and participating in the

P.T.A. She was on campus Easter Sunday
and says everything was beautiful. She is hop-
ing to see some of you at reunion.

Peg Campbell Usher writes that Mary Agnes
Young is to be married June 7th at Walter
Reed Chapel to Tommy Turner, Jr., who she

says is just "wonderful." Peg and Don have
been house hunting around New York, but
have given up the idea of living in the big city

and are debating between staying in Wash-
ington or heading back to Annisquam. Massa-
chusetts. She sounds very happy in Washing-
ton with her husband and children.

Now for Stumpy's news of herself. She

has also given up her Navy job and is back

at teaching again and seems to love it. She

Is in a boy's school In New York—Collegiate

School boasts of being the oldest private school

in the good old U. S. A., and Stumpy is the

"proud possessor of twelve nine year ciders

and they're marvelous!" This summer will

find her at camp near Christ lansburg, Vir-

ginia, where she will teach riding. She reports

that N:incy Parsons Jones saw Capel Grimes
Gerlack in Alexandria, Virginia, where Capel
is busy raising her two children while her

husband, who Is in the regular Navy, has

gone for six months to the Pacific to visit

and witness the atomic bomb test. Nancy and
Vinny were in New York recently as Vlnny
had to attend some newspaper meetings. They
have two little girls and live in Utlca.

Emily Bowen writes from a Washington
address, 19H Sixteenth Street, N. W., and
says she has achieved the Impossible in find-

ing an apartment which she shares with a

Canadi.Tn girl who works at the British Em-
bassy. Emily is working for Military Intelli-

gence and then dashes home to cook and keep

house, but loves having a place for entertain-

ing. She took a friend to sec Sweet Briar and
visited 611 Reid, where she and Lucille Scott

Knoke used to have so much fun. She reports

that Scottie is still glowing over her husband
and three darling boys. Emily would like

very much to meet some of you who are

living in or around Washington.

Last December, La Donahue McCormack
and Jim bought a house In DePere, Wiscon-
sin, near Green Bay where they used to live.

They were in Sheyboygan for Christmas which
was sandwiched in between flu and chicken

pox which went the rounds of their three

children. La says they love their house which
is not new, but has lots of room which they
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seem to need. Jimmy thoroughly enjoys

kindergarten and Jerry waits to see what he

has learned each day. Denny will be a year

old next week and is all about the house on

all fours. La's sister Gail who also attended

Sweet Briar and her husband Lute are just

out of the Navy and are going to Walling-

ford, Pennsylvania, as soon as they can get

possession of their home.

Jim and I spent a good part of his termi-

nal leave last fall in Wallingford, where his

family lives. We are now back in Rochester

after four years of Army life, three years

with Jim overseas, and we are liking our work

at the Mayo Clinic a great deal although the

schedule of working and keeping house gets

a little strenuous at times. I'd like to thank

each and every one of you for writing in the

news for our column and to tell you that

I've enjoyed very much being your secretary

and hope the next one has as much fun as

I've had hearing from all of you.

1937

Class Secretary: Harriet Shaw, 221 High-

brook Avenue, Pelham Manor 65, New York.

Fund Agent: Dorothy Prout Gorsuch (Mrs.

Robert W.) Kings Highway, Box 154, Chapel

Hill, Atlantic Highlands, New Jersey.

Having been a lady of leisure these past

few weeks, I have been able to glean some

items of interest for you. Two years of sub-

way riding are enough, and I intend to wallow

in relaxation this summer.

Two weddings to report this time: Eliza-

beth Cleveland Williams was married April

27, 1946, in Greenville, South Carolina, to

Dr. Harold McWilliams Allison of Green-

ville, and the marriage of Agnes Crawford

to William R. Bates of Gloucester, Virginia,

to take place some time in July. They will

live at Bill's farm. Agnes recently visited on
campus and was much impressed with the

phones on every floor of the dorms. She also

visited Lillian Lambert Pennington in Thom-
asville this spring.

Anne Lauman Bussey writes from Palos

Park, a southwest suburb of Chicago, that

she and Don got out of service last November
and decided to settle in Chicago. They like

it so well that they are planning to build

soon despite shortages of material.

Freuffie Klein is happily settled in an apart-

ment at 804 Osage Avenue, Bartlesville, Okla-
homa. She is fast becoming acclimated to

civilian life and now even has room for any
Briarites who happen around.

Dot Prout Gorsuch has been doing a swell

job on the fund collections and gave me
quite a bit of news for you. Peggy Cruik-
shank Truxtun is going to summer near Dot
in Atlantic Highlands. All of us sympathize
deeply with Peggy in the death of her hus-
band in action. She is now recovering from
an attack of infantile paralysis which she

had last summer.

May Weston Thompson bought a house in

Springfield, New Jersey, where her two sons
can spread themselves. Sid Gort Herpers lives

near May in Maplewood with her family.

Marge Thomas Brookhart's new address is

595 Delaware Avenue, Akron 3, Ohio, but I

have no other news about her.

Kathleen Eshhman Maginnis writes that
her husband is back from the Pacific and
discharged the first of December; her daugh-
ter Kathleen, was born on February 1 7th.

There are still a number of you about

whom wc have had no word for years—please

drop me a line so I can keep everyone in-

formed.

1938

Class Secretary: Dolly Nicholson Tate (Mrs.

John A., Jr.) 13 48 Queens Road, Charlotte,

North Carolina.

Fiinil Agent: Janet Macfarlan Bergmann
(Mrs. Charles) 136 Linden Street, Ridge-

wood, New Jersey.

Some of the news which I am including in

this report reached me shortly after I mailed

my last letter, but perhaps some of you will

find it "new news."

Janet Kent Titus writes from Binghamton,

New York, that she and her husband bought

a house there last fall and have stayed busy

with it and her two year old son. She has seen

Marie Gaffney Barry often and was looking

forward to a trip to Richmond in April and

seeing all the Briarites there.

A card from Clearwater, Florida, the middle

of March , brought word of Howell Lykes

Colton, Richie, her son (three years old),

and her daughter, Keenan (one and a half

years old ) . They have been visiting Howell's

family for two months and were leaving the

next week, healthy and tan, for Pelham, New
York, where they moved about a year ago.

Barbara Fish Schiebel had also a trip to

Florida in March, visiting various friends.

Elinor Wilson Gammon had been in the

throes of moving, with the usual housing

problems. Graham is staying in the Air Corps

and is stationed at Mitchell Field. Also in

the process of getting settled back in March
was Eylese Miller Latham who had moved
with her ex-G.I. to Newport News where

Arthur was resuming his old job.

I hear that Vesta produced a May
Queen for 1967 some weeks ago. As yet I'm

still waiting for the official announcement.
Lloyd Lanier Elliott's son, James Lanier El-

liott, was born in Lexington, Kentucky the

first part of May.

Dail wrote from Washington that they

were still sitting, watching all their friends

move home, but she was planning a trip to

Cincinnati Easter and hoped to see Billy or

Lloyd. Dail spoke of a letter she'd received

from Cess Jansen Kendrick whose husband,

Charles, is home and they are all settled with

their two boys in a newly purchased home.

And from the Mama of the year comes
word that her four children (under two
years old) are fine. Peter is quite proud of

"his" babies, Penny Blair, Richard Grant and
John Kunkle who are growing rapidly and
are in splendid condition. The Mama, Becky
Kunkle Hogue (who else?) is doing herself

proud, and glad to be in Ashtabula, though
she misses Claire and the other Clevelandites
greatly.

A note from Hope Hastorf says "I am
doing club work for the Red Cross in Guam.
It is hard work but an interesting experience."

The letter was dated March 21st.

Claire Handerwn Chapin took time out

from formulas and her three children to say

she was looking forward to two weeks in

Pinehurst in April.

Another new mother is Bessie Lee Garbee
Siegrist of Amherst, who writes of the birth

of her son, George Edward, on January 3 0th.

Her elder son OYz) is delighted with him
and naturally she is quite busy with both.

I know that the rest of you will be as

happy as I was to get word from two de-

linquent correspondents. The first, Pauline
Womack Swan surprised me with a grand
letter saying that she and George moved to

Saginaw, Michigan, a year ago. They were
first in Texas, then in St. Louis for three

years and now in Michigan where George is

still in the oil business. They have two little

girls—Nancy, seven, and Patricia, five months.
Pauline thinks she is the only Briarite in

Saginaw and begs you all to call her when
you get up that way. The other voice from
the past is that of Liz Saunders—and wel-
come it is—who reports that she is working
in Best & Company, the hosiery department
stockroom—so look her up!

Smeady wrote of seeing Moselle Worsley
Fletcher often, and her cute little Emily.
Betty Mead and Clay have purchased a new
home and hope to be in it shortly.

Peggy Green Michel tells me my postal

found her in the hospital admiring her second
baby girl. She and her husband are living on
the post at Fort Belvoir, Virginia, and finding

peace wonderful. Word from Alex was terse

and to the point—that she and her husband
recently had bought a flat at 1227 Glenwood
Boulevard, in Schenectady and hoped to move
in within the next four months.

In civilian clothes again and glad of it is

Alice Hooper who returned to her family in

Philadelphia after a couple of weeks in Florida

in April. She hopes to catch up on her visit-

ing and golf this summer.

Brownie has great prospects of joining Bob
in Prague, Czechoslovakia in July, where he
is Military Air Attache. She and the boys
(Alan, four, and Kent, one) were ready to

sail in January for Athens where Bob was
then stationed, but he was transferred so now
they're soaking up the sunshine at the beach,
preparatory to joining him.

Hope each of you will keep cards coming
my way—and that you'll have a grand and
glorious summer.

1939

Class Secretary: Betsy Campbell Gawthrop,
(Mrs. Robert S. Jr.) 326 W. Miner Street,

West Chester, Pennsylvania.

Fund Agent: Yvonne Leggett Dyer (Mrs.

Daniel L.) 5 Alger Court Apartments,
Rivermere, Bronxville, New York.

So comes another graduation and another

year in our alumnae careers. I had lunch re-

cently with Annie Benedict Swain—was all

pleased with the prospect of seeing her again

—but when the time came, the one thought

—

7 years—predominated. Lines? Gray hairs?

What and how many changes would we each

silently note? Well, she's just the same and I

reassuringly classified myself likewise. She's

living in Philadelphia after a sojourn in Cali-

fornia where her husband was separated from
the Navy. She showed me a picture of Jane
Parker Washburn's 3 month older. Too cute

for anything, but it seems funny for little

Parker to have such a hunk of health for

offspring.

Mary Mackintosh Sherer says that their

small apartment ain't what it used to be since

the advent of Adelaide Orie Sherer, born

March 11. Joe finishes interning in July and

then the Army takes over. They're planning

two fishing trips in June on his vacation

—

baby accompanying. That I would like to see.

Then Mac will be with her mother In Little
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Compton, Rhode Isl.ind, until Joe gets per-

manently assigned somewhere. Oar j;ood

wishes to you, Sherers.

A nice letter from Ethel Haubcr Crowe re-

veals another houseseeking family. Joe was

made a Lieutenant Commander in October,

and on June 1 will be out of the Navy. He

had orders to go to Guam after they left

Iowa City but after staying in San Francisco

for one whole month the Navy decided to

send him to Philadelphia Navy Yard, since

he had only 90 more days to go. He is We\-

fare and Recreation otficer at the Naval Hos-

pital. Dutch is living with her mother in

Newark. Oi course their plans all revolve now

around June I. Patty Lou and Terry are

about to celebrate their third and second

birthdays respectively.

Eleanor Wallace Price plans to hole in and

draw the walls of her home about her until

her two scamps are older—much older. She's

been busy with AAUW and Sunday school

and church work, but she finds extra-curric-

ular activities a big strain.

Anne Parks is "busy" awaiting naval sepa-

ration. Bitsy Gcriliifi Jeffers and Bill were

here Derby weekend and I'd hoped Anne

might come too. Bitsy has a part time sec-

retarial job and any time any of you pick up

"Two Book Mystery," it's Bill at the helm.

Happy James Wathen is all enthused over

house building. Becky Wright Myers is also

in on the project. She saw Nancy Nallc Lea

and children on a visit and sees Rilma Wilson

and Lib Lee McPhail frequently. She's going

to try to get Henri Minor Hart and Harrie

and Jane down for a visit in the summer, for

she do miss old Henri. She reports that Snooks

{Grace Robinson McGuire), quite the worst

correspondent of you all—do quote me—has

purchased a piano. With three children, that's

truly fine optimism.

Anne HudJlaton Cheek is happy with Jim

home. They're in Nashville now, rather than

pre-war Schenectady. She visited SBC re-

cently, and says it's prettier than ever.

Augusta Saul Edwards writes of her hus-

band's return just before Christmas from the

Navy. He'd been serving as CIC officer aboard

USS S.iratoga for 1> months. T'was the very

first Christmas the four of them had been

together. Tommy is 5 and Johnny 2/2. They

were in Salem until March when they got in

their new apartment in Roanoke. Dick is

mighty happy to be in the legal profession

again. Augusta says that Patty Balz is coming

to see her soon, before she sails for England in

July to be married there. Carol Carpenter

Gillan is living with her husband and two

children in Houston 5, Texas, 3620 George-

town. Quite a jump from Rochester, New
York, but she's crazy about it. Bobby Earl

Reinheimer is in Rochester awaiting Fred's

return from A.M.G. duty in Korea. Margaret

Hoyt Cogswell is in Buffalo, New York.

Augusta talked to Martha Rector while she

was on terminal leave. She ran into Irene

Vongehr while in India. How these Briarites

do get around.

Elsie Day Sutherlin and family are home
again after four years in Tampa. Bill was

discharged in November in time to greet his

new daughter, Mary Saunders, born Novem-
ber 28. Congratulations to you both! They're

with Elsie's family until they can build, which

means indefinitely. Bill is in the tobacco busi-

ness which is a seasonal thing, so he's a swell

nurse the six months he's not busy with lUc

Virginia Tobacco Company.

Gertrude Robertson Midlen's Jack got out

of the Army one day sooner, November I.

He's specializing in radio law. Margaret is I 1

months old and Johnny is 3V2, possessed of

a remarkable vocabulary and is a nursery

school hopeful. She writes that Julia Worth-

ing/on Lombard is back in Washington.

If ever anyone had trouble, it was Jane

Miessner Beauchamps. Her Kttle boy was very

ill, her family was sick the whole time she

was home, Christmas to February, her sister

had a major operation and then had to have

another a month later. She has been living at

the Los Alamos atomic bomb project site,

which she couldn't mention before. Dick has

been working there since last June. They are

5 miles from Santc Fe in the wilds, on a

mesa 2,000 feet above the Rio Grande ap-

proached only by an awe-inspiring cliff drive.

They are near the San Idlefonso pueblo where

the black pottery is made, whose beautiful

glaze is acquired by burying the pottery in a

manure pile for a few weeks. Plenty of

scenery and horses, but Jane is too busy for

the latter with two dogs and two children.

She'd love to know of any S.B. girls who are

near her. The Beauchamps plan to be there

for the next three years. Dick is working

under Dr. McKibben.

Henrietta Collier' Armstrong and finally

returned husband are in their old home again.

1940

Class Secretary: NiUA Tomlin Watts (Mrs.

Robert C, Jr.) 100 Madison Street, Lynch-

burg, Virginia.

Finiil Agent: Margaret WooJs Gillette

(Mrs. Louis C.) Roton Road, Rowayton,

Connecticut.

This column has never been remarkable

for its form or style, but everything has been

tried. That is to say when it has been or-

ganized, I've done it according to sections of

the country or similar types of news. It prob-

ably should be done the latter way this time

because so many people seem to have found

satisfactory places in which to live and are

getting more or less settled. However, as I

was going over my material, I was impressed

by the fact that most of my news was about

people in the first half of the alphabet. There-

fore, I'll follow the alphabet plan according

to those good old maiden names.

One of Ann • Adamson Taylor's fondest

dreams has come true. Her husband, Major

Robert H. Taylor, Army Air Corps, Medical

Corps, is now on terminal leave and they

have gone to Gloucester, Virginia, where Bob

will practice medicine as a general practitioner

(country doctor). Mrs. Adamson writes me

that Ann is quite thin and very delighted over

the prospect of living in Gloucester. Ann
attended Marion Phinizy's lovely wedding.

Jane Bush Long said that Phin had a world of

handsome presents, Phin and Jiusband Tom
Jones are living in San Francisco where Tom
is associated with the General Cable Company.

They have recently purchased an attractive

house. Jane's second son was born on Easter

Sunday and was named John Bush Long.

Marianna Bush and her two little girls have

just returned to Avon Park, Florida, after a

visit in Augusta. Marianna and her daughters

present a pretty picture according to recent

snapshots I saw in the alumnae office.

Ruth Beach will marry Lusk Fischer Robin-

son of Fort Smith, Arkansas, on June 22nd.

Ann Sims and Virginia Leggett Cameron will

be bridesmaids. When Rudy was taking a

course at the School of Public Health at Har-
vard last winter she saw quite a bit of Sarah

Mayo Sohn. Rudy says that Sarah looks very

chic with a page-boy bob and like her hus-

band is very interested in the U. N. O.

Polly Boze Glascock came to S.B. in May
to show some prospective students the college.

It was grand to see her although she wasn't

here nearly long enough. Frances Moses Tur-

ner dashed in from Forest, Virginia, and was

only able to have a few minutes chat with

Polly as she was involved in pre-nuptial parties

for her brother-in-law. Mose and I agreed

that Polly was looking slim and trim. Polly

and her husband, Jim, are living with her

family until they can locate a place of their

own. In the meantime. Polly is goin<; on with

her teaching at the Collegiate School,

Maria Burroughs Livingston is now residing

in East Northfield, Massachusetts {Box 102).

Husband Henry is working for the Boston

and Maine Railroad. Phoopy had seen Parge

Woods Gillette and her new daughter, Louise

Church. To quote Phoopy on the subject,

'"The baby was darling—with fat pink cheeks

and little dark wisps of hair." Parge and Lou
looked very happy and were looking forward

to moving into their own house in Roway-
ton, Connecticut. The small Louise is to be

christened soon and Phoopy and Connie Currie

Fleming will be godmothers. Connie and El

Heming spent a day or so at Sweet Briar this

spring, then went on for a week's vacation

at Farmington Country Club. To return to

sister Burroughs—Before leaving Richmond,
Phoopy taught a class of boys at McGuire
General Hospital and found it interesting and

worthwhile work. Phoopy says that Clara Call

Frazier is extremely happy to have Bill home
for good and is busy supervising her two sons.

Phoopy saw Ann Cook Mason Gilliam (ex-

'40) house hunting in Richmond.

Clemmie Carter Murray's son, George, was

born on April 21st and the Murrays have

just moved into a new house in New Jersey.

Helen Cornwell Jones (ex-'40) , whose hus-

band, Homer, is connected with the Eastern

Gas Fuel Associates in Boston has just bought

a beautifully authentic two hundred year old

house in Lexington, Massachusetts ( 1 S S 6

Massachusetts Avenue) . The house is com-

pletely renovated as to conveniences and has

a lot of charm. The Joneses have two sons,

Danny, two and a half years old. and Jona-

than, three months old.

I herewith extend personal apologies to

Marion Daudt McBride for misplacing her

nice post-card. Marion told me that the St.

Louis Alumnae Club has had several successful

projects. Marion has moved into a highly sat-

isfactory apartment and I'm awfully sorry to

have lost the address.

Margaret Dvuetl Cochran spent March at

Miami Beach and made the return trip east

via New Orleans. Emory Gill Williams has

been vacationing too. Her husband, Canky,

was discharged from the Army two months

ago, so they had a second honeymoon in

Charleston, South Carolina, and danced under

the stars at Sea Island. There, they saw brides.

Mary Johnston Bedell and Margaret Preston

Newton ('-1-2 ) . I was especially interested to

hear this last tid-bit. Bob and I started out

for New York to attend Mary's wedding. We
couldn't get any farther than V^'ashington,

so spent the evening with Jack and Agnes
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Spencer Burke. They had planned to be present

at Mary's wedding too and couldn't make it

either. By way of shortening this hard luck

story, we stopped crying in our cokes and

sent the Bedells and Newtons wires as they

were married on the same day. Ag and Jack

are moving June 1st into a larger apartment.

We didn't see Jack, Jr., this trip be-ause he

WAS already asleep when we arrived.

Kay Hodge has been visiting a cousin in

Carlisle, Pennsylvania, and the local rumor

was that she might come to Lynchburg, but

she hasn't showed up yet!

Reba Stfiifh Gromel's son, George, Jr., was

born February 27th. He is called "Terry" to

avoid confusion. His sister, Patty, approves

entirely of her new brother. Reba and George

have bought a home at 225 North Seventeenth

Street, Allentown, Pennsylvania. Reba says

she is ready to receive any gals from the

"Patch," especially those that need dental

work!

Irene Vongehcr Vincent is in Kalamazoo,

Michigan, for a short time with her husband

and daughter. However, she is planning to re-

turn to China in a few months.

Cynthia NolanJ Young is now living at

195 Everit Street, New Haven, Connecticut.

Her husband, Karl, is again with Shell Oil

Company after his Navy tour of duty. The

Youngs are erecting a Wanamaker's house in

Stamford, Connecticut.

Right at this moment, I'm doing a little

typing (this included) in the Alumnae office

which is buzzing with activity and efficient

planning for the June reunions. A sizeable

list of our '41 friends are due to appear for

their fifth reunion. It's a shame that the war

cancelled ours, but take my advice (free of

course) and don't wait to creep back for the

tenth. As Jeanne Harris wrote, I am at

"home plate" and anxious to see any and all

of you. Thanks again for your splendid coop-

eration this year. The next issue won't come

out until October, but in the meantime every

little thing that folds or even jingles will be

welcomed in the Alumnae Office.

1941

Class Secretary: Doris Albray, 1 8 Curtis

Place, Maplewood, New Jersey.

Fund Agent: Patricia Dowlhig von Well-

SHEiM (Mrs. Alfred H.), 1222 Kemble

Street, Utica, New York.

By the time you read this, we will have

been alumnae for five long years, and those

of you who managed to get back to reunion

will have been made to realize It more than

ever. I'm really terribly sorry to have let you

down by not being there myself, as I planned

to, but it was impossible for me to tear my-

self away.

One fine evening I sat down and typed 81

postals to all you gals (Pop addressed them

so we could get them out on time), and, al-

though I begged and pleaded for you all to

answer, there were only 2 8 replies. Of all

things, we have no news from the President

of our class or from the President of Student

Government. Tsk!

Betty Joe McNarney wrote that she and

her mother were sailing on May 20 to join

her father in Frankfurt, Germany. B. J. says

that they expect to do quite a bit of traveling,

and she will remain a lady of leisure for the

summer. Her address will be c/o Gen, Joseph

T. McNarney, HQ European Theater, APO
757 c/o Postmaster, New York. B. J. has been

working in Army intelligence since before

the war.

Marie Gaffney Barry writes that she was

correspondent for the Endicott plant of I.B.M.

while her husband was overseas. Ted, however,

returned from the Pacific in December, Marie

met him in California and they spent two

months touring the Southwest. At the time

she wrote they were living in Bingham ton,

New York, but were planning to move June 1

to 1720 Wyoming Avenue, Forty "Fort, Penn-

sylvania, where they will live in a duplex

house with friends. Lucky guys, not to have

to use a tent.

Bobby Clark Hall writes that she had lunch

with Dedore one day, and much gab was ex-

changed. Bobs also had heard from Charlie

Davenport, who has been hanging around

Italy, but is now in Germany, and expects to

be home this summer. Bobby is planning to

leave for Coronado, California, around July 1.

Janie Clark Hartrich not only wrote, but

she enclosed a picture of their lovely new

home and a picture each of her adorable chil-

dren. I certainly wish it were possible to pub-

lish them, because I know you would all join

me in my opinion. Tom got back from China

in January and found Janie ready and wait-

ing, ideal home and all. Tommy is now three

and Billy 22 months. The Hartrich family is

now living at 75 67 Cornell Avenue, Univer-

sity City 5, Missouri.

Edge Cardainonc O'Donnell managed to see

"Douce" when the latter was traveling with

Jack. Edge and Ted have settled down to life

in their own home—and a new Ford! Bobby

is quite happy to have Pop home and thinks

that the car is strictly his property.

Meach says that Godwin is finally out of

the Army, and has a wonderful new job in

Hudson, Massachusetts, where he remains from

Monday to Friday of each week. I don't very

often quote letters verbatim, but this piece is

too good for me to hash up. "During that

time (Monday to Friday) I have nothing to

do except keep an eight-room house clean, two

small boys fed, clothed and disciplined, about

800 feet of vegetable garden dug, planted and

all the rest of it. Then my quiet evenings are

devoted to making clothes for one and all."

Meachie saw Barbara Holman Whitcomb and

Mary Mac at a tea and had lunch with Pi

at the Ritz, no less.
•

Lillian Foulkes Taylor and Tyler and

"Bootsie" (aged 2^) have bought a house

right down the street from Lil's mother, and

are endowed with a wonderful maid. Lil says

that she sees Ruth and Tish occasionally, that

Ruth and husband are still renting (but plan-

ning) and that she has a lovely boy. Tish's

two little girls arc reputedly very cute. They
are just back from California. Libby Lancaster

Washburn and husband and Bill, Jr., are liv-

ing in Tuscaloosa, so Lil .hopes to see them
soon. The Taylors' new address is 4011 Ninth

Court South, Birmingham 5, Alabama-

Kirk came through with a grand account

of their new home. They have land to farm,

and excellent hunting and fishing right in

their back yard, to say nothing of two cute

little gals. Mrs. Headley may be addressed at

Bull Run Plantation, Tallahassee, Florida.

Douce wrote me a veritable volume, once

again from a New England town—this time

Northampton, Massachusetts. Douce, in her

travels had dinner with Piney and her hus-

band, lunch with Helen Watson Hill, and

spent an evening with Edge and Ted. She also

has seen Anne Borough O'Connor. Douce and

Jack arc madly looking for a house, but they

plan to live with her family for the summer.

Douce says Barb Neiens Wickerham wrote her

while sitting in the hospital with Wendy, who
had just parted company with her tonsils and

adenoids. Douce also heard from Lossie Taylor

Noell, who, with her family, is back home at

Cole Road, RFD No. 3, Durham, North Caro-

lina. Lossie had seen Marianne White South-

gate and Tom over Easter.

Watson wrote just to tell me that she

didn't have any "Hill" news, and, believe

me, that is the kind of cooperation that I

appreciate. She is one of the lucky Briarites

who was at reunion.

Pick (pardon, please, Mrs. T. F. McCarry,

3 65-A Corona Street, Long Beach 3, Cali-

fornia) says that they have been in Long

Beach since fall, when Mac got out of the

Navy. Mac is a lawyer, for your information.

Pick saw Allen Bagby McNeill (whose hus-

band is going to Loyola Law School in Los

Angeles) as well as Tish and her husband be-

fore they left California.

Frances Wilson Dowdey 'took time out from

a mad scramble of trying to get another of

her famous husband's books to the publisher

to drop me a line. She and Jane Goal rick

Murrell were both in Bebo's wedding party

on April 2 5 in Fredericksburg. Bebo and hus-

band are going to settle in good ole Jersey,

when they find a place. (Name, by the way

—

Mrs. Richard Hull.)

Jimmy McBee crashed through with a won-

derful account of her doings. Jimmy will not

be at reunion because, at that particular time

she will be correcting her students' papers

(167 term papers and the same number of

exams!) and will be collecting her own M.A.

Congratulations, you ambitions gal. Jimmy
has been appointed to the faculty of North-

ampton School for Girls. She says she is en-

joying teaching very much.

Betty Blount Kempson is earnestly taking

to knitting, and has even organized a knitting

club. She and Kemp play what is known as

"Poverty poker" and have a marvelous .'time

of it. Blount had hoped to get to reunion,

but couldn't quite make it. From the things

she is doing, it sounds as though she is im-

proving by leaps and bounds, and I know you

ail join me in hoping so. If any of you took

any pictures at reunion, won't you send her

some, for she would love to see them.

H. A. was very much pleased when she

wrote to be able to tell me she was going to

be at reunion. She had seen Pat Sorensen

Ackard and her husband, who, after 1

5

months overseas, had just finished a six-week

course in insurance. Jack and he talked insur-

ance while H. A. and Pat talked S.B.C. Jack

is with Aetna and Provident Mutual, and

Mr. and Mrs. Hauslein are looking for a house

big enough to hold them and Jackie, now
aged 18 months.

Frannie Baldwin Whitaker has not failed

me again. She says her news is slight, but she

did want to write. She had seen Mimi in

April, and Mimi and husband have bought

a house in Louisville, which they will be able

to move into come fall. Lucky Fran sees

Craigie, Emory and Martha Jean every once

in a while, with their respective children.

Allen Bagby Macneil's husband has been

home since September, and they have bought
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a house (2734 Monterey Road, San Marino,

California), and are completely taken with

their blonde, blue-eyed handful of a chile,

known as Mary Allen. Mrs. Mac wants any

of you who visit California to get in touch

with her.

Margaret Stuart Wilson Newbold and

daughter Genie {22^2 months) have just re-

turned from a two and a half month vacation

all over the west. Mama is busy—very busy

—

with Y.W.C.A. work, being on the Board of

Directors and Chairman of the Younger Girls'

Group. Mrs. N. enclosed a picture of herself

and child. Mom looks very young, and daugh-

ter is cute as a button.

Joan Myers Riesc, while listening to a

"chilling murder story" on the radio, scrib-

bled off a letter, telling me of more travels,

namely a proposed trip to Arkansas, and else-

where, and finally a trip to all the real estate

offices in Bronxville in search of an apartment.

Edie yony,i'br Bridges and Dick are going to

California to sec her mom and dad. She com-

ments "Funny how grandparents lose interest

in their own children!" Stevle is the cause of

the trip. She saw Pat Potter Roach just before

Pat left for Louisville to join her husband,

who is in Medical School there. She also saw

Mary Anne Somervell Brenza over Easter, and

reports that the B's are moving to Miami

soon.

Shirts is apparently planning to be at

S.B.C. during Commencement, if she can

leave the new house long enough. She says

Dick had to go to California as soon as they

bought the place, and she has been playmg

hostess to painters, decorators and what-have-

you ever since.

Gertrude Marill is still at Yale, still a stu-

dent and still enjoying it. She is doing a great

deal of clinical work, and consequently will

be among the missing at reunion.

Got an air-mail Special Delivery from Evie

Cantey, who just sneaked in under the dead-

line. She has been Secretary to the Director

of News Service at the University of South

Carolina for four years and says she is begin-

ning to feel like a permanent fixture. She had

seen Barbara Hoiman Whitcomb, Joan Myers

Ricse and Betty Blount Kempson during their

travels.

Janie LoielanJ Byerts, husband. Bill III,

and Snoop (the dog) are now happily en-

sconced in Hawaii, where the family arrived

on January 28 to join Bill at Hickman Field.

Janie has a house right across from the chan-

nel to Pearl Harbor, and says she spends much
too much time looking out the window at the

ships. Young Bill is just a year old and so

brown he looks like a beach-boy.

Barb Holman Whitcomb, after having made

a trip to S.B. to launch a cousin in the

scholarly path, came down with grippe and

has just recuperated after six weeks of the

siege. She had just had a surprise visit from
Douce. Barb also bumped into Louise Duff
Max'enck in the Virginian while there and

found that she and her husband will be in Bos-

ton while he takes a course in Central Ameri-
can Law, after which they will go to Central

America, as he is connected with United Fruit.

Barb says her son informed Douce that Bill

was not his daddy until he got out of uni-

form!

In addition to these letters, notes, and pos-

tals I have also had three phone calls. Dottic

White gave me a buzz one day to say that

she had nothing to report (proper spirit, how-

ever). Lou Lcmheck Reydel and Charlie and

Chuck have bought a house in Plainfield, New
Jersey, and are happily settled there, and Judy

Hoeber is now stationed out at St. Albans

Hospital, where she is doing Red Cross work.

Judy hopes to be out in July, and I hope to

sec her before that.

I've rambled enough. Shame on all of you

who let me down so miserably, and a million

thanks lo those of you who responded so

splendidly. Hope you all had a wonderful

time at reunion, and I was certainly with you

in spirit.

1942

Class Secretary: Cathekinl. Coleman, Mills

College, Oakland 13, California.

I-uml Agent: Anne Hausleni Pottermelo

{Mrs. Thomas) 917 Kent Road, Apartment 2,

Richmond, Virginia.

This letter will have to be brief for more

reasons than one, though the most obvious is

the dearth of news. This summer I shall get

busy and send loads of postals in order to

have a full letter for the September issue.

From the Alumnae Office I did learn that

Barbara Ripley was discharged from the

WAVES in March. Her permanent address is

now 4 N. Encino, Three Arch Bay, South

Laguna, California.

Other news: On May 4 Margaret Preston

and Mr. James Marius Newton were married

at Fincastle, Virginia. Further details are

lacking.

March 27, 1946, hearalded the arrival of

Thomas Daniel Davies, Jr., who was born at

the U. S. Naval Hospital, Bethesda, Maryland.

The parents of the 7 pound, 13^4 ouncer are

Tom and Eloise English Davies.

Another young man is John Wadsworth
Mount, born May 3, 1946, and another 7

pounder. Parents Doris OgJen and Waddy
Mount are justly proud and promise news of

further developments,

Elizabeth Chamberlain was married March
26 in New York to Mr. Peter Duncan
Burchard.

A letter from Betsy Gilmer Tremain (Mrs.

Myron Earl) reports that she and her hus-

band have bought a house in Charlottesville,

but are living with Betsy's parents until they

can move in.

The only other news is of myself, so please

bear with me. I have one-half a comprehen-

sive left to go, and after sunning at Carmcl
four days before the first half, I am now leav-

ing for three days at Yosemite. Then gradua-

tion the second of June and three months of

rest, partly in Iowa, partly in Wisconsin.

When September comes. I am heading east to

Charlottesville and a position at St. Anne's

School, so I'll be seeing some of you.

Do write me this summer—at home until

September, please.

class Secretary: Clare Eager, CharlesmeaJ

Road, Govans, Baltimore, Maryland.

FuttJ Agent: Brooks Barnes, Box 301, 622

168th Street, New York 32, New York.

\('ell, here I am writing to the clicking of

r.illroad ties as I toot across the country

again. Muic and I have been having a delight-

ful time jaunting around in her station wagon
for the last three weeks. We hit Sweet Briar

over May Day (Muie wanted to see her horse)

where we saw Peggy Roudin, Carol Tanner,

Brae Preston, and "Ouija" Adams. "Ouija"

is making an extensive tour and I saw her

again in Baltimore. Also Fay Martin Chandler

and Al blew into Sweet Briar, giving me my
first glimpse of that future femme fatalc,

young Do'Jg:;;ie.

I had hardly settled in Baltimore for a day

when Muie was off again, and so naturally,

joined her. In Boston, we saw (and therewith

camped on) "Tookie" Kniskern White and

Karen Norris Sibley. We had a gay time there

and were glad to find both the Karens looking

so well. "Tookie," believe it or not, still finds

time to play Lacrosse and just participated in

the national tournament in Northampton. We
had hoped to get over to see Nancy Pingree

Drake, but it's too far away. Ping is in Samp-
son, New York, where Em is stationed doing

thoracic surgery.

Before I go any further I should devote at

least a paragraph to Pat Kobineau Van Devere,

who has written me two letters for my blurb,

as she calls it, and hasn't been recognized yet.

Her husband. Bill, is back at Columbia Law
School, and she, like Muie, Libby, and Peggy

Roudin is hunting rather half-heartedly for

a job. Muie and I had hours of hilarious tele-

phone chatter with her when we were in

New York and hope to see her on our way
back. She sees lots of Beanie, who, by the

way, hopes to go to China for Life in the

fall, and of Libby Corddry Jones, whose hus-

band is with an architectural firm in New
York City. Libby says she has the smallest

apartment in New York, but they are having

a gay time. "Put" attended the christening of

Beth Dichman Smith's child where Bean ap-

parently gave quite a performance as saintly

godmother. Also, Annabell*: Forsch was there.

She is working for the Art Students' League.

Louise Woodruff An^st recently entertained

Libby and McNeill at lunch in her new apart-

ment in Forest Hills. Weezie expects to be

there about a year while Johnny works for

the American Car and Foundry Company.

Janie Findlay visited Bean in the big city

and since then has been to Florida where I

hear she picked up quite a sensational tan.

Efiie Seigling took the big step on April

26th with Lloyd Guyton Bowers, Jr. Harriet

PuHen, not to be outione by her roommates,

announced her engagement on Easter to John

Ormsby Phillips of Pittsburgh. Harriet tells

me th.it they expect to be married in Sep-

tember. The only other wedding besides Effie's

*^ince my last report is that of Elsie Jackson

Hamner to Walter Kelly, III, of Lynchburg.

It took place on March 9th with Esther Jett

the only Sweet Briar witness. Esther wrote

me a first hand account of the good time she

had and also tells me that she has a great

yearning to see far fields!

Kitty Dotfr Jones is still waiting for Tommy.
I received a very despondent card from her

telling about how he was all packed to come

home and then was diverted to Shanghai.

However, some have been luckier. Mary Love

Ferguson Sanders writes that her husband is

back from the Air Corpus and they are living

in Corsicana, Texas, and Susannc Douglas

Terry's Jay has been discharged from the

Coast Guard. Also Maggie Baker Kahin's hus-

band is back and getting his M.A. at Stanford
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University. And rejoicing for herself. Janie

Steiger writes enthusiastically that she is a

civilian again after thirty months in the

WAVES.
I was glad to finally get some information

on Dot Stauber. She wrote through Munce

that she married Howard Anderson who was

stationed in Cuba, and now has a son, Gary,

born December 27th. They are living in Zillah,

Washington.

At this point, I am getting lots of cracks

about being a true "Eager-beaver" because I'm

trying to write in a fraternity house at Dart-

mouth (Clare the proverbial perennial fresh-

man) and things are slightly disconcerting so

excuse me if I just throw bits together here

at the end. Page wrote that Mary Belle Lee

is being "groomed" by Garfinkle's in Wash-

ington as a lingerie buyer. Scottie Shumons

McConnell has moved bag and baggage to

Charlotte, North Carolina, where her hus-

band has a job as general counsel for a chain

of department stores. I saw "Snookie" looking

happy as ever at the Maryland Hunt Cup, and

that's about all girls. Keep me posted over

the summer.

Class Secretary: Connie Sul Budlong. O.T.

Department, Kennedy General Hospital, Mem-
phis H, Tennessee.

Fiiud A^oii: Marian Shanlcy Jacobs, (Mrs.

William L.) Box 41, Newport Arkansas.

And to think tliat we've been out two

whole years! Still going strong, though. Have

quite a bit of news this time, thanks to the

loyal who filled in the blanks on my postals

and to the super loyal who wrote letters in

answer.

We had one recent wedding—that of Car-

lisle Morrissett to Lieutenant Patteson Branch

in Richmond on April 27th. Paulett Lon^

Taggert and Gunner are expecting to settle

in New Jersey, perhaps Westfield, where Jody

Willis Leaman lives. They are now in Carteret,

New Jersey. Betty ^ence Williams writes that

life is engrossing, and that her job is too

—

she's training veterans in Richmond.

Have a couple of prospective weddings up

my sleeve too. Hazel Fellner will be married

in June to Charles Dinsmoor Tuttle. On June

Mth Evie Pretlow will marry Alexander Win-
chester Armiston of Saskatchewan, Canada.

Weezie Konsberg and Ann Moore will be

bridesmaids, and Evie will be living in Saska-

toon. Isn't it nice to have us all scattered

about this way, quite internationally. An en-

gagement—Louise Konsberg to William Ered-

erick Knoll, Maplewood, New Jersey.

Had a wonderful and fat letter from Lind-

sey, at home in Rome. She said she had been

to visit Dune (who is ignoring me I've owed
her a letter so long) in Winnetka, and then

had stopped by to see Marty Falk Vallery in

Waverly, Ohio. Martha saw Snookie Woods
Williamson, and heard of Jan Glennon's (ex-

'44) marriage to Lieutenant Colonel William

Frederick Harris, USMC. Dune says Martha
is working part time in the local knitting

shop. Longino is still nursery-schooling in

Atlanta and Haverty was off on a jaunt to

New York and Atlantic City when last heard
of. Lindsey herself is back in Rome after her

time in New Orleans, where she worked for

Delta Airlines.

Pat Wbitakcr Waters wrote of the arrival

of John Samuel Waters, Jr., who was born

April 22nd. She says, and may be forgiven

for her deep maternal pride, that he is the

handsomest child ever born. Dotty Bent tell

Srnith, husband Cal and small daughter Bunny

are .established in Potsdam, New York. Cal

is attending Clarkson College, and Bunny

(aged 7 months) has 2 teeth! Helen Cantcy

Woodbridge and West are home in Columbia

"on terminal leave" but will be moving to

New York in June. West will be with the

Polaroid Company there. Helen said she had

run into Brooks Barnes, '4'3 , on Long Island,

and that Brooks is a graduate nurse now.

Frances Hester Dornette is still searching for

an apartment and husband Bill lias started his

internship. Fran took a trip to SBC, Williams-

burg and Washington and saw E. B. Duval
there. E. B. is still a WAVE but biding her

time for retirement. Our other WAVE, Margy
Brendlinger, is still in Washington but hopes

to be homeward bound by July, and has

plans for some more psych but doesn't know
yet where. Oh shades of Mull and Moller!

Margy reported that Peg Gordon is a civilian

again, that Staples is in until August and
will probably go on to the New York School

of Social Work. Adeline Taylor is home
again, but had no news. Hep (T/4 Alice

Sarah Hepburn) is still WAC-y and is at

Fort Meade, being a Chaplain's Assistant. She
said that among other duties, she sings for

services and teaches a Sunday School class!

Had a postal from Marge Willetts that set a

new high for getting a lot in a little space.

Marge said she had talked to Dykie Watts,
who may be heading for Japan this summer.
Jeanne Ainireus Peterson, ex-'44, is still in

Alexandria, with her husband and small
daughter. Juanita Gans and Anne Woods are
still in D. C. . . . and Marge said she and
Woods, who both work in the Pentagon,
bump noses regularly even though their offices

are two miles apart. Marge plans to doff her
uniform and head for Hollywood late this

summer. Beebe Breese Wcllinghoff, ex-'44, her
husband and two daughters are settled and
civilian once again. Marge's parting com-
ment

. . . "Still singing 'K.P. Blues" ... and
'I Want to Get Out,' period!"

Ginny Hall was home vacationing (and as

a fellow O.T. I will attest that it's wonder-

ful and necessary) and about to head for a

Veterans' Hospital to work with Neuropsy-

chiatric patients. Both Ginny and I are now
O.T.R.'s . . . which may not sound like

much to you who are uninitiated, but means

a lot (including the wearing of a coveted

white cap) to us. Ginny will be living at

home. Dotcie Tobin Ayres and Dill, now out

of the Coast Guard, are living in Montclair.

Dot tie says they bumped into Millie Brcvizcr

Lucas and her husband at a Mardi Gras Ball

in New Orleans. Sterling Nettles Murray
wrote that big and little Dune had spent

Easter with her in Middleton, that she saw

Munce and Dede Enwright in Indianapolis

. . . and that small Win Murray now is grown
up enough to have bangs.

Franny Pettit is living in Chicago, writing

advertising copy and teaching life saving at

the Y.W. She had seen Lieutenant Bea Boericke

while Bea was at Vaughan General this spring.

Bea was at Nichols General In Louisville when

last heard of, and I think was expecting a

transfer to Battle Creek. Sally Skinner Behnke.

ex-'44, has been living in a Quonset hut in

San Pedro, but is back in Seattle with Bob,

now a civilian, and Carl, who is nearly one

one year old.

Had the first news from Maury since I saw

her in Richmond a year ago. Slie is doing

assorted volunteer jobs, and was planning for

SBC May Day. She had seen E. B., Alice

Lancaster Buck, Valinda Shii cly Conner,

since they were bridesmaids at Carlisle's wed-
ding. Janet Chenery Conway, son Teddy and

French are living at Greenwood, Virginia,

while French is at the University. Went to

Louisville for the Derby and just missed

seeing Nancy Eagles O'Bannon. Whjt is out

of the Army and working for Mengle there,

and as all the rest of us, the O'B's are apart-

ment hunting. Kay Mensing, ex-'44, is still

enjoying being a banker, and is quite proud
of the fact that "her" bank is about to cele-

brate Its 100th birthday. That's about the

way I feel about me!

Alice Johnson Fessenden has been in New
York City while Bill has been at Columbia,

but will be back In Atlanta by the time thrs

comes, out. Alice had been working for an

interior decorator, had seen Crump, Millie,

and Les Herrick for the first time In two
years. Leslie will get her M.A. in June and

has a permanent place at the Walt Witman
School, teaching 4 year olds. She had visited

Tina White, who is working in a hospital and

having quite a social whirl.

Giddy Whitehead is holding the Amherst

fort for us, and had Hank Mallory and B.

Maury (and dates) there for May Day. Giddy

reports that Jinny Noyes' family loves their

Amherst county farm and that Jinny will

teach Math at the University of Wisconsin

next year. Giddy will combine housekeeping

(on weekends) and social work in Bedford

. . . sounds strenuous. Martha Lee Hodman
McCoy and Mac will join the Charlottesvil-

lians late this summer. How I envy them all!

Lulu is still going strong and is illustrating a

book by Marian Tracy, "The Care and Feed-

ing of Friends," which Is coming out in Sep-

tember, published by \' iking Press. The Hos-

pitality Houseparties are still going too. Susie

Landis Lancaster and husband have bought a

house in Rye, New York, and will move in in

July. When she wrote, Bowen was suffering

from too much thesis. She'll get her M.S.W.
in June, then head toward Mexico City to

recuperate before starting to work.

Marian Shanlcy Jacobs writes that Mar-
thalyn Rushing Yocum and David are still in

Little Rock, but will go to Chicago for

David's interneship in July. Betty Farinholt

Cockrlll and Jim have a house on the beach

at Corpus Christi. Jim came home at Christ-

mas. Millie Littleford Camm, ex-*44, is on pins

and needles waiting for Bill's return from
India.

I had a grand note from Muriel Abrash Sals-

berg in Paterson, where her husband Is tak-

ing his interneship. He will return to the

Army in July and they will probably be sta-

tioned in San Antonio. Muriel had seen Pat

Stickney who was involved in her thesis for

the New York School of Social Work. Biggest

treat for Muriel was seeing Mary James, '4
1

,

recently in "Apple of His Eye," complete with

a backstage chat.

And that, with some unintentional omis-

sions, is all the news I know. Whenever I

finish this little job, I have a bad case of

typewriter's cramp, a million letters to write

and quite a yen to sec you all! If anyone

comes to Memphis, I'm still here—enough

said. If you aren't in Memphis, my letter box

has room for lots of mail.
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C\ai$ Sccrciary: Jodie Morgan, 1538 Quarrier

Street, Charleston, West Virginia.

F7it:J Agcrtf: Mary Haskins, 901 Oak Street,

Chattanooga, Tennessee.

It seems hard to believe that a year has

passed since WE were Seniors going through

all the graduation confusion. And now we

have a chance to get together again for our

first reunion. It docs sound so like fun that it

makes my heart sick to think that I missed

most of it. But this music teacher whom I've

been helping all winter chose the great day of

June third for her recital, which completely

ruined all chances of being at SBC for grad-

uation. However, Mcjunkin and I are driving

down to Nags Head, Nortli Carolina, to visit

Susan Buchanan the last week in May and will

probably be back through SBC on the Satur-

day before graduation, so maybe we'll be

lucky enough to see some of you then.

I had a long letter from Edie Muftison

Henderson who has a quite grown up little

gal almost two years old, named Jodie (pretty

name, don't ya' think?). They spent last win-

ter in Cambridge with Edie's mother-in-law,

waiting for Gerry to come home. He was

in Germany for fifteen months but is back

now and so they are living in the country in

Belmont, Massachusetts. Gerry is writing

poetry and short stores as well as taking some

courses at Harvard. Edie seems to think that

she may get into the books again, too.

A note from Cappy Price said that Betty

Healy had visited her. They stayed in Louis-

ville for a while and then were off to Florida

the first of February. Driving back from Key

West one night they stopped along the road

for supper and bumped into Ann Dickson

with her mother and brother! From Florida

Betty and Cappy went back to Louisville and

then were off to the Price's farm in Virginia.

Cappy was home in time for the Derby and

all the excitement and gaiety that went with

it and then she and her mother went to see

her sister Caroline in Greenville, Mississippi.

Another gal who has been traveling about

is Martha Holton. Florida was also her vaca-

tioning spot. On the way down she stopped

in Atlanta and was able to see Mia Hccht

Morgan and her husband Tom who have an

adorable apartment on Peachtree Street. From
Atlanta, Martha was off to Fort Lauderdale

where she spent some time with her sister,

Mary Lou, "spring vacationing" from SBC.

As she was putting Mary Lou on the plane

in Miami to fly back to school she just hap-

pened to see El Dodson who is working there

at the Pan American Airport. When Marty
got home she found a wonderful job doing

research work in the engineering department

of Curtiss-Wright in Columbus, Ohio. While

she's in Columbus she also has quite a job

to do on the side. She has been asked to make
a small half-life size model of the Girl Scout

Founder. The bronze plaque is to be placed in

the State House in Atlanta. Martha has cer-

tainly been keeping this talent a deep dark
secret. Had we but known perhaps we could'vc

gotten her to erect some bronze plaques at

SBC in honor of Daisy or "Miss Indie."

Word from Petie Cross is that she's been

busy Red Cross campaigning. There was a

chance that she and Franny Estes might go

on a jaunt too—you guessed it—Florida,

again. Petie says that Wodie Calciiiitu Mona;^-

han is home nuw with her husband who is

just out of the Army. Also Jane T/jiniifisoii

Sherrill is now living in Norfolk.

Audrey Betts has certainly been a wonder-

ful old stand-by. She's always sending me
news of "forty-fivers" whom she has seen

in the big city. She says that Lib Loic Orth
is now working at Saks on a "flying squad"

—

(no, not airplanes, she shifts from one depart-

ment to another, being trained for selling).

Estie Ciinninghant Shay was in New York
shopping one day. Estie told Audrey and

Audrey told me (are you with me?) that

Tickie Clark is now in Cuba visiting her

brother who is stationed down there in the

Navy. Tickie seems to be having a wonderful

time. Liz Joseph Boy kin is keeping house for

Raymond and th&ir two months old daughter
while Raymond goes to college. Tay Reese

stopped off to see the Boy kins on her way
home from a Florida trip. Audrey says that

she heard that Pooch Porcher and Ann Bower
were going to tour Mexico this summer. Dal,*

Suylor Hull was also in New York not long

ago. She's living in Washington now and has

just recently seen Leila Burtictt and her hus-

band who have a darling house outside of

Washington. Audrey got to see Ginny Whit-
aker when she was in town. ,Whit is now
teaching Latin and Spanish in Massachusetts.

Last fall she also taught hockey and ice skat-

ing although Audrey says Whit has her doubts
as to liho was teaching to ice skate. Audrey's
own hatest job has been "cataloging" reference

books in her office. She wishes she'd saved that

book that we had freshman year explaining
such things in detail. She says she also needs
to learn Japanese as there are -1.3 of the books
written in "said" language and it's rather
difficult (to say the least) to file those titles.

Mcjunkin and I drove down for a spring

weekend at the old alma mater just before

Easter. Carol Cox was there and it certainly

was good to see someone from our own class.

A letter from Slug McLean reports that she

is living in Norfolk now and has a job with

Navy Relief. She reads all the cases and sums

them up on a small file card. To quote her:

"The social life is marvelous. I think I'll open

a business to get people at Sweet Briar May
Day dates." And what a worthy cause that

would be—but I think most of you will agree

—she's just ONE year too late. She has some
cute movies taken at graduation last year

—

one special prize winner of El Gilliam doing

her famous Bunny Dance. Speaking of El,

I had a p.c. from her just the other day

.ind she tells me that she has been appointed

to teach the first graders their Sunbeam Dance
for their Health Day Program. El says that

at last "her talents" are being recognized.

Perhaps that Bunny Dance is the beginning of

a great career for El—who knows—maybe
we shall sec her on Broadway some of these

days. Mary Herbert visited El (the last of

April) and they were off to Virginia Beach
and then to spend Easter at the Herberts.

While at Virginia Beach they saw Perk
Traugott, Lovah Willcox, and Dot ArtwlJ
Waite and Bob, who are still stationed at

Camp Lee.

Edie Page Gill went to Annapolis around

the first of April with Carbaugh. They spent

several days in Washington and then Carbaugii

stayed over in Roanoke for awhile. Edie now
has a Girl Scout Troop, has been doing USO
work and working on a Junior League paper.

On the side she has been helping her Dad
and learning about the optical business.

By way of Mcjunkin I hear that Ruth
Longmire is at the University of Texas, tak-

ing a business course. Junk heard from Helen

Dill IS Wohlers too and by now she seems to

be in the full swing of domestic life. She and

Herb have just moved into a nice four-room
unfurnished apartment. She's become quite a

chef; if you'd hear the menu you'd think

you were at the Waldorf or some such. The
last word from Kagee Agee is that she is

forsaking the big city for life in the West
Virginia hills and I'm certainly glad to hear

it. Beck Avery has just been in Texas for the

past few weeks to see Gloria Lupton. Jean
Moores writes that she's now back in school

learning shorthand and typing. She "schools"

from 9 to I 2 five days a week. She planned to

be at SBC for the reunion.

Right here and now I'd like to correct a

mistake in the last Alumnal News. To quote

the April News, sixth paragraph, third line,

"Hilda heard from Betty Cocke a few weeks
ago from Avon Park, Florida, where she was
basking in the sun for a month (no doubt
preparing herself for the ordeal.)" unquote.

There seems to have been an omittance of the

line explaining just what Cocke's "ordeal"

was, and I would like to take time to clear

that up. Cocke was going to teach English at

business school in Memphis as well as going

to school herself—and that was the big job

confronting her for which we think she prob-

ably went to Florida to rest up!

I got a wonderful letter from Edith Farr

just the other day. She worked five months
in the office of scientifice research and de-

velopment with a group of scientists and
mathematicians attached to the Navy Depart-
ment. It seems she did everything from fix-

ing coffee three times a day to doing liaison

work with the Navy Air Intelligence. How-
ever with the end of the war, all the work
began to be routine, so after much persuasion

from the school department in Fairfax, Edith
began to teach five sections of freshmen Eng-
lish in the high school there. Her description

of the first few weeks as the youngest teacher

in high school is priceless. She claims that

she has now somewhat tamed them down.
Along with the English she helped with dra-

matics and seems to have done such a good
job that she's been offered a credit course in

dramatics to teach. Every so often she sees

Jinx Gans and this spring she got to see

right much of Nancy Fcazcll Kent and Bob
when they were in Washington waiting for

Bob to get out of the Army.

The last bit of news comes from Zu Zullch

in answer to one of those wild pleading cards

of mine. Zu wrote the afternoon before she

and Gearheart were to embark for Sweet Briar

and it sounded rather like they were going to

hit May Day week-end. It seems that both

Gear and Zu have been working hard—Gear

now working seven days a week with a free

week-end thrown in at odd intervals, Zu's

letter was so typically "Zu" that I must quote

directly from my source, "It hasn't been too

horrible and on the other hand it hasn't been

too good. We've been meeting too many boys

about 20 to 21 and although they're nice,

there is an elment of robbing the cradle pres-

ent." Zu and a friend of hers have gotten

.m apartment and have lately been redecorat-

ing (that term meaning—scrubbing, cleaning

and kemtoning) the whole works which con-
sists of bedroom, kitchen, living room and
bathroom. "Each room is about l" x 4" and
must have been built for Tiny Town Folk but
to us— it's HOME."

Many thanks to you all again for being so

good about writing. I just wish that more
tit you would take up the "habit," 'cause

it's so-o-o-o good to hear from people you

haven't seen for a long time.
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Arms, Patricia, Stratford Road, Harrison, New York.

Ashby, Rosemary, 830 Westover Avenue, Norfolk, Va.

Bass, Betty Ann, 3440 Alta Vista Way, KnoxviUe, Tenn.

Butler, Adelaide Caldwell, 900 Gregg Avenue, Florence,

South Carolina.

Caldwell, Dorothy Sue, 4707 Bayshore Boulevard, Tampa,

Florida.

Cameron, Flora Elizabeth, 330 Westover Road, San An-

tonio, Texas.

Carter, Jean Williams, 1 1 5 Ridgeside Road, Chattanooga,

Tennessee.

Christian, Marjorie Downs, 409 Washington Street, Lynch-

burg, Virginia.

Clement, Elinor Crowell, 407 Woodland Avenue, Wayne,

Pennsylvania.

Coffman, Margaret Ann, 100 North Raleigh Street*, Mar-

tinsburg. West Virginia.

Corcoran, Dorothy Elise, 4545 Ortega Boulevard, Jackson-

ville, Florida.

Crawford, Louise Thomson, 400 Saluda Avenue, Columbia,

South Carolina.

Dingwell, Beatrice Margaret, 2924 Rittenhouse Street,

N. W., Washington, D. C.

Dowd, Nancy Chesbrough, Lake Avenue, Greenwich, Con-

necticut.

Drubych, Ruth Frances (Mrs. Howard Zimmerman), 8721

Narrows Avenue, Brooklyn 9, New York.

Ellis, Georgianna Page, 305 Brookford Road, Syracuse, New
York.

Eubank, Alice Llewellyn, 3 52 5 Carondelet Avenue, Waco,

Texas.

Fellner, Leila Semple, North Branford Road, North Bran-

ford, Connecticut.

Field, Elvira Crutcher, 601 N. E. 5 6th Street, Miami, Fla.

Force, Elizabeth Gholston, 2 03 Ingleside Avenue, Athens,

Tennessee.

Graeff, Helen Lorenz, 5 8 South Second Street, Chambers-

burg, Pennsylvania.

Greene, Noma TuUis, 7427 Muirfield Road, Norfolk, Va.

Gurley, Elizabeth Rand, Belrose Lane, Radnor, Pa.

Hill, Annie Belle, Amherst, Virginia.

Holton, Mary Louise, 2318 Densmore Drive, Toledo, Ohio.

Hood, Barbara Gregg, 366 South Highland, Memphis, Tenn.

Houston, Ruth Hunter, 695 South MacLean, Memphis,

Tennessee.

Inge, Harriet, 3908 Shannon Lane, Dallas, Texas.

Jones, Adeline Munce, 801 Louden Heights Road, Charles-

ton, West Virginia.

Jones, Ariana Craig, 75 6 Philadelphia Avenue, Chambers-

burg, Pennsylvania.

Jones, Lucy Charles, Chatham, Virginia.

Jones, Shields Daughtridge, 627 Tarboro Street, Rock)i

Mount, North Carolina.

Kent, Mary Elizabeth, 2 Brighton Road, Springfield, Ohio.

Lawrence, Jane Smith, Red Bank Road, Galena, Ohio.

Lee, Bertha Barrett, 820 Fleming Avenue, Augusta, Ga.

Lively, Mary Jane, 1577 Quarrier Street, Charleston, West

Virginia.

Murchison, Helen Spratt, 3790 Ortega Boulevard, Jackson-

ville, Florida.

Myers, Eleanor Gurney, 208 Hermitage Road, Charlotte,

North Carolina.

Nixon, Hallie Tom, Alta Vista, Ocean Drive, Corpus

Christi, Texas.

Owens, Anne Frances, Windsor Point, Norfolk, Virginia.

Pollard, Jean Grace, 1406 Runnymeade Road, Norfolk, Va.

Randolph, Beverley, 803 Rugby Road, Charlottesville, Va.

Robbins, Ellen Ruth, 2916 Chevy Chase, Maryland.

Rudulph, Caroline Inez, 104 Fairview Avenue, Mont-

gomery, Alabama.

Ryland, Ehzabeth Webb, 22 3 West 62nd Street, Kansas

City 2, Missouri.

Schoenheit, Elizabeth Grace, 2 5 Eastwild Road, Biltmore

Forest, Asheville, North Carolina.

Sibley, Margaret Ehzabeth, 219 West Mulberry, San An-
tonio 1, Texas.

Smart, Catherine Langdon, 414 Eastover Road, Charlotte,

North Carolina.

Sprunt, Charlotte, 1615 Chestnut Street, Wilmington,

North Carolina.

Stevens, Frances Lee, 5 08 Wildwood Avenue, Rocky
Mount, North Carolina.

Strickland, Mary Jessie, 52 5 West Wesley Road, N. W.,

Atlanta, Georgia.

Stuckle, Anne Katherine, 13 Wendover Road, Montclair,

New Jersey.

Thackray, Mary Ellen, 1432 Luzerne Street, Johnstown,

Pennsylvania.

Thomas, Josephine Elizabeth, 15 00 State Street, New
Orleans, Louisiana.

Titterington, Martha Bronson, 6830 Waterman, St. Louis,

Missouri.

Todd, Margaret Winchester, Sunnyside Lane, Irvington,

New York.

Vandeventer, Mary Dunn, 1101 Graydon Avenue, Norfolk,

Virginia.

Vinton, Mary Charity Wood, Highland Plantation, Lake

Providence, Louisiana.

Waite, Nancy, 1140 Fifth Avenue, Apartment 3-C, New
York, New York.

Warner, Barbara Katherine, 318 West Navarre Street,

South Bend, Indiana.

Watts, Wistar Morris, "Gladwood," Route 4, Lynchburg,

Virginia.

West, Lillian Manoah, Perry Park, Kinston, North Carolina.

Wynn, Virginia Quarrier, 32 Eastover Park, Louisville,

Kentucky.

Young, Edwina Olney, 32 Fernwood Road, West Hartford,

Connecticut.





Order Now • • •

/947 Sweet Bfiiafi

Sngagement Calendar

21 NEW PHOTOGRAPHS OF S^X^EET BRIAR

52 PAGES FOR ENGAGEMENTS

$1.00 EACH, PLUS 2 5 CENTS FOR MAILING

Make Checks Payable to Sweet Briar Alumnae Association

WILL BE READY FOR FALL DELIVERY

1946

To
The Alumnae Office:

Sweet Briar College
Sweet Briar, Virginia

Enclosed is my check for $ for which please send

copies of the 1947 Sweet Briar Engagement Calendar

as soon as they are available.

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT
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